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Tel ‘Aviy,

Capital

Cities

Oct. 31.

Broadcasting

+

Co. .

‘of; New York pulled .out of -the |:
Eichmann trial.. The company had;

Ad Lib

*

Number of stations in the U.S.

equipped to originate local color in’
| Hydra, Greece, . Oct.. 31.
some form—“live,”. film or vidtape |
Lloyd ‘Shearer, interviewing
the exclusive rights to put camer—now stands at 115, according to
Melina
Mercourl
here
for
as in the court during the trial, to'/:
an industry survey. |
make. videotape and newsreels of : “Parade, _asked.-if she would. - More. significant, ‘survey’ esti- |
the proceedings and to distribute |’., identify: ‘the “most fascinating
mates
that-the number of hours per
man in her life.” With direc-them around the world.. Producer.
week devoted to colorcasting on
Miiton Fruchtman set up a fully | tor Jules ‘Dassin standing be‘the
local
level runs close to 400.
side her—she expects to marry
equipped ty studio near the courtThat 400 hours per week’ of color- |.
house and made, with director Leo } him before-the year. is out—.
casting is exclusive of .the color
actress took Shearer's hand
'- Hurwitz,.more ‘than 1,000: miles of:
feed of. the NBC network and is
looking © into. , his eyes, “You,”
tape..
confined. to the 54 color equipped
darling, you.” |
| stations having regularly scheduled
According .to, ‘the “agreement ..
Said -Shearer.:to ~Dassin:
color¢casts.
Excluded: in the 400]
with the Israel! ‘Government, the |}.
"You're right, no doubt about.
hours estimate. are stations occacompany took ,up the task on a.
it.. She’s the greatest: actress:
sionally c olorcasting, local specials
non-profit ' “basis... But apparently |
in the world.”
and sports, v
it didn’t anticipate how. non-profit
4
The rise in the number of local
it would be. According to. estimates,
colorcasting hours is being watched
Capital Cities lost about $500,000
closely by syndicators in the ser‘on. the deal.: “At least part of the.
‘ies, features and’ cartoon - fields.
loss was.good investment in terms
Factor of: color in today’s syndie
‘of publicity and goodwill that the |
.
market
is variously brushed off as
“company gained, especially. in Jew-.
|insignificant or underscored as a
. ish circles.
definite
plus.
Whatever today’s
According. to ‘the ‘contract; the |.
analysis for the syndie field might
company. subscribed to tape |every
Moment

Allied Artists
AsYoungstein
Syndicate’s Goal

of the trial, until the very:}.

Critics Are Important
Wall Streeters obviously follow New
York’s
newspaper
critics as closely—or perhaps

even’ more closely—as the average film patron.
On the day the $6,000,000plus “West Side Story” opened
at the Rivoli Theatre on Broadway,
United
Artists’
stock

closed at 32. Tha next after
noon, followi ing the publication
of the first reviews of the pic,
the UA
stock jumped
2194
points to close at 3414.

Murrow’s H'wood

be, there’s little question that most

Quest: Footage To
HelpUSIA Abroad

‘syndie houses’ feel that in the
uture having color negatives will

Washington, Oct. 31.
U.S. Information Agency Direc‘Hollywood, Oct. 31.
| prove out to be a definite plus.
Importance .of. discussions for a ' Many stations, for example, buy- tor Edward BR. Murrow will be chief
‘the: judges: are still preparing. the syndicate. to purchase Allied Art- ‘ing the Warner Bros. “Films of the speaker and guest of honor at a
special forum-dinner Nov. 5 hosted
‘yverdict.. Judgment -will be .an-. ists as. a- production-distribution. 50'ss* packages
have scheduled

end.. But there was a time-limit
_ paragraph in the ‘contract and. this |
“time-limit.was now

reached, while

nounced around December. ‘Capital company to be operated by Max E..
. Youngstein. upon his retirement at
(Continued on. page 86}.
.| Year's end as United Artists. veepée

West Indies to‘Culturefy’.

are. discounted by AA prexy Steve
Broidy as’ never having reached
{the active negotiation stage. ‘Only.
-

(Continued
ontinued on
on page 4!
48)

Chi Footnote To
Noxon TV Makeup

-by Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences.
‘Idea is for

Murrow

and

the

. “creative side” of the film industry

Never underestimate the power
of a woman, or, in this case, of a
goodnatured prostie.
Jules Dasesin’s “Never on Sunday,” which

details in comic fashion the efforts
| of a stuffy American tourist to reform a happy Athenian joy girl,
looks to become one of the most
profitable motion pictures in the
history of the industry, in terms
of profits on original investment.
The
picture,
according
to a
Lopert exec, was brought in at a
cost of approximately
$151,099.
Exec estimates the savs “conservatively”: that the film will do at
least $8.000,000 worldwide, which
would mean a return of 5,200) on
the investment.
What that means
can be graphically illustrated by
the supposition that if C. B. DeMille’s “Ten Commandments” did
comparably well on its $13.000,000
production outlay, it would have
to realize a return of $67,600,000,1000.
Similarly,
Metro's _ stillshooting “Mutiny on the Bounty,”
whose budget is now about $17,000,000. would have to bring in
$88.400,690,000.
| “Sunday,” incidentally, is now
in its 55th week at the artie Plaza
in New York and still going strong.
Tradesters also note that the pieture’s domestic take does not appear to have been drastically hurt
by the Legion of Dectency’s condemnation.
In this respect too,
the film seems to be an exception
to the rule.

to get aequainted, according to
USIA.
Eric
Johnston,
MPAA
prexy and reps of the studios and
| one.of several. “talks” with various}
talent
guilds
will
be
invited.
Mur-sources during the past..year con-.
row, just back from Europe and
templated acquisition ‘of ‘his comLatin America, will talk about ‘his
‘pany..
agency's role in boosting Uncle
It’s known, however,.that a’ buyChicago, Oct. 31.
Washington; Oct. 31. ~
849 of the Makeup & Hair Sam abroad and how the industry
- cen Local
Calypso,
the homegrown -folk out: of AA: figures prominently ‘in a
‘can help materially by donating
plans
of.
exhibitor
syndicate:
organStylists.
Union
was
ruled
guilty
.of
style of the. West Indies, 1s the
film footage usable in the overseas
./illegal praetices -by the National.
‘target: of “music “reformers’’ who
(Continued On. page. 87)
propaganda effort.
Washington, Oct. 31.
{Labor Relations Board- last -week
regard it as.the ‘rough to be woven |.
The Hollywood session.is a naNobody from the Motion Picture
in a. matter: surrounding
an
into the “cultural fabric’. of the
tural followup to Murrow’'s- confab Assn. of America is leaning on
ABC-TV
appearance
by
former
‘islands.
with the network heads at a White lawmakers in an effort to bury
‘Vice President Richard M.. Nixon
George Sampson, director. -of the|
(Continued on page 87)
4 an
investigation into “runaway”
earlier this year, after. he had lost
“Broadcasting ‘School: at. Trinidad:
film production, according to Assn.
he election.
(The case is not te
and ‘leading educational broadeast- |:
v.p. Kenneth Clark.
: Washington, ‘Oct. ‘31.
Ibe
confused
with
allegations
after
{ng light there, said the effort to]: ‘Pabla Casals, who has ‘prev iously
Clark flatly denied charges that
the first of the Great Debates that
“culturefy” calypso. -is part of. an. refused to play in the capital city|
his boss. Eric Johnston, or any
: Nixon’s. cause had -been sabotaged
overall
campaign prepping -.-the of any nation which:recognizes the|
other
MPAA spokesman is wieldiby’ a makeup artist. Coincidentaldslands for independent status in a Francisco. Franco. government. of
ing “extreme pressure” to nix the
‘London, Oct. 31.
‘ly,. both telecasts had originated
year or so..
Spain, has consented ‘to -play.:
runaway
prebe under consideraAta ceremony at the American,
‘from Chicago.)
Sampson, here to learn teach-vee ‘White House concert here Nov. 13. | “The case with which NLRB was Embassy in Grosvenor Square last:‘ Gon by Rep. John Dent .D.-Pa.}.
‘Casals; now 84, ‘went into exile:concerned rose from ‘charges by night (Mon.) Bob Hope received: “Screen
Actor,”
organ
of the
techniques, told a-luncheon. of the
American':Women’ in Radio &{ cafter: the’ ‘Spanish Civil War and: iRose. Marie Gardner, the only fe- the Golden Plate Award from US. :; Screen Actors Guild, makes the
Ambassador
David
K.
Bruce
on{
accusation
of
heavy
lobbying
tacTelevision that the-Trinidad edu-]. has recently made ‘his home in:imale member
of the. makeup
cational
radio
and others are “Puerto Rico. President. Kennedy -artists local, that she had been pre- behalf of the Academy of Achteve- {tics in its current ‘issue.
Asked
about
the
allegation,
working “to. improve calypso. So invited Casals to perform: follow-|vented from doing a makeup job ment:-for “his magnificent contrithat it. becomes part of ‘the ‘oul- ing a. white tie dinner honoring. on. Nixon -because
the’ union’s bution in the field of entertain-/. Clark said that as far as he knows
the governor. of Puerto Rico.. Luis. business agent, Jack Dumont, felt ment.” The award to the comedian ‘the only “pressure” brought to
ture of the West Indies.”
' Conceding that calypso {s. pop- Munoz-Marin.
there’ was ‘something
immoral was one of 50 presented to inter- bear on Dent was strictly out in
ular, he added: ‘We're trying: to!. The exchange of. correspondence about women doing makeup jobs national men of achievement, Frep- open when Dent. head of a special
make a popular thing” ‘something. between the President. and the on men. She had “been hired by resenting the many who have ex-| House Labor Subcommittee, heard
good. oe
:
.
(Continued on. page 86)
(Continued on page 17)
(Continued on page 74)
(Continued on page 60)

Calypso as Part of Drive.
To Achieve Independence

‘Deny Screen Actors Guild
Rap Against ‘Lebbyists’s
Runaway Issue Pends

Casals Plays White House
Though U.S. Accepts Franco,

Academy of Achievement
Honor Reaches Hope!
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Rush Force of Wind Feature Made

||BobHopeCelebrating 25Yrs.inFilms

Among Castro |Refugees in Florida |

‘Acéd United
International
Pictures to the sroaing ast of regional predcction
outits -backed
by
q eriikes and tacai tranchixe
disthits--whnk Rave been spr inging
tee

VIE

are ening

frequency

in

Neow in London for ‘Hong Kong? He Wants to Continue
Present Work, Play Pattern
F

‘OPERATION EICHMANN’
BANNED BY ISRAELI}

| PWOOD ANSWER TO

films

stemming

from

the

trial

[8

of].

“Force of The Wind.”
a melodrama - Adolf Eichmann, was banned. here
waokeas
Gealing with the pieht of a group by the censorship board. Distribucf retucees
from
Castroland in tors of pic appealed against the
‘verdict, but the appeal was reFierica.
Piiip Geodiran. ty and legit jected. Censors agreed. however,
cavector
whe
cnekes Ins feature; to review the case, after the judg-

tam

cebut

on
reported , ment
al) announced.

with * Ferce.”

i, New
York last week that
theach the dim may Lo out as
expdomatien item. le feels it
te pica importance Gseriiding
EXPTGMaTICN

script
Avam’.
tie Alm
ure to
probiem

— ¢lements

Eichmann

“has

:
:
London, Oct. 31.
3 Bob Hope, “now celebrating his.
5th year in motion pictures, wants
COMMIES
ON WPIX ‘to maintain: the existing pattern of
WPIX-TV will present a’ three-/work and ‘play.for the foreseeable
“s Hollywood's
An-| future. In other words, hé.. wants
4 hour
special,
‘to ‘go'on making films, appearing
{swer to Communism,” vidtaped two: ;on tele and radio and ‘playing golf
weeks ago at an atiti-Communist; ‘as far as he ean see ahead.
In his 25 years in pictures the
rally in Holly wood Bowl, tomorrow
English-born _comedian has
apnight (Thurs,) from 8 to 11-p.m.
peared in 50 films. He nacurrent:
|
Hosted and produced. by aetor' y completing.
his seventh
“Road”
George Murphy, the rally was run. ¢ijm “Road. a Hong Kong” {UA),

’

Tel Aviv, Oct. 31.
recent Veurs. Lniike sotce of: the
one of
qrher cre s. hovever, CEP. which | “Operation Eichmann.”.
ad)
aes
es
scorporated
Baltimore -‘the first Hollywood feature pix fo].
of. anti-Nazi|
Carlier This Seal, tas already com- join the bandwagon
Preved EAOGLNL fn sts first feature,

+

been}.

BILLY ROSE

under

auspices of Dr. Frederick's which he is again costarred w ith.

Schwarz, Australian who has been: Bing Crosby, and in which Dorothy |

conducting anti-Communist - rallies , Lamour: ‘has done. a. guest appear-"
The 2 Famous Showman.
says:
an:
“Operation Eichmann” is obvi-[ ’©Th
in
has cusly an anti-Nazi pie and there-| |, anwee a jotaera
Ta like ot for the last three years along with! vance. It is the :first in the series.
its! fore the ban by Israel is creating | Ane if PAUL ANKA-sang one or an ex-FBI man, W. Cleon Skousen, :jfor eight years, the last one Ddeing

With

a

a small sensation here. Official rea-j two of them.

Sen. Thomas Dodd and Rep Walter! i“The Road to Bali.”” On his imme-_

Paul is’a gifted per-

by
novelist
Pat
‘"Myr.. son given by the Censor Board] former and, in addition to a fine Judd. Industrial support | has. been!;diate slate, Hope is. committed to
Frank, Goodman says that 1 was, ‘that according to the law.| voice, he has the knack of making
and Schick Razor which w iL bank- year and is talkine a deal with. the
is the first American feat- |nothing that may prejudice a judg- |the words. come to life,”
roll the WPIX showing.
.
Indian government for a picture to
treat the Cuban refugee :
Three-hour show features John,be. lensed in India the latter. part.
seriously.
Ipublie before

Cesar Romero

stars

in the plc-; However,

the act
ual members;
decision. Freud
some

privately

ture w hich was shot entirely on of the Board gave a more plausible
lheeation in Florida in September. - explanation—simply that they saw
‘It originally had a 12-day shooting
the pic as a cheap, incompetent
eked. which was fengethened to i , and quickie affair.
Israeli censors are usually liberal|.
te beef up “production qua:lity.’
The director,
whose komme is New!.and whenever they trv to tell the]
York. reported that because of the;ipublic what it.is die to see and
iwhat it may: not see, the press
tage number ef Cuban refugees in ji
them
right on the
head)
F'erida :over 65.090 in the Miamt! ihits
gies alone, the film assyomed an ,verbally.

Wayne (in the pledge of. allegiance} |ot 1962.

Fim Not

and a number of Coast luminaries,|

To Liking ofKin,

Stack, Jack Warner, Andy Devine, tually filmed in 1937), his. first fea-

Roy Rogers and Dale Evans and(|-ture role was at the Warner studios”
others. Compton
and Kenyon & in 1934, when he appeared.‘Eckhardt are the agencies involved. “Loves At Three‘ with Dorothy

Others in Vienna

sir of urgency and importance during vrodwtion which was hard to
anticipate
A mumber
of actual!
refugees play parts in the film,
seme
under
assumed
names
to
protect relatives still at home. A
Butista-Castra
type
police chief
viilain
the pic ejuates the two
Gictators
is plaved by a Swedish

inascleman-boxer. however.
Robert M. Carson: one of the

“Minister of Culture; Vienna’s.lord
By

GEORGE

7

—_|criousis'in
srsderiic
wavback on
1927, but it was seven years. later

he latched on to. radio.- Now,
From Latin-Am., Cuba that.
of. course, most of his working time:
is divided between
pictures and
Seek Refuge in Mex. -his. six hour-long tv shows
a year.

of exterior shooting on “Freud,”
for Universal - Pictures
release,
[finds opinion divided on the proj- |
ect. Among ‘those all for it. are|- Many

With’ Avers Russia’s

| Stone.

Many Show Biz. People

Vienna, Oct. 381.

’ John Huston, in: for. three weeks |

‘Easy to Do Business

_Thotigh Hope dates his motion

including James. Stewart, Linda | picture .debut from . “The. Big.
Darnell, Walter. Brennan,. “Robert Broadcast of 1938” (which was. ac-:

_

Mexico City, Oct. 31,.

entertainer§.-from

|While he. has worked

various ‘every

branch

in almost

of. entertainment,. he.-

mayor, Franz Jonas, ; parts of the world, especially Cuba jbas never yet appeared ‘as’a nitery

and Dr. Hans Hoff, head of the U.}and Latin America. are seeking! performer. Nor does he ‘expect to.
ofVienna's psy chiatric department. ;i refuge in this republic via the nat“Actually I would .‘like to,” he

KATZNELSON
Moscow. Oct. 31,

‘Arrayed in opposition are Anna‘ | uralization

Rhythm

route.-

-of!comments, “as I really come awake.

Soviet Culture, the USSR Min-; Freud, daughter of the founder of ;naturalization of foreign entertain- ‘at night and these are. the hours I
J? -ncipals of UIP. produced
the
Last j would like to work. But it takes
film, which is now being edited in, ‘istry of Culture magazine, has run :psychoanalysis (and an. analyst.in ers appears on the upbeat.
‘an article by Georgi Zhukov, head! London: herself), ‘other relatives.'year such show biz folks as the
‘(Cantinued on Page 774)
New York. According to Goodman, :
:of Government Cultural Commit-|_ and. a large segment: of the head- |Silva Brothers, :Olimpo Cardenas.
film was urion shop all the way,
‘tee for Cultural
Relations
with ! shrinking camr.
Likewise
writer-.|
Lucho
Gatica
and
Virginia’
Lopez,
|
vith the camera-sounderew, hired |
ont of Birmingham,
Ala, being. Foreign countries. officially accus- . philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre. who completed legalities so.as to heciti, ing the American side. of making! authored the original screen treat- ‘come naturalized’ Mexican
“strictly TA.”
Russo-American cultural exchange! ment.
But: his: objection
seems . zens.

|difficult but expressing hope that! tinged with. professional jealousy..: “Sonora
This
jthe present obstacles might even- since Husten told him his ‘screen- °

year,

Celia

SPANISH SHOWFOLK
HONOR PICASSO, 80
oth- |

. Cruz,

the }

Matancera group and.
Madrid, Oct. 31.
NEW CULTURAL VISITS ually be removed.
play would have'to be.pruned dras- ‘ers are arranging for permanent
Contingent of Spanish showfolk.
“The article dealing with Soviet tically from its 2.000-page length. |residence here.
aned
out to the
Co
*
Yr
SET BETWEEN U.S.-USSR: , scientific and: cultural contactsItalian thrush Nila Pizzi. -has sig- Babe’ Picasso’ P oth suakeersecr

That would have made for a 10New cultural visits between the |_with as many as 82 countries of: hour ° film,. and
when
this was nified her intention of living in ‘fete. ‘Expedition includes ‘singer
Soviet Union and the Uhited States' the world,
including
the East :: pointed out. to Sartre. the French- !i Mexieo. permanently.
She plans ! Nati Mistral, who plans to -sereare revealed via Columbia Artists | European and AfroAsian nations. man snapped, “So make a 10-hour to open a night club in Acapulco.
nade the octogenarian with a potMznagement in Manhattan. Len-| said “the cultural ties with the. film!” ©
‘Other.
entertainers . initiating pourri of Spanish. tunes; stage and
ingrad
Philharmonie
will
bring’ United States of America are de-|- Sartre - apparently: overboarded |naturalization proceedings - include |
screen actress Aurora Bautista who
jt. 330-man ensemble here for 30! ‘ veloping
the; the minutiae, since the pic. willonly! Antonio Prieto, Lulu Gatica, Car- will’ regale the artist's ears. with a
satisfactorily
on
dates,
Robert Shaw's Chorale, in| whole, although there are -seriouscover about. a five-year period in‘los Arrieta, Kika da Silva and ;irecital of. poetry, ang ‘actor Paco

turn. will zo to the USSR. a repeat

after a 1956 tour.
Columbia is laving
the third U. S. tour
dler David Oistrakh,
as the
Leningrad

obstacles to be met. in their path.” :Fieud’s life—from age 28 to 33, the Haniel Riolobos.
Russian picture themselves as‘ Period encompassing his courtship,

out dates for: ‘ reasonable traders. willing to show *™Martiage, Paris studies under
of Saviet fid- j what they: have te offer and allow !h¥notist Charcot, ana Freud's
at same time! a choice, wanting the same priv-'@@Tly experiments,
So it’s
Philharmonic. : flege in return. But, per the article, |{Tuly a biopic, but it. boggles

‘Rabal.. .
Bullfighters

the

own

Coe as IFK Adviser

not

Washington, Oct. 31.

Luis. Miguel

Do-

minguin and Domingo Ortega are.
‘lalso in on. the trek to Picasso’s

{home town of Vallauris where they

the
Président Kennedy has: selected |will stage a hand to (mano a mano)
contralto, |the-“ruling circles" of the U.S. are {imagination to think how Sartre television producer Fred Coe to be |corrida de toros.to horor the old:
Naureen Forrester. flies to Mos-! | different kind of traders, are full.
'would have treated that!
:
his personal tv adviser,.a post held |master. |. 7
cow this Nov, 14 for eight con-, of fears. and angles and concerns° "Film :stars Montgomery Clift as by Robert
Montgomery. in. the j Though’ Picasso exhibitions have
certs and Dorthy Kirsten of the for “political goals.” Does USSR Freud, with Susan Kohner, Larry! Eisenhower Administration.
—
“been held in Barcelona.and Manot
have
similar
coneern?
No
bon
(the
longtime
screen
absenMet Opera will go there. next FebWhite
House
Press
Secretary’. drid, the Malaga-born maitre -has:
ruary for eight appearances with Complaint ts also voiced -against ,{f° 7
Erie Portman and Susanna
Pierre Salinger said Coe will. serve - not. set foot ‘on- ‘Spanish. soil’ for
the Bolshoi Opera.
(Continued on page 87)
| i Playwright
rover. 25> years.
Henry
Denker | without t compensation.
————
——$
‘whose “A Far Country” stage play
Meanwhile

Canadian

t

133 current cn Broadicay,
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itl with Freud’s first success
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j Sram . ‘sent this week-to Italian
|Prime Minister. Amintore Fanfani
and: Entertainment Minister Alj berto Folchi, in which the heads
of all Italian opera and concert
| houses and groups asked for emergency measures to help prevent an
immediate shutdown.
Major: beef' is that money asSigned by government to aid the
{ailing concert and opera groups,
which. include
opera. houses
in
Milan,
Rome,.”. Naples, - Bologna,
Palermo, and Venice. as well as
| Rome’s Santa Cecilia Academy and

-other similar: outfits,

LARIETY

|

Rome, Oct. 31.

Again. ‘the threat. arises

j winter opera or concert season in
| Italy, unless cugrent pleas for immediate:
government
aid. are

|heeded. That’s the gist of a tele-
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hysteric, also encountered ‘some
'family. objection,
notably ©from
’ public :relations... counsel Edward
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OF DIVORCE

SJ

ThinkMCA Di
Due“as Major Producer 1500
| ACTORSMl |Columbia Pictures’ Off-Broadway Tie;
Speculation: ig running high in’ Wall Street concerning possible:
acquisition, ofa

major

film: company: by ‘Music: Corp. ‘of. America,

This is said to account largely for the stock market activity in the
MCA common issue. which, selling in the mid-70s, is ‘just- short of
an alltime high. It went-up.$4.50 last week, and. for some.time has
been about the most active of all show. business issues...
It’s: pretty much of an open secret that. MCA ‘will chuck its.

|~

SHIFT AGENCIES

Is Stevens Film On?

‘Hollywood, Oct. 31.talent . azehcy business within ‘the Next year and ‘will engage in ~ Lo When the biggest operator in. talfeature filmmaking. There’s no official comment on the. chances of :jent agenting. stops representing

“taking over: an

established. ‘producer-distributor. but ‘nonetheless:

the rumors. of. this happening. some time: in the future have the
Wall Streeters’ keeping a close ‘watch..

talent,

what

happens?

ToPay Tuitions for Student Actors
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
George Stevens is still prep‘ping “The Greatest Story Ever

~Presum-

ably there is to be a big “grab” of}.

Toid” for a Feb. 1 starting
date, but-upon his return from

names. now handled by the Music:
N; Y¥. last week was non-com{| Corp. of America. which is. widely
MCA has one ‘major in: mind.. This, he said, could be. accomplished
fexpected: to quit the agenting and | mittal on plans for his projected
spectacle.
- by: a transfer of: steck:
‘|.concentrate on producing.. A con.Producer,
following
20thHigh Paramount sources said there have been no discussions con
flict of interest has long existed, |.
Fox nixing picture and turn‘cerning a possible tieup with either. MCA or its Revue. Productions
{being criticized by the Sereen Ac‘ing
over
property
to
him
in
subsidiary. Some sort. of get-together. has been. widely. rumored.
tors Guild ‘as an instance of the}.
settlement,
sessioned
with
However, it was made known that certain Par’ reps. on: the ‘Coast.
‘buyer buyi ing. from himself and de-|.
‘George
Skouras.
prexy
of
tundertook to learn the nature of. Revue's television |operation,
The iden- |
ducting a commission.
Magna Pictures and United
_ From this sprouted the speculation.
; ‘| tical situation existed 25 years ago]
Jin radio, being. ‘one reason. for the |: Artists Theatres, while in the
east,
but nothing
was
reformation of the original American
‘solved during lengthy discusFederation. of Radio Artists and
sions.
For time being. the
ultimately; ona hint from the FedSteyens unit, now skeletonized,
eral Communications Commission,
will remain on the 20th lot.
of CBS. and NBC dropping . their}
artists bureau which had also been.

One

downtowner

offered ‘the

uncorifitmed-. information

‘that

.Agents’9).Day-Grace-on Results
Attacked byOneSAG Nominee’

collecting

commissions

for ‘hiring

their own -clients..

‘+. Cylumbia Pictures and Circle in
the Square Theatre, off-Broadway
legit group which also has a dramatic sehool, have an agreement
to work together in developing production, direction, acting and wrifinz talent.
It’s strictly a cooperative venture designed to bring forth new
hopefuls.
Thee are no contractual
Jcommitments on either side.
Columbia can pass alonz talent

and properties to Circle for possible

(Early Completion
(Feb.) Of the Yr.'s
Sked at 20th-Fox

~ guspended

due to the writer's

‘Hawley; on an indie: ticket,. also.| ‘strike in March, 1960, has been-

that ._MCA's..key agency
exees will do just that.

subsidiary:

showcasing..
prospects

Circle

will

to the pro-

out on a lonzgrange basis.
Columbia had a limited dramatic
training school on the Coast, but

es
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
Rumors. are rife both. in HollyAge-old ‘practice of agents ana ‘lwood: and New York: as .to. the.
ing thelr clients for a “91-day! ‘The Money. Stopped
‘| disposal. of some 500. performers:
Period: before latter may” change ].
Los Angeles, Oct. 31.
now handled by MCA.
Will. most
Yepresentation is to- be. challenged
-James ‘Garner's ‘suit against.
of these or all of these go on the|
on .the: platform . of: Patrick -Haw- |. ‘Warner ros., in which: he
open. market, or will certain -pres‘ley, campaigning to replace George {| .was fired by studio and: coment executives of -MCA take thein
Chandler: as ~“prexy.. of Screen - pany. contends. he was. merely" under a new banner’?’ It is figured

Actors Guild. |

stage

bring screen

durer’s attention.
Ted Mann
and Jose Quintero,
Circle co-producers, and Paul N.
Lazarus Jr., Col v.p., are the key
figures in the setup. Lizarus said
there’s nothing immediately specific in mind in terms of people or
plays participating in the operation.
He said it figures to work

is giving this up. Film company
can now send students to the Circle school in New York. which has
a present enrollment of 200.
In
such cases, said Lazarus. Col will
pay tuition costs.
Point stressed by hararus is that
Col now ‘has
has a
a legit “in.” _

_ Hollywood, Oct. 31.
‘It does not follow that, MCA itNot
only wili 20th-Fox
have |
‘self will abandon other-than-film
changes. and reforms within the} U.. S. District ‘Court. of ‘ADS
‘completed its entire 1962 program
agenting. Just how the. change will;
Guild-“to better the: position “of|
‘peals..
fdy- next February—first time in
‘be plotted is a closely kept ‘secret.
the rank and file performer.”
i
Actor, who starred in “WB's
: years 20th product has been canned
The candidate told a meeting of|
_Maver ick’’: series,.demands a 2 The most brilliat, dynamic and. ‘so far in advance—but the studio's |
‘many-sided . of the talent. broker- i

plans __ to... investigate.

numerous | - ‘taken under advisement by the.

200 thesps at a rally that he“plans

- full-year's salary at $1,750 per

\Levathes as ah
Prez When & If

' slate of 15 “important” films for ;
weék,: on ground ‘that the stu- | ages, MCA has immemorially been}
to demand ‘that talent agents make
dio's: move constituted a-can- .| secretive. Hence its present diffi- ‘release in 1963 will be worked out:
regular monthly written ‘reports
Teulties. with the Federal. govern- iwithin the next few weeks, accord-j
.._ both ta SAG and to their clients in|. . cellation, of his: contract. ment, - After long refusal.to “taik”:‘ing to production veepee Peter G.
‘which ‘they. oufline their ‘activities :
.|for the FCC, MCA’s case is now'(Lev athes.
on behalf of their. clients.None of the 1963 releases will
before
the. Dept. of: Justice ‘anti-;
“Ninety-one days ‘is too long a
exec
trust division. That: may, of course. ‘cost less than $2,000,000.
: period for a performer to be -out
The uncertainty. which has surtake. years for any action and be’ reported, ‘and one or two will soar
~~ o£ work before being ~ able to-|.
ias high as $4,000, 000. Two others, rounded the leadership of 20th-Fox
| Somew hat academic.
change agents,” he said.:Too- many
Actually at this writing MCA has Walter Wanger’s “Cleopatra” and for the last eight months seems at
agents, he noted. “say they. are
| yetto confirin ‘its exit from talent: “Darryl F. Zanuck's “The Longest jlast to be on the wane. The latest
doing things for actors and Teally.
but -the Screen Actors. Guild. points + Day,” will. have no limits, both } clarifying move was the board’s acaren’t working.’
out that its own board of directors ; producers. to~ be ‘given free rein. ‘tion last Wednesd ay +25: in elect(Under. ‘present SAG’ rules, an. |
“believes. if to-be a foregone con-:. “When my staff and I develop ing Beter G. Levathes to the post
-actor may dismiss his agent if -he
executive
vicepresident
in
clusion that. MCA. will. surrender | the '63..nudget, the aim will be {of
fails to get ‘him 15 days” work in;
the agency. franchise and maintain: to haye one important picture aicharge of production.
90 days).
Universal is going off. the. big. and probably’ expand. production jmort?, obs. three specials,” LevaAs” analyzed
bv insiders,
the
\ thes- stated. Hel declined ta identify move is described as the vate of
{board unless: ‘there's a- change. of. activities. ie
confidence in Lavathes which puts
‘Under terms of the. ‘agreement. these specials.
_[heart on the “part. of the-New York
with the Guild, MCA has agreed!
‘Under the new order, 20th no; ‘him one step closer to the presiStock Exchange, which is unlikely.
that, during the transition period ilonger- will handle “B’ pix.. “As dency. Prexy Spyres P. Skouras,
Governors: of ‘the ‘Exchange have between now. and Sept.: 30, 1962,
{soon as we finish releasing those iwho has had more than his share
decided: to. suspend trading in’ both it will choose whether to remain in }twe're committed to,” Levathes said, of production and corporate probthe common. and preferred U: secur- the agency business or in produc- |
! “there will be no more of this ty pe lems in the last 18 months. has
tion and. that it will terminate one --of product
on’ the
company’s |publicly stated: that he intends ts
ities Nov. 6, Reason is. there: hasn't
activity or the other before. next¢ schedule.”
Windup of these re-! ‘step up to the chairmanship of the
Fall's television ‘season,
| leases should be ‘sometime next {board when the company gets back
on its financial feet.
Re Sub Agents.
year.
While nobody
expects Skouras
Exchange. action came as no Ssur- |. Agency = will
be permitted to. | “To bulwark his production plans, |[to be able to wipe out production
prise to. Wall’ Streeters, who noted ready for théatrical production, ac-! Levathes will make changes in the
Minneapolis, ‘Oct. 31:
fesses this year, 20th now has one
the
limited
-U_action™oyer
a.
‘period.
cording. to pact, although no. actual ;
7 studio’s. producer lineup. adding|
“Theatreowners hereabouts ‘-are
isubstantial hit going for it ‘“The
again unhappy ‘and declare their ‘of many. months. U: has a total is- pr oduction may take place. Agree-!and subtracting to “strengthen my :‘ Hustler’), some promising pix for
specific number, on;
. boxoffice hurt, their theatres near-. ‘sue’ of 880,000 shares, but “770,000 ‘ment ‘stipulates. that upon ter-:staff.” No
{the
near future and a “stream‘est to extinction, .because’ of. the|of. these: are: held by- Decca Rec- mination -of the agency. business. i either’ side. figure in his blueprint.;'lined” production list of big proIncreasing. number of feature pic-: ords. and not subject to marketing all agency contracts-in effect with! . ‘ Levathes said he is seeking two;ductions scheduled. Also, operat“(Continued on page 24)
Cc:mtinued on page 17:
‘tures being shown ayer television. activity. Except for odd lots there |:
ing costs are being “systematically
are only 225 U- stockholders ;
-other
out. of Minneapolis.
but realistically” reduced.
la elite
ancien
Quality. improvement | in these than: Decea. .
Both Skouras and the socalled
Only
300
‘shares
of
the
U
com‘competing films’ is part of the rub.
Wall
Street group ‘John L. Loeb,
Also the vaulties are getting much mon were exchanged on. the big ¥.
% | repping Carl M. Loeh, Rhoades &
board
last’
week:
_K.
in the
newsMore: advertising
iCo.,
and
Milton S. Gould, repping
Highly-placed U vets don't. dJike’ *
. Papers and: through mailings.
Treves & Co.' on the 20th board
*
‘No less.than 41 feature ‘films a to see the company lose its: identity *
are
known
to favor Levathes a3
week—and.-in some weeks a: ‘total. but it’s: generally felt there's: noth- * TET TET LTTE CELT COL CE CEL LLEL CL EUTELELLALELaiae
Skouras’ successor. The alignment
of 43—are being shown by the. four |ing they, can do about it.
of
Skouras
with
the new “board() Take. a look at the “key” art being: used by Warners in its ads
Twin Cities” commercial - tv sta-|
{ for Elia Kazan’s “Splendor in the Grass." It’s a rather frantic embrace: ers” Loeb and Gould is deemed
tions—25 _of then ‘by. one’ station
most
significant.
At their instiga‘ati intimate closeup, as seen through ‘a fuzzy filter, of a darkhaired
independent.
alone; .Time-Life’s
doll ‘Natalie Wood?) ecstatically nuzzling the ear of a guy whose back |
,tion the board has thus catapulted
non-network | WTCN-TV
since its4.
‘is to the camera. Levathes into the front line of
ABC netw ork affiliation was- transWhen this ad appeared in the ‘trade. ‘Watners reminded exhibs to /29th’s executive ranks previously
4

Skouras Steps Up

‘TooLilBuy-Sell,

Universal Shares
May Be De-Listed

Pix
EveryWeck
W

As Competition ea

Te uae

t SAME AD, 1954 AND 1961

Ava Gardner or Natalie Wood, It Ain’t t

UNITED ARTISTS MIFFED,
SELLS AWAY FROM NTET ‘send -for their
|

ferred: to local rival 20th-Fox
owned
KMSP-TW - which ‘shows|:

‘Los Angeles, Oct: ‘81.

pressbooks for “what many in the industry have already:limited

called ‘the most ingenious and aggressive selling campaign in vears.”” |Michel,

to

the

Skouras,

Wikiam

company’s

C.

veteran

nine to 11 feature films weekly,
|"-:United Artists. ‘has. sold four of.
(21 Now-get hold of-an old pressbook for United Artists’ 1954 re- ‘exec veep, and Jsseph Maskowitz,
the: largest number next to WTCN: its upcoming’. releases, including |lease, “The Barefoot Contessa.” The 24-sheet contains a rather frantic ;veep and eastern studio chief.
TY.
.
embrace,
‘an ‘intimate closeup, etc: .of.a doll (Ava Gardner?) ecstatically
Last week's election of Levathes
| Frank, Capra’s “Poeketful of Mir-"
It’s emphasized by the angry. ex:
huzzling the ear of a guy whose:back is to the camera. Oddly enoush, ‘ito exec vecp status gives him ext:a
-hibs that WTCN-TV.. -was alloted acles,” away. from its longtime cus-. not only is it the same pose'as that used in the ingenious and aggres- ;authority in terms of production

- much of its prime time‘to the ‘flick- tomer, National. ‘Theatres :&. Tele. sive “Splendor” ad, but the girls are wearing lookalike bracelets and ;decisions (though finat production
ers and.that there’s also ‘the. NBC ‘vision Ine., due to reported . annoy= both have just. the same suggestion of a slight malocclusion of: the idecisions always have been—and
Saturday night. prime. time movies, ance over: chain setting Walt. Dis-|upper jaw. 'Opined one irreverent. Variety staffer: “Maybe each girl; Will remain—with
the executive
carried here by. its. affiliate, KSTP- ney’s “Babes in: Toyland” in-its key. ‘got her choppers fixed by. the same dentist’).
committee’ Most importantly, how
TV.
| multiple runs for the.-ChristmasNothing: so ‘complex or unlikely. It's the same still in both ads. jever, it gives him prestige and a
In..an “eight-page circular mailed ‘New. Year's holiday.- UA. had -pro-|.However, Ava’ Gardner. is. not being . used to. promote Natalie Wood. ikey position from which he can

“to the public WICN-TV. advertises jected the Capra‘film, row. booked The girl in.the still, whose. passion: has been thus proxiéd, is unknown | move to the top spot in the com“Movies Galore—All on’ WTCN”. into other multiples, for ‘this. im- ‘if not unremembered.
pany.

_and lists the feature films. ‘to=be
‘presented each night and: the.
times of their showing-for the. entire month:. These films for ‘October -include- “The High «and the
Mighty,” “Sergeant York.” “Stormy
Weather,”. “Flying Down to. Rio,”
(Continued on page| 2u
:

porant. week.Investigation reveals that -the “Barefoot” still was bought from an|
Thus, while there still may be
- 1-2-3" goes: into the Hollywood’ outsidé. source {Monroe Greenthal prepared the ad!. Warners apparently |somie,
intramural
tug-o-wars_
ia
laotn’s future, the key one appears
21 and “Town | ‘acquired rights to it in the same way.
- Without Pity’ opens following day| The Warner boys did make one slight change, however, perhaps in;to have already taken place.
atthe. Beverly, - both Fred Stein recognition of the audience's new. maturity. In the original “Barefoot” | In his mew post, Levathes re‘houses; “X-15” also goes into mul- ad, the lovers:seem to be standing up. Warners turned the negative jtains his title as prexy of 25th-Fox
Uples away from- NT&T,. starting. 90 degrees, sn row it appears that the guy has just lifted up the doll, j Televi ision, a post he has held since
perhaps out of a bathtub filfed. with ‘the.old. bubbly.
1959.
Dec.:
Paramount .Dec.

Wednesday; November 1; 1961...
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thectres

15

New

Hot ©
seed, Out. 31.
+
{
Smerling. wio operatesj

in

Oh.e,

uneer

Jersey,

Et nois

Fostern

and|

Guilt as
than

Tht

fa led

National|

& Jelevi-ion cut ct
side Gf the ledger,

a director
Rs

and

Shares

siad:

thej
has:

more ;;
BY :

Ge ned

Hammer Films’Toppers prexy George Foley was watching an In- Flight screening: of Metro's
“Ada,” when the automatic projector.went out. of. order:: Exec madeDue'in N.Y. for Prod. another.
quick trip to and from the continent this “weekend. Main pur-.
|
Talks With Col Pix, Ubut one of his aides suggested Foley. just: wanted’ to. see how. “Ada”.

Steiger Incorporates

The- |

wres hamner. and ence eppeared as |

the gumicg
J -eatees
zed irk

is” looking for
Don’t everybody ra forw ard: director Ralph’ananes
-!two muscle men who will qualify as “two -of .the ugliest .men inthe
41 world” for “Requiem for a’ Heavyweight. 7
-On a flight to New York from Europe 10. ‘days ago, Astor. Piétures

Rod

Hollywood,

Oct. 31.

Steiccr. is

partnered

with Shpetner Preductions for
his

first

indie fir under

his-

‘pose, he. said, was to sign a: ‘contract for the acquisition of anew picture,

recently - formed banner,
Ciaranna) = Prowluctions,
and

WiH

release

tkrough

Allied

Hammer

Artists.

_ Property {fs an untitled war
co-authored by Steiger
Shpetner. and in .whieh

Sal

Mineo

will

costar.

Steiger.

.

and

Uni-

With Columbia they will discuss ‘new bride tas of Jast:- Thursday) Rosemary Strafaci, honeymooning: in.

_ }promotion
completed

plans for three recently Boca Raton, -Fla. She’s eastern rep for Golf’ Digest: ‘mag.
‘Edward:
Hammer pix, “Cash on ‘Emanuel, chief barker.for Variety Clubs. International, ‘and. ‘his ‘missusstarring Peter. ashi sail on Queen Liz Nov. 16 for a: Continental holiday, -betimes. checking tand- Andre Morell::“The Damned,”
in with Dublin and l.ondon. Variety leaders to ticKoff plans. for: the org’s.

e

gcrar

turned out.
Darryl Zanuck says (from: Paris) that- his’ “Longest Day” will NOT
have theme song. Various pop tunes-of the D-Day era will be featured,
and there will be. “some” music under the. titles. Otherwise, it will all:
be “natural sounds.”
Charles Simonelli, - assistant to Universal 'prez Milton Rackiiil ‘and

James:

out for N. Y., Nov. 6 for production

with

_

Films -toppers.

confabs. with Columbia
versal-International.

and

b eelf tather, uncle end brother.
te GN Gasterm
imve 1 ent greup :
Jor an uneasciosed ti.ure.
In ether words, ie’s had it in-

Oct. 31.

Carreras and Anthony Hinds plane

of | stary

Derby Ent erpr.ses, co mpesed

London,

Demand.”

as his affiliation wach prexy
Faihe-AmeriGa
kieeene Klerk and hes group are-

In

with Macdonald Carey and Shirley

‘Anne. Field; and ‘Pirates

-River,”. starring

concerned.

Kerwin

international

of Blood

Mathews

, Sal
es Rally and.Glenn Corbett. They will also
He cane into the circuit as an |
bal
discuss. two upcoming subjects for
exce teepee early last Mereh end
:production next year.
hid great hopes for tue etheatre |
chain, so much so he boucht 10 G0 *
Pathe-America.
-the
exhib-| ‘At. Universal, the Hammer execs
hacked distributor, is ‘ealling its‘ wil] discuss the recentiy-completed
shares of company
stock in the
div isional sales manacers to New \"Captain Cleeg” and the remake of
Opes] Market “as an hivestinent.”
Liter, he bought out B. Gerald
.to
plot: product relence -plans. : thony. Hinds is protucing and TerC.untor’s 1LIAU0U shares and Sam
Prexy Budd Rogers will preside. !‘ence ‘Fisher directing.
Firk’s 30.410 shares in two private
Attending sesh will be Peter T.
Carreras will interrupt his N. Y.
deals on behalf of the S:nerling .
faevily The move apparentiy didn’t Dana teastern', Francis A. Bate- stay to attend the Variety Club's |
man
(western);
George | Lefko ‘International Convention in’ Philaset well with Klein who immedi‘midwest),
Jerry Lipow
‘centrai) :gelphia: on Nov. 8. He returns to
ately teok measures to stop what.
- and Joseph Gins ‘southerm. Home: :‘Manhataan Nov. WM,
‘|
appeared as a battle for control of the

circuit.

Smerling

was

relieved

of

his

duties when the board dissolved
the title. but he was continued on
the board.
He had a one-year pact|

fer

tamify back east di-courazed
Piotr
He decided to unldsd. the
NTE&T stock.

While

‘| talking with. Rank

reps there

He's. also”

on south- oi-border plavoff of -“Sodom

. William .Bendix into” Martin -Ransohoff's ‘Boys’
and Gomorrah”.
‘Louis & Bernard Brandt | Night
Out” comedy. now lensing at Metro:.
Screen Directors International
Guild
‘east)
its second annual reception-dinner dance:
Buy Scaroon Manor ‘| this Saturday ‘4)-at thecarding
Roosevelt Hotel.

. Producer: Stanley Kramier,. ‘in town in’- corinéetion. With” his | “Judg-ment at Nuremberg,” is high on the prospects, of young John Cassavetes:
as director. of Burt Lancaster and Judy: Garland. in ‘A Child Is Wait-ing.”
which Kramer starts in. January.
Julés Dassin :and ‘Anthony
:‘Mountains and a showplace,
to’
ecnenc
au i m
4 Vil.
'
Perkins back in New York after completicn of photography. in. Europe.
on “Phaedra” for’ UA .
Louis
and
Bernard
Brandt,
owners
Dick
Brandt,
prexy
of Trans-Lux Distribut-"
i
Because the family buris] vault. of the Sagamore . Hotel on Lake
jing, will be guest cf honor ‘at a ‘banquet -‘tobe thrown ‘by ‘the. a.
is at the Maimonides Cenetery in, George, is expected to mean
a
| pendent: Importers & Distributors .of America in Jantwty. Brandt,
Brooklyn, the bedy of -Juserh M.. transfer of the film buying and}
former member of the IFIDA governing ‘committee, v ‘Il be cited tor
Schenck,
84, was -hvcught
cast .booking to Brandt Theatres, Néw.
his “contributions to the industry”. . . Incidentolle. Stanley Ascher's
after his death in his Beverly. York. ‘The new owners are mem+
Interworld Film Distributors .Inc., has joined IFIDS..
Hills home. Resultantly a senarate. bers of that-well known motion
: Stuart Millar, who'll produte the. Judy Garland starre”. “THe:‘Lonely
;memorial service wes. heid in the’ piciure family.
: Campbell
Mortuary on Madison .° Tae account,’ serviced from Al- Stage,” with Lawrence Turman for UA; in tawn for:h:a. :the. He -plans
to
leave for, Londen. in November where - pic: ‘will go into preduction
‘Avenue last Friday -: 27) morning. bary, has heen. handled for the

hs

he was averse to dis-

cuss ts whom
is understced
friendly
to

‘tional Latex, Stanley Warner subsid, is among the ‘Sponsors of the.
‘NBC-TV Saturday primetine cinematics . . This, .of. course, is not.
the only instance ‘of exhibition divided loyalties.
Go-go: Joseph E. Levine goes to thé Coast’ this week” to-.prep: ‘Sophia
‘Loren’s p.a. in. connection with the “Two Women” preem in L’A. Nov.
8. She’s also due to. attend, two. days later, the annual N.Y: Newspaper
Women’s Club ball at the Astor...When Levine returns ;“east. heBee
rine.
into.a Boston hospital for- surgery on that. troublesome. knee’. .
cipal photography completed. on” “Boccaccio .70".
Robert. ‘Weston;
Embassy pix:ad director, huddling. MGMers in Mexito City re: Latino

Albany, Oct. 31.
Film Industry Fisures
Sale of. Searoon Manor Hotel, at
; Schroon. Lake, one of the largest
AtC Manhattan
Tribute
To
;
h
I: Y:
Bul
summer resorts in the. Adirondack

the office.
His job. with antitle, was Randed to Robert
brewght
in’ trom)
Deover
he «as divisional operating

a ntule Snierling had rianned
speurhead a proxy ficht. but

te

. Eddie

account.
Some exhibs ‘the have-nots, for: ‘sure) are. constrained: to: point. out’
the conflict-of-interest ‘in Si Fabian’s: anti-tollvision- stand. Interna--

| dates for “Wonders .of Aladdin” and “Thief of Bachdad.”

office execs will include Milton!
Altholz
and
Sidney
Hess,
plus.
Paul Connelly, treasurer of parent ;
Pathe labs.

which Foard agreed to pay. ,
Ly week, without his report-

ucek
ins to
other
Schg,
uiere
head.
For

concla\e: next. May “15-19 in-the Irish capital...

Solomon, Embassy Pictures exec viceprez, back at his: ‘desk: "fiddle- fit
. Harold Rand, ex-Paramount, signed. up: Pathe-America asa pubreel.

he sold out, it
the creuy
is
m2n2zsement,

Smerling says he really doesn't

It

was

a

.of

400

that

know if, this is true.
Crown Mentioned
One report had it he

* Schenck.

name-studded

turned

extoHed

cut

as: man

‘audience

pat

to hear

several

years

by

next spring a
“A Cold: Wind

How. ard:

Golastein. of -Sthenectaay, a form-

and .film:‘er:

motion

picture.

salesman.

. Lola Albright’s film career was obvioisle warmed by..
in August.” S':e’s been signed

for ElviiS Presley's

up-"-

coming “Kid Galahad ” and -that’s not! Peter. Gunn *. Tika Windish.
back in New York after. completing her ‘Taras Rintba” “scenes in =

He.

"industry pioncer hy | Rabsi ‘Nathan now conducts a buying and bookArgentina
...-For the record: UA's. Otto ‘Premi Wer vle ce, “Exodus,”
eT
areter
“nv-El-ting >service; also ‘operates two }plaved to a total of 760.846: persons, . who pa‘d:8! ‘02:reo, during its
trade attorney Louis Nize~. and. drive-ins,
.
nearly year-long run at the Warner here. Stand en ‘ed" ait Tuesday
20th
Century-Fox
president
Spyros
.
Joseph
Frieber,
owner
for
37
Hilton Hotei, trom Chicavo. Crown
(24) .
John Halas,. director of the British. cartootery,
“Halas: and
Skouras.
reportediy is a trend ot William
years of Scaroon Manor ‘consisting

Henry

Croan,

a

dircetor

scld

of

to

the

Batchelor. hostec a screening of” his. new. shorts” at ‘the “Museum of
Fieedman, a veepee of te Hilton y OR
Zners Barney Balahan,:o¢ more than 500 acres and accom- Moecern Art Monday +30)...
Abert Warner, modating over 600 persons) had| Ct: Carlo Lui, who has had extensive experiense in the Italian
chain end Cirector of XT&T and
Iong
Michel. .Jaseph FL Mosko-.
interested
in buying
the stock. W.eo C. Ne,
7
presented .moiion
pictures film wndustry.. -has: ‘joined ‘Little Movies asa conmeré ‘al producer.
Howeser, Smerling denied thir as’ Witz. ‘Nicholas M. Schenck.’ Ned °twice daily. from May to October. Meanwhile. Ezra Baker,. -one--third of the original Little “Movies :triumDepinet
and
cther
prominent.
re
:
.
basically unfounded.
virate and the “star” of LM’ s “Day of. the Painter,” has moved to Parafilm showmen
attended.
Robert|
Futher. its believed Kiein armount tv sales dept... .,. Another reissue on Broadway: Stanley Kra.
Lehman
of
Lehman
Bros.
and
Wilranged for the saie of Smerline’s
‘mer’s “On the Beach.’ " “at the DeMille.
_
N.
Y,
to
L.
A.
stock.
Kle:n has made
himself: liam R. Hearst Jr. were present
Paris literary agent George Marton,. hefore | arriving fiere at the .
Fred Baker
along with lawyers Paul O'Brien:
unavailable to Variety for check‘Drake for the preem of “Kean,” for which his stepson,. Peter Stone,
Richard Kiley.
;
ing on any of the details. Pete Lat- and Fanny Holtzmann.
‘| wrote the libretto, will also‘ 0.0. “A Shot inthe Dark” -“which’ Marcel.
Talent figures of the past.at the
Paul ‘N; Lazarus Jr..
sis. pub-é -d head for NT&T, stated
Achard, author of the original “L'Idiote,” asked -hin to. do. ‘The Harry
Joseph E.. Levine ©
ne stceessor to Smeriing has been | services includéd Schenck’s formKurnitz play is an adaptation of Achard’s original). He will also huddle:
Constance
.Tal-Mort
‘Lindsey
‘er
sister-in-law.
>|
named to the board.
‘with
Warner LeRoy on the’ off-Broadway production: of .Francois
David Picker
Meanwhile.
Smerling,
whose ‘madge. Richard Bartkelme<s came.
| Billetdoux’s “Tehin-Tchin.” En. route from -his Paris baze to.New: York,
Eric Pleskow'
in from Long: Island. Louella O.
family owns a large block of ABC
| Marton stopped off in London for powwows. With another: client, Robin.
.
Lillian
Gish,
Ricardo
Joseph.
‘R..
Vogel
Vending stock, denied reports his - Parsons, Fox, in re the legit. “Trap for a Single Man.” by Robert: ‘Thomas, which.
Caesar.
Milton /.
stock purenases had ‘anything to Cortez, .Irving
Fox will eventually film-produce for 20th in London. .
do with the vending company.
He Shubert and Billy Gaxton were|“Lioyd Bochner withdrew from role .in Italizn-made *“Adventures” “of
Elmer Bernstc..
said ABC has new contracts with’ noted along with Sehenck’s family.
Mary Read” because the producer withdrew his guarantee that Boch-"
Chavez Ravine. the Coliseum, New - Mrs. and Mrs .B.-S. Nayfuck,. and 7 Frederick Brisson
Iner’s voice’ would be used in the English version. Says he: “It might
Mrs. Annie Naytack.. his sister.
Snorts Area and is buiiding a new,
“Red Buttons
‘| very well have been én improvement, but there was no way. te be sure.”
the first in chain, restaurant on
" Eddie Foy dr.
Ida Lupino and Howard Duff set up Stanley Product‘ons for indie :
Sunset Boulevard. to be ready for |
L. Wolfe Gilbert
filmaking, with.“The Piotters,” Allan Caillou: yarn, as‘ first. film..
Maurice Gosfield.
Spring opening.
Columbia Picture. +« :‘c:ed- “Mederata Cantahile” with, MPAA™..
As ior his own future. now ‘that
‘Stanley .Krainer
Hal Wallis cast: Miyoshi. ‘Umeki with Laurence Harvey, France Nuyen
he has moved his family fro: the
‘Tom: MeDermott
‘and. Martha Hyer in “A Girl- Named Tamiko” .,. John Lee. ‘Mahin
east, Smerting is planning to enter:
Jim Moran’
|
|seript polishing Perlberg-Seaton's “Night Without End.he
: Lola Hollvwoed, Ort. 31:
invie production and distribution
Otto Preminger.
Aibright inkec bv Mirisch Co. for top femme. role Fa “Kid: Galahad” ©
Martin Manuiis. criginally skedhere.
He continues as a member
Syd Silverman
Marie Wilson into Jerry Wald’s “Mr. Hobbs Fakes: a Vacation” at
ot NTA board and conferred with ;.ded to produce hi< “Days of Wine
| 20th-Fox. a
Jill St.-JohnRay Milland into Roger Corman's
“Premature: Burial,”..
}eonard Davis, cxee during tew! ,and Roses” package tor 20th-Fox.
| based om Edgar Allan Poe’... Christopher Fre will write. ‘English.
‘James Stewart:
avs Davis was here for and after ; is taking property to Warner Bros.
version of “Ey eryman,” ‘which Gottfried Reinhardt is producing- direc- .
i Jack Lemmon.and }¥.ee Remick will,
|ting in Salzburg:.
NRT board sesh.
costar. and Blake ‘Edwards: direct.
Smerling will have one or- two
‘UA Continental chieftain Eric Pleskow ona: flying trip. to” the. Coast
Wranz Allers
duplicetes
Darrvi “FP.
paliners in new. produccion-distri- | Project
and due back this weekend after seeing rough cuts of Billy: Wilder’s.
Robert Ardrey
“One, Two, Three” and other. upcoming’ product. He returns. to -his
bition setup.
Again he
ouldn’t !Zanuck switching his “The Chap-.| . Jane Broder:
Report” from 20th: to WB.
tip whos ther, were and how many -man
| Paris base the end of next week after a two-month sabbatical in the U.S. .
Madeline Clive
pix “wculd evolve trom the new after first slating film for 20th.
If. 20th-Fox’ should fire’ her for: refusing roles, ‘she'll go ‘back. to.
. Jules Dassin
iJegit, ““the best place’ to learn acting,” Ina Balin told. the press ‘in’
conpany.
, Manulis moves. trem 20th to WBI
‘Berdine Grune. ald:
‘immediately to start prepping film, |
Toronto while-there for ‘preem - of ‘Arthur Hailey’s “Young, Doctors.”
.
-Saul Jeffee

L. A. to N. Y.

| ANOTHER PROD! CFR IN
20TH-T0-WB SHUTTLE

Europe’ to U. Ss.

FEST-MINDED:
Paper Value Jumos Of
) BEVHILLSHollkwe
a
“31,
and domestic films will
PCA (77,) Loew's Co| |be Foreign
shown at the -fir-t- annual BevHills
Interne**unal
Festival
ln Hemphill-Noyes Be score, erly
of the Arts, set bv the Beverly
i

‘+She

‘| . Mitchell KowalGeorge ‘Marton

Harold
Claxton.
stock aca Hills League for the Arts next
for Hemphill, Neves & Co. com-: June.
Event also will include al
Pera ou boxscore om ste kK price: Film
Festival.
wih
will give
“ress for the fir-t nine inonths | Prizes for several ¢ifferent cate-|
«: 1981
MCA
Ine Jed tke show | gories for the ‘invi-ed feat:imes.
beeness pack. having juwsped Tc
Rudy Cole, editor 4f the Beverly
in paper value.
Hills Times, is chiirman of the
Loew's Theatres went up 69°F Advisory Cemmittee handling the
in (Cavtons check of a tetal of film
section.
Cornv-ittee.
com-:
18)
conmrmon stocks on the N. Y. |posed of civic and-ct-s* ers,
Stuck ELachange.
includes ‘producer’ George Seaton.
..

Tony Perkins

U..‘S. to Europe
‘Julie Andrews |
David -DiamondRonald. Field
Bonita Granvilie
Lee Guber

refusing

to play. in John Wayne's. ° ‘Comancheros”

when

UA...

which she was quoted -that it started with an acult plot, but. had. to
be made juvenile because Wayne has so many 12-yearsold fans.
Eddie Albert into: Ronald Lubin-Millard. Kau®man’s .indie.~ “Res

prieve,” for Allied Artists release : .. Edmund

Beloin added “Climate
. Paul Newman ©.
Laurentiis. for “The Stranger.” to:‘be ‘lensed in- ..
Europe’ next-year. - Tucker Smith signed to term Warner Bros: .pact;,:
first pie to be “Gy psy"... . Walt. Disney has Sally B-rson to, s¢ript an:
original play with musie to star ‘Hayley Mills . .
‘Fred Gipson will
{script his upcoming Harper novel,.““Savage Sam.”. purchased by: Disney
as sequel to “Old Yeller’.- .-William Bendix inked ‘for. “Boys”: Night.
Out,” Kimco-Filmw ays production for. ‘Metro...
. Paramount’ set Paul ;
Ford for “Who's Got the Action”.
. Niven Busch ‘and John .Farrow ~.
sold “The City That Lived” to Joe E. ‘Levine for reputed £250,000 cash .| plus percentage ... 20th bought Vera: Caspary’s rhe Hiicit Fox” for
-of Love” to his upcoming Paramount. production slate. s.

Anatole. Litvak
Harold Pinter
Max J. Rosenberg’
Walter Scharf
John §S. Schleciecer
Stenl-

.
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Harry Kurnitz

Jack Wrather

was

.Jasked to borrow her for “Young Doctors.”. 20th: refused: to’ lend: Her,;.”
but in order to .get the new. role. she. agreed to do the Wayne pic—of

at

by Dino
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Sacco-Vanzetti CyclehMaking? “NAT KINGGLE {Lawyer Argues Standards of Press,
Rather Than Books, Wrongly Invoked

“Robert J. Clements. in. the ‘Columbia University Forum, a quarterly, reviews the revived interest in ‘Saeco and Vanzetti who were.
_executed in 1927 for crimes, committed. in- 1920.. He enumerates a‘tv play by. Reginald Rose, .a- proposed. theatrical film -to be made
by. an Italian. producer, a New “York. music drama onthe two

i ey HGURE| Against Dirty Word in ‘Connection’

Anarchists, an opera by Marc Blitzstein, anda. book “Passion. of
By GENE ARNEEL
.Sacco and Vanzetti” by Ben Shahn, the artist. ‘Clements dwells in
Nat : King: Cole is. moving into
‘detail upon the. “chronicle theatre” version current at the. Parioli
“in “Rome and the suspected’ anti-Americanism which has been ~ the -field of motion picture produc‘echoed: by the Italian-Communists although, the. writer points out,
tion. His -Kell-Cole’ Productions.

+

Adults in Drive-Ins

The legal battle for a New York
State

exhibition

license

for

the-

-|New York-made dope addict film,
‘Sacco and Vanzetti.as Anarchists. would not ‘be free. an hour ina. | has entered: an agreement with:
“The Connection” continues.
As already. documented,
Communist. state. .
The director of the state’s film
share
of
drive-ins
in
domestic
Mexican
pro‘Miguel . Zacarias,
‘Question of the ‘innoceiice and martyrdom of. the pair is by no
licensing
division in Albany, in a
rentals
is
now
considerable,
means absolutely answered,” says” Clenients ‘and the Italian play. 4, ducer, calling for a partnership|-—
letter
td the Board of Regents
nearing
25%
of
the
industry’s
“drops: out significant, namely, -inconvenient, facts though posing. lensing of two features in Mexico.
‘which must review his turndown
annual U.S. take.
‘as‘a documentary. For example, that. the men were packing pistols
of the picture) upholds his action
ZZ ‘Ike Jones, -exec producer of}
But another, even more
when pinched.
by charging that the Shirley Clarke
‘Kell-Cole, disclosed the first prop-| . vivid, statistical view: is :furnpicture is “obscene” as origina'ly
ished
by
market
analyst
Albert
.
| erty is to be “Last Rendezvous,”
ruled. Attorney Ephraim London,
Sindlinger, who reports that
with Dorothy : Dandridge east as an
acting
for
Films
Around
The
‘ozoners clocked 40.8% of adult.
World, has claimed that the state's
‘theatre admissions in first nine
Indiah girl. Second is to be.“Eng‘{definition
of
obscenity
is
“too
‘months
of
this
year.
| lish Teacher,” starring Cole and
vague” and thus unconstitutional
That, of course, bespeaks
the
Mexican star “Maria Felix.
The film licensing chief now
_ Seasonal surge of pasture biz—.,
_Jones. said Zacarias will provide
says that use (28 times: of the
the normal warm weather up“word”
in the picture “offends
curve,
and
tapering
In
the
|
the
financing
and
take
Latin.
marHollywood, “Oct. 31..
community standards” and makes
waning calendar year.
| ket. rights. Filmmaker added that
Foreign’ films: are making: head: |
the
picture
obscene “in part. " He
‘Don't
Tryto.
Figure
way in today’s market, as against | .
he. ‘prefers to await completion
also notes that newspapers in carmany American features having] - “How dig those title-changes?- the -product : before considering
rying stories about the hassle have
What Paramount had. ‘been -hard sledding, due. to a. more
gone to. great, euphemistic lengths
American. distribution,
‘realistic approach to: picture-mak- ’ ¢alling “Easter Difiner” is. now
to avoid repeating the word which
_ He said he. hopes to see the films
ing, aceording to Lawrence. Wein- > “Pigeon:That Took Rome.” It's
is causing all the trouble.
become established. in.key global
garten, just returned from a seven-| Charlton Heston’ 's. first comedy.
_ London answers that the attempt
|
points,
perhaps
.via
festival
.
showexploitation, tour:
week -European
to
impose the standards of news‘easing, ‘before hitting the United.
for his two: latest’ Metro produc- |.
papers on another medium of ex| States market;
tions, “The Honey moon. Machine’ *"
pression is capricious and arbitrary.
Pencilled in for future Kell- Cole
-and “Ada.”
The licensing division might just
production: is “Adam,” screenplay
Abroad, “he said. producers, writ- |
as well impose the standards of
by’ Les Pine which. is. the story|.
‘ers and.stars band tegether and
book pubiishing, where the word
of
.a
Negro
jazz
musician.
Cole
take the entire risk; while: ‘here|.
Madrid, Oct. $1.
appears frequentiy and causes lit-figures on taking. a supporting ‘Motion Picture Export Assn. vee- tle disturbance.
stars .demand: both’ high ‘salaries
part
withthe
lead
taken
by
Sammy
and. a percentage but leave the.|.
pee Griff Johnson planed in from
The Board of Regents, acting on
Davis: Latter has. said he would New York to join Mediterranean; an appeal filed by Films Around
risk. to the. producer. Star ‘salaries
‘like the job, according .to Jones, rep Leo Hochstetter for crucial ;‘etc., is- expected to appoint a comare.responsible
for .raising the|
but no commitments so far.
‘costs..of filming today, he ‘added.
talks with top Spanish film authori- | mittee to view the picture in New
Also. "ahead fs a coproduction ties, with deadline for renewal or York sometime this month,
‘Producer pointed -out he'd: ‘like’
to see a- ‘cooperative venture in}. ‘Cengorship. and +high’ production with .‘Millard Kaufman. This in- i “denunciation” of current Spainscreenplay +MPEA accord now dangling.
which stars. are willing to take costs ‘are. responsible for a. lessen- “wolves | an’ untitled
“chances
themselves. This would ing of creativity in. pictvre making, which Kaufman also will. direct.
' Both
the Spanish
negotiating
low
ts. he said; and if: the’: Paul N. Lazarus Jr., ‘Colambia v.p.,| Jones said. he obviously is mind- |commission composed of Informalower costs,
he. sai
.
picture
is-a success
theth esps ‘stated in an. address | before. the. ful. of tthe “Negro problem” but ‘tion Ministry undersecretary Vilar
‘would make
more money. “I'd|‘ Women’s Press Club in New York. ‘{s not bent on message pictures. Palasi.. director general for cinema
‘rather: give’ larger percentages and,last week. -‘He. said that. decisions His first concern is to ‘‘make en- Jesus Suevos, and secretary genjas to.what. goes on the screen are tertaining: pictures which will show
smaller salaries," he stated. .
eral for cinema Alfredo TimmerWeingarten :noted there ‘are two: !being: placed’ in. the. hands of. busi-. a_ profit.”
mann—as well as MPEA bargainHollywood, Oct. 31.
“While Negro casting is promi-! ' ers, met last week in a friendly
‘definite audiences - for films both;Inessmien instead of “forward-lookColumbia
Pictures
tossed
«6
nent at the outset, the intent-is to
in’ ‘this: -country and. abroad and j,ing independent creators. ”
Continued on page 16)
bomb in the film colony's publicity
- that business ‘is the’same all over.. : This already has hapened to tele- hire. white performers,’ as ‘well, to
ranks by decision not to carry unit
One is for-the foreign pic repping jvision. said. the exec, declaring tv. be determined by the nature of:
publicists on payroll between pix,
sociological ‘culture that:‘plays art-‘has declined -from “experimental,” the scripts and” character parts.
However, it was stressed by a ctua ‘Uncle Carl’ Reigned dio
_ houses, the other for action and! creative: programming in its early|.
spokesman, “the door wiil he
days
to.
its’
present
sausage
machine
Universal's
retrospec“exploitation pix: “If it’s a hit here. |
open for each of ther tu rejoin the
-|output,””.
_ tive year, 1962, will throw
it's. a- hit there,”. he. said.
department as soon as production
' the floodlight of memory upon
Producer ‘has. allocated-$6, 000,- “Lazarus asked. the femme. fourth.
‘Dicks up.’
“CUnele
Carl” Laemmle,
the
000 for -his next two productions|estaters’ to. foster the growth of
, Latter statement was in re!-;.
_producer whose achievements
at Metro: “Period of Adjustment,”
|
ence to three publicity men +49
(Continued on page 16)
were sometimes greater. than
based: ‘on: Tennessee Williams. comhave been notifed they will de
_he
knew
or
intended.
at °$2,000,000..j =
edy, is. budgeted
dropped from pavroll up9Nn Clie
- ° In King Baggott he had one
“The Adventures: of Jamie .Mc-.|’
plétion of the films to which ther
Madrid, Oct. 24.
of the original swoon kings.
Pheeters,” ‘to follow, $4, 000, 600. | _Rackmil’s Kickoff
chave
been assigned.
Trio include
~Maleno Malenotti feels that the
Probably the industry's first
Both will be:lensed in: this country.
Aw first activity in connecBob Yaeger, with Col for past 15
renaissance of. the Italian. motion
producer,
previously
years. and currently winding on
tion with. Uniyersal’s 50th anni: -|picture ‘industry in the past few - woman
“Experiment
in Terror”:
Ed
J.
was a- luncheon -Monday :(30) : years. merits a more analytic point | an actress and.writer, was his
employe. She was.Loise Weber.
_ for the trade’ press ‘publishers:
Fisher, on salar: for past 19 vears,
of view than the humorous referHiring himself a private sec‘and editors.
‘The two sales.
now
on
“Advise
and
Consent’:
and
-{ence’-to. Italy’s. monuments
and
retary at $35 a- week, it just
Mac St. John, with studio for about
'. chief¢, Hi Martin. for: domés-. -{monumental. stars recently attribhappened to be Irving Thala year and set for “The. Interns,”
“ tie and Americo Aboaf for for-.. “luted. to .him” in a -front page
berg.
starting today :31).
. eign; both spoke. after. Phil . VaRIETY, -box: (Sept. 20),
Eric.. von. Stroheim
made
New policy, said to have hen
Gerard's ‘silken. emceeing.. Cli-:.
“The. Italian’. producer’ went on
“Foolish “Wives”
and _ thereUnable io get a satisfactory. deal
decided upon some months ago at
max. was. Milton “Rackmil's.
{record to say that. Italo films suc-’
by conferred upon Laemmle
with a local distrib, French. pro-|. own off-the-cuff. and® off-thetop
echelon meetings.
{cess°lately - ‘was’ neither’ -achieved |. the honor of making, to his
ducer-director Louis (“The Lov-:
record talk. Suffice that he
curvaceous stars
own anguish, the first $1,000,ers") Malle is booking: his: “Zazie | - dropped that U had a $1,000,- - . by monuments,
nor old school -directors, but- by
000 production.
‘Dans Le Metro” directly ‘into: the
000 gross week last week.

. American StarsRefuseAllRisks:

One Reason Europe'ssDoingBetter|

\Pain in Spain As
Johnson Flies In
Re Trade Entente

Lazarus SeesPix.

Choked byCosts:
‘And Censorship

Columbia Studio Puffers

Put on Piece-Work Sked:
Plant Idle, They Are, Too

SeesWeariness
With Italo Specs

Malle$ “Lazie’ Gamble:
» Directly Into.Paris, N.Y.
Sans “Distrib Link]

.Paris

Theatre.

New

York: artie,

without: benefit. of .a local middle-|.
man,
year.

Film” will open. later this

‘While the’ booking” of an’ import.
into a New. York -house by the}
overseas. producer is not an. un-

‘known practice, it remains a risky:
one. If the pic gets bad, or even

‘just mild reviews, producer will |
“not ‘be able to make a distrib deal.
‘anywhere near as favorable asa}.
pre-release deal. might have |‘been. |

All the speakers conceded
— that the trade. press has its
own special importance to. the:
film trade.

young-in-spirit. directors such as de
_ ‘Universal crashed through
Sica and Fellini, plus. the healthy | with “All Quiet On The West4 challenge “of a determined new]
ern Front.” still regarded as
generation. following in the neoone of the greatest films ever
(Continued on page 16)
" made.

Founded June 8,1912, Universal
Readying A Gala Golden Jubilee

If the pic clicks, he, of course, can].
The. ‘Universal Pictures’ brain- sales drive, next Jan. .1. through
hit. the jackpot, comparatively. “The; |trust
threw itself a luncheon Mon- June 30, with U: ready to dispense
last..example of. the latter case. was
p
/
day
(30) at the Laurent ‘Restaurant a $100,000 largesse amongst its doBritish Lion's click. booking. of
“Pm All Rjght Jaek” at the New |in Manhattan to spotlight prez Mil- mestic. and foreign sales crews to

York Guild. This. in turn; cued. a- ton R. Rackmil and the: company's.
he profitable deal with Colum- ;“Golden Jubilee” mext year. Come
| next June: 8, U ‘hits the 50-year
Malle has: just completed. direct- | mark; making it fhe oldest U. S.
ing Brigitte Bardot -in “La Vie. ' producer still extant. This mile‘Privee” “which Metro. will releas e}| stone’ combines with the revival of
in

the ‘States.:

“Blowitz-Maskel

spur bookings. of such upeoming
product as “Flower Drum Song,”
“Touch of Mink,” “Phantom of the
Peas “The. Outsider” and “Cape
{Also the pop release of.
ear.’
“Spartacus,” though general. play-.

is |Company fortunes, after the. slump off isn't in the works before’ ’63.)

It’s-a point of some uniqueness
here on some -yéars ago.
A lot of managerial ‘and produc-. and. pride to U that Rackmil ‘is
|tiqn talent shares in’ the -present. ‘only the fourth man to. ‘serve .as
| glow.. Notably. attention focuses on president. -Founder Carl Laemmle
PAR PICTURES PAYS’ 50c .
Rackmil’s ~- - personal © performance built. up formidable tenure (1912Paramount. Pictures .board de- Since taking.command in, 1952. The 1936) ‘Robert Cochrane and: Nate

‘repping the. director
: “Zazie. ”

the current San Fernando

Valley

(381 acres in all). Laemmle was
one of the pioneers who got the

credit (or blame?) for creating the
star system.
His star: “Biograph
Girl’ Florence Lawrence.

Actor

anonymity

had

been .the

semi-rule in the early one and two

reel

days.

Laemmle

convinced

Miss Lawrence to stick with him
by-the promise of screen credit

and. beaucoup

attendant

publicity

as a “star.”
Laemmle, a schmaltzy personality
much given to trips back to his

native Germany, had another large

EMBASSY RELEASING
1947-8 BERGMAN PAIR
Embassy

Pictures, extending

its

art film’ catalog, has -picked up a
couple of vintage Ingmar Bergman
pictures that have been kicking
around. the Manhattan marts for
some, time.
The pix, being readied for release
next
year,
are Prison,”
made in 1948, and “Music in the
Dark,” completed a year earlier.

They were acqilired by ._Embassy
from actors’ agent Archer King.
Most of the Bergman output has
been handled in the U. S. by Janus
though some of the producer-director’s

lesser-ranked

efforts

are

distributed by other indies.
“Prison” is concerned with contemporary morality,
man
theme.
while

a

pet Bers“Music”
is

about a war-blinded pianist.
This
one may benefit from the recognitive value of Mai Zetterling’ $ Name
on marquees.
et

ee

ee

eee

ee
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STANLEY COMMON PAYS 3%e
Stanley Warner circuit has <e-

check-mark in Hollywood history:
clared the regular dividend of 50c confidence was. his;. ditto the een- Blumberg. 11938) reg:mes followed
he contributed his brightest em- iclared a 30¢ per share diivy o- tts
“per. share on the common stock. . | nomic .acumen:: .
Laemmle. moved
Universal-” o ployee to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
cammon_ stock.
It’s © payable: Dee: 15 to holders,
Jubilee celebrations. will -high- Hollyw. ood (Sunset. and Gower). and. Lad by the name of Irying Thal- | Melon is pavable Nov. 24 to hoidof record on. ‘Noy. 30. .“light a worldwide “presidential” Jthen established Universal City in jberg.
ers of record as of Nov. 8.
8
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Comancheros

{PANAVISION)
quence the raid and batfle sequences ‘directed by Cliff Lyons)
| ‘Heavyhanded- suspense meller
‘ are something to see. Their tactics
of dual-bill quality in spite of
ihelp in diverting one’s attention | - fairly hefty ‘marquee names,

(C‘SCOPE—COLOR)

Big action? western. Implausible story, but fine production
valnes, popular cast, underlying sense of humor. Good b.o.
Hollywood,
Twentieth-Fov

Dat

provaetion

reiease

Stars

including Jeffrey Hunter from
‘from dwelling too long on the an-,
noying fact that ‘neither Coman-" 7 ‘King of. Kings.’

Oct. 27.

of. George

John

Sher-

Wayne.

Biaart
Wreianm.
Ina
Halinw Nehemiah
Feesoff. Pee Marvin. Di:ected bv Michael
C.aatsz. Scteenpkey. James Edward Grant,.
Clan
Heutfak's. Based
on ‘he novel
by
Paul 1 Wellman: ecsmera (De Luxe, WilJam
Ho tiv uer
ed.tor. Leu.s Loeffler:
Hrae.
Hove
tes
Cack
RR

studio.

Oct.

.cheros nor. Comanches seem. able ;.
to hit the side of a barn with their<

‘absurdly errant gunfire.

“hl,

Rutning

@AINS.

trme
;

Cater
hegzret

John
Wavne
Stuart
Whitman

sae

Fetv
Cree
Ceew

Ina Balin
ws cece
cee Nehemiah ‘Persoff
eee ee
Lee Marvin

Pea Dei tty -4
Ti bre
Maier Henry
Meh::da
Ha. se face
Judge Feon

...

.-

.

Michael Ansara
Pat Wavne
Bruce Cabot
Jozn O'Brien
_ Jack Elam
Ee@ear Buchanan

fy

G@rreawx
wt
we ae eee
EstevaM
cen
eee
femarchero
he,
Rub Sehe i rid ........
Poe

Sehe’:e°d

Spensh
Josefona

Dencer

Henry Daniell
Richwid
Devon
Steve Bavlor
John Dierkes
Roeer Mobley
Bob SteeteLuisa Trian2 .
Iphigenre
Castighoni

Pessie
fren Shirt

Alfred Ybarra
looking. Elmer

generally accurateBernstein's score is.

stirring; and brings excitement and
thrust
to
simple,
establishing
scenes. But it*s an oddity that one
comes out of .the theatre humming’.
his already familiar score for: last
year’s “The Magnificent-“Seven.”
There's considerable similarity between the tivo, but it's a pleasant
similiarity.
Tube.

Avessa Warne /
George Lewis

.

| Baehelor in Paradise

“The Camancheros”
is a_ hig,
brash. uninhibited actiqn-western

|
I

of the old schocl. about as subtle:

release

of Edmond

Frazen. production. ‘Stars

‘nature enjoys a special’ boxoffice
advantage. Missing this ideal -op- |

portunity,

is the

Jeffrey

(CINEMASCOPE—
METROCOLOR).

A restrained but nonetheless
quick-with-the-quip Bob Hope
and a nifty looker. Lana Turner
in welldressed, frequently diverting adult comedy. Should

Tol Avery

incorporation

of

depth-

special

effects

satisfactory b.o..

Hollgwood, Oct. ‘13:
Vv nited Artists. relejse of Frink
production.
Stars. Glenn .Furd.

Capra
Hetfe

in-the characters wha don-the mask /Jey:
_ Peter
Falk
Judge. enry G. Biske- “Thomis’
“Mitchell

Ruth...
5. .-ceeccesdceeee ‘Virginia Gregz
Bobbv-Joe
............ Mike Vandever
........-.... Hugh Sanders:

an

E. J. Malden

we 7.

(PANAVISION—COLOR)

not.

Frank’ Taubeés-Sandy
Hav¥er. sce- Davis, -- Hope Lange. Arthur ‘O'Connell,
nario,
enables
.he
wearer - to Directed. by. Capra. Screenplay, Hal KanHarry Tugend, based on. svreenplay
descend into “the hidden recesses. ter,.
by Robert: Riskin- end ‘storys. by Damon
ef the human mind.” These “hid- Runyon: camera (Eastman), Robert. Bronner:'
editor, Frank P. Keller: music, Wal-den recesses’
ttirn out ‘as the
- ter Scharf: assist gt director, “Arthui S.spectator discovers .by putting. on’: , Black Jy. Reviewed at: Grayman’s Chinese,
the 3-D peepers. provided) °‘to ‘con-: ‘ Oct: 13, 61. Running time, 136 MINS. |
tain images of a kind of amuse- . Apple an{Dude
Wout cae aes glenn Foi.
3
Pe
ay
e
avis,
ment
park chamber . of horrors 'Queenie Martin
aane
Hope
Lange”
character. Just wliy. they inspire ‘Count: Romero
. Arthur O'Connell.

Hunter
David Janssen
Stella Stevens
Elaine Devry
Cortez . .:.. wees were: ” Arthur Batanides
Puerco (2. ......-0..:-%..
Perry
Lopez
Bernard
Fein
|:Fat. Man ............+...

ee

does

for the. -harem-scarem:. sequences.
“The Mask,” -aeecording to the -

Vince Biskay......0..5--.
Nina - ‘Jameson
Liz Adams: . ace eeaes

we

production

‘dimensional .(3-D)

O'Brien-

‘11, “61... Running time, 93 MIN
‘Matt. Jameson tte teens
Jette

ve aee

Pocket ful Of Miracles

Roffman‘s Cana-|

Sentimental “comedy. based om
| figure to cause much of a stir in-| a Runyon story and. a 1938
the cinemarketplace.. An untidy
Capra
pic. Sweet:.-and
oldexecution .of a. flimsy horror yarn,.
fashioned, runs hot .and cold,
‘the sole novelty of this attraction
- But-Capra touch. should bring

Hunter.
David. Janssen, -Stella’ Stevens.
Directed: by O’Brien.
Screenplay.
Ed
from’
Join
TD
MacDonald's
“Taint. of the Tiger’: cumera,
Lloyd. Griggs:.. edilor,
Jack
Lippiatt::
assistant director...
music. Leith Stevens:
‘Tom Shaw. Reviewed at the studio, Oct.

Lt.. Helssen

Julian

; dian-made

vjews of the. w aters,.
son:ething: to novelette,

behold. Unfortunateiy, some of the’
studio -shots
don't match
‘thebrown hilifS turn purple’. Louis:
‘Loeffler’s editing is taut. art direction by Jack Martin Smith’ and

107

“Hollyw ood, ‘Oct...11.
‘Paramount

Stantey

Cameraman William H. Clothter’s
sweeping 'panoramic
Moab, Utah site are

Stee
fear:
6. MSist. nt direcBerres
Beviewed
at the

27,

Man-Trap

|hard falls, leaps and maneuvers |

©

,

obsession to-kill is the biggest :: Butler

mystery

about the film.-There

-

is: Junior

plenty of ghoul and gore in tens

‘Edward Everett Horton:

Mickey. Shaughnessy. :

rerMeh ooo S sheldgn beens

Peter Mann
. 2.277
Melodrarnas the likes - of “Man- passages, but no genuine chill and *Carlos Romero.
-LouiseAnn-Margret:
frap” can be found all over tele- suspense of the sort that can only: Police. Commissioner 7, Barton’ Maclane
Wales
Jotm -Litel
‘ vision. Long since relegated to. be created by the spectator’s imagi- |Police lir.pector:.
. ”:
verses, Jeréme
Cowan
supporting or. hit-and-run exploi- | nation. ‘which is never activated! Mayor
Spanish . Consul
Jay. Novello
tation stafus on the theatre screen, “by this film,
Newspaper . Editors en Fr nk Ferguson,
.
Willis
Bouchey.
‘their popular appeal is limited to.
As. directed by Roffinan and |‘ Pierre
vacqgeseeesee ewee
er ot Fritz Feld
‘those who attend motion pictures edited
by Stephen Timar,
the isoho-sal
7 ) /000.. ae —Bilen Corby

‘i either:

indiscriminately

‘complicated,

or for un-

-sensual’ kicks.

The

|

dramatic:action is jumpy, lethargic.’ Fotel anager:“penessreee, Renny Robin”
,and inconsistent. Key facets are |Cheesecake . fetus Jack Elam:

presence of _three up-an-coming left dangling: inconelusively, even
thespic talents in tre cast is the’ af the. climax. Assumptions noe

Bis Mike

t

ptain

Pool

. ceeccesece
and ke

voor

Pla\er

“shes aietee

wae

tes.

ayden

Doodles

or.

Weaver

. best -boxoffice ally the Edmond. '
Compounding the erratic nature. aii
cee we neeen. | Paul E. Burns.
as 2a right to the jaw. In spite of angie
.
wes. nee
Angelo
-S. .Rossitto
O’Brien-Stanleéy Frazen-Tiger pro- of the production is Herbert: 5.) Gloomy
nave’
“Stehit
plot that’s as holey as Swiss cheese. 't
.,duction has,‘but this won't: be suffi- Alpert’s RBhotogr aphy, w hich is fre- ‘Shimkey=
-. Georre FE. Stone
it’s a Hkeable piece of high adven“cient
to
offset
the
shopworn-nature
quently
too
-dark,
particularly
on
y
Smiley
Leese
ees
,
Wittiam
x
Sruls
ture escape entertainment -for any- ;
be okay boxoffice.
; ‘of. the story and -the tasteless, daylight exteriors. The three LSD-. Berne
INU, smb ‘Pellard
ene open-minded enough. to over-.:
chaotic manner
in which it has like ‘trips’ into the. cadaverous
Jook all the little improbabilities ' . Metro relesse of Ted Richmond pro
O'Brien’s vividly mounted by special effects | Once upon.a-s time, say a quarter
and inconsistencies. and just sit duction. Stars Bob Hope and Lana Tur- ‘heen executed. under
direction, The Paramount ‘Telease expert Herman.S. Townsley and” of a century ago, a. sweet. :sentiback. Kids will love it. pecause the ner: features Janis Paige. Jim Iutton,
Paula
Prentiss.
Don
Porter... Virginia
appears destined for a swift com- special photographic effects man mental fairy tale like Frank ‘Capra’ 3
George
Sherman
preduction
is Grey. Agnes Moorehead. Directed by Jack
‘mercial career, with sexy teaser’ James B. Gorden, purportedly with -“Pocketful
of. Miracles’ .would CinemaScopically big as all out- Arnold. Screenplay, Valentine Devies and
‘art honoring Stella the employment of a unique Brit- :‘have been an- odds-on. shoo-in for:
Hal Kanter. from stor, bv Vera Cospary: promotional
deors and action-packed to boot. camera
(CinemzScope
and = Metreeclor}.
endowments
ish camera here used for the first:
happy - -ending
at
the Wicket ;
Adult
customers
will appreciate: Joseph Ruttenberg: music. Henry Mancini: ‘Stevens’ anatomical
the faint tongue-in-cheek
strain title song, ‘music bx Mancini. lyrics by. the ‘probable main bait-for this time. Louis Applebaum's ~music, windows But today the tracks are’
Mack David: editor. Richard W. Farrell.
“‘Man-Trap. “
into which electronic sounds: have.: - faster. the stakes are stiffer, and |.
that weaves
through
the entire Previewed at Loew's Rith street Theatre,
screenplay.
from been. incorporated, nicely comple- '.the pot of gold ‘niore. elusive. ‘Yes-*.
film.. a signal that if thev aren't NY., Oct, 25. Running time, 109 MINS. . Ed ‘Waters’
ments the desired: mood.
.
teryear’s favorite: is. today’s long
Bob Hope. John D. MacDonald’s Cosmopolitan
uilling to take it seriously, that’s Adam J. Niles
Rosemary Howard .:.....:
Lena Turner
-novelette. “Taint of the Tiger, "
The actors, most. of: them rela- shot. The question. is. whether un-.
2}! right too.
Dolores Jynson
—.......
Janis Paige
tively unknown to°U:S. filmgoers, , . abashed. ‘sentient has gone out of.
offers.
Jeffrey
Hunter
as
the
misJim
rtutton,,
Larry Delavene
_
western
“The
A
bleckbuster
Linda Delavan2
...... Paula’ Prentiss" ‘erable husband. of -an inexplicably: carry on gamely, notably those in- -style?: The answer would probably.
Comancheros” is nat. It lacks the: t Thomas.W, Jvnsan .. ..
Don ‘Porter ‘spoiled. alecholic: (Miss Stevens) in , volved
in the dream ‘sequences. . . be yes, save for the fact.‘that the
depth or substance of* story for’ Camille Quinicw
Nire*nia, Grey
where|.
Tube.
‘old master of. mellow, firthful may-.
Judge Peterson
Agnes Moorehead | ‘a sub-bourbon. ‘community
such aspirations to be entertained. |*i;Mrs.
Pickering
..... Florence Sundstrom
the
neighbors
shoot
martini
pistols
J hem has not lost his: unique touch.
But the 20th-Fex release does have’ Rodney Janes.
+--+. Clinton Sundberg
at each other and. play. a_ parlor.
|Should.the United Artists ‘release:
the marquee pull and the produec- . Austin Palfrey wn eenee wc. . John McGiver
West
wand
Nungle
Alan’ Hewitt. game caliéd “Braille” ‘blindfolded |
(BRITISH)
should. be a. satisfactory boxoffice..
tien magniture ta make a bright yj Backett
Cr
od
Mrs. Brown
Rita Shaw husbands must identify their wires |
1 candidate, especially. useful: as a&
and profitable boxoffice showing.

by feeling all the.women) for kicks.

The James Edward Grant-Clair ,; Like through the. Years Bob Hope Things Yook bad enough, but then |
Hutfaker screenplay. based on the ,makes with the. funny cracks. and ° along comes: Hunter’s
old war
novel by Paul I. Wellman, is a,Lana Turner who. like the vears. buddy. David Janssen. to compliking of cloak-and-daggei, yarn on , haven't gone by at all. is lov ely to cate matters even further with a

horseback.

Texas

It is set against the look at. This adds to agreeable wing scheme for pilfering, three-

of the mid-19th

century,

a‘romantic and comedic. values in-a million clams froma

troubled time prior to ‘its state-. handsome Ted Richmond preduchood when the Comanches were! tion that ought. to do all right for

Latin syndi-

.Yuletide. season. attraction. - And,.

London. Oct. 24.
Competent. but not sefficiently. | Should it manage ta do ‘better. than.
| satisfactory, it. could. kick: “off a.pointed, “documentary.
about
_ renaissance
of 30° S-type ‘screen.
West End vice since the streets:
comedy.
,
were cleaned up by law.

Joe

The Hal Kanter-Harry -“‘Tugend :

Miracle Films release .of Arnold Louis: Scenario,
hich a}ternates uneasily
cate. Since Hunter is in the employ ; Miller.
Miller. wares. A ereonay Production: ibetween wit and sentiment,. is based:
of Miss Stevens’ father and mal- ;
i4 Miller: editor. Stanley Warks: narrator, | On. the 1933. ‘Columbia Telease,

on the w arpath and renegade white ,Metro.
-content:-with his parasitica] lot, he
Gell: voices. Heather Russell. Tom ;““Lady for -a° Day,’ which: was’.
men. or “Comancheros,” were aid- | It’s engaging. humorous ‘situa-. eventually _goes along with the « David
Bowman. Previewed at CameoPoly, ton} adapted . by: Robert: Riskin .‘from. a.
ing the Indian cause with fighting . tion material that Valentine Davies ‘plot. with dite consequences for all don, Running time, :353 MIN
‘Damon Runyon story, and directed
equipment.
Against this setting. :and Hal Kanter have provided in jnvolvyed. (This. isa pretty weird

“West End Jungle” has-run into by Capra. It’ has to do with an
the film relates the story of a . their screenplay which. in. turn. rele. for
Hunter following his,
Texas Ranger
John Wayne) and ‘was taken’ from a Vera Caspary Jesus in “King of Kings,” now ! censor trouble and, so far has not }impoverished apple-vender. ‘Bette
copped
a
certificate
permitting ‘
« Davis) who wauld. ‘have her long. .
an Hinerant gambler ‘Stuart Whit- story. Hope is stocked with numerTGe dchowing. )
-allround: public exhibitions. It is ‘lost daughter “tAnn-Margret)..beran) who team up to detect and; ous funny lines and delivers them i
Earnest
performances.
by all now being shown at a London film. ;lieve that.'she-is
t
a lady of means.. cestroy the renegade, parasitic so- _in his familiar flip-lip style. There's:
three of the leads are wasted. ‘club. Pic also has had the benevo- : This is simple enough ‘when. the. ~
siety. Among the incidental com- a little departure from Hope of.
Waters’. dialog is affectedly slick.‘lent nod from local authorities in |Gaughter is on. the other~ side’of.
rlications they also must solve are: ; past, however, for now he's showand tough,
and
the. situations, Cardiff, Leeds and Coventry where; the globe, but when: she comes
‘?} Wayne
attually
is bringing ‘ing a bit of restraint and it's per- .
though fast-paced and hard-hitting. -‘permitting it to be shown with. a {trotting over.for « look-see, ‘mama_
Vihitman fo justice
for having, ticularly fitting in the. story. line.
are absurd. Support runs to stereo-: ‘certificate
that
okays © ‘this for. is in trouble. Enter mama's. favorkilled a man
-though fair and: ; that might have gotten out of. hand:
type. especially in the cases of the viewing by’ anybody over ‘the. age ite apple-polisher, inTluential- Dave: 7
square in’a pistol duel, (2) Whit- :in terms ot good taste.
Latin haodlums, but Elaine Devry. of 16.
_ the Dude (Glenn Ford), who hastily.”
man loves Ina Balin, who happens i It’s a no depth ‘but easy to take) :
tries hard as the only reasonably.
to be the daughter of the Coman- | yarn which has Hone as a writer! . healthy individyal tmplicated in- Producers have set.qut to make. Sets up an. elaborate: masquerade |
a film that'is a “startling and con-+ With the aid-of a horde-of typical
chere chieftain Both problems are whose business affairs -are -mis-.’ this violent emotional. mess.
troversial” study of how vice has} Runyonesque. hoodlums who “are
overcome with consummate ease. i managed with the resuit that: he’s!
Loyal - Griggs’ lenswork is capa- gone underground in London ‘since: : hard: as nails. on the --curface, but
considering their formidable na- ‘in hock to Internal, Revenue. He
bl
e,
and
so
is
Jack
Lippiatt’s.
edit-the
Street Offenses Act of 1959: all whipped cream ‘on the ‘inside.
ture.
.
goes to a newly-dev el oped Califor-" .ing, Al ‘Roelofs’ art direction ‘and
drove prosties off the street. This|
The picture. seems too. long. con_ Wavne is obviously comfortable ° hia community to indite something : Leith Stevens’ score. But it’s a perhaps laudable aim has not come | sidering- that. there’s never. any
in a role tailor-made to the specifi-: :on what makes’ American avomen |
: lost cause. from the beginning:
:
off.
“Jungle”
is
a
competently
|
doubt
as to’the outsome, and ‘it’s
cations of his easygoing, square- : tick.
'* Tube.
made documentary. which-only the |also too lethargic.’ but there are
shooting, tight-lipped but watchThe women in town, alt young
‘very
naive
will
find
remotely.
star|
sporadic
compensations of line. and .
out-when-I’m-mad
screen
person- !marrieds and pretty: take. to him,
itling. It has nothing: ‘important, |situation that reward the patience..
alify. Whitman and Miss Balin are -either for his counsel on. marital|
‘The Mask
‘urgent or new ‘to -say. about its Fortunately Capra has assembled
valuable talents on the rise, andj|affairs or a flirtation walk now
(CAN ADIAN) ,
subject and leaves the’ edgy. feel-| some of. Hollywood's: outstanding:
will widen considerably their ap- tand then. Merifolk become susing that what it offers’ is very! character players. for the chore,
peal
and
popularity
via
this: } Picious, dope it- out that the hero} _ Erratic horror item punctuated
mueh
the same thing that it pur- ‘some’ of whom-.‘haven’t been seen
vehicle. Both seem at home in the! tis showing too. much’ muscle jn}. “chy. 3-D Passages.
'ports to. deplore.
‘too often in recent years. .These
western idiom. Lee Marvin makes the love
department.
Actually,
This
ranges a ‘well- tilled: field. |people are.pros, masters of things
a vivid, indelible impression in a. ; though.. Hope is innocent of any}
‘Hollywood. -Oct. 26:.
hrief. but colorful. role as a half-! ‘romantic hanky panky. eventually! “Warner Bres. release of Julian Roff- |It shows how call girls operate and | like the double take and the aside,
to
¢«Canada)
production.
Directed
by how young women. from the prov-. and: they play their material
scalped, vile-tempered Comanchero | announces his love for Miss Tut- man
Roffman.
Screenplay. . Frink
Taubes,
afent. Ben Nye's makeup job on} ner, the only. single ‘girl fin the |* Sandy Haver: camera. Herbert S. Alpert: .inces are procured for vice. It; the hilt. When the material .co‘shows
the
ramifications
of
alleged
|
operates,.
which
it
does
only
o¢caeditor. Stephen
Timér: music,
‘Louis
Alarvin’s pate is masterfully grue- vicinity.
—
| ApPJebavm. Reviewed at the studio, Oct.
artists
in
masseuse,
nightclub|sionally. sorne comedy sparks are
some.
| 26, 761. Running time, 83 MINS.
hostesses and prosties in clip near- Serierated.
;
i
Nothing special about the per-.
Paul Stevens ;
Nehemiah Persoff
creates
an formances. but then not too: much }Dr. Allan Barnes .
the romantic leads, . ‘Capra:
Pamela’ Albright
Claudet te Nevins Pejoints. None ‘of it is very edi-|'- For
animated portrait of the invalid is demanded of the leads plus Janis } Lt. Martin + awe tence
‘Bill Walker
fying and none of it very Tevealing. |has’: Glenn Ford and Hope Lange.
leader of the Comancheros. As in Paige, Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss, | Miss Goodrich ..:::...... Anne Collings
Film simply takes 55 minutes:ta'| As a comedy team, they are no
Michae], Radin ........
Martin Lavut
“The Alamo,” the Wayne brood is Don
tell audiences. what: they already.| James Stewart-Jean. Arthur ‘prob-.
Porter and: Mirginia Grey,: Dr. Soames’
wee seeee
Leo Léyden
well represented.
with Pat and Suffice to say they all fit in well. iMrs. Kelly .........- , _ Eleanor ‘Beecroft know, that though streetwalkers |ably:.Capra’s- most. formidable staré
aweeeese.
| William Bryden
Aiessa on hand. Former is vigorous Agnes Moorehead is in briefly: as |-Anderson
Prof. Quincy
a aweee ” Norman Ettlinger are now, fortunately, not allowed | pairing), but they: get by—particuin a key part. Others who perform a judge in a. courtroom scene and | Museum Guide. selaebee Stephen Appleby. to roam their beats-vice can still [larly Ford: Miss Lange is more
Technician, ..-:....:
Ray Lawlor}‘be engaged in by any’ sucker.-who | suitable for ©‘serious: ‘roles. | Miss’:
eanably in. prominent
supporting this vet showga]
plays: a rather | Lab
}imseit
Jim Moran
roles are “Wichael Ansara, Bruce ‘wacky part to a whimsical turn.
| Girl Who
Is Kitled
;
Neney Island
knows the. ropes and has a ‘few | Davis has. the _ meatly: role of
Cabot, Joan O’Brien, Jack Elam,
‘Jack
Arnoid'’s direction. main-’ i an- Barnes. 4in depth- dimension)
| dollars.
“Apple Annie” and,- ‘except ‘for 28.
Rudy Lincchoten|
Edgar
Buchanan.
Henry
Daniell tains 2 breezy pace except for a!' Demon of the Mask
Where “Jungle” -‘chalks ° up {tendency to overémote in eloseups,:
Paul Nevins
and Richard Devon.
few lulls. which, it seems. coutd|
,credit is that. it- is directéd and |she. handles it ‘with | depth and -.Save for a few essentially ir- be eliminated by a closer editing|: ‘Considering that it would make |written with an occasional sense | finesse..
rcolevant
cr stow-maving
scenes, job. Music. mainly the title song!an especiwlly handy
-The best lines’ in the picture. ZO.
Halloween!of humor and: also. does not: fall
Cirector Michael Curtiz has done by Henry Mancini and Mack David | attraction. it's. rather astonishing|back. on the old cliches of violence, to Peter Falk, .who. reveals.a flair.
a more than eommendable job of (lyries),. is beaucoup
agreeable. ithat “The. Mask” is ticketed to] junkies, pimps and so on. David for comedy fo go along: with his
keeping this large-scale production Joseph Ruttenberg’s photography! open Nov. 1 - in L.A., Nov.:11 Gell gives with the commentary reputation for gangster. parts.: Falk
hign-snirited. eoherent and suffi- iCinemaScope and Metrocolor) - is |nationally. -Whatever the reason, excellently.
the. photography is just about walks. off with the film
ciently intimate to sustain concern.
sharp throughout and takes proper |the. Warner Bros. release is being |okay and Heather Russell and ‘Tom -when he’s on: Among the veterans
He uas farfuncte in havine ahoard note of the handsome wardrobe! denied exhihition on the one occa- |Bowman tope with various. voices: who score prominent points are
some excelicrit’ stunt men whose
and set layouts. - Gene.
i sion whén a -horror-shocker. of its |adequately.
‘
(Continued. on page 36)
Rich,.
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INCHANTED
‘BigProduct Cheek-to-Cheek
Manhattan film trade is. deep in. postmortems ‘after: ‘last’ week's
. Striking situation wherein: three -advanced-admission: pix \were:

concurrent in: the N.Y. nabes—"Spartacus”. (U);:: “Ben- Hur” (M-G)

[ne NOMAGIC (County Att'y Vs. ‘Not Tonite Henry’:
‘TODISTRIBUTORS:|Wouldn’tWant iDirt. Old to See It

and “Exodus” (UA).
It’s. for sure.-the distribution panjandrums. didn't. relish that
sort of direct clash (a coincidence), even before the: fact. And as it
By VINCENT CANBY
Legion Bs ‘Aladdin
turned out, their anxiety. was. made completé.
=.: «:
Embassy-Lux Film's “WonAcademy. Awards
winIt was a- happenstance ‘also: to. make the ‘have-riot exhibitors. . : Some
ders of Aladdin, ” with. primary
splurge with invective, though the aftermath reportedly left them | ners have. used, their Oscars as]
appeal. for. the kiddie trade,
with more cause for. cheer. than. anger.
‘| door. stops. ‘The three New York.
has been B-rated (morally obPop-priced .attractions in the line of ‘fire seemingly did. okay, or
filmmakers who are ‘Little Movies
jectionable in part for all) by
If they did suffer there was more ‘tendency to chalk. It up to old
the Catholic Legion of Decenills-and the new: NBC-TV Saturday prime time. cinematics: Against . Inc. ‘have used.their Oscar to.
cy.
Review
body
detected
.the blockbuster array, there were even reports. of ‘standout ‘biz, , |knock ‘onthe doors of major dissuggestive costuming and situthe.best of-it roped by the Italo “Two Women” in'26-RKO houses... tribs, and found, ‘sadly, that Oscar
‘Some -tradesters. are opining that the upped admissions at:so’- is a. better door. stopper than |. ~ ations,
-Opener..
‘Many wickets .was unrealistic for -the market. and. only served ‘to.
_Pie stars Donald O'Connor,
shoo business away. A more temperate view, though, figures last .
~The situation was outlined in}. with
Metro
freleasing
as a.
week’s boxoffice tug. was abnormal, to. say the least, and. not a fair ‘|New York last week by Bob Davis} . yearend holiday attraction.
test for: the upped-admish pix..
|and.. Duard
Slattery: who,*:with |=
In any. case, the second. thoughts’ are Plenty sobering on all.sides.
Ezra. Baker, turned out the 1961 |
| award-winning short, “Day of the '
At: the time. they re-;*
- Painter.”
| ceived the Oscar in March they
already
completed
pho-:
‘had.
‘|tography on their first indie feature, a contemporary melodrama
| called’ “Come Thursday.” "Having
Rome, Oct: 31.
-won their professioned spurs with |. _Aithough he denies being in a
a stylish : and sophisticated com,
Rome
producer
Giorgio Papi
Speaks WithRespect
‘ment.on modern art, they ‘decided 'and " his Jolly Films have appar-

Modesto, Cal., Oct. 31.
“Not Tonite, Henry’’ has been
seized by Stanislaus County district

attorney as “obscene”
tested in court
tion of the State
became effective
Arrested last

and will ba

under a new secPenal Code which
last Sept. 15.
week was Covell

Theatre manager Mervin Worley.
D.A. Alexander Wolfe also issued
complaints against George Mann’s.
and Robert L. Lippert’s Friscobased Redwood circuit and against
the circuit's district manager, Mr3.
Rose Saso.

Wolfe

said he sat through

film

twice before
taking action and
added, “I can tell you, the picture
is pretty raunchy ... the comj munity is behind me in this and [
! plan to handle the prosecution my[self{—I wouldn't want my 2%-yearoldyeaushter to see that picture.”
sald he’d prosecute under
Penal Code Section approved by
legislature last spring. New, controversial
sectton redefines “ob| to. make. their feature film. debut |ently won the Marco Polo film scene” this way:
“Obscene means that to the av‘Columbus,- Oct. 31,
| Abe Montague’s Night
{with a suspense yarn about the! gerby, His “The Great Adventure erage person, applying contempoholdup’ ‘of an armored car.. Their | of Marco Polo” is now completing
A 15-member board: of review
fary standards, the’ predominant
Abe Montague, . Columbia’
“to look for. ‘but. not censor” ob|aim:“ to. make “a. good program
; principal. photography here, to be appeal of the matter... is to pruscenity in filmis has been treated|. viceprez, will .be. the: honoree
Feature.”
|followed by two weeks of location rient interest, f.e., a shameful or at:the
annual:
Motion
Picture
.dn Columbus by a ‘6-1 vote,. and.
-Somebody (and Davis and Slat-' work in China. French producer morbid interest in nudity (and) sex
signed by Mayor Ralston Westlake |. . Pioneers: banquet’ at the Wal-_- tery ‘would like to get their -hands!Raoul Levy doesn’t expect to get - « - which goes substantially bedorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y.; Nov.
“without enthusiasm.” The mayor
‘on him). told ‘them tmonths back! started on his “Marco Polo” until yond the customary limits of can20.’ Tariff is $20 a head, and ~- that it was almost. impossible NOT ‘early 1962...
“will appoint. ‘the board members,
dor (and 1s) matter that is utterly
who. will serve without pay, ex-]_ ‘some 700. are. expeceted: to
to make money if you -could ‘turn ! “AS a matter of fact,” Papi says. without redeeming social impaorcept for expenses. - Councilman |. show... «.
out. a pie for less than -$100, 000 ;“‘if we didn’t have the feeling that tance. ”
Ss: H. Fabian ds prez of the | which. was in focus. Theirs came; ‘ Levy's ‘Marco Polo’ {sn’t going to
-« Robert Smith, who’ sponsored ‘the
board of review bill; estimated that|: organization. |
in for something. well under that ibe made at all, we wouldn’t have
sum, and it.has, they feel, con- ' gone ahead with ours.” The Italo
expenses would not exceed $500 a
[siderably more than good focus.
| producer backs his feeling with
Month. This ‘ordinance ‘was .enacted’ after two futile. attempts. by:
However, -after two months of,i yarious reasons, notably the fact
‘that
while Levy repeatedly has
Councilwoman: Golda: May. Edmonknocking on. doors, ° only ‘three:
ston to. get ‘through, a city’ censor- :
majors have taken the time to even iannounced Gina Lollobrigida and
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
!Alain
Delon as his stars, a pership dill.
look at it! Four other majors have°
Benedict Bogeaus’ Trans-Globat
sonal check (as well as subsequent
Mayor: Westlake signéd .the bill}
stated flatly that they aren’t in-|
denials by the actress) showed that Films Inc. has been placed on
-but said, “If is only an ineffectual, |
terested in ‘screening. it because,
Screen Actors Guild’s “unfair list,”
“weak and feeble step in the right|..-Glen Alden Corp., whose hold- even if it were good, they are not: “Miss Lollobrigida has never signed for asserted failure to pay actors’
for pic. Papi also notes that French
‘direction.“I am for any move.to : ings inelude RKO Theatres, had: a in the market for program. Pix,
salary
claims on “Most Dangerous
distrib Cinedis had also abandoned
help clean up -the -objectionable. consolidated: net profit of $1, 417,- |
Their. experience proinpts
plans
to release
pic and_ that Man Alive.”
movies.” He was asked: ‘by Ken- 000, or 25c¢. per- share,. -for. the ‘first
Indie,
according to SAG exee
several.
pertinent
conclusions::
Levy's attempted suicide had not
neth Prickett, executive secretary: nine’ months’of 1961. This .com- |‘
(1) the. scuttlebut is: true to.
helped lessen growing resistance secretary John Dales, owes nine
of* the Independnt Theater Own-' -pares with a loss :of $1,540,000:
thesps
several
thousand dollars,
-.
the:
‘effect
that
the
Oscars
are
to the French producer’s plans to
rs of Ohio, to. name at least. one for the: first three quarters |dast
not held in particularly: high: _|stage “Marco Polo” over the three
industry.
representative
to: the’ ‘ year..
esteem
by
the.members
of
its
‘|years since Levy’s first announcehoard. Though. the appointments | "Defictt. in 1961: included a. 108s |
own industry; (2) there: is no:
‘ment.
to the board aré the duty of the ‘from. ‘Special items of - $1,449,000."
product shortage, despite ‘re| Jolly.‘Film exec said his own
- Mayor, Council reserved the right
current exhib. cries to the con{plans for pic went back some time,
to. approve his nominations. |
trary; .(3) the so-called second
and that script had heen ready for
The board, if it finds an objec“feature -spot’on double bills ‘is
Hartford, Oct. 31.
a vear. Project had been dormant,
tfonable film, will’ report to police|"
being. filled these days: almost
Connecticut's
first and
only
however, while waiting to see what
‘any. violations of. city. and. state.
exclusively by three types of ‘| Levy would do. When French pro- scheduled
Cinerama
Theatre‘
is
anti-opscenity Iaws. It will be}
films,. cheap” spectacles from
‘how
in
operation.
Located
an a
ducer
continued
to
push
back
"necessary for policemen to view|
,
Minneapolis, Oct. 31.:-.[- abroud, shock-horror pix. and—
.|project, Jollv decided to go ahead main arterial thoroughfare in a
the . film: before prosecuting,. ac-:| “Champagne, doughnuts and. cof- F reissues
(sometimes. retitled
neighborhood
community,
house
without further ado.
cording ‘to. Police Chief George fee,. served free, are “new. ways
te
‘the confusion of the pubDue fo go on the China location tagsed The New Cinerama Theatre
-., Svholer.:The lone opponent. of the here to ‘capture public: attention.. °
ic.)
is
the
former
nabe
Colonial.
are
director
Hugo
Fregonese
and
“:bill -Wwas .Mrs. ‘Edmonston,: who}
A .“Champagn
Premiere” at]
Significant fact about the theasaid, “I can’t: see that ‘this law is which guests. were served the wine |
any use, I’m still. in -favor of city. at a prevue showing of “Loss ‘of another type of film. ‘which is now: t free himself from his impending tre is thal it is located away from
Starring role in “Capri.” a double the downtown area. Reflects a grow
censorship.” |
“Innocence” (Coli occurred at. the “squeezing the program feature off;
Latest effort to invest, ‘Columbus firstrun neighborhood St: :Louis the double bill—the “nervous. Aj will be used on Far East lensing, ing awareness of theatre ops of
a ‘picture. which started out to be: with. Calhoun processed into pic the diminishing influence. of the
with power -of censorship. over fea-| Park last week.
sectors. Here are two
4later in labs. Yoko. Tani has femme downtown
ture ‘films: has been aborted, and
Hosts. were the theatre's owner. a-top feature but which, because it
issue appears dead for now. In- Harold" Field; and his wife,. and eventually evolved into a. turkey, jlead opposite Calhoun. Pie is in Main reasons for the neighborhood
location
of
the
Cinerama operation.
Eastmancolor
and
CinemaScope.
‘stead, the.tawn may get-a film re~ his son Martin Field, general :man- winds :up on the lower half. of a.
‘Other important factor in his
One is the tremendous post war
view ‘board. with: power only to ager of his local |theatres, and the double feature program.
He cite
movement
away
from the city of
‘go-ahead.
says
Papi,
is
the
official
“suggest”
Police ‘action : ‘under, latter's. spouse.
| the release skeds of two majors as;
present obscenity laws.’
. The .champagne was served: in’ -being well padded ‘with this type: : production and coproduction okay large segments of the populace te
given by Italian government au- suburdia. Other is the continual
A tie vote. killed the censorship the: theatre’s foyer from 8 to 8:30 of .product.
thorities after
meetings
by
a erosion
of downtown
theatrical
scheme—for the second time—of p.m., after whicli the picture went |...
‘Educated Now
‘special commission met to study properties by a civic project known
Councilwoman Golda May Edmons-| on
as
“Redevelopment.”
This
is still
Both.
Davis
and
Slattery
feel|!egal
aspects
of
case.
Jolly
Film's
ton,. and ‘afterward she. indicated
At Ted ‘Mann's Joop. World on |
in Hartford
and
she was finally dropping the maf- “Breakfast | at Tiffany's" .opening that their timing of the completion |Zallic partner in coproduction ven- continuing
threatens
the
existence
of
four
of
‘ture
Is
Gray
Films
(Paris).
French
ter. One -eouncilman
‘abstained: day, the public was invited in to. of their. Pic. could not’ have been ;
the five remaining downtown
from . -the. latest’ vote, expressing have. free. doughnuts and. coffee worse:
houses.
Eventually
two
other
theainally
interested
in
Levy’s
pic)
are
favor’ .for prior censorship
but from 7:30 to 8:30 a.m.. The thea- in the marketability of their: ef. claiming it should. be on state basis tre’s ‘newpaper.ads extended. the ‘fort, they ‘did not start making the already after ‘pic, as are several tres that fringe the downtown area
threatened
with
extinction
| rounds“ until it was finished, edi- other countries, but Papf hopes to are
because, he said; blue-pencil ma- inviation.
‘J ted and. scored. Their idea was to sell pic to a Yank major for either under a proposed 10 year plan of
-chinery.at- the city level: ‘would. cost
redevelopment.
This
would
ulti-«
Western
Hemisphere
or
Continent.
{present one finished pic to the
$1,000,000.
distrib, along with a new’ script, or both. Shop talks to this effect mately leave the city with no downProposal. for. a “15-member ‘Te-|
ADS AGAIN DRAW. FIRE.
town
theatrical
propetties
but
one.
were
already
in
advanced
stages.
| budget outline, ete., for a second,
view: hoard: is. expected to be‘ sub-}-. °
Des. Moines, Oct. B1.
The Strand which escaped extinemitted to vote at next: couneil ses- “at régular meeting of the. city saying, “Now you ‘ve seen. what we. he said, via direct contacts with
tion
by
a
whisker,
being
just
a
few
Yank
execg..
-gion. . Mayor would appoint mem- ‘council the one woman. member can do on :our own, how about
Jolly exnécts to have “The Great feet away from an east-west highbers, who’ would screen pix at their said: that she has received a “great: ‘making a package deal for ‘Come
way
now
underway.
Adventure”
ready
for
general
rediscretion. If they discerned. ob- deal of complaints about .the qual. Thursday’: and the new property?”
First days of operation of local
lease -by February. Levy’s “Polo,”
scenity, they could recommend. ap- ity.of and: the publicity for movies
However, just about the time! should ft start in January or Feb- Cinerama reported brisk business.
_ propriate Police action. ..
shown recently in Des Moines” and -they: were ready for this, the an-! ruary..as currenttiy ventilated, House formerly seated 1,350 and
{although this: made for discussion. nual pronouncements started com-| would only: be ready 14 months now has a capacity for 700 after
ing down from on. high that’ this later, Papi guessed.
the council :took: no ‘action.
major external and internal surNo particular’ releases. were or that. major was dropping. its
gery that eliminated the balcony.
‘|named_ and -the advertising .not: “BY” schedule entirely. It may well!
Lockwood and Gorden Inc. of Bosspectfied. ‘but dna. ‘general discus- be that the majors really: mean it
ton, operates the filmer as well as
."
sion .it was agreed “the pictures’ this time, but ever since. 1950, it’s
several
other
hardtops,
ozoners
‘ABC Vending Corp.;. -which -has -aren’t as-bad as the advertising.” It been .4n annual ritual among the
and arties in the area. Estimated
vending machines in many theatres was suggested that the “movie in- varlous majors to. announce the
Los Angeles, Oct. 31.
cost of renovation
better thar
_-as Well. as other public: places, had dustry regulate itself.” However, impending: demise ‘of the program
United Artists Theatre in down- $150,000.
‘net income of $2,141,783, or 82c per: Mayor. Carlson commented, ‘‘May-- Picture. ‘Look at the marquees town L.A., shuttered for past five
New Cinerama Theatre located
share, for the 39. weeks ‘ended. be © something -could - ‘be™ done. ‘of any circuit house in New: York years,
hag been
reopened , by in an area that Is from all direeSept: 24.
through -Gov. Erbe about -unsuit-- and youll see that as-of a couple of United Artists Theatre Corp. ag a tions with sufficient parking facilfThis. compares with a net of able mavies.” “No. one seemed, to months ago,- somebody, somewhere | Spanish film: house.
ties in the area. Operates 10 per$2,003,783, or 77c per share, for want = ta: designate . “unsuitable” | was apparently still grinding out
‘House is to be retabbed Unlted formances weekly, including three
the corresponding. period in 1969. movies.
the second features.
mats, with box office tep of $2.
‘Artists Alameda.

Board, SansWases, toLook forDirt.

Columbus Passes City Ordinance: of Which Nobody

One ‘Marco Polo’ Nearmg
Completion; Papi Skepti
Of Raoul Levy Project

BOGEAUS POSTED AS
‘UNFAIR’ BY ACTORS.

Alden (RKO) Tums

Last Year’s 9 Months’«
Loss Into Net.Profit

Connecticat’s Cinerama
Outside Business Area

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE’S |

“CHAMPAGNE PREMIERE’ |

a

ABC Vending, 39Wis,
Profit. Equals 82c

{United Artists Relights
To Show. Spanish Linguals
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PICTURE GROSSES

_ Wednesday, Neyember 1, 1961"

LA. Turns Spotty But ‘Street Solid

Buff.; ‘Grass’
Buffalo,

$19,000; ‘Roses’ Limp 136, ‘From Hell’
Fair 126; Breakfast’ Sock 226,2d
Los Angeles, Oct. 31. +e
Firstrun biz is on the spotty side
this frame, down sharply from last
session despite the reopening of

Key CityGrosses

he Warner Hollywood with “Back ‘Estimated
Street.” This is in for a iush $19,~

000 on initial

round.

“Blood

Reissue of “Suddenly
_ mer” is slim at State.

31.

Grass” looks lofty. in third at .Center while. “Devil at 4 O’Clock’’ |].
looms fast {n second at Century.
“Spartacus,” playing sab-run
at
Lafayette, is heading for a sturdy
take opening :session. ‘““Breakfast at Estimated- Total Gross

Tiffany's” still is hotsy in ‘second

Total Gross

| This Week

_Buffalo «Loew)

‘+“Run -Silent,

—Splendor
] wh). Lofty

_egakts atrs wi
the holdovers witht¥a . socko
= DevilL
in second round at
ivel

yiG,

$22,000 likely

the Chinese. “Splendor in Grass”
shapes big $14,000
in third
Hollywood Paramount.
.
YWardticket
“King
of
Kings”
looks socko in third at Egvpiian.
Cincinnati, Ocf. 31.
“Devil at 4 O°Clock” is heading
Biz outlock shapes above par:
for a brisk $15.000 in second at
{this week for major houses. -all
Warner Beverly.
i;with holdovers, and.-so-so for hillEstimates for This Week
Warner Hollywood
SW: 2.170: |top arties and. Twin Drive-In on
$1.25-$2:— “Back Street” ‘Us Loud |changes of bills. Woes of seasonal

...'...:-. - $558,860

named for a second downtown run.

{Uptown there is “Pure Hell of St,
| Trinian’s.” Especially smash is
“Breakfast” at the 400-seat World.

(3,500; 75-$1) —
'M-G)

‘Jt’s fourth ‘week for “Two Wom-

Run. Deep”

en” at St. Louis Park. “Splendor

‘Street’ Bof
a
Tops D.C. News

in’ Grass,”
“The ° Hustler”
and
| “Greyfriars Bobby” downtown are

in their third stanzas. Both “‘'Hus-_

}

in Grass” (WB) (3d}
$9 000. Last week,

Most

Century (UATC) 12.700: 76-124)
—Devil at Four G’Clock” 1Col)
(2d. wk). Fast $11, 000. Last week,
$17,000.

‘|tler” and “Splendor’ still are -big.
The

downtown.- - Atademy,

‘which

| wound - ‘its run with “La. Dolce
‘|Vita” after.a big 13 weeks remains”
Washington,. Oct. ‘31, ; |dark until Noy. .2.

.{ $12,000.

Cincy: ‘Street’ 96

{as first-run houses are taken over’
in the loop by fresh. entries ‘“Breakfast at Tiffany’s,”. “Town. Without
{Pity”
and
“Exodus,”
the laste -

(Based. on 30 theatres)
Last Year ....
- . $463,600

Fstimates for This Week

and Four
Queens”
and “King
“|iM-Gy¥ (reissues). .Sluggish $5,000
in 5. days. Last .week,-“Bridge To
Last Year. ...:.....$2.130,300
Sun” (M-G) and ‘‘Secret of Monte
(Based on 24 cities and 249° | Cristo” ‘Indie) 19 ‘days), $5,500.
theatres)
.
Center (AB-PT) '2.500: 70-$1.25)

ing

Minneapolis, Oct. 31...

. ‘There’ s no dearth of newcomers

Broadway Grosses

{frame at Paramount.

..... ...$2.319,606
{Based on 23 cities and 258
theatres, chiefly first TURNS, ine
cluding N.Y.

Last. Sum-|

$9,000, 3d
Oct.

Firstrun. biz’ ‘shapes lukewarm
here .this stanza but there are
some good ‘spots. “Splendor in

This Week

and

Roses” 3s heading for a dull $13,000 in three houses while “Seven
Women From Hell” is tair $12,000
in another threesome.
“Explosive
Generation”
looks
slow $9.000 or near in ‘wo houses.

New EntriesBoost Mpls; ‘Breakfast’
Boff $9,000, Town’106, ‘Grass’96,3

| ‘Spartacus’ Tall 10G.

trade

situations

look. for. brisk |

this frame

with holdovers:

Estimates for This Week-

.Avademy

(Mann) (947;

3$1.13-..

pulling '.stoutly and- soine new-, $2.65)—Nothing -here until “King
comers shaping well.” Standout is vat Kings” (M-G) opens roadshow

“Back Street” which is rated socko. Imun .on- Nov. 9. Last: week,.. “La:

_ Lafayette iBasil) +3 000; 70-$1.50) opening
—*“Spartacus”

round at the Palace: |Dolce Vita” 'Astor) (13th wk), $4,“Splendor in Grass” at two Stan-; 800 but’a big extended-run, »
]
r
locations
stillis.fine
Cemtury ‘Cinerama, Inc) (1,150:

(U)-'sub-run). Stur-

dy: $10,000. Last week, “Greyfriars

Bobby” (BV) .and. “Sergeant Was ley Warner acations sult
Js.
$1.75-$2.65)—"" Windjammer”
(NT)
‘Lady” - (Indie): i2d wk.), $4,600.
“Town
Without Pity” is only 12d run) (21st wk). eBows out after
Paramount \AB-PT) 13,000; 70- | fair in Keith's first. “Twenty Plus;; mash run, fiving way to another.
$1.25) — “Breakfast at Tiffany's” 1 Two” is dull at Capitol. “Break- eissue, “Ady énture in Paradise”
sports hit high over the weekend| 'Par) (2d 4 Hotsy $10.000. Last |sect at. Tiffany's” shapes socko in "Cineramal. Huge. $10,500 in eight |
$19.000.
‘week, $13,00
third. at the Ontario.
“Devil at days. Last week. $9,000.
Warren's
Loyola,
Holly wood | with home football games of U..
(Berger) +1,000;. $1-$1. 95)
Teck toe) (1.200: 70-$1). —| 4 O'Clock” looms robust, day-dat-|
Oletropolitan-FWC:
od;
61,298: |of Cincinnati and Xavier U.' plus
“Girl with . Suitcase” Indie). Sad|ing two houses, for ‘second round. =(000. Last “week.2d gum rand
pro-basketball
opener
of
Cincy
796:
90-$1.5u» —° ‘Seven ‘Women |
$1.500.
Last
week,
“Two
Women”
Estimates for This Week
Kisses” (Par), $3.500:
From Hell” +20th: and “Pirates of |Royals. Potent: in. second weeks (Embassy) 13d wk), ditto.
Ambassador-Metropolitan
(SW)
Lyric. (Par) (1.000: $1- 1.25) —
Tortuga” -20th:. Fair $12.600. Last |are ‘Baek Street” and “Devil. At
O'Clock” as well as “Breakfast
Cinema (Martina) (450: 70-$1.25) (1,480; 1,000; $1-$1.49:—“Splen :“Greyfriars Bobby.” i Sysize wk).
week,
War ren's
with
Hawaii.
dor
and “Splendor in —'"Carry On Sergeant” ‘Gov!. Fair | in Grass”
“Alamo” CA! “Park Chap Hill” | at Tiffany's”
(WB)
13d
wk
Fine’
sioy
$3,000, Last week, $5,000.
week,
“Saturday!
(CA»
-reissues},
$7800.
Loyola! Grass,”’ in third rounds. “Question $2:000.... Last
1 te oop or near.
Last
week, |" Mann (Mann) 11000; $1-$1.50)—
vith Ios Angeles. Wiltern. Tris? 7”
7 rates only okay in second frame Night, Sunday “Morning” 4Cort) '3d |$13,000
i“Splendor
in Grass” (WB). '3d-wk).3reviriars
Bobin”
“BV,
“Pur-i at the Grand. “Guns of Navarone” wk), $1,500.

Apex .(K-B)

ple Hills”
20th’. $1620.
Holly- is slowing in 16th rourd at Cap |
wood
with
Orpheuin.
Baldwin. , itol. awaiting’ “King of Kings”
“Explosive Gen“Young Doctors”
U1: - 1st general - opener Nov. 16.
eration” and “Matter of Morals”
retvase', “Boy Who Caught Crook”
.
combo
looks
goed
.at Twin ozoner.
wae $18.100.
Hillstreet. Wilturn. Vogue ‘Met- |
Estimates.
for This. Week

1940; $1-§1.25)—! Big $9.000.. Last week, $12;000..

“Secrets of Women” «Janus'. Lusty | Orpheum
‘(Mann)’ (2800: “$1.
1 $5,500. Last week, “King ‘and J” '$] 25)—“Townr Without. Pity” (UA).

New Pix HelpK.C,Biz;
(20th) (reissue’ :2d wk', $5,200.
' Well. recommended: by ‘crix but.
Capitel (Loew! 3.420; ‘$1-$1.49) ‘oniy okay $10,005 looms.
Last
Street’ Sturdy $16,000, —“Twenty
Plus Two” ‘AA). Sad’; week, legit. $6.000, Last week, “Imitation of | St. Louis Park. (Field) - AL 000:
Breakfast’ Hot 76, 3d: Life” !U) and “Operation Petti- ,$3.25)— “Two Women” (Embassy) |

ropolitan-SW-FWC!i
+2.752: 2.344;
Albee «RKO: +3.100; S1-$1.50)-810: 99-$1.50 “Blood and Roves” | “Back Street” 1U) :2d wk. Strong |
Kansas. City, Oct. 31.
(Par) and “Man-Trap” 'Par:. Dull! $9.000. Opener was $10.000.
New films getting nice attention
$13.000 or near. Last week, Hiil‘Capitol
tSW-Cinerama)
(1,400: | this week include “Back Street”
‘Continued on page 23)
i -$1.25-$1.80'—-"Guns of Navarone” at Paramount and “Two Loves” at:
i
116th wki.
Fairish $5,000. artfilrr. Kimo. Former is big. “Mr.
i Col)
|Last week,
$5.300.
Holds until! Sardonicus,”” playing a combo of
‘Kings’ Canadian Preem,
“King of a Kings”
*M-G) preems. ' seven theatres and ozoners, leoms
right.
“bri
: Nov. 16.

Capac. $18,000; ‘Street’ (7 Esquire Art ‘Shor: 500: $1. 25)—| ‘Holdovers are supplying cing
“Loss of “Innocence” 'Coti. Okay.' Nift, “Devil at 4° O'Clock”
Wow 136, Vita’ 96, 13, $1.400.
Last’ week; “Man in Moen” “fast at Plaza, and “The Hustler”

oar (U)

(reissues), $6,608 for -5 44th wk). Fine $4.000.. ‘Last week,
434.000...
Keith's (RKO) (1,839: $1-$1.49)| State wPar) (2 200: . $1-$1 y=
—Town
Without Pity”
nthe |“The Hustler” (20th) (3d svk). Pre
Pj
120th).
Fair $18,000: Last weck, “On.the !vious bookings cuts ‘this week -toBeach” (UA) treissue), -$6,000.
| tive days; Still brisk $8,000 in five
MacArthur

(K-B) 900; $1.25)—| days.

“The Risk” iUnion).

-Good.$5,600.!

Last week; “$12,060.

Suburban

World

(Mann) (800:

Last week, “Dentist in. Chair” (In- i$125}—“Pure. Hell. of St. Trindie) (2d wk), $2200 in 5 days.
ijan’s” (Cont).-. Fair $3.00.
Last.
Ontarie (K-B) (1.240: $1-$1 49\— | week, ““L'Avventure” ELIS) | 2d

“Breakfast at Tiffany's” tPar) (8d iwk), $2,200..
fair at _Granada.- “Breakfast
at} wk).
Toronto, Oct. 31.
|
‘T-L) (2€ wk, $1.100.Sock $12,000. Last week,
Uptown. (Field) i1 000; “$I 25)—
Tiffany's’
continues
lusty
af
the
$14,000.
1 "Genevieve". (indie) ‘and. “Tight:
With biz on upbeat. newcomers' Grand ‘RKO’
1.300; $1-$1.25)—-Pleasant
- Palace (Loew) (2.390: $1-$1:49)— |Little Island” (indie): -(retssues).
include turnaway capacity of Cana-| “Question 7” ‘Indie’ 2d wk. Okay.Roxy. in third round.
* weather prevailed up to weekend | “Back Street” «U).. Boff’ $17.000 |Fair $2,800. Last. week, “Blue An=
dian preem of “King of Kings” $5.500 after $7,000 first week.
| when showers arrived to help biz. or near. . Last’. week, “Hustler” gel” (Par) and “Third Man” (Indie)
pius smash “Back Street.’
HoldGuild
(Vance
‘300;
$1.25'—
(20th) ‘3d wk). $11,600.
a
‘t(reissweés); $3.000. — .
overs are also crowding, including F‘The Bridge” *«AA). Fairisk $1. 600.
Estimates ‘for.‘This Week
“Splendor
in
Grass.’
in third! Last week,
“Truth”
Kings)
(2d!
Brookside. (Fox |Midwest-Natl |, Piayhouse (T-L). 1459: $1.49-|. Werld. (Mann) \460:: $1-$1. 50) —
frame;

“Two

Women,”

in second * wki,

$1,100.

: Theatres): (860; .$1-$1.50)

—

stanza, and
ditto tor “Exodus.
Hyde Park Art ‘Shor) ‘500: *Dolce
Vita” (Astor) ‘6th
first time at pop prices, for second —, $1. 251 — “Promoter” ‘(Cont) and , Pleasing $2,600; holds again.
‘frame.
: “Lavender Hill Mob”. -Cont) -re- |week, $2,500.
Estimates for This Week
issues’. Good $1.500. Last week. | Capri ‘Durwood) (1,260:

~“La
wk).
Last

—“Devil at 4 O'Clock” tCol) |“Breakfast at Tiffany’s” (Par),

(28: wk’.
;

Fast $5.000. Last

week,

A.

real: winner. Wow $9.000 or: over.
|Last” week, “Bridge in the ‘Sun"”

Plaza {T-L) 1278: _§1-$1 80 |(MG)- (2d wk, $3,500.
“Girl With Suitcase’

rier: $4200|EXPLOSIVE’ LOUD 106,
OMAHA: 7 WOMEN’ 5G
Last ‘week. $4.600..

Gy | 8. Nifty $4,400 after. 34-900 |
Humber i “Genevieve” ‘Indie: and “Tisit‘ 5159,:—“Bridge To Sun” “AEG
tRank.
°2.318;
1.328:
1.203:
$I- : Little Island’
«Indie» ‘reissues).|- 4th wk, Mild $2,000 in 4- days. Pema (King), (800: -.$1.25-$2)—'
$1.50! — “Carry on Regardless” + 3800.
(2Uth: -2d wk Neat $16.000. Last: Keith’s ‘Shor: 1.500; 90-$1.25\— + Moved out after Oct. 29° to make !‘“La Balee Vita’’: (Astor) “17th wk).
Cariton,

Danferth,

_way for “King of Kings’ ’ opening °_Sturdy $4,000.
‘Omaha. Oct. ‘31.
“Devil at 4 O'Clock” -Co!) '2d wki. Nov. 6. Last’ week, $4,000.
' T-L ’
(600: $1.49Solid $8,000. Preem was $13.000. ,
Crest,
Riverside
_Common-' $1.80)—“Devii at 4 O° Clock” “(Col) © Biz continues good at“downtown.
Palace (RKO: «2.600: $1-S1 -50)—
ifirstruns
this.
week
thanks. to. exe.
Loud $7.000. Last week .same.
:: “Splendor in Grass” WB) :3d wk’. ‘ wealth) :900 cars each; 90c‘,. Boule- (2d wk). Robust $12:000 after: :eellent weather. New entries, “EX.
Fairlawn
‘Rank- -1.165; $1.25- Sturdy $8.000 following $9.500. in -vard +tRosedale) (750 ‘ears: 900),; $13,500 opener.
‘.plosive
Generation”
-three
-Jsis, Vista (FMW-NI) ¢1.366: 700:
Uptown ‘SW: (1.300 :$1-$1 49)— °
$1.50)—"Guns of Navarone” ‘Col: second week.
90¢), Hi-Way 40 'General) (1,000: “Upstairs and Downstairs” iCont?.. lieuses' is rated fast, anti “Seven '°
414th wk. Lusty $8,000. Last week.
Twin Drive-In iShor) 600 cars |
Dull
-$3,000
or
close...Last
week.
Women.
from
Hell”
at
the
Omaha
cars; 90c), Avenue ‘Fulton) ‘800:$9.000.
each side; 90c'—West:. “Picnic™
‘Shapes. okay.
Holdovers: ’“Back.
Hollywood ‘FP? 61 .080; $1-$1.50)! (Col) and “Twinkle and Shine” $0c}—"“Mr. Sardonicus” ‘Col) and
and “Greyat Orpheim
eye
at State poth
Fanny”in 5:WB:
Bobby”
F
days. :subrun) ‘6th wk. ' Street’.
—‘Splendor in Grass” ‘WB: :3d. iCoht (reissues. Fair $4500. Last. “Valley of Dragons” 'Col). Bright ; $4,000
both are
y” at State
(1.440; $1.49)—: riars
wks.
Big
$13,000. -Last
week, week, “Come September” 'U) and: $20.000 looms. Last week, Crest, } Warner (SW)
sharply,
in
-second.:
rounds.
Fifth
Riverside, Bonlevard, Isis. Vista: ‘Closed. Last week, “Come. Septem$14.000.
+“Great Impostor”
(U) (subruns). :
-week of “Question 7”is good ‘at
and Englewood (Dickinson) -41,082;. ber” 1U) (6th wk), nice $6, 500.
Hyland ‘Rank: .1.357; $1-$1.50) ‘$4,000.
East: “Explosive Genera- :
. Dundee while hart-ticket “South
—“Greengage Suminer” ‘Col) ‘4th tion” (UA) and “Matter of Mor-. 80c) — “Explosive : Generation”
| Seas Adventure” stays” ‘sharp in
iUA) and “Teenage” Millionaire”
wk)
Nice
$5.00.
Last
week, als” (UA)
Good .$5.000.
Last!
|15th round at Cooper.
—~
UA',. $18,000.
$3.500.
‘week,
“Creature
From ‘Haunted |
Estimates for. This ‘Week
Empire (Durwooed).. 11.200:- 90c- |:
Imperial FP) ‘3.345; $1-$1.50-— Sea” (Indie) and “Devil's Partner”
$2\—“This
Is Ciperama”
'Cine- ,
“Exodus” +UA)
2d wk). on pop Indie), $4.000.
Admiral, Chief, Skyview iBlank:.
Seale, three-a-day
Tall $10,000.. _ Walley ‘Wiethe) -1.200: $1-$1.50) '; Fama) (reissue) ‘8th wk). Satisfac+ 1,239; .1,000: 1,200;. ‘15-$1)—“Exe .
Portland. Ore., Oct. 31.
Last week. $12.000.
tory
$4,000.
Last
week.
$4,500.
'
plosive
- Geuieration”” ‘AA)
and..
—"Breakfast
at. Tiffany’s” .'Par)|
Faternational :Taylor'
557: $1- (3d wk). Bright $9,000. Last week,
Kime (Dickinson) +504: 90-$1.25) !lave “prateun, hie on them rants;“Teenage Millionaire” (4A).-Fast$1.25 —~Expresso
Bongo” +LFD). $9.5£0.
Sharp ‘¢,arrently.
“Splendor. I
Gras ~:- $10,000.. Last week, “Sword. and .
—‘Two
Loves”
‘M-G).
k
Fair $3.500. Last week, “Pure Hell :
ss 1 Cross (UA)
and. “Scavengers”
.|$2,500. Last week, “Raisin’‘in Sun” holds for 2a lusty y third
third week7 at. Fox
of St. Trinian’s” -20th) ‘5th wk),
TiCohy (4th. wk), $1,260.
“The Lovets” is back at Paramount{
UA) $10,500.
$2.500.
Paramount
(Blank-UP).
(1,900;
‘after
a
short
start
about
a
month
|
Cooper
‘Cooper)
4687:" $1.58Leew's «Loew! +1.941: $1-$1.501—}i
. $1-$1.25)—“ Back Street” (UV). Big jago. Local law boys ‘arrested the |$220-—“South
Seas Adventure”
“Come September”
Us
9th wh). i
$10,006; holds. Last week, “Splen-: manager and confiscated the: film,|{Ci@erama)
¢15th” wk). ‘Sharp.
Big $8500. Last week. $10.000.
i
: dor in Grass” (WBi.:2d wk), $5,000. ‘The Lovers” triumphed -twice in(®
$4500. Last week, same.’
Baltimore, Oct. 31.
Tivoli -FP:
935: $1.50-$2.50)—!
Plaza (FMW-N1)
11,630; $1-\ the ciresit court and once in state! .Dundee ‘Cooper! ‘500: $1.55Biz downtown
is fairish this:
“Ia
Doice
Vita” "Astral
13th ;
r $2.201— “Question 7”: ‘Indie’ (5th
: $1.50)—“Devil at 4 O'Cleck” (Col) :court. It’s now a hit at the Par.
Wht. With fina! week. upsurge ‘'f¢ week with the holdovers making : ‘2d wk). Fancy $8,000; stays On. j “The Hustler” looms . solid at: Wk). Good: . $3,500. Last
week,
the best showings. These include: Last -week, $11,000.
big 39.000 or near.
Last week,
Orpheum in. first week.
7.900.
“Splendor in Grass.” good -in third j Rockhill (Little Art Theatres)
Estimates for This Week
Omaha (Tristates) 120686: 75-$1)
week at the Charles; ‘Breakfast ; (750;
Tewne ‘Taylor: ‘693: 99-$1.25)—
Breadway (Parker) (1890: $1-|—
—‘Seven Women from Hell’ 120th)
$1-$1.25)— “Big
Deal”
“Two Women” Embassy: «2d wk). At Tiffany’s,” big in second reund (UMPO). Mild $1,800. Last week, $1.50)
—"Back Street” (U)and “The| and “Pirates. of “Tortuga”: (20th).
}
Terrific $7.000. Last week. $8.000. at the Town; “Devil at 4 O'Clock,” sub-runs.
Sergeant. Was Lady’: (Uy .(2d wk).| Okay $5,900 or over. Last week,
Vaiversity
FP)
1.556;
$1.50-. good in second at the Hippodrome;
-.] “Splendor in Grass” :WB) (2dawk),
Roxy sDurwood) (850; $1-$150) ;: Slim $3.080. Last week. $6.200.
-%5-—“King
of Kings”
‘M-G). and “Batk’.Strect.” okay in. third —"Breakfast at. Tiffamy’s” (Par)
Fex (Evergreen) (1,600: $1-$1.49) |$6,000 at $1-$1.25 scale.
With turnaways, capacity on week ~ at Stanton.
(3d wk). Lofty $7,000. Last week, —‘Splendor In- Grass” (WB) and|
Orpheum (Tristates).. (2:‘877: 15.
“The Hustler” is nice in opener| $8,000.
at 518,008.
“Thunder In Carolina’ «WB) (2d|$1)—‘“Back Street”:.(U) (2d wk).
Uptown iLoew! 2.543: $1-$1.75) ,“at the Mayfair. “Ashes and Dia-!
Uptown (FMW-NT)
(2.043; $1-i wk): Hep $6,000. Last week, $7.100.| Slight $6,000 after $10,000. bow: —*“Back Street" ‘LU. Wham $13,-' monds” ‘is slow in first week at $1.25)—“Hustler” (20th) {2d wk). j Hellywood
‘Evergreen)
(2.000:|
State Cpoper) (743; $1)—“Grey-

week.

$22,000.

Eglinten

«FP:

—"Windjammer”

-918:

‘NT:

$1.50-$2.50)

:45th

wk)...

‘Lovers’ Lusty $11,008,
Port; ‘Hustler’ Hot 96

Breakfast’ Brisk 116,
Balto 2d; ‘Hustler’.

|

Grr

4

werk

-°

cry

Diums” M-G) 2¢ wk, $4,500,

of, the Cinema, but “Pure Heli of St. ‘Fair $5,000:

|

(Continued on page 23)

Last week, coupled ($1-$1.49)—Closed.

I)with Granada, $9,500.

fo install Cine-| friars Bobby”

(Continued on puge 23)

(8V) 12d wk).. Mild

4 $3,000. Last. week, $5,500..

“Wednesday, 1
November I,. 1961

Chi StillStrong;Breakfast’Great
$21,000, ‘Grass’ Slick24G, Both 2d;

“Sardonicus Fa 536,
“IBY
-_Inipls; ‘Bobby’ Mild 66
|" way BizOf ButStory Capacity

$47,000, 2d; Kings’ Huge $39,000, 3d:

Indianapolis, Oct. $1.
Biz remains quiet: at first-runs
here this week. Top gross is going.
‘to: “Splendor in Grass” on. move: }.

‘Street’ Hot 1G,3d;Kings’2146)

‘Mask’ OK 186, Vita Big 196, 28th

over to Lyric after two weeks at
Keith's. It’s still fast. ““Greyfrairs

Bobby” -at Circle: looks mild. “Mr. |

Chicago, Oct. $1. +“Last - “week's infusion
of. sock

Sardonicus” at Keith’s shapes fair.

Current

session at oa
a plus 1” at Loew’s shapes slow. -deluxers appears to be suffering
Estimates for This Week
— | from too many extended-runs and
. Stem biz this round. Lone ‘new-|Film gross estimates as ‘Fee. |. “Circle .(Cockrill-Dolle)
(2,800; some weaker product which has
comes.
is -Monroe . tandem - of
ported herewith from the vari‘$1-$1.25) — “Greyfrairs
Bobby” ‘slipped sharply after the first
“Devil
Made’ A’ --Women’’ ‘and _ ous key. cities; are net; 1e.,
{‘BC),
Mild
$6,000.
Last
week,
“Pit. couple of weeks. Situation is re’ “Lisette, ” which is: doing okay.
' .without’.usual tax. “Distrib- | jand Pendulum”
(AI) and “Anat-. flected by :the fact that a long

‘openers continues to. bolster Main 7 ‘Estimates Are Net

_ After equaling a $23.500 two-year | -utors share’on net take, when |

house. record Jast week, “Breakfast |
At :Tiffany’s” continues ‘great in}

omy ‘of Psycho”

playing. percentage, hence the

(AI),

$5,000.

string

of new

pictures

will

be

‘Indiana-(C-D) (1,100: $1.25-$2.50) launched afi the firstruns this week

estimated . figures are net in-——“Seven Wonders of World” (Cin’ second. Esquire canto: Of the other
come.
|
| erama) (20th wk. yd: Okay $6, 000..
“holdovers, “Splendor In Grass” is
‘The parenthetic. admission ‘| Last week, $5,500.
hotsy
in. second
frame. at the;
prices, _owever, as ‘indicated,
’ Keith's (C-D) (1,300; $1-$1.25)—
Chicago’ ‘while.
Anclude’ U:; Ss. amusement tax. “Mr, Sardonicus" (Col). Fair. $5,-.
O'Clock” rated.
500. Last. week, .“Splendor
in
‘State-Lake .round. “Greyfriars Lo
| Grass” (WB) (2d 'wk.), $7,000.
Bobby”: ‘looks... mild. in -Roosevelt |-¢
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-$1.25)
-Becond. week.
HY plus 1” (Indie). "Slow $4,500.
Second
of “Two “Women” is
Last. week, “Bridge to Sun” (M-G),
‘bright ‘at .the ‘Surf. while “Pure
$6.000.
».
Hell of St. Trinian's” looms: lively
‘Lyric (C-D)- (850; $1-$1. 25)
in second at the Cinema. “Back}.
1 Prov. I “Splendor in Grass” (WB) (M-O.):'
$12 000 Mm
Street”. is hig.in its United Artists

|Breakfast’ Boff

starting on Monday (30). Return
of warmer weather also {gs making

for a very spotty session.

“The Mask,’

newcomer

at the

‘Warner, shapes just okay $18,000
in first round. Green Mare” landed a fast $12,500 opening frame at
the arty Normandie.
Still capacity, “West Side Story,”
playing on hardticket, looks like

$47,000

in second session

Performances,

same

as

opening

week, Stays, natch!

State (Loew)

(1,800; $1.50-$3.50)

—“King of Kings” (M-G! (3d wk),
This round ending today (Wed.

looks

like

boffo

$39,000

for

1

shows after $40,500 for secon
week. Holds indef. Pic currently
is running
neck-’n’-neck
with
“Ben-Hur” (M-G) at this spot.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2)
—‘“Splendor in Grass” ‘W3S) ‘4th.
wki,
Third round ended. Monday
{309 was great $28,000 or near after
$31,000 for second week.

Warner

(SW!

(1,813,

90-$2:—

“The Mask” (WB).
Initial week
finishing tomorrow (Thurs.: looks
like okay $18,000
despite
er:x
at the | barbs.
In ahead, “Exodus” +L A)

Rivoli. “King of Kings.” on the
|.44th wk-6 days: $9.800. but fin-

same policy, is heading for a wow
ishing a mighty run here.
$39,000 in third stanza at the State.
third : Session, “Bridge To Sun'’}.
FIRST-RUN ARTIES
Vita” (Astor) ‘(4th Wk), $5,000.
Landing the greatest. coin total
Providence, Oct: 31,
Shapes ~ strong ° ‘in ‘third Woods} ._
Baronet '‘Reade) (430; $1.25-82.—
is “Breakfast. at Tiffany’s” plus
- Smash is the word for ‘biz being !.
Session, '“On Beach” (UA! ‘reissue’. Opened
' stageshow which looks like sturdy ;
‘done ‘by, Strand’s “Breakfast. at‘
Popscaled. “Seven” “Wonders of ;Tiffany’ "opening. round. “Splen- :.
(Tues.},
In
ahead,
$140,000. in fourth session -at the: y esterday
‘Wortd" is snappy in Palace fourth’:
‘Cont:
and
“Dei la
: Music Hall: This wins a fifth week{|“Gervais’
‘dor In Grass" looms good in third |
round. “The Hustler”. is racking :. Majestic - week.
Revere”
(Cont:
(reissues!,
fair
for
“Breakfast,”
after
which
Albee's _ second
up a ‘good take in ‘Oriental fourth
“Flower Drum
Song” is due in. ‘$4,600 in four days.
j frame of “Back Stréet’’. is.nice.
™ week.K.Fourth. .session © of “The: “Spartacus” is fair in 7th week at|
‘Playing regular scale, “Devil at 4:
Fine Arts (Davis: (468; 90-31.89)
- Truth’ remains “busy: day-dating :‘Elmwood... Loew's. State's wey
“O'Clock” held at boffo $34,000 or —"Town Without Pity” ‘CA
‘4tnthe
Loop and: .Carnegie.
Hard-;
close in second week at the Cri- | ‘final wk:.
Thiré
round
ended
age Millionaire” is very slow.
ticketing “King of Kings” is perk- :
terion.
i
Monday
'30
was
light
$5.100
or
Estimates for This Week:
ing. to: a tall - second Todd .-week
“ “Splendor in Grass” continued::mear after $6, 300 fer second. “Paris.
‘total.:
sockeroo
in third
stanza
with,;
‘Albee
(RKO) (2.200: @5-90)-—
iBiues” «UA: opens Nov. 7. day‘|$42,000 daydating at the Victoria; dating with Astor.
| “Back Street” ‘Ui 12d wk)... Good 1
- Estimates ‘for. This. Week
.
° Boston, Oct. 31.
and the arty Trans-Lux 52d Street.:
Carnekie . Teleny
th .1495: $1.25-' $7, 000. after $9.000 in opener.
Biz continues perky ‘in’ Boston: “Back. Street” is heading for fair- Beekman ‘R&B! (590; $1.20-$1.75)
—"Devil’s
Eye” ‘Janus. Opened?
“
Elmwood:
(Snyder
(724: $1.25-- with several big pictures locked|,
-$1 80.—“ Truth”: Kings)
(4th. wk).
(7th wks. in:and three hefty new arrivals, $25.500 in third. session, daydating | Monday '30:. In ahead. “Rocco and
‘Okay -$3:900-:Last |week; $4 500. " $2.—"Spartacus” 64)
|
the
Capital
and
arty
Trans-Lux
,
.
Brothers”
‘Astor!
(18th wk-6 days), °
Chicago (B&K- “#3 900; 90-$1. 80; ‘Steady $4.000. Sixth: week,, $3,500,:, “King of Kings” looms boffo if not |
85th Street.
; modest 34.500 after $6.000 for 17th
—"Splendor in. Grass” WB) (2d: "Majestic (SWi. (2,200; 90-$1 25)— | capacity In: first. week. at the: Saxon |
“The Comancheros” opens today|ifull week.
ake, Loud $24. 000. Last week, ' “Splendor In: Grass’ (WB). and: on roadshow. “Devil at 4 O° Clock"|
(Wed.' at the Paramount after five:
Hall
Cinema
(F&A)
$37: 00.
| “World By. Night’ 3d wk:. ‘Happy :
“is' Smash at Orpheum, also. a newie ': big weeks with “The Hustler.” “On : Carnegie
*{300; $1.25-$1.80: —
“Neapolitan
“House of Fright” is. rated dull at |j the
Cinema - “(Sterns ‘ 1500:- $1. 501—! $5.000 after $8 000 in. second. |
Beach.”
back
on_
reissue, ; Carousel!” ‘Lux: (4th wk
Third
|
Paramount.
“Pure Hell. of St; Triinian's’” Cont! .- State. (Loew -€3.200; 65-90) 5
‘ opened yesterday ‘Tues.) at the .round ended yesterday {Tues.) wags
“Back Street” is torrid at.Mem-:
(2d wk: “Nifty $3. 500. East week. ;: “Teenage . Millionaire”. (UA) .and’
i DeMille prior to the preem of big $6.600 after $7.800 for second
orial
in
second.
“Rocco
and
Broth}
~ $3,400.
| “Explosive Generation’ (UA). Bad .
i“Summer and Smoke” there.
* week.
at:
week; _ers” shapes. big in -second
Esquire - ATI&E: Balaban (1350."' $3.900 in five-days. Last
“La Dolce Vita.”. longrun hardFifth Ave. Cinema (R&B
+259;
“$1 -25-$1. 3m.
“Breakfast At’ Tif--' “Bridge To Sun” (M-G! and “Se- ‘:. Beacon Hill. “Search for Paradise” lticket pic,. held with big. $19.000 ;$1.25-$1.80) — “Kitchen” (Kings!.
‘fany’s” (Par: ‘ag ‘wk. Great. ‘$21 cret ‘Monte Cristo” «M-G', $7,000.:- looms: good at the Boston on open- j last week. (28th: at the Henry Opens today ‘(Wed.}. In ahead. *Maer
hardticket.
“Breakfast
at
Tif-;
000. Last week, $23. 500.
-i
Strand (National Realty: (2, 200:.
Miller.
;eario’
(Indies was down to okay
Loop : tFelem' t: 1606: $1 25-$1: 80). 90-$1:25)— -“Breakfast At Tiffany's” : fany’s’” ‘is great. in third at: the;
Estimates for This Week
'$3.000 in fifth week.
—‘Truth™.. (Kings) -14th wk). Neat | (Par).
..Getting heavy - play for. ‘Capri. “Hustler” is. just okay in: Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)—! Normandie
(T-L:
(592;
$1.25-$6.000.. I.ast:week; $9,000...
> |great $12.900 or ‘near, : Last week, , fourth at the. Met.
“Town. Without Pity" (UA) (4th- 181.80: —“Green Mare” ‘Zenith! «2d
Estimates for This Week
Monroe +Jov an. 1.000:. 65-90)— ‘ “Blood
final wk*. Third round ended. Mon- |wks First session finished Sunday
and .Roses’: (Par) ‘and©
Astor (B&Q) (1,170; . 90-$1.50)—!;day (30) was mild $16,000 or close
“Devil Made ; A. Woman" -(Indie ; “Man-Trap” (Par’, “$6. 000.
«291 was fancy $12,500.
“Splendor in Grass” (WB) (3d wki. jafter . $17.500
for second
week. j ' Little
cand “Lisette” “Indies: ‘Hep. $4,900. |
Carnegie
‘LL. Carnezie)
‘Fine.
$12,000. Last week, $14,000: “Paris Blues” (UA) opens Nov. 7. i1590: $1.25-S2:
‘Last “week. “Lovers” “indie?.and
—
“Purple Noon”
Beaeon
Hill
(Sack)
(678;
$1-|
“Shewoll” (Indie: 84.500...
Capitol. (Loew: (4,820; $1-$2.50'
!iTimes: 9th wk. This round erd$1.50'—"‘Rocco and Brothers” (As-: —“Back Street’ (U) 13d wk). This;‘ing today 'Wed.) looks like robust
Oriental (Indie! 13.400; .90-$1. 80)
$9,000
(2d wk. ‘Big $7.000. Last week, 'gession ending today
is{
(Wed.
. —*Hustler” /20th)., (4th wk). Good
(C ontinued on page 23)
9.0
|heading for fair $20.000 or near
$16,000 or near.. Last. week. $18: 000,
Sesion: ‘(Cinerama, ine.) a 04: t after $25,000 fot second.: Continues.
_ Palace (Indie) (1570! 99-$1:30)—
Denv er, Oct. -31.
$1.75-$2.65)
—
“Search
for
.
ParaCriterion
(Moss)
(1.520;
$1.
25|
“Seven Wonders. of World”. (Cine-!
rama). ‘freissue)” (4th) wk). Solid | . Oaly- one newcomer in current dise’”. (Cinerama) (reissue) (2a wk). $2.50\—“‘Devil at 4. O'Clock" (Col!
\ round ‘but it is big. So are. the First week. ended Sunday (29). was V 3a wk}.
First
holdover
stanza
-$16,000. Last week, $16.600..
good $14, 009.
completed
yesterday (Tues.) was
Roosevelt (B&K! 41,400: 90:1. 80):‘holdovers. | “Back. Street” shapes
Capri “Sack)
(900; $1-$1.50i—:‘Dott $34.000 after $48,000 in first
—‘Greyfriars Bobby” (BY). 12d wh. | big” -on. opener at. the: Denver.
“Devil at. 4 O'Clock” shapes: sock.o “Breakfast at Tiffany’ Pg (20th). (3d:‘week.
Mild. $9.000: Last- “week, $12. 000.
State-Lake. (B&K)
(2,400: . 90-! lin second ‘at ‘the Centre... “Break- Wk), Great. $15 000.- Last. week, ;; DeMille (Reade) (1,463; 90-$2.75)
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.
—
“On Beach”
(UA? (reissue).
$1. 80)——“Devil “At ‘Four O'Clock” j‘fast at Tiffany's” looms big in first $18. 000.
Two newcomers and one reissug?
Exeter (Indie) (1,376; 90-$1.49)—;Opened
holdover stanza at ‘Orpheum while
yesterday
‘Tues.).
In
(Col) (2d wk’. Tall $23. 000 or:‘close. i
“Purple:
Noon”
(Times)
(7th:
wk).
|
“Splendor in Grass” is rated: lofty
‘ahead, “Blood and Roses” (Par) are doing very little to help the
Last week, $34.000.
“Grey- Sixth week. was slick $4,000.
(3d wk-6 days). Slow $7,000 after sagging state of Pitt firstrun biz.
Surf (U&E Bal: aban), (685; $1.50- ‘in. second at“Paramount:
However,
“Devil at 4 O'Clock”
$1.80)
-——“Two Women’ - (Embassy) | friars Bobby” looks: fine In second. |: _ Fenway (Indie) (1,350; $1.50)—!$11,200 for second.
“Ll Avy entura” (Indie) (3d wk), Oke; Henry
continues wow in second at GateMiller
(Gilbert
Miller)
(2d wki. Bright’ 36.300. Last. week, at. Towne: |
way.
“Town
Without Pity’ at the
$2:400: Last week, $2,800.
(800; $1.50-$3.50)—“La Dolee Vita”
Estimates for This Week.
$6. 000.
Todd (Todd): (L.089: : $2.20-$3. 50) |: Aladdin. (Fox) (900; $1.45)—“La |- Gary (Sack) (1,277; 90-$1.80)—°4 Astor! (29th wk). The 28th session Penn looks mild while “Love and
Frenchwoman”
at the arty Squir““Guns.
of
Navyarone’
a
(Colt
(16th
'
‘concluded Saturday (28) was big
“ |Dolee Vita” (Astor! (2d wki. Nice;
| (Continued on page. 23)
| wie. Stout -$8.000. - Last week. ,$19.000 after $20,100 for 27th wk. rel Hill looks just okay. “White .($5,500. Last week, $7.500.
Christmas” on reissue run at the
iStays indef at this gait.
| $10.000.
Bluebird tFox: (550; $1)—"Ballad 1
Kenmore (Indie) (700: $t 50
Palace (RKO) (1,642: 90-$2.50i— Warner is fairish.
“Jof a Soldier”: (Indie) and “League;
“The Hustler’ shapes loud in
(U)
(4th-final
wk).
of Gentlemen” (Indie), Last week, | “Two Women” (Embassy) (9th wk. |“Spartacus”
Third week concluded yesterday fourth round at Fulton and “‘Splen\“Two Women”. (Embassy) (m.0o.) (3d || Sock $5.500. Last-week, $6,200.
_ Metropolitan: (NET) (4,357; “ 90-| (Tues). was sturdy $19,000 or near dor in Grass” looks lively in third
wk), $1,500.
$1.25)—“Hustier” (20th) (4th wk). |after $22,000 for second. Was‘in at Stanley.
Centre (Fox) a 270: $1-$1:43) —
Estimates for This Week
here only four weeks, this week
Okay $8.000. Last week, $10,000.
“Devil at'4 O'Clock” (Col (2d wk).
Fulton (Associated: (1.635: $lMemorial (RKO): (3,000; 90-$1.49} going only six days to open “E
Socka $12.000:‘or near: Last week,
Lowisville, -Oct:. 31:
—“Back Street’’,(U) and “Trouble Plus 1” (Indie\ on Noy. 7.
$1.50'—“‘Hustler” (20th) (4fh wk).
“Devil at 4 O'Clock” at: ‘United $14,000.
Loud $7,000.-- Last week, $7,500.
Forum (Moss! (813; 90-$1. 80) —
‘in Sky” (Indie) (2d. -wk). Torrid
Cooper (Cooper) (814: $1.64) =~: $15.000. Last week. $23,000.
Artists.” ‘is pacesetter : on mainstem: |
+“Bridge to Sun” (M-G) (3d wk).
Gateway iAssociated: (1,900; $fthis week; - with a smash opening “Seven Wonders of’ World” (Cinerholdever
round
finished ; $1.50'I—"Devil at 4 O'Clock” ‘CoD
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900: 90-$1. 491 Initial
‘session. ‘Brown in fourth: ‘with “La ama} (2d wk), Loud $18,000. Last —Devil at 4 O'Clock” (Col). Sock Monday (30) was dull $8,500 or (2d wks. Wow $10,000. Last week,
Dolce’. Vita" looks’ okay. “Back week, ditto..
$22, 000.. Last week, .“Bridge. to close after $10,000 for opener. $15,000.
Street” ‘in third at- the. Kentucky -|: Denham (Indie) (800; -$1.25) —
‘Paramount {AB-PT) (3,665; $1-$2)
Penn (CATC) (3.300; $1-$1.50)'—
Sun” (M-G) and “Have. To Run.
is trim.
Rialto. with ““Cinerama “Bridge . to Sun” .(M-G). (2d wk). oeFast” (UA) {2d wk), $8,000.
— “The
Comancheros”
(20th).} “Town Without Pity” (UA). Mild
Holiday” in 2d ‘stanza looms oke.. Okay, $4,500. Last. week, $5,000.
In ahead. $9,000 or less. Last week. “ExploParamount
(NET)
(2,357; 70- Opens . today (Wed.).
Estimates for This. Week
(20th)
¢5th wk-8: sive Generation” (UA), $7,500of Fright’
(AI) “The Hustler”
‘Deriver (Fox) (2 4827 $1.25): —: $1.25\—“House
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1, 100; “Back: Street’. (U). - Big $13,000.
and“Black Pit of Dr. M”. (Indie). days!, held with nice $25,000 orj Shadyside «(MOTC: (730: $1.255—
75-$1.25)—“La Dolce Vita” (Astor) “Hustler” (20th) ’and “Purple Hills” Dull. $8,000: or near. Last week. Near after $30,000 in fourth regu- “Bridge” (AA) (2d wk). Tall $2, 200.
(4th-final-'wk). ‘O'ray $4, 000 - after (20th), $11, 500.
“20 plus: Two”. (AA) and “Immortal lar week, and one of best runs here Last week. $2.800.
third week's. $4.500.
in. many months, despite playing
Squirrel Hill ‘SW: (834; $123 ~
Ogden (Fox). (1 000:- $1-$1 45)— -Monster” (AA), $8,200.
Kentucky (Switow) |(900: 15-$1).1 ;
“Love and Frenchwoman” ‘Times}.
“Guns. of Navaroane” (Col) (m-.o.).|- Pilgrim (ATC) (1,909; 75-$1. 25)\—;‘at-an eastside arty theatre and the |
+ =—“Back Street” (U) 3d wk), Trim
|
Okay
$3.000.
Last week, “Tv o:
Paramount
in
Brooklyn.
(UA
and
:
“Season.
of
Passion”
{(4th wks, So-so $3:500, Last: week,
$5.000 after ‘last. week's $6,000.
Radio City Musie Hall Rocke- |Wav Stretch” (Conti: ‘2d wk),
“Great War” (UA).. Drab $4.000.
| $4,500._*
Mary: Anderson (People’s). (900::
Last: week, “Where
Boys Are” fellers) (6,200: 90-$2.75'—“Break- j $2.600.
~ 50-$1)—"Greyfriars Bobby” (BV). 4 ‘Orpheum (RKO) (2;690: $1.25- ({M-G) and “sutterfield 8” (M-G) fast at Tiffany's” (Par) with stage- i Stanley «SW: (3, 700: $1-$1.59 —
—=: “Breakfast at Tiffany’s (suibruns) .$5.000.-.
«(3d wki: Oke’ ‘$4, 009. Last .week,
show (4th. wk).
This stanza wind- ; ‘ ‘Splendor in Grass” (WB?) :34 wk’.
| (Par) (2d wk},
Last:
$7,000.
Saxon (Sack! (1,100: $1.50-$3)—|ing today (Wed.! looks like stout Tall $11.000 or near. Last seek,
7
Rialto: (Fourth “Avente’. acl(100: |Fweek, $11.500.
“King of Kings” (M-G). ‘Looks. like $140:000 after $147,000 for third| $14 000.
Paramount. (Indie) 2.100; 90- great $20,000 but not capacity, for week.
$1.25-$2.20'—"Cinerama Holiday”
“Flower Drum Song” (U:j
Warner iSW) (1.516: $1-$1.59.—
a. (Cinerama) (2d wk'. Nice $8,000 $1.25\—"Splendor in Grass”: (WB) 10 shows on hardticket. Last week, now set to open here Nov. 9.! “White Christmas” ‘Par? (reissue).
and
“Beyond: All Limits” (Indie) “Goodbye Again” (UA) (6th wk), “Breakfast”
ffouse closes Nav
t
and current stage- ; Fair $7.000
after opening hit -$9,000.. United Artists (Fourth Avenue) (2d. wk Tall $11, 000. Last week,
shosy stays for a fifth round.
for one week to get ready for run
Rivoli (CAT) (1,545: $1.50-$3.50) !of “Kine of Kings” 'M-G. startoag
' (3,000; ~'75-$1. 25\— “Devil
4 $18,500.
-State
(Trans-Lux)
(730; $75O'Clock” ‘Col’... Smash nv000. | Towne. (Indie): (600; $1-$1.45) —: $1.25 —‘Naked in Deep” (Indie) —"West Side Story’ (UWA) (2d wk:. iNov. 9. Last week. “VYaues? Liqns”
will hold. Last w“pot “Thunder of “Greyfria_g Bobby” (BV) (2d wk). and..“Young. Sinners” (indie) (3d This round winding today ‘Wed.!, MNth) avd “Anast:<ia” 0th? Sre-

* Fast $7,000. Last week, “La Dolce;

Kings Mighty
/206,Hub; Devil’
2G, ‘House’ 86:

StreetStout $13000,
~ Denver; Devil’ 126, my

New Fare NSH in Pitt;
Town’ Moderate $9,000;

‘Grass’ Tall $11,000, 3a:

‘Devil’ Whopping $14,000
Leads L’villé; ‘Holiday’
Hefty 86;‘Vita’ 46, 4:

Big .$10,000.

$6,000.

Drums”

(M-G),

$5,000.

[Fine $5,900: Last week, $8, 500.

. ‘WR. Good $5,500. Last week, $8,000. jis head for capacity $47,000 for 11 |issues)

$2,400

in 5 days.
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“AN ALL-STAR BLOCK-

7"
|

im

BUSTER

it allaround the town,
I You can say

FER E S H AN D EXC ITI N G!

‘West Side Story’ isthe peer ofmovie musicals —an opulent.

Retains all the vibrant qualities of the original work while

yenenchann ana roeraphyprea andmene

added brilliance and originality have been brought to the
screen presentation! A thrilling production! The large cast
works as a unit in giving life and vitality to the streets and

town that almost stun the senses! A masterful screen trans:
lation of the successful: Broadway vehicle!”

sidewalks of New York!"

—KATE CAMERON, DAILY NEWS

JUSTIN GILBERT, MIRROR

“THE FILM THAT MUST NOT BE MISSED THIS YEAR!
The American genius for movie musicals has. been excitingly reasserted by ‘West Side Story’ which even
among the best of the breed is unique! It isin some respects near-revolutionary! The dancing is dazzling...
the direction and camera work and color and lighting have kept up with the choreography and have added
their own individual electricity! Joyous, arrogant, teasing, rhapsodic, excellent, emotional, dramatic,

extraordinary!”

—PAULV.BECKLEY, HERALD TRIBUNE

“YOU CAN ROLL OUT
THE SUPERLATIVES!
‘West Side Story’ sets a new high for screen. musicals! A
bai Senger oFnS drama and tneoA beckercath

akingly beautiful!

An exciting merger ofmood,

and action! Right out of the top-drawer!”

background

—ROSE PELSWICK, JOURNAL AMERICAN

“BOX OFFICE SUCCESS
WRITTEN ALL OVER IT!
A dynamic entertainment! The dances strike with smashing
"vitality! The important factor is the explosive manner of

e:
overon eye and emotions iis ayer.
the story’s telling!i The Thimpact

whelming!

‘ALTON COOK, WORLD-TELEGRAM-SUN

wn

“A FILM ACHIEVEMENT! GLORIOUSLY SUCCESSFUL!
The most remarkable shots ever taken of New York City! Practically knocks your eyes out! Never. before has
the full scope of the new larger screen been:so fully utilized... never before has color been used'so effectively!
The king of picture that reflects credit on American film production! An entertainment. of genuine popular
appeal! "
ARCHER WINSTEN, POST

_ Wednesday, November, 1, 1961.
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Familiar Wails ofAutumn inParis;
| But Cheer Amidst theDrear Legit

| ‘Streets,’ Rank Film,
' Banned in- Hong Kong

By GINE

Paris, Oct. 31.
awners
lezit theatre
becinning to mumble

Parivan

&re

+

MOSKOW ITZ

adain

sheait

vanting

Reuses

tte Saracen,

fo

convert

‘Hong Kong, Oct. 24..
in the ~Streets,” a J.

“Flame

Arthur Rank ‘film, has been banned
by

the- Hong

Kong film

Paris

censors.

The picture. deals with the probYank. scriptwr iter Eugene Vale,. here for: press and video ballyhoo.
jem of the. Jamaican. settlers .in|of his novel “The Thirteenth Apostle,” ‘comments - on how refreshing
Vienna Charity Drive ‘England and of.a love. affair ‘be-! it is to score in a novel where. agents, top studio brass or other filmic. tween
an English girl and. a:. pressures cannot ‘change a word. of the. text.. He says he is holding
"Vienna, Oct. 24.
charity drive “Artists | Jamaican. Rank office here al- |: film rights until. he finds a producer. who: wants to ‘do ‘it-.as is. 6...
Annual

‘Robert Stolz Opens
l

their

something, |‘Help. Artists,” winding up Dee. 13 {ready as contacted its London of- |H. G. Clouzot new seems to have definitely. set -his next project “Face |
BL Che beet sedaen comes up with in grand lottery, was opened ‘this. tice and. is awaiting instructions to Face” to be made in France as an Anietican pic, prabably. for Colum-.
Bessa vse feps, even Wenl-reviowed -}cur via an interview with music; -prior to lodging an appeal which :hia, with ‘Simone’ Signoret, and .maybe Yul Brynner, starring, Based
fi

fein

or

|

at

cord geing.

Pro-

Wilhelm ;the Rank rep here wants to make. ;
‘on a French novel this concerns a deported’ woman during the: last
given by Robert Stolz.
duties we ATS PDSG oS Pe veeing tall.
‘Speculation is that. the pic was war who comes: buck to find herself completely estranged from her his,
7 -turse ft is is the lament Hufnagel was producer.
-banned ‘because. of the romantic ;.band and. child. Film is to rollin France-in July ‘62. and is based en a
Stolz. teld. of his ex ‘periences |
@wV eaten itis true there are:
‘ interest between the English. girl |local book “The Return of the Ashes” by Christian Monteithet . Felix
axe “ake TG@ IGN Tesit: Uheatres “here and in America, his-real first; iand
the Jamaican which ould in| ‘Marouani, of the Tavel & Marouani Talent :Agency here, and formally
Sis Pit. «
erode wma net caough- hit in'an operetta “Lucky Girl” in-ine eves of the uneducated -Chi- '
' William: Morris representative.in France. celebrating is. 25th wedding
Choa ge teter el. Bat Frenc h haw
Nienna’s
‘Raimund. Theatre
and nese elements . here. ‘be miscon- anhi at .his home outside ‘of Paris with a big wihio’s who. show biz
Gers net
iba
easing treatres @X:'The Claude Autant-Lara pic “You Shalk Notstrued as disparazing to ‘the Eu- persona: tity turnout.
lis
present
activities.
Stolz
re--.
Gere tor ceart ressouas. ond so Paris
ropean. Racial themes have never Kill.” which was ‘show nt at. the recent. Venice Fest. as .a. ‘Yugoslav pie,.
rie ents
tes’ plays a Year. vealed -that his 99th m ution pic- | been popular film fate here. Pr e-. ‘though: French in conception and thesping and backed by italian,
Forine us low c ernead allowed ture is being rewdlied. though the viously, “On the Wataerfront” (Cole French and Yugoslav money and made in Yugoslavia, is now. in the
ans
atms ren. Lacy requires title is not set yet by- the prom was banned. for two years.
:mews again. Pic on a conscientious. objector is for bidden’’ in. Italy. but:
}talk ison to alow it-in and French Culture Minister “.ndre Malraux hasthat at’ poay mecst run at feast a
dlucers.
i
ireplied that if feature is shown in Italy he might. take steps: ‘to revise’
monte New preducers usualy fold
“Stolz just returned trem Amster-'
;the present Frrench-Italian cinema censor agreements. a . Jean-Pierre
if ot is a es wed pay elf the
; Aumont. into sketch:pic “The Seven Capital Sins” ‘and ‘then does. a
where his “Ilusions” “is a,
ment’. it a), (© oBe@LsGus cItFies dam,
i
tev te" oppcesile Me:in. Meréouri; “Tne: Well Beine™ aw hich: bows in late
ure bene Heid ea the Luards.
nit at the ‘Rai-lall., The show
Techime
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Irks : Mexican

“November at the Varietes. with Jules ‘Dassin sta;sing.

d

Pro
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London.
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Vienna
until Oct. 28 wien he
Mexico City, Oct. 24.
wrettt Ustinov is to direct his own play. “Romanoff and Juliet,” in-.
slanes ‘to Munich -fer a Nov. 41°
Pl
h reperts that Quirino | emish for an Antwerp theatre’ company, Fleniish, is ar:ang the seven
cencert over ‘the Bavarian. Broad: ontlthoush , ig now dickering ‘with ‘languages spoken by Ustinov.
. Ivan Foxwell describes. liis ‘$1,500,000:

re . ae 5 !
Ray aise
it reviegs. Gaseie
B) Cuenees
scou review
ae

Nov.

ne

te ain:a

Mytelat be AL it
n
aiictemale
Teeter
as “The
a aei-lema
;
nes S Ns
Grette™
Cast dein Abe hare ntpar ae"e \n
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‘Threat to Release Big
Yank Pictures in Mex

Eke a nit is a hoary.” moves to the K. B. Hall in Cupen-

At Pp 1 t | f N

Duras
Franco.s B.lletdoux'’s off-.
best sty ef suteide-prene people
fx, ali Eastern European cauntry ee
ed

OnE

OF

NO

'

As

R f

Het

Qn Pix Star Salaries

-.

:
Hong Kung. Oct. 24.
“Ceme. te Torpe s Taen.” Former |
' Ppreducer Hal Willis thinks Holf. at the Lheatre Herertot énd latInwood has reached a point of no
ter at tne Stucio
Des Champsreturn when some tap stars ask for
Els sces
$1.000,000 a picture and eet it. He
Already
Gown drain
ere
Pol ssid he would never: make.‘a deal:
Quentin's agaptation of Terrence under such terns.
Wallis flew: to
PRattican’s
“Ross”
as “Lawrence Hong Kong tor a brief stay prior

distributors for popular | “Tiara Tahiti” as a “halt million ‘pound escape from the kitchen, sink”

urele ase of American. plockbuste-s °: .. the film, which is for Rank release, has James Mason and John
Sir Mirenael Ba? con signed cameraman Freddie Francis.
“ot the *“Ten Commandments” “Pars Mills .

-

‘s

1

sariety,. haveto

direct

“Sammy

ming

Sduth.”

andbee ener mn be the lead of. location in-Africa in the new

the

Co.

Naticnal Theatre:

which

is

due

to

ttt. rolling

on

year... .. Catherine O'Brien: to Nairobi

:48 unlit publicity director to Samuel G. Engel's. “fhe Lion” for 20thOperating

or:‘offices’ of “Hollywood |dis- ‘Fox .....

“9.
tribs here. Mexican. producers are.
annoyed. Over . this prospect.
It is likely’ that. these blockbusters will not be: released at a -32¢
top although.ihe proposal of *daydate release in four or more first
-runs has. been’ proposed for each
‘high budget pieture. The matter is
‘under w-aps with city authorities
while Rocha is studying the possi-

Ernest

Dr. Anna Freud, daughter of the: ‘founder: ard her, brother

Freud. nave

‘of Sigmund

di-zsseciated themse Wes froin.the

Freud.

Which

John

Huston” is

film, “The Life

cur: cnitiv “directing

in

Vienna for Universal: .. . Mark. Robson plans ‘to fly to India to set
up another producticn as. soon as he ‘has compivied iis’ ‘producing
; chore on “The Inspector. * a Red Lion film for :20th. :...°7 A big. batch
_of British players signed for “Cleopatra,” ‘currentily- ti:ming in Rome, ‘They inchide. Pamela Brown, Kenneth Haigh, Michael: ‘Hordern, Jacqui ;
-Chan and Gwen Watford.

‘Rome

DArehie” at the Sarah Bernhardt .to returning to Tokyo where he is
Gina Lollobrigida insists its. not true: ‘she definitely won't -be in “The
bilities. He and the city still are
in spite of Pierre Fresnay’s pres- currently making “Tamiko.” . star_ attempting to get together on: an Travels af Marcu Polo” despite a Seven Arts anncun ement of Raoul
ence Ditto Jean Veuthier’s «van -Fing Laurence Harvey and France’ increased
Levy
production starring her with Alain Delen aid..Naney. Kwan.
special boxoffice hike,
gncée
00k
ft radio writers
in Nuyen.
He skied here to meet possiblyto 80c or SI.
Gina sez she has other plans... . . Charlton Heston will probably have
“Tie
Dreamer”
at the Theatre Mrs. Wall's, .the former Loui-e Fa-|
to
turn
down Darryl. Zanuck's: offer to-appear ‘in “Tre Longest |Day”
Producer Jesus. Grova, commentBruvere
Short
carvers
are predicied
a
Neopokian — farce
“Tne
Chinese

Herse " ef Aarande

Cercio adapt-

ec by Jecn Mishasd. at the Caarles
De Rechefort. and “Tre Woman
and the Squirrel” of Rowert ColTon, a lame tale of a virecinal Kirl’s
troubles

vken

the Crusades

deft

alone

during

at the Tlicatre Fon-

taine.
Speciziized
entries
that
may
earn good runs are the recital of
a singing: quar et the Fores Jacques

at

the

‘Comed:e

Des

Chaimps-

Elysees. Robert Rovea ¢ expert depiction of the life of the Frenvh
Jitde men ‘ia a serics of scenes

in “Un

Certain

Monsicur

Blot” at

the Gramont, and a Commedia Del
Arte play cf Goidoni “Hartequin,

Servant:of Tuo

Masters”

et the

Recamter.
Anere

Ross:ins

(The

Wenct

may

cave

“La

Cuquine”

, at the -Palais
a

fair

run

in

Royal.

sple

ot

Jukewarm
reviews
on
its spicy
triangle tale. Two
piays deuung
with
Americas
propiews,
“Football.” adapted from George Eellak’s “The Trounle, aners” by Pol!
Quentin, on McCarthyism at the‘
Gaite-Montparuasse.

and

slarcel

“Avire’s taie took at Yank race
protlems at the Renaiss. nce “Loujsiane” look in for early deimises.
A special musical snow, comprised of a first part reprising old
Monimarte

fide

Bruant

sons

and

of 19:0

the

oi Aris-

second

a

pocket mus.cal on the .iaacap 20s
“The Blues Thiei” of Ahakia Viala
°at the Comedie De Paris, cot neat
reviews and mas do alright in this
small theatre.

Kirk Douglas telling: local friends
boat; ing’ on the reports. of. these re-. because of a s:hedule canflict:.
leases, Said that this woul'd he the he definitely ‘wants to Bet back to the stage if pic comnitments- will
allow.
Curtis Bernhart ‘directing “Damon and Pythias” at. Cincc ita, with
ony Wallis didn’t think either that ‘the Mexican industry.
P odueers
IIong Kong was dated in the wake here could not compete with ‘mil- Guy Williams, .Don Burnett. pleading large cast of the. Vetro nf clease
which
Sam Marx is producing.
. Jack Brods$y..in tron N.Y. to
of such films /as “Saldier of For- lion-dollar spectacles «normal: pictune” and “World of. Suzie Wong.” ture -budgets here still. average handle * ‘Cleopatra’ press. chores... {Look tor Doménica’ Meccoli’ to
accept.
Venice
Fest
directorship.
for.
‘another year. after which he'll
among others. hating -been partly $8q, 000. and often les\),.and would
or wholly
made
there. Wallis ' be ‘relegated
to
(turning
out probably -resist ‘pressure: to continue. and go beck to his: first. love:
Piero
Piccioni
signed
.by Dino DeLaurentiis | to score ©
added he was interested in inaking © theapies for the rabe house cir- ‘journalism... .
-“Congo Vivo,” Jean Seberg starrer: which Columibia: is, releasing...
a film, with Hong Kong as- back- : cuits.
.
sround, if -he could find the right _ Other industry elements, includ- tVinot Pathak: in Rome. ‘to set future pic deals . .... he-has fixe-vear
story property.
‘ing the Mexican Assn. of Motion. pic pact. with new singing. sensation Alfredo Kraus’ who debuts this
Giving his views. as to what Picture Producers, view. the Grovas :i fall in Milan's ° ‘La Scala after winding: his current Spanish, ‘pic.stint
venda, who disembarked
trom Los Angeles.

On his second

hy

visit to the Col-. “final knife thrust in the bac k’” for

made
a
picture
ciick, Wallis remarks ‘as extreme.
Feeling: in ‘opposite Diana Dors in “Encounter |‘in. ‘Mallorca.’”
thought: the right story and the. genera) is that Hollywood distribu- !
light siars were the necessary one- tors will not release cost'y productuo combination.
The -sex. factor. tions with: the current 32¢ top ad-}
They’ve dubbed thé drive’ to: woo back: American pr oduction in.
n.Mexte
though important, had to he subtly ‘mission price. However, what has!‘co as “Operation Hollywood,” but: this. still go:ng..at_a‘ snail's pace.
handied or it could ru‘n a picture. ‘given impetus to current reports is , Hopes are high for’ major 1962. Holly wood aetivity. upswing to at. least: :
It had to he toned down or “Ye the fact that exploitation of many "6 pictures... ..
Romy. Sehneider, wlio is highly popular. here. may be
would
be
making
pornovraphic. high budget films’ has heen -com- jured down for theatre-club dates, and. possibly a feature. according to

|

Mexico. City.

films and I am not interested ivr “pleted in major world markets, and artists’s rep Max Kozlowski,
who"says he also is negotiating with -Vitmaking them.”
Wallis remarked. ‘that, hoxoffice receipts. even at fro-° torio Gassman and Anna Magnani. ‘It's all,‘a part of the drive. to build”
adding moreever that the “Code ‘zen -levels. w ould: bring that much up. international attractions in Mexico ... The World Review of Film
was stil in foree.”
_ added revenue.
Festivals detinitely slated to premiere Nov. 22 and-elosine Dec. 5, with:
mee

ee

we

Insidle Stu4—International

j one feature length and two shorts screened daily. Jorze: Ferretis is not’
sticking his neck: out this time as to what star contingents will attend,

4 Passing the buck to producers. No. Mexican film. will ‘be represented

unless “Yaneo” or'“Animas Trujano”™ cop aw ards. at the San Francisco
Ifest . . . Mario: Moreno'Cantinflas) said. he will not succumb to’ tele-.
Next May 30 will see the returbished Vienna's Theatre an der Wien, vision. although’ he adniitted receiving. “tempting” offers from Amerire-open its famous “Papageno” por tal inamed after a figure in Mozart! s can networks, “Comic has. too much to do. and.aside from. entertainment:
°
r:
a
sy ‘ne
"IOs wy
s
industry commitments (prepping of his:Mexican film and ‘personal ape
fathers and artistic director’ Egon. Hilbert plus .a ‘concert .by Vienna | _pearances. with‘‘Pepe” premieres’ he’s _enthusiastic about. bull breedPhilharnionic. conducted by Ferenc Fricsay. That’ same night: Herbert ‘ing and dairy activities at the. Pasteje. Hacienda he recently acquired
ven Karajan will conduct Mozart's
“Magic: Flute’ ‘cast to be seti: Of from ex--bullfighter . Carlos Arruza, Cantinflas’ claims he'll have -Spanish .
four inaugural concerts, each will include work which w orid-premiered . bull breeders “green with envy.”
.
country's: fir'et fim wt
in house. On May 31 Hans Knappertsbusch will conduct ‘the Leonore
Ignacio Lopez’ Tarso flew to India to attend’‘that
Ouverture ‘world premiere’ March 29, 1806)- Withelm _Backhaus will! fest in connection with: his prizewinning “Macario” “picture ;
‘Joe
,
Ar
¢
281 Luis and Billy Rower exploring Mexican official ‘and union reaction to

‘|

Isolde’s “Liebestod” from Wagner's opera “Tristan. ” On June: 3, Istvan |adventure television episodic series,--and if green light. is. received.
Kertesz will conduct Beethov en's Symphony’No. 2 ‘from. April 5th. 1803) | shooting will begin in- early..1962. Plan is to use’ Mexican’ actors and’
Wolfgang Schneiderhahn will .be soloist:.in Stravinsky's seldom heard technical ‘personnel.
except. -for lead roles. . Jorge Mistral set to make
!
violin concerto. Dvorak’s 5th Symphony. will conclude the program.
a speed record ‘in television. acting chore ‘when he completes 65 seg-.

ments of a tv soaper in 20. days.......
Roberto Rodriguez, who said ‘he’
Another
nervous
item
Is an
One. of the most discussed feature films in years here is Alain would do ‘no more pictures for tiny. tots: ‘despite success ‘he -has had
acaptationot Franz Werfers 1942
; :“‘Last Year ‘in Marienbad.”
Pic .had ; with them, has had a change ot heart. Ze now plans: to do “Hansel and.
Bley “Jacobow: ky and tae Colonel” . Resnais’ Nenicespriven int:ing
trouble finding outlets in’ France and. play dates Jin ‘other European 'Gretel”. Carlos Rivas. who recently came. to. Mexico seeking” motion.
eby J. J. Bernard st the BouffesParistens. it wet sp.it reviews and lends until. it copped the Venice Golden Lion. It is now running very :picture assignments has returned to Hollywood. disillusioned. -Not only.
successfully
in
two
small
firstruns.
did
-he
get
no
parts here. but he tesioned. his: spine in.an auto accident.
new seems dated. “Le Saint HonMade by the same French director who aia the equally. offbeat but }
-Cantinflas | to break his own. boxoffice record by: around $80. 000°
eel
oof Reteert: Nahmias,
at the
money making: '‘Hiroshima Mon Amour:”’. this one unfolds. on various °
‘Us.
in
first
run
release of his. “The Illiterate One.” ‘which now is
Nowvecautes
ts oa steak suspense
ceomeas aneut chosts which should levels of thought and memory and its maker has said that it can bel crossing. the $275.000 mark. ... Mexican: ‘unions. studying proposal
interpreted
in.
any
way
the
audience
elects.
He
adinits
the
danger
of
|
by
Lippert
Productions
to da quickies south of the. border, Lippert.
Case ypear san as GIttO a labored.
SQDUTOLOUS
fonds
UN kK -Nirkow" ambiguity but argucs that life is. that way. and words ‘usually mask. outquickies, even the Mexicans whose. “churros” have a 14-day shoottrue
desires,
fears
ete.
ing:
schedule.
and
union.contracts.
stipulate a- picture: ‘must .be. before
cf J Bernard at he Pctiniere.
cameras for two weeks. American firm. would: get. around this. by doing
The state subs.dized Theatre De
State-subsidized Paris Opera is becoming a ‘polyglot affair. The! a‘series of two pix together. ‘Remains tobe seen if-unions ‘and, goyernFrinvc. under J: an-Louis Barrault, Russian ballet -master
V. Bourmeister, who. chor eographed the recent !| ment okay this.sort of a deal. . Olallo Rubio Jr. insists that the Hollyhes cone ap with a good “Mer- “Swan Lake.” will spend the winter at the Opera as ballet. head and.
wool production of the Montezuma film bio will be shot in Mexico, ‘and©
Chant of Venice” while a visiting America’s Gian- Carlo Menotti is writing. an Opera. especially for it,
that Rock: Hudson is slated for role of Hernan Cortez ..... . Film Bureau
Tie incial croup from Lyons Thea- : “The Superman.” which is due early next year. Add. to this Italo diva
studying
scripts of two American scripts for .any “allegedly - offensive.
tie De Ta Cite, has the Cammuntis- |_Rosanna
Cartieri’s appearance in “Tosca” -and “La. Traviata” and matter-—“Yaqui” and-“‘Song of the Dove”. . . Pina Pellicer to be. linked ~
te Rertolt Breeht’s “Schweik
in‘ American singer Grace Bumbri‘s “Carmen” to make this a truly interwith Jeffrey Hunter:in Atovac Productioris film “Stranger in My Land.”
the
Scrond
Werkd
Wer"
at the‘ national affair, A. M. Julien as director has not been adverse to openSame firm also set to do “Maiden Voyage” ‘here with X¥vonne ‘de Carlo
Theatre Des Champs-Elysees.
:ing the Opera's doors to all talents and nationalities,
Jand Acapulco location sités.
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SetsTourist
Motor Show Helps London Film Biz:
BacklogJaminFrench FilmSetup,-|: Hong Kong
Reps iin 3U.S, Cities|

With 80Pix Now. AwaiitingRelease :

Breakfast’ Wow 236; ‘Street’ Big

wt
-Hong Kong, Oct. 24.
The: Hong: Kong Tourist Assn.
now. has representation ‘in four

$15,000, 2d; Fanny’ Fancy 146, 6th

tmajor American cities—New. York,

Paris, Oct. 81...
There. is a backlog jam in the
French film setup, with 30
awaiting release here or about 50)

Alms!28%of FrenchCinemas

| Chicago;. San Franciseo and Los|.
Angeles.

This

was

revealed

by}

{| Major Henry Stanley, HKTA boss,

- Grossed: 77% Total Biz! on his return to the Colony from|
more than usual at. this. time off.
‘1a-trip to the. U.S. He estimated
year: Longruns are: the main reason, with some difficult©first-try|.
‘Paris, Oct. 24. ‘|that seme 215,000. tourists, the.
“Bm on the heels of: the’ “New]
‘The’ governniental Centre Du |bulk of them: Americans, would
|
ave” bandwagon, finding. it hard ‘Cinema has comme out. with-a- ‘Serles |be coming here this year.
of statistics on film houses in’
Effective last week, the HK'TA:
"to -get ‘bookings.
But it is felt. most of the product. France which show. ‘that - about: ‘has a complete ‘mailing. system
move out 28% of the ‘cinemas. Jast year: took | thfoughout all of America,

is. commercial: and will

‘fast,.and smooth out this tieup in} in 77% ‘of the overall film gross:
for 1960. It confirms that the. main
the next few months. Production is
still high’ despite this situation. Of. income comes from concentrated
population districts.
., the 80 ‘pix, approximately 25 were}.
‘It seems that 1,648 of the ‘6,804.
‘made over a year: “Ags. .
regular cinemas bring in the bulk
There are some “Wave films of _Teceipts. . te. 4,156 houses
which. exhibs. will not touch as yet} :

Keen Nose, Endurance
Needed to Produce Big

HopeTo Stay i
in London
For ‘Bachelor’ Preem
London, Oct. 24.
Bo Hope, winding up “The Road

London, Oct. 24.
With the Motor Show providing
a welcome impetus to the boxoffice, the West End scene last week
was dominated by “Breakfast at

Tiffany’s” at the Plaza, which
launched with a charity preem,

was
at-

tended by Audrey Hepburn.
It
{to Hong Kong” at the end of this was heading for a wow $23, 000 or
month, will stay over a couple of more in initial round of six days,
-|days to.make a personal appear- making it one of the top entries to
ance at the world preem of his play Par's Piccadilly showcase.
Metro pic, “Bachelor in Paradise,”
Another strong newtomer was
in which he co-stars with Lana

Money Films, Sez: Pal

Turner.

“Back

Street”

at the

Odeon,

Lei-

It. will be a onenight benefit and cester Square. After a big initial
after the pix ‘began to fall: off with] ‘of $400 a: week.
was Hope’s own idea. Metro will session, it shapes sturdy $15,000 or
Rothenburg on Tauber. Oct. 24.
the public. But many may get arty
use
the Coliseum for the evening over in second week.
‘|
.Two most.important ingredients
Long-running
holdovers
conhouse.
screenings
soon.
Among
: for ‘making. films today are a keen of Nov. 2, with the preem proceeds
these. are Jacques Rivette's “Paris
in sturdy
fashion
with
to
be
shared. between the News- tinue
nose’ “to smell out the failure or
Belongs’ to Us,” Pierre. Kast’s
“South Pacific’ again leading the
{success of .a picture while you're paper Press Fuhd and Boys’ Clubfield.
In its 182nd week at the
-“Merel’ Natercia,” “Sign of —the
{making it’ and plenty of ability to |.
Lion,” of Eric. Rohmer,. concern-|.
Dominion, it topped a waw $15.609.
‘wait, says producer George Pal.
ing. a'down and: ‘out Yank: in ‘Paris;
“Fanny.”
in sixth round at WarPal, who's making the Méetroner, still is fine.
“Young Doc-and others.
Cinerama production, “Wonderful
tors” continues stout in third.
- ° High powered items coming out
Buenos Aires, Oct: 24.
World of the Brothers. Grimm”
‘soon are the sketch pic “Famous] .
Estimates for Last Week
For’
some:
‘time
Buenos
Aires
ex|
here,
got
the
idea
for
the.
script,
Loves,” with .a. bevy of ‘stars; Rene:
Astoria
‘CMA!
(1,474;
$1.20hibitors have heen ‘agitating. for |and optioned the only copyrighted
Clair’s first: comedy in :vears ‘“All}
$1.75) —“Exodus” (UA) (24th wk).
dealing with the Grimms
the Gold in the World,” Brigitte a rebate m.-the very heavy taxes-|book
Fine $8,700.
they have to pay, either to the ;brothers, back in- 1954.
He had
Bardot’s evocation of her own Hfe.
Carlton (20th) (1.128; 70-$1.75)—
Frankfort, Oct. 24.
in “Private
Life.” directed. by municipal or federal authorities. |been. peddling it ever since.
“That's nothing—selling ‘Time
Songstress-actress Caterina Val- “Queen’s Guards” (20th) (2d wk).
Louis Malle, Claude. Autant-Lara’s They feel these are higher taxes!
‘than
any
paid
by
their
main
com|
Machine’-took
seven
years
and
getFair
$7,500.
|
-ente has refused to do the part
.reworking of Alexandre Dumas’
Casino
(Indie)
(1,155;
$1.20“Count. .of Monte Cristo”; . and| petitors, the tele..channels, and|ting ‘Tom Thumb’ made took 19] in the upcoming German filmiza‘have.
threatened
many.
closures
years,
*
Pal.
claimed.
Arthur Miller’s “View. From. . the}
for Paradise”
tion of ‘“‘Die Fledermaus” becatise $2.10)— “Search
(Robin)
(33d
wk'.
Smash
$17,300.
Bridge” filmed by Sidney. Lumet. of nabe cinemas unless ‘something |: He says he’s one of the few Hol- of: the German Producers’ salary “Sy
aeeens
or
(Robin) reThese and other films make Almites[ is done pronto.. The Municipal |lywood producers who ean prove scale, ‘which limits her to a top “This Is Cinerama”
Council. now has promised’ to. look |that every one of. his films. made.
°
feet it is ‘not a too drastic, if: big,
fee of $25,006 for a film role. Miss turns Nov. 5.

Arg.“hbs Seek
Se
- Rebates iinTaxes

into the ‘matter

backlog.

budget

Valente Balks On
German Pix Scale

when -the 1962 ; money, “And you ‘have to have # Valente’s husband Hkewise turned
«|
schnozzle: to. smell it: when you're

is: considered:

down 4 television musical for her

Coliseum

(M-G:

(1,795: 70-$1.75)

—‘Invasion Quartet”
(M-G)
(2d
Uruguayan exhibitors seem “to.:half way through production.
If because
of the new tv salary scale
-be in the-same ‘boat and. the Mon- }it ‘smells mad, you cut down the ‘which limits an entertainer to a wk) and “Seven Brides Seven
Brothers”
(M-G:
(2d wk). Neat
.| tevideo City -Council ‘already ‘has |costs. If it smells good, you ‘don’t | top salary of about $1,750 for a $6,700.
“Bachelor in Paradise”
promulgated a decree establish-|tty to save pennies,”

Pix Producer Rososin

Thinks Indies Need To ing tax éxemptions in.the-case of}. “‘Tom Thumb’ “had iremenfilms exhibited. It is sug- |dous-legs—it stayed and stayed.”
Form Own Distrib Unit quality
gested that thé- Buenos Aires: Mu- {Film got 16,000 “bookings in the
nicipality could” follow. _this -ex-. U. S.. and. is still played by. some

performance.
(M-G) eharity preems Nor, 2.
Instead, Miss Valente has flown
Columbia (Col) (740; $1.05-$2.50)
‘to N.Y. to appear on the Perry;__ “Gums
of Navarone’
‘BLC)

Como tv Show. And by an odd
‘coincidence, the show, in which

(m.o.) (17th wh). Stout $9,400.
Dominion (CMA) (1,712; $1.05Pacific’
(oth)
salary, will eventually be shown $2.50)— “South
(182d
wk). Great $15,600.
over the German tele network.
pling in distribution and exhibition, country’s: film theatres have» ‘had of the: mad king of Bavaria, Lud
Leicester Square Theatre (C314)
Germany’s Gloria Films chief,
;
also-or the present film setup re-: to: shutter. lately afd unless the wig I; another based. on Charles | Tisa
Kubaschewski,
noted—that (1,375; 50-$1.75!—“Young Doctors”
Jents.and gives-them a chance on 59.4°¢- direct and mdifect taxation’ |Finney's “The Circus of Dr. Lao,” Gloria is not dropping
Steady $7,800 and
its planned, (UA) (3d wk).
‘their. own marts,: this growing pic on film admissions is cut in some |224 a third based on ance.”Wylie's multi-million-mark production (al- better than previous round.
producing offshoot may wither on|Way, still more will be forced {book “The Disappearance.
most $600.000), high for a German | London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 70the vine. So ‘says Lionel. Rogosin,,|. out of business. Exhihitors -par:
film budget of “Die Fledermaus.” $1.75)—“Terror -of Tongs” (BLC)
who. made the Venice prizewinning ticularly. are anxious for a Tebate
The pic, co-starring German record (4th wk) and “Homicidal” (BLC)
“.. pix, “On the. Bowery” and “Come: in- the Turnover tax, and in mu| star Peter Alexander, will be made (4th wk).
Fine $12,500. “Gorgo”
Back Africa.”
nicipal. ‘rates w hich are:
2 unichanged |
with either Marianne
Cook or {BLC) preems Oct. 27.
Paris, Oct. 24.

-|houses in December and January.”
Unless independent, non-Holly-|ample.
wood feature filmmzkers ‘become|- When petitioning for. rebates. ex- -He plans three upcoming proexhibitors
pointed
out
that
25°
of
ductions, one dealing with the ‘life
do-it-yourself filmites, that is-dab-

she receives a considerably higher

Boetticher’s Bullfight

Rogosin

‘Known

reiterates “that

the

since 1910.

but still. ‘tieglected fact -is|

..that. these indie pix have given the
‘American film. industry prestige in.
“the last few. years at internatignal |
_film fests. ‘Though. seldom: in the}.

FOURFILMSHELDUP

PicNearly: Completed

Sonja Ziemann in the Rosamunde
Metropole
(CMA)
(2.200:
70roll.. Since neither of these ac- $1 -15)—"King and I” (20th) (r>Mexico City, Oct... 24.
nt,Bud Boetticher is. able to sur- ‘tresses sings, the voices will be issue) (10th wk». Fair $5,500.
-a number. of problems and | dubbed in.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
__ Miss. Valente had asked for $50,-

BY ITAL AN CENSORS. completes

his

“Carlos.

Arruza

Story” fijn, American patrons will 000 for the role and had objected
Rome, Oct. 24;
|see what is the most ‘painstakingly to the script, according to a Gloria
won critical acclaim and. special |.
Several.
pix
recently
have
been
|shot,.
realistic, and true. to detail ‘spokesman.
prizes.
And the two times .they:|.
Rushes
‘managed .to get into competition, |.‘involved’..in' censor ‘hassles with |bullfight. pic ever made.
Italfan
‘authorities.
_Among
these
|
ofthe
bulifight scenes are accurate
“The Medium” at Cannes.
and “The
‘Little. Fugitive”. ate Venice,’ they are Arco Film’s “Accattone,” re-|and: thrilling. Arruza is rated as

(2,200;

70-$1.75\—“Back

Street’?

(U) (2d wk). Sclid $15,000 or over.
It hit big $17,200 opening week.
“The
Hellions®.
(Col)
preems
Nov. 2
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2.200;
70-$1.75)— Aa
ae (Rank)
portedly held up. for some time’ by. |having natural. grace. and litheness. I.
won ‘awards.
.
(m.0.) (3d wk). Fair $5,500.
Yet this fiercely individual, group censor without a. decision; “Carr |His wife is played by Debra Paget.
Plaza
(M-G)
($1,05
$2.20) —
dide,”’
an”
import
/from
France
|..
Theré
have.:been
reports
that
has still’ not been ab'e. to. get: toSydney, Oct. 24.
at Tiffany’s”
(Par).
gether to discuss. and solve their. (which. had’ trouble ‘in, its home Boetticher was ready te, abandon | Hoyt’s cinema loop and United “Breakfast
Heading
for
wow
$22,000
or close
country
as
_well).
was
yanked
‘from
|his.
pet
project.
But
he
explained
awn, problems. in spite of some. atArtists have just signatured a new in opening sesh of six days after
tempts.. A few years ago: Rogosin circulation, and ‘is only now going that he was going to finish it and. pact covering
10 pix. Deal was launching with charity preem.
made. his first pic. “Bowery,” for out into release again; “The World. release’ it in the U. S, Méxican. okayed
in N. . by Ernest Turnbull, |
Rialto (20th) (529; 70-$1.20)}—
$50,000 but found it difficult to get ‘at Night No. 2”:is reportedly fight-.| Producer. Jose Bueno was reported- for Hoyts, and here
by Ron
‘he
did
:get
it!
“Inn of Sixth Happiness” (Indie)
ing
:for
a-release.
okay
under
‘War-|ly.
dickering
with.
Boetticher
to.
playdates. © Finally’
Michaels for UA.
(reissue)
(2d wk).
Okay $4,200.
into-the 55th St. Playhouse in.N-Y., ner Bros. sponsorship; and. Colum- complete the picture, but ended
Top pix included in dea_ are
but had to pay the publicity costs: bia’s “Thou Shalt Not. Kill’ the |negotiations.
“Naked Edge,” “Goodbye Again,” First was $5,000.
‘subject of a major hassle in ‘recent | _
ee
- himself, .
Ritz
(M-G)
(430;
70-$1.75)—"Two
“By - Love Possessed,” Hoodlum
' His second ‘pic. made in South -weeks, pat named now. has.finally N.Y, Girl Wins Prize In
(Embassy)
(13th
wk).
and
“Young
Savages.” Women”
| Priest”
Africa, ‘‘Afric¢a,”. also found foreign receive
its import -visa. —
: Some time ago the circuit and dis- Stout $5,300.
“Ada” (M-G) folfilm distribs. only ‘willing. to ‘touch| Meanw hile, eyebrows-were raised
Pablo Casals’ Contest: tributor had a falling out over lows next.
it.on a‘small percentage basis: for. by’ a.recent statement by UnidersecTel Aviv, Oct. 24:
product terms, finally. ironing these|_ Royalty (MG) (936; $1.05-$2.20)
him. ‘They pointed out. that usu- retary for Entertainment Renzo} -A4 .19-year-old _American. giri,. out.
—‘“‘Ben-Hur”’
(‘4f-G)
(m.o.)
(21st
ally art pictures come from abroad Helfer:: -in speaking of .a censor. Toby Saks, from New York, won
Apart from UA, Hoyts gets top wk). Stout $10,900.
or that. Hollywood -has sew ed up ‘okay to “Accattone,” said he would |first .prize in’ .the Pablo Casals product from 20th-Fox and Warner
,
Studio
One
(Indie)
(558;
50‘arty houses’ with their: product:.. ‘| rather. “wait’? for the. naw law Third
International
Violin-Cello Bros,
$1.20)—“Nikki” (Disney) (24° wk).
- Rogosin was. forced to ‘buy-‘his rather’ than -okay--the pic under. Competition here in the junior|
Solid
$5,400.
Opener
was
$5,800.
owh .cinema ‘in ‘N.Y., the Bleecker. terms: of the ‘present legislation: division.
First. prize is $1,000.
Street, for “Africa:” He is willing Censorship bill. has- ‘passed the Maestro. Casals: was present but
Warner (WB) (1,785; 70-$1.75)—
“Fanny” (WS) (6th wk). Fine $14,to: give the pic-over to the: sorely Italo Senate arid now Is: before the didn’t participate ‘in the jufy’s se- |.
“beset U.S: indies. to try to..get’ to House.
000
or near. Last week, $15,000.
lection.. Second prize for. juniors.
-audiences-on their own and :show |.
wenta Esther Nyflenegger (SwitzParis, Oct. 24.
them something: what ‘Europe al-|
jerlan
Simone Signoret is not against Start of ‘Iron Men’
ready knows. that. there is an. indubbing but still feels that both
‘teresting indie -movement
in |:
‘Western countries. took part in the versions of. a film should be shown
Delayed Until Feb.
“America,
Pai
aristohT
Tourismcontest, including musicians from in foreign countries to allow those
He-notes ‘that Morris Engel: with
Rome, Oct. 24.
:+
Paris, Oct..|the .U. S., Mexico, Western Europe who prefer the original the right.
his:.“Fugitive” got.a good general
difficulties have resulted
An office of the recently stented (including Germany) and Israel. to. see it. She is especially adamant in Casting
distribution but then found major:
the postponement of Galatea’s
neglect with his Venice kudosed U. .S. Travel. ‘Scrvice, to. spread |Miss. Saks is a student. at the|on this for she is now dubbing her production
of “The Iron Men”
‘tourist information ahout America Juilliard School of ‘Musie ‘and latest French film, “Les Mauvais until next February.
“Wedding: and. Babies.”
John Cassa‘John Cassavetes |discovered with and :£0“éncoura‘e Europeans, to £0. principal. cellist of the Juilliard Coups” (Foul Play) and is. afraid yetes had originally been slated to
“Shadows”: ‘that the foreign route’ there, is now being set up here un-|Oreh. She has played as. soloist ‘it will only be shown in this form start the pic this month or Italian
‘pays off in finally: having the pie der John E. Wason. It will service |ith the National Symphony and in the U.S. since she’s known locations, with Sidney Poitier and
-sold ‘to a ‘British company, British Belgium, "Spain; ‘Italy. Portugal has won the. “Hour of. Music” con- primarily as English speaking for Claudia Cardinale. Failure to land
her Oscar-winning role in the
-Lion, for: worldwice rights.
In. and the. French and: Italian speak- test and some ‘six other awards.
a proper name as third star at this
oe
British “Room at Top.”
turn, this company was able to. get ing parts of Switzerland: “as W 1: as:
time promntcd the exec producer
.
Shackleford Set Down
The French star said that Richdt .an American _distribution. it .Franee.
Martin Poll to delay the start.
Wason.
for:
avierly
was:
with
“Amer;
Lethbridge,
Alta.,
Oct.
31.
|
ard
Davis,
who
wiil
show
the
pic
might never have’ had.
Galatea
is currently prepping
‘Besides| Mayor: of Lethbridge for 11] at his Fine Arts Theatre, N.Y.,
Rogosin firmly. insists: that these ican:.Express in Paris.
‘films: are. treating themes about: ‘touting - the. gastronomic, © cultural | years, veteran.theatre operator: A. has. intimated he will show it only “The Jackils” fer a Nov. 22 start.
America and even other countries. and scenic de'~hts of America; it. W. Shackieford. was defeated in in English. ‘She is against this, Ava Garener and Curt Jurgens
‘and ‘is“hoping for the French ver- are set to head the cast. Parathat Holiyw ccd
rerely- looks - ‘at: will also: pe:“rnp its shaw, biz as- the recent eivie elections.
will release “Jackals” in
He’ had beer a member ‘of city sion to be shown also if only in| mount
Since it spec‘alizes in -epics, cos- tpects suciy es E lywood, . ‘Las Ve-.
the U.S, and Canada.
a small arty house in N.Y.
tumets,. comedies, and aclion films, gas, Broadw ay, ete.
. council for. 20 years.
- running for top Jaurels they have|}.

HOYTS, TIA SET NEW
10-FILM AUSSIE DEAL.

Signoret Asks Showing
Of 2 Versions Her Pix
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By JIM BISHOP

“If The Motion Picture Industry ever gives Ja

| je

Gleason a chance to
h1S rad la nt
sh
fa | nt,

hell burn a hole right
through the scree

48 he is also a
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This is what they say about Gleason
in

oot

BOSLEY
NEW YORK TiMES—

y «| "Gleason socks over a. dramatic role that gener1 cates potency.”

CROWTHER

excellent.”
Jackie Gleason is

_

NEW YORK DAILY MIRROR—JUSTIN GILBERT

of Minnesota. : NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM—ALTON COOK
‘Gleason, tailormade for. the tole
he merely scans
‘Jackie Gleason . . masterful... poised.”
Fats.. tn fact, in one scene where
“|
me.”
the floor dejectedly, he seems supre

R
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS—HEDDA HOPPE
Gleason.”
\ “A glorious performance by Jackie

|
N
pOST—EARL wisocop
an Oscar in the {
| NEW YORK
. "Jackie Gleason “might.
:
- Hustler.”

NEW YORK JOURN AL-AMERICAN—_ROsgE

NEWSWEEK
"Jackie Gleason

bieGleee,
“hex
Gleason NEWS—KA
| a
brilliant TE CAMERON
“Aackie
ee
|

&on

-—

At D_ELINOR HUGHES
met
HUGH®
BOSTON HERALD—ELINOR
characterization.’
.

gt

--

hoo

Lf.

=

y

ockIng |

‘

audience Fee

“ay can imagine a ‘ hole new oe kc to admire

|.

th

the

o
as’ Minnes

NAL—SA
1 ATLANTA JOURth
e scree nto

MF, LUCCHESE

“uGyeason on

~

FILM DAILy.
“Admirab),

able

tAune
Gic
ANDEL. HERBSTwAN
HERBST

_

a

.

.
iumph.
score a real tr
e

:

“e

' PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS—SANDRA SAUNDERS

| “Jackie Gleason—excellent.
pression.“

SATURDAY REVIEW

-Y Played
by Jackie G; leasonre
— tema

| “Jackie

nee
.

Gleason.”

ees expert.” |

Ne’ composure as umed. by
jete

the

NEWSDAY—BEN KUBASIK

ree
“Minnesota Fats marvelously enacted by Jackie. |

.

“Jackie Gleason is excellent.

at. Metropolitan Theatre this W' “yackie Gleason

\

NEW YORK TIMES—A. H. WEILER

—_

E GILDER
- MIAMI
ae
tbe SUN-—RA

4

DETROIT NEWS—AL WEITCHAT

)
FREEMAN
SAN DIEGO UNION—DON
ie Gleason who
Jack
by
ng
acti
of
job
ng
assi

WILL JONES

& surp

the emotions ce all
knows how to fap all

“Jackie Gleason perfect.”
Je

i

)

| ene. Gleason makes character to: remember,
. He's sahentic, His Fats is a dandy dresser whe’
finesse. is frightening.”

|

oo

and

_ CHARLOTTE NORTH CAROLINA NEWS—EMERY WISTER

whose icy.

“Gleason is masterful... every inch the champion
- he is suposed to be...”

neer.and whose icy

LOS ANGELES. TIMES—PHILIP K, SCHEUR

|

|

SCRANTON TIMES—JAMES:J, CLARKE }
“Gleason is a natural”.

rf

“Jackie Gleason gives aremarkable performance.” |

|, NEW YORK DAILY MIRROR—NICK KENNY
NEWS _-JAMES O'NEILL JR.
IASHINGTON DAILY
perfect!”

‘Jackie Gleason is fine,

Makes a strong im.

Glea
) son... praiseworthy.”

| MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE
:

_ Moves with the grace of a dancer

.

“Minnesota Fats. portrayed by Jackie Gleaso
n in :
nazi
cool, amazingly professional style . . .’

yerformance,”
per
a
~

poston

eT

&

his career.””

aL.
B | . Lire
Gleason —Oscar size
Jackie

™ a restrained and memorable :
acki Gleason gives
Jackie

PELSWICK

NEW. YORK POST—SIDNEY SKOLSKY
|
“Jackie Gleason gives the finest performance of

m"}

“HARRISBURG, PA., PATRIOT:
| “Jackie Gleason... admirable.”

Jackie Gleason - - _ notable performan ny
.

turnedin by Jackie

3

—

vMinnesotC Fats, beautifully underployed by

bo

Jackie Gleason «++ top-fl
ight,“

and stature.”

“A brilliant performance
|
Gleason.”

ae

re

WEW YORK POST—ARCHER WP

individuality

ae
PHILADELPHIA’ EVENING BULLETIN—ERNEST SCHEIR

—

—

—rich

He slept

on'tables as a kid; poo! tables, wide and grand...

And that is why he’sso at home with a pool cue
{ _in his hand.” —

R—HENRY

7,

*munpoe

;

1 “The Great Gleason... Here’s the reason Jackie
| Gleasonin‘The Hustlers’ is a click... He's hustled

people all his life including Uncle Nick.

PHILADELPHIAA ENQU
EN IRE
“Gleason Is superb!”

|7 THE PRODUCTT DIGES
“Jackie

|

Gleason n spenlentmtee
lendid,” AARONSON
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Miracles

(Connell.

Themas

Vite Kev

Say

ec] Hessy

page

"felled

Mitcoh-

eli¢ ‘Ks

Bho ree aie. E-pe daddy anvising
theca
its are Fritz Feld and

Probably “oke ‘potential, ‘but
artless hokum..

6

Samson,

Beowolf,-

“even:

Metro

Lanphier .strikes a reserved; cunJay Nove re Palanee G2 sappart in ning figure as the Hindu. Douglas
Kennedy
is animated as the dethei etee Sf asndiv darste Cast is venranced explorer,
;
esc bveose tad
.
Exteriors were ‘shot in- ‘Puerto.
Action
enscreen
is Kept THVeLY
Rico, not exactly a carbon of darkaneoooatteactive
throneh Robert
est Afriea. Rex Lipton’s editing,
vith
a
Bresnen Ss cvemera
‘York,
with
Juran’s
directions
strane cssist tram ecitor Frank P. coupled
Kellie: and art drectors Hal Pe- ‘cannot seem to avoid an erratic incompleteness about scene endings.
reste and Retand Ancersen. Welter

Seats score is a iithe heavy on
the “Nutehochker Sute.” but otherwise unebrusively belpiul,
Tube,

Flight

Of

The

Lest

RBspPF epee
&§SPECTRASCOPE—COLOR)

Exploitation pie
trite story and
tion.

hampered by
crude execu:

Hollywood.

Oct

23.

Weatner
Fre<’ ete se!
Bernord WeelRer pro@actin
Stairs Mek: Powers. WarBal ft Peer sett: teafures Jenies Linphter.
Teeaivles KRemeees
woth
Rebert
Gillette.
Felupe
Hirt.ei
A: 2
Velentine.
Blan-

Gute

Remete.

Jackie

Denaro

Derecred

Rs SwePhem
"erisn
Sereenphov and story,
Suiem
s.heies
‘Easterns.
Jacques
Mer@eette
entor.
Hen
Lspter:
misie.
"Mal

Foeere geestont fcecturs Bewerd Alston.
Jeonw Faftset
Rescewert et Woeeer Fhellyweer
tht
2
€1.
Running
time.
91
MINS.

BPlers
Tr
Porc
Beets
Sir
Ser

ues eees

M. ka Powers

voo.......
ee

Mershell Fhemoscan
"ores Lannher

Hebert
Ades

.....0005cae
ecee

Cislett
kl eee
Geies
sg. en.
Tre M. thea
Nwtete

Boncer

Deeles
Keonody
Robert
€ Petre

Folppe Rérrie?
J Valentine
Rivractita Remero
Jcckie

Re nore

Vpen entering the theatre. custormzers who attend the “Flight of
the Fest Pakcon” are ta he rro-

viced “ith a “motion <ckness pil.”

the better to withstand the turbalrie of the aadver.tures de: i-ted
ie tSe@ fiber For any: dscriminating wangaer who tvanders in. a
Food
Gid-teshioned
seeping
pill
moire be ear why as eff cetive
At
ats rote. it is upon th’s sert of
reerackery that the bevattice forParia s ef the Weelner Bros, release
Seer
tetc Uy Cependent.
Whytle it is Citicwit te determine
the exeet end
otirete threst of
exp laitation. in fiifs Case th i. oped.
ekde tht the commercicl ertitude
attefine d will he severely "imited
by the hot air bil Toomey af Nathan
Jurams story and screenplay. the
Judrerausiv. cisprovortionate trigonemetiv of ris physical direction,

and ‘he crude character Gf Bernerd Woelners
game.
but cvrerne dened,
production.
Wooiner’s

"Bitlaon”

may

bunch

prom? sinely

Gt @asyesoing rads. hut its life expectaney is cs slim as a hydrogen
hereb’s inomid-air
Scebr ding to Juran’s wild imagiation, @ mmeniher of the Londen
Gee arg phic Societv is being held
captive ina dindeon ct the head-

wafers

of the. Nfle

by

ai wicked

Hisndn ‘eHow who heieves the exTiarer es discovered and hidden
Ceopi.tia’s lost treasure. The diabehest
Hindu
omusterminds
an
eTehe: ate scheme whereby a rescue
bartve is dispatehed. fram London
Ev beHeen Abcard is the explor er’s
fi-ncece,
hem the Hindu plans to
terfure in the presence of the evx-plorer to cet the desired info. But
the villain hhasn’t reckoned
with
the frail charecter af the explorer,
who treasnres the treasure more
than his laciy love remains mum.
eren tbhen miledv is on a Snanish
stretching rack. Eventually. all the

HONOLULU’S WAVE: OF.
EXPLOITATION FILMS,|

The ‘upshot appears to be’ a
| fair boxoffice contender of special.
appeal to youthful, “family” audi- |
| ences. because of its gehially in-|
offensive tone and-“Tammy Goes

Honolatu, Oct. 31. '
West”. character. More selective
adults probably would find the} . Exploitation. ‘films ‘are. becoming
presentation,’ produced
by: Lux
Film.
20th-Fox release too frivolous and more: common-place .here. ‘than .at Steve Reeves, Thompson politely- italy.
Stars Denald
O*°Connor.
Features
remarks. “it’s been quite a’ morn- Vittorio De ‘Sica, Noelle .Adam, Aldal too obylous.tor their tastes.
any: other -time- ‘fm ‘recent years.
Directed .by: Henry Levin. Screening.” This surely ranks as one of + Fabrigi.
The screenplay -by Oscar Saul iQueen” Theatre ‘cotipled. “Unmarplay, Luther
Davis:
vamera
(C°Scope), |
tie great understatements. of our Tenino Delli Colli: musi¢. Angelo. Lavag- ‘and Cecil. Dan. Hansen:-stems from [fied Mothers”. (billed as “a sears
ninos- 2d unt
directur,. Mario’ Bava. Re-.
time.
! the novel, “Star in ‘the West.” by ; ing -indictment. of today’s moral’.
a: Viewed in -NY, Oct. 28, ‘61. Running | Richard. Emery Roberts. Miss. Rey- Standards”) and: “Roadhouse Girl”
Thanmpson's
acting _vonvers
‘tame. 93 MINS.
Aladdin
...
0...
aes
ewee
Donald:
-O'Connor
nolds plays a N.Y. widow who goes A!‘no eseape from this kind of wome _
an
inder-:
tongue-in-cheek ‘hhavor.
Djulma .......
Neelle Adim !
standztle
approach
fer
anyone Genie
sees
“Natterre De Sica {West in 1912 to. Arizona in. or der.’ ‘an*"), Same theatre's pr evious doue Sullam
sic
casccccdecaces
Aldo
Fabrizi
to establish a new life.for herself'‘ble-bill consisted: of “Vice. ‘Dolis"
who réud the ‘script. iss Powers
Zaina-...... Se era
Michele Mercier
her two children. Enroute to. cand “Sins of Paris. Re
locks attractively perturbed. James
Omar
. ..
co reecens
“Milton Reid fand

from

ei) Pend Everett Horton. Barton
Miah. ne
dehn Lite! and Jerame
Cetan
Seelam
Leenard
comes
auto!
” Sparnagcement
limbo
ty
shook
te
ofS Gemewred churacfeof
8
bog levabie
Runt
dec.
Asi Mice?
emotes
with
fe t "ar as
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release

Prince: Meluk

of

a

Joseph _ E. Levine

va Sle aeseeeees

Mario

Girotti.

ithis “new life,”

she

ascénds’

in- i ‘Downtown - - Roosevelt.

paired

from. lowly ranchhand to ““Male and. Female” “the naked:
sheriff and, with the aid of:, truth for all ‘the world to. 'see”)
“Bandit Chieftam eee
Alberto. Fafnese- the decent residents. of. the town, ‘and
“Soho Strip.” then followed"
Nazier’s Lieutenant ..
Franco’ Ressel °
‘this bill with: “Hoodlum. Girls” —
. drives out the lawless elements.
—_——————
without shame..... . wanton and
Miss
Reynolds
is
a
natural:
at
This is sornball -eseapism for’ |
dangerous”) and .“Teen: Age June Which the. audience potential ‘never. this sort of thing, and her fans. will; ple.”
seems .to run dry. And with Metro be delighted ta find ‘she hasn't:
yet
lost
that
unspoiled.
w
holesome,
!
ticketing the Embassy-Lux ‘Film°
Miss. Fixit. girl-next-door
coproduction for’a splurge of year- Little
Jacques
Marauette’s
camere work end holiday dates.. the prospect is “quality. She really: flings herself
is colorful, but the crudenexs and. I¢ss glum than the footage from into this: part. which requires ‘un—
discernible outline shadows .of the Tunisia and Rame might otherwiise glamorous mud-splatting, falls and
Continued: ‘trom: Page. 5.—
soakings. beyond the call of duty. os
process photography tarnishes the be.
_Tealist traces laid down by their
, illusion. of balldon travel aud may
Henry Leyin, ‘the director, and It’s her show.
Steve Forrest plays the love in-: predecessors.
. disturb the educated filmgoing eye. Luther Davis.. credited with thé
Tewue..screenplay. apparently have tried.terest smoothly, and amiable Andy i Malenotti visited Madrid recent‘to bring off a spoof of .the durable Griffith lends an easygoing comic =‘ly forfinal scenes in “‘Mme. Sans.
Aladdin legend. Better they should note as the romantic rival.. Except ‘Gene, * an Htalian-French-Spanish
Les Trois Mousquetaires
for one brief, snappy’ Flamenco, :copreduction: in which he repre(The Three Musketeers).
. have summoned.a genie. The re- all Juliet Prowse has to dois kind| sents 50° of. the. ftalian investe
sult of their human labors ig: a.
(FRENCH— COLOR—DYALI-pratfall-and-gag. session dependent. of hover in the’ unfocused back- ‘ment ‘Sophia Loren ‘and -Carlo
SCOPE)
hold the other
as_ Forrest's . dancehall iPonti. combined
almost entrely. on Donald: O’Con-. ground
Paris. Oct. 14,
nor’s famlar. mugging,
and pro-. flame. She hovers well. Thelma .half), ‘He did not hesitate to cite.
Predis
release
ot
Ei’lms’
Broderie.
his
star
and
copartner
as an. ex~
Ritter
creates
her
customary:
charalmost consistently. with a
AFedernes-Film
D'’Art-Fonoroma = produc- ‘jected
to’ prove his point.
Film-.
. acter—an
exterior
of steel cover-. ample
ten,
With Gerazd
Barts. Georges Despainful thud...
armeres. Bernard Woringer. Jacques Toja.
ng up a heart of pure goo. .Com- | goers. have “been. known.. to “shy:
The farce: is famished. Film
Mylene
Demoneect ©. Perrette | Pradiar,
‘away from Saphia: he said. on more
Jean
Carmet.
Damel Sciano.: Francoise
pigues ‘the imesination .to con- petent in top support. are Ken: ‘than one -occasion—particularly
Cinistepne.
Henri - Nessie?
Directee®
bv
Isobel.
Elson, . Rudolph
template how the children's fan- ‘Scott,
Bernard Borderie. Screenplay. Jean BerAcosta,- Timothy .Carey and Lisa when she. appeared: in Holywood |
nardLuec. Borderie from omeovel iw Ales. .tasy might have fared as a tongue‘films. but ‘she. was great. in “Two:
‘Pons.
andre
Dumas: . comera
¢Eastmanculor,
in-cheek exercise had it been kept
Armand
Thirard: editor. Christian’ Gau- ,
In guiding the Jack. ‘Cummings Women” because the. director -and:
din.
At
Balzac, -Parns.
Running
time. ‘more in character as satire, ‘either °
‘Story were. great.
production,
director
Vincent
Sher‘100 MINS
sly or woolly. |
DArtegnan
.......--Gerard
Barry
Minarets and mules, decorous man has. failed to sense the clash 7 Sticking. ‘close to his home: marAMOS
nae eee eee Georges *Descrieres of
the
story's.
conflicting
elements.
‘ket.
Malenotti found: that’ Italian.
much epidermis, sarPortos
ow wees eeee.. Bernard Woringer~ ladies. and
AranmnS
..ecce nese.
Jacques Toja
donie
villainy
and
preposterous Better. to stress one facet and-soft-" audiences only Tecently discovered
Pieme het
oo... eee
Fecn
Caurmet
‘pedal
the
other
than
to
stir
up:
aand
.
accepted
neo--realist pix. It is
predicaments—-these are all there.
Milady
=...
2 ee we.
Mvlene Demongeot
For
example. the . this a¢ceptance, -he telt, that. is be-Cah
nee
vase cane
-Perrette
Pradier-: Her vintage
recipe, in’ color on’ -hodge-podge.
Queen Anne ...... F ranc aise Chr ‘stauphe
farce
-and
satire
stuff
neutraiize
:
‘coming
the
.mainstay
of industry .
the widescreen.
If the intended
Richilkeu
eeomee
DPossel
Svtane
and
the
romantic success at home’ With a consequent
comedy
is generally labored. there each _ other,
Tieville
cere cease
. Hen Nassiet
drama
is
too
much
of
an
issue
to
development
of.
product
now makis, still, a wifty. line here and there
Alexander
Dttras'
“The: Mus‘for small solace’. During a: ‘pitched. meld gracefully with the comedy. -ing considerable -critical and. comketeers” gets what -is listed. as the. battle. one warrior pulls ‘an: arrow: It’s a case of accentuate the posi- mercial inroads’ in. important mar20th screen
adaptation. Story is ‘from the hide of another. admon- - tive. eliminate the negative and ~kets around the world..
ess:duously followed with -a good. ishing, “Crete a little hashisl—it ;-don’t mess with. Mr. In-Between or | In .this vein, “Matenotti expects.
is’ liable to walk — to release Riis’ neo-realistic Italo:
share of swashbuckling ‘ind-sword- wal diminish the puiw For aud- ‘pandemonium
upon the scene...
play. However, the talk and pagean- iences. gum will have to do.—
version of the Kinsey report. “Love
.AS the day-dreaming ‘bey Alad- . Fllis W. Carter's color photog- and Italian Women,” based:.on an..
try between fights is slow. This
appears mainly for local consump- din, O’Connor carbons himself as raphy. is ‘deluxe, and that’s: an. ll-part' Cesare Zavattini sereen-"
tion. with some actioner s.otting well as the ‘script allows. and this: adjective. not just a brand name. ! play directed ‘by as -many new
rs:
Pontecorvo. Maselli, Vanis apt. to- suffice for ‘kiddies. There A few-of the intra-scene cuts don't “AWaVers:
abroad possible if sheared.
Dir-cor Bernard Borderi fe does is able: support ‘from: a mostly match perfectly, but that appears ‘¢ini, Baldi, Mazzetti, -Questi, Fers
to
be
more
of
a
directorial
flaw
Musso,
Mingozzi. Macchi and
Italian:
cast,
including
two
top
art.
reri.
this with tengue-in-cheek for sure
an editing one. Otherwise, Nelli,
De
Sica than
He is prepared for censor
moppet
appeal.
This
concerns circuit. names— Vittorio
Ectty
Steinberg's
splicing
is
fine.
-“Love” is released.
;
trouble
before
and
Aldo
-Fabrizi—whose
talents
D’Artagnan’s «rrival in Paris and
The: Jack Martin Smith-Walter M. “next month because his’team of
his joining the Musketeers of the have .been squandered. especially
Simonds. art direction is true -to ‘young. diréctors Have boidly tackl-De
Sica’s
as
the.
Jamp-caged
genie
| king in 17th Century Francé along.
With three wi-hes to. :rani. French period and locale, as are Don Feld's -ed the film's underlying theme
with helping to save the queen
ballerina Noelle Adam. who wins costumes Square dance strains are’ that women in Italy bear the bure.
some embarrassment.
O’Connor.
is
eute - ‘physically. featured by Gerald Fried’s: score; den of ‘secial- restraints, and: -beFilm has been mwie in two parts Others who appear to good effect which also -nvakes: use of Henry‘ cause the ‘film will implicitly and .
with second to follow later as a inciude Mareo
Mancini’s tune from “High Time” explicitly attack well-entrenched
Tulli,
Raymond
separaie entry. Production dress Bussieres. Alberto Farnese. Milton. from which the title of this picture.. _Italain. traditions.’ Metro. 1s. release.
is good. Players per torm. With gusto Reid, and Mario Giratti.
euriously eriough, was’ borrowed. . ring “Love”? throughout.. the ‘werld
even if some averact in trying to
Tube.
rexcept for Italy. where: Malenotti's
Levin's. direction is at least. equal ;|
give this some substance. «siozk.
“own company will release, and the:
to the film's concept, and all other! .
French-Belgian. territory. ‘taken in
technical credits” are aciequate.
hand by Pathe. .
~
l
Le Rendez-Vous
Pit.

(FRENCH)

|

Parix, Oct. 24:

Grand

Vigier

..... eee access

Fausto Tozzi ;; credibly.

Fakir 20.0...
ci beaeee
Mirco Tull
‘Magician: 9.
0 ..... * Ray mon. Bussieres .‘town

~ Talo Specs

“The Second Tire

Cinedis release’ of ¢ inetel- Silver Films ;
Preduction. Stars Anme Girerdat. Andsea |
Pariss, Odile Versois. Jean-Claude Pascal.
George Sanders: features. Philippe Noiret, :i

tround |

(ceS€OPE—COLOR)

Pain-in-Spain

Continued

|

“World -film. audiences.” he said,
“are tired of pseudo-spectacles and.
the slick Hollywood tale.
The al-

from “page. —

atmosphere, but were. believed un- ‘ternative today is the multi-million:
der heavy pressure from. contend- dollar screen ‘show the puts “Sans:
ing American and” Spanish film in- , Gene” ‘in this categoryi-or the lowe
|budget. socially-sianted, ‘slice-ofdustry interests.
Jean Aurenche. Pierre
Sudlaid.
editer. Heri
._Belligerence of underprivileged life. -pr ‘oject which ‘is essentially .
Francis. Paris. Running
{dépendent:on story and the-uninhi-Yank
operating
companies
«Metro,
Madeleine
......-6.6.
Annie
G:irarilat °
20ih. Fox, Warner Bros., Col, and |bited: direction: ‘of. ‘dauntless Tew :
Duphne .....ecceeeeeAndiéa Pers t
E*ith
oo ccc ceceeee
.. Odrle Verseis |.
Hollyweood: Oct. 26. Par.) is such that. they: may force! comers.”
Pierre
...,c0...-.6
Jean-Cliude
Poscal ”
Twentieth-Fox
1eease. of Jack. Cumrepudiation of current ‘agreement | Of immediate
trade” interest,
kh.
Lee eaeeecee..
George
S nders
mings Production. Stars Dehbie Reynolds,.
Peul
-.... et eceese
Michel Fieeeli
unless Spanish -authorities commit :‘Malenotti. stated that Joe Levine’
Steve
Forrest.
Andy.
Griffith.
Juliet
Michel = Picecli,.
D-rected .by Jean

Daniel

-.......- er.

Blend

of

comedy,

romance,

drama, farce, spoof ‘and western. Genial for. easygoing famBost: cumera. Ro!
iy
audiences. - Fair b.o. candiTaverna.
At Le |
?:me. 125 MINS. ?
ate.

Jeun-Francei.s
Persons ,
Delanney.
Screenspl vi

Jean-Francois

Peron

.Prowse.

Thelma

Ritter,-Ken

Scott:

Di-

themsélves to. augment license

al-'would

distribute

“Sans~Gene™: in.-

rected by Vincent Sherman.
Screenplay;
location accorded these companies ;the U.S. A. ‘and: Canada: Univer-..
This whodunit” is much too long -Osear ‘Saul, . Cecil Dan Hansen, baséd on™
under the Sindicato Baremo point: sa] Espanola. will. distribute. it ‘in ~novel, “Star.in
the West.” .b¢ Richard
on build to keep suspense alive Emery Roberts; csmera tDe-Luxe). Ellis
system.: Yank companies: are ‘not , Spain; Malneotti’s. own ‘Gesi Films
und iacks the more incisive feel W.. Carter: editor. Betty Steinberg: music,
Fried: assistant director, Jack R. even in the mood to accept another. jin. Italy:’: Cinedis ‘will. release in’
tor character to mix its enigmatic , Gerald
Berne. Riviewed. at Picwood Theatre, Oct.
déadline extension unless Spanish : France, while Metro takes the rest .
icve and upper class looksees. Pie 26. “61. Running» time,: 98 MINS,
— toe the world.
.2u ef. ee
Debbie Reynolds ‘authorities are. more: agreeable. on
looms mainly a local entry with. Lucretia
Spanish Distrrbutors. Assn.,
-Dan Jones .:.... eee eens Steve Forrest
foreign charces calling for prun- Pat Collins ...... ce cewe
Andy. ‘Griffith
~| penn,

ing.

But

this is sieekly

mounted

Rena

..

.....

.
und acted and could be used. for- Aggie:
Sheriff John
subsequents if well sheared.
+ Mrs.. Rogers.

An aspiring. young photographer - ‘Rodriquez
Bonner

ccs ecceceen

Juliet

Prowse

“seesessaces: Thelma
Ritter
Yoss ee eceeee
Ken Scott
..:...... freee
Isobel Elsom-

....,.000. -s»

Rudolph

Acosta

the ‘other hand, eontinues to epearhead the sindicato assault to pre-|vent: special license concessions to.

American distributors.

Fundamen-

Lazarus

; Continued from page 5 —
sseeeeveceeess
Timothy Carey
tal reasoning of MPEA members
himself.inta a Shack
weed awcene «-.. Tom Greenway
Trask . ...c.eseee: Eleanor Audley at this :critical juncture can be creators. in. the film. medium. and’:
murdered. He Mrs.
Mrs, Collins -.....¢..00-.. Blossom Rock boiled down to: no increase of li- give. films. the same’ serious atten-"
of the ex-wife Cissie ... ..... aeessees Lracv Stratford .censes, no renewal of ~agreement.
married ‘to .a- Tubey . teeteecedeeeaees Jimmy Garrett| Repudiation by MPEA ‘of film tion. as books, art and music. *
Thompson's chapeau is not only
Mrs. Rodriguez. :...., avewie.
Lisa Pons
of imerest. but is a clue to the wealthy girl. The mvsterv unravels
Mr. Stone .......... seleees Nicky Blair pact would
engender -a.. difficult| ‘He said narrow censorship based
aburd nature ot these dramaties, neatly to free him and have him.
-and complicated situation: which on unrealistic rules stifles ‘progress
Thompson's
tophat ‘survives
the back with wife No.. 1.
The trouble with “The Second ‘would find operating ‘companies |*and “to restrain. artistic ‘expression.:
windy currents of balloon travel, :
Ordinary
characterization
and Time Around” ts that it's a- little pitted against the three Yank :com-- is:as wrong as denying freedom of
a stim across Lake Victoria and too many coincidences permit this too. much ‘of ‘everything in. general panies releasing through Spanish thought.” He endorsed the. Pro<.
to sag until near the end when. and not enough of anything in-par- franchises, with the latter accept- duction Code: as ‘being -flexible
several
<Kirmishes
with condors,
Warriors and gorillas. It is momena few Surprise twists help. Even‘ ‘ticular. It’s: a western, but it’s also ing to live with the Baremo. How-. enough to move: with. the times.
as is the,a romanee, a. farce, a situation. ever, even if. agreement denuncia- | High. ‘production . costs. will cone
tarily lost in a chase. miraculously ; these are overworked
Teappears in the next scene. and | measured, uinspired direction ‘of | comedy, a drama and even.a spoof. ‘tion by: MPEA
does take place, tinue. to. prevail, exec..ruled, but .
remains atop his crown until hero-. Jean Pelannoy.
Customers may not Know what. ,Hochstetter is expected to continue greater creativity in -handiing the
ine Mala Powers playfully tosses, Fhe acting is the best: part of to make of it, and the non-commit- his all-out efforts in the month re- ‘medium’s tools. and talents -‘ean
it out of the balloon at the climax. this tairly laborious pic: George tal title won't help them any in. maining between the time ‘of de- help. ‘There my even be a time,
te the great dismay of the witness Sanders plays the ruthiess. .aarsh ?
making up their minds whether or::nunciation and pact expiration, to he said, when the words “stuwho
has learned
to admire its rich man well while Annie Girar- |not to indulge. The cast is. fairly reach an entente with Spanish offi- pendous” ‘and. “colossal”. will he_
cranial sticktoitiveness. After en- -dot stands out as the ex wife. Thee|attractive but, except for. Debbie ‘cials and avoid a rupture that could foreign to Hollywood. That would:
during incidents that would have j olher are just adequate.
Mosk.
. Reynolds buffs, hardly overpover- ,affect Spain-American relations. : be a.“millenium,” he concluded,

gead pecme escape and the -had
Fecple perish.
The @sposition of hero Marshall

tries to blackmail
rich family and is
had heen the lover
of the man
now
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Jimmy McHugh,
New YorkProduction Helping& Hurting
‘Seer:Tunepix
RIVAL DIRECTORS. GUILDS Coming Back’
A jurisdictional hassle, ‘long-Simmering.. threatens:

‘to hamper. feature production. in New. York, It re-

_ date their own productions, but:‘obviously involving
(when available: rental to indie feature and telepix
producers ‘as ‘well. Considering the video commercial
‘and industrial film activity in N. Y., the big com-

|-sults.from a renéwed drive for. recognition. ‘by the’. panies shouldn’t have. to worry about the economics
Hollywood, -Oet. 31. | Screen. Directors International Guild; which is tell‘of: N. Y. overhead.
“Musicals are on the way’ back |to. ‘ing producers -.it. wants equal footing ‘with ‘rival
Justin is frankly on the-bias, since virtually his
‘gereen, according to". tunesmith (Coast) Screen Director's Guild. of America.. SDIG - _entire -caréer has been spent in. the east (recent

17

Hardtop Boom
In Chi Follows
Vans to Suburbs

Chicago, Oct. 31.
Chi is taking its place in the current crosscountry flurry of hardtop construction
with, two new
represents. some 500 N. Y. area ‘Taembers in ‘the .
|. eredits:2 “Middle. of the Night,” “Twelve Angry.
Jimmy: McHugh. answering. a. ques film and tele: spheres..
houses set to open in the suburbs
.
but
his
sentiment
is
a
popular
one
these
’
‘Men”),
tion often ‘asked by ‘songwriters,
within the next five months as the
‘Immediate: dispute ‘is over David Susskind’s “Redays. This is evidenced not only from other recent the exhibs follow the movement
simultaneously ~ denouncing Holly- ‘quiem . for a Heavyweight,” for Columbia, which
‘utterances of like. view, but the N. Y. production
wood's ‘purchases . of .. Broadway starts in. Manhattan: ‘next Monday. (6). Ralph | Nel- upsurge that commenced a few. years back with “On of population, parking and money
out to the split levels. Within the
musical. successes as -’Penny wise | son, SDGA cardholder, is assigned to: ‘the ‘pic. The:'“ the: Waterfront.” Other pix ‘shot entirely or pri- city limits, a new first-run art
“eastern. guild. has: gotten nowhere’ with demands
‘marily in the N. Y. area since included “The God- house. The Town opened recently
‘and ‘millions. ‘of dollars foolish.’?
‘that Columbia sign ‘with it, either taking one of its. -dess’
(Justin .worked
that: one,. too), “Young in the near north side Old Town
McHugh. cited, for exam le;. the own. members for the, actual stint, or simply as. a: Doctors,
” “Splendor in the Grass,” “The Hustler,” area.
Formerly the B-run Lane
_ reported -$5.500,000. bid, plus_a per-. “standby.
““Face in the Crowd” and the upcoming “Something: Court Theatre, it was purchased
‘centage of world gross, to get} :International body ‘isn’t disclosing .strategy, -but
‘Wild”—not to mention the various and sundry shoe- and refurbished by Charles Teitel,
“My Fair Lady” for. the ‘screen. ‘at the Columbia ‘and. Susskind offices the -expectastring efforts VARIETY has been documenting. .
World Playhouse owner and prexy
‘Other. ‘instances of multi-million tions do not rule. out picketing such as harassed
.
Costs Lower?
of Teitel Films, distributors.
dollar: buys. are. “Music .‘Man,”: ““Middile’ of ‘the. Night”: when it - was. shooting ‘in
- Justin: says: the impetus for the N. Y. renaissance
First of the suburban houses set
“West. Side:Story”. and “Sound of Gotham. The greater ‘fear, however, is of. subtle
Music.” = °; secondary boycott tactics, which..could ‘seriously. ‘hin- sewas ‘and..is) lower costs. Past. complaints to con- to open is the Golf Mili Theatre in
trary, he contends.. resulted because producers sim- northwest suburban Niles.
It’s loEach ‘of. these, declared Me- der, or even shut down,: the “Requiém”: shooting: '
SDIG: -locked horns-‘fora time,.: too; with Ely ‘ply didn’t know how to work in Manhattan, specifi- cated on the grounds of the Golf
Hugh; “could :‘have’ been made in
. ally as to the’ mechanics -and logistics. “They came Mill
shopping
center
and _ is
‘Hollywood from the start.” Why do ‘Landau over the now-shooting: “Long. Day's Journey
in- without knowledge of .the personnel and _loca- skedded
to preem Nov. 3 with
the huge record compani&. invest: Into Night.” Coast. guild memiber Sidney -Lumet ‘is, tions,” ‘says Justin, which made for plenty .of waste
1,800 seats. The other is the Hillin the musicals for Broadway and_ working this ‘one, but Landau has ‘signed with’ the
and—worse—needless friction, particularly respect- side Theatre, which is set for a
eastern
guild
to.cover
his
future
productions
in
N-Y.
not the film studios? Hollywood.
“Ing. the craft union angles.
February. opening adjacent to the
“was once the musical ‘capital -of Under. the. pact; he’s ‘stil free-to use a Coast direc- .
Hollywood’s ‘current ‘willingness to take the show Hillside shopping center due west
the world. and musicals. made up tor, but must also hire. an SDIG member. It-could ‘:¢on. the road, he -continues,.is partly due ta the of the city with a 1,500 seating caa large ‘percentage of: the films. be one, and the same, ‘of course, if: the man belongs’ " breakdown. of. the old monarchies that ruled pro- Facity. —
to. both guilds:
- McHugh said there is a. definite
|” It's. the. majors,
duction. (also overhead dissipation), but also beThe Golf Mill Theatre is being
‘more than ‘indies, which are’
demand: for musicals ‘on the ‘part||
‘cause’ the search is on for more realism in pref- constructed and will be operated
loathe to deal with the eastertiets.: “Re “Requiem,” *... of television producers, “with*more
erence to backlot make believe. But Justin goes: by Morton Fink Enterprises, realfor. instance, Col has. claimed that to deal .with
‘and ‘more -requests for ‘musical
': farther, maintaining it’s also the lure. of the N. Y. tors and owners of two ozoners,
SDIG would violate its pact. with SDGA; since. latter
‘spex and ~fantastic: ratings for
by Bene
‘guild: refuses to recognize the former. SDIG has-- cultural atmosphere, “and seme of it must rub off.” and will be managed
those that: are well produced. ‘sought in the past to set up jurisdictional. zones...
One. reason for reduced: expenses in N. Y., he Stein, formerly manager
of the
". When pay-tvy comes-in;” he added,.
adds, is that there’s less tolerance of unprepared- Rockne Theatre for three years.
2 “theré will be a seriqus shortage'| ‘with its Coast rival, but has consistently. met rebuff.
: ness... More rehearsal time is allocated in the east, It will have a 90c top admission.
2. Of. composers and .-arrangers ‘be-making for fewer takes (the practice, usually, as
The Hillside Theatre is being
cause. the demand for thése cre-| ©
well as the theory).
built for an estimated $600,000
At the moment, only. “Journey” is lensing in and is sponsored by realtor Leonative services will be extreme. The |:
“Gotham, but David Susskind’s. “Requiem for a ard H. Sherman and attorney-exdemand for musicals is--now ‘in- |’ George’ Justin,’ Ely Landau's production manager
Heavyw eight,’ "* for: Columbia, commences on Nov. 6. hibitor Oscar Brotman.
tense. and the fact that: Hollywood .‘on the now-shooting-in-Manhattan..“Long Day’s JourPlans inJustin’s arguments aside, the prospects for increased clude. stereophonic sound, a Toddrecognizes this .is verified: by its: ney ‘Into Night.” offers. another boost for ‘production.
activity in N. ¥. are clouded momentarily by a A-O screen and an art gallery.
willingness to ‘pay.vast: sums for in New York (cheaper, better creative climate, etc.)
jurisdictional. squabble. between Directors Guild of
Broadway successes, ‘Why. not cre-| and. thinks the majors will come around -‘more to
Stein, manager of the Golf Mili,
America (on the Coast). and Manhattan's Screen Diate. some here—and now.”” he con- this view. ©
says that he will open the theatre
He ‘notes. that. with the major ‘companies. now. ‘rectors International Guild, the latter now raising
cluded.
with
A-run showings, but that he is
@ more insistent voice for. ‘recognition on feature
‘McHiigh’s. first writing stint: for out from under most. of. the. old overhead: that -ditgoing to make a concerted bid for
productions’ shot in’ its bailiwick (see separate i
a. Holly wood musical was. 1930 tated’: keeping’ production on..the Coast, the.-next.
a: day-and-date relationship with
story).
;
when. he* wrote music for’“Love In logical step .is for them to set-up shop in N. Y. This
some- of the downtown Chi first-.
. The ‘hassle threatens to menace future N. Y. proThe: Rough” starring Robert’ Mont-. alludes to outright-ownership, or léaseback, of. their
runs,
‘to accommo-. * _duetion until SDIG gets its’ way.
gomery -in: which. latter warbled own. ‘sound stages in Gotham, chiefly
“We're not competitive with the
“+
a sev en-noteé . “ditty~ titled: “Go
downtown
houses in any way,”
Home And Tell Your..Mother."| _
Stein said.
“At this point they're
“It's - the same thing. today,” “he:}
somewhat afraid that we'll destroy
said, “you must. have.a title tune
the image of the Loop as the only
q_—
Continued from page 3 fama
by a:good: singer and there: must —= Continued from- page 1 —
place to go to see first-runs.
Sevbe good music. in the film. When “both sides on ‘the “runaway” issue
eral New York deluxers are dayexec production
assistants to
I wrote ‘Dancing Lady’ for Joan. in -Hollywood several weeks ago.
lighten his burden, “Good men are and-dating pictures with first-run
- ‘Crawford: I was told to write a
not easy-to find,” he noted. “That’s art houses’ and I understand that
Anyway, he: added: "“T can’t -con- |
“title tune for her. to Help: ‘the pic.
why it’s taking me so long to get {both the theatres and distributors
ture. Everybodv remembered the ceive: of Mr.- Dent as being. susthe men I want. I need help. I are happy with the arrangement.”
ceptible
to
any
pressure.
And
we]
tune hecause’ Fred .Astaire: made a
can’t. do this big job alone.”
““big’splash doing: a -datice number certainly. ‘wouldn’t. try it.” _
Production chief said in addition
.- Clark. did say, in response to al
..to- ‘it—his.. first. Pic,
‘Hollywood.
| to these :two execs, “we need a lot
7 question;
that ‘somebody . from Edit
VARIETY:
of:
men. We've got to fatten up our |
| MPAA went to the trouble of} itor,

oJ USTIN S. RATIONALE

20th Wraps Early
RobertLippert
AsTo US. Aid |
ForPicIndustry

SAG Denies:

TicketSellers’
Roadshow Scale

-‘making a trans-Atlantic phone call. |

{to Dent *while: the

lawmaker Was

‘Taking

mafi’s

issue

letter

with Carl

(Variety

Sept:

Feeling an Edge
Prudential Sues

Fore-{ staff atthe right time with th "|
20), right manpower.”

the, government subsidy. for a: naIn addition: to
activity
on |
‘| in Rome early. this month. He ex- tional °.film school and. training
plained that. this’.call concerned studio is visionary and ineffective-- “Cleopatra,” .which is skedded for |
the disclosure of anti-runaway tes- With all due. Tespect to. his creative ‘| roadshowing. next November, three |,
Suit asking total trebled damtimony- ‘by union reps <at the: in-. achievements, he .is oversold on {other films are in various stages ages of $600.000 was filed in New
formal..sessions’ Dent held in Hol- “message.”
AS a producer and:| of .production abroad, “The Inspec- York Federal Court this week by
tor,”
“Satan
Never
Sleeps”
and
‘Tywood.: Clark didn’t .‘say, but- theatre. chain owner, I am positive
Prudential Theatres against Brandt
‘Los. Angeles, Oct. 31:
MPAA obviously
wasn't. ‘Pleased: arty and politically guided produc-. “Longest Day;” Levathes reported. Theatres,
Warners,
Paramount,
A 10°; arross-the- board wage. in- about. the leakage:
Two films currently are shooting 20th-Fox and Metro.
‘tions wouldn't hold audiences and
‘crease and--a 45- instead of 48- |.“State
Fair’ and
‘Asked
.why
-the™
proponents
of
save:
the
economically
threatened
|
0”
the
_
lot,
-hour week are ‘among the’ demands.
Complaint
alleges that Brandt
“Hemingway’ s Young Man,” and
to: be made upon local ‘theatre ex- overseas location’ didn’t issue a ‘future of. motion picture: Produc: three are’ slated to roll during has an unfair advantage in acquiribs with hardtix. policies by. the Statement answering the union ‘tese | tion . and - exhibition. oT
ing product because of his own
;
Nov
ember,
including
Mark
RohClark said) MPAA’ was
‘The government - ‘should make j
Treasurers & Ticket. Sellers .Local timony,
theatres
| son’s “Nine Hours to Rama.” Devid jintetest in Connecticut
857,.. .IATSE, ‘when reps: ‘ nreet. loathy -‘to get into'a running bat- direct: subsidies ~ ta Hollywood's: j Brown’s
:plus his buying and booking for
“Something’s
Got
tle of contradiction: Statements in great. ‘film. industry,-; instead |of
Thursday 2',
‘other
houses.
It's
further
charged
press..
_
making ‘it'a special target for taxes. Give” and Jerry Wald’s “Mr. Hobbs : that the distrib’ defendants
are
At least four L.. A. houses: will theDent,
Takes a Vacation.”
after: his’ “European tour,’ This intertiationally
influential
|
part
of
a
conspiracy.
be -affected: by negotiations, which
Six additional films are in edit- :
has returned. to the U:S., but -has "medium
should ‘get special aid
also include -a. provision. that. no.
In
addition
to
monetary
daming
and
scoring
stages:
“The
not .been. back to Washington so without’ any’ Strings attached.
‘employee. work more
than 714
“Second
Time ages Prudential wants the Brandt
far. and ‘was unreachable for com- | Abolition. of ‘the “emer gencsy Comanchergs,
hours: a ‘day six days a “week: 6°
Around,” “Bachelor Flat,” “Tender chain to divest itself of interest in
Mient: .A:.Dent. staffer de¢lined to 10% theatre tax—-dating from th
vacation pay; $13 ‘a month toward
Is. the Night, ” “The Innocents” and| the Palace Ti.vatre, Stamford, and
“say
.
anything
about.
the
Screen
World. War—is only the first step “Gigot.” welfare: fund for. each -employee :
‘to cease representing theatres in
er
= Actors :“Guild charge. He. offered, to. save a lot of theatres and many
At a meeting. attended by more ‘which he holds no interest.
and penalty of 10°¢ where theatre | however, that the decision about “producers from closing their doors..
men are late on such payments.
{than
200
employees,
Levathes
|-whether. to hold ‘hearings is_ still.
The
government
Theatres to. sit ‘in on: discussions. up in the ‘air‘as far’ as -he knows.
should
g0] painted in detail the studio's up-.
where | ‘Clark said’ that, ‘speaking: -per- ‘farther. ‘Our foreign competitors. coming.
docilude — the
Egy ptian,;
production
plans
and:
get:
heavy...government
subsidies scotched
“King of Kings" is current; Car- ‘sonally,. he .was. not.. opposed to.
rumors
that
company
thay’ Circlé; where
“El " Cid” | hearings. . He was: convinced ‘that like . England's ‘Eady Plan and would. shutter for several weeks
Government
‘preems. Dec. -19; Chinese, ‘where !1 the industry: could. muster. the win-- ‘Italy’s direct -aid.
toward end: of the year or that it
“West Side Story”" opens Dec. 13; nings .arguments ‘in’ any .kind of spokesmen Worry, about “runway | yould be sold.
Los Angeles, Oct. 31.
-production”
of
motior
pictures
and
‘and Pantages, where “Judgment | public forum.’ on. the ‘issue -of'|
He .told employees that studio | No further acquisitions to the
television. film, but. balk at making is spending $3,000.000
at Nuremburg™. ‘opens Dec. (2A,
on
new:
Stanley-Warner circuit beyend the
| whether -halters .should ‘be- placed able, Hollywood production profitbuildings being constructed on 177 new theatre to be built at Miranda
‘on: Amerietan’ production. units ‘takacres retained by company in saie are contemplated at this time, veeing ‘thé overseas route.
During. my. 18 sears as an active :‘of most of its property to Webb pee Harry Kalmine stated before
It’s no-.secret:.that
the-. Assn.
producer. I: have watched motion ‘
enplaning to New York. With ex‘would ‘rather skip a probe: Obvi-{. ‘picture production drop from 600 |&. _ Knapp for Century City.
ception of the Hollywood Warner
ously, it would: have. nothing to features a year to approximately
no
further remodelings are anticipain by :one..
Reopen Edmonton House.
200. According to Johnson ogfice|
Construction starts” this week in.
pated, he added.
;
Strictly fortuitous, Dent’ is’ re-Edmonton, Alt, Oct. 31.
Merrick, :L.1:, on. G00-seat Mer- ported ‘to: have’ been in. the. same figures, approximately 9 out of' 10
One
of. Edmonton’s_
early-era i Warner Theatre reopens Thursfail to break even.
‘rick, firstrun: ‘arty ‘showcase: to. be Car pool ‘with'an MPAA attorney pictures
'|
houses, the’ Dreamland,
has re-- day (26) for local preem of Univeroperated by’ George and’ Irving who Has taken. a: leading role. on. ._ This" great. industry. needs. -out- opened .after being closed for two: isgal-International’s
“Back
Street”
‘Hattem, -and David and: Morton
the runaway. issue. But. this. hardly right government aid, -before it’s months.
which is being given the floodlight
:‘too date.
‘Sanders.’ Completian.. is: figured rates as pressure. :
Morris Dunn, of Midwest Thea- ‘treatment. Several S-W h.o. execs
‘for May.or J une. of. next. year. Without regard to the Dent Sub- |:
tre Enterprises, which owns the! tare expected from Gotham for twin
Theatre for past eight
‘The brothers. also. operate «a| committee and the. runaway. mat{Gem
and: Dreamland
Theatres. ,occasion.
‘chain - of -Hispano-American -houses ‘ter, it .cari.safely be “said ‘that : Cinema, “hardtop
wait) ,ears aard= t:cketed
1,600-seater, said he plans to show a number of -- and
-in the N.Y. area; and are ‘puilding MPAA . is a poten . outfit. .anduropean releases:
The Dream-| five ‘Cinerama travelogues and reahd’ ‘Tatest’ unit in. the ‘General.
another .600-seater,, the Essex, on Johnston can throw a lot of weight
land ‘will also “feature Saturday! verts to continuous pop priced policv with Ampex sound and other
‘Manhattan's lower “eastside,- this: around, having access to many. ears ‘Drive-in: chain, has “opened” in matinees for children with” serials
-one.to open next Aprile.”
and cartoons, new innovations.
‘Menlo Park, N.-J.
O
fin high places..
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La Dolce Vita ’ Blazes Subtitled Paths;
May Mislead Showmen Back In Italy

Dubbing. the French version. of the Josh Logan production of, Marcel|’
Pagnol's. Marius trilogy “Fanny” presented a problem not usually met
in English-into-foreign Janguage films‘in that:.both Maurice Chevalier:
and Charles Boyer, who star, are native Parisians.
The French dubbing industry has specialists who regularly. do voices
of American. stars. The case of “Maurice. de Monilmontant” (Mont‘martre) is something else again. Any.attempt to dub. him would: be
roared off by the French, especially since Radio-Diffusion-Francaise, |

AB-PT Nine Months Net |NEW ORLEANS HARDTOP,
‘¥French-TV, has done an- ‘extremely - lengthy: serialization. of. his. life. Estivated $7,580,000;
FIRST THERE IN DECADE
Fitting -his heavy schedule into’the. WB dubbing--program was" finally |.
;
New Orleans, Oct. 31.
“arranged and So. the. French will. get “pure Chevalier” in: the role of
_ Slight Shade on Last Yr. Local backers
have taken on a4
Panisse. ~

+.

In addition to giving. overseas
producers an exaggerated idea of
what their own features ean do
in the U. S. market, “La Dolce
Vita,’ Astor Pictures’ successful
Italo import, may also be breaking
down U. S. exhibitor resistance to
subtitles in many important areas.
site for an- underground specialty
When it came to Boyer in the role: of .Cesar; that was something: else'|. : Nine-month iricome of American film theatre, first of its kind-in the
(The Roman Catholic Legion of
Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres.
“again. The actor insisted that. it had been so Jong since he Had appeared.
U..S. and: first new four-waller|‘Decency “separately classified’’ the
on a French stage that’ nobody would know the difference and that he: edged up'to a révord level, reflect- (above or below terra. firma) in film with the understanding that
ing, strength in both the broadcast-:
actually preferr ed a.dubbed voice. He ‘is reported to havye said, “I'll
It's.to seat this qualified approval would only
ing and. theatre divisions.
Esti- this city in a decade.
get panned anyway since..the part of. Cesar. belongs. perpetually to
be applicable to the subtitled vermated net overating frofit.for the aor: with debut expected by next
the. memory ‘of Raimu- So ‘set anybody. you want for my voice.”
sion.
Presumably, a dubbed ver| period hit-$7,580.000. or $1.78 per |fal
sion
of the film would have been
“Disclosure; by an ‘outfit calied
share, ‘compared |with ‘$7,522,000 or
condemned.
Other
recent
pix
If -it’s a Biblical. OF - historical film. the “proposed” Columbus, Ohio $1.76 a share for the like ’60 period. University
Cinema,
appeared
ordinance banning minors from: seeing certain- things on film: in ‘Net profits, including capital gains, ‘timed. as a.good-cheer note for the separately classified by the Legion:
last
Summer,”
and
Columbus doesn’t “apply, under a.clause in. the measure sponsored | by rose to $13.758.000 or $3.24 a share: TOA. assemblage here last week. “Suddenly
Councilman Ronald. DeVore. This bill, to -be submitted to a vote soon, ‘from -$8.873, 000. or $2.08 ‘per share Promoter is a local citizens group “King of Kings.”)
forbids minors from: seeing films’ “which are. in’ whole or in. part. un- last year.
Because it is proving to be a
listing Robert Rowen as president.
-chaste, immoral, indecent, vulgar or profane” or: use “immoral, indepicture of wide boxoffice appeal,
Third quarter. figures alone also. He'll: also manage the house.
cent, vulgar or: ‘profane language.” Further,-it would. ban minors from
New. .deluxer, which plans
a “Vita” is now getting dates in thebrought
cheer.
Estimated - net
seeing : “any ‘picture ‘which deals in whole or part With. prostitution,have
never
before
policy of firstrun imports.and spe- atres which
incest, rape, homosexualty, or adultery.” Banned ‘also are films. whieh’ operating. profits were $1, 886,000 cial audience domestic
product, played a subtitled feature, accord“expose “private parts, buttocks: or mammae” or. “indecent or. lewd or -44c a ‘share. compared - with aims for. strong trade from the ing to Astor's sales veep Georze
dress,” and films “depicting acts of: unusual. cruelty or, of. miass: ar. $1,869,000 or 43¢ ‘a share last year. Tulane and Loyola University en- Josephs. Exec wouldn't go so far
Net profits, including capital gains,
extreme brutality; advocating: acts involving moral: turpitude. ‘or Which
‘were $1, 915.000 .or 45c a share rollments. . Theatre will be within as to predict these theatres will]
are provocative of corrupt -morals,-.crime or juvenile delinquency. ”
versus $1.892,000 or 44c a share walking distance of both campuses. henceforth embrace ali subtitled
‘Biblical: or historical: films wauld. be. éxempt from those provisions. °
Virtually the entire lot above pix, but he. feels that his experifor the like period last year.
If the bill is “passed, ° ‘managers, -‘ticket-sellers, and eyen parents
Prexy Leonard. Goldenson. told \the theatre will be used for auto ence with Astor's follow-up Italo
might be liable to. ‘criminal Prosecution for: permitting. minors to see holders that theatre’ revenue -for parking. Only the entrance and a import, “Roceo and His Brothers.”
the: forbidden’ films.
{the nine-month ran ahead: of last. brief outline of the auditorium indicates that more and more theatres are now willing to go for the
year, although third quarter: in- /will project above. ground.
Metro. has the option of exhibiting its two Cinetama productions, come was below that of ’60. - This,
subtitled, rather than dubbed, for“How the. West Was. Won” and ‘“The-Brothers Grimm," in a variety ‘he said, reflects. fewer blockbuster '
eign film.
of different: processes’ in: those foreign countries where -the Cinerama pix available during the quarter.
Astor
has
three
versions
of
‘people don't have. a theatre, “under terms. of its deal with the tri-panel . The: broadéasting division, how- [
“R
available
for
booking:
oo company.
ever, surpassed’ itself in the latest
the original subtitled version, tle
full-length dubbed version, and an
In such countries, films may be shown in. 70m, Cinemascope or 35m. quarter reported.
Cleveland; Oct. 31.
“edited”.
dubbed
version.
from
Where Cinerama .has- its ‘own facilities. abroad and after. the triple-|‘European. art films are invading ; which ahout 30 minutes have been
‘screen exhibition: is. completed. ‘Metro will distribute pix ‘in smallerOhio’s small towns, creating a new :‘lopped off the original 175-minute
sized Versions:
time.
Accordinz
to
i circuit for L; & L. Film Classics} running
* Provisions of the Metro-Cinerama- pact. stipulate that: Cineraimia | :
' Des Moines, Oct. 31.°
must have 60.
S. and. a0 overseas: theatres ‘set when “West” comCo. recently organized. by three Josephs, a “surprising number” of
exhibs
are
choosing
the
orizinal
A
commercial
art
‘theater
here
pletes production.
a
Cleveland theatre operators.
subtitled version in preference to
has been tried many times without
Firm was founded by Lewis Hor‘Passing ‘up Pentagon efforts: ‘to Jet ‘him ‘save some’ face, it took’ a success. but a- subscription ap- witz of the local Washington chain the dubbed versions. He acknow|ledges its difficult to pinpoint the
directive “from. Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara to make NATO ‘proach shows possibilities at this
.of houses, Samuel Leavitt, long reason for this unusual preference,
commander’Gen Lauris Norstad whack 450 GI's’ from the '700-man. ‘time. A. subscription. membership
‘with the same company, and Louis | but he thinks the success of “Vita”
. contingent originally slafed to help-film Darryl Zanuck’s “Longest Day.” -of more than 100 is said to be in
Sher, co-owner of Art. Theatre has had something to do with it.
‘Pentagon sent Norstad‘‘suggestions” that fewer U. S. infantrymen .be the making, Sixteen .members of
As with Joe E. Levine's Italo
‘deployed from’ Germany. to France for the filming. This. left ‘the door what is called “Cinema 77” (for no Guild which operates the Heights,
Continental and Westwood art thea-. import,
“Two
Women,”
it’s ex“open for Norstad. {0 take. the.action:“voluntarily.’. However, the NATO reason whatever in the name,. acpected
that the great
bulk
of
chief: declined “for. reasons: unknown, to go along with the Pentagon cording.to Joan Walther, wife of tres here. |
New - combine of distributors at- “Rocco” dates will be in dubbid
gesture, and when news: broke that only 250 troops would be used: by a Drake U. professor, who heads’
‘the subscription drive) got. under first is. specializing in college town versions.
Nevertheless,
any siz_ Zanuck, it Ww as. disclosed the cut. Was. taken by McNaimara's order. 7
way. ‘last..year in. showing the art for one-night showings in campus able increase in ihe number of theHenry’ “KE Neer, enter t story editor of 20th-Fox.. is the author. of and foreign films at the Unitarian auditoriums or best theatres avail- atres willing to play titled imports
& paperback ovizsinal whodunit, “Wanton ‘For Murder.” which Pocket| church: Since -the church -audito- able.-“Art Nights” priced at $1 for would be significant to the smaller
Books has just issued. As previously.- forecast: here it: introduces. an. rium had capacity for only 200 adults and 75c for college students importers for whom dubbing fees
“Israeli ‘detective, . Lieut. Shomri. Shomar, *coniplete | with goatee, -He’s: it was necessary to find a larger are being promoted strongly on the (circa $15.000 per pic: are always a.
explained as ‘on loan ‘to the New. York. police: via international talent. place. this year and: the. Varsity basis that they will boost grosses. risky burden.
exchange. For a first try at plotting -murder. fiction, ‘Klinger’ has done. theater (adjacent to DrakeU.cam- on. off-nights. that usually draw
well and with added: -sureness she’s already ‘working on ‘his fourth | pus) willshow the films on one slim attendances.
night only two shows). for. “Cine“book ‘Shomar: will undoubtedly be’ even more: exciting.
-“Horse’s Mouth” recently kicked
“lima 77's" 1961-62 season. Subscrip- off L. & L. group showings of 10 |
“Ceiling of. the Nola. 300-seat: house in New Orleans caved ia, ‘kining tion ‘members. pay. $6. for eight importations with initial date in |
- a 65-year-old woman usher, Mrs: Bertrand Odinet, and injuring ‘at:‘least films ‘in. the .season: and general Alliance, O. Sponsors of regular
‘60 persons; A number of patrons -were trapped ‘under. the network of admiésion is $1. The first picture, | so-called cultural series in colleges
wire Jathing: and: heavy plaster: that: crashed ‘down.:on them ‘about: “The. 400 Blows” at the Varsity have been revealing “great co6:35: p.m. during ‘the. screening. of “Homicidal,” Police: firemen and this week. had 450 admissions.
{operation and willingness to drop
Washington, Oct. 31
Pictures ‘advertised as: scheduled their 16-mm. set-ups in favor of
volunteers worked: ‘to pull patrons,’ ‘Many ofthem hyster ical. children,
for the season: at-the Varsity are 35-mm. projection and superior | United States and the Soviet
‘from’ the rubble, |
‘ Union have agreed te an exchange
:
‘| “The. Captain ‘from: Koepentick,”
theatres,” ‘of film specialists hefore the end
“Dreams” sound in -commercial
Nov.. 8;
In a. recent VaRIErYx story on ‘the. crackdowti on ads‘for ‘nudist films ‘(German)
reports: Lewis Horwitz.
of the year. A Russian group is
by the Chicago ‘Sun-Times and Chicago Daily News it was incorrectly|(Swedish), -Dec. 4, 5, 6: “Ordet”
L.
&-L.
Film
Classics
Co. is’ expected to come here during the
inferred that. Tom. Dowd; owner of the Capri Theatre,.was considering. (Danish) | Jan. 10; “Nights. of: Casending. ‘out
advanceman
with | last week of November, and a U.S.
Feb.
qT:
“Aparabirta”
(Italian).
legal action. against. thé-papers. The Capri, which is currently running
newspaper and radio-TV publicity delegation
goes there after the
skinpic on:a double. bill, is: advertising the second: feature only in} jito” (Indian) Mar. 7; “The Cruto each city on its hinterlands ‘Soviets return home.
the two papers. The co-owned Chicago Tribune and Chicago’ s American cible’” (French) Apr. 4; “We Are
chain
Agreement was one of the few
Ae
“Murderers”
(French)
May
2.
". are taking ads for both films. . :

‘Art Product Spreading

Into Ohio Provinces

Subscription Cinema 77

- Starting in Des. Moines

Film. Technicians
InUS-USSR Swap

| substantive

| MajorsStillSnub Frisco Fest |

: Some . 1.000.- delegates to: Diocesan Council. of. Catholic ‘Women ‘of
-.-Ohio® passed a resolution: at Columbus declaring that .parents. were’
morally responsible for. making sure their children: see only “suitable”
. films, .and. Breed: tiem fo.
-Supbort wholesome: entertainment, not pass:|.
the buck..:

Indiana’sAllied

Up ,
;FriscoFest’$ Coin

|. British. ‘Honey’ -Yanked;

UnitMay Go TOA!

‘San ‘Franel.co, Oct. a.
-From 19 nations are entered 22 |
features: in fifth anhual.San Fran|-elsco Film: Festival which starts

‘tomorrow (Wed.) and. runs through

14 af. the 1,000-seat Metro
‘Never- Let Go’:As: Sub ‘Nov.
Theatre. Soviet Russia has two en-

deals made

during

a

: fwo-week meeting here of the U.S.USSR standing committee on cine‘matography cooperation.
Another agreement will see both
| parties hurrying selection and acceptance of 15 documentary filins
Admission to fest, sponsored ‘by| from each side before the year's
Frisco Art. Commission, is $2.50 a! end.
The committee, with the U.S.
‘person for first showings, while repeat screenings at 6 p.m. day fol-j represented by MPAA president
Eric
Johnston and USIA’s Turner
lowing. ‘first showing will cost $2
at boxoffice. Schedule of initial Shelton, pushed slightly ahead on
plans
for co-production of films by
‘sereenings and. pictures" directors:
U.S. and Russian producers. “SpeNov. 1—"*White Dove,”. Czechoslovakia,
‘Frantisek. ‘Viacil.
cific negotiations” are now called
_ Nov: 2—“‘A Taste of Honey.” England, for, although the idea of co-operaTony Richardson...
tive ventures has had only vague
Nov.
3—“Summer
Skin.” Argentina,
Leopoldo Torre Nilsson.
1 reception in the past.
Both the U.S. and Soviet repreNov. -4—-"The
Clear
Sky.”
Russia,
Grigory Tchukhray.
.
sentatives
agreed
to press
for
Nov. 5 (matinee\—‘*The Golden TrumMaximum
distribution and exhibi‘pet, China (ormosa), Dog Chiing.
Luis | t‘on of films, with periodic reports
Nov...’ 5—"Viridiana,”
Spain,
on progress.
‘Bunuel.

San Franciseo, -Oet. 31.°
tries, “The. Clear Sky” and “Peace
Topping agenda of next month’s Ravana ticket revenues for fifth to. Him Who. Enters,” while U.S.
. confab of. Allied Theatre .Owners, ‘annual’ San: Francisco Film Festi- “has: -three |entriés, “The Exiles,”
of Indiatia, which broke away. from. val,’
opening.
two-week
stand. “Of Stars. and Men”. and .“The
. National. Allied - org, is. whether’ to ‘Wednesday {1) night, is more than Glass Cage,” ‘all independent proaccept ‘bid. to align with Theatre, double: 1960,‘ with $16,000 already ductions. No other netion has more
Owners. of ‘America. ‘The Hoosier. in boxoffice, Advance. breaks down than’ one entry.
- powwow is down for Nov. 13-14 at this -way:. - $9,750 .‘in“single-seat|.
the Marott Hotel, Indianapolis...
- |sales, $3; 000. in group sales, $3,250.
. Previous Teports ‘have made at for final night :awards.
Nov. .€—Peace to Him Who Enters,”
Frisco Fest’s Jury.
_seem_.as if the Indiana-TOA union]. Though: advance ‘is up, festival’ st.
- Russia, .A.- Alov.
‘San. Francisco. Oct. 31.
was a: ‘foregone conclusion, but im- budget ‘is-also higher, with director |.
‘Nov.
—**Square of Violence,” YugoPanel of ‘jurors for fifth. anpression in some .-exhib circles. is Irving M. Levin figuring he'll need
slavia, L. | Bereovici. and “Alba Regia,”.
‘Hungary, Mihaly Szemes.
that ‘the.. decision is far from set- between’ $55,000' and $60;000 cash]™ nual San Francisco Film. FesNov. 8—“Devi.” India, Satyjit Ray.
tled.. At. TOA’s- suggestion, “the intake to‘ break ev en.. Breakeven | tival,: starting tomorrow {1) at.
Nov. 9—“Ghosts in Rome,” Italy, A.
1,000-seat
Metro
Thea, has
‘Hoosiers were invited to ‘observe: point: in. former yeat's_ ranged bePietrangeli.
been: expanded ‘to five with in-.
‘recent: TOA parley|in New. Or- ‘tween $20,000 and $30,000. :
Nov. 10—“Girl
with
Golden
Eyes,”
France, J. Albicocco.
“clusion. of British filmmaker
+ ‘leans, and. did so‘ via board. :chair-|. Boxoffice-supported. ‘fest .charges
Nov. 11 (matinee)\—“The Exiles,” U. S.»
‘John ‘Halas and Russian film
“man: Trueman .Rembusch' and $2.50 a head -at 1,000-seat Metro.
‘Kent Mackenzie: “Of Stars and Men,
critic Kira Paramanova.
_
prexy Dick. Lochry.. From ‘high
|,“A ‘Taste of Honey,” scheduled.
US., John Hubley, and “The Glass Cage.”
| US. Antonio Santellan
‘TOA -souréés. present. at-:the con-. as English entry for second. night, | _
Other. jurors are American
Nov. 11——"Sampson,”” ‘Poland, Andrej
‘vention, it's understood the Indi-. has. been withdrawn because -pro-| importer Arthur Mayer, direc-.
Wajda, and “Description of the Struggle,”
fine. came ‘to. no decision at. the ducer’s contract: includes clause
tor Josef: von’ Sternberg: and ‘| Israel, C. Marker.
me
giving legit. play. of same title clearIndian director Tapan Sinha. |
Nov. 12 (matinee)—“Animas Trujano,”
Mexico,. Ismael Rodriguez. |
Both Rembusch- and Lochry: have ance over film in: U.S.. ‘Substituted |.
Total of 22 feature °films
Nov.
13—“Happiness
of Us Alone,”’
maintained- ‘silence as-to .recom- ‘British entry - ig.“ Never ‘Let. Go,”’; . from. 19 tations will be shown
|.Japan, Z. Matsuyama.
.Mendation they. will_make: to ‘the. drama with Richard Todd. and. Peter
at. fest; which ‘Tuns: through
Nov. 14
hast of Mrs. Cheney.” Gder“ Indiana. meeting.
: "Sellers,
‘Nov. 14. . } many, F.SI,W.

Acad’s Bard Retrospective
]

.

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
“Shakespeare on Film” will be
a new series of films to be screened
for its membership by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sci-

ences,
to
follow
the _ earlier
“Charles Dickens on Film" and
“Tribute to Ernest Hemingway.”
New
program
will encompass
three pix based on the Bard’s
works,
launching
with
Metro’s.
1936.“Romeo and Juliet’,.on Nov.
5. Follow-ups will be J. Arthur
Rank’s “Henry V,” Nov. 19, and
Rank’s “Hamict, ” Dee. 3.
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.
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.
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@ There is a group of men and women whe are’ very important

indeed to the producer of any film—namely the amusement
editors of America’s 1,800-odd dailies.

they do for your. picture?

Whdt, in brief, will

There-may be no simplified

answer, but one thing is surely true, their actions will be

“conditioned reflexes” to their impressions. And you can
influence their impressions in @ simple, direct, untricky way
by putting your picture and yourself before them in.

ETY
@ Remember always that you compete for amusement editor
interest and attention. with other entertainment

media—

television, plays, concerts, ballet,. niteries and-so on.

returning to Hollywood

Upon

recently one traveller told you

bluntly that in so routine (seeming) a matter as your studio
publicity stills you (producers as a group) were lagging badly

behind televisicn.

‘@ Remember, as a corollary of the above, that amusement
editors rely overwhelmingly for. story-angles,

trade low-

down, ideas and, frequently, actual point-of-view upon this
weekly.
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nine-day 15th week,
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). |$8,500.
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$3,000. /990: $1 49-°1.45:_“Truth” Indio),

“BRO ADW AY
the ‘club ‘membership ‘cards .
the
-Par amount
(Continued from page 9%
,
Last week,. “Lavender Hill Mob". ;
_ Circuit theatres. Some of the own- |.$11,500 after $13,000 for eighth
houses ,
(Indier and “Tight Little “Island” | Stanton (SW! (1,483;" 99-$1.80)— ;-ers of these’ non-MAC
eek. Stays indef.’
;
“Gone -With,.:Wind" (M-Gr (reis-: strongly resented -the considerably | wee
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(ndier (reissites', $2,200.
sue! ‘Slow -$6,000.. Last week, | reduced admissions for oldsters
“Bri Re: ‘To- Sun” {M- Gi (30 Wk), when they: ‘made their initial ap“BALTIMORE
2 $7,000.”
pearance.. =
(Continued from. page. 8).
. Studio’ (Goldberg): 483: -99-$1: 801.|:: Circuit, originated the old folks’ to hit nice Nae000 after $10,500 for
_ Trinian’s= Shapes warm in same | —“Male and Female” (Indie)- and |club idea” for: “the. ‘entire ‘nation
“Soho
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‘at the Five West...
“1 $8,500. : Strong $6.000. Last week, Cities’ club; whose :members nov +$1.80I—“Call Me Genius” (Cont)
Estimates for This Week
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Louis,

Oct. 31.

No new pictures are being
|need.to fork: out :only.50¢ for’ ad-. ended Sunday (29) was moderate! launched
this round here, but hiz

‘Trans-Lus. “(T-L) (500: '99-$1. 80: |mission ‘to’ any. of the Minneapolis

lisholding fairly well via extendeds
die! (2d ‘wk. -Slow $I, 100. “Last 75 “Loss of Innocence” (Col). (2d or St; Paul theatres, be they MAC $6, 000 after $7,000 for opener.
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|
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.
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|
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in
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after j
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*
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‘Arthur’

for second $1.25'—“Double

1,000;
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“Wateh
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“Frantic” (Times). “Slow $1, 200., $i -50)—“Devil at 4 O'Clock” (Col) week, $3,600.
(WB) comes in’ on Noy. 15, day-; Your Stern” iMagnia: ‘8d Wk),
Last week. “White Slavery’ (In- (2d. wk). _ Bright $15, 000. Last
$2,000.
-Orpheum (Evergreen) A, 536:. $1- dating with Warner.
die). and “Pagan Island” (Indie), week, $21, 500.
World (Perfecto) (390; 90-$1.50}; St. Louis (Arthur) (3,900; 75-90)
$1.-49)-—“Hustler” (20th) and “Pur-}
Again”
(UA:
and
$3,500: --Beverly (State) - (1,150: - 90-§2)— ple “Hills” (20th). Fancy $9, 000 or —“Wild for Kicks”. (Times) (2d;——“Goodbye
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who handled them. for MCA.

| ward this end. SAG
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we live more comfortably than

Oct. 31.

Old Fine Arts Theatre has come

Shaun

Continued. from page. 3 Se
date of termination j role of employer and agent simul-.
will be automatically cancelled. .
taneously. .As a resulf, the Guild,.
- It’s expected that many actors early. in October, announced that
will. remain with the sub-agents it would seek the ternination. of

‘| actors

we do with moral seriousness.”

Harling Sounds

To- such divers.

Immediately theres.

has agreed to: after, the agreement. with MCA was ©

issue a- franchise to any MCA

sub-

agent who elects to. become.a fran-

negotiated.”
Inking

of

——
the

agreement.

is

chised agent. The belief is, how-. viewed by SAG as.a “fair and.
ever, that many of these will latch equitable” resolution of.a-problem.
onto established agencies, bringing. that “wil utlimately result in: the.

cf private mesiews for tilm row! full circle. Opened 25 years ago
itheir clients with them.
feik Pius press, raciG, television, by George Kraska. now expioitabest interest: on the membership.
Lew R. Wasserman, MCA prewy, ‘of the Guild. and the industry. as a
churchmen.
educators,
civic
and tion chief of Joe E.: Levine's Boston based Embassy Pictures Corp.,
declined tq comment on. which whole.”
Public dignitaries.
path the company
would
take,
as the first art house in Boston,
Benetit
performance
has been
it has been reopened by James
{other than to declare: “The coneet Nov. 33. with the Baptist Metract speaks for itself.” This could
Valmos and Stephen Prentoulis,
m6rial Hospital Auxiliary taking
mean that MCA would continue to
both of New York City, as an arter.
ever
the house.
Other henefits
rep talent in other fields as the
Theatre is an upstairs house with
v3H be for the Kester Foundation
contract applies only to the more
a
balcony
in
the
tormer
Loew’s
fer Handicapped Chi.dren Nov. 15.
than 500 actors currently under
State
Theatre.
ane the Liberty
Mo
Methtodist.
the talent agency's aegis.
MCA
The 385-seat house has heen
Chuich Nov. 16. First time in recent '
reps more than 200 writers,’
renovated; new screen, new marTeemory that a film epening has
Having. tried other tacks,. Philip |100 tv and: film directors as well | Spyros P. Skouras, .20th-Fox.
hed a three-way bencfit in first quee; coffee is served to patrons
exhibition's
anti-toll |as producers, composers and other prexy,, was honored by. the Asso-"
‘in the lounge; admission price, is : Harling,
week.
ciated .Motion. Picture Advertisers.
. $1;
and the house is open evenings . spearhead, is now. striking an im- | talents.
Cireuit staff alsa is putting some
with matinees only on Saturdays -ploring tone. This is specifically
Surrender by MCA. which owns for his “outstanding services to the
‘motion
picture
industry” ata
emphasis en budding journalists, > and Sundays. Policy is that of art for the benefit of Tom
O'Neil, Revue Productions, only confirmed
Frosting high school editors at a
, the Phonevision topkick via
1a par- {the belief that the company had luncheon Thursday (27). In. New
films and classics and grind.
York.
a
oo
ve
Tuftet dinner on “Schol:stie Press
and aligned jiong seen the handwriting on the
The house is unique, the only, ent RKO. General.

For-Own-Good’

MP.Ad en Laurel

~ Spyros Skouras

| Warning to O'Neil)

Day.” Journslism

teachers also are ‘ one in the city that has an upstairs with Zenithin the projected Hart- wat! and had already made up its + In accepting the award, Skouras
field will
upstairs. The theatre entrance is, ford paysee test now in the courts.; mind not to fight. the inevitable emphasized the nced for producers |
then will
and admen to work together from
a flight of stairs with a box office ! . Harling is solicitous—he wants | split in its operation.
and these
{the inception of every picture right.
” Indications-at the foot. Upstairs there is a. O'Neil to call it off for. his |
Hollywood
its finai release. This com; theatre with a balcony, another corporate good. Coinbox tele, he
This was borne out by MC4's- through
fer judging.
‘bination of the producer’s shew-.
‘states, is too “hazardous” te pro-!yillingness to
sign
‘hi
upstairs.
manship
and the adman's salesmanEd Ednuster, Metro field exploimote, vide the $2,000.000-plus Par- ; waived. any so-called pevored ta
teer, is currentiy working on the
Telemeter deficit to date in Tor! tions”
position; such
as. other ship “must bring more people to
the
movies
and strengthen the infilm here with Bod Goodtriend.
onto. Instead, O'Neil is’ advised ‘agents being granted: more favor=
Durwood exploiteer, and other cirto. revive the liquidated RKO film: able te rms by SAG
|
not affecting dustry,” Skouras asserted,
cuit execs. House closed Oct. 30Other. awards went to Metro for
production. banner. As addressed MCA or Revu e.
Nov 5 to make equipment changes
-MCA’s contract with SAG, which “achievements during the last four —
Hollywood,
Oct. 31.
: before Connecticut exhibs in New|
to Tim.
Haven yesterday (Tues.), Harling
!provides for termination of the years.” Columbia “for the. greatest.
Buena
Vista’s
1962 releasing:
-promises O'Neil an exhibition bear |waiver of guild agency regulations, sustained flow of pictures this slate will include five new. films! hug if “you should decide to-come : also provides that:
.
, year,” Robert Selig, exec veep of
one reissue, “Pinocchio,” it. back” to ‘the industry. The RKO,’ “MCA, Revue, or either
: and
of them, National, Theatres & : Television,
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at windup
of a -exee is wooed with assurances all‘ may acquire without limi
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four-day national sales conclave will be forgotten and. forgiven if percentage or amount, the. stacks, preatest .contribution: to the in-
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Lancaster Daily
Plays Up ‘Kings’,

at the studios here over the weekend.
Lead-off

he obliges. ©
#larling’s warning

bonds and securities, or- any of dustry in-the past year,’ and Walt
of financial .them) of any motion picture com- Disney, as the: “showman .of the

a
:
companies listed on. any, year.
Vet industryite. “Arthur. Mayer set to go into the prophecy—the difference now be- ‘recognized stock. exchange; proMusic
Hall
in
mid-December
and
ing that he's fortified with the !vided, however, that if MCA or Re- served as toastmaster, while new
“King of Kings” ‘Metro) got a.
500
Christmas ; Telemeter mathematics. Or as. he:vue, or any of their affiliated .or. AMPA prexy Al. Floersheimer premost unusual, hack-paze review dn which. will have
Intelligencer
Journal.
morning ; bookings, largest in history of the ; uts it, the handwriting is “plain- ‘subsidiary companies, either sing- |sided.. Skouras accepted the award
daily here. last Wednesday 125),: company, according to president, ly. visible—not on the wall but on ly or in combination, acquires or. for the absent Disney. i paper in red ink.”
,
acquire in excess of 50° of the;
fi'lowing press preview of the film i Irving. Ludwig.
voting stockof any such company,
in Boxd Theatre, Philly.
} Other four include “Moon Pilot,” ;
SAG
shall be given prompt writ-.
Voyage,”
“Big Red”
and
Intell’s
entertainment
ed. Jo- ‘“Bon
ten notice toa such effect, and the
seph ‘F. Kingston, moved the re-! “Castawa)s.” latter with Maurice
“Wah
f.
*.7, Ne. )?
agency
franchise of MCA shall be’
view out of usual slot on amuse-: Chevalier and Hayley Mills and
deemed automatically surrendered
ments pace and ever used a one-: projected for the 1962 year-end
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feature will be “Babes °failureis a replay of the gloomy -pany.or

_,in Toyland,”
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execs
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managers

attended

of whom
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Indiana exhibs, taking off from.
30 days after the date of acquisi|the COMPO and: Marcus pull-toParis, Oct. 24 |, tion.
gether.schemes.
have evolved their.
“If
MCA
does
not
surrender
its
Veteran director Clarence Brown it franchise by the end of the transi- own so-called “Hoosier Plan” on -

by: this..time’ probably

is. back at

Keason was. of course. intense: for ‘their home
bases over
the -his summer home in Palm Springs. ‘tion period, MCA and Revue must.
divest .themselves of all such
interest in all religioso pix among . weekend.
i Before he left Paris he was being! stocks, bonds and securities which
Lencaster
County
readers—hunLocal exhibs and. several visit-‘ honored by Cinematheque Fran-| ahey are not permittedto own un-

statewide level, utilizing. initially
Columbia’s “‘Devil at 4.O’Clock.”

showings.
“Kings” won't be
easter itself for some

will work .73. theatres throaghout.
the state, backed’ hy heavy ‘co-.
operative ad.-outliays.-. Normally,

Pie kicked off today ‘(Wed.):in. In-:
dianapolis...
ot
dreds ct whom already have re-‘ing from out of town were invited jcaise, the government
- subsidized’ ,der the SAG agency. regulations as|
Over a fortnight. some 40 prints
rerved cucats for the Philadelphia t9°one or more sales seshes, but! fjlm museum, with a reception and \they are not permitted to own un-

'none viewed any of the new pro-!a showing of many of his outstand- sition period within 30. days after
around Len- ? duct, according to Ludwig. “Big;ing pictures.
Interestingly,
many
}
‘the end of the transition period.”
time. in gen-: Red”
were j of this country's “new wave” direcand
“Moon
Pilot’
?;
Prevalent feeling that MCA
éral release playoff.
‘ shown
to managers, and.-several{tors dropped in to join in the
Review coneentrated on possible -exhibs already had seen “Babes” |salute.
will shed agency is bolstered .by last year’s fmancial report
Gebatable points in film from !o-: in their local areas prior to coming
Brown, who retired three years
which showed that the com-.
cal viewers’ widely varied stand- _to Hollywood.
Locally, “Babes” |ago after 40 years as a filmmaker,
pany reaped 87°o of all its |
points';
conceded
that
Samuel
opens
multiple
engagements ; Of pefore. sailing. back to the States
revenues
from Revue. Gross
Bronston should have an “Oscar,” ,'National Theatres & Television
Garba
Greta
‘saw two: of his early
income from tv film and stuat least for bravery. and wound up circuit Xmas week.
productions unreeled.. These were
dio rentals Was $57,593,078,
—efter recommending a personal:
“Flesh and the Devil” (1926). and
while
agency commissions
louk-see:
“Anna Karenina’ (1934).
_
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atre Owners.of Indiana. - Key figMCA assets have been computed” ures‘ who: mapped it include Rex
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by
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were

it's figured a pic plays Indiana on.
an. average
exhib
budget
of

around $4.000, but the. showmen
‘this time have earmarked close to

$74,068,548
with
a- working Carr ‘and ‘Mare Wolf of the W&Y
capital of $15,368.140.
.
. ‘eircuit,. Robert Jones of Affiliated
The MCA
agreement was the ‘Theatres, and Spyro Pappas of the.
Both
Graham
and
Sheen
are
Trans-Texas Theatres is one of
first reached since the actors be-' Alliance chain. ‘Print advertising.
sindicated regulars in Intell and. the first circuits in this country to “Letty Lynton” (1933), “Conquest”. |gan negotiations with the. Artists. for the ‘promotion bears a seal init< evening contemporary. Lancas- ! offer a motion picture guarantee (1836), “The Rains Came” (1940) |Managers Guild..
SAG's. next big ‘dicating exhibs believe the pie has
iticketback pass- The plan is in and “Intruderin the Dust” (1951). talent agency target is Charles K. ‘entertainment. value for the entire...
ter New Era.
in nine of the circuit’s 11
g effect
While his permanent residence Feldman's Famous Artists, second: family. Partly, this is to buttress:
'
i theatres in six Texas cities.
is California, Brewn spends his only to MCA as an agent-producer. in the public mind the notion Inexhibs
support uplifting:
Guild: explained its. position on diana
! The pass will be given to pa- ‘summers abroad.
trons who do not enjoy a picture
cinematics. as against -adult-theme' .
waivers as follows:
7 being
shown on one of the circuit’s
*.
oe
“The MCA
wairer was first product. «.screens and will be honored Mon| granted in 1952. Under the Agency
To: hear the Hoosiers, a lotis
day through Thursday, with the’
‘Regulations,
agents
are
prohibited
riding
on
the
plan.
The
reports
Peckelelier Center « Ci ¢-4600
exception of holidays and road- Wants Ozoners Near Poughkeepsie ‘from engaging in production unless have statewide biz very offish, with
AUDREY HEPBURN
and Fayetteville, N.C.
show engagements. The Fine Arts
a waiver is granted. The state of Saturday
nights: “gone to pot.”
Theatre here will be excluded as
the industry in 1952 was such that ‘That’s
in’ reference ‘to current
“Washington, Oct. 31.
will the Capri in Dallas and the.
the Guild granted waivers to MCA:
quality feaAinerican
Broadcasting - Par- and, thereafier, to several other NBC-TY . primetime
one
in
El
Paso,
both
of
the
latter
' Directed byBlake Edwards -A
Jurow-She:
tures, whichis raising exhib. voices:
amount Theatres’ is seeking ac-.
4 Paramouat Releeses 1 TECHNICOLOR

will draw from ‘King of Kings’; we
guarantee, however, that it will
make you think.”

Dallas,

Oct.

31..

excs

Signal

Tower’

(1920), at

“Smeuldering Fires” (1924), “Kiki”
(1925), “A
Woman.
of Affairs”
11929),
“Anna
Christie”
(1930),

AB-PT ASKS OKAY

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—

On Siege. “WINGS OF GLORY—Cale

“The

are being converted to show Cine-.
agents.ta encourage the growth. of
j quisition of two drive-in theatres ‘a TV film industry and the em-. to new. levels: of testiness.
rama.
—one. near .Poughkeepsie, .N.Y, ployment opportunities of motion |
and the other ‘near Fayetteville, picture actors.
N.C...
,
“At that time, in
i spite of the:
Justice ‘Dept. revealed AB-PT enormous economic impact of tele-:
‘| had formally requested . Federal vision on the theatrical boxoffice,
Goldwyn won’t come to the
District Court (New York). okay -@ large segment of the industry.
| for the buys in aceord with the was determined to resist the new:
mountain,
forget it!”
“Paramount
decree
binding
ths medium, Under the terms of the]:
wawer, TV production increased.
The -Poughkeepsie ozoner, te substantially and our purpose was
cone
9-G, has a capacity of 650 cars and fully achieved.
‘BRITISH EDUC SECYS ©

Big Wilson says, “If Sam |

IT'S A FACT: FIL ®
BONDED

BONDED can provide air
ditloned and humicified storage
facilitles to meet your most exactIng film and tape storage requires

NEW YORK

ments.

A Division of |

is located on Route 9G outside the

LOS ANGELES
NOVO INDUSTRIAL

CORP,

“MCA itoas aware that the waiver.)

Imported Direct. from England

New York city.. It has just been was not perpetual; and the Guild, }.
“Never have 1 seén such
completed and.has not yet. been in spite of MICA’s adherence to. all |};
outstanding girls” .. 3 ‘In operation. The North Carolina the terms and ccnditions of the
ALSO AMERICAN EDUCATED
drive-in goes under the name of waiver, recognized that renewal of
Swbd, Secys, Bkprs, Gals Fri,.
:
Recepts,
Typ’s, -Ciks,. Mate & Fe
the Boulevard and can hold 580 ‘the wairer under present: cireumautos.It has been in operation for stances could open the doors to any | Lo. 4-1746 — MAXWELL AGY.

some time. “"' °

and all applicants to ‘play the ‘duat

|

m

3 Ofcé: JO E. 81; 130.W. 42; 2 John St.

|
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‘firs.and$5Mins.FromBway |§B0-V'SUMIQUE [Howard K.Smith Ends (BS Te
.

RERUN FORMULA! Policy Row: Schoenbrun Successor?

Those actors. who used to. depend on live television appear-:
ances for a living- Have found theniselves a home. at. Hallywood’s: -

‘telefilm .‘studios..- At Metro-TV alone, the. list’ -of thesps. from
-the “hve school’ ‘making. guest star’ and featured appearances in.
just two. shows; “Cain's Hundred” and “Dr,. Kildare,” expands’
“weekly.
By GEORGE ROSEN
“Cain's Hundred” stars ‘Mark. Richman, whose’ principal cred-: a]
ABC-TV’ Ss acquisition. of “Wagon
its have: been: Broadway and _ “live” (two “Play of: the. Week”
Train” for: next season—new enand’ has:: ‘guest--starred. or: featured Martin, Gabel.,- Ed °
Stints),
‘|tries plus 189 hour reruns—may
Begley, Phyllis Love, Edward Andrews, Philip Bourneuf,. Philip
| well. bring. in its. wake one of the
Pat Hingle, Chloris . -}more'
Abbott,’ Will) Kuluva, ‘Robert Ellenstein,
footnotes to -tv
Leachman, Telly Savalos, Alexander Scourby, Jack Kruschen’ and } programfascinating
scheduling. If Leonard.
Myron McCormick,: all within the first 13° shows,
7
Goldenson-Ollie Treyz & Ca.. find}
Kildare’s’ “Raymond Massey, ‘of. course, doubled between- films.
themselv es |tiding herd on a net_and‘-major livé appearanes, but there’s also been: such old “live’’: _p work full of “Wagon Trains,” with
‘reliables as Richard Kiley; William Shatner, Dick York,- Charles
viewers
treated
tog
episodics
- Bickford, Edward ‘Andrews, Susan ‘Pleshette, Cathleen . Nesbitt, - -| wherever. and whenev er they please ,
Edward Binns, Vaughn. Taylor, Kathleen Squire, Dick Foran. and. j—early evening, late night, and].
_even Jan Murray.
conceivably daytime—it's because
Same holds-true- to some extent on. the writer and director level. : of the. built-in economics attending
Scripters for “Kildare’’ have’ included Ernest Kinoy, Alvin. Boretz,
purchase
of the property from
and. Bruce Geller, while “Cain’s’ Hundred": has employed. Eliot
MCA.

Asinoff, George Bellak and Mel Goldbérg.- Directors ° include Buzz :
Oddly: enough, it's the likeliKulik, who's: worked ‘both shows, Elliot. Silverstein, John’ Peyser, “| hood of “Wagon Train” reruns acLamont Johnsen and Herb Hirscharan, ‘who doubles. as:5 producer
‘quiring a daytime berth: (with many
of. “Kildare. "
‘}not unmindful: of its inherent apAnd_ that's just the. Metro. ‘list,
, ‘peal | as something approaching a

-western soap opera) that
could
|send ABC at long last off and run‘{ning in the daytime sweepstakes—
a feat that’s ‘been an uphill and
'|frequentiy frustrating struggle for
the: past four years.

CBS Incentive CompensationPlan
Looks Like a Violation tothe FCC)
+
a
Washington, ‘Oct. 31.
With the. option time issue about ;
to. come to.a head, Federal .Com- munications Commission moved ‘to
’ geal -off a. Possible. ‘escape route

:For- ‘the privilege of. replaying |
the old “Wagon
Trains.” ABC!
| paid MCA-Revue between $8,000,000 and $10,000.000, a figure hardly
considered out of line in the light
.{of NBC's purchase of the Danny

WNTARADIO SOLD
“TO BERGEN B’CASTING:
“Bergen Broadcasting and Bergen:

~~?

By MURRAY

Sauna Or Later
San Francisco, Oct 31.
Is it out of the frying pan

and into the fire?
‘At least

two

former

Frisco

the-air

radio execs, with a total of
38 years in radio under their

opinions.

Smith's exit also leaves the question begging of what is personal

belts, doen't think so—they’ve
both. gone
into tthe sauna
{Finnish bath? business in the
last couple of months.

editoriauzing and what is analytical reporting.
Bowout
of CBS
News’.
chief
correspondent
and
general manger of the Washington
office represents another blow to
C€S8S" news image.

Henry Untermeyer, who had
24 years with CBS and Gordon McLendon’s KABL, has
just
become
national
sales:

manager of
Viking - Corp.,
which sells sauna stoves.

HOROWITZ

Exiting of Howard K. Smith as
CBS’
chief
Washington
correspondent climaxes a running haitie
between Smith and network bra:
over Smith's right to render or-

Among

those reported as a pos-

replacement for Smith
is
David Schoenbrun, web's veteran
Paris bureau chief, currently in
N.Y. working on a “CBS Reports”
show. Spokesman
for rival -network, NBC acknowledged that the
web
has had some
exploratury
talks about hiring Smith.
Behind the one paragraph slatement issued Monday
(30), there
was a feud between Smith and
the network news brass which almost reached breaking point last
spring during Smith’s coverage of
the tense Birmingham racial situa®

| sible

And Bill Nichols, who had
14 years with the Bartelis’
KYA and Don Lee’s KFRC, is
now sales manager for Finnsauna,
Inec., which
manu-

factures sauna stoves.

Untouchables,
Other ABC Shows:
In Client Trouble

tion.

Monday's

one

paragraph

state-

ment said: “CBS News and Howard

iK. Smith announced that their rela. ; Thomas half-hour reruns for day-|
tions are being terminated because
‘time for .$7,000.000 -and ‘approxi- |
if the .practice “is _thumbed-down.|
Because
of the unexpectedly'ivf a difference in interpretation
mately the same. amount for the! slow rating start this season on, ‘of CBS News policy.”
It wrote CBS ‘that the much-touted|
“Incernitive’. Compensation
Plan” FM Inc., subsidiaries of Communi- Loretta’ Young. daytime reruns. (In} many of its participating hour; The Birmingham situation last
looks like-a violation of the Com: ations ‘Industries Corp. (Golden |‘addition. to the “Wagon Train” iand regular half-hour programs, |spring. which illustrates the feud
oldies; ABC will install the new i
between
Smith
and CBS News
mission rule’ against affiliation: exCircle’ group), have contracted to; episodes on ‘Wednesday evenings, : ABC-TV is up against a series of| prexy Richard Salant and CBS
clusivity.
all stemming:
events
| buy WNTA-AM-FM, northern:New perpetuating .the 7:30-8:30 .con-; ‘unsettling
News
v.p.
Blair
Clark
ran along
i
By so. holding, it would: appear ‘Jersey outlet, from National Tele-. ‘tinuity. bo
{, from ‘Madiscn Ave.
It’s understood
that at least: these lines. according to those in
that: little if any ‘doubt, -remains: film ‘Assoc.’s.
“However,
it's
the
economics
sur.
‘the
know.
Smith
did
a
web
tv spethree ‘sponsors
on two veteran,
- about the fate of. -time. optioning:
Deal was’ made. by Lazar ‘Eman- rounding - the “Wagon. Train” re-‘ ‘hour telefilm stanzas carried on: : cial, titled “Who Speaks for Biritself, although reply comments
uel,
prexy
of
the
Jersey
firms,
and
runs.that
forces:
ABC
into
imagina-|
aBc-TV
mingham?”
What
was
desectibed
selloffs. ,
are
seeking
and. oral arguments on the. issie
NTA: president and chairman Leon- |
American :as his editorial comment on, the
Participating
sponsor
‘are still to.come. The-.Commisard. ‘Davis via’ “Edwin ‘Tornberg
Chicle on the Wednesday “Naked : tag end of the tv special was ‘Cension’s action. against the’.
CBS brokery. ‘No ‘purchase price was |’
| City” is looking for relief. Ditto-;sored by the web brass. Soon after,
sgeheme was.-made with six. Comgiven, ‘but an official of .CIC. said}.
—and this one may constitute. the- on his May 21 Sunday night CBS .
missioners: ‘participating (Freder-, it Was considerably’ in -excess -of.|:
Radio show. Smith- made no hones
(Arbitrons; Oct. 22-29)
‘shocker of the season—Beecham
ick Ford. was absent: and’ no. dis- $1, 500 000... Besides Emanuel, offi_ Wagon Train (NBC) .... 28.8
and J. B. Williams, who are now about how he felt ahout the racial
sents listed.
-cers of. the CIC are Blair. Walliser,
situation
in Birmingham. He ended
Perry.
Mason
(CBS?.....
27.9
‘in
ABC's
once
unassailable
“The
,
5!
The twa issues ‘are posed in: very. ‘board chairman and. secretary; Paul |
Bonanza (NBC) ......... 27.2
Untouchables." These two report- : his broadcast by saying “the basic
different forms.. technically. *The. Smallen, ‘exec ‘veepee and treasur-|
question soon may well be ‘do we
-.
Untouchables
(ABC)
...
24.3°
edly
want
relief
as
soon
as
they
‘option time: issue -will be decided er; and Charles. P. LeMieux. Jr., |.
: really deserve to win the Coid
Sing Along Mitch (NBC), 24.0
can get it
on the basis of-whether it is in the veepee. and general. sales. director.
Gunsmoke (CBBS) 12.0.2. 23.7
Bristol-Myers is known to want War?'” That, among other things,
public’ interest, and -accordingly, |’.
Andy ‘Griffith (CBS)... 23.4
out: of “Top Cat,” which makes ‘got on fhe air and CBS brass blew
whether the Commission rule per-} |
Red Skelton (CBS) .... 23.4
‘| another sponsor fetreat in the fate-_ a gasket.
mitting it should - be" retained or
Smith, in N.Y. on Monday, could
Joey Bishop (NBC) ..... 23.1
ful week past for ABC.
junked.
for
comment.
|
Ed Sullivan (CBS) ...... 23.0.
Last of the known rough situa- | not be reached
Fate. of the CBS. sliding. scale
Salant,
Clark and others at the net~. Dr. Kildare (NBC) ..... 230
{tions is that Whitehall Pharmacal :
plan- hingeS on :FCC’s determina:
Danny ‘Thomas (CBS) °. . 22.6
has left its position on “Calvin & work declined any cumment he-

Wason Train’‘No. 1

NBC CryingAll-

-‘tion that it--does or doesn't jibe|”
withthe’ anti-exclusivity. rule,: thus:
being a simpler proposition of rule

The Way toThe
Bank over ‘Train

the Colonel,” which like “Cat” is yond the one-paragraph statement.

‘a new ABC-TV animation series. It was as if the whole, vast CBS
\tive areas of triple-exposure plot-| Furthermore,
Lever
Bros.,
the ‘News operation, because of comiting...In. order to recoup on that ! other “Calvin” sponsor, has alleg- pany policy, was frozen to those

interpretation instead.‘of rule re- a
‘vision. But realistically they : are
kind of investment, it will be neces- | edly got a deal whereby it is | Official few words. Smith, too, aptwin. issues, and, :certainly’ .as_ al
|sary: for the network to run off|
!picking up fittle more than time : Parertly went along with the
tipoff to FCC sentiment, the’ move:
each of the 189 oldies three times. charges at the moment.
ifreeze.
against’ the -CBS.. plan” “aUBUTS HEY. - NBC-TV: ‘is likely. to cry (all. the. Only -through such a multiplicity
On the basis of a report frum
One of the major causes for the
way ‘ta the bank" over losing
‘for option time.
of
spreads
(encompassing
a
twice-!
last week,
Varikty
packup and walkout going on at: Washington
“Wagon Train.”° The :189 repeat
Commission: dispatched :letters episodes - of” the -hourlong series a-week 11:15 late’ nite berth and ; ABC is fhe nature of the tv beast. :: checked Salant. The report haa it
to CBS and. some’ 40 affiliates, sold to ABC-TV: (for .$8-10,000,000 |‘cross-the-board daytime exposure| Sponsors
buy
the
participating | that Smith was in trouble with
which ‘have agreed to. go. along| on .a- two-year. contract) are half. for the housewife) canit turn the programs (the hur slots that the |
(Continued on page 60)
trick.
with the -Sliding : scale. plan, - _in- owned by NBC-TY.
networks sell to more than four |
~~
And
it
could:
prove
out
the
neatsponsors
a
season),
that
give
the
|
(Continued
‘ontinued on
on page 60)
6
NBC. is’ entitled to 50% of all }
‘I the protits on the. first
189, “est trick of the tv year, particu-. highest share and rating. Since!
“Trains,” “which. after residual pay- larly in. giving ABC a firm foothold these participation buys are all
shortterm. deals,
the
‘ments to.:‘actors, et al., are made, on the daytime picture. For along relatively

NBC-TY Malling
Daytime Revamp

-:{ should leave NBC with-a return of. with. “Wagon Train,” Treyz has an. sponsors can shift on short notice
‘| almost unprecedented ‘investment |{from one show to another or from
| upwards ‘of. $3,000.000.
tied up in ex-nighttime click en- |a network with lower participating
‘By way. of recent history,, NBC-:

NBC-TV ‘this week planned:-a
‘shakeup of part-of its daytimeé-sked.
One
stanza
will
definitely. be
dropped in January, ‘a second move.
is. being considered. for the. same
. time and a third show is also shaky,

but nothing: anyw: here ‘near definite
thas been decided about. its future. |
“Five
Daughters. ”."
a. soaper
‘ereated by NBC, is going to:replace
“From ‘These Roots,”” which :has
been hanging’ on by its teeth in the
3:30 to 4 p.m. strip fora ‘long ‘tiime..
. Under consideration: ‘by the web is

‘the decision ‘to move Art :Stark’s
ew paneler. “First. Impressions”
‘into the.12 (noon). te 12:30 anchorage vice “Truth or Consequences,”

and move “Consequenves” to 12:30,
; thereby cancelling "It" Could’ Be
You.”

:

“Here's “Holly wood. Mars relatively
-recent addition to ‘the generally.
‘stable NBC-TV daytime. lineup, is
still a bit shaky- in- the. web’s eyes,

»-but whether ‘it is. to. be changed
~also has ‘not: heen decided.

TV says. it was: offered. essentially.
the ‘same: deal by MCA; the packager, that ABC-TV ultimately ac-.
tepted. Terms’made to NBC. early

Calvin’ Breed’
Face ABC Shifts

triés (from other webs), all set for ! show ratings to a netork with:
’62. This includes a longterm deal!higher participating show ratings. | ABC-TV is contemplating some
for the whole backlog on. “Father
major prime time shifts within the
Knows Best” (acquired at some $5,next couple of months to bolster

John F. Day Heads To

000,000); Tennessee Ernie -Ford in
the waning rating picture in the
last September (while. prexy Bob
a new ‘live half-hour’ cross-the°61-"62 season. By today ‘Wed.)
Kintner was in Eur ope were nearly |
{board entry (at. a $2,000,000 comthe decisions should actually he
$10,000,000 for two years of: new. ‘mitment) and over 100.Jane Wyman |}
made.
“Wagon Train” product and $10,-:
‘repeats (another $1.000 000.)
Former CBS news veepee John , First off, plan now is to drop
000 ,000-rlus-a-few -cents
for
the.
‘Thus .ABC, after repeated but:F.
- Day reportedly ‘will soon be} “Calvin & the Colonel” from its
189. ‘repeats. First. NBC delayed a
! 8:30 Tuesday night slotting, but,
decision until -Kintner . returned fruitless efforts to. embrace... the; i:joining Time-Life Broadcasting.
‘housewife
with
telling
impact,
finds
:
ahd -rejected
the deal on- _ the
Day, who has been exec veepee |because the half-hour weekly anigrounds fhat it required. at least itself for the first time in a posi-' o¢ Pacifica Foundation’ and. gen-: mated stanza is so expensive, probthree plays of each. repeat: with-. tion to. do what CBS accomplished ;era] manager ‘of. WBAI-FM, New ;ably move it to another'night, mayin the two years. in order to. ade- 1 so. successfully with the “I Love! York, since leaving the network, ;ibe early Saturday evening.
This one move alone suggest9
quately” amortize ‘the product and, ‘Lucy”- “December Bride”-“Million- jis expected to. go to London for
is ' the Time organization.
‘this, felt NBC. would -have forced aire” reruns. and what NBC
iseveral others: “New Breed” wil!
in all likelihood be shifted from
the ‘web. into a six-times- a-week ‘presently achieving with the Danny |

Tinie-Life B’casting

Thomas and Loretta Young reruns.
its current 9 p.m. starting time on
saturation deal.
Tuesdays back to where “Calvin”.
Mel Spiegel to NBC
rerun:
‘NBC execs say there }is no raricor “Not that. the daytime
-whatsoever toward, MCA; the web ‘formula is new.to ABC, It's tried |: Mel Spiege.. recently a CBS Ra- | now holds forth. Idea is—and it
says -it refused. the | deal, ‘thereby | it. with more or less indifferent dio flack, is joining NBC as senior seems to have sponsor supporit—
Gale. Storm,
Bob ‘eolumn
freeing MCA of any “moral respon- ‘results’ with
editor in the network's to give “Breed,” which seems to
be popular among the relatively
‘sibility. One. thing, . . though, :that Cummings: and “Restless Gun.” It’s press department.
who've seen it, a
‘did surprise some. NBC. exets, was simply a case where the product
Spiegel, who'll report ‘to press. few viewers
chance to beat NBC-TV's “Dick
that ‘they expected: an. answer from is better; where a “Wagon Train” boss Ellis Moore, will handle NBC
Powell
Show”
to
the
punch.
the packager on.:their counter- could do: the job “Restless Gun” ‘news and public affairs programs,
anthology
series
atso
offer,. which was ‘not ‘made: when couldn’t; where a: “Father Knows replacing Mort Hochstein, who a Powell’s
they’ first: heard some. 11 days ago ‘Best” is an infinitely©superior | se- few weeks ago shifted directly into starts at 9 and has been beating
of the. ABC-MCA contract,
a
ries fo Gale Storm.
£ the NAC News.department, . ... bout “Breed.” soc. «
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Future Of BBC- TV Linked To Bid
J Remember ItWhen—
For 2d Channel In Servicing Globe |
By ROBERT W. SARNOFF
(Chairman. of the: Board, NBC):

By H. CARLETON GREENE
‘Director-General
London.

The BBO
fer

the

is criteful to Varrety

attention

paid

in’

these

of the British Bruadcasting

Whatever corporate image: it. may. present to the world at large in

Corp.)

| these image-conscious days, I must confess that the British Broad- ”
| offer in television, both for ma-., measure ‘of success.” If this ‘atti casting. Corp. conjures up in my mind a rather special and probably
:Jorities and minorities. We want, ltude were to prevail the outlook unique picture: a.line of smiling chorus girls’ prancing in the buff. This happy but startingly unconventional image goes back to my.
; among other things, to improve | would ‘be gloomy. All the technical
, the service of. programs
giving: advances which lie in the future | boyhood when I was a visitor ‘at the BBC ‘headquarters in Broadcasting:
‘ the background to the ‘news, . in- | —eolor television for every view- House. A. highlight of.the visit was a demonstration of a new television system known as the Baird process. The subject of these pic- ~
terpreting and explaining current jer, a satellite
communication—
events in a more intensive way| would be largely vitiated if they tures was a chorus line. Through an illusion: stemming, ‘as I. revall it,
than we have space for at present. ‘were to be pressed merely into from the scanning technique of the process,. all the. girls appeared ‘to. |
The service of news and current :the: pursuit of ever bigger. profits.. be dancing. without even the scanty castumes. of: their calling; .it was.

Juices te tie EBC Television Servme eR its 23th birthday and for
the eBE ortunity given to my coltecntes and my-ett to look forwilds as acl as backwards. Telealready
provide has!
I ‘do not in fact believe that
wision eeveigps so fast that it is: affairs we
ease te be concerned oniy
with’ been described recently as the best | profitability: will be allowed to be3. eciste plens A Silver Jubilee in’ the world: the times ‘we live |come-the only. measure of success
EIevitien
eemvenient moment for .in demand that we should not be ‘in British television.. The British
but should. make it. people now have experience of.
Pitsaing ed
looking further ahead. ‘complacent
; the advaiitages’ and disadvantages
Phe nature uf BBC Television is . still better.
The value of. our service to the jof the British brand of commercial.
Giesesy Enke@ to our need for a°
public
depends
on
the
fact,
and;
television. The published evidence
second caanuel, For too long the
EEC his been hampered by the recognition, of our independence. | ‘given to. the Pilkington: Committee
We
had
to
fight
to
establish
our
;
suggests
that this. experience hardlinits Gf a single netauork. Our
Television Service has inevitably ‘ independence for many years: it.ly makes far-sighted ‘and responis
now
a
recognized
feature
‘of
‘
:
sible
people
eager to see the conkeen less cemprehensive than we
weld
have wished. As a public British life. We are not the ser- :‘ trol of ‘television pass further into
vants
of
any
British
government.
:
the
hands
of
those whose guiding
cerporaticn
the BBC
broadcasts °
neither ter profit nor for any par- Any attempt. by the Government : precept-I have quoted.
to
interfere
with
the
independence
|.
I
am
confident’
that in. this
treular cause. political or commerciel Our am is to serve the pub- of the BBC would be strenuously ;Jubilee Year, the BBC Television
he. remenit.ering at all times that - resisted not only by the BBC but Service ‘can look forward to. a

the public is camposed of indi- ;in Parliament and by the’ public ; future of further expansion, greatviduais each with his own set of
'at Iarge. One can in fact be sure jer achievement, and. wider proviinterests which place him. some- that no such attempt would be 'sion for. the needs of. the public

times in a majority group, some-

made.

an

unheralded

and unintended. “first” in télevision—an_ electrqnic

strip-tease.
The thought of such a. picture coursing over BBC. cables. may ‘end.
a tremor through the
Commonwealth, and admittedly ‘it is hardly|
typical of BBC fare;- but: for me it ‘has always Served: as a private symbol and reminder that the BBC is not at all what itseems, especially
to -Americans.
Too. many of us regard the BBC. as a government agency. ‘Not s0.

Too many

of us. think of it as embodying ‘the. slow, safe

manner of entrenched

bureaucracy;

actually,.it is alert,

atid stuffy

enterprising,

forward-looking and—against the challenge of. British’ commer cial teler
vision—a wily and vigorous competitor. .
I speak from experience-—the experience of | way - predecessors at.
NBC and my own, for NBC's association with the BBC* goes back to
the early days of radio and has grown and broadened -during’ the
‘television era. Our radio
but ‘the BBC inaugurated

network is one year older than the BBC,
its television service five years before our

WNBT—hnow WNBC-TV—became the first commercially licensed station on the air in this country. Throughout the years, our ties with
| the BBC have been cordial and rewarding: I know we _have. Jearned.
from them and.I hope they: can say. the same about us..

| whose servanis we are. With the’
It. was my privilege as a very. young man to meet John C: w. Reith
possibility -of trans-Atlantic satel(Lord . Reith), the first Director-General of the BBC, whose influence
lite communication only just over
on the shape and direction of the organization: has been lasting and
the horizon, we also leok forward
to still closer cooperation with profound.. His administration was responsible for -launehing ‘the: BBC's
our friends in the broadcasting television service. But .more important, I. think;.. was_his.. insistence
from the’ very start of broadcasting in Britain ‘that it..be free of
is the only ‘world: of the United States.
government control or ‘domination. Though it exists ‘under. royal

We are not the servants of any}
times in a minority group. This
aim can only be carried out if. our ‘stockholders. We ‘reject the attiservice is genuinely comprehen- tude of mind which underlies the
give. made up of programs which statement recently made by a leading figure in British commercial
appeal in their turn to majority

and minority tastes. In radio the
existence of three national networks. one of them with regional

‘ television: “Profitably

charter as a non-commercial

fulfill our aim with sucb thoroughness that no question of a national
chalienge to the BBC's position hasative.

In television.

however,

the

position is different. A single channel kas not provided the room we
need for comprehensiveness. We
have nut. I think. given way to
the tyranny of ratings but we have.
been unable to develop our service as we should
have wished,
cither te majorities or minorities.

The

introduction

enterprise, it has steered an independent

course dedicated. to. public service.The fact that until recently it enjoyed.:a moriopoly in television
broadcasting never has. been regarded. by ‘the BBC as a_ license to

BBC's Parade ofShows & Stars

Variations. has made it possible fo| $

‘| hold fast to the status quo. In’ fact its commitment.

Reads Like a Show Biz‘Who's Who
+ romt‘the US. Came ItsVeryBesti

to puhlic service

has led it to pursue technical per fection with a zeal that borders on:
fanaticism and secured for it. 4. reputation: for ‘innovation that is un-

.| surpassed.

HBy CECIL

ef a second

London.

For example, it began experimental colorcasting in’ 1956, and in 1958. it began regularly scheduled experimental Stereophonic
radio broadcasts.
Its most visible achievement from the. point of. view of:the AmerIean television .audience. was the development of a technique that
-|permits quick trans-Atlantic transmission of film via telephone cables. :
The BBC and the NBC. Television Network opened the era of. direct.
MADDEN+
trans-Atlantic newscasting en June 18,.1959,. the* day Queen Elizabeth -.
-ure: ‘My thoughts were all’ on the departed from Lordon. fer a tour of Canada:. That. day. American
jfuture.-.
viewers watched. newsfilm of the. Queen's. departure. while her jet
I confess ‘I was worried as I plane was still en route,
-climbed up to-my seat. in the first |. Since then the cables have ‘sped motion- ‘picture film of such events

Well, how did it happen?
The
BBC had been experimenting for
.some years on. low definition to
‘private recéivers.. But the time control room. Knowing all I have as. President Eisenhower's 1959- European * tour, Princess Margaret’s .
:had come to move up to high defi- learnt since,.I realize I used: too ‘wedding, the crash of a Sabena airliner: in Brussels and the Moscow |
inition and the Corporatien had many curtains and too. much light. homecoming of Cosmonaut Yuri Gargarin, and, in the other’ direction ©
then had: no -lens for the BBC audience: the Democratic and . Republican conventions,
made a decision to start a public The cameras
_tv service. No other existed in ‘changes, focusing as they dollied, Khrushchev’s table-thumping scene at the. UN, _ other special UN
,the world. The place was London with viewfinders showing the pic- broadcasts ‘and President Kennedy's inauguration. ; England), the Studios at’ Alexan- ture. upside down. The general ex-.
‘The. cable-film transmission, incidentally. is. the latest development.
dra Palace ‘better known as Ally citement carried the show. along at resulting from a cooperative agreement NEC; entered with the BBC.
a good pace. -In 40 years of show
well understood and has general| Pally), the date, 1936 ‘August?.
in 1954 for the exclusive exchange of news. film and use of facilities,
support thre.ghout the country..
Frankly the date should have business I have never. felt. satis- an agreement that has strengthened significantly. the world-wide news
operation of bath organizations.
.
Role In Peace & In War
i been November of that year ‘allow-. fied, but by the 20th performance
Public support for the BBC de- ‘ing for ample preparation, but to I might have been. IJ still have my | Throughout its distinguished history, the ‘BBC Television Service
rives from a general recogniiton| save the annual Radio Show ‘it was original script, signed by: all- the. has shown an awareness of the need to, temper: tradition with -transiBBC channel depends on the recQmumendations made in the report
of the
Broadcasting
Committee
now sitting under the chairmanship Cf Sir Harry Pilkington and
zfter that on the Gutcome of Parhhamentarx debate and Government
Gecisions about the future pattern
«f proadcasting
in the Lnited
Kingdom. “We are confident that
aur case for a second channel is

cf what we have achieved in peace ;Just jumped forward.
and in war. and in particular from j}emgaged

as

planner

artists and technical staff.
The. tion. It has been said of Lord Reith that the idea of a program
I was really latter
are almost all executvies to- service that was concerned with thé reaction of its audience was ‘alien.-

of. the’ new

day:
By November

_|-to him. ‘It was his view that the BBC would determine. what should: be on the air, and’ I am sure many ‘readers are familiar with. his:
offer in spite of the limitations of in radio and theatre. I was on the much, but on Nov. 2, 1936, the observation that British rddio owed its-eminence to “the brute force
a single service. The BBC has been ‘Spot and I offered to handle the service had: to be formalized with . of monopoly. ”
Yet it is a measure of the greatness of the BBC service. and its
able to produce programs in every job.
So as Producer. Director,
and ‘so. this is. the date successive management that they have always. displayed the flexibility
field wnich have been described, |there I was, the centrepiece of a speeches
we. are. hororing now - with our to. meet changing conditions.:The advent of commercial television in.
by Umted States critics among:; Grand scuffle with 2 inteday dead- celebrations. ;
Britamh brought fierce competition to. the BBC, and the BBC has
others, as among the best of their "fine to lead
us ali
into
the un-j;
proven itself worthy of the. challenge. Out ofits efforts, in my view,
The Haleyon Days.
kind !n the world. Those who ; known, untried world of pictures |
:
" London was’ at its greatest as. a has emerged an even better program service.
(quite wrongly: look upon the BBC _,in the home.
*
In this NBC has played no small ‘role, and it is gratifying to. me
&s a kind of State-backed educaThe Radio Exhibition
was ishow business centre in 1936-7-8
to know that a program service whose call letters. have: long .been
tional
network
have
been = sur-!crammed
with tv sets and soon and 9. Everyone hoped war might
Money
was
being ‘synonymous with care and quality. would seek: for its schedule such
prised
by the success of our light |there
were
30.000
enihusiastic be averted.
freely. in
night
life. NBC programs asthe Perry Como and. Dinah Shore shows, :“Laramie”
entertainment programs not only ;viewers.
BBC had built two. equal spent.
in Britain, but in competition with |sized, but. dissimilarly
arranged’ Three key cabarets were at the and “Dr. Kildare.” Many of our: Project XX: presentations are familiar
frograms produced by our Euro- studios and I had the added com- Grosvenor House ‘run by “MCA), | to. British viewers, the result of a: mutual first-refusal agreement. for
pean neighbors and in the United | plication of having to run the ini- the. Dorchester ' (run by Henry. documentary | productions, and so are Chet Huntley, David. Brinkley.
macs. Oe
a nakespearean ove (ual program
in each. Ste on = and the Trocadero (run ‘and. Frank McGee.
’ I must admit that my first allegiance. is to the commercial: system
“An Age of
Kings” was recognized
;alternate
days on. two
different by C. B...Cochran), with monthly
—not least in the United States | transmitting » system ‘Marconi-EMI changes of bills.
J engaged all of broadcasting. particularly in the light of America’s needs. and ‘its:
record
of achievement-in this country. Yet no tribute -to: the. BBC.
—as an outstanding landmark in land» Baird)
needing. con‘rasting ‘three for early: evening ‘as w ell as
need be in any sense a deprecation of commercial broadcasting nor..television
drama.
Our
remote: techniques. twice a day for 10 afternoon shows. and in this. way
need
it.
imply advocacy: of a different system in this. country, °
enthusiastically
entered |
broadcasts of sport are followed |days.
A run of 20 identical per- America
The fact is that the BBC has flowered in-uniquely British Commonryvery large audiene es who know |formances, was gales: or:
| our: picture.
The very first 1936
the

wide range

gramming

we

of television

have

heen

pro- [man 9 but I was

able

to

{man

with

the senior staff

produetion

experience

we

had

that

already

same

year,

acco plished

ey cin always
depend
on the
y first streke of
luck was in. tv Americans were: Buck and Bub- wealth soil; I doubt that it could take root as successfully arlywhere
else without this particular blend of political: tradition and.‘ social
of our camera crews |commissioning an instant song. Its bles, closely followed. by. Sophie
temper. This unique aspect of the BBC’s character invites our everand directors. and tend to prefer ‘title ‘“Here’s Looking
at ° in| Tucker.
sport uninterrupted hy commer- ‘struck an immediate chord in a| . Soon after came Joe E. _Brown, increasing admiration. I know that. aH _U.: S: broadcasters. join me
qials Finally, yf anvone doubts the :world used only to radio. I quickly Gene. Sheldon, Tamara Geta, Rom- in wishing the BBC well on its next 25 years in’ felevision._
standing of the BBC
Television .decided to adopt this as the: title (ney. ‘Brent, Nina Mae McKinney,
Sevice in the life of the nation,.: :for the show.
I booked a redhead| Larry Adler, Chaz. Chase, -Jack dios by remote cameras to pick 1
up -were. specially’written for the)new
they have enly to look at the way ‘singer, Helen McKay, to sing it, |Whiting, Vera Zorina and Clive. Maurice- Chevalier
and Charles |medium.’
in ‘shich the great bulk of the ‘the Three Admirals. just closed in | Blakeney ‘with the entire. company Laughton.
TV showed the Derby }.:.
The old. Vie—Way. Back _
audience furns to the BEC on na- , Cole Porter's “Anything Goes,” the; of “On Your Toes”), Bebe. Daniels in 1938 and 39, Boxing, Cricket,|.
Laurence
Olivier and
Judith
tional Gecasions or in times of Griffiths Bros., with a performing |and Ben |Lyon, Lou Holtz, Dick ‘Boat Races, Circuses,. the Prom- Anderson came to the studios with
crisis,
horse for the. children, ahd the j‘“Popeye” Costello, Cornelia Otis enade Concerts,
Motor
Racing, the whole Gld Vic Company: to
But if the BBC is to carry out Chilean tap dancing teat of Carol |Skinner, Hildegarde, Claire Luce, even Polo. Alice Marble was. tele- play. “Macbeth.” With Michael
tiie obheatieons ef its Charter, to Chilton and Macco Thomas.
The rMoily | Picon, Peggy Wood, Paul) vised not only winning Wimbiedon Redgrave and Péggy Ashcroft, we
inform, to educate and to enter- Television Orchestra was eonduct-:and- Grace Hartman; Evelyn Dall, tennis, but the same night put. on reversed the process and went to.
tai, “iat “we are now doing in. ed by Hyam Grecen™aum C. 8.|Russell .Swann, .John Hoysradt, evening dress, came to our studios, London’s. Phoenix::. Theatre ‘for
tcievision is not enough. We want} Cochran‘s conductor.
The. com- |Gene Autry, Gina Malo,: Art Ta- and sang in Cabaret.
. “Twelfth: Night. ” Visitors were
te effer our audiences halanced:' pere was debonair: announcer. Les- | tum. : Ruth Draper, Nick °‘Long Jr.
- British stars quickly wanted to welcomed. among. them Hanna Roilternative. programs
«ith items: lie Mitche!
.|—and Danny Kaye.
try the medium. Adopting an am-: vina and the Habima Players with:
selected’ not for their value in| Luckily the show jelled. there
Walt Disney—a pioneer himself bitious policy. of drama as basis “The Dybbuk”. in Hebrew, -Greer
competition
for ratings. but to} were few hitches, we were a hit;—made available one of his car- of scheduling, we put on “a ’play Garson: played Yasmin. in ‘“Has- °
a -e the viewer a genuine choice |witn the critics and the pubiic and|toon
films for every
program. a day.”
In fact, pre-war we pro- san,” Ralph Richardson,. James
of materia! With a secand chan- |history was made.’ I- t:reathed..a}|Soon came the first coronation to. duced 326 separate titles, each for ‘Mason; Anthony Quayle. "Edmund.
nel we sheuld be able to enlarge |sigh of relief and ccrtziuly did not ]be televised (George VI) on May two live performances, as there Gwenn, Lilli Palmer, Tyrone. Guthihe rance cf everything we now 'regard myself as a historical fig- |12, 1937.-. We visited the film. stu- were no recordings. then. Fourteen |
(Continued on. page 46).
expert skill
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“The. story of: BBC-TV over.- the past 25 yyears is the prototype ‘of the story of television throughout ‘the world. In
‘recent. years, there

may

have.been

a tendency to. overlook

.the fact. that the BBC pioneered the first-ever regular

tv

2?

air

|
=

by the BBC and one: immediate result of the. competition — ‘continu: ng struggle between the rival Baird and EMIwas a startling improvement in line standards. From the . Marconi: systems, but it soon became apparent that the
original: 30 lines they jumped to more. than 100 and at one’
latter was winning the derby. It was preferred by artists,
point were. even: considering. a 180-line system. The Baird
and possibly fate ‘took a hand in deciding the issue, when
esearch team tested various: methods of picture transa lot of the Baird apparatus was destroyed by fire. Three
mission, but the Schoenberg unit at EMI-Marconi stuck
months after the inauguration date, the Postmaster General came out in favor of the EMI-Marconi 405 line sys- more or less rigidly to. Campbell. Swinton’s theory, which
ds. remarkably ‘close on. the present day electronic techtem, using 50 frames per. second.
nique. —
The decision was naturally a bitter blow to Baird and
White the rival -‘factions were continuing their experihis financial backers who had lost out, though they were

service 25 years ago, but the ‘achievement is currently’ ‘bes
ing given world wide recognition on -the. occasion of the
corporation’s Silver Jubilee this week.
—It was.on Nov. 2, 1936, that'BBC-TY, from a small studio.
‘fn Alexandra Palace—still known. affectionately today. as
“ments, ‘the Government’ stepped in and- announced the
‘Ally Pally—started the first regular. transmission service,
though at that time, there were barely 300 receivers avail- appointment of 4 committee, headed by Lord. Seisdon,
with: powers. to make a recommendation for launching
‘able to pick up the programs. Today, the figure has soared
beyond. the-11.000.000 total.arid the: ‘upward climb is con-. “a public: television - service. In its way, that committee
‘had.
a far more. momentous task’ than that confronting
.tinuing though: the’ pace. has. slackened.
_In-the intervening quarter of a century, BBC-TV -has. the Pilkington Committee today, which is investigating
the future ‘of eaaraetiai services post-1964.
pioneered many major developments in the field of electronic: broadcasting, ranging from the first cross-Channel’ .
&
$30,000,000 Stake
_
link between Dover and Catais, ‘the opening ‘up ‘on’ the
“Tt. has been estimated that roughly $30, 000,000 was at
~ entire Eurovision Network, the: direct photographic cable _ stake: at that time in the tv war, as manufacturers vied
beatween Britain. and Canada and, more recently, the. -: with each other in a‘bid for better and larger receivers..
-§nauguration of the direct Moscow to Landon: service. with.
The Selsdon Coimmittee's. report’ was published in Janu-the Red Square reception. to’ Major. Yuri Gagarin and—a.
ary 1935
and ‘recommended
that’ a» public service be

few days later—the. May Day. -celebration

—

in the Red

introduced: immediately. - It indicated; however,

that

the

Square.
_-future of: ty. would clarify at. a. later ‘date. as the Baird
Though the formal ‘date for. ‘the |launching. of the tv and EMI-Marconti Broups - developed their respective

service was officially recorded as..Noy. 2,°1936,.the BBC
“gave.the public a foretaste of what: ‘Was to. Come; when. it
Staged, a number. of closed circuit presentations - atine .
e¢i _Radio Exhibition: in the.Summer. of. the.same year.
Madden, who censequently was. chosen, to present the-first
“public. transmissions on Nov. 2, was responsible for the.

sy stems.
On the

recommendations: of the -committee,.. television

“was” put into the-hands

of the BBC

and it was decided

that the rival Baird and EMI-Marconi systems should
alternate on a weckly basis.for-a ‘trial period of ‘three
‘months. Alexandra Palace—or more, accurately one corclosed. circuit presentations. :
‘ner’ of it~—was ailocated to house the world’s first. tv
The true history ‘of ‘British ‘tv dates back to 1924 “when,
‘network and’ its. temporary transmissions ceased
while.
.John Logie Baird began. his first serious experiments. in the ‘apparatus’ was being installed..
broadcasting sight and ‘sound. ..Within two. years, his... ‘The. Baird system. as instalied at Ally Pally was based
exper iments had. developed ta. the point where. he was able- ‘on ‘three -principles: intermediate fiim; spotlight system;
to give a demonstration to the: ‘press and eminent Scientists,
and electronic.:¢camera. Each: necessitated different make
andthe results were.so.impressive that he recéived backup for artists. whicl., according to veterans, resulted in as.
ing from severat influential sources who cauld:-even then, ~ many. tears :as laugiis. .The’ first. system called for a thick.
“gauge the commercial prospects of television. At this time,
‘yellow foundation with: green éye-shadow and red _lips;
the image -achieved by. Baird was roughly. the size of :a. the second: used a yellowish face, bright blue lips and
posteard and the pictures were somewhat: blurred.
eyelids; and the third gave best. results with a light ochre

the first in the field. Experts who recall the pioneering
days maintain that after the choice of system had been
made, program production became simplified and the
standard of*presentation showed a substantial improve.ment. New presentation techniques were gradually being
developed, which owed little to either legit or motion
pictures. but were evidence that tv was becoming an
.entertainment medium in its own right, and in its own

way.
Though there was a morning broadcast each day of
motion pictures as a service to retailers, the accent was
on live presentation. It was in line with that policy
that the tv service bought its first mobile unit eariy
in 1937 and that led to one of the historic turning points
in public acceptance of the new medium.
The remote
‘unit came into’ its own, as already mentioned. in filming
the King's Coronation that year and it was estimated
that. more than 10,000 vievers saw the royal procession
passing Hyde Park Corner as it was filmed by three
cameras.

The

encouraged

adventurous

by

the

spirit

response

in outside

to its first

broadcastinz,

endeavor,

wag

shown in subsequent months by coveraze of tennis cham-

pionships at_#Pimbledon and other sporting events, the
Lord Mayor's Show, the Armistice Day Service at the
‘Cenotaph, as well as visits to Pinewood and other studios
and to Pets Corner at the Lendon Zoo. The mobile unit

was also used for local broadcasts from Alexandra Palace,
and in that way provided BBC-TV

with an outdoor studio.

- While it was beginning to make substantial strides via
technical improvements and public acceptance, BBC-TV
was finding itse'f starved of cash with which to develop
the. system. The. BBC itself, though far from rich, regarded. television as a poor: relation and in the first vear

21-Vintaged Color —
base with brown. lips, eyelids and eyebrows.
the cost of running the viedo service, estimated at $504,-Tne EMI- Marconi system. meantime, had developed the
money coming in from speculative sources, Baird
000 ‘on the "vasis ef the current rate of exchange’, was
fmitron: camera, which required. much more restrained
out of his dingy Soho. lab'into more suitable. prem-.
shared equally bythe Treasury and the BBC. SubseLong Acre, right in the heart of ‘London's Covent. .° make ‘up, Though it had this substantial advantage, it also
quently, the Government made a grant of $660.000 out
had its snags, notably’ the: exceptionally hizh mortality
market. : It was.in..927 that he made the move and
of radio license revenue,,out of which the BBC had to
rate of the tubes. It was this camera, or more accurately,
.in the same year he ‘began ‘experimenting -With.. color.
meet the entire cost of the service. In less than the first
‘an improved version of it, which eventually won the battle ‘year, up to September 1937, operating costs amounted
.. transmissions, though his pictures. were so. tiny: they were.
of Alexandra Palace about one year later.
of. postage. ‘stamp proportions. With encouragement. from
to $1,235,406, whieh Ieft the Corporation with the un_ In the ‘formative days BBC-TY had a staff of same 50
.,the press and. continued ‘help from: his backers, however,
-pleasant duty of having to raid its own resources to keep,
people at Alexandra Palace, headed by Gerald Cock, wlio
.Baird contintied to make substantial progress in black and
‘the service going.
was the first-director of television. ‘Cecil. Madden-was to
“white programming; ‘and-a few. prominent peopie ardered:
Though hampered’by finance, the service was gradually
be in charge of programming and‘he had two femme
_sets to -be instailed in ‘their homes, One of the earliest
increasing and. as most of the programming was live. this
“owners .of a receiver’ was.the Prime Minister of the day, announcers; Jasmine Bligh and Elizabeth Cowell and one
represented a tremendous strain on the production, te¢hmale anchor-man in Leslie Mitchell. ‘His: production staff.
Ramsay MacDonald.
—
nical and‘ acting staffs. The limited staff was turning out.
at the time included.George More O'Ferrall,.Dallas Bower
AS.a result of constant pressure from the press. w hich
-about 150 minutes of live programs every day and" had to
yegarded. Baird: and his invention as.a steady source of ~ and Shepherd. Thomas.. One ‘of Madden's earliest experiwork at a terrifying pace to maintain the “schedule. Ev ery
ences was. to walk into his office, which was bare other
good .copy.. the BBC, .at that. time: concerned only with
hour on screen. time necessitated six or seven hours of
sound broadcasting, Ww ‘as: forced into: ‘an announcement. that. .. than for. a telephone, when he received a message from
rehearsal, and rehearsals went on from morning until
the tv director that a spur-of-the-moment. decision had
television was. still too. experimental to be adopted as. a
night in the studios at Broadcasting House and Maida
been -taken to program from. Radiolympia, the annual
‘public service. In 1929; however, the BBC agreed. to allow
Vale, in musie rooms and odd corners “of Alexandra Palace,
exhibition. for the radio industry, which was due to open
Baird to-use one of-its main. transmitters for a démonand occasionally even in the homes of the producers.
within 10 days.- Starting from scratch Madden had just
stration to Corporation. engineers. and other ‘experts. The
Camera rehearsals were frequently limited for an hour
those 10 days in. which -to find 20 programs. .The bill
‘Government still declined -to:.accept. the idea. of a tv
or two immediately preceding the transmission.
service, but’ offered Baird ‘facilities for big ger and better “was filled with’a. combination of films and studio -broadE. C. Thompson, in those early days, said that tv was
casts and. BBC. ‘thereby ‘achieved a flying start in’ televiexperiments.
to the stage what journalism was to literature. The fever
The Baird system was used for the
‘Starting: in: September. 1929,. Baird. ‘was able to -£0 ‘on sion’ broadcasting.
of Fleet Street (London's newspaper row, he recalls, perthe air for half an hour a day for five days a week,’ ‘initial transmission :of.August 26,..1936, and thereafter- vaded Alexandra Palace’ from the moment the commisequipment. To
operating: fron. his Long. Acre laboratory. That: was .a’ it was alternated with the EMI-Marconi
Sionaires unlocked the door for the piano tuner at 7 a.m,
the - purists, that ‘date. ‘ranks | as the real Start of the
milestone in ‘the life of his company. His programs.| “for
until the time the announcer rehearsed the closing anthe benefit of the. few enthusiasts who owned. receivers,. ¥, world’s first’ public: tv service, thoughi’ historians still
nouncement at about 10:30 p.m. '™
stick to: that official date. of some nine weeks later, when
consisted of. speeches - ‘and a light éntertainment. show.
As teleyision approached its first—anmiversary, it was
His system, however, though it was. increasing in stature,” ..the service formally. ‘started on Nov. (2.
showing the first major signs of organization. The tv arm
According to E; C,.Thompson who, as BBC-TV press
:-’ Was a mechanical; and: not an. electronic. ome, and was
was divided into two distinct groups, otie concerned with
. officer of the day, had the distinction of being the world’s
‘plagued by. constant: breakdowns...
engineering and the other with programming. The proWhile ‘Baird continued toa hold: the limelight in Britain, first tv PRO, “there was a ‘tremendous ptoneering. spirit.
gram department was again subdivided with one section
in-evidence in. these days. It was a new adventure for
- other: countries were ‘moving in on the act... Research
responsible for program organization and the other for
the -tehchnical crews, ‘producers. and artists and they had
‘centres. were opening :up in the United States and the
program management.
The program organizer headed a
“to: cope: with endless emergencies, ‘frequent breakdowns’
. continent of: Europe. while in Britain itself another group:
team of producers, which had now swollen to the grand
and even a case of sabotage. Someone. with a knowledge
“ EMI-Marconi,
was quietly ‘Working on an ‘alternative.
total of 14, while the productions manager topped the
of electronics had fouled a vital point with tinfoil. Thompsystem. They favored the electronic -form -of: transmispresentation side, taking care of announcers, stage manson recalis the first outside broadcast on the last day of
sion, which was being: developed by. Campbell Swinton,
agers and stage staff. Major strides were being made on
the .radio show, when tv. cameras: accidentally. caught
‘a noted: British. scientist. .
the technical side and as a result television was beginning
Leonard Henry Jeaving Ally Pally. But it was a ‘year
The. BBC, however, continued with: the Baird experito be seriously regarded as a compettor to other forms of
ments: and during the. trial. period an impressive list of. later when the. BBC-TV team made. its first notable imentertainment. Boxing promoters, particularly, feared that
‘pact in the field of temote broadcasting, when the Coro““firsts” was repistered.. One of the outstanding .achievethe growth of the number of set owners would result in
ments of that period was the televising of the classic: Derby. -nation- procession of King George VI was televised.
smaller gates for championship. bouts. No one, however,
_Radiolympia. 1936, . proved to be the first serious marhorse race, and. a year later that. was to be repéated on .
lost sight of the fact that this was still the experimentai
ket place. for tv receivers and sets were being retailed
-a giant 8 ft. by 10 ft.‘cinema screen. Other. milestones:
era and it was during the trial and error period that Cecif
were. the first ‘successful transmission to. an ‘express train, at prices ranging from. $280 ta $425, After the exhibition
Madden established the principle of a Sunday night tv
followed by telecasts which were received. on: board ship: there was a‘ six weeks shut down and’ Thompson recalls it drama, teeing off on March 28, 1938, with Pirandello’s
was during that “dark” period that the idea of. “Picture
and in a’ plane:
co:
“Henry IV."
‘By late 1931, BBC was. moving more ‘and more into the Page" as a. program was conceived...That -program: con‘Picture Page’ Acclaims
tinued until: the service was: obliged to close down on
act and experimental programs began to emanate from the.
The outstanding success of those pioneering days was
-Corporation’s own: studios...On Aug. 22,1932, .BBC decided -the. outbreak of War, but came back in 1946, when it
the “Picture Page” program referred to earlier.
Thuis
‘to set up its own television studios and: use ‘its. own tech-. ‘ran for another 300. performances. . ‘Joan Miller, femcée
Nicians and prodticers, and that involved: buying a-sub-.. of the .program, thereby became .one of ‘Britain's best | magazine show, which had a running time of an hour,
two editions a week, was one of the first tv programs
stantial aniount of tvequipment from the Baird group. A-: -known ‘tv personalities.
to receive major acclaim. Madden employed a team of
former darice orchestra studio.in Broadcasting House ‘was
On ‘the day when BBC-TV- formally went on the air,
scouts, who were on a seven-day a week prowl for subset aside to. house the new infant and. this became’ the” as the ‘world’s first. regular tv. service, there. were about
jects,
and who received a fee of about $9 for each iiem
300:
receivers:.in
the
-London
and
‘Suburban
areas:
‘The.
world’s first ‘tv. studio proper.
a
.
At around the same‘time the Corporation ‘made. ‘its first’ transmitter at. Alexandra Palace had a range of some 25 - used. There were on average about 20 items in each
program.
Joan Miller who hosted “Picture Page’ became,
miles.
and
the.
testing
period
for
the
two
rival
technical.
technical appointments. Key ‘boffin was Douglas: Birkinthrough a weather freak, the first person ever to cro-s
shaw; who is -still with the BBC;. two. other. technical ex-. '. systerns was still in force. The Jaunching ceremonies inthe Atlantic on a tv screen. In November 1938, some New
perts brought in at the. time were D. R. Campbell ‘and: “cluded speeches by-:the. chairman of the BBC and the
.York radio engineers who were playing around with a
-Postmaster-General: of: the .day, among others.
‘D. H. Bridgewater. Subsequently, this: triumvirate. decided
British television receiver. were able to pick up pictures
Genesis of The Repeat
that: the future of television: was ‘in .a higher.definition
of Miss Miller as she was hosting her program.
In: its initial Stages, transmissions ran.for .an hour in
‘than the 30-line system they were then using.
By the last quarter of 1938, the public was showing
‘While. developing the Baird group’s new uiltra three o the afternoon and-for an. hour- at. night: It didn’t. take
increasing interest in the new medium and by beginning
wave ideas, the BBC .‘decided to carry out experiments
the program execs ‘long. to latch onto the idea of repeat
of the following year, there were an estimated 11,640
broadcasts, for-on its second: day out, a five-minute item
with the new EMI-Marconi ‘system., The two groups, realreceivers in regular use. For the increased viewership,
aired in the afternoon was shown again in the nighttime
‘izing there was 2 lot. of money ‘at stake, became great:
Gerald Cook further extended the service by the in-program. -Within his limited ‘program time, Cecil. Madden
rivals, though they were working on completely different
troduction of Sunday matinees. At the same time, he
systems. Baird, however, remained the number one hews': worked: on. the. premise that tv was a, popular entertainWwith
moved
ises-in
Garden

source for ty writers and his new developments were. al-

-ment- medium. and should reflect. a wide variety of. tastes.

‘ways widely publicized, ‘while‘the EMI-Marconi. leadership
under Isaac Shoenberg,. though competing vigorously. in
. the battle for’ supremacy, kept ‘quiet about their technical

His program ranged from illustrated talks to music, from

achievements.

~

The rivalry. between the two groups. ‘was keenly -eyed.

ballet.to. revue, from’:art- exhibitions to fashion parades.
and from Mie’ Y Mouse cartoons to interviews with per‘sonalities. in the news.

The key feature of the early days of television was the

decided to step up drama production.
The stripling was becoming sturdy and was outgro\ing
its limited space at Alexandra Palace. Outside help was

‘brought in via increasing use of films and more regular
use of the remote mobile unit. Another development of

(Continued

on page 28)
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Her Majesty: Star Attraction

BBC-Type Audience Research:
L

gion, too,-the sample must be al
crosssection of the population. This}.
is achieved in various ways. Geographical. distribution is looked|
after by the choice of “sampling
points.” Age,-sex, and social status

Not Only How Many, But Why’distributions are achieved by the

London
eee

By R. J. E. SILVEY

commemorative program. entitled.
Also on radio will be a relay .

Royal recognition of the. Silver

ta method,” i.e. by specifying ! Jubilee

of

imsota. ‘of the 300 interviewers en-

BBC-Television

of speeches at a dinner next Tues-

will

day ‘7) to mark.’ the anniversary,

at which the Lord:Mayor of Lone
don’ will. be the principal .guest.
London.
‘tant this distinction becomes.)
they must seek out. Other forms of j ‘Television’
Queen will Centre
¥
e new'y
in
Shepherds ‘and the. main toast, will be pro-’.
distribution,.
like
“kind
‘of set
has }
been recognized that:
posed
by: ‘Prime. ‘Minister Harold
In the
the research
bus- '‘owned,” emerge ‘automatically as | Bush, west London. It will be her.
i
S seng
been
recogn!
2
iness,
thejargon
BBC’s of Survey
of ListenMaemillan.
if public service breadcasting is to
f

iHead

uf BBC

;

Audience

Research)

gaged,

.

the

kinds

of . people

whom: come

on visit

S

the when the‘|

-bui

ing and Viewing is based on ‘‘aided.! bY products of the sampling proc-| act visit to the Centre since it was |.
do an effective. job it must study: recall,” or in lain English asking
|&SS-

fore.
4
the habits. tastes.“2nd opinions of ‘people, face to face. to say what | As. this is a population, not aj/ insugurate’ a year ae ore
its audiences. BBC Audience Re- they, have listened to ‘or: viewed, homes survey, interviewers are not; It is planned for the Queen to

while doing everything possible to‘ obliged to knock on:doors. The in-' see the Centre and some of the: U.
K.Ty
‘Audience

starch in tact begin as long ago as
help them to remember accurately. ‘terview, which is very brief and. studios under normal working con1936 so, iike the BBC Television .The success of this method obvi- :much simpler than. most. can take | ditions. From an, observatory raom,
Service, it is celebrating its 25th ‘ously depends upon the extent toiplace
anywhere—on
the
park Her Majesty will see the early
stages of rehearsal for.‘‘Hanse] and
jwhich you get truthful answers, |bench, Jn the British queue, or on
anniversary this vear.
Gretel” which is ‘to be transmitted |:
A major part of its job is to fol- -and this in turn depends upon what !the sidewalk. But there is an excepat a later date, and afterwards will: |
: you ask and how you ask it. To ask° tion: interviewers ‘assigned to work

lew up progzams and measure their ,to9 much
impart on the public. This has'two: Memories

is to ask for trouble. _ with children always call at homes : join an audience of children watchget hazier as time re-.—and get the parents’ permission. !iing “Crackerjack.” At the end of

equally important aspects. One is ‘cedes, so in the BBC's survey the ifirst.

The. survey is concerned solely
- questions are strictly confined to
te count audiences, and the .other “what happened yesterday.”
j with audience size, not with audiis to find cut how audiences react.The informant is taken through; ‘ence reaction. It'tells you how big
No audience research service is 'the day ‘chronologically, encour-.: an audience was, but that is all.
is essential information, but.
, aged to recall the main happenings} ‘This
:
complete unless it does both.
is it enough? The BBC thinks not,
BBC
audience measurement
is of the day, and if necessary re- and with good reason, for there is

te “ns in its comprehensiveness.
tion or the United Kingdom
eluding only children under

,

-minded

of what was on the:air at |

the times at which he could have ; abundant evidence that the broad-

Now40,950,000
London, : et: 31.
The. U.K. audience:for television.

has climbed to 40,950,000 '84°% of -

|the show, viewers will: see the the population) an- increase of alQueen receiving members of the most 1,500,000 over last year, says
a BEC ‘audience reséarch report,
cast in the studio.
The Queen, who will be received This also shows.a swing to comby chairman Sir Arthur Forde and mereial ty programs in the JulySeptember quarter. BBC dropped
BBC-TV director Kenneth Adam,
(with |dual channels)
will also visit wardrobe and make- 3,000,000.
up departments, scenery. block and viewers who looked at. one or more
shows
a
day.
while the ‘independent
property store, and studio control
web picked up 2;000,000.

F areas.

An additional 1,895,000 became:
‘ex- ; views give trouble. but most don’t, -ences are et necessarily those , As part of the Jubilee celebra-.
|tions, BBC-TV is mounting six spe-. dual-channellers during this sums.
five’ ‘Twenty years experience of infor- ;Which people like best

mant oddity has made it possible to:

That is why BBC Audience Re-

radio as well as television, and in- |

dependent television programs

‘cial

programs

during

the. week.

mer quarter and spent. BBC claims, |

against most ; search also conducts continuous and°“They are Billy Smart's Circus; a 39° of their:viewing on.the Corp‘s
.
extensive studies of reaction, finding |play with music, “Hello Ragtime, ” w eb ‘and 61°C on commercial pro4,000 Daily Sample
out how much people have enjoyed based on an incident in the life. ‘grams. This means of viewers. with ..

years’. It covers every broadcast .-forearm interviewers
which the BBC puts on the air. in‘ of its forms.

the. broadcasts they have listened to

as j Since recall is confined to “yes-: or viewed. These studies are made

well. Its job is to estimate the size terday” and every day's programs! y-eek after week,.through a variety
and composition of the audience has “ equal importance. full every [2 panels ble Ore anes ‘of the
S to be repeated
in
full
eve
general public.
One product of this

ora theyone “ these pproadeasts i
|day. Hence a complete cross-sec|work is called the Reaction Index
an
ey run to over
a day’. {tion of the fopulation of the United.|__a ‘thermometer of audience atti-

of Edwardian impressario, Albert. a choice of channels,. 16,900,000
de
Courville, with
Gloria
De looked. .at. BBC while 21,100,000
Haven; “The Rake'’s Progress”a chose the competition. There are
six-scene ballet choreographed by.| Still about - -3, 000,000: BBC-only
Ninette de Valois; a talk on tele- | viewers. .

vision and the modern world. writ-:

we spesk of the “size of ,Kingdom

is interviewed on each of | tudes—w hich

is set alongside

the

ten

‘TeroOne’Formula’:

and produced
by Richard
“Scrapbook for .1936.'":
produced by Geoffrey ‘Baines with
_
‘London, Oct. 31.
research by Leslie Bailey; and a{
MGM-TV | ‘and BBC-TV, eoprodrama production fo ‘“‘Anna Karen- ‘ducers of ‘the “Zero. One” series,
tant difference between BBC audi-}consists of nearly 4.900 persons, |highest Index.
-“|due to: ‘start at™ ‘Metro's: Elstree
ence measurement and that of some jthe total number of interviews | The methods. of audience re- ina” starring Claire Bloom.
Additionally: there are several studios on Nov.-13, have decided”
other ratings services. In BBC {made in a year runs to well over ai search which the BBC uses certerms an audience of 20°¢ means { Million. —
‘tainly are not perfect. Like all; sound programs to celebrate the on. a: different: “director for. each
one-fifth of the population §surThe daily sample is designed to |other methods they have their ) 25th anniversary, including a talk segment, according :to the. need of
veyed. ‘The more that is discov- | give results not only for the United |weaknesses and inadequacies. But by Mary Adams, former assistant ' each subject.
First choice’ is Roy: Baker. ‘His.
ered about what people do while ijKingdom as a whole. but also for iat least .they have stood the test 'to the program controller, and a]
sets are tuned in, the more impor-’ each BBC region. Within each» re-' of time.
_commemoative program
entitled speciality: human interest.
And when

an audience” we mean a number of |365 days a year, and always about'| “size of audience.”.and it is by no | Cawston;

people. rol a mumber of homes or}the previous day's listening and!means always the broadcast with
of sets-tuned-in, This is an impor- |Viewing. Since the daily. sample |the biggest audience which has the
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Continued: trom page 27
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been shot for America and Canada ‘and ‘was: ‘shown: a few
on the march. The first. provincial transmitter was brought.
ours after the event. NBC and ABC. took the program. .
into action in Sutton Coldfield to bring video to the Midfull telecast of a West End musical, “Magyar Melody”
from
the link by the:-BBC with Canadian stations. lands. .It was in the same year, too, that the BBC acquired -starring Binnie Hale, direct from His Majesty's Theatre
Prior to the advent of commercial television in. the. Fall
(now Her Majesty's).
the Lime Grove studios from Gaumont-British and reef
1955,
BBC-TV was spending over $14.000. 000 a year out.
ceived the nod from the London County Council to go.
All through 1939, with the threat of war overshadowing
of revenue, but program costs averaged only about $2.400ahead: with its Television Centre at White: City. - Other
all else. producers carfied on as normally as possible.
ver
hour.
Within a year, however, after. the commercijal’ notable firsts in that year were the introduction of kine-.
Among the major events covered in that year were the
uetwork had begun to eperate, production: ‘costs had risen
Scopes and the use of the zoom lens.
University Boat Race, between Oxford and Cambridge: the
by
more
than.
80% and the BBC was spending: over $4, 300
Birth of Eurovision |
Derby; the golf tuorney between Bobbie Locke and Reg _
yer hour.
Whitcombe.
Another innovation of that year was the
From -an international staridpoint, 1950 was an historic.
One
of
the
immediate
effects: of. the: introduction of the
introduction of Children’s Hour as a regular feature on
year for that was the year which witnessed the birth of
alternative channel was the strain on BBC technical and.
the network.
Eurovision. The European link started modestly enough
wroduction staffs. Many experienced hands were ‘lured to.
The BBC continued its normal services up to and‘ in- “with a transmission from Calais which -was picked up in
the opposition, but before long new. blood was being
cluding Aug. 31, but on the following day—the day on
London. The Paris-London link took another two years
brought into the Corporation and the BBC. was’ still able
to establish and by 1954 eight European networks were
which German troops invaded Poland, and thereby started
to maintain its technical and artistic standards.
World War IIl—the Government gave tv execs exactly 10
joined together in Eurovision.
.
_ Undoubtedly. the BBC was to some extent influenced

the overcrowding

was

the use of the mobile

unit for a

minutes notice to shut down. Appropriately, the last item
shown before the service went dark was a Mickey Mouse
in which the Disney character’s last line was ‘Ah
tank ah go nome.”
Thus, the world’s first tv-‘service came to an abrupt end,
and almost seven years were to elapse before normal service could be resumed. The Government clamp down in

film

1939 was, of course, for security reasons. It was feared that
the airwaves might provide valuable information for Nazi
bombers; and equally jmportant, the. engineers were too
valuable to the armed forces to continue in what was still
a ftuxury entertainment service.
It took just about a year after the end of World War II
for the BBC service to get on the air again, but by that
time, there had been several interesaing developments, not
the least significant of which was the decision of the government to insure adequate financing via a combined tv
and radio license fee, costing $5.60 annually. Also of importance at the time was the serious public. recognition of
tv as a mass entertainment medium and in the immediate boom post war period, the demand for receivers began to exceed supply.

However,

there

were

inevitable

postwar

problems

to

beset the BBC and hamper development. One of the mast
serious was the fuel and power crisis which hit the British

_ At the beginning of 1950. BBC-TV was turning out about

120 programs

a month, but it was now based at the Lime

Grove Studios, using ‘the four film stages for its main
production activities. There lad meantime been important
top brass changes. Cecil McGivern succeeded Norman Col-.
lins as controller and George Barnes assumed the title of
director of television.
—
Understandably, the BBC has always given encouragement: and preference to home grown talent, though that
-has not: led to:an insular attitude, and in recent years has
screened the pick of American programs, as well as those
from other countries. One of its more distinguished imports in the early postwar period was the salute to Bing
Crosby in 1951, celebrating his 20 years in show business.
The CBS recording featured a string of. prominent. guest
stars, among them Edgar Bergen and: Charlie MeCarthy,

Eila Fitzgerald,

Amos. ’n’ Andy, Dorothy

Kirsten,

Louis

Armstrong, Jack Teagarden, Judy Garland and Bob Hope.
Another CBS. origination, “What's My Line,” was introduced on the network in the same year with an aill-:
British panel, and it is: still’ & peak Sunday night attraction on.the network.
As the network began to spread through the country,
the number of license holders began to soar to appreci‘able standards: By 1954.the total had topped 4,000,000

hy: the mass appeal type of ‘program being -transmitted
oy the commercial outlets and as. an. immediate. resuit,.
‘@ number of top U.S. ‘shows ‘were shown on the .ploneer
web, among them “I Married. Joan,” “The Burns. and
Allen Show,” “Jack Benny “Program.” “This Is ‘Your
Life,” “Sergeant Bilko”’..and others. ‘Within a year o£
the introduction of commercial — tv,. BEC. had 14 transmitters throughout the. country, ‘covering 97°¢ of the
population, and that has subsequently been raised to

98:8°¢. While the commercial. tv honeymoon

was. still.on,,

however, BBC took a severe rating knock from the. opposition, but in the six years of: competition it has grown:
stronger, both from a technical and program standpoint..
One outstanding achievement during this period was

the opening up of the telephone cable link: across the
Atlantic, which was first.used by.BBC when. the Queen
opened the St. Lawrence. seaway:
The BBC's most striking demonstration. of confidence
in the future is in the building of. the new Television
‘Centre. at White City: in London, the -first'leg of which,
unveiled a year ago, has eost about -$25,000,000. As yet,
some departments are still seattered in other parts of
London; but eventually they will all be operating: under
one massive roof. The ™V Centre was designed. with .an
eye on the future and if the Pilkington Committee, ‘now.
inquiring into the future of broadcasting, should allocate
a second channel to the BBC. the equipment is. already
there waiting for the word “off.” More or less the same
‘is true about:.color—a: sore point so far. as the network
is concerned, as it has been experimenting .with tint
transmissions for some years, but has not been able to.

3: les in 1947, and which necessitated a daytime shutdown

and

or all tv transmission services through February and
March.
Meantime, there had been some major changes on the
executive side, notably with the appointment of Sir
William Haley as direetor general of the Corporation
and Norman Collins as controller of BBC-TV.-Sir William is now editor of the London Times and Collins, of
course. subsequently left the BBC to campaign for commercial television, and is now deputy chairman of Asso-.
ciated TeleVision.
Though Collins subsequently left the BBC with a mission to end the Corporation’s monopoly in broadcasting,
his dynaination during his term of office is still recognized, and this helped to provide the spur for the continuing rise in license holders. By 1948 the number of
potential v'ewers had risen to some 50,000 and among ~
the leading events covered by the tv network in that

10,000,000 mark was reached in 1959 and today’s total] ts
well over 11,000,000. :That; it might be added parenthetically, is the number of paid license holders; some uncharitable sources reckon. there are close on 1,000,000
priate receivers in use, whose owners have overlooked
their annual license fee. .
get the. requisite greenlight from the Government. InThe event which gave television its most striking .imcidentally, with its auxiliary stages and. film: studfos in
petus was the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth, an event
neighboring districts,‘ BBC-TV claims to be the. largest
which gave. BBC-TV its. greatest test and one of its greattelevision factory in the world, Producing .85% of. its
est triumphs. The remote broadcast of the Coronation, runown: program’ material.
ning for some seven hours, was estimated: to have been
Today the BBC is a serious. business rival to networks
seen by more than 20,000.000 viewers in Britain, while a
ana program companies all:over the world. Its television.
further 1,500,000 saw a direct relay to Europe. A few
promotions department, helmed by Ronald Waldman, is
months before the Coronation,. Peter Dimmock, who had
now trading on a global basis and in the-last couple of
‘been assigned to produce the mammoth outside ‘broadcast, _ years the turnover of the department has multiplied :sevplaned to America to study the methods used fn the teleeral times. It is. also actively engaged in yidpic-produc-:
vision coverage of President Eisenhower’s. inauguration.
- tion in partifership: with American: interests, with two
Ye returned to supervise the: ‘production, which was ¢hanseries currently in the works. The second installment
ueled off from 21 cameras to France, Holland. and West
of the “Third Man” skein has now: started in Hollywood,
Germany, countries which have. different line standards
while in association with Metro, they are just ‘starting.

year
and

were

the

the Olympic

first direct

Games

broadcast

from

Wembley

by a Prime

Stadium

Minister

from

his orficial residence at 10: Downing Street.
“By the time 1949 came around, television. was seridusly

that

figure

was

doubled

from Britain. Additionally

three

years

later.

The

about 80,000: feet of: film.had.

“Zero One” .at MG's Elstree studios, _
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At any given moment, there ate at
teast six BBCtv camera crews on
foreign soil, seeking out today’s—

and tomorrow's—stories.
Where’s BBCtv now? Completing
a fascinating series on Africa

and her growing pains:

BBCtv's

awareness often leads
it to sensitive topics.
A krghi,-praised series on modern
red-cine brought BBCtv cameras
into cperat.-g theatres to film
centpicated coeratrons while
iney actualiy happened.
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BBC. Television's

tt
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dd

public events
“programmes

jj ddd

present a window

on-the world; a”
complete and:
objective window
{hat looks out on

important people

and events ona
scale:that is unique

‘in broadcasting.
Shows like

>

Panorama, Tonight

x
a
Ly$
.

In an age where trends often
happen o-.ernight, BBCtiv gets
"em white they've hot. Go-Kart
racing or a revival of traditional
jazz, kitchen-sink drama or
comedians with a social message}
BBCty is there at the start,
always on top of the trend.

and Face to Face
visit nearly every:

country in the |
world: reporting on
such thingsas a

Yy

controversial statue.

_

of Aphroditein a

Lu
Yy

London suburb
to
investigating the

17%

current American

activity in bomb.
shelters. Here,
‘Jordan's King ©

N

Hussein talks to.

-John Freeman,
Face fo Face.

commentator and editor of the

Mp
7
“Ne Ve
ZZ
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Y.

.__

influential weekly
review,

New Statesman,
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on theatre
In British
“The currént revoluti
“Would haye been virtually impossible ©

BiBIC| tv

=

without BBCtv participation. Since the war, .BBCtv.has patronised an enormous amount.
“of néw talent in all spheres of the dramatio’
arte. Here, Richard Burton starsInan

a

TWENTY-FIFTH YEAR

orlginal John Osborne television play,

A Subject of Scandal and Concern.
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Stanley Holloway steps out of
his famous role in My Fair Lady
into his own BBCtv show

Meet Mr. Holloway. The
biggest of the big names are
at home on BBC Television.

Tos, MON

Onan

™_

+

Although BBCtv malntains the largest
professional television staffinthe world,

the door.is always open to writers, artiste
-and production staff from other countries, |}
Typical application of this non-Insular
attitude -was the BBCtv production of
‘Rod Serling’s A Town Has Turned-to Dust,

starring Rod Steiger.

~\

SCLC
Is Tony Hancock the funniest
man alive? A lot of peaple
think so—in fact, most of the
20 million viewers who watch
his weekly show. Stars like

Hancock—nurtured and
matured by BBC Television
make this network almost

top-heavy with comedy talent
(if such a thing were
possible!). It’s simply a
case of mutual admiration.
BBCtv fikes talent—aad ta‘ent
likes BBCtv.

_
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David Nixon—a comedian who is also a spell-

binding magician?—or a magician who is also a
very funny comedian? He’s both! High-spirited
shows like David Nixon’s come fast, furious and
often on BBC Television. At this year’s Montreux
Festival, BBCtv's Black-and-White Minstrel Show
won the coveted Golden Rose for the best

TWENTY-FIFTH YEAR

BCtv

musical and variety programme in a field of

34 entries-trom.19 countries. |

BBCty programming
often touches on
esoteric fields. Because
BBC is a non-commercial
network, pregrammes.
can be produced for.
their own speciai merit,
regardless of anticipated
audience ratings.
Programmes on farming,
education, science,
classical drama and
gardening among others,

YY
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enable BBCty.to

participate on alllevels

3

of the national hie. N
SS

soo
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‘With a 98.8%, coverage of the British
population, BBCtv can bring cultural pro-

grammes toawhole people onascale never
before attempted. BBC Television attracts
more International cencert artists and
orchestras, ballet and opera companies,

{han any other network in the world.
BS

SMAIQAGHAE
C:-s Barber's Jazz Band b!cw up a stormina
rev: BBCt. series on traditional jazz, called
Trad Fad ¥vhat kind cf music soothes your savage
breest? BBCtv viewers Ike ail hinds—from

long hair to crew cut.
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TWENTY-FIFTH
YEAR
As a driving force behind Eurovision,
BBCtv regularly transmits to and

from all the countries of Europe.

Directors working In the BBC .
International Control Room
can cut from country to country
as their studio counterparts cut

from-camera to camera.

;

Original BBC Television productions
find their way into the homes of
millions-all over the. world.

_ An Age of Kings, the. spectacular serles
based on Shakespeare's. histotical plays,

. Is currently giving viewers ina numbe

id

: of countries, a vivid picture of lifeIn
15th century England.
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i

er

So far this year, 18 8BCsponsored, Independent

filming expeditions

have brought home e
wealth of fascinating
material from every corner
of the globe, Recently
completed {s this series.on

NS

SS

\

SMoeseases

_

Dawn of a new television era, This year
“has seen 3 exchanges of live television

between Moscow and BBCtv In London.
The first-ever was Yuri Gagarin'’s
reception'in. Moscow, followed -by the .
Moscow May Day parade, and then the
pageant of ‘Trooping the Colour
from London.

NS

Sie

Contemporary Japan.
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This is Television Centre, the largest
and best-equipped television ‘factory’ in
the world. BBCtv originates and

produces 85% of its own material and
almost all of this output is either live
or electronically-produced.

Ua

Comedy star Arthur Askey meditates in

the middle
of Studio Three at —
Television Centre. Big—but not.the biggest.
Very shortly the more-than-half-a-milllon

cubic feet of Studio One—the largest tv:
studio in the world—will become fully

operational. There are some 27°
studiosin the BBCtv organisation...

with 30 full-time camera crews.
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Grandstand—a weekly

sports show that represents
the apotheosis of live

programming. Four hours
every Saturday, Grandstand

takes millions of viewers on a
grand tour of the day’s big
sporting.eyents—from the

¥. finals at Wimbledon to the
Grand National, to big-time
soccer and cricket—and all of it
livel BBCtv maintains 11 complete
mobile units in strategic locations
throughout the United Kingdom

for outside broadcasts of
every description,

Wednesday, the 15th February, 1961:
EBCtv cameras, together with units
from France, Italy and Yugoslavia, .

_ followed a complete eclipse of the:
"gun across southern Europe,
transmitting this historic °

phenomenon /ive in an
‘unprecedented television feat..
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Sir Winstan Churchill once calfed the
BBC “one of the major neutrais’; an
accurate observation, because although
the BBC is a public corporation owned by
the British people, it suffers not even the

most subtle influences fram any politica!
or social direction. And as a non-

commercial network, it isalso free from any
influences imposed by advertisers.

Just.how-unattached are the BBCtv.
strings? Example: During the Suez crisis.in
1956, Sir Anthony Eden explained his
government's policy to the British people

in an address
on BBC Television.
Meanwhile, Mr. Hugh. Gaitskell,:
the Leader of the Opposition, requested .
_and- was granted equat air timeto reply |

- against known government wishes.
The rest.is history. Mr. Gaitskell went on.
‘to deliver @ bitter attack against the
government and—at-a time when
“the British nation was obviously divided

in its Views—BBCtv was commended
|
for its total impartiality:

Mr. Albert Pierrepoint is a former public
hangman. This month, Mr. Pierrepoint joins
the Archbishop of Canterbury and the

Catholic Archbishop of Westminster in a
BBC Television documentary on capital

‘punishment—a highly explosive political

issue in Britain at this very moment.

6

BBCtv attracts those people whose work
flourishes in an atmosphere free from

sponsor-influence and the ratings race—peopie

who are professionally interested in television
as a craft ard as an honest medium

of the

- performing arts—people like the celebrated
Austrian producer/director, Rudolph Cartier,
here rehearsing with Dame Flora Robson.
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The riammoth BBC Engineering
ta

Fad

FWENTY-FIFTH

YEAR
.

use

has
Research Department

SASS
x
we

pioneered so muchof the . .
specialized equipment used

today by television systems
al} over the world. Shown here,

a BBCtv standards conversion

set-up which adjusts the finestandards for transmission

between
two countries.

Cabiefiim, anctner BBCty first, transmits short film
sequences either way across the Atlantic by
underwater cable—at unprecedented speeds.
Br:tish vieners watched pictures of

President Kennedy's snauguration speech 80 minutes
atter nis wards were spoken.
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BBCiv helped in the development of the
world's first tv camera with an. integral

zoom lens. With a remarkable focal
range of 2 to 40 Inches, this one camera
-can now produce a large variety of
visual effects, normally requiring a
number of cameras and crews.
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on the twenty-fifth birthday

of the first regular television service
in the world
LONDON’S INDEPENDENT TELEVISION PROGRAMME COMPANY ON SATURDAY AND SUNDAY.
AND IN THE MIDLANDS MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Networked throughout Great Britain

ASSOCIATED |

TELEVISION

VARIETY |
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The Members of the Council of
the Kinematograph Renters’ Society

ANGLO-AMALGAMATED FILM DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
B.L.C. FILMS LIMITED
BUTCHER’S FILM DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES LIMITED

PARAMOUNT FILM SERVICE LIMITED
RANK FILM DISTRIBUTORS. LIMITED

REGAL FILMS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX FILM COMPANY LIMITED
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION LIMITED
WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS LIMITED

WARNER-PATHE DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED

Send their congratulations. to
B.B.C. TELEVISION
on the

SILVER JUBILEE
of the world’s first regular television service.
rs
rn
a
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GASLIGHT.
. starring
MARGARET LEIGHTON
LOUIS JOURDAN

THE VIOLENT YEARS
starring
‘LAURENCE HARVEY
HILDEGARDE NEFF

SEANNETT! E
$tarri
DIANE CILENTO
PAUL MASSIE

ALL MY OWN WORK
starring

FAY COMPTON
JACK MacGOWRAN:

CHILDREN OF THE SUN

starring
MALCOLM KEEN
‘NORMAN FLORENCE

SWEET POISON
starring
- DAWN ADDAMS
JOHN IRELAND.

SQUARE DANCE
_ starring
“HY HAZELL
KEITH BAXTER
LOLA BROOKS

HELL HATH NO FURY
starring

‘PHYLLIS CALVERT
GRIFFITH JONES

THE BURDEN

OF PROOF

RICHARD PEARSON
BASIL DIGNAM

.THE TRAP
starring

KENNETH MACKINTOSH
BETTY BASKCOMB
JENNIFER DANIEL

' THE TWO ON THE BEACH
starring

MARY MERRALL
PAULINE JAMESON

, CARL BERNARD

THE HAPPY MAN
starring
DAVID TOMLINSON
GWEN NELSON
PATRICIA JESSEL

ALL ON A SUMMER’S

DAY

starring

RUTH DUNNING
LOCKWOOD WEST
VIRGINIA MASKELL

‘A SHRED OF EVIDENCE
starring

PETER JONES
KATHARINE BLAKE

THE TWO WISE VIRGINS
OF HOVE
starring

MARGARET RUTHERFORD
MARTITA HUNT
:

‘SURVIVAL’
a magnif.cent natural tstory series

‘CRESCENDO’
‘starring

American heart- throb
BOBBY RYDELL

SHOPPING FOR TALENT?
Look what Anglia Televiston—the Independent Television contractors for

‘England's éastern counties—offers your entertainment-hungry viewers. All these
tempting looking productions were enjoyed by vast audiences on British Independent
Television—mest of them featuring among the ‘Top Ten’ weekly programmes.
Now this varied |series of plays and short subjects is availab!e for world distribution.
Their brilliant all-star casts alone will make them major attractions on your station!
Distributors for tha American contirent:

INTER-CONTINENTAL TELEVISION INC
1776 Broadway - New York 19- NY - USA

ANGLIA TELEVISION LTD - ANGLIA HOUSE - NORWICH
Overseas Sates Div:s'onRomutus Firms Limited - Brook House « Park Lane» Lordon WI
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WARNER

ARTHUR RIGBY * PETER BYRNE
JEANETTE HUTCHINSON
DAVID WEBSTER: GEOFFREY ADAMS
JOCELYNE RHODES: MICHAEL NIGHTINGALE
AND

TED WILLIS: DOUGLAS MOODIE
MICHAEL GOODWIN

TALBOT TELEVISIO
on behalf of

PREMANILE

CONGRATULATIONS

TO THE B.B.C.
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throughout the world

Congratulates

BBC-TV
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on its 25th Anniversary

FRANK

MUIR and DENIS NORDEN
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“NATION SHALL SPEAK PEACE UNTO NATION”
‘These words .upon the symbol of the British Broadcasting Corporation

bespeak the BBC’s unwavering faith in the power of international communication to foster
the cause of international understanding
and, through understanding, peace.
CBS, long dedicated
to the international interchange of ideas and culture via television,

salutes the BBC for its many distinguished contributions to television over the
past twenty-five
years, and especially
for its efforts on behalf of global understanding.

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
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“Congratulations to the BBC and |
many more years of successful TV!
We at Warner Bros. are. proud to
have presented two of our most
important Shows onyour network.
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“My thanks to BBC forhelping me make so many new
friends in England and my.

:
next 25 years—and.warm-

s
m est regards to the viewer

lve cometo meet through §

best wishes for continulhg |
success.”

the BBC.”
STARRING IN |

STARRING IN.
“TENDERFOOT”

“BRONCO”

|

Congratulations to

BBC TELEVISION
25 years means a lot to us too

Its

25th ANNIVERSARY
From

THE

We of CBC, now celebrating our 25th year s

|

AUSTRALIAN

Canada's national broadcasting service, are

BROADCASTING COMMISSION §=_ | |

proud to salute our sister organization, the BBC,

pioneersof the world’s first regular television
service.

| |} THE
‘We are proud to have been closely associated with

f

ice

* prodie ondfiveyeorsintelevision,

the BBC through

||

CANADIAN
nae

BROADCASTING

| |; CORPORATION
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“25 Years of National Service”
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B BRITISH
'— STUDIOS
SALUTE

PIONEERS ------ PERFECTIONISTS

“ZERO ONE”
MGM's

tv SERIES MADE IN CONJUNCTION wiTH BBC -TV

STARRING

NIGEL PATRICK

PRODUCED BY

LAWRENCE P. BACHMANN

BASED ON THE TIMELY SUBJECT OF INTERNATIONAL AIR-LINE SECURITY

WILL BE SEEN ON BBC-TV in 1962 AND ON OTHER NETWORKS
AND STATIONS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Wednesday, November 1, 1961 _

sa London midget might say while craning his neck to get a good look at Big
Ben, “It’s high time.”
In this case, we mean it’s high time that Ameri-

there’s something poetically significant 1in the.
fact that many: of BBC-TV’s richest triumphs
have continued to come in its superb coverage
of royal ceremonials,

can broadcasting tosseda garland of well-earned

PERHAPS the network’s most distinguished

posies in the direction of BBC Television, a

single day was that of Queen Elizabeth’s coro-

first-rate service that celebrates its silver anni-.

It may be hard to realize that BBC-TV ante-

nation eiglit years ago. Each of more than 20
million televiewers in the United Kingdom and
on the Continent was counting on live TV to.

dates Milton Berleby a‘dozen years (the average

“get me to the church on time,” and the BBC

versary tomorrow.

viewer here will tell you that nothing came -be-:

fore Berle), but it’s so.

To be sure, BBC’s regular scheduling began
with just an hour's televising per day—scarcely
enough time for a critic to get his venom up—
but its expansion was rapid, and. it wasn’t very
Jong before it was even taking its cameras out-

came through nobly. The rituals in Westminster Abbey were an unfor gettable experience
not only for thase who viewed it-live-but for
many other millions in the U.S..and elsewhere
who'saw it by recording a few hours later.

side the studio when the occasion called for it.
The very first such occasion was the return of

the coronation procession of King George VI
and Queen Elizabeth, which the BBC brought
to London viewers through its cameras placed

at Hyde Park Corner.

|

That was in the spring of 1937, and we think

Then, May before last, the introduction of

cable film—itself a product of British éngineer-

_ Wednesday, November’ 1,1961

ing genius—enabled :ahuge public here. toview
Princess. Marggareet’s wedding virtually at the
‘same time itwas taking place.
With an assist from the time. differ ential, New

We recall—with more than.a touch of envy—
that it was a BBC musical show that won the
coveted Golden Rose award at last spring’s
~ International Festival at Montreux.

“Yorkers were
4
able to watch the mid.‘morning
ceremony while drinking, their breakfast :tea
(only an incorrigible ingrate would have had
coffee on so. special a day)..

Teiis the BBC's special arrangement with NBC
that, has made it possible—since the summer of
1959—for us to send and receive such,news film.
via Atlantic cable.

Another iimpor tant link betw een. the:two networks liesin ‘the programming |area. BBC- TV
was the very first ov erseas system to purchase
“The Perry Como Show”; it has been. gratifyingly receptive to specials like ‘ ‘The Innocent
Years” and “The Real'W est”; and it:has already
had three complete :showi‘ingsof the‘ ‘Victory at
Sea”’ series, awith the. Allies winning each and
-every time.

| Among olirmajor satisfactions.this season isthe
fact that the new “Dr. Kildare” show iis being
receiv ed as eagerly iin England as it ishere. So,

‘This is as gooda place as any, by the way, to

‘scotch the popular misconception here that the
BBC is.a government-owned

or government-

run operation. It isn’t. In fact, the network's

independence from any such control is a vital
‘element in its: makeup.

“DIGNITY WITHOUT DULLNESS” is the way
one might describe BBC policy—whether on
radio or TV—and it’s a credo that NBC not
only adinires but does its best to emulate.

It seems to us, however, that there’s one area in

if one of these’ Thursday nights, our: young

which we can’t even hope to match BBC-TV,

medic- hero suddenly steps, out. of character to

and. that’s in the lovely sounds of the place-

deliyerafew nice wor ds about socialized. medi-

names where their studios are located. Alexandra Palace.. .Lime Grove...Shepherds Bush

cine, we hope the,A. M,A.will understand,

But, basically, it’s.the quality and versatility of

i... they
all flow trippingly from the tongue.

BBC- TV's own, home- “grown programming

Alongside these designations, we’re afraid even

‘that accounts for the network’ spopularity and
stature. In its drama, comedy,’ music, news and
public. service——and all-have.a. place in. the
artfully-balanced schedules—the standards are

Burbank-near-thePacific or

consistently high.

Rockefeller Center-over-theSubway wouldn’t quite come

up to snuff, Let no one say
“we don’t know our limitations.

_
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I have the photos to me

imminence

of: -war

all this enterprise

Um Sept.
fater. war
dispersed
turned to

in

1946,. we

old series “Cabaret Carand retired as a practising.

producer,

BBC's$ Report:
‘We're Bursting

brought |

to-a sudden

end

1. 1939, and two days‘*
was declared. ‘The staff|
instaatiy to fight. I reRadio where. I was in

charse of Procvrams

to the Forces.’

MY HQ was in the underground
Chitertar Fieatre in London's Pic-

tt .
Jeadiliv: Cir
oe where we endured
Petite d a topical the Blitz and later the V.o1 and

ert

sent me a. citation.
The ‘war -ended
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feard's girls, went back-to our: old studios (oh,
R
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Among firts
Meri! andAbbo‘t
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At the Seams

London.
.
Keynote of this. year’s BBC Annual Report «published this month:

. Director-General—Hugh Carleton. Greene .
‘Director of Television—Kenneth Adam —
—_
Controller of Programs, Television—Stuart Hood
Assistant Controller of Programs—Cecil Madden
Controller of. Program Services—S. J:. de Lotbiniere.
Controller of Progra
Administration—S.. G; Williams
Controller of Television Service Engineering—Martin Pulling General Manager BBC-TV Promotions—Ronald Waldman.
Head of Publicity—George Campey
Assistant Controller (program§i—Donald Baverstock
Assistant. Controller (talks and current. affairs)—R, ‘Leonard
Miall
Head of Program. Planning—Joanna Spicer
Acting Head of Television Drama—Norman’ Rutherford:
Head. of Light Entertainment—Eric Maschwitz.
© ©

Editor

of Women’s

Programs—Miss

Doreen -Stephens-

‘Head. of Musical Productions—Lionel Salter
Head of Children’s Programs—Owen "Reed

‘General
Head

Manager

of ‘Script

of Outside Broadcasts—Peter

Dimmock:-

Department—Donalid: Wilson

Head of Presentation—Rex -Moorfoot
_
Head of Religious Programs—Canon R. Mi ‘Kav.
Head of Schools’ Broadcasting—Kenneta Fawdry
Productions Manager, Television—B.- E..-_Adains. |
Head of Television Design—R. L.. Levins
Makeup and Wardrobe Manager—Miss J. Bradnock
’ Head of Artists’ Bookings—S. E. Holland ‘Bennett

Head of Films, Television—Jack Mewett
a as.
- art to link the!) ’ere actual; dropping on LonEditar News and. Current Affairs—Db.: I: Edwards,
taee
OE G
“orosed many per- don. beamed ta Ameri¢a. then neu- by H, M. Stationery Office, $1.50)
Editor
Television News—wMichael Peacock
;
Sr alta
2e
ou tha dons jour- tral. and carr vy CBS and NBC for the-year ended March 31, 1961,|
peo te tee
tG
London studies /*but for security
reasons never ts expansion. For the Corporation. .
ty tite
ate ty people heard in Br.taiti *y had the splen- °Says its busting at the seams with program policy has had the empha-'
teow
oo?
Bit Tiden, Gii-. did _cooperation ‘as -Commentators.
sis on “range”. because, by eytend-..
bert Ne Get
.fievard.: Fran-Of Ed Mearvow, Evie Sevareid and- prozram miterial and wants to
cee Pee fo
t+ sopieonm. Sel Les-, Quentin Re: nolds. Later T headec increase its service to the public. ing this, the. possibilities of the |
medium
are cultivated and it» value:
‘Not only does BBC ‘seek an
wor Ble
ae
cacut, Frsuune Caid- the production of the. A. E. F
wot
Ree).
6S a conlnan. Sheitg Progran.s U. 5s. A.-Canadian-Brit- additional tv network but wants.to increased..
.

fe.

BBC: GroundRules
’ London.

mainiain a monopoly
in radio
In both video and radio the six.
To get the. record. straight: the
which, the report. contends, needs BBC regions, the report goes on,
BBC jis in ‘no sense a department |
regres Pye
Tea. ie Frank ‘uch visiting stars.a. Dinah Shore, . to start earlier in the morning and are now equipped to undertake
alater
at night.’ ‘Current comprehensive range. of programs: of the ‘British: government, nor is’
Gatte
Ala.
Foor
Saba, Louis Bizz
Croshy,
Aiiriene-.Dietrich, i close
Bote.
Thee Tucost. Rivchard Ske Jones. Gertrude Lawrence | hours: 6:30 a.m. to midnight.) ~
;from QB.s to drama and light’ ita ministéy and _its staffs are not
Palaes
@
te. Lendon, Ray @t M./or Giena Miller. no less}
Radia is by. no means dead in entertainment
productions, ©‘from. civil “Servants. It has a responsiwectD ob ek
von Drew)
One of a 28
of ‘three Service house the U-K., the document points out, frews to ‘documentary films. / Re‘hilify ‘to. Parliament for perfornting _
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, 2 24.000. 0X00 tune in to one ‘of the
three netw ork during some period

gional ty output has, consequently,

expanded: and, (this year.- regions: its duty to the’ nation, but is not
supplied same 8 709 hours of radio subject to chy -to- day control. News
«no competition from tv) programs and. 1,350 hours of tv. and = other pr ograms .are. -created
cam Ees.e in. Britain’ carried in shows
the US. be the Mutual web. and still run up “millions” of listeners,- On
the -average,
duration
of -by the independent action of. the’
WIN ior which I can now thank. . while. even. minority: programs . viewing ‘for adu‘ts as well ax chil- BBC: staff.
.
..dren) was around two hours a day.- ~On thc ather: ‘hand, te is: not. a
publtel. Cfonet
Ken Fredwell” Clan’ “thousands.”
of ChartotteN. C., for his skilful.
Looking © ahead, “BBC sees the per viewer. Research showed 23,- commercial concern and does not
at
BBC-TYV
at ‘work for profit. It has na connecinterviewing. .With much by Rar. tv and radio. audience so interlac- °000.500 -peeked
'McKinte. Satin
Donalue — Ross ing, i.e. using. radio in preference ‘sometime during a day. Of. this tion with advertising. or. ‘sponsor-Halamay
and others and ‘such. ta. certain tv shows. It wants the total 19,000,000 were dual-channel’ ship and the _BBC’s radio -and tv
guests as Georze Arliss, Fred As-_ third nighttime! network to be” viewers ‘commercial channels were services are financed from. license
use and a fourth © seen by 23,000.000). Viewer: with revenue, costing. $11.20 annually,
taire,
Jeiome
Chodorovy.’ Dave brought into daily
Brezer, Claive, Luce. Kim Hunter, ‘Web. for local broadcasting, granted a choice devoted 6167 of their time which includes: a $2.8) tax,.paid by
owners of ty.and radio’ receiv.ta commercial programs and. 39°7. :the ¢
Louise Aor.tten, Brod. Crawford, by the government. .
ers.
Gene Raymond, George Raft and
On the ‘tv front, BBC says its ‘to BBC-TV..
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E. TROIKA

~ Anglo-German TiesCotTVPush ifIGEN
(CVTIE ON |McDermott Proposes All-Industry
WEAVER SHOWS? Meet toCurb Rising Production
- Costs; Gets Backing of Networks
Frankfurt, ‘Oct. 3
While the British. press. often comments sarcastically on. he:
strained relatioris between West ‘Germany and England, television”
at. least is. helping the two nations get on a better footing. .And
‘the Englanders: are getting a constantly increased dosage of West
German television. shows.

Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr. is
-Officials of BBC are currently. in:‘Frankfurt, dickering. with. the
repartedly working. up plans ont
‘commercial ‘ty outfit here about. the rights to a charming musieal - i five “lavish” program | innovations,
comedy, ‘Too Young to: Be Blond;’” which has.Just. ‘appeared on
4+which he hopes, to- place on one tv
the West. German: screens.
network. or. another and, presum_ And in the last ‘few. months, innumerable. other. West German:
ably, then” support with - advertis-|
‘television productions: -have been. offered: to the. BBC viewers. .
‘}ing coin from McCann-Erickson. .

A documentary series “Africa Today,” ‘done by a-German pair,
~ Rolf Gillhausen. and Joachim Heldt,. warranted. enthusiastic praise. .
‘ from: the British

papers

as an. unprejudiced

examination

of. the

London, Oct. 31.
There were only two Ameri-

Oliver Treyz, prexy of ABC-TV.
‘spoke to Weaver last week about
at least. one of the concepts,

nine ‘African’ nations.. It. wag a summer. replacement ‘for BBC's.
“Banorama” shows. More recently, the British have: ‘viewed. a couple

Yank’s Weak Flank

tails of which

remain

a. secret

|’

de-

to

of German comedies, one .from Cologne Television’ titled “Simple... |the. tv industry at large.. What]
Laughable,” and dubbed ‘from German into ‘English, and ‘the © |Treyz.is understood to want is the]
“similarly dubbed Hamburg- qriginated” television show: ‘Tn 80 Takes Weaver-created ‘stanza for one of|
- Around the World:’..°
-A German. television production team. headed by Dietrich: Koch:
television, worked with a British group of poli-.:.
Was first offered on

thé German tv ‘net, and

were

the holes that is soon expected . to}. placed number 18, while “Peropen. Up. in the ABC-TV pr ime time . ry Mason,” a BBC origination,

sked.:
Besides getting the benefit of
‘| Weaver's . -thinking,. ABC-TV ‘sub‘sequently ‘stands a chance of: getshown in England even though. it tackled: such thorny problenis
‘|ting some of: the advertising: coin
as Germany's rearmament_ and the German troops being stationed
controlled. “by.- . Weaver's. agency,
fn. England.
And another Koch show, “As the Others: See ‘Us,” ig algo being -McCann-Erickson.
. shown via, the British commercial television outlet,
It seems,’ furthermore; that any
‘which

last, and both of them
out of the CBS stable.

. “Rawhide,” networked on
‘the: commercial outlet by
Associated Rediffusion, was
was number 20.

_ of North German

... ticians. and ‘publicists. to prepare ‘a series titled ‘‘London

can shows in the TAM Top 20
for the week ending Oct. 18

Diary,”

DuPont to NBC:

subsequently:

‘Weaver

show

that gets on

the air

An

Hollywood, Oct. 31,
all-industry meeting to cope

with the problem

of skyrocketing

television production costs will: be
: proposed
by Tom
MecPermott,
executive veepee of Four Star, cne
of

Hollywood's

Move

top

is to counter

telefiimeries.

the threat

of

live tv, according to McDermott,
‘who said, “unless the unions and
| guilds act soon to bring dewn
prices on telepix, it will become
more a reality than a threat that

| live

tv will eome

batk stionger

than ever next season.”
Following the industry meet, in
which McDermott will be whole-

Where Are Those|
Sun, NiteRatings?

;this season ‘or next. ‘stands .a
chance of -getting. at least partial
advertising support from the. Ted
a nd. J.’ Walter. Thompson |.
9 lauencies, Weaver; presently head

France IsAs : Whatever Happened :
ToThat ProposedddIVNetwork.fotradio-ty forMcCann
andatl amount of turmoll within the pre

| heartedly supported by the three
‘networks in his move
to hring
i prices “down to a _ reasonable
vel,” discussions will be set up

‘ith leaders of studio unions.
“It Is imperative.”
said
™fe: Dermott, “that the lelepix prod:ie‘There fs. ‘eportedly
a
fair: :ers meet with the unions and
i guilds to see where we're going. It
is too well known among sponsors
a- large collection. of followers cincts of ‘DuPont industries and its |that a live show can be brought in
agency, BBDO, over the failure | for 700;0 of its filmed counterad
Madison.
on
execs
tv
top.
jamong:
+
Theme Oct al.
‘A sp ecial’sal ‘parjiamentary
Ave., men who originally. worked |-of the sponsor’s “DuPont Shew of : part.”
7ay
7.
com- |: og
Exec pointed out that below-theBurveiltanee Group, wants toknow | Mitchell LeisertoGAC as “Pat's boys” when he was top- |the Week,” Sunday nights on NBC- ;.| line costs iphysical production)
Dick|aikhamn, program chief of (TV to catch on big with the audi-.
“Mitchell. Leiser, former Eee
that ~long
what: happened. fo
: have risen to where they must he
;
that
-‘planned: second. television web. |tion manager for Goodson-Todman Bates, and Tom McAvity, program fence ratings. It's understood
: allotted 50°c of a show's budget.
i BBDO officials. figured the 10-11°
Group: has” ‘found itis not even |Productions, has: been :named di-.:
. Since vidpix dominated the netat JWT,
Weaver
men. |
}
‘mentioned “in ‘the ":’62°: budget of; rector. of programming. at General)f boss.
While
the: are
threeold have
“Jaked”
p.m. series of widely varied proprime hours, according ‘to
the Radiodiffusion-Television Fran- Artists -Corp:": Appointment . was;
grams would average out at about :‘_ work
‘caise, the governmental body head-; made: by. Don W. Sharpe,. prexy of :Ateaeitytting together, foke or no. |
an 18 rating, which so far hasn't: MeDermott, who is spearheading
‘the movement for a more realistic
“ing. video :under the “Ministry af:GAC-TV. ~
a wether eye act: for the Weaver been the case.
‘look at values. national advertisers
Culture.
~" |.Leisér,- son, af--film producer’! show.
It was generally believed that have begun to ask “why $110,600
“The group has petitioned the; ‘Henri Leiser, was.a various times, | Whether Bates and JWT will-go} DuPont and BBDO made the deal : for an hour show that used to cost
“government for a decision ‘on. the ;8.CBS unit manager, and had been. jalong, in‘ the final analysis, remains; With NBC-TV for the Sabbath .
iso
much
less.’ The
answer
is
“future .of the ‘second channel. {with Regency Films, the William jto-be seen, but ‘it is génerally felt skein in an effort to build prestige. : “overhead” and that’s where MeBruited about fo. years now, and ; Morris Agency and with film’ pro- that -Weayer's name still ‘is. magic ||Obyiaus from the reperts, however, t Dermott. wants to start probing.
‘announced for late '61 and then |ducer -H.. Diament.. Berger. He’ ll: ‘on broadcast row. As a matter: of jis that the backers of the series | Nor is above-the-line ‘actors, prodefinitely -eatly, "62, it still: looks. operate in the fields of budget. con-. fact, the minute the announcement {want ratings as well, perhaps even ; cucers, directors) exempt from exwas Mmade that Weaver: was re- ‘more than prestige—since the se-| an.ination of costs. For this Mee
‘up in the air, so to ‘speak.
trol’ and properties. ee
| turning to .the program fold via: ‘ries has generally been acclaimed | Dermott blames the agents.
The new. web was heralded
'MeCann office, some rival Madison ;:as a real prestige
package iis |
Practically a reality ‘and’ the main 4
Networks’
support
of
Me-| Ave. execs became overtly curious ! critics and industry alike, and this:
taiks. were about whether ‘there
! Dermott’s move is based on fact
| about any Plans he might he whip- !BBDO must ‘be aware of.
would be: any commerical aspects.
: that their stages are standing id]
DuPont is in with NBC-TV for a, because of outside filming. Web
| ping up.
‘Now the very existence of it seems.
‘For. ‘more than two years,’ Madi- solid 40 weeks just the same.
to have become. -elouded
again.
bosses have started their own drive
could.
be, although it’s thought i}
son
Ave:,
with
an
exception
here;
Set manufacturers.. are also. defor more love shows. -.BC ignited
and there, has been ‘squeezed out | highly - impractical | since so many: i
manding action so they can: go]
the
trend back to live even though
ef control of network program- shows ‘are already in preparation. |
“ahead :with special new. sets: and}
it hasn’t the tremendous
studio
‘ming.|. (Major exception- is Proc- that BBDO will request of NB Cc}i overhead of the other webs. Both
adapters. ter..& Gamble, which still owns various format changes.
NBC and CBS have estimated that
Another deputy wants: to ‘know
some of ‘the shows it sponsors.)
If {. Seemingly obviated entirely is|their
investment
is $15.000.000
why the new web has been de~|- Weaver can “sell” one of his codn- any chance for NBC-TV to increase |
‘signed for 625 lines over: the 819
each. Union jurisdictions prevent
London; Oct. 31.
| cepts to a’ network
tand ABC further its already high budget on |
the stages from being used for
of the present. ‘setup. Now it seems | Hilliard, veins” left ‘London last
seems ‘the: hottest- prospect, not the show.
The network fixed a} filming.
that tests have shown that. at 4 weekend for the Continent. after
only because
of the reported budget for the shows, which the
Jeast 18 months will be necessary finalizing’ arrangements
for the Trayz-Weaver talk of last week but web owns, prior to the season and
‘before it could be put into use. production of a vidpic series based because these. ABC and McCann
the budget was accepted by Du* Jon: the -Humphrey. Bogart—Kath- ‘execs have become buddy-buddy Pont.
‘Continued on page 64)
Sponsor,
it’s speculated,
.|erine’ Hepburn. starrer,. ‘The Afri- on a lot of points in the past sev- could however fork up money of
can. Queen.” Rights. to the prop- eral weeks), it augurs a substan- its own to hypo the package. Such
jerty have. been. ‘acqiired from Sam ‘tial. return tO program power’ of things have been done before by
| Spiegel and. -C. S.: Forrester, -and McCann ‘and: maybe Bates. and agencies and advertisers, who don’t
it is aimed to put the |‘pilot into JWT. .These three are among the|own any actual equity in the pro‘(Continued on page 64)
~~ largest: houses on. Madison Ave.
‘grams they sponsor.
Hollywood. Oct. 31.
Three ad agencies with clients
on CBS-TV’s
“Route
66” can’t
ABC-TV is finally getting “its|
agree
on whether
the disputed
‘man ‘into Moscow..Sam Jaffe, who
-Isegment of the hourlong series
moved. over to the ABC web: after | Network selling of. shows as- ning. gag. going in their. Coast in a game show. Feeling of the:
‘“To Walk
With
a Serpent.” is
sold -boxes today,” web, Quigley explains, is that no |
“6ix years with CBS as. reporter. ‘and -Sumes a variety of pitching ‘forms. |. office. “We
There's the pilot ‘approach, the -Heatter. says. “Four boxes,” Quig- producer, director, or contestant | worthy of air time. Campbell-Ewald
editor, ‘has ‘received his accredita-. straight . -presentation - with
flip ley ‘adds.
{ would risk his reputation or live-. i has entered a protest for Chevrolet
tion papers from:.the Soviets. and cards, and at times:.the name. of |
The: prodticing team is now an lihood for fixed winnings if the! which was being studied hy the
ds slated to set: up. shop in Moscow. the producer, writer; or star, writindependent unit, under the. Four winnings are kept down.
‘network bosses in N.Y. Wendell
.the second week in November, ©
tenon a -‘menu.: Latter. method, of. Star banner: The boxes are custom.
Heatter turned on the tv set;
~ Jaffe’sslot. marks the first .time: ‘course; requires sorhe quick yerbal built om the Coast and ate: flown In his hotel: suite te show what|‘Williams, Coast head of Leo Bur‘that the ABC web will have a-pet-. acrobatics - -Felaying the - idea of to. N.Y. for presentations. The “Video Viilage” has to compete;!nett agency ‘fer Marlboro), hag
“deferred to the east’: and
the
-‘Manent bureay in Moscow. Up to the show or series.
. boxed ‘presentations are held to with. It was the morning hours, |
now, it ‘had -been using stringets, | In ‘addition; ‘there's. ‘the’.‘boxed: ‘be so valuable that someone at the ‘and there was “Price Is Right"{print was put under inspection.
but the ‘web's news chief Jim Hag-: method of’ ‘prodiicers Bob Quigley. ‘home office wanted.to write on one flashing a glamorous
Iimousine ‘Betty O°Hara. veepee at Dancer‘for
Sterling
erty felt that. a global news -opera- ‘and Merrill. Heatter,. the duo -re-. of .thém “Danger. Artifiicial. Lung. as a prize, against “‘Village’s” $115. Fitzgerald-Sample
| Drugs), said the have no object: ons.
tion. demanded a regular Moscow "| Sponsible for “Video Village” and Handle With Care.” Anything can “Imagi
;
gine
the
suspense
of
the
view|
to
“Serpent”
“even
though
it’s not
correspondent. .
| “Video Village Junior-Edition,” on happen in transit, ‘the. worrier ers if thousands of dollars was ithe best.”
involved
in ‘Village,’”
Quigley
Jaffe. speaks énough Russian ‘to -CBS-TV. Quigley: and -Heatter, in warned.
Williams
said
the
show
is
controget by... Me: last. was in the Soviet: “presenting new game’ shaw ideas,
Heatter and Quigley, now the opined, his eyes flashing.
network
spokesHeatter explained that he artd versial. CBS-TV
‘to cover the. Russain reaction to the build ‘a: small replica’ of the set, “live” wing of Four Star, are in
man,
though,
said
the
episoide
wil
U-2 plane incident for: CBS. early -dress it up in arresting colors, and N.Y. presenting a number of pro- his partner had to turn down a
last year.
—
box it. At. times some of the gad- ‘jected. “live’’ series. All .of. them. Hhumber of game show ideas sub- go on the air. although no 4air-date
has
been
scheduled
as
yet.
ABC: has. also opened -a ‘perma- getry is electrically controlled and are accented in the ‘human. inter- mitted by pros because, for one
Screen Gems, producer of the
est... game, panel, comedy
vein. reason ‘or another, they. felt that
nent bureau. in Rome.’ with John: ‘moves, at’ other times. an audio
Casserly. heading up the office. Cas- tape ‘is -utilized, and. still other Both ° are proud of the record of the submitted ideas were not rig show, said that airing time has
serly comes to the -network from times, a filmi segment, if it’s part “Video Village” on. CBS-TV. day- proof. Four Star tieup, the pro- been postponed for three weeks,
n- ‘of the show, is thrown. on an avail- time, ‘a success: despite the pos: ‘ducers stated, now gives them the
A
Campbell-Ewald
spokesman
the Hearst. ‘newspaper. chain.
New York, Hagerty has also. hired ‘able ‘Screen. —
. sible low winnings. for contestants, film savvy and facilities to use for isaid that. the show is bevond re‘| some of their shows.
pair because of its low moral tune.
‘Fendall Yerxa, former managing |- A flip of the belt: unwraps the they underline.
.How: effective is their voxea “Serpent”
deals
with
a
hateeditor of the N..Y,. Herald Tribune, box and with the stage set, Heatter
Unjike the . other two “wens,
monger, who creates a series of
the .CBS-TV, they state; has a maxi- selling?
as a news. correspondent. He'll ‘have. aided by Quigley, explain
“We were a small outfit when violences to draw attention to his
a foving. assignment from the N. Y. game show to potential clients.
mum of $2,500: either in cash or.
base.
.
cause.
Reatter and Quigley have a run-. prizea. that a contestant can win!
(Continued on page 48)

African Queen’
As Elkins Series:

$2600.00 Cost

Sam Jaffe To.

Moscow forABC/|Quigley -¢& Heatter: War
‘V nna Buy a Box?’

‘Route 66° Invites
A Chevy Detour

Top Ad Men In a Resurgent Bid
To Recain Some Program Control
—(n Other Madison Ave. Fronts
i

.°

ly are upbeating ‘the color aspect
on the.station buying level.‘In terms of rebroadcasting of
network color, 377 of the 520 ‘sta-|
tions in.the country, or almost twothirds: of the total, are equipped
‘for network color, ‘according to
‘the survey:
Stations equipped to
rebroadcast
network color cover

IN: NEW YORK CITY

areas with 98°¢ of the tv homesin
‘the country.

NBC-TV

now

Norman Jewison set. ‘as producer. for the Judy Garland. spec on: ‘CBS: am
TV next March’. . « For the fifth year in a row, Ed Pierce will: produce —
NBC-TV's “Macy's Thanksgiving ‘Day Parade & Circus,” hut now ‘he’s

is the

thave achieved a lofty: cultural con-| only web colorcasting:

3s BIEYV. GREELEY

*sensus, And those who examine our | NBC-TV's parent: company RCA
advertisers and society with a sterile detachment: reports that a maximum produca more varied. -and form judzments based on per- tion: schedule of color tv receivers
the three net- sonal predispositions are the ones’ has. been instituted by RCA as disbetray
aculpable
lack
of; tributor to dealer set sales since
The, who
*
stands.
prosrammins
‘
;
.
>
og
Oct. .1 have shown a 175°% gain:
ss

Disvest

: TV-RadioProductionCentres.
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‘doing it as an indie packager rather. than a hetwork: staff Man...
Towa:
Wesleyan College last week gave NBC chairman Bob Sarnoff an.‘honorary Doctor of Science degree for introdueing the web's “Continental

ty

Aedes ies Want
tie
aoe
Pe st that

Classroom".

Peter

M.:Piech,

exec: producer. of NBC-TV’s

“Bull-

winkle Show” back from. production meetings with personnel at: Gam-ma Studios in Mexico City’.
... Mary Lou Forster’s recent acting sked
of people and a lack of faith in the over the -same period last year. reads this. way: voice of the. talking Crelan blanket, voice of-a fouroot
«ard renewed proEvora
Current
sales
pace
is
‘said
to
be
free institutions under which we:
ye VMeCann-Erick- live. Because it is a fact that only:50° ahead of frevious high sales year-old. German boy on- WOR Radio’s. “My ‘Trué Story” stahza and
duet
efits
played. ‘a secretary. for Campus’ Films .
‘Paula Russo and Joseph.
son are fro’. it fie-ations of resur-" a.small segment of society has an; Weeks recorded just before. Christpent eat bv tie ad men ta re- elevated taste in: the arts. or is’ mas in. both 1959 and 1960.. : Thisj.Cauano, both of NBC accounting, are getting spliced in the fall of 62
.
Flack
Jack
Perlis
took
first
prize
in
the
L.
I. Championship TournaBull Seine pL
om eentrol
vitally concerned about philosophyyj year. unlike previous years, virtual- ment a week ago...
Author Ivan Sanderson (‘Abominable Snowmen:
Not tact oar
stiven season has and cosmic truths.”
ly all of the other. major set manu-: |Legend Come to Life”) is the guest of Bob: Dixon today (Wed.) on CBSfacturers-are in the color ty set biz.
best more (foe trons for agencv- aces
Outing in Wickersyille
Radio . . . Alvin. Sussman, former eastern sales. manager: for UAA,
@loemtiow
sha s than
any
netAbout 100 of. the .115 stations. became exec veep in the new Universal Entertainment:Corp..
...““PM
The Homestead, famed Virginia: now
Woks owas
ft octors, but in the’
‘equipped to originate local East-West” has shelved. a vanguard arty film, “Science- Friction: ”
resort
where
the
Assn.
of
National.
leanest sets te date for outside
color can eolorcast film; accord- bought for: close ‘to ‘$500 from Stan Vanderbeek after @ panel: ‘seg on
enti. sR
oto prim titne schedule, : Advertisers will return for’ their: ing to the survey. Network breakscience was abandoned. May find appropriate’ slot. for it later: . ;
12?
cient shee. are taking quite a. annual meeting tomorrow
down of the stations equipped for Jerry” Lewis. special, “High Hopes,” vidtaped in the Coconut Grove.
_through Saturday, has the follow-.
beatips
‘loca! colorcasting find NBC in the
:inz recreations: golf. tennis, swin-' - lead with 53: CBS with 34: ABC with Jaye P. Morgan,.Gogi Grant, Connie Stevens, Vivian. Dela Chiesa,
More than kaif a dozen adver- ming, dancing, horseback or car-!
the Ink Spots, Hoagy Carmichael. Johnny. Mathis and Donald O’Connor, ...
:and
and 13
13 independents.
tiser packaz-~ ate in trouble, ac- riage ridding, howling-on-the-green,| with 24:
will be aired in N:Y. via WPIX-TV Sunday, Nov. 12, from 3 to 4 Pm ~
coriins ty to. bet. t ratinas, which skeet and trap shooting. putting.!
WPIEX. has two pubaffairs: specials . coming up early this month, .
Mav in dood «= +t aceount for some’ ; sbufteboard — and “veranda sit-.
‘Associated Rediffusion’s "Two. Faces of.Japan".:and a Moral Re-Armia- .
oft. ex +28) Coa t visits current;
ment hour depicting the deféat,. of Communism on “Brazilian docks,
“Men of Brazil.” —
amon the atenev video elite.
Sufferin. rat: nz-aud deficviercies:
Don: Clancy, administrative manager, CBS-TV affil relations, "Wace.
are tho rew Procter & Gamble
tioning in Florida...
..Mona‘Bruns, featur ed thesp in: CBS-TV's soaper,
entries from Berton & Bowles, the.
“Brighter Day. * back. to. Coast: after a short N.Y. visit...
. Roster of:
Diek Varn Dvke show on CBS-TV
Members
of the institute "ot |
oul
e
xposure ald timers featured in. tomortow’s (1) “Investigators” - include ‘Neil
and ABC-T\'s ““fargie ” Although Pr: vetintoner s
Hamilton,
Miriam
Hopkins,
Otto.
Kruger,
Frank
Albertson
and Alan.
in
Advertisinz—
the network
denies it. the per- about 75°* of British ad agencies‘ Failure of. CBS News ta fill an Mowbray . . . Gertrude Berg takes time out from cher. filming of CBS- .
vhour
with’
a
pubaffairs
special
on
sistert repect is tit P&G has had — have undertaken
TV's “Mrs. G. Goes to College” to go to Chicago tomorrow. (2) to receive
not
to use:
ft with “Mar ‘re end has already subtiminal
plugs!
This
follows: : Monday 16) night wilt find .“The the Sarah Siddons Award for. her performance: in the legiter. “A
mixed four 01 tive replacenient pro-- IPA’s second thumbs dow non hyp-_ Dick Van Dyke 'Show" .getting. a Majority of One’...
Monty Hall, host of ‘CBS-TV's “Video’ Villaze.”
posals fram tu. network,
in from the Coast .
. Danny Dayton set for role in CBS-TV's “The
nosis in advertising.
As Hoab-:
Proeter & Ganbie and General son, Bates & Partners L.td expands. , double exposure during that. week. Defenders” Nov. 1B
CBS-TV’s “Danny -Thomas Show” won ameri-:
.
Foods hott keve save rong hald- the staff changes beeome more fre- |:Both wilt be fresh episodes.
can Legion Auxiliary. Golden Mike TV. Poll for 1961 for. “best. all-over sions -- “Riftemun.” Andy quent’ Two new directors, David | ‘Unusual turn in programming
around family entertainment”.
‘Douglas | Edwards; Harry Reasoner
Gridttie shaw ete oh
GP's “Mrs
or
and Robert Trout assigned to’ “CBS | News. coverage of Thanksgiving
Aitchisoa and Georze Willis. join came ‘about. this way. “CBS News nn
G
fers
ta
ft
sce
Pas)
come
|
Day
Parades
special
.
.
Robert
Crean’s
“Come to Carthage” -set for,
the board. John Turner. previously
acopper dt. OS) pm Wednes- tv zontroller, is appointed associ- hed planned a special for Monday ‘second special of *‘Westinghouse Presents” on CBS-TYV. Dec...8.
nizht, starting at 9: 30. The special. Fred: Ruegg, CBS Radio w:p. in charge of station administration, leav. es.
dav slet an
CBS.
ate director and is to develop.
the
“Father af a Bi ie piloted br agency's tv. radio and film inter- beleved to be a conducted tour of | Sunday 15: for a two-week -tour of o&o's. On Monday ‘'6:, Ruegg is
the White: House. bv Mrs. Jacque- slated to deliver an address before the.student body at ‘Los Angeles
BRDO ad Goren. MTS. aleo has
ests 1 ox other execs have been line ‘Kennedy, failed to materialize. | City College on. the subject: “The Responsibilities of Broadcasting”...
.
ins natina prob ens and the same
chentias: hts
tind termer, “Nato shows had alreadv been _ CBS. News has opened a news bureau in Bertin: _Bureay As. being orPhe
moved to C. R. Casson:
Watenty Co.
tioral Vole wood.
really skidded
Lid
zeta “fresh approach” onn Prsempted and their, sponsors noti-. ganized by - Daniel Schorr, CBS correspondent ‘in--Germany. Web's.
permanent bureau in Bonn will be augmented .by the. Berlin’ staff..
Pr Be hawk Mon-hiy- -v 8
pm. time Ww campirigns ..
And Reliant
*!
.
Sammy’ Davis Jr., signed to star in “Coals of Fire. * which w ill be preon NBC
Sabre sperts cars account now
When EBS News decided to turn ' sented
on CBS- TV's “Frontier Circus” later this season :
Michael
Anuto-Lite’s “Streitltawav is the . garaves
Jjpe ;at Ripley.
tnler
<
ths
thee
beek
to
re2ular
program|
Preston & Co. |
:
Sklar, exec producer, Michael. Alexander, director and Harry Olesker,
Lytest-patied af aU the client en-:
.
. New
agerey to be. set up.in- ming. Lorillard, riding .on “Hen-:
‘writer, in Mexico for an “Intertel”” special. being produced under the
trios
ABC
:T.ondon next month: Dunkley and Nesey” said no dice. It had maile ;} aesis of NET and Westinghouse Broadcasting. ~~
Pick Your Publisher
Friedlander. Specialty: launching other plans. “Hennesey”
occupies}
ithe 10 to 10:30 p.m. .Monday slot.
‘News commentator Joe Slattery. pincn--hitting.. for Alex: Dreier on
It’s a Jone way froin Detroit to. new products.
“There
was
no
problem
in
reschedABC’ Radio's 6:30 p:m. news show for two weeks during: Dreier’s vacaclub
luncheon
*
as
a8
Milwankee.
-uling -the
“Hennesey”
lead-in, tion ...
ABC Radio's “Flair,” layout has. signed an_ ‘additional. flock of
speakers 20. anewal.
talent, including comedians. Phyllis Diller and ‘Georgie. Kaye; Sandy
Cc I
ti
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Clhib in the Motor; |
Baron,
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Allan Jeffreys, With Broadway réviews
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—
Continued from page 1 oe
‘Van ‘Dyke show isn’t doing well!
Areeriean taste “Panerhacks alone
Among the: ‘in’ the rating: numbers.. Procter & - vacationing from the ABC. “Breakfast :Club” - this week in the Virgin
are sellira at the rate of 1.009.000— them for coloreasts:
Islands.
.
Project
III.
Enter
prises,
which.
is.
‘developing:
‘several .pilots
a dav. and. if you faxe the word: ‘color stations for the WB. product, |Gamb!e. the’sponsor, by getting a
| for MGAM-TV, has signed Owen Crump for production ‘chores . .'. Mrs...
of the
Am~<fi-en
Book ‘Council,! i distributed by ‘Seven Arts Associ-; onetime airing away from its regu‘Nancy Lenaghan, secretary to Si Siegel,exec v.p. of AB-PT,.left -her
aver a 109.099 020 Americans of all_ated, are WNBC-TY, N.Y.. KQTV, ;lar Tuesday at 8 p.m. slof, will have
‘Ft. Lodge, la.: WISH-TY, ‘Indiana. a chance to see how the, show does job last week because she is expecting a baby. Elaine Shelton is her:
azes read hocks reaularly
‘Fred Robbins interviews. Stanley Kramer, Joan FonWFLA-TV, Tampa; and in another time period on another ‘replacement.
would vou have guessed that there’ polis. Ind.:
taine, Bob Hope, -Dolores Hart and Stephen Boyd on: his syndicated,
are more
amaterr
musicians
in- KOTV, Tulsa.
1day.
“Assignment
Hollywood”
this w eek.
this country then there are ama-;
As to the: future, many syndicaSo the week of Nov. 6 will: find
teur
oanfers?
Would
vou
have tors are of the belief that color | Van Dyke trying for laughs MMonguessed that there are more penple, ‘negatives might ‘make the differ-'day-and Tuesday night, in the abwho gn ty art museums in a year {ence of clinching a sale.
With :sence.of a planned tour of the
‘Mel Blanc, Idid up for nearly: ‘a year with. injuries suffered in: a car.
than there ere vio go fishing?
the
backlog
of. black-and-white >W hite” House,
erash, makes his first.appearance on the Jack Benny show Dec. 24.
The averate attendarce on a Sun-: negatives growing in the vaults,!
;
.
Robert Walker Jr., son of Jennifer Jones'!Mrs. Dav id Selznick) and the
dav oat the Wetropglitan Wuseum .the nod Frobably |will = to they—_—————EEE
‘late Robert Walker, makes his ty debut in Breck’s ‘The Picture of
of Art in New
York would
,color negatives, if the factors o
.
7
a
Dorian Gray” Dec. 6.
Rumor «is that KOOP ‘channel 13) will beMadison
Sevare
Garden
twice! ; quality, ete. are equal,
In the
Quigley & Heatter:
come the educational band. with a national Foundation .tdé pay $9,000,000
over. And rent’. onl one of 4.484! ; coming years. a “Bonanza” because
|for the transfer .
MGM. is reported. dickering for the purchase: of reserpine
in tis
country
' of the color factor may win an off: a=amces Continued from page 47 aaammn
—- | KTVT. Fort. Worth, and KPTV, Portland, Ore. .. ..NBC's John K. West
There are 32.090.000 peole. who! network Jongevity that a similar we came to Larry White. (He's|reports that 38% of the ty set. sales from San “Diego to Seattle were
play some musical instrument well; blakeandw hite series might. not || CBS-TV.
daytime
programming color receivers’...
Harry Owens. .will ‘give. up the travel ‘business to
enout:
ard afen enough ta be;
form a new Haw aiian musieal group forty.
Fréeman Gosden and
'y.p.-It was later the quiz scandals
classed as amateur musicians .. ‘|
At this stage, there’s no genera Ll:
Charles Correll are‘not worried about the. ratings of “Calvin and the.
Would it surprise vou to know that pusi. to produce syndie half-hour ' and ‘CBS didn't have a-game show| Colonel.” Say “the boys” tAmos ‘n’ Andy), “we ‘always. were Slow.
ir 1985 tkestre admissions aione product in color, the syndie field. left: on the afr. We did the ‘boxed’ starters. It took us theree months. to get off the ground with “Amos ‘n”
were
ore-third
hisher than
the depressed as it is.
Seven Arts presentation for ‘Village’ and Andy." They recall a comment by. a W alla Walla, Wash., critie on A & “A: eambired admissions to all specta-: ; Associated, Programs
“radio's biggest flop has just arrived.” He later hedged. by calling them _
for Televi-!
. Gen-: sion,’ and other pix: distributors, White bought it on the spot.”
tor sports In this country?
“the Abie’s Irish Rose’ of radio.”
oS
:
co
tiemen, todav’s public can be. kid-; though,
are pitching the color| Prior to airing, a half-hour vidded only at the risk that you will! angle to stations with ‘varying suc- taped version of “Village” was:
Wind un kiddins yourselves.”
c2ss.
Some cartoon houses, and a made to work out possible: “bugs.”’
Before the Milwaukee Advertis- few syindie houses with color. vid- ;; That took place, though, after the
Boyd ‘Lawler, once veltttWAIT: here, ‘has°‘succeeded |‘Fred. Harm. as
inz Chih. Mactudden. Publicztions: film product in the catalog current- |web bought the box.
general manager of WJJD. Harm resigned recently after: 25° years with ~
A. Bartell on 7
pubis er
Gerald
the station, and Herb. Golombeck of. the central ‘office of Plough Inc.
“Nias, Media--An Analvsis of Pur-}
has been running the station in the interim ... WIND has been average _
poxe ”
To deny the true ining around 1,700 entries for each. of its scrambled. Sing-a-Long: contests, —
teLectual and cultural watermark
| in which the prize payoff is only $5..According to general manager Ed .
of the mass market Is to deny the
Wallis, eight out-of 10 entries are signed.‘‘Mrs.,” indicating the ratio bosi: farts af mass circulation in
of adult. listenership to teenagers. .
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British TV-EquityStrike On

the

press.

in

mrblishing,

in

box

London, Oct. 31.

in hrowdeasting.
The strike against all the 13 commercial ty companies goes
And this is not by way of downinto effect tomorrow (Wed.), last minute efforts to effect a settlein» the mass market. The ‘mas-!
‘ment having failed.
ores “rx of penrles, cultures, and: ‘
The decision to resume talks today was. taken after an- all-day
cress that comnose the fabric and
session last Friday (27) and that in furn followed. a lengthy
design
af anm
country
needs a/ .meeting between both sides on the previous Wednesday. But all
Wal
Whitman
properly
to dehope faded today and ‘the strike of the actors’ union and the
seribe, ard a Carl Sandburg to
commercial ty program companies is. on. The union’s demands
ewozize, And T would humbly add
were described earlier in the month as exorbitant, and at one.
mv own econyiums to the chorus in
time there seemed to be no possibility of a settlement:
praise of the accomplishment, the
Running behind Equity in its new minimum scales demand is
essential decency. the undeniable
the Variety..Artists Federation, which, after a meeting with the
potential of this people H{iving in
ITA" companies last Thursday (26) declared the two sides were
freedom
“poles apart.” VAF decided today to join. in the walkout. .
With today’s talks breaking down, at least 75%. of the com“But it is ore thing truly to
understand, and quite another to
mercial tv shows will be affected by the walkout. The unions will
bar their members from working for any commercial company
create a myth. I belfeve ours to be
the mos:
enliehtened
people on
and the only exceptions to the rule would be artists. who are
earth; yet I do not belleve they
committed to firm contracts.
ofre,

on “Great Music. From Chicago,” with. “Magikist coming .in for the open
half . . . Agent Leo Salkin is trying to peddle a new idea:for a tv
game. show to the networks . . ..Norman. Ross” 10-year-old radio show
of light classics has. switched to. WCEL, with sponsors in tow... . KTTV,.
Los Ajigeles, has opened a. midwest sales office: here. with Frank
Browne in charge . . . Clark George, veep-g.m. of WBBM-TV, has been
named to board of directors: of Chi'Convention Bureau ..:.; WBBM in| itiated a regular

Saturday morning

stereo show over its. AM and FM

ehannels.., . United Film and Recording’ Studios is looking over:-New’
York

and “European - production

sites for: a new. ‘project ‘which is. .de-

scribed as “an experiment in global tv

IN LONDON|;
Westward-TV has now joined the “little network”—AngliacTV, ‘Scottish-TV, Southern-TV and TWW—-and is to take the series of 30-minute’.
dramas being prepared specially for this venture . ... Ulster-TV is two
years old-on Thurs. (2)... From.a poll conducted. by a Westwiard-TV
. film program, “Carousel” was the. most: looked-for reissue eee. A

(Continued on ‘page. 64) ~
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(SETTINGqUALITY
GU | FCCOkays WNTA Shift to Educ

TY
| MAJORPROBLEM But Puts Adjacent States on Alert
To Serve Local Needs of Jersey

Washingtoi, . Oct. 31.
Educational television has hearty White House support. ©
.
At. ‘the conclusion of the: National Assn. .of Education Broad--casters convention here; President Kennedy dispatched a telegram
‘to Leanard ‘H. Marks,. Assn, attorney, to be. Tead to delegates..
First, the President recalled. a statement. he made ‘last year:
By ART woop STONE
“The federal government ‘should assist in expediting” and accelerating the ‘use’ of television as a tested aid. in education -in the. |: Has - news become as” much - al
schools and. colleges in: the nation and as a’ means. of meeting: the | ;‘fad as; say, comedians. once’ were,
needs of adu:t education.” |
Then.-the. President said, he. had. this to add’ to- that previous. :
guete: “This. Administration’ actively supports suitable Jegislation|
aimed at this: objective. .We are all very much in your debt for. your.
tireless efforts in behalf ‘of educational broadcasting. It.merits the
{Support of
ofab
all of us.”
:

or quizzes

or westerns

or situation

“FM: ‘Mass & Class’

! comedies? At NBC-IV ‘and CBSChicago, -Oct. 31.
: TV there. are executives ‘concerned
FM
Broadcasting
System,
iabout -this:.question. To ‘them it’s
the FM “network” which 1s a
‘far more than academic, because
_subsidiary
of
Keystone
Broad!trends. inevitably end..
casting System: has revamped
In some instances they fear, in
its
station
lineup
to
include
34
1 6thers they ‘firmly’ believe, that|
Stations
in the 26 markets
4
Whatever the reasons for the great
‘where. FM penetration is alyupbeat in network tv news. the]. ‘legediv greatest. Markets such
‘networks’ fop management and top - ‘as. Baltimore.
Chicago. New
York.
Cleveland,
Detroit,
i quantity. ‘than quality. Actually,
Minneapolis. St. Louis
and
| some: say, it’s virtually impossible
San Diego each have access as
to maintain: quality since sé much
FMBS
|
affiliates.
‘By: HERM: SCHOENFELD. + —
“non-entertainment” . program
According to John Hartian,
| ming is being done today:
FCC: chairman Newton, N. Ninow.
national sales manager for the
~ As high as the various web -news | FM web, the‘ stations repre- ‘May. propose; but the -advertisers
} budgets have gone in the wake of | sent a penetration of 44°7 cf
‘will continue to ‘dispose of- kiddie’
-Birmingham,, Oct. 31.
shows’ on” ‘television just as they] * One: ‘of the ‘most valuable. “radio :- Mmow’s: “wasteland”. charges and
the national
total of FM _
havé always’ done if they don't sell ‘Stations in. Alabama has.been- sold-‘in: the presence..of ‘the attention-.
homes. The average spendable
That's the .hardboiled approach. of :to the “Newhouse ‘Broadcasting getting strain on worid peace, they.
Sonny. Fox, ‘veteran perfor mer-pro- Corp. : “WAPI, a 50 ,000-watt sta- -evidently are not. hich enough to |
avers, is $7.763 per year, de. ducer..in. the juvenile field! who ‘tion in Birmingham, was sold for;“insure quality, if indeed money can
scribed as “very high.”
insure quality.
Moreover.
“now is riding: with seven hours of - an undisclosed -sum by: the Eniv. ‘ever’
New concept of FMBS will
-programming. .on WNEW-TY, ‘N.Y, ‘of “Alabama,
Auburn: Univ, and there just isn't enough manpower “be “mass and class.” Hartigan
:
or time of day to insure the prois recommending
a_ soft-sell
and -the ABC network..
Alabama. College:.
approach in advertising copy
Minaw's ‘barrage against. the In-?.. -Thyée. years ago, S.- Ee. ‘New: * duction -of ‘quality. news material |
for the medium. “FM itself
dustry for failing. to provide. qual-,, house. -bought
the: Birmingham , all the |time:
‘ity programs ‘for. ¢hildrén is, - vce News, WAPETY. ‘and™: the. Hunts- ;- Worse’ ét—and. this is an at-|. gives the. quality and the climate,” he ‘says.
cerding. to. Fox, an. angry broadside. ville - ‘Times . and other. properties. titude’ that. has yet to be. proved
-bevond doubt—is.the -fecling that ,
that fails. ta: pinpoint the target oF, and took rover
-over the Ww
WAI
API tease.
_ pravide .any ‘specific © solutions.
i the network toppers really don‘t
’-Minow. Fax said: has also not. ‘suf«1 care, just. so long as some -manner
of numerical. superiority. ean be!
‘ficiently. discriminated among. the;
Various layers of children. vicving!
|achieved ‘to impress both the view-

“Som Fox SeesFOC ClairmanAs

A VeryInfluential Advance Man’quent Wan “aut. Actual |
~ Newiouse Buys.WAPI |

Income in’ these homes. he

Washington. Oct. 31.
_ Spurning the hue and cry raised
iby New Jersey officialdom, Fad‘eral Communications Commissien
has okayed the switch of WNT.A‘TV sChannel 13: from Newark to

‘New

York

-City

__area’s first VHF

As

a

“ever,

to

the

beceme

tne

educational outict.

molhfying

gesture.

Commission

hew-

specitied

ithat the new owner. Educaticral
i Television
for the Metropel.tan
‘Area Inc., maintain adequate stu-

.dios in Newark.
It also said New
‘York, Pennsylvania. and Delaware
.tv stations

were

being

put

cn

no-

:tice that they have a duty to serve
.the local needs of Jersevites fall‘ing in their service areas. WNTA-

TV's transfer leaves the state with‘out a VHF assignment :t can cail
‘its own.

| "The

action

greeniizhting

the

“gg20a.c0 sale to ETMA. a mane

'stock corporation chartered by *he

:Board of Regents of New York U.,
takes care of the New York end
‘of FCC's proposal to make «an
VHF channel in beth New Yerk
and

Los

outlet.
:L.

A.

Angles

into

Fate of one

commercial

a

teach-.¢e

ot the sesen

stations

er

, VHF ban is still to be decided.

the

:
With the approval of the trarnfer,’
.FCC formally denied petitions ty
the New’ ‘Jersey Attorney Gentil
:on hehalf of Goy. Robert B. Mev‘ner and other state brass,.and crers and ‘Washington. There, are
television ..and-the needs fof eachj.
ganizations opposing the deal.
age
‘bracket.
“However.
‘What}
: these: who believe’ that: Newton
Commission
approval, which 13s
Minow-has done.’: Fox. said, “isto
; Minow, the FCC. chairman.: ‘is himsubject to Court appeal was taken
create. a. new. climate: in which
self’ interested. ‘mostly in ‘seeing
by
a
six-to-one
vote with Cominit!mrore.- news: on the air. It’s’ natural:
the broadcasters. and: spon<ors are
sioner John Crass dissenting on
more:
receptive
‘to constructive |
to assume" that Minow. would Hke|
grounds
a
hezring
should kave
ideas in the area of children’sS-pro-.
{it all to be good, but unaware per‘been held.
ramming. He's ‘been .a. very. in|naps. of the fantastic involvements|. The NBC-TV master plot for:
Estimating its expenses in adidi‘ and
problem-making’ - ‘situations ‘Wednesday
“fiuential advance man. for us.”
nights next season,' tion to the purchase price, at $3CN.WwW ith. two new: weekly - half-hour attendant ‘on news programming.
The trick is:to. come. up with. an
now
that
“Wagon
Train’
has
ETMA plans to raise S4.i,f42.‘idea that -is attractive.to kids, ac- !; news programs and. 40. specials to: his exhortations for this “kind of | ‘agreed to travel north from 30 ‘000,
000 from foundations and indlisidceptable fo parents and saleable| fill this season, - NBC. News has “important tv don’t carry: with them |Rockefeller Plaza to 66th Street in
‘uals and $2.500,000 trom business,
to ‘advertisers. “‘It's’ easy: enough-- More men traveling—and travel-: : cautions that it. ought to be of high. ‘Manhattan. will probably include :
including the three. networks. Metto get: hurrahs {rom parent-teach-- ling “greater distances—than ever quality tov. ‘It-is, someone recently a new. hourlong
telefilm
series ropolitan Broadcasting Corp, ind
‘ers, groups about a show. and. even. - before ‘in-its history. _At this ‘mo-. ‘alleged, all too easy to assume that|.‘called
‘Empire.”
RKO General. ETMA was granted
“ment
there
are™:six.
units
abroad:
: news,. of whatever ‘quality, is .im- | “Empire,”
line — ‘up ‘a 13-week ‘‘advertising-:
it’s safe to say. 1S its request to have main stucics
eyele,” “Fox said. “but without “filming: various. programs or pro- . portant and. good. though this may presently the hottest prospect NBC in New York City. The transnitJong-rance. audience impact, the. 2m segments for’ “David Brink- - be..true, considering a school of
has for the 7:30-8:30 p.m. kev slot ter will remain on the Empire
_ £oad: intentions will not ‘prevail . lev's Journal,’ “Frank.3itGee* s thought that as bad.as news might
in the ’62-"63 season. It is to be Siate Bldg.
very
Jong in a medium
that’s: ‘Here & Now”-.and for’. the: string. -be it is better than the best. .action- produced. for NBC by Screen Gems
The FCC opinion asserted that
_ basically commercially motiyvated,”. ~of spécials, and one unit just “re- adventure. program. )
‘if. current negotiations are carried
“turned ‘from overseas in behalf. ‘of ; There-areé signs of fadism in tv: to completion. There are still other the most obv.ous benefit to he cc
‘Fox, who has Jaunched a. new - “Chet. .Huntley. Reporting.”
rived
frem the suitch will be “U
‘The ;
half-hour: series, “On. Your “Mark,” ‘budget for the. have-camera-will- 2 news. For one thing—and’ this is jplans: being mulled. however.
first
comprehensive
VHF. pene
almost
always’ a clue: that the
“Empire” is said to be another commercial
on. the ABC-TY web: ‘except In.
educational
service”
: travel: set- at: the web. is likely to° “fad.
in,” the. “trend” is on.’ : western, this one concentrating on
New! York: where WNEW-TV. car- “he
the station proposes to provide the
““in¢redible. ate ‘least ‘relative and. the *“kite is, flying high’ the |
a. powerful family in the South- more than 15.060.000 people ¢mPies itt: is. attempting to’ inject edu-. -to. bygone years; but what the -ex-.:
: cational angles. into a format. that’s act amount’ is nobody- can really.’ top. “brass at each web is intensely [west,” kind of similar, it would ap- braced in its service area. FCC
concerned with the «situations of pear, to Edna Ferber's “Giant.”
basically: - entertainment. “This “fs
said:
tell until: the -‘year-end p&l's .are..rival’ news departments. evidenced+
which was. made.into a feature a
distinguished ‘from: ‘a. show ‘like“The
grant
would
result
in
written by thie network's -biz sta-~“ by éuch- questions as. ‘Do you!
‘few
years
ago
by:
George
Stevens
“One. Two.: Three, Go” “on NBCbringing
a new specialized edie a=
~—
: tisticians:
think they're going. to catch up i ¥ia. Warner. Bros.
TV ‘which. is. an- entertainment ;
‘tionai and cultural format to this
“For
a:
eolor:
‘special,
“6On.
the?
vith
us?”
or
“How
.do
you
think
|.
overlay’ on *a public affairs: ap-!
area, Without in any way being in
proach, Fox, believes both ‘tech-|| Nile.” “due on the air in the |spring - we: stand relative ‘to NBC (CBS or
derogation of the local necds of
; sometinie, ‘a “basic unit -of three. ABC, depending on. ‘who -phrases
‘Riques can work if the subst: nee. |
Neways and its surrounding area,
“of the: show is right. Fox. incieont- ! men has already been out: in: the! the. query)?
NTA-TV is now serving the
i field for 12 weeks, having travelled } “The: fussing with quality, once
ally;
metropolitan area generally ath
was‘ associated with the. NBC: |
4.100 miles. of. tiver..and . jungle} the mark.of.the craftsman in mv
lits standard
commercial
format,
\Continued on page 64).
“northward. ‘At pr esent,. director: field. ” observed a news exec last | “Meet the ‘Press"—for the first |and Newark's needs with specifie
vl Ray. Garner, cameraman Guy Blan-: Ww eck. “Gs. just not demanded anv- |-time in two years—will have a net-'programming. The practical effect
chard“tof NBC; London) and :re-; more. ” While CBS’ Fred Friendly, lw ork sponsor WwWhen, beginning next ‘of the assignnient would be thet ag
‘searcher | ‘Barry. Bingham: are: at.
“(
IMarch 11, the NBC-TV weekly halt- ‘to the programming
drecutcd to
Aswan Dam‘ in- Egypt: ‘and it'll
Continued onpage 60
|hour news interview picks up alter- the
ome:
1s
entire
metropolitan
arca
prepa
‘be. ‘another three vreeks
nate halves for a 20-week period ETMA’s
specialized
nen-cammernefore they've: gotten all the foot-” £
(from Wheeling Steel.
{cial educational format would be
“age and. ‘tacts: they”‘IL feed for. the ‘Camouflage’ Newest
Wheeling Steel hesn't made a substituted for WNTA-TV's rener7 Stanza.
:
Major brvadcausting huy, it’s re-;
tCentinued on page 62)
JA “progress. report’ ‘on the. Peace.|
icalled. since two decades or so ago :
Loe.
“Ottana, Oct. 31.

Empire’ Favored

NBC$Continuing
‘Travelling Show’
To FillNews Void

AsNBC-TV's Wed.
Entry for 62-63

WHEELING STEEL COIN
FOR ‘MEET THE PRESS’,

’Snake- Resistant

GhanaTVSets

‘Continued on-page 62)

“Récistance’ to ‘earthquakes, snakes’
and ‘insects

are. among

lions | for: buildings. on Ghana 's up-.

250,000 Sales byXmas

|

{when

the steel maker owned an
cn radio called
“Wheeling ; Steelers.”
“Press” runs on a Limited: NBCAir-!
Pan-Ameiican
toy' py network

|

to be. werchandised

via

the

Cities Service

‘item

‘MISSOURI BCASTERS |,,"camounase” anceTt's ay.
~ELECT HYLAND PREXYi,
counters: The game. which -is being |“avs

srécifica- |

coming --14-station -telev" ‘sion, network. ¢The. new. web is designed
by Canadians and tenders tot: -construetion ‘are due. to go. out “this
month, internationally.
Alt buildings, ‘are..io° be eai'thquike-resistant'. ‘and strictures. in

~ Merchandise Entry;

| Buys 3 Specials

was the: last network spon- }

_ Jefferson’ City, Mo.. Oct: 31.. -marketed’ through Milton Bradley /50r for the. Sunday news show.
_ Robert: Hyland, general manager |Game Co.; has an-initial order of.
OF KMOX Radio and:‘a -CBS v. psf 130.000 -at $3.98. apiecé: and is:
Cities Service Oi. which hasn't
of the! expected. to hit about 250.000 copy |.
; was: elected’ president
had a network show «ance 1950 and
» Missouri Broadcasters Assn. at its! sales by Christmas. Jerry Hammer
‘Shulton | Ine..
men’s
toiletries the days of “Band uf America,’
Yural areas will.stand on columns--fal]. meeting here last week.. Other ‘Productions and “ABC split as |
firm,’ has signed for saturation: has bought three specials on NBCgenerally sponsorship of a group of CBS-TV iTV for this season.
jiaclude .. Don.
Daoley. |rovall® es,
which.‘ is
to discourage ‘shakes and insecis. ‘it. i; officers
‘is reported by. N: J. Pappas & As-} *KGBX,.
Springfield, ‘V.p.:
and | around: 5°¢" of the. distributors’ ‘programs during the Christmas seaTheyre
all going
under
‘he
j banner of “Hichwais of Melocy,’
-sociates,, Montreal coasulting en-:: Harold: ‘Douglas. KMMO. Marshall, i price.
son.
.. gineers:
Pappas: Bot ‘the nod ast: secretary-tredsurer.. Board ‘of-ai | _ Still the. kingpin’ fn ‘the mer. {* Deal, through Wesley Associates. ! with Gordon MacRae as frontier,
Chandising, games is “Concentra- calls for partic ipations in “I’ve Got i and they'll fill three holes in ‘ne
year. flew to Ghana-to.colect in’e.- rectors comprises Earl Dougherty
returned to Montreal to plan: the -_KXEO,,. Mexico;
Elmer - Danze. l tion.” which grossed some $3:000.- a Secret,” “Checkmate.” “Investi- | 10-11 p.m. spot -‘here the DuPent
Aided -by maps,: he tin- “KSGM,
layout.
Ste. Genevieve: “Sami ‘000 in sales last year. Goodson- gators,” “Eyewitness,” and “CBS, Sunday series is most of the time.
-ished in 15 weeks. On his sugges- * Burk, KIRX. Kirksville: and W il-| Todman,
packaers
of “Concen- {Reports.” Kickoff date cf the min- ' Dates for the three CCO stanzas
tion, 20 men will be shinped -to liam Bates, “WDAF-TV, K.C. |
J tration,” ‘has launched a special; ute buys is Dee. 14 and comlinues , are Dec. 3. and 31 and April 22.
~ Canada. for training: and_ practical. I. MBA is making’a major nolect |department
Criginally, NBC-TV fered ta til
to .develop: ‘games.. through ‘Dee. 21.
‘this year out. of an attempt to win Even = such defunct tv. shows as
Canadian. ‘Brondcast= |
In
daytime.
Armstrong
Cork the three time pcriacs with NBO
“experience.
ing “Corp.. has loaned. ‘tec nic al’' equal: access for: broadcasters in. “Tie: Tae’ Dough”
News’ “White Paper” series, but
and “Twenty bought 22 minutes in the mening
and, rogram: ting: ‘exres
‘0. Ghana |
!the _State’s- courts. during © the, One” are still around.in game plan for the months of November the web was unable to come up
for two years for the web.
‘ coming year,.
ae
form.
with a sponsor.
and . December, .

~ Shulton’s Holiday Buy
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New type audience-slayer.
show on any network."
Target: The Corruptors knocks off largest share of audience cf any new
er whose
Out of the files of Lester Velie, erfusading report

tee
stories have triggered Kefauver and McClellan Commit

probes,

comes this new kind of show--packed

with public

‘ service as well as public suspense.
Starring

man,

Stephen MeNally as a corruption-hunting

Target:

The Corruptors

news-

has. streakedto immediate

audience
success. It now tops all new shows in share of
favorished
establ
such
ith
ctionw
and has, inhappy conjun

ites as The Flintstones and 77 Sunset Strip, made ABC-TV
,
the No. 1 network on Friday night.f

ABC TELEVISION
22, 1961.f Friday 7:30 to 11 PM.
*Source:. Nielsen 24 Market TV Report. Average audience, week ending October
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Mex TV PutsSqueeze on Dubbed US. |
Product, Despite All Those Denials|

Lee Wailes Retiring

SatNite Movie BattleinTi

Miami, Oct. 31.
B.. Wailes, a broadcasting

‘Lee

In New York, the nod for. the late. Saturday ‘night movie rati

oldtimer: and now executive veep
for planning. and finance :at Storer
‘ Broadcasting's chain ‘here, is re-

battle seems to be going to WCBS-TV,' but, in the five rounds of -the new season to date, WNBC-TYV has scored some telling punches,
‘The Arbitrons give a much firmer nod to WCBS-TV. than the’.
Nielsens, but in both measuring services, fhe CBS o&o flagship
is ahead in the last two Saturdays, (Oct: 14, 21) of the scorecard,
That's not to discount the dramatic rating rise of. “Movie. Four’ of
WNBC-TYV, the showcase now fed by Hollywood product: from Sevea

| tiring on the first of next year.
‘He’ il continue afterwards, though,
‘as a consultant to Storer.
Wailes started in .radio. career}

Mexico City, Oct. 31.
Tt e biz push to squeeze
out |
diz) =f American feature lengths:
ar-i episadics trom Mexican tele-

' Claiming Sponsor Loss,
1931 with NBC in N.Y.; and
Crowell-Collier Slaps in
nine years later he quit ‘the web
ported
months: back in VARIETY
‘to go to Westinghouse as manager
an? anwzrds denied by top: level
then six-station chain of
1796 Suit on AFTRA: i ofradio‘its.outlets...
tetor.sten, picture industry and unHe came to Storer
Viste

ts Zatherine

momentum.

Arts Associated.

Re-

Week

|.

start at 11:15 ‘:p.m., with WNBC-TV

coming in later if the web's

Saturday night movie takes longer than two hours to unreel),
Sept. 23, “East of Eden,” James Dean starrer, WNBC-TY, vs.

Los Angeles, Oci. 31..
io: oftteads, stories are now
conn “46.
A total of 69 different firms as-;
fe sod
Itowe.e, the ban asked by Os-; serted'y leaf-lettered or . “threat- j
eave Brooks of the Mexican Asso-, ened” with ,such practice by the:
are listd in: a -$179,384:
Cucien ue Motion Picture Produc- } AFTRA
er< aers would suspend exhibi-! damage suit brought by Crowellt:-. af aff foreren product dubbed + Collier Broadcasting Corp.. well: |
is. Soate sh. but still perntit release : of KFW8, against. the American |
in Enaim.. with subtitles, has al-: Federation of TV & Radio Artists,
reas caused controversy in televi- : filed Oct. 16 in U.S. District Court.
2
:
:
:
t
si. ard motion picture circles.
| Alleging lIoss of 20 sponsors as

\eecurd
oon
the
in}
with Radoito

—

by week, these were the pix that the’ 0&0's of CBS and ©

NBC: threw at each other for the new season. (Both pix showcases”

“Only the Valiant,” Gregory Peck, WCBS-TV;. Sept. 30, “Shadow '’
of a Doubt.” Alfred Hitehcock, WCBS-TV, "against “Young At
Heart,” Frank Sinatra; Oct. 7; “A Tree Grows ‘in Brooklyn,” _Dorethy McGuire, James Dunn, vs. “Jim Thorpe, AH American;" Burt
Lancaster, WNBC-TV; Oct. 14; “Gilda,” Rita Hayworth, WCBS-TV,
against _Captain Horatio’ Hornblower,” Gregory Peck; Oct. 21,
-WNBC-TV,
“It Should. Happen to. You,” Judy
Holliday, J ack a
Lemmon vs. “I'll See You in’ My. Dreams," Doris Day, Danny -

StillToo Much
Telepix Violence
Sez NAB’s Swezey!

“Thomas on WNBC-TV.

In the. Arbitrons, WNBC: TV won two out of the five, with the
last three weeks going to WCBS-TV.
“Movie Four” won Wwith

ban
is. not. a result of the strike against sta--;
Landa. head tion which started June 11, the ac- ;

“Eden” and

Sinatra‘’s “Heart.” Last Oct. 21 week of the Arbitron .

a: fe Nata: Association of Ac-. tion claims KIFWB_ was dropped |
scorecard found WCBS-TV with a 21.7 for the Judy Holliday, Jack
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
!
tes
whee agree:ng in ‘principle © by sponsors because of the union’ ‘|
Lemmon comedy, the 21.7 marking the top. rating for the five-week
that dubbed feature lengths should leaf-letting campaign of retail out- , “There is still too. much violence |. measured period. WCBS-TV’s lowest rating was a 15.3. WNBC-TV's_
ge
al.» readsing
to fight any lets urging prospective customers 'in telepix although. there has been
ralings ranged from a 20.9 to a103
. .
Inde to stop dubbing of episodics net to buy products’ advertised on noticeable imiprovement,” declared |. . In the New York market, the web's 9 to u pix showcase has
Ie e. His contention is that this, the station. Suit additionally seeks ‘Robert D. Swezey, ‘director of the |. pulled WNBC-TY way up in the ratings. Again, though, WCBS-TV..for National
code
authority
Ess
englusirent
to union ele-. damages of $30.000 per month for “tv
léads after being beaten the first. two weeks in the five-week
engaged in Assn. of. Broadcasters, in Hollyeests and that American. series each month AFTRA
period. Last Arbitron rating in the score card finds WNBC-TV with
wood,
on
a
circuit
of
regional
meettke
campaign
and
for
each
month
ar. 2of sivin2g anys
ompetition”
a 21.3 rating for the 9 to 11-p.m. Saturday night ‘period and WCBSings, He met with the Alliance of.
it continues. —
to Mex.can product
TV with a 24.0. That 9 to. 11 period, though, from this point.in
Telefilm” Producers for an “‘exTr: an-aer to titis, Oscar Brooks
time. looks like a continued race with the winnah yet to be. clearly
Suit
is
labelled by
Claude ewes
mmnee
established,
uve?
Landa
to take .a second, . McCue,
AFTRA
exec. secretary,: change of views” and to ask for a]
minimizing
of needless
vores serintis Ipok at situation, af- -as “Nn othing more than a form of.further
The 15 minutes newscasts. starting. at 11. p.m. find WCBS-TV
__Clearly
Clearly in
in front
front the
the past three Saturday" nights. of the scorecard.
te: “hick he would have to admit
harassment of the tnion, because — cruelties.
t: s
dubbing of epsodics is not in all of its bulletins to advertis- . “It's not so much the violence !
competitive but hurting Mexopty
inZ agencies and sponsors, KFWB that we’ re. against but the eXx- +
foes chances in the Latin Ameri- has stated that it has not Tost any- cesses.” said Swezey.. “There are
carl market.
‘ sponsors as a result of AFTRA ac- ways to depict conflict other than;
Brooks
pointed
out
that the- tivity. KFWB will have to explain kicking a man after he’s down. It
:Shouldn’t have ‘to transcened the
p.oplen. is nut limited to Mexico’ its inconsistency in. court.”
une, citing the recent Argentine
Negotiations
to
resolve
the needs of the story. To be sure
Geo ernment decree which prohib-: strike. started over refusal of sta- there is vislence and sex in carits exhibition: of shorts and feature tion to boost newscaster salaries, : toons but.these are fantasies and to
Washington, Oct.. “B1.:
ienctts dubbed in Spanish and re- to date have ended..
|in
inan
an impasse. be taken. in that spirit. In some,
: Shows we have found unnecessary
leaced via television and commer" For the second time in -as many
‘suggestions of sex and this will.
“ral theatres.
Ouly way this can
weeks, -Federal
Communications © é
‘have to be cleaned up, too.”
te circumvented
is to produce’
Commission ‘took back what it had:
While he'll concede there is al
within the republic via coproduc- given- before—a. television’ grant.

Crosley Loses Indpls, Channel Be
FCC Turns ItOverto Rival WIBC

trons. or use Argentine
aivo im association with
du:nrtion

Ti:e

elements.

main

danger

3006 INTL GROSS
facilities,!
local pro-:
ON ‘POPEYE’ SERIES

lies

not

in

Miexred,
Brocks
added.
Series
@ahbhed
here
are
generally
released throughout Latin America,
*serigusiv
hurting”
the Mexican
itt istryin its basic markets.

Brooks insisted that a ban. on
A: erican product in dubbed verates wili have beneficial conseGoenres
in that Mexican
series,
inn~ shunned
and not favorably
fosned upen
bs program
chiefs,
vod fimallh find an-internal marhe’
‘Mexican
“in major

double

apores

;

—ty

vs

standard for: filmed shows
theatrical—he

| doesn’t

be-

‘lieve that they require ‘a different
King Features Syndicaté has be-': set. of rules. “So far there -have
gun Spanish dubbing of its made-‘ been no complaints on old pictures,

10 Markets Pact: For
New ‘Great Music’ Segs; 'Crosley Broadcasting Co. was or|.
to vacate. Channel -13. in:
23 Citiesin 1st Round idered:
j Indianapolis by: Nov. 30; and rival:
.

Chicago, Oct. 31.

WIBC was authorized to: take. over.
But the. Commission |‘action —.
taken
-by four-to-two vote—doesn’t
From
Chicago,” produced
they are being carefully edited behave quite the stamp of finality of
New series had previously been
‘and
syndicated.
by
WGN-TV
here,
.
_fore they. are shown,” said Swezey. .
recent
Miami Channel 10 revoca-:
sold for airins in Venezuela...
‘There's a difference between see-:is now.in 10 markets, four of them tion wherein loser Publi¢ ServWith the Spanish sale. KFS. has
ing a picture in a theatre and ‘having renewed after carrying the ice Corp. had- for all practical
.set the new “Popeves” in a total of Watching
it at-home. You place a. - first skein of 26 hourlong shows purposes
‘exhausted
- ¢ourt
reseven cayririos u'tside ‘the L..8.
- different :evaluation ‘on each but.
aver the past six months. bringing’
featuring the Chicago Symphony course. “Crosley {ig believed .rerwe're being extra careful that the’
‘tain. to appeal the. Commission’s
their total intevsnational gross to:
liberties enjoyed on the theatre Orch, Renewals have come from‘‘decision.

series have failed to
television time, partly

to voor quality, and partly because
svisdieated
American
episodics.
¢.en though per segment prices
are now
going
up, are offered
hath
more
cheaply than locally
putsnduced efforts.
Mexican ty prodicers have been seeking around
$509 per segment as compared ‘to|
American prices about ha‘f this.

for-tvy “Poepeve’
series
the sale of the cartoons

$500.900.

following ;
i-which
in Spain.:

Other countries in which.
“sereen,

would

indicate to

us

Second

that:‘Music

year's skein of “Great

are kept in check for the, KTTV, Los. Angeles; WECN,

lh

Min-

The ‘Indianapolis tase stemmed
the new “Popeves” are.sold are.
“honie view ers. ”
4 neapolis;
KTVU,
San Francisco; from a legal fluke and involved °
Canada,
Australia, Philippines,
and WFAA, Dallas. Other stations |no eX parte issue.. Commissioner
Japan and Brazil.
i
‘purchasing the second series, which : . A. M. Craven had abstained from
“In Canada. where “Popeye” as |
was aired on WGN-TV during the ivoting ‘when the contest. came up.
tribution is handled by Sovereign
Four
Independent
.
Television
'
1960-61 season’ are KBMT, Beau- | fora decision in 1957. In the first
Film
Distributors, °the
cartoons :
Place. he had not heard the arguSeries will have N. ¥. debuts|mont. Fex.; WwTTV, Indianapolis; |
now aire pias inzZ on CBC stations, bei
j

ITC Foursome to Bow

.

Wolper’s Tiger ia

When a three-te-three deadlock
“Whiplash.” WNBC-TY,
Nov. 20;.
The initial series, cut during thé lq
‘Commission
general
“Best of the Post”. WOR-TY, Dee. 1939-60 season, had. notched a total{ eveloped,
‘counsel told Craven he was duty- —
4; and “Supercar, ” WPIX, Jan.
‘of 23 markets, most of them still
{n addition, WNEW-TV has picked :in the process.of running out the. bound to break it. His ballot swung.
{the ‘decision to: Crosley.
,
up the “Danger Man’’ series, some ‘skein,
A third series is. currently

—from Atop an Eelphant

New ¥ork

starts include

“Dan-

ger’ Man.” Nov. 8, on WNEW-TV;

lead Me:: WNDU, Sout hBend, Ind.:

jfirm had once “served. as’ consult...

Vv ancouy er.

and WPTV, West'Palm Beach, Fla. {ant toa third applicant.

Brooks said that once Mexican
Hollywood, Oct. 31. «| episodes, of which were not telecast |
UD. S. Court of Appeals sent the
series get a foothold in the local
being telecast in Chi. the tapes of
case. back to FCC last year: after
inurket, they ean also move on into:
Before India’s decree forbidding ‘on its CBS-TV web run.
which will be put on the syndie
WIBC took its challenge of CraCentral and South America, and a' the use of elepiiants in tiger hunts;
:marts. next spring.
}ven's . ballot on appeal te that
budding
industry
can
provide
goes into effect, Wolper Produe-|
bench.
many thousands of new jobs. Dub- :
tions
plans
to
document
“The
Story
Craven, . for obvious
reasons,
hing,
meanwhile,
gives
employ-’
didn't. participate in the: new de:of a Tiger Hunt” in the Mysore
ment to “a mere handful” of ac-:
cision
te
which.
Commissioners:
turs and technicians. he said.
‘ jungle of India. Hunt will be con-.
John (Cress and Rosel. Hyde’ dis-.
} BILLY BANG BANG
an
Behind
the scenes. story. as ducted from atop an elephant.
‘sented.
..
gathered
from
highly
reliable
Producer-Director-Writer: . Frank
Hollywood, ‘Oct. 31.
Episode will. be in “The Stery
One of the oldest broadcast.
sources, is that tv producers, and
EK. Butler
‘Deal was ‘finalized for syndica- eases before FCC, the contest for :
even Emilio Azcarraga, are ready-' Of” series. which Wolper Produc-j5° Mins.; Mon.-Fri.; 8: 35 a Mm.
tion- of Jay
Ward
Productions’ Channel 13 began in 1948. Comins production of mure serious tv, tions
is producing for Ziv-UA. WABCTY (film).
“Rocky and His Friends” on the rmission. was still plagued. by a
effort, need fieid clear for marKef- || Hunter and author William Holmes
new
Canadian:
tv
network.
‘three-three.. split Jast year with
Vintage film: footage, even for
ins of series.
But you can't 2
Eariler
negotiations with
the’ .then Chairman John Doerfer on
“has heen s‘yned as. producer-direc- kids, is nothing new,
arvone in the industry to confirm
‘but ScreenNewton Minow
and,
with
his
actress-wife ‘Features has put together 150, five-|-Canadian Broadcasting Co. bogged:‘Crosley’s * side...
1 tor
thr
down when the network objected made the difference.
Both ussons of the film industry ‘Eileen O'Neil, will star-in the tele- minute ‘open end: cliffhanger segs
Russian - speaking toseries’
(Umon of Film Production Work- :;Mmentary.
Fouad Said, signed by out of ancient oater silents and “heavies.”
Ward and corroducer :
ers and Union of Film Industry Wolper as cameraman and to head lembellished them with. tasty and:‘Bill Scott, surprised at network's.
Workers—STPC and STIC: are al-. the sound crew. has left.for Bom-: novel
production. . “Billv-. :Bang -attitude, foresee similar problems.
lisned with
Grovas in the drive bay to pick up a special produetion Bang” narration is. handled by a: ‘with the “Bullwinkle Show,” now
atainst dubbed American product, ,
couple of natural-sounding kids, jon NBC-TV, when series is offer ed |
This 1s one of the rare occasio&s;
whose enthusiasm for the hyper-: in Canada. One.comedy segment]
Miher producers and unions see eye.
“ [action of the oldies should match:spoofs the. traditional . ~Mountie” |“MGM- TV has made’ .a couple of
to ove.
|
more foreign licensing deals for
,the youngsters in the- audience. ‘hero,
Wine
not highlighting talk of|
its “The Thin Man”. series, bring: Best touch, however, is -a score
Dossinie
“ruin”
of the industry,| Ziv-UA's “Ripeoard” has. reached? composed
and
played
by
Roy
.
!ing the total: of overseas countries:.
©
unton
ieaders
admitted
that the virtual sell-out point in the:Smeck,
vet “swizatd of the strings,”
In the last five. working ‘days, | sighed to. telecast the Series to 11.
dubbed
episodics
and
feature top 50 markets, with John LaBatt :on guitar, a relief from the heavy
lengihs, steadils growing in num-; picking up the Series on WGR-TV,: stuff that accomps 50 many of the ‘Seven Arts’ “Films of the 50s". -New. deals: cover Italy ‘where the
“have been taken by. statioris in
bet, are a sore spot, and cause Buffalo: Culligan Water Softener’ primetime
-RALTV netivork’ will -Carry the
stampedes.”
Dealers,
WCCO-TY,
Minneapolis:
four more markets.
“yearns "gue: petition both in teleWSPD-TV,
“|
and
Ekerts
Meats,
Seg
caught
ended
with
hero
Taft's
WKRC-TV,
Cincinnati, °show, and” ‘Spain ‘where Zuriguel
Vision
ay well as in commercial ;
; Toledo.
°
| Bronco Bob as front man in one of bought the 39 ‘Warner Bros. fea- Asociados
is the licensee with
theatres.
In general, unions are
New “Ripcord” station sales in-: 'those familiar, old: prairie-location. tures in Volume. I of “Films of the.:‘MGM furnishing Spanish sound-azanst
spread of practice, urge
indicate 50's.” (Fhere were 40 originally,
Lineain;
KGIN, :chases, which. would
elude
KOLN,
for aricial prohibition.
of ,Grand Island: and KMED, Medford.‘ there’s enough episodic action to but in September. Seven Arts’ |itracks:
Actual
official
prohibition,
At the same time,. RAI-TV licmirse. rest, in hards of President
In a survey of sporsors riding. ‘roll out the cliff for any ‘aumber . one-year deal on “Island in. the |
censed 19 MGM cartoons selected
Sky” expired?)
Ziv-UA reports, of windups.
AdolHo Lopez Mateos,
who is bein! on “Fverglades.".
Transcontinent's -WDAF- TV, in (from the. “Captain: and: The: Kids”
“Billy” is in its preem on
WABCecanunselled by members of the in- that food accounts are the major!
Supermarket - ‘sales . on! TV, and Screen Features is cur-- Kansas City. signed -for Volume Il . and. “Little. Cheeser’’. groups.’ Deal
ter-depart: rental cammittee study- category.
ine problen.s of the jocal film in- “Everglades” have been made in ‘ rently in contact with several syn- ‘ WICU-TY. Erie, Pa., and WIS-TV, marks.the bow of MGM. library’ maS.C. ‘acquired
both
dustrs
What his decision will be Seattle, Lexingion,. Baton Rouge. dication” company’s. on national. Columbia,
tter ialon. Italian: tv.
distribution: rights.
Bill. ‘| Volume I and II..
Grand Junction ‘and Charleston.
july he knais at this time.

|
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CAN. WEB PICKING UP.
ROCKY’ DESPITE ACCENT

Nol.TV's Thin Man’

Now in 11 Countries

Ripcord Sales:

‘Films of50s’ Sales

VARIETY
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“The BritishAreComing

(etAKI
KOSTATIONOfficalFiims$54,436 Net Profit,
—SHUFFLES KO'D PrexySeymour Reed Sez He’s Staying

‘London; yet: 31.
“En S. fall season flops. have ieartened British: vidal salesmen

.
“who: hope to enter’ midseason schedules on‘ ane.of .the- networks
-e~or at best in. syndication, All four British major commercial contractors are in the market. and so, too, is BBC-TV. Top. British
executives Hke Ronald Waldman (BBC-TV: Promotions) ;. Sidney —
Bernstein (Granada-TV) and Macgregor. Scott (Associated BritishPathe/ABC-TV)
have made—or are making— “selling” trips to-

+

Washington, ‘Oct. 31.
Federal: ‘Communications. . “Com| mission ©will. get ‘the official word
shortly.
that there’ll
be. -some
changes |made .-in. the. ‘NBC-RKO
‘|General
crazy: ‘quilt - broadcast

- Fadeout

Official
Films
last week
Treported net earnings of $54.436 for
the fiscal first quarter ended Sept.
{30
and
outlined
management's
-|stock ownership for stockhciders
‘at the syndication firm's annual
meeting.
Rundawn of exec stock heldings
was apparently made tu settle the
rumors that Prexy Seymour Reed
was leaving,.which arose after the
company filed a Sept. 26 registration statement. with the Securities
‘Exchange Commission e¢alling for
sale of 65,000 shares by officers
had
reached’
general
‘| (rumors
stockholders,
since one
at the
meeting questioned Reed on the
possibility of his ankling. Not so,

A gag version of syndie’s future is ‘being bandied eround
in the Martini circle. With
sales personnel and: firstrun
product dwindling, the touted
. scheme.
. forecast is that in years to
. Legal | reps for San. Franciscocome, station execs will. stage
| Oakland said. today (Tues.) .‘they.
periodic buying, visits to N. Y.
Few remaining syndicators
expect to file a petition, possibly in
}the next week or two, notifying
with firstrun product will sit
FCC that ‘its -$7,000,000 sale. of | jn their -offices, begging .off
KTVU-TV to NBC is off. Petition
pleas for lunch, a visit to the
will ask for permission. to withdraw
racetrack, tapped off by an
the sales application.-.
_ evening show and a wee hour
¢
‘Unless NBC cooks up. a new plan,
visit to nightclubs. To pleas
Chicago, Oct. 31,
the expiration of the KTVU-TV
for -an appointment, the surWard i Quaal, exec veepee. of
jdeal nixes’ the sale of WRC-AMviving. -syndicator
will
resaid Reed. “This is an industry of
WGN Ine., is- ‘sounding a note of
FM-TV, NBC’s
o&0 Washington
spond:. ““Don’t call me. ‘I'll
rumor’).
Washington,- Oct. 31.
-eaution: ‘to the Federal -Communi-'|outlets, to RKO General.
-This
call you.”
A revised registration was filed
Daniel’
W..
Kops,.
prexy:of
WAVZ
$11,500,000 transaction hinged. on
cations Commission to think carewith SEC Oct. 16, and, although
Broadcasting Corp., New Haven,
fully about any. proposals to. shift. will. head the 1961- 62 Editorializ-|the San. Francisco purchase. .
it has not yet been processed by
_An-NBC. spokesman’ here said he
the agency, it shows that the 65,all VHF stations:to the UHF ban
ing. Committee of- ‘National Assn. anticipated that the web will make
000 shares up for sale have now
for the sake of new channel. alloca- of Broadcasters..
|some kind of notification. to FCC
been
excluded.
The
withdrawn
NAB President’ LeRoy Collins about. its’ end of: the deal, _but was
«tions. Citing. post-World War II
stocks include 5,100 shares owned
also named these. other broadcast-. not sure what: .
radio: “as an: example of how, ers to the group which is charged
by Reed and 29,900 he has option
‘The KTVU-NBC transaction ‘was |
to; Stanley Mitchel, 5,000 cwned;:
a. medium will grow: mediocre | With encouraging and assisting one of: ‘the most controversial of
15.600
‘Frederick
R.
Raycroft.
those making ‘up the cross-country:
‘through
too. ‘much | competition, stations in airing editorials: ”
owned;
and Robert and .Mary San‘Frank
‘3,
Abbott
Jr,
WWGP,
‘sale-swap package initiated by NBC
Quaal warns that with too: many tv
ford,
5,000
owned.
Sanford, N.C.; Jolin F, Dille Jr., after it was.ordered to give up its
stations. there would be “a. lack of Truth. Publishing
Total offering after the Oct. 16
Co, ©Elkhart, Philadelphia properties; KRON-TYV,
Chicago, Oct. 31.
program “control: through a short: !j Ind.;- Eugene B. Dodson, . WTVT, owned
revision is 232,086 shares, owned
by
the
San _ Francisco
primarily
by Don Sharpe (103.375
Tampa:
‘Simon.
‘Goldman,
‘WITN,
CBS
Films
is
running
hot
in
Chronicle, and present NBC. affiliage -of© good programming.” We!
S, ate, raised
anti-trust objections Chicago, with 20 of. its syndicated out of 209,069 owned) and Warren
would ‘see ‘the. television industry |.Jamestown, - N.Y.: ‘Frederick
(50,853
out
of 103,781
.Houwink,
WMAL; - -Washington; and, in a further effort to squelch properties sold in this four-station Lewis
fall ‘to ‘an alltime low in -program!"and Lee Ruwiteh,_: ‘WIVS, Miami. jthe salé whereby it would lose its town..
Coast
producers:
who
According to Hank
Géil- owned)
standards,. he says.
affiliation, filed for Washington's ‘lespie, who heads the midwest of- earlier this year made a stockChannel. 4, now. occupied. by. WRC-. fice, this numerically tops all com- film swap with Official involving
Through
its carelessness with °
tv series. Lewis
TV, Westinghouse, on behalf. of peting syndie houses in’ the mar- three off-web
radio. frequency: alidcations, the ;
are offering other
KPIX, San Francisco,..which has ‘ket currently, so far as series (not and Sharpe
FCC.“has become thie midwife of
shares
via
firms
they own. .
been:
fighting
the
‘KTVU-TV.
deal
feature, film libraries) are conthe rock and roll formula and.
also, and the Chronicle have both éerned. | It’s also the best record
At the annual meeting, Reed
* other cheap pursuits. in radio pro-|.
‘been
made
parties
to
the
multifor
CBS
Films
in
any
four-station
said evidence
of management’s
gramming,” Quaal told a-gathering-|.
phase hearings scheduled by. FCC ‘market.
confidence was reflected in inof the Junior.. Chamber ‘of Com-|}.
on the NBC-RKO package.
Company has 21 properties going creasing stock ownership fast year
‘merce here last week. He. described }
FCC, ‘in. setting the hearings, in New York, but that’s a seven- totaling 266,000 shares, plus anthe broadcast: industry as one in|
said among other things, it would station market with clearly more other 381,000 shares held by an
which increaséd competition. does |
look -into.the agreement between opportunity for syndie sales than investment
company
in
which
‘Not. necessarily -:mean
a_ better
By contrast, CBS films. has board members were major etGcki Asw itch in-emphasis ‘arid a heft- jSan ‘Francisco-Oakland and other Chi.
product forthe consumer.
contenders for Ogkland Channel 2: only 14 shows sold in Los Angeles, holders. Officer holdings have inThe WGN and KDAL Ine. chief- -ier'-prodiction budget is startingwhereby the losers dropped their which also has seven outlets.
creased 318,000 shares this year,
_
. fain: also ‘expressed |con¢ern -over.‘to lift “PM East” over the-top and
from
the’ ‘Commission‘s:
‘Naturally, the Chi independent, for a total of 965,000.
‘the. present FCC's flirtations with|‘it now looks as.if Westinghouse. appeals
award ta the Chronicle...
Commis- ‘WGN-TV,
Is
any
syndication
.
Broadcasting
Corp.,
which
underOkayed at the session was an
_prior restraints. in’ its: otherwise
sion said it would-look irito. whether
CBS increase of common stock frcm
‘honorable attempt to upgrade pro-. writes :the show, will. stick with it the would-be sale constituted traf- ‘house’s: best customer here.
Films has 10 shows on that sta- 3,000,000 to 5.000.006 shares for
gramming, Quaal said he. believed° for at. least another year... The jficking in. licenses also.
show is now seen oyer.11. stations.
tion, including two strips. WNBQ, use in future Official deals.
the Commission should. be able to.
including. WBC's. five -o&0's,. and:
the NEC station, has bought five,
‘determine’ whether or not a Sta-. needs around 20 outlets to break:
and WBKB
two, including one
tion-is serving in the. public inter‘even. _WNEW-TV; which airs “PM
strip.
The CBS station, WBBMest through “an examination of the. East?” in’ New York, is: completely|
TV; has “Trackdown”
and synbalance. of. its. programming.” He- ‘ satisfied with the show’ s impact to|
dicated newsfilm. Gillespie is insubmitted as a for-instance that, in date..
cluding “At Random” in the tally,
‘his. opinion, the repetition of the
When the show was originally’ | ; Having
skipped. the. primary, because CBS Films is representing
top 40 tunes of the day, day in and launched,
. it was conceived as a “‘WABC, tv. and‘radio, will be in the.
day out, was not.'a service in the. ‘straight talk stanza with Mike Wal-' election: night" picture. next. Tues- the show, but technically it’s not a
sale.
The
shew
originated
on
public interest. .
‘lace handling the personality. ‘inter- day (6)-with full coverage of ‘the WBBM long before it was offered
Hollywood, Gct. 31.
“Also,” he said, “the Commission iviews. - Currently,. however,. the New York mayoralty and New Jer-’ for syndication.
’ Filmways has acquired tv rights
should support, by every possible: nightly ‘outing has stepped up its sey. gubernatorial contests.
ABC’s
With 20 ‘properties accounted
means at*its command, the splen- ‘accent’ on ‘entertainment..via in- news - department, under news for CBS Films’ .available firstrun to the comie strip, “Emmy Leu,”
‘. did instrument -of - self-regulation depth studies. of ‘name. performers chief |John Madigan, is supplying catalog is down to three shows now running in 167 papers, and
_ inherent in the NAB. Television:' -and show-biz haunts, The. héavier|land.manpower for the .web’s radio. which haven't found placement in will develop it as a half-hour com‘istress. on. entertainment has al- and tv flashing.
- Code.”
Coverage. will
Those are “Air Power,” édy series for next season. Al
f ready paid off ina
i
wide public re- |start at 7 p.m. and: will. run to 9 Chicago.
“Wanted
Dead
or Alive”
and Simon produces from a pilot script
| sponse. .
p.m. when. it's figured the results “World of Giants.”
There are to be written by Ben Starr and
‘Turning point for the show, ac-: will be-in.
Bob O'Brien.
also
about
10
series
available,
Gilcording to Wallacé, was the appear-|t On tv, Bill Shadell and Scott
Purebase of the Marty Links
ance of George Jessel. early in Sep: Vincent vwill be anchormen working. lespie says, that have had at: least character was inspired both by
one
syndie
exposure
in
this
market.
tember, a shot. which openedt = |Vin of the news studio. where Wilthe success of “Hazel,” a onedoor fora string of other show biz: liam ‘H. Lawrence. will .be on hand
| panel comedy figure, and the plan
personalities.
In recent weeks, for. commentary and analysis. Tom
of Martin
Ransohoff,
filmways
‘Wallace has taped. shows with the O’Brien will handle: the returns
prexy, for a heavier concentration
| Kingston Trio, Thé Limeliters. Mel
on situation comedy.
“Hollywood, Get. 31. ‘|-Torme and Count Basie’s orch, in ‘for radio with an. assist from -Lawrence. ‘There'll also be pickups.
Screen ‘Actors Guild here. says|addifion to :recreating the show at from the Wagner, Lefkowitz and- _ KMOX-TV, CBS-TV 0&0 heres
that. tv: film ‘producers and: distrib: ithe.New York: eastside nitery, the Gerosa headquarters.in New York
utors are slow. in meeting residual F BortSoir. .Still a freewheeling con- and from the Mitchell and Hughes ‘| Signed to stimulate reading by local
cep
“PM. East” is also ‘doing a. headquarters in. New Jersey.
—
payments to actors ‘on reruns,
students and assist them in select{Study ‘of. the. U.S... Information.
_ The union has notified: its: mem- Agency- in which |‘USIA. chief Ed
ing tv programs. St. Louis city and
CKVL, Montreal bilingualer that
bers, many: ‘of. whom have -comi- ‘Murrow will appear and another
-|.county schoo] systems. and the pub-. has continued to feature live talent
“show
on
juveriile.
-Zangs.
;lic
library systems are giving their: shows against the advent of tno
plained about: the delays, that. it ‘|
Steve Krantz, now in charge of
tepped
§
‘up -pace of. “the. “pM |
to. the pioject ! vide@ stations, has pacted with
: Screen -Gems’
.Catiadian’
sales jfull cooperation
take ‘action to force compliance |past offerings has been. made pos- i
aperation, might be. moved back |Which provides students with read- :l'Union des Artistes for minimum
With. Guild. contract. provisions de- t sible by, the. beefing: up.of the. proto the. distribbery’s- New
York ing lists based on the content of spending talent of $200.000 a yexr
pay-| duction personnel. ‘Starting out joperation shortly as chief aide to selected tv programs breadcast by . for the next two years.
manding , “prompt” - ‘rerun
as a five-man.-team, including pro- ;
i Agreement
covers announcc¢rs,
ments, once it has: time: ‘to asseminternational. topper.
Lloyd KMOX-TV.
‘ducer, associate prodicer, writer {SG
‘Burns.
Initial. reading
lists, covering ; Writers, directors, musicians, sing-ble the facts...
and two researchers, the “PM
Krantz w ‘as once in. the program both network and local programs, ‘ers and actors. Now in its 15th
Some of the producers in tele- Nast” staff is now-a fully ranoplied.
‘development area for SG in N.Y. ‘were based on such shows as: “Eis- jyear, CKVL has built a big followfilm. are” delaying athe residuals operation under Mert Koplin, the tand before that was program. boss enhower on the Presidency.” “The | ing in the heart of French Canada
‘show's producer.
Koplin ‘is cen. “from Six. to 12 weeks,” according: ‘tralizing
for WNBC-TV
(then WRCA-TV), Water Famine.” both “CBS Re- |via live talent shows—daily Joceal
‘the work of a battery: of NY.
ports”; “The Dispossessed” |(West-} , soap operas, variety shows musical
to SAG, which also acknowledges eight - writer-producers, ‘each- of
a slowdown: in its own officés in which -i8 responsible for ‘executing
_linghouse Presents); “East Bertin programs and spreads featuring
Refugees” (Armstrong Circle The-| young aspiring show biz talents.
_ Transfilm. Ups Huston
getting out ‘rerun’ paychecks. ‘This, a program idea from start to finish,
Owned
by
Jack
Tietolman,
the union says, is due. to. the conThe “PM East” staff now: con-| -Transfilm-Caravel’s -new.’ prexy. atre); “Hungary Today”. Twentieth
‘struction, work going on to enlarge sists of Peter Lassally, who's chief:: Robert ‘Klaeger. (appointed - two. Century); two KMOX-TV pubaf- CKVL operates two 24-hour outSAG’s. Hollywood . headquarters: By | troubleshooter for “Koplin and |weeks ago) has upped William E. ifairs series, “Montage,” and “‘Wild- lets, and has recently received a
Jan. :1, ‘SAG. expects. office pro- mriter-producers
Lester Cooper, Huston to veepee. in charge of all ‘life” and two feature films from the government okay to boost ihe
power of the AM operation from
"|station’ Ss “Young People’ s Theatre”
cedures. to be back on schedule. ‘Murray Burnett, Nat Greenblatt, ; sales
Huston has “been “'Pransfilm’ s series. A total of 250° book titles 10.2 to 307 kw’s. FM station plans
Presently, the. checks: are going out Ron :Hobin, Marlene. Sanders, .Al;
~. Not smore ,than.: eight: days. after] Ramus, Herb Dorfman: and, Jerry ,veep. in charge of tv commercial }were
suggested for these nine | stereo concert broadcasts in the
near future.
. Hopkins, °
Sales.
programs..
~ they are’received.
America...

On-the-market shows range.from Associated Television's hour-.
long “Jo Stafford. Specials” through BBC’s “Inspector Maigret
to ABC-TV’s religious trek, “Journey of a Lifetime,”

|.
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ART

One great after another...night after night, after night, after night.....
Like.Eddie Albert, Cannonball Adderley, Paul Anka, Count Basie, Richard Dyer Bennett, Jim Backus, Tony Bennett, Monica
Boyar, Shelley Berman, Theodore Bikel. + Joan Blondell, Richard Boone, Doctor Albert Burke, Abe Burrows, Oleg Cassini,
‘Betty. Comden and Adolph ‘Green, trwin: Corey, Sam Cooke. and. Joyce Davidson * Matt Dennis, Phyllis Diller, Bradford
Dillman, Carl Foreman, Anita: Gillette, The Grandison Singers,’ Harry Golden, Lionel Hampton, Woody Herman and Sterling
Hayden. % Charlton Heston, Tab Hunter, Will Holt, George Jessel, Chubby Jackson, T. C, Jones, Gene Krupa, Eartha Kitt,
Piper’Laurie and -Elsa Lanchester + Art Linkletter, Leonard Lyons,.Gerry Mulligan, Vaughn Monroe, Julie Newmar, Hugh
O'Brian; Terrence O' Flaherty, Dick Powell; Otto Preminger, Leontyne Price and Roger-Price * Tony Randall, William L. Shirer,

Mickey Spillane, Jule Styne, Leopold Stokowski, Gore Vidal, Mike Wallace, Andy. Williams, Dana Wynter and many more!

11:48 pm Mon thru | Fri on the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, stations iin:: Boston WBZ-TV 4/3 Baltimore WJZ-TV 13 / Pittsburgh KDKA-TV 2 / San Fran-

‘isco KPIX.5 / Cleveland KYW-TV.3 / also seen in’ New York on WNEW-TYV 5 (11:10 pm) / Dallas WFAA-TV 8 (11:35 pm) / Los Angeles KTTV 11 (11:30 pm)
“Washington, D. C., WTTG-TV. 5 (11:00 pm). y]Harrisburg, Pa., ‘WHP- TV 21 (11:15 pm) / York, Pa., WSBA-TV 43: (115 pm) -WEGTINGHOUBE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC. &,@
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REVIEWS

THE ZIEGFELD TOUCH
THE POWER AND THE GLORY; THE WORLD OF BOB HOPE
With Laurence Olivier, Frank Con-| Producer-Director: Eugene S. Jonés| (DuPont Show of Week)
With Jack Irwin, Damay Meehan,
roy. Cyril Cusack, Patty Duke, Writer: Joseph Liss
. Barbara Cook, Marilyan Lovell;
Mildred Dunnock, Martin Gabel, 69. Mins.; Sun. (29), 7:30 p.m.
- Joan. Crawford, hestess
Thomas
Gomez,
Julie
Harris, PUREX
Exec Producer: Donald B. Byatt
Roddy McDowell, Tim O’Connor, INBC-TV (film)
_|Producer-writer: William Nichols .
George C. Scott, Fritz Weaver,
(Edward H. Weiss) _
Bell & Howell Closeup
, |frequently: separates
successes
Director: James Elson
Keenan
Wynn, Arthur Hughes,
This ABC-TV series of docymen- from. failures,
As the first of “The World of.
66. Mins., Sun. (9), ie p.m.
Val <Avery, Mark Lenard, Jeretaries
has
opened
this
“year’s
|
There
were
some
funny
bits of
Ispecials for Purex in. 61-’62, this DU PONT.
:
miah Morris, Leonardo Cimino,
{ schedule with a staggering .one-j business.: Kovacs is a man. that
Louis Zorin, Florence Stanley, |series looks like a promising ven- NBC-TY. (live:& film)
two punch. Last month’s brilliant operates in many fields to achieve
(BBDO)
Canby,:ture into the relatively uncharted
Joanna . Merlin,
Linda
delineation of. the Negro’s. new a unified effect. For example, his.
Du Pont’s “Show of the Week” outlook in the U.S. has now been sélection of background music wag
Gera'd Hiken,’ Dina Nariazan0,|-.7e3 of television biography. The
‘came up with. a delightful hour. of followed by: a penetrating and ‘sometimes
Curry,
Martha
Steve
inspired. There was
Green” ikickoff focussed ‘on the life-of nostalgia in its salute. to. Florenz
houst, lou Antionio, Rog
moving study of the impact of au- ‘the recurring theme of a woman
Koven, Rese Gregario, Santiago I Bob Hope and while the ‘show did Ziegfeld.. Via vintage film clips, ‘tomation on Ameriéa’s labor force. in a bathtub laveing herself to
not dig too deeply into.the man or live reproduction of .the song and Nothing on tv has surpassed these the sound ofa Slavie ‘tenor wheezBurzos
dance styles of the Ziegfeld era, shows in handling critical sucial- ing out “Mack the Knife,” which.
Producer: Dayid Susskind
his environment, it: Was an inte
Director: Mare Daniels
esting, informal, on-the-fly glimpse ) pertinent script, and. tasty. patter problems with. such ‘clarity and was effective fora while. .How-.
knitting by Joan Crawford,. the candor.
Writer: Dale Wasserman
—
; of a great entertainer.
ever, generally, the: gags. weren’t _
show bounced at a peppery gait
Music: Lawrence Rosenthal
Titled “The Awesome Servant.” worth the buildups that were inIf there is-any real contrast ‘be-.
and
wasn't
necessarily
limited
i
n
12) Mins.. Sim. (29), $9 p.m.
in |this o:iv-hour stanza last night (31). volved. The ideas were good but:
tween Hope as performer. and Hope
BRECK : MOTOROLA.
Jose.as private
citizen; this. portrait; ‘appeal to those who “remember .brought into human focus what the execution wasn't,
CBS-TV from N. Y¥. (tape)
failed to define it. The show went how. great” the days of the. “Fol- has been described as “the second |:
| industrial
(Reach, SieClinton; Leo Burnett): ibehind the footlights to give a lies” were.
revolution.”: On
one
. Bell Telephoue Hour
‘Perhaps: ‘the most. interesting hand, there were. shots of inecredA fine. frequently moving per- ibackstage view of Hope, but it
A ‘smoothly. fashioned -array. of
forinazce
of
Graham
Greene's -hever wandered out of a relatively part ci the production was the ibly adroit machines performing ‘musical talent made fast Friday’s
“Tee Power and the Glory” was ;narrow show biz orbit: The query film clips. The sight and sound of skilled tasks with literally in- (27) “Bell Telephone Hour” a thorsinging
“Who” human speed. On ‘the other hand. oughly enjoyable outing. There
bivueh: to the ty screen Sunday —what sort of a man is Hope really Marilyn Miller
nisnt
29 as a two-hour CBS-TV
like?—was not satisfactorily an- from “Sunny” to an unidentified there were the faces and stories. of ‘was music for ‘every taste, renjuvenile lead was/a gem. So: Was the workers
special. 1f only for the portrayals swered.
who
were being dered by pros, and ‘the usual jarot Laurence Olivier and George C.
Using a combination ‘of still a W..C. Fields golf sketch, Helen thrown into permanent joblessness ring transitions wher: ‘Boing | from
Scott in two extraordinary perform- photos and candid motion. picture Morgan‘ on an excerpt from “Bill,” by the introduction of the ma- jazz to ballet to folk music were.
ances, the one counterpointing the:clips shot
by’ producer-director Fanny Bricé's takeoff on an opera chines. In this interplay of the’ kept at. a minimum.
Giter, it was well worth the view-}
, the: stanza diva, and Fddie Cantor prancing relentless march of technology and | ‘The NBC-TV colorcast was pro- :
|Bugene Hope’s
S. Jones’
crew
isz, Where it tell short in sae" !traced
caréer
from his birth through “The: Dumb One’s Know | its immediate victims, this show duced and written by Robert Herinz a 1-tunt-tall stature and high: in a small English town through- Ilow To Make Love.” Aside from! ‘succeeded in ‘outlining the main. ridge; Theme of:‘the. outing was

T eleFollow-Up Comment

level of achievement was in. the pis knocking about as an aspiring |‘the: Cantor sequence, ‘the. films! issues
p:uduction it-elt.
For by the very iprize- fighter and later, as part of|:were clear and sharp. There were nomic

of an explosive’ socio-ero- the number three, featuring trios
problem with both com- in music. and: ballet.. After Herand objectivity. —
‘| ridge. the writer, eStablished the”
Berlin at the piano, and a snappy
The aniagonism of the displaced ‘trio ‘theme, the music. and ballet:
rehe“rsal routine by Fred & Adele
workers lo- ‘the introduction of the ‘took “over: -Words;, in comparison,
Astaire that did much to make : labor-eliminating
machines
was seemed superfluous and artificial.
“The Ziegfeld Touch” ‘real.
yividly caught in an Omaha bar at |. For the opening. jazz. segment,
The live performers, too, were } u gatuering of some workers from | there
was
the original Benny
important’ ‘In’ making. the . story the Cudahy meat packing plant Goodman. trio, with Gene ‘Krupa
complete. Barbara Cook was es- who were being Jaid off due to at. the drums and. at the piano.
pecially effective in: an impression automated processing techniques. Teddy
Wilson.
The ‘trio went”
in2 for theatrical release over-!names as Francis Langford, Jerry of Anna Held singing “I Wish That ‘Their uncontainable bitterness and through a medley that must: have
6¢us',
and
boasting
a marquee; Colonna,
Bill Goodwin,
Dorothy You Could Play Wiz Me” and. in _anxiety were transmitted without. had ‘the jazz buffs ‘humming - and
duet
with
Jack
Irwin’
on
“Make
lure seldom
if ever before
at- ‘Lamour, etc. In the case of Bing
hedging and represented one’ of drumming.
tained on the small screen, includ-: Crosby, it was symptomatic of the Believe.” Matilynn Lovell, who’s the most radical critiques of labor-" ; Kingston . rio: was ‘on hand ‘for
ins Olivier, Scott, Frank Conroy.! overall superficial approach that| Winning. -attention for her work in industry relations ever'to be car- a folksong interlude, playing with
Riidred
Dunnoeck,
Julie
Harris, | no attempt was.-made to depict the New York. cabaret revue, “Too ried on tv. This was: contrasted. to. zest. and finesse. Standout number
explanation
by
a company was. “Don't Let Her Die An Old
Fritz Weayer, Martin Gabel, Roddy ' Hope's personal reactions to Cros-! Good
For
The Average
Man,” !an
MeDowch,
Patty
Duke,
Keenan by, At the finale, a multi-faceted:“made ‘another step forward with : spokesman .-that automation. was
Maid," -and “Wherever We ‘May.
Wynn, Thomas Gomez, ete. That’s;view of Hope was -presented in ,her delivery of “Bill, ”* anid an im-: vemanded by industrial competi- Go” ‘scored high, too. Opera epi-.
€usting in spades, and the minutest staccato style by various associ- | pression of Nora Bayes singing. tion.
| sode was rendered by Phyllis Cur- From a. welfare office in Detroit, tin, -Nicolal .Gedda and Theodor.
rule and viznette betrayed ‘a dedi-‘ates and production teammates. | “Shine On -Harvest Moon.” Danny
Cation to the roles. Once. before but once again, the only. note that
; Meehan was bright and likable on. this show summed up. the disas- Uppman. In fine volee and style,
Susskind had brought in a two-'was missing was the probing, criti-[the rhythm numbers and Irwin trous effect automation has had on | they did a bit of: “Die Fileder-.
hour “Power” tfor NTA Play of ‘cal one.
Herm. | also did well with “A Pretty Girl the employment rate in the auto. maus,” capturing the galety of.
; industry where workers with ‘over: ‘the ‘situation and ‘score. : ~
the Week:, and for a fraction of ;
.
{18 ines A “Niehvis
he
the cost of this new 700G produc- |
meen
_—
am
Nicho
script kept 25 years. of seniority have been.
Finale was The McGuire: Sisters:
made useless. The less obvious, but ‘who “had
hon, yet lacking this time was an |TWENTIETH CENTURY
everything. in focus without ent |
fun with: “Together.
much romanticizing about Ziegfeld {equally important impact on white ‘Wherever We. Go,” but ‘fell down,”
ntimacy
and —unpreteritiousness (Hungary Today)
th:at dave the earlier viedo version| With ‘Walter Cronkite, Daniel: at. his time and Miss Crawford, collar employment was also cov- ‘with. "It Ain’t. Nécessarily So.”
}who. ought to be used more in: “ered in a sequence shot at: the That. spiritual: just. seemed . to
a distinct advantage. Mostly Dale
Schorr
nature of reaching out for a larger-!‘various vaudeville acts, to his trethan-life size. it seemed overstaged ': mendous breakthrough as a film)
and pretentious, stripping it too; and radio star back-in the 1930s
of ten of a believability.
‘and his subsequent: institutionaliza-.
a
tireless
entertainer
at
This, ‘of course, Was the long-; tion
heraided
David
Susskind
taped: Armed Services. bases. over the past
presentation brought in at a cost: ‘two decades...
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(Continued on page 62)
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z Why WWL-TV bought Se
ven Arts’ Volumes.1 and
2

Says Robert Guy:
“Seven Arts Volumes 1 and2 are the best over-all feature film packages
lve ever seen: They have universal audience appeal, but there’s an

additional reason we bought them. We want especially to attract the
young marrieds ofthis market. Warner's ‘Films of the 50's’ bring them

ave

‘which have special appeal to the younger generation.”

Robert Guy, Program Director
WWL-TV, New Orleans, Louisiana

Warner’s films of the 50’s...
Money makers of the 60’s
SEVEN ARTS |
ASSOCIATED |
CORP.
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
‘NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue
YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D N, La Crosse, Skokie, Ill. ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive |

ADams 9-2855

L.A.: 232 So. Reeves.Drive GRanite 6-1564—STate 8-8276
For list of Tv stations programming Warner Bros. ‘Films of

the 50's’ see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)
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VARIETY’s

weekly

tabulation

based

on

ratings

tessa, highlights the top ten network shows on‘a

be dent

ot the top ten syndicated shows

by American

Research

buyers to locat stations and/or advertisers fo -syndicators willfind the. charts valuable.

are

In th. syndicated

pragram

listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the

.

7

|

The
Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate ¢ minimum of-247 markets.

‘This week

covered.

diterent: markets

rr?

furnished

local level and offers a rating study

in the same particular market.

results of that tabulation will be found weekly in. Variety. Coupled with the rating
performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the. VARtErY-ARB charts

‘

|
|.

share of audience, coupled with data as to‘ time and day of telecasting com- &@ designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually’ every tv market-in the U. S..

perme programming in the particular slot, ete., is furnished. Reason for detailing an. °°...
(*) ARB's May-Sept. 1961. survey covered a. multi-week period. ‘Syndicated shows
err” pielure of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or. special program are listed, with | the
ron yi: of particular series, Various branches of the industry, ranging from media
multi-week rating of all programs in the time ‘period. given,
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because
jam1 is
different
‘from
ilwaukee...

and because people are differe
ent int different markets . . . Storer programming is different! We put
together a flexible format to fit the needs of each community . . making it local in every
respect. Result? W GBS Radio is #1* in Miami with “The sound ofmusic and total information
news.’ In Milwaukee, WITI-TV iis #11 in prime time sev en nights a week . .-.-Further evidence
that Storer quality- controlled, local programming is liked, watched and listened to . . . Storer
Tepresentativ es have up-to-the-minute availabilities. Important Stations in Important Markets.
* Nielsen ~ Miami] Fort L auderdale Index: July, A:gusin %7.
1 Nielsen, May, June "'61—ARE, May, June6L.-.
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| his 11 years as chief European correspondent for CBS .News, Smith’s
assignments -took’ ‘him. to “most. of’
1 the nations on ‘both. sides: of. the.
| Iron Curtain. Smith, among other
‘| honors,. ‘has been awarded -four
‘| consecutive Overseas Press. Club
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Western

Without
Stagecoach
Inthe Sacramento area,where stagecoaches rolled

and gold once rushed, many peopfe need look
no. further than their family. trees for action
“stories of the Old West: Finding modern, live.
dramatic fare, however, is another matter. Like
$0, many areas ‘west of Broadway, Sacramento
8
oc

has very little live theater.
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Corinthian station KXTV is doing. its part
to remedy this. “The Ties. Have It,” a-drama
locally written. and acted, was produced and.

‘aired by: KXTV. Finalist in the Corinthian
Stations Public Service Award’ competition, the
‘show is one.of several being presented to encourage local writing, local little-theater groups,
local talent, and local dramatic schools:

In ‘a computer ayorld of machine decisions

and hot pursuit of numbers, KXTV’s action is:

KOTNV
TULSA

KHOU-TV
Houston
KXTV
SACRAMENTO
| WANE-TV

hardly: calculated to make Sacramento’s Broadway replace its eastern namesake. Itjs, however,

FORT WAYNB

®©OQOO®

typical of the Corinthian viewpoint: A station’s
ties to a Community, like all friendships, need to

WISH-TV
INDIANAPOLIS

be kept iin good repair. We believe that this kind”

of originality is not only. good citizenship but a

_Sales virtue as well.

WANE-AM.
Fort WAYNE
WISH-AM
INDIANAPOLIS

Responsibility in. Broadcasting

Represented by H-R

TRE CORINTHIAN STATIONS
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Continued from page 36
Continued from page 56.
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Besides this, George Vicas: vere! emotional interplay of the protas- who-is growing older but not. more
Moe
ee bs
American ta be
Intestration of actual footage on manent European production: exec| onists into an effective tv Alay.
professional, slammed ‘out “You.
Gee
sen
atteraptiny
to de- the
Wali
separating
east
from for NBC News, is. working on two! What may have. been lacking ins aand
M ake .Me -Feel' So Young”
Slot:
uMmiods
hardships
of West
was
enlizhtening.
which
travelling
shows.
- One
about |sound
theatrical
‘structure
was | “Hello. Young: Lovers.” Lamas was
Fis Gare nens under Communist brings this quarter to an old point: Sweden, the other about Germany. ; made up in the play's eloquence | okay: ina recitative-styled “It Was
disci: +
dt
remained
hyper- Such items as “Armstrong Circle This: also, is relatively inexpensive::and intensity.
A Very ‘Good Year,” done as if
Provacati.sk
throushoet, which TReatre” do have 4 validity, de- as far as “staff, because. Euronean- | This was the story of an ‘Indian. Maurice. Chevalier, had chanted
fs cake arcrsans a trick fr6m the spite the fictionalization and = hy- based -men. are
being used. Tt ychief whose. tribe,. facing. extinc- his’ mind about “I'm Glad Um: Not”
becavse
it seems
these scems that with all the work bein
Ver. peopie the program blasted.- perbole.
j;.Uion-on the reservation set aside
Young .Any More."” arid tlie whole.
Str ame al, the story, written by stanzas can-bring home with im- demanded, NBC just: doesn’t have! ‘for them by the Government tried‘|group managed to get some ‘fun Jerome Ross. avout a youth called - pact impertant subjects to an audi- enouzh men abroad to handle all | to move -back to their ancestral
intn* ‘Talk. To Him.”
ence
that
stilt
finds
it
troublesome
the chores well.)
Peter Harter, became rather. cap:
‘land. The defiance of the Indians’ |’: The camedy segments, and. there tr atiz 2 AS a viewer, you had to viewing unadulterated tv news.
Four or five other NBC units | treaty with the Government led ‘to were.a lot. of them, were assigned :
Art.

TV Followup Comment —

besorre

mvoied

in

the

Television Reviews —

tribula-'

|

were shinped abroad in the past} the arrest of their chief and the. ‘to-the Premise:Players, a group of
couple. of months: ‘Having, made * subse uent test of his legal rights.’
have
‘trips to Spain. Austria, the South{ Emerging
q
*. . improvisationists | _ who.
as the central charac:
achieved ‘some ‘notiericty
in N.Y.'9
‘Pacific and other points east and} tery in. this drama were the appos- | weenwich: Village: It-was a forthwest. these units have been bac : ing counsel, Earl Holliman.,. for the.
right gesture. to: bring them out of
in N.Y. two weeks or more. S90 ;

WNTA-TY
amen

Continued

from

al commercial
mat;

as te

defense, and Ralph Bellamy, as the.

eee
page. 19 omeren.eee
|

rizhtly they can't be counted in; spokesman for the Government. their. coffee house environs and
on ta national tv but they weren't
current
NBC... “travelling
While ‘-Holliman performed. with. quite | ready for it: ‘Let's face’ it,.
show.’
vigor and enthusiasm, Bellamy a satire of the’ White - _House in

entertainment.
for- the

the

programming

de-

signed to serve Newark's and its‘

surroundins
area's local needs,
the situation would be. at the least.
roughiv the same, and probably to!

brought

CANANA’S ‘TELEPOLL?

COTT-GARTH ENTRY

‘the benetit of Newark, chiefly he- [.
‘cause of its regularly scheduled
ua nature in ETM-A‘s proposed oper | CTV,Canada’s new video web, ts
we _ation.”
. starting a. weekly ‘program . called
Commission
rejected antitrust.“Telepoll,” inviting viewer reac;complications raised by opponents tion to significant news. Show beas
result
of
the. contributions
promised by the New York com-; ‘longs to Ted Cott and David Garth.
mercial
television interests.
In ‘who are. partners also in a new
{the first place, it said, ETMA made- Public Service Network for radio
—
x the first approaches for the contri- tin the United States.
: bution. thus in effect absolving the | “Tetepoll” is the first Canadian
pubaffairs
tv
stanza
to
get a netilatter from initiating ‘any attempt;
to “remove a-competitor” from the ‘work .sponsorship—Canadian. -Na“tional
&
Canadian
Pacific
TeleNew York scene.
Moreover,. the.
Justice Dept. has pledged all con- .‘communications will underwrite the
cerned that it will waive the right ;.Stanza, which will have a Sunday
to institute criminal proceedings iberth beginning this month,
if it should devide to test the. Ie- |. First the new program will report on the big news stories of the
gality of the acquisition.
previous .seven-day
period,
and
: after the program a Canadian opin‘ion ‘surrey’ org will contact pre: selected viewers in Canada to get
[a “scientically organized .cross-secamma Continued from ‘page 419 Smmmmees ition of ‘public thinking.”
Results
be ‘released: the
following
‘Corps is due airwise on Dec. 15,:'will
week.
it too being in color. For that one.;
producer Gerald Green, director.
Joe
Zigmar.
newscaster
Ray
} Scherer, cameraman Tom Priestley
and unit manager Bill Lynch have

NBC ‘Travelling Shows’

been in the field, on and off, for

|Schmitt’sS Upped Status
For NBC. Enterprises
a|

of eight weeks. They began
William J. Schmitt has become
PC trainees in Texas, later twhat is.akin to No. 2 man in the
| followed them to Puerto Rico and
[NBC Enterprises setup. Last week
are now in Tanganyika with some ;
total
with

of the PC workers.
A third.. program,

:

Sas,

jhe became first general

“US..

manager

Bases ,‘of this. NBC catchall division under

a. sharp

intelligence

general.

a

Excellent”

direction.

aca

‘by Tom!

room

scenes

and

a mounting fen-

.

ARTIST
yearly

| ' house,

sion to the conflicting ideas.

-

REDDING, CONN.

Donovan
succeeded
in -siving a.
flowing movement: to. the court- |.

| going
abroad.
offers for
rental after - Dec, ‘15 miodern.
designed by Eliof Noyes. 14

high
acres.. top
luxury’ class. 525.
square-foot
connecting
studio. dark:

_ Herm.

' room. 32-foot-glass-walled. living room,
‘fireplace, . usual bedrooms. Ultra-mod-

‘THE SEASONS OF YOUTH -

ern kitchen: Furnished

Danish modern. - ,

’ Linen, silver, dishes, library, récords,
“hi-fi, . TV.
Filtered
swimming
pool. |
landscaped.
grounds,
sculpture
by
| Alexander Calder, : Henry. Moore, Elie. ,
Nadelman. Ne children. of destructive

With Paul Anka, Barrie Chase,
Jill Corey; Bob Fosse, Premise |
Players
(Theodore
J: Flicker,
Joan Darling, Thomas Aldredge,

James Frawley); host, Fernando | ‘age.

Lamas
Exee Producer: Lawrence
Producer: Joe. Cates —

Writer:

George

White.

Kirgo .

60 Mins., Wed (25), 10 p.m.
TIMEX
ABC-TV, from H’wood.

WHITE & WHITE

[Seonger

(Warwick & Legler).
.
The theme for this latest ‘Timex:
special was the various.aspects of°
youth such as. hope. love and ‘ir-

_

‘Westport’ Conn., CApital T-72M .

1.130. New: Type, life-like VILIDA|

PUPPETS, 16 26", interchangeable,
‘reverence. There were other qual- | ‘heads. : New invention’: guarantees
' Authentic .
ities. too, but all were peged on. graceful movements.
the same energetic and ambitious
costumes, outstanding . puppet art |.
spirit of youth.
| theatre, ‘complete. prodaction.
' It wasn't the’ strongest line:‘on
which to base. an hourlong revue
I. W. GIESEN.

-

“

VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

a Superbly reproduced for sharp,
Clear picture! = Brilliantly scored

(Continued: from page 60)

with original music throughout!
w Filmed for maximum flexibility!
m A perfect program to highlight

your children’s star personality!

wJw

|
Average Rating:. 5 .
Average Share: 45

Fast-mavira hitarious action for kids, nose SUNDAYS 11:15-1:00
fa'z.c appeai for “ordsters’! Can be profit- ! Program: NITE MOVIE
Sept. 10 “THE ROAD TO RIO”our
ab’. Slotted any time, day or evening...
Crosby, Hope & Lam
@ay day of the week! For your biggest
1947, Paramount, MCA,- 1st Run
fa:shs since Custard Pie’s Last

Stand .. . here's your Golden [Nz
LU a3

proi-ts, ratiias' Gat complete in- NATIONAL
N@W from...

sucking ©

sigznment convincingly, climaxing. -reaching pretty hard for laughs: in”
the program with a deeply moving
the. crudest:. manner.
oration about the common human. .
The. production | itself: “was come.”
ity of the Indian and white man:
Dina Merrill, as a mixed: breed. mendable. It was sparse and.-trim
with no wasted: moments. ‘Too -bad-contributed .a fine performance. as
there. wasn't some “better stuff to
did. Albert. Dekker, as the jude,
fill it up.
_ Gros.
and Conrad Nagel, as the Army.

on the iosse. The mast side splitting series
that ever turqed the geniuses of The Golden
ge of Comedy into gold for you!

furnatinn

Caroline. Kennedy,

! Overseax.” has had: director Fred: ‘veep-in-charge
Alfred: Stern. as became evident as the hour ran’
.
64-21, 58th Road
Rheinstein
and cameraman Dex-’ Schmitt had been director of busi- its’ course.- In fact, much of the
‘ter Alley doing a stint of 8-9; ness affair.s
‘Maspeth 78, 'N. Y., USA.
patter given: to Fernando Lamas |
weeks ‘still on the move, too from| Schmitt, a 10-year’ veteran at as host and interlocutor, showed |}:
ibase to base in Europe and Asia.:: ! NBC, is‘now on a level of authority up what an effort.it really was to |.
i “Blueprint for Conquest,” a study [Rae Cliff, Slaybaugh, director of: broaden the line into an. entertainof Communism, has producer Fred NBC International Enterprises, and ment. The lines were. sticky. and
iFreed in Europe. where he’s been Morris. Rittenberg, president of sophomoric and. youth. juvenile. IMPRESSIVE: THEATRICAL. OFFICE.
two weeks already on the. early {NBC Films: and director of NBC
delinquency, notwithstanding, de‘54th. St., Cor. 7th: Ave.
leg> of this longtime project. He’s | Domestic Enterprises. The Ritten- serves a better break than that. . . Spacious Private: Office 12x20) with
working - (and, it’s supposed that, ocr‘and Slaybaugh- units come unThe show, —as in’ most ‘revues|. separate room .for assistant secretary..
‘Both rooms off handsomely: decorated.
| NBC budgeteers have cause ‘to der the overall Enterprises division.at
:5.——
ee
ti
. . =-7 :
With acts. coming on and ‘Off, had. reception area. Other offices in suite

America’s most wanted laugh stealers are

ppartunity for top programming,

and-| which

maturity to a basically ‘unsympa-- her thumb, advises daddy,-.or a
thetic role. As the Indian. chief, -verbose ‘David Susskind interviewJuano Hernandez handled his’ as- ‘ing a “buffoon” Khrushchev ig

JELEPIXt

1270 Sixth Avenue; New ork 20, N.Y. CO 5-4575

EVERY DAY
ON EVERY ‘CHANNEL |

COMPETITION.
ae
STATION & |.
PROGRAM
AVG.. RATING

BRO OKS
i COSTUMES|.

Late Show

Wy 3 Wert GistSt,N'V.C.-Tal. PL.7-5800

KYW

11:30-1:00

4

Movie, Theatre

WEWS

'11:15-12:30

Sept. 17 “MOONTIDE”

4

According. to all reports, | -

Big Wilson’s opening at the

Jean Gabin, Ida Lupino |

1942, 20th Fox, NTA, ist Run

‘ occupied by theatrical accountant and
attorney. High foor,. Sunny, 24 hour
Bidg.—$150—Cl 6-1070. .

of}

Port Said is not yet set.

Sept.:24 “GHOST BREAKERS”
Bob Hope, Paullette: Goddard.
1940, Paramount, MCA, Repeat:

Foreeful., . . Enlightening . . _Captivating Audiences .

DR. ALBERT BURKE'S “A WAY OF THINKING”
coisrisuteo ey BANNER FILMS, INC. *527

MADISON .AVE., NEW YORK 22, NY.
CHARLES McGREGOR, _ Pres
a
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TTY

Leading the.world
in lelevision. program Sales

INDEPENDENT

TELEVISION

CORPORATION

488 Madison Avenue ° New. York 22, N.'Y. * PLaza 5-2100

{7 Gt, Cumberland Place * London Wie “Ambassador 8040

400 University: Avenue ° Toronto \,Ontaria * EMpire 2-1166
Mexico City» Paris ¢ Rome: . Ria dé Janeiro

Sydney. ° “and,offices.in princrpal cities in 45 countries around the world

NOW AVAILABLE
FIRST RUN...FROM

ITC

... brand new episodes of
the distinguished series
that won instant
allegiance from critics
and CBS Network

audiences.

Dynamic PATRICK. McGOOHAN
with the artistry that won him the award
of Television Actor Of the Year,
as special security agent John Drake....
Danger——and beautiful women——_

from all over the world .
'
— --follow him,

|

6s

61

RADIO-TELEVISION

7 VARIETY

Wednesday, November: 1, 1961.

Savings& LoanFoundation ;
Buys 2 NBC-TV. Specials:

director, WENDIP (off) regular 10 a.m.+12 (noon) disk slot, with increased’
desk duties.
... “Two for the Record” show on WTMJ “CAMP in second
year featuring guest experts on nightly topics related te world: national,
state-and local current problems. First half-hotr of “Two. for. Record, "
spotlights guest, with last hour of show on the phone with listeners, |
oes Mondays
through Thursdays. Bill Reynolds, assistant WTMJ program } The Savings & Loan Foundation
see Continued frow page 48 5
manager and producer of “Two for the Rec ord,” moderates the show, is going to spend ‘an. ‘estimated
$350,000 ip two NBC-TY one-shots .
art esiiviation opens in New York in Novem: .
:
Cc ae
this. winter and spring.. Company, ©
Race WE
WNEM-EV
wade
is running five ‘specials
| SE. f T TLE o¢
via -McCann-Erickson, “bought - all

EES

From The Production Centres —
>.

4
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Video

MeGoohan

he watts

a

a

WP

a closed-circuit:

by the

Hampshire

in

ex:

2mdio

Edu-

KING

dixk jockeys

Four, Columbia

emceeed

local concerts

by the. Brothers | of a. one--hour

NBC. News -special-.

recording quartet {hat got its start here at the U of scalled “Sentimental Journey,” gos..-

tas written six serints for an

to star for Associated

plays ‘the lead
Y

tian sponsored

undertukon

“Auna

Wasninetor, Frosty Fowler fronted the concert at Bremerton, Buzz! ing ‘into -a prime | time ‘slot -on
2.
Lawrence the concert at Meany Hall on the U campus .: . Jim French, i March. 29, and. half: ot the regular
on KIRO d. j. is now doing weekly. ty program on KERO- TV. Sunday. year-end
East- West Shrine °footes eeSe
ves DEG Yana feacures Frencii at te organ und guest stars . . ..[ ball game this coming Dee. 31.

Tele Vision

Karenina”

ter

BBC-TV

KOM) rv geting prege
for its local variety show, “Once Upon. a “Journey,” written and‘produced
FM station. KLSN has affiliated with QXR network, |by. Lou. Hazam, » is to ‘he a docus.
by Ww QXR, New York . . Chris Lane, formerly program. di-* mentary based’ on U.S. Highway L.in rouwsh finencial shape. Station rector at WLS, Chicago, now p d. at KAY ©. Don R. Hughes, forinerly: ‘It'll take a 7:30-8:30. p.m. slot that
a $53.75 deficit and a budget for with WORY, Milwaukee, is news director at KAYO and Bill Shela is! ! Thursday,
March 29, and” will.
necessity of $40,000-a-monfh in- new sales manager...
New radio statin here is KIXE, formerly KU DY,'count as one of: NBC's: 40 prime
short. in August $19,052 short and with’ Wally Nelskog |as president and Hale Bondurant as vy. p. and gen-{ time: news specials.

ay 4

FRANCISCO

- Ibid, n°
* overated

«ss ETV channel. KQED, is
d Sou tise
sed Juiy 1, with

the
ut zear of "$489.90 N—or
Jely the meome fell $9,824
te ye
also short, though figtires

a

aren’t

quite

complete

.

eral maager
. Bill Carter’s “Party. Line.” latenizht audience |
Merrill:
partic ipation: radiv show, has moved from KAYO to KIRO....
‘Ash is now news director of KOM’ Radio. moving ever frony KQOL. :

.

Dewy 0:Keefe sturts hosting KGO-TV‘s late-night feature films this
horin--Via tape, of course ...
Steve Allen will tape his new ABC-TV
at frisca's 457L-seat Fox Nov. 8 for network presentation Novy. 22.
S codaled for show are Joanie Sommers, Louis Nye, Bill Dana and
Smothers Bros .. . KCBS News director Dan Mozley in the Orient—.
a: taping stories for station... KTVU's “Doctor’s News Conference"
piey2t fo Monday, 9:30 p.m.

"Rati Followup

He wai previously news director of the station for 12 years. beginning |
in 1944.

(iN PITTSBURGH
Leo H: Rosenberg,

Monitor a

announcer on KDK.\'s Harding-Cox election re-|. "When. Pat: Weaver ‘created NBC

several years. ago, heturns Nov. 2, 1920, will be honored at a luncheon at the Pittsburgh Hil- ‘Monitor’
].ton on Thursday +2: Rosenberg, now. a retired ad executive, will be created perhaps the,. most. stable,”
useable format: network. radio has.‘spotted
on
many
KDKA
programs
during
the
day
and
will
broadcast
KWOX Radio newscaster Rex Davis guest of honor and speaker at
had since.. Without. ‘ehanging the
te luncheon meeting of the St Louis Section, National Council of from ‘the original site of the. histeric: first political return broadcast. fundamentals.- of quick change,
Jewish Women
. . Mimi Allen, classical and jazz~ harpist, featured. Mayor Barr has proclaimed Thursday as “Leo H. Rosenberg Day’
WWSW will broadcast 68 games to be played this year by the Pitts. ‘World |-travel”: and enlightening |
week “The Progressive Harp” on KMOX-TV's award-winning “Vion-!
small. talk, Bill ‘McDaniel. .who:
tase"
. Dick Teneau, producer-director at KETC, educational ty ‘burgh Rens, the city’s new pro basketball team. Jack Fleming and Joe heads’ the. radio web today... hired
st abion has been notified that one of his paintings, “Still ‘Life With : Tucker will be at mikes. WIIC .will telecast nine of these ‘games with :Frank: McGee to’ host the 7-10 p.m,
.
The
KQV
disk
|
‘Red
Donley,
the
station's
sports
director,
in
charge
.
Lemons,” has been accepted for showing at the St. Louis Art Museum's.
Sunday fortions of ‘this weekend
13!:: annual “Missouri Show.’
. John Bernard Mayer, formerly. jockeys have formed their awn teams, with uniforms. and all. and wilF!*

IN ST. LOUIS

wit? Brace Hayward Associates. public relations firm, named program! Play @ preliminary to-a Ren game on Nov. 14 against the. Texas Cow-

program.

,

.

WTAE has bought the “Ripcord” series from Ziv-UA and’
_Though
“Monitor” was always.
diector of WEW, replacing Charles Hale, transferred to Fort Lauder-: girls .
bit on news, the. presenc e of news: 7
dae
Fla. as prozram director of WLOD
.—
James E. Necessary.‘will slot the show on Fridays at.7:30; replacing the°‘Jim Backus Show.” Jman:McGee
on “Monitor”: makes. nared local sales manager of KTVI by Paul E. Peitason, executive :
T
| the: stress that much greater. In
Wee
. Baseballer Ken Boyer taking over as sports director of KWK. ; IN MINNEAPOLIS
.
,
.
[the first hour of. his appearance
‘Minneapolis Tribune columnist Geors e Grim returns to airwaves.Dec.! last) Sunday 129); “McGee
inter-

IN DETROIT

Franklin G. Sisson, formerly manazer of WWJ-radio, has been
Denman F
Jacobson, former sales
Nascet manager of WWJ-TV.
WW
:
WW.
tor
HI2 1arey
has manager
been named
radio moving
manager.up.Nes
or
A. Sibboldut is theJ-radio,
new sales
of WWJ-radio.
from
tre sales staff. _ TV Bureau of Advertising will hald annual meeting

here Nov. 15-17 at the Statler Hilton. Speakers include Thomas Adams.

43 with resumption of his weekly news commentary, “The Man Who! viewed scientist. Harold Urie on
Pedantic, contro; Was: There,” on KMSP-TV, ABC-TV affiliate in Twin: ‘Cities. Show: ' fallout shelters.

‘ previously ran for seven years on KSTP-TV and outranked most -net- .versial, enlightened, Urie was‘nice: work: programs in viewer ratings . . Popular sportscaster Ray’ Scott: ly. constrained and. guided. by pro
“Other portions ‘of ‘the
who: ‘handled. Minnesota Twins baseball games last. summer and is ‘McGee.
; broadcasting Minnesota Gopher football games‘this fall has added semi- hour ‘were a man-on-the-street
“WTCN-‘
type
affair
with laymen on: fallout.
.
Time-Life's
. © eekly sparts show on WCCO-TV: to his sked.

‘TY, only indie.operator among Twin Cities’ four commercial tv stations, jshelters and: a ‘frivolous. interview
pr ex of Campbell-Ewald: William Lewis, board chairman, Kenyon &
Fs: xhardt, and officers of the bureau ... Univ. of Michigan Television. - countering competish with- heaviest slate of vintage films: ever. Sta. by one of the NBC News staff men:

Center Kicks off a 10-part series on “The Story of Italy” over WWJ-TV ; tion is offering two movies every Weekday, five on Saturdays. including’. withthe

trainer. of a’ .chimp who.

triple features between 6 p.m. and midnight and four on Sundays ... .;Paints .ab stract -expressionistic
and many other stations. next. Sunday i5' .
WXYZ-TV responded
-paintings -and sells: them. for: upqr: ‘ekilv to news accounts of a former ‘Hungarian Freedom. Fighter now ,, WCCO-TV: is: telecasting, via videotape, “selected. home: meets of- the :
‘Twin
Cities Skippers, local entry in the new National Bowling league. p wards of $25 each.
in th:s‘country who was destitute and needed mechanics tools to re-

‘These were the feature stories.
.; McDanief has made plans to have.

A check for $300 was presented to the man on the Lee “Sportscaster Don Dahl is doing the commentary.
—+
- Harry R. Lipson, veepee and general manager of °
WAIBK-radio, will he guest lecturer on mass communications fer. the; company which will be a partner
thied time at Michizan State Univ.
in the venture.
4
'
Eiki
buitd fis life.

MeNew

newscast .

Sonny Fox

During ‘his Lon

an

also. optioned ‘Alun
Don . Phillips, Mitch Michael, Sam Hale and other WOKY disk jockeys
emzee Friday and Sunday “live’ area bands doing rock ’n” roll: at
South Side. Armory and Nightingale Ballroom weekly. .
WEMP.
nos broadcasting “Treasure Chest of Golden Hits,” on 10 a.m,8 p.m.

Sundays, stressing memorable good music disks. , .. Lee

Gray,

stay,

ins

Owen's “The| =m

NBC

News ‘cut in whenever. neces-

sary

with

|

Continued from page 49 sams.

WB’s “Japan Quintet

For “On The Mark,” Fox has de-

Tokyo, Oct.

Steve .McQuéen. Elkins is also 0M! vised a game show with a serious

WOKY

stories, alArt.

!Rose Affair.” networked on com-| TV. “Let's ‘Take A Trip” serles |
mercial tv earlier last month, as a! w hich was the predecessor of the ].
project for Condor Productions, .a| ‘One, Two, Three, Go" entry.
.

‘company controlled, by his client.|

hard news

though when heard ‘there. was noth
ing ‘especialy. hard to. cut in for.

With. resumption

31. .

of “77 Sunset.

the prowl for other tv ‘properties purpose. The weekly contests in-! Strip” as baseball season ends and
ne «“scaster, in added duties hosting disk show stots 6 a.m.-12 ‘noon’.
‘for présentation in America. It is volve yourlgsters who have shown launching
‘of
‘Surfside
Six,”
Saturdays and 8 a.m.-1 p.m. Sundays. . . WFMR, according to ‘Jamesproposed to film “The Rose Affair” some outstanding abilities in the |Warner Bros. now has five hours —
Baker, general manager, increased multiplexing hours on the air,
in ‘Britain with McQueen in the various career opportunities, such | leng™ telefilm series running On
ad.iing 15 hours to existing 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. & 5:30 p.m.-7 p.m. &:
“role filled by Anthony Quayle. in as: science, journalism, diplomacy, Japan webs. ©
8 pm.-10 p.m ‘eross-the-board schedule. . . . Chuck Phillips; program .
:the original.
‘Focketry, etc. The. winning young: |: Holdovers are “Bronco,” “Mav=
After spending about three days sters get a chance.to explore their erick” and “Roaring Twenties.” .
each in Paris. and Rome, Elkins; chosen field under expert adult |:
heads for New York where he will; guidance.
have a 10-14 day stopover before}.
In the area of news for children, {
=
Continued ‘from page 47
he returns to his -‘Hollywood base. Fox believes that any child over 13

a

‘African Queen’

|

‘production by late’ December and.
to have the. series. rolling by. the’

French TV

1 Spring of next year for Fall. exhbi-

{tion in the U.S.

is ready to partake of regular news.
channels and would resent any
kid-slanted journalism. The key

,

age bracket for news, according toFox,.is the eight-to-12 group where

Continued from page 47 a
The project is sponsored ‘by a —
‘the news has to be presented in
company called Gamin Productions, , That qmeans {it now seems pushed such a way as to stimulate general
in which Elkins ig partnered with. back..to early ‘63.
intellectual interest rather than be |
John Ireland and Hugh: French..
a capsule treatment-of daily events’
If money is:the problem it looks
| Ireland and Glynis Johns are being
which they are not eapable of :unsigned
for the
Bogart-Hepburn like commerical. ads and private derstanding: In this respect,: Fox

EMMETT KELLY
Mgt.: LEONARD GREEN
300 &. sist St.. Hew York
2-1

roles and the pilot. screenplay is’ interests may be a necessity. With

being written by Sam Peckinpaw.!sets
Both Ireland and Peckinpaw
direct a number of segments.
It is planned

Big Wilson says he wants
more time to polish his act
‘hefore any Carnegie Hall
|concert.

to make

near -the

will, viewers
|long

26

one‘ and

2,800,000 level,

also’ clamoring

promised: chance

more

for

of

entertainment

that

and

reporters

on

RTF

they will qualify for British tv: . payroll has mot been instituted
quota. Four Star is Gamin’s Amer-'as.yet.
So-it appears like that
jican
coproducer
and
ctiosing a]neweon and. discussed tv station

and Elkins is currently closing a| newcomer is still something in the
deal with a_ British production near, if ever .receding, future.

ACTION

THAT

BRYAN, Texas GOs

WINS

TOP

MOBILE, Ala. 94,

NEW YORK

DETROIT

developments

ge

and

able to determine.

Mgt. William ‘Morris ‘Agency
.
ee

really is;

“WANT TO.PLAYIN
THE BIG LEAGUE?
‘The‘Northwest’ area is really

big ‘league. . . » 810,800 TV
homes and over: $5: Billion
in spendable iincome,

ERIE, Po. 45,

For Further Details Contact

SCREEN:

news

has been

RATINGS!

Source: ARB, 1961.

TELEVISION

thus

choice ‘what the perspective of ‘the child } a

values.

hour segments, each budgeted at. Group has also asked. why a
$100,000. They will be filmed:in promised wage ‘hike for news
Africa and England and it is hoped: analysts

has used youngsters to report on

‘yarious

|

‘Why not. sign up: with ‘the
‘first place club—-KSTP-TV.

The. Northwest’s s first TV sta.- tion, KSTP-TV :‘serves and
sells this vital. market most
“effectively, most, economically.

k¥ GEMS, inc:

SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.

711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22
PL 1-4432
CHICAGO
‘DALLAS
HOLLYWOOD

ATLANTA.

TORONTO

400,000 WATTS: NBC:
» MINNEAPOLIS +ST. PAUL.

one
a

ECIAL’ BABY
MUSIC

YankLael MapWiderUXDisgay MOSTSHOWS
As Britain Nears Common Mkt.Link}
London. Oct: at.

As Britain ‘moves towards. thet
European. . Common

Market,

the]:

“Mitch Aloitg WwithSingh |

‘push by. American diskeries to get.|”
their labels. on

display. in

this }-

eountry is on: Most recent: example.

country under its own ‘imprint. ‘put

“was more than. willing. to up resid*-wals~ and guarantees as longs . as:
Liberty product was released, ‘under the Longon label.
_’ Berinett. has now
switched - ‘to
_.EMI (Electrical & Musical Indus“tries) and not only has won higher
'. residuals than he had. with Decea,
but has secured. release :of Liberty
_ -on the British scene, It ‘takes ef_ fect Feb. 1, 1962.
‘According to Bennett more U. Ss.
‘Giskeries
will -want. “their: own

“ tags now ‘that: the U.K. seems set:
for ECM.. His: opinion: is confirmed

by ‘L. G. Wood, EMI topper, just

UANabs First B’way Cast LP:
SLUFF SONGS! Col on Nitery-Lesit Revue Kick
Rayburn’s ‘Happy’ Tune

By MIKE GROSS.

‘Television has. become a _ vast]
Washington, Oct. 31.. =
Washington, Oct. 31.
Roll Call, the. Capitol Hill | | musical. wasteland... This paraphrase] .
Three days before he went
‘newspaper, tells a fable of our’:}!of. Federal’ Communications Com-}- to a Dailas hospital with in-

‘mission chairman: -Newton. C.
times: -¢
eurable cancer. House Speaker
|Minow’s blast at tke video broad-:
- “Once upon ‘a. time; ‘in ‘the.
Sam Rayburn wrote a letter to
casters is ‘being echoed. by ‘the:
Washingten
composer
Hank
little “Himalayan kingdom of
‘music industry to express its sentiFort requesting that her song,
Grysh: ° ‘Was. a talented little
|. fellow nanied: Singh.. “He had ‘ments on. the -fallout. of regular
“Happy Birthday, Mr. Sam,”
music. show programming and its
be recorded.
|. - a fine voice. and : loved:
| virtual banishment to the. one-shot 7
Five
hundred
have
been
mitch,’ which ‘in’ “Gryshian
ty. special.
pressed on the Gemini label,
meant . to.‘sing’”..
-Tt’s not that the’ music -pizites.
with all proceeds going to the
“Came ‘the U. S.. with” an aid
|. program .. which set.:“Up atv a i want more exposure for the likes,
‘Sam Rayburn Library in Bon|iof “Who Put The Bomp In The
|: ‘station.
ham, Tex. On the flip side is
,
“t Bomp, Bomp, Bomp?” or the: cur|
the same melody with new
“Naturally, one. of the. first
i rené ‘Twist’ tunes. it's.. just that.
|... to..come on with a program
lyrics Mrs: Fort wrote for the
they feel that tv has become remiss |. Fourth of July ‘and named,
was. Singh.
in-its time allotment for-the show|...- “Tt was called ‘Mitch Along
“Happy
Birthday,
Uncle
casing of good pop music .and showSam.”
.
_ With = ‘Singh’.””
ae
An Alabama Congressman,
It's ‘paradoxical, they. claim. that
‘Frank Boykin, made the first
radio,a Jorgtime problem for. the
purchase last week, 100 copies.
| good music publishers,. because of,
A Nashville group of sing| dts. penchant for “Top 40 rock 'n
ers, identified as the Four

of this‘is with Alvin: Bennett’s Lib-|-

erty Records. Bennett’ flew in for
talks with Decca which’ would not.
‘agree to release Liberty “in this.

4

DickPowelAgain
AS
4StarDiskery ©:

-returned. from: the U. S.,. who has|
noted the pressure from ‘American

execs for “independence. eo
But in Wood's’ view, .unless. a]
label has a great ‘deal of talent. to
support ‘ft, release under its own:|
banner would ‘do it no ‘good. It’s|
far. better, says he, to bask ‘in: the |
reflected glory of EMI. labels and{

“Holly Wwood, Oct. 31.:

tinues. to‘Tun far behind. °
Pattern

Posters on the label, did the
¥ecal

.

‘cee|BM Annual C&W

‘benefit from the publicity. buildup |. - Dick: Powell, who entered moEvidence of ‘tv’s shift from music
| Hon pictures. as-a.singer but re-|chows to: a_ Programming pattern.
given to same..
Another American diskery seek-. linquished ‘his chirping ‘career tt 1 centered situation: comedy,
ing U.K. release is the-CBS label. go dramatic, will-return to
) westerns and private evesores, is]
Reportedly,
it may align. ‘with |first love via’a:-seriés -of. singind [that ‘the music men. have only]
Philips. Although the Jatter. will,i reeords to. be: made. for the: new :iPerry Como.: Ed Sullivan, Garry |

Awards Go to 36
Writers, 22 Pubs

+diskery his Four Star Productions | Moore |-and Dinah ‘Shore (once ‘at Broadcast Music Inc. will hand
understood to be the company that! is - setting. up. ;month) to look -to_ ‘get. ‘their songs out awards in the country & west-will manufacture and distribute | ‘Four. Star’ plans entering the aired on tv. Several years ago they: ern field tomorrow ‘Thurs.) at the
the Yank platters.
‘recording . field this fall, and: by |had a choice of the. aforementioned Country Music Festival in NashA key condition. of Pye's acqui-. ‘next. Summer hopes to be: a major:‘as well as weekly shows by Patti ville to 36 writers and 22 rublishers for 39 winning songs. The BMI
‘sition of. ‘Frank |Sinatra's Reprise! indie plaitery. through waxings of‘‘Page, .Gisele MacKenzie.
Roselabel is the fact it went‘out.as Re- -tunes from its own tv shows -and imary: Clooney, Guy Mitchell. Eddie awards are made annually and are
based on polis reflecting record
prise’ ‘despite its shortage of sell- ‘albums recorded by. various artists
(Continued on. ‘page 68).
and sheet music sales, radio-tv pering talent), providing. another. in-j it wilF ‘place. under
contract.
formanrces.and coin. machine plays.
make no statement, it is commonly

.di¢ation’ that Americans want. their; ‘Powell,, oné ‘of the FS partners,
own identification in the U K.
will do’ albums having no .connec-Trend, generally,. seems.: “to be|tion ‘with. his. company 's.‘film and |.
that: U..S. interests want to ‘set up! ‘tv product: °
“
‘warehouses in. one or ‘other of ‘the | Proposed: diskery is an extension |
ECM countries, so that: disks. can +of FS. into-still another area, since
be marketed at more or. less ‘the|it already has’ ‘disclosed plans for

65

Following

are the winning songs

United Artists Records is new
branching into legit. Having eon
centrated on motien picture sourdtrack albums fer the past severul
years, CUA will make its first stab

into the. original Broadway
cast
; aibum field with “A Family Affair.”
jU's understood that UA has a substantial investment in the show
which is capitalized at $350.G00.
The tuner, which has a score by
John Kadner ‘music? and James
& William Goidman -isrics), stars

Shelley

Berman

with

Morris

Car-

novsky and Bibi O+ternald.
The
score is being published by Tammy

Valando’s

Sunbeam

Music,

°

ea BMI

late.

Berman has the greenlight to
record under the UA banner although
he’s under
centract
to
Verve
Records.
The
pact with
Verve permits him to ge elseu here
for other than his comedy
‘and

‘tsolo song, whieh he hasn't done.
yet) LPs.
The musical is scheduled te epen
on Broadway Feb. 3
Col’s Revues
Columbia Records is going en
& musical revue kick for original
cast albums from the legit and
nightclub fields. Already set tor
Col's revue binge are Julius Monk's

“Seven

Come

Eleven,”

now

run-

ning at New York's Upstairs at the
Downstairs, and “Too Good For
The Average Man.” a roundup of
vintage
Richard
Roedgers-Larry
Hart songs playing at the Camelot
nitery on the eastside. Upcoming
on Col’s agenda is Leonard Siilman’s “New Faces ot 1962.° due
on Broadway in the spring.

Monk's

revue

last

season,

“Dressed To The Nines.” was put
into the groove by IGM Recortis.
Several of its predecessors were
etched by the Offbeat label. Featured in the current outing zre

Philip

Bruns.

Cecil

Cabot.

Rex

Robins, Steve Roland, Donna Sanders
and
Mary
Louise
Wilsen.
Several contributors supplied the
songs and sketehes.
The “Teo Good For The Average
{ Man” revue features Bubby Van
and
Helen
Gallagher.
EH ‘nas
“same. price as-in the U..S. Disk-] adding. feature filming: to its
’ The. Limeliters. (3) grossed $4,979:‘USA, ” “Helio Fool.” “Hello Walls,” produced by Buddy Bregman.
eries also. want to avoid: paying | production operations. |
i“ Don’t Believe Ill Fall In Love
In the straight mutical field. Col
ia
au
.SROQ
Town
Hall.
N.
Y.,
ap-:
“surplus” import charges.
Prior to FS establishing its ‘own
‘pearance Saturday '28). It was a iToday,” “I Fall Ta Pieces.” “I! : how has tied up the original cast
| disk. company, -it.will make av ail“solid outing for the pop-oriented |Missed Me.” “I Think I Know.” “I| album rights te “Kean. ~ “Subway s
‘able songs and. music from its: tv
‘Wish I Could Fail In Love Today.’ | Are For Sleeping, “ "AN Amare
!
‘| series for recording by major com- folk. group whose predominantly |Tu Have Another Cup Of Cof- { can” and “The Crime of Giovenni
‘comic: and irreverent. approach to
! panies. Tv outfit already has signed their material delighted the audi-.
Venturi.”
Edgar. Burton of Trinity Musie to ence Which ov erflowed to seats on] “Sis0 “Last Date.” “Let Porgive. handle.-themeés;. songs’ and back-.
the stage. Felix E. Gerstman pre- ness in,”. “Loose Talk, ' “Louisian
‘“Leving Yo
“My Ears |
-Benell Music |‘Corp., a subsid of . ground. music from its own product sented the outing, scaled to a: $3:
73 hea”
|
: Should -Burn.” “Me Last Date.”
Cosnat Record Distributing Corp.,:.for this purpose. and negotiations
top.
—
‘Odds and Ends.”
“Pps’ Folks.”
and Jay-Gee Records. has merged .are underway with major “artists,,
_ineluding Lawtence Welk, and Fred | The group has a polished: style, “Sweet Dreams.” “Siveet Lips,”
with Starfire Music
Publishing. .
geared to broad. popular appeal.|“Tenger Years.” “Three Hearts In
:Co:. and all its .affilidtes.. The:-new |Waring. to ‘record.
Art Talmadge
has been
ccnoutfit. will be | headquartered inj Dot Records has been inked: to Although they are likely. te offend |A-Tangle,” “Three Steps To The fi rmed as president of United A:t“produce. arid release. an -albuni ‘of purists with some of their more} Phone,” “Under The Influence Of !;ists Records. He beciume in line tor
New York.
abortive
renditions,
thes
Limeliters.
|
Love.”
““Walk
Out
Backwards.”
Murray Deutch, part “owner. of principal themes from some of FS
Worlds
Collide.” ‘the pest several months ago when
Starfire, has become genera] man- : shows": under . the -title.. “Themes aniow- how to take .command: and |“When: Two
‘Max E. Youngstein. veepee of tle
ager of the new firm. and has also:from. Four. ‘Star. TY Shows,” for held an audience. Threesome’s in- {“Window Up Above.” “Wings Of A. -UA
parent
company
who
al<e
strumental work is effective and ;Dove,” “You Can't Pick A Rose In; i
been
elected -Y Pp. and. national.: - release in |. January.
their
vocalizing
puts
them
among
|.December”
and
“Your
Old
Love
rexied
the disk outlet. announced |
promotion manager .for all Jay-{ Initial. themes being put. an wax
jhis
resignation.
the
top
.Zroups
°
in
‘the.’
‘pop-folk
|
Letters.”
Gee. ‘product, : which “encompasses ° “will. consist. of. material: from the
- Taimadge.
who joincd UA in
six “labels ineluding ' Jubilee “and, current season's. shows:: “The Dick fie}d.
1960, has been operating head of
‘Todd. ‘Deutch..was genera] pro-: : Powell Show,” “Target: “Phe Cor- °, Comedy is handled by Lou Gott- iMarcus, Miss Greenfield
the firm as veepee-general manlieb. the group's. bass plaver and
fessional © ‘manager. * for: - Southern : yupters.”” “Robert Taylor's DetecBefore coming to UA
he
patter artist. .His comments on. soJoin. Col’s Info Services. ager.
Music: for seven years.before |cox|tives.’ “Mrs: G. Goes’ to: “College” ‘ciology,
had been v.p. at Mercury Records,
politics and male-female
and “The Rifleman.”
Marcus
and
Myrna
partnering, Starfire.
“
Arthur B. Krim. prez of United
‘relations ‘draw rapt: and appretia- |
‘Two music publishing firms: are .tive attention from. the crowd. He! ! Greenfield have. joined Columbia Artists Corp., indicated that Tul-| owned by FS. The ASCAP licensee
| Records’ information services de- madge will continue te work with
Y x BNP (for Charles Boyer. David . tends toward repctilion. as the eve-! partmen: a
David V. Picker, Krim's exec asning. wears ‘on, but is alw ay's amus- |
PSMarcus, who for the past two .Sistant, as liaison between the
Niven and Powell,’ ‘who’ share: FS ing
ownership), and the BMI. licensee years was with London Records Parent
company and the record
Pleasant swarbling is provided by:
i is: Trend. “Music. Inc.
; [tore Glenn Yarbrough. and bari- ‘as assistant manager of its clas- division.
Sical division. was set as manager |
“Warner Bros. Records has set|
‘tere
Alex
Hassilev. the latter.
wp a national - proniotion depart‘ being:the linguist.of. the group try-" “of information Services and will
ment and named Joe ‘Smith to |.
‘ing .his hand. at: French, Spanish,-work in both the pop and classical
head. the operation. ‘He will be |
Portuguese, Russian,
etc. - Yar- fields.
i ‘Miss Greenfield, who was pub
‘Holywood. Oct.. 31.
headquartered: -.in- the: diskery's
Arthur Lyman and his. Hawzsiian - brough plays: guitar and Hassile “aide to Billie Wallington at the |
Coast -office:.and will. report ta}
doubles
‘on. banjo and guitez.
John. K.. ‘Mike! Maitland, Ww arners’ orch, a-Tegular for..somie: vears at * Among their Specialty comedy rou- Riverside label. will be informaHollywood, Oct. 31.
‘onolulu's. Shel" Bar,.in. Hilton's
new -prexy,tines: are pokes .at rock -’n’ roll, tion servires coordinator and wilt i Uniyersal Recorders und Radio
Smith’ isa vet of seven years in! ‘Hawaiian © Village,’ will dish. up caduit. westerns, and other folk sing- ‘be involved with press relations °Recorders will be consclidated +o
background
'
Music
for
2
batch
of
the business: w ith experience in l
‘ers. Their tricks include harmony ‘for Col with jazz and trade publi- their combined facilities will rep
distribution
and _ broadcasting. |“Hawaiian -Eye”: vidfilms..' Bar is w histling. and high-pitched voicingsj, Cations.
;the largest indie recording studio
With. this in’ mind, WB. will follow one of the locales for: series.
“which
register.effectively fer the
lin the eountrs, according io LR
Deal . marks the. first ‘Hollywood 7
~-& policy. of close. contact. with, disk |.
jtopper Martin Hersh. He mzde 1.e
-. HAL LEVY’S BOOK
‘pact for 28-year-old Hawaiian. com- | pop market.“Jocks and radio station programHal Levy, ASCAPer. «who con-' ‘assertion last week fojiuws ing his
* Finale is: an audience-participaming, heads on a local and national. ‘Foser-conductor, who currently is ition
turn which’ gets. ‘a big mitt. ‘ducts: a songwriting
course
at _acquisition of all stock in latter
‘basis. He is expected to beef up. at Las Vegas’ Thunder bird.
‘|Gimmicks, such as ad-libs during. (UCLA, has signed to do a book on: ‘company held by G. Howard Hu-. the existing WB field sales promo|4a tune ‘and lyric ‘twisting. give them ‘the subject for Doubleday.
chins and H. DeVoe
Rea in a
tion. force in major. ‘market: areas.
MERC. GETS. COREY .
‘an overall comic flavor that. clicks{
Accent will be on lyric writing.!$1.000.000 transaction.
Hersh now owns 80°
of the
Smith most recently was asso- |: Jill. Corey,..:pop. chirper w ith with ‘the audience, along: with their; Levy’s course is the only one of
ciated :with Hart Distributors in some hit records and: tv shows. be- -complex-anpearing harmonies. The | its kind: in the. E.S. He has had;stock with an optien to buy the :eLos Angeles and served as promo- hind -hér,. has inked with Mercun ‘Limeliters are a solid concert at-:name wordsmiths at his seminars.!maining 20° from* Harry Ls Bry“tion manager for London Records Reeords.. ‘The former Col waxer. trartion for the audicnee that likes. ‘and Derza recently hrourcht out aniant and Ernest F. Dunimell, both
on the ‘Coast.’ He-has also been a will -cut. several . singles | immedi-" its folk music w fh a pop. flavor, zibum of
of eriginal songs. all written!of whom will i¢ma.n wilh firm és
disk: jock in Boston and
d.Pittsburgh: ately.
wma nine a
u
"bby
“pupits.
oificers and directors.

for the past vedr: “Am I Losing
Limeliters Chalk.UpBoff You,”
“Before This Day Ends,”
“Beggar To A King.” “Blizzard,”
98 Town Hall, N.Y. Gis|“Dont Worrr, " “Excuse Me,” “FalAngel,”
“*Foolin’
Around,”
4n-a Solid Performance’ tien
“Heart Over. Mind.” “Heartbreak
tv.

BENNELL MUSIC, 1G
MERGE WITH STARFIRE:

_ART TALMADGE NEW
PREXY GF UA LABEL

Joe SmithReizing New
WB Nat'l Promotion Dept.:

Lyman’ $Viel Stat

2 Indie Recording Los.
Merse in $1-Mil. Deal

RECORD

REVIEWS

Wednesday, November L1961.

FletcherHenderson's DeLuxer,

Top Singles Of The Week -

James ‘Plays Hefti’ Top New LPs|
HENDERSON!
FLETCHER
ORCH: “THE FLETCHER HENDERSON STORY—A
STUDY IN

{The ‘Best Beis’ of This Week's 100-Plus Releasessy

positions (recorded by’ others? of
“The Way Of A Clown;” “Bless
You,”
“War. Paint”
and “Foot-

INEIL SEDAKA....).s00ss00.,0.0

DON'T LEAD MEON

(RCA Victor)......+.......Happy- Birthday, |‘Sweet 16

FRUSTRATION” ‘Columbia . This ster.” Now, the teeners can have | |
detuxe fnar--P> salute to Fletth- young Mann all to themselves as
er Henidersen, who recorded be-| he whips up some sounds through
repertoire. It’s. strictly
taven 1323-38, and. who died in jbis own
1932, points up anew the value .of juve-pegged and ‘ since surveys
morgue material and what really have shown that the kids. are. now

_ Neil Sedaka’s “Don’t Lead Me on Pridont) is a. slow focking:
ballad with the kind of -torchy message that’ the juves will go for.
“Happy Birthday, Sweet 16” (Ale: unt , is’ar okay uptempoed slice
also angled for the Juves. .
a

a

*

&

Be |JUNE VALEL. ...vseeecesegeee
seesses vEVERLASTING

can be done with it when it's in the |buying’ albums, they. can’t help but

(Mercury)... eceesescgereeereseees So Long Loser:..
hands of someone who cares. The | buy this one.
June Vi alli’s “Everlasting” (Aldént) gives ‘this songstress the type
srreone
who cared, In this inBILLIE HOLIDAY: “THE ESof
material which she can delt for marimion returns. for acrossStaice
was John Hammond, Co- | SENTIAL
BILLIE. HOLIDAY”
oe LAWRENCE \WELK
hievbia artists & repertoire staffer iv erve', The tapes: of Billie Holi-+P-Prowdly ‘Presents Another. Dot Hit:. the board acceptdnce. “So: Long. Loser” (Vanna?) As. a| pleasing
. Slice with a country flavor.
who helped Henderson get a-lot, dav’s last Carnegie Hall concert |
Koe
*
of tnose disk gigs in the ’30s. ‘It's ;‘November, 1956) is the essence Of ;
ithis package. Although she ‘was on | Singing “Sad -Movies” . B. Ww “yy PAT BOONE.....eeeeeee02.20++
listed ar Sth 98.
JUST LET: ME-DREAMHammond
and his engineering |her way out then tshe died two- ; Don't Know. Why I Love You Like
(Dot)... cecccccccccscetecsceecseees Johnny Will”
aides have done a masterful job in. ‘and-a-half years later}, a.lot:of: the I Do.”
Pat
Boone’s
“Just
Let
Me
Dream”
(Roosereltt)
is a nifty rhythm.
“printing up” the sound without im Tic that she brought to songs.
‘ballad handled: in easy style ayainst a ‘modern “styled vocal combosouping it up into a ping pong, like “I Cover The Waterfront, wi of Caly ary,” “The Toueh of The
for
the
current
marker.
“Johnny.
w
in”
(Lyte*)
is
a simple melody:
circus and the package emerges as|“What'a Little Moonlight Can Do.” Hand Of The Lord” and others of
with a cute lyric. Idea.
Soul” and “Yesterdays”
a definitive portrayal of Hender-/ “Body
*
*«
ie
'
similag
nature.
Son, who virtually shaped the biz iwas Still ‘under’ control. As if Miss:
band-sting era through hfs orch Houliday’s ‘singing weren’t enough, + CHIPMUNKS
JUDY GARLAND. coh ecees . COMES, ONCE INA LIFETIME
apd latterly through his arranging the concert had Gilbert Millstein,; SEVILLE: “THE ALVIN SHOW”.
(Capitol) .eee bee e eens
ae ae Sweet. ‘Danger
for Benny Goodman's band. The N. Y. Times staffer, at a lectern .tLiberty-. Alyin, David Seville and]
‘Judy. Garland’s ‘ ‘Comes Onice In A Lifetime”. ¢Stratford*), from
Packaze doesn’t miss a trick in ‘for readings -of hér autobiography . their chipmunk’ friends are back
the ‘score of “Subways. Are For Sleening.”’ is a classy baltad .
couiaburation. with
William . with this set. taken from their tv
fotiowins
Henderson's orch style. ‘in
with a catchy’ beat ane a fine lyric w hic h.this verformer projects”
a he experimented with new ideas Datty . “Lady Sings The Blues.” ‘t halt hour, “The Alvin Show.” The
‘to the hilt. “Sweet Danger” (Enipress*« is”another potent piece of
She
was
a
hetter
singer
than a‘:: format on the disk follows the one
andones
sidemen.
Some of the
material in this songstress’ “hands, ne +
2 ostieren.
then, were
Loni. “writer and Millstein is not .io be. ? on: the show .and ‘comes :off about
*
Ok
ee
Aristrona
Rov
Eldridge,
Rex faulted’ for the prose. .
“as Weak. Bits on wax include the|
FREDDIE ELLIS, eee eeees SONG FRO MOL LIN ROUGE?
Siva ve
J
Cc
Hiigzintotham.
ROY HAMILTON:
“ONLY, show's ‘theme. opening,” a rock.’
Benn - Carter, Don Redman, Fats YOU”
(Epic.
_Roy
Hamilton's ;roll parody: -number, ' zs French
(Coral) .. 6.0.00... ..1 Could Have Danced AW Night
Waller
Coote Williams and’ Red ‘stron ballad ‘style is’ once again! ! loavaled scene, a takeoff on “Person|Freddie Ellis’ “Song From ‘Mouwlin Roitae’’” (Gowert) rerires
Aller
.in evidence i® this new package. |’ io Person,” ‘a scene with their reg- |. this pict tune hit of severat years ago in.an wirestrained tocking
Tie Soxed package also comes He does: a flock ot old faves, “Star-:! : war ty feature ‘of ‘the inventor—
version by an excellent stylist bi this idiom." Could Hare Danced
witi a booklet containing an in- dust.” “Too Young.” “Route 66” ‘this time inventing the bathtub—
All Night” (Chappell) gives this- “My Fair Lady: his a similar Tee |
formative appreciation of Hender- and “Nature Boy,” among: them in? and a finale. of recent pop tune,
all the way honie,
*
x
*
som by Frank Dizgs, some old snap- a Hkeable manner that will get “Witch Doctor.”. Ross Bagdasarian|
time.
Sammy: has penned the material and the
Shots of the band -from the Club hiin programming

‘THE LENNON SISTERS|.

AND.

Awdam

days in 1924 on up’, and

one
of
the
best
discozraphies
around, which lists tune, publisher,
date of recording, and, most imPortant..,
the personnel on the
due This is more than a collectur’
wn—it’» an important contribut ion ') music and to records.
“HARRY JAMES PLAYS NEAL
HEFTI"
-MGM.
The
biz band
suind is Pack With thi. fine waxin2
i
Forts of Neal
Hi. ‘fei ax composer
and
Harry
James ay musician-conductor. The
Ppackaze
contains
LU tunes com-

Lowe helys with the orch backing.’ i‘package's
‘of
GEORGE
SHEARING:
“SATIN - one.
AFFAIR" (Capitol). In losing some away.

overall

of his

IN TOYLAND”

jazz-buff

following,

George °

“BABES

DAVID!

impression

is

hear-it-once-and-file-it-.

| THE SQUIRES. 06.0... eee bce
CMIGM) oc ccc
eee
cea
e

‘The

e.e

ee

Squires’ “Morin? Out” “Stary ese

oe

ce! SLOVIN’? OUT
.Our Theme
oe

ig. the kind ‘of frantic

instrumental sound which the. Lids pick up for juxe spins. “Our
Theme” (Star-Ville?)-is a nore melodic iden handled with a firm.
. beat.

(Buena

Shearing has picked up a larger: Vista. A Victor Herbert musical.
group of mood-musie fans. The: 4ifor all ages. “Babes in Toyland”
pavoff is greater and so are the. ‘has been reprised by Walt Dis-

*

ok

Billy:‘nev as a feature film and his Buena “TONY: BENNETT......... ....¢TENDER IS THE NIGHT.
Maz, who arranged for this one.; * Vista label has released the sound(Columbia) ...0.00..5... ee "Comes. Once In A Lifetime
has given Shearing a smooth string!; track. The bright. tuneful score
Tony Bennett's “Tender 5 Tie Night" (Miler? 1, pic title: song;
assist, and the highlighted key-: ‘contains 16 numbers, updated and.
4s
a striking bal! ad with a poetic: liuriec and a comple x melodic
board runs through tunes like “The! restvled by George Bruns: and Mel
stricture
through which this singer fieds his way with au excellent.
Pariv’s Over” and “My Romance” | Leven for the pic. It’s ‘all per-|
programming

opportunities.

vocal, “Comes Once Ii A Lifetime” (St ratford*). gets. another good
Witt a soft romantic flavor.
formed in pleasant style by Ray
ride.
se
KITTY
KALLEN:
“HON KY Bolger, Tommy Sands, Ed Wynn,
ok
ke
TONK ANGEL™ :Columbia:. Every - Annette Funicello, Henry Calvin,
JIMMIE
BEAU
MONT.
cee
eeweae LE WRY BODY’S: CRY IN’
nov 2nd then a pop singer looks to- Ann
Mc€arty,.
Jilliann,
Mary
gives them a swinging whirl in a Nashvilie for material and every.
eee
ee
@ @ @ ee
er
(May).
Camera.
Keven Corcoran and a chorus of.
biz sound that features five trum- nuw and then there’s something
Jimmy Beaumon''s “Ey eybadir
rs Cryine ¢Wajamat) is a clever
others. In addition to ‘their. work|
pets,
five saxes and three trom-. around that can crack into the pop - on Herbert's original, Bruns and}
takeoff on the current flock of rocking hits with lachryumnse themes.
bones
for setid
authority.
The | market. Among them were “Your: - Leven -have “added two tunes of
“Camera” (Januaryt+ is another: rocnirg ballad with an original
and -“You
Are . their own ‘to the score, and overall
temp. is mostly up on the set. It Cheatin’? Heart”
lyric idea very w ell handled
|
.
_—
- makes
for great
listening plus”"My Sttnshine’ and Kitty Kallen their. work provides a lighthearted
*
*
*
:
gives them a’ pleasant approach.
surne dance poxsibilities. tao.
touch for an entertaining package. |
PETE
FOUNTAIN-AL
HIRT: ;Although most of the songs have. ; Among the numbers are the -ven- i|PERRY COMO.......<.....- YOU'RE FOLLOWING ME
“PRESENTING PETE FOUNTAIN :‘had their day, she makes them nice.
(RCA Victor).
: Especially. For The Young
erable. “Toyland” and “March of
AND
AL HIRT
BOURBON ito have around again.
Perry Como's “You're Follow! 2q Me" (E, Hy Morris* i is a swingthe Toys.” as well as. “Castle in
P. MORGAN:
“THAT
STREET” 'Coral:. Al Hirt and Pete | JAYE
ding
entry
with
a
smart
lyric
handled
with a beat which coule put
Spain,” ay Can't Do the Sum” and |
SOUND”: (MGM).
Fountain make up a stronz-selling ° COUNTRY
“Just a Whisper Away,’ all. hanthis performer back iuto single ‘contention. “Especially For The.
Datlay. Both have scored in solo ' Here's another exdmple of a-city- dled effectiv: ely by: the right-soundYoung” (Roncom*) is a nice 'n’ easy ballad. tailored for the Como
peckavzes
Fountain for Coral and songstress going to the country
‘crooning stule.
Hirt tor RCA Victor: and tozether for her material. ‘Miss Morgan has} Ing’ cast.
Posel by Hefti especially for this
Waring and James’ 18-piece band

—~

ae

*

they can't help but move the mer- a brisk and winning delivery and, ‘BOB. ROSENGARDEN: - / PHIL
weeos SMILES
much - with
“Slipping : KRAUSE ORCH: “HOLLYWOOD
chandise. The beat, of course, is she does
STAGE
AND PERCUS:|.
“Jealous
Heart”. and: SOUND
(Liberty)
. ae
@e
ee @
ee
auce¢
a@ixieland,
jaunty
and
Straizht- Around.”
Timi Yuro’s “Smile” (Bourne* i. isa rock ing revival Of a ballad
forward and full of spirit. The “Half As Much.” The pop spinners. ‘ SION” (Decca). Of late there have
: will give this one a chance as they ‘ been - -plenty of groovings with a
repertoire
belted with a bluesy -attack. that'll win spins, “She: ‘Really’ Loaves
is taken
from
dixie-°:
land's top drawer and the boys ‘did when. the Songs first came! Hollywood motif and an: avalanche
You” (Edent» is an okay ‘slow blues entry.
:
around,
of disks with the percussive play |.
blow it up with plenty of rhythmic
*
Re
but in this parlay, it comes out
JIMMIE DAVIS: “SOMEONE
steam.
EXYDIE. GORME: “I FEEL SOQ : WATCHING. OVER YOU” (Decca). fresh and full of spinning poten- JOYCE DAVIS NELSON ng PREE
Bob. Rosengarden and Phil
SPANISH” 'United Artists:. Eydie °i Although this doesn’t have mass tial.
Gorme
goes south-of-the border: appeal, it's -worth singling. out for. Keause ‘who also arranged, set the
(United Artists)....6........Yeu're: Something. Else
- Jimmie orch through “High Noon,” “Flying
for her new LP excursion and both: -its solid sacred values.
Joyce Davis-Nelson: Dupree’s “Y-Want To Marry You”. (Jan-Jot).
‘Davis, the Governor of Louisiana, Down .To Rio” and other pic tunes
Siles of the border will henefit by
is
a rollicking rhythm & blues entry handled in very effective style
|
i:
It’s a vizorous and exciting '‘is a sure hand in' this field and he for a highly effective ride.
by
this bright-voiced | duo, “You' Fe Something Else” {Jan -Jot) is
_
Gros.
gets
plenty
of
meat
into
“The
Robe
musical
that
orchester-arranger another sotid blues: slice.
.
Don Casta has put her in and she |
*
eR
comes through with a vocal punch
—
that will win over programmers ;
ani Aik buyers. In English or:
(Decca).
Tender is The Night
Spanisin, one “Granada” or “Besame :
Earl Grant’s “Honey” (Feist*) brings back this otéie in a. “first
Macho,”
rate version that has a modern flaror but is close enough. to the
“Frenesi” or “Perfidia” :}
t.+ narre Gust Some in her Latino ;
spirit of the original. “Tender Is: The Night” (Miller*), which :
repertoire, Aliss Gorme is in stand-| Columbia Records is readying a “Big: Bad John” LP titled after |. ‘is piling up a stack. of versions, gets still another. strong rendisinger Jimmy Dean’s clicko single . . .“Hymns at Home,” which Ten“tion due to share the plays.
:nessee Ernie Ford recorded in his hometown, ‘Bristol, Tenn., is on
F DIXIELAND: “T
*
ak
REST OF THE DUKES OF pine: Capitol’s release schedule this week ... Woody Woodbury, who etches.
LPs for Stereoddities, is on a nitery. four working his way to Califor- TONY WILLI: AMS. e¢eeeatee bee “e.@ “«
LAND”
«Audio
Fidelity.
The:
(Repr&e).”
Sree
weeae.e-My Prayer
Dikes of Dixieland racked up a: : nia for two concert engagements. - Peggy Seeger, whose latest PresTory Williams’ “The. “Miracle” (A.Cc.M. *) is. a pretty “ballad: with
Jong list of hestselling LPs for the jtige LP is “The Best of: Peggy ‘Seeger, ” eoncertizes at the Coffman
~a good lyric w hich this. singer projects in very appealing style..
Audio Fidelity Iabel before shift- }! Memorial Auditorium, Minneapolis, Minn., Friday (3) and at the Mil“My Prayer” (Skidmore*) is also handled well.
inz to the Columbia label and AF waukee Jewish Center the following night (Saturday).
x
x
‘
Capitol Records is saluting National Country Music Week (Oct. 30-Nov.
has wisely put together a dozen of
:
their “Best from the previously i 4: and the Country Music Festival in Nashville with four new albums. | THE ROMANCERS............. THAT. LUCKY OLD SUN
|The ‘LPs are by Ferlin Huskey, Hank Thompson, Faron Young and
released packages to make up
a!
Wing-ding that’s sure to move on! ! songwriter Harlan Howard, in his disk debut ... Bob Kryl, Mercury’s
: promotion man in Atlanta, is sending out- back ‘seratchers to deejays
_ The Romancers’ “That Lucky Old Sun” (Robbins*) gets an offth
retail level
The Dukes are
beat approach that will disturb the purists but /is sure to give the
commercial tootlers and dish -out . to call attention to Ray-Stevens’ disk of “Scratch My Back,” natch
}
Payis |
Diller, Verve disker, set for The Vapors, Hot Springs, Ark:, . juves plenty of spinning kicks..“Hard Head” ( Zodiact).is topped
the best with no funny stuff added.
. Guitarist Laurindo Almeida and violinist Yehudi Menu-.
1
by a frisky rocking. approach that could do okay around the jukes.
The likes of “Saints.” “Bill Bailey,” Nov
ee
ee
“Muskrat Ramble” and ‘‘Down By hin have new ‘LPs in Capitol’s ¢lassical push this week .. . George
Yoskovec,
of:
the
recently
clased
‘Broadway
production
of
“Do
You
The Riverside” zet rousing rendiKnow the Milky Way?" is the narrator on Golden Records’ “Babes in
tions that seldom miss.
(Vista)
2... cece eee cece teu ec ee's. .Strumimin’ Song..
Toyland.”
BARRY
MANN:
“WHO
_Annette’s “Dreamin’ About You” (Aldont) is a teen-spirtted item
PUT
Atlantic and Atco Records are offering a new dealer. LP sales program
THE
BOMP
IN- THE
with a rolling beat and juve vocal style to win hefty play in the
BCMP,
for November which includes a one-free-for-every-eight. albums. bought
BOMP BOMpP?” ‘ABC-Paramount:,
Top 40 element. “Strummin’ Song" (Wonderlandt) has a catchy
plan, deferred 30-60-90 day billing and a sales incentive bonus for
Barry Winn, a 19-year old singer- distrib salesmen .
strolling rhythm that ‘may pull in some juke coin. Tune is from
. Westminster’s ‘November release has been timed
composer, won over the teenagers
Walt
Disney's “The Horsemasters.””
‘Herm.
to commemorate the 150th anniversary of Franz Liszt and contains four
With his own disk version of ‘"Who | packages of the composer-pianist’s work, one performed by noted piaPat The Bomp_ -.. and his com- -nist Egon Petri.
"*ASCAP. {BMI.
TIMI

YURO.
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“Striking,

| “Jerry Herman

spectacular

WES
composed
a splendid
00
sung

“Sumptuous,
melodic
and
rousing...

excellently

1)

Jerry Herman
ballads

Robert Weede
|
and
WATTS. N.Y. POST

and

imagination...
heartwarming...
as for
Molly Picon,
what
a spirited
charmer
she is!”

and

Mimi Benzell
on Broadway. °

(are) very
haunting.”

Mimi Benzell.”’

SESG

production.
You don't
often
get voices
like those of
Robert Weede

MCCLAIN. N.Y. JOURHAL-AMERICAN

COLEMAN, N.Y. MIRROR

TAUBMAN

“Charming
eh ae

good music
and
lyrics...
admirable

Voices.”
CHAPMAN,

WY. TIMES

N.Y. DAILY NEWS

“Has the
SUNNINeSS
of a
traver poste!
and,
when it {s
SINGING,
itil
bursting
energy
of a whole
town

“Everything
about
the show Is
entertaining.
Makes ycu
want
to stand
and
cheer.”

meeting
the boat.”
MEAR, NY.
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It’s unanimous!
Stock up now on the
original cast recording of this new
smash hit musical...LOG/LSC-1065

2c)
RCA VICT
OR
The most trusted name in sound

Available in Living Stereo and Monaural Hi-Fi. Also from “Milk.
and Honey,” two hot singles: THE LIMELITERS, “Milk and
Honey,” #7942...ROBERT WEEDE, “Shalom,” c/w MIMI BEN“ZELL, “As Simple As That,” #7937. Both available in 45 and 33.

MUSIC

“Wednesday, November 1,.1961 _

s RECORD LIPS.

KisMoving Away From Society
By Twisting To the Fly: Clark||7

in
Feed

Diek Clark. disk jockey who was
instrumental in kicking off Chubbv
Checker's
disking
of “The
Twist’ «a Htthe over a year ago,
reports that the kids are amused
by
society's
latch-on
to their
datice and are now moving on to
a new danve cailed The Fly. Aceoiding to Clark, The Fly is an
extensidn of The Twist which inefaies more rhythmic movements
witi the hands than the feet.
Tre Fly has also been disked by.
Chubby Checker for the Parkway
libel, on which he sold more than
1.418.000 copies of “The Twist.”
The Twist story, says Clark, bean in the summer of 1959 when

labels,

and

Instead

of

song. Lowe

preparing

decided

a

new

original

Clark invention. Checker,
square handle is Ernest

deejay recommended him to Lowe.
Clark,
incidentally,
has
no
fi- |
nancial ties with Checker, Lowe ;
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Aretha Franklin—Columblia
SHOES b w LA FEMME
Lennie Martin-Robbee

FOR ME AND
Freddy

MILLS

special, “The Seasons of Youth,”
by Fernando Wamas. Drake was
associate
preducer
and_
special

MY GAL

songwriter on that show.
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JOE GLASER, President
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WHAT A PARTY
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JIWANT
TO THANK YOU:
cp
Bobby Rydell .... .............6.- wees Cameo
YOU MUST BEEN A BEAUTIFUL BABY
.
Bobby Darin .
sek
See e cee eee ne veees Atco

LITTLE SISTER
Elvis Presley ....... “Ve
“WALK ON BY

Leroy Van Dyke

2
ae ee eees weoweeess. Victor
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Mercury |

BIG JOHN
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Al.
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Clink of Goldi

“GYPSY WOMAN”

Carlton

MY BABY
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You'll ‘Hear the

.............6- "yeeee- Liberty |

RIVER

Wanda Jackson
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.FOR THE FIRST TIME
°THIS KIND OF A GIRL

.

Dave Brubeck ..... Voce
cee ecvenceces ease Col a
MOON RIVER
Jerry Butler .........0cccc cence ri1eee:Vee Jay

2
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MAGIC. MOMENT
° WHO CAN? YOU CAN!
° SOMETHING YOU NEVER HAD BEFORE |
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Lyrics and Music by .
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STEVE ALLEN TV SHOW, Noy. 25 With Others to Follow
Nov. 16 thru Dec. 13, WAGON WHEEL, Tahoe (Return)
and Then NEVADA LOUNGE, Tahoe
1962, HOLIDAY HOTEL, Reno (Return)

“CHICAGO
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THE GAY LIFE:

...............cc0ceee: Monument

U. S. Bonds ............. a aser boees LeGrande
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37
after an absence of.12 years, will
.
'|make a homecoming tour of Aus-|{
38° —
tralia in 1962 for the state-owned
'| Australian Broadcasting Commis-
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CRAZY
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7 WORLD'S LEADER IN AUTHENTIC j{ shows.” he said. “but there should
:

I UNDERSTAND

‘Marcels

45

DREAMBOAT

.-Liberty

G Cleffs veceveereeseeressetneesessees

1

oe:
Drake is also writing for ‘the|}
33.32
NBC-TV special. “Home For .The
7
Holidays.” sleted. for a Nov. 23 air- Oo
ing, and has two more specials in
34.
the works. “There’s room. for proae

Cannon-Swan

1619 Becdyar

29°

(HE'S MY)

Lee ___...... ...la cee werecccece eee -Decea

Patsy. Cline

He's waiting now to see what
happens to his song. “It Was a Very
Good Year.” which was recorded
by the Kingston Trio for Capitol, |’
and sung in last week’s ABC-TV

SABY

Dixie

......... aseecane see... Liberty

Bobby Edwards
2

‘Sings

STRENGTH

ANYBODY 5B
BUT ME
M

Brenda

push that can’t be easily dismissed.

Judy Garland—Capitol

OF

Bobby Vee... ........-se eereeees

17

CONNIE.
FRANCIS.

DREAMBOAT
a |
Connie Francis ............e006 seeeees ss MGM
A WONDER LIKE YOU
;
Ricky Nelson ....... ......-.0ee0- peees Imperial
TAKE GOOD ‘CARE OF MY BABY

13

So,
Drake isn’t sure whether tv can].
kick off a new song anymore as it} "96
24
:
did with “Let Me-Go Lover” after
its “Studio One” showcasing sev27
«31
eral vears ago. but he does think
that it adds up to an exploitation
28. «C4.

ROCK-A-BYE

TOWER

5

22

show¢asing . good’ music. It’s be-|f
come too difficult for them to-do it;
in other
programming ‘areas.”
There’s a musical starvation on tv,
||be added. that only the specials
can Satiafe..
Tvr’s ‘Exploitation Push’

AT TIFFANYS”

=THE WAY YOU LOOK
.
Lettermen .............. nes vcesccnnas Capitol

23
8630

—

‘Lee: Dorsey............... be cecenecee -.-Fury |

4
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oo

Ray Orbison ...:2.........-.205 -..--Monument
LILOVE HOW YOU LOVE ME
‘Paris Sisters ............0
2. cee ...Gregmark
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mint
Lounge.
society:s
twisting’
hangout
in New
York,
was
a:
“peaceful” place about a year ago /f
and where he used to go: regularly,. it
released: “now, I ean’t get in,’

k. is
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I.:we, a Philudelphia disker who
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This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced {| inadvertently titled the tune. “Blue
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cities, and music programming by the major independent radio
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WAGES|AGVA Nat'l Board Ups Welfare Trust
, Hamids Out:
asGAC Reorganizes- - ESTIMITE)
Fair Dept.; Higgins ReinsNewSetup|
A reorganization of.‘the: General +
Artists Corp.. fair dept. was ef. |
fected. last. week with the result |
‘that George A. Hamid and his
George A. Hamid. Jr, left the: agen.

ey after a six-year.

AT,00,000

Payments to PropAiling Sick Fund
+ The American Guild of Variety
| Artists’ National Board has passed

resolution to raise the unicns
Steve Allen’$.Copa, NY, :_Balertaners nesting at3.4. (No Bond,So AGVA Bars |acurrent
Welfare Trust payments
from the present $2.50 to $3.56 per
Bow
a
Family
Affair:
stom
aprit
21
to
Oct.
21
will
draw
|
Anita
O’Day’s
Coast
Date:
association:. The’
; week
for every
performer
¢m‘Steve. Allen; who delayed “his. around $1,000,000 ‘in salaries.. This.

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
was amicable.
:ployed on a weekly basis. The $1
figure. is estimated .by Zollie M. |
The American Guild of “Variety |one-nighter assessment Was aso
The Hamids, who headed their October’ opening. at, the Copaca-. -Volchok, booker for Northwest Reown agency, - ‘which had ‘been’ the. bana, N. Ya, because of his ABC -‘leasing. Corp.; which is spotting -Artists refused to permit Anita ! hiked to $1.30. These charges cre
‘levied
exclusively
against
cinlargest in the outdoor. field’ for: video show, is-picking up the date _much—but not all—of ‘the talent O’Day to open a weekend stand at |
ployers. Board met last week at the
many years before amalgamating ::Feb: 8. for two- weeks.’ In the act'fer the sixmonth spread.
the
Renaissance
Friday
'27)
be-|
Barbizon
Plaza
Hotel,
N.Y.
for
‘with GAC, will. ‘operate their own
enterprises.: ; ' These: include ‘the: will be his" wife ‘Jayne Meadows, 1. Red Skelton is set for an April- cause of failure of the nitery. to} three days.
and:
his.
mother
.
Belle
Montrose,
"22-29
stand
at
the
3,000-seat’
Opera
Steel Pier, Atlantic. City, six the-The new increases will go into
.House now being - erected on the; post a bond covering the singer's
‘atres in that resort, the New Jer-.. ‘who is a vét. performer. It'll be the’‘fairgrounds, and’ Vie-or.
Borge for isalary. A two-week date at this a newly formed
Supplementary
sey State’.Fair at. Trenton, the *
50
Benet Fund
which will allocate
-trio’s. initial - Copa. ‘appearance.
leafe
later
in
the
year,
is
now
also
*
May.
14-17.
Deals
are
near
inking
the.
Hamid-Morton — Circus . and
50%
of
the
hike
to
the
AGVA Sick
' Supporting . Allen at.the Copa -for Sammy Davis Jr. and Kingstonji out.
Greensboro ‘N.. mon Fair, among:
; & “Relief Fund.
Latter has ex_ will ‘be ‘the Smothers: Bros.,: also:‘Trio.. Lawrence Welk troupe will
The last AGVA
performer to}i hausted most. of its treasury. The
; others.
;
play -the ‘6,700-seat arena on. fair
* The GAC-Ramid: _amalgamation: making’ their Copa. bow. “Its an - grounds ‘July 15-16 zt $15,000 per;‘play’ the Renaissance was ‘Lenny }‘other half of the boost will go to
‘the AGVA Foundation which operwas the: factor that put: GAC. into |}| unusual :“booking . for ©the: Copa ;; day; for two. shows, against, 60% : Bruce for whom a bond was posted,;
| ates the union’s home for the aged
the outdoor business - in a major ‘since ‘the: turn: specializes on “folk. of gate.
‘in: advance.
in ,So. Fallsburgh, N.Y. It presfashion.
tunes:
There ‘also will be a nitery on
ently has seven inmates and costs
In. charge of ‘the yeorganized
; the fair grounds, with show. policy °
around
$70.000 annually to operGAC fair and outdoor division set‘not. yet set.
Arena and Opera
ate.
up: will be veepee Joe Higgins. ‘He.
‘House talent. is. just beginning to:
Hitherto the S&R Fund obtained
. will supervise that sector ‘in -addi-|
be booked, with many gaps in sked
{most of its funds from Theatre
‘tion to other duties. He'll be-.as-.
.at this point.
°
Authority
allocations, fines and
sisted by..Henry ‘Hamid’ ia nephew:|
[ Northwest Reledsiag,: strictly: off
{ contributions.
‘of George Hamid who came. over
separation

|

with the Hamid. organization acquisition). .llans” -Lederer,” Stan

Vaude Does New
Paris Comeback :

ElkortOpens(
Own:
Tndie Talent Firm:

‘the fair grounds. ‘is giving Seattle.

Clashes Mark Conclave
its largest ‘slice of: legit theatre in
The board session, chaired by
-Paris, Oct. 31.
‘years, hoping to lure crowds com‘Scottland
‘and. Sonja Weinberg.
‘doubletalker
Al Kelly, was marked
| “Eddie. Elkort; who. recently re-! ing to city for the fair. Into the
Vaudeville suddenly seems to be
‘Lee Wolfberg, who heads the. Chi- |.
. Orpheum Theatre there, usually a entering a new phase of popularity: by several clashes. The major fight
* cago. office, Will work :with. Bob. ‘signed as. head of the foreign. ‘de; resulted over a demand by Chicago
‘film
house,
Northwest.
has
booked
iafter. two years of difficulty. Two |‘board member Anne O'Connor to
Ehlert on. outdoor projects, ‘while partment. of Géneral Artists Corp.; '
‘road company of “My Fair Lady”;joldtime houses have eyen gone |
“Coast' outdoor ‘business will be--has ‘filed’ incorporation papers in
-know who approved a story in the
‘ Aug. 13-Sept. 8, and. “Unsinkable. ‘back on a vaude format.
‘serviced by. Ira. Okun. and Ar Al |
‘August issue of the union’s house
i Albany. and. “Will open .an office as’ ‘Molly Brown”
July 30-~AUB. 11.
well.
| Growing economic plus factors:‘organ, AGVA News. which asserted
| Eddie. -Elkort Enterprises Inc.. He . Liberace .one-man show also is set;
may
be bringing
out
working ,that the state of New York conTaylor, Young “Exit.
; Sal. represent .acts ‘as: well-as- the: for a stand.
classes who still have a weakness
York
In the reorganization: Frank Tay- ‘Klisser Circuit in South Africa.
. Orph’ ‘also will hause a “Minsky 'for vaude, as well as veuths whose ‘tribute $150.000 and New
; City contributed $50.000 to the
Jer; who had“been acting head 0! i] Gunther Serneau, former: admin-: Follies” unit: for six weeks start|interest in rock ‘n’ roll and pop. |AGVA Youth
Foundation
which
the fair division, ‘has: exited ‘ay well.
ving. June 19. Girls will wear past‘provides
entertainment
in
deas. Ernie| Young.
They’ re going ‘istrative assistant to Eddie Risman. vies, for: eventhough. an. interna-. i singers have created new stars.
After. a slow
seasonal. start°‘pressed
areas.
The
article was
into business together. :_ Young Oop- ‘operator of the Latin ‘Quarter. ‘tidnal -expo. is on and. Seattle is
N-Y:,
will
serve
in:
a
similar:
Bruno
Coquatrix’s
Olympia
hit
an
*
‘signed hy Joey Adams. the AGVA
erated. an indie fair. office ‘in Chi‘looking:.to draw tourists from all:
cago for years before his. ‘agency - capacity with. Elkort. Other afficers:.“ over the world. city is net expected;‘SRO segment with local rock and president now on tour with an
lroller Johnny Hallyday. House now | ANTA-State Dept. unit in Asia.
“Was absorbed "by ‘GAC.
Tavlor fs. in the _Elkort. organization. are: ‘to lower: its.‘bars. ag.ainst’ ‘nudity.
lhas ‘a good three weeks in store ; Miss O'Connor wanted to know
a veteran in the outdoor field, hav-- Teddy. Elkort, secretary: and Lily
{with singer. Jacques Brel.
‘who
okayed
publication
of the
‘ng beer taught the business by his Cavel. Elkort, :- vice-president.
Elkort, who’ ‘was - with Music.
father. Frank ‘Taylor Sr., who -was:
- It Is felt that this new interest;*$150.000 amount when in reality,
Corp.
of
America
at
one
time,
was
a ‘prominent figure on the fair.
fin two-a-day: may lure hack big: hoth New York City and state
ithe Ameriean rep for Lew & Leslie.
booking: ‘circuits. .
>
‘names
who have shunned
it of:: contributed a total of only around
late due to fear of overexposure. ‘ $30.000 for the Youth Foundation.
Another important. exit is that ,“Grade Agency. of. London, which |
GAC.
secretary
Jackie
Their return. along with fresh tal-; Administrative
of. Dorothy: ‘Packtman, Hamid: s ad='; ‘later: amalgamated - ‘with
Bright stated that since Adams was
‘ent, may be enough to give vaude
ministrative assistant for 30 "years. :‘Under his new ‘setup he will “also}:
‘represent Radio Record: .'a. ty sta-|
aivay
on
tour
the
answer
would
book’:
will
‘another
fling.
About
six
years
ago.
|
she
that
declared
Hamid |
‘tion in. Sao .Paulo, Brazil, for]
it came back in full blast and then; have to wait until he returns.
many: of his’ enterprises as:soon as. twhich. he -will act.as talent coti-|.
|
In
an
economy
move.
the
unien
:
She
office:
waned.
—
own
she establishes-her
‘sultant, and will have a tie with |It - may also- provide opportuni- decided to dispense with the serv‘has ‘already applied for the neces- the Tibor «Rudas- organization” of |
iices
of
an
outside
pressagent,
Sam
sary union franchises. _
i
ities
to
book
top
foreign,
andi
Bcston, Oct. 31.
Australia” and. New. Zealand. . He
Judy Garland itaade history ‘in: especially Yank -stars.- Marlene i, Gutwirth, who was retained nearly
The passing’ of the: ‘Hamid organ- twill also have a representation deal
!three
years
ago
at
$150
weekly
:
booking
1!
Boston
as
the
fist
femme
per-;Dietrich’s
stock
two
weeks
two!
the
.. fzation asian entity in
‘with -the “International-- Theatrical ;
‘ salary, plus expenses.
field: ‘marks the end. of -a: -eolorful :Agency: with. ‘headofiices. in ‘San:for mer solo to pack Boston’ Garden .years. ago is proof of what may be, The meeting also agreed to lean
with its absolute 13,909-seat- ca- |forthcoming this season or next if ;
and sw ashbuckting era’ in the, out-|'Remo;. Ttaly.
' pacity, including seats beliind -the‘ Coquatrix can have his own “way. ‘the S&R Fund $30.000 out of the
door field. :-Hamid, who ‘started as |
-union’s operating fund. The S&R
| stage and obstruct3d perches: With
The ABC
and European,
two
a youngster’ jn. an. acrobatic. troupe
a 32: piece orch and Mort Lindsay: oldtime houses, are now back on | Relief Fund wil] affect the current
of Arabs, --which: ‘played ‘fairs and.’
kitty is down to $8.000 from a high
|
started
.Leonducting,
.
she
pulled
12.597
paid
‘the act and headliner tormat, while :
‘circuses all over the w orld,
a few
years
ago.
“customers and grossed $49.534 for:‘the Bobine continues as a popular of $250,000
from: scratch in: the business. .
Whether the new Supplementary
the:
Friday
(27)
one-nighter:
‘nabe-slanted house.
Alhambra is
Continued on page. 74).
{Continued on page 74)
|- Presented by Sid Bernstein & “temporarily off: the standard but
“A. foreign’: film: house ‘is to be ‘John ‘Drew Jr., who did Music at
-will come back later this season.
the. site for. a series’ ‘of .matinee ‘Newport last. summer,
the show } Most houses keep vaude format
| jazz: .concerts to-be- promoted |‘by!{Nas considered a sellout as seats
Roy
Silver
and musician’ Dave behind the. stage are» usually not till March, then go in for revues.
{ Pike. .The Charles Theatre on New |sold. and a screen:is put up in back It seems vaude is the most exYork’s lower east sidewill havea! of the stage. However, Eddie Pow- !pendable entertainment when holA new |}.
string of bashes. labeled. “Coffee. & ; ‘ers, treasurer of the Garden, re-. ‘idays and tourists begin.
|
Jazz" which will -go -on.at- 11. a.m. |Iated,. “due to terrific demand’ for ‘renaissance for the tenacious vaud-Paris,: Oct. 31.
[ers may be on.
until 2: p.m. Coffee will be. served
Los Angeles, Oct. 31.
Yank singer. Ray: ‘Charles. prob-||prior fo the session and during in- 'seats it was decided to print ‘the
L.A. Police
Commission
jurisjazz
seats behind the stage.”
all _in-person
: ably “broke
diction extends, in matter of shows
ia
four
recitals
Jast'|
termission,
‘natch.
|
House
was
scaled
from
$2
to
$6
;
s
‘ Fecord ‘here yY
featuring
female
impersonators,
|
- week at-the over 5. 000-seater: Palais . Dates..for the ‘concerts. are. Nov. top. All the top priced seats had
only to cabarets and not legit at“Des Sports which was filled ;26. Dec.. 3, 10 and 17: Pike. “who. moved out of the. Garden -almost
tractions, according to Lieut. Mark
bei
ill head one of the combos: during | with the announcement of Miss.
|
thronghout 'the. $5.tabs.
Smith, who heads Commission’s in
Tel
Aviv,
Oct.
31.
i
the
series,
is.
also
inking,
the
talent..;
;
Garland’s
date.
Scalpers
were
refew
a
“Charles.-was seen. only. by
| ported getting as much as $9 ‘per |- “My name is still on the official;‘vestigation branch.
jazz: buffs -at the Antibes Jazz. Fest}
Consequently. the upcoming Nov.
list
of
the
Kirov
Ballet
Co,
in
Len}
ticket.
outside
the
Garden..
word}
-é@arlier this .year- Since then
PAULANKA DOCUMENTARY _ Sound in.-the big sports. palace, ‘ingrad and I was asked several;‘8 opening of “Jewel Box Revue” at
of mouth, ‘records plus radio. and.

Judy Packs Hub
Garden forWow

Take of 949.534)

(Coffee&&Jan?Bashes

Into.NY. Film Theatre

Ray Charles Wows Crix,.
Audiencesin 4Capacity

‘Jewel Box Revue’ Geis
L.A. Police Greenlight
On Rules Technicality

‘Concerts at Paris Arena:

Soviet Ballet Star Sez
He’s Still in Kiroy Co.

video airings built him into a solid}.
tem which paid off ‘in. Paris. .
Critics went ‘big tor ©Charles.

-30-Minute Film: Will. Detail

l with its structural

‘steel - rafted :times to return home. For the time the Music Box Theatre has heen

.;being haven't made up mind about igiven the greenlight.°
returning
home.”
the ex-Soviet | Smith reporied that legitimste
_ 1 Ballet star Rudolf Nureyeff told; ‘theatre rules are “silent on ‘his
;Seottish Nat'l Orch. |
“both as a singer and. instrumental: ;VaRieTy here.
Nureyeff. one of: :type of entertainment. We cculdn’t
Ottawa;
Oct.
81..
the shaw whether we liked it
ist; and many, fell over- themselves
“Behind-the-scenes impression. of |
Calls Off U.S: ‘Trip the top dancers in the world, hit, :stop
jn summing up his: talents. His ‘the ambition and drive.and acumen |
jor not. We heve not adopted :ules
'
Glasgow, Oct. 31. _jthe headlines a few months ago, effecting legitimate theatre—cnly
trong appeal -easily- got © ‘through |‘Tequired to..achieve ‘success in. the:
{during the Kirov tour of Western}
to a- predominantly youthful fol- highly. ‘competitive’ -world of show ! -Seattish |“National Orch, :which: Europe.
At Orly airport, where cabarets.”
planned ‘a goodwill tour of the
‘Jowing.;
Show, Smith pointed out. may be
is the. ‘National. Film »U. S., will not make the trip be- ‘the troup was boarding a plane for
| business”
talked
oir
France-S
One. critic on
London,
he.
got away from his com- “eited” ‘only if the Commission reBoard’s
.
description:
-of
its.
aim
.
in
“cause the group cannot raise the
about his’ ‘tortured . renditian of
ceives
complaints to the effect that
panions
and
requested
asylum
in,
a| Producing a 30-minute piciure in.
“Georgia” which was pegged* black-and-white about Paul Anka. ‘necessary $45,000 to $60.000. There France which was granted.
it is a lewd performance.
-is'no. prospect of the. tour: taking
ery from the’ heart .that electrified “Sequences haye been made
at:
He claimed that the main reason
and held in silence” the. 600 pat- Atlantic : City, Freedomland and: “place in the immediate future, ‘ac- he. left the Kirov Ballet was that
Mathis SRO $14,300, Chi
_cording to Hugh. Marshall, -orchesrons, .Ay/ther paper. ‘headlined the: ‘Copacabana in. New. York. ©
“I couldn’t take any more the colun-.
Chicago, Oct. 31.
tra.
veepeé.
‘singer;
an
Americ
that - this
lective
discipline.”
Johnny Mathis’ one-nighter at
’ Anka’s personal attitude towards |
i. “The first concern of the direcknown. six. months ago. had set up
his
suecess
will
be
:included
in:
Medinah
Temple
here Jast Satur-,
He
arriyed
here
with
the
French
jazz|
“tors:
‘is
to
see
the
orch.
firmly
estab|
American
for
a new ‘standard
the. film, tentatively set for airing -lished .{n its: home territory and ‘Ballet of Marquis de Cuevas. The day (28) went SRO two days be‘music in France...
on
the
Canadian
Broadcasting
.
fore
the
concert
and
grossed $14,
troup:
(with
American
prime-balpermanently
‘augmented
to
a
size
in‘bigtime
a
‘Jooms.
Charles ‘now
best orches- jJerina Rosella Hightower) received 300 at a $5 top. Auditorium seats
‘ternational | ‘performing: and |plat-| Corp.’s tv web" show; “The: Lively comparable with. the
early
in’
Jan..
NFB
‘staffers
Arts”
|
“After
that
we
wills
good
reyiews
in
general,
but
Nure14,
000.
“tras,”
he.
said.
‘place
took.:
concerts.
His.
ter name.’
‘Oct. -20-29 Two extra performaiices | Roman .Kriotor _and. Wolf Koenig. ' seek: cultural exchange and foreign ™ yeff was singled out for the biggest | Mathis was presented by Frank
~ adventures.with other. orchestras.” | praige_by most. crix.
Fried's Triangle Productions.
‘ere Producing,
were ‘added.

‘Singer's Carer»

(Continued on page. 72)
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‘AUTOBIOG’ T0_
ARA Bids AGVA Enforce 10%,Rule "[DENNIS’
END ALL SHOWBIZ SACAS|' Scot UnionsSeeking HelpFrom
To Hasten House Bookers Demise

By ARNOLD

Toe
peattem
of
eliminating
house bookers in the variety field
hus
becune
thornier than
ever

Parliament in Drive toSave Vande

SHAW.

Recent years. have -brought a
rash of “as told. to” autobiogs in
bookers at the complaint of. an which stars of stage, screen:-and tv
agent or actor. Steps would be -have not only Zlorified their public
taken through its agreements with triumphs but increasingly exposed
cafe operators who do their buying

Glasgow, Oct. 24.
[Pes for changing the use of the
The Scots. are buttonholing their theatre, and are asking fhat an effort be made to have it. We put

members of Parliament in the
‘their. private lives, and, in so doing,
have. demonstrated that they are fight to save the live (vaude) the-

forward the view that Edinburgh
cannot afford to lose the Empire,
and that, if she does, the city is
tives Assn.
The resolution seeks | day '25) was a spirited session. Al- beyond their “meagre” rewards, or department stores.
That's the. liable to lose other theatres.”.
generous
to
a
fault,
selfless
as
Dr.
te ave the American Guild of though the resolution was passed
way it goes here, where a delega.
.
stots
‘a ite
ent
y a voteof six to two, there were Schweitzer and—you. add epithets
ALAN KING'S. ROASTFEST

with

the

passace

resozuien

last week

bs Artists

of 4] through bookers.

Representa-}

The ARA

meeting last Wednes-

brilliant

beyond

belief,

talented.

atres from becoming office blocks

tion from four theatrical trade un- |
Varreny Ardsts enforce |Its edict |wa abstentions by major offices, A ad nauseum.
‘Comedian Alan King will be
This school of self-adoration is: ions is to meet with their local
fosediing an act to pay MOTe! key point of discussion was the
th: it. for an engagement. | operations of Merriel Abbott, for ‘given its. long-overdue comeup- members of Parliament ‘to enlist guest of honor at a roastfest to be -aid
to
keep
the
Empire:
‘theatres
However, it was indicated by the| years talent adviser and coordi- pance—and. what a comeuppance—
Biven-him by the Friars’.Club at

urisi

that

us

only

interest

for the Hilton Hotel chain. in an amusing: parody appropri- open, both here and in Edinburgh.
“It is a matter that. cuts across
Miss Abbott has been instrumen- ately titled’‘Little: Me,” (Dutton;
tal in persuading the Hilton in- $5.95), written by the gifted creator all party boundaries,” said Robert
Mame.
But whereas Keenan.
Scot. secretary ‘of the
terests)
to
expand
their
talent of Auntie
operations. has advised them on Auntie came. off Patrick Dennis’ Assn. of Theatrical and Kine Em“Arrangements are being
policies and has lined up
per- sati ic pen’ a loveable screwball, ployees.
formers.
Sine.
has
operated Belle’ Poitrine emerges as an ag- made for a.meeting between ourthrough most of the major offices. -gressive, untalented, self-centered selves and:the 15 M. P.'s representHowever, one of the majors-at the female. Asa ‘wouldbe film star, one ing the two cities.. Parliament. ismeeting charged it had lost a book- .of her husbands, the head of the aboutto resume, and:..we have dehad cided it will be more convenient.
ing because of her. This set off great. Metronome. - Pictures,

is! nator

avains! a performer paying more
thar lw - fur any engagement in
the care fied. and traditionally,
care~
littl
whether
the offices
solu their 10. take witir a booker,
keep roa! or vi.e it away.
A
AQcsiesation o. APA
nembers yvis+e
ited
AGYA) national
board
wt.
meeting last week.
Tt was told that
the wiion would only act against

the resolution against hookers generally.
However,
{t. is becoming
in-

| The Columnists’ Favorites.
foe

j CO oad
And

himself

after.

viewing

Belle

from

her. might

mean

the

closure

[

of both

|

iae
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STARLITERS : See Upbeat inRussian
“tHe twist xinGs"

“eure

|

Jastrumertal, Vocal and
Daaciag

Stars.

For a Fuller Report
See

LIFE

MAGAZINE

This Week
Now at the

PEPPERMINT LOUNGE

New York
Wafich

for Feature

November,

Film

1961

> Publicity-Promotion:

WAN

JOYCE

Talent Down Under For

-:' sets the precedent

'

es: ent

visits from

JOLLY JovCE AGENCY $j curtain
New York City
234 W. 48th Street

7-1786

Circle

behind ‘the Iron

|
Understood that negotiations are
:leurrently underway for the impor-

6-8800

*! tation of a Red

Philadelchia

:year

for

FOE
EARN

¢:.now

same

Circus early next

coast-to-coast.

playdates,

looks certain that

the Lenin-

:-i including New

AETT

Walnut 2
Sven

y

for further tal-

sn

1001 Chestrnt Street
;

Zealand.

It also

i
||grad Ballet will do a repeat season
in 1962.

STARDOM sees

Predicted for Ron Urban,
sleight of hand: artist at

elegance in entertainment. His feats are: remarkable and.
; spellbound patrons ore afforded unforgettable legerdemain."

JACK CORTEZ

CO N CLU D ED

Fabulous Magazine, Las Yegas

T

1 4 eal

FOUR
SAINTS

RACQUET CLUB, Dayton,O. .

|breaking even.
if
(2 weeks):
One of the oddest theatre-going}i Nov. 14—Special Appearance
{Sir Walter Mohair for an English
in the world, Edinburgh
character actor, Le Baisir de Mort cities
New York City
many professional types |'{..
‘Kiss of Death) for an intimate but houses
for LIFE MAGAZINE
dull nitespot—and then there’s the who have a snobbish attitude to,
Nov.
15—TODAY
SHOW [TV)
If the truth
was;
famous: Everleigh Sisters. An un- vaude-going.
expected plus is the. authentic info told, some like to. be seen: around
_
Dec.
10—PALMER
HOUSE, Chi
_contained in the book on the de- the caviar set while theatre-going..
Return (2 weeks).
velopment of show biz from the Hence the popularity of ©booking |.
——$
Dec:
‘26——
turn of the century to the present. {seats at the Edinburgh Festvial, ay
BROWN HOTEL, Louisville
Special
bow must go to the junket which gives the snob au-!
(2 weeks)
af
photos that crowd virtually every diences the chance of a lifetime
Jan. and ‘Feb. 1962 - Winter Carnivats|
Ipage of “Little Me.”
to be seen in mink and. evening
at Colleges ULS; and. Canada suits. For remainder of the year,
live shows are poorly supported. j REPRESENTED EXCLUSIVELY BY |
apart from a genuine nucleus of
if

‘by the Leningrad Ballet apparently |the manipulation of funny names:

Exc‘usive Booking

Plara

Per usual, it'll be stag.

|{:

a to hold the meeting in London.”
Development
proposals,
which

screening of her. film...

Dennis. takes

.

creasingly evident to many of the birth in 1900 in a small midwestern Empire theatres, have been . put
town (where neighbors
showed forward by the owners, Moss Emagencies as Well as performers. that
their respect for her mother by pires Ltd.
In Edinburgh, ‘artists |
et
iee bookers cannot he eliminated. Aside
calling’ her Madam: ‘through a and their reps already have talked
!
From
other
considerations,
it
was
WARD
yoenge
Cpe
series of .absurd marriages in all
over with the civic
: pointed out at the meeting, book- } of which she plays the “innocent” the matter
, :ers are important in such states aggressor, and a series of: equally boss, Lord Provost J. Greig. Dunbar, and members of the. city’s
g tas
Pennsy lv ania, Massachusetts miserable’ flops: on, stage
and planning committee.
A plan being
(Continued on page 72)screen, all of which are modestly
mooied is to form a Theatre Trust
eine
viewed, or explained, by Miss Poiin Scotland
“to encourage the
trine as unalloyed triumphs.
We preservation and building of theDirect from 4 Yeor World Tour for
last
see
her
asS.a
rich
loney
widow
Keose
atres and to encourage theatre au| USS Air Ferce ead State Dep't
in her sixties in a.chapter titled,
diences.”
“Frankly © Forty. ”
dust concluded “4 Record Breaking
The. Lord Provost of Edinburgh
Weeks
‘Lest: anyone made a guick iden;
6? Via Cultaral Setup tification of fhe star whose auto- is likely to suggest to his corpora- }
tion
that
they
ask
Moss
Empires
‘2 appearances, ‘Cincinnati
biog Dennis is parodying, he dedicates his lively tome to 58 theat- Ltd. to consider withholding their|
Sydney, Oct. ‘24.
RUTH LYON TY SHOW
>emer
nes
meee
Ot
mentee:
Re
meee
met
[application for planning” consent |
i
Predictions
within local show rical females, all listed by their |until the unions have huddled wtih:
first nanies only, among them two
Oct. 16—COLONIAL, Toronto.
; ?biz ranks. are that many marquees Billes,
(2 weeks)
three. Ethels,
two
Ger- Leslie A. Macdonnell, the manag- |}
¢ -next year will feature Russian tal- trudes, and proceeding alphabeti- ing director of the Moss circuit. i
It’s understood
that, if business:. _ Oct. 30-—CBC, Hamilton, Ontario - |
*. ent via cultural sponsorship in as- cally from. Agnes to Zsa Zsa..
Were suddenly to improve at Edin- |
FUTURE BOOKINGS
Skillful in handling every device J|burgh and patrons were to support |
sociation with Russian Consular
2
Nov. j—.
authorities on theatre deals. These of satire. from sly parody and live shows. at the Empire, the: manTROY.
STATE: COLLEGE, Ale.
brash burlesque through the more
are for a limited span with key mordant forms of irony and wit, agement would still be prepared :
.
Novy..
4—AUBURN
UNIY.,. Ala.
hold the theatre open, even if ,
‘legitimate operators.
Dennis is endlessly inventive and tjto
boxoffice receipts showed it merely! i Noy: 6—GRAND VIEW INN, Col.
The recent success scored here |succeeds in being amusing even.in

NOW A WORLD
SENSATION

ere
6

killed

the Hotel. Astor, N. Y., “Nov. 20.
Phil Silvers will emcee.

enthusiasm

among

Empire
Prospects

sionrus Las Vecas
NEW FRONTIER HOTEL wal

INTERNATIONAL

working-class|

patrons for native vaude fodder
at
the smaller Palladium.
in Glasgow

65 E. 55th St., New York:22 |

Okay-

for the. Empire

ITALENT ASSOC.
INC. |
Tel.: PL 1-3344 ©

The-

atre here are brighter, with “The | Lie

Andy Stewart Show” being. booked |
in again for next April, and likely |{ —
to run through to October ow
“THE
iE COMEDIAN”
ing its click this year.
The future
he Only Real Month

of the Glasgow vaudery,

famed

through its association. with U.S.
acts, is not yet at discussion stage

fifrom

the Moss Empires’ board

directors.

Talk

of-

of office re-devel-

«PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE _ |
THE -MOST-UP-TO-DATEST

Now

In

Hts

133rd

Issue,

|

containing

stories,
one-tiners, poemettes,
song
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, monologs..
parodies,
double
‘gags,
bits

_ Ideas,

Intros,

tmpressions

and

im-.

opment, while alarming, is still | _persenations, political, interruptions
|} ;Thoughts of the Day, Humorous Views
rated premature.
of the News,
Vigriettes, etc.
Do
In Edinburgh, following a.meet- ;
$25 YR.—SINGLE ISSUES $3
ing between union representatives
of the city corporation,

Ruari Mc-

Neill, new .organizer here ‘for British "Actors Equity
Assn.,_
said,
about the Empire Theatre there:

“We

are

objecting

to

the

pro-

:

Foreign —

$35. YR.—SINGLE
“

|"

|-

.
|

:

ISSUES $4

Noe. 0.0.5

BILLY GLASON, 200 W. S4th St.
“New. York City 19) CO. 51316 |

An Exciting NEW Versatile. Group
Featuring the Famous "Twist" Rhythms.

"Ron
Urban
has become
America’s Premiere
Magi-

cian."

LAS VEGAS SUN

"Ron
“

"

Urban has become a

household

-spge

word

throughout

the entertainment capitol of
the world.”

cs 4

AY
4,

*

VOCALS — INSTRUMENTALS _ COMEDY

GENE TUTTLE

COLUMBIA RECORDS ‘Newest Release:

Tops Magazine

““PINKSOCKS”
ano “PUSSYFOOT”
(# 4-42200)

Openiag November 22
(thru Jonuery 1, 1962)

wo

THE FIVE
RUNABOUTS |

Edgewater Beach Hote!
Chicago

Recent Engagements:
_ SOIREE CLUB, New York
‘|
WAGON WHEEL, New York
PEPPERMINT LOUNGE,
|.
New Yerk
.

‘Exctusive: Bookings? —

gerd Theatrical Agency _
JERRY. HUGGARD
West
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| VARIETY

‘8.Major. Films.

23 Major television
‘appearances

3 televisionspecials

M.G.M.Records—
Latest release,

SUPPER CLUBS

/

/ ,’
ES

ENGLAND + SWEDEN |
DAYTON * NEW YORK

7

NEW JERSEY * MILWAUKEE _

TORONTO °RENO *PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO * NEWPORT ° MIAMI

: “Swingin’ on the Moon” HONOLULU * INDIANAPOLIS° VANCOUVER

SAM J. LUTZ. AND WILLIAM LOEB PROUDLY ACKNOWLEDGE THE
INTERNATIONAL ACCLAIM GIVEN THEIR CLIENT MEL TORME
One of the |greatest names in the U.S. pop musicc world.
— YORKSHIRE EVENING POST

What do you say ofa'man who has the entertainment impact of Sinatra, the
conviction of Joe Williams, the humor of Sammy Davis, and the vocal value of

all three? Maybe you just throw out all the comparisons and sum it up more

optly: he has the talent of Torme.,

‘— Leonard Feather, DOWN BEAT

One of the most musicianly and fechnically perfect song stylists in the world
today. Mel is an entertainer in the widest-sense of the term, and he is both jack
and master of many trades relating to shaw business.
— Britain, NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS

iam convinced he is one of the world’s most masterly performers.
— Jack Bentley, SUNDAY PICTORIAL, London

Would easily be voted the teenage ‘idol most liked by the older generation.
— Birmingham, EVENING DISPATCH

With Mel Torme communication with the audience becomes & living, multidimensional thing. A skillful, improvised blend of sophistication, wit and sheer
artistic singing that stimulates the hipster while it delights the hamster.
1

~ Mike Nevard, DANY HERALD, London

Words don’t seem strong enough to praise the talents of this entertainer. Words

cannot describe the warm feeling which builds continuously as you listen and
watch and wonder.

—Jimmy Watson, RECORD & SHOW MIRROR, London

What an incredible man is Mel: ‘Torme! This highly individualistic American
entertainer: makes. his only British provincial appearance: in the special Bank

Holiday bill at the Coventry Theatre—and proves that fhe rest of the country
‘is missing a rare treat. His control, his phrasing and his harmonic variations
are orchestral feats in. themselves,
|
— BIRMINGHAM MAIL

ON NOVEMBER 7 TORME WILL PROUDLY MAKE HIS THIRD
‘APPEARANCE OFTHIS SEASON ON THE GARRY MOORE SHOW.

12

VAUDEVILLE

VARIETY
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Room,. Vegas, Nov. ‘21 for. four
j frames. . ‘Judy Garland returns to

Vaude, Cafe Dates

4} San Francisco's Civic Auditorium |§.
: 1 Nov. 4 for another one-nighter..

Ji Gene

Barry launches 25-day South

;American

tour Nov.. 23

in Rio de

Janeiro..

Danny Thomas plays
Leon Bibb booked for the same benefit performance . for. Hayden
Chicago
|club
Golden Anniversary Dinner Nov.
Dec. 4 for a pair.
Bob Melvin opens a three-week’
Jo Ann
Yal, currently at the]17 in Phoenix. ..Rosa Linda into
stand at the Drake Hotel, Chi, Nov. |Roosevelt Hotel, N.O.. set for. the | John Barbour's ‘Open House _as
1! ..Sepbie Tucker set for Fred- jBau Hai, Dallas. Oct. 26 for two | 88er.
weeks and Freddie's Mpls., Nov. “
die’s, Mpls., Nov. 9 for nine nas, {an nine davs . . . Adam Wade |.
. Diana Trask into the Tidelands,
down for the 20 Grand: Detroit,
Houston
Nov. 17 for a fortnight : Nov. 24 for 10 days . .. Marian
. Doree Crews booked for the |Marlowe ato the B&B Club. ianViceRap Closes.

Woody Weedbury
as, “I went over like 2 hernia ‘at
San Francisco, Oct. 28, |a Weightiifter’s. convention.’ .
Concerts Inc. presentation of|
He. plays the yokel to the -hilt,
| Woody
Woodbury.
At. Masonic }Wears an engineer’s cap and a red
sports shirt on stage, chats with
Auditorium, Oct. 27, $4 top.

| pretty young

who

P:ayboy Club, Miami, Nov. 20 for |dianapolis, Noy. 28 for two weeks

Club,

Omaha,
..

Exodus,

fortnight

.

Nov.

Leon

Denver,

.

.

.

30

for

two] Diana Pane into the Brown Hotel:

Bibb

into

the

Dec.

The

18

Louisville,

Hub’S St

;

Oct. 20 for two weeks, |

é Bar

‘Boston, Oct.

31.

AND

QUARTER

“ring-a-ding”

stories!

likes

area

was

far

as

that order.
the Frisco
1.

concerned-—almost

unknown quantity.

on

departed

at his intermission,

a cozy 100 or 150-seat saloon in
a‘small city of the Deep South, but
it seems more than a little out of .

4/1 -place for $4 ticket buyers in’ Frisco.

his.

arrival, and leaves in the same condition, for only about 600. showed
}to see his act in the 3,200-seat
Masonic Auditorium. Many, indeed,

hhe’d been onstage more
hour and-a quarter.

over~off-key.

All of this may have its place in

after

than: an

The promoters, Concerts ‘Inc.,
have to share some of the blame.

The hall was far too. large and. the

microphone system:was completely
out. of whack, so that there were
yells: of ‘can't hear you” early in
the show. Woodbury later sug-

gested all those who couldn’t hear

move

into. a

qquadrant

auditorium where: the
He tells long. strings of : short. was
slightly better.

‘(often

related

one-line)

jokes,

and most

many

of them

un-

fairly

whiskery. At the outset he informs

of

the

reception

There. was no Staging, no pack-.
no buildup, no nothing.
Further, this earnest young comic

aging,

he’s: not. going to was ill-advised to.'try what, is
“try to tell you what's wrong with ‘strictly. an intimate, saloon routine.
in a concert hall. Apparently, he. |
the world” and reports that he had no
alternative
routine
to
eschews
racial,
religious. and {|offer. The promoters doubtless are
political jokes. He uses such lines’ aware of these facts now. Stef.

his audience

bubbly and
closed per-

space, came off slick. Producers
Bernstein & Drew called‘ in. the
city’s top sound engineers to make.
sure there would be no problem.
The ‘sound was great, and when.
Judy asked in a soft voice, “can |)
you hear me when I talk?”, there
was a thundering chorus of “yes,
yes.’ and “we love you, Judy.”
i

MJ*-or
a

Needless to say, Mr, Loew and myself ane extremely

_

Youn many wondenjul ideas and. admirable

atmosphere that was moat enjoyable Son all
§ an certainly
Looking forward to our next show.
"Gn the neantine, on behalf of the Latin Quarter, again =

thank you very much,

Gar-

the stage to shake hands with her
and plead for more.
She took encore after encore, until the top
lights went up,.and sang. her final
EM
SDP
wane
Ew
On
_
_——
number,. “Chicago” with lights on.
“Miss Garland,
with ‘one day’s
rest, went onto the Forum, Monsitreal, where she appeared Sunday
.(81(29). “Previously, she had sung at

fo.0 « MHS.

i} Haddonfield,. N. J.; Saturday (21)
for the Bernstein-Drew producing

Sincerely,

“Necalist SANDY MERRILL impressed - "Here Is one. of the mest promising

team,. and has one more date for
lthe pair in Washington, D. C., at {f
the National Guard Armory Dee. 9
ae $10..top.
;

Managing Dinecton.
=—mms

.

Holiday’ excels in all departments.

Staged by

Ronald Field, it’s a huge, lavish affair.”

BOB DANA, New York World-Telegram
“The scops of the production, staged and choreographed by
Ronald Field, is. enormous.
“it is the Latin Quarter’s 20th anniversary. Production, by all
odds the finest in its history.

GENE KNIGHT, New York Journal-American
“A saluteto Ronald Field, who staged and choreographed the
spectacular presentation. His dancing girls did intricate steps
and formations that rival the famed Radio City “Music Hall
Rockettes.
“Exciting admiration and wonder, ‘Manhattan Holiday’ is the
most phenomenal show ever presented at the Latin Quarter.”

indianapolis

have

etasons FUN-MASTER
-
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ey
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_
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FOR

MERIDIAN RECORDS

“WE

SERVICE

“LA PARISIENNE”

e3

Parody

e8

Blackout

.

Books,
Books

per

Bk.

1-2-3

(white face)

« “How to Master
$3 PER copy

$2560

Room, indianapslis.

the ceremonies” °
...N0.¢ 0.0.'s

you)

‘The Frask Edwards Skow, WTTV, Detroit

Dir: ROSS W. CHRISTENA ASSOCIATES, Marott Hotel, Indianapolis

MAURICE SEYMOUR
I‘internationally Famous
THEATRI CAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
111 E. CHICAGO AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS:
for appointments ‘DE 7-2250

ROUNDTABLE

BILLY GLASON

train

Star.

Now Appearing at New York's

Sudget.
$25 «

real. Professional

The Crown

Pianist YUGENE SMITH’S. TRIO

..... $190

Each

200W. Séth St., N.Y.C. 19,. CO: 35-1316
(We TEACH M.C’ing and COMEDY)
(Let a

back again at least twice«. yeat.”
SAUL HOCKMAN,
|

“YUGENE. ‘SMITH TRIO.

STARSI
$1 postage

35 for $30

No. 4 for $35—Ne. 5 for $30

‘@ Minstrel

qf

THE

$15, plus

FOREIGN:

We want him

A.B.C. RADIO and TV

oo
mag
Om

‘PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
For every branch of theatricals
35 Gag. files

treatment ef Melancholy

Serenade, Vertigo. He lowered the
after dinner sound level effectively,

importance
of such bookers
as.
Miss Abbott, Roy Cooper of Montreal; George Claire and Joe Hiller,
both Pittsburgh; Dave Barcin of
Toronto as well as. others who }:
tightly control a ‘number of buying .
| situations.

||Currently iin PARIS...

BEIRUT, Lebanon

These states

jis little doubt that there is ‘split
commissions in these cases.
Agencies are ready to admit the |¥.

RONALD FIEL
Opening Dec. Ist

The Crown Room.

|

Iaws Which ‘make.it mandatory for
agents based in New
York. to
operate through a correspondeti®
agent or booker.
All talent buy- |-F
iting must be done through offices
| licensed in those states.
It is also generally admitted that
‘many of the indies without .representation in various cities must
work . through’
correspondent
'Y agents or bookers in order to get}
employment for their acts. There

LEE MORTIMER, New York Mirror
“Ronald Field, former chorus boy at the Quarter and now a
big time choreographer, has handled the production with
imagination, keeping a cast of more than 50 moving with
circus-like precision.

young singers. that has.ever played

romantic

CORBIN PATRICK,

Continued from page 70 =

and. Florida.

In launching the bill with his soft

Here Is a comer in the good-looking
young pop singer field.”

ARA Bids

MARTIN BURDEN, New York Post

CHOREOGRAPHER

rap-

Miss

land was. all but mobbed at closing with her “Over the Rainbow” |
as hundreds rushed to the front of

you and, at the very sane time, thank you for your splene
way in which you handled the entine cast created an

Establishing a- tremendous.

port with her audience,

G want to take this opportunity to congratulate

OO
tir
LES
A

hip,

==em. Continued from page 69 mamaame |

Dear Ron,

* ‘Manhattan

‘He also tinkers on the piano a

and

Judy

October 27, 1961.
Me, Ronald Field
150 West 9th Street
New York City, N.Y.

did cooperation.

is non-,

totally

|manently.

BROADWAY
NEW YORK 36, NEW YORK

he

He was—so

for :
followed by the Coronados Nov. 2 | at $25 per with a femme companion thrown in at the Stage Bar.

LATIN
STREET

audiences

and booze. In roughly

Wanderers | for two.

ithe ban on the bar,
habes. The spot was

advises’ his

=

There il be no more champagne

skedded for Le Bistro, Chi, Jan. 2
Yesterday (Mon.), the spot was
for a month.
shut down. by orders of the Boston
Hollywood
Ames Bros. set for a week at the
June Christy will tour Japan, Licensing Board..
Living Room, Chi, Nov. 20, folNov.. 22-Dec. 31, trek. including ap-{|
The drastic action, which lifted
lowed by Billy Falbo for three.
pearances
in
niteries,
military |the club’s liquor; victual and enBob Melvin into the Drake Hotel,
concerts
and tv... Mills|tertainment
license,
came
two
Chi, Nov. 11 for three weeks .. . camps,
Pompeff Thedy Family held over Bros. will repeat Nipponese bases. weeks after ‘two gendarmes and a
4-May
15 ..Danny
Kaye jcivic minded citizen told the board
for four weeks at the Latin Quar- April
ter, N.Y., until Dec.1. Thedys also now in four-week stand. at Desert | all they did was walk in and withInn, Las Vegas ..Sammy Davis|in minutes were solicited by a
down
for the Deauville
Hotel
Miami, Dec. 22 for a month...
Jr. will repeat his Noy. 6 Com-| flock of femmes. including the cigaPerformance
act
before {ret girl. Claney Bros. & Tom Makem cur- mand
Elizabeth at California's ' Board chairman John Callahan
rently at Crystal Palace, St. Louls Queen
Prison.
Nov.
12.
George Jessel plays Freddie’s Folsom
and. associates Timothy Tobin and
Mpls.
wis. Noy.
Nov. 9
9 for
for a
into Sahara
Hotel's Gasbar
a fortnight . eee
. . Rickles
Rickles into
Sahara Hotel's
Casbar Clarence R. Elam edicted there'll
eee
be no more such incidents, and put

“ATH

has hit it big with a record

or two, plays the piano a bit and. pit playing the same song over

three weeks ... Tod Aubrey set
Don Rice . booked. for
for two weeks at the Embers,. In- weeks each at the Miami Playboy | ~
Club Nov. 4, Chi Playboy Dee. 17,
dianapolis, Nov. 20 for two
Eagle & Mann play the Colony | and N.O. Playboy Feb, 20, "62...
weeks

girls and their. boy.
then

Woody . Woodbury ts a Fort. ; friends in the audience,
Lauderdale, Fla. saloon comic ;makes jokes. about them.

“Personal ‘Management: Pat.NORELL
T|

1697Broadway, New. York 1%, N. XY
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Wednesday, November. Li 1961

‘Tnside Stuff—Vande

Minsky Producing Vegas’
New Frontier Xmas Show

AGVA: Hikes Walfare Levies

There's no kerping Harold Min-

A Baptist clergyman has turned down a solicitation for membership

sky out of Las Vegas.
The pro- in the Playboy Club. and has extended an: invitation. ‘to Playboy owner
ducer who made nudes a major Hugh Hefrer to join “our club.”’
ttad of relief distribution and to observe an executive committee show biz industry in the casino
Writing in the current issue of the Christian Century, Rev. Richard
nigstration at the union hasn't meeting, but were not permitted belt has’ been signed ta produce
| N. Johnson said that in his club it is not necessary to hide ‘one's feel; in the room.
eo been decided.
“pas
the show at the New
Frontier, ings behind “an insatiable appetite for liquor, food or. sex,” and that
New executive committee memAnother
cash
developed
over '
twhich presently has. a Barry Ash- initiation fees are waived, “but there is a. maintenance charge of .
7
boa
bers elected by the board are Al!
a
”
tt powers of the executive
rd, Kelly. who defeated actress Doro- iton show, ‘Holiday in Rio.” Start- everything you have! (Since everything. we have really belongs. to.
—_—_——-.

fentinued

from

page

69

woush acts between the three times .

ing date of Minsky’s new opus will

‘thy Lameur and Frank Palmer;
yearis meetings of national board.
Vince Silk. who won
over Jack |
Singer Patt Morrissey, currently. at the. Living Room, Chi, is one
te :3nt maintained that the latter: : Haley.
Minsky intreduced the burlesque
and Linda Compton, who |
hoacd
n.dst
accept responsibility
policy at Vegas’ Dunes Hotel, which | and the same as singer who spelled her name Pat Morrissey, VaARIETY’S

of financial | Living Room review of last issue notwithstanding. Thrush has switched.
{ur tne exec committee's actions. eet ov a adlentine. om sawest |helped bring it out
‘and management difficuities.
2
€
Ro anole
to a more distinctively-spelled appellation.
Bue Paul Valeatine, flaying the: regional
director Ernie Fast, based :

gioup as subse-vient to the ad-*
in Chicago. asked for an iImerease:
Iiiinisizat1or, declared that the nato. put him on a salary par with j
t: mal board kaw no powers over
- the two other regional directors in|
t
“dictatamal’
action
of the
the union. He also sought permis-:
executive board. He cited the fact
sion to operate out of a warmer: ‘a—«»««, Continutd
trait he and national board memclimate temporarily because of a.

Daisy Wood who died recently in Banstead, ‘Surrey at-84 was. $omeWhat cryptically identified in the obituary from England as an oldtimer
Jin pantomime and vaudeville. Actually she-was a member of a unique
entertaining family of which Marie Lloyd was the. most famous in
from pase 2 —_a Britain and. her sister Alice Lloyd the most successful in America. The
Woods and Licyds were connected. by marriage with another tribe of
attempted
-pecent illness In an angry denun- time to prepare a nightclub act, ;troupers, the MacNaughtons, of whom Harry..MacNaughton of. U.S.
ciation by Bright, he was turned [anaI just dont have the time to. radio fame is familiar. There were three wonien Singles bearing the
down.
he
! Lloyd name, the third being Rosie. All. performed in America prior
Highlight After Highlight
;
The meeting was to have con- |
jto and just after World War I, imported by Percy ‘Williams. Alice
; tinued until Friday night (27), but;
Hope considers his show biz ca-| Lioyd’s and Tom McNaughton’s daughter, once wrote a column for
/#was adjourned one day earlier be-jreer as one in which hishlight has Variety under the name of Alice: Mac. Now married to an American,
cause of the death on the Coast: been piled upon highlight.
But | J. A. ‘Keller, she resides at 13 Warren Street in Banstead,
: Thursday of board member “Sen- | even so, there are standout occa-

Hope's 25thAnni

beer Russeit

Swann

had

ator” Francis Murphy.
et
3¢

CO
tO
ae
SRMIINEp
ITRIDA
0

SMASH HIT |

sions. such ag two years. ago when
he received the Jean Hersholt

GAC-Hamul
a

Humanitarian

Award

at the

Ata-

‘Obscare Ottawa CafeHits ,

B.0. Jackpot With New Site

demy Award Dinner and when he

|

was invited to star in the Rayal

Pins Regular Show Policy |

Command Performance in London.
‘In his 25 years working in film
ws ‘in
, wound
up as fair
one of
the fro largest studios, he has also acquired perdependent
bookers.
amu

1

Continucd

from

pase J

Ottawa,

sonal favorites. Such as his favor-|
GAC

MANA
SPAN
f

1%
Show folks
are : taviag about the
all new Hote! Avery. All new,
large, beautifully femished de-

juxe rooms with private bath, tele
evision & radio. Air conditionmg.

‘Marviase’

Failed.

Oct. 31.

Le Hibou had an obscure

ite film, which was “Facts.of Life”

_& Continental Excentrica

exist-.

: Hamid was on par with Barnes !and. not surprisingly, a favarite: ence in Ottawa before it switched.
a -& Carruthers, the agency based in [costar in Bing Crosby, with whom to new centre-town location two
® Chicago.
Between
these offices |he has been associated in many pic- weeks ago. Now business is turna-

HELD OVER AGAIN

” AMERICANA HOTEL

|.

jtures, He rates “Paleface” (Par) as way and management wishes it had
twice the 150 seats the coffee room |
In order ta end ent- his mest successful production.

% ithe bulk of the outdoor business
‘was vested.

&
. While new site is.a big i
3% throat competition. there was an 1 In all his active life, the star has factor, policy of regular shows is!
agreement
ween these offices (de
evoted considerable time, energy helping business, too.
a
fo
TES
{=
: AVERY &WASHINGTON Si. : iwhereby B&C would not invade

=Be cui

‘MIAMIBEACH, FLA.

and effort
charitablethat causes.
‘the territory
east of the MississipHope| New reom preemed with chanter|
associateto reckons
ja Qne
1

dunce

pi chi e Hamid

promised

Attractive Identical
Twin Girl Singers
For Top Night Cieb Act
tus: be no more then 5°3” in height.
Age 13 to 24
Sox 3, Daily Variety, 6404 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calf.

not to go

with GAC ended that agreement.
' Hamid admitted that his “marriage
‘with GAC” wasn't working out.
: However, in the past few years,
profound changes entered the out| door field which affected operating

1:

| procedures
came
‘tions.

a

Name

performers be-

necessity
To obtain

in many situathem the fair:

bookers had to ga to the large
jagencies.
With the Jesser stress
; On acrebats and novelties, outdoor
i agencies diminished in importance.

for

raising iTom

Kines

causes. He has backed charitable |Expanded

efforts without any form of preju-

Cc 0 ST U w E Ss

show

for three shows

policy now

calls

Gowns and Costumes

each on Thursday:

INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNES

«-

has been said that no other star in | White Jr., following with Ed Mc-

the-- “world

comes

within

“hailing

Curdy.

Rest.

of

week,

Le

man

ever

an honorary chair- Glatt, impresario and former book- |:

since.

He

is associated ler and

stager

with charitable efforts. in Britain,|{Club ‘nitery,

as. well as the TC. S., and has also | George

at

Other

the

Chaudiere

partners

entertaining

troops,

and

are}

ia a iaaaat writer.

helpe& support worthwhile funds!
in i parts of.‘the world. He has |Fauikner, with experience
given his services often. and. freely beat show “business.
tour in the immediate

he

EXOTIC DANCERS—Wanted |
Experieac ed:

- CARMAN BOOKING AGENCY

“PHOTOGRAPH

will

future.

is concentrating |

OF THE

elor in Paradise.”.On ThurMay (2),

he will make a personal appear-

vom

.

| MAURICE
- SEYMOUR

Two days later, he planes to Dublin
for another charity opening to sup-

|

‘

Sead Photos. etc.

on a program of charity preems for

“Chicago's popular PLAYBOY CLUB is one of the Nation's |
most important incubators ... newest Redgliag asi infections:

"

Od 35-4660

|f

Jhis latest Metro preduction “Bach-

SMASH HIT!
CHICAGO PLAYBOY~

NY

nis |:
in off-

Many Personals for ‘Paradise’
Currently,

MADE TO ORDER

TOW. 4b

Hibou

distance” of Hope mm helping good | features usual coffeeroom fare, in-:
causes. In 1950, he was chairman |Cluding poetry, folk singing. etc.
of the United Cerebral Palsy Fund,|
Shows are staged. by Harvey
and has been

B & B

on Friday and Saturday

various |°Dly, following with the Courriers.

probably be. doing another foreign

Comedy Personality

LIFE Magazine, October !9th Issue:

millions”

diveito race, creed or color, and it ;through Sunday opening. with Josh,

in

JERRY VAN DYK

in

been. instrumental

has

Hamid’s. merger |nioid

of that line.

further screenings in Parts, West

Breadway
at 54th St.
New York, N.Y.

banjo player—JERRY VAN DYKE."

co. 5-31 33

* Closes November 3rd.

*% *& Coming Up & x
CARILLON: HOTEL, Miami, November 4 thr 25
PLAYBOY, New Orleans, Nov. 25 thru Dec. 16
CLUB DATES, December 16 thru December 31
MONROE, LOUISIANA, January 1 thru January 13, 62

CLUB DATES, Palm Beach, January 25, 26, 27
PLAYBOY, Miami, January 30 thru February 19

CLUB DATES, Miami, March 2 and 3
PLAYBOY, Miami, April 3 thru April 22
PLAYBOY, New Orleans, April 25 thra May 15

KINGS CLUB, Dollas, May 28 thru June 9 (3rd retera)
PLAYBOY, Chiago, July 19 thru August
3
PLAYBOY, Miami, August 30 thru September 19

PLAYBOY, New Orleans, September 20 thra October 19

THA NK Ss, E VER YBOD Y:4
“Berculean’™

"Dick

‘Beh Hope’s$ Homer
memes

Continued frem

page

1 Se

,

Exclusive Booking:
MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

‘SARL

(Wartety) ;
pleased

In casting their votes, the board

“A

very

clever

geatle-

BOB DANA
(Werld-Telegr am-Sun)

DICK BARCLAY
Foetered with LISA KIRK
EMPIRE ROOM,
RO
Waldorf Astoria,
NEW YORK"

.

Exclusive Mgt.: MICHARL FRANK HARTIG AGENCY
156 West 44th St., New York 36
Pluss 7-224

of the Academy studied the careers
of more than 300 outstanding men
and women.-They included Edward
Teller, scientist; Dr. Charles Mayo,

pher; Fritz Kaudewitz, bacterial |
genetics: Prof. Willard F. Libby,
i Nobel
Privewinner,
chemistry;
Herbert L. Block, journalism; Mor- j:
ton White, philosophy.

"s= 8
STEPINFETCHIT,sss
72 CONSECUTIVE WEEKS OF NEW, CLASS clus COMEDY

1 FP

.

WILSON : |

(NLY. Pest)

|

celled in different fields of endeaver.
j]
he others were presented at the;
first annual banquet of the or-|
ganization last month
in Mon| terey, Calif, but Hope was unable {4
to receive his award at that Hime,
in view of his current film com-|
7) mitment on “Road to Hong Kong.”
‘The board of governors of the
Academy. therefore
asked
Ambassador Bruce to make the presentation in London on their be-

meditine; Yousaf Karsh, photogra- |]

°
Direction:
W. H. (Monk) Arnold

Barclay.

everybody ‘from Comrad
Hilton. te Mitzi Gaynor”.

Wednesday; November 1, 1961.

‘BEN MARSHALL: VicePresident
Drake Hotel.

“An every night smash at the.
‘DRAKE,

myself}’

1 couldn't

get in’

IRV KUPCINET:

“Comic Henny Youngman may
be the reason the Drake Hotel
plans to expand’ its Camellia.
‘House by. removing the .two
pillars. He’s ‘doing turn-away
business. (Beginners luck!)

HERB LYON:

“One of the all-time greats’ in
~ show business is doing capacity. .

business at the Drake.”

| TONY WEITZEL:
Fantastic -business, every.

night is S:R. 0. “with. Youngman |
at.bat!"

_MAGGIE DALY:
One of the maddest evenings
in town—Henny

Youngman. at

the Camellia ‘House.

CHARLIE DAWN:
- Henny is. back for his second”
*

Jaugh-making stint in the Drake
‘thru Oct. 19. His. ‘supply of
stories and one-liners is, as
‘usual, seemingly endless.

BENTLEY STEGNER: .

‘Henny Youngman, virtuoso of
the rapid-fire scatter-shot
-schoot of humor, is back at the
-- Camellia House in the. Drake

|

Hotel loaded for. any target
that’s.an easy mark.
Wearing the ‘turban. he made —
his trademark in the PersianRoom at the Plaza Hotel in
New York, he attacks his
‘venerable: violin and jokes of —
matching: vintage with equal
zest, ‘©

SAM LESSNER:
Maybe the other comics are
Swiping Henny’s material.
in the swank Camellia House
of the Drake Hotel where
Youngman is. performing, not
a single quip ‘goes by without
Provoking a burst: of laughter. '

| WILL ‘LEONARD:
Booking Henny Youngman into.
the Camellia -House of the
Drake is like booking a rock 'n’
roll show into a session of the

United Nations...

represented by.

” New York, N.Y.

i

Material by Danny Shapiro
rn

NIGHT

76

€LUB

REVIEWS

Wednesday, November 1, 1961
| quiet, contemplative and interested Fairmont, San Francisce

( opaeabana, N. Y.

] of the torchers of the 1920s her
Juies pricel, peesentation of Nat immaturity shows.
Myron Cohen is a story-teller to
Doug
Reproids,
&
Dord
tale.
Ios
niy Thomas, Jock: whom the telling {s more imporeo.
te 4
€ leg.
Dur? Men My . and Frank tant, than the story, He is on 45
Piaomms.
minutes and despite the familiarCn Shee ga)
Moved

in the matefial.
_ °> San Francisco, Oct. 26."
There is an immediate empa‘Jaye P. Morgan with Artie Kane,
| thetic. rapport that allows honest. Ernie Heckscher Orch :(10);. $3-°

; ity of much of the material. has
at,to beg off. Miss Francis tops’ his

expressionism without any attempt $3.50 cover. ©
at ‘commercialized: styles. “Short.
a
Haired Woman” and “I.Asked My | *
Baby, Did She Love Me?” are _ Jaye P. Morgan is a well-stacked
‘blond
who
can
belt pops numbers.
typical and emotionally exciting
and, joined in a special guest ap- beautifully, and ‘does. In this 48-. aAminute stint she knocks out two
| pearance by “Long Gone” Miles
that is-expected to last through dozen songss—well above par for

ry

tie

ate

tiese
toe
ce
. 8
toc

golden

dzys

;
suns. Fi ta the start ef}
stage tenure by 10 minutes. .
Cohen siows how to freshen upa}

Copa

tall + sot > ita Joe E. Lewis

th orga Sid Caesar
>: snieren..
tie current Nat King
now
oo
nes been reaping
ream
(o>, thi.
a oarvest Of mame entertainment
toal bas
en bmrains nothing but!

joke

after

a columnist

prints

4
|

it.|.

Earl Wilson, he said, picked up his |
story about. the diner who complains: “What's this fly doing:
in |..
my -soup?” and the waiter an-j
.
soe
The;
2
ry
cived
boniface
svers,
“The
backstroke.”
Sith ies “Rou Yastet
Jeocs Dede! aint bis misitve Bruno. comedian now puts the fly in -ice
and the waiter replies,.
ice return, as ¥ ell as cream

-the

pects

Genectini
meted

in

Bo.

wiieh

not

previously

. gieiiveries.

Cote tur»
sebiets.
Ine
@oaifs

with him an engagdelivery
quict
a
own

way

generates

and
ec evsent, a regard for lyries
aacen tor melo. It's 2 combin
ss
progre
toe, teat ba: seen Rim
ws
which
Trio
Cole
ra
King
tue
from
e to
used to play the Copa Loung
ner in
stalus aS a perennial headli
Foon.
the major downstairs
apCide’s catalog hasn't changed rds
preciably, there are his standa
of
end
the
s
toward
which ke ribs

3 Rivers

GALE

reeord

now held by the McGuire |

twang that
he has. —

reflects

the course—and also gets in some.

-comic . bits,

some

quite

funny,

others tending
to betray a bit -of’

heryousness.

.

Eliott

“lIooks

Among her best efforts, winning
| nice audience: applause,. are her

and

to buffs of this kind of Americana, “Pll Be Seeing You.”

though a fine version of Bessie |: She also..does some hilaripus
Smith's “Nobody Knows You When: ‘impressions ‘of Louis. Armstrong,
You’re Down and Out” has univer- ‘Bette .Dayis, Tallulah Bankhead,

sal_appéal. |.

+ songs,

Palmer House. Chi

the nitery circuit after a summer -Gus Viseur; Reberte Trio,
hiatus. His stand here also threa- : Arden Orch; $3 .cover..
Rivers. Inn house|

adlib

} et all, In all of this she gets slick.
ae
He: specializes in Woody Guthrie: piano backing from Artie Kane,
who also directs.
scoring handsomely with. her husband,
“Tom Joad,” suggested by “The |. Ernie Heckscher’s band .for show.
When, however, Miss Morgan.
Grapes of Wrath,” and a delightful
comedy treatment of “Shade of tries t6 ring her husband. into her .
" -Chicago, Oct. 26..
her intentions. —
Geneviere with Luc. Poret and the Old Apple Tree.” Attempt is act she errs. Though

i Nelson ‘hMddy... -

tens the Three

is expert

“Life Is Just a Bow! of .Cherries.”
‘sounds like a _ typical. cowboy, “Just: a Gigolo.” -a lovely, lilting.”
| yodels with the best and has tone “Happiness Is Just a. Thing Called
| control that is amazingly displayed Joe” (in which she seemsto have
{in sustained areas that are smooth ‘a strong. resemblance to Dinah
| and clear. Most of his material Shore), a. fine Gershwin medley
a. ‘is pure. folklore. Interest is limited and her finale, a.strong, untempo

Balladeer

Inn. Syracasé
—
,
Syracuse, Oct. 27.
Jimmu Durante, Eddie Jackson, SS
HI
| “A real looker, with voice, odzes
Sonny King, Norma Rivers, Johnny : personality,” said VARIETY.
She's
Meck, Leon & Lube, the Bob Arlen .singing and capering at the ShoreDancers (10), Guy Bono orch; $2 ‘ham din -Washington’ now. - Second
-yes—with
:time
this
year.
Oh,
corer.
An upright piano, Sonny King.
““MIack the Knife” and the English. |
language all take unmerciful beat- i
ings in Jiramy Durante’s return to!

.there

citing, méan
every motion

‘tae boxoin
oe
de- “Winter sports.’
the cccolag -s, are eminently
Marty King’s augmented house
who
sected am tie tase of Cole
lf
to
be!
orch
backs
up
the
singer
and
the
.
himse
of
a aas new facets
Gagh. ~
ge
ding show.
Crscevere | woe in every succee
Cole
roum.
this
at
Fer geet ITaCe

been
nt sreser Sonus that have
many
in rey cataie’ for io these
successive
each
with
bar
veus.
and
Viet & olivier pr discovers new

run,

artistry on such as “My Baby She
Done Last Her -A Good Thing.”
Hopkins’ guitar talks in’an’ ex-

Ben

Jet travel being what-it is, the

not for

pretty

sounds

or

stylized

are

‘obviously : well-meant,: Miss.

crooning songs to ‘her
arrangements, but on telling a Morgan
husband is not'what the customers
story as naturally as possible.
come. to see—their :attentions: are.
Show is in through Nov. 12.
‘divided .and, as her. husband adnS
Dale.
vised. her right onstage, she “loses.

Sisters.
me.
_— ;Gallic gamin gambit is.“beconiing’
Headliners’ first stint ‘opening. 1 about as credibleas the portraval
night ran one hour and 10 minutes. ‘of all Americans wearing 10 gallon }.
Second show hour and 25 minutes. | hats and cowboy boots. However,.
with stars receiving a standing
‘
-as the current popular exponent
|

.
Another .distracting
element,
opening’ night, was the - presence
Ella Fitzgerald,
Paul
Smith Trio,. of Miss Morgan’s agent and ‘execs
ovation
and
the
aud
begging
for,
of
the
‘art
of
delineating
the
sad-7'
td,
F
u
_be
lorz ist of topsellers which
l more. Three preliminary acts were ‘happy life. of the Paris urchin,’ owan & Martin, Vic. Hyde, Dor- ‘from her record: company (MGM).
helfged luuneh through the Capito
~
i Genevieve
‘parlays -her. bouilla- .othy Dorben Singers and Dancers,. She apparently felt impelled: to
his- on for total of 30 minutes.
Offer. them come “inside”. banter |
label. ‘A jot of Tin Pan Alley
recDurante opens the show: with: -bai-se-thick -aceent and’ breathy (14), Leighton Noble Orch (15): ‘which meant nothing to the rest. of. °
tery and a myriad of golden
delivery
into
some charming rendi- ‘produced by Russ Hall;
“I
Could
Have
Danced
All
Night,”
this
:
gh
have . filtered: throu
-|
the room, and they, .in turn, were:
ordsis
for liberally Iaced with. patter. .He tions of the standard Seine.songs. |Um.
singer. On
Negro
_& bit applause-happy. ——
gracious
Apparently the producers of her
by introducing.some “sou“When act shakes down. however, ..
rear.y an hour, he again stampsg follows
act teel that her role as a winsome
Since Bill Harrah first opened it'll
venirs from Europe,” eight femmes
be very. good. Show runs
himself as one of the singin
of the Bob Arlen troupe. Eddie parvenu is insufficient stage ma-,his Lake Tahoe swankery in late
4
‘through Nov. 15.
Stef.
reats of this day.
terial.
They’ve
larded
what
was.|’59
he
has
introed
many
top
show:
Jackson comes on with the girl
In support of Cole is the vastly for a rousing
once a direct and straightforward:
biz names to the area (i.e., Red
“San
Francisco”
tnproved team of Ford & Reyr while Durante’s “Mack the Knife” turn with so much “business” that -Skelton, Jack Benny, Dinah‘ Shore, .
olds: Seen recently at the Latin follows to score solidly.
it’s aften impossible to focus the !George Burns, Harry Belafonte)
Belle
Barth,
Cootic
Williams
.
has_ actwosome
this
Quarter,
Sonny King duets with Durarite Spotlight on the centre of activity. ;on a first-time basis for top b.o. -‘Quartet, Yugene.Smith Trio, Harqured a batch of new writing in a_routine where the piano and
. This. ig not to say that the in-:results, It is a repeat story for this old Ward; $4-$6 minimum.
witcp brings more Iaughs in the Durante’s cigar take quite a. batter- dividual components of the act, j outing with Ella Fitzgerald who's
2
snaces where needed. However,
ing. Pair follow with “I Love including Genevieve, are anything |drawing full houses for her three- }

In a
his tarn by dressing them
the
rock ‘mn’ roll beat, as well as

her audience.”

Tahoe Harrah’s

__.

Lake Tahoe, Oct. 23: _

$3 mini-

Roundtable, N.Y:

lot work is still to be done with

then and on them.
Despite some good laughs deJixered through comparatively elene-tary humor, the pair's major
strength seems to lie in their music. The comedian of the duo plays
a funny trumpet. He puts sharps
ant. flats in the right places for
humorous effects. A repeat from
their last session is an impression
of a singer who doesn’t know the
vrics doing “Misty.” It gives them
a strong
exit.

but pleasing, She's added an ele-'week stand
gant haute. couture.-gown to the'the bill is
first part of her act, and, although |guaranteed
and it's quite un-urchin, it’s am eyepop-!the Rowan

You, Love You, Loye You” and
are rejoined by Jackson for “Inka

Dinka
A

Dink.”
session

.
of malapropisms

a reprise of “Inka” close the show

with act getting off to thunderous.
applause. Jack Roth on drums and

George Finley on piano ably assist

Durante.
John Mack. does some
terping and sleight of hand.
Bob Arlen Bancers (10) display
fine voices to complement their
terping in curtain raiser. Leon &
Lube are a good juggling act and

per for the ladies.
She's ably
abetted by. chansennier Lue Poret.
and by Gus Viseur, who capably
squeezes French melodies from the.
accordion.
mo,
.
Genevieve
«sings her French
numbers winningly, bouncing out
a nice “Pigalle’’ and fashioning
“La
Vie En_ Rose,” . “Autumn
Leaves” and “Paris Je Regarde”

Belle Barth did it baek in the”

in this 750-seater. And | spring—big biz, that is—for Morris
further enhanced—for ‘Levy's Roundtable,
and there’s uo
excellent business—by -reason to-think-she won't duplicate
& Martin team, always with the ‘current four-week -play-

:faves with the Reno-Tahoe ‘saloon -back.
set.

Miss

Fiizgerald

debut she’s an artist
dous stature, one with

no

gim-

micks, no props, no crutches—just
an abundance of talent and a vocal
command

that reaches

The

ecorpulent

comedienne.

with the gamey parodies and four-

in ~ this letter voeabulary—vulgar. by her
of tremen- own indifferent admission—is‘ sub-

proves

dued (relatively)

for this eastside

date (as she was before), but still.
risgay enoughto make points with

perfection. ‘the. clientele she. corrals. .

From jazz to baHads, from swing
to pops, hers is the ultimate. Her

To initiate the latecomer,. her
‘stuff is strong on the. entendre.

Tie Doug Coudy line work has Norma "Rivers
(see New Acts) with: effectual care. Her American interpolations, vocal nuances, dis- palaver and leering lyrics, with an
to stand out although. songs feature her expertly frac- tinctive style and empathic deliv- admixture
a different angle. Two male sing- manages
of lowdown “Yiddish,
e:.. Andy Thomas and Jock Casa- firstnighters were anxious for head- tured pronunciations, and there’s ery put her ina class alone.
presumably for ethnic rapport. The
still risible material in ‘My Baw7
sts, do the productions chores. The liners to come on.
Miami
*. Beach-Catskill
longtime
|
The.
audience
response
to
Miss
Durante & Co. is in until Nov. 4. dee” and in a medley of -minstrel
erty Seelen & Mort Lindsey tunes
Tahoe debut strongly Tesorts .{in respective season)
have humor as well as enough Frankie Avalori opens a 10-day run ‘songs parlayed with her rolling r’s, Fitzgerald’s
shuttler. is,: to be suré, a. savvy
indicates
.she’ll
be
a
regular
on.
Poret .acquits himself as: a flavorLang.
strength to serve as a peg for the Nov. 10.
dispenser of her: shocking blue,ful chanteur. with mucho femme ‘the Tahoe Harrah’s: marquee.
girlie runtines. Per usual, the Paul
either making. with the ditties or.
appeal. He.doubles with Viseur on | -Rowan & Martin are back’ with| chitchat. She knows her pmnblic
Gietiey band dishes up meticulous
Ritz Carliten, Montreal
a romantie rendition of “Domino” mostly their standard routines—| and doesn’t try to.uplift "em. The
Sany backing, and Frank Marti
,
Montreal, Oct. 24.
and
a
nostalgic
version
of
“Made-!the
Shakespearean
actor
and
heckJose.
Gus the Latin relief.
mood is all indigo, with no attempt
Vicky Autier, Johnny Gallani
moiselle de Paris” and delivers |ler: bit, the medic interview—and
on
Roland Chaisson, Paul Notar Trio; “Little Donkey” with appropriate it pays off with top tabler’ en- at ‘the stylish,
-She also goes heavy on show biz..Latin Casino. Camden
$1.50-S2 cover.
dorsement. Two work as if they
wistful poignancy:
nostalgia.
via
harkbacks
to
Helen
Camden, N.J., Oct. 23.
Handicapping - all. involved is a;love it, and each complements
-the
se
The new season in the Ritz cafe ‘sort. of three-ring-circus staging! other, which can. not always be -Kane, Russ: Columbo; Helen MorCo:
i Francis, -Myron Cohen,
Iv --. Weedd Trio, Moro-Landis continues at a ‘brisk pace with. that precludes. the possibility ‘of |said of male: comedy duos .now gan and kindred former hig names.
It’s widely indulged patent. panderHaeserg «14+, Jack Curtis, Marty Vicky Autier returning, and this focus on any one -aspect at one, working
niteries. Opening lines. ing and. even less: original, but inki. 4 Oreck (2B); $5-$6 minimum. blonde charmer is a cinch to main- time. It’s an apparent attempt to topical are the gaming tables, local
an
eye-moistener- for
tain the room’s high standard. and add production values to Gene- 4 situations and the top current news variably
_appreciative ‘squares. ..
oo
There is a highly professional make it hard for anyone who fol- vieve's solo turn, but it so diffuses stories,
7
_
Some. confusion;
apparently, ~
,
.
st.vten to the new floor at the Latin lows:
-the act.that all suffer.
Albeit
two
of
late
have
had
much
‘flawed
the
format
of
her
firstright
Flashing a happy smile, Miss
Casino where singer Connie FranShow. openers are the Reberte television exposure doing. parts. of
ct. and comedian Myron Coben Autier presides at the piano in Trio, an Italian tumbling team that their club act, reaction from au- dinner show, causing ‘her act. to\Vurk in tandem for the season’s lively fashion with a program that. -intersperses some wild feats of ditors suggests there's no loss. in bracket the appearance of a young
sepia singer out of Chicago, Harold.
ler cent nitery show. Proceedings is carefully planned but casually gymnastic derring-do with pratfall |laugh values because
of the repe-- ‘Ward, said to. be booked in under
eet wf te a spectacular start with offered with all the pro touches J and knockdown comedy. of the titian.
é
°
Spe’
Many lines, however,
are Miss Barth’s auspiees. The come:
the Morcu-Landis dancers (14 girls) of someone of her experience. The Three Stooges school. Ben Arden’s changed in the standard routines
‘dienne, however, hardly: missed a .
ur?
ere aided
by the Johnny language barrier -taeans little or savvy house orch supports’ Gene- |to eliminate duplication. Duo has
‘stride on the reprise to finale her —
Woodd
Trio, an adagio act in nothing to this attractive thrush.as vieve admirably and _plays.one of a wealth of material to capture
turn.
ook,
she
skips
nimbly
from
English
to
viiick tuo boys toss around a limthe most danceworthy beats around !tastes, and it’s done ‘without. a ' As for Ward, his attractive mien
ber young lady with seemingly French to.Italian to Greek with- town between shows,
.
sort. to. blue lines. Material is and robust, caramel -pipes could.
out
losing
her
aplomb
or
timing.
Bill.is in till Nov. 22, followed smart, and presentation studied put him into:steady orbit, but only ©
no recura for her safety.
A medley from “Irma La Douce”
by Dick Haymes & Fran Jeffries for best payoff.
Miss Francis is just as assured
‘when he discerns his own identity.
Nor. in floar show savvy as the veteran is handled with savvy and an Itali-: and Allen & Rossi.
Vic Hyde, new to the Tahoe. His currently derivative projection .“Vik vwiom she is coupled.
She an ballad, which freely translated
scene,is billed as a one-man band. ‘harks to. Billy Eckstine, Nat King:
might
be
called
“Beyond
You,”
are
{|
has an eusy stage presence, even
‘(He is. He shows a mastery of the Cole: and Billy Daniels—sometimes |
Ashgrove, E. A.
for an auditorium the size of the surefire for her future songalogs.
_.. , Los Angeles, Oct. 20. .|trombone, trumpet, sax and a va- all at once. His catalog is ‘suited
Femme works a solid 45-minute _ “Lightnin’’ Sam Hopkins, Jack riety of special instruments such to the commercial saloons—ballad, |
Latin Casino.
And her remarks,
moving
easily .from_ the Elliott; $2 admission.
ts the audience are sensible and show,
as a piccolo, trumpet and a. long uptempo blues, Israeli . folktune;.
oS
to a fiexible hand mike
ii. keeping with her personality. piano
slide horn of his own invention. . but it’s all punched evér more with
“inver works behind a large size around the floor, and her good
“Lightnin’’. Sam Hopkins. makes High point in the act is playing gusto than conviction, let alone™
ni.
thst hides her fresh good taste is evident at all times re- his L. A. debut in a rare excursion four horns at one time. Routine is the borrowed images. = locks so that she might have been gardless of the language. She even from the Negro district of Houston, paced with a line of chatter. that
Cootie. Williams °. Quartet “show-.
Vesrin:
a catcher's mask.
Her makes a plug for her*- new Pathe where .the “master of blues has eould
be substantially reduced ‘opens (and. backs the headliner)’. _.
stvie resembles somewhat that of platter sound amusing; direct but grewn ‘into a legend. Coupled with with no Joss of value, what with with a: lot. of amiable swinging
J av Gariand, a fact that is point- not too commercial.
“Ramblin” Jack Elliott's natural: his strong appeal lying in. his In- sounds fortified by the maestro’s
ef cin bs her “Jolson Fan Letter,”
_
muted and wah-wah trumpet turns, Backing Miss Autier Is house folk ballads, show offers two dis- strumental talent.
v.' ct is set to the music of “You 88’er Johnny Gallant and Paul No- tinct musical medi:ns in a serious
Also. uy. is. the Yugene Smith Opening spot is neatly handled,
Made Ale Love You” and is direct tar’s hep. group. Between shows, Teflection of deep-seated American as usual, by the. Dorothy. Dorben Trio with. a. fairly melodic jazz.
kin to Miss Garland’s Gable bit.
Singers and Dancers working from mode. -Though the _topper’s keyGallant teams up with guitarist culture..
Pe
a is
Francis
has
a youthful Roland Chiasson for danceable in-.
Hopkins is the epitome of trve atop the wings and In the cockpit boarding is somewhat reminiscent
a.
reness of the sounds of the day terludes
which they also share ‘blues, delivering in. a fully spon- of a prop twin-engine plane as the of Erroll. Garner, it’s always showae; a faultless sense of rhythm. with the Notar combo.
taneous style.. As a performer, he curtain opens. Set revolves to al- manly and eritertaining,:a RoundSows
cfs
+ ¢ eivineg an unbeat
Miss Autier {sin until Nov. 7 -Is important but his music depends: low dancers to reach the stage ‘table fit, —
Earl Grant. is -skedded. to follow
t> a nostalsie bha'led.
But when with Suzy Solidor to follow.
greatly on. the listener, as: -well. from the high perch via a double |
Pit.
Miss Barth.‘
it.”
Long.
Nevct.
sie does a straight medley of some
} Ashgrove customers are listeners,- flight of stairs.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Wednesday, November 1, 1961
Moulin. ‘Rouge, Hwoad

ning fireof patter. ‘which fspleas[pins and builds” terrific empathy. |.

.. Hollywood, Oct. 27.
Louis: Prima, Tommy Roberts- |Near’‘the end of. -his’ stint he
Evelyn
Freeman
Singers
(1),| wanders offstage completely, plays
Dick. Humphreys & the. Helpers. request |numbers and, all the time,

(16), Sant Butera & ‘the Witnesses ,
seems to be having.a
(7), Louis: Prima Orch. 119); $6. a0
| audience ‘eats it up..

package.

| the

Skyline: Hotel with

its main

Angelo’s,

(xi
Omaha

dining. room the Salle Du Barry.
Omaoa. Oct. 25.
Adding stature to this layout is.
Sophie Tucker jritit Ted Sic jsiro,
Sandu Scott, an amply-endowed Augelo’s Orch «T+: no ceeer er
blonde thrush who returns to the sedTecanewuamn.
local scene for the first time in
several months with new songs.
This stint at Angelo’s swankery.
good. arrangements and a classy
marks Sophie Tucker's first apwardrobe. Backed by Nick Martin’
and his orch, she ranges [rem a pearance in these parts in «cre
calypso, “Run Joe,” to ‘an, impresh : than a decade. But the Tans:ce:te2nset that brings out her. surprising ily haven't forgot her, end picked
+comedic talents. The latter same- ; houses are the rule. While be..i.{times- gets. in the wav of overall j ace Ancelo
DiGiaceme
Coes. t
offering but clear-cut vocals and a} | Charge a cover or min‘mum. j-rices

|.

ball. The|

' Les Marthys, two. young,’ strong

The Prima- donna ig. gone, but! French acrobats with wry. senses of
_-etherw ise it’s essentially the same:“humor, ‘furnish.fine contrast both
“frenetic bunch that maestro. Louis |to: ‘Peabody and: the- Ashton “spec-Prima . has. assembled’ for his cur- :_taeulars.” ‘They do. a series’ of .inaememenrintei®
Rie
reut’ stay“ at the. Moulin- Rouge: : creasingly ‘difficult stunts, inter-] ‘}
“¢persed with funny comments, and J.
Something. like a megdton of musi- |
hep sense of rhythm and timing! ure steep enough that a $10 tub
cal TNT is expléded by’. this: ‘boni-.. wind up with -a:real smasher: one
more than make. up for. this slight: per person is about averace.
bastic. company of 50 in the course ‘of the. team, balances on. his. head
| debit.
. sided by her excelient pianist
of
an- ‘extravagant | > 80; minute. ‘on. a ball held on the head of the’
-Songalog {is one of the most of 40 years
Sennes-sational.. tull of sound and: ‘other, who is balancing.on a. board
togetherness.
Ted
diversified seen around. these parts ‘Shapiro, Miss Tucker trets out
fury and. flamboyant’ displays of” ditop a log.-Its-a wonderful finale| |
in recent months enabling this ! standard = double-entendre — bts,
musicianship. What they may .lack: to a class act.
lithesome thrush toe adapt easily to: “You. I 00. Can Be a Red Hat
in creativity or nuance. of’ “expres: _Ashton's dancers go through
any ‘situation or atmocple e the. Mama,”
“Stasing “Youns * "Ouly_
sion. ‘Prima & Coz ‘more than make: three lavish numbers in: excellent ||
us Good as You Last Kiss.? otc,
room, might offer. Patter between
up for in sheer enerey and show- shape, with, Kevin. Kelly. providing:
songs is okay including the ovca-. plus “The Budy;,
Y, a parody af “My
manship;
“pleasant vocals and ‘T.ori Shea do- |:
sional joke ‘she injects in gabbing. jBuddy.”
- The absence of Keely smith at. _ ing some deft dancing turns. Sev- |
COLONIAL INN, St. Pewershurg. | _A ‘vastly improved
songstress: ‘Kesponsive. crowd is) rewarded
juncture
shouldn't.
deter: “eral. of the girls are yery lightly
. this
Pla.—"He came to sing and sing he
ahClonados of the. Prima style from., clad.. -Roy Palmer's: orch is impec- tHloes, A Cirst. night audience's ap- i since last time around, Miss Scott ;; With a repvise of her favcritcs,
jis in whtil Nov. 4 with Dolores; “After You've Gone.” “Live Beings
‘turning. out: to enjoy their: here]“cable.
plause registered its satisfay tien,
at- ‘40° and “Seme of ese Diss."
‘during his two-week. stand: ‘here
- Show runs through ‘Nov. 8, at: he sings tt. full show of) great pop” Perry following on Monday ‘6: |
jas she Jeaves stage to chage tiem
Neut.
“initiy option for Samet, In. fact.’ “feast.
nunyhers.”
TIMES:
;
Stef.
74 Freenspangled gown into” her by
Return’ Gimumement. February’ 16.
‘the ‘couple's recent split. with ats|.
; how w. k. cowboy outfit.
. Irv Siders.
tendant publicity. may: whet public
“Sahbra,:N - ke’
320 E. “Bagh ‘Street. New York
Terrace Room. L.A.
curiosity even: further. Still. there's
Shapiro stalis the three minutes
PLaza
15166
Four.
-Ayalous,
Esther
.
Tohbi:
Los Angeles, Oct. 25.
a-missing link in the act as: it. now.
1 Miss Tucker needs to make the
Barry Ashton’s. “Plasnzaics
In: charge with some clev-r patier
-stands.. The evidence is tnere ‘that Oshva & Zlila, Lous, Bennet Orch;
;
Rio,” with Chiquita & Johnson, Joe? Windup has the star duing her
Prima’s. gonna need ‘a new donna: ‘83.30 minimum,
_ Flamingo. Las V egas
|Termini. Clara Ray. Roberto Na iusual charity piteh to cenciue ea
before long.
Las. Vegas, Ort: 26.
-LeoFuld:
has
a
‘lick:
show
for
'
In addition to the fryepressible 6
"Joe E.. Lewis, Vic Damoie, Mar- tvarro, Brad Craig. Marian Abbott. _ 39-minute offering.
Miller,. Flamingocttes,
‘Nat ‘Diane Gibson, Jean Carroli,.Kathy ! Angelo’s next bill is the im
Sam Butera & the Witnesses. ‘Pri-,his‘ uptown west. sidé ¢lub. It’ pos- tion
1 SeSSe¢. enough. ‘variety-in acts -and | Brandwynne Orch (27); presented | Nelson, Vicl:y Duran, Claire Fit=- , Sisters on Nov. 15.
Pip.
ma’s All-Star. Resue incarporates:;
Reither;
created,
the talents of -Tommy:. Roberts-- ' pace ‘to win’ plenty of- applause -by Morris Lausburgh: choreagra- patrick, Toni
produced and staaed by Ashton:
Evelyn “Freeman Singers +7) and jtrom the regular clientele’ which|‘phy, Barry Ashton; $4 fuisimum.
Caharet
Riviera.
K.
¢.
associite
producer,
Wolf. Kochjammed * the: place. opening: night
_Dick Humphreys . & the Helpers |
Karsas Citv, Oct. 27,
mann; assistant to Ashton. Larry}.
W ed, (25).
Strong double feature here finds
(16°. .-Latter “group
features
DeCastro
Sisters
+31,
Tus:
ny
‘The Four -- Ayalons’ New: ‘Acts! Joe ‘E. Lewis back-to-back with Maldonado: costumes, Llcyd Lain- Reed Orch (61; $150 corer.
flashy line of trim, leggy chori ines.
bert; scenery and lighting, Roberts
have an- array: of songs. and com-.! extra. ‘added. 4100°¢
billing! Vic
Highliglits of the program. are a:
;edy gimmicks :‘that go over solidly. Damone. ‘Such. a parlay: is certain & Penrod; musical errainacntents,
Bill has much Latin flaver ‘this
calorlul opening production num-?
‘Esther - Tohbi
iNew Acts); rated jlo. keep ‘biz brisk and maitre da’. Val Grund: Skinnay Exiis oreh |Session with the DeCasiro
irio,
ber
oc'Chinatown™ +, several. an:
(9); $3 cover.
‘the “new singing \star ot. Isruek.” ‘Emito’s captains - -busy.
Babette,” Cheri and Olga. making
strume nials showcasing ‘the ‘versa-'
‘scored with the. crowd. Which’ per- { Lewis ‘trots out mosily. new matheir first appearance at the new
tility and drive-of the Butera‘ sep-’
.
This
is
the
seventh
consecutive
tmitted her ‘to bow OM ‘after. several ; terial for this outing, ‘including. a
Riviera and their first in tewn in
tet and. the suggestively ‘sexy. sax.
Ashton unit to be ensconced
‘chcores.
“Never on Sunday” parody. ‘His Barry
-of-its leader. two or three typically|
here in 21 months and, like its three or four years. Opening show
‘Bags
are
topical
‘«“Khrushchev
‘The
femme
dance.
team
of
Oshra
!
of 40 minutes was full of the t1!o's
uninhibited vocals: and a heap ‘of -:
‘predecessors. it can he comnted
Zlita, who obviously have been |coesn’t scare me with the blasts— uponto keep the Statler Hilton songs and their flash and beauty.
‘Clowning bs maestro Prima, a madilve
been.
takirig
blasis
for
years.’
jaround”
in:
eastern
‘nightclubs,
ofBut
sound difficulties and too much
cap, takeoff on “Shadrach.” and a
nitery in fiscal clover. Off success
finale. dedicated to.the. intro ‘of a. fers sharp‘relief {rom the. layout's.t “The. ‘Public would like to take all of his. shows. here, onetime chotus- drummer minimized much ¢f the
girls’
efforts.
the
rock
:‘n’
rollers
and.
roll
a
rock
'
singing.
and
|
comedics.:
‘The
pair.
new. strut labeled the Snazz. AS ani boy Ashton ‘subsequently partner
The DeCastros. delve into euradded fillip opening night. Jimmy {who terp- barefoot,’ do -three dif-|over ‘em’.
jin. danceteam of Ashton & Allen)
[
And
of
course’
there
are
numer‘ferent.
dances
—
‘With
exceptional
|
rent
pops,
draw heavily on standDurante was beckoned* from the’
has. parlayed his circuit to seven
audience to step out a few meas--"- grace. -The.- routine built. around an. ‘ous references to his trademark: “A niteries with Chase hotel. St. Louis, ards, work in numbers from their
lot of you. peaple came here to see |the.. Tatest recruit, having joined
harvest.
done
|
in
simple
autumn
Capitol
albums
and embellish <ii
ures.
_me drink, and.I’m nat going to dis- Fri, £27).
“garb, comes over best.
With
their
Cuban
personalities.
ST
Show . is staged: directed and.
Along
with
musical
come
num.
-I’'s
unfortunate
that,
Nina
Flo“appoint
you.”
“Lewis,
“ably
aide
ed
|"
choreographed by: Humphreys, pro-.:
; by. 88er Austin Mack. remains a: |. This -unit is neither the best nor bers such as “We Enjoy Being
iw eakest Ashton has mounted here.
duction under supervision of. Jerry resco. Who serves as: femme emcce ‘nitery blockbuster.
Just
Girls”
and
“Getting
To
Know
and’
-does
‘some
deft.
‘warbling
ta.
‘l Keyed by “Rio” locale, it autoFranks.”
Tube. ~
You.” they do 2 number of Spanish
tee off ‘the show, does not have¢. Damone. sings’ 12 songs. includ:}
| matically features Latin rhythms
lyrics. even one in Yiddish. They
‘more
to. do. For this’, auburn-: ‘ing “Never Like This.” “It Had
There's
One
Fifth. Avenue. N, “¥e tressed _ performer exudes talent.:‘To Be You,’ a “Porgy and Bess” and spiashy costuming.
also toss in a few cha-chas and
one switeh:: usually Ashton shows’
Bobby Wick. & Ray Brand, Sit-- ‘sings well and. has grace and come- ;medley with dramatic ‘lighting efshimmies
complete with chor eCopra| production numbers are the strong
,ects, “Maria,” and his big. disclick.
‘zane Bernard,’ Dick ‘Hankinson, diness.
phy. Their Spanish “Market Man”
‘points, . Specialty acts secondary. Rets
| “Street. Where .You
Live.” The,
a sovk reception and ¢ic-er
Ered Silver: $3 minUmnu nu ‘Sat.
j This time it is the reverse.
' “Louis... - Bennet;. “whoxe small Ian “Bernard -arrangements
“Sunny Side Lp” is just to the
are
nights. only.
combo cuts a sharp show and plays outstanding: giving the pure tones]:
Chiquita & Johnson,
yssibly customers’ tastes.
without
peer as an
ac .-dance
‘Current show at the No. One Bar’ for. patron: dancing. also does an of Damone extra impact.
Riviera shifted from $3 10 $1.50
amazingly. colorful. violin :solo. and | -Bernard also does a fine Job }1team,. wham . over next-.o- shut.
is flat. Bobby: Wick &.Ray Brand;
‘cover for. this one.
Biz pace is
a trumpet. number..
In addition. guiding
the
Nat
Brandwynne i Barlier. pantemimist Joe Termini's i:mcderate
making ‘their New: York ‘debut: at.
to: good.
Trio
stays
‘he’ strolis- through. the audience
hoke
‘fiddle
and
electricuke
score
;
‘string-supplemented.
orch
(27).
th spot, are unfunny and. French |
{hrough
Nov.
2.
then
returns ie
| (pre-show time). doing violin solos packboned.
Termini is an imby. Damone’s
own resoundingly.
singer. Suzanne. Bernard is ‘just;
the Stardust, Las Vegas,
Quin.
:for various ‘tables.
|
provement
over
comedy
quotient
drummer, Sid
Bulkin.
Damone’s
adequate as presently - -routined: :
Doing an okay job independently! ~Per ‘usual. Fuld: opens his own savvy showmanship comes out in jfound in usual Ashton units. In
Sheraton-Blackstone,
to seaue ‘into ad. libs—when he was singing his !some previous shows pallid persiand. ‘together | at. the. room's: twin - show. with.a songalog t
the pr‘oduction.
-W eur. {final number Somebody sneezed. so : flage palised the pace.
Chi
‘grand pianos: are Dick Hankinson
Of
four
production
numbers
only
{his lyric went: “People stop’ and
Chicago, Oct. 23.
-and Fred Silver. °
one, an exotically sensual sambo
Eretyn
Knight,
Franz Benteler
‘|sneeze—they
don’t
bother
me.’
Freddie’
Se
Mpls.
Wick & Brand: suffer -from. -a |.
’ Barry Ashton has whipped up, led by Brad Craig and Chiquita,|Orch: $2 cover weenends, $1.50
.
Minnéapolis. Oct, 25:
combination | ‘of poor material. and |.
wowed ’em.
Vocally, Clara Ray twee
ecknights,
;another
of
his:.
slick
-production
“Rusty
Warren,
Ed
Boik
e?
quartet;
oan unpleasant. delivery. -Brand, the!
{numbers for an opener. Sultry-bru- : low-keys' a “Too Darn Hot” for
:
4 —_s straight. man, has ‘probably ‘been: $2.50- $3.50. cor eT. |
suzzling. results, but her openEvelyn Knight follows a series
nette Marion: Miller is featured
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pete’
er
mnntmone
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influenced

;

by the psychology ‘of 7

throated “Island In Pacific’ is off-'of sophisticated Gallic chanteures
* canned laughter on television. That — A. performer doesn’t need tv ex: ‘terper along. with the 10 Flamin-. jlocale
for a “Rio” romp. Roberto; into the Bonaparte Roam andhk
Boettes.
Duke:
Seenis apparent in his frequent ‘posure, disk jockeys’ plugging or
Navarro, from
last show.
sings !apple-pie-and-cheese
delivery Cc
“xock reaction to: his:‘partner's ;-dull film or: stage roles to succeed in.
j one too many Spanish songs; one nat only pleasing relief frem the
show.
business.
=
Raucons-v
oi¢ed:
Tidelands, Houston
antics.
.
should.
be
cut
or
Anglicized;
audirich
French
pastry
diet
hut is sar‘uninhibited, lusty - Rusty Warr en Is.
‘Houston. Oct. 25.
Miss Bernard, who could. qualify :‘proof that there are other ‘Wars 0
‘ence grew restless.
! prisingly effective in its > n right
Dick - Haymes & Fran Jeffries,
ae. an ‘evefilling, chanteuse, ‘Wears rocket tothe top. .In her case.’ the
in the reom's. posh atmosphere.
|
Costuming,
a}l
new,
H
is
stunning.
an unattractive black gown. She blastoff has. been ignited’ hy her ;‘Don, Cannon Orch. '8); 110 corer or ; both. a strong asset to sliow and
No tyrq on the cafe circuit, Miss
j.neinimiam.
‘
handles. -her -numbers. nicely, Dbut- bestselling: Jubilee’ recordings. ; Sterling credit for Lloyd Lambert. Knight
plys her songalog
-aith
without
much
distinction: -Her.
Val ‘ Grund’s
arrangements
are | savvy
and
with
a light-vaied
There's
no
doubt
that
the
sal
has
|
wite
Fran
|
Dick.
"Haymes
and
“rendition of ‘the title tune. from.’
‘colorful and not hackneved. as are charm. She opens with a beuncy
‘become - boxoffice. strictly on the! Jeffries ‘present a pleasant and:
“Irma La Douce”. is one -of°. the:
‘so many carioca-choked ° ‘Rio™ ex-' c&w
rendition
of “ThereH
Be
“better. items. in -her ‘repertoire. |. strength.. of ‘her .waxings. The. ca-. -slickly, produced 47: minuies ‘at this.; i cursions.
|Dancing In the Stfeet.” and moves
“pacity. crowds she attracts inelude -Tidelands ° Motor‘: Inn nitery. But;
‘JESS.
many,
who seldom- frequent. ‘the there gre a few di fficitlties. “Miss | - Linegirls—all important to Ash- ; into a lilting delivery Qf “Bye Bre
handles
“Whe's
nightspots:
Her. nitery. ‘royline, ; “Jeffries, who’ coines. on. first, asks ,ton troupes—Marian Abhot. Diane.' Blackbird.” She
Shoe
Your
Pretty Littles
$865 ‘tub. Se B
2
consisting: almost. entirely of. mate-. that the air conditioning be turned Gibson, Jean Carroll, Vicky Duran. .Gonna
Claire
Fitzpatrick.
Toni
Reither—
:
‘Feet.’
a
Scottish
folk
song.
«ith
San: Francisca. Oct. ‘a4.
rial: from her’ disclicks, :is. a -low-” ‘off. which Iater caused discomfort.
:a delicate air, and renders “Sam‘Eddie.’ Pe aboedy. Lés |Martlius. ‘brow version of the-Kinsey revort for. aiditors—and Haymes: Then ;are par for the course.
“Unit
is
quite
a
buy
for
the
i:mertime™
in
a
direct
and
}rical
(2), Lori Shea, Kerin Kelly,. Barry. with vocks. She. delivets: her gags team brought in its own five-piece
Ashton. Dancers’ 118), Roy Palmer. in.. staccato .fashion,. _punctuating. -band which, augmented: by “Don Terrace Room, $3.800 weekly in-} manner.
‘trent. with a leer;. a ishr ug, ‘and. a Cannon and two sidemen, was 100 cluding the buttons and bows. How
less wise choice for hei is “St.
Oreh -192; :$2- $2.50 corer,
Ashton floors so much flourish for;iLouis Blues.” which. as a song of
. Sriniace.
;
loud in’ backing...
that figure proves his ingenuity. iNegro melancholy. is completely
Producer Barry “Ashton weighs.” Her. fans. who anticipate nich’ of
f -Haym
mes .and Miss Jeffries Sing.
in. with a =winner.- for 365: Club: the ‘contedienue’s ‘patter, brought: well..when they can he heard. and: Chiquita & Johnson normal'y get :inappropriate to her genteel] Yeanowner Bimbo Giuntoli in a show... ‘her .back here for.repeated . bows. mitting was, constant throughout. from $1,500 ‘to $2.100 weekly all! kee mien. She is ably backed by
over. They both reside in L.A. the Franz
Benteler
jionse orch.
- Opening -show, running nts ly an ‘Each presents solos: then sing sev-4
sparked by Eddie Peabody.
Yes, . Eddie... Peabody.
“boy. hour, ‘was ..too ‘ong, fhowevcr. “Pere. eral ‘tunes .as duets. ‘Another plus 4 ‘and, further Johnson is concocting which also vends a nostalgic sct cf
South Anmierican show concur- (Alt) Wien
numbers
for jistering
‘wonder ‘of the. banjo” from. the. -former’s rapidfire references ta te-. is the gowns: of? Miss Jeffries.
‘rently with Ashton) se—presto!—
@anszpation
1920s..
‘male. and male. anatoynies and phys: :Which ‘brought .apr recictive.. mur: + they’ ‘re in this layout. tor $830. jand plays agreeable
j between shows.
Peabody is almost 60, Tooks -‘ieal intimacies might, spark a_pri-} ‘murs from distaff patrons, —
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about 35. with an. apparently. ‘full: vate party far into the night. but]. ‘Show plays”for two" fr ames.
Miss Knight is at the Shereten[pin-pointing on these units, Many
;
“Ship.
_ head 01 wavy.. blondish. hair). and. it’s difficult to: Maintain the tempo{’
‘of the performers
have homes Blackstone for three weeks.
‘simply er oeks the checkpay ers with in ‘a public Batliering - with -the.
re
‘here and will adjust salaries for
a 27-minute stint of what. can only limited subject matter. «Her huck- ‘Skyline Hotel. Montreal:
guaranteed 12-week romp in the
he called “old favorites.” He comes --stering of her record albums also
Torch plays flawlessly the €6-minvte
Montreal. Oct. 25:
old -hometown.
en strong -with a series: of. stand-.-seems out. of place. in-a posh supper.
Sindu’ Scott, Nick WartinfOrch {" Missed this show is usual ice- show, quite an accomplishment
“ards, ‘switches to’an electric banjo: club such as .this- one..::Ed -Boike|WEDS $1 50:$2. 50. corer,
|skating routine, as Terracé Room considering
fact only iboeut ‘xo
. fora group. of Hawaiian numbers: quartet: provides .searcely needed _
has only rink in an L.A. nitery. minutes of layout did not heve: :and then’ shifts back ‘to- unload: a -; accompaniment.
Of the: many “moteds.. hotels. eat-| Apparatus is “undergoing - repi iT. melody
hacking.
For somreime
4° further series Of songs © everyone | ‘Miss Warren remains. through eries. ete. that. have. opened in the|not. ‘surprising
considering
its Ennis needed at Jeast cne srore
:
“khows. |
VNov. 4 ‘George Jessel fol:ows on. | past year. on the outskirts. of Mont- -creaky. operation ‘of late.
horn, but the hotel is stancing pat,
as.
Skinnay Ennis’ eight -sideman
In between, he Keeps. up:a.Tun t the. sixth. ;
‘Rees. ‘ireal, ‘perhaps. the most attractive is
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the voices. and ability to élick.\
a, ‘quartet. of singers, but (if
ey’re to. continue as a° comedy

| act, their turn needs more emphasis on getting laughs. and less |
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de Ballet, Rockettes. Raymond Paige Orc. |: COCOANUT GROVE~—Sariimy ‘Davis. SEs:
‘(Will Mastin Trio), Brascia- & Tybee, Dick
ara

Songs

;

ABC

Theatre, Paris

15: Mins,

-LOS ANGELES

MUSIC HALL—Mathurins, Istvan Rabov-| |‘BEN: SLUE'S

ISABELLE. AUBRET-

460 Mins.

St. Regis Hofel, N. Y.
Colett
Renard,
the _ original
“Irma
La Douce”
in the basic
French production of that international chek musical, is very evi-

“CURRENT BILLS.

on the warbling. As is, they’re still
plenty okay for::.this. ron and
ear,
others in like. category.

AUSTRALIA

cdeniv a seasoned performer. She's
as Frereh in mien, manner and
eaitie approach to her repertoire
as the Eiffel Tower, and the ultra-

Geula Gill: & Oranim Zabar is
an Israeli import comprising Miss
Gill and two lads who give her
vocal and instrumental
backing.
It's an act that will ‘ultimately
play to heavy houses at. concert
halls. They’ have. verve, esprit,

‘Isabelle Aubret fs a pert blonde
with a pleasing, caressing volice..
She does‘simple songs of love, both
requited and unrequited, and some’

ionsh
-esen
for the Maisonette
csentele’ premiere turnout “dug”

vocal and performing. strength and
a surefire knowledge of projection

disk or orchestra singer than star.

“| Stabile Orc.

CRESCENDO — Dick Gregory, ‘Nancy
"MELBOURNE .(Tlyell) — Frank Berry,
nN, Cotonall Addberly. :.
Pat Gregory, Jodie Gray, Howard Hardin, a _DINO‘’S—Jan’
Tober, Jack. Elton, Steve.
Joe Chisolm, Bill
opher,
rvey La ‘Fever.
Weber, De Jong & Dee, Trapinos, Maria |
LE CRAZY HORSE—Le Crazy. Horse ReBlanche, .
Erdos,
Ken

Lewis

Mackey,

-Adriénne

ttite

wea
Sele

whois

vue. 2a Edition,
Clare’ Nevers,
Diane
D’Orsay, Sattndra, The ‘Happy Jesters. .

Dunn.

SYONEY
(Tivol): — Don ‘Tannen,
MOULIN
ROUGE—Louis ’ Prima, Sam
okay torch numbers, But her ease & Rosita,
Four Kovacs,
McKay
Butera, Witnesses.
—
and gentleness stamp htr more a LucioBros."
‘Romayne, Daniele: Dorice, -Hal | SLATE
BROS. — Lenny Kent,:. Betty,
Roach, a chande Rodrigues;

‘Trio,

Leo. Arnol.

Robin

David

Hardiman,

RSTATLER MovEL "Playin

Fuller.

L— “Playmates in Rio,”
ber in a large manner. Her prob-, and harmonics, In addition there’s material in this sphere.
Skinnay: Ennis Orc
She has an okay stance and ‘mike
YE LiTTee. cLua — Ruth Olay; Joe,
lem vill be with the American;.a sound of distinction:
BRITAIN
1
|
Pex
|
‘Group
~
@).
honm-parie Francais
customers,
Their sound is somewhat rem-. presence and is easy on the eyes. r BRIGHTON (Hippedrome)—Geo, Mitchell
Minstrels, Toppers, Leslie Crowther, Geo.
She is on Philips platters. Mosk.
whieh constitute her prime markét. : iniscent of the early days of The
“LAS VEGAS °
.| Chisholf & Jazzers,"Penny Nicholls, Peter |
deliveries
of folk.
DESERT | INN—Dannay
Kaye, ‘Dunhitls,_
Trew
appreciate her artistry.i multilingual
Crawford Trio, .Two Pirates, Jackpots,
J
Donn ‘Arden. Dancers, Carlton ‘Hayes Ore.,
‘
|
Mitehell Maids.
~
tunes
of.
many
countries.
including
|
Ties! reeognize the melodic lilt
Lounge: Michael Kent, Dave Apolfou, Milt...
GLASGOW (Empire)—Nina & Frederik, ‘Herth, ‘Henri Rose, Bobby Stevenson. |.
1
«6©the)
6tua)|
6“Irma”
excerpts. their native heath. They also have |
‘!Malcolm Mitchell Trio. Mike. &. Bernie
bU NE
Festival,”
Bobby:
a sense of humor to!
with . developed
| Winters, Vic-Perry, Salict Puppets, Bryan “Gonzales,$——“Philippine
Ties!
be
even
familiar
Katy De La Cruz,- Pilita Cor‘|Burdon,. Three -Sonnettes.
‘Pueis Canaille.” now part of the give them further ‘rapport. with!
{ rales, “Shirley Gorospe, Elizabe
Ramsey, —
LONDON
(Palladium)—Harry . Secombe, Bill "Reddie Ore... Lounge: Novebitec Billy:.
‘their
audiences.
In.
their.
cafe
it teenctional Franeo-U. S. hit paRoy Castle, Marion Ryan. King. Brothers,
Andre, Fabulous. ‘Tones, Dennis: & Rogers,
Apollo, N. Y.
"debut. at Max Loew's Viennese ;|
Eddie Calvert and the Wiseguys,. Audrey - Joseph Mack Four..
race, but the rest is ; too indigen}
I “Jocko’s
‘Rocketship
Revue, pe Jeans, Michel & Carol,. otazina are
EL COR TEZ—Instrumentalists, Conoleys;
aus'y _lucal. And while her artis-. Lantern, they exhibit a wide range-.
e
Wendy
Wayne,
Helene
Howard,
Bel-Alres.
.
of
tunes,
some
with
the
subtle with Time Yuro, Shep & the Limeth antorpretations are undeniable,
Barantons,
Ronnie
Corbeit. Jack
FranFLAMINGO — Joe- Eg. Lewis. | Vie ‘Dae.
te
Lounge:. Harry: -James; .Sarah.
tr-s itl have to follow the pat- halftones of the Near East, others :lights (3), Fommy Hunt, The Spin- cois, George Carden Dancers, Bill :Shep- ‘mone.
mers
(5), The Marvellettes
(3), herd Singers.
‘Vaughan, Norman Brooks, ‘Pegy Dietrick, |
tern of the Patachou, ‘Montana et that bear a faint liturgical qualiMANCHESTER (Palace)—-Edmund Hock-. Bob Sims.” The Stereos (5), The Orlands (4),
s. sehool Even Edith Piaf had to tv. also a brace of.gypsy tunes,
FREMONT—Joe
King Zaniacs, Newton
~
ridge, Kaye Sisters..Tommy Cooper, Jimwit'r, and even a Swiss yodel. They have “The G Cle ffss \9),. Reuben Phillips my Clitheroe, Clark Brothers, Monarchs, -Bros., ‘Make. Beleves. reve Prde
her Ivric content
GOLDEN NUGGET—Judy ‘Lynn. Jimmy’
i Bard (13); “Trapped In Tangiers” | Harbers. & Dale, Debutantes, Debonnaires,
cansnle English intros to set the a universal repertoire. that should '
Wakely, Wanda Jackson. Sneed Family, .
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appeal to many levels of audiences.

lyric content.

The
spark
of this
group
is.
Geula Gill, a dark Yemenite sprite, {

It's all right for the new Cesar
Biisa
ownership
and =managin®
director Pierre Bultinck to enlist
Arcnur Lesser, the American Francionile to endow thé Maisonette
vith a definite image as a “Contiperial” room.
They all are on
ste
zreund with Patachou, and
vitl be with the sueceeding Vicki.
Autier, Tean Sablon, Charles Treret
Latter, however, know how
ty blend their Anglais with the

“Jocko’s

Rocketship

kind

of

female

voice

that

cate but

a four-or-so-year-old ‘girl who

over in
addition,

that noted troupe. In : Was hoisted up on the stage from
the boys in the Broun. the audience during the band’s

seem

have

to

had

contemporaries

their

down

Russian - number

in the ‘middle

of the

show

to a turn.’ When aud members are invited to.
in an. , Show

some terp prowess. .This
Give:
Miss
Renard
is just too
little cuties did: the twist for the
C reumseribed linguistically. Para‘full’run of the band's number to
The
lads
are
np
smail
contribne is
is tthat when
:
she attempted
a. - utors
dox
p
to the ensemble work, al-. 1 the. delight ‘of the patrons, .
fey faltering words in that “femme
«Liberty waxer Timi Y¥uro, not
da. chambre” number, she was all thouch the peg is wisely placed

rah!

There

vions if she
iwh
intreas

could

would

be

It’s one of their top tunes
excellent. catalog.

on the fenime. In. addition to the

nothing

read her iittte Eng-: vocals, one plays the accordion,
phonetically.
That ‘the other guitar and the Oriental

Pelp solve the problem.

handdrum known

Her

I.usband-arranger,
Raymond
Legrand, gives her prime assist at
.
the ivories,
Per -yeual Chauneey Grey: and
Cheequites bands dish up the faney
a Pap: ition.
Rudy Melzer is the
new headwaiter and, like the just1-tirod = George
Secalabrino,
he
knos~ how-to
handle thle roo:
vith the expertese.
Abel.

?

75 Mins.
Gahbra. Nv.W.

Billed as the
Israel, comely
the

£ .1zs
6.) Mins.

previously
notekl as-a promising jazz 2uitarist
aut-i the fianeee of Brigitte Baritot

ner earmy davs.

Then he began

+ sing and became a solid record
eler,
After three vears of prepeon
he now faces the Paris
s.de
public
topping
hig. own

young

lots.

; of sound in the appropriate styling.
‘Also suffering from an ailment was
Shep who works with the Lime-

Girls

De. Paris.” Jose:

Puppets. Kay Brown,. Vigo.

“Hot. Lips’ Levine. Fred Kushon.
RIVIERA —.:“Irma La Dauce.< Juliet
Prowse; €live Revill, Stuart: Damon,‘ Jack*.

‘Gerard Sety, Jimmy Lyon Trio.
BON SOIR—"Greenwich Village, U.S.A.”

Cathcart Ore, Lounge: Vagabonds, .Arthur
& Bonnie.

SADDLE CLUB—Jackle Les’ Cochran. me

Barnes,
Jimnuie - Daniels,
Three
Mae
Flames.
.:
CAMELOT — Bobby
Van,” Helen
Gallagher, Marilyn Lovell, Ronn! Hall, Karen
Thorsell, Richard
Blair.

lights. Group

‘HOTEL.

LEXINGTON—Vi irginia

Wing,

‘Lilian Knight, Denny: Regor, Tony Drake,
Tony

‘Cabot

Ore.

HOTEL
NEW: YORKER—Milt
Ore., Verna Lee, Joe Furst
HOTEL

shows. a quartet of

Patricia

PIERRE
— ‘Steppin’

HARA .—
Kay
Starr.: Dave: ‘Barry,
MorbLanais Dancers.
Louis
Basil’ Ore..
Lounge: Mary Kaye. Trio, Characters.
-.
SANDS—Frank
Sinatra,. Phil Lawrence

Bright.

Jack

| Dick

Haskell,

Contina.

ee

Ann Mason.

THUNDERBIRD
— Gogi

Guest.

Saunders
in

latter two were done

Harry

Nofal,

Geo,

Grant,

Clifford

Arnold-Ice

Ke-:

vue, Garwood Van Ore. ‘Lounge: Arthur
Lyman, Kiki Paize.
TROPICANA—'‘Folles.
Bergere.”
Cos
ette Riedinger, Pompoff, Thedy & =Fam- ily, Pinky & Perky; The Bogdadis,- Danny
Costello, Tria Martelli, Mnie: Baron .Ballet. Florence & Frederic & Dancers, Ray ~

Society’
Patricia:

phy

Chandler. Mike Durso Orc., Aviles Orc..
ATIN
QUARTER—Rafael. de Cordova,.

ROUNDTABLE

in English. }Bag.”

As times goes by, with her dark| A flashy, polished group tagged
soo0d looks: and, musical ability,: ‘the Spinners, demonsirate versatilishould

be’
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‘from.

Wear.

ty-.in

veering

somewhat.

flexibility

from

They

the

r’n’r

offer humor

into what

more

—. Belle

Orc.

-

‘FAIRMONT

Barth. - Cootie ‘

NEW

Williams.

HOTEL—Jaye.

TOWN

&

COUNTRY.—

Smith. Inga .&
and;1Jennie
Ore., Frank Martinez

Buddy

Rolf, Ned
Ore:

FACK’S—Mel

Torme.

Vernon Alley ‘Trio.
ON THE LEVEE—Joe.

SAHBRA
—
Four Ayalons. ‘Rachel &:
Ziilla, Martin Roman. Sara Av ani, Kovesh
& Mizrachie, Leo Fuld.

style

:

P, - Morgan,

PURPLE

ONION

Mel. Young,

Sullivan. Orc.

—. Kelly ‘Lasten,

Pag.

Paulsen, ‘I1God_
Caast... Singers.
a
.
- 365 CLUB-—-Eddie . Peabody, Les Marthys,. Barty Ashton Dancers, : Roy Palmer "

Hackett.

Harvey:

TWO GUITARS—Alvya L’no, Sasha Poli- : Ore

resem-

Sucar- HILL — Barbara, _Dané, Tampa’
bles an act than most rock ’n’ noff, Ivan Nepa & Sonia, . Kostya Poliansky.
rollers display. Their three numUPSTAIRS
& ‘DOWNSTAIRS: —
Phil
RENO-TAHOE
‘y
bers range from gospel to. pop Bruns, Ceil Cabot, Rex. Robbins, Steve
GOLDEN—Barty
‘Ashton’s Les. Girls,
‘Rolunu, ‘Donna. Sanders
Mary
Louise
tra
to stamp
him
for impact _ €afe Sahbra, N.Y.
harmony a la.the Four Freshmen. “Wilson
Novelites. John .Carleton Orc...’
Lovelady Powell, Freddie Webber.
HAR OLD‘S—Don. Cornell, . Goofers,. Don
In France he can become —
Also. on the bill are the Marvel- tim Sheridan, Bill McCutchen, Milrad &
abroad.
Quartet of Israeli lads, possess- |
Conn Ore.
:
a zond staple but seems lacking in ‘ing the talent to go places, obvi-} lettes, where biggest. asset’ seems ;
HARRAW’S.
(Reno\—i. ancers. Jody
&
j VERSAILLES — Blossom Dearie, Andy
personality to carry him to the ously - need some sharp adjusting ; to be their ‘ability. to maneuver !t&, Bey. Sisters.
; Jesters, John Buzon Trio,, Ton¥ Thamas
ee
Ta.
~~
VIENNESE. LANTERN
—
Lisa Dest. & Tartans; Windsor Trio, Red Coty.
their
derrieres
with
energy.
They
i
eights.
on
routine
if
they
are
to
measure
;
tere
HARRAH’S
(Tahoe) —In
South. Shore
Oranim Singers... Ernst Schoen.
He does a good guitar bit and up as a. comedy act, as billed here. also warble a hit ‘tune,.-*‘Please, i VILLAGE
BARN
Dory. Sinclair. Reom: Ea Fitzgerald. Rowan & Martin,
The Stereos are Ralph Pote, Susan Brady, Joe’. Shay, : Vie Hyde, Dorothy Dorben Singers and
seew:s
at ease
with
a pleasing . The foursome seems like a football ; Mr.’: Postman.’
Leighton... Noble. Orc. ‘Lounge:.
-| Dancers,
Ore.
‘Harold
‘Lou
Zang,
Tommy
|
too
with
group
rane of songs but without any: team that’s losing on the gridiron? an. over-stylized
VILLAGE
GATE — Aretha, Franklin, Lancers, ‘George Rock Sextet, Lisa Alonso’s
Tropicares, Tune
Timers, - Dave.
tru’ personal aspect to stamp him: until late in the fourth. -quarter— much hand waving and not enough Herbie Mann

TOUR AYALONS
Singing Comedy
40 Mins.

|

The.Orlans, a guy and
trom
other
competent, and then. turns: around to win| Singing.
hands down. ‘The Ayalons spend | three gals,. ‘show some bouncy terp-|j Coltrane Quartet, Mal Waldron ‘Trio.
He is on Philips disks.
CHICAGO.
nearly 30 of their 40 minutes with: ing but nothing | ‘special vocally.
Mosk
j
topfisht -warbling, sharp harmo- The G Cleffs are a well-organized
‘BLUE ANGEL — “Limbo Pan. Amerlnizing but with hardly any com- group who sing acceptably in: the. ,eana.” Pablo Candela, Jessica & Irma,
DIAN HABT
Lerd.
Banjo,
Lord
Mike,
Raphael Herappropriate style. .
edy..
j an, Sir Slim Henry. Tito Perez Orc
Sangs
Reuben Phillips and his 13--piece | CLOISTER— Phil Tueker, Joann H en- |
While excellent in the first two
22 ins,
Eddy
Subway
Orc.
categories
without
exciting
too: band back the groups efiectively -derson,
;
RAD HILTON—“Ooh. La La,” ‘DorEee
EY
RE
Ce
EE
Eddys', Kansas City
‘ and leader does a bright selo ‘turn nan
Bros., Margie Lee, Dru & Landell.
New singer in these parts is much, it’s when the combo comes, as well.
Kali.
Lothar Weidemann, Brigitte Voit, Inez &
back
near
the
tag
end
of
the
show,
Gordon,
Boulevar-Dons
(3), Boulevaryoun Dian Hart. doing songs in
Dears (6). Gay Claridge Orc.
a retreshing, forthright style. A and goes into a-session of tom-].
' DOWNSTAGE
ROOM
(Happy Medium)
character
comedy
and
pert peonytailed blende, she war- foolery,
_

Giterent
Singers

“LOU SHER ADDS PRESIDIO.

12+. from the pop selections, veers
ta the country & western. switches

t» a Jolson medley
22 minutes nicely,

Her

list starts

and

with

fills the

“Looking

for a Boy,” and includes “Tender
Ieving
(sre
“Buttons
and
Bows" and “Over the Rainbow.”
TT: Jolson medley finales with
a “Swanee” reprise.
,
Melodie quality of her vaice
his a certain
clearcut
musical
di-tziction, and she works brightly
tiveuzhout. She gets a good deal
ot youthful personality into her
turn, and will improve with more
dates to her credit. Miss Hart is

an okay buy now, and
hetter with every date.

will be
Quzn.

adept clowning, that they have the

VILLAGE

Jean Arnold,

VANGUARD—Ada

Mimi

Kelly,- Cy

Lee,

Touff

Bergman, Cindy O’HaraHOLIDAY—Modernaires. ‘Rounders “with.Calvin, Charles Gould,. We Four.
MAPES—Ffreddv Bell & Bellhoys, “Pat.
Collins, Freddie Morgan, Diamond Lil & Jinimy :
Riverboat
Gamblers, Interludes;

John

Trio.

Tabby

‘Stewart

Trio.
RIVERSIDE
—_ ‘Minsky’s Follies with.
Levitt Orc.
Lounge:
Mills
Bros., Lou
Mas
&© Palmer, Linda. Leigh _* ‘Her

WAGON
Cordsmen,

WHEEL (Tahoe)—Joe- ‘Maize &.
Jo Ann
Jordan
Trio,
Paul.

‘Schilling Quintet. Pars -&. Patti. .-Bobby
Page, Ron Rose, Magic Violins of: Mexico.

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH.
|

AMERICANA-—George. Arnold .fee’ Re-

;
San Francisco, Oct. 31.:
owDRAKE—Barry
Sisters, Jimmy
Blade vue, Phil. Richards, Shirléy Linde. Tayre
lor & Mitchell, Johnny Flanagan,
MiLou Sher’s art theatre circuit
EDGEWATER
BEACH—Siartin Denny, ehael' Meehan. Lolo& Litas Mal Malkin
,is expanding; has just acquired a Wes
Don Davis Orc.
Ore.; Ice Models.
GATE OF HORN—"Trouble in Tahiti. ”*
-CAR
oe
enerchéz: .Les Femmes.”
;:sublease. of Gerald Hardy's 729Carroll and. Sue eircom Tanya & * Biagi,.. Jack &
Amanda
Ambrose, Frank
seat Presidio in Frisco, with other Alexandra
Hunt, Ian.-&. Sylvia.
Sally Jenkins, Jacques Donnet Orce., Lire
| deals in prospect:.
LE. BISTRO—Duke Mitchell, Dick Green, (16),
!Dick
Ceasirie
Trio,
Larry,
Novak:
Trio..
CASTAWAY S—Preacher Rollo 533. Jerry.
youths, have a nice opening with
Art Theatre Guild paid Hardy:
[ LIVING ROOM—Johnnié Ray, Patt Mor-.- Gevaldi &.Lesley, Ralph Font Ore., Candl “Please Don't Do That,” as three !$25, 000 for equipment and. is on rissey.. Simmy Bow, Jove Parnelto Trio. . Cortez, Bob -Rhodes
LONDON
HOUSE
— Barbara
Carroll
DIPLOMAT--Mandy. Campo Ore., Van
of them playing different musical !15-year sublease. Robert B. Little.
Trio. Eddie Higgins. Trio, Larry _Novak ‘Smith ‘Trio.
instruments. “Fatima” is: a. -char- ! was ‘sent from Sher’s Columbus
EDEN ROC—Duke Jenkins Ore:,. “Monroe
MISTER KELLY’S—Phylis Diller; Johnny Kasse 5, Mal- Malkin Orc... Luis. -Varonaacter song which tends to drag ; headquarters: fo manage latest acJanis, _Marx-Frigo
Trio, Marty
Ruben- Ore., Barbara Russell, Leslie Hudec.
but was well liked. They come back ;quisition in 19-theatre circuit.
stein
Trio
FONTAINEBLEAU. — “Saucy Scandals,”
dressed as Arabs, for a ‘switch,
Little ‘said “we hope later on!
PALMER HOUSE—Genevieve with Luc “Minnie; bade Carson .& Chico Chico, HolGus. Viseur, Reburte- Trio, Ben ly Warren. Vie Charlés. pongelele. Ronnie
but with the comedics not getting, to move up. and: down the coast | Poret
rden
Meren,.Ron Deag,
Bobby Argas. & Jac-.
going far. Their scenes as Israeli and to expand . ...- we're actively
eeAYBOY CLUB — David. Allen,’ Anne queline erona. Tes Rondettes (12), Ziggy.
Marie Moss, Dick Weston,:.Joe & Eddie
Lane, Frank Sextett e. °C
eulors' gives them a. fair’ chance |looking for other theatres.”
Trio, Wan Dorn ‘Sisters, Jerry Van Dyke. { : PLAYBOY. —
Wayne
Stage.
Presidio was formerly a Frisco Harold: Harris Trio. Kirk Stuart “Trio, MeMunn, Danny Apolinar. Roland,.
for some laughs but not enough:
Casey Ander-.
Then comes the payoff sequence nabe but in the last half-decade: Larry Storch, Don Brooks Three, Davy son. Jackie Jackler. .
Karr.
Bob
Davis
Trio,
Claude
Jones:
|
THUNDERBIRO—George
Dewitt,
‘Bichis.
when the quartet really gets down has been. playing art: and foreign.
RATON
BLACKSTONE — Evelyn. Bros.,
Berj
| Vaughn . , Quartet, . Ruth’
{to the real clowning. The Ayalons films. regularly.{Knight, Franz Bentler Ore,
McMahon.
—
audience roaring. Then to climax
this laugh sequence, the four going into a rock 'n’ roll number
that’s a howl.
The Ayalons, all four handsome

ne:
a

Musso. Johnny Paul, Sparklers.
. ‘NEW: FRONTIER
Lounge: Ink “Spots:

EAST—Peggs. Lee,: Quincey

song, among them their: disk hit ; Marand. B&M Hagegett.
L PLAZA—Katyna
Ranleri, Emil
“Daddy’s Home”. and: their most' Coleman Orc.Mark Monte Continentals.
| HOTEL TAFT—Vincent: Lopez Orc.
recent release, “Three Steps.”
Smatra
Ore.
‘Lounge:
Shecky. _.Greene,;
HOTEL ST. REGIS — Colette Renard, ‘Mafalda, Dubonnet Trio.
——
Aside from his cold, Shep didn’t Milton
Kay Trio,-Milt Shaw Orc.
new sinzing star of.; project. well when ‘caught because
HOTEL
ROOSEVELT—Si
Zentner. Orc.
SAN FRANCISCO
Esther Tohbi has: of bad mike technique. He should
WALDORF-ASTORIA —— Lisa |
HOTEL
" BLACKHAWK—Miles |.Davis ' (6Y.
Kirk. Dick Barclay. Emil Coleman Ore..
personality to be-|
avoid shouting directly into the,
BLACKSHEEP—Eari
Hanes Ort., Fred
HILTON—Gunnar |Han.
SAVOY
in nightclubs, once horn. for distortion is the result.: serHOTEL
Washington
Trio.
Ore. Ray Hartley.
EARTHQUAKE McGOON’ $—Turk Mar
pop “material. She. But the group, overall, displays , INTERNATIOMAL—Myron Cohen, Karen:

crooner fea- in all usual media.

tires “entie, tenuous material and
pood
musicianship, but there is
none of the individuality, presence
ani depth in material and projec-

| Duarte, Moon

here, but one or two. songs less.
Tommy Hunt isa charmer type; Pompof-Thedy, Julie Gibson. Arnauts, Ernie ‘Heckscher Orc...
.GAY _90°S—-Ray K.’ Goman, ‘Bee & Ray
; Wallenda Ballet, Jeanine Pivoteau, Méllowould have enhanced her act.
rock ‘n” roller who talks and winks Larks, .Jo Lombardi ° Ore., Irving Fields Goman
Neweomer
to the New York I his way across,
"HUNGRY
1—Charlie ‘Mann, | Stan Wil
He's a crowd- Ore
“|son.
Leenin Castro. Olga Sbragia. .
EET BANK—Cal Bostic. Paul Dooley:
scene is altraetively zowned. good pleaser with a: well-groomed apJAZZ WORKSHOP — -Kenny Dorham, ,
LIVING ROOM—Lillian Briggs, Alberto
to look at, comes across with her pearance and pleasant style. His Rochi.
Jackie McLean Five.
Arti
Azenza.
MOULIN
ROUGE — Géorgia Holden,
voealizing, ‘especially of “Time. To] ballad. “Human,” draws attention
NO. 1 FIFTH AVENUE—Susan Bernard,
Donna Kaye. Robin. Carrol, .Jan"
Love" and “Song of Roses.” The; along with his terping on “Feel So 'Betty June Cooper, Hankinson & Silver.. Natasa,.
Sellers, Ken Card, Johnny Coppola Orc.

, sliss Tohbi

Tf
TAY
- Pa ae

Persomable,

and

.
*-

INT —Pat Moreno’
Ms
Ss:“Artists & Models.
NEVADA—"Les

‘Jones.. BIRDLAND—Dizzy
Gillespie, -Olatunii.
BLUE ANGEL—Jackie Mason. ‘Travelers:

“was a big fave with the audience: yeljdesisned stylings.

ABC Theatre, Paris
Sacha
Distel
was

a va
[il

pipes

come popular
ste adds more

:
Johnny

i

heights following’ this stand.
,
Jose;

FSTHER -TOHBI
Songs
—

n0e
ae

DISTEL

as the tarbouki.

NEW YORK CITY
|,

Maloney,
Tunes

ae
a

ore

of

BASIN .ST.

Annie
Four

Qlenn, 3 Keynotes, - Cathy Ryran, - -Grov er:

& Mitzi, Garr Nelson,-Copa ‘Girls, Antonio
CHARDAS—Laureanhe LeMay, Tibor Ra- Morelli.Ore.
Lounge: Jerry Vale, ‘Dave
kossy,
Dick
Marta, Lia
Della, Elemar
Burton,’ MNorrey King.
Horvath.
‘SHOW BOAT—Tex Williams,” Wade Ray,
CHATEAU
MADRID‘ Los
Chavales Twin Tunes.
Espana, Pupi-Campo Ore
SILVER. SLIPPER—Hank Henry, Sparky
; UP: to snuff duc to illness, sings
.COPACABANA—Nat
King Cole, ‘Ford. Ka ve.
Red
Marshall,'. Darmv_
Jacobs,
on abbreviated set. of ‘three num- |& Reynolds, Paul’ Shelley Orc., Frank Taffy O’Neil, Rudenko Bros., Slipperettes, .
}Marti Ore.
George
Redman
Orc... Lounge:
Charlie
bers.. including
her chart click, ’ EMBERS—Jonah Jones.
Teagardén. Barbary Chast. Boys.
HOTEL ASTOR—Eddie Larie. Ore..
i “Hurt.” ‘Making a nice appearance,
STARDUST—"Lido de. “Paris”; Lounger
ee
EE
NE

They should take off to boxoffice., She displays a. big voice-with

oeie

SACHA

Cabaret Bills.

Revue”

who exhibits a detightful person-!| blasted off for a week at the Apollo’
ality and a fine singing voice. Her last Friday (27) ‘with a lineup of
vocal range is. best exhibited in eight rock ‘’n'. roll groups and
the spoof “of the Russian singers,- singles. The highlight of:the show.
in which she ribs virtually every’| caught, however, wasn't the. acts

; Joe" Wolverton,
HACIENDA.—

ree
ere

.
a _
:
e
c
=
u
d
o
r
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Fiiorello’EndedRun on B’way With
Over $371,661 Profit on 3006 Ante

‘RoberRoansevile toDe
‘Straight PartinStock|
view. of ‘grand operaAin. the United. States would

ordinarily mention the Metropolitan, New: York City Center, Chi-

- Detroit, Oct. 31.

}.

- Singer-actor. Robert Rounseville
‘will make his straight play debut.
tin “Royal & ambit,”..a drama. by
‘531 organizations perform: opera, True, -many. of these are at the- |Hermann Gressieker. about Hen- |.
$15 Préem for ‘Kean’
ry VIII and. his ‘six wives. The
‘music faculty level.of the more. afts-conscious: universities. |
:
“Kean” is going after the
play opens. ‘Nov. 17 at. ‘the Van- |Whatever the dimensions of the opera market in the U: S. and
big spenders for its opening
-Canada, a most useful. handbook, ‘Opera’ Production” hag been
| guard©Playhouse here, and will.
performance
tomorrow night
published .at. $6.50 by the U. of Minnesata Press, Compiled .by - [run through Dec. 9.
1
‘(Thurs.d at the Broadway The-.
‘Quaintance Eaton, executive -secretary,: Natiorial Committee For”.
‘Rounseville . -will join with the
atre,:
.
¥.-.The
musical, in
The Musical Arts,-the value of the data ‘lies’ in_ its. ‘professional
resident Vanguard company .in -the
“which Alfred Drake stars, has
evaluations of requirements.
:
presentation.
scaled
the
preem
to
a $15 top,
Operas ‘are reprised both as to. libreito: ard ‘as:sto vocal. and or- 7
which is higher than usuaily
_chestral demarids, Production: problems. are flagged, warnings given
charged nowadays for a Broad“as: to the leading roles or the tax on. chorus talent? Facts about
way opening.
orchestration, length. of acts, top notes ‘in arias, sources of perThe regular scale for the
missions, scores, scenery, costumes, diagrams. and. other: useful
Robert Lantz production runs
‘ material. are -painstakingly - itemizéd. The sheer. research:.and edi-

* cago Lyric, San Francisco and Dallas -eompanies, perhaps remem-.
‘bering. to include the two. touring companies out of Boston and the

Philadelphia

and Brooklyn’ weekend

enterprises.

Actually some

+

“Fiorello,” which ended a 100week Broadway run Jast Saturday
(28), had netted $371,661 on its
$300,000 investment as of a Sept.
20 audit. The profit is figured to
have increased somewhat
since
then, reflecting mostly the New
York production’s share of income
from the C. Edwin Knill-Martin
Tahse touring edition, current at
;the Bushnell Auditorium, Hart| ford.
As of the Sept. 20 accounting, the
profit divvy on the musical, co-produced by the late Robert E. Griffith and Harold S. Prince, was

DefcitonTaste

torial. ‘competence’ is most. impressive, ‘the: anthologist’ giving. much _ “Land.
credit to. Opera News for ‘source material.
nd..

~ Down
to$27.88}

to.a fairly standard

musical

top of $8.05: weeknights

and

$330.000.
That
amount,
split
equally between the management
'and the backers, gives the latter
was reduced. to. $27,438 at the ‘cona 55¢ return on their investment.
{clusion of the flay’s recent fortWhen
it moved
last summer
night. stand. at. the National Theafrom the Broddhurst Theatre. N.Y.,
tre, Washington: The Shelagh De{to the Broadway Theatre. the musi‘|laney play earned an operanag |
ical reduced its admission prices
profit of $20,140 on the ‘Washington |
and, on top of that, subsequently
engagement, which marked
the
‘eireulated discount exchange ticke
| start of its current: ‘post-Broadway |
Sense Is Comparatively New Profession. .
ha ts. The tuner has a book by Jer‘tour. The gross for ‘the two weeks,
Buenos Aires, Oct. 31.
1ome Weidman and George Abbott,
“| with. Theatre. « Guild -American
Now that the monumental Gen- music by Jerry Bock and lyrics by
Theatre. Society. subscription - was’ eral San Martin Theatre is prac- Sheldon Harnick.
By. ROBERT J. LANDRY
$74, 327.
tically - finished, and at least in |
Arrangers and: orchestrators, in.
“The production, which “David operation, ‘there. are no less than
. the. legitimate theatre will one: day. |°
Merrick is presenting by arrange- 28 legit theatres operating here’
eceive royalties, too. ‘That -‘is the] Two undesignated .original plays ment with. Donald
Albery and in addition to another 16 Little
‘opinion of Hershy Kay, whose lat- will be’ among the productions Oscar Lewenstein Ltd., had a defi- Theatres. It issignificant that 13
est credit ‘with Eddie Sauter) is. scheduled. for. presentation this. ‘cit of $45,629: on its: $66,000 in-| of the professional produetions are
“the: ‘Broadway. musical, “Milk and :séason - by. the.- University. Theatre’ vestment. when it ended.a 49-week plays.. translated from English,
Honey.”
Ron Moody, who relinguished
fat. the State-Univ. ‘of “Iowa... Iowa Broadway run last Sept: 9. The: French or Italian.
, Orchestrating _ is a special ‘and City.: The’ season, the’ 4st. for the deficit was hiked to $47,578 at the
‘Small wonder that local play- the role of Fagin in “Oliver” after
a
year
in London and also turned
start of the Washington stand by wrights. complain they can never
necessary theatrical. skill: practiced theatre. .
.. hy|: comparatively: few. While . ar‘The first of the University Thea- the cost: of’ taking the show out get a hearing.. Argentores, the Au- down the chance of playing the
role
in
New York, has apparently
of
New
York
and
other
prelimi‘rangers of jazz and pop disks are tre praductions, “Hotel Paradiso,”
| thors’ Rights Society, is endeavor: ciety,
18
| ;ing to overcome
‘more, numerous, and certain veter- opened last Thursday - 126).. The nary expenses ‘connected with. the
this with the help vrofited by the decision, as he
has
been
signed by Josh Logan and
tour.
‘ans’ like Harry. Sosnik survive in season’s sked also includes. “The
of the National Art Fund. The latPadula
for
“Ail
_ the: -music-neglecting.‘medium of Visit?? “The
‘Caucasian
Chalk
An 2udit: of the production, as ter administrates the funds col- Edward
American,”
a musical due to open
television, there. are‘a bare dozen Circle, ” “Twelfth. Night” and “The: of Sept. 23, covering the. last 39 lected through a tax on all perThe
orchestrators. working the .. legit. Wild: Dick.’ * Besides :the two. origi- weeks of.its New York run and. formances of works in the. public on Broadway in February.
deal could bring the actor around
‘musical vein. «©
a ;nal: plays, the Studio’ Theatre pro-- the. fortnight in Washington was domain,
Present economics: pay them. by. ductions ‘will .include “The Lady’s sent to the show’s backers in OctoThe Argentine Actors’ Assn. has $250,000, which isn’t pocket money
the page, there being: American (Not: for. Burning,” the ‘first of the ber, the delay. being explained by thanked Mayor Hernan Giralt, for considering that eight years ago he
‘Federation’ of” Musicians minima. Series: Nov. 8-11, “Henry ‘IV” and. an accounting ‘question ‘involving | his prompt action in accelerating was getting only $22 a week in an

‘The deficit on “Taste of Honey”}

~ Says Arrangers RateRoyalties

$9.40 weekend

eves.

28LevitHouses.
In Buenos Aires

~‘Hershy. Kay Argues That Orchestrating: in. Modern
a |

Theatre atlowaState ;
- Skeds 2 Original Plays

‘SIGN
RONMOODY FOR
‘ALL AMERICAN’ TUNER

,
“In turn,’. copyists, who do the ;2n° original pantomime ‘presenta- a tentative waiver of roydities.
completion of the Municipal-owned -offbeat theatre club revue.
Moody is still playing it canny.
‘The production, in. which. Her- San Martin Theatre, after the Cer‘manual work; are also covered’ by tion.
meen
O]R
i
vO
——————e——e—e—————
‘The
$250,000
project
depends
on
mione.
Baddeley
.
and:
Frantes
Cuka
AFM --minima, also. computed by:
The ‘University: Theatre is ‘a
‘vantes. fire. Giralt has been mos: :
BN
yTas of the Dept: of Speech & costar in the respective. roles origi‘Dramatic: Art, of which H. Clay. nally . played on. Broadway -by An‘Kay has orchestrated on: Broad-'
gela: Lansbury and Joan Plowright,
way for such composers as Leonard ;Harshharger is
is chairman.
chairman.
‘is now at the Royal Alexandra
Bernstein: (“On the Town,” “Peter |:
‘| Theatre, Toronto.
Highlights of the. latest aczount\ing
Io and : earlier audits are as fol- |
Mare Blitzstein’ (“Juno”). and Jac-.
ows:
°:
ques: Offenbach, the fertile 19th:|Investment, $66,000.
century Parisian (“Happiest Girl inProduction cost, $71,385...
.|
“the. World’’). He: points out: that the|
Four-week tryout loss, $15, 969.
orchestrator on. Broadway often
Cost. to-.open
on Broadway,.
works under strangé’.and varied |.
Sy dney, Oct 31.
$87.354.
conditions. In some cases: the. origiThe ‘tininiature ‘small’ ‘seaters,
' Top weekly gross on Broadway,
“nal: composer can neither. read nor ,‘under. solo sponsorship,. are pulling. 1 $29, 828, for a $5,874
operating
write music, nor even finger out. sizable biz. this summer with ‘the|profit.|
the. tune on the piano.. The -Or-ib.o.:upward trend expected to con“Lowest weekly gross. on. ’ Broadchestrator must catch and magnify .; tinue until. next March.
way, $10; 301, ‘for a $2,503: operateverything into.a workable score.
- Converted barns, old warehouses ing loss.
Although it’s. a relatively new j; and boatsheds. are the locale ‘for.
Recouped on. ‘investment as of.
profession, as now practiced,..or- ;the current crop of strawhat. shows, the audit, $38.562 (inchides $11,200,
chestrating implies various. rela-| ‘with -plenty of- plush éarriage: representing the production’s share
tionships to: creators—-all the Way j trade ‘going .for this type .of legit.|of income from the sale of the
from ‘the: whistling, . musically-un- | trade. Most. shows. carry homebrew |films. rights by the management
trained: composer, to the highly- |casts on a twice-weekly setup. . of the’ original British presenta.. gifted, but too-busy personage, per:
d angle is that local ‘stage- tion of the play).
the pagé..

Fa ri Aneta ta Strawhat Tr
Tradade
Perks n
inAussie

a Leonard

Bernstein. It follows

Show addicts

Repaid on investment, $24. 000.
~ Balance available, $14, 562..

don’t ‘mind - paying.

-that.in modernizing Offenbach for..$3 to sit on hard seats .in’ dingy
the

Broadway

stage, putting John ‘ | playhouses

‘to view: ‘so-called

-off-|-

. Phillip Sousa’s “Stats and Stripes” °the-mainstem fare. It’s all rather

to. work for a: George Balanchine 'Puzzling to: regular

legit: show

ballet, and scoring ‘the late Robert | operators. here.
Kurka’s_ modern.” opera, . “Good i Current’ crop: of shows, ‘include..
- Soldier Schweik,” that Kay-was, in|“Tenth “Man,” *'Gioconda Smile,”

helpful. to the
times.

profession

at

‘him
allj

appearing

in “All

American”

‘for a year, with another year’s an-

'A German Company, Die Deus- : fen, “PH play the year.” sas
schen Kammerspiele, was here for iMoody, “but I don't know yet
-a short: season from Sept. 11-17 at water T’ll want to remain in the
the Coliseo, presénting Schiller’s U. S. for two years.”
“The Bandits, ” among other plays.
- Three musical shows are today’s

best grossers in local legit. These
are Sergio. Kohon’s production of
“My Fair Lady” at El Nacional.

‘Marriage-Go-Round’ A
New U.S. Hit in Paris

the year’s big news and “Stars of
Paris, Oct. 31.
the Avenida” at the Avenida, proParis has another transplanted
duced by Cicilio Madanes with j Broadway hit, the Leslie Stevens
Tango: warblers Tita Merello, Hugo j comedy,
“Phe
Marriage-Godel Carril, and comedian
Tato Round,” as translated by Pierre
Bores, Maria Antinea, Mario For- Barillet and Jean-Piere Gredy and
tuna and the Jazz Singers. It may titled
“Adieu
Prudence,”
The

Set a new landmark in local legit. i Show opened Oct. 18 at the GymThird hit is “Irma la Douce” at: j nase Theatre to a warm response,

Artur Kuscher’s Embassy Theatre-' ‘With
major
critical
praise for
Night Club, with Nuria Torray as , Sophie Desmarets in the femme
Irma, also rated successful.
! lead played originally on Broad| way by Claudette Colbert.
Jean Chevrier costars as male
lead, originally done in New York

| Univ. of Michigan Plans
by Charles Boyer, and Veronique
making her local stage
A Professional Theatre’|Vendell,
debut as the Scandanavian siren

Ann Arbor, Oct. 31.
Holbrook’ $ ‘Mark Twain’
Robert C. Sch nitzer, new head
of the Univ. of Michigan's drama
program, says the college will soon
Among Atlanta. Dates {set
up .a resident profession

land impressing

with

sexy

looks

that can hardly miss getting

l offers:
the

Jacqques

Mauclair

film

staged

production.

al the.
Atlanta, Oct. 31.
Other U.S. plays current here
atre ..‘Company.
He explains the
” Flamenco guitarist. Carlos’ Mon- move ag part of a program to re- are “The Miracle Worker.” “The
of!
|; toya
opened Famous Artists’. Pop-.
‘Caine
Mutiny
Court
Martial.”
deceased. composer. " Adjustment,” . “Seven . ‘Year Itch”
vitalize the ‘American stage and;
for a Nun” and “Deut
ular Series last week with a. con- |make Ann Arbor one of the top 1“Requiem
|Liar,” with “Sweet Bird of Youth”
‘Kay ressurected ‘music of Louls “and “Ondine.”
|
cert
at
1,750-seat
Tower
Theatre,
theatrical cities in the nation.
Moreau Gottschalk for ‘the ballet |
‘ due soon.
Same
cutfit's: Theatre - Series.
Though long-range plans call for ;
‘“Cakewalk,” How much was Gotts- '
‘started last Wednesday 25) with building a new theatre within five°
‘chalk and how much-was Kay? The.
two performances at Tower of Sir!
years, the existing two houses will ‘Dallas Forum Schedules
‘arranger thinks these distinctions |.
Tyrone ‘Guthrie’s - production of -be. used for the present.
“We will
sometimes: get lost. His point ‘that|.
6 Subserpition Events
Gilbert & Sullivan's “The Pirates offer opportunities for professional
orchestrating
is often-.as. fully.
ia
- Ottawa.. Oct. 31.
of Penzance.” This show arrived.
Dallas. Oct. 31.
“creative” as any other function. in; - Gratien” Gelinas, French. ‘Cana- here’ directly from its ‘seven-week directors, -actors, and. playwrights|
‘the theatre refers again to his. ex- | dian actor-author ‘and director of run at-New. York Phoenix Theatre. in a year-round season,” Schnitzer | The Friday Forum, a Iocal subasserts. .
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the intentions of a, i«Theyy ‘Walk. Alone,”
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‘Period

Gratien Gelinas ioDo
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mately rate royalty recognition be- | will present his play, “Bousille. will be. ‘piano duo. Ferrante & Teiison, will offer six programs, all on
yond ‘actual. ‘working fees, as. now. | and the. Just,” at the Dublin: Inter-- cher, Sunday, Nov. 12. another
‘Fridays at the Fine Arts Theatre.
Gottschalk . musie also -.served ‘national Festival next summer. . 4 Sabbath: date with showtime at 3
t
-Kay for-“Grand. Tarantella” which
|| After that, according ‘to. the star, ; p.m. to avoid conflict with church|. In Chas. Coburn’s Honor : The shows include Reginald Gar(diner narrating “Tales of Witty
Indianapolis, Oct. 31.
Eugene List has played on the con-- lthe show will tour Canada then. services.
;
“cert platform. Kay did his research | play Seattle, San :Francisco. and
The: Avondale Playhouse man-, and Wise,” Nov. 3; Texas Boys
Pianist .Roger: Williams’ will be_
in twa curious places, the: British Eos Angeles. ‘It may also repeat: ‘No.3 in. this. series. Feb: 3. and agement has set up two study |Choir, directed by George Bragg,
Museum’ and Hobo News.
‘in Vancouver, where it: played the Fred Waring. will bring his Penn-. grants as a memorial to legit-film | Dec. 1; George W. Healy Jr., v.p.“Kay attended the Curtis- Insti- | recent Internatfonal Festival.
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| Boston Univ. Preserits’
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production
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Linguistic lore is “limited. to not |
much more than “oui” and. “merci.”
Although as a film actor Montand is .well regarded, as a solo

Norman

‘Granz.

in

association

| suited
with
; Stage.

he’s probably hetter
The principal conventions, expositions: and meetings” scheduled. for.
to cabarets than the legit;New York during November, with the expected, estimated attendance.
For «anyone
who
doesn't |of each, as listed by the NY. ‘Convetion & Visitors Bureau, are as.
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Georae ,
Jacques Canetti & Alexander H. Cohen. | comprenez.
Francais,
Clymer.
cos:
two hours |follows:
presentauon of solo. show of songs, stattring
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Montand:
orchestra. directed |tends’ to become pretty long. But}'1,000',

to es, Neat favior. Stars James Donald,
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CasteHa.
includes
Bob| for a limited engagement, the star
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the Belasco Theatre. NV: $99 - Creash. accordion: Edmund Hall. clarinets. is obviously
trombine: Charles PerMorty Trautman,
tarvesocesecsht,s
$73) Friday and Saturday
particularly in-|
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Hall.
bass; Jim
Hall,» special following,
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and ‘Saturday nights.

Shoe Show

of America: (7,000), Nov. 5-9; Assn. of. Evangelists.

Nov. 5-12); Women’s ‘International Exposition. of Arts & In-.| dustries +140,000), Nov.. 6-12; ‘Atlantic’ Cat Club’ (1,000),- Nov: : 10-115.
| Family Service Assn. of America..{1,500), Nov. 12-15; Produetion Ma--.
terials Show. 13,000). Nov. 13-15; Society of Naval Architects: & Marine.
Engineers {t,000), Nov. 15-18; ‘Scouting Exposition: (60,000);. Nov.. 17-19;"
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National. Postage Stamp Show 45.0001, Nov. 17-19; N.Y. State Teachers.

pAssn. (1,200), Nov. 17-21; American . Society -of Mechanical Engineers
Look: We've € ome
13,000), Nov. -26-Dec. 1; Exposition of Chemical Industries (20.000),
Having been a boxoffice hit on |
_
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YY e aw
'Nov.
27-Dee. 1; National “Winter. ‘Sports Show A350, 000), Nov. .29-Dee. 3.
Broadway.
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Frank Prince. in association with David
Co ast wes he ket:
Herbert Voland.
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John
D. Irving, Robert
Milli
the added buildup of several Major - Black,. presentation of Saint -Subber pro-|
duction
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(six: '
in three
acts
Edward
Albee, in Berlin for the: European preem of his “A meri¢an
:
Yves Montand:‘ st®nes)
‘film. appearances,
by Hugh Wheeler. Staged by Jose revealed that. his.mext stage work, “Who's Afraid: of Virginia .:>
Tie decline of suspense mellers : is a cinch success in. this scheduled . Quintero; ‘setting and- lighting. David: Dream.
‘ Hays: costumes, Ann Roth. Features ‘Col-: Wolf?,”” will: be “the longest. play: ever -“written by a human being.”
=
as a lesit staple is explained by’ nine-week engagement at the John : lin Wilcox, Ralph Williams,
Clinton KimBurt R=y\nolds, ‘Zohra Lampert, ! Albee ("I rather write than talk about my plays”). disclosed: that ‘it’s
“We pfes Me
a Murder,”
which ‘Golden Theatre, where he orened: ‘brough.
last week with his accurately titled Zack Matalon. Opened Oct. 25. ’61. at about beings who: live together but ‘haven't ‘much in-common:anymore. .
Opened last week at the Belasco: “An Evening with Yves Montand.' ++ the Hudson Theatre. N.Y-: $6.90 top week- : They're. bored with each, other; it's the: old subject of lost communica- ©
j nights, $7. 40 Friday. and ‘Saturday. nights.
tion. Incidentally; Albee began his. career in. Berlin two years 4go, then.
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fiims and increasingly tele-_
ean du it more easily and
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practically.
The
new
piece
by
Fiedeink Knott is just passable.
whch means not good enough for.
B. owisvas. although it should make

thea.

Viniedl:

gtrets »outure and is a natural for
sock and the amateur market.
Keoatt, wito hit the jackpot ahout
a decade azo with “Dial M for Murdar" fas not written a whodunit
iv. ftis case at Teast wet in a literal
setise. since the audience is in on
the skuNdugzery from the start.
Suspense is the intention here but,
as the old wheeze has it, the best
lad plans oft zo haywire. That zoes
fe. the chief culprit m the piece,
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etti, has. already booked comedian ' H ugh
Wheeler, who: attracted
Mort Saht for an indefinite engage- critical attention last season with
ment at the house beginning Dec. a confusing but interesting play
.28 Since Montand presumably has called. “Biz Fish, Little. Fish.” has oy
“lose |‘a. -smidgin of its’. sweetness,
2 by Sarovan
other commitments,
it's unlikely written .a- technically better. but
‘Shelly Gordon _and Barry ‘Gordon .re-. James. Broderick
is. -rélentlessty
vival of two. one-act play. by Wiliam
‘that he'll be transferred to another
commonplace ‘and rather tasteless Sarosan. Staged by .Arthur -Sterch:: ‘set. ‘probing as the- sighitiess man, Scott.
New York theatre when this schedtings, Mecril! Sindler: incidental. music. . ‘Moore. "Jr. is good: as’ the puzzled
“Look:
: We‘ ‘ve
Come
. ene ©
uled stay is completed.
Kaplan. Opened Oct. 22. ‘61. t lad who lives in ‘a Silent world, ‘and
“Thr ough. "which opened last week Elliof
the East End Theatre. -N_Y:- . $460 top.
The present. program is the same at the Hud-on Theatre..
Michael ‘Dunn is coldly’.“menacing
”
TALKING TO. You
sort of show.the singer-actor did
The Crow
——id............
Cal: Bellini - aS. a cop.
An ex-novelist: -and “my stery ‘Fhe Tiger
- James Broderick
before, but with mostly difterent
“Merrill Sindler’s’ settings, ‘comBlackstone ‘Boulevard. oe.
Alvin Ailey
numbers. He remains a standout writer, Wheeler reveals anew his Deaf
‘Bos : oe
posed
of translucent plastic in.
aren
Scott Moore: Jr:
talent, a warm, relaxed, seemingly sense of individual character and
‘Aaron Banks
wooden
frames, backed. by vividly|
Kathleen
MeNeil
effortless performer ‘with a con- gift for comedy. dialog. In the mat- ‘ Maggie
eolored free-form designs, converts.
Policeman
- . Michael Dunn
ter
of
story
and
theme,
however,
siderable range of style and mood.
ACROSS THE sone" ‘TOMORROW
-with
remarkable
adeptness. ftom. a
and a winning stage personality. his instinet seems: to be toward
Waiter
- Milt Kamen. ‘San Francisco pugilistic ‘gym. to .a.:Althousth he's ‘acquired what he banality’ and a preoecupation. with ‘John
Callaghan 1.062227
Sam
‘Kressen
|,
52d
St.
restaurant,
in .New_ York.
casually savs is a working knowl- abnormal sex. Both of his plays Hat-Cheek Girl seoeeees
Cynthia: Harris.
Gvor.
:
edze of English; his maximum ap- have: had amusing. {f not very: pre- Uarrv Matlory | . weeves. James Broderick

fo; the plaswrizhtahimself.
The locale of the sinister machisoeseees--, Peggy Pope secondary
characters. Pegsy
nattors is a 500-vear-old English ; peal is still for audiences familiar. possessing,
Man fron Wall St,......05- ‘Rov “Moncell
_Who have funny lines to say, and Kitchen Helpers: ......-.-. Cal Bellini. : Love's Ola Sweet Song
ye ateey? house whose titled owner. With French.
Equity: Library Theatre revival of com.
.
o
Rohert Anzell:
the curtain rises,: Wearing his familiar dark brown hoth use perversion as a: key plot.”Sammwv.
dees
soon
after
.. oo ce eeceeeeeees Aaron Binks° edvsin three aets, ‘by’ Wilham -Sarovar.
Staged
by. Mesrop
Kesdekian:
setting,"
Doorman
wee ceeseee
‘Gene Romen
anf the principal characters are ~-slacks, open-at-the neck*shirt and. element.
Ephrsim
lighting, Barbara Leeds:
The. action
of . “Look:
We've Young Mother ........ Kathleen WeNeil ! cdéstumes. Dunsky;'
his tue sons, the family's old ladv suede shoes, ‘the Italian-born but~
Lyn ‘Carroll, Opened
Oct. 21,
Cab Driver
.s Nicholas Colasanta:
Come
.Throngh"
‘takes
place
‘in
thedo» tut, a boorisit parvenu who buys. emph tically: French: star’ walks
Callaghan Mallory °
James: Catusi- 61. at the Master ‘Theatre, N Ys admission by contribuen, :
.
of a modest apartment
t sestate and the new owner's sen- briskly to the mike, bows slightly, . ‘living-room
/
ef,
_Atin Hamilton : Mary Ann Lowe
arole amd, it turns out, susceptible smiles and, with brief explanatory. in the Chelsea district of ManhatMuch of the essence of William .Geirgie Amecicanios -. Tons | La Manes
ne
Barnabs Gaul
Wilham Martel.
0. 3-.
Wire
introductions in mildly
ractured’. tan. covering a period of about Saroyvan'’s philosophy and writing. “Yom
Fiora
“Phunp, Magdalany
“*.
The fundamentally skill have been distilled into “2 by Demetrios
“Americ anus . . Xander
Tzis bulletin will not violate the English, sipgs, acts and. ‘occasion- | three. weeks.
Chelg 9°
Yearling 2.002...
Bill. Hunt
t.scivional
taboo
against
tipping ally talks his distinctive numbers; : familiar story involves a plain Jane. Saroyan”: at the East End Theatre.” ‘Cabot’
Leona Yoarting
‘Georgia’ Heaship
of. the -twin-bill, *: Newton Yearling ...
af: suspense plots, but it may be virtuall: all special material. With . from. the sticks who has come to The: night-ap
* Robert Trenour. .
New
York,
works
in
a
bookstore,
only
a
tew
such
props
as
a
hat,
a
Selina
Yearling...
'
Michela
E:sen ©
“Across
the
Board
oan’
Tomorrow
wese veal that it takes the author
Nélma Yeurling
Rebece « Thompson
fre yvhote first act to hook audi- cane or a conductor's baton, he and dotes on.culture in the form Morning”: brings into particularly.’ ALLY eatin’4
:
Donald. .C sl€a
sharp focus the offbeat. talents ‘of Henrs Yvarling ...-:--.
Calin Waters
cove interest, and he never suct- ses Considerable pantomime and of D.'H. Lawrence,:Dylam Thomas
and 13th century music.
sugzestivns of hoofing.
the friendly -fellaw from: Fresno. | ma Jesse Yeurling .......0.. ‘. Llovd Lemish
Coeds fo making it miatter much
? Lies

“Yearling

........ pee

D nna’. Barat

She wants to ~e.a career girl,
The ‘action of a Saroyan’ play Ella Yearling. -........0..6- Debhre Seutt
roakes, an elaborate. point of .being. takes . place. in the -author's -ever-'Susan Yearling oc ececseene Kiren Watets
tolerant and absolutely honest with -lovin' mind and it requires. per- ‘Mande Yearling ........° Dense Jarrett
a 298! deal-af fingernail gnawinZ
Harry. Yearling
occ apeeees
Philip Visco .
herself
‘and
everyone
else.
and
.
Donna Scott |
i> its day, you can take “Write cluded fans from Montand’s preceptively skilled performance © to Mae Y¥e2?rling
see. Jake Perkuhn _
anything else craves do the plays justice. Under: Arthur. Wilbur Yearling vious
Broadway
appearance and ‘more than
Ri- a Murder” of leave it.
Richard Oliver |
Peer Bosche
romance.
The
‘play’s
title,
inci. Jeanne... Risler
it's aivcats a Weakness in a play others pr ohbably havi ng heard the: _dentally. is from a Lawrence poeni Storch's evocative direction, “2: by - Els r- wee
Windmore -s.« Robert: -Koesis
numbers on his numerous records.
Saroyan” emerges as Warm, -pen- t David
drone auch
espect a leadNaniel Jough coieset, | shames Gallery:
Even the new items were warmly. about the jov of finding and ful- Sive, occasionally ‘savage - theatre: . Mr.
Ste
ola... wee. Willkam- V. Metz
is2 enaracter’s common\sense, anid
»received. and the star was. given filling oneself...
~Mr.- Harris. 2.2.0.6 026.25. _Stantey Saser
tae criprit in “Write Me
Murder]
“Across the Board” is redolent: Sheriff |
. John Garand
The Samuet-Fre neh catalog. probprofonged
aoplause at‘ the end,.
f-nfeits that asset By plotting
Sivlianos
Americanos: rl, Mutrk Rhudy
of
the
playwright’s
“The:
Time
of:
though he ‘didn’t respond with en- ably: lists hundreds of plays with
‘Pericles. Americanos: eeweaee
“Att: Vasil
Crime
which, even if successful,
Your
Life.”
The
locale
is
a_res-*
i
ot
.Inore
basic
premise,
cores,
prodahls wouldn't get him either:
and - their performance
by -PTA taurant, one of Saroyan’s micro: | _AS William Saroyaan's. plays dwelt
The
admirable
accompaniment
i the twe things he wants. More- l
drama groups must be a major. scope worlds, where various characer, bv repeating the precise plan. lis bv a seven-piece combo behind: American industry. Wheeler, how- acters find theiz.. lives, thaughts on the ‘edge. of sweetness, care
must be taken in their production
ke reikes doubly sure he'll fail, /@ Serim. upstage. Outstanding in
and beliefs transiently, yet in a
ithe group are Bob Castella, leader- ever, varies the formula by having
not to add more sugar. The Equity
The fact that a number of small |
the hero a confused illiterate who's way permanently. intertwined.
pianist;
Bob
Creash.
accordion,
and
Library Theatre revival of “Love's stary details don’t hold water prob- !
There. is a ‘waiter who speaks. “Old Sweet Song” bately Manaves
{Jim Hail, guitar. The outfit also involved with a degenerate and is
abt,
is
ineonsequentional,
but:
for himself,
Saroyan
and. the to resist the temptation.
convinced he's not “masculine.
provides
an
infectious
swing
‘vermel
an added minor drawback.
Although it's become an accepted world, and. who makes the audience.
‘sion of Cole Porter's “I Love.
One of 'four. Saroyan ‘plays to"
George Schaefer, who directs the- Paris.” from “Can-Can,” "as, the. theatrical subject. sex ‘perversion. part of the restaurant’s life. The
arrive off-Broadway ‘in eight days,
Hailmark television shows, is pre- prelude to the second half.
tis a questionable. ingredient in. box- :proprietor, touched at the presence:
this
particular hymn... to Roodness.
senting this new Knott opus under
of so
many people,
gratefully’.
For this engagement, Montand !1 office terms, or’ at least, ‘it may
his Compass Productions banner,- performs “Je Suis Wenu a Pieds” ; have lost its shock value and have wishes to sing and dance for them. ; and light is concerned with vary!
ing
facets
‘of loneliness -and ‘simand kas staged it at what seems a ‘words and music, Francis Lem- *‘diminishing boxoffice returns here- : A truculent young man
who , plicity. When the. author. keeps:to™
leisurely tempo. What drama en-. ! arque’, “Battling Joe” (words, Jean | after. If obviously has identifiable enters
to order food and drink,.i the. ‘story. of belated. intreduction
thusiasts call a distinguished com- Guigo: music, Louis Gaste), “Tq |appeal for only a limited- public.°Stays to serve. A pregnant woman !
of ‘love. into the life of a-40-ish
pant gives it a taut, professional Tete a I.’Ombre™ ‘words and music, {In the case of “Look: We've Come
arrives in a cab and her son. is’- spinster. his play. is gently “Wise.
“yr
D
lle ; Through.”.the young hero’s attempt
performance.
* Paul
Misraki),
delivered by the. Puerto Rican bus- Symptomatic - of Saroyan’s ‘play-.
Une
emolse
;
to
rationalize
his
affair
with
the
;
boy,
Like the others, James Donald _sur une Balancoire” (words,Jea
a lad of fierce nationalistic i;
music,
Mireille), “Gilet |‘offstage homo. is’ puerile, and the : conviction yet a nurse’s~ tender- ‘writing, however, is the introducgives a carefully modulated, subtly: Nohain;
young
heroine’s
expressed
toler|
tion.
into thig touching tale of a ~ 24...
Raye” (words, Henri Contet; music,
gilowering portrayul of the younger
rness. Through these. and: others,
baker’s dozen of itinerants
of:~. -° “4 _
rtingsonce
son who doesn’t get the inheri-: Louiguy?,“‘“Sous le Ciel de Paris”. ance ‘of. the idea also. seems synthe-:\ Saroyan seems to say that since
as Okies. The cavo
wn
kno
tance. He’s supposed to be a de-' ‘words, Jean Drejae: music Hubertj
are together on a brief |
! all men
i"
“Since
the
heroine
(she’s
niear(words; |
tective story writer and, as the’. Giraud), “‘La Carrosse”
‘journey to an unknown destination, | this ¢lan dominates the second. act.
yarn works out, perhaps Knott is !Henri.Contet:'music Mireille), “Les.' sighted. and. at first wears a frowzy it would behoove them to love® one so that ‘the ELT revival- depends
-for strength on story unity: in. the.
otrering a warning to authors who,"Grands Boulevards” (music, Jac-. hair-do and dowdy clothes, -natch).‘ another as they. go.
’
is a warm.,,. impulsive and generous[first and last acts.
“repeat the use of a plot formula.! +ques Plante; music, Norbert Glanz‘Milt Kamen, as the waiter,. ftn-!
hearted girl and her unlikely beau:
iberg),
and
“Un
Garcon
-Dansait”
:
: As ‘the lady. Gf, as “the “French
The older brother, a earefree
Mareuil; |music, . is’ essentially, decent and fairly forms the play with. gentle wisdom;“say;
: iwords,. Jacques
“a certain age.” Mary “Ann.
peer who sells his birthright for a :
non-saccharine
kindliness.-.
“likable,
‘Look:
We've
Come and
Georges Liferman).
‘Lowe's.
charming fragility is parbiief matrimonial
fling with a?
Nicholas Colasanto, as. the cabbie, |
|
Through”
may
be
said
to
have
a.
ticularly
winning... William Martel
In the second half his numbers
Texas siren. is suavely played by:
’ positive theme. But just ‘as in “Big: has. fine feeling for the meaningi‘
Denholm Elliott, and Kim Hunter. are “Mais Qu'est-ce Que © J’ai2” Fish, Little Fish,” the author has,‘of survival, Sam Kressen is amus- Vis: successively. vigorous, perplexed
“and.
moving.
as the drummer whose
-¢words,
Edith
Piaf;
music,
Henri
‘
i, decorative
and just a little’
drawn a.group of subordinate char- :-ingly round-eyed and’ eager as the:
breathless as a would-be fiction Betti), “Dis-Moi Jo”. (words, Jean :‘acters. who are mean spirited and restauranteur, and Cal Bellini, as |affections transform. from Masquerade
to
‘Teality:
.
Cosmos;
music,
Henri
Crolla),
“La
°
Writes. with
unfortunate taste in
the. knife-waving ‘kitchen. helper, |
‘Marie Vison"” (words. Roger Var-| in at least one. case stupid and_
Tony Lo. ‘Bianco |thas: brightly.
hus! ands.
‘has fine: vigor.
nay; music. Mare Heyral), “Plant- ::Vicious.
! wide-eyed charm as.a_ telegraph
Bthel Griffies, an 80-year-old er Cafe” (words, Eddy Marnay:
‘The. story moves ‘smioothly, holds . “Talking to-You” opens the pro‘ boy:.whose. middle name might: be
veteran of Broadway, London and music,
Emil.
Stern), “Le
Chef ' peasonable. interest and has humer- ° gram. Saroyan.is this time asking
Hoilswvod. has been enticed from -qgOrchestre Est Amoureux” (words ;0US amusing -Hnes, but never en-. what’s the matter with everybody |;Cupid. Mark Rhudy-is yastly amus-:
ing as ‘the lad’s tather, while’ Art
retirement on the Isle of Man to. . Jacques Mareuil; music, Georges :gages audience’ emotions or gives ‘and everything.. Why has the world '
Vasil has beguiling senility as a.
fire a salty performance of. the .Liferman),”. “C’Est
a. l’Aube”, -a sense of revelation. Unlike “Big run amuck?
doddering
| grandfather.
eed doctor: who doesn’t appear to ‘words,
His thesis is developed throughi
Flavien
Monod;
music, "Fish, Little Fish,”- in which the_
‘It-may bea commentary gn: the
roy
tek, aatess ots right under
“a
Negro
prizefighter
who
loves
the
‘
playwright
had
the
benefit
of
.a
Philippe Gerard), and a reading of he nose. Torin Thatcher is prop- ag poem,
“Barbara.”
by Jacques , cast of high-voltage actors, the good in his opponent too. muclr to.; durability of this Saroyan paean
e iy overbearing
as the yulgar Prevert.
'present: company seems competent : ivin, a. blind manager-philosopher, ;to joy that the Okie family seems
ve. a

Labpens

to anyone.

Untike

‘Dial M for Murder,” which caused

pu. oh:iner who didn't want to live

Sume

of the songs were greeted

as Ohl tavorites by the first-nighters, some of whom undoubtedly. in-

An innovation

this time

ts.the ‘(in ore or two cases emphatically; the ‘jatter’s gangster brother, a deaf ;completely out of ‘place. and time..

without: the semblance of.” boy, a guitar player, a soft girl!i In. their assignments as the. shift; and a policeman. “Talking.to You™:; ‘less parénts, Bill Hunt and Georgia
draw.
~
Jose Quintero’ s somewhat |‘has more violence.than the cus-i t Heaslip’s only :reeourse is to. try.
t:
ate nr ancestral. living ;~Bells
but well-controlled direc- :-tomary Saroyan effort, although it! As a Time mag salesman, Rob- .
Peony and Nocl Taylor has supplied ,Grown
anorepriately tweedy clothes. But from “My Fair. Lady.” Although. tion, a virtual-newcomer to Broad- : As offset by.the cloying love of the .vert ‘Koesis .is' as. radiantly |rap7
:tured. a student of editorial names. ab haut:
zh - ‘Write Me a Murder” is neither is likely to erase the mem- way ‘who ‘appeared several years deaf child. by the fighter.
re aderate; entertaining and has a ory of the’ original-east album fer- age in one flicker-of-the-eyelash ; ‘As the pug. Alvin Ailey. is alter-! as: that magazine might wish. Més-.
flop, Collin. Wilcox gives a skillful, nately gentle or vehement,- giving ;rop Kesdekian has staged ‘Saroclever twist ending, it’s hardly 2° formance, they are the only numSensitional case for banner head-, bers in English and therefore wel-, varied performance as. the nice- a deeply searching performance,
i yan's love’ song. with’ considerable
jthat could nonetheless. afford to. affection, .
Geor.
Lines,
Hobe,
+come items for a square whose
(Continued on page 81>

Jr

Chymer

‘so) and
‘boxoffice
+
Under
Are Ringing,”’ and “Tye.
Accustomed to Her © Face, ye routine

has designed ; an' way shows, “Just -in Time,’"- fram
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$iTorontoRestaurant To
Open Cabaret-Theatre

_ Asides and Ad Libs 4
ABA B ROE

R OEE

ARI

OIG

Camelot.

--Toronto, Oct. 31.
Toronto will get its first cabarettheatre within the next.few weeks

_ Dozens of: sctapbooks, spanning the career of” Charles ‘Coburn, -who

was selling programs ‘at the old Savannah. Theatre 14 years after his
birth at Macon, Ga., in 1877, will be presented :to the Univ. of Georgia lwith the opening

81

,

ties of stardom with the suave zeaf-

(Majestic Theatre, N.Y:)

“What ‘age

that helped

does ‘to good wine,|

get her there.

AS leading man, Haive Presne}]

of a converted. ‘time is doing for “Camelot.” There, iS, an excellent

foil, as

he woos,

lis now -a flavor to the Lerner-| Wins and carries to riches the
UW, PB. Kellam, director of. university’ s libraries, says the’ scrapbooks. 'room. in ‘the’ Old Angelo’s downof ; Shack-born gal. As a monsignor
musical
that
smacks
are the. most valuable of the numerous items —Coburn willed it. Memo-! [town restaurant. The room is be-. Lowe
jWith a realistic eye for worldly
. Tabilia’ will. be loaned. to. Drama ‘Department on ‘a longterm basis. ting turned into a 125-seater with:‘pleasant meliowing, and there's no necessities,
Jack
Harold
gives
jchairs
on
three
sides
of
a
stage.
evident
reason
why
it
can't
be
“ Prof. Leighton Ballew.expects to ‘put them’ in ‘a seminar roomi to.be.
It will be the first local theatre savored for a considerable time to staun:h support, MitecheH Gregg is
“named the.Charles Coburn Memorial Room. _ .
appropriately svelle as aiy impov|
with
‘a
liquor
license.
The
refusal
come.
|
In a bid. to find new legit talent: the. Fheatre Workshop’s new East
erished prinve whom Molly overA hefty. advance sale; plus critFifteen’ School of. Acting in- ‘London is to award: scholarships ‘worth [of such 4. permit last year caused
Furness. to close
another {ical reception
that varied
from! whelms, and Cameron Prudhom$840 apiece to: the four most promising. young actors and actresses ‘in;“Mark
me, as Molly’s father; has gaclie
the East End of London. Auditions for the scholarships, which will be} Spot | despite a 10-week run of ‘good to’ excellent: were initiaily aplomb for poverty or valace.
‘helpful to “Camelot's”
potential
for two years. training. have begun. tls week. Margaret Bury, a'director|“Boy Friend.”
Intermission chatter at the perof the. schol: is-hoping to persuade local businesses and: organizations |. Vet actor Robert Christie is stag- [longevity and. were needed if this
caught
included
comto augmient these scholarships and the ‘local. education -authorities are. ing the. opening show, an hour- jexpensive show was to cafch on. formance
long
revue
written
and:
to
be
perment
about’ the difficulty of under|The. 1,626-seat Majestic Theatre
to re ommend. grants. . © ~
‘More and more. German. opera singers are ’ giving notice to the East formed. by Dave Broadfoot and: has. been consistently running at, standing Miss Grimes in some of
Berlin: State Opera. Among the latést is Margarete’ Klose, one of. this. lwife Jean Templeton, ‘both former ‘or close to, capacity, however. and her songs. This might be partly
‘country’s - top. -alto singers. She «was last seen in. ““Electra”* there _Stars of- Mayor Moore's 14-year-old: cast changes to date ouzht not to: ‘attributable to a zealous orchestra.
‘which tends to top sincers in solo
Also. giving. notice:. Guenther Treptow, Julius Katona, Sigrid Ekke- :annual. “Spring Thaw.’ Some of. affect business seriously.
spots from time to time.
hard,, Elisabeth Aldor: and. Kay Willumsen. One’ of the few: top singers ° the material has been rejected by. | William
Squire
has
replaced
“Molly Brown” may not he im‘CBC-TV
as
“too.
controversial.”
Who: -stay is. Erich Witte. who's: a1$0 staging. opera productions. in. E-Ger- ,
|Richard Burton as the-sadly earnJohn Belli, owner of Old Angelo’s, est young king, move that may have ;mortal, but there’s plenty of good
many.
show
there for the forsecable tu‘is
listed
as-‘producer.
Two
shows
Rudy Vallee, whose. otiginal’ trademark back in."1930s was a ‘mega- -!
;caused
producers
Lerner-LoeweGecr.
‘phone, uses an. invisible one-in the form. of. electronic. amplification -a-night, Monday. to Saturday, are !‘Hart considerable
preliminary
‘via shortwave. pickup. in his: current legit appearance. in “ow to. Suc- iplanned,. With either a cover or a |brow-furrowi ing. Squire brings to|
ceed in Business,” at the. ‘46th Street’ ‘Theatre,. N.Y:
. Jack Morrison, 'minimum.
;“Camelot” an heroic quality. how- .
of the theatre arts departmérit of the Univ. of. California at: Los. An. The show reportedly will come }

p=

c

Concert Reviews

ever,
a ‘rough-hewn
masculinity j
-geles in. sitting in-‘on. rehearsals the. upcoming ‘tryout tour .of. “Take ‘under American Guild: -of Variety |‘and. vigsrous attack. Looking someom
ee
Her, She's Mine,” under a Ford Foundation-New- Dramatists Commit-:: Artists jurisdiction, ‘including pian- : ‘what ‘like Burton,
which
may
tee "fellowship setup. He's observing directorial methods as used by-: ‘ist Ben: MePeek.
(though shouldn’ t) have had some.
Berlin Ph
‘George Abbott,. who's-staging the Phoebe and Henry Ephron. comedy. |
thing to do with the casting,
Squire
Alice and John Griffin have a’ new legit comment show 7:30-8. p.m. :
| appears ‘to feel that though he may
(CARNEGIE
Tuesdays and Thursdays on .WNCN-TV,,. Sponsored .by’ Hammacher
ibe a lesser name, he need not be}
Three reputed

[ ~ Showbroad

_ Schlemmer. Maybe they get permission’ from Howard Dietz and Arthur ‘
Schwartz to use their.‘‘Hammacher Schlemmer .I Love You” number,
fr om: the first “Little Show,” of, 1928-29. as a theme.
‘The Samuel French play agency has. just: published paperback ‘acting
-editions of “The Miracle Worker,”-by. William Gibson; “‘Pools Paradise,”.

itharmonie
—

HALL, N. Y.)
sellout

perform-

a lesser performer..He seems to be! ances in Carnegie Hall. N. Y. of,the
«Berlin Philharmonic

Dak And Lov ers .

dramatizes the

}been John Cullum for Roddy Me- (growing prestige ‘third U, S. tour)

London, Oct. -20.

Dowell

‘as the

bastard

brother. jenjoyed by the organization. It is

1,
les inow surely one of the great orchesby Philip King; “Another Spring,’ by Rodolfo Usigli, translated by . Campbelt w illiams: (in association with
“Wayne Wolfe, and “Good Night iuadies,” the. Cyrus Wood. adaptation Michael Cordyn & Dzvid Hall) presenta- “the Sever Deadly fsb mith itras of the world.. There was a won“tion of ‘a twe-att (four scenes) comedy,

of “Ladies Night," by Avery Hopwood and Charlton Andrews. ° +; By. Murray - -Schisgal. Stuged by Philip sinful “plee, and is apparently in’ derful aliveness in the playing last
‘Richard Kiley, while waiting for the start of rehearsals of the Richard” Saville; decor, James Goddard; lighting, no way shaded. by his predecessor. Friday (27) and no_ personality
Brian
Curran.
Features Ellen
Pollock,
What “Camelot” might be with- hanky-panky at all. For ail his repRodgers. and Samuel ‘Taylor musical, “No Strings,” ‘has written:2 play Afichael
-Medwin,
Nyree
Dawn: Porter,
out its sprightly ccstar, Julie utation as a podium tyrant Herbert
Madge Brindley; Nadja Regin, Vivienne
of undisclosed subject and title. .
~~
Opened Oct.. 19. ‘61, at’ the Arts
- During: one of those long luncheon confabs last. week at the. Lobster : ‘Burgess.
Andrews, happily doesn't have toy shi Karajan projected a_ cain
Theatre. London; 21. 75 top.
Restaurant. N: Y., one of .ne a-sombled backseat rivers wondered way ?: Yana. Latore.. see ee ewnteance Ellen Pollock be thought about ret. Miss An-: which was the antithesis of tems
so few wealthy legiters leave bequests to: the theatre? Just for the ex- ‘Mr. Beaumont -......... John Warwick . drews gives a gossamer-like per-: -perament and handled his men with
Robert Lajoie .....,...° Michael Medwin ;
ia kind of democracy not associaceptions who: make a‘fortune from: the stage, it's odd.and regrettable: Lenya .Latore ......0..: - Madge: Brindley
hae
take consider- ‘ated with the old Prussian “image.”
.that more don't will money. to theatre: projects or ‘causes. That’s not, - Rosa Latore ...........-: Rafi Serafina ;oan
Mana
Latore..
«essa.
Anes
Bernelle
. the second-guesser adaca; in:ended.‘as any :reflection. ov the various . Tanya
Once it was considered ques-|
Each of the three works were
vee
ee wees
eee -Nadja
Regin
foundations ‘established in the ‘theatre by legit nabobs, usually during :’Theo Latore ...........:
Roy_ Godfrey tionable jud*ment to suggest that} warmly
Satisfying
experiences,
1Silvero Lalore:........ Morgan Sheppard Rodgers & Hammerstein's “Carou- First came a rare indeed orchestral
the ‘donor's. lifetime.
: Carmine” Latore .......
Romeo Berti
-U.S. author-critic Mary: ‘McCarthy; Ww riting for the London Observer, , Alphonse Latore coeee
sel” was ‘the measure
of their!sSuite of Bach with Karl-Heina
‘Frank Seton
Nyree Dawn Porter
‘gave a stinging pan.to “Curtains,” the recent book: of theatrical ‘essays : June Rogers.
earlier. “Oklahoma.” but time|Zoller as flute soloist.
Chamber
Mrs. Roofers .ciceccaess Viviehne. Burgess
and opinions by Kenneth. Tynan,” the paper’s drama critic..Key com- vir,
‘with Karajan playing the
Rogers © -.
2.2.2.5.
‘Kevin .Brennan ‘wrought a balance. Lerner, Loewe ;music
ments. included, ‘“Like. most: -humorists: who ‘have written about: the Philip Merrick .
and’ Hart were in a similar fix|harpsichord), this was musically 9
or
‘Graham
Crowden
:
oo
Audrey. Noble ‘when they brought
theatre, Tynan. is less.a critic: than a performer and mimé in ‘his. own Mrs.: Beaumont |wc eowees
in “Camelot” ;delight. Stravi nsky’s C Symphony
Wallie
Royston: Hadges
right; his reviews. are exciting’ performances,” ' -and;. “The worst I ¢an - Mike ot
cet cc tec cee peusee
Frank Setonnas their first collaboration after the ‘followed, rich in color and almost
say of Tynan. is that: I thought: better of him when: I began this: book:
i phenomenal “My Fair Lady.” and: :spendthrift in virtuosity. Here the
than when I finished: it” |
‘Murray * Schisgal is. a young many reviews suggested that. it |orchestra's blend of delicacy and
According to an editorial note, the Observer sent a copy of “@urtains” |
Arserican writer living in London ; could never be as good. But heret-| force was evident, a foreshadowing
to. Miss. McCarthy for review. The editors were evidently surprised? and this’ is his first: full-length. ical as it may be, who knows?
of the superb reading to be given
Geor.
'‘Beethoven’s Third.
‘at her unfavorable -reaction, .however, and not only- labeled it a! legit play, It shows touches of a
.“hastile” review, but. published immediately. beneath it a rebuttal, titled lively imagination, both in situare
The audience came slowly per-

“Contrary Mary,” by Alan Pryce-Jones, who. subbed as critic.for the|Ition. and: dialog, often with
Observer

during-‘Tynan’s.. absence

Neww Yorker,

:

sur-|.

to’ serve. as guest. critic”for. the ; Tealistic wit, But there -is-a clash}

.

.”

.. of Styles,. especially. in. the second

:

;
Ro Re 3fi
‘haps but implacably under the hbe(ST. JAMES THEATRE, N.Y.)
jwitchment of a fine orchestra znd
- Without redoubtable perform-i4 stunningly brilliant conductor.

, segment, .and in its. present’ form.
ances by the principals. “Do Re
Land.
the play seems an unlikely candi- Mi” wouldn't still stack up as
{date for a wider audience: than | much. Due to its humor. zing and }
Sorse Belet
| that offered: by a club. theatre in!{ performance quality, it's a good|
(CARNEGIE
HALL, N.Y.)
; London or an off-Broadway house.
x
show, but can no’
Jorge Bolet, a talented pianist,
‘Another. Negro’ At Met /2s. ‘sensational as a cluster. of: - The: comedy is ‘based on. ‘a funny |expense-account
j longer be considered sturdy com-, loves ‘sound and fury. He attacked
“friends”: .among- the. starideesjjdea. A’ yo
(COSI: FAN TUTTE)
| tried: to: advertise by. their “bravo”. away from ‘traditionyo ee oroken |1. petition for such Broadway staples; Franck, Becthoven and Liszt at
Hall. With agile fingers
With a Negro soprano, Leontyne. clamor.
|up-and-coming. junior executive in as “Carnival,” “Camelot” and their ‘ Carnegie
searching for peaks. Then he came
Frice, of the Colon West” andin As: for her sister. ‘sung by the: advertising. But when. the Ramany i ‘Once. Nancy Walker has had her|| galloping down with a vengeance,
Ne
tenor George. Shitley, one. Lehanése ‘soprano. Rosalind Elias,: queen dies, leaving him as the new ; post-intermission
bedroom
fling.. Over the delicate
streams ‘and
j “Adventure,”
the 10-month
old i little dells he sometimes
rode
f. one lovers. in the second ‘night there. was no intimation: that the | head .of the ‘gypsies, he is torn!
presentation: ‘of Mozart's “Cosi Fan audience. was disconcerted from’| between the two ways of life. _
musical goes into a precipitous ;roughshod. Does this make for a
tutte, ” it would appear that Negro her voice by the. piquant-news re-{' On this slender: story framework |glide-path,
gl
ares
no denying, |
; satisfying evening? Not entirely.

OperaReview

itmade” in substantial |Port of.a fortnight before that she: the author
‘talent: ohis |

measure -

‘the

‘Metropolitan -has had her social’security number: |relevancies

fits such

fanciful ir-

owever,

as the hero’s~.mother

that Phil

Silvers

an

Why did Bolet choose Franck?

‘Miss Walker are 2 formidable team } This
composition,
repeating
the
on her torso as a gesture |being convinced that her dead hus- jon any stage. It's remarkable in| endless downward chromatic pat:
:The’yea ‘casting facts and ‘tattooed
Opera.
P
of defiance to the Soviet Union.
‘band has. returned in the form of|
managing director Rudolph .Bing’s
fhis contrived story of the jukebox
iterns so familiar in the D Minot
flat. aging last’ spring: to. tolerate
Frank. Guarrera. did’ a debonair ;a duck, a golf lesson against a trade, how much dimension, these {Symphony, requires the most care-

” further. segrégated. audiences when. | job. of: acting ‘as_ the cynical’. old:' background of a. recorded performstars give the characters they play. ful color differentiations, the most
bachelor; whose. wager.‘iggers the” ance of “King g Lear.”
y.
Lear. the e young
plays Atlanta, Birmington
- the Met
. The little bundle of ingenue.' subtle phrasing. Except for the
‘man’s nubile fiancee doing a casual
VS aon
ho
and Dalles will | surely form a. sig-. |plot.
Nancy. Dussault, is definitely a eal
a | bold brassy passages he seemed
~
striptease
‘while:
pouring
.
out.
her:
‘ nificant ‘paragraph ‘in the’ final: ac-|
‘With
that extra sonicthing.
timid in his approach. He only
5:
A
‘:innermost thoughts about love, an
count, when written, of the ‘Bing |..
singer and actress she is a. joyous ! really came into his own with the
|
advertising.
conference
to
work.
out
;
_ regime.
performer who does much for and: Liszt pieces.
. The. Setura: of “Cosi” tothe Met Shows onB way” Jia singing. commercial :for a. candyjWith “Do Re Mi.” John Reardon,
But before this. he had his bout
“repertory: after ‘some’ years. oc- —
Continuea from page 80 — bar, ‘a’ ‘Workman swinging on a: in both ‘appearance and Voice, is a
- broken ‘chandelier and. refusing aid:
curred
Tuesday 124),°.the same|.
handsome young leading man, and Socata He eamebind poten oning
j
because
.
it
would
-mean
using
2!
work being offered the: next night | “Leok: ‘We've Come
>a good foil for Miss Dussault.
|themer again as it were, impatient
non-union furniture mover, and a“

(25) at the:N.Y. City Opera. ‘The
Met's production

is.musically.an

oc

Through.

oo

:Mayfair bridge partyin which the vb With due respect for such juke- |to get to the heroics. The rest cf

girl heroine who ‘can hardly Wait - host and hostess swap spouses with } Bern
ox stalwarts
David
Hoffman. as
‘and
Chad Burns
Block.and
as |the reading lacked the rubati, the

Baring
eersteicy
to hemake.
seduced’
and isfears.
she'll theTheguests.
lish. text ‘by
Ruth and Wasted
Thomasmae.
P. never
it. There
a credible.
effect

tdiminuendi,
the subtle pace
with oriental ;
talents, “Do Re Mi” functions at changes, the tenderness that make
the persoral beroi¢m. the wit. ine
what in business circles would be
teferred to.as.the executive level. agony, the humor that is Ludwig.
van Beethoven. And unforgiyably,
It’s that kind of show and rethe final Coda was muddied and
and: costumes of ‘Rolf Gerard. and |fr, girls after all,
though: the symbolism and satire is ‘ quires:
that’ kind. of performance.
*-the rapport. bétween singers’ and |,,‘Zohra Lampert: scores neatly: in: sometimes confused. ‘The author' Fortunately. it still has it. Geor. | zattled . With too much fortississimo.
musicians, under Joseph. Rosen- i the rewarding ‘part. of a sardoni- js served well by the cast. Michael.
stock.
cau. humorous; “unscrupulous - edwin, with:his hair dyed black,
But finally came Liszt—a salute
Shirley .‘handled himself with!‘yopng "attress-wite on.fhe arable ‘suggests~ . the advertising
man!
‘to the composer's 150th birthday—

of all this is uneven: :@ proper Bostonian

Martin, ‘associate chorus. master), .Portrayal ‘by Ralph’ Williams. in’ and sometimes -Philip Saville’s di-Carl
Ebert's staging after the orig-j the complex role of her-mixed-up rection -sags: There are -many
“inal. by Alfred Lunt, the gay sets friend who discovers that he goes :-hilarieus passages, however, al-.

| whe Unsinkable Molly |

‘better. than the gypsy, but still |
-Brown
;
ahd with it Bolet’s t
I
‘Brace, ihePoE. O these. eoRoberta as her handsome but dense actor- brings ‘the right air of baffled (WINTER
GARDEN THEATRE,
s trump Kean
N. Y.)
.
Peters; repeating from some eats |diverting Zark Matalon offers a perplexity ‘to his dilemma.
us i: _- The’ gypsy family, headed. by ° . There’s. no reason
to expect
ago, was pert and delightful as the ent’ ‘agent and a a sca r
Brindley, “The. Unsinkable Molly Brown’ to
worldly-wise -maid: who .counsels: cceptable 1
ur
eye s is. ‘Elen Pollock, Madge
_ her mistresses to. follow Eve's ex- i ‘Osh e in the: small role’ of a ‘Nadja Regin and Rov Goddard, be anything. but buoyant for awhile
Hollyweod. Oct, 31.
look Plausibly raffish: Nyree Dawn yet. The Meredith Willson-Richavd

Ready ‘Chin-Chin’ for NY.
i“

e

e

?

4

Playwright Sidney Michaels hag
‘Porter, an attractive’ blonde fugi- Morris musical, currently in its 53d
‘tive from: intimate-revues, is ex-. ‘week, .is still lusty hell-for-leather been inked by Warner LcRoy te
lay its attraction.
rovide
e
- ; cellent -as. the: bourgoise fiancee, jfun and a “family show” to boot. adapt “Chin-Chin,” which recently
ook: _and Graham. Crowden is’ amusing |. The featured and supporting cast ran in Paris and London. for off“An American with nine years in,yee: cout essentially,
LeRoy ig
me Through” ‘is old. ha as.an_ intense: junior-executive who ;are excellent, but it’s Tammy Broadway presentation.
eve
Vienna’ and Europe was’. making!
“heft debut ‘as Fiodiligi. _Authority meman wise
with a homo- ‘Suspects he is.a sex-maniac.
;Grimes, as the gaminisque rags-to- mulling Joan Greenwood to star.
play,
“The
Plasiez
and experience showed in. Teresa. sexual twist...
Hobe. - James Goddard has devised a. | iches: girl, who .keeps the show| _ Michaels’
(Closed: last’ Saturday night (28) ‘siniple: open*decor which serves , -headed into the wind. Miss G-imes Bambini.” last week was optioned
Stich-Randall’s performance. Hers
all four -‘scenes,
_ Rich. : iseemingly accepts the responsibili- by Martin Tahse.
vis a pleasant voice, though hardly: after. -five-performances.)

e brittle,
ae
tle *tfarcica
eat pn foated |David tae has designed a nén-=
like the featherweight itis. Therein i Seseript looking apartment setting

ey
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Fair”. at -the

Legit Bits

_ Wednesday, ‘November. I,. 1961.

Ind’plsEx-Filmer Sets
"Roadand Local Shows

Feldman) and Shelwin Co. (Shelley

Theatre-in-the-Mall,

; Paramus, N: J.
New York legit producer Caro“line Swann and her husband, ad
-exec Ed Swann, took in the open-

Winters). The plan {s to do the
play later as a picture, with Miss
Winters
starring
and Weinstein

ied James J. Fox

lecture-discussion sessions on practical aspects of musical careers in

producing.

—

“Indianapolis, Oct.

31.:

Frederick Dvonch, musical direc- |: Intro Productions, Inc., recently
ing last Monday night (30) of the;
tor of the Broadway production of formed here ‘to present a seriez
‘new Arena Theatre, Washington.
Richard Bare and Clinton Wilder ' tage” and the new Van Dam Thea“Sound
of Music,” will: hold two | of touring and local off Broadway
Daniel P. Hannafin, has succeed-

Vo.

yh

Oar

ae

abet «nt

their

Tape”

Laat

revival
af |
tre, N. XY.
and
“Zoo!
“Sing Muse,”

a musical

b

in “Camelot.”

Joe!

type

shows

at the remodelled

‘Zaring Theatre, opened last Satur-

ws the Studio Theatre, Buf- !Raposa_ and Erich Segal, has y been : The staff for: the ;upcoming ' off- | America at the N. Y. College of day-Sunday
(28-29) with
Paul
faly ror-one week beginniag next’ seheduled by producer Robert ‘D. iBroadway musical, “Toinette,”. in- iMusic the mornings of next. Satur- |“That Fabulous’ RedConway,
director; !‘day (4) and the following Saturday: ‘Gregory's
“Press. fi
ast Tq.
: Feldstein for a Dec. 6 opening at ‘cludes “Curt
head,” starring Agnes Moorehead,
Woolover,
choreographer:
|
Huzh Marlowe and K. T. Stevens 'Charles Kasher’s new Van Dam! Narry
Man,
-and. “A Phoenix Too’ Frequent.’
Wil sia: in invitation fo March,” Theatre, N. Y., formerly the site of iStuart Whyte, set designer; Joe| Lee Venora, femme Iead in ths
The first. local production will
Sok

One

st!

Dee

5 at the

new

Moors. the

Toeaive, Seattle, under the produc: ;

Huron

Democratic

|Regan, costume

Club:

designer

and

Da-

incoming “Kean,” presumably has
a leave-of-absence clause in her
contract for her scheduled appear-

Martyn Green will head the cast |Vid Shire, musical director.

tion: asoleres or Earl Kelly.
truce Becker, operator of

iof the upcoming off-Broadway re“Faster, “Faster,”
by
Wiliam
the: vival of “Red Roses For Me.”
Marchand, will be tested next sumTinpan
Zee
Playhouse,
Nyack,
Marjorie Gateson, of the CBS-: mer at the Westport (Conn.) Playy 1. tb attorney for the upeoming TV series, “Secret Storm,” Is ap-: house “by Lawrence
Henry
Co.
GT-Brosdwas revival of “The Hos- }pearing
this week
in “Sabrina | Henry Weinstein and. Lawrence

be “Champagne Complex” for. two
weeks beginning Nov. 7.° George
Womack,
production stage mane
ager of the. Avondale Playhouse,

ance Jan. 17 and 19 in “Madame
Butterfly” for the Fort Worth

a local. strawhat; has been named
Intro. director.. Trav: Selmier is

Opera Assn, Metopera basso Jer-.
ome Hinés will sing the title role
in the association’s Nov. 15 and

17 presentation
‘Canadian

NEW STAR

of

“Boris

actress

producer.
i
‘The stage at the Zaring, ‘former:

God-| de luxe neighborhood film -house. .
built.in 1926, has ‘been rebuilt and:
Hy- extended partly over the orchestra

Frances

land will star in a production of
“The Lark” at Goodman Theatre
in Chicago in December. It will.
be staged by Bellz Itkin.
‘|
Julia Meade will play the lead
femme role in “Bells Are Ringing,” which will be presented at
the Meadowbrook Dinner Theatre,

Cedar

Grove,

N.

J., for

‘pit,.giving

it depth

of

24: feet.

The auditorium has-been painted |
and the seats have been repaired.
The capacity of the house for Intro

will be 1,034.:Organ lowts on both
sides of the stage are being con-

verted

into. dressing rooms.

three

London. Shows
weeks starting Nov. 7 by SawyerScenga-McHugh Productions.
(Figures denote opening dates)
An extra weekly Monday night}. Affair, Strand (9-21-61),
‘
Amorous Prawn,. Piccadally . (12-9-59).
performance of the. Edward Al-|
‘“Androcles & Posnet, Mermaid (10-3-6D.
bee’s twin-bill, “American Dream”
Beyond Fringe, Fortune (G-10-6).°
and “Death of Bessie Smith’” has - Billy Liar, Cambridge (9-13-60).
Bird of Time. Savoy (5-31-6))..
been added to the prior four week- Bonne Soup, Comedy (10-23-61):
end showings. at the Cherry -Lane
Bye Bye Birdie. Her Majesty’s (6- 15S).
De
Re Mi.. Prince Wales (10-12-61).
~—
Theatre,. N.Y.
- Dream & Bessie, Royal Ct. (10-246).

“TOMMY RALL Is Outstanding Both as Dancer and
Singer. This Show Should Give Him Top Recognition.”

UPI

TO M

Touring Shows

Duck. and Lovers, ‘Arts. Or18-61).
-Flngs ‘Ain‘t,. Garrick (2-11-60
, Guilty Party, St. Martin’s (8-17:BD.

-

firma La. Davee,
Irregular Verb,

(Figures cover. Oct. 29-Nov. -12)
Advise

and

Consent—Ford’s

tyric

(7-17-58).

.

Criterion (4-11-61).
Let Yourself Go, Palladium (5-19-61),
Lord Chamberlain,
Saville (8-23-61).
Luther, Phoenix (7-27-61). ©

Balto

(30-4); Nixon, Pitt. (6-1D.
Best Man—Blackstone, Chi (30-11).
4.
,
(11e
Bye
Bye
Birdie
(N.Y.
Co.)—Shubert, | _ Mousetrap. . Ambassador, {U35 5D.

Boston

R ALL

_

Bye

(30-4);

Captains

ran,

Her

Majesty's,

Bye. Birdie (2d

(30-11).

S.F.

and the

Daughter

Kings

(tryout»—Cur-

Boston

(6-11).

.

Fiorello
— Auditorlum,
(30-31); Bushnell, Hartford
. Love

(8-11).

Gay

One Day

Life

One ‘For the

New

Pot,

Ross,

Haymarket

Stop

the

Sotnd

.

(tryout)—O’Keefe,

Adelphi

of Year,

13-16-61).

..

Royal: E. (10-23-81).:

Whitehall

(8-2-61). .

One Over Eight,;Duke York‘s (4-5-61).
Polish State Rep, Prince's (10- 30: Oe
Rehearsal, Globe (4-5-61).
Repertary, Aldywich (12- 15-66).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-14-6D..

Hershey, Pa.
(1-4); Shubert, }
;

(tryout)—Shubert,

Man,

air
Lady,
Drur
La
(4-30-58).
My Fal Rah Ys-30-60)y
ne
30
)

.

:

of "ditence: itryout)—Erlanger,

(30-11).

Haven

Chi

(30-

Philly

First

Montreal |. -‘Musie

Co.\—Erlanger,

Toronto.

‘Teresa

of. Music,

of

World,

Airla,

(5-12-60).

Palace

(5-18-81.

Queens

.

7-20-61).

Vaudeville

(10-20-82).

(30-11

Whistle in Dark, Apollo (9-11-81.
;
Gideon (tryout)—Locust, Philly (30-4, |. Young tn Heart, Vic. Pal. (12-21-60).
to N.Y.).
:
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
:
Gypsy (N.Y. Co. Biltmore, L.A. (30-10). :
Heartbreak H’se, Wyndham’s (11-160.
‘Gypsy (2d Co.)—Shubert,
New Haven
' | Wreath Udomo, Lyric H’smith 1E28D.. ;
(30-4); Playhouse; WiImineton (611). ©.
Long Sunset, Mermaid GLTSD.
La Piume. de. Ma Tante —Fisher, . Det.
(30-11).
;
‘Miracle. Worker,
Wyndham’s- (3-9-8135
Lena
Horne
Show (tryout}—Colonial,

moves.

“Milk and Honey’ is at its most
exciting when TOMMY RALL sings

Boston

(30-4; U.
Wichita
Music
j tre,

Man

Lima

‘Madison (3);

‘SCHEDULED. B‘WAY PREEMS

Music - Hall,

Cleve

(30-11).

Comphisant

Palace,

Youngstown

(2d

(31):

- Man for All

Seasons, ANTA. (11-22- 6D.:
Sunday. In’ N.Y., Cort :(11-29-6).
Daughter Sitence, Music Box. (11-30: ‘6D,
Take Her, ‘Biltmore (12-21-61).
.
At Nine. O'Clock, Golden (12-26-61.
Night of Iguana, Rovale (12-28-61).
‘New. Faces of °62, Alvin (2-1-62).

Co. \—Shubert, - Chi

‘National. Repertory
Co. (Mary
| Elizabeth
the
Queen)—National,
.' (30-4): Ford’s, Balto (6-11),
Night

of

fhe

Iguana

No Strings, Hellinger

;
é>

Sound

of

Music.

rf

z

ronto

(30-4);

?

Hartford

Tenth,

Mirror.
'

We supply ‘technical’ services. ‘and
personnel for: Off-Broadway produc-

‘Hons. Through: our business and {>
;

Man—Wilbur, . Boston

(30-4); | offer, the

Royal Alexandra, Toronto. (6-11).
’ Thurber Carnival—Her Maijesty’s,
treal (29-4); Wilbur, Boston (6-11).

“TOMMY RALL dances an exquisite

Toys in the Attic—Forrest, Philly (30- 1.NT

Off-Br oadway “Shows

NORMAN NADEL,

|

New York World-Telegram & Sun.

“TOMMY RALL emerges as a standout singer.”
VARIETY, Hobs.

(Figures
American

Balcony

“MILK and HONEY”
Currently’ In

MARTIN

BECK THEATRE.
NEW YORK

"Beautifully sung by TOMMY RALL.” |
LEONARD

HOFFMAN,

Hollywood

Reportar.

Newsweek,

opening

Living

Diff'rent, Mermaid
Bessie,

ASHLEY-STEINER, INC.
579 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

138 East 27th Street:
is Now under ‘thee management ‘ot. F.G.a,
‘Enterprises,
Inc: The seats have been

pinted

ep). (9-12-61),

(10-17-61).

Dream

&

Cherry

Ghosts,

4th St. ‘(9-21-61).

Fantasticks,. Sullivan

St.

Lane

G-3-60).

_

eRe

“OBEY. “THAT. IMPULSE

OPENINGS
(11-2-61).

Agency. $1.50 en hour PLUS com:

(12-27-81).

CLOSED

Stoones,

Gramercy

21 after

<10-21-61);

one performance.’

NY, Rr. 2701 MU 27-2613. .

work: ‘during ‘the. day at «@ Travel

fortuna, Provincetown (12-14-61).
;
Not. While Eating, Mad. Ave. (12- 19-81.

Oct.

"J. BERMANT & CO.

122.£. 42 St.

WANTED — Actress: for telephone

Shadow of Heroes, York (12-58))..Sing ‘Muse, Van Dam (12-6-61).
:

Harry

a

ok.T. L i B ERT Y 2

Androcies-Police, Phoenix (11-21-61).
Apple, Living Theatre (11-28-61).

closed

Room 309

‘and substribe regularly. to——-"
ig. stated fhis 1912 advertisement.
a you invest.on impulse? Then yo ust.
= should consider the costs, risks and2
advantages of Mutual Funds...
—
3
#5

Time, Gentlemen, Strollers =(11-461). . 3
Sf
Alfl_ In Love; Martinique. -(21-6-61..
:
Sharon’s Grave, Maidman (11-8:51).. °Auto Graveyard, 41st St.| (11-11-61).
Bella, E. 11fh St. (11-16-61.
.
_
Toinette, Theatre Marquee. (11-20-81). ‘
Red Roses, Greenwich Mews (11-20-61).

Orpheum

.

.
Fer’ infermation eall -MU_ 6-9630er write to F.G.A, ENTERPRISES, Ine.

Threepenny Opera, da” Lys (9-20-55).
2 by- Saroyan.: East End €10-22-61).

Aphrodite.

Inter lor... newly

AVAILABLE

-, 30 E. 60th St.; New: York, N.Y.

Sap of Life, 1 Sher. Sq. .(10-2-61).

Madame

©

Seteesaasoentg
¢ OoeCeooseooseceeoeeeaes
eesesas
S

O Marry Me, Gate (10-27-61),
Premise, Premise (11-22-60).
,
Red Eye, Provincet’n Playh’. se (6-12-61,

Hall, Mayfalr

tt ‘and
ts
= the

FOR IMMEDIATE RENTAL |
-

Mary Sunshirie, Players (11-18-59).
Misatiiance,. Sheridan Sq. (9-25-61).

City

Bainted,

(3-1-61)

Ge Show Me Dragon, Midway. (10-27-61).
Happy Days, Cherry: Lane (9-17-61).
:
Harry Stoones, Gramercy. (10-21-61).

Fight

4B West. 87th Street

GRAMERCY ARTS THEATRE .

Clandestine. {istors Rink ere 61
‘Connection,

‘

eeeccccccscccccccovcecce

(10-26- 61).

€ep.), Circle In Square (3-3-6) .

SCHEDULED

Representation: RAY C. SMITH

|

dates)

Jan Hus

Blacks, ‘St Marks (5-4-61).
Buskers, Cricket (10-30-61).

Go

@

“TOMMY RALL can sing and dances
with equal felicity.”

denote
Savoyards,

best at: lower prices.

| SHER-WYNN PRODUCTIONS |

Mon-

World of Suzle Wong—Civic, Knoxville ,
Birmingham (2-4; Civie, | 7
My (31-L; Temple,
iNew Orleans (6- 12),
,

and poignant lament—there isn't
a more noble moment all evening.“

R 0 D U cT | 0X.

(6-7); 1 personnel contacts we are able. to'

| Mineola (L.I.) Theatre .(8-11).

COLEMAN,

a

SERVICE

(2d: Co. »—American,

Bushnell.

Alvin (5 3-62).

(tryout)—Audl-

«St. L. (30-11
t Subways
Are for Sleeping
(tryoutr— ;
; Shubert, Philly ’(6-11).
in
New. York
Sunday
(tryout)—Play. ' house, Wilmington (1-41 National, Wash.
fel.
Taste of Honey—Royal Alexandra, To-

=2

(2-22-62).

Funny. Thing. Happened,

‘Stuart,
Wash.
.

torium, Rochester - (2-4); Shubert, Det.
(7-11)
Tet
Rhinoceros—Hartford, L.A. (30-11Y"
;

Lover,. Barrymore. (11-1-6D3.

Kean,
Broadway (11-2-61)
Gideon, Plymouth (1-961).
Gay Life, Shubert
(11-18-61).

”

(bus-and-truck)—Ohio: Thea-

(30);

; Bend (10-11).
t gd. Fair Lady

$
$

York

U. (8-9);

ti

HOWARD TAUBMAN,
New York Times.

ROBT.

of Wisconsin,

(Kan.)

Milwaukee

|Ohio Theatre, Mansfield (1); Kellogg Jr.
‘High School, Battle Creek
(2-3); Civic,
; Lansing (4); Loew’s
Victory, Evansville
(@);. Indiana U., Bloomington (7; Purdue
Ji U.. Lafayette, Ind. (8-91;. Morris, ‘South

“A moment of stirring emotional
truth... played, sung and danced
with gusto.”

New

Worker — Pabst,

Omaha (10-11).
-Musié Man—Hanna,

New York Daily News.

closed Saturday (28) after 267 performances.

|

All Seasons (tryout»—Walnut,

(6-11).

Miracle

JOHN CHAPMAN,

“Acts with heart, sings with felling
effect and steps dynamically.”

for

Philly.

and then caps it with an extraordinary solo dance.”

. .

(30-11).

-Man

a lovely ballad, ‘I Will Follow You,’

|

miséton: ‘CallAL $381 2.

Wednesday, November 1, ‘Yser.

Road: Nat]Rep$26,594inWash,
Miracle’ Strong $40,253inMpls.
‘LaPlume’ Big $54.206inDetroi

[day (24-25), two, ground "$13,500;
| Civie, Grand Rapids, Thursday-Fri-.
day (26-27), two, about $18,000;
-Seottish Rite, Ft. Wayne, Saturday.
(28), two, $11,250.

BwayOff, But Montand $23561 (6),
Shot’$32685,‘Murder’ $24443 (6)-

Thurber Carnival . (R-RS) (Imegene Coca; Arthur Treacher; King +
Donovan). Previous week, _ SIS,546,
Ford's, Baltimore.’
Last week, about $26.927 tor|
[seven performances: Veterans MeBusiness on Broadway was gen- Previous week, $40,980. Moved last
($6-$6. 50:- 1 623), Previous:
Business ranged: from satisfac 4 Wk)
jmorjal, Proyidence, R: 1., Monday erally
|.
down “last week.
Receipts Monday (30) to the Alvin.
“ory to solid for. most. road’ ‘shows. week, $51,043 With “TG: ATS, sup {23}, .one, around $5.000: Palace,.
were healthy for about 60-65% of
Last week, $33.698.
scription.
last week.
‘|Danbury, Tuésday 124) one, about
the shows on tap.
Boxoffice was
.The National. Repertory. Co.; al Ee Last. ‘week, $58. 157.
Kwamina, 54th St. MD) ‘Ist wk;
-|$5,000; Capitol, Binehamton, Wed- jSlack for the remaining ‘entries, of
ternating ‘Elizabeth°the Queen” .
‘Nnesday: (25), one, around. $5,000; which there were three casualties 8 p) ($8.60; 1,434; $60.000'.
-and “Mary Stuart,” opened its. tour f“MINNEAPOLIS
;
Opened Oct .23 to two favorable
' Auditorium, Roehester,. Thursday- :last Saturday night ‘28).
“mildly in ‘Washington.
“‘Miraele Worker, ‘Orpheum D-j Saturday £26-28), four, $11,927.
notices (Chapman. News; Taubmen,
The
sellouts
were
“Camelot,”
4IRs) €$4.85-$5,.20;. 2.800: $380.00
Times) and five unfavorable «Kerr,
Estimates for. Last Week
“Carnival,” “Hew to Sueceed in
. Previous .w eek, $23, 605, Hanna,
Herald Tribune; MeClain, Journal‘Business.
‘Without
Keally
Trying,”
Porenthetic designations for out: |: Cleveland..
Nadel.
World-Tele| Mary, Marys ”" “Milk and Honey, ” American;
of-town. shows ate the: same: as for| Last: week. : $40.253. With: Orphegram;
Slocum,
Mirror;
Watts,
|-sa
v” and
“An
Evening
‘Broadway, except that hyphenated|um Series. ‘subscription... we
Post.
wh Yves Montand.” “Come Blow
T with show classification indicates|
Last week, $30.532 with parties.
|
eour
Horn”
did
it
again
last
week
‘tryout and RS indicates road show. |
.
~ MONTREAL
ae
Jebn “Lovell: Jr., professor
f\by climbing to another new high
Let It Ride, O'Neill «MC) :3d
Also, prices on-touring shows in‘Lena ‘Horne Show, Her Ma jesty’s
clude 10% Federal Tax and local|(R-T).| Previous: week, S72,568, English ‘at Howard Univ., has an gross for its run at the Atkinson ‘wk; 20 p) ($9.60; 1.050; $54.508)
Theatre. “Shot in the Dark” was: ‘George Gobel. Sam Levene’. Prefax, if any, but as on Broadway ,
‘excellent.
reference
book
in
his
new
O'Keefe, Toronto..
also a sellout.
vious week, $45.539 with parties.
grosses are net: ¢.e., exclusive of}
:|“Digest of Great ‘American Plays”
, Last week, $22. 940...
been re-| Last week, $37.237 with parties.
‘Grosses below have
‘fares. Engagements ‘are for: single |.
|*Crowell; $5:95). The volume rates duced by. commissions where the-week unless otherwise noted.
Mary Mary, Hayes ‘C) :34th wk;
ww HAVEN
a_ place -with the: Burns Mantle, atre parties are mentioned.
268 p)} '$6.90-$7.50: 1,139: $43.380)
‘BALTIMORE
° Fierelle; Shubert: (MC-RS)-\$6; John.
Chapman, Louis |KronenEstimates for Last Week
. (Barbara Bel Geddes, Barry Nel_ . Gypsy (2d Co.), rord’s (MG-RS) | 1.650;. $54.000).
Previous. week, iberger. and kindred source material.
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), son, Michael Wilding). Previous
($5.98;
1,819;
$56,032) © \Mitzi- +$41,314 - with TG-ATS
Subscrip- | It. includes not only. summaries of.
_Green).. Previous. ‘week; .$33.937. |tidn, ‘Nixon, Pittsburgh:
-.
100: plays. from . pre-Revolutionary -CD (Comedy-Dramna}, R (Revue), week, $43,444.
MC:
( Musieal-Coniedy), MD (MusiLast week, $43,432.
- with. Theatre Guild-American TheLast week, $29,837.
jand Civil) War :sources. ~* Amer‘cal-Drama}, O ‘(Opera', OP (Opatre Society. subscription, Shubert, f
jicana up until the ‘present, but inMilk and Heney, Beck :3d wk:
eretta),.
Rep.
(Repertory),
DR
;
.
“PHILADELPHIA
Cineinnati.
icludes casts of- cliaracters, inter--:
23 py ($8.60-$8.60; 1.280; $63,400)
7 Garden of Sweets, Walnut; «D-T) . pretations of the significance of the (Dramatic Reading».
Last week, $82,085.
Weede,
Mimi
Benzell,
Other parenthetic designations (Robert
142d wk) ($4.80-$5.40: 1 349: $36,000)-“work at its. time; historical. notes,
Molly Picen). Previous week, $61,-BOSTON
\Katina. Paxinoul. -Previous week, _and ‘an act-by-act. retelling -of the refer, respectively, to weeks played, 327 with parties.
nuniber of performances through
Bye Bye Birdie (N. YY. Co), Shu-*. :$9.412: for five. performances.
‘play plots. It is thus not merely a last Saturday, top prices (where
Last week. $61.328 with parties.
bert (MC-RS) (3d wk). ($6.50-$7.50; . Last week, $7, 468,
‘capsule digest of the plays,. but an two prices are given, the higher is
*My Fair Lady, Hellinger AIC)
Previous
week,
3,717; -$65.000)..
Gideon, -- Locust - »D-TY 2d: wk) ‘analysis of each act.
for
Friday-Saturday
nights
and
the
(293d wk; 2,334 p) '$8.05; 41,553;
$64, 745 with. TG-ATS ‘subscription.|194. 80-$5.40:; 1.580: $48,000) (FredAt is thoroughly cross-indexed as lower for weeknights), number of $69,500) (Michael Allinson, Margot
Last week, $62,544 with. Show.’
. ric March, ‘Douglas Campbell). Pre- ..to authors, sonscmiths, outstanding seats, capacity gross and stars. Moser). Previous week, $51,463
of the Month. Club ‘patronage.
:vious week, $27.389 with ‘TG-ATS | roles, casts,.Jocoles, regiorial ori- Price includes 10% Federal and with Rosemary Rainer pinchhitComplaisant
Lever, _ Colonial° subscription.
Bins. lengths. of runs,. Pulitzer. (and 550 repealed City tar ‘diverted to ting for Miss Moser, who returned
(C-T) 12d wk) ($4.95-$5.50;. 1.685; j} Last week, $28. 531. with TG-ATS |kindred) prizes. premiere dates, an °endustry- wide pension and wel- from a two-week
Vacation last
$47,000) ‘Michael Redgiave, Googie’ + subscr iption..
:
t‘ete. Withai. it is hivhly informa- fere fund). dut grosses are net:
Monday (30).
‘Withers, Richard Johnson). PreviLast week. $46.367.
f Kean, Shuhert Men: (3d wk). tive as well 2s ood. reading ‘for te., exclusive of taxes
ous week, $28,464 |with ‘TG-ATS |
)($6-$7.50; 1.876: $72.264) «Alfred. the. Jegit. buff. It’s a natural. for| Asterisk denotes show had eutPurlie Victorious, Cort -C) ‘Sth
‘amateur. ‘stock. strawhat, campus. rate tickets in circulation.
susscription.
. Drake). . :Previous: week, $72.438.
- last week; $34, 166with TG-ATS ; Last week, ‘$71 .204.
land kindred producers.
Abel
*Bleed, Sweat and Stanley Peole, wk; 36 p) '$6.90-$7.50: 1,155; $4Ive
000).
Previous: week, $18,863.
subscription, —
| Moresco \C) ‘4th wk; 28 p) ($6.90Last week, $18.553.
Moves Nov.
bo: Toys in: the Attic, Forr est: (D-RS) |
$7.50; 9$99; $41,960) ‘Darren Me“Tenth Man, Wilbur. 4D-RS) Ust. ATst- wk) ($4.50-$5.40: 1.760; $50,20
to
the Longacre.
| Gavin). ‘Previous w eek, $14.201.
wk). 1$4. 95-$5.50,; 1,241; $36.610).. .
726). (Constance '‘Bennett, Anne Re'
Last
week.
$14,288.
Sail
Away,
Broadhurst
(MC; (4th
.. Previous “week, $21. 583, Shubert, Ivere, - Scott .McKay, Patricia Jes-i
. New. Haven.
Camelot, Majestic MC) (47th! ' wk; 31 p) ($8.60-$9.40: 1.214: $58sel): Previous week. $38,524 with
;
236).
Previous
week,
$58,011
with
ast week $30,201 with: TG-ATS. \TG-ATS. ‘Subscription, ; ‘National,
wk; 377 p) (£9.40; 1.626, $84,000)
, Indienaniotis. Oct. 32.
subscription after: opening’ : here ! Washington. *
‘| Julie Andrews, William Squire). theatre parties.
Last
week.
$59,561
with
parties.
. Oct. 23 to four. favorable notices
Though
a
total
of
72.809
persons.
Previous
week, $84.022.
Helenz
| Last week, $24-512 with TG- ats |
(Durgin; Globe; Hughes, ‘Herald;. ' subscription after opening here to. saw six shows. Jast summer in the | Scott is subbing for \fiss Andrews,
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|: Blood, Sweat & Stanley Poole (Moresco): Arthur Cantor. 134 W. 44th
St. (LO 3-43701.
Camelot (Majestic): Richard Maney, 137 W. 48th St. ‘CI 7-4646).
Caretaker (Lyceum!: Harvey Sabinson, 321 W. 44th St. ‘JU 2-4747).
| ‘Carniyal ‘Imperial): Harvey Sabinson, 321 W. 44th St. «JU 2-4647).
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Fallout Shelter Fun
The 1962 travelers' to Europe | _ Dept. of the Bitter End: Vetwilt have: an added fillip to. look.

t of th
forward to for enjoyment o 4. he
Continent, if a ‘scheme. doviee 1 ¥|

By ABEL GREEN
India's. Prime Minister

‘as flowers, fruit, and the rest. with |
“Bon Arrivee” presents, ‘enjoyed

consideration, - the

-by the voyager on arrival. in: Ett..Yope-or. any other area ‘covered by j. messages .by world
the new service called “Be My.
Like: Khrushchev?
: Guest.””
- Beginning.
early
next
year,
friends at home can. shower the
" American vacationer with anything.

from a $5 perfume in Paris to a

complete boar hunt ‘in’. Morocco;.
from. a dinner. in a famed Rome.
restaurant to a-personally conducted tour of voodoo haunts in Haiti;.
not. forgetting such .gag offerings
as an‘elaborately: wrapped -“reviv-:

leaders.”
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Word from Hollywood at
VARIETY: presstime
Tuesday

In the yesteryear flickers it

was that film folk wished to
cooperate but did not wholly

accept the validity of Murtow’s data. Eric Johnston's
own survey established differ-

wants to make the widest study. of -- They're the new legit menU.S. communications and entertain-|.
ace. because that’s where the
ment. He has so expressed himself
high-styled ‘theatregoers conto the: State Dept.
gregate, especially at the openings,
and-even Gargantua can't
The result is that Nehru, unlike
- Khrushchev, ‘will see. Disneyland.
see over some of those statuesque
coifs. It’s as bad as sit| In fact he'll s¢e Disneyland, at his

globe. Producer George Sid" ney said Murrow was speaking
to the “wrong people”; he
ought to address the film presdents and bankers.

th @ .

pictures will be ‘comprised. ‘of
‘outdoor subjects’ and travelogs,
in additfon. to. inspirational

‘Ladies Will Please’
used to be “ladies will please
remove their hats’ but what
to do with those new Eiffel

-broadcasting _executive
nuntek - 8m pix for use in fallout shel- |radio, tv, motion pictures for him-|
Joseloff takes. hold: ~ Gimmick’) ter
self and, more than coincfdentally,|:
‘would -replace. ‘bucdeiisome: and
stereotyped bon voyage. gifts, such | _principal
~

‘Funhouse Mirrors’ as Seen 0'Seas

Jawa-|

eran — publicist-distrib
Noel |harlal Nehru, now in the U.S. on aj
" Meadow ..has. formed’ Survival. "|state. visit, Is pointedly interested}
Sims. to distribute 16m and
[in the widest exposure to press,|
“Glaustrophobia being
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AMother’s Grief
Called ‘Obscene’

‘OWN: request, before

he sees his

Beverly Hilton Hotel. suite. next
.{Sunday. (12), when he and his party
{go directly from the airport. to
the Anaheim, Cal., outdoor .piayground.
Chief. of Protocol. Angier: Biddle
‘Duke. and his chief aide, Jay}
‘|
Rutherford,
who have charge. of all
Kansas City, Nov. 7.
Kansas’ State Board: of Review ts,| visiting dignitaries, are. impressed
‘with
Nehru's
pitch for the. greatest
being challenged in its censorship
-of the filrh, “Two Women,” by Em- press .and.. communications cover-

Tower, Brigitte
coiffeurs..

Bardot-style

ting behind a pole.

World Rebuke To
Soviet ‘Testing’?
Mexico City, Nov. 7.

al kit,”” complete with: romo tab-A minute of coordinated silence
lets and. dark glasses, for the morning-after.a night.before in Paris. | bassy. Pictures, New York, distribu-|age. Also the Indian leader's .in- on the entire “civilized world’s”
Idea came to the’ well-travelled. tor. Board on Aug..29 refused: to terest in communications which radia and tv facilities is proposed
Joseloff. during a previous visit to. ‘grant a. certificate of approval for will include an official’ motion pic- by Rodolfo Landa, head of the

Rome when.a friend.at home, af-. the film, citing. an episode in the’ ture dinner: hosted. by Eric John- National Assn. of Actors, as a reJ ston. at the BevHilton Hotel.. the
ter considerable. correspondence: film as. “obscene.”.
buke to the Russians’ “irresponScene in questiori is one. ‘showing: ‘same Sunday. (12) night. Next day
and difficulty, managed to..arrange.
sible atomic bomb biasts.”
. for him. a swank. dinner (at the: the ‘mental. arid physical reactions (Monday) the Nehru party ‘will be
+ feted on the Paramount lot; the
Landa will sound out all the inEternal City’s, plush Hostaria dell'- ofa mother who has just minutes |
ternational federations of actors
(Continued
ontinued on
on page 7
78)
‘| before witnessed the killing of her
: (Continued on page18) and allied talent fields, particularly
baby: by a soldier, according to the.
attuned to propaganda purposes, to
‘petition filed in- Wyandotte. County
project’ this vivid albeit “passive
j District Court, Kansas. City, Kans.
resistance
measure.”
He claims
| The. .petition. claims’ the: scene is
‘that untold millions are loyal to
-|not obscene or immoral in :context.
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local
and
global
talent
favorAs an alternate to the: granting.
ites and such personalities can do
of a certificate-of approval, the dis- |
|
more
to
drive
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to
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tributer asks the court to. declare|.
that the world’s millions upon mil‘unconstitutional
the. law under|
lions of human beings “may nowW
‘ ‘Washington, Nov... 7. - | which the board censors motior
Fry
e
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| actions “even while the wounds of
the White’ House last .week and ‘obtain ‘approval before-showing the'|
was instantly met with a -rebuke. ‘film denies the distributor the right
Paris, Nov. 7. j the last war are still latent.”
‘from’ another—musician ©.in | the. and ‘privilege to speak. freely and-| The law giving authors. moral.

French. Authors’

The Union Status Of

The Performing Trumans;
Harry Heckled by Maggie

‘Moral’ Control

Over Filmings |ozensshcsaey carers

ent impressions; that 85% of
U.S. films were liked around

Hollywood, Nov. 7.
Recently Newton
Minow,
the
chairman of the Federal Communications Commission,
lambasted
broadcasters -for perpetrating a
“wasteland,” culturally, in the domestic market. Now the director
of the U. 8. Information Agency,
Edward R. Murrow, charges that
Hollywood film studios are spreading a bleak, exaggerated and undesirable image of American culture to the world at large.
Talking turkey, Murrow told the
top tier of Hollywood filmdom assembled that foreigners see America through “funhouse mirrors” ag

result of the filma they ship overseas.
Sald Murrow: “Let me be blunt
(Continued on page 78)

Russia and Satellites
Outshone Free World At
Frankfurt’s Book Fair
Frankfurt, Nov. 7.
This year’s International Book
Fair in Frankfurt ranked as the
biggest in the world, with an overpowering -80,000 books from 1,832

publishers,
and
reps
of every
major American and British publishery on hand.
Book fair cataaudience.
‘to, publish. its sentiments..and belog alone
weighs
a hefty six
oo “But “Daddy,” said you-know- liefs. The censorship law imposes. tights 8nd say in Woes into.captae US, Western Film
pounds.
‘who, “you-don’t belong to Equity.” an’ invalid prior. restraint upon imminently. It was first passed in
Best-organized
and
most imposThe next day Truman was called. freedom. of: expression. ‘Attorneys. 57. A recent trial pinpointed the
ing stalls came from the Redlands,
“on at.the National Press -Club. to. for Embassy: are. HaroldH. Hard- Workings: and possible effects of
particularly
Russia,
and
also East
clarify ‘the cryptic remark. “As a ‘ing and Charles -W.. Lowder: Kan- the law.
Madrid, Nov. 7.
Hungary and CzechvLaw gives writers a sayso on
lifetime member
of ‘the “musi- sas City,
Ct
Kans., ‘who. filed the suit}.
The first full-length western to {| Germany,
slovakia.
So
well-coordinated
the film ‘adaptation and finished be. filmed in Spain, “Brutal Land,”
ct.
26..
cians’ union, why didn’t you explain. to.. your legit “perfornier-|. Suit is one more in.a long Series. product ‘with. a right to damages is in production in the southeast- were the Reds in their massive efdaughter that you don’t have to ‘by distributors which: have ‘locked. if ‘they. feel their work has :been ern province of Almeria; Project forts to sell their books across the
‘betrayed.
It also gives authors is a three-way coproduction involv-. Iron Curtain -that they delivered
(Continued: on ‘page 79)
be a member.of Actors’ Equity to
2° of the gross as well as a big ing Hammer
play the piano?”
Films
of London, personal letters to the hotels of
down payment against the ‘_per- | Tecisa of Madrid and a Yank syn-{S0me of the top U.S. publishers
Truman replied something tol
centage...
the effect that there was little’ he.
dicate recently forméd
in New at hand. urging sales of particularProducers feel that percentage York. Executive producer Michael ly “outstanding” books by up-andcould explain to Margaret.
7
may cut. into their take and that Carreras is also director. James coming-young party writers.
Truman and a group of: Fair.
According to Ken Giniger, chief
authors.‘may cause troubles. Recent Sangster shares working producer
Déal friends were hosted by. Pres-(|ident and -Mrs.. Kennedy at. a’. ' Former. heavyweight champ. Joe triat’ had the’ Society of Men of credit with Jose Maeso.
(Continued on page 78)
Package involves a sizeable adspecial ‘White House banquet..- ‘The: Louis |‘ts teaming with comedian Letters backing the prestige and
ex-President played Paderewski’s3} Leonard. Reed on a tour of one- ‘rights.of a long dead’18th century |yance from Metro which will dis- |
Dear Jack:
“Minuet: in G"” ‘after the razzing nighters. Reed’ worked. with Louis. author, Chaderlos De Laclos. whose | tribute throughout the world, exWITH ZOOMAR
from. his daughter. A. preceding some. years. ‘ago, and later did -a classic,
“Les Liaisons Danger: cept for Spain and Portugal (Mer-musical -program featured: pianist ‘stint. ag": manager of the Apollo ‘euses,” they. feel, was debas
¥{curio distributes in these territo-iootI can get closer to our stars—
Gagarin
did with
hls»
Eugene List who played Truman’s ‘Theatre, N.Y. They debut Nov: 15: ‘the’ updated..’59 pic version of dil- ries), Based on an original screen: than
” favorite Chopin numbers. List: has sand ‘will follow with a tour. of ‘Eu- rector Roger Vadim and writer- play by Edmund Morris, “Brutal ! ‘rocket —and its safer! (Costs
‘adaptor
Roger
Yailland.
less,
too!)
played for’ Truman through’ the ropean Army posts starting Dec. 12:
‘| Land” includes Richard Basehart, ‘
If: dead authors’ works are also’ Alex Nichol, Paqaita Rico and Dor i
years, beginning at the 1945 Pots- { Supporting. cast will include The
dam
conference
when‘: he’. _per-" Falcons, .Johnnie Mae Matthews, to be contested,. producers feel this Taylor, - with Jose Nieto, Fernando |
J. WALTER THOMPSON COMPANY forfed for Stalin; Churchill and Alberta Adams and ‘Todd Rhodes || could get out of hand. No verdict Rey and Manolita Barroso costarSAPAN
.
.

Underway in Spain’

Champ JoeLouis’Tour
— Of 1-Niters, Then 0’Seas

Vanda:

Truman as an Army’ enlisted man. ‘Orch.

(Continued on page 78).
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~The TwistNot Forthe Portly

West Germans Irked by Episodes
In Forthcoming Italo War Film)
By HAZEL

on” emieh

3lO

Reeperbahn Rebellion

Jeas

in

’ How

Hamburg, Nov. 7.
|
There is a rebellion abrew-—
ing on the Reeperbahn, the.
famed seaport “Montmartre”
which draws slummers and locats

alike.

«iv fathers

since

the sailors
dort

the Hamburg

Friday

ordained no 100‘0

nations

"DARRYLF. ZANUCK

‘{the Shimmy has a dance as debat-lable as “The
fore.

Twist”: come.-to

In between,

of course,

the
have

been anything and everything from: .
the Charleston

and chore-'_!
The
Robbins.

to the Samba.

from

Twist,

however,

-has

taken:

_ over with such sudden. impact. in

‘t important social Circins in. New.
York as to: Kive, it special status
‘although it is. by me méans very
| new.. It took a year for. Chubby
Checker's: ditk to snowhall,. after

Prisoners Don’t Mind
Being Locked Up, But ‘the original author «Hank Ballard):
Rock ’n’’ Roll.goulen't. make it -or was ahead of
_ he Awards
as TV Package
:soritty
ana1 am making snange- Ouch, ThatDenver,
Nov. 7
Golden — Globe
‘Awards ;two additional ‘sequences in ‘THE
FAMOUS PRODUCER OF OUTSTANDING
PICTURES
currently.
shocting “The -Longest Day" says:
“PAUL ANKA
ie an excellent,
comedian with a photogenlyue per-.

-.

ie

LONG EST
Ii fags
closer
together,
such’
given by the Foreign Press Assn. ”
themes should be brought on the

who was in New: York
the Germans are crying about the last week, pitching the show to ad-:
Venice Film Fest. There are stil vertising- agencies and networks.
many ‘nice comments in the press” The awards dinner is presently

of
the! “t is the social eolumnar publiat The- city: in the Gotham sheets, and the

prisoners
security ward

Ninetyfour

DAY."

oe Saeot “oe Bonny &Burn
s

ecTeen.This adds to, the current senti- ment “We was wronged!”
which _Greshler,

“maximum
Denver

County

peti-: slumming

jail: recently

parties- it

has

engen-.

tioned the warden to stop piping - dered, that has endowed The Twist
-with a special vigor. For one thing.
music from KTLN Radio into their

Hit ofCommand

_two hole-in-the-wall
bars, almost
' side-by-each ‘on: West 45th Street

J cellblock..

The stationis a rock

'n’ roller tbetween Broadway and 6th ‘Ave.),
and Warden Dan Stills said the’
have had io hire tneir own special.
‘prisoners apparently couldn't stand:

slated for March from the. cocoa |

here tat it was a Geliberate slight

“Perhaps not since the: ‘Hula and.

(10).

don .of the Met,
ographer Jerome

and tourists alike,

like it.

Rome

shall

By: ABEL. GREEN’
—

Panelists -who
will
first | the Conga to the. Cha-Cha, not to
each talk and then stay for.
mention the Lindy. Hop and exquestion period include three
cluding such theatrical or passing
soloists, -Florence
Kopleff, -{fads as the Varsity. Drag, the Big
Seymour Lipkin, George [.on-Apple and the ‘Pachanga.
ee

'Greshler Hits Gotham
With Foreign Press Assn.

Furopean

to ‘Behave’

_ American Guild: of -Musieal:
Artists is staging at the Hotel.
Wellington, N.Y. a “how-tobehave-while-overseas”
seminar for U.S. talent. It's this

st-ipping, either for the brarebosomed
lady. wrestlers
or
epidermis .displayers.
The peclers must ef least re-.
tain a G-string and they, and

@re sheet as TUBEING i] tor the death ,
cf 86 Germncn suiciers. One Ger
Mer becspaper reported: “It.
undeubrtediy true that there were
injusties curing the German -occupst.en mn Reise
But the ques
ticn a anether, ata time in which
the

Of Dance Fads Recalled

GUILD

Franhiurt. Oct. 31.
Tire West Germans are mightily
coneerred
abcut
a forthcoming
Halon fin that allegedly presents
the
Germans
curing
the
last
Werle War a ati unfriendly light,
QS GtalRsb the trend ef today’s international pix us
hich “the good
Gei.an”) has been ce rerging.
Germans
cian
the upcoming i
Folaris Production. “INeci Italiani!
pero. Fecesee
TE Baan For a
Gerrit
cenmcerns & war episode
tn ibe curing the Geo-man occuJratien OF Bee It reveais an inGaGeEnt

Strange Fad Grips N.Y. Society—Previous Convulsions

junifermed
cops ‘o augment’: the
;the sound any longer. The prison- !
‘regular polive detail because. of
ers signed. their names to a.‘kite”..
the fashionable crowds.
No. 2,
'message) and had it deliv ered to
while there is already. evidence -of
oan office.
in most categories 1 it
a little’ Suspected “shilling” and
KTLN denied this and claimed;theatricalism—a
by the readers repre- }
‘London, Nov. 7.
natural
enough
the members of the] “The. Royal Command
Variety‘ en freezeout resulted from the beefing-up. of the status quo—the
station's: editorial position on the
aePchers in the ‘ast World War, in’ ‘foreign
press corps,
and others 'Performance last night ‘Mon.) at. ‘Denver
basic beat does bring out 4 savage
police scandal. The station
international films is now becom- ° will be made by the correspond-‘the Prince of Wales Theatre here’
style of “social” danciing that. isn't
>Continued en page 78)
-€nts -based on letters from read-' netted $85,000 to.the Variety Art- has been strongly critical of the especially social.
city administration's. handling of
_ers. Greshler points out that there;jsts’ Benevolent: Fund, a sum which the scandal.
- That: fs perhaps why the social‘are 158 members of the vrganiza-°, included. sale to Associated Tele- ;
Warden Stills denied KTLN’s. ites have gone overboard. for. it.
- tion, which will) meet shortly to‘ yjsion as a spectacular. The major:
charge. . “We do not pipe news or The Peppermint Lounge and the. form a Buddy Adler Award. hon-' comedy hit in a bill which included-editorial ‘matter from any station; Wagon Wheel, the two. West 45th
ering the late head of the 20th-.’ ‘some of the top talents in the
(Continued on page 60)"
into the cells,”- he said. ‘These
Fox studio, to be awarded the. _world was the bit in which George.
‘are either convicted felons
“NIv Life in Court” by Louis outstanding film per sonality.
‘Burns worked with Jack Benny im- men
‘awaiting
transfer
to
the
state
pris-.
Niver
«Doubleday: $595: is six- ~
—_—_—
personating Gracie Allen. Another
or scheduled for. trial. We -do
chapter. 524-page recap of same
lstandout was Sammy: Davis. Jr.'s on
not want them hearing anything
ef the celebrated trial lawyer's Robt. Stolz-Walt Reisch
lsong and dance work with Lionel
that might start a riot or give them
mast fascinating cases. Presented
Blair, while Benny's relaxed sola’
Pa styie that must be as penetrat- (3, Time) Together Again. spot in the first half evoked a sock . eas about escaping. So we just
‘Hollywood, Noy. 7.
‘give them music from various radio
Ing «Ss seme of the anaisses pre-:
Vienna, Nov. ~%.
ovation.
.
Stations . around town.”
“Celebs whose homes. ‘were depared by Nizer in p: ofessicnal purA callaboration. that .dates back | “Maurice. Chevalier was, perhaps, |
stroved in the disastrous fire that
Buits. book will have special appeal — to 1930 when .composer. Robert| a bit ov erly sentimental.in the closIswept through Belair and:‘surroundJer shew biz readers because of Stolz and librettist Walter Reisch: ing slot w ith his rendition. of “You:
ing. suburbs Monday (6) included
first coauthored
“Two Hearts In! . Must: Have Been a Beautiful Baby,”
treatment accorded the libel case
Burt Laricaster, Joe.E. Brown, WalThree-Quarter
Time”
has. been: ‘which
af Queniin Rey nolcs vs. Westbrovk
was sung to the Queen
ter Wanger, Zsa. Zsa Gabor, DirecPegler: for a report on the Billy
renev.ed. Both¥ are currently work-.
*
‘Mother. Queen Elizabeth..anid her
‘tor
George Powell.and ‘Videotape.
hese Eleaner Holm divorce case: ing here on “Windsor Roses,”
an husband, Phillip, did not-appear as
'owner .Howard. .Meighan. . Each
.
Luebeck, Nov. 7.
the account of Morey Amsterdam's : intimate
legit, musical,
‘they were.on theit way to Ghana
The West German court here;‘home reportedly cost -More. than.
dificulties
when accused of plagia-| Reisch has heen in Hollyw ood , on a state visit.

nut Grove,
Hotel, Los
Greshler.
Winners
: be selected
sented by

net te ivite a single German film
te fhiat con petition last August.
Roreaver. according ta the rereris now current in the German
press, the portrayal of the Gerthe Teutonic.
mans.
particularly

of the .Ambassador
Angeles, according to

Show; 856Net.

LOUIS NIZER’S ‘LIFE
IN COURT’ OK FOR PIX

FIRE SWEEPS HOMES
~ OF HOLLYWOOD NAMES

W. German Court Finds
2 Guiltyin ‘Diary’ Case’

liging:
song,

has. found two Germans, a teacher, $100, 000.
‘Lothar Stielau, and the jandowner,.
* Those. whose homes were threatHeinrich Buddeberg, guilty of mak- ened or damaged included. former

the
and

“Rum
and Caca-Cola” for a major stretch in the interim} ‘Though overlong, ‘the. show was.
a review of Louis B. as
oa screenwricht..
with
such :‘ crammed with hit acts.
They inte gain control of credits as “That Hamilton Woman.’ “teluded ‘Shirley Bassey,
Frankie
Leew’s Ine.
- “Titanic,” “Ninotchka” ‘in collab| Vaughan and Max Bygraves. The
Neatest trick effected by author eration’ and others. He and the :biggest ovation went to “The Crazy
Nizer ws ehility to remain factual _veteran
Viennese
composer
ccl-: Gang.” which made their. farewell
and reasonably unemotional abcut ' labed on a number of legit musical .; appearancé after 11 Royal Shows.
cases an which he was an embattled . CHeKs,
{ ‘Others on the show were the.
pert.san, while managing to convey
Roses”
J Unique about. “Windsor
“Wy
AN
2s".
“Do. Re. Mi" company,
Nina &

Mayer's

fight

about “Diary of vicepresident Richard Nixon trent
Frank” (20th}.
Both: had ‘ed. from -director. ‘Walter Lang),
claimed that the book was not ac- ;: Cary. Grant, Red Skelton, Kim ‘No«
tually written by the iy ‘ear-old |vak, Maureen :O'Hara, Fred Macing false claims
Anne

i! Murray,

girl.

Ginger

‘Rogers,

Marlon

‘Charges brought in the name of ', Brando, Robert Stack, Steve Coch_Garamount of his aan colorfal | is its one-set. eight-people -cast.: Frederik,: Arthur Haynes, .More- Anne. Frank’s father, Otto -Frank, ran, Bobby Darin and Greer |
found the men guilty of ‘insults ! son.
Peétsensiny to his pages. In addi- fatter. ali singing actors.
i cambe. ‘& Wise, Andy Stewart, Bal-|
tien ta inveling Important Cents.
Meantime Stolz is on tour inj Jet Trianas, Baranton Sisters, Com-|but revealed that the men had not| Hundreds of guests, amang’ them
sere
of Nizer’s cases have had concert, Eurovision telecasts and pagnise des: Marottes, Ugo Garri- intended the false statements in’ ' Otto ‘Preminger, Gore Vidal and
ce neice: abie influence on Ruipru- | local preems of his “Kapriolen™ dom, ‘Bruce Forsyth. Latter is resi- any anti-Semitic manner. Stielau. Morton de Costa, were evacuated

@

4a

Cort
rif
end, #s in the instance af.‘and
“Illusions” iceshows in Mu-. : dent emcee for ‘‘Sunday: Night
the Hey nolds Pegler imbreglio, a‘ nich, Copenhagen and Amsterdam. the Palladium. ”
.
(Comtinted on page 78+
through the month of November.

has been relieved of his position: from the Bel Air Hotel::' “Hotel
in the highschool, and. both mien. ‘workers removed a collection of

at

agreed to pay court costs. °

i paintings valued at. $1,000,000.

Ground Broken for New

Spingold Arts Center,
Ground -‘breaking took
place|
Trade Mark Registered -_
? Sunday (5) for-the new Nate -B. ||}: FOUNDED. 1903 by SIME SILVERMAN? Published Weekty by VARIETY, ING.
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Spingold, ‘who died in
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Eva
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The couple, who arrived from
Madrid,
were
held
up
at _ the)

Spanish frontier

due

to Miss Ti-

vhanyi having ‘a: atatelese- passport.’
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WATHOU"TeachersCollegePow on 8mMedia:
TwoTwistiimsUnderWay Hold
PRESTIGE LAGS! Liken Small Gauge to ‘Paperbacks

A picture built: around “The Tw ist’ is- being. rushed into produc: ..-:

tion for Christmas release-“by indie producer Harry A.. Romm.....

Romm has jabeled the’ opus, “Hey, Let's Twist” and will: highlight
Joey. Dee,. the Peppermint:‘Lounge bandleader. with’ rock.’n’ roll. ..
singer Jo Ann Campbell.as:the femme. lead. He is seeking to. have .
Sidney Miller direct. -Releasing company hasn't. yet been set.
..
‘Romm, .a former. talent agent as well as a talent scout for Co-: ‘|:
‘lumbia Pictures, has obtained. the right to.lens shots and use the

+

By ‘VINCENT CANBY

Yanqui

political

| South American

name Peppermint Lounge,. the N. Y, spot,.regarded as the fountainhead of The Twist. Picture. will foll at the Pathe Studies. in New

prestige

in

countries may be]..

dragging badly, and “Good

Present

plans. and

future

possi-

bilities of the brandnew eight mil-

50 Years As Critic
Buffalo, Nov. 7.
William E.-J. Martin, drama

Neigh-|

limeter sound film industry will be
jexplored at length at a three-day
conference starting in New York
today (Wed.) under the sponsorship of the Horace Mann Institute

and motion picture editor of
-| borism” at discount, but the Ameri- } the (morning) Courier-Express
. York, Nov. 16.‘Hal Hackaday has written the screenplay. —
“! can. feature film continues to ‘be| retired on Oct. 31 after nearly
'
€olumbia Doing Ditto ©
Columbia had hopes. to be first’ to market with ‘a. feature picture : the. principal entertainment. of the |. 50 years on the paper. He was
in School
Experimentation
at
True there is a new
Buffalo’s first dramatic critic
dealing with the twist novelty dance: Titled “It’s Trad, Dad,” fiim : ‘latin masses.
Teachers College. Participating in
‘Spanish-Mexican-Argentinian
tri‘when he began writing reis to be lensed in London and New York by Vanguard. ‘Productions.
angle
in
the.
making
(in
Madrid)
|
the
sessions
will
be
educators,
auviews
for
the
Courier
in
1914.
- Chubby Checkers,-high priest of the wiggle ¢raze, and many other
but: as of now there is no serious |. ‘From 1926 to 1956 he served
American. and: British performers have been ‘signed- ‘for. the” pic,
did-visual specialists, film produeas Sunday editor of that paper
which: Dick Lester: will: Greet. Camera work begins. in England . threat to. U.S. volume or playing
ters and equipment manufacturers.
-} time
but continued as drama and
ae 4.
The 8m sound industry became
In. the last 18 ‘months, business ” picture editor to his retirea reality last year with the appear‘has actually been pretty ‘good: 1960
‘ment.
ance on the market of the first 8m
| billings. were up slightly over 1959,
He is a former Chief Barker
and 1961. is running. steady.
sound
cameras
and _ projectors.
of the’ Buffalo Variety Club
‘Future confidence, however, is.
According to John Flory, of Eastand will be honored by. that
| confused. by. the clouds of inflation
man
Kodak,
the
small
gauge stock
group at-a testimonial dinner
and: political uncertainty in Brazil,
‘may well become the “paperback’’
Nov. 14.
the moves of the Mexican govern-..
of the motion picture field. Prof.
Revitalized ‘Northwest “Allied |Blasts. . AML Distribs,|‘ment to participate in all aspects|’
j Louis Forsdale, who is coordinator
of the film industry: in that coun-of the conference, says the 8m
Especially Percentage Terms
try, the. increasing. popularity of
sound deyelopment is the first sig-|tv in .all'the major countries, and,
"| nificant change in the non-theatri‘cal film form since the appearance
Minneapolis, Nov. 7. :Nichols, - Whapeton,, N. D., : secre- of course, the total loss of the Cuof 16m over 30 years ago.
“Reborn ‘North. Central. Allied, tary. Another election of. ‘officers ‘ban market : where billings |were.
Over
100 reps of interested
again an Allied States’ unit, -will, will be held at. thie January con-|; about $3,000,000 annually.
‘In terms of playing time, ‘Amerleo are
are expected to
to atte
attend.
devote .itself. in considerable part vention. ©
to bringing law suits for members | “There - isn’t” an: “exhibitor today. can pix stili:dominate Latin Ameri-. Hollywood, Nov. 7.
against the. film ~‘companies. - to. who hasn't had the hell -kicked out can.screens for a healthy 70° ’ of ’ Salary cuts up to 50°% Nov.
a
through of him. by the ‘film. companies,” ‘the. total: Italo, French and other Sept. 15 for 20th-Fox. toppers in |
make
the - ‘latter: “pay
‘the nose" ‘for “continual, flagrant were the final. words heard at the | European pix: are ‘making: inroads, the home office, studio and else-| meeting. “With . their ~ sales and } of course, but: these. increases are - where, wili be restored June 1, it
wrongdoing ‘to. exhibitors.”
not. necessarily having .an adverse|
It also: will devote itself. to do other: polities . the companies. ate effect on major company billings. was. Tevealed ‘by prexy Spyros P.
everything .within- its power and exterminating small tewn and oth- ‘|The U.S. majors have been -rrofit- Skouras on’ the eve-of his deer.
little
-exhibitors.”
parture for. Gotham . Saturday, ‘a
strength to knock out ‘percentage
ably distributitg .a large number: {day ahead of sked due to ‘his wife
terms and compulsory entire week
of these Europix themselves—pix, being ill back home.
Decca Records Inc. posted cone
running time in the small towns.
| incidently, which seldom, if. ev
A handful of. execs took the top’ solidated net earnings for first nine
_ -If necessary, there'll -be damage.
‘See the light:of day Stateside.
By JACK PITMAN :.
suits brought. against. the film coni- }
There are really. two ways of tslice voluntarily, as did the others months ended Sept. 30: of $1,875,
panies every day and appeals will
Forget. Nikita's. bomb— for: :
a mo- |looking at the Latin American mar- { who received: $500 weekly or more, , 000 (inclusive of Universal Picbe made to the federal govern-. ment. -Who's measuring the failout, ket, however.
In terms of overall. {the starting figure being 10°7. Not ,
to $1.46 per
i tures’ net), equal
ment “to come to Small . exhibi- from -the Minnesota blast—that billings. business has béen good. too many at the studio were af- j
tors’ aid.”
Bennie Berger, ‘et al, detonation. ‘Nevertheless, there has been a de- fected by the incision in salary be-! share on 1,285,701 shares oufstand-

‘OurWeaponVilBeLawsuils

20thWageSlash

‘Terminates June 1:

'U Rentals Lower,

Decca Echoing

“NY. Temperature Rises

7-7
This was ‘detided | here- at the of last week?: finite deterioration in net returns 'cause most are under contracts |ing.
first meeting of the 26 temporary
- The North -Central-. Allied re- ’ to N.Y. homeoffices. Reason: run- |which could not be touched.
That’s a drop from $4,159,772 in
directors who damned
the. film vival ‘may. betoken . hectic. times’ laway currency devaluation ‘in two
the corresponding
1960 period,
companies because of sales and
ahead. Certainly. its ‘manifesto is :
‘of the biggest south-of-the:border |
|ilargely reflecting softer U rental
other policies. .The directors also a bellicose statement promising: money territories, Brazil and ‘Vene«income. Company is confident of a
chose interim. officers and decided beaucoup Teeourse to. ‘the courts. zuela.
rosy fourth quarter on strength of
the body's first: convention -would
There's ‘no. doubt it’ stirred emo-.
Brazil Predicament
.
“Flower
Drum
Song”
(which
be -held ‘next January and that-| tions in the New: ‘York distribution | - In Brazil,.. where. U.S. ‘major |
nared preem date as next Radio
Maximum dues would be 10c per j offices. And likewise.-in various ! company’ billings are ‘now running
City Music Hall, N.Y., attraction)
theatre seat,
exhib ‘sectors where boat-rocking about - -$9,000, 000 .annually.
(the.
and
Decca’s
soundtrack
album
. Martin. Lebedoff,. owner |‘of a- st. .is considered. gauche...
highest “in Latin ‘ America), the |
.
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
from pic.
Paul neighborhood theatre, was se-! Reactivation. of the: _Bergerites.: dwindling - -value of. the cruzeiro| Russell “Hayden
is partnered ,
lected. as interim ‘president..
.
“aS an affiliate appears ‘to: ‘put the continues. to offset increased earn- !
with two Texas bizmen, James
.- He: took a slap at: Marshall Fine,' national body. virtually- right back ‘ings. Since January; the cruzeiro!
“Allied | States. president, although jWhere it was in terms of.the old has dropped from. 20. to the dol-’; West and Jiidge Robert. Hall, in a.
-NCA is an: Allied: States. unit. “I internal strife. This is apt, initial- jar to: about 300 -to. the. dollar.:‘new film . and tv production com~ean't stomach. Fie. going ‘to: the ly,.to express itself at next month's Therefore, no matter how ‘good the
' pany, Westhall. Inc., for -which
film companies’ “sales. managers. in. {
“Miami
‘Beach. ‘conclave; “Among.| product is that’-a U.S. company ,
New York: as he told us’ at our| other. things. those war whoops.!ships south, it’s virtually .impossi- ;former actor-producer will act as ;
first meeting that. he was going to Ifrom Berger.&: Co. conveyed some | ble ta prompt earnings. which will ;exec producer.
Henry
Weinstein
and
Shelley
do, and with what.amounts.to “hat‘|ill-concealed ‘derision for what's ‘outpace the devaluation of the Io- 7 New
outfit, also will acquire
have
jointly purchased
in hand’. begging for fayors’ and : considered. ‘softness’ in. the new.|cal currency. In Venezuela, which; films for ‘release and is eurrently Winters
relief'in a few small dribbles. The: ‘VLlook. of Allied..States. Per. the-re- |ranks :third-in U.S. billing. terms, :completing negotiations for two. “Faster. Faster,’ an original play
only way that Wwe can get anywhere °ports, it didn't sit well ‘at all when| the bolivar has dropped about 400. “Beards and Bikinis” and “Eye of by Wiliam Marchand, for, presen‘is to lay down the law to the film ' Marshall : Fine, ‘Allied’s “national ; in. recent months.
the Needle.” Former will be dis- . tation first as a play and then as.a
companies.”
i prexy, made -his recént: round: of - On the other hand, the govern-|‘tributed. by new Parade Releasing feature picture. Schedule calls for
the legit staging next summer in
_ Bennie -Berger Said thiat Allied , visitations. to the N.Y. distribution: ments of. Argentina, Coluinbia and. { Organization.
Westport, Conn., and film lensing
States leaders are now young: fol-:: chiefs. That smacked too mich: of: ‘Chile aré reported to have .madeWesthall likewise is setting a. ‘the following fall. Weinstein will
lows “full of. pep” and. are sure to :'hat-in-hand.. grovelling to ‘suit the |important strides towards the stab- | eal
to star Jay ‘North, who plays. produce and Miss Winters will apilization. ‘of. currency in--the last ;
be able to da the things necessary |chaps from .the viking country. |
\the title role in {Dennis the Men- .: pear in both versions.
to keep little exhibitors. ‘alive. ~
On the one ‘hand. of. course; Na- | year. ‘This is all to the good, ‘but it
iace” teleseries, in a Technicolor: Three years ago Weinstein and
._“The film companies ‘are.mur-. tional was glad: to welcome the | doesn’t offset..the losses encoun|feature and has a script for “Son Miss Winters engaged in a sometered
in
Brazil
and
Venezuela..
dering the smalltown theatres-now old: bunch back ‘into the fold. It’s
Mexico
continues
to
be
the
.ma-'!
of the. Beachcomber,”
projected what similar operation.
They of‘With their 50 to 60°¢ terms and; additional |numerical
strength,
week playing time. démands for.' coming after a period when’ the7.jors’. number -two’ ‘money. earner, {for South Seas filming near Tahiti ., fered “A Piece of Blue Sky” at the
Westport Playhouse and then re“boxoffice. pictures that. they're not i exhib body. was kissed off by sev- with total ‘billings’ running about 'next. Spring.
fashioned this for NTA‘s “Play of
‘given when fresh and which are.| eral defecting units. But at the $8,000,000 annually.. This. is quite |
the Week” tv’er.
;
the only kind that do any’ business. !
‘same time, North. Central's new remarkable considering. that’ the |
Mex
‘film
market
‘continues:
to
be
Weinstein
recently
completed
now.” he declared. - “We need pro- lhitch posés some formidable. probproduction
of
“Tender
Is_ the
tection’ and the. film companies:‘lems for: the national. adiinistra- restricted by the 32-cent ceiling
Night” at 20th-Fox. Miss Winters
must be made to.realize that ‘small-+
: tidn. Of late, Fine and. his inner admission prices. Agitation over
.is now working in “Chapman Re‘town theatres should be -kept alive. circle have. been expressing pleas-. the seat price ceiling has, in the
last
.
year,
been.
overshadowed
by:
Hollywood,
Nov.
*
port” at Warners.
. for the industry's. good: ‘They must
ure, . ‘both with their progress as
‘be sold pictures at prices that they. an -organization, and with what] — - (Continued on page 76)
. Technicolor racked up a great
can afford to pay and before bene- appears to be a detente. with the
1-409%% . boost . in earnings for first
fits from ‘exploitation no. longer distributors. ‘Relations,. in: fact,
nine months of 1961 as against last
.exist..
haven't been so cordial—it ‘not
year’s total for the same period.,.
_ “Theatres -doing $400 ‘to $600 ai quite chummy—in. memory recallIn his biography of
reppinga six-year high in profits
week cannot afford percentage or ‘eth not, Now. however, that could
'
Screen
Directors International
an. -éntire
‘week’s
engagement.. (Si be ‘changed, and .the -Miami
for the company.
“Fhe Star MakerGuild (east) scored another victery
’ They've got to_lose money at the Beach:Story: may point the. way. a
Net for first three quarters ended
Uyelept David Wark Griffith),
last week in its drive for recogni50 ‘to. 60° which they now must|
Sept.
30,
1961
amounted
to
$1,-'
+
gives a closeup on
tion on New York-shot theatrical
pay. to get ‘the big. pictures: or the
955,943.20, equal to 75 cents perreleases. It signed with Paman,
only ‘kind that'll draw.”:share, compared to $360,398.54, orDavid Susskind’s one-time banner
‘For ‘his. nine: theatres he'll pay |
A Sad Ending
16 cents per share, for correspond- . for “Requiem for a Heavyweight”
$600 -a year.in NCA. membership |.
ing” span last year. The 1961 earnFor D.Y,.
'for Columbia. The pact. which. eXdues at the scale tentatively. apy
included
a’ non-recurring.
tends to March 7, 1963, also covers’
proved.
Screen rights to three properties
oe
Te
special dividend of $517,000 from; 1 Susskind television productions via
A membership éampaign will: be ‘by the same. writing team have
|
firm’s
British
affiliate,
Technicolor Talent Associates-Paramount
“another
Important
Editerial
Feature.
. Jaunched ‘immediately throughout . been: ‘negotiated over... the .‘past
Ltd.
in the upcoming
:
“Requiem” commenced shooling
‘Minnesota:and ‘in North and South: week, authors being Wade. Mitler.
Third-quarter earnings this year: in Manhattan Monday (6) at the
‘Dakota, it was: decided.
In addi-: and. Whit -Masterson, pseudonyms
56th Anniversary Number
-were equal to 21 cents per share’ , Fox-Movietone stage on the west-.” thon to Lebedoff and Berger, other: for Bob. Wade and . the. late’ Bill |}.

| Hayden, West,Hall Into
Producing & Releasing;.
Negotiates for Pair

LegitThen Filming
| Project of Weinstein,

|

With Shelley Winters

‘|:

TECHNICOLOR UPSURGE:
9 MONTHS 4097 BOOST

RALPH NELSON FORCED
INTO N.Y. DIRECTORS

"Homer Croy’

WRITING PAIR SELL

THREE FOR oo on|

interim officers elected were. Lo- Miller..
well Smoots, Fergus Falls, Minn.,|. “Evil ‘Come, Evil ; Go"
and: :Ray “Vouderhaar, Alexandria, went to: 20th-Fox, “Shadow.

|

in. the [1

- Minn,,, first and second. viee presi- Wild” to Gerald. ‘Productions . and
dent, respectively; Sol Fisher, Min-. “Mad: Baxter,” on option: to. Steve’

‘neapalis, - treasurer, -. and

"Ward

Previn.

of.

as against last year's three

per share for third quarter.

-yarn

Pius other statistical and-data-filled
- charts end: erticles.

cents; side. The pact averted a threatened

picket line and secondary boycott

Sales for nine. months, including: effects that could have disrupted
those of acquired companies. hit: the production The guild had pre$£0,460,178.57, as compared to $21,-, viously picketed “Middle of the
366,598: 10 tor last year. ~
|
(Continued on page 6)

____ VARIETY
NEW MANHATTAN STUDIO.

PICTURES

Two Promising British Releases
not

much

of

The furor concerning the Soviets’ 50-megaton bomb prompted Walter
Reade Jr. to send invites to the UN’s Security Councilto come see
the reissue of UA’s “On fhe Beach” at the DeMille and. Baronet,
Theatres . . .. And a new Jocal indie production outfit;. Take: Seven.
Producing Artists. Inec., which is Productions, has been formed to produce.a-film called “Beginning
|
Now,”
about the nuclear fallout situation . “.; UA. will. fly 155 newsmen
fostering ‘the project.
_ Company, which heretofore
has fram all over the world to Berlin for the preem of “Judgment at
Chicago, Nov. 7.
Nuremberg”
there Dec. 14.
°
SO
'
With three top pix being re-! concerned. itself
1tset with thefe producproduc
leased between now and the endjtion of television commercials,’ is .- Producer-director: Anatole Litvak, in town from his Paris head-.
quarters,
expectsto
start,
shooting
film
version
of
the
current
legit hit,
of the year, 20th-Fox has definitely |headed by Robert McCahon and
“A Shot ‘in the Dark,” late next year... . Nineteen-year-old German:
turned the corner, Glenn Norr.s.|“artin Low.
film and record star Heide Bruehl due in New York. Nov. 20. Ye

Have Turned Corner’:
|

vith a pair cf Britisn acqtisitions.
Bat the longrange importance of
tne deal is that it thrusts the tyro
distrib into a joint-financing cor:ieduction arrangement with Alhed
Film
Makers,
the
London
talent pool that aligns two techreally

separate

production

one comprising

enti-

Richard

Silence’

arrival from

attend two-day

Local

Anthony

San
t rake sales
regional
a

pow-wow

gionals
coming

and “Sap-

winds

ses.
teen

four

Norris, bullish with first openings on “The Hustler’ and “Comancheros,” . assured .both pix
“demonstrates”

the company

ceedings stopped

Signal For O'seas

.

walked into the Parke-Bernet

galleries the other.

until the film star took a seat.. Theatrical personages

are quite frequent at the big art auctions nowadays, per’ Edward G. Robinson, Vincent Price and others being collectors. The. Juviler sale:

grossed $1,098,357. Nathan Cummings,
the Chicago groceries king who
has many connections in show biz, paid $36,500 for a- Maurice Utrillo
. . Parke-Bernetis putting up on Nov. 15 the Old Masters of the late

Selling—With UA! Alfred

is on

the road back to its former status.
Also, he revealed, “Second Time]
Around;”
starring. Debbie
Rey-

Quinn

evening just as $50,000 was bid for one of the modern paintings being:
auctioned on behalf of Adolphe A. Juviler,of ‘Olympic Radio.. Pro-

Await Sk
ouras

re-

to pep field staffs on upproduct into Spring next

year.

phire.” with principal U.S. exposire via the art circuit.
’ Thetwo acquisitions are “Whistle
Dewn
the Wind.” Havley
Mills
starrer, and “Victim.” with Dirk
Bogarde and Sylvia Syms. P-A reportedly beat out several
other
indies in a fieree scramble for
Ll. S. rights to the pix. with prexy
Budd
Rogers
acknowledging
the
Geal entailed a “substantial guarartee.”

In key dates abroad.

and. capable .of accommodating.
feature . filmmaking, according to

| Word From 20th’s Norris’

Attenborough
and Brvan
Forbes.
the other Michael Reiph and Basil
Dearden.
This is the team previausly responsible for “League of Gentle

ren” “Angry

A. warehouse and a garage on
Manhattan's ‘West 59 St. are being
converted into: a. motion’ picture
studio at a reputed cost of $500,000

a¢

factor so tar on the product marts.
will splash it up early next year

t.es —

New. York Sound Track +

Producing Artists Concert ‘Property on W. 59. St.

Cheer Pathe-America Outlook
Pathe-America,

‘Wednesday, /November 8, 1961

_

|

.

W. Erickson, cofounder of McCann-Eriekson
ad shop.

Halsey Raines,

_ Hollywood, Nov..-7.

signments

Metro alumnus

in Europe an location

for past several years,

moves

from

“H.M.S.

|

publicity asDefiant”

(for-”

merly “The Mutineers”) to Sam Spigel’s. next for Columbia, “Danger=.

nolds, is sked as Xmas-New Year's|
It’s now up to Spyros P. Skouras ous: Silence,” with Jack Lemmon. ©
_
7
_
release.
, .
a. to give the . go-ahead’ signal for
Columbia v.p. Rube Jackter a granddad ‘for the fourth time. via. a

Sales policy,:
reported
out of merging 20th-Fox exechangés with daughter, Stephanie, for Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilner: of Forest Hills,
:
New York as something
new te].
a
Abe,
a
be initiated with “Cleopatra” next: ‘United, Artists. in virtually all for- | Producer Stephen W.:Sharmat reports’ he has a commitment with
of “A Child
both films November, hasn't’ been. -entirely eign countries, aceording to. UA ‘Rene Clement to direct Sharmat's upcoming film version

have been critical and boxoffice ‘formulated as ‘yet. It will be fur-| exec veepee Arnold. Picker, who |of Our Time,” Michel del Castillo novel. Plans are to start photography
his. “Whistle” is about a wounded ther discussed between sales headj{ said he had discussed matter with, on European locations. early in 1963..No distrib deal will be set. until
up his stars... Originally Fred Hift was partnered:
killer thought by some youngsters and prexy Sypros P. Skouras in| 20th. prexy and “I’m waiting. to | Sharmat haslined
in the production with Sharmat, but he: bowed out several months. ago
York. Latter planed _ to| hear from him on the matter.”
te be Christ returned
.to earth. New
when
it
was
evident
that. his duties as publicity. chief on. Darryl, Za“Victim.”
which
is probably
in Gotham from Studio Sunday after}.
Both.companies, under the plan|

Ine for both arty and convention- ;four days there.
al riavoff.

is a suspense

yarn

in time

for

Oscar

Pathe

echelons

«ith

orhamaly. approached by Skouras,
would combine operations in countries where they are not already

Herb Golden Exits UA;

consideration

ry
ry

rext March. with general release
}‘nciHNed for February.
The acquisitions are furnishing

the

.

with

hemosexual
angles.
Both
are
sicecded to initial in Los Angeles

|eokcolidated “with other outhts

—_-

Forms

New

i Each has agreed to handle certain

Coin Source

‘areas

for an

even

*‘sales-distribution

division of th

coin.

.

nuck’s now-shooting “Longest Day” would not allow ‘him to act.. |.
Borya Barkhatov, the five-year-old in the Russ import, “A Summer
to Remember,” which Ed Kingsley is. distributing for J. J. Frankel,

had. originally planned to make the trip to: the States to. promote the.
pic. His mother, however, nixed the deal and gave him a chemistry set.
instead. ‘“That’s a good boy, Boryosha, go mix something ‘explosive”).
The William Morris Agency has been signed by Cascade Pictures

i Move is definitely: designed. ta o. negotiate. domestic and foreign. distrib deals on the Tahitian-made ©
With Gor don, MacMillen \ taeet. new economic blueprints for Maeva’. : . David Milton, a ctor-director, is in town for distrib talks

.

some

rai

FI

lung-absent cheer. Company's first
.
United Artists veep in charge of streamlining branch
operations 0 n his new feature, “‘“Gog, Magog and Little Babylon.”
—-and only—representation to date
The B'nai B'rith dinner honoring AB-PT prexy Leonard H..Golden-.
operations. Herb Golden, is re-|sue only in foreign markets but
kes heen
“Deadly
Companions,”
signing to head up a new firm to |domestic as well. Domestic tight-° son is next Tuesday (14) night atthe Waldorf-Astoria . “. The French’
a dull performer in ‘come 3.000 provide venture eapital and finan-! ening and speedup, however, will | film industry is going ta be well-repped here this fall: Already. in.
runs to date. Contributing to the cial and management counsel in| take shape in another form, each} town.is author Auguste Le Breton, doing research for his: upcoming
x «om had been delays in getting .films, tv and .other. industries. As- company acting on its own to pare “Riffifi in New: York.” Arriving today ‘Wed.’ en route to the San’
isto production
four indie ven- +sociated with Golden,
who'll be| expenses to meet the basic pare Francisco fest is star Marie (“Purple Noon") Laforet. Expected later
tars which the company is ctom:prexy af the new company, Lexing-| order of fiscal things..
i are directors Alain Resnais, Francois Truffaut and Roger Vadim, each
m:tted ta partly finance. No indi- ; tom International Inc.. are. Milton.
Skouras. who flew in last. week; | of whom will have ‘a pic opening here.
Cation vet. in fact. when these will
he rezdv to go.

S. Gordon

°

Lazarus Paces Pioneers’
Dinner to Abe Montague

plcitation

Golden.

‘tiz whispered

joined

"Cay.

H. Lewis.

UA

_& Co., which

jfor its own

Charies Levy
Jack Lord
Irving Ludwig
Jirrmy McHugh
Glenn Norris
David Picker
Leonard Picker
Nicolas Reisini
Tina Robin
Pia] von Schreiber
Gtorge Shupert
Sheldon Smerling
I.:wrence Turmen
Jones Velde
Rutii Warrick

biog of former

dancer-singér

Thelma

a 30-minute 16m pic, “To Be As One,”,:

Jewish community center work.
Do
.
Everything was apparently copecetic when Ralph Nelson started the

it

ElectroVision. “Corp. which

cameras turning on “Requeim for a.Heayyweight" here Monday (6).
Incidentally, John Boxer is the picture's. wardrobe designer:. : . Irving

‘Sochin, Times Film’s sales director, off to.L.A., San Francisco, Dallas,

in- Oklahoma

makes

account

City

and

St.Louis selling “Purple Noon” and other ‘TF

investments |rocketed .out. of the red for fiscal Dream.” It’s a Mirisch production. for.UA-. : ..Jerome Hill back -in:

and

provides;year

ended

May

31.

1961

and

‘financial caunsel. will serve as di- ‘chalked-up a net profit of $134,870.
rector of Lexington International: |equivalent to 5e. per share on

, Television

Jr.

Welfare Board is distributing

| about

Hollywood, Nov. 7.

,He was a founder and. prexy of }2,732.812 shares outstanding.

Joseph FE. Levine

a screen

Rogue Magazine's December issue; largely devoted to show biz,: contains a piece by Arthur Knight on “The Faceless Hero.” with bits about: «
Fabian, John Gavin, Pat Boone, among others... . The National Jewish.

Merger With Monogram

four years |

prepping

White ... Atlantic Pictures prexy George Roth back. from Europe . - ...

-} cludes Robert E. Lippert’s chain of releases... . Elvis ‘Presley’s “Pioneer Go .Home,” ‘known briefly asGordon, prexy of M: A. Gordon | hardtop and drive-in theatres, sky- “Here Come the Kwimpers.”. has been retitled again,. “Follow That

M. J. Frankovich

:

which

Programs

©

of America. | Firm reported a-loss of $79.032.

he sold three
vears
Mate.

New York after setting opening dates in .France .and: England on .his“Sand Castle”. . . The bi-weekly, mimeod “New York Film BuHetin,”
serious ‘film

buff publication,

goes

high’ class with

.printed format and once-monthly: publication:

a new ‘policy :of -

Prem’s “Exodus” brought in $210.000
-in its first week’ at 10 houses

ago to};
‘for-less than three. cents per share in the metropolitan area’. . : Robert Goulet, currently in “Camelot”an
Broadway, will sing opposite Judy Garland in the UPA animated

j/ndependent Television Corp.

| on 2.502.569 shares outstanding, for

! MaeMillen, who jis. chairman of! previous year.
“the board of Lexington Interna- |
Black

BS
ink was. accomplished,

: cartoon feature,

ac-

‘Colonial
Trust Co.Priortethat he spite.
|Cofdinga toreduction_in
prexy MartinsalesStone,
deWas associated with the late Rob
to $2.-

The

“Gay -Paree.”..

Russian

Cinerama-like three-panel process,

Kino-Panorama,

demonstrated here at the DeMille ‘then Mayfair! several years ago
with a couple of jumbo-sized propaganda. films. will be-making a
ik Young and was president ert | 76.735 for current year from $3.- return. appearance via M. J.. P.. Enterprises.: Latter has acquired rights:
Chesapeake Industries and Eagle | 162.487. in 1960. Sales decline was to “This. Is Russia.” in Kino-Panorama,;
which ‘will be released in:N.¥.
iLion
Films,
and
chairman
of ; due. to: disposal of a number of and five other cities early next vear .... Jerome Kilty will adapt “Child...
of
Our
Time”
for
producer
‘Bill
Sharmat..-.
. Stanley. Wolpert’s novel,
|!Pathe Laboratories, of which heis, film houses company operated to
istiH a director.
.
| Fred Stein Enterprises.
“Nine Hours to Rama,” which Mark Robson will shoot.in India this’
fall,
has
been
chosen
as
the
Literary
Guild
selection
for April,
Company also. showed a consid_With an eye on slim poeketbooks,: Allied States is making. much of.
Jerable increase for first quarter
“just
$98”
covering
all
expenses
‘transportation
excepted)
per member
Europe te U. S.
;ended: Aug: 31, 1961. over last]
Irving Allen.
Lorenzo Alvary
Julie Andrews
Gina Bachauer

N. Y. to L. A.

|

In London

—

Edward -G. Robinson
ugh Roth

May Fair Hotel

Macgregor

Scott

Stephen W. Sharmat

|

Russ.

Tamblyn

Clinton

Wilder

compared

Monogram
—

is transferring

with. two:

Manhattan:

opera-

“tore (circa 1897-1912) to prove

An Early Film Cycle
‘*

' “Soldier in the Rain” for Allied ‘Artists on script by Maurice Richlin,
whose comedic screenpla¥s heretofore have been via Universal (“Come .

‘}| September,” “Pillow
Talk’ et al) . . .. Rod. Steiger and Broderick: ;
il
Crawford round, out ‘the “Reprieve” cast for AA... Walter Slezak is.
‘on the cross-country lecture citcuit, billing his spiel ‘‘No Business Like

.Showbusiness”.

o* *%

Dream,” Richard
}| Theatre
as Xmas
:
as
distribution from

_enother Informative Feature
In thé upcoming

oT

(“Camelot”) Burton starrer, into the intime Guild
attraction .. . Allied Artists. picked up. worldwide :
MacGowan International
of “Bashful Elephant”. ...
=

-sal’s: holiday gift to exhibs nation ally...Key firstruns’ are“ down. for

oF
VARIETY
; ARL

im
. - Showcorporation booked. “A Midsummer
° Night's

| Fred Clark and Oscar Homolka added tothe ‘Boys’ Night Out” MetroJoe Levine comedy now shooting . . .“Flower
“lowe Drum. Song”. is Univer-—

56th Anniversary Number

Pius ether stetisticel and dete-filled

special:

meaning sun-blistered.. Sheldon Roskin, unit press rep, calls it Monte-zuma’s revenge. Confusing, because. the pic’s being shot in Argentina.
—not Mexico .. ..Nancy ‘Kwan in from Rome to pitch. in with the“Flower Drum Song” hally. It opens at the Music Hall: tomorrow
(Thurs.) . . . Sophia Loren’s L.A. and N.Y. visitations pack. spouse.
‘Carlo Ponti and thesp-director Vittorio De Sica in-tow. They'll be’
talking
up “Boccaccio 70,” which Joe E. Levine will present stateside.
|

| digs back Into some: historical film

_ :Biblicals:

Gray,” David Susskind’s next CBS-TV

Communique.
from the*'Taras Bulba” -'Harold Hecht version) on La--

-. tino location laments. a. company-wide ‘affliction dubbed “Pampas Lips,”

“University of Wisconsin's

.

. -. John Fraser, who'll be seén in “El. Cid,” in. Gotham taping: “Por-

Pre- trait of Dorian

- Szymon St. Deptula

Gizn-Carlo Menotti
Urie McCleary
Jack Mills
|
Yvette: Mimieux
Viricente Minnelli
George Pal
|.
Palacios Family

Finest Address

just announced.

to $1,-} about 2,500 dates so far and is gunning for 8.000. in the U:S. by. next
fall. Their “conservative” projection is for $3.500,000 in rental revenue:

_ElectroVision is nowin process
}of merging with
cision Industries:

Hartford

Leland Hayward
Jerome Hill
Milton Krasner
Joe Layton
Miit Machlin
Marijane Maricle

U. S. to Eurape

current quarter

{010,194
last: year.)

_

Chariton Heston

Shelley Berman
Attene Dahl
Es. Landau
A. Mare Leventhal
Osear Millard
Jonas Rosenfield Jr.
Navid Schoenbrun

Agent

|

Joan Houseman
Kenneth S. Giniger
Derek Glynne

Huntington

$84.- at next’ month's Miami Beach powwow ...... Pathe-America

129 against. $31,147. Sales for com-| British acquisitions

parable periods were $709,127 for tions to new space ., . Embassy ‘Pictures’ “Two Women’ has posted:

Stephen Boyd
Cyd Charisse
J. A, DeSeve
Kirk Douglas
Hevegh French

Leuis Nizer
Norten V. Ritchey

BERKELEY SQUARE, LONDON, W.1.
Res.: Maytairtel,
Piccy,
London or

year’s corresponding -period,

‘Albert R. ‘Cubby). Broccoli

John Cameron
Jick Carson
Robert Goulet
Arner J. Greshler
Leonard Lightstone.
George Marton
Arthur L. Mayer
Edward Morey

Travel

Roger

Radley Metzger’s Audubon Films. has .acquired U.S.. rights to Rene

Franco-Spanish
coproduction,
“Temptations”. .-.
Cur-for :.*Thevenet’s
:
P
ach
7+ Mike
al

jof the Bankers Trust Co.

George Cchan
Paul.Cohan
Sidney Davis

Your

while

:

'ago. prior to which ‘he was a. veep |

=e

Francis A. Bateiran
Geraldine Brooks

Your

Sunday

Picker remains until] tomorrow
:
further VA sessions.

‘Heineman ‘though still there) and
;veep in charge of dd-pub and. ex- |

L. A. to N. Y.

Leo Jaffe
Paul N. Lazarus

C. Mae- returned’ to N.Y.

months. Other exitees include veep
Mzx Youngstein, whose official res- FlactroVision’s Year
ignation is effective next Jan. 1.iT
.
gin
in charge of distribution
ictyi
:
i
fNet . ’ Profit, | $134,876;
;
;
.
:ivepn
veep in
Bill

Paul N. Lazarus Jr.. v.p. of CoJumbia. has been named chairman
«* the Motion
Picture
Pioneers
dinner honoring Col exec v.p. Abe
Montague.
:
It's set for Nov. 20 at New Yurk's
Waldorf-Astoria.
—_

and William

Millen Jr.
i; Golden. who will continue on as
-a UA director, is the fourth UA
‘officer to check - out’ in recent

-Dec.. 22... Otto Preminger wou

;

nd “Advise and Consent” shooting at

j Col, a week ahead ‘of schedule. |
‘Hollywood Motion Picture ‘& Television Museum has just acquired

| the first 3D motion. picture camera, invented by Milton Gunsberg. The

camera was actually lost fox over
six. years, -and recently turned-up
in
Jan old Paramount warehouse-on the. Coast..

. Wednesday; November 8, 1961

“Second LookatTheFirstKings? F]COSTFD
mRCES|HenryMilerReneats AsFilm House:
therChanging Aspects of Big Burg

HS DECISION

By PAUL GARDNER.

" Ottawa, Nov. 7.
Cecil. B. DeMille's 1927 “King ‘of Kings.” revisited, still rings: .

the bell as ‘probably the old master's all-round best. Also -perhaps
his: one thoroughly sincere Biblical effort, as opposed: to his many
|
suiccéssful squeezes of moola from the Scriptures, Oldie was revived long-p! anned
George
tevens’
‘at Little Cinema (19-21), weekend mofel intimerie- near here, along.
with March of Time's “March. of the Movies,”. which. distinguished -| film on the life of Jesus, “The.
| Greatest Story Ever Fold,” will be
itself by describing: “Ail Quiet on the: Western Front” as “the greatest. war ‘film ever made” but not. naming: its director, Lewis ‘Mile‘released
by
United( _ Artists: .
stone—although a. moment -‘before it had. named, King Vidor ‘as | Stevens, who acquired all rights
“Big. Parade” -director:
Taking-no chanices,. De: “Mille teed with Mary Magdalene, tact-- fto the ‘property after 20th-Fox }

-fally’ described. as a “equrtesan,’ * revealing in. an orgy; .but there

{+
Hearst

vealed ‘this decision

on

Who’s An Actor

-City

many

exhibition

of: the recent

distribs and to legit thest-e inter-

ests, is the report that Astor Pictures’ French import. “Les Liaisons Dangereuses.” will follow the

in a: joint|

‘statement with” UA ‘prexy ‘Arthur /:
* & *&
was thé. wondering: gratitude - of the. woman taken. in- adultery,
1B. Krim and board chairman Rob- !;
after Jesus had:defended her with “He who hath’. not sinned, let
one
of
the
many
Editorfal Features
(6).
{ert
S.
Benjamin
Monday
.-him east .the- first. stone.” That, it may be recalled, ‘was. followed :
_ UA deal ends rumors ‘of (a) a,
in the upcoming
.by.a remarkable bit ‘of invention: the hypocritical bigshots,. ready.
deal.
with.
Magna
(b)
or
abandon'
‘to’ hurl ‘rocks, ‘are drawn one. by -one. to the side ‘of Jesus, . Who «
56th Anniversary Number
writes. in: the :‘sand the’ secretly: guilty of each: — ending with- | ment because of Samuel Bronston;
“ADULTERER." ” -A -deeply “moving. mement came when. Jesus: !.| biopic of Jesus. “King of Kings, "|
of.
buckles ‘under~ the -heavy cross,’ then presses ‘the. hand of ‘the ; released by - Metro, now playing- stranger who steps out.to heft it for him. —
B“ARIETY
Pic is set to start -production ;
De Mille was closer ‘to realism in playing Jesus as a dark-haired
Jew, not—like. Sam ‘Bronston—blue-eyed. H...B. Warner's deeply .- | early’ next year, though no -deci-- Plus other statistical and data-filled
-‘sion has been made as to where it!
_ charts and articles.
felt ‘performance. -was facially muted.to an: occasional ironic‘ smile;
{will “be shot (see following text). ;
real. warmth in. the. charming scenes with the children: he. loved;
Already: signed by Stevens for the; ,
and anguish .on the way to his crucifixion.
‘No credits at the motel aside from -Deé Mille. This reviewer: rec- {film are. Swedish actor Max’ Von
‘Sydow, who'll play another blonde
- ognized Rudolph and’ Joseph. Schildkraut as Caiaphas the high?
priest one Judas, respettively—the former ‘consistently sly, the. -| Jesus, and John Wayne .and Sid- latter spotty; Ernest Torrence as Peter was incredibly: ham through-. ’ | ‘ney: Poitier. UA sources say that
‘t's expected. that previous
arout; as Matthew, Robert Edeson, ‘a real name from the. past. His.
“per formance Seems. okay today.
| rangements will -be renewed ‘for

[of

York

While

innovations may be no more than
one-shots, when put all together
they show that the bie city’s playotf patterns are no longer as rigid
as they used fo be.
Significant, especially to artie

“harks back te the memory files in.

; abandoned | it two months ‘ago, re-'

.were no more orgies. thereafter, no bathtub scenes, and what sex
‘there was was. all legit. One .of the film’s most moving. moments

New

scene.

| George. E.:Sokolsky
his observations

Subtle changes are at work on
the

Columnist

hardticket
| the

legit

“La

Dolce

Henry

Vita”

Miller

Dec.

into
198.

(“Vita” will move to the Beckman

Dec. 22). Small-seater Henry Miller
is finding the film bookings extremely profitable in the face of
chancy legit offerings

i}

Another
unusual
booking
was
tthe opening at the Forum
on
| Broadway Monday (6) of Lopert’s

{never On Sunday,” which is now
jin

its 56th week

of its firstrun

date at the Plaza, eastside artie.
Pic is holding there.
An earlier innovation was 2UthFox’s day-dating of “The Hustler”
at the Paramount
on Broadway
with the Paramount in Brookivn.
Now accepted as almost standard
Alec Guinness to: be. in the. pie‘Rome, Nov. 7.
|procedure was the pattern estabture.
;
“t
"9 to- 6 o’clock actors” are sell- } lished by Paramount's * ‘Ten ComFhe screenplay: for» ‘the. film. has ing the industry -short..
That's , mandments,” when it ended its
| oeen. completed by James Lee Baz { David Niven’s opinion of some of } hardticket first run on Broadway.
-|rett and Ivan Moffat, in callabara: |his colleagues, referring to “those |Par sales execs set a series of, limtion .with producer-director. Ste-}istars who do nothing to help sell ited “waves” of openings, starting:
vens and. CarlSandburg.
{a film after’ it's completed.” Tak-:with a handful of key houses in
Catholic
ing a swipe at this particular thes-: various parts of the city which ovdipian breed during a recent visit: :Nnarily would have been day-dating
By WILLI AM ORNSTEIN .

9 to 6Q’Clock’ Actors

Selling Film Biz Short,

Contends David Niven’

King ofKings’InCatholicItaly
Divided: Views: — Comniunists Oppose -_
Critics. Loathe To Express Selves

here, Niven added that such non- :+ With many
Hollywood. Nov. 7."
| cooperative actdrs were “only helpDespite’ the elaborate scouiing of

(ing to dig their owh professional
sequences, But if we .are looking: : ,
declarations
n
| graves.”
many.
Arizona.
this and
was =better: terrain forj
» Metro's “King of Kings”. ré- for Jesus, let's reread the: Bible,”. ‘that.
The
other
major.
Milan
daily
“IL
Niven came to Rome to help pro-ceiyed. mixed reviews after
| Scripturual ‘shooting {han modern
its:: Giorno,”: rated: feature as “good,” Jerusalem,
Dino DeLaurentiis launch
George
Stevens. now i.iducér
Rome,. Nov.. 7

Internal Revenue
Shows. Sympathy’

‘Italian, debut ‘In Rome.and Milan: with a special nod te. the ability’

have :to’ photo- “Best of Enemies” (Col) in which
-.. (first showing: outside .the’ U.S.»,.| of. director: Ray ‘and Scriptwriter | graph “The. ON et Ste aerer | he stars with Alberto Sordi. Niven

. ‘though most local pundits tipped HPhilip Yordan.

“Il Giorno’s™ man

Told’’.

it. as a boxoffice winner, and few | felt pic was better than DeMille’s |it’s
te
version thanks to color ‘and. a! i
aE. any. quibbled |about its.

big- i« ‘subtler”. approach, -adding

in: foreign

elimes.

Says

he: j attended:

the

other theatres.

English-language

the banks. Respective. -eosts
|Screening of pic, then dashed to a
scheduled. public appearance at .a
favor ‘the. foreign settings.

Because

that| Citing two examples on cost dif-i
; theatre at which ‘the Ttalo-dubbéd

Minneapolis, Nov. 7.
of “the generally poor

State of the movie business,” it
ness.
| his consensus went “to ‘the details”:
ferentials, Stevens. averred if he |Version ‘was showing.
explains, the Federal Internal RevInfluential praise came from in the film. uses. 1,000: soldiers’ here, costumes;
“I feel it's a star’s duty,”. says enue Service has settted far $48,
Rome's “Il. Messaggero,’ ” which: int. Papers. closest: to the’ Catholic’
‘would cost $145,300: against $7,500:! Niven, “to get out on the road and 500 a $93,718 tax deficiency of
its ‘review. cited. ‘Jeffre y Hunter's! j Church were still:to be heard. from |rental.
in Europe. It is ‘impossible |help sell -his films. Pre-selling is
fi
“a
..
i:‘at this writing, ‘none of them hav- to: import: the costumes from over- vital in these days of fierce com- the Avalon theatre, Minneapolis
nabe situation, Showhouse is one
performance and' majestic ‘direc- | ing run morning-after-reviews, Pic:seas as the: American film .ward- petition.”
of a circuit of six film houses
tion ‘of ‘the ‘Sermon. on..the. Mount } has-a “visible for all” rating: ‘by:
Niven recently completed a pub- owned in-whole or in part by the
robe’
group
will
not
permit
them
. sequence by’:‘Nicholas: Ray as film :' the local ‘Catholic Film ‘Office,to be used in this country, he de-

highlights. The Rome daily. added |"

lic appearance

tour for Carl Fore-

Frank

Enterprises

of Minneapolis.

7;clared.. *
man’s “Guns of Navarone.” And}.
“With the advent of television
~ He: alsa: ‘checked into :1,000 ex-!now he will tour on behalf of “Ene- | in 1950,” the Internal Revenue
that .the exceptional theme had-|.
‘Raped In
2Toronto”
“
tras. per day. To tise them for one! mies” in the U.S. and Britain.
been approached: with. great care ,
Service statement declares, “the
‘Toronto,.. Nov. 7.
day’s filming at Indio, Calif., it | “By helping the producer make
picture industry declined
resulting in a-film which was both ! Final paragraph of° Toronto would -cost. $115 :a day each: or;a’ profit,” Niven elaborated, - “an moving
drastically and the taxpayer ‘the
“spectacular and respectful.”
‘ Globe. & Mail: critic Frank Mer- 4
to employ |actor. is also buying insurance. for Avalon Theatre! has incurred operRome's “Giornale d’Italia”-called ' riss’ “review -of “King of. Kings”:|!+1: $115,000,
he ‘decided
5.000 for -If
a mob
‘scene,.cost would jhimsélf—-the future of. his own
p ic “one of. the best
‘It runs three hours, is in color, be ‘more than-. $500,000 per day. career. After all, it’s the producer ating losses fer the past several
est of
of ‘itsit -kind " I;
and is epic in- both its:setting
s «
and “not” inferior. to ‘Ben-Hur’ ”:
and. In: ‘Spain, extras for mob scenes; who- takes all the risks. The actor }- years.”
The Avalon owed $48,567.58 in
while praising. the “excellent cast” | its bad tasfe.”
| ge
et $3:a. day and: 5,000 would cost | has nothing to risk but time, and
‘$25,000 .as-campared to American) ‘that time can also be spent in back taxes for the years i946
“pressive.” -The Eternal City’s. Sf |Berton said, “In S.:-J.: ‘Perelman’s
through 1950, according to the Inlabor's.
tally
of
a-half.
million.
building
goodwill
for
himself.
as
Tempo" felt pic. merited. “much |imemorable phrase, ‘It moves. with
ternal Revenue department. It also

dutiful .attention” ‘and. joined -in |.j the speed: of library paste, .
the

praise

"quence

which

for

the Sermon.

se-|:

———.

paper's critic found

-.Financial ‘spokesmen are only; well as the industry in general.”
interested
in making
features;
Niven stresses:..that today here
(Continued
-on. page 19)
|are far too many “9 to 6” stars.

Fitzgerald's vlews ;
Cinematically. exciting. “I€ -jabbed
Hunter’s
performance as- “mov. |. ‘The film: éritic, John E: Fitzger- _
‘ins.” “Il Tempo,” as ‘did- several ald, of the Catholic weekly,. Our |other dailies, noted’ that ‘some of Sunday’ Visitor, has panned Samuel
the episodes. had been treated so. -Bronston’s Metro release: “King |.
as.to “suit” various world. religions: ‘of. Kings”. on. :doctrinal grounds.
Protestant called unto Protestant, saying, “You dope! In other
._Negative. reactions came. mainly He speaks of miore emphasis put.
‘words, mare. disputes. about the’ “King of Kings” gospel according
from
Rome’s
left-wing’ papers, : ‘on mounted cavalry than on Mt.
to Phil Yordan. This is apropos Variety's streamer story of Oct.
many of which sloughed off. pic: ‘Calvary and calls the release: “re. 18. issue, “Everybody A Bible Student” although, of course, the
with brief notices by their. second ‘pulsive and repugnant. to Jew and
“present disputants ‘were seminary-trained.
string .critics. “Unita,”- the. Com- ‘Christian alike.”
: Said Rev. R.. Dewitt Mallary Jr. at Holy Communion of Rev.
mie party daily, took. advantage of | -*Poetic. license 1s one. thing -but
Dan. -M. Potter, executive director of ‘the Protestant Council of
_Yeview for a political discourse, ‘there are. limits,” sums .up- his} N.Y.—he did’ wrong ©‘to endorse the Metro-Sam. Bronston picture.
also rapping producer's. knuckles. ‘general objection. Designated some.
‘The. Jesuit magazine, America, was closer to the target. The Bibyears ago “Critic Of the ‘Year’ by.
‘for. dabbling with The: Book.
-_
lieal epic “embarrassed me.”. per Vicar Mallary. He noted, dead7 ' “IL Paese” felt pic “rather poor” the Screen. Directors Guild, Fitz‘pan, that the Protestant Council. held” a benefit performance at
~*-$n-its succinct appraisal, while the | gerald - sperit- some 40. weeks as | . “Kings” and: netted $5,200.
| consultant on ‘the George -Stevens |:
Socialist “Avanti”
admitted. pic:.
‘Variety's earlier roundup of opinion. suggested that the Bron-had attractions in.its: “giant scenes” Biblical: spectacle, “Greatest Storyston release might be getting the discharge of an accumulation of
and “color.” “Paese’ Sera” also, Ever Told”, while it was “sei on, ws: ‘irritabilities. against a long series of Scriptural spectacles. Mallary
Jeftish,
had. - faint ‘praise
for the agenda of 20th-Fox..
‘|
| expresses this very. thought in declaring, “We can only hope that
“Kings” .. opening. sequences, but
|. @ bad: boxoffice will bring.to an end this type of Biblical corn.

sowed ‘interest at six percent
a
‘year, or a total of $45,000 back
interest, on the unpaid taxes, says

department.
It's because of “the generally
poor state of the movie business”
that $48.500 was the most that

Cleric Vs. Cleric In re‘Kings’

ended. on ‘an. ironically. ‘downbeat||’
hote.

CERTIFY cutDIRECTORS.

'. which “poses . pretentiously

as inspirational and

| could

rs

to be paid

Service asserts. There has
-|$3,277.17
cash
deposit
theatre which will pay
maining $45,310.39 in $750
ly installments, according

religious. movie-

. Making.’
‘In. Milan, -the influential “Cor. |
Mallary delivers a.“significant passage ‘in, his attack on this film. ~
riere della Sera” spoke -of “garish Atlached to. NY. International—
The Vartktty review had said that it “steered a tactful course
.* Not ‘Hollywood
‘monumentality,
false . solemnity,}“between Christian and Jew, dogma and drama.” From the view-:
.and.an evident. attempt to reduce
point of show manship this is.a. necessity of a Biblical story, bearing
: the “Saviour’s.drama to simple --hu-'| Chicago unit of. Screen Directors ‘in mind that it will play lands where religions other than Judeo- —
Inman terms,” and. objected to” ‘the. : International. “Guild - (east),
, ‘Christian are dominant. Here’s Mallary:
|
Sermon onthe Mount sequence. ‘probationary ‘status the past” i8|
“Then there is the complete white-washing of the Jews. NaturalAdded the “Corriere”:, “this, color months, -has been certified. with. al “ ly, it would not do to: be .anti-Semitic, and it is true that Jewish
‘charter, .
responsibility | for the Crucifixion can be overdone unfairly. But
‘film cremains a: product’ Of Holly- permanent
|
‘The Chi ‘branch opens. negotia- ' the movie omits Jesus’ cleansing of the temple, it omits all his
wood; it will therefore be popular
in
America; and also, maybe, tions in. about..five weeks with|. judgments against the Scribes and Pharisees, it omits His hearing
‘before the high ‘priests, it omits the cries of the crowd to ‘crucify
among...our --awn
candid
soutls,. Windy. City .producers. Resuitant.
thanks. to its. undeniable spectacu-’ contracts will he-the directors’ first . Him, crucify: Him.’ This seems to be leaning over backward, in
‘the, attempt .not ‘to offend modern audiences.”
larity and for a few ornamental in
~

be expected

by

the Avalon, the Internal Revenue
been a
by thethe remonth-to the

Service.
The corporate Frank Enterprises
stock is owned by Mary J. Frank
and comprises considerable, valuable real estate. a fine. large restaurant and other holdings in addition to three of the finest Twin
Cities de luxe néighborhood theatres, including the Avalon, and an
interest in four out-of-town houses.

Its- Boulevard,

Avalon

and

su-

burban St. Paul West Twins have
been regarded in film circles here
as three of the Twin Cities’ most
and
flourishing
nabe
beautiful
houses.
Until his death in May, 1960,
W. R. Frank, one of Minneapolis
and St. Paul’s leading exhibitors,
managed
the Frank
Enterprises
which was incorporated in 1946.
It’s now managed bv Lorraine R.
Frank and W. R. Frank Jr., wife
and son of the late W. R. Frank.
Its Avalon is now anerated as a
“fine arts” house, showing pictures “for adults only.”
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overly-involved,

Song

Uneven translation of the R&H
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put
should .be
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basic situation a dictate of western.
culture for personal success, but:

pierre Vaneck

an
‘After the ‘success of. thé sketch...

Too Late Blues

h’- imvrovised

prentise,; slug-

developed.
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This {s an: all-out Luls Alcoriza

weeeceeees .

the’

Muted

tinting:

helps’. the: period-

flair but. this lacks: the punch. to“give the real melodramatics, _
Bardot appears

in.:-the

.

medieval barber's come- °
, Jy .daughter in Bavaria. -She_ is’
coveted and won by: the Toca

prince. But Miss Bardot’s ponting,
kittenish sensuality is..sadly. amiss.
lin old: Bavaria, And her trial for
!witehcraft:is unintentianally- ris-‘ible: The whole. thing. needed .a
tongue-in-cheek
approach.
It. is
_only intermittently so.
-

King Calder !Europe: before it hits the domestic’ - production; with director doing the
* End of pic has two waspish 19th
ne:
‘
‘
y
ei
4
.......-...- , William Hellincer ‘ 'U.S. and Canada) theatres im Jan- |original story, screenplay and di- ‘Centuty
actresses . fighting .over
se gececceseces
6 Ann <ilorell uary.
It's primarily for the arties.

SO

pwc
wencores

Corpsman

Wave
+

Lupe

Leopoldo Salazar,
David
Hayat,
Oscar
Cuellar,
Rosa
Maria
Gallardo,
Miguel

Cassel

decided fo. release

‘Cassavetes

eae

Manzana,

« Zaldivar;
special appearances by Enrique.
'
and Carmen
Montejo.. Directed
Dennis : Rambal

Duck Wunter ......-- Robert B. Wiliams ; first Hollywood-made . project—in

Frank

Miguel’

James Joyce : by Luis Alcoriza. Screenplay and adapta-

7

oy

-Paramount

this’

Peliculas Nacionales releasé. of Cinema‘ tografica Filmex production. Stars Tere.
; Velazquez, Julie -Aleman, AdFiana Roel,

Marilyn Clark

cpancccccs

Réno .........:-..c+-2+.-a.

Blakely:°

Mexico City, Oct. .31.°.

De:

......i-sseveeceess "Bill. Stafford

Wieck)...
.oc cee

Richard Peacon!.

.....- .. James
.......;

........
co. ceccue.

Shelley

Winters

... Elizabeth MacRae

.,....

.........2.----. Cliff

Sammers « Countess

Roland

his secret door: and. keeping

Film. Festival. and ‘opens

Bobby Stevens
Darin ' Rafael del. Rio: features Dacia Gonzalez, !; Brigitte.
Stella
Chzmbers. } Miguel Suaraz, Fanny Stiller, Sonia Jn- i guisé of a

......cecceeece ‘Everett

Charlie

Jackie Cooper

Joumie

Bollinger

Susie Penrose
It.

:

_ Mickey

:London

there soon with

;
» Lindon:
editor,
Frank
Bracht:
music.
camera. Carl '. David
Raksin; art director, Tanby LarK. Brockway;
son. Preemed: in: Paris. Running time,

ray. Benedict
Freedman;
Guthrie:
editcr, Richard

music.

It is helped
by Jean-Paul Belmon-.

:
a probable Paris . mistress. —
‘date in the near future. London i. -Then comes 19th Century melodrama about an aging . coquette
hard sell.
Ot
fest reviews were fine.
Mosk.
_
; Who has a jover
but about to Jeave -.:
her.. Simone Signoret is. effective. Paris, Nov. 7.
‘Paramount.
release
and. ‘production.
fas
the
hardened
-but romantic
Los Jovenes
Stars Bobby’ Darin, Stella Stevens. Di{woman who is showed up. by a
rected: by John Cassavetes. Screenplay,
(Fhe Young Ones)
!
plodding
if-clever
police
inspector.
Cassavetes, Richard Carr; camera, Lionel
(MEXICAN)
.

Oct. 30.

Columbia Pictures release of Red Doff
Production. Stais Mickey Roones, Buddy
Hackett;
introduces
Joanie
Sommers;
feateres Jackie Cooper. Dire«ted by Don
Taxlor.
Screenplay.
John
Fenton’ Mur-

Jerrald

indie.-: “Shad-

_ ows,” shows. a flair for movement
and character. Needs

Companion

Hollywood,

:themes and stories, His free wheel-
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Ducky”

is market-

y

.

|rection. The

ib

i

‘screen

picture,

indictment

a. stirring .Toles and:a baron in the Comédie-.

of rebellious _ Franeaise of. that. period. Thougit..

i Par after his initial shoestring pro- ; YUtH, is based on a true incident
assavetes

«duction
Everything's

;

Dick Winslow | Cassave situations.
atarold

Was

encourage

y

of “Shadows,” produced

entirely in Manhattan.

With

Hol-

a few years ago here.

Just for a prank, three soclety.

“played with vigor by Edwige Feuil_lere and
Annie Girardot,- this

'; Sketch wears thin in its repetitive-.

en
Dee
able as a supporting item on douw- :lywood facilities at his command! Youths, of. good family, one of- “ness.
. Color is well used throughout |
ble hills aimed either. at ¥oung- 'it is conventional although he does! them a senorjta, obeying some ‘with subtle differences:-in each’ ~
sters or at adults with only the adhere to his. refreshing approach' compulsive. inner emotional urge, ‘period. But director Michel Boismost

easygoing

dispositions

and

miniature mentalities. To go beyond that limited audience sphere
would

not be advisable.

The’ Red

and, also.

he

accents

the

’ faces.”

‘“‘new. stole a car
eal in Mexico _ City, and 1rond tends to leave all this talky. Sped off to Guadalajara. Federal. iand flat in-direction, depending

highway police as well as state mainly on his: actors to put it
is “Shadows” was beught by Brit-. enforcement agencies were alerted. across. This. keeps. things ‘on: a
h Lion and distributed in the U.S. :
hy it. Film did better. abroad but ‘The youngsters soon ran out of ._ theatrical, almost comic-strip level,
ready cash, tried to sell the car,

Doff '‘Barbroo Enterprises) produc- wa s a breakthrough for the New
tion, released by Columbia.is con- ‘Yo rk bunch..
If it was rough téch-— but ‘car dealer’s
cerned. with a talking. duck and nicaily there was a feel and flow
two quack-pot sailors with whom it of Jife as the tale evolved from

shares a series of juvenile Mis- “within the characters:
advertures.
Even those willing to
tag along with this premise will.

not be rewarded with the kind: of

Paving
Working

mag
ee,
now from a script, “Cas-

savetes shows. certain flaws. This

suspicions

‘because. of ‘the’ lack. of pace. and

were --character buildup. Then. ‘too, there

‘aroused... So the frightened kids _is' the. papier-mache feeling
of the
went on the lam again.: This time

“period sets;

across dirt roads and into country. ::
: But. this may cash in: okay. at
they did. not know. And
this ‘the .b.o." in. -Franee .on’.the name
brought about a tragic end. In a values, -insouciance. and popularity _
small

village

the police

chief

in‘ of sketch pix.It has selling factors.”:

.time he shows.a-tendency to force “.structed
his subordinates to “shoot
“shoot abroad,-too,
;
but seers better fitted
casebook psychology on the char- to kill,”.and so the three youths for more general distribution
than |
acters at a loss of spontaneity. were shot down by the cops,
for arty ‘house needs. Production:
interest in a film Based on ‘such Thus.
an idealistic small time jazz. _ Out of this raw material, Alco-: coin seems to have gone-more for.
a ‘skimpy, wild notion.
‘pianist
and
‘composer,
Bobby |
riza has woven a well-paced, tight. Marquee names than for spectacle,
ingenious situation comedy development
sa necessary
to suiain

Written by John Fenton Murray
and Benedict Freedman, this fowl

play has Mickey Rooney and. Buddy
Hackett as a pair of simple-minded

Darin, Joses his way when he is
eft by his girl due to a physically action story which borders on the:
cowardly act. Used: in ‘an explana- exceptional. Alcoriza’s direction attory way there may be something tempted to seek out the reason he- |

the anxious desire of the
seamen who befriend the gabby- psychologically
right in this but hind
young to live intensely and ‘dapmallard, only to discover it har- jt is somewhat too flat and con- gerously.
While there may be ques-

of baseball. or to grapple with U.S. -bars a secret formula vital to the trived for acceptance in a film.
“tioning of some
strong scenes,
idioms such as “American plan” success of a naval satellite. launch- |
£%me goes for the flashly, seod brutal and realistic, the factis that.
or “filter, flavor. flip top box” or ing program. Eventually, all three ©
“that’s bop, pop.” This is a shop- wind up in the nose cone of. a looking would-be singer, Stella film does have vigorous: strength.
a
oo
and quality. 'worn ‘device
for manufacturing satellite as it circles the earth. and. Stevens.
mirth. It comes out hollow, occa- . the film concludes in this state of * So everybody, a group of hip- - --In black-and-white, pic is tecpsuspension.
Lighter Jazz musicians, has his articulate _Nically perfect, with Alcoriza highsionally even distasteful. Chinese- unresolved
Americans do not figure to be very moments are concerned with ef- ideas about his state and life.
‘lighting dramatic moments
by
torts to capitalize on the duck’s'
Darin’s. group is shown playing “judicious camera work. All -the
amused.
gift
for
gab
(frustrated
by
its
marengagements
in
orphanages
and
in
_
actors,
youngsters
with
little
boxAs in most R&H enterprises, the

meat

Desailly,

gs the ‘man
John
Cassavetes’
his first
ing insights are ‘to. he encouraged. ‘do's: dash and. drive
Hollywood pic, after scoring on - -:
Film has already played the who outwits the king by locking

Bucky

item for the tyke trade.

audience

There are some bright spots in this
area of the film, but even here the
effect isn’t overpowering. It is not
one of the team’s towering or more
memerable seores to begin with.
and several of the numbers are not
seen to advantage. Best results are
ohtained on “A Hundred Million
Miracles.”
quaintly-rendered
by
Miss Umeki:
“I Enjoy Being a
Cirl.” striking demonstration, via
thee-way mirror. of Miss Kwan’s
rare beauty: and “Grant Avenue,”
flashy street strut led by Miss
Kwan.
Two
elaborate
numbers,
“Lere.
Took Away” and “Sunday.”

Pierre

new

:
ce he
he fails
.
tA: give
gyiae
Preeme
‘fuse
well. as
to
the’ : mins;

:needed
.

-rwWhich

This

Gates. and Robert

out

PSgeciaity.
mS
taccid, untormed ‘ard (fourth): camera «Eastmancolor), Rabe
‘face and: his: fumbling idealism; ort Lefebvre: editor. Raymond Lamy.

by Borya

change
-

bring

not sin
-no
though”
is
his ‘cise
| sneci Tore Hi e, flac i that 1s ms : third),

‘Serge’ comes

as a welcome
war stories.”

Two sailors anda talking duck. Skimpy

figures to overlaak or at least dis-

’n’ roll. to c¢mprelhend the science

Young, Pa-:

.

Goes

people. Darin is entective and does ‘Jardin, Marcel: Achard (first one). Fran:

his performance. is little short

of astonishing.

-

Cassavetes

new songs by Harold Spina, only neat jazz score by: David Raksin, Jove and. spectacle, backseated by
for the musician-imperso-.: Slightly too much talk.
_
one of which is heard :the title Dubbing.
First up is tale of King Louis: _
tune, as rendered.by the Hi-Lo’s), nating actors are. Shelly Mann,!
indicating -some: last-ditch snip- -Red Mitchell, Benny Carter, Uan. XIV. being deprived of) a new”
mistress by. a dashing young cava-'
- Ramsey, Jimmy Bowles.
} Still, Cassavetes looms a. new ‘lier, Here it is played in-a- boule:director with a. flair for atmos- vard comedy vein. with -pageantry
} phere. and an interest in newer and elegance that soon wears thin.

R-H

miss its irregularities and lack of
inspiration. and find ample diversion in both its score and story.
The dominant issue in Joseph
Fields’ screenplay, based on the
novel by C. Y. Lee and adapted
fiom the legit book by Fields and
Ikammerstein, is the clash of EastWest romantic-marital customs as
it affects the relationships of four
young people of Chinese descent
living in a state of social flux between two worlds in San Francisco’s Chinatown. The four are
Nancy Kwan. a gold-digging, husband-hungry
nightclub
dancer;
Jack Soo. a kind of Chinese Nathan
Detroit; James Shigeta. most eligible bachelor in Chinatown—the
student prince of Grant Avenue;
and Miyoshi Umeki, “picture ‘or
mail-order:
bride’
fresh
‘and
jllegally'
off a slowboat
from
China and ticketed for nuptials
with Soo. None cf the four adhere
to the eastern custom of formal.
pre-ordainied
marriages
ascribed
to by their elders. The romantic
chaos is further complicated by
ovellapping
affections.
but ultimately all the pieces fall into place
in an incredibly hasty double wedding ceremony.
There is something about the
main “joke” of this -n:usical that
regisfers disconcertingly
as just
too precious for words. The humor
is derived trom the spectacle of
observing Orientals “adjusting to”
or “adopting” American customs.
It is as if we are being asked to
note “how darling” or “how preeocious” it is of them to. undertake
execution
of American
dances
such as the charleston or the rock

.

described in

as “so natural

Paris, Nov. 7. ©

~~ -

frequent!y ingenious. Music superviser-conductor
Alfred
Newman
has fashioned some rousing orchestrations, with the- assistance of
Ken Darby. Dong Kingman’s * ate»
coinred
title paintings
are
adelight.
;
Tube.
|

contender,

film

the review

-—

Cassayetes{

liams, The duck’s voice belongs

is certainly

the formidable

Yong.

is played

Barhatov, whois

pic of.a lot of.punch.

shows at nis best in party stenes punidex release of Generale Europeenn@.
where characters are deftly blocked , VU {Um-\nicex production. Stars Briggood natured “getting-to-love-you” | Bumeode Al
ton RRany Robin. Bde
scenes.
. ““wige Feuillere, Marie Laforet; features."

tion
is somewhat
choppy and
lethargi2. Russell Metty’s photog-.
raphy: hits the eye with impact.
especially in its arrangement,
and

a safe commercial risk, heir as it
is to the reputation of Broadway

success

of the boy in the film.

Broadway : - character

best at it. Ambiguity also robs the |(FRENCH-COLOR-DYALISCOPE)-

to excel .aré film, “Love The Frénchwoman,”.
to the. same pressures
implicit in Russian life; and in- now comes a group ‘of -tales
Walker Edmiston.
:
‘deed
universal
to
human
ego, al- based. loosely on historical love.
Director’ Don Taylor has done
though Marxists chose to blame, affairs, .It.:has the Brigitte. Bardot ©
regard of color. Both Technico‘or What he can to make capital of the everything on economics. Nobody ;and -Simone Signoret. names ior
and Eastman Color are utilized. lean material. There isn’t. much to ‘is more expert
at “speed-up” than..
the U: S.\ witha plus in its titie.
Milton .Carruth’s editing is satis- Work with. Editing, art, music and . the Soviets.
i
But it. will need hard sell since the.
factory, Irene Sharaff's costumes. caméta ‘work are. generally satis“Too Late Blues”: includes. .a Jevel is sketchy. and skimpy .withfactory. Studio credits list three

unstakie
anced
rather
undistinguished experience. lavishlv produced but only sporadically rewarding
Still, while hardly an-

everpovering

and Kam

Tempo

with which Ross Hunter has translated it to the screen. As a film. it
emerges

her

Miss }

tricia Adiarte makes a vivid impression with his fancy dancing.:

Auch of the fundamental charm.
Frace and nevelty of Rodgers &
HNammersicin's
“Flower
Drum
Seng”

re-creates

Umeki

Herman Rudin
. Cherslene Lee
Virginia Lee
Misoshi Umeki

.
a

prowess.

role with the same winning Cuina-)
doll-like
quality.
Satisfactory in
roles
are
Soo, .
top
supporting
Juanita Hall, Benson Fong, Reiko:

Jack Soo
Benson
Fong
Reiko = Sato
Patrick Ad arte
Kam
‘Song
Vitter Sen Yung
Soo Yeng
Ching Wah Lee:
see eeeces
Jemes Hane
sae teem ennee Spencer Chan
Arthur
Sonz
Weaver Levy

>

vocal

| has talent’ or whether he should|
JLes Amours Celebresfaccept what he has and do his|.. .GPamous Love Affairs) |

talents . andeg
other aspects
in known . “Michel
Roche,
.
oche,;.

|

%
Lee
eomera -“Technireoior.
Riesell
Metty.:
editor. Milton

har

A Summer to Remember

ness and splendor that overshadoriginal titleof “Serge.” when
ows
the human
element.
Their. “it was shown at the Stratford,
replica of S.F.s Chinatown, how- , Ont. (Canada). Film Fest. Gera
ever, is pretty femarkable, - wrote. “This is a. delightful,
Miss Kwan, whose exciting: looks : utterly charming story of a
sma!l -boy, who is wise but
,heraid a great future, demonstrates never precocious.”
.
Plentyof danee savvy, and gets by
histrionically here Shigeta handles’:
Picture was based .on the
his pumPe: one sone tel s ronably
ac tee
classic story, “Seryo7ha,”’ name_

1.

Tasecscb
ce’ease
ef Ross Hunter
‘in
asseecuaties
ow th Jeseph
Fields) productee
Stars Nones
Kaan. James Shigeta,
treerected bx Henry Kos-.
te Deeks
the.
S-seerphis
Flele@s.
based
oon
-

tending to dwarf.

the activities of some. talented
.
(Serge)
‘dancers and the choreography of
. “A Summerto Remember,”
;Hermes Pan. Scenery by Alexander | ‘which openedat Murray Hill
Golitzen and Joseph Wright {s col-.
Theatre last Monday (6), was.
_orful and imaginative, but occareviewed by. VARIETY in the_
‘sionally tends toward an ornateSept. 14, 1960, issue. under the

(PANAVISION—C OLOR)
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tini-guzzling desire) or on attempts @ Bark where nobody comes. A’ “office stature, turn in exceptional
to instruct it in the arts of. swim- Chanee fora record date is blown performances. -There are some

ming and quacking.

a

skyhigh when

;

_

-

_ Mosk. |

Ralph Nelson

‘=—eems Continued

from, page 3 ==aat

Night,” also via Col, when- it -was.
lensed'in N:'Y.
. | :.
we
Ralph .Nelson, “‘Requiem’s’’”. qi‘rector and a. cardholder..in the
_larger Coasf-based Directors Guild
of

America,

once..also

held

an

_ SDIG. ticket ‘but had. allowed his
“membership to lapse. The eastern
guild voted to permit his reiustatement upon -payment'of the unstated.

dues ‘arreage. (Initiation fees are
Darin’s early t om slight defects and director Aleoriza. - $1,000 for the eastern guild, $2,000

the comic behavior
ney ‘Stence on doing what he wants is who. wove strong realism in first for the Coast counterpart.)
and Hackett will srobably aniees compromised
by his girl's quitting half, weakens slightly towards the . . Susskind’s.agreement with SDIG
children

briefly

Jackie

as

Cooper

a psychiatrist.

is

seen

him

after his cowardly

Joanie ,? pool room brawl.

.

actions

in . close. Spotty cutting is reflected , is the same one signatured earlier
in sequence. jumps. Tere Velazquez, “by. indie -producer “Ely Landau,-

Sommers,
a
talented
vocalist.
-He becomes the gigolo of an ‘in the role of the young lady, ‘still : whose “Long Day’s Journey Intoknown for her work in the nitery. 2ging woman but finds his spark . has a. tendency fo overact but. she Night”: ‘is also currently before. ..
—
.
and recording fields, makes her . dampened. Hefinally seeks out his "is improving.
the cameras in Gotham.: The. Lan-°
screen. bow withaut warbling a Old: girl, now a tramp, and dusts : But the virtues ‘outshine.
the ; dau accord, however, doesn’t. bee.
note. As. straight actress, she’s a Off some-elderly suitors and drags ‘slight off-key notes. This one is {come operative until his next pic
bit uncomfortable yet. Elizabeth her-to -his old bunch, now playing _good enough for the American irolls in N.Y. Director on-“Journey”

MaeRae adds further romantic in- 4 Sleazy ‘joint. Intimation at end-

‘market, if given-a dubbed English

\is Sidney. Lumet...

terest, and there is competent com- , ing is ‘that, he will take up with ‘sound track. And it is scheduled |

SDIG,

5:

it’s . understood,

would

edy support from Roland Winters, them again.
ee
to have good boxoffice, hypoed by ‘ prefer fo have one of its own workGene Blakely, Gordon Jones. Rich-:
Film never makes it clear _controversy, in’ the Spanish lan-' ing on pix shot entirely or primarard Deacon, James
Millhollin, ;.whether-the Darin character truly | guage market, os
‘ | Emil
ily in: N.Y, ~
~

_Wednesday, November 8; 1961

OnWorldCruiseforMaterials,
d FT
FrankNugentGives ScriptCreeci
By DAVE JAMPEL

“Tokyo, Oct. 31.

Motion pictures are more subtle

More Exhibs Produce

Atlanta, Nov.

Mrs. ".Christine Smith. Orlinin,
during her 16 years as Atlanta's |
motion picture cénsor, has looked
‘fat 4;490 films, ordered scissoring|
seording: to screenwriter Frank Nu-|- try are moving their .own.. on 154 of them and turned thumbs
.. mountains, soto speak. Not - down on 107. pictures.
the’
on.
days:
en
for:t
.: gent, in Japan
“that showmen haven't chipped, ‘,

‘What: with, exhibition ‘brood‘today. and present characters in ‘. ing over: “product - ‘shortage,
‘more realistic relationships, ac-] some of the better-heeled gen-

. Mrs. Gilliam cited. these figures
_Jast leg. of a world trip:
in: with product before,..of.
; in a talk before’ the Atlanta ChapNugent is mainly: identified with | course,
‘ter ofthe
American
women
in

gotareinGrasgTheHustler
Rank 2-3,Devil’ Following
By

October’s B.O. Winners

MIKE

WEAR

VaRIETY's
regular
weekly
boxoffice reports are summarized each month, retrospectively. Based on an average of
24 key situations, the source

1. “Breakfast Tiffany’s” (Par).

2. “Splendor in Grass” (WB).

‘$. “The Hustler” (20th).
: “Devil at 4 O'Clock” (Col).

data constitute an adequate
sampling of current releases
‘The
do - it - - yourselfers .
‘director John Ford. , Scripts . he
“Rack Street” (U).
‘| radio and. television. Mrs. Gilliam,
but are not, of course, fully
“Fort
just now include. the Woolner.
for latter ‘include
.
“La
Dolce
Vita”
(Astor).
wrote
wife of: Alderman Ed Gilliam, who
“definitive.” An index of relabrothers of New Orleans, who
“Paris Blues” (UA).
Apache,” “She ‘Wore a. Yellow Rib-|
is: chairman. of: City: Council's Po-|tive grossing strength in the
“Guns
of
Navarone”
(Col).
“bon,” : The Searchers,’ " “The Quiet |. financed and are, distributing.
lice. Committee,. vice chairman. of
U. S.-Canada
market,
this
Man,” The ‘Last Hurrah” ‘and “Mr, | “Flight of: the Lost Balloon,’
“Greyfriars Bobby” (BV).
Council’s Finance Committee and
monthly reprise does not preexploitation. item with Mar-_
“Bridge to San” (M-G).
‘Roberts.”” Among his other credits
Metropolitan
|
chairman
of
the
tend
to
express
total
rentals.
’
are “Tulsa,” “Gunman s Walk” and
shall : Thompson. -and. ‘Mala 4 ‘Committee on Civil .Defense, told |:
. “Two Women” (Embassy).
~
“Trouble in the Glen.”
Rowers. ;
, “Come September” -(U).
_| radio and-tv femmes that -she has
October proved a comparatively
--Onetine film critic and editor. of | >. Up ‘in “Connecticut, Sperie
never sought to impose her taste
‘|happy one for those bis firstrun
|
irritated
Pp.
Perakos,
who
operates
a
is
Times:
the. New. York.
‘| an: Atlanta audienees, but. is only
Situations
covered by VARIETY, nice
by. the Hollywood’ communal proc- |... ‘chain of drive-ins and hardtops,
‘| trying to enforce laws: governing
lineup of new product providing
ess of preparing’a finished, script: | has ‘latched: on toa Greek: arty, the local exhibition of pietures
the
impetus
for better trade. Of
filmization: of ‘Sophocles’: *AntiExplaining - the: trend . toward,
that are lewd, lascivious or otherthe first nine-ranking grossers,
gone."’.. This one screened at
wise unlawful.
‘more_ realistic scripts, Nugent .said,| .
seven.
were
newcomers
in October.
“Pictures always reflect the times |. the Berlin film fest this year as.
When asked if she had seen. a
With little help from holidays and
-the official Athens entry.. Pie. in ‘which: they are. made,’ whether:
“good” movie lately, Mrs. Gilliam
having
to
contend
with
some Instars Irene Pappas, and-is .be‘done with premeditation.or uncon-.
Was quick: to reply:
dian Summer weather, exhibitors
‘ gciously.. Take the wave of so-called |. ing. handled -by Parakos: under” " “Ves, strangely enough, I can
|paturally. had to lean on strong
his Nofma Film. Productions
psychological
dramas. like ‘Sus‘say I have. It.is ‘Bachelor in Parafare. As is characteristic now adays
‘
‘pense,’. ‘Three Faces: of. Eve’ and. _ banner.
: dise,’ - With ‘Lana Turner and. Bob
|not enough socko- product. to go
‘The Snake Pit." It was a reflection |
‘Hope. Miss ‘Turner. wears the most
Annual meeting in Manhattan | around crimped the larger key
of the country’s’ increased aware: |
stunning wardrobe throughout and, Friday (3) of Council of Motion !i Cities.
ness of mental disease. The writers
for once, Bob. ‘Hope isn’t dirty all. Picture Organizations -voted unani- ! “Breakfast
at Tiffany's” (Par)
-are thinking of .what..{s going :on
through. ”
‘|mous eacceptance of the Interna- :; won first place hands-down in the
around
them whether ‘they are
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage October sweepstakes, finishing No.
, She followed with this riposte:
doing” a period. story: ‘Or a. modern
“y am not.
at all narrow| Employees (IATSE). At the same; 1 all three weeks it was out in
story...
S minded. IL“have practically no
|time it empowered its three co- |distribution. “Splendor
in
the
“In: the. old ‘days ‘of ‘the: :studio
race prejudice.”
‘| chairmen—Ben Marcus, Abe Mon- Grass” (WB), another blockbuster,
contract :players,” : Nugent -contin-}
'tague ‘and Sam Pinanski— to name ‘ copped second position. It, too, was
She
said,
however,
her
“instineued, “a writer was told ‘a- picture |
tive fear of Negro: men” stemmed a committee to sound out the Hol- : out in circulation only three weeks
would: have Clark Gable and Clau-|—
of the month. Both fi'ms likely
from seeing, as an impressionable | -Iywood talent guilds remembership
“dette Colbert. Story. problems: were
‘in the all-industry body.
will be heard from additionally
solved... by: writing for specific Theatre’ Owners. of. America has.‘| young girl, David Wark Griffith’s.
The .meeting, which re-elected
“The ‘Hustler” (20th! wound up
“The
Birth
of
a:
Nation”
and
she
actors. Today this is true only.t
recalled vividly seeing the scene An} all incumbents, tabled action on third. actually copping first place
e degree. I know John Wayne is 2' divested. its token--stock. holdings |
the | so-called “runaway produc- : the initial week out on release
which
a
frightened
girl
jumps
certain type of mai—terse, laconic |in’ the. major’ fiim ‘companies -.andtion” problem because of the im-;ito any extent. “Devil at 4 O'Clock”
is. plowing the coin into the. exhib- from a cliff to avoid the caresses ;
‘and so physically capable that you i
of-a Negro sergeant in the occupy- |pending. airing of the issue in-Con- |}‘Colt landed fourth monev despite
;
~ hardly have to show it—and I USE|backed ACE Films entity.”
oot
{ the fact that it was in release only
ing army.
that as a prop.
‘This ‘is-per TOA’s ‘pledge |at the.
Mrs, Gilliam complained: that too
20th-Fox’s “Bachelor Flat” is the: two weeks. Pic consequent!y should
conclave. to. double| many
“But generally, no ‘Tonger having, ‘New Orleans
of today’s. pics adopt as! 'next pic skedded for COMPO mer-, . make some strong future showings.
the ‘prop of a’ given personality,. its. $25,000 investment In the “ACE theme “the superiority of the. Ne-|chandising plan treatment in Cin“Back Street’ iU: wound
up
writers. are forced to..create: char-! }production arm.
{gro. race.”’ She said. she censors cinnati,.in mid-January: The meet- : fifth although rising as high as
acters: wholly. out of their imagina- |
“nudity” in: films, especially. when ling heard: the plan praised by Rob- i fourth place during the month.
tion. The ‘result is: more. realistic ,
4the camera “lovirigly. caresses the ert Ferguson, Columbia’s ad-pub “La Dolee Vita" (Astor.- which
relationships. ‘Writers and directors |
breasts. of Negro women.”
“ ° { director. He stressed that it was was third in Septem er. showed
now. talk in terms of psychology,.
‘She also’ -disapproves of films | changing the industry image for enough stamina to cop sixth posi‘motivation and behavior patterns
that are “sexually stimulatine” andithe good, emphasizing to the pub- i tion.

COMPO Okays IA:
Solic
cit Membership
Of Coast Talent

TOA Token’‘Stock

| OwningsDiverted.
To ItsOwn ACE

Rick Carrier’$TrulyIndie’
Manhattan Puerto Rican. declared that. “feminine nudity: isjlic that
handed to them. This has brought.
stimulating to men.”:Then:i dead.
a change in all kinds of films. They. ,.
Saga Goes toEmbassy; sexually
she - explained that she permits
are alot more subtle today.” —
rather than

have

paper.

‘cutouts

the film biz is far from|

“Paris Blues” «UA*. which hinted great promise late in September, finished in seventh soot. Film
landed second place the first week
out in circulation to anv extent
| but skipped after that. “Guns of

-. “Strangers, ar) ‘New. York, shoe- “long kisses,” ‘but not -“earessing.
Allowing ‘for bragging. about one string, ..shot-in-a-loft, “widescreen bosoms.”
Homo ‘Angles
-of his own pictures by first discuss-|
~
She ‘said, of another. film, Elia
ing several that went‘ wrong, Nu-. | feature, has. been: picked: up by Em-|.
Navarone™ (Cyl), which was secand
‘gent continued,.“‘Fort Apache” was bass¥.- -Pictures for. early. 1962 re- Kazan's. “Splendor in ‘the. Grass,”
in September, captyred eitht place
-more of’ an innovation ‘than: any lease. Film is first effort-—at a. bud-| that, ‘whatever the. theme of -the
as it wound up many of its top
. Western in the. Iast ten years. |get ‘reputedly. ‘under $25, 000 — of ‘book (pic was: an -original ‘Screen j.
‘firstrun engagements.
' When Ford ‘brought me in, he. said Rick
Carrier,..ex-producer’ S$ ‘ap- story by ‘William: Inge), the pic-|i
“Greyfriars
Bobb"
‘BY’,
a
Los
Angeles,
Nov.
he was thinking of doing .a picture |prentice - and onetime -’ RKO ex- ‘ture’s theme was that ‘“chastity will
:-newie, finished ninth, never get~
about ‘the’ Cavalry. He pointed out !‘ploiteer. On: ‘strength -‘of the. pie, drive a young girl to. a mental -in- ” National Theatres & Televi igion ‘ting
higher than sixth place in
vicepresident
Robert
Selig
over
the
that the Cavalry was used only to ‘he’s been ‘signed. to an un¢larified|:| stitution.”” She classified this -film
weekly Variety rating. “Bridg2 To
relieve the distress of wagon trains production pact: by. Embassy: prez |‘as “highly undesirable," but add-! weekend disclosed industry plans} Sun” ¢«3I-G:, very spotty, showed
ted. that, under the Atlanta code, ifor a development program on new ; enough to cop 10th spot.
and then ride away to: ‘presumabl y |Joseph’ E: ‘Levine..
7
she did. ‘not -feel justified in -ban- istars, - with special short subjeci
‘rescue. another: wagon’ -train. Hee;
“Two
Women”
(Embassy)
capunder. ‘faz:
‘thought there must be tremendous:,, As. with. ‘other one-arm: ‘American |jning it: She also deplored films now ‘heing prepped
"America’s New Stars” to include- tured ilth place. It was 10th in
~
drama in the Cavalry, thie personal || ‘new wave” films, “Strangers” had! with “pacifist themes.”
‘the preceding month. “Come Sep‘been
kicking
‘around.
the
.N.Y.
dis-i
‘film
clips
from.
each
major
studio
Asked if-she judged films of any
problems of men living at remote
1 tember” (Ui, No. 1 picture in Sepoutposts. “Fort Apache:was the first tribution.. marts.. with” no. takers’ particular age groups, she said: she;-in the. Association of Motion Pir-; itemher, wound up 121k, having
picture to seriously. explore life in ‘until the Enmrbassy deal. As of yes- acted for the welfare of the com- :: ture Producers introducing new-: iconcluded the bulk of its bigeer
the Cavalry. In the last ten years terday (Tues.), the: pie still lacked} munity as a. whole and pointed ‘out |comers selected by the studios.
(IATSE)
seal—in’ fact, that. “babes: in arms” attend ‘the, -Projéct was introduced at ‘the. ‘firstrun dates the first tvo weeks
there have been at least: 120 pic- ‘a union
of the month.
there’s. been no- effort : ‘so far’ to! theatre in the United States.
_ [recent Theatre Owners of America . “Spartacus” {U:, seventh in Septure mage in imitation of. “Ft.
dicker.
one.
|
Mrs. Gilliam disapproves of films |convention in New Orleans and is‘
Apache.”
“Rocco
and
Brothers”
Yarn depicts in tragic terms an! that feach crime, she said, and re-|being developed by a committee: tember;
: CAstor), “Francis of Assisi’ (20th),
Identified
with ‘Westby’. Selig and including :;
-erns,
Nugent primarily
is ‘ensnared..in’
the immigrant: ‘Puerto. Rican. family'’s|.marked that. one such she -had! headed
‘and “Thunder of Drums” (M-G),
dreaded ‘Hollywood; web: of type fight ‘for. survival in Restle New banned, “How to Be a Shoplifter, | AMPP rep Duke Wales, Paramount }{ which
was
12th
in September,
now: is being shown on television. studio publicity head. Herb Stein-:
casting. :He said, “It like comedy. York ‘stirroundings.
i were the runner-up films for tha
-|berg, Pete Latsis and Roy Evans:
7 “( Continued anpage 11}
-My constant: fight is to .get a Tmod- |
ont
of NT&T and LeRoy Prinz who is ;
“ern: picture. where people. don't :20}
‘Kings’ Late Starter
talent coordinator.
Each studio | Besides “Devil at 4 O'Clock,”
around - ‘saying, ‘Whoa there, Mar;
MPAA Prexy
would be given equal time in short. : “Breakfast”
_hal.’"”
and
“Grass.”
there
| with plans to have one of the: are a number of pix just launched
While still outside the-comedy
eight winners of the TOA “Star or about to be preemed which
field, Nugent’s globe-girdling was:
of the Year” award appear to mThe
low-budget
Chicago-made
at his’ own expense to research two
J.ina. fantasy, weighing ‘the. mocalty’ troduce the new people. Last win- : Show excellent promise. “King of
| Kings” (M-G) indicates one of the
projects that would liberate him indie, “Prime Time,’”. whieh was
of a.scripter named Shakespeare,
ner
was John Wayne. Film would: i bigger potenfial grossers judging
- from. the’ American frontier. One: originally rated B. (morally objec-.
_appralses ye alde censorship in
be sold to.exhibs at same rental! ‘from the first few playdates on
~~ possibility, ‘which prompted him to. tionable. in part for’ all) by the
cost of a regular two-reeler.
i hardticket bookings. Opus so far
take the long. way: home, is an in- Legion of Decéncy, has: now been |
Committee today sends 582 kits; i has been buffo to capacity on these
ternational ‘chase story: that: might re-rated :C, condemned. -°:.
on the. project to exhibs who re- iinitial engagements.
Pic should
have episodes in Hong Kong.-and} _Legion. charges that ©‘the film; || :
Sunday
quested them at the TOA conven- }have enough playdates this month
Japan. This:.would be done with distributed: by Essahjay Films, is{}tion. Each request was to have in- ito show up in the monthly survey.
x
®& -#.
' Sidney-‘Justin, who is setting up ‘al now. being shown in a new. yersion
cluded a promise the kits ‘wou'd - Another film displaying high po‘whieh “substantially intensifies the |:
a production company.
| be: distributed personally to local: tential is ““West Side Story” (UA),
another Interesting Feature
‘The other possibility: is a. fea- ‘original moral’ offense by ‘the ‘in- |}
newsmen to insure top coverage: which has been capacity the first
"In
the
upcoming
‘troduction
of
‘borderline
pornog||"
‘ture pased on a book by Bernard:
‘on. the program.
;two weeks at the NY. Rivoll, its
Fergusson «called “Rare
Adven- raphy.” When it was first, B-rated,

“America’s NewStars’Get

Buildup—Via Circuit,
Not Studio, Initiative

CHICAGO. MADE FILM,

PRIME TIME’ GETS ‘C’|

‘Erie Johnson

N ever, Forsooth, On.

While personalities selected for {initial date.
ture.” An ‘Eastern, it is-set in the Legion. objected: to. the film's | 56&. Anniversary’ Number
Sardonicus”
(Colt,
also
jthe film short may change, those! i “Mr.
North Africa. “T Tead ‘the look “suggestive* costuming and. se-|}repped
in the kits include’ Karen t new, showed up uneven on its first
‘quences,
and
sadism.”’.
about seven. years .ago and op|
four
dates
but
was
excellent
in
Balkin
of
Mirisch
Co
United
ArtLegion also. charges” that the
tioned it. I thought it would make
a good movie,” Nugent said. “The ‘distrib “has violated his pledged. Phis other statistical aed dete-fiiled |. ists’ “The Children’s Hour” ; Pete-| two keys. “Question 7” (Indie),
Brown,
Warner:
Bros.’
“Merrill's
another
fairly
fresh
entry,
showed
story is’ midern, but almost remote ‘word that only the original version
_sherts end erticles,.
(Continued on page 11)
(Continued on page 11)
in time.
. |would .be exhibited. in theU.S. .
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Sad $5,500,Buff: | ‘Street Wow
¥ 126,Pitt:Breakfast’
CABiz Picks Up; Hustler Bangup 4Plas
‘Breakfast’ ‘Dandy 10¢
Brilliant $16,000;Devil’ Hot 106,3d
$30,000, ‘Mask’ Oke 166, ‘Kings Tall|
206, Breakfast Rousing 196, 3d
Buffalo,

Nov. °7.

nriretrun trade is” mostly mild:
currently with too many long-.
nine cutting into overall total. Lone:

E.os Angeles, Nov.
L.A. firstruns are starting to ick
up slightly this week. backed by a
pair of sock openers.
However, biz
“The
generally is rated spotty.
Hustiers’ is heading for e. boff
$30.000 in four theatres opening
week while “Ben-Hur.” out on first
general release, looks like socko
$28.000 at State.
“Mask” Is rated +|
nice $16.600 or a bit under in three

Key City Grosses.
Estimated Total Gross This Week
$2.365.300
‘Based on 23 cities ard 262°
theatres, chiefly first FURS, ineluding NVY.)

Last Year ...... $2,226,400

Jovations for initial week.
Reissne
combo
of “Operation
Pettiveat”
and
“Pillow” Talk"
shapes fairish in three spots, open- |
ing round.
of regular holdovers, “Breakfast ;
at Tiffary‘s” still is lively |$19.m0
in third week
at the

(Based on 22 cities and ‘230
theatres).

Bachelor’ Boffo

“Splendor

in

ses.
‘Broadway Gros
—

Estimated Total Gross

week.

|

‘‘Breakfast at. Tiffany’s”

is

boff. at the Stanley while “Back

{Street” at Fulton ‘looks ©equally

(Based on 30 theatres)

|soecko.

(Based on 27 theatre)

drab

Last Year .. ..... $471,200

ter.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500 ‘15-$1) —
“One Plus One” (Indie). Sad $5.$500 or léss.; Last week, “Run Si‘{lent, Run Deep” 'M-G) and “King
and Four Queens” (M-G): (reissues),

‘and three hefty holdovers will spell
‘| very good -biz for Pitt firstruns this °

This Week ........ $543,200

Grass” looks fine in fourth at Cen-.

Both are in first -rounds..

|“Mask,”at. other
new entry shapes
the Penn. “Devil. at 4
stays fast

O'Clock”
Gateway.
“Love.

Doctors’ Fat226,
Toronto; ‘Sun’ Nes:

and

in, thir d at:

Frenchwoman” ’ is

still Jofty..in second at Squirrel
A Hill, “Bridge” stays sharp in third
;at. Shadyside. “King of Kings”
opens at the. Warner on “Thursday

-|$6.000.
Center -(AB-PT) (2.500; -°75-$1.25):
—"Splendor in Grass” (WB) (4th
4 wk).
Fine. $9,000.
Last week,

a

. 139.600.

i

Toronto, Nov.

Estimates for This Week

Fulton (Associated)

(1.635; $1-

Such newcomers
as. Young $1.50\—“Back Street” (U):. Wow:
Doctors,” “Bridge To the. Sun” !$12, 000 ‘or over. Last week, “Hus-

Century ‘UATC) (2,700; 70-$1.25)

$17,000, Philly#

Grass” enapes ‘big |

Pittsburgh, Nov. 7.
Two newcomers, both: Hot items,

new entry, ‘1 Plus 1°.shapes very |
sad at the Buffalo. Brightest hold|over. is. “Breakfast: at Tiffany’s”
which looms dandy. in. third Para“Spartacus” is rated
mount week,
good: in second’ session at Lafayette |
on subsequent-run.- “Splendor in

“Devil -at 4 O'Clock” (Cal) (3d
wk). Okay $9, 600. Last week, $10,-

and

the

“Dentist

firstruns

on

Job”

this

will help: ter’ t4th: wk), $5,600

stanza.

Of the!

G

$12.509 in fourth at Hollywood
i"
ateway -(Associated) (1,900; $1holdovers,
King ‘of
Kings”
re-' $1. 50): “Devil at 4 O'Clock”. (Col)
Paramcunt.
OPstayette (Basily (3.000; 70-$1.50) mains turnaway in second ‘frame.
Both “Back Street,” in second}
— “Spartacus” -(U) -(sub-run) (2d at University. “Back sie jacks week, $10,Glittering $10,000. Last
Philadelphia. Nov. 7.
session at Warner Hollywood, and
wk). ‘Good $8,000. Last week, $9,usty, also in second. “Splendor
Extremely warm weather for this 300.
"Devil at 4 O'Clock,” in third at
Penn. (WE).
(UATC) Frightening
(3,300: -$1-$1.
50)—
in Grass” ” still is big in fourth “Mask
- $6,000.
Warner Beverly, are shaping trim time of year, with air-condition-.
Paramount (AB-PT)
(3, 000: 70“King of Kings” ,ing turned-off for season will clip |1$1.25) — “Breakfast: at Tiffany’s ‘frame as. is “Guns of Navarone" |
$12600 apiece.
|
Last
week,.
“Town.
‘Without.
Pity”.
stanza.
looks tall $20.000 in fourth
at;j Srosses here this ‘session. “Bache|(Par) (3d wk). Bright $10,000. Last for 16th
, (UA), $7,000.
Estimates for This Week
Egy ptian. “La Dolce Vita’ shapes Nor in. Paradise,” with w orld preem |week, $I 1,000.
; Cariton, . Danforth,
Shadyside
(MOTC).
(750:
$t.
25) =
‘Bumber
brisk in 17th week at Music Hall. :. fanfare, is heading for a great take
Teck
(Loew) (1.200; 70-$1) —_—
“Bridge” (AA) (3d wk). Tall $1, 700.
‘in first week at the Goldman. “La “Girl With Suitcase” (Indie): (2d (Rank) (2,318; 1,328; . 1,203; $1-,Last week, $2.200
Estimates for This Week
Doctors”. , UA).
Los Angeles, Hollywood! EI Rey, i Dolee Vita.” out’ on. subsequent-j wi), Soft . $2,000. .Last week, $2,- $1. 50)\—"Young
Squirrel Hill (SW) (838: $1. 25)—

Loyola

:Metropolitan-FWC)

‘2 019: ‘run at Stanton,

does not look too 200.”

Hefty $22,000. »Last(20th)
week.
(2d Carry
wki, |“Love and Frenchwoman” ‘Times)
$16,Giegardiess”: (20th) (2d w Nas wk). Virlle $3,000. Last week,
Eglinton 4FP) (918; $1. 50-$2. 50) |1 $3 200.

‘Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-$1.23)
756; 861; 1,298; 90-$1.50) — “Hust. jbig.
Top holdover looks to be “Break- |—"Carry On Sergeant” (Indie) (2d
Jer”
‘20th)
and. “20.000
Eyes”
420t).
Boffo $30,000.
Last week, "fast at Tiffany’s”
which. looms : Wk). Strong. $2.400. Last week, $2,Los

Angeles “ith

Pix, “Explosive ; lively

in second

at the

_
Stanley
(SW) (3 700: $1-$1. 50)—
‘Windjammer”
(NT) week,
(46th ditto.
wk). \wpreckfost at Tiffany's ad (Par). Bril| Consistent
$7.000. Last
(Rank?
(1.165; -$1,25-, liant $16,000. . Last week, “SplenFairlawn

Arcadia. ; 700,

Generation” 'UA, “Teenage Mil- :“Devil at 4 O'Clock” also.is fancy
lionair e” *UA), $8.600.
Hollywood. ‘in third at. Fox.
“King of Kings”
Loyola
with
Warren’s,
“Seven. still is big in second at the Bova.

Kings’ Lusty$18,000In $1.50)—"Guns
Frisco; ‘Hustler’ $12,000,
‘Breakfast’ Boffo 16).

_of Navarone”

Sets wot sso

(Col)

;
arner of Kings”
((16th wk). Big $8, 000. Last week,
_-Kine
MG
Opens
Women From Hell” (20th), “Pirates |
Estimates for This We
of Tortiga’
'20th), $12,100.
EI
Hollywood (FP) 1,080; $1-$1. 50)"“-Phursday (9). Last week,. ‘dark.
Areadia ‘S&S) '583; 95- $1201
Rey.
“Fanny”
‘WB,
“Goodbve i“Breakfast at Tiffany's” ‘Par) (2
—'Splendor in Grass” (WB) (4th }
me
Avain”
(UA?
-reissue)
‘3d wk), 'wki.
Classy $19,000.
Last week
$2.100.
wk). Still big at $10,000. Last week, i|
i.
.000.
12.000.
Hillstreet, Pix, Wiltern :MetroSan Francisco, Nov. 7.
Boyd (SW) (1.536; $1.80-$2. 51
politan- Prin-SW) 12,752; 756: 2.344:
. Firstrun trade here currently is —-"Dentist
Job” (20th). Fine|
‘
‘King of Kings” (M-G) +24 wk).!
§0-$1 50: — “Fhe Mask” i WB)? and
rated Satisfactory. “King of Kings”
Big
$18.000.
Last
week,
$22,500.
—
“Code of Silence” ‘Indie’.
Nice |
‘ Tooks big in second: round at Cor- ‘
”
(
Ww
$16.000 or less.
Last week, Hill-!
Fox 'Milgram) (2,400; 95-$1.80'—' onet while “Breakfast at Tiffany's” | "imperial (FP) (3,343; $1-$1.50).
$iG: ‘Breakfast’ 86,2
street. Wiltern with Vogue. ‘Blood °“Devil at 4-O°Clock” ‘Col) 3d wk). °
, shapes. great in second at the}. —"Exodus”
'UA) (3d wk). pop
Minneapolis, Nov. 7...
iContinued on page 10)
; Fast $16.000.
Last week, $20,000.!: Alexandria. “The Hustler” ts nice
scale on three-a-day. ‘Sturdy $9.000.
Lineup of fresh entries and hold-.
H
Goldman ‘Goldman)
J .200; 95- in first holdover stanza at the Fox.
overs is calculated’ to make -the exLast week, $9.500
|$1.80:—“Bachelor
in. Par adise” " Lone newcomer, “Inv asion QuarInternational (Taylor) (557; $1-. hibs happy
currently. . “Back
shapes
slow
at
Warfield. -$1.25.—"Expresso
'sM-G?.
Great
$17 .000- or . close. tet”
Bongo” HFD): Street” shapes smash. at the ‘State.
! Last week. “Paris Blues” iUA) ‘3th “Devil at 4 O'Clock” is hotsy in (29d wh). Neat $3,000. Last week, South
.Seas Adventure” looks
third at St: Francis while. “Splen-|. $3.500.
wk), $7.000.
.
'brisk on.-return at Century. Hold* Midtown (Goldman) (1.200: 95- dor in Grass” is rated dandy in:
Loew's Loew) (1.641: $1-$1. 50)! covers. “Splendor in.the’ Grass” and
S1.80. ‘Greyfriars
Bobby™
‘BV? fourth at Paramount.
—“Bridge To Sun” (M-G). Tall. “Breakfast at Tiffany's," in fourth
Estimates for This Week
wk).
Fair $4, 000 in 4 days. j
$11.000. Last week, “‘Come Sep-' and second . weeks, respectively,
Washington, Nov. 7.
Golden Gate ‘RKO) ‘2,859; $1.25- tember”. (U) (9th wk), $9,000.
iLast week, $5,000. -;
continue. handsome: ‘hits. -“Fown
Big one this uneven stanza here’
-$1.50:——"Back
Street’. «U)
and
(FP) (935; $1.50-$2.50\— iWithout Pity” is barely ‘passable in
nandelph
is “King of Kings” which looks for
'Goldman) (2,200: 95-: Pharaoh's Woman”-U) ‘4th wk). “LaTivoli
Dolce Vita” {Astral).(14th: wk). |second. Orpheum’ week.
Pulling
80:—"Splendor. in Grass”
a sovk $20.000 initial round at the:
Okay $7,500 in 5 days. Last week,
Pickup to. socko $9.060. ‘Last Ww eek, |63,090: spectators, many from outOke $7,000. Last week. $7.000.
Warner. “Back Street” stays big at: oth wk).
$8.500. |
-of-totcn,. the weekend © Michigan’
Palace after a soek first session. In:- £8.500.
Fox (FWC)' 14.651; $1. 25-$1.50\—
‘Towne (Tavlot) (693: 90-81 25\—’ State-Minnesota
football
battle
second lap at Keith's, “Town With-: Stanley (SW) 2. 500: 95-S1. 80)— “Hustler” «20th) and “If Takes
boxoffice:
out Pity” looks sad.
' “Hustler” 120th) :4th. wk).
“Neat Thief” '20th) '2d wk). Nice $12,000. | “Two Women” (IFD) 13d wk). Still helped’ the .downtown
strong
at
$6,500.
Last
week;
$7.000.
!
somewhat.
“Breakfast at Tiffany's’ is fast $2.500.
Last week, $13:000.
Last week, $16.500.
‘University (FP) (1.556; $1.50-!
Estimates for This Week
rounding out a month at the On-'
Warfield (Loew): (2.656; $1.25- $2.75\—"King
Stanton ‘SW? '1.483; 95-$1.80)—
of Kings’
(M-G)!
Aeademy
(Mann)
(947;
$1.75tario. Siill in great shape is “Devil , La Dolce Vita” (Astor) .«Subrun). $1.50)—“Invasion
Quartet” (\M-G).
(24 wk. Capacity $18,000. with $2.65)-—“King
of Kings”
IM-G).
at 4 O'Cloek,” daydating two Transand “Glass Tower” iM-G).
Slow
Quiet $10.000:
Last. week, “‘Gone
turnaways.
Last
week,
.same.
‘Roadshow
engagement
opens
Nov.
‘Lux houses.
“Splendor In Grass” .
$8,000 or close. Last week, “Run.
Uptown ‘Loew) (2,543; $1-$1.75) 8. Dark last week.
1s rated fair in fourth round in two’ ; With Wind’ 'M-G) (reissue). $6,000. Silent, Run. Deep” (UA) and “King,
Century (Cinerama. Inc.) (1.100;,
_ Studio 'Goldberg) 1483; 95-31.801 ‘Four Queeris”. _'WA). (reissues), .$5,- —“Back Street” (U) (2d wk', Lusty!
spots.
$1.75-$2.65)—"‘Sauth Seas Adven; $11,000. Last week, $13: 000. :
:7~"Eve and Handyman” ‘Indies and. 500.
Estimates for This Week
.ture” iCinerama) (reissue). ‘Back at.
Ambassador - Metropolitan
‘SW) “Bed” (Indie). Sock $8,000. Last
Paramount
(Par) (2.646: $1. 25same: house: where ‘it ran for 47
(1,430; 1.000; $1-1.491— “Splendor; Week, “Male and Female” ‘Indie "$1,50)—"Splendor In Grass” WB)! ‘Breakfast’ Fast 7G,
ae ‘Brisk
$8 500. ast
week
In Gress” -WB) :4th wk), Falr $6- end “Soho Strip” (Indie) (2d -wki, 4th wk). ‘Dandy $10,000 or near.
-«
’
i
Windjammer” tNT? (reissue) (21st
$8,500.
500. Lust week. $9,700.
.Last week. $11.000:
Seatle; ‘Devil’. Same Wi
©12.509 in-cicht dows,
Apex -K-B) '940; $1-$1.25)—"'SeSt. Francis :Par) (1 400: $1 .25Trans-Lux 'T-L) '500; 95-$1.80)-—
‘Nov..7. | Gopher Berger) (1.000: $1- $1.25)
crets of Women” Janus) :2d wk). “Girl with. Suitcase” (Elis), ‘Limp $1.75)—"Devil At. 4 O'Clock” (Col) |. City is loaded"seattle,
with holdovers | —"20 Plus 2” AA). Tepid $3.000
Okay $4.500. Last week, $5,400.
‘63.500.
Last week, “Loss. of In- ‘3d wk). Hotsy $13.000. Last week, eurrently, with two. of the .NeW- ‘looks about all. Last week,’ “ExoKeith’s ‘RKO: (1.839: $1-$1.49: nocence” :Co]) 13d wk), $3,000.
$15.000.
comers very disappointing. “Town dus”. (UA) (subrun), $4.200.
—“Town
Without Pity’ '20th) 2
Viking (Sley) ‘1,000; 95-$1.80)—. © United Artists. (No. Coast) (1, 151; Without Pity” shapes thin” in’ first
‘Lyrfe. tPar} (1,000: $1-$1.25)—
wk). Sad $7.500 or less after $9,- “Mask” (WB).
(U) 43d session
Sad $8,000 or near. $1.25-$1.50)—"'Spartacus”
at
Musie
Hall
while |“Greyfriars Bobby’ (BV) (4th wk),
500 opener.
Last
week,
“Raintree - County” wk). Good $6,500 after $7, 500. last “Crowning
Experience’
.
is
.
rated
:
yodest
'$3.000. Last week. $3.200.
MacArthur *K-B) +900; $1.25) —
'‘M-G) and “Gigi” UM-G) (reissues): week.
lean
on opener
at ‘Paramount. |” Mann (Mann) (1 ,000:. $1-$1;50)—
“The Risk” «Union) 12d wk).
Fair!; $4,000.
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25)— “Breakfast
at Tiffany's” shapes)“snlendor. in Grass” WB). (4th
$4.200 after $4.800 opener.

*\iyland: (Rank) (1,387; $1-81.50) ‘Street’ Sinash$12,000,

Sas0h ast” week, “Grecntane| Mpls.; ‘So. Seas’ Brisk

‘Kings’ Great $20,000 In
D.C; Street’ Hot 126,
Devil Solid 146, 3¢

we
eae

|

vr

World ‘RB-Pathe)

(483; 95-$1 80). “Question 7” (Indie) 12d wk). Good

Ontario ‘(K-B? ¢1.240; $1-$1.49)— |—“Breathless” ‘RAW. Fair $3,200. $3,700. Last week, $4,500.
“Breakfast at Tiffany's” 'Par) ‘4th |Last week, “Apu Trilogy” indie), '
Vogue ‘iS. F. Theatres)
(364:
wk). Lively $10,000. Last week. : $2, 200.
$1.50\—“Don. Quixote”. (Indie) (2d
$12,000.
wk). Oke $3.000. Last.week, $3,800.
Palace ‘Toews 12.390: $1-$1 65»
|
————wLarkin
‘A-R) 400°. $1.75-$2) —
“Back Street’ (U) '2d wk. Boff *
_: “La Dolee Vita” (Astor) (16th wk).
‘Devil’ Hotsy $10, 000,
$12.000 after $15,600 opener.
Nice. $3.500. Last. week. $4,200.
Playhouse 'T-T.) +459; $1.49-$1. 80)!
Clay ‘A-R} +400;. $1.25-$1.49) —
—“Devil at 4 O'Clock” (Cal) 13d!
“The ‘Mark” Indie) 12d wk). Good
a
Portland, Nov. 7:
wht Torrid $4.500. Last week, $5,Last week, -$3.800.
One of top newcomers here this $3.500.
§00.
Alexandria (United. California)
session is “Breakfast at Tiffany's”
Plaza
T-L) -278; $1-$2.80) —
with a lofty take at the Irvington. 11.610; .$1.49-$2) — “Breakfast At
“licat of Summer”
Manhattan). “Fown'
(2d wk). Great
Without
Pity’
shapes Tiffany’s” (Par)
Bot! £6,600. Last week, “Girl with rather dull at Orpheum
in first. $16.000.. Last week. $19,000.
Sniicase” sindie) (2d wk), $3,200. But “Devil at 4 O'Clock” looms
Coronet. :United California) (1,Town (King) ‘800; $1.25-$2) —
torrid on initialer at the Fox, 250: $1:80-$2. 73'—“King of Kings”
“Dolce
Vita”
sAstor) (18th wk). “The Lovers” continues big in sec-. -«(M-G) (2d wk). Big’$18, 000. DF. over.
Enduring $3.600. Last week, $3.9090. ond at Paramount.
,Last.week, $20, 000. :
Exits after this week to make room .Estimates for This Week
for “Rocco and Brothers” 'Astor?. !
‘Parker)
(1.880
$1-— Sid Blumenstock Exits
Trans-Lux tT-L) ‘600; $1.49-$1.80) ' Breadway
|
Street” (U)
and
—
evil at 4 O'Clock” '‘Col) 13d $1.50—“Back
wis: Hotsy $9.500. Last week. $12,- - “Sergeant Was Lady” (U) (3d wk).
Steady $3,500. Last week, $3,100.
Sid Blumenstock,
v.p. in charge
500.
Uptown (SW) 11.300; $1-$1.49) — . Fox (Evergreen) (1,600 $1-$1.40): of the Charles Schiaifer Agency’s
“Costairs and Downstairs” 'Cont) —“Devil at 4- O'Clock” ‘Col). Loud Coast. ‘office, © is exiting this- post
(2u wk). Only $300 for last three‘ ‘$10,000. Last week,. “Splendor in‘ Dec. 31.
Blumenstock joined Schlaifer: in
’ Grass” (WB) and “Thunder Caro-}
days. Last week, fair $2,500.
October, 1959, after holding exec
lina” (WB) (3d wk), $6.200,
War-er ‘SW) 1.440; $1.80-$2.75
+ of Kine-s” «M-G).
Sock.
Irvington (Smith) 1650; $1.50) ‘ad posts-at Embassy Pictures, Par-

Port.; ‘Breakfast’ 7G

Schlaifer Agency Dec. 31

$20, uuu. Last week, house was dark, |

(Continued on page 10)

amount, ‘Warners and 20th-Fox.

great’ in second Coliseum round: |wk),Big $7,000.. Last week: $8.500.
“Devil at 4 O'Clock”

looms big in | Orpheum (Mann) (2.800; $1-$1.25).

third at Fifth Avenue.

ae ‘Town

Estimates for This. Week

Blue Mouse (Hamrick)

$1.50)—“Bridge

Good

$5,000.

to Sun”

wk).

(739: gw

(M-G).|

Without

arel

Pity” (UA).

Eareiy. okay. $6. 000.

st. ‘Louis: Park “(Field)

.Last week, “Back :$150)—“Eoss of Innocence”

(2d..

Fast

(1.000;-

(Col).

Street” (U) (2d wk), $3,100.
~ , nod. at $2 50: Ta ors “Wo
Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1.870: : Women”. (Embassy) (4th wh), $2,-

$1-$1.50\—“‘Breakfast at Tiffany'ss” 800.(Par) (2d wk). Great $7,000: Last; State. (Par)

week,

Fifth

$9,300.

“Back

Avenue

(2.200: -$1-S1. 28)—

Street” (U), Seems to have

(Fox-Evergreen) ,what.it takes at’ the.b.o. though °

(2,500;
$1-$1.50 — “Devil
4 O'Clock” (Col) «3d wk).

_at:reviews were not too hot. Smash
‘Big {S19 000. Last wee +The Hustler”.

$7.000.: Last week, $7,800.
- 420th) (3d-wk).. $7. 500 in five davs.:
Music Box tHamrick) (138; $1- | ‘Suburban World (Mann)
‘800: ..
$1.50)—“Splendor in Grass” (WB) 1 $1.25)—"Pure
Hell of. :St: Trine

(3d_ wk). Good $4,000. Last

$4;800.

Musi¢. Hall (Hamrick)

week; ’ ian’s” (Cont) (2d: wk).. Oke $2;000,

‘Last week, ‘$3,000

(2.200; $i-1-

Uptown

Pina

(1. 000:. $1.25)—

$1.50)\—"“Town Without Pity” (UA)! *Arsenic-and Old Lace”: (WB) and.
and “Secret of Deep Harbor” (UA).
Thin $7,000. Last: week, “Greyfriars
Bobby” (BV) and “Bay Who Caught
Crook” (UA). (2d wk), $4,900..
‘Paramount

(3,000;

(F.ox

“Inspector General” - (WB) (reis|srAs).. “Mild $2800. J.acf week.
|“Tight Little Island” (Indie) and
1 “Genevieve” (Indie) (reissues), $2,-

- Evergreen)! 800.

$1-$1.50)—“Crowning

Ex-{

World

(Mann)

(400: $1-$1 50)-——

perience” (Indie). Lean $7,000 or “Breakfast..at_ Tiffany's’? (UA) (2d
less. Last

week,

“Guns

of Nava-. wk):

rone” (Col) (13th wk), $3,400.

Stout. $8,000

| week, $9;000.

or. near. - Last

TOWN" BRISK $13,000, Heat HitsNY. Albeit ‘Comancheros
”
r
o
l
e
h
c
a
B
t
u
B
i
s Ch Thin 136, Vita’
ellCiTown’
oldSp$3250;
CBoff
Crisp $44,000; Beach’ 16146, Story
-PICTURE.

Wednesday, November 8, 1961

GROSSES

DENVER; ‘DEVIL’ 106
‘Denver,. Nov.

Too many

‘newies

Socko 166; Hustler’ Fine1G,5th
. .- ‘Chicago, .Nov. T +After. -a: “fortnight of solid biz, Po
first batch of freezing weather. -ap- |.

extended-runs,

not.getting far,

will

7.

with

clip

the ‘overall total at firstruns here.
‘this .stanza. “Town. ‘Without Pity”
looks to do okay in first: round at
| Paramount. “La Dolve Vita” -is

Capacity 50!4G, Kings’ Wow 466

with new Stageshow opens tomor“while: “Devil: at. 4° O'Clock”. looks. rent session at Broadway firstruns, row (Thurs.}.
Rivoli (CAT) (1,545; $1.50-$3:50)
“| big: in third at Centre, “Breakfast and biz generally reflects this conparently: is chilling -boxoffice trade:
{ at Tiffany's” is rated nice in third ; dition with slower trade. The fact —"West Side Story” (UA) (3d wk).
Film gross. estimates as: re-.
- this round albeit’ asprinkling of}.
that Election. Day (yesterday) is This round finishing today (Wed.)
.Orpheum.
at
_
ported herewith from -the vari+'.
included in. many current weekly looks ‘like capacity $50.500 for 12
newcomers’. and . somé. _holdovers.
Estimates for This Week .
gus key cities, are. net; i.e.,
are showing ‘strength.
Aladdin (Fox) (900; $1.45) “La totals is proving a bit of an ad- performances after $47,000 in secwithout .usual tax. |-‘Distrib| Vantage, especially with hardtickef. ond week, which was 11 shows or
“Top new entry ‘is’ “Bachelor in
-Dolee
Vita”
(Astor)
(3d
wk).
Fine
utors share on net take,-when Stays,
j productions, which will have one sans Election Day matinee.
Paradise.” This Bob Hope starrer
playing percentage, hence the | $5,000. Last week, $5,500.
-shapes boffo $32,500 at the Woods.’
"Centre (Fox) (1,270; $1-$1.45). extra show to add to their totals. natch!
estimated - figures: are net in- .
State
(Loew)
(1,900;
$1.50-$3.50}
Another
spell
of
Indian
Summer
Preem of “Town Without Pity”
“Devil at Four O'Clock” (Col) (3d
. come,
weather, with the mercury soaring —‘King of Kings” (M-G' (4th wk).
- Jooks mild $13,060 at Roosevelt.
The - parenthetie. admission. 7 wk). Big. $10,000. Last: week, $11,- to 78 degrees Sunday (5) also is This week winding up today ‘Wed.)
Popscaled. “La . ‘Dolce Vita” is|.° prices,. however, as: indicated,.
is heading for wow $46,000 on It
hurting this stanza.
.
Cooper
(814;
$1.65-$2.50).
“Seven
heading for hot $16,000 on ‘sub-run
:-include U.. S. amusement ‘tax.°
Brightest newcomer is “Coman-. performances after $39,000 in third
(Cinerama)
| Wonders of World”
at the-Loop. ‘‘Secrets of Women”.
session for 10 shows.
Stays, with
|-(3d wk). Sock $17, 000. -Last week, cheros,” which hit a big $44,000 or
is shaping trim in World opener.
currently
running _ slightly
near.in opening round at the Para- biz
‘$18,000.
>
Monroe pair of ‘Force of Impulse”.
ahead of “Ben-Hur” (M-G!, which
‘Denver
(Fox)
(2,432;
$1.25) mount. Reissued “On‘the Beach”
and “Unstoppable Man” rates okay..
‘scored only a moderate $16,500 on also played here.
“Back Street” (U) (2d wk). Mild
“Devil At 4 O'Clock” continues
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003: 50-$2)
initial session, daydating the De$9,000. Last week $13,000.
;
strong in‘ third State-Lake. session:
—‘Splendor ‘in Grass” (WB' (5th
| Mille and arty Baronet.
“ ‘Splendor in the Grass": is posting|
Esquire’. (Fox) “600;
$1. 25)
“Breakfast
at Tiffany’s”
with wk). Fourth week completed Mona dandy third
Chicago .stanza.
“Bridge” (AA). Sharp. .$2,600: Last!
| stageshow is heading for a fancy day (6) was boff $23,00@ or near
“Breakfast. At Tiffany's” is. notch-:
week, “Never On. Sunday” (Lope):| $130, 000 in fifth (final' week at the after $27,000 for third.
ing a busy: third at the “Esquire|
and “Black Orpheus”. (Lope) tre- Music Hall.
Louisville, Nov. :7.
“Flower Drum Song” |. Warner (SW) (1,813; 90-$2) —
while “Two Women” shapes. pleas- . Pace is dey strong here current- runs), ‘$1.600.«
This
|
and new stage production opens to- “The Mask” (WB) (2d wk).
ing in third Surf session...
Ogden: (Fox) a 000: $1-$1.45) morrow (Thurs.!.
week ending tomorrow ‘Thurs.) is
“Devil at 4:O’Clock” at United
“Pure ‘Hell of: St. Trinian *s” still.
Resists may. equal the ‘sock biz of “Question ©.T’ (Indie). (2d wk.
“West Side Story” is heading for slipping to sad $8,000 or less after
“is - brisk .in third Cinema round.
the ‘opening week.
Mary |Ander- Stout: . $3, 000. ‘Last. week, -$3;500, a capacity $50,500 in current (3d) $13.000 on opener, which was cou“= “Back Street” Idoks neat in United
‘Orpheum “(RKO). -(2'690: $1.25- |session ending today (Wed.! at the siderably below hopes.
Only in
son. with: ““Splendor.: In Grass”
‘Artists fourth. .
at Tiffany's” i Rivoli. “King of Kings” looks like for two weeks, with “Susan Slade”
‘looms lofty.
“Breakfast at: Tif- $1.45) .“Breakfast
“Seven. Wonders of World” is fany’s” shapes big at. the. Qhio.
(Pari) and’ “Flight “That Disap- wow $46,000.in fourth round end- (WB) due Nov. 10, day-dating with
garnering a sturdy. fifth Palace;.
“The Truth” at Brown -is_ hice. peared” (UA) (3d wk). Nice $8. 000. ing today also, with extra Election. Trans-Lux 85th Street.
week. ‘Hustler’. remains ‘fast in Third week for “Cinerama - Holi- Last week, $10.000.
:
Day matinees helping |‘both these
First-Run Arties
fifth Oriental canto. On hardticket, day” at. Rialto’ may. ‘hold:close: toi Paramount (Indie) (2,100: $1:ee
hardticket pix.
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)—~
“King of Kings” is shaping: hotsy |
“Town Without Pity” (UA).
“Devil at 4 O’Clock” held at “On Beach” (UA) ireissue) (2d wk).
‘second Stanza...
in.third at the Todd...
“Three
On Spree” AUAY ‘Stout | socko $31,500 in third week ended
Estimates for This Week;
Estimates for: This Week oo
$13,000 or near. Last week, “Splen- 1yesterday (Tues.) at the Criterion. First session completed Monday
* Brown ‘(Fourth Avenue). (1 109;
Stays until
dor
in
Grass”.
{WB) and “Beyond |{ “Splendor. -in. Grass” held at smash ‘6) was fair $5500.
Carnegie (Telem't) :(495; °$1 25- 75-$1.25\—"Truth” .(Kings). Nice.
“The Mark” (Cont) moves in Novy.
$1.80I—"Truth” (Kings) :(3th. wk. $6.000. Last week, “La -Dolce Vita’ All “imits” (Indie) (2d. Wk), “$1l,- ($35,000 in fourth stanza, daydating 16.after its run at the Sutton.
000,
Firm $3,000. Last: week, $3:900.." - (Astor) (4th-final wk), okay $4,000.
at the Victoria and arty Trans-Lux
-Fine Arts (Dayis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Towne tndie) - (600: $1-$1.45) ‘32d Street.
:
Chicago (B&K) !3,900; 90-31. 80).
Kentucky (Switow).(900; 75-$1)—
—‘Paris
Blues”
UA)
Opened
“Paris Blues” preemed yesterday yesterday (Tues.), day-dating with
—‘Splendor in- Grass” (WB) (3d: | uBack ‘Street’ (U) (4th -wki. Fair “Greyfriar’s. Bobby” (BVi (3d: wk. :
Last week.
week. $5,
$5500.
wk!, Fine $21,000. ‘Last. week, $24,-; + $4,000, after. third weeks’ °$5,000. Good $4,500. Last
(Tues.) ‘at the Astor and arty Fine Astor.
In ahead, “Town Without
Arts.
“Never
On
“Sunday”
opened
|!
Ovu.
Mary Andérson {Pegple’ s) (900;
Pity” (UA) (4th wk days), slow
‘Monday (6) at the Forum and con-!
Cinema (Stern) 500" SI oO) = 190-$1.25). — “Splendor. In Grass”
(Continued on page 10)
‘tinues .at the Plaza, where it is!
“Pure Hell of St. Trinian’s” (Cont? .;.‘UWB).: Lofty $9,000 :or over. |Last.
| Starting its 56th week.
;
(Bd, wk. Busy $2.900. Last week, week, “Greyfriars Bobby” (BV) (3d:
“Summer
and
Smoke”
$3.500.
opens |
wk, $4, 000.
‘with ‘a. special benefit show. the;
' Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350: ~ Ohio tSettos) (900; ' $i:95)
Right
of
Nov.
15
at
the DeMille.
$1.25-$1.80)— ‘Breakfast. at Tiffa- |! “Breakfast at: Tiffany's” (Par). Big:
Regular run begins on Noy. 16 at
ny’s (Par) (3d wk): Socko’ $18, 000 $8,000. Last: week, -“Mr,. Sardoni-:
‘this house- and “also the arty Sutor close. Last week, $21,000. ~
cus’ (Col) and. “Valley. Dragons”
ton,
Loop (Telem‘t). (606; $1. 25-$1. 80). «Col, $6,500. :
°
—
“La Dolce Vita” (Astor). (sub-|. ‘Rialto - (Fourth Avenuey (1,100;
Estimates for This Week
Kansas City, Nov. 7.
run). - Bofft $16,000... Last. week, $1 .25-$2.50) —“Cinerama Holiday”
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)
Single newcomer is “Greyfriar’s
“Truth” (Kings) (4th wk), $6,000,
(Cinerama). (3d. wk). Fine: $8, 000.
Detroit. Nov
—“Paris
Blues”
(UA!.
Opened Bobby.” doing top hiz at the GraMonroe (Jovan) :(1,000; 65-90'— after same last. week.”
ahead, nada and Uptown. It will stay on.
“King: of. Kings” at United ‘Art- ;I yesterday. - (Tues.). _In
“Force. -of-Impulse” (Indie) .and:!: United Artists’ (Fourth Avenue)
ists: is ‘sparking. downtown delux- “Town. Without Pity” (UA) (4th | Holdover attention is on “Back
“Unstoppable Man”. (Indie). :Oke ; (3,000; 75-$1.25) —..“Devil
at..4.
wk). Mild $11, 000 after $15,000 for [the P
.t” hearty in second week at
$4,100: Last. week, ,“Devil ‘Made |
O'Clock” (Col): 2d wk). Wow $14;-: ers to. another. fine. grossing: week. ‘third week.
the Paramount; “Breakfast at Tif-.
Wonien” Indie) arid “Lisette” (In-* 000 after 314 500 opener.
| “Kings”. shapes great. “Bachelor’ in : - Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $1-$2.50). fany’s,” in fourth stanza at Roxy,
die), $4,900.
Paradise” looms: sturdy at’. ‘the .. “Back
Street’ (U
(4th wk}. anc “La Dolee Vita,” steady in
Oriental (indie) (3, 400: 90-$1 80)!
Adams.
“The Mask” . looks fairly : Looks like modest $16,000 in cur- seventh week at Brookside. “Devil
‘—“Hustler” (20th) (5th whet,.Hardy,
trent
round
winding
today
(Wed.) at 4 O’Clock.” in third at Plaza, is
$15,000. Last. week, $16,000
good at the Palms. “Town Without.
! after $20,000 for third. “Bachelor just good. “Revolt of Slaves” and
Palace (Indie) (1,570: 90-Si. 80)-— .
'Pity" is only dull at the. Michigan. ' :-in Paradise” (M-G opens Nov. 16. “The Minotaur,” dualed firstrun in
“Seven Wonders of World” (Cinecone +
“Breakfast
at . ’ Tiffany's
fairish.
Criterion .{Moss)
(1,520:.. $1.25- | trio of drive-ins,. loom
“Yama. freissue) (5th wk), . ‘Smart-}
t
Cincirinati, ‘Nov, ‘7. | tinues. ‘wow in third week.at Madi- i
i°$2.50I—"Devil at 4 O° Clock” (Col) ; Weather ‘turned sharply cold for
$15,000. Last week,. $16, 000.
Cincy film trade bids for a- mod-s| son.. “Devil: at 4: O'Clock” stavs ‘
the
weekend
after
heavy
rains
for
. Roosevelt’ (B&K) (1,400; 90-$1.807 l erate.
L(4th. wk'. Third session ‘finished |
‘session ‘eurrently..
Main ‘Smash -in: third session’ at Grand
several days.
—'"Town Without Pity” (WA). en |
Circus.
“Back’ ‘Street” is rated | yesterday (Tues.) was socko $31,{line
entries
have
“Bridge
to
Sun”
Estimates for This Week
“est. $13,000 -or -near.. Last’ we
090 or over after $33.000 for sec‘shaping fair .at Albee’ and oldie fine: in second at. Mercury:
ond week.
“Greyfriars Bobby” (BV) (2d wk’,
Brookside
(Fox
Midwest-Natl.
Estimates for This’ Week:
|“White: Christmas” plus “Sergeant|"
$9900:
Theatres) (800: $1-$1.50) — “La
DeMille
Reade’
(1,463;
90-$2)—
era i “On Beach” (UA) (reissue} (2d wk). Dolce Vita" (Aster! (7th wk).
State-Lake (B&K). 2.400: 90-$1 80) | Was -a: Lady” rating’ solid at the! . Fox (Woodmont) - (5,041;
smaller.
Grand.
Firm:
holdovers!
and
!
‘$1
49)
—
“Hustler”.
(20th)
— Devil At 4 O'Clock”. (Col): 30}
Initial: round completed . Monday Sturdy $2.500. Last week, $2,700.
On: Hot $17,000. Last week, $23 {are “Breakfast at: Tiffany’s” and|“Blast’ of Silence”-(Ui (4th. wki. |(6;.was moderate $11,000 or near.
Capri (Durwood) (1,260'—Closed
“Splender: in. -Grass” ‘in’ fourth 1 Oke $11 ,000 or near.
Last. week,
. OOD.
Daydating
with Baronet. “Summer 'temporarily for equipment changes.
‘Surf (H&E- Balaban) (685: $1. 50:| weeks. as. well as” “Devil at: 4! , $12, 000.
and Smoke” (Par) opens night of Opens Nov. 9 with “King of Kings”
0"
Clock”
in
third
round.
°
Longrun‘
$1.80!'— “Two ‘Woimen” ‘(Embassy).
| “Michigan (United Detroit (4.036: « Nov. 13 with benefit. preem, regu- 1 eM-G).
(3d wk), Fast $5,500.. ‘Last. week; “Guns of Navarone’’ .ds: fairish. in $1..25-$1.491—“Town Without Pity’ (Jar run starting Nov::16. daydating°
Crest,
Riverside
(Common17th session:. ~ |
$6,300.
| (UA) and “Season™ of Passion” ‘t with th
tton.
Wealth) (900 cars each: 90c', BouleEstimates. for ‘This :Week
Tadd (Toda (1089: $2. 20-83. 50)
e Sutton.
(GA).
Dull $10, 000. - ‘Last week,. ”
Henry
Miller
(Gilbert™
Milter)
vard (Rosedale) (750 cars: 90c} —
Albee
(RKO
(3,
100;
.$1-$1.
50)—
—King of Kings” (M-G) (3d wk).
“Splendor in Grass” (WB), $15. 600°
t800; $1.50-$3.50)—“La Dolce Vita” “Revolt of Slaves” (UA) and “Mino‘Fair in third. week..
Smash $20,000. Last week, $21,500. |“Bridge. to ‘Sun”. (M-G).
a
29th stanza taur” (UA). Mild $7,500. Last week,
Town (Teitel) (640; .$1.25-$1.80) $9.000. ':Last week, “Back. Street” - Palms (UD) (2.955: $1.25-51.49)— (Astor) (30th wk. The
(4)
;
|
ended ‘Saturday
was
solid also ineluding Isi-Vista ‘(Fox MW—"L Avventura” (Janus) (4th wk). (U+ (2d wk', $8,500,
“Mask” (WB). Fairly .good..$11,000. "$17,300 after 5$19,000 for 28th NT) .(1,360, 700; 90c), Hi-way 40
(1,400:
Capito!
(SW-Cinerama)
‘Snappy ‘$3,000. Last’ week, $3,800.
tor near.. Last week, “Mr. Sardoni- week. Now being advertised as be- (General) (1,000 cars; 90c)}, Avenue
United Artists (B&K). (1,700; 90- $1.25-$1,80)-—“‘Guns of Navarone” cus” (Col) and: “Terror -of Tongs”
‘ing in elosing weeks, but run not (Fulton) (800: 90¢)— ‘Mr. Sardeni$1.80)—“Back Street” (In (4th wk. (Col) (17th: wk, Fair’ $5. 000,. edg-. (Col), $11,500.
' expected ‘to end here until next cus” (Col) and “Valley of Dragons”
Neat $14,500. Last week. $17,000. Jing $4,500 of: 16th week.
iCol}, $13,000.
Madison
(UD)
a
408:
$1.
25-month, when pic moves: over.
‘Esquire
Art.
(Shor)
(500;
$1.
25)—|.
‘Woods -iESsaness) (1,200;| 90Tiffany's”
Empire (Durwood) 1,200; 90c-$2)
and. Brothers’?
(Astor). $1 49)-—-“Breakfast ” at
Palace (RKO). (1,642; 90-$2.50)—
$1.80). —. “Bachelor in Paradise” “Rocéo
(Par)
(3d
wk).
°
Wow
$18,000.
Last
—“This
Is Cinerama” «Cinerama)
“1
Plus
1:
(Indie.
Opened
yesterGood:
$1,500.
Last.
week,
“Loss
of.
(M-G).. Great, $32,500. Last week,
week, $20. 000,
°
-day (Tues.),.In ahead, “Spartacus” (reissue) (10th wk’. Up to okay $4.; “Bridge to.the Sun” (M-G) (3d wk), Innocence” . (Cobh, $1, 100.:
. Grand (RKO) (1.300; $1-$1.25)—. ‘Grand: Circus aeinyy (T400: $1::25- (4th wk-6 days). Okay $15,000 after. 700 with extra matinee. Last week,
$10,000.
World (Teitel) (606; 90-$1. 25) — ‘| “White: Christmas” (Par) ‘(reissue)’ $1:491—“‘Devil at “4 O'’Cloek” ‘Col| $18,300 for third: full week of this; $4.500.
subsequent-run.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504: 90-$1.25)
“Secrets -of. Women" (Janus”. Tidy } and. “Sergeant Was a Lady” (U>. (3d. wk). “Wow ‘$18,000. Last week,
Loves”
(M-G!}
(2d wki.
‘$5,500, -Last week,
“Breathless” -| Solid $8,000. . Last--week,- “Ques-. $20,000...
- Forum (Moss) (813: 90-$1. 80i— —‘Two
Okay
$2,000. Last week. $2.500.
(FAW), $3,000.
.| Hoa.1 a (Indie) (2d° wk), $5, 000.
Adams | (Balaban) | (1.700: $i-4 "Never
On “Sunday”.
‘Lope.
Guild (Vance) (300; $125)\—"The $t.25) — “Bachelor -in Paradixe”.| Opened Monday (6). Pic ‘also is! { Paramount (Blank-UP: (1,900; $1“Bridge” (AA) (2d: wk), Mild $700 (M-G).. .Stout .$12,000 ‘or closé.! playing Plaza. In ahead, “Bridge i$1 .20)—"Baek Street” (U) (2d wk)?
in 6.days.’. Last: -week,. $1. 300.
Last ‘week, “Roeco ‘and’ Brothers” 'To Sun” 1M-G) (3d wk-6 days), ' Nice $6.500. Last week, $7,500.
-Hyde .Park. ‘Art (Shor). (500; ‘UAstor): 412d Wk), $7,500.
‘ -Plaza
(FMW-NT!
(1,630;
$1mild $7, 000 after $9,000 for second}
$1.25 i—Promoter™.
(Cont)
and{ United Artists (WA): a 667: $1. 50- j week.
$1.25:'—“Devil at 4 O'Clock” {Col)
“Lavender Hill Mob" (Cont) (re-1, $3'\—“*King of Kings” (M-G).- Great |7 ‘Paramount: (AB-PT) (3.665: $1- 138d wk). Good $6.500. Last weck,
jissues! (2d wk), “Nice: $900 after $25,000...
Indianapolis, Nov.: 7
Last....week,. Closed. to 1 $21—"The Comancheros” ‘20th? (2d !$8,000.
Rockhill
(Little Art Theatres}
wk).
Initial round completed yesBiz stillis spotty at first. wines $1,300: bow. °
make ready. for “Kings.”
Keith's’ (Shor’. (1,500: “90-$1: 25)—
0.) terday (Tues.). was big $44,000 or |‘750; $1-$1.25)—Currently on subhere this stanza. But, three new
Music | Hall: {Cineramaa.
In
runs.
Last
week,
“Big
Deai”
(Cob.
ASA
“Devil
at
4°0°
Clock”
close.
In.
ahead.
“Hustler”
(20th)
-pix” shape ‘solid. They are. “Break(1, 208;. -$1,20-$2.65) — “Windjamfast’ at Tiffany's,”
: “Back .Street”. wk). : Good: $6,000. or: near. ‘Last ‘mer’ ANT (reissue) (7th - wk:!. Oke (Sth wk-8 days), nice $23,000, to. (UMPO', mild $1,600.
Roxy
(Durwood)
‘850;
$1-$1.59)
wind
a
highly
successful
extendedweek,
‘$7,
800.
.
and. “Devil at’ Four O'Clock,’ last
$10,000. Last. week,. -Same..
—““Breakfast
at Tiffany’ s” (Par).
run ‘here..
‘two.. are ‘especially strong. -Other{ Palace (RKO): (2,600;. $1-$1. 30)—
-Trans- Lux
Krim: - (Trans-Lux)
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel- | (4th wk!. Hotsy $5.000, holds. Last
new. entry, “Town Without. Pity,’” “Splendor in’ Grass”~ : AWBi. (4th
wk). -. Bright $7,000. East. week, (1,000; © $1.49- $1. 65) — “Truth” lers! (6,200: 90-$2.75'1—“Breakfast | week, $7,000.
Shapes. sad.
=
(Kings) (2d wk).
Good $4.000. at Tiffany’s” (Par) and stageshow.
Uptown, Granada (FMW-NT) (2,Estimates. for’ This: Week
‘|:$8.000:
(5th-final wk). Session concluding|; 043, 1.217; $1-$1.25)—“Greyfriar's
-Cirele (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; $1- |:. Twin Drive-In (Shor) ‘(600 cars Last ‘week, $5,000.
!
Bobby”
(BV). Fancy $15,000. stays.
Mercury
(UM)
(1.465:
$t-$1.501—
today
(Wed:)
looks
to
reach
fancy
side;
90v.-—West
“Every$1.25)—“Breakfast
at
Tiffany's’ each
Back Street” (U) (2d wk. Fine’ $129 000 after $132,000 for. fourth | Last |week, Uptown only, “Hustler”
(Par). “Okay $7;000. Last. week,. ‘thing's Ducky” (Col) and. “Queen
week.
“Flower
Drum
Song”
(U)
1$14,500.
Last
week,
$15,
000.
(Continued. on page 10)
' (Coritinued on page .10).

rated fine in third week at Aladdin

we

| Few newcomers are in the cur-

Estimates Are Net -

| 500...

BreakfastTasty”
$8,000 in L'ville'-

| Kings’
ss’Sock5G
25
| Det;Bachelor:’

‘Bobby’ Bright $15,000,
KC; Slaves’ Moderate
734; Devil’ Good 636

abee:
EIBNa
See)
et
Tee
et

16,Devi! 186

‘SUN’ FAIR $9,000IN
CINCY; ‘DEVIL’ 66,3D;

‘Street’‘Sturdy $7,500;
Tndpls.; Devil’ Big 63¢

I

|(20th) (2d wk), $5,000.
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PICTURE

Wednesday, Nevember:8;°1961_

GROSSES

Story’ Sockeroo $29,000, Hub;Truth
Wham 156; Breakfast Big 146, Ath
Picture business isS msking 2new.
BREAKFAST HEP 9}
16,

PROV.; ‘HAWK’ NG 66

fovward
strides here with. some
new fare helping currently. Lead-

Hustler’ Big186,

Balto Slew But‘Devil’

$5,500 .for third: regular week.
“Susan Slade” (WB) opens Friday

Slick $7,000, 3d Week;
Hiask’ Modest $6,000
o00/St.L.:‘Bobby Tie

(10), day-dating with the Warner..
World: (Perfecto) (390; .90-$1.50)
—“Wild For Kicks” (Times) (3d

wk). This session ending tomorrow

(Thurs.) is heading for smash $17,Baltimore, Nov. -7.
000 after $18,200, new high for sec“St. Louis, Nov. 7:
Night and. Sunday |
ond week. Getting this amazing}. “Saturday
Big news ‘here amorig newcom{coin from grinding early morning Morning” is giving the Playhouse :
a
lift-eurrently.
First
week’s
solid
|
¢Ts:
at
firstruns
this stanza: is the'
until © midnight or later.

jbiz hints. it may be there for aj bis take being rolled up by ‘The

However, ,‘‘The Mask”’ .is Hustler” at. the Ambassador. Also
only fair in first at the New..
; | trim in:opening round is “Grey:
Providence, Nov. 7.
(Continued from page: 8)Leading
the
holdevers.
are friars. Bobby” at State. “Come:
second ‘session
of rand “Roses”:
(Par), “Man-Trap”’ }‘Splendor in Grass,’”’ hep: in fourth. September, ‘out .on. subsequentat Tiffany's” is still the ;'Par), $12,300.
-at the Charles; “Breakfast at. Tif-. run, shapes average at the - St
currently. Lone new(UATC-| fany’s,” nice in third round at the’ Louis..
State, Fox
Wilshire
the State, “Pirate of FWC) (2,404; 1,990; $0-$150) — |Town and “The Hustler,’ good in| “Tia Dolce: Vita” shapes big in’
Black Hawk.” looks sad. Albee's “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (st general .‘Te-jtthird at the Mayfair. “1 Plus 1” fourth Loew’ s Mid-City round.
“Sure” Iouks slow at the Met.| third
of “Back Street” is closirig on ; lease, Smash $28,000. Last. week, is pleasing in first at the Aurora’ “Splendor in Grass” shapes. fine in
“Vir, Sardonicus” is fair at Para- a nice note. Majestic’s fourth of |State, “Suddenly Last Summer”
and “Question 7” ‘Shapes ‘stout. in | third week at. Esquire: .
meunt also for opener.
‘“Splendor in Grass” looks good.
(Col), “From Here to Eternity” |second at the. Little.. “Devil at 4
Estimates for This Week.
(Col) ((reissues), $3.100. Fox: Wil-!O’Clock” is fine‘.in third, at. the|
“King of Kings’ is wow in sec- }
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Arthur) 12 970; 90ond week ct tie Saxon on road- | Albee
'RKO). (12.200; 65-90)— '-Shire.‘‘Question 7” Indie) (2d wk}, Hipp.
$1.25) — “Hustler” (20th). Big:
show. “Thunder of Drums” looms ;«Back Street” (U) «3d wki. Okay /$11.900
Estimates for This Week
or Va. *s* at Ti’ $5.000 or near. Second was $7,500. | Orpheum, Iris, Baldwin (Metroetl
Ga il at
ay! 1818
Last $8:000.
week, “Back.Street
(367;- “90-1
(U) 000.
(3d wk),
Aurora
(Rappaport)
‘politan-FWC-State)
(2,213;
825;
- fany's sha oes hig in fourth week .
Eimwood (Snyder)
Apollo. Art (Grace) (700; :90wt(724; $1.25- ;*1,800; 90-$1.50'—"Operation Petti-- 33,50)—"1 Plus 1” Indie). Pleasing
at Capri. “Search for Parat. ise” is |
i
“Forbidden
_
‘Last
week,
$3,000.
$125)—“Tunes
of Glory” ‘Lope.
wk).
‘8th
iC)
”
coat”. (U). and “Pillow Talk” WW).
eeod in third roundat the Boston ‘$2'—“Spartacus
} Mice .$3,000:. Last. week, “‘EnterLast {Stories’ * (Indie) (2d wk), $1,100.
Ga ryadshow. “Devil at 4 O'Clock” | Looks mild $2,000. Seventh week, |1 (reigsues). Fairish $11,000.
tainer”’
(Cont)
(2d
“wk, $2, 000.
“Charles
(Fruchtman)
(500;:
90‘week,
Orpheum
with
Hawaii,
cond week $3.500.
« headed fur a boffe
Majestic ‘SW) +2.260; 90-§1.25)— -“Young Doctors” (UA) (2d. wk, Or: |$1.50}—Splendor: in’ Grass”. (WB) |’ | Esquire
(Schuebart : Levin)
a Orpheum.
“Splendor in Grass’ and “World by
.pheum; Ist wk, Hawaii), “Hell to|(4th wk). Hep $6,000. Last week, (1,800; -90-$1.25) — “Splendor - in’
Good $5,000 or inobien ‘4th wk?
Estimates for This W eck
(Or- | $7,000.
;Eternity’”
(AA)
ireissue).
_| Grass” (WB). (3d wk). Fine $9, 000.
Aster ‘BSQ: 11.170; 90-S1. 50\— § close. Last week, $6,000.
“Boy ‘Who ‘Caught
a Cinema. (Schwaber). (460;
{pheum),
90-' ‘Last week, $12,000. .
“Seiendor in Grass” ‘WB '4thi state iLoew)’ (3.200; 65-90)—"Pi- -Crook” 'UA? 'Hawaii), $6,500. Iris, i$150)—~— “Ashes and Diamonds”
Fex (Arthur) (5, 000; g0-$1 25)—

_| while.

LOS ANGELES.

ing the pack is “West Side Story.”
rated smash at the Gary on roadStrand’s
show. Reaching for a new record at “Breakfast
the Kenmore is “The Truth,” pack- leader here
at
ing them in at this art house. comer

vi
Geed $ll.tcu. Lart week." ‘Tate ° of Black Hawk" (UA) and ‘Baldwin, “Greyfriars Bobby” (BV) (Janus) i2d wk), Slow $1,100. Last. i
1
’Clock’’ 'Col) (3d. wk), ;
,
$i2.000.
“Atlas” 'Indie). Sad $6,900. Last i(2d..wk, Iris; Ist. wk, Baldwin), | week, $1,400.
pe $9,000.
at cote
ce $14,000,.
oa
| Good
Last week,
Beacon Hill ‘Sack 678: $1-$1.50) ;
‘week, “Teenage Millionaire’ (UA): “Purple Hills” (20th) (Iris) (2d wk),
Five West (Schwaber). (435° 90‘Loew's: Mid- ity. (Loew). (1,160;
-

—"Reveo
i3d

wk).

and

Brothers”

Nice

$5,500.

‘Astor)’ and

Last

week,

$6.500.

“Explosive Generation”

tCinerama.

Inc.)

(1.354;

i wid), $6,600.
Vogue \FWC)

$4.500.:

' - Strand

Boston

(UA),j| “David and Goliath”

(AA)

(National Realty) (2,200:4'soucation ‘FE’ Undie) (m.o.).

90-$1.25)—“Breakfast -at Tiffany’s”!

$1.75-S2.65-—“Search
for
Pera-; (Par) (2d wk).
dise” :Cinerama) 'reissue: (3d wk). week, $11,000.
ii
Second week was good $10,000.

Smash $9.500. Last

00
Hawaii

(Bald- |$1.50)—“Pure Hell of ‘St. Trini-|-60-90\—"“La.
Dolcé. Vita” (Astor)
an’s” (Cont) (2d wk). Slow ‘$1, 100. (4th wk),. Big $7,000.Last week,
—
Last week, $1,800.
0...

(810; 90-$1.50)

Dall}

-Hippedrome (Rappaport) (2,300;.

" State: (Loew) (3.600: : 66-901
“Greyfriars Bobby” ~(BY). --Neat
$11,000. Last. week, four. days only,
“Jet Pilot” .U) and” “Conqueror”

at 4 O'Clock”
Nice $7,000. “Last
“Suddenly
Last Summer”
————
and “Here to Eternity” (Col) (re-. week, $9,000.
Capri ‘Sack) 900; $1-$1.50'-—
Little (Rappaport) (300; 90-$1.50)
issues) (m.o.)... Drab $2500.
NEW YORK
“Breakfast at Tiffany's” tPar) 4th
‘Warner Hollywood (SW) (2,170: —“Question 7” (Indie) (2d wk).
(Continued from: page 9)
wk
Big
$14.000.
Last
week,
1 $1.25-$2)—“Back ‘Street’: (U) 12d Warm $2.000. Last week, $2,500.
|
§15.060.
Trim $12,000.
Last week, | Mayfair (Fruchtman) (750 90-.
; $4,000 or less after $5, 000 for third ;Wk).
|
i $19,000.
Exeter ‘Indie’ (1.376: 90-$1. 4g! full week.
$1.50)—“Hustler” (20th) (2d ‘ wk).
“Devil's Eye" Indie. Opened Sat-.
Beekman (Rugoff. Th.) (590:: Warren’s | (Metropolitan) a #57; Good $6,000. Last week, $7,000.
urday
‘4
Last week.
“Purple :5) 299-$1.751\—“Devil's Ey e”. iJanus) 20 Sl50) —°“Seven Women From
New (Fruchtman) (1,600: “90-1. 50):
‘20th) and. “Pirates of TerNoon” 'Times! ‘7th wk: hot $3.500.,3 (2d wk.
‘Initial ‘round complete
—"‘Mask” (WB).
Fair: $6,000 or
d°;tga” (20th) 12d wk).
Thin $3,500.
Fenway ‘Indie) ‘1.350; $1.50:—.: Sunday (5) was good $9.500.
(G&S)

90-$1.50)—“Devil

(1,106: 90-81. 50)—

(Col) |Cob (3d wk),

(U) (reissues), $5,000. . ~
_ Pageant (Arthur)
(1.000; 90.
$125). : “Double Bunk” (Indie)
Okay
$2,
506,
‘Last. week, |
(2d wk)...
$4,000,
st. Louis (Arthur) 13,800; 75-90)

—"Come .September” .(U)° and
“Love in Goldfish Bowl” (Par).
less.
Last
week,
‘7
Women.
From
:
(sub-runs). Average $7,000: -Last|
Warner Beveriy (SW) (1,316; 90| week, -“Goodbye, Again” (UA) and!
“L’Avventura”
Indie» ‘4th wk), | Carnegie Hall Cinema
(F&A)
Now”
(20th),
$6,000
$1.50'—“‘Devil at 4 OQ’ Clock” (Col) |
Playhouse
(Schwaber)
(3553:
“
90-!
;
“Sanctuary” ~ (20h) | (sub-runs),Oke 32.500. Last week, same.
:300; $1.25-$1.80).— “Neapolitan (3q wk.
Smash $12,000... Last
31. 50)—" Saturday Night, Sunday «: $6,500."
Gary ‘Sack! «1,277: $1.5-$3)—
‘ Carousel”
(Lux (5th wk: Fourth ; week, $14,500

“West

Side

Story”

$29: 30, 1210 pos
week,

“Guns

‘UA).

Smash

erorces

of Navarone”

(Col) week.

(Téth wi: $8.00.
Kenmore

stanza ended yesterday

Fifth Ave. Cinema

‘indie’

‘700;

(Cont).
Good . ,000.!
Shady.
(Arthur) (760: “90Beverly (State) (1.150: 90-$2) _| Morning”
Last week, “Left, ‘Right, Centre” | $1. ob)
Weekend With Lulu” ‘'Into Sun” (M-G). (3d wk).
die): Good $4,000. Last week,
|
MUndie)
(2d
wk),
$1,300.
:
; Soft $4,000. Last week, $4.900.
Rex (Freedman) (500; $1 50)— ij “Fanny” {WB) (4th wk), ($2, 000.
tRugoff Th.)| Chinese (FWC) (1,408: $2-$2.40)
:Tues.) was :

h
st .socko $6.100 after $6.600 for third°
“Bridge

$1.5M—

1250;

§$1.25-$1.80:

—

“Kitchen” |—“Breakfast
—
at Tiffany's” (Par) (3d “Shadows”

week,
“Truth” ‘Kings. Torrid $15,060. :Kings) (2d wk). First session fin-i wk). Lusty $19,000 or a bit over. Last
| $1,200.
Last week. “Two Women” ‘'Em-;ished yesterday (Tues. was okay -‘Last week, $22,200.
bassy?

(9th wk', $4.600.

Metropolitan

$1.95 Et

(Net)

ren:

‘33,500 or close.

(4.057;

90-1

Normandie

}

(T-L)

le ya ca. !—S1.80-—"Green

1592;

Mare”

Esyptian

(1,392;

(Zenith)} wk).

, Sunday '5) was lusty $12,500, same|

Memorial -RKQ? 13,000; 90-$1.49) ,OPERET.

—“Back Street’ iU' and “Trouble | _Little

Tall $20,000.

.

Hollywood

(1.468;

Last week,

Paramount

90-62) — “Splendor |in

OOkS after
tor'si2000 for
mintiy —“Rocco
sono
_ Orpheum ‘Loew) +2.900;
ron 90-§1.49) |pyre,
or over
or nin
‘Devil at 4 O'Clock”

Bofto
$23.000.

$21,600.

'Col? (24 |pound;

Last

Cleveland, Nov..7.
(1,125: 90- | Firstrun: trade - here this ‘stanza.
at Tiffany's” ranges: fram: fair to strong, most Fine $8,000. Last | Pix being-on. holdover or extendedrun. One of .wéakest) newcomers -

iown . (Rappaport)
(State) $1.50)
— “Breakfast
(Par) :i3d wk).

Carnegie (L. Carnegie) Grass” (WB) \4th wk). Big $12.000. :Leek, ‘$11,000.
Skw" sInd:et +3
_1(52)—“Purple Noon” (Times) (10th: Last week, $14,000..
Four: Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1. 50) |:
0 or ne Stet aes‘Great Sil,
1, jwk).
“This week winding today]
wit

FromHel? Thin $7,500;
Cleve.; ‘Grass’ Big 126

‘Stanton (Fruchtman): (2.800; ‘go$1.50)—“Back
Street” «(U) ‘(4th]‘Last week,

$1.25-

$1.25.|| $3.50)—“King of Kings” (M-G) (4th |sor00 Okay ° $5,000.

600. Last week, “Hustler” (20th)! ‘3d wk). Second week completed
; $22,400,
(4th wk». $8.000.

(UATC)

(Indie).
Oke $1,800.
“Frantic” (Times), |

Name Mart Mounger

and ‘ Brothers” Astor) |
Slow. $2, 500. Last week,

week.|" Guild

(Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)—
|“Question 7” 'Indie) (6th wk). This

To Head Tri-State Assa.

|

is “1. Plus-1” which looks poor in
‘first five days at Stillman. “Seven
Women From. Hell” {s rated weak
at Hipp. “Breakfast at Tiffany's”
looks nifty ‘in. -second round -at
.| State ‘while “Splendor in: -Grass"

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $2-$2.40)
—“Never on “Sunday” (Lope! (50th
Memphis, Nov. 7.
wk).
Okay $3, 800.
Last week,
(2.357:
Mart. ‘Mounger of Calhoun City,
70-: ? round ending today (Wed.) is head‘Miss., was ‘elected prexy of the
$1.251—"Mr. Sardonicus” (Col) and |ing for fine $7,000 after $9,000 for | $4.200.
of Mississippi,
“Valley of Dragons” -Coli. Fair’ fifth week. “Double Bunk” (Show) | Pantages (RKO) (1.513: $1.25-| Theatre. Owners
$2.75)—"Spartacus” (U} (55th wk). Arkansas and
Tennessee at the 52d
su hes canst Aion “Forse
of: ‘ opens Nov. 16.
Last week, $9,300.
annual powwow held at the Hotel
rig indie:
id
and
“Black
Pit Dr.
M urray Hill— Rugoff Th.) ((565; {‘Light, $7,700.
NM"
$8.000.
.
‘Music Hali ‘Ros) +720; $2.40-! Chisea. Gordon Hutchins of Rus95-$1.80;—"‘A .Summer to RememDolce Vita” ’ {Astor) |sellville, Ark., out-going .chairman
Pilgrim : ATC: :1,908;-75-$1.251\— ; ber” (Indie.
Opened on Monday: $2.75)—“La
Bright, $7,000. Last{of the ‘board, s~vas elected to. the!
“Thunder of Drums” \3I-G) and j16). Last week, “Call Me Genius” \.417th wk).
week,
$7.200.
.
board to replace’ Raymond Fisner,,.
“Ada :34-G) “ed Dull $6 00. (Cont) (3d wk. | Okay $5,500 after.
Crest (State). (750: 90-$1.50) —North Little Rock, Atk.
Last week, “‘Season of Passion” ($5. 800 for second week.
“Purple
Moon”:
(Indie).” (3d wk)..
Other officers named at the two(CA)
and
“Great
War”
(UA),| . Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90-!
day powwow were:.-Robin Wignt$4.000.
'$1.80'—"From
Roman
Balcony” | Pale. $1,900. Last. week, $2,500.
man, Little Rock, sec-treas.; CW. Pz.
Saxon ‘Saek) /1.100; $1.50-$3)—‘Cont) (4th wk’. Third week con-.
Florence, Magnolia,
Ark., Leon
“Kings” '§M-G) ‘2d wk). Sock $20,-|Cluded last ‘Saturday (4) was
{ Rountree, -Holly Springs, Miss..y and:
0C0, getting some overflow from|Smooth
$6,000 after $7, 500 for
(Continued from page. 9)
Ed.
Doherty,
veepees
repping
their
“West: Side Story” around corner. |Second week.
of Pirates’’ (Cob. So-so, $4,500. Last |
Last week same.
une hopert '925; $i
.50-$2). —i week, “Picnic” -(Col) and “Twinkle respective states..
Speakers
addressing
the
200
State
(
lux) — “
“Never.
On Sunday”. (Lope) -(56t and. Shine” (Col) (reissues), 4,700.
Loves” andi
Goiche
ay.|
iwk). The 55th week finished Mon- East: “A-Place ‘in. Sun” (Par) and delegates included Judge Lunn.
-MeKeel
Waverly,
.
Tenn.;
.
Dick
maies” ‘Indie) Oke $4.200. Last ; [8 (6) was.nice $7.500 ater $8,000 “The Apartment” (UA) split with
week, “Naked in Deep” (Indie) and :in 54th stanza. Started at the For- “World of-Suzie Wong" (Par) and. Lightman, veepee of the »“Malco
“Elmer Gantry” (UA) ‘all repeats). |theatre chain and Bud Ederle of
Paramount

(NET)

CINCINNATI

“Young
'6
85.
500. Sinners” (Indie) 4th wk), 7) 21,0
68th Monday
St. Playhouse
(Leo Brech-

looms big in fourth at the: Allen.
Estimates for This Week:
‘Allen. (Stanley-Warner). (2, 366:°
$1-$1.50)—“Splendor. in
Grass”
(WB)

(4th. wk). Big

$12,000. ‘Last

week, $12,500.
Colony. Art. - (Stanley-Warner)
(1,354;
$1.50)—“Upstairs.
and’
Downstairs” (Indie) (2d wk). Okay.
$3,000. Last. week,

-“Centinental

Art

$4.200..

(Art. Theatre:

Guild) (900;. $1-$1. 25\—“Carry

On

Constable” (Indie). Routine $2,100.

‘Last . week, “Breathless” - (FAW),

$2300.

~

‘Heights. ‘Art {Art Theatre Guild)

(025;

-$1-$1.25)——"“Don. . Quixote”

(Indie). Fancy. $3,700. Last week,
“Girl -With Suitcase” (Indie) $1,800.
‘Hippodrome (Eastern. Hipp). (3,
700;.
$1-$1.50)—“Seven. Women

From. Hell” (26th) and°“Pirates of.

Fair. $4,500. .Last week, .““Explo-! \the New York UA office.:
Tortuga” (20th). Weak. $7,500. Last
sive Gener ation” (UA) and “Matter
week, .- “Mr,
‘Sardonicus”
(Col),
of Morals”. (UA), $5,200.
$4,500.
Th
Valley. ‘Wiethe) 11,200; $1-$1 50)
“Ohio (Loew) (2,700; $1-$1. 50\—
—Bredkfast at -Tiffany’s” (Par) Diana Dors Quits Barcelona ‘When:
PORTLAND, ORE.
{¢Thurs.).
“White Christmas” -(Par): (reissue)
Terms Unmet
‘Continued from pare 8)
72d St. Playhouse ‘Baker). (440; ‘4th wk), -‘Slick $8,000. Last week,
(mo.).. Fine” $5,000.. Last week,
“Breakiast at Tiffany’ s’ (Par) and ,$1.50-$2) — “Hustler” (20th) (7th $8,500.
“Rocco -and Brothers” (Astor) :(3d
“Fatts
of Life” iPar)
treissue). iwh).
Sixth session ended Monday
Madrid; Nov. 7.
Evenings only with matinees on ‘‘6) was fine $6,000 after $7,000 for
Shooting on the American-Span-. “wki, $2,400.
INDIANAPOLIS
ish
copreduction
“Eneounter’
in
weekends. Lofty $7.000 or near. {fifth week.
Palace (Silk. & ‘Helpern) (2,739;
(Continued from page 9)
‘|Majorea” was ‘suspended. this past. $1-$1. 50)—"Devil , ‘at 4 O'Clock”
Last week, seeond-run.
;
Sutton (Rugoff Th.) ‘561: 95Music Bex ‘Hamrick 4
:$1.80).— “The Mark’? (Cont) (6th “Greyfrairs Bobby” (BV), $6,000.- ‘weekend when coproducers failed
(Col): (3d -wk).” “Hot $9,000. Last:
Indiana (C-D) (1,100; $1:.25-$2.50)| to meet contractual: commitments
$1.50) — “Behind Great wait Wk). Fifth frame ensled Sunday 15)
week, $9,500,
|
(Cont) and “Straford Ady enture” |Was smash $9,000 aiter $9,500 in —“Sevn Wonders of World’ (Cine- to British star Diana Dors, who
State’ (Loew). (3,700;:$1-$1.50)—
‘indie’. Modest $3.000. Last week, ‘on wer os “Sommer 7 day- Yama) (21st wk). Good $5,500. Last | packed up and returned to Eng- “Breakfast at Tiffany's” (Par) ‘2d
land from filming base ‘in Bar- wk), Mifty. $9,000 ‘in 5. days. Last
“Brid
“Gi i
moke”
(Par) opens next wee
y- |week, $6,000.
. Keith’s «C-D} (1,300; $1 -$1 25)—! celona.
$2, 706 e to Sunt
MG!
2d wie,.
‘dating with DeMille.
week, : $12,500
“Back Street’ (Lf). Faney $7,500.
' “Encounter” was in production
Orpheum ‘Evergreen) (1.536; $1- $1.50\—"Splendor
Trans-Lux 52d St,in :T-L)
(540;(WB).
$1: Last week, “Mr. Sardonicus” (Col), three weeks and folded upon fail‘Stillman (Loew) (2,700; ‘$1-$1. 50):
Grass”
:ure of both Yank and Spanish pro- —"1. Plus 1” (indie). Poor, $2.500
$1.09 —“Town Without Pity” -UA) (5th wk). Fourth round completed $5.000.
in
five days. Last week, “White
and
“Three
On
Spree”
'UA).
Dull!
Loew’s .Loew) (2,427; 75-$1. 25)|ducers to provide a completion.
$5.550_ oF tess. Last week.
yesterday 1Tues.} was. sock $12,000
Situation
in turn. Christinas” (Par. (reissue), $5,500.
Hus- after, $13,000 for third week. Day- —Tovn Without Pity” UA). Sad
Westwood =Art (Art “Pheatra
$5,000. Last week,
crimped -the investment’ source
20th, $8.30.
Trans-Lux 85th St. (T-L) (550; $4.500.
-backing financial agreemenfs. with Guild} |(865: .$1.25-$1.50)—“ wild
Paramount (Port-Par) ‘3.400; $1- |$1.25-$2) —
“Back Street”
(U)
Strawberries” - {indie} and “Magi+
coproducer
'C-D)
(850;
$1-$1.25\—
|
Miss
Dors
‘Lyric
$} “Qi—"“The
Lovers” -Indie) (2d; 4th wk-8 days).
This looks to dip “Devil at Four 0’ Clock” (Col). Big | Vinod Pathak is now in New York cian” (Indie) (reissue). Fine $2,800.
a a Lively S9,0G0 or close. Last; ‘to okay $5,000 in current: session| $6,500.
Last week, “Girl With. Suitcase”
Last .week, ~oPlendor inattempting to negotiate end money
week, $11,200.
(indie), $1,800.
in order to resume
ABs.
jw.inding tomorrow (Thurs.) after. | Grass” (WB) &m.o.), $6,000,.
er) (370; $1.50-$2)—“Fanny (WB)
‘subrun). Looks to. hit good $4.300
jin first week . ending tomorrow

:

NO COMPLETION BOND

(bond. .This
“Plus” (indie), |

Import Angles

Wednesday, November aa)1961

NoReview For
Rackin 1
vs. DeLaurentiis-Part 3
Pennsy Censors;
Stay.

“Hollywood, Nov: 7
_ that one- European producer can draw three sub-.
- sidies in as many ‘countries.
-.
“Now a new exchange of blasts: between
“This is the biggest cloak of skulldu ggery they
’ |
Rackin, ‘Paramount. production ehief, and: Italian:
ever operated under,” Rackin declared. “Most pix
producer Dino De Laurentiis. Previous blasts (Rackin,
draw double ‘subsidies, “and may draw three, with
| Vamtery, Sept.. 6; De: Laurentiis; Varizry, Oct. 18),
Washington, Nov. c ‘fis fueled by Rackin, upon his return from a 10-day: an Italian cast, say, a big French personality as star, |
‘The US, Supreme Court: yester- trek to Europe.
_ an English director.. “It’s true that De Laurentiis

il

Up for Scrutiny
As to Lewdness

Washington, Nov. 7.
House Granahan subcommittee
. day (6) declined to review the rul-}- Simultaneously, he ‘came ‘up with. a suggestion: in’. and.other Italian producers do not have companies takes off next week on a broad
“{ng of the. Pensylvania Supreme line with his. claim that.the-U. S. is the only country
in France,. but they use a French.company as a front. probe of “obscenity,” embracing
. Court which in July declared that ‘whose government. does’ not. ‘Provide subsidies. for’ In most cases, the French producer gets a small fee everything from postcards to mo.the .state’s film censorship and producers.
--for use of his company so the Italians can get a tion pictures, Even “unclean” records will be caught up in the clean
‘classification aw was “clearly in- | “H our government. ‘took’ the. 10% admission tax
double subsidy.’’
valid on its. face.’ ls
“fo De Laurentiis’ denial of Rackin’s claim that sweep planned by Rep. Kathryn
_and.gave it back in some form of stbsidy,’ he said,
This week's. -Fuling was. made. in “this. would give. producers 2. chance to take less of" in Italy a producer is guaranteed 16% of gross, tan- Granahan.
The Pennsylvania Democrat anke ‘more pictures. - tamount to 40% of: rental, and that Italian afd is
‘answer to an: appeal . by. ‘Pennsyl- ‘a gamble, promote new stars, make
yesterday
(Mon.)
that
“The .government. wouldn’t be out anything; it. . based upon the commercial ‘success. of a release, nounced
vania authorities ‘and: was handed
Rackin emphasized that this is definitely an Italian hearings will be held Nov. 13-15 in
would get this sum back,.and much more, in income
down without comment.
Philadelphia.
Thereafter
the
subgovernment formula, with the 16% of gross coming
In appealing . the ruling. ‘of the taxes more film people would pay and. from addicommittee will hold sessions in
‘off the top.
Pensylvania’ court, state authorities tional ‘pictures which. ‘would have profits on which
New York and Boston, actording to
Franco-Italo Slanto
‘warned in exceptionally : ‘purple to pay. taxes.”
Granahan aides.
Rackin,
who:
previ
ously
has
been
outspoken
on.
“Tn
France,
”
Rackin
noted,
“where
the
name
of
prose
that. the - decision. had th
No firm dates have been set for
‘
ped
e subject of foreign subsidies, had -this to say
the .French: producer. or production company is
the N.Y. and Boston phases, but
“strip
from 11, 600.000thetr
residents
of
the commonwealth
only |‘when he checked back at. ‘his studio | desk after. a -used, the Htalian producer ‘gets baek 22° of every they are expected to follow closely
.
.. |quick
to.London and Rome,* reiterating in part _dojlar his picture receives outside of France. ”
protection against the smut-mongerformervisit
statements:
the Philly stand and will probably
-ers. ‘who daily prey in theatrical
‘In his reply to Rackin’s earliet charge that De wind up by Dec. 1. Subcommittee
It’s The Ger ermuents .
‘Laurentiis’
productions
were almost
exclusively is considermg
hearings in New
temples upon the minds. and morals
Hollywood. no. longer is involved in a fight “for
‘based on “actors, technicians, scriptwriters, and fi- Orleans before the end of the year.
‘like,unsusp ecting. and. susceptible playing time. against foreign producers, he deelared.
“nancing” from America, Italian claimed that of the
The aecent will be on imported
i
‘The. ‘Pennsylvania law required Rather, “it is locked in a struggle. against foreign
“15 pix he had made n the past years only two met pornography, hence. the hearings
with: this: condition, and then only partially.
the ‘submission of pictures 48 hours governments.
}in major ports of entry. It was ree
“Ameriean . filmakers’ are having .to. fight for the:
before public exhibition to a three- world market and'a place to:portray ‘the American:
Rackin. refutes this by remarking ‘that a.look at ported that Mrs. Granahan will
man Board of Motion Picture ‘Con- image without. any. financial help. from the U. S.
the record would reveal that the majority of these ‘give special treatment to foreign
trok The latter could rule's film government while other governments abroad are. as- had American stars or directors, and ofttimes. tech-. films, which she regards of low
nicians. as well.
obscene or unfit for viewing by sisting their producers to make their pictures.”
moral tone. This subject will be
.“I would like to see Mr. De Laurentiis make a highlighted during the N.Y. hearchildren: under the age of 17.
Interview with VaRreTy here actually was to.
picture for the world market without using Ameri‘The Pensylvanta. Supreme’ Court, answer De Laurentiis’ diatribe that courage js lack-'Mrs.:Granahan takes a dim
in: ‘knocking. out: the law, refused ing. in: the production of films: todzy, as embodied :. Can talent,” he said. “He has never done it and view of French pix in particular,
to accept the. U.S. Supreme Court’s in an Oet.-18 dispatch out of Rome. Italian producer’ _hever..will. He hasn’t made ‘one all-Italian picture suggesting they may be underminruling in. the Times Film case as stated that the real reason for the successful in- - that has made a firstrun release in America.”
ing the NATO alliance, It was not
“Commenting
on De
Laurentiis’ seizure upon immediately known exactly what
_precedent.. That ruling,’ which in roads. made. on the international. market in ‘recent
effect - upheld. ‘the right .of .local. years by European films Hes not in. the subsidy .sys- - ‘Rackin’ s ‘earlier statement that “it’s. hard to gamble kind. of disks the subcommittee
ceusors to require-prior submis- tem ‘enjoyed by several Continental ‘industries,. but '-On a Hew face in a picture that cost a million dol- wants to expose. However, an aide
lars,” and Italfan’s reply that this is “the clearest said regular commerctal disks od
ston of pix, was based on the Fed- in the freedom: of work and of decision which the
‘symptom of the decadence which threatens certain well as the socalled “hard core”
--eral Constitution. The. Pensylvania relative absence of union, ‘agent and other. pressures
‘Hollywood spheres; an indication that certain film- pornographic variety will be ine
Jeourt cited the Pennsylvania law “allows.
makers no longer. believe in film contents while cluded.
as being in defiance of the. state
Rackin, pointing: out .that approximately 90%. of
hanging on to the antiquated star system,” Rackin
The subcommittee also is inter"constitution.
Europeait films are made possible only because of
had this. to Say: :
ested in the flow of communist
government subsidies, ‘said that producers abroad .
Fights For U.S. Actors
propaganda.
are ‘taking advantage of these subsidies to use AmeriSubcommittee staffer emphasized
“Take a lock at his casts, he fights for American
ean ‘talent to fight. Hollywood producers in the. race
for playing time. Overseas producers can afford to.
stars. He can pay more because. the government is the broad scope of the investigation,
saying it would include all
Picking
up.
his
tab.”
‘pay more for talent than can Americans, due to
—,
Continued ‘from. Page 7 —
subsidies, and many thesps who canbe paid a maxiRackin also took ‘exception to: Htalian’ $s remarks forms of obscenity as well as all
modes
of distribution.
that too many American majors had become nothing
‘She’ hoped. it would not ‘create any "mum. of $75,000 here can. command salaries. of $100,criminals: and recalled .that “one 000 and. better,. -plus® sizable . expense "accounts, in ~ more or less than finance companies, because the
personality
of
producing
had
been
taken
away
proAtlanta murder of a taxicab driver Italy.
Men In ‘Raticoats _ dueers who now had to face a board of 36 men.
in: Piedmont. Park was directly at-.
“Mr. De. Laurentiis has the advantage of -slave
tributable to @& film. on the ‘Same |: On, his. observations abroad; Rackin: ‘said,“Tt. broke
my heart-that in Europe men in blue raincoats: in ‘labor, child labor, with no working hours for chil- subject.”
;
‘dren,”
he said. “In Italy there is no Production Code
the
:Exeelisor.
Hote!
in:
Rome.
can
produce’
pictures
To Mrs. Giltiam :ay spade’ is a
Paradise, Pa., Nov. 7.
to, adhere to, no ‘responsibility to any recognized
‘spade and that’s. what: she calls it which they obviously are not qualified to. make ‘by
Postoffice
in
this
Lancaster
group, no pensions; no welfare funds 10 meet. He can
discounting
at
banks
and
selling
off
subsidies.”
—
‘when. the occasion arises.“ ”
County
|
hamlet
has been really
make pix we here in America wouldn't make, that
Terming. De Laurenttis as “only a-harber for runjumping the past few days, hand“Lots of people think of me. 2s. ‘away production,”. and in making ““‘notses like a proour consciences wouldn't allow us to make.”
a witch and a devil,” the blue pen- ‘ducer’ Italian actually is the. “worst offender” in
He added that. the cost of extras in Ttaly is $5 2 ling cancellations on hundreds af
cilier admitted, but she Said cen- managing to get subsidies from three different coun=" day, more than. four times less than Hollywood. kingsized postcards originating in
sorship is needed now more than. tries abroad “because he is the largest producer,” ~ He rioted, too; that companies shoot from 9 a.m. to the MGM promotion department.
ever on ‘the: local. level, because. Rackin answered point by. point: De Laurentiis ‘tof. 10 p.m. No schooling is requiréd for children, nor Direct mail plugs, addressed to
Hollywood,
which onee banned Oct. 18):
is. there any rule on the injury or destruction of daily paper film eds, are pushing
Hope’s
new
“Bachelor
Ir
Stoties dealing with homosexuality,
animals’ appearing: ina picture.
;
_Therein, De Laurentiis deniedRackin’s assertion
Paradise.”
has lately decided “homosexuality .
Backing up a still from the pie
is just fine. for’ mass entertainis the “message,” headed: “Greete
ment.”
|.
ings from Paradise (Penna., that
‘While’ “Mrs. ‘Gilliam is an em-}
is').”
An arrow points to the
‘ployee’ of the city, her immediate ||
Continned from. peace 7. ae.
genuine “Paradise. Pa.’ postmarlr
‘superiors are. members of the-.At-|opposite,
Funicello,
|
.
Annette
lanta Library Board. Hf she bans | ‘Truéman
Formation
of
Berkeley
Films,
a
Rembusch, : ‘longtime. | Marauders”;
Postmaster
Robert Esbenshade
a picture, distributor. or exhibitor Prineipal in Indiana. exhibition|Walt, Disney's “Babes in Toyland”; new motion picture financing and
reports that an MGM
man also
has.'a right. to go over. her head
bwraalyn Rhue, ‘Warner © Bros” “A production ‘company, is disclosed has been sneoping around, trying
circles;
is
buttonlipped:
in.
‘advance
|
and appeal to Library. Board, whieh
iMajority. of Qne”: .Ken Scott, in New York by its prexy Leonard
to find a real bachelor in Paradise,
will see film in question and vote ‘Of the Nov. 13-14 convention ‘as to‘i Twentieth | Century-Fox’s “Star in Key. Aaron. Appleby: is veep and
who might be antenable to going
for ‘or. against. their censoring whether Indiana. Allied wu keep;
‘the West”; SteHa ‘Stevens, -Para- Harold H. Newman ts seeretary- along with some hokum presumagent.

= Not Narrow’

METRO PRESS DEPT.
LOCATES PARADISE

~ Chains Spot Stars (key,APPLEBY, NEWMAN

REMBUSCH CLAN-UP

AS TO INDIANA TOA
==

FORM BERKELEY FILMS

treasurer,

:

Board. has overruled Mrs. Gilliam Sveners. of Feet wit ramored. mount’s “Too Lateeee i doves
-The new firm will have’ a BritRembusch won't dig the. National ;[Taylor,
Metro and Darfene
Wyn ~ TompMay er’s ish
on oecasién—but not often—and
:‘Ring of Fire,”
affiliate under the directorship
courts: Have granted injunctions.
Allied bowwow at, Miami Beach. in ikins, Paramount's “Blue Hawaii.” of. Jack Lamont, former British and
against her barring particular pics, | December, as he did. the: recent!
Fhese youngsters were reps at the |European fep for the Society of
Bat. she Keeps on. doing her job, TOA confab in New Orleans, He ‘TOA: convention in which a similar Independent Motion Picture Pro“without fear.or faver, and gets makes the Hoosiers’ aivorcement: film clip program was shown..
ducers. Most recenfly he has been
Nothing but, respect from motton tram- National Allied ' seem.
‘an indie producer under the J. Arpicture owners and operators in phatic; but the question of a TOA 1 Follow-up. fer film short now
thur Rank org.:
being
discussed
might
-be
a_per‘the Atlanta Metropolitan area.
hookup still tantalizes.
sonal” appearance caravan, Selig
Key’s current activities include
said, also noting lobby displays are status as coproducer of a projected
WASHINGTON STUDIO.SHIFT { being. ‘developed to point up the Broadway musieal version of the
|pregram. “Production of the film. book, ‘The Night | They Raided
Newcomb :Prez, “Replacing: ‘Keats,‘awaits approval by the AMPP, with -Minsky’s.”
—
Continued from. page To
|:
_favailability to be shortly after the.
. Now Chaifman :
t

”,

Golden October

enough the ‘final. week: ‘in-October
‘to land -@ runner-up spot in weekly
ratings. “Town Without Pity” (UA)
so-far has ‘been a bit disappointing
On.its first few engagements.
“Flower Drum. Song” (U) opens
at the .N.Y.. Music Hall tomorrew
"(Thurs.) with. the advance rating’

‘I first of the year:for Spring exhibi- :

. Washington, ‘Nov. %,

Hon.

-EUiott i ‘Neweoutb of Roekville,.
Md. is: the new president of: Na- |-

‘tional Film ‘Studios ‘Inc., here. Phe
|”
‘firm,: at annual. stockholders meet- |.
ing, said: it will specialize in the
future in audio-visual ‘training aids|}a good
;
top. for édueation..

of being: one:-of- Universal’s
releases. . Comancheros”
(20th)

‘Newcomb. has been. director of

also was getting: started this: week, {the federal government division. of | The
with first. date at the. N.Y. Para-. Encyclopaedia * ‘Brittannica ‘Fikms {| .
Inc., in, Washington.
a
1:
Ineunt starting ‘out: big.
“Never. on Sunday” (Lope). conWith National Film Studios, he.

tinued: to score with highly. praftt-|succeeds Harold A. Keats of. Fort|

able. engagements but not. playing ‘Lauderdale,

in keys covered. by Variery enough

Fla.

board chairman.

‘who

became |

Jim Bishop
reporter. gives ‘@ good

.

: Insight |
Writer At
;

*

—Home

&

cmether. interesting Feeture
a] the upcoming

: SABBATH. ISSUE PENDS

ably to be connected
with the
Philadelphia premiere of the film.
Hope himself wpuld be a complete stranger in Paradise, Pa.

unless he happens to speak Penne
sylvania Dutch.

Telepix, Boston, Going
Under Levine Banner

Boston, Nov. 7.
Telepix Theatre, 250-seat' house
in an office building. which started
out as a newsreel fheatre nearly
two decades ago and in recent

years has played art films, is to be

taken over by Joseph E. Levine,
the producer-distributor, head of
Embassy Pictures Corp., and Al
Daytz of Daytz Theatres, sometime
High. Point, N.:C., Nov. 7.
The board of. aldermen hére has in April. —
The new operators will expand
: taken tender advisement the matter
of whether Sunday motion. pictures the theatre to 350 seats by taking
will be allowed: It is reported that space now occupied by a shoea poll. taken among the ministers of shining establishment on the mall
the town disclosed no real opposi- of the office building, the Park
Square Bldg., in which the tiny the‘tion to Sunday shows.
Aldermen are. reported to be in atre is located. The lease of the
favor of the idea, if the theatre house, operated by Irving Isaacs
does not operate. during church for some 20 years, expired, and
informed circles report that Lehours.
~

Clergy’ Canvassed—They Seem
Take Idea Mildly

To

Interest in this matter . arose vine and Daytz have leased the
‘to score in weekly. ratings except.
One stanza when it was a runner-|::
56th. Anatversery Number | when a High Point man requested house and inked the papers.
Marchese: ‘Alds Cohen
‘permission to open the laeal house
up pic. “Pure Hell. of St. T'timian’s”’
Isaacs. revealed earlier that he
Bilt ‘Marchese has been appointed |
‘fiom Sundays. The only theatre in was looking for a new home for
(Cont), fair new, did well enough
to Mfiton E: .Cohen, :
‘VARIETY
the town has been closed for sev- Telepix on expiration of his lease.
_. to rate like category another week. assistant
Y
‘eral: months due to the ill health Evidently, the new operators will
“Pit
and
Pendulum”
(AI) United Artists. national director of:
| of the’ owner.
showed enough. te wind .up sixth Toadshow' sales.
change the name of the house and
Marchese was formerly sales and | Plas. other. stotioticel, and dare-fited ;
business houses here are indications are it will serve as a
one week in Variety's weekly rat-.
‘S}elosed on Sunday, except for serv- Boston showcase for the produccharts ond articles.
ings. “The Truth” (Kings)-finished contract ‘manager for UA's eastern.
ice stations and launderettes.
-, Uth- another week.
and Canadian division.
er’s art pictures.
°o

‘VARIETY'S' LONDON OFFICE
49 St. James's Strect, Plecaditly oo.

INTERNATIONAL

7sla Gives Aid to French Exhibs
By Dropping Taxon 30c Admissions

{E. German Red Bans

Disney’s Mickey Mouse|

International Sound Track

Fankfurt, Oct. 31.
Is Mickey - Mouse a weapon of
rightwing American. politics? The
Communists think so,
London.
A Red official, Hans Borowski,
Paris, Nov.
of Wismar, ‘East Germany, has just |- ‘Anglo-Amalgamated, toppers: Nat Cohen and. Stuart Levy had’ to pay
Culture Minister Andre STalraux }
$10,000 compensation ‘to the Broadway Management: of “The Care..
issued an order: that East German
has announced fiscal aid to film Directors’ Section Of
children’s. newspapers. and maga- ‘taker” to obtain the release of Alan Bates, who: is -to star in “A Kind
exhibiters effective neat February.
Mex
Film
Union
Balks:
zines should not. reprint pictures of Loving,” a Joseph Janni production which is being’released by John
He revealed this at a meeting of
for children’s. stories déaling with Schlesinger, Keith Waterhouse and . Willis. Hall wrote the screenplay.
Mexico City, Oct. 31.
the National Assembly this week.
The direcrors section of the Un-: the famed Walt: Disney character. from Stan Barstow's novel. An unknown,. June Ritchie, has the femme
Decree would wipe out all taxes!
“A good «East Ger man" pioneer lead ... Valerie Gearon, who made. her ‘West End legit bow earlier in’
ton
of
Film
Production
Workers
Is}
cn admission
prices for theatres;
‘lad and student does.-not read the: year in “The Tenth Man,” cast by Mark Robson for-her first: film '
with a 30. tab. However, tus is: ‘not in accord with parent union.
Mickey - Mouse,” he. commented. part in “Nise Hours to Rama.’ ” which is to be made ‘in India‘ for. 20th:.
‘
Latter
is
disposed
to
waive
the
rul-:
cenly for
previnciil
houses
ahd,
ACT Films, the. company: owned by .the technicians’ “Mickey "Mouse -is a children's;‘Fox release .
eval nabes, Hence, exhibitors are ing which requires the use of a figure that comes to. us’ from. an union,. has completed its first film for the Children’s Film Foundation..
stil not appeased.
standby Mexican co-director for . enemy state whieh is’ doing all It’s “The Piper's Tune.” based on an original story by Frank Wells
SLdveux rede at clear that no Hollywood: productions here. This °‘possible to involve us: in a new 'and‘scripted by Michael Barnes. Murial Box directed, with Ralph
Bond...
Gitcr Common Mart ceuntry has -artinn was taken to lure producers war.
This‘ state needs children. asS-production supervisor .. . Helen Winston’s ‘Hand. in. Hand” selected
south of the border again. Emilio
aid tunds tor exhirs and it snowd
who are trained to. murder .and«for opening the first International. Film Festival ‘of India in New DelhiFernandez,
never
one
to
shy
away
net he so mn France, too. But ex' plunder. * he added.
_last week . ..:-For the third year running, the. Rank Organization has
tohiters
claim
that
there
is a from a controversial issue, insisted,
been awarded the bronze “Oscar ‘of Industry” for the best produced
freater tex here than in any CM that permission’ must not be grant-;
annual report from the world’s motion pictures and theatres industry...
cerntry
which
cols
for needed ed to Hollywood producers to make'
_ The ev ent. is sponsored by the Financial World of America - . Brendan
‘pix without a Mexican. co-director.
age.necien for all theatres.
‘reich
Stn
10S
4
Behan’s
“The Quare Fellow,’ has ‘gone’ into. production. with loeation
aid to preducers from Film Aid He said that this is not only against :
coffers

vill

be

maintained

for

Jeoks
fer

it to

remain

the

same

62.

i

Malraux

aiso vas

bullish

union

though

Blicntly reduced. as of next year.
Guaahty aid will also be continued.
Mairaux aiso opined that business
js net es bad as filmites make.
@ut, and that the productian level
ef 210 pix this year “was good. He
on

the'

Taw but

Rolando

is unconstitutional. :

Aguilar.

head

of

the

directar’s union, said that a Mext-|
can director serves a useful function. Further, he cid not feel thar
“the suppression of just one worker
will result in “an avalanche of pro-

ducers from Hollywood clamoring
_to make films in Mexico.”

Weodfall Films’ Plans

subsidivecd
theatres
and = Cpera.
However, the sratler Onera-Com- j
igue Jooks threatened The Seciety
qt Authors
cna
Compesers
has
ceme up with a plea to keep this
&e cond
smaller Opera
intset to
eliow fer a place for newer and
. London, Oct. 31..
Contemporary
—¥. ork. This is still
Woolfall Films, the predtiction
lemg imvestisated.
‘company founded
by playwright
I Join Osborne .and director ‘Tony
Richardson,. last week announced.

New $2,800,090 Lineup;
Also to Make TV Films

re ne

a

ank

Pix Prod., TV
‘

} filming in Dublin. Patrick MeGochan is starring in the Anthony Have-lock-Allan production. ‘for Lion. International-.
Shepperton | Studios
; Old insert stage is being pulled down: to inake room for two new
sound stages. Sound techni¢ians recorded the demolition to. get authen-

i tic effects for “Sodom and ‘Gommorah.’ "

Parl

;

°3 ;
_ Roger Vadim. who first made his. ex-wife. Brigitte. Bardot into. an.
Paris. Oct. 31.
| international sex sy mbol, telling ‘the press he still. looks. upon’ Miss.
The eight top’ Poris film studios,: Bardot as a fine friend, generous ‘character and ‘saintly ‘figure. But
te
See
GY
Ne
ee
‘comprising 37 sound stages, would !i Vadim .can be tough too, arid told how he put recalcitrant stars and

-be in trouble if-if was not for the {Players in their places. For German -thesp. O. E. Hasse, who kept’
crowing utilization by Yank film- | telHing him how much to direct, he walked off and told him ta take
makers and also their use by vid-j Ver, With Hasse coming to find him and acting well from there on in”
film and commercial -ad_ pix. pro-f- ', With Alida Valli, who refused to. work overtime, he ‘used her.
ducers.
French productions now tstandin and shot only her back ....
For Elsa. Martinelli. he did ‘moreheing made number 25 but 21 of |-closeups of Annette Vadim. Both femmes became. chastened and well.
them: are mainly ‘for exteriois -or: | behaved: afterwards. Vadim still wants to'do a Marquis De Sade tale:
on location:
with Brigitte Bardot and Annette. Vadim updated to Nazi times with

Seven Arts’ “Gigot" 20th) re- | the former incarnating vice andthe latter virtue or maybe vice-versa
cently left. the Studios Boulozne to|; - - Annie Giradot to warble a. song for the first.time in her next pic
be replaced
by Jules
DNassin’s |“Emile’s Boat” which Denys De La Patelliere: directs ...
Gené- Kelly.
“Phaedta” Then it will have its: Betting an “homage” at the French Film. Museum. the Cinematheque
‘time revealed
pians for branching seven stages tied up for over four., Francaise, via_a showing of several films which he:directed. and- Played:
,
#
pi
“months by Darryl Zanuck’s “The in: Clarence Brown’ recently got the same treatment :.: . A group o
out into making television.
First in the new production line- Longest Day” 120th). Anatole Lit-:- Young film stars.and- featured players have gotten together: to form a
|up will be "Lo: reliness of the Long vak moves into the Saint Maurice} Shakespeare Society and take a Paris theatre next season.
: Distance Runner.” due to start next Javout for-three. months with his
Madrid. Nov.
Rome
a
Spanish
film = exhibitors
Tre February with Tom Courtenay: who- ‘new’ pie. “The. Third Dimension” : .
",
asking their Sindicato representa- ‘replaced Albert Finney in the legit (WA).
Warner ‘Bros. and Julia Film will: follow’ up: their, “World ‘at Night
,
t

Video Sports Loom
As Spanish Curse

>

new
program,
budgeted = aiaround $2.£00.000. and at the same

tives to petition government
en-- ‘role of “Billy Liar”) as stir. It will- copay, has. some enstumers, to No. 2” with a. third item in series ees Sophia .Loren, busy dubbing
tertzinment authorities: for a for- ; be followed in May by a filmization ‘Jogne plant has primerily shorts ;three pix “Madame Sans Gene,’’“E]l Cid.” :and: “Boccaccia °70") may
mula to avoid the crippling com ;‘of Henry Fielding’s “Tom: Jones,”
‘make a trip to the States with husband Carlo: -Ponti in'next Week or so,-,
Eetinon tev nowy fece from direct .‘starring Albert Finney: budgeted at- and publicity pix while the Fran-. if she can break away
‘then she does:a.pic in Paris: with. Anatole©

‘
fi
televtsion transmission
of sports. ‘about $1.400.000. Osborne will write coeur snecializes in vidfilms. The’ Litvak, followed by “La Moriaca ‘di Monza’” in Italy under direction of.
‘the screenplay and Richardson wil) “New Ware’ ’ penchant for shooting|
events.
in
real
decors
and
in
streets is] Luchino Visconti.
:~
Proposal gaining strength among direct.
Also on the Woodfall slate is blamed ‘for the 1 “ench. film: using | Dino DeLaurentiis sneaking the original English . language. version. Y
exhibs
would
eliminate
direct ;
Paris.
4s
a
set
rather
than
its
stuj
of
.his.
Columbia
release,
““The
Best:of
Enemies.”
to
the
local
press
transmission in favor of re-trans-. “City of Spades " scripted by Barry dios of late.
.“Aceattone” (Arco) ‘has its local release permit. after two months |
Yaittal of football. events and bull- Reckord.to be d:rected by Peter
But studio heads peint out -that ! of hassles and headlines . ; . Cino Del Duca reports’ considerable for-"
“The Lillywhite Boys.”
fights. These sports spectacles now ‘Yates;
from
Harry
Cookson’'s winter is- here which should drive :eign interest in pic, but: denies reports pie lias already :been sold. for
éssemble close to 1.500.000 fans , adapted
‘them indoors again. With French /U.S. and Canada.
. favorable. local comments. anout dubbing job done--"
throughout Snain. Sunday evening -‘play: and “Strike the Father Dead.” production
remaining
at a. high |on Metro’s ‘King of Kings”. .
there's talk” that. Disney will’ soon: re-.
~.
football ‘matches
are
becoming ‘an original by John Wain.
fevel. ‘with about 120 pix. and with |inforce his current: Italian. release setup.’
Renzo Rossellini started |
Richardson
and
Osborne
recently
more and more frequent. with a
foreign
and
video
and
ad
pix
filling.
shooting
Italo
episode
in
five-cameofilm. called “Love at 20°. ..:.-other
board
of Bryanston
consequent paralysis of boxoffice | souned the
up space. Hence. studio ‘people are |Segments directed. by Francois Truffaut: in ‘France:. Andrzej. Wajda in’
Filnis
the
-preducers’
cooperative
activity at film sa'es—first runs as
not ‘crying the: blues even if there ! Poland; Ichihara.in Japan: and Max Ophuls Jr. in’ Germany...:. : Italian.
well as nabes. Exhibs merely ask. headed bv Sir Michael Balcon. They is a free stage from. time. to time.
charity premiere of Dino DeLaurentiis’ “The “Last Judgment” ‘Bot,half- 7
that tv re-transmit at a-later hour! will market their pictures through:
eS
hour live tv pickup from Turin over. RAI-FV net.
or the following afternoon. since -: Bryanston in association with Brit“o£
:
>.
t
20th's “Cleopatra” with its tremendous local’ publicity break: an
ish
Lion.
the evening performance «7-9 p.m.!
‘| impressively detailed. visit by RAI-TV to its giant: seaside sets: depicting
i< the backbone of filmgoing traf- : The new subsidiary for making ; For Adults Only Tag
Alexandria 80 miles | from Rome, Tie sentd on a’ pene ‘time’
a
evening
,commercials
has
on’
its
board.
in
fic.
|addition to Richards and Osborne.
newscast .
the Italo telenet usually avoids alt pub-ad references:
On ‘Seesaw 1In Germany| Vittorio Annibaldi’ into foreign sales. ‘manager spot at Globe. Films
Lord Marley. ‘Leigh. Aman). Lady |.
-Marley ‘Doone. Beal) and Michael
"
Kassel: Oct. 31.
|International. . . . Silvana Mangano, Vittorio Gassman, and Annette
i Holden, Richardson's personal as-The City Stage here has perhaps- Stroyherg. starred. in Roberto’ Rossellini's next pic, .““Aniria. Nera”
-started
a
new
trend
in:
West
Ger-..'Black
Soul), which Documento is making for DeLaurentiis release.
‘sistant.
The
new ‘company
also’
plans to make’ entertainment. films many
by ‘slapping a “for. adults its from a hit play by Giuseppe Patroni Griffi.
for ‘tv.
:
.
only” tag.on
its preem
of the
. x
William Gibson
play, “Two ‘For
Mexico City
saw,
;
Svdney. Oct. 31.
jtown's. Little “Theatre Up” un:
wrino Ordaz Rocha. head of National. Theatre Operating. Co., has
There was plenty of “please ex: |
‘now,
the
theatre
in
Germany
has
!
officially
confirmed
that
Metro's
“Ben-Hur”
will
premiere
in
Mexico
.
plain’ hy Aussie exhibitors to local}|
Port-of-Spain, Oct. 31..
“offered its plays for. anyone of i in-five houses at a 40¢ admission, lowest. world: boxoffice for. this: block-|
officials
when
Renk
distribution
Local censor board has taken a.
“any’age.
unlike
the
cinemas
which
.
buster.
As
a
concession
to
producer
beefs.that
-firstrun
‘houses
would
tele
station,
the -ac*s
commercial
second Iook at “Room at the Top.”
}be sewn up and picture giving “extraordinary competition” ta Mexican...
TCN.
bHroke
in key newspapers ;Long banned in Trinidad. the Brit-., have strict age. limitations.
original’ performanee
of: films, it has been decided to use but: one ‘top category theatre, ‘the
with the announcement that a deal ish import now: has been okayed | The
International. Other four. houses ‘Real’ Ciriema, -Ariel,. Qlimpia ‘and.

Aussie Tele Stations
Beat Gan on Rank Deal

For British Releases:

has

been

consummated

with

Trinidad Qkays ‘Room’

the” for showing and is set to open in.this play took place in Frankfurt

Nae are second. string theatres. One: more house -may be added. to |
Rank Organization for such films. November at the Roxy. However, | in 1958, without any age controls.
is
'
“Room at Top” and “Dentist in: ‘censors have restricted it to those |But. the Kassel city officials have
Chair.” the inference being thatiover 21, highly unusual since most '‘decided that it's just not right for| Mississippi .Theatre. “now getting finishing ‘touches; Swill not be. site
these films would he given an early} films passed for adults divide the ; the. young
people to :view .the '-of the Mexican World Review of Film Festivals. in’ the: capital. It is
strictly a house for showing 70mm. pictures.- Quirino Ordaz Rocha said
drama.
tv dating. Both pix are currently; ‘line at either age 14 or 16.
‘The will try to obtain: 64 cents admission top approval for this: house
in release in the Aussie theatres,|
Efrain R. Gemez, Mexican motion picture equipment. engineer
and exhibs immediatel began to
allied with the industry since 1912, claims:to have.come up with a third
equery
local
Rank
offices,
and
dimension system that does not require use of special eyeglasses.
some indicate that if a deal had
Backed by producer Cesar Santos Galindo;:Gomez has filmed ‘a Xochibeen sei with TCN, all Rank prodmilco documentary with his special camera with third dimension effect..
uct would be promutly boycotted.
allegedly ‘coming through “in. perfect. depth. * Fhe” Gomez system,
Gordon Ellis boss of Rank-Bvitalthough - he refuses to talk about it, can be taken ‘with one camera
ish
Empire
Films
Distributors.
and “without necessity of resorting to trick shots.” Reportedly. can
prompthy cooled down exhib temParis, Oct. 31, ‘| Alaska” (20th), “The Alamo” (UA) American firm already. interested in grabbing: up invention, but Gomez
pers hy stating that “Room at Top”
says
he will give Mexican industry first opportunity. ‘to produce. third
Since
Yank
Westerns
galloped
land “The Unforgiven” (UA), Now.
could not be televised here hefore
solid
boxoffice
lists
last: ‘playing are Marlon Brando’s “One- dimension pictures.'
1964 and “Nentist in the Chair” ‘into
season,
they
are
now
getting
good
Eyed
Jacks"
iPar),
“The
Sundown|.
Rumors that “The Wounds of Hunger” would sw itch to
.
a Spanish
one vear after that.
Films in the TCN deal, which, ‘bookings in Paris and long and ers” (WB),:and John Ford’s “Two locale were vehemently denied by Mexican producer Jose Luis Bueno,
associated with III Task Pictures in ‘production of the Luis. Spota
studies from. critics. A‘ Rode Together” 4Cob).
Was nade with the Rank Organiza- ‘involved
tion in London. include such old-° bateh of them arrived in the- Tast } : ‘Then ‘there are.actioners and novel. Picture will go before cameras. in February and Allen Klein,
timers
as “Richa d_ IIL” “Sven-: few weeks and some look in for: -specs classed as autdoor actioners,- III Task exee is in’ Mexico to cast chief roles. “Reportedly: Dimitri
;
gali,” “Our Girl Friday.’ “Kid for okay biz.. But none is showing the ‘namely “Guns of Navarone” (Col),. Tiomkin has agreed to come to Mexico for scoring.
“Tuo Farthings” and “Storm Over solid grossing powers of last year’s’ “Spartacus” 'U) and ‘another local
Interesting is the Mexican censorship ‘double standards explanation
‘version of
Alexandre
Dumas” given by Jorge Ferretis,-head.of the Film Bureau. In plushy art houses
crop.
Nile.”
French
producers
ev en have “Three Musketeers.”
Product sales to tv stations here
such as the Paris, Prado, etc., where audiencés have higher sophisti¢a“Navarone” and: Spartacus” are tion, mental. levels pictures with morbid, controversial and. ‘sexual
by distribs is a sore point with} made two oats opéras on their own,
er
one
straight
one
“The
Jaek. of! doing well while “Jacks” is just’ overtones are generally passed as is (with exception of. deletion of.
exhibs, irrespective of the, age of
p'oduct and they ‘the exhibitors) Spades,” which did only fair, and ;good and “Sundowners” only fair. ‘nudity scenes). But when’ it comes to nabe houses “where ‘there is: less.
are ready to blast away at distribu- Lone pirody: “Dynamite Jack.” with |“Two Rode” also is fairish, as in culture” on part of audience, Ferretis said .censorship. is “rigorously”
tors via a boycott coast-to-coast, Fernandel; which has not been re-, the U.S. “Jacks” came in for a lot applied to avoid “‘possible. damage to: the. minds”: of movie fans. This
_ of analysis and. Split reviews.
bringing forth the old ‘argument leased so far.
double standard censorship interpretation often has Mexican. and
Last year’s. faves were “Mag: | But interest ‘in ‘oaters- goes on if foreign producers irked: with. the Ferretis- rulings ‘on .censorship --euts
that-‘vou can't have your cake and
nificent Seven” (UA), “North tei somewhat abated here.eat it too.”
and film classifications, ‘aecording to his Owl admission..

Yank Westerns, Solid atFrench

B.0.in 60, Not So Big This Year

VARIOTY’S’ ‘LONDON. OFFICE”

IN TERN ATIONAL

mBur Nixes heitaof 1960 British Films
W GermanFilmites FuriowsAbout “/Mex Fil
Flynn’sean
Guerrilla Pic
Wilder's SlapatLaggardNativeBiz
— OseasEarnings From Dollar Area
a“ st. damier’ ‘Streets Plecadilly

ce

Mexico City,-Oct. 31.

The censorship

West German film industryites.
are .furious “about Billy ‘Wilder's |Wants
¥¥.
remarks that Germany

technical

equipment,

Tokyo, "Oct. 31,

and - lacks].

decent. writers. ‘Wilder's. comments.
that the German studios are oldfashioned, that only the Hollywood films. make money and that.
95%
of the German films lose

Realism For

Metro Film; Rififiri {Sierra

is 16-years | °

behind the times. in developing

Birector. ‘Jacques’ Deray

division

of: the

| Film -Bureau has turned thumbs:
down. on .“Caribbean Guerrillas,”
documentary-type film made by. the
late Errol Flynn.. It features action
by Fidel Castro Ruz guerrills in the

‘Frankfurt; ‘Ost. 31, .

Maestra

region

of Cuba

when the fight against the Fulgen-

prom-: cio Batista regime had begun.

ises to show: realistic slices of
Mexican censors found the pic
Japan in the. Cipra_ Films produc- “inconvenient,” and suspended in-.
tion ‘of “Rifift in Tokyo,”. which
definitely the granting of. an offi-.
rolls ‘here. for. Metro release late. :cial screening ’‘permit.

month.
money pave been ‘widely |rebutted this
““The many

here.

films I have . seen |

‘which were made in Japan
ary. by eit
for- |
One of Germany’s mass cireula: |
only. ge oy.|
tion. newspaper has: just “printed ‘¢igners -seem to show
“

jand

Mt.

Fuji,’ said.’ Deray.

answer ofte.A Wilder, titled” on would like to show realistic Japan
which it quotes- Theo

chief of UFA

Osterwind,. the exotic, but ‘the ‘contrasts, .the

Film Hansa, .com-. energy and the free spirit. of the |

menting,
“The -German-speaking
films that Mr: Wilder. claims are

people. ”

Deray was: impressed. by. the ex- |

59 bad accounted for 46% of the. citement of Tokyo streets. He has

..total boxoffice receipts. in the West.
German: tinemas. last year. .That
is. nearly -double. the. business of
the .American-films, which ‘Bot
30%."
Producer Walter Koppel, chief.
of Real films and general manager

“of

Europa: Distributors,

Bicycling’ Racket;
~ Sock. Conniving
~_Exhibs in Spain

as seen by the naked, eye—not only
|.

decided to use:a ‘maximum of out- |
door locations for “Rififi”. despite

Madrid, Nov. 7.
difficulties of. getting. permission
The Investigation that uncovered
to stop traffic. “Rififi” has an in-. clandestine film
screenings . international cast headed. by «Karl. northern Galicia hag been extended
Boehin,. Keiko Kishi, Charles Va- to all of Spain and guilty exhibitors
nel, Michel ‘Vitold, Barbara ‘Lasse

likewise. ‘and. Dante: Magelo, a

denied Wilder's statements, “As an|

are being punished. by a. film: industry arbitration board, composed
‘of representatives. from the -dis| tributors and exhibitors association
| within the Sindicato Nacional de
:|Espectaculo. It was revealed here
‘| that
the board is less concerned
with. extended -release of product
beyond contractual closing’ dates:
‘than: it is with the illegal practice
of exhibiting screen fare contracted

Scot Rep Theatres

{

London,

Nov.

Almost one-half of the earnings

of British films overseas last year
came from the dollar area, according to a new statistical surEdinburgh, Nov. 7.
yey made by the Board of Trade.
Attendance at rep theatres in The total currency gain in 1960 to
Scotland {sno better than in the Uhited Kingdom in respect of
previous. years, but the general production, sale or rental of Britdecline seems to have been ar- ish pix was $17,640,000, of which
rested at three of the houses. So $8,400,000 came from ‘the dollar
gays a report of the Arts Council
and
§3,360,000
from
thie
of Great Britain, in a reference to area
Sterling
area.
It showed
that
activities at Glasgow, Perth, Dun- $4,480,000 came from non-sterling
dee. and Edinburgh.
OEEC
countries. and $1,400.000
It singles out as “outstanding”. from other countries.
American
the. Glasgow
Citizens’
Theatre: companies in the UK hold $9,520,presentation of “Hamlet,” which 000 of their earnings in the UK
was séen by 16,000 customers in for the production of, or acquisia two-wéeks’ run. Praise is also tion of rights in, British films.
given to the enterprise of the
The BOT points out that the
Pitlochry Festival Theatre, which
of the Anglo-American
ran from April 16 to Oct: 1. “This ending
Film
Agreement early last year
Festivalg hold on. audiences,” says
the report, “built up steadily since means that the figures of earnings from the various currency
1951 from 39% of capacity.”
areas are not entirely comparable
with previous years. Currency appears to have been more freely
transmitted in both directions between the UK and the US. after
the ending of the agreement, so
that to some extent increased dol<
lar receipts by the UK from a
balance of payments point of view
have been offset by increased
a
London, Oct. 31.
amounts of sterling transmitted
“Associated British Picture Corp.
from the UK to America. To some
is negotiating to buy into Anglo
extent other currencies, particuAmalgamated. Film Distributors, larly from OEEC areas, remitted
according. to informed trade in- to the United Kingdom have also
siders here. Reports have been
been reduced and replaced by
current during the past month that
dollar remittances.
Anglo Amalgamated was making
_ Taking together dollar earnings
a distribufing
deal
through
ABPC's releasing affillate, Warner ‘and sterling put up for production,
the
1960 figure was some $7,000.Pathe, but these were strenuously
denied
at the time. It’ is now 000 higher than the comparable
learned, however, that negotia- figure for 1959 and $5,600,000
tions; which have been.in progress greater than the 1958 level. The
for some weeks, are of a substan-. main reason for the increase, says
tially different character. Under-. the BOT, is the benefit to the CK
from the
‘Stood that ABPC has offered to balance of payments
buy’ a 50% holding in Anglo in greater number of British films
a deal which would be comparable ‘that have been shown in America,
‘to fhe recent. Columbia deal with as well as an increase in the proHammer Films and Bray Studios. duction of British films sponsored
“Anglo las been one of Britain’s by U.S. companies.
most successful independent pro-|
duction-distribution companies for.

‘Halt Attendance Dip

See ABPC Buy

Tnto Anglo Amals.

_ author, Billy Wilder has. ‘written
60 many. clever’ things in the
-scripts which, he also. directed that
I must to some extent agree. with.
-him,"”. he.: said: “Tactfully,, I must|:
agree that there just’ isn’t, enough
talent among script. writers, just|. as. there is. a shortage .in: other {
fields of the art. However, I do-|:
:
-Mexico City, Oct.. 31.
‘|for. specific houses in -salles. for
find that right. at ‘this moment _ The 10-y ear moratorium on a ‘which: no. distrib-exhib .committhere is a whole list of good Ger- boxoffice hike for Mexico’s cine- ments existed. The. board is. pun-.
Man films. ”
mas may be nearing an’ end. And ishing such: violations with. fines
German... director Helmut: Kaut- the opening wedge to an upward ten times ‘the amount of contracted
ner: disagreed heartily: with: Wild- revision of the 23c boxoffice price | film rental fees.
Inay “be |. Simultaneously,. Government infirstruns
“er’s views. “I: don’t believe that freeze. -for
one should take. too seriously’. an achieved via. Hollywood, -‘through. ‘spectors in the provinces revealed
long cases where. certain exhibs listed
interview suchas the one which - exhibition... of -blockbusters
Wilder - has: given to. that Amer- held out of this market. ‘Recently, | release of Spanish pix to cover. obican newspaper,” he said. ‘It Quirino: Ordaz ‘Rocha, head of the. ligatory screen time’ requirements
‘sdunds like momentary chit-chat | National Theatre Operating .Co., although local’ product: ‘was never.
after. his’. return from’ Europe.” ’.. who -has. been negotiating to ob- ‘given public screening. In these.
officials
German star
Ruth ‘Leuwerik tain ‘exhibition. of. “Ben-Hur” situations, Government
-eountered: “First of all, | because -(M-G),.“10..Commandments” (Par), : are also inflicting fines ten times
-. of the language, America has. a: “Spartacus” (U) ‘and: other- multi- the. amount. specified for film
touch: larger. market for its prod~ -million dollar. spectacles, said that. rentals. ‘However, the Government
in at no time rescinded exhibitor ‘liuct, and second of course it, has. ‘the’ first of these. would: preem:
“popular
censes.
“more ‘money. We can’t compete . SIX firstruns . here at:
some years and made a world-wide
with Billy. Wilder ‘and provide mil- prices.””.. °
‘This remark: touched. off a. lot
‘showing with {ts highly succéssful’
‘lions: for a. picture. Of ©course,
of pro and -con controversy, with
“Carry On” series. The top film
Hollywood, has -‘it better.””
| industry - hailing the
imminent
in this. series, “Carry On Nurse,”
‘which was the champ grosser this
boost,. and “.city and: “federal offi- |.
year in Britain, is now reckoned
‘| cials ‘attacking’ it. Official attitude
to get. around $2,000,000 in the
for long ‘years has been that films
London, Nov. 7.
-London, Oct. 31:
| should’ remain a popular-priced
Ont of a total of $57,680,000
The King Brothers are irate. 'U. S. It has done comparable busi; entertainment’ for the. public.- | with, the British film censor be- hess in most other ‘foreign terri- gross film rentals charged by film
Rocha. himself
diplomatically cause he has. Slapped: an “‘X” cer- tories.
distributors
in Britain in 1960,
sidestepped explaining just what tificate on their film, “Gorgo.”
The amount invoived in the deal dollar area films accounted for
“popular prices” nieant. Some read. Frank King said: “It. means that is-not. known, though it is recog- $32,480,000 and British films for
-London, Oct..31.
into this remark a mere 8c. -boost no: children under 16 can see. it riized a substantial sum would be $23,800,000. The balance of $1,A new. principle of Quota’ ‘Relief over the current peak figure, But and that’s a big slice of the :mar- required for a 50% holding. The 400,000 is presumably shared by
is likely. to be: introduced by: the|ether sources- indicated. that ad- ket: The censor ‘apparently ‘thinks Anglo toppers Nat Cohen and Stu- Continental and other imports.
Board of Trade on the recommen- mission might be around 80c, this. the film -is too realistic. This film. art Levy would; if the buy-in maThese statistics, prepared by the
dation of the Cinematograph. Films|:‘being termed a popular price in- gives a touching picture of mother terializes, have a substantial capi- Board of Trade, also show that
Council: This will be.a direct se- relation - to
world . boxoffice Jeve and it’s wrong that children tal gain which, under British laws, total admissions in 196 were 13°)
quel to. representations
made ‘to achieved. for.'these blockbusters.
should be denied the chance of would: be tax free. It is assumed down at $521,000,000, and gross
the Council by the’ British Film
. However, no “official source. has seeing. it.”
they would maintain working con- takings dropped 6° to $183,120,Producers Assn.. and. the Federa- made .a- ‘definite confirmation .of a
“Gorgo”. has been Taunched |by trol ‘of the company, though this is 000. Net takings, however, were
tion of British ‘Film Makers...
|.boxoffice -‘hike, There. have been. British Lion witha tongue-in-cheek ‘one. of many points that has not: 3°o higher (because of remission
It-is understood that the Films conflicting reports with the Office publicity campaign on the “mon- been clarified. What appears to be of entertainment duty) at $166,: Council’ is recommending that re- of Public Entertainments denying ster-with-a-heart” theme. There {is. certain, however, is that Anglo 600,000.
lief should be: slashed by 25°
Admission duty paid by theatres
it has authorized a hike, and a some surprise. that the censor would continue as an independent
thus compelling
exhibitors who spokesman “in the city government : should have ated: this filM as ‘a producing and distributing com- in 1960 up to the time of remishave not had to fulfill the complete insisting © that. a -boost has been Problem pic.
pany.
sion in the April budget was 3$5,30° quota to show more British, -approved as -“‘a- special‘ case” for
‘880,000, compared with $22,400,000
ix.
{ bigger six put that the 32c. freeze
in the previous year. Levy payp ‘The proposal does not: £0 all the would remain in force for ordinary
ments were $10,920,000, a slight
way in meeting the representations
increase over the previous year.
film fare,
‘of the two producer associations,
| After deducting payments for film
Rocha ‘himself. carefully .pointed
but .is. considered ta be a step in. ‘out that. “‘Ben-Hur” scheduled to |
hire, the exhibitors’ share of net
the right direction. The. producers preem ‘Nov. 16, would’ n@t be gen-|takings was
$110,040,000
comargued thatthe booking pattern’! erally released in the.‘elreuit after
‘pared with $105,840,000 in 1959.
had changed. substantially over the
Seating
capacity
dropped
by
firstrun.
last few years in :view of. the many:
=
Mexico City, Oct. 31: | America, Europe and. the Middle 10% in the year and by the end
long running attractions, ard there" Mexican “féderal film. officials, East. Luis Anciola, head of Cimex, | of 1960, the BOT records 3,034
was no longer the same justification|:
has a dissenting opinion on the
for substantial relief for exhibitors BarraultSees Need For operating . the ‘government owned switch of Cimex offices to Madrid, theatres open with a combined
capacity
of 2,960,000.
Average
in competitive situations:
distributorships,
have - admitted | eyen though producers seem to be. capacity filled during the year was
The producers had. suggested. that :
that the sales effort in world mar- veering .toward this idea as soon 24.2%
compared
with 25°%
in
-the relief system. should be: abol-{Paris, Oct. 31. | Kets has been weak.:. This is to be as the Mexican distribution picture 1959.
ished ertirely, and that the posinow, with ‘directive is entirely overhauled.
Jean-Louis: Barrault, aetor-direc- corrected:
Anciola
The
BOT
records
that
admis“dion of any theatre. which had: tor.of the state-subsidized. Odeon-. boards of all three distribution claims that the center of Cimex
sions and gross takings have condefaulted at the end of the Quota. Theater de France, feels that. the channels’ agreeing on reorganiza- | operations should be Paris.
year should be examined. by the one drawback in French ‘legit -is tion. and more. accent on sales. ' €imex. has sold 65 ‘Mexican. tinued to decline during the current year although at a slower
-Films Council to determine. wheth- the lack of good, new writing tal-: ‘Whije. not officially’ confirmed,
films in the European and other;rate than during the preceding
“er or not relief would -haye been. ents. He has encouraged new play- word is:that Cimex offices abroad
foreign markets
during period | four years. Total admissions in the
justified.
wrights. to send in their manu- ‘may be -shuttered,. with producer from January, 1960, up to the pres- |first nine months of 1961 are estiThere. will probably. be some re- scripts. Barrualt was handed: his members of the distributor. board ‘ent
date, according to Anciola, this
sistance . among exhibitors: to- the ‘own théatre two years ago with the. ‘in general .agreement on this: Op- including most European markets. mated to_have dropped 11°? over
new. Films. Council. recommenda- stipulation that he encourage new eration: would. be taken over by. He said that rights to Mexican. the corr&ponding period of 1960
gross
takings
hae
detion, but it is generally believed. ‘talents ‘and reprise little: known the ‘Madrid.-office, of Peliculas films were sold for prices fluctu- while
clined 5°.
that. the council will carry the works of noted authors. * ~
Mexicanas. ao
ating between $10,000 and $12,000
day with the BOT,
;
;
‘Barrault says he wants |a theatre Feeling is that “Madrid is cen- per territory.
The distributor ex‘}of fall -human commitnient and frally located, with.salesmen able ecutive inisted that the Cimex sitputs on’ some classics to point out to go to any part of Europe quick- uation is good and that it is pro| what he wants from young writers. ly, and even
to the Middle East. gressing in its.expansion of marDundee, Scotland, Nov. 7.
Sirigapore, Oct.:31. -|-He brings -in' “Judith” next and-a Shutting down of Cimeéx offices in kets for Mexican product.
The J. B. Milne cinema group
. Britain's singing: star,. Cliff’ Rich-| new |-play, -“The “Revelation,” "as. France, Germany. and Italy would}. Mexican pictures have prestige has taken over control of two more
ard, and.his instrumental group, well as “The Trial," which he did also mean. considerable saving on: ‘in Europe, according to Anciola, East Seotland cinemas, the Troxy
the. Shadows, will give two ‘shows |on his own: 14 years ago..
;
overhead:
who said there was a great demand in Leven, and the impertal in
in Kuala: Lumpur,. Malaya,. and| Barrault. will also have six new
- Cimex would. concentrate on the for such product as “Macario,” “Si-. Methil. This brings the total nume- 16-18.four. here next. month, ‘Nov: plays. read_on the -hationalized ra- | UL ‘S: and ‘the remainder of. the mitrio,” “80 Legaues Across the ber of cinemas under contrgi of
-1
‘Fworld, ‘with the exception of Latin Amazon,” ete.
the J. B. Milne group to 31,
dio networks next year.”7

MexXeCinema
Top.on Way Out?|

KING BROS.IRKED OVER
“X’RATING ON ‘GORGO’;

Films CouncilWill sk
BOT to Slash Quota
Exhib. Relief by 25%,

Brit. Cinema A
ions
Off 13%in 1960 But

Net Takings Up 3g

Mex FilmOfficalsAdmit Sales
Efforts Weakin World Markets

More Legit. Writers.

British Sincer toMalaya

Milne Chain Expands
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Stars In Poland, Bits on Coast;

Mitchell Kowal’s Overseas Exploits)
By VINCENT

SY
CANBY

a a couple
‘people

of weeks,

there

won't

most
even

of thet
know

hel.

Uniy ersal De-Listed

q
| Editor ial Ponders Flms? Ad-Copy
. Portsmouth (N.H.) Herald pub} literatuge |
“that occupies the ‘Nas
lished on Oct.. 21 the~ following “tion's. bookshelves.
A ‘greater’reason for ‘our: rélue .
editorial on the subject, much men‘tance to police..movie ads more
tioned of. late, of the leering-luring |{
+ severely. is the. inverse effect. of
copy concocted by film showmen. Iwhat would’ seem to be. an ap-.
It will be recalled that. “VARIETYj| plaudable- action.. “Cleaning up”
suggested last issue that the leg. |the ads would’ only delude the
-and-bosom
art, and
the purple | potential movie-goer into (thinking «
inmiendos may. be a curiosly old- a: certain. picture might pass. the

Outvde the ek ‘cle ef hus family.:
As forecast: here, the N. ¥.
has been away. And on the books
frierncs
and
immediate
business:
Stock Exchange this week ofat the 20th-Fox lot, he’s. still carficially announced the suspenGMC MALES, the. rame cf Michigan:ried as a bit ‘actor. While he has
bern “ctor Mitchell Kowal means
sion in: trading of Universal
heen making a good living abroad.
Hittle ar nothing in the States, but
commen and 414° cumulative.
.it’s as if he simply went into a
cverscus
he's a featured player
preferred stock. It took effect
state of suspended animation as}
‘| fashioned kind of showmanship of.; test of innocence when’ actually it
cezsienally start ef international
before
the market. opened
dubious
effectiveness..
far as Hollywood is concerned.
Herewith _teeked of indelicacy., © ~
Monday 16},
rehuGown Withaut apparent design. .
the Portsmouth editorial:
Actually, says Kowal. candidly,
The most frequent - complaint
the Jlankv former Broadway actor
‘Insufficient
marketing of
there are two kinds of American
1 heard -about movies during HollyDON’T BLAME THE -ADS.
and Hellywoed bit plever has be- actors
who
are
hitting it big]. the issues was responsible for
! wood's current period: of -preoecuWe
have
to
admit
that
our
own
;
Cone one of the grouing band of abroad right now:
the ‘de-listing, as. previously
the aging “has-|
sense of embarrassment is often. | pation with. sex is their unwhole- .
Ameriean
performers who are heen”
stated.
:
7
from
Hollywood. and the’
‘aroused by the lascivious flavor some ‘influence on. teenagers. As
‘ striking it) very profitahle—!f not second-class
“name”
who
never.
:
; of some of the movie ads. appearing j; long as the newspaper ads give a
alvatws righ -an te neoming pro- auite made the grade in Hollywood. ;
revealing clue of the movies’ true: in this newspaper.
And having
Guctien centers of Europe.
He'd put himself in the latter’ cate| said as much, we antomatically ‘theiies, every. parent -has ‘a handy.
Keoaad, who eentinues ta main- gory. While most. of the people int
are
put
on
the
defensive
against
|
Suide for deeiding.whether they.
tun Pos heme in the States, re- hoth
categories
don't
draw any)
: the question: “Well, why don't you i.are’ fit entertainment. tor their
turned to New York tast week after more
at the European boxoffice
clean them up or throw them out?” children. Under ‘circumstances of
wincine up a starring role in a than at the American,
‘more. decorous-‘representation, the
the proWhy not, indeed! The means of : parents ‘couldn't be sure.. : ~-..
Folish film, “The Guests Are Com-. ducers think their names valuable
redress. are readily -at hand, and - We ‘share:with the majority’ of
ing” He is. he thinks, the first and provide plenty of work. “Jf you
i there can ‘be no dispute about.our!-our. readers. the deploring thought:
‘Minneapolis, Nov: 7.
Amenican acter to méke a film in ‘can make six. pictures a vear -at
Our ! of Hollywood's present-day ‘addic-..
neighborhood.
theatres, ;right to exert stich control:
FPolend.
Carefuliv
pointing
out $10.000 a piece. you've made a good : Local
into ‘which pictures are ‘spotted i poliey. governing acceptance of ad:!
that he had a State Department wage. And
ijtion to mediocrity.. Yet wonder.
nd it's
it's possible.”

|

Admissions Still—
Trend Upward.

ckay to do the job and that politics
Gid nut #gure in it «Dre not eren

* first uptown after: their initial loop { vertising, in fact, calls for constant. { occurs:as to where. the blame lies.
)

against that which
is | Maybe. it’s partly with the very
now. get $1.25: to. $1.50 ad-: Vigilance
offensive ! parents: who bemoan the. corrupe
mission, instead of their regular;-misleading, fraudulent,
$1, for. those that. played down- . or immoral.
ting influence of “bad: movies” on.
town at raised $i. 30 or roadshows’ I
Application of these standards to; their children, but who set a difbekind the Iron Curtain a am
$2.65. top.
‘movie -ads is especially difficult,iiferent standard ‘for themselves by.
cinating experience.
hecause
here- we -are; : patronizing the same. films..
Altheugh the Poles make jokes
Regutar scale at downtown first- : however,
about the Russiars and maintzin
Don't Dig Allied:‘runs have been tilted. from $1 to tdealing with. a so-called. art form |— For, right or wrong, it. ‘is ‘public .
traditionzlly
is accorded ,‘taste that ‘Steers the course of:
a sort of defiantly independent
|$1.25 this year: Earliest clearance._ that
Minneapolis, Nov. 7. | uptown .theatres’’ admission..has. “certain license or latitude of éx-: .movie. making. Ask’ any exhibitor.
attituce towards their big brothers
;
pression..
It
is
an
area
of indefinite°, and -he will:teil ‘you that. quality
Loeal
circuit
owner
Bennie
Ber.
ta the east, one dees feel. says
jumped from 85c to $1:
Kowal, that the Communist bosses: ger. who is taking a leading part:- It has become increasingly.the:‘ discernment, where simple immod-,; 1 pictures dont have the boxoffice.
,
esty
is
likely
to
be
confused
with'_ appeal to make tliem: worth :shownecessarily
by
jin
bringing
back
Northwest
Allied
=
policy
to
boost
the
admission
to!
are
winning—not
i immorality.
superior propaganda. Put becauce ;; States as a national Allied, States’
:ing. The public would far. rather.
“$1.50
downtown,
the
picture'sj
of a kind ef fatalism held by the; unit ‘into existence in this ferri-:
We are. aware of the’ frailly of |‘seek the .sensual fare that’s. so”.
strength. ‘of eourse, being the dePoles. who have heen periodically i tory which has been sans an. ex-: termining factor. |
_ such an argument. It has the une-. boldly proclaimed in the- movie ads.
everrun ard devastated by wars.
ihibitor
organization
for
nearly wnsew
the situation
‘tuous sound of ‘expedient rationali- : :The ads. make
Kowal, who has heen on the! two years, is relying on attacks on - ‘Exhibs say tlicre apparently is zation and confronts | us with the |.neither better nor. worse as. far
European work kick ever since he‘ film companies to prod theatre- little or no adverse -public. re- further question of. whether im-. as movie -production. is..concened
action to thé upping of -admish! modesty itself is not offensive and : unless they lend themselves to
went over to act in Sam Bronston si owners into action.
“John Paul Jones.” has made pix!
A trio of the area's largest and prices. At least, complaints haven't '_thereby subject to. the strictuies! ‘an ultimate sense of aversion that.
been in eyidence - and patronage : ‘we. speak ‘about.
also in Italy and France, though! most influential circuit owners —
But we would} will. bring a publie demand °for
he speaks neither lantuage. His’ Ted Mann. Eddie Ruben and Har- doesn't seem to. have. been hurt. :: hate: to: take that harsh position, ! improvement. .-If-. that day. ever:
If
the picture is what: the public:: ‘knowing -. that. consistency
mother was Polish. so he can speak ' old Field—are. members of Theatre
would | comes, the ads then will have done.
but not read that language. which! Owners of America, which never. ‘wants, admission prices don’t seer °. require condemnation of half the.‘ a constructive, Service,
- runs,

Mann,Ruben, Field

ea Deru ret—I'm a Republican”:,
the actor did find his two months :

a

eet
wee
tree

is one of the reasons he was sought- ras

had: a

unit

in this

territory, _ to, matter; it’s .declared..

|

visting «{TOATakingOver

eand_are showing no interest in the.
Roadshow _ piefures
at
Ted |
TOA LURES 3. CHAINS
in the Warsaw pic. Via his Euro-- revived Allied which will have Mann's Academy have been scaléd
at $2.65. top, the same as Cinepean fix. and even Fis small roles ’Stan Kane. its. former executive
United
Artists, Randforce &
rama’s at the Century.
And all
xm such Hollywood films as “The secretary, in. the same capacity.
Berger is telling exhibs that the “five offerings to date have had long
Kentuckien”
erd
“Deep
in Myr
Heart.”
he was
pleasantly =sur- only way to halt the film compa- and prosperous ‘runs, Mann: points :
Theatre Owners of America is ~‘Angt Vy Me Re |
prisee to find that he was knewn nies’ “maltreatment” of them and out.”
fattening up. Exhib body has sueen
0 €
to avert their theatres’ likely shut-. ,. The. :-Cinerama
in Poland.
‘picture -and: ‘cessfully
wooed three longtime..
terings
is
to
organize
again.
Also,
WwW
indjamr
jer”
brought
back
to
the
!
Tie Peles, he seid. paid hin
only in this way can threatened :‘ Century: ‘for second: runs at that ; holdouts from exhibitor chats
qell
but
cuafertunatelu,
it
‘tions — United Artists, Randforce
From: Allied?
harmful legislation be av erted, he’s ' house, after their long ana pros-|!
See -ned, Gt first) in zlotus. not
informing
his
fellow
theatre- ;; perous firstruns there, have played j. and Skouras circuits.
dcilars. Stace he ceuldwt take’
Also. fresh in the ‘fold is Metro-‘ A reading of the: latest: Allied.
owners,
‘lengthy: ‘engagements to surpris-;
the Gqauch out of the country,
“While the Wall Street-controlled vingly large grosses. at. the same - politan Playhouses, a holding com- states Assn. miembe¢é. bulletin. gives
Ke aeured it cu back into the
film
companies
are
making
more
3
sed
situations. than 100 New York the impression that: ‘that: body and |
hee
‘top
admission.
as
before.
etd
ef Gr Bl-minute 1€m
money than ever before vour thea-its rival, Theatre Owners of Amerie.
@ecuecenteru Gn fife ia PoIn -consequence,
more’ 6f the |
tres
and
mine.
are
facing.
extinc
!
laed. hich he tas been able
|
ca, havé traded temperaments. Lattion because of the film companies’ :Cinerama. pictures. will be brought
t bee cut and will try to
iter org traditionally ‘has been more __..
"back
to
keep
the.
Century
‘going
;
unfair
trade
policies
and
prac- :
i “reasonable” on exhib-distrib: mat-.’
seit this side.
tices.” Berger has told the area’s:: “until next April when: the.lease:
While the equipment used by emaller exhibitors. “Our operating;- on it from the Mirnesota Amuse-.
ters. we
,
Pcissh filmmakers is eften of an- costs have soared, the amount of: | ment: Co. ‘United Paramount) will |;
In the: seeming switcheroo; } la
Gent vintiece. Kowal savs they are our patronace has dwindled. and: expire:
wT oronto resttional Allied is cheering Warner
en the Prink of a true film rerais- we are having rougher going. in}
After the lease’s expiration. Cine_Bros.. for ‘doing alt: about-face .on
sence vith such pix as “Kanal.” all respects But that. doesn't keep rama itself retires from the ex-.
-that exhib-riling | “kiddie matinee”
“Aches
and
Diamonds”
and the film companies from imposing:, hibiting end ‘of the business here!.. Paramount
execs were elated. jclause in its sales contracts. ‘Allied
“Mother Jeanne Gf The Angels” as terms that we. can afford to ‘pay , and turns it over, as far. as, its -this week over results of an out-'
‘apparently is satisfied that WB has
€riccice.
New
studios
are new and live with.”
_ jettisoned the clause alter negotia‘own pictures. are concerned, to the side survey showing an.“A” per- |
awsatli:ble
in’ Warsaw.
Lodz and: .For an example, Berger is point- . Cooper Foundation Theatres. In formance at the boxoffice on the; -tions..
,
Wroclaw.
so there's no shartage ing out how small exhibitors. who
a local suburh ‘the latter now § is. part of this film company's In- +
But that5 nothow TOA take
ct fadihties in that area: however used to recruit young men willing: building. a new 31.000.000. theatre. ternational Telemeter run’ in Eto- Mit
Pp
P
7
Im stock is In extremely short. to usher just to see the’ pictures, i patterned after the one it opened bicoke, Toronto suburb, w ith spor ts:‘at: last™
week's national convention.
supply.
now have to pay for such services. | in Denver this year. with numerous as the programming.
-in’ New -Orleans. TOA: ‘regards the
Canadian Facts Ltd., one of Can
Angles In Poland.
Ben Marcus. Miiwsukee circuit original features. It: also will be:
To save on fi'm. directors in owner here to help-NCA get star t- ;: devoted . entirely to Cinerama pic- ada's topnotch market research ar- Larner move simply as modificae
‘that the company.
Feland reberrse actors thoroughly ed aga:n, told an exhibitors’ ‘meet- ‘’ tures, opening with the one now. fanizations, reported | that an Oct.i‘hasn't insisting
met its-demands and should...
and
then
limit
themselves
ta one
ing
that
competitive’
bidding
for ;‘being
made by M-G-M.
It'll ‘be 29, a total of 35°¢ of the Tele- delete the clause in its entirety,
cr twe takes. Financially. the Pel- pictures. forced upon exhibs, is: the territory’s “only Cinerams the- meter audience paid $2 per home -‘As it now: stands. according to this.
ish industry gets more awards than| murderous.”
,
: alre, the same as the ‘Century has. to see the otherwise-blacked-out :‘view, WB still has a “foot in the
- football game between the:Toronto.i
menev.
One ef the problems—;
et
| been
door,” despite its. promise that it
theveh perhars it is an artistic
When its. Century: lease expires Argonauts and the Montreal Alou- “will henceforth deal with exhibs
Vintnue, he fecel—is the total Tack j
Cinerama will haye operated the . ettes, which was piayed in Toronto. :,on a. picture- by-picture basis.
of ettempt to build boxefice names|.
' Century.for the past eight years, ; ‘In ‘contrast, 33°¢ of the TeleThis. raisés the question. whether .--~
@onge actors, Acrecinge that films
Columbia. S. €.. Nov. 7.
“all of ‘them ‘extremely. successful. ! meter subscribers tuned in for free |“Warners did-or didn't do away with -are mainly ai Cfrerstor’s medium.
Press agent for besomy British
In fact,- this has been one. of ‘Cine- « on. the four other pigskin contests. :the tempest. Charles Boasberg,. WB. :available,
all
involving
United
}
Kewal teels thet perkens the Poles’ zetress
June
Wilkinson char ged Tama’s best towns.
|States. ‘teams and emanating from}‘sales chief, contends it has. In a
have fone tao far. Polish directors here that the’ Army refused to;
ithe States.
Particularly :-impres- :‘letter Oct. 5° to National -‘Allied love ta “discover” sectors. They use, allow Miss Wilkinson to appear at.
‘|sive to Par, as. owner of Tele-: prexy.: ‘Marshall Fine, and presumaLONG-RUNNING ARTERS
an actar once. end then Crop*him.:-nearhby Fort Jackson.
‘meter,
is
that
the Telemeter ‘buy- ibly identical to. letters’ sent to other
Thus extremely cand acters may
Publicist Lefty MeFaddin: Said‘exhib bodies, | ‘the’ “Warner's .exec
£G. yes in hetween jobs. though: ‘he had offered her services to the; ‘Sunday’ and ‘La Dolce” “Strong ers obviously had their choice ‘of. ;decared:
.
games
and
35°¢
were willing to pay;
In
Hetroit
the films are being turned out on: Army Special Services Section for
. $2 for the local set-to rather than
“We have’ decided to éliminate:
a revular dasis,
: the inter-r egimental boxing matches|:
-paying nothing for Cleveland vs. from that ‘part: of Article Second
‘Detroit, ‘Nov. 7.
His enp'svers. he reports, hent, but the Army “regretfully refused” |:
ever hacky Paras net to offend. his. the offer without any -explanation. | Longtermers * ‘Never on Sunday” °St. Louis, New York vs. San. Diego, iof the new Warner. exhibition con“Americanism.”
and would often | Maj. Gen. H. Dudley Ives, Ft. fand. ‘La Dolce Vita’ are ending , Chicago vs. Philadelphia or San ‘tract which- provides. that..Warner
rwwould receive its: percentage of the.
censult him as to whether there: Jackson commanding general, when : notable reigns at the Studio and: Francisco vs, Pittsburgh.Further,
the
Telemeter
paid. total, receipts on. all pictures. from
Krim,:.
respectively.
Was anything objectionable in the| asked to comment on-McFaddin’s i Trans-Lux
: charge said he vetoed Miss Wilkin- i| “Never” opened Dec. 22 last year ! programs, including the football. the . opening. to: the: closing of :the.
satiric screenplay.
On the general matter of his: son’s appearance because she was, and will close. tomorrow ‘Wed.),!8ame and motion pictures on two theatre ‘on each day: of the: engages.
ven-{ establishing a record for art thea-. !other Teélemeter channels, picked. ment, even though some other. pice «.
sucess in Furone. and inability to;‘‘advertising
a commercial
|tre. exhibition here will -be suc- up 47% of the potential audience ture may be played. during part of.
find work in Hollywond, Kowal said! ture.”
which had pay or free tv to choose that engagement in place of the_
that he would prefer to work at! Miss Wilkinson, whose published;veeded by “Tunes of Glory.”
| Warner picture booked.”
“La Dolce Vita” began at the from.
heme. and though he was working! measurements
are 43-24-34, was
‘Telemeter states also that the
steadily abroad, he hadn't. made; here to help publicize a stock car |Trans-Lux Krim July 12 and -end‘Nice and. legalistic, that, and it
any effort to take advantage of the; race scheduled at. Columbia Speed-| ed its run last week. Successor Is ‘Taronto-N. Y. hockey game on the probably takes a.lawyer :to. fathom
| Brigitte ‘Bardot in “The Truth.” evening of Oct.29 drew 29% more it with safety.:
18-month tax allow ance..“I’m} way.
‘Yet to'a lay reader
hardly a ‘runaway,’ he said, since,
Long run records are held here subscribers than .the football game. ‘it’ does. seem to suggest that. the.
Michael Gordon formed Weston |by Metro “Ben-Hur,” which. went
in fact. he has been bringing for—_
on,
{clause hhas- been: rescinded — and.
Hellywood
Artists Productions that, ‘this timie, Allied and TOA.
eign currency back to the St ‘ss.' Productions for indie production, | 65 consecutive weeks at the United
The big rub, he said, is that! initialer to be “Smile of a Wom- Artists, and various: Cinerama pro- will produce “Satan Also Came” are both =reacting with “Teverse
when he goes out to Hollywood in'an” jointly with Phil Waxman.
in Philippines.
| ductions: now in re-release.
spirit,
:
e
for the role of a Polish

American

rs

An Army Reject —

ands
«
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§A Tub-Full ofPressSagonte ‘SeeSurge of Untired Plasma Via MCA
_ Becoming a Major Maker of Films
JIS
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"(Editorial ‘Note: °Film: referred mission from. Richard.Goodwin, 7
*. ‘to herein ‘following is now. titled, ‘the company manager, to go ‘out |
' “H, M.S. Defiant”.)
with. him on ‘the pilot: boat: which.
‘Hate each. afternoon met the ‘DeMCA Can Pick Its Spot
‘By HALSEY RAINES
|} fant: just. outside the. -harbor to
. SI don't. ‘mind. telling you,”
| escort: it back.
Denia, ‘Spain, Oct. 2A,
a said one major studio topper,
When I was approached to work ° "The: pilot boat-that. day proved -.“J'd like to be. the. distribuoh “The Mutineers,” I explained to. be a rowboat even smaller and |- tor for MCA’s theatrical films,
that. I couldn't swim.'|I had: once bouncier than the one that- usually | when. and if they go into: protried, in callow youthhood, but transferred press deep at sea. And |. duction. . They’ re in it. now,
flunked out after: two weeks. at the a late afternoon: squall had blown.
already, via their packages,
‘West Side YMCA, I got a look at. up the harbor waters. The ‘boat. in - but. unlike Revue,. which prothe instructor's. private’ notes ‘the. ten minutes .was ‘skipping .ahout |. duces,’ distributes. ‘and owns its.
day I. finished and in-red ink was like a ‘sauped-up- Coney sland: ty. films,.in major production
: ' MCA has. been essentially the
written: . “Incapable ‘of any. ‘form Whip.
agent: ‘albeit: an. . -Important
of marine mobility.”
Cervantes, |
Nevertheless, -I was coaxed or ‘with dramamine when. L. told him:| | ‘packager. ”
This is the: ‘answer ‘to Jules
hhoaxed into the job by the dual We were only. going out in. the.
C. Stein, Lew .Wasserman &
blandishments” of a British- film harbor: to climb. on the -Dehant,
Co. undoubtedly “talking. to
-praducer-peer, | Lord © Brabourne, | Held: the boat. ‘down very solidly
everybody.” “It. is. also . an‘and a‘soulless Columbia executive: at One end. He weighs 305 pounds..
swer.to why almost every main London, Syd ‘Mirkin. Both. ex-. ‘He ‘started showing slight. tints of |.
jor
film studio has been menplained ‘glibly that although public green. He wanted out. He. didn’t.)
tioned as becoming. a “part|
I: wanted’ _the
.f¥elations liaison must’ be main- - know. how “much
ner’ of or being “taken over”
tained with..the ship Defiant icon- ‘same thing.
-by MCA. -Latter has. a. year,
structed on the lines of a 1786
We ‘were two-thirds’ of. the: way
under SAG waiver, ‘to get out
British frigate, dit was 125 feet: lta the ship, and Goodwin said it
of the agency: business or telelong, even-riding, and the Mediter- |
‘ was. impossible to. turn back. All
‘film production.
The: ‘choice
ranean in-August was.as calm as a; he could do, he said, would be to _s obvious.
tub. of. bath~ w ater,
(Mournful !Jand us ‘temporarily ona kind of
writer's later footnote: Bath w ater, | harbor-buoy,.
half-rock,
half-ce-|my aunt Enid‘)
-ment."The. boat almost splintered
I explained I had become extra when it:‘pulled up there. The buoy.
Sensitive: about Davy. Jones’ wil-. was about two by two. . Cervantes
|
lies during ‘Guns :of Navarorie”| clambored up and took up most |
‘and was a bit of a ‘dolt about how}! of it. He tactfully pointed out, as

|

who. didn’t bother}

YankPixShow

Rarely

Howa 1960 Film’sTopB.0.
| Differs in U.S. $ Value
Compared With the ’30s
°

news

ducers, but I offer this suggestion

jto VARIETY.

of. all. to board the Defiant from.

Starting with your next Anniver-.
sary-issue compilation of “All Time
Top Grosses,” I suggest the gross

© “| figures: to a Standard

dollar value.
'|.The Department of Labor uses, I
; |believe, a 1949 dollar in its cost-ofliving comparisons, hence. dollar
values since that time are readily
available. Suitable extrapolation in
the years before 1949 are certainly

InItalo Keys

possible, too. In any case, whatever, the standard (using today’s
dollar value might soothe the feelings of current producers}, I. believe that a truer picture of film
popularity: might be .effected.
Vartety’s files contain the play-

debated whether it would be better} such pix as “Exodus” (UA), “'Spar- of the latter film is obviously great-

to wait or. jump in. Cervantes.; facus” (U), . “Come September” er, assuming the dollar value concounselled. waiting.. Finally, out of |(WU), “Two - Rode Together” (Col), stant. in my example.
;
the blackness,’ some hours: later, a"| “Guns. of . Navarone”
(Col), and:
Nevertheless, the introduction of
leaky rowboat appeared, and” we |“Ben-Hur” (M-G). (1961-62. season!
dollar “standard” would help
got towed home. figures only) which shared the rep" in part to place your compilation
Please,.no more sea -pictures. 10 positions in national key city b.o. in a more realistic focus; it might
Even if they. are A- ones, like. this |Such Italo items as “Il Federale” also cause quite a few raised eye-|.
one.: Stanley Donen,. are’ ‘you: li
{Regional),, “I. Love, You Love”. brows among those who feel that.
{ening and. is all forgiven? Ca ‘| (DeLaurentiis), “Ol Sarabiniere a | money alone is enough to make a
Foreman, .are, you thinking about’ | Cavallo” (DeLaurentlis? and “Toto j film worthy of “all-time” status.
doing any. movie set. in a. junele!.: ‘Tru Ha’ (Regional) also were. in
As an example {and a poor one

‘the fishing sloop- it was. necessary
.-to transfer. to’ a. vertigo-here-Icome rowboat. w hich at any monient threatened to. make my John
Hancock
insurance ‘policy operative in favor of. my Wife.
desert, golf. course or supermarket?,
T met my ‘final. -nemesis; after |”

captured

of a

the

munications and travel, and yet we
f{hayent been able to really chanze
our basie pattern of operation for
50 vears.”
This topnotch citizen of cinamaland said frankly he would welcome MCA into the theatrical feature
trade
because
“they
un-

to conduct miself:'on the water, we were left along that in another|
the néwest super-dra-. hour the water -would probably’ be
mamine tablets were (no pun _in-: ‘splashing ‘over us; -it- was ‘rising :
tended, one hopes) fool-proof.
‘| fast. .
“
What “neither John Brabourne |”. ‘Meantime “The: ‘Mutineers” unit |
off time’ of..all these films, and the
“nor Mirkin told-me was. that ‘to had decided to ‘doa’ night’ shat. |
- Rome, ‘Ort. 31.:
dollar-discounting factor for this
“escort a member ‘of the. ‘visiting’ When no rescue boat - returned: to
Yank product” shows a_ sharp} period could be applied to the -estipress to’the Defiant, nine miles pick -us. up; I pulled off. my shirt!
' comeback . ‘from last” year’s low mates. In the case of reissues, the
out at sea,;.you had to make the: and waved it toward ‘shore, yelling. : totals in the just-released Septem- dollar-discounting factor for the
trip int an ancient wheezing, twitch- Better I had stood in bed. We were ‘ber. boxoffice figures for Italian reissue periods could be applied to
-ing Spanish
ing boat, which too far.away and it. was almost key. cities. Percentage. slice copped| the reisue gross,
‘whirled about like a looney Indian. dark. Cervantes didn’t. have either | by Ametican ‘pix. this -year was |
Of course, there are. other fac‘on a vodka binge. ' After. 11-a.m. ‘a deck of bridge cards or a prayer-. over: 35° as against only about. tors buried in the gross figures
the ‘Mediterranean waters were ‘book with him. He couldn't hum 23° for ‘the. ‘previous September. -which don’t tell all the story. For
‘about. as‘ calm. as:a “Rejoin the “Rock of Ages” either.
The Italian.‘ ‘cut dropped
from example, 5,000,000 people. paying a
Ww hen” I figured -our landing nearly 58° for 1960. to, about 49% dollar to see a film brings in $5,Crown” rally might be in’ Dublin.
I took’ dramamine before and party’ had - forgotten - hs Pass. on for. this year. {including Ttalo- 900,000 (I’m forgetting about taxes,
after ‘each meal, but belatedly the dope about our. little ‘seaside. French coproductions).
etc., in this example); 10,000,000
sfrongly .to this | people paying half a buck brings
_Jearned that I had thus. overdosed hideaway, and got. moré and: more -- Contributing
myself and-. built up .an “allergy soaked with the hurling: spray, 1 healthier: American showing were |in the same amount; but the “pull”
against protection.
The Defiant. didn’t. want press
except for brief intervals—it was
too crowded, ‘so you. couldn't .go
out in the morning and stay. ‘Worst

ARNEEL

has the anticipation

development

imagination of veteran officials in
the film business as has the pra.pect of Music Corp of America’s
segue into a major role in the pruduction-distribution business.
No
Monterey, Cal.
one is saying authoritatively that
|
Editor, ‘VARIETY:
MC.A indeed will become a major
As. I’m wont to do during the theatrical. picture corporation. But
— year after its issue, I was re-read- many oldline pic execs privately
ing -your 55th Anniversary issue ‘say this very likely will come
| last week; so doing I came upon about and. as it does, it could revo-a pencil. mark I'd made at some lutionize the industry.
earlier date. alongside the “All
A -v.p. and important financial
‘Time Top-‘Grosses” compilation.
figure of a very long-established
major
outfit put it this way: “Those
This pencil *“mark of mine -was
people at MCA are modern and
‘| “dollar value????2”.
forward
- thinking.
Also,
there
I know I’m about to trample on
lthe sensitive feelings of film pro- have been .striking gains in com-

«Big: Comeback

I was.told

By GENE

+

the top. 10.
inasmuch. as there have been re- Universal, ‘thanks.. to ‘the fast- liscuwe of it) consider “Snow White,”

doubtedly would bring new ideas.
They're not bound to any kind of
tradition.
Ideas need only to be,
introduced and we can copy them,
But we don’t innovate on our own,
because
this would
be
radical
and put us in a bad light.
“ “I'm talking mainly about distribution, but production is a big
concern, too. When an old company such as ours starts something
new, like in trying to streamline

our

that

business

exhibitors

behaviour,

and

we find

other

com-

panies, as well, get mad.
The old
way of doing business is not right
today because costs are too high.
But too many people rebel when
we try to ‘change things.”
Exec said he -looks to MCA to
set the precedents.
These comments from this one
source, as quoted, and other high
sources, go.a long way in reflecting
the curiousness of the film business. The major companies recoznize the need for change but no
one wants to start the ball rolling.

Author Drury's
Not Unhappy Re
Prem's Script
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

| Claiming “I have a few reservaand its|i listed at. $7,650,000. 1937 was a low tions about the final script but
in the form of a. bland, deceptively
| particularly strong showing in |point in'the Depression, yet it saw they're not enough to make me unpersonable Spanish: correspondent ;
Milan plus the. holdover “Sparta- “Snow White” a success. The next happy” Allen Drury, former N. Y,
bearing the magic name of Cercus,” led“ all other distribs here. {film listed’ is “The Glen Miller Times Capitol Hill correspondent
vatites and credentials from Hank|.
‘It was followed by. Dear Films. and ovat ” ‘at $7,500,000. Now 1954 and author of best seller “Advise
Werba. Dr. Henry Cervantes. serv- |
Boston, Nov. 7. DeLaurentii Ss.
was not exactly a boom year (al- and Consent” has been reporting
iced 76 papers throughout. South
Current Yank trend is’ up, with |though the Korean War boom still: daily on the Otto Preminger set at
' America. I had decided on no more |- Robert: M. Sternburg | was.. aE indications :that: October totals will |
{had some momentum), but it was Columbia as tech adviser.
‘elected ‘president of- Allied - ‘Thea“sea press,” but was obviiously dera US. product cop a dominant.; -a far ery from 1937. A common dol“On the whole,” he averred, “the
tres of New England at its annual;
sirable to take hini- ‘out to: -meet.
0: of Key pb.0,
.
lar. denominator applied to these | Wendell Mayes script is faithful
meeting held at Hotel Touraine in:
Alec
Guinness,
Dirk
Bogarde, ‘Boston.. He immediately appointed |
| films. tseveral, in fact, to “Snow”)
to the book and characters.”
Tony Quayle and director. ewis, committees to activate an aggres-.
might change the order of listing.
Yet, explaining his assignment,
Gilbert.
On the other hand; admission;i Drury told Varrety “I have some
sive public relations program.
‘Prices have
advanced over fthe' ' obligation to help make the fiim
-Steeling myself. for the ordeal, |
ternburg, who ‘is president of
jyears, and there is merit to the ; as authentic as it can be to the
I boarded the fishing boat with.a. ‘Paramount Theatre's 26-unit: New|
argument. that (in any particular | Senate and Washington.”
:, flask of Fundador. brandy clutched England: circuit, said the commitDes Moines, Nov.7
j year). a higher gross
(assuming!
After a siesta he'll get to a third
‘in one bony, bloodless hand. After’ tees. will work: out: programs deThe: City Council | has. ordered ‘a. equal. admission prices) means a novel, also political, for same pub_-Yeaching. the vicinity of the Defiant signed - to improve ‘and: -increase
measure drawn for its. consideta~ more popular film. But in different lisher. He hasn’t figured out a
and ‘churning: around,.. semaphore the. flow of product to ‘theatres; to.
‘tion for regulation of. motion ‘pictitle or outline as yet.
signals: ‘were raised. which I. ‘with combat
“negative factors,’ and tures shown: -here, ‘and. advertise- years, and/or. at different prices,
Author of Pulitzer Prize award
“My: somewhat mixed-up. Boy Scout “sometimes unfair -criticism,” ‘to “ments of them, on the basis of such comparisons fail to indicate
-| feels taxes will eat up buJk of his
recollections, Tead as: “Go. home, | oppose. tollvision,:censorship: and. standards of ‘decency. The measure true popularity.
I
do
not
suggest
that
the
comshare.
.
. Yank, ‘go home.”. Afterwards. I other threats.
| would. create a theatre permit pilation as it currently stands
Despite
quitting N.Y. Times,
was told: nothing so pungent was
“Also reelected were John di: ‘board to’. investigate ‘complaints: should. be omitted; rather, a sepaDrury
will
continue
interest
in
intended, but that. it just. meéant a Ford, Maine &.N:.-H. Theatres, against ‘city-licensed ‘theatres and
‘rate listing incorporating the dol- newspaperdom.
He is prexy of
‘Bcene was under way and. no inter-' chairman of the: ‘board; ‘and Samuel. make
recommendations
to the
Drukill
Co... which
owns
two
ruptions wanted. In any case, I. Pinanski,. American Theatres, . ma- council and. also empower ‘the lar-standardization. feature would
be invaluable for comparison pur- Florida weeklies about 20 mi‘es
heaved. in profound relief, as well tional representative.
‘| council. to revoke |a. theatre license poses,
—
from
Miami.
Papers
are
in
Groveas ta comply with nature's de-. Other
officers and
directors ‘on specific grounds relating to ay In any case, someone should do
land and Clermont. His father is
mands, when the ‘Spanish fishboat reelected include: 2 Walter
A, film or: an. advertisement.
it; why: not VaRtety?
secretary-treasurer, brother-in-law
helmsman headed back for shore. Brown, ‘prexy ” Boston - .Garden; oT _Des Moines has 11 elty-licensed |
A. D. Murphy.
Donald Killiany veepee.
-That.evening Cervantes and. I Richard -J... Dobbyn, Edward ‘S: motion picture theatres but its li- |
‘drowned our frustrations in a game. Canter and Chester Stoddard. ‘Also. censing authority does not extend
reelected
were:
W.
H.
Elder’
and
‘to drive-ins outside the corporate
of bridge which lasted until 4 A.M.
_Atlanta’s 5 Holdovers
I paid. him my four hundred ‘pes- James E:. Tibbetts: of’ Loew's Thea- area. The council recognizes that a |
Atlanta, Nov. 7.
etas with great glee: it was.-a ‘tres; J. A. Totman and J. A. Brac- regulatory. ordinance would not
‘Unusual ‘of late, Atlanta’s five
cheap price for not having to.run ken,. Stanley-Warner Theatre; Jay. ‘apply to all theatres having ‘Des
first-rua
theatres
(not including
Golden
and.
Ben
Domingo;
RKO
Moines patrons so it was recomPhiladelphia, Nov. 7
the sea gauntlet again. I apolotwo art houses) are holding over.
Milgram
Booking
Service
(Co.
gized for his missing. the iriter-. Theatres;. Theodore. Fleisher, ‘In-| aiended that Gov. Norman A. Erbe
Involved are Paramount's “Break- which handles 95 theatres in the
‘terstate.
Theatre;
Max
I.
Hoffman,
:
asked
to
take
the
lead
in
bringviews: which he so wanted, and he
‘fast at Tiffany’s” at Wilby-Kin- area, has dissolved into two comsaid he was leaving for Madrid 'B & Q Theatres; ‘Winthrop S. Knox ding about a program of co-operacey’s 4,400-seat Fox, 20th-Fox’s panies.
JP... Stanley. Summer and- ‘Frank, tive: enforcement..
This will facilitate the
later that morning.
Lydon. .
‘Corporation Counsel Leonard C. “The. Hustler” at the same chain’s handling of situations on more in-But I had. reckoned without the} ¢Richard
‘Roxy;
Astor’s “La Dolce Vita” at dividualized hasis.
Abels
said
a
voluntary
‘censorship
A Smith, presidént of
reserve Castilian tenacity of mythe
Rialto
(fourth
week);
UniverThe new booking units went into
General Drive-In. Theatres, Smith ‘program by the film distributors
guest. To my: dismay I ‘received. Management Co., Richards Drive- -would. be even more effective than sal’s “Back
Street’.
at Loew's operation Oct. 28. One group of
‘& message. at breakfast that Cer-- In Restaurants ‘and: several other regulation by the city council since Grand, “A. Weekend With Lulu” film. houses will be repped bv Milvantes had decided. to. remain an enterprises, was elected to the ‘“enforcement of regulations by (Columbia). at Rhodes.
gran Theatres Inc. through 1!)-vid,
extra day. and would’. ‘hazard the Directoraté replacing — his -late Des Moines alone. would simply.
‘ne
Showing at two art houses are William and Henry Milgr «
tortuous ‘trip again...
father, Philip: J. Smith, one of.the’ enrich theatre operators across the | -“Ballad of a Soldier” at Peachtree }sceond group will be handled
This time I conceived what: I joustereng pioneers of the motion -cornorate limits at the exnense of Art and “Blood and Roses” at: ‘throeth Nathan Milera' + S*°-ices,
: theatre operators within the city.” Fine Art Cinema.
iby Nathan and Alvan Milgram.
thought a.shrewd idea. I got. per- Picture industry: “-‘s0me painful’ preliminary’ journeys,

STERNBURG PROJECTS©
A VIGOROUS REGIME

ising . “Come September”

DESMOINES WRITING
-AN‘AD-CONTROL’ LAW:

TWO MILGRAM FAMILY —
BOOKING OPERATIO:.'S
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CLEOPATRA ‘s#
THE LONGEST DAY
HEMINGWAY'S YOUNG MAN
STATE FAIR
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“Stevens a ‘Runaway’
—

Charges Corispiracy By’ oy Past: and” Present
7
Corporate Officials:
- Los: Arigeles, ‘Nov. 7, '
Depositions: in the Wtmington.
derivative action filed last March:
“by. Joseph L: Best, owner of more
than 4,000: shares in National The-.
_atres &. Television, against 21 past

Continued from

page

5 —

| where the. ‘best vaiue for the in-

19

FilmLogic’sKissing Cousin—Logistics;
|And How-to-Be-Your-Own Personality

-| vested dollar is received.
7
|: “I say to. people here’ in this

tain additional losses in the future.

For. the year 1960 NTA. sustained
losses: of approximately .$7,000,000, :
During the year .1959 NT&T’s in-:
vestmerit in securities of NTA was
written down: by ‘a. charge: to inand present officers and. directors. ‘come of approximately $7,000; 000.
“In. addition to the huge. losses
of NT&T,. National Television’ As‘soclate
nd. Cant
Fitzgerald & sustained by NT&T as ‘a. result:
ane
antor,
Fitzg
of
its, investmerit: in NTA,.NT&T
Co. Ine:, and the three. companies
named, are slated to get under. way has “been: compelled® to “advance
large
sums of money to NTA, Thus,
“ "Nov: 27 in the offires of local at-.
‘torneys ‘Gibson, Dunn & Crutther. ps of Sept. 27,.1960, NTA was in‘debted
to. NT&T for advances of
Plaintiff Best alleges “the individu’ al. defendants- who were directors $7,328,873. which are still unpaid.”

‘The. operations of NT&T in its
‘of NT&T™. ‘at. the times: complained
--. of, “aeted recklessly, negligently. business (other than its ownership
of
NTA) continued to be profitable
~vand carelessly and in violation: of

By IRVING RUBINE
ploitation of the film, because cf
industry, Individuals, guilds, union|: Writer-producer Carl Foreman other commitments.
‘ahd artists ‘that: they should con--. acquired Alistair Maclean’s novel,
Happily, Foreman, in his youth,
sider. thé. situation and try and “The Guns of Navarone,” in the was a “talker” for a carnival. and
figure out a way where Americans summer of 1958 and began.
the prospect of facing audiences
can regain the inititave:’
His peregrinations in the fall. and delivering of “spiel” for his
Stevens added ‘the “inducements of '58. when he began to hunt a film didn’t phase him. He couldn't
that have come to me from respon- proper
himself,
however
that
location
for his _ story. persuade
sible sources to make my filro. “Guns”
was
about
Allied
and people would accept him as a subabroad is tremendous. The big ‘Greek resistance in the Aegean stitute for such glamorous percompanies like MGM and 20th-Fox ‘Sea: during the last Great War, sonalities
as
Peck,
Niven
and.
don’t
resist ‘these inducements. Logie demanded that the film be Quinn, but he was prepared to do
They just pack up and go: And the made in its actual location, artistic jhis best.
‘Guild exports American directors. integrity insisted upon it.
But ;
Born Pitchman
The Union exports a cameraman.- “logic” has a kissing cousin, “logis: | In the six ensuing months, he
In other words the. guilds and ties,” descended from the same | visited some 30 cities in America
unions have not studied. the basic Greek
ancestor,
“loges,”’
andj; where he appeared on television
situation to keep some of the big “logistics”: was
concerned ‘such 50 times, recorded for radio 73
‘producing companies in America. practicalities
as housing,
trans- |times, and participated in some 80
They are making. conversation and portation,
power,
an
adequate ; press conferences and private in-

their fiduciary duties as directors." and the lossés sustained by. NT&T. talk about it, but. do nothing, from trained labor supply, lines of com- ; terviews.
For
the = statistically‘solely to its investment in. what I see.’
Exact .amodunt: of said. losses. is we
|munication and all the other vital :
! minded, he wore out two sets for
. “Greatest Story” will have’ tre- necessities required in film mak- luggage
gained
ten
pounds—a
- unknown, according to ‘the. com- NTA. the allegations: state.
ascertained
Best: seeks an-order be: issued mendous employment, Stevens as- ing.
_ plaint, “and canbe
Phenomenon
of “going
on
the

only. upon

an

accounting in this|.“sequestering -and seizing. forth- sured. “In view ‘of. that and my
.Greece, as it turned out, later road” is that irregular arrival and .
with all ‘the: shares options on problem. will I be regarded as a
‘eould provide these on the sun- departure times and long hours rerunaway?”
—drenched
island of Rhodes:
But sult in extra meals which more
|

action.”
Listed as defendants are. B. Ger- shares and. debentures. of NT&T
standing’ in the names of ‘the deald Cantor, Eugene V. Klein, Joe
fendants other than* NT&T, and
Benaron.. John. B. Bertero, Samuel

Producer-director feels the time until this was determined, Foreis-about here where American pro- man visited virtually every coun‘ducers must wave making big pro- try in Europe with an established
‘debéentures- on NT&T- in -which.
‘Cock, .William H. Hudson; Willard ‘such defendants may have interest, ductions in this. country, . as’ in the film industry.
Some eight or ten
W. Keith,. Richard W.-Millar,. Jack to compel ‘the appearance of each ‘past.
thousand miles were logged in the
M... Ostrow, -Graham. L. ‘Sterling of. the said defendants _herein.- ' “Let's purstie an. idea of a solu- process: of establishing Rhodes as
Jr., Charles.A. Barker Jr.; Charles|:‘and. that: a.sequestor. be ‘appointed. tion that can help us on runaway the final location.
L. Glett, Burt: Kleiner, Ely A. Lan- to ‘hold and. preserve such shares, production, when it isused as an
Then came the problems of castdau, Oliver. A. Unger, Alan May, ‘options on shares. and débentures inducement. of the. ‘Yealities. in. a ing. This required -four round
a
Harold Goldman, ‘Edythe
Rein, ‘until -a final determination of this. given situation.
trips between London, where ForeRobert Westheimer, Cantor, Fitz- cause.
‘and ‘that the defendants | “In making an. ‘appeal to the -man works, and Los Angeles where
‘Serald
& Co., Inc., NF&T and NTA.
,
th
than NT&T
required:
to House of. Representatives on this. Gregory Peck and David Niven
“In or abeut ‘the latter part of aceount
aii
be required
At 10,886 miles per round
for their profits
and dam--. ‘Inatter, we might better direct our live.
1957,"" states. the complaint, “the ages sustained by NT&T as a result. | energies in the attitude of our. gov- trip, this is almost 44.000 miles.
individual
defendants - who ‘were of the-matters..set. forth, together. ernment. It seems our government Add a few side trips bring this up
then directors of NT&T arid NTA, with interest thereon , ...” and |is most interested in. challenging to fifty thousand—to Rome where
“eoncelved.
the ~ unlawful plan, also “costs and disburséments, in and harrowing the American film Anthony Quinn was-ensconced and
‘scheme and conspiracy of- acquir- cluding counsel. fees, etc; (reported which, up to a very few years ago, to Athens and Spain where Irene
ing. control. of NT&T
and. then. at. $25,000) be allowed. ;
‘knew no ‘peer. This while European Papas and Stanley Baker were so
‘foisting upon it the securities: of
Three attorneys:to rep Best in governments, with their. great ‘in- involved in. films that a trip to
NTA. owned. ‘by said defendants, pre-trial examinations are Milton. terest in international. communica- London for discussion was impos-

Firks, William J. Friedman, A. J. yall shares,

options on: shares and

bs* the customers and: clients’ of ‘Paulson, New: York counsel who tions, have subsidies for their own sible.
C:F.: and. “others, . at exhorbitant filed. :Wilmingten’ suit; Joseph J: producers : and others who will
Armed with his cast, he made
and ‘excessive prices. Each. de-. Karlin of Karlin, Coe & Solomon make. films in such countries as] several trips to New York where
fendant who thereafter became a. of Chicago, and. Sam Kurland, Los Italy and France. And by.so doing
he discussed with Columbia execudirector of NT&N' had’ knowledge | Angeles.
represent those particular. coun- tives. the impressive multi-million
of
said lan
and ‘participated
‘Fotal losses ‘sustained’ by. NP&T tries. in world. markets.”
dollars budget which they would
_ therein. Each of the acts alleged because‘of its. affiliation with NTA 1 - As for. Edward Morrow and -his
have to support and his other
" ‘Was committed pursuant to said are reported to. be-in the. heigh-. “forum. discussion” Sunday to applans for the. film. |
unlawful. plan, scheme and. con: | orhood. of $30, 000,000.
‘proximately 100 industry, guild |.° He completed ‘“The Guns of
spiracy.
and union toppers, to which Stev- Navarone” in April- of this year.
The plaintiff ‘further alleges “in |
ens. has been invited, producer said As he, participated. in plans for the
the latter part ‘of 1958, NT&T | Marcus CohnNew Plea: “The
American
image on
our first. of what were to become five
“was caused to enter into an agree-.
screen ig goné to a great degrée, ‘Royal Premieres,
he discovered
ment. to purchase from. the’ deto
other
places
than
America:
We that, in today’s film world, you
-fendants. Landau, Unger. and Gold- |.
don’t have the position we had in cannot have your stars and tour
man. 160.500 shares of- common
‘this particular production | ‘center them too.
stock.of: NTA for debentures and:
because more and more pictures | For of his stellar cast, Gregory
‘warrants. of NT&T. on the basis of. 1
are being made abroad." He went. Peck, David. Niven and Anthony
“Washington, Nov. 7.
$11 principal amount.-of © dében-|
tures. and a warrant for. the pur- | “Attorney for exhibitors fighting down the list of various companies |Quinn were all immediately inciting
‘titles. and countries where volved in other pictures and unchase of 14 of one share of NT&T the Hartford. pay-tv projects has
‘common stock ‘for each. share of. called on:U. S. Court of Appeals they have been made in past year able even to come to London to be
and
are
now. being produced.
. presented to Her Majesty, Queen
-[to’
nix’
FCC
approval
of
the.
exNTA common stock:
He also pointed out government Elizabeth and _H.R.H. Prince Philip.
Details
‘periment “as an abuse of. discreparticularly
‘in
the
Happily. Stanley Baker and AnMarcus
‘Cohn
‘made
the|.cooperation,:
“At the same time NT&T was
| tion:”
caused to agree with defendants{charge in response to: briefs filed case of Datryl F..Zanuck’s “The thony Quayle were both: working
Longest
Day,”
has
been
appalling.
recently
by
RKO
General
and
:FCC;
in British films and Irene Papas
Landau,
Unger,
Goldman
‘and
Kleiner that if its exchange offer in defense of the pioneer tollvision He stated there will be two Cana-. was able to come from Greece so
|dians
for
every.
American
-soldier,
trial.
:
‘that
the cast was well-represented.
were ‘consummated, “sald ‘defendBut the painful truth, for Fore‘In his ‘reply brief; Cohn raised “thanks to a certain member of the
ants. should remain as‘ executive’
House
:.of
Representatives
named
man;
was that his stars were not
_officers of NTA to serve. in: their the question of whether the very.
going: to be much use in the ex-then capacities and.upon the same existence of the RKO-General pay- Wilson.”
terms and- conditions, . including ‘ty system: in Hartford ‘because of.
their profit. participations in NTA.
the millfons RKO plans to. sink
At the same time,” it. is further into it would tend to force FCC's
stated in the cpmplaint’ “NT8&T. hana in’ authorizing -over-the-air,
‘was caused to agree, “if its ex- tollvision on.a nationwide. basis.
change offer -were consummated, The Hartford project’ was author-

Hartford Toll Test:‘Abuse:
Of Discretion’ by:FCC

to appoint

Kleiner, Hudson,. Lan-

‘ized

as @ three-year test: to help.

dau’ and. Unger as directors ‘of ‘ECC decide whether it:should give
NT&T and to appoint Landau to a permanent greenlight. to pay-tv..
its. executive’ committee.. At the| At: the same time, Cohn again
game time NT&T was. caused. to challenged what he regards as the
agree that. if its exchange’ offer. lack ‘of programming information
‘Were consummated, to issue stock RKO furnished during. the hear-|
‘options for a total of 300,000 shares. ings last year. Hitting FCC's arguof its: common _stock ‘to, such of- ment the. RKO’'s:.~prowem mats
_ficers and employes of NTA includ-' I were. “sufficient,”
ohn averre
ing Landau, ‘Unger, Goldman and)
‘Rein in. such proportions. as ‘said
defendants should: determine.” ” .. .

exchange isstated, “the aforesaid
holders of securities. of NTA in.
the “early part of 1959 and asa
result thereof and of. the purchase
“Of NTA stock warrants. . NT&T
acquired approximately. 87% of the
outstanding stock of NTA. as: well
as. ‘other securities of- NTA.
exchange therefor, NT&T iesued

Retailers,Burnedat Sunday Shops,
Invoke Old Law; May Hit Pictures

Indianapolis, Nov. 7.
Drive to enforce 1905 Blue Law
that ‘would ‘close most businesses if
rigidly. applied: is giving exhibitors
here some uneasy. moments. Started
‘by Marion County prosecutor and
sheriff and Indianapolis :chief of
“If this is all the commission re- police with backing of downtown
‘merchants. . association, aim is to
quires
way there
of. programming
plans. in. the
‘then’
‘4s,-in fact; curb free wheelers -in retail trade.
no requitement that licensees. in- But some film. exhibs fear it may
fotm the commission in’ detail. of | set out of control.
Only
forms of entertainment
te re-:
the programming it plans oP
| specifically: exempted from Sunday
-sent.’

and necessity alone excepted, shall
be fined not less than $1 nor more

than balance the reducing effects
of hard work and nervous expenditure—and turned gray at the temples.
In Europe, he appeared in’ advance in Paris, Rome, Brussels,
Amsterdam and Athens, réturning
again for the premieres in each

of these. cities.
For some of this
tour
he was
joined
by David
Niven, who, having completed his
later
assignment
in
“Best
of
Enemies,” was able to lend a hand
in Brussels and Amsterdam.
Gregory Peck, scheduled to make
a tour of Germany following the
completion of his own film, “Cape
Fear,” came to Europe but was
summoned back to Hollywood for
some crisis, and the German trip had to be cancelled.
Quinn, who moved in quick succession
from
“Navarone”
to
“Barabbas” for Dino DeLaurentiis,
thence to “Lawrence of Arabia”
and presently to “Requiem for a
Heavyweight," was not only unable te tour for “Guns” but hasn’t
even had time to see the picture
as yet.

Foreman, reviewing his pilgrimage, feels that it was a most profitable undertaking—not so much beeause of the wide acclaim and subsequent profits being garnered by
“Guns” everywhere.
The picture
has been as successful, he mostly
points out where he didn’t appear
as in those cities which he visited.
What has been gained is a wide
acquaintance with all kinds of people everywhere.
This is a vital ingredient in the writer’s formula
for making successful films, Foreman
believes.
More
producers
and more directors and*writers, he
feels, should “hit the road.”
It
will help overcome
the provincialism and the insular attiltudes
which affect anyone who works in
one place and lives in the place
where he works, as Foreman did
for a long time in Hollywood and
later in London.
And what is especially gratifying
is that people everywhere have become so sophisticated about films
that they have begun to look behind the stars and are interested
in the creative personnel.

‘Family’ Entertainment
Needs to Be Helped

than $10; but nothing herein contained shall. be construed to affect
such. as conscientiously observe the
‘seventh day: of the week as the
Greensboro, N. C., Nov: 7.
Sabbath, travelers, and: those enSupport and encouragement of
gaged in conveying them, families motion pictures for the family is
removing, toll brodges and toll needed if Hollywood is to congates, ferrymen acting as such and tinue producing such films when
persons é¢ngaged in the publication the trend is toward more and more
and distribution of news, or per- “adult”
movies.
This
was
the
sons. engaged in playing the game theme of a preview showing of
of baseball or ice hockey after one “The Second Time Around” at
| 9‘clock P.M. and not less than 1,000 the Carolina Theatre.
Cohn: sald -FCC closing ‘by .old, long disregarded
| ‘Concluding,
Guests for the preview
were
won't get any useful Information law,. ate baseball and ice hockey feet distant from any established
p.m: But. Prosecutor Phillip house of worship or permanent local PTA leaders. Neil McGill,
from the trial, as is the stated pur-|#ftet
L.
Bayt
‘has
indicated:
that
Sunday
church
structure
used
for
religious
manager
of
the
theatre,
told
them
pose. “Under guise. of testing a.
their support
to
new service, (FCC). should not screenings would come under its services, or any public hospital or theatres need
allow’ the: virtual establishment of } Provision
excepting “works of char- private. hospital erected prior to insure production of pictures suitable for the family.
that service in the vain hope. of ity and necessity,” conforming to the passage of this act.”

approximately $20,000,000 princi-.
pal. amount. of its 514% debentures in. payment therefor.”- AS: obtaining

Both ‘Avondale Playhouse
and
McGill pointed to the Circle K
information ‘which. can- pattern of modern living. ©
Enforcement
is presently - ‘fn: Starlight.
Musicals,
summertime
Kiddies Club, held each Saturday
only holds. :38%: not: solve the problem. it attempts
abeyance.
‘waiting
outcome
of
.court
‘operations
here,
give
Sunday
night
morning
for the past 13 years, and
to. resolve. ‘It. certainly shouid not:
of NTA: stock..
““The price. -which NT&T “Was. do so when the. establishment of action ‘in: suit filed against. it, Sim- performances. So does new Intro the Wednesday matinees in the
flar:
drive
‘in’
South
Bend.-also
has
Productions
Inc:,.
which
opened
resummer
for young people, as ac-caused_ to pay. for the aforesaid ‘a trial system will. virtually... fore-gecurities of NTA was: ‘grossly: ex- close the issue. In‘ this sense the ‘been ‘stymied. for present -by legal cently for winter season in old tivities that also deserve encouraction.
Zaring
Theatre.
agement
and support.
<-eessive. and bore -no. relationship. proposed experiment is patently
A sampling of reaction comment
~ -to. ‘the true value. of the’ securities ‘unrelated to its: purpose, and must { - The 1905 relic’. reads" like this:
“Whoever
being
over
14
years
of}.
Saber
Productions,
headed
by
following
the showing of “The Secbe
:condemned
by
‘the
court
as
an:
of. NTA acquired -by NT&T..
age, is found on the.first day of the ‘Robert ‘Barron,
Time
Around”
indicated
Paul ©Stevenson ond
abuse of discrétion.” .
Losses
favor of such
films.
Cohn represents the -Connecti- week, commonly called Sunday, and Jack Carney, has a three-pix unanimous
NTE T as. the: result of ° the
coming
up, including One guest commented such films
aforesaid acquisition ‘of ‘the se- cut’ Committe Against. Paid Tv rioting, hunting, quarreling, cat, program
curities of NTA -suffered -huge and.a group of Hartford area ex-. common labor, or engaged in his. “The Louder They Cry,” “The would bring her to the theatre
Tusual vocation, works of charity . Mine” and “Moment of Crisis.” more often, with her children.
losses’ and will undoubtedly sus- hibitors. -

* of: today. NT&T

Wednesday, November
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@ Joe Blow, the Hollywood Coast Guard, previously mentioned
in this space, is one film producer determined, he always

says, never to concede script approval to any star.

While

recently melding a winning pinochle hand at Hillcrest, Blow
muttered bitterly, “I would‘nt give script approval to. Sinatra,
Grant,

Taylor,

MacLaine,

Bergman

or

Lancaster”

—

just

happening to mention stars who have never worked in a

Joe Blow production.

Admittedly this whole question of rewrite-by-star is pregnant

with delicacies of Hollywood status—the producer’s, the
siar’s, the agent's, the lawyer's, even the auditor's status.

Joe Blow is very own-prestige-prone. .
A man bound by the geography of his favorite restaurants,
racetracks and backlots,
Joe Blow has for years been yielding
one kind of ‘script approval’— namely the form and extent

of his trade paper advertising,

that for him.

He allows others to decide

It’s part of his Coast Guardism that
he neglects

his beyond-Hellywood trade image.

|

Whether he would: or would not really give Sinatra script
approvalispretty academic for Joe Blow. But at least he
should catch wise and control his own prestige at the allimportant, point-of-product sale.

Joe Blow should get with

ETY

For Telling Selling

8, 1961 |.
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Hollywood Production Pulse Heston: Tax Break For ActorAMyth;
~ ALLIED ARTISTS

QWionica-Capri. Productions)
Shooting in Italy).

;This Date, Last Year, soeses 3 |

-Ahn,

.Vincen

June Kim,

Gtarted

~

Oct. 2

arbi,

Miel Saag, hootingin Romey ecio”

-i

This Date, Last Year. eros 3
“CONJURE WIFE”

{(AIP-Anglo™ Amaldainated)

Prod

THREE”:

in Yusustavia)-

—Fulviv Lacisano-

Dir.—Marig.

Ruth - McDevitt

(Started Oct. 23)

:

..| “RIFIFE IN: TOKYO".

Silvestti -

‘l(Cipra

Production) -

Sack Palance, Serge Reaslanl,Giovanna Shooting
|

Glarted Oct. ww,

.

oe

.

sn Tokyo) —

Prod.—Jacques-Bar

.

’

,

Karl

Starts, This Year.:.

-

“EXPERIMENT

‘Shooting. in

1N

’ Glenn

Ford. Lee

Remick,

Brvant,

}

|
| AFL “Film. Council,

Too,

the

OTHE
--,

Judee

.MAN

| WHO”

VALANCE”

(John Ford

Richard’ Norris, Fred. Colby;.

©

SHOT.

Oct.

Screen

(Formerly

(Formerly

“Mutineers”) -

31 and Nov.

-* | (Lienroc

“Easter

Dinner”)

Production)

°

4%

- 4 vestigations: in Hollywood

and

city

law

Whole

matter,”

the

actor

number of other products.”

1 they had

Los Angeles, Nov. 7.
L.A. county

setups of

{for the U.S. equivalent. The same
holds for Japanese rubber, or any

i groin “inaay” protein” |Nudes Stir L.A.
County and City

TIBERTY

|

Prods.)

Kenny
Jack+on, Bill” Neff. ‘James| Prod.—Willis. "Goldbeck
Callahan, David. Tomack, Kelly Me-:
“‘Dir.—John Ford

(G.W. Films Ltd).
‘Ghooting . in Spain)

they should. not accept the
‘Guenthers’ application for a
license and thereby issue a
new license,
Plaintiffs, whose theatre was
shuttered because of exhibi‘tion of nude pix, claim that
the films they have been showing were lawful and not obscene. They also claim that on

Oct. 30—date of padlocking—

t John: 'H. Dent’ (D.,-Pa.), chairman
‘of. the House Sub-Committee on
‘Cormick, Ken “Wales, Edward Mal-|
“James: “Stewart.. John -“wayne, Vera. the Impact. of Imports and Exports |
"Tory,
Mari’ Lynn,
Sherry . O'Neill, |... ‘ Miles, Lee Marvin, Edmond. ‘O’Brien
Andy
Devine.
Ken.
Murray
;
‘Frederic
Downes, ‘William Sharon
,
| on American Employment, who re- [‘Gtarted Sept. 5) °.
(Started Aug. 7D
cently: ‘conducted -‘introductory in: “THE. PIGEON | THAT. TOOK: ROME”
“HM.S
DEFIANT” |
Morton,

“The

sought to make application for
Aetors: Guild and American Fedlicense but were denied this
eration of Musicians—will appear |. a‘right.

;

Ross. Martin,

Anita

the. Hollywood]

between

emphasized, “has been examiacd
_| from too provincial a point of view
—and
Hollywood
is notoriously
provincial.”
“The result is that people think
this is a phenomenon typical only
of the film industry, whereas it’s
a known fact for example, that
you can have German steel delivered to you in the States for a
lower price than you'd have to pay

- Starts, This. Year....0 one > | as witnesses at- Congressional hear‘This Date, Last Year. eoeee.12 | ings ‘starting Dec. 1 in Washington,

TERROR”

Edwards.

—two each ftom

wt

PARAMOUNT

‘Taffy Paul, Sidney Miller, Ray Poole,
William.

Magpin

1.405 522»

Franciséo)'-

Reps of: three. Hollywood groups

Keiko.” Kischi,. Michel Vitold,

: |. ‘Gtarted. Oct. 23)...

Productions)~

San

Prod.-Dir.— Blake

Hollywood, Nov. 7.

;

Boehm,.: ‘Chatles: Vanel, Barbara

Lass,

: This Date, Last Year.
topes ae
-. Geoffrey-Kate

~Upin D.C.Dec. 1)

:

Dir.—Jacques’ Deray
Dante

COLUMBIA

Heston paused

to appear and show cause why

‘Runaway’ Suhject!

Rome, Nov. 7.
Heston
this
week

his Rome locationer, “The Pigeon
‘| that Took Rome” {Mel Shavelson
for Paramount) to elaborate on
his views concerning foreign-based
productions, which he himself calls
“driveaway productions ”

.

:
’ Dir.—Michael Gordon
.;
Shooting: ‘in Englind?
=:
. _Kim .Novak, James Garner, ‘Tony RanProd.—Julian Wittle “&.-‘Leslie - Parkyn.
dall, .Gig Young; Howard Duff, Janet |
‘Dir:—Sidney. Hayers:
Blair, Patti-Page, Jessie. Royce. Landis,
_dJanet Blau, Peter WyngardeHoward Morris;: Anne Jeffreys, Fred
‘(Started Sept..23; |” ..Clark, Williant .Bendix, vine.Backus, (Shooting

7. *

Rudy ate io.

Rod ‘Tavior
‘(Started Oct? or.

AMERICAN INTL

"WARRIORS

Nov.

struction on first: structura to be |. padlocking last week by sherlerected for the new Century City,
iff's office. of theirs Theatre
$500,000,000.. project which will| and petitioned Superior Court
occupy 286 acres -formerly the | for a writ of mandate.
.
“GUNS. IN “THE. AFTERNOON.
‘Prod,—Hichard ‘E.- Lyons...
20th-Fox studio.
_ Action
is aimed
at L.A.
‘Dir. —Sam ‘Peckinpah .
ros
County Board of Supervisors
‘Initialer will be.a 13-story office
-Randoljph Scott, Joel McRea; -‘Marlette.
and H. L. Byram, L.A. County
‘Hartley, Ronald. Starr, James Drury building, of. aluminum “and: glass,
(Started Oct; 16) °
{designed by Welton Beckett - & | tax collector, in charge of
“BOY'S NIGHT OUT”
;
issuing
licenses. Plaintiffs ask
; Associates.
(Embassy-Kimee- Filways. Prod.)
court to order the respondents
Prod.—Martin. Ransohoft
Dir

a

| Starts, This Year.ere

Los Angeles,

Charlton

termed recent proposal to penalize
runaway productions as “silly and
puerile.” Emphasizing that he was
speaking strictly as a private in-«
dividual (and not as a board member of the Screen Actors Guild),

“Operators of the Lyric in
nearby Walnut Park—Agnes
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
||. Guenther and her son, Wil‘Webb & Knapp has started con-.
liam A.—have protested the

“(Adelphia:{Compagnia-Cinematogtatica -

Terenc

-

“Mother & Son Operate

FOR CENTURY CITY|

“SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS”

Vincent Price, inda Ho. Richard Loo,
hilip

-

: Prod —Jacques Bar
’ Dir:—Leslie Norman _
‘Stewart. Granger |
(Started Oct.. 2)
.

“CONFESSIONS OF AN “OPIUM “EATER”
Prod.-Dir.—-Albert.Zugsmith
~-

de:.Marney,.

|LANDSCAPE ALTERATION]

. “$VIORDSMAN. oR SIENNA”

‘Starts, This Year....sceee 7a! |

Ralph. Ahn, Alicia Li

Producers Shoot Cheaply O’Seas

Trevor, James Gregory, Baballa Lavi

, Started Oct.

en-

on the. forcement officials are being called

Heston referred to the muchdiscussed tax advantage incentive
as “nonsense,” adding that actors
had long unjustly taken the rap
for an isolated case or two. “Why
I don’t know of five American
stars—and there may not be that
many—who enjoy a true tax advantage by working abroad.”
‘Cost was a- primary factor in
films being “driven away” from
-Hoilywood, Heston feels, but this
wouldn't have been possible if
foreign filmmakers and industries
had not assimilated U.S. technical
prowess to such a degree that they
could now compete on an almost
equal basis. But there are other
factors, he said. Apart from the
cost problem, certain big pictures
would continue to be made abroad
if only to catch the proper setting.

in by the new Fact Finding .Comproblem...
Prod.-Dir —Melville .Shavelson
co
mittee. on Motion Pictures, created
‘Prod.—John Brabourne’
:;
“Unions, with H. O'Neill Shanks, “by the L.A.. County Board of
Dir.—-Lewis Gilbert.
t.. Charlton Heston, Elsa ‘Martinelli, Harry
GuardinoBaccaloni.
and
°
Marietto
_ Alec .Guiness, . Dirk. Bogarde. Anthony
Film
Council
secretary
‘and
chair-.
_
(Started
Oct.
11).
.
:
Supervisors
to propose measures
Quayle ;
‘man of-its runaway film committee, by wich local showing of objec‘(Started Aug. 14) °
{formed to fight American produc{ttionable films could be halted, to
“CONGO VIVO"
Mino. deLaur énitiis - Prods.’
tion abroad which could be made apprise the 24 members how far
. Shooting in the Coneo?’ Prod.—Carmine Bologna
“Starts, This Year...2.....25 5 in. Hollywood, as. spokesman, have ‘their agencies have been able to
“You can't make ‘Lawrence of
. Dir.—Giuseppe
Benatt:
:
wees +26 .promised : to reveal “startling fig- proceed and what steps already Arabia’ in Red Rock Canyon, or
Jean Seberg, Gabriele Ferzatt!,- Bachir || This Date, Last. Year...
ures”. about ‘situation to tke Suhb-- -have been taken. toward solution| shoot ‘The Longest Day’ along the |
‘Toure, Frederika Andrew |
Committee. Shanks previously has of the problem.
Gtarted..Aug. 28>.
California coastline, at least not “THE LONGEST pay”
“JASON AND THE: GOLDEN: FLEECE” ‘Shooting:
| reported that “in 1946; 19° of the
This motion was .passed last any more. Pecple now get their
in: France)
*-..
(Shooting in Italy’
.
-Prod,—Darryl F, Zanuck
feature pictures exhibited in U.S. week at first session of the com- local settings on tv. Also, theatre
Prod.—Charles H. " Schneer
Dirs.—Gerd ‘Oswald, Andrew Marton,.
made in foreign mittee chaired by Y. Frank Free- ‘ audiences no longer will accept
‘Dir.—Don. Chaffey ~ ;
Elmo “Williams:-Bernard’ Wicki,- Ken -theatres were
Todd Armstrong, Nancy |‘Kovack,. Gay
‘countries’ while last |year more. than man, who also is board chairman
back projection.”
-|° : wit
William
Richar Todd,
odd. Pet
‘Peter 60% » were ‘made overseas. "
Raymo
makiHolden,
iden, “Richard
of the Assn.° of Motion Picture
Actor feels that current critics
Gtarted. Sept. ‘130
Lawford. Robert Wagner,
Tommy.
Producers.
Slated to attend the of so-called runaway productions
ne
WAR
LOVER”
Sans, Fabian, Paul Anka, .Curt’ ‘Surtthur Hornblow Productions)
‘gens, Red Buttons, Irina Demich
next meeting of committee, late should “Face the facts, not try to
5
Prod.Dir “George .Englund
. Started Aug. 287
Marlon Brando, Eiji Okada, Pat. Hingle, this week,
will be reps of the pick the heavies” and hoped that
rod.--Ar
ur.
on
ow
:
“STATE FAIR”
- Arthur Hill, Jocelyn Brando
Police Commission, Chief of Police, future guild-producer conferences
(Started Aug. 8).
ir.—Philip
Leacock
in| Dallas).
teve
McQueen.
Robert Wagner, Shirley “Shooting.
Prod.—Charles
Brackett
District
Attorney,
Sheriff,
City would result in a “non-emotional
"FREUD" a f‘Oct. ay”
* -Dir.—Jose Ferrer °.
Ghooting. in Munich).
+ Attorney, prexy of City Council
appraisal” of the situation eventuarted.
ve
Pat Boone, Bobby’ Darin, Pamela. Ti¢tin,. ’ Prod.-Dir.—-John ‘Huston
and other agencies concerned.
THE, INTERNS *
*
Ann-Margret, lies Faye, Tom. Ewell .° - Montgomery
ally. leading to the setting up of
Clift,
.Susannah
York;
Gobert -Cohn-David-. Swift Production)
{Started Sept: 11
. That the Board of Supervisors
Larry
F
Parks,
Susan
Kohner,
Erick
“certain
incentives” for production
‘ 'Prod.—Robert Cohn “CLEOPATRA”. .
fa)
_|ds serious in its move toward rid- at home. Heston suggested the
Dir.—David- Swift.
|<.
{ (Started Sent. ID
(Joseph. L, Mankiéwlez Prod.)
‘Gut: Robertson. Michael ‘Callen; James. ‘Ghooting in’ Romer.
| ding the city and county of nude- British Eady plan as the basis for
~
- MacArthur,-Nick Adams, Sizy. Parkers”
Prod.—Walter Wanger.. .
and-lewd ; films which have been
a possible solution, but reiterated
_ Hays Haraceet, Anne. Heim ;
i - - Dir.—Joseph
L. ‘Manctkiewiez
increasing in recent months and that any punitive
Started. Nov.
og
seheme
was
‘Elizaheth. Tayloi. ‘Richard: Burton, Rex. .
that
it intends to put teeth into
Harrison.
Caesar..:Danova,
Raddy
“sophomoric”:
Starts;
This
Year........5.10
McDowall, Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt, I
its efforts to clean up the com“Even
if
the
industry
and
the
Martin Landau, .‘Martin Balsam
. This Date, Last Year. cooee 7 '/munity is seen in its order fo the government were to be so ili(Started Sept. 25)
Sheriff's office last week (30) to advised as to slap on a penalty tax
“HEMINGWAY'S. ‘YOUNG MAN":
©
“Starts, This Year *.ioeee.“8 Prod.—Jerry Wald : “LOVERS MUST LEARN’ .
padlock the Lyric Theatre in near- ‘on production abroad, the overseas
: Pro.-Dir:—Delmer Daves
Dir:—Martin -Rjtt| This Date, Last Year. vee 2
‘Troy “Jonahue, Suzanne Pleshette, Hos- by .Walnut Park.
‘governments would retaliate with
Richard. ‘Beymer, :Paul ‘Newman, Susan
This is the theatre, whose ap- their own ‘axes and other schemes
!
‘Strasberg. Eli. ‘Wallach, Diane Baker, | _ Sano “Brazzi, apneie Dickinson a:THE CASTAWAYS"
Dan . Dailey,
‘Ricardo
-Montalban,
[{- (Started Sept.4
plication for a renewal of its li- hitting U.S. releases on foreiga
Shooting in’ London)
Arthur. Kennedy,
‘Jessica .Tandy,
“CHAPMAN
REPORT”
cense, was refused by the SuperProd.—Walt Disney’
Juano “ Hernandez, *Simon’ Oakland,
@Marryl F,. Zanuck Productions)
markets. We mustn't forget that
Dir.—Robert Stevenson;
visors, which actually started the
- Edward: Dinns
-Prod.—Richard Zanuck.
over half of our film Income now
Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills, George. , (Started. Sept. 25).
— Tee ones Cukor,
ant
“|whole ruckus over objectionable
Sanders. Michael Anderson Jr.,. Wilcomes from abroad.”
frid ‘Hyde White, Keith’::Hampshere, | “THE - LION”.
(Samuel P. ‘Engel Production)
As for himself. Heston admitJack Gwilliim.
Glynis. Johns, .Efrem Zimbalist Jr.,{ What the Board claimed as objec- comet
(Shooting in Africa)
.! .
Started Aug: 14) .
: Prod.—Samuel Engel:.
yi Hardin, Claire Bloom
tionable films, with huge billboards ted to a rather jaded view of overseas
work. “I’ve travelled all I
. Dit.—Jack Cardiff
‘outside the theatre of mude femmes.
Holden. Trevor. Howard, :‘Capuwant in recent years, and what's
_METRO_
| 5 -William
-cine, Rafer: Johnson, _Pamela FrankTn
more I like to work in Hollywood,
Starts, This Year. ..se001.20.
(Started Oct, ‘3a
where my family lives and the
This Date, Last Year. veces 3.
ids go to school. “I even” got them
Starts; This Year. secee eee 33>
to shoot half of Pigeon back. on
This
Date,
Last
Year.
leone
335
UN ITED ARTISTS
the Coast—but that doesn’t mean
“HOW THE WEST. WAS. Won” ” =
Prod.—Bernard --Smith
.
Hollywood, Nov.7. {they could have shot all of it there.
‘Dits—John Ford, Henry Hathaway 0
‘Starts, This Year.:vee eeece25
1 “GAY PURR-EE"
Discussions have terminated for:
What do you think this church.
4 (Shooting. in’ Rome)

;

20th CEN TURY-FOK

Spear ae

WARNER

BROS,

“WALT. DISNEY

Susvan Jake Fore, Heal?y,An |films. House always specialized in

“INDEPENDENT

ohn

‘ayne, . James

ewart,

--Carroll

‘Baker, Debbie Reynolds,. Karl Malden,

Brigid Bazlen, Walter Brennan, Agnes
Moorehead,
George .Peppard,.. Henry.
Morgan, Russ Tamblyn, Andy: Devine,
- Claude. Johnson
:
" (Started. May 28)

"WONDERFUL
.

WORLD

‘BROTHERS GRIMM”

OF

;

Hi:

(George Pal Production)-:
(Shooting in West Germany).
Prod.—George -Pal
ir.—Henry: Levin, George Pal

|

This: Date, LastYear.Besess 12

|

the formation: of a pay-tv company
involving some of the town’s leading business and sports figures.
Columbia. After talking over the project for
(Shooting an’ Salta, Argentina) .
-Prod.—Hareld Hecht
Release)
.
-7 4 several weeks, it was decided that
-Dir.—J.:Lee Thompson
Ghooting in Washington)
Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, ‘Bead. Dex.Prod.—Otto Preminger - °
it was too early to get into toll-.
ter, Sam Wanamaker, Perry: Lopez,‘Henry ‘Fonda,-. Charles" Laughton, |‘Don vision
and that further studies
Akim. Tamiroff,-|’
Vladimir -Sokoloff.
Murray,. Peter
Lawford,
Walter

“TARAS

BULBA"

“

(Harold Hecht: Production) | mG

Guy Rolfe, Ibra Windish, Daniel Ocho,

in Ireland),

a

Prod.—Anatole ‘de ‘Grunwald
_Dir.—Robert

“Susan

|.

Hayward, . -Peter’ Finch, Diane

aBAMON

AND

Starts, This.5

-Prods.—Sam

Jaffe, .‘Samuel Marx

Bernhardt

:

. “THE

“Guy. Williams, Don- “Burnette.
(Started

Sept. 18)

“TWO: WEEKS

10

| This. Date, Last. Year. .wees 12

PYTHIAS”

‘' Ghooting in Rome)
-Dir.—Curtis

Pe

IN. ANOTHER

Ghooting in. Rame)..
Prod.—John Houseman
_.Dir.—Vincente .Minnelli
-Kirk. Douglas,
Edward

TOWN

SPIRAL

*“Roek: Hudson.

Burt

Ives, .Gena, Row-

Jands,,. Leslie Bradley —
(Started: June 26)".

G.

Robtinson,.

“THE

UGLY AMERICAN”

Cid Charisse, George Hamilton, Claire Bhgoting in Thailand

-

needed. A

|“JOSEPH DESA".:
Orie ie Pro. for(Solumbia Re-| project.
(Shooting iin ‘Rome) i Dmyirvié
rod.-Dir.——Edwart

spokesman

were

Norman

LA. Times and

mytry

‘Wa

ter

"Ma

OFee, production)

|-Forman, .owner

| “PREMATURE
Rober

Corman

BURIAL”

Ray Milland, Hazel .Court, Heather
Angel. Richard Miller, Brendon Dil-len,. Clive ‘Halliday

| Started Oct. 0)

figure;

and founder

Bill

of

_| take leave of his tv post to head

Production)

Prod.-Dir.—Roger_ Corman

A.

Pacific
Drive-in
Theatres,
and
Richard Moore, prexy, KTTV.
Understood that Moore was to

‘. Dir.—-Sidney Lumet
Katherine ‘Hepburn. :Sir Ralph Richard‘gon; Jason Robards Jr., Dean StockBarr

owner:

prexy

Dodgers; Fred Levy, one
of ownEd Pauley,

(Started Oct. 2)
“.
|ers of L.A. Rams;
‘CLONG DAY’S JOURNEY ‘INTO NIGHT”. industrial -political

Jeaune

Chandler,

Mirror

ey,

of.

setting here would have cost ta
build in Hollywood, and all for
only a few shots?”
The Yank thesp, who flies back
to the Coast in a week's time, said
he had no fixed commitment; “I°lk
take a script anywhere just: as

said | long as its good, but not just be-

yesterday, “Last week it was live,
‘today it is dead.”
Amorig those who attended the
| meetings as participants in the

‘George Grizzard, Eddie Hodges, Paul
‘Ford, Mort Sahl, Michele Montau
(Started .Sept,-

“Gtarted Oct..16 in N.Y.)

.

were

Pidgeon,
Gene
‘Tierney. .Franchot
~ Tone, Lew Ayres. Burgess Meredith,

well,

ROAD’.

Shooting in Surinam).
-.Prod.—Robert Arthur’
“Dir. —Robert. Mulligan

-

ay a eT Les Eadovacl

"UNIVERSAL

Stevens

Cilento
. Gtarted Sept. 6).

Inc.)

-Animated Feature)
Prod,-—-Henry G. ‘Saperstein
(Started June 6)
‘| “ADVISE & CONSENT”
(Otto: Preminger:. Prod:
for

Mickey Fine
aurence Harvey, Karl Boehm, Claire.
(Started: Oct. 12)
Bloom, Barbara Eden,
Yvette Mi- "“KID™ GALAHAD”.
-mieux, Russ Tamblyn, Walter Slezak,’ Mrrisch Co.)
Tammy
Marihugh,
Brian
Russell, |.”
. . Prod.—David- -Welsbart
Oscar Homulka, Terry-Thomas,; Buddy
- Dir.—Phil. Karlson:
’ Hackett.. Jan Wolfe, Walter’ Brooke :
Elvis Presley, Gig Young, tisla-Albright,
: Started July: 34
.
Charies Bronson.
:
Started’ Oct. 30)
" THANK A oon”

* Ghooting

CUPA Pictures

T00 EARLY TO MAKE
UP MINDS RE TOLL

cause it will enable
at home.”

me

to work

‘DIMES FROM DAMES’
FOR ROGERS HOSPITAL

.Y

Dallas, Nov. 7.
The board of directors of the
Women of the Motion Picture Industry has decided to set aside a
dime-a-week instead of a penny-a-

day for the Will Rogers Memorial

up~ the organization,

Hospital fund.
Thus the siogan will be “Dimes

Bert I. Gordon prepping “Off
on. a Flying Carpet” for indie pro-

to the hospital each of the last two

duction,
»

from Dames.” The WOMPI

Asso-

ciation contributed a total of $2,000

yeats,

@

22
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bth Yearof Hollywood Freeze of
Frisco Fest: Can Project Continue! ?
By TOM

PRYOR

San Francisco, Nov. 7.
Like mos! ether tumgs about the

the big three. still. are: cannes, |
: Venice and Berlin.
The U. S. government

is in the act, too, and the.

Film Fest ‘For Credit?
San Francisco, Nov. 7.

InsideStuff—Pictures
Columbia in its past ‘fiscal year wrote off $3,000,000. in. film investory
values, including productions in ‘release and others completed and:
awaiting release. The readjustment, in inventory was made. to conform...
to current market conditions. The inventory. cut: apparently is a. major
factor in the drop.in income for the year, which ended July 1, to $212,| 000, compared with 1960's $2, 107,000... Latter. figure was after, an ine.
ventory reduction of $1,000,000. | Income for the new. year included a profit: of $1;617, 000 on the: sale
-of undeveloped and. unneeded Coast. land, ‘compared »with a profit of
$202,000 from the same source in 1960.
in
Another footnote has it that last year’s profit included $3.800 000 *:.
representing foreign prints and advertising which were capitalized” ‘and. "
. written off'on an amortization ‘basis: instead cof haying been. charged

Fifth annual San Francisco
industry ,now has a special comFilm Fest has begun a unique
. mittee fo study the matter.. Intersnculdering of the San Francisco est is mounting as well for an of- |. program under which about 50
International
Fiim
Festival falls ficial U. S. film festival and many
college
students
of cinema
into a gray area.
While official
techniques from UCLA
Unibelieve Hollywood would be the
as current operating expense as im ‘previous. years.
cooperation by the Motron Picture natural !deale fur such an event.
versity of Southern Calizurnia
Col in 1961 and 1960 had no Federal. income tax ‘provisions |to enter
and Stanford are “studying” at
Assn. ot America has been with- A decision to preceed with an in' because of tax loss carry forwards from prior years.
fest.
—
held, sux.e individuai studies did Gustry-backed fest would, without
Meanwhile, Col president Abe. Schneider .says’. ‘things - are getting.
Giier pictures but they did not
Last weekend 18° UCLA. stucoubt.. knock the props’ out fram
| better. He stated the first quarter.of the new fiscal year ought to show.
dents and. 12'-USC students
meeet Festival requirements.
Pri- under the S. F. affair.
Hopefully,
a
substantial
profit and a. favorable trend will be continued: through.
‘flew up from Los Angeles. to.
Jour the quality ot the proterred Governor Pat Brown, or his sucthe*second quarter. “Guns of Navarone”” plus other’ features |and. the.
view films and hold a “semiItleases
Was
umserthy
in
tre cessor, in Sacramento, could pre-’
89°¢-uwned
Screen
Gems are mainly: responsible.
nar”
Sunday
(4)
morning
with
Gtisien cf fest direr:tor and crigi- vent a California civil war. There
Better
Tians:
Levin.
Generally,
is every indication that folks up |: directors Fred Zinnemann. JoHollywood
American
Federation: Of: Labor Film: Council, one of. the.
-sef von Sternberg and others
@:amdard ¢f pix in this, fest is not here take a proprietary interest in
leaders against U.S. “runaway” production .abroad, 'charges that: the.
on hand for fest.. Also particiCstiretive!
what Levin started in 1957. —
}-Motion Picture Assn. of America. ‘has been and- is deing everything in.
pating
were
10.
Stanford
stuHelisweee’s
Lick of participaIn any event, whatever commerits power to block a Congressionu) probe into this practice and flew one
‘dents, who
are
commuting
ficn gs. of ceuise, a cotiversation
interest in
ciat factors motivate.
‘
of its top lobbyists from Washington to Holly wood last September “to
from Palo Alto ‘to attend all:
pecce,
The S. FL Exainaier’s film festivals, 1t is not as:important as
keep the pressure ‘on Rep. Jchn Dent 'D-Pa.) while he’ was there.”
_ pictures.
critic, Standen Elcheibaun, took up the fact that film beeomes some‘Accusation is-made by council secretary: H. O'Neil Shanks. Says ‘Shanks,
Festival’s
putting
up
stutre subuct Friday
3 in a page thing special, even if: the impres“the intensity of .the préssure being exerted. by. the Eric. Johnston
dents free at YMCA. arrangfive eaiterial essay headed, “ Iys- sion is not indelible.
This appar- ee
Office against the holding of a public hearing . on the runaway: picture ©
ing meals and admitting them
tery Gf Missing Hollywood Slovie.” ently does not mean much, if any: praduction nroblem has rarely. heen equalled: in. the entire history of
to .films- free.
“Why.”
he asked. “is it that thing, to the film industry, perhaps
‘lobbying in. Washington.”
Next weekend. another ‘two
neariy tvo dezen
countries—in- keeause it has never really under-.
A MPAA spokesman last nicht’ freely admitted that one of. MPAA’s”
-dozen students) from
UCLA
cluding
Exsypt
and
Nationalist stood the art of institutional pubD.C. execs, was here ‘during Dent's visit, adding, “not. only that. he
.and USC will come. to Frisco
China—were ‘silhng to send i:m- lic relations.as distinguished from |}. for similar round of “studies.”
| stayed’ at the same. tiotel that’ the |congressman. stayed at. " Lobbyist:
Poitant new fiims to the campe- point of sales ballyhoo. The forreferred to is Manning
Tim): Claggett, ‘director. of ‘state legislation
UCLA teacher Colin Young
tition?
On the other hand, the mer, the industry should begin to
| service: for MPAA.
was in Frisco with his students
United States, which made 15) ma- recognize, can make’ it easier.to
MPAA’s Ken Clark’s retutation of.same last weck had issued charge
lJast -weekend, as was Stanjor wictures last year for world- - smash through with the direct box‘by Screen Actors. Guild...
ford’s.. Henry Br ightr ose..
———
w-de distribution, apparently -had office pitch for a receptive public
USC's Richard. Dyefé McCann
nething to offer but three low- is much easier to persuade. —
_ Following the discrimination of the Mation Picture Assn. ‘of.America .
‘is expected next weekend.
Interestingly, foreign filmmak- |
budget movies submitted by un=| to join in his plan for an international film. exposition at the 1964-65°
ers are yery much’ aware in this
krown, independent producers.
jN .Y. World's Fair, B. B. Kreisler is seeking the backing of construction
The Russians, for in. |indeed, was begged—to. put ‘wphe |: groups to finanee the project. Kreisler called a press conference te-blast_
“If our moviemaking neighbor respect.
to the south persists in snubbing stance. grabbed frontpage atten- | Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone” into: MPAA prexy Eric Johnston for. refusing to. consult with him on the’
tion
in
San
Francisco
newspapers
}
the
Frisco
Fest
and
declined.
Such
ws. why, then. does San Francisco
‘$2.515.000 film project. Kreisler said he had ‘been able to -get. interviews
even bother with a film festival?” with the arrival of their delega- | a pieture, with: Vivian Leigh spend- with all the major company toppers, most of whom gave their tacit’
That last question is one which tion to the festival. Hallywood. to. ing some time in Frisco. would approval to his efforts, but that Johnston alone remained “unay ailable. ”.
say the least, could have shared have helped this fest. But, as many
Levin himself is pondering. too.
In June the MPAA appointed a committee to study ways in which.
visitors have’said, “you put ‘a pic-. MPAA. companies might. participate in the fair, but. as: yet noconsidering all the time and en- the headlines and the picture space
o°plans,
Moreover. it i ture in. here and {t gets. panned
ergy he spends annually in at-' in the newspapers.
HAelien

picture

smaustry,

is

celd-

‘have been announced,

~

,

have drawn some benefit.; localiy and you're dedd—if | you.
tempting to organize an interest- ‘eould
in New York and get: panned,
ins prograin of pix and line up a from the exploitation accorded this .open
Publicity statement {ssued through the ‘American Jewish ‘Congress
event
by
local merchants, includ-° at. least. vou got a chance.”
jury and visting celebs.
Event,
Irving M. Levin projects total quotes author’ Mever Levin as charging that he is: the victim of “‘career
ing the big department stores.
Eacked hy the City Art Commis‘gross of this year’s festival at | assassination” premised on allegations that he is:a troublemaker. im-.
Hollywood
can.
argue
that
no:
sion cvnostly with enthusiasm, - is
- around $40.000, perhaps a Jittle; possible ‘to work with and. litigation-prone. The ‘following is. verbatim:
ciiried
of on an
unbeKevably single nation can mateh its overa!l:; less, which would be some $10.000
“Among the. ‘examples of the blacklisting: from. which: he suffers,
small budget -about $80.000 this| prestige image; that only: b.o.. re- more than. 1960. Still. this ds hardly !| Mr. Levin writes, are: cancellation of ar agreement to -write a’ book
year) with a gocd chunk represent- sults count and it is ’way ahead in bi
ey—and still, there are aj; - on Israel; cancellation of a television interview .in connection with
that
respect.
However,
Holivwood:
ing
out-of-pocket
expense
for
ig money
when |publication of his. novel, ‘Eva’. cancellation of an interview with-his~:
overlook
that’ competition ' number ‘of nights at this fest
Levin, operator of Metro Theatre cant
jw ife—Toreska Torres, .an author. in her own right—on the publication:
from abroad is increasing and that}: the house isn’t anywhere near sold j‘of her novel, ‘Dangerous
Wheve fest pix are shown.
Games’; and cancellation. of an agreement .
'
out.
to cover the Eichmann: trial for a major. “American” picture’ magazine.” .
The bus:ne-s his theatre is ¢a- here at. home more people than
‘At’ opening: night . ceremonies
yahte of ceing during the two- ever before are conscious of and:
; Harold ‘Zellerbach, president. of } "Mucho
uproar among Slick mag staff writers. and freelancers who’ ve
Week run Gt test pix couldr't come ; being attracted to foreign pix.
; the. City Art Commission, which been
lopped: off Hollywood .studio ‘preview lists. recently. ‘Spokesman.
near to paring the nut. Then what
Sponsors Frisco's fest, hinted that for Johnston
office admits severe pruning which may run as high as’
does he get our of it?. At pre-ent,
a move to & bigger theatre: was 40°c
of names and states. “errors have. occurred. because publicity
primeriy the saiisfaction of makbeing discussed. But if this fest. heads
By WILLIAM STEIF
do not. know. writers personally.” Among those protesting move
inc the motion
picture a focus,
cart fill 1,000 seats nightly, what, are Dora Albert, who also -contributes to fan mags and. Elizabeth
San Francisco Nev. 7.
even if only temporarily, cf local
r will it do with 2.000 seats?
| Gilrain, longtime Coast ed for Better Homes & Gardens. Miss’ Gilrain
First three films shown — the
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Ben Casey -

‘Investigators
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analytical stu
of network
programs
in the first

whic

flush of the season, summarizes its

| findings with the warning that
| “storm. signals are flying.” For the
| oPening weeks of the season (Sept
|2?-Oct. 12) its survey shows ABCTV with 16 of its evening programs
|in jeopardy, CBS-TV with 12 and
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ABC 17.2. | the study, “10 of the ABC shows
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now for. the .first time breaking
down his Alpha & Omega by single
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a multiplicity of. angles,
—"| the Nielsens. bearing out the NBC-
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| re almost sure losers as against

{eight for CBS and three for NBC.
Listed as likely failures are:

ABC—“Follow

“Law-

Allen, “Top Cat,” “Straightaway,”
“The Roaring 20's” (already cancelled) and Lawrence Welk.

Way

As Gene Kelly

the Sun,”

!man,” “Bus Stop.” “Calvin and the
-Colonel,” “The New Breed,” Steve

CBS—“Window

on

Main

-St.,”

“Dick
Wan
Dyck.”
“The
Alvin
Show,” “Father Knows. Best’ {reruns),
“Frontier
Circus,”
Bob
! Cummins, “The Investigators” and
“Father of the Bride.”

Series for ABC:

“mext-season and all: three television |
‘TV upsurge from a weak third po- |.
networks
ate currently Pitching |
[sition last season to.a strong. sec| NBC—“National Velvet,” “Cap‘for the comic's allegiance. Under
d this season (if toting up the’
tain of Detectives” and “Tales of
Jess Oppenheimer
is ‘teamed !
. pontract
to. CBS-TV ‘for. many:
more realistic Oct... 9-15. period)
Wells Fargo.”
Benny’smost
‘Tecent:
deal
‘With
writer
Sam.
Taylor
ona.
pilot
j.
The MCA-ABC romance, which
years, |
‘and out in front on. average rating
Says the report, “there is always
for NBC-TV. Deal for the half-hour
with Lever Bros. gave him’ the.
iby a-fraction (if counting the two- ;moved. into high gear with the re- the possibility that a program will
situation’
comedy ‘ telefilm
was |
right to choose his network -slot:'
|weet period), but in’any event sug- :cent $20,000,000
hit
a successful stride after a slow
transaction
for
closed last ‘week by. the web.
Selection: of CBS-TV for the '61-'62: It's called “Big Brain,” and the| gesting’ a. touch-and-go battle for : the network’s acquisition of “Wag- tstart but the odds are against it.
i.supremacy..
span was understood to be motiv-‘After
an initial sampling period
casting is now going ‘on in Holly‘For the Oct. 9-15 span, ‘with all,‘on ‘Train” (new. segments plus 189: during the first few weeks of a
~ ated by the fact. that CBS bought ”Wo:
‘lprime.-time shows aceounted for reruns), took another forward leap new season, audience viewing sete
“Checkmate,” a:property of Ben=.
(7:30 to 11: and ‘starting .at-7 on! ‘this week with revelation of a deal tles into a pattern that is usually
ny’s production firm -unti] its re-:
Sundays), CBS” was ‘in the. dead, for a. full-hour
only by marked
decent sale to MCA’s Revue. °- |
Revue-produced ‘disturbed
It’s known: that Leonard Goldenseries. hased on the Bing Crosby terioration or improvement of individual programs. Some of the
_|starres, “Going My Way.”
son, AB-PT prexy; had’ tried to get:
-Benny last year, before he decided '
The tv series, desinged as a '62- programs listed above will prob_ Average. audience rating for 7
to stay ‘With CBS,. and the. romanc-;.
}°63 entry, will star Gene Kelly in ; ably be classified ultimately as outtwo-week -period (Oct. 2-15):
ing by the ABC-TV web ‘of-‘Benny ,
‘|the
Crosby role fo the Friest. ‘and-out theatrical failures, others
NBC wees
ceeeceeee eens 19:1
-is now being renewed. Benny. is‘
It looms as one of the major’ as victims of time period place-

ONBC-TV’s BigBrain’

i

NBC:$WedCould In.A Nutshel] .
Get A Body Blow: CBS wi.c eee. veveee 18.8
ABC oo eee ecsee
ceeeee. 14.6
Denends On Como’:

, ment. The theatrically marginal
ABC-TV entries for next season.
By ‘virtue of MCA’s $50,000,000 ‘show unfortunately lives or dics
acquisition of the pre-’48 Para-~ in accordance with the strength or
J mount backlog (on which the agen-, weakness of its lead-in and come
cy has already reaped millions in ‘- petition.”
profits), MCA has rights ‘to the - Commenting on the purchase of
story properties in the catalog, “Wagon Train” by ABC, the study
ABC cece ctegeeeeeenes . 14.7
nights'a year hence..
among which are numbered the says, “it’s a reflection of ABC's
————
‘concern. Historically, with the’ exIt’s -bad ‘enough ©that. “Wagon with 25 half-hour wins; NBC 19; “Going My Way” entry.
ception of the Jack Benny move
Train” is already * ‘committed
to ABC nine.
All told some $6,000,000 is rep- from NBC to CBS, program -raids
CBS won three. nights
another web (ABC) in. ’62-’63. This of: the week (Monday, Tuesday and resented in the deal, calling for
have
not proven a consistently sucNestle : has plunked down. over Jeaves .NBC-TV with an. important|Saturday);. NBC won three (Wed- 34 original hour installments. It’s
cessful’
or constructive solution to
“$3,000,000 in daytime biz. with ‘7:30-8:30: hole to fill and when it’s°“nesday, - Thursday and. _ Sunday); jointly owned by Kelly’s Kerry a creative problem. tEd’s note: the
Productions and Revue
CBS-TV, buying 260 quarter hours. filled: the new NBC offering will; 1 ABC won Friday night.
report
should
have included the
|.probably Ahave to, face off: against.
over a 52-\veek. period.
Here are some “of the major |
move ef Danny Thomas from ABC
Weekday shows bought in quar- the ‘very. program ‘it . replaced. highlights of the report: |
to CBS). ABC is taking a caleuter-hour segments include: Secret . “Wagon: Train” is still . the ‘No. 1 .. (1) For all the hoopla attending
lated risk that there is sufficient
the NBC-TV move-in with its SatStorm,” “Millienaire,” “‘Edge |of Nielsen show. |
vitality in “Wagon Train” to keep
ig: problem-—now: only urday: Night Movies, ‘CBS swept |.
- Second
Night.” -#‘As ‘the: World Turns,”
it on the road for a few more sea‘a
question
mark—is
‘what
is’
going:
‘the entire. evening; —
“Password, . “Love of Life.” “Versons. This could prove to be an
_
Hollywood. Nov. 7.
(2). Bearing out the’ early Ar- |
dict: Is Yours.”.: and “Brighter to happen with Perry Como, who
expensive miscalculation.”
cartoon |- Bing Crosby TV Enterprises, | “Reason for the NBC resurgDay.” Saturday shows bought: are holds forth brightly this season bitron ‘projections, the
Roy’ Rogers °“Mighty Mouse,” and between 9 and 10:p.m. on: Wednes-. shows are in trouble: ditto.the ac-" which curreutly is producing tne ence.” the study continues. “is toa
medic “Ben Casey” teleseries, has
“Video Village, Junior. Edition.’aan days? Like “Train,* Como. helps’ tion-adventure.. shows, with ABC
anchor the entire’ evening
for taking the brunt..of the beating. plans for a second scalpel series,!;complex for precise definition but
: two of the more obvious should te
NBC-TV.: It's anticipated. Como (The closest ABC has come to a “Come
A-Runnin’,”
story
of
‘| will want. to £0. the ‘Dinah Shore hit. among its new. entries for the young medical student in a small : noted: (1) smarter program selec. tion and, '2) more effective counter
lroute, next .season ‘and. only do .a season is “The Corrupters,”. but town.
i*
programming in terms of program‘Hmited number of shows.
Jits .172 is far short of Top 40 or
Harry Tatelman. will produce .time period placements.
Como
was ‘a° difficult. enough. the click 20-or-bettez mark;
and ‘Montgomery Pittman is set!
Report gives NBC four possible
man to sell on returning. to a week- | (3. Among the so-called “new. to direct half-hour pilot of new winners
among the new entries:
(Continued on page 54) ©
(Continued. on page 54)
series from a James Poe script.
“Car 54,” Bob Newhart, Joey Bishop
Hollywood, . Nov. .7.
and “Hazel.”
The “Dick Poweil
‘Warner Bros., aware. that coh-|. _
Show” and “Dr. Kildare” are cred-tracted stars in its 10 teleseries repited with “developing strong audi«
., multipronged
drawing.
povwer,:
ence appeal.” In ABC's safe colplans using’ ‘them in a. feature, |.
umn, according to the study, are
“Ain't. We Got Fun.” now being:
¢Shows Leading Time Periods Oct. OTS >
“Ben
Casey” and “Target—Tne
. scripted by Edwin Blum ‘and. un- |
Corrupters.”
Report
continues,
derstood to be the brainchild of |.
“the balance of ABC's new ones,
WBE . production chief Bill: Orr.
along with several of the old ones
Comedy: -is perioded in the ‘20s,
7:00— .
are in trouble.” (No listing is made
‘although. it ‘won’t be an extension |.
|of CBS probable winners.)
of its recently-axed series,. “Roar _—
=
Rawhide
|
|
Wagon
;
“Onllaws
“Laramie.
ing “20s.”
Mason
reported as having

a heavy

stock’

interest. in the AB-PT company,

$3,000,000 Nestle.

Average audience rating for
week of Oct. 9-15 reflecting the
new
season's full. schedule:
“Wednesday,. hottest’ night. of the. :
vacscececcenececes 19:1
Cc BS
Ww ‘eek for NBC-TV, could ironically
NBC
oo. cio e cave eee ees 18.9
4 turn. into one of. the. web:s“weakest |

Tab forCBS-TV}

Another Scalpel Series «
On Bing Crosby Agenda

WB Putting All Its
Contracted TV: Stars
Into a Feature Film’

THE AULA
“AMERICAN NIELSEN LINEUP
“wep.

Trains
{NBC).

- Studia. will be the first major:

-eampany :to-try out such an ‘fdea.
WB tv pact list, most of whom will
be‘ included: in feature, ineludes
Efrem Zimbalist Jé.,. Roger Smith,
Ed Byrnes, Clint: ‘Walker, Ty Har‘din, Donald May, -Dorothy Provine;
Anthony ‘Bisley, Gonnie: Stevens,,
-‘Froy

Donahue,

Diane

" Wagon. |
Train
(NBC).

Duggan,

—poble

8:30—

McBain,

‘John Russell, Peter Brown, Peggie.
Castle;.' “Andrew.
Kelly.

- 9:00—| then

Jack

Como.

__
=

- “Herinesey {oO

19:00]E. -4CBS).

Concerned with major
sports .
events, big sports names-and under | ———————
“the aegis of NBC-TV ‘sports boss|
|
“16:30—.
Tom. Gallery, the stanza, if. used,

would

probably get a: ‘60-minute

slotting. -

Checkmate
(CBS) ..

“perry

shows |for{

“next season. at-NBC-TV is a prime
time weekly. sports stanza.

| Checkmate
(CBS)

NBC’s.Hour Sports Yen
‘One of the -possible

| ‘THurs.. |

|

-5

Se

| © (NBC)

(CBS)

Perry
(CBS)

Donna
Reed

Rawhide
(CBS)

(ABC)
‘Real
McCoys
(ABC)

“My. Three.

Perry .
“Mason
(CBS)

Flintstones,
(ABC) | -

Defenders

“GT sunset

Strip |
~ Sons
(ABC)_ _ (ABC).
-. Hazel
47: Sunset
- (NBC).
Strip

(CBS):

(NBC)

First casualty of the new season on CBS-TV is expected to he

“Defenders

~ Bonanza |

‘(CBS)

(NBC;

film
series Thursday
nights
at
9 p.m., produced by Revue.
Web is thinking of twe half-hour
replacements,
one
of which
is
“Password,” the Goodson-Todman

Have Gun, ~ Bonanza | ”
Will Travel

(NBC)
(CBS)
__ (ABC)
Pwilight
‘Gunsmoke
‘Naked City, Sing: Along ~
Zone
(ABC).
|With Mitch
(CBS)
a
(NBC) - —
S)
(CBS) _.
oe Naked |City Sing Along | ‘Corruptors Gunsmoke
With Mitch |. (ABC)
(CBS)

{NBC}

|~ ¢

Investigators’ As
Ist CBS Casualty?

(NBC).

~
Candid
Camera
{CBS)
‘What's My
Line?
(CBS)

“The Investigators.”

game

show which

the hour vid-

recently had its

daytime debut on the web. Programming v.p. Oscar Katz is off to
a Coast visit and is expected. to
give Revue the cancellation notice

‘|for the subsequent 13-week cycle.
“Investigators,” along with other

erime mellers, _has .been . disege
chanting in the rating numbers.
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Vs Hypocritical Oath

CAST
TV Acad’s Tri-City Museum- Library |BING'SBRITISH
FOR ABC SPECIAL
As a Shrine Fer Program Landmarks'
“By HERM

+

SCHOENFELD

Humorist

4n .mbitious proje-t of the naticnal Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences. to establish a tri-city
museum and library for video programs dating fom
the nealithic
tra Gf 1947-48 to the present. 15
now due te be eompleted in 1963.
Sites have already been lined up
in
Hollywood,
New
York
and
Wesningion and a ATAS ¢ :mmit-

4

Max Shulman
‘has written a bright whimsy

Once You Know How,
It’s Easy
e*

tee is now at work on the specifics
of hew to select and store the
shows slated for enshrinement.
ATAS.

nesentime.

a new. magazine,

is

industry

cross-section.

The

of

the

!taped at the Wembley
Motorola,

of the Society. of ‘Members of. the.

seduction.”

And keep his ob? os

‘FailinBid toResolve British
E Actors?

studios of

- Associated-Rediffusion.

wie

“London, Nov. 2...

William Cormack, chairman

Advertising Association, suggested to admen here that. all‘tv-execs
should swear anh oath similar to. the one taken by medics. The aim
is to clean-up tv plugs. :
Proposed oath reads, in part: “Whatever: I do will. be for. the.
benefit of the people. . I will always tell‘ the truth, though liesbe asked of me .... refrain ‘from any’ wrongful ‘act of psychological:

through Leo. Burnett |

~ EquityWalkouts On Com] TVers

,agency, and the .U. S. Time Corp., |
. through Warwick & Legler, are |
mony — Editorial a
the show.

Features in the upcoming

London, -Nov. 7.:
NBC's "Mediterranean: Director

Quar-

terly, Jan. 15 in association with
Ssracuse ‘Univ.
Dr. A. William
Bluem. of the school’s Television
& Radio Center, is editor of the
publication with an editcrial board
of 19 members
representing
a

broad

cnother

launching

Television

‘Bing Crosby's’ first of two hourlong specials
for ABC-TV this season wiil tee off Dec. 11. with an
: English supporting cast, including
“the comedy team of Terry Thomas
& Dave King, singers Shirley Bas- |.
‘sey and Marion Rye and. a vocal
‘eombo, The Wanderers. ‘Sonie of .
|fhe routines are ‘currently being|
filmed on location in London while
ithe studio sequences
are. being |

56th

Anniversary. Number |

SelfTakes Over | Irving R. Levine
‘B’ In A News|As Huggins Steps ii The
Man’s Bonnett—F rom
|

| Plus ether statictical and date-filled
charts and articles.

‘Brinkley Journal’| Down at20th-TV

woe
vill
be
cuffed
to ATAS
members.
Robert
Lewine.
ATAS prexy,
envisions the tv museum as a re-!
pository for the industry's efforts |
in all programming spheres. orts|
major networks are making avail-

|

dwells on.

|

AD fuille- ‘pid. was. made. yes-"
terday (Mon.) to resolve: the’ week.
‘old performers’ strike on- ‘commer-cial. tv, when program basses ‘met
leaders of British Actors. Equity
for the first time since the walk.
‘out was staged last Wednesday ad):
‘ The dispute, which involved: the

entire: membership of British “Acs
; tors’ Equity and the Variéty Art‘ists ‘Federation, other than artistswho. are under contract; did: not .
enother Informative Feature. | seriously ..affect .the commercial ‘-

Bizerte To Berlin

|

‘Hollywood, Nov. 7.
Roy Huggins. has. stepped down.
at his own request, as veepeée in},
charge of tv production at 20th-

May Go Full Hour sts 2'-"sistcto"s? ir

able the film and tapes and, where|
ever possible. the kinescopes of the ! NBC-TV brass is toying. with the |gotiated with Peter Leva thes,
early tv programs, many of which|.idea of making “Brinkley® s Jour-|studio’s
executive
veepee
in
were unfortunately not preserved. nal” a full hour’s length in 62-63. charge of production, which will|
i

Lewine said that the musuem

*

2

@

in the upcoming

.

.

56th Anniversary Number

| program schedules for the first-few

days, though there was one imme-:
diate casualty. last. Wednesday (1)
‘{) when “Echo:Four-Two” had to. be

dropped by. Associated Rediffusion

VARHETY

in. Web is far from making such a de-, have Huggins heading up his. pro-!
New York would be situated in the ° cision definite with regard to the |duction unit at the studio. William | Plus other statistical and date-filled
Lineein Center for the Performing _10:30-11 p.m. Wednesday offering, | Self. who has been an executive tv [|
charts and orticles..
at. 20th-Fox, -becomes |
Arts.
In Hollywood,
it will be -but there are a couple of presumed,Producer

and’ replaced |by TWW’s Jubilee

Show:”

‘If. the. dispute goes‘ on’ it

| will take afew weeks before there
jis a. serious’ disruption . of. pro-'
grams;.in view of the: substantial
j:Volume’ of prefilmed ‘and’ pretaped
material,. plus the: fact that many
‘of the artists in regular. Series’ are.
-under contract. .
Though the schedules themselves
are -not being too ‘heavily.. muti=
lated, the dctors’: walkout. has: in-—
volyed. a. considerable amount of
|
reshuffling. For example, -unless

'NBC-TV Test Pilot |

-licuced in the Motion Picture & ‘reasons why it could end up being ;head of the studio's tv production.
Television Museum due to be com- a fait accompli:
Huggins iis taking inta his Sidona
Fleted next spring. In Washington, ! An hour pubaffairs show is cer-: Productions ‘the current
hour
it will be part of the National Cul- tain to pull more weight with iseries, “Bus Stop,” and will
tural Centre building when that’s. Washington than a half-hour pub-;Velop other properties under the
finished.
and besides this;Studio canopy. Huggins -created
_affairs
show,

Lewine

disclosed

that

“major. ‘Brinkley

weekly

outing seems

to. Sidona four years ago, named after

On ‘We the People’

site ‘near Flagstaff,
bet rot rad cal” chances in ATAS'' have ¢onsiderable critical support;the location
NBC-TV is probably going to try
|t Ariz., of the first. picture he pro-|
“Emmy” award procedures are in already from all quarters.
out. an hourtong pilot of the ald, j they are specifically under contract:
fhe works. The academy's trustees ,
Second. it may become necessary. | duced,afor- Columbia.
_time-proven
“We .the
People.”
are now considering the proposed: for NBC-TV to find a relatively in: | In commenting on his new ‘Setup.|.Stanza, produced by Perry Cemo’'s the Tiller Girls are barred from.
the Palladium show, though head-'
amendments which will either be’ expensive replacement next season ‘Huggins said, “I wanted to work Roncom
Productions
(‘and ¢évi- liner Shirley Bassey, who appeared
ratified or rejected Within the next - for one or another of its Wednes-i less: and earn more.and this new
dently controlled in part by. GAC).}-| last Sunday '5) has been presigned.
‘day half-hours, if Perry Como’s big:j arrangement. will accomplish ‘it.7 will. get: into Como’s Wednesday }
tuo weeks.
and there was no objection. . Like-.
In New York. the loca! ATAS. rating thrust isn’f. around to help
-| night slot for a one-shot on Nov. |wise in the tase. of ‘emcee Bruce
chapte" is gearing up production out the various 30-minute commer- '
29, and‘it’s. reported that the star /.
for a flork of experimental! shows. ‘cial offerings.
due to be presented on all six i Of course, a: decision to go an
h. ¥. channels.
WCBS-TV
and. hour with Brinkley would depend
WNBC-TYV have already given the on Brinkley, who is said to feel
greenieht to ATAS for such tele- ‘that he already. has enough to do
casts and approvals are expected | preparing a weekly half-hour.

‘Forsyth, ‘who. is a regular on the -will’ be -Douglas Fairbanks Jr..
‘ BRIT. PILKINGTON
+ show. For next Suinday (12) ATV”
Alan Newman its producing this°have a recorded and’ edited -ver(Coma is slated: to.‘sion of last. night’s ‘Mon.). Royal.
-REPORT INSPRING): special..pilot.
do 30 weeks this season, with time f

Command
Variety Show |at ‘the
Lon don, . Nov. 7.
out for. three specials, this beingj
The Pilkington. report on tele-. one of the three.) All the details ‘Prince of Wales.
vision
is
expected
in
the
spring,
-ac‘From.
‘he’
time of the final, breakon Production, are still,not, set.
from the four others shortly. The
cording to a. statement made. in
down in negotiations last: Tuesday: .
N. Y. branch. incidentally, is workthe House of Commons last week
(31): the ‘program companies’ have
ing closely with the new WUHF
by Postmaster-General-.
‘|issued three invitations to Equity
station in creating program ideas
Bevins.
‘to send the dispute to ‘arbitration
Tokyo, Nov. 7.
and it will also cooperate with:
‘with. a’‘pledge to honor the award.
This
suggests.
that
the
GovernCBS
cameraman
Wade:
Bingham;
Channel 13 if and when it goes:
‘But that has been. formally. turned
‘ment.
‘will
be
able
to
keep
to
its
educational.
_after 11 years in Far East, reports;
own by the. actors union. Gerald
original’ timetable: -of introducing.
Now
comprising
some _ 5.000 to new Los Angeles base (via New |
Croasdell, Equity’s: gerieral. secre-.
legislation in 1963, to take effect |
members in eight key cities across York) where hell be’ with. first
tary, explained his objections ‘to.
in ‘the following year, when the
“Julie
Andrews
and
Carol
Bur-.
the n; tion, ATAS is now entering:'West
Coast
bureau
of “CBS ITA license ‘and the. BBC charter ‘nett At Carnegie Hall” ts .a pro- arbitration -in a BBC fadio interits fifth vear with a well-rounded - Reports.”
view. He said that. the negotiations .
; : expire:
jected -spécial of CBS-TV for teleservice
availahle
to universities :
had been going on for about four
| casting . sometime after the first Of}
and educational broadcasters. Top .
‘months,.and about’ two weeks -be; the. year.
talent. execs and technicians from.
fore the breakdown, the ‘program.
i The hour ‘special now has a half ; companies © conceded -the principle
gil phases of the medium
have
4}: sponsor in Chemstrand and, if the of paying artists .in’ accordance
been recruited into a lecture buHoa half is sold to a ‘sponsor, it |wit h the. size of. audience, ‘but the.
reau which has been operating like
will be given an air date. Specialj
a ATAS “nreagee corns” in hinter|amount they ‘were prepared to pay
‘conceived. by Bob Banner Associ- was considered inadequate by the’
Jand schools and civic organiza"ates, carries a gross program price unions.. The progranr companies
tions,
‘{of $191,000, including tape origina- thereupon offered to go to arbitraOne of the Kev functions of the
tion charges: Carnegie Hall sched- !: tion, ‘but: in ‘doing so would have
N. Y. chapter is its annual “CloseBy MURRAY HOROWITZ «
‘uling permitting, a regular show |.
up” dinner, staged as a salute to
(Continued on. age 50)
a top industry figure. This year’s ee Garry Moore, sitting in his red; “to mikes. I haven’ t the. dark vision without cameras will be scheduled
blowout at the Astor, Nov. 30. will rocker, talked of longeviiy on tv, of.a John Barrymore who used to at the Hall before’ a paying audibe a Chet Huntley-David Brinkley a medium which devours its chil- recite a poem about thousands of ence one week before the telecast
‘dren. “I’m a pointer,” he said; “I hungry eyes upon a stage perform- taping. Purpose of the paid audinight
} can’t sing, dance and I'm not a: er, ready to devour him. at a slip. ence pre-tv show. outing is:to gain
il think of. my audience as one or extra polish for.the broadcast.
.|comedian.”
For a self-heralded “no-talent,” : two people, perhaps. lonely. at
Carol Burnett and J ulie Andrews
‘he commands a spacious, wing at home, and I try to make as much have appeared as a.duo in the}
'the 57th Street CBS Production , contact. with them on a personal “Garry Moore Show.” Show would
‘ Center—and he isn't exactly ab- | asis,, as’ I can. ' Every ‘number have Banner as exec producer, Joe
‘Dickers ‘between Howard “Ke.
sent from the nation’s airwaves. ‘needn't be a smash.”
!Hamilton, producer and Julio Di! Ssmith and:NBC News were. ended There's the “Garry Moore Show” | Garry Moore offered to say he: | Benidetto as director. A male cho-|!
i
last:
week, because the web and
and “I've Got a Secret” on tv and; isn’t good looking. He said he’d rus of singers and dancers would ;‘the recently resigned CBS newsmidweek
daily
10-minute irather have it that way. Idols. do be among the features, Banner ‘reLiggett & Myers is cutting back . the
‘man
couldn't .see eye to. eye..on.
Moore
Show” cn CBS: i get smashed and. it's unusual if cently produced the “Carnegie his role.
on two of its NBC-TV buys.
One. “Garry
is “87th Precinct.” the other— sur- ’ Radio. For: years and years now, _ they’re known by their: first names. Hall. Salutes Jack Benny,” ‘Special.
Smith, who’ ‘earned upwards of .
prisingly
“Dr. Kildare,” one he’s had such exposure—and his | “We made a mistake on my
a reported ‘$100,000 a year. at CBS.
‘nighttime
show . when
it first
of the higher rating new shows shows aren't exactly busts.
News, is-said to have. wanted comAt his office, sitting: in his red- opened. They had me decked out
of the season.
plete. editorial freedom at NBC
Reason reportedly is that the’ ‘rocking chair, ‘he Was’ questioned ‘In:coat and tails, with an opening
|and. rank just below. NBC's Huntabout the secrets of longevity: . ; image of ‘me behind Broadway |pbankroller,
with
some _ seasonal
-footlights,
accompanied
by
‘West
|
commercial ateam in ‘terms of
budget problems to faee, wanted: “Does taking notes bother you?” ;
commercial assignments.
A famous piece of Americana
out of ABC-TV's “Follow the Sun” , “No. Ask an actor a question and Side Story’ music. It was a showcase
built.
for
Cyril
Ritchard.
Peo|
:
For one thing, NBC brass felt
will turn. up with a peculiarly
first, but the ABC Sunday deal is he speaks for 27 hours.”
however
The pencil couldn’t keep up with- ple at home, before their-tv sets,. Broadway twist: on the Westing- that to bring Smith,
a firm one. Next best bet was the;
- probably wondered, Jooking at me,| house. Thanksgiving
special on | good, in as a top-ranking. staffer
Monday “Precinct” on NBC, but’ his reply.
news ‘vould create a. morale
“I let everyone steal. my scenes. " middle-aged, with a pot-belly, in ABC-TV Nov. 21.
since the bankroller wanted to keep}:
@ setting. ‘He’s gone out of:
Titled -“An.
Old ~ Fashioned | problem. among other members of
tome kind of a spread on Mondays: If I had a trained seal on my show, ‘such:
_his mind,” they. probably said. We
Thanksgiving, * show will bring to the department's reportorial staff.
and Th ursdays as well, it asked for: people wouldn't say, ‘Hey, did-y
'
ehanged
all that.’’
“ life some Currier & Ives. prints For. another—after the fashion of.
a 506 cut in the Thursday night | see the Trained Seal Show.’ No.
‘livingmuch
on Borrowed
longer canTime’
I last?. illustrating haw the holiday. was.| CBS, which fought with: Smith.
firm buy of “Kildare.” NBC gave, ’ They would refer to the pointer. | “Wow
observed in the 19th Century. One over his. editorial stands—NBC felt
in in order to keep part of the: Me. Fred Allen told me the ‘Same ;
!
You’re
supposed
to
‘be
dead
on tv of the- most celebrated prints is that if they were hiring Smith the
:
thing.
He
said
a
dog
could
be
submoney in “Precinct.”
L&M owns alternate half-hours |stituted for .what I’m doing, if after. three years. I’m living on the ice skating scene set in Central web ought to have-some degree of
in “Sun.” It cut back alternate! meat sauce flavored the clothes of :| borrowed time. If they came in to- Park, N.Y. But for tv, this scene say over his program. content. Jim °
day and told me that the public has been switched ‘by. producer Hagerty, ABC news chief, said. na
vhalf-hours in “Preeinet” to; a min- the performers.
been “held between
“I came. up through ‘proadcast- doesn’t. like me anymore, that I’m Robert Saudek to a new location— talks have
vte weekly. and cut its two “KilSmith and the web... ~~
.
‘Grossinger’s, NY.
(Continued on page 50)
ing. I sat in the studios and played dare” minutes down to one.

Bingham Back to U.S.

“Reeinald |(BS-TV’s Carol Burnett,

Julie Andrews Special.
From Carnegie Hall) ¢

Garry. Moore's GotA Secret:
‘T Let Everyone Steal My Scenes’

Smith,NBC Can't

Agree: NoDeal

L&Ms Pullback
On NBC Entries

CURRIER & IVES TV’ER
FROM GROSSINGER’S

—

_

vember’ 8, 1961
Wedriesday, No
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> re
GLASSGYUY|WilABC Tint CTION
Up TV Spectrum?
~ SomethingNew,Something
Now

that MGM-TV's

“Dr. :Kildare”. looks ‘to. be" off. ‘and running _

as a click NBC-TV. entry, look for a-rash.of ex-feature: properties- as
tv series. A number. are already in the works, as witness:
~
MC'‘A's projected hourleng entry based-on.- “Going: ‘My Way,” the.
. ex-Bing Crosby. starrer,;designed for . ABC-TV in 62-63. (See
separate story);

Washington, - Nov. 7.

-An * Andy | Hardy". half-hour’ series ‘already: being |‘plotted: for =| Who . are. Newton
. NBC-TY. (A. 16-year-old: Teaas boy looks headed for the former ° | porters? :
«Mickey

Rooney ‘role, once

Decision Expected by February:
_ More Biz Than NBC Can Handle

| LIKESWid oTYLE

th...studio can

erase ‘his. drawh);.

Also out of the MGM-TV: shop: a half-hour series based on-. William Saroyan's “Human Comedy.” -This one’ is:firmed for ABC-TV
with Bristol-Myers ‘underwriting.
There was another starter.out of. the. MGM studio ‘vailts this.
season (“Father of ‘the Bride’ an CBS-TV ),. but it’s’.falled to achieve

: the click status of “Kildare.”

Minow" 8 sup-

+

. Mostly. men—and men: of distinc| tion if the response to the. Federal
Conirnunications Chairman’s waste“| land’ speech is any gauge:

‘The Rap Trap

Purex found itself in a trap

of its ‘own when it discovered that its NBC-TV Nov. 16
special, “The Glamor Trap,”

-This comes as a surprise to those
‘who've ‘assumed: that the hard core

|.of Minowism :is comprised-of PTA

CBS Greenlights $140myFo
or

-

‘Was

an

explicit

rap

of

the

distaffers, perennial coed ty pes and
American female’s compulsion
other organized groups ‘of. house- |: to be’ glamorous. A. manufac| wives.’
_turer
of - glamor-producing
It: also raises the, -question off toiletry articles, Purex tried to..
where the. hoipolloi stands.. Did . modify the show’s slant, but
Minow’ get his wasteland message
the production was ‘too far
through to the milkman in Omaha
‘along to be switched.
or Was the.latler too busy watching
As a result, Purex will only

Modernized NY. Productiontate
A

{ television |‘to. take pen-in hand?

$14,500,000 .program’ to -im- +-

-Jprove- ‘and: ‘modernize the ‘CBS Pro-|
duction Center ‘between 56th and].

At

“No More Benefits”

‘any

rate.

an

‘Branch

on.the

be plugging its bleach and deretergent
products
on
“The
Complaint ; -- “Glamor Trap.”

exhaustive

~) port by» -Commission’s
mail

response. to!

By not much later than February
of next year, ABC-TV will make
an annual decision—to celor o¢
not to color? This time, moe
chances seem.to have improve
somewhat for ABC to say yea instead of the old may, and the reasons are many.
After seeing how color set sales
move around the year-end holiday
period, ABC will make its decision,
If set sales are “reasonably high,”
then ABC will go color.
Fact that the decision will be
based on sales suggests that ABC
may now have come to believe that
color sets can move into several
‘million homes eyen if the price of
each receiver doesn’t go below
$293. th: present low.

. 57th street in New. York has. been |
speech’ last ‘May ;
The three television “nets | Minow's. NAB
But there are factors that ap‘given the greenlight -by. .prexy Dr.
works afte now-in. agreement showed: ‘men outnumbering women
parently have encouraged ABC—
Frank . Stanton, - following . board’
-about-.one thing at. least—no’: - ‘by: ‘about. five to.one.in support of
and CBS, too—te look ever more
his dim views of -video.. And only |
&pproval.
. ‘more benefit shows. NBC-TV,
evarefully at the February reports
’ The..expenditure is pelieved to which ‘carried a benefit show - “a-smattéring of working stiffs. were
from set manufacturers:
. for the. ‘Mannie Sacks Cancer . ‘| represented as against a high per-7]
mark CBS’ pledge. of allegiance to.
(1) There
is apparently inore
ty production in N. ¥: Plan, which | Fund, has now formally hand-. [centage of high-status folk like
color business than NBC, aloné in
educators,
physicians,
|
attorneys;
|
-€alls ‘for _ consolidation of. the |. ed down ‘a ukase against..such
color
transmission
now, can pons| executives and ministers.
;
Web's studia: facilities in N. Y., en- }- cuffo programming. | ventures
sibly handle. ABC and CBS in the
from. now on in..’CBS-TV. is |} The report itself is. as remarkcontpasses, radio: facilities: as well,
|
past
have
lost
sonie
Detroit autoable - as. its’ findings. Analyzing
Work ‘is: slated to start after the| expected to follow: suit while:
motive coin because color seems t9
2.542 letters reeeived through last
first of: the’ year. and is ‘seheduled |. ABC:TV has hada longstand{have
become
so
important
to car
June, it does. just about everything |
Chrysler Corp. has a_ verbal;
ing policy. against such: shows.
for completion in Jan., 1964: when.
except. také the. square root of the |.order in at NBC-TV for a reported ' sales.
‘At...will. ‘house studio. ‘and related
“Web .execs found that the.
|
(2)
Besides
RCA,
there
are
preswritér.. About.60 FCC staffers and; total of five one-hour specials this
facilities. of CBS-TV, CBS Radio, ’. only way .to-handle ‘the’ per-.
‘volunteers put in no less than 505 |season. If the time periods ean be ‘ently eight other set manufactur-CBS News and WCBS-TY.
- sistent‘and numerous: requests
“man-hours: dissecting the m issives. 4 found, the time and talent bag for ters making tint receivers, and it's
for. benefit’.programs was ‘to. | A’-handful. of Complaints Branch
Some. of the early ‘N. Y, “CBS.
amounts
to about felt that they’d rather lose an arm
‘turn ‘them: all down imparti- _ ‘| Staffers put in 141 regular working the network
studio. and. properties ‘will be. re‘than adyertise their color sets on
cally.
‘One of the difficulties° | hours ‘plus 135°, in overtime for. $1,600.000.
linquished ‘as the new studios. ‘be-y
2
(Best way. quite obviBig
part
of
the
deal
might
turn NBC-TY.
"in brushing: the. benefits: has. . | which. they” are entitled to. time
come completed:
out to be a 60-minute special co- ously, to push color sets is to adTop. management: of’ CBS News been’ that -in-virtually every | off, while 50 volunteers from neigh- starring Milton Berle and Jack vertise in color, and ABC is not
‘case a prominent show biz per-".
and. -headquarters. af.-CBS’ News,
boring ‘campuses and PTA units: Benny (latter owes Berle a guest- equipped, and CBS won't transmit
‘sonality: has, been tied into the. pitched
in 229 hours in return for a |shot? ‘but there’s nothing final in
“"r
domestic and foreign, will be lo_ deal.
| form letter thank-you from Minow.| this regard yet. Deal will defi(3) ABC has a clear recollection
cated. at “the Center, as well as
All of which raises another ques- |nitely include the Lerner-Loewe of what happened when Eastman
CBS News’ N. Y. newsroom, stution. After such a gigantié effort,| special, for which -arrangements Kodak decided to sponsor Walt
‘dios’ and . supporting operations..
why “isn't Minow doing something| have already been concluded, and Disney’s color show on NBC rather
" Six t¥ studios and five radio stu‘with the. report? It’s "stil in the |;
dios, :plus: other facilities, will be
is expected to include a special by than remain, in any significant
| samey. draft:.shape: it was ‘when: j Producer 'Arthur Freed, who has way, with either its own “Ozzie &
built at the. Center. ‘It also: -will|
handed
to
his
office
last
July..
Any:
|
liouse ‘rehearsal hails, administra| done ‘many major musicals for |Harriet” or CBS’ Ed Sullivan.
-body can see ii if they ask for it.
| ABC has the basi¢ facilities to
tive offices and film libraries. The |
Tetro.
But nobody has been. spreading |
six tv studios will be on the third
(Freed deal, by the way, was set up color, but it'd sfilf cost the
‘-the -word, few. knew about its exis-’
“floor immediately above central.
cooked. up several months ago by web a few million dollars more to
tence, and there are n6 plans- for|
technical -facilities..-Largest studio|NBC with an eye to making a make the full transition. CBS has
either. printing it or publicizing|
the basic setup too, and may be
will. have a 7,300 square feet pro-.
deal just with Chrysler.)
it in press release. form. Possibly’
duction ‘area. Other .-studios. will
Other two stanzas
were
not closer, economically and techniMinow regards it: as susceptible to.
cally, to color than ABC, because
range. from 5,500 to 2,400 square
’For ‘the. "62-63 season, CBS-TV an unfriendly .interpration. Axe-; 7 med.
CBS once did transmit in color—
feet.
has a “number: -of ‘projects: in thé grinders could label- it a_ selfuntil if became economically unCharles Litekman & “Associates,:
-which
toots
t hopper, ‘all of: them slated: for pro- serving document
sound.
°
architect firm..‘degigned the new
Minow’s. horn in deafening volume.
There
is one other argument
additions to. the. Centér,. in con- ;duction ‘in N. Y¥.
“Or maybe Minow is still ponder-.|
that
could
push
ABC
into color
* Herb. Brodkin’s Plautis. Co., now
junction with web execs,
ing the implications cf the findings..
(although the most compelling still
‘busy’ with” the - weekly ‘Saturday Broken down into simple pros and
seems to be that potential auto‘T night . “Defendets,” ‘accounts for corns, there’s.’ cause only for glee|
| motive, tv manufacture biz): that
ABC-TV is making a weekend of | is the generally favorable effect
| two ‘ properties.. They are “Wake. on Minow's part; This is the only
{Up Stupid,” a half-hour adult -com- segment of the analysis which has its coverage of the New Year's color seems to have had on Walk
Bowl
football
game
in St. However, this could go tie
bedy series, based’:on the Mark. been. given: any publicity. Out of Orange
Harris book-by the same title, star- 2,542 letters dissected through last Miami. Starting on Dec. 30, a Sat- other way, just as easily; if ABC
ring Larry Blyden; anda one-hour June (total response is said to be. urday, the web will telecast the goes into color without tangible
vidfilm series, titled “Diary, of a well over. 5,000 now!, 2,049 went King Orange Jamboree Parade for biz resulting, it could drive down
along with Minow's w asteland con-: an hour starting at 7:30 p.m. Lever the value
of parent
American
ABC-TV is adding a couple. ‘of Nutse.”.
demnation of-tv ail the way, 69
‘Also. in: tie‘hopper’ “is a’live va- part -of the way (‘‘support. with Bros. is pitking up the tab for this Broadcasting-Paramount ‘Theatres’
more shows to its. nighttime schedevent.
Bs
ule reshuffle. In the latest: plan- riéty show out of the Bob Banner: reservations”), 369 didn’t say: one |- On Jan. 1, ABC-TV 4s also preStill and all, February for Januned web shift, “Straightaway,” cur- shop, titled’ “TV. Tonight. ” That ‘Way. or. the other, and ony 55 ‘senting highlights of the Orange ary, if this set sales figures are
rently in the 7:30°p.m. :Friday slot, ‘project. hasn't. gone. beyond- the for-. decared themselves anti-Minowites. Bowl International Powerboat Reavailable that early) is obviously
is changing places. with “Leave It mat stage, with an -eincee|‘and star
The sex angle is puzzling. Of gatta starting at 11:30 am. and going to be the most important
~To Beaver,” at 8:30 p.m. on Satur- roster. yet to be:selected.: In addi- the. correspondents,. 1,618 were. running for 75 minutes. The foottime of annual decision on tint-up
days. It’s figured that the switch tion, CBS-TV, in-a. deal. with Ziv- men as: against only 324 women
ball game, which will follow the that either ABC or CBS has faced
will boost’ the ‘adult..audience for UA. is putting up the financing of’ {eight were children and 92 were regatta,
has
been
seven-eights in all the years of multichrome
-“Straightaway” and hypo the kid: a pilot-for-“‘Acres. and. Pain,” based mysteries).
sold. with Buick Motors, R. J. Rey- availability.
on -S.. J. ‘Perelman’s. ‘Spoof of.‘life
Status-wise, 1,047-.-were- pegged nolds, Boyle-Midway and United
die pull for “Beaver.” —in ‘suburbia.
(Continued on page 50)
Meantime,’ previous: shifts. have ;
| Motors Service already in as ad-.
Regular: €BS-TV. shows now:rem=
‘fallen into definite place. Starting:
-vertisers. Curt Gowdy, Paul Christ- Jiext. Tuesday
(14), “The - New. nating from N. Y.-include. “Garry:
| man and Jim Simpson are handling
Breed”. is being moved: from the Moore Show,” Ed. Sullivan, “De-.
the description of the game for
‘That'll Show ’Em!
|.
9 to 10 p.m. slot ‘to, 8:30 -to 9:30 fenders,” “To Tell the Truth,”
ABC, with Jim McKay covering
In a memorandum
to the
p.m. with the new Bert ‘Parks half- “T've. ‘Got ‘a. Secret,” “What's. ‘My
the parade and the regatta. Buick
“Candid
Camera,”
-New York radio -and tv news
hour game show. ‘“Yours .For “A Line,” -* and
is full sponsor of the garne on ABC
rooms, CBS News prexy RichSong,” ify at. 9:30 p.m. “Calvin and |2mong others.
NBC is getting all the Metrecal
| Radio.
ard S. Salant says:
-The Colonel,” the carfoon show,
The web will also telecast the ty web biz in the first quarter of
“J am sure that. I’m being
The weight-watching
had. its last airing last night .(Tueés.)}
| Orange Bowl. Junior Davis Cup next year.
overly
pure and
superconuntil it resumes on-ABC-TV Jan.|
New drink is going to spend $2,000,060
Tennis
Matches
over
the
structive, but it: ‘jars me every
.27 in the. 7:30. p.m. slot vacated by |";
in seven nighttime stanzas and in
Year's weekend.
the hour-long “The Roaring ’20s. ml, Gray.Delmar, who had been. one ‘ ‘time: there is any ‘Teference,
three daytimers on the web.
- either: ‘on- the air’ or ‘in.
A. filmed situation comedy series, of. the remaining CBS-TY. directors
In the last quarter of '61, the
| Mrs. Bullitt Names Son
writing .to CBS ‘news. broad-:
Metrecal biz is mostly with ABC“Room For One More,” will be a‘ of entertainment-“shows,. has. left
’
casts
as
‘shows.’
I
even
dislike
. nev half-hour entry ‘at 8 pm.:
As
King
B’casting
Prexy
TV
(to the tune of over $1.000.000),
|the network. to devote himself . to |
- programs’ but
FI ‘supposé
and NBC-TV has about $600,000.
.
Seattle, Nov. 7.
developing | his own ‘properties - and | ‘sometimes we have to use that
Ail
the coin, this time, is going to
Stimson Bullitt is succeeding his
to do ‘commercial directing for. tv.
word. -Isn’t. there: some way,
| mother, Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, as one nétwork—NBC-TY.
| His first assignment will be. for.
however, that we could try to | the new prexy of the King BroadBankroller, which still has the
‘NBC, to direct a program for show- . refer’ to them as ‘broadcasts?’
jeasting Corp. She’ll continue as last two months to go on a six|ing io Australia.
‘According to the CBS News
board chairman of the company month deal with ABC. has bought
Délmar- had -been with CBS 101. |Cue.
CBS-TV: is. negotiating ‘with WarLine
mimeographed
which owns and operates KING into NBC’s “87th Precinct,” “Laraner Bros.. for the tv- rights --to years: .He-was:staff assoclate-direc- “house organ, Robert Skedgell,
‘radio and tv in Seattle; KREM mie,” “Cain’s Hundred,” Saturday
“Detectives”
movies,
“Outlaws,”
radio and tv in Spokane; and KGW
“Calamity Jane,”.a WB pic of yes- tor with the network from 1953-’58 . _ assistant “general. manager for
and part of “Brinkley’s Journal.
|radio and tv in Portland.
‘teryear. Web's specials division, and. .from 1958 on- directed such | Radio, adds the suggestion
under the aegis of Jerry Leider, ‘shows as “U.S. Steel Hour,” “Lamp.
Bullitt, a lawyer, has been officer It'll have 24 quarter-hours in “Say
‘that the-news rooms avoid the:
and director of. KING since it was When,” Jan Murray and “Make
has Carol Burnett for the title. role; | Unto My Feet.” ‘Morning "Play- : .. use of .the terms. “newscasts”
Room for Daddy”. in-the daytime.
"founded by his mother in 1946.
“and “newscaster.”
Inhouse,” among others,
‘tf the rights .are secured, -

iFive Chrysler
NBC-TV Specials:
$1,600,000 Cost!

Banner&Brodkin
Entries.in ’62-3
Honper atCBS-TV,

A Al Mas Weekend
For ABC-TV New Year’s;
Grid, Regatta, Parade

;Straightaway’ In

Swap Vs, Beaver’

NBC-TV Metrecal

Biz. ($2,000,000)

~ Gray DelmaronOwn

CBS Seeks TV Righis
To ‘Calamity Jane

os
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f&Chayefsky
|
Amen Worried Over Network TV:$ |; Lemer
As Monte Carlo TV Reps:
Spiraling Time and Talent Costs:
IN
Mitchell CitesPerils Ofa Pilot.
Alan

Jay

Lerner

and. Paddy

Chayefsky
are to be the new
.|American reps on the jury of the
Second
International
Television
Festival at’-Monte Carlo. Awards’
A statement in last week's VARIETY that ABC's: ‘radio. and tv. flage
will. be made’ next Jan. 17 in the
ships in New York “skipped” coverage of the New York: _primary i Monte. Carlo Opera House.
By BILL GREELEY
| ‘Award categories ‘are best dra- results only should have referred. to WABC-TV. WABC. Radio was on
‘Feo Many House Com’ls’ “Matic program, best comedy show, the air for three solid hours with the primary election figures ......
Hot Springs, Va, Nov. 7
‘best variety show and best actor Harvey Jacobs, ABC-TV staffer in sales development, won the .Playboy-Network tv's spiraling time and
|
The Assn. of National Ad. ABC
:and actress, best kidvid stanza and Fiction Prize for 1961 with his story, “The Lion's. ‘Share’...
talent cosis—up more than 30° |
vertisers committee on-Broadi the non-entertainment stanza ‘e.g. commentator Lisa Howard received “civic. contribution” ©award from.
izi the last five vears—were the a
cast Advertising is preparing
i cult ural,
historical,
scientific) | Hadassah ... WNEW-TV, N.Y., starting its broadeast day 20 minutes
worry of tv advertisers at the Assn.
a written complaint to be sent
“most. likely. ‘to foster better in- earlier Mondays through Friday S, going on air at 6:40 a.m. ~
of National Advertisers 52nd anto the networks as regards its
i ternational’ -understanding.”. There.
Barney. Martin, who did a Perry Como appeararice. last weekon top
nual meeting here last week.
recent study on the extensive
i
may be an eighth aw ard—given at : of several other tv one-shot stands.in the past few months, was signed
In a panel session called to
use of promos,
billboards,
ithe international jury's. discretion!by Talent Associates to appear: in the feature filmization of. “Requiem.
wrestle with the cost -trend. the.
credits, etc., within programs.
.i—for “exceptional achieven
achievement. "
for a Heavyweight” and ‘in’ Joshua’ ‘Logan’s new legit musical, “AIL
ad men took a mild scolding from
Study, which disclosed: that
Americans”. . . George Heinemann, manager of NBC. pubaffairs and |
Screen Gems veepee John Mitchell,
primetime programs carry as
exec producer of “Update.” delivering the keynote speech Friday (10) ©
who supplied facts and figures bemuch time in plugs as paid.
at the annual confab of. the. Ohio Schools Journalism Assn. at- Ohio.
hind the tremendous increase in
blurbs, was prepared by a sub‘State
U. ... Doug Llewellyn, formerly of NBC News, replacing éWNBC.
program costs to sponsors.
comniittee
of the broadcast
Radio director ‘Larry Cirillo, catled to -active duty at Fort Bragg .
By way of just a beginning. Mitgroup.
Project and the com-.
i Johnny Falk, WNBC flack, off 6n a weeklong. grouse and. woodcock. shoot
chell pointed out that it now costs
plaint to the webs, which is in
tits periodic with him). in- Chenango County, N.Y... . Geraldine Brooks
....
$120.000 to make the average half- | the works, have been approved
returned to N.Y. after star . appearances in “Bus Stop,” “Adventur es
hour tv pilot film. and anybody's | by the broadcast committee of
in Paradise’. and “Bonanza” segs . . . Former child actress . tin Italo
half-hour show takes a staff of from
about 20 members.
- Hollywood, ‘Nov. 7. ‘| theatre and’ radio) Helen Gerald. now working '.as a’ United Nations
80 to 100 people, represented by
Twentieth- Fox-TV is readying 2 } interpreter ..... John McClane leaving NBC Press to. join NBC special
_85 different un‘ons.
teleseries
twirling
around !projects, and’ "Alan. Baker is moving in as his replacement . . Anthony.
Moderatirg the panel was How- alone rose from $275 to $1,100 over” new
Perkins, in a rare ty appearance, participating .in three- ‘hour “Box
ard Eaton J-.. media director of six runs. And, the producer must Homer's - “Iliad” and “Odyssey,”
20/20” — a fund-raising affair. due Nov. 25 on ‘WABC-TV for The
Lever Bros. Members besides MIit- also pay 5°¢ of these salary costs for which Kiniian: Friar, authority: Associated Blind.
to
Screen
Directors
Pension
Fund.
on
Greek’
literature,
is
now:
doing
chell were CRS veepee of sales
Jack Benny in London where on Monday (6) he. gave. a- Royal. Com-Foreign sales, he said, are no research in the east. Nothing ‘defi-.
administration WiHiam Hvlan and
is planned,.- ‘mand Performance. Also with Benny is George Burns and J&M prexy
J. Walter Thompson media veepee longer as profitable as they once nite for production
_
Irving
Fein ... . Oscar Katz, CBS-TV program v.p:, off to. Coast.
however, according to tv sales and:
Richard Jones.
were. “For one thing, the program
“We ‘orednecers) are just as dis- that is a big hit in the United syndication head George Shupert, ,‘CBS’ 1960 summer and winter Olympies coverage lauded by President
:
Kennedy
at White House: ceremony last week. at which the coverage
turbed by the hich cast of tele- States
is often not understood until there is a signed commit- ;
got National Recreation Assn. award . .. Fred Friendly and CBS Revision as au
are.” the Screen abroad. This is, particularly true- ment with one of the networks.
|
ports
crew
back from Gettysburg, Pa., where they. shot additional foot-.
Gems veenee declared. “Most of of the situation comedy
shows — Meanwhile; Rod - Amateur, 20thage for second. “Eisenhower and the Presideney”: Show skedded for
all, we want to see costs stabilized
whose humor’ is so indigenous to TV producer-director, and ‘author |
later
this
month
..
Art Linkletter back to Coast and his: CBS-TV~”
We want to see spiraling wage America.”
Max Shulman, :both identifed with|
**House Party” show ‘after a trip to Des’ Moines and a speech. before |
and price increases come to an end.
Other limitations on the foreign “Dobie Gillis” series, are working. the Iowa Bankers Assn... . Mrs. Indira Gandhi, -who. is accompanied. _
But frankly, we canrot say that an market, he said. are in new quotas on a new series to star Sheilah
by her father, Indian Prime Ministey Nehru, on his: visit to the U. 54
end appears in sieht.”
-and
prire ceilings
imposed |by James, “DG” star, tabbed “Zelda.” j!will be interviewed on “Calendar” tomorrow (Thurs.) on .CBS-TV
Comparing proadtiction costs two countries anxious to develop” their CBS reportedly has. evinced. in- First oratorio ever written, “Anima e Corpo,”” ‘will be presented ‘on
terest.
’
short vears ago with today. Mit- own tv industry.
1“Lamp Unto My Feet’’- Sunday (12). Oratio is performed ‘by the or--.
chell chided tre ad men for their:
chestra chorus of Santa Cecilia Academy of. Rome, -under the direction.
-A hit show. he said, calls for:
part In the inflation: “In some re- extra money demands by directors,
‘of Alfred Antonini... Frank J. Shakespeare Jr., v.p: and general manspects vou gentlemen must share scripters, actor s—demands that are
aE of. WCBS-TY, delivered an on-the-air editorial last week, in sups
some of the responsibilitv for the almost always fullfilled. ort of the court reform -issue submitted to. referendum ‘on ‘Election
most
recent
hnost
in television
Day ... Stephen Boyd has “been signed. to star in “The: Wall Between,”
Another
panelist.
J. Walter |
costs. Specificeltvy, less than two Thompson media veepee Richard |
a teleplay about retarded. children. to be presented hy “General Flectrie
Years ago, the film producers, in a- Janes said that tv growth would |
Theatre.” . . CBS Radio personality Jack Sterling celebrated: his ‘13th:
determined effort to stoo another level off with another
anni with WCBS. Radio: and was feted at @ luncheon attended by CBS 5.000.000
wage and price uoward spiral. re-. homes by 1965 tat 92°¢ saturation)..
Capital
Cities. . Broadcasting, Radio. prexy Arthur Hull Hayes and WCBS Radio prez Sam Slate .-...
fused to give in ta what producers:
which spent around ‘$500, 000 to Josef C. Dine, director of information and special services. for CBS
felt were unfair demards by manv:
time costs.the:
he period
said two ofthings
‘areOn evident:
tv's :cover the Eichmann trial in Israel ‘News, is the author of “Sir, You're. Nuts,” in the December .issue of.
of the guilds :nd trade unions of
last spring, has come out ahead of | SAGA Magazine. Dine’s pen: narne. is Casey Roberts. Mag edition is a
our fndusfrv. We needed the united automatic growth is over, and “an the deal financially. When all post- special World. War. II anni issue - . . Mort Sahil joins host-narratoradvertiser's
chance
of:
grabbing
a
support
of the zdvertisers -who:
‘
production
costs are toted up, the Henry Fonda in starring cast. of Leland Hayward’s “The Good Years,”
really dominant share’‘of.the existsnonsored cur television programs.
Paul Talbot, Fremantle > International profit will be turned: over.to a ‘upcoming CBS-TV special.
We needed vou onlv to arree to ing audience through.. fortuitous charity to be designated by Israel. ‘prexy, returned from. a. six-week tour of. Far East..
. Lee Jordon, :
push back starting dates for rew’ program selection has grown, much:
Capital dropped the option to host of WCBS Radio “Music of Broadway. Shows” series, to address slimmer.”
programs so that we could take a
students
in
Washington’s
Webster
.
College
‘next’month
on
“Broadcasting
Network
time costs, he. said, videotape the decision in the Eich- Opportunities.
firm stand. Unfortunately, we were
‘represent. the largest single factor mann ‘trial.sometime in December
unable ton arhieve this”
because of logistic. rather. ‘than
in total program expenditures.
CBS’ Feb. 15 Closing Date
Since 1956, Jones said-the aver- -¢conomic considerations. Since the
(In this con~-ction, it was dis-:
decision will be wrapped -up in a.
KOOP’s new -headman, ‘Williarn’ Whitsett; scotched the broad: specilclosed that CBS-TV has notified age increase in posted rates for the
couple ‘of days,. Capital felt. that ‘lation that his station w ould be picked by FCC for an: educational band. .
advertisers that the network
in- three networks has gone up hy
shipping over the necessary equip- He says. the station is not. for sale . :.. KHJ-TV outrated all other. L.A, |
tends to have it’s ’62-"63 schedule about one-third, roughly“ the same:
‘y ment was unnecessary in view of.
indies in the prime hours. in the: September ARB report. ‘Some of tha:
Jacked tn and sold by Feb. 15. a rate as the growth in total tv
-the fact that an Israel company
vintage films outdrew even. the network programs.“CBS-TV. was.
Food month earlier than ever be- homes.
was being permitted to film the
given permission by IATSE.to film a seg of “Pete arid Gladys” at.
fore. CBS’ Hvlan said the earlier ‘ A more realistic way of looking proceedings.
Television City, the first time that film cameras were allowed in the
contract clesing was discussed at’ at time costs, he said, was in relaMilton. Fruchtman, producer of studio. Script called for a-tv studio setting .. . Latest of the: panel
the closed session, and that adver- tion to the delivered audience of.
tisers so far were agreeable to the an average show. Using the Niel- the Eichmann trial. footage, stated shows, “Humantics,” making the agency rounds. ‘It’s a ‘Wilbur -Stark;
that
Capital’s objectives in getting. Leonard Blair package with George Fenneman as moderator. . Caned
sens, the comparison shows a 57°
speed up.)
“When we talk of being con-' increase in time costs for the aver- ‘in ‘this. non-profit public affairs and unable: ABC-TV’s Sandy Cummings, Campbell-Ewald’s: Hugh Lucas
effort
was fully met, The show. was and Leo. Burnett's Earl Ebi ..... Don Allen, from out of the west; joined
cerned with the cast of television age primetime half-hour. program, .
James Simons. installed as KFWB. general: man-.
programs, we really mean the high which has nearly been matched by seen in every country where there KABC news staff...
is
television
and in particular, the ager and Robert. Sharon sales chief . . . Max Shulman working on the
and increasing cost of programs, ” the increase of 48° in potential.
; Eichmann trial -was. given ‘special. format: of “Zelda” for next season... . Nell. Cleary retiring after 30.
Mitchell said, “not just in one sin-, viewing homes (56 to "6i).
gle area, but in every single phase - In talent costs, he said the ‘pub- spotlighting -on German tv. chan- years of publicity writing for NBC and ABC .... Parke Levy holing up
of the operation.”
lished estimates indicate the price .hels.. A recent survey showed that at his own hotel, Arizona Manor in. Phoenix, to whip up -the outline
Examples:
Average
prices for , Per average half-hour show has., 80°C of..all Germans saw at least of an hour comedy for CBS-TV.
half-hour tv scripts was $1.750 just risen at about the same -rate. as 'ene-half show per week. relating |.
two years ago. - - Today ‘it’s $2,750. . web time costs, or about 30° ov aor to the Eichmann. trial.
Minimum price for a director was. the last five years.
Peter Bradley, former. aman, has formed the ‘syndication firm of.
$550. Today the minimum is $780 | ‘The best opportunity for conBradley. Associates, whose first property is “It’s. Baby Time,’ 15-(and most directors working on‘ ‘linuing increases in audience val- ;
Jim Conway and Den’ ‘McNeill
} minute: film series ‘on ‘infant care..
shows get $1.500 to $2.000 today. , ues per dollar of investment,” he
have agreed to host the first awards -banquet of. American College. of

NEW YORK CITY”

liad & ‘Odyssey
| Eyed by20th-TV)

Capital Cities SaysiT

Show Proft on Eichmann||
Trial; Gains to Charity|

rome
pTT

{N HOLLYWOOD...

\IN CHICAGO.

‘CORRIGAN T0 NBC
NEWS; UP MONROE

First cameraman’s pay is yp from |said, “now lies in the area of cost |
$540 to $596. and a year from now! ‘ control.”
it gaes up again to $626—without }

overtime.

London Agencies |

Radio

Arts,

Crafts and

Sciences. on Dec. 12°.

. Broadcast: pioneer

Bill Monroe became director of Edgar Kobak, once prexy of the Mutual. Network. ‘and now a radio-tv
consultant, will address the Broadcast Ad Club next ‘Tuesday (14) 2...
.NBC News’ Washington office, and Ward Quaal, exec veep of WGN Inc., will be principal spéaker at

By stages. Mitchell gave the ad
: Bill Corrigan was named as his INinois Broadcasters Assn. conclave here this Friday (10) at the Shera-:
men _a breakdown of the perils of
: successor as manager: of the news
ton-Chicago. It’s to be the first IBA convention held here in-a number
a pilot project. When the pilot is
London, Nov. 7.
’division in the capital.
of years
... WMAQ deejay John Doremus ‘will co-host the Sun-Times.
finally in, he said. costs have gone
St. James Tobacco Ca. has start- |
cap
Harvest.
Moon Festival Nov. 18 with Irv Kupeinet.
WFMT has Corrigan was with CBS, and he
to $40,000 above the line and $80.- ed a pilot scheme for its new’!
the.
Wi
wos n |increased its power: to 135, 000 watts. . Fred Niles Productions. tranis000 below. In the making, he said,; brand of cigaerttes, Max. Initially, ° covered
the
Eichmann
trial.
in
ferred
sales
veepee
Max
Pride
ta
the
newly-operied
New
York office
the producer finds himself in: the 30-second video :spots have been Israel for. the web.. Once back in eee “WGN. pubrel gal, P.J. Zerler, vacationing ‘a fortnight in Mississippi.
middle of an economic battle of : booked for the Midlands by W. S. _N.Y., he asked for a stationary as“iq
signment. but CBS refused. NBC
supply and demand, and‘‘generally
Crawford merged
. . . Two
40-year-old
speaking, the supply is on the short ; agencies
last week.
They :offered him steady employment in
end, due chiefiy to the high con-j are Glovers Advertising and Pe-! the. capital and he shifted webs as
First of the “tittle network” 30-minute dramas. went ‘out yesterday.
sumption rate of creativity in the. thick Advertising . . . Stamina ‘Pet|_ the result.
(Tues.). Titled “Already. It's Tomorrow,”. the play’ was seen. by Anglia-:
Monroc came to NBC. in August TV, Scottish-TV, TWW and Westward-TV. No major. took if...
business.”
, Foods account transfers to Benton
. BBCWDSU-TV,
New
Orleans, TV brings back “Film Club” today (Wed:) , .. Associated TeleVision’ 3
The margin of safety for a pro-; ! & Bowles on Jan. 1.
A new. “from
ducer which once existed via re- national agency, promoted. by the. where he was news director.
I'press director, Robert Stannage, left the: firm, rand subsequently the.
runs, Mitchell said. is long gone.|| Cooperative Productive Federation
| the press office has been revamped ,*. -. Ex Director of BBC-TV, Sir
“By 1959, the market for reruns ; Ltd., is in the planning stage .:..
Gerald Beadle, guested on radio’s “Desert Island Disks”. . . Westwards on
7
°
ae
e
3
was over-supplied and only those Another round. in the: liquid deo |
TV shifted its disk show “Spin Along”. into prime time: ‘after. initial”
programs of unusually high popu- -tergent battle: began last week |.
success as an afternooner . . ..BBC in the north is studying plans for.
There'll be an extra ration of a new hq.: . . Granada-TV director Hatry Latham is heading for. New
larity could shave in it to any great | when Domestos launched Super
extent. Today a producer can not SqueZy
washing-up
liquid in a: ‘grog: all around for. the crew of York to eye U.S. tv techniques. :
longer afford to subsidize the ad-| $560,000
campaign.
Stowe
and “H.M.S. Pinafore.”

IN. LONDON.

Ballantine’s ‘Pinafore

vertiser, because if he doesn’t |Bowden have booked tv plugs on
take it the first time around, there; all stations to run until early 1962
is not likely to be a second turn.” ... St. Raphael, the French aperitif, is to be launched here next
Rerun Payments Un
Also. he said. rerun payments| year says G. Street. & Co. which
hrve ski -orsceted. Example: In two jis currently plotting the video
years, rerun payments to directors campaign.

Gilbert

being

&

Sullivan

operetta

shown first on Nov.

WNBC-TV,

and

is

24 on.

Ballantine .Beer

iN BOSTON.
WBZ-TV

previewing “wposiseript to Empire,”

intertel- production,

has picked
up half-sponsorship. | for tv editors at Somerset ‘Hotel Wednesday. (8) with Joe. Ryan, press.
Ballantine also has half of the re- chief, hosting .. . WBZ promotion man Donn Winther in New York:
péat ‘of the 90-minute telecast ‘all week for BPA ‘conferences. «.. Betty Adams, WBZ-TV newswoman,
(Continued on page 48)
‘Xmas day,
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VARIETY

‘Thanks for wonderful performances to

CLAIRE BLOCM BOB HOPE

EDD BYRNES PETER LAWFORD
ROY CASTLE PEGGY LEE
ROSEMARY CLOONEY KENNETH MORE

JAMES DARREN ROBERT MORLEY
ELLA FITZGERALD +HARRY SECOMBE

BENNYHILL PETER SELLERS

STANLEY HOLLOWAY MEL TORME

VAL PARNELL’S LONDON PALLADIUM
JOHN TILLER GIRLS.
THE under
WESTMINSTER
ABBEY CHOIR
the direction
of Sir William McKie
AMY WESTON TIM WESTON
and

~ LESLIE BATES
“GEORGE BENSON
TERRY BREWER
KENNETH CONNOR

.ALAN MacNAUGHTON
STANLEY MEADOWS.
KENNY POWELL
MICHAEL STAINTON

CORONA STAGE CHILDREN GRAHAM STARK
KATHLEEN HARRISON TONY SYMPSON
PATRICIA HAYES LARRY TAYLOR, JR.
And to all the regulars: THE POLKA DOTS:

LIONEL ond JOYCE BLAIR ana tne LIONEL BLAIR
DANCERS;
JACK
PARNELL and tisorchestra,
ALAN BERGMANenaMARILYN KEITH, iter,
JO DOUGLAS, FRANCIS ESSEX, ALAN TARRANT, vicectors
and BILL WARD, Executive Producer & Director.

Thank you!,

:

Wednesday,

28

November 8.1961

PEGGY LEE |JO STAFFORD

JO STAFFORD
PETER SELLERS

JO STAFFORD
PETER LAWFORD

‘TIM WESTON
JO STAFFORD
AMY WESTON

Wednesda , Novem

r 8, 1961

oe
en
STANLEY HOLLOWAY [ROBERT MORLEY

ROY CASTLE
_

|

CLAIRE BLOOM.
ELLA FITZGERALO

,
fr

-

JO STAFFORD
THE POLKA DOTS.

q

*J0 STAFFORD CLICKS
IN TV SPECIAL”

‘Wednesday, Nevember 8, 1961

“For shccr vitality, ingenuity of staging, rich musical
arrangements and brilliantly conceived dance routines,

the first Jo Stafford Show was without parallel in TV.

“Jt was a triumph for the multi-faceted Miss Stafford.
She clowned her way visuatly.and vocally, through zany

routines with Britain's ace funnymen Peter Sellers and
Graham Stark and came superbly into her own in charactcristic solo numbers. The close-harmony backing of
The Poika Dets completed the magic. .
“T deubt if anv British TV spectacular has boasted such
dance routine as Lionel
Riair and his dancers streaking through a wonder-world
of drums and cymbals.

an elaberate and fast-moving

“The ‘Jo Stafford Show’ is made-to-measure
for Ameriean TV sercens and an irresistible attraction for other
major
TV markets.
— Peter C. Davalle,
Radio-Television Daily

“'THE JO STAFFORD SHOW’
was equal to anything seen on

‘The Perry Como Music Hall.”
~ Richard Sear,

London Daily Mirror

“A DELUXE ENTRY FOR
THE AMERICAN MARKET”
“The ‘Jo Stafford Show’ which replaces the peak-hour
‘Saturday Spectacular’ is clearly a de-luxe British variety entry for international TV markets in general, and
the American one in particular.
“It exhibits enough gilt and glitter to match the highest
opposition in any market place.
“Miss Stafford parades the no-nonsense cool singing
style and throaty tingling voice which are ker trade
marks,

“She deserves compliments,
sense to secure The Polka Dots
tively the best harmony group
today.

too, for having the good
and Lionel Blair — respecand dance man in Britain
.

“Add an. cnen purse appreach which allows guests like
Peter Sellers to be snared and the Stafford series seems
set to scad Saturdays merrily singing past.”

—James Green, ,
London Evening News and Star

“THE JO STAFFORD SHOW:
SHAPED FOR HIGH RATING”
“First of 10 one-hour spectaculars, pre-filmed at the local
Eistree studios, ‘The Jo Stafford Show’ made a sparkling
entry into the fali schedule and shaped for a high rating.

It stood comparisons with the best packages from the
U.S. without wilting, and moreover Bill Ward’s production touches were notably inventive, giving the format a
high gloss and undisputed class.
Promised for the skein is a host of star guests, ranging
from local celebs like Roy Castle, Claire Bloom, Kenneth
More, Robert Morley, Stanley Holloway, Harry Secombe,
our own choir of Westminster Abbey and Benny Hill to

Bob Hope, Ella Fitzgerald, Rosemary Clooney, Mel
Torme, Edd Byrnes, Peter Lawford and Peggy Lee. Chief
guest of this one was Peter Sellers.
“Miss Stafford’s principal vocal segment was a romantic
songalong, all delivered with creamy poise, —Otta,.

Variety

Network Sales Representatives

ASHLEY-STEINER

INC.

New York + Los Angeles
Release
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, A TIME’

Swezey A

Destined
:

“€, WesinghseStaionLicenses

“Washington, -‘Nov. 7.
7 +

Everybody

picks on

television

{}

‘ dication for years, now is assuming the -proportions of a * magic

jf.

|f

. Evolution Of ,

Tin Pan Alley
£2

‘esatelatorestiog Featere
|]

‘and

|

..

Swezey,. in a speéch prepared
for the North Carolina Assn. of.||
Broadcasters, said. that telecasters |
will be obliged to pay- increasing|:
attention to the quailty of motion|
‘pictures morality.
Current
b.o.

“smasheroos”

will some

day

gered by. the Federal. Communica.itions Commission, as evidence -col‘tilects that-the-FCC might rule. out.
option time as against the public
interest, or at the very least whittle down the power of networks ||
to command time from their affils.
End of option time.as currently}
practiced. might .not be the boon
to ‘the depressed syndication biz, :
The niove, |
as forecast by some.

Faith
* ¢

SithPrecinct

be|

offered to tv. He explained:
“The morals and-mores of motion picture production have real |
interest for broadcasting.’ Not. only |

after many weeks of backstage
deliberations, and the word was

®

harsh for the two big electrical
equipment makers.
In virtually identical letters, the

56thAnniversary Number

though, would have a buoying. ef: 56th AnniversaryNumber ||fect
on market-by-market: selling.

}

‘up. virtually all pretense of self-]
‘restraint without occasioning .any |

noticeable. public resentment

Avthor-Comedian

Jack Douglas

‘Switcheroo is being trig-

So goes’ the. plaint of Robert|| ™

Swezey, director. of the new NAB
Authority, ‘who conceded
- there’s no percentage. in criticizing
-Yival media as an excuse for. one’s
‘ewn faults. Nonetheless, he felt.
constrained to say:
“Yt am interested to note that,
while. broadcasting is being lambasted. on ail ‘sides for its. alleged
program excesses, the mation pictures. seem to me to have ‘given

oO Code

Washington, Nov.7.
General Electric and Westinghouse have some more cliff-hanging turns to do before the suspense
jdrama being staged by Federal
Communications Commission over
has. on. offbeat dissertation on their broadcast license renewals
"(are
yeu reedy?)
runs itscourse.
FCC broke official silence on the
‘issue for the first time last week

Option time, bane of life in syn- | :

-~“but winks at film makers who are |
- easting .moral inhibitions -to the |:
winds in shaping sex-laden “box- If"
office ‘smasheroos.”

censure

31
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of

, Decrease in the number of firsters in the currént syndie mar-‘ket is largely blamed on the inPies ether stetietical end dete-filted
ability. of syndie shows to command decent time. periods.
Not’
{securing a good prime evening
slot is another factor .in driving |
out many regionals from the spon-

sorship .of first-run syndie prod-|¥
Whole effect of. increased |!
uct:

ToBrit.Wales 1V

| network: _programming, daytime. as
well as nighttime, has been ‘to di-.
‘minish the pool of available time
for. syndicated product:

are radio and tv carrying ‘con|. Oddly enough, the: boost in netLondon, Nov.
- siderable motion’.picture advertis- |.
A’ major innovation. in rogram work programming, -has occurred
‘dng, but it is to be assumed that,
despite the FCC ruling which debefore long, we will be. offered ‘sales. to British television has been

| Commission

told the firms that a

“serious question” had arisen in
connection with their renewal applications as result of their antitrust records. More information
about their past broadcast operations “in the most detailed form”

sponsibility were demanded in the
strongly-phrased missives.
The letters, sent by action of six

members
with
Commissioner
Robert Bartley absent, described
the so-called Philadelphia
antitrust cases in which some execs
were jailed in these words:
“The
numerous
violations
to
Madrid, Nov.7
which you pleaded guilty were of
|
Spain’s. most ambitious move ‘to recent. vintage, flagrant and based
establish a footholdin the Spanish- on persistent unlawful acts over a
period of time.”
language television market is in ' Continuing,
the
Commisston
progress this week as Movierecord said: “In such circumstances, a
chief Jo Linten and Moro Studio heavy burden of proof is imposed
execs Santiago. and Jose Luis Moro on the applicant to show he is
open the first stage of an extended qualified to operate a broadeast
station in the public interest.”
trip to North and South America,
In its.call for more information,

ForUS.Market

creased network option. time in
pome of these |‘smasheroos’ for’. ty introduced by: NBC International : the. broadcast -periods from three
(Great Britain) which has sold
. exhibition,”
‘to,
two-and-a-half hours. That rulStressing he had no. intent’ of U.K. rights to’ “87th :Precinct” to. ing, ‘according to the charge of.
diverting attention from the short-: 2 regional commercial outlet:
some syndicators, just proved | a lecomings of his own ‘industry, the
The series has been picked up ‘gal fiction.- Affil. contracts read
‘by Television .-Wales -and West two-and-a-half hours
NAB exec averred:
to ©comply
“In terms of performance, I think (TWW) the company in which NBC with the FCC ruling, but the netbroadcasting ‘staids up very: well ‘has a. management consultancy. in- work nighttime feed of 7:30 to 11
with the inauguration of Movie- FCC said: “First we require that
when. compared to other. media. terest, and this is the first time
p.m.. continued with. no change in
you submit, in the most detailed
record offices in New York.
likes newspapers .and motion: Pic- : that a major’ program skein has
‘the affil lineup because of the rulinformation
as
to your
tures.. But that. sort. of comparison. been offered outside the “big. four”
Initial Movierecord-Moro assault form,
ing.
broadcast operations since the date
never gets one anywhere.
As. 3/| ‘British’ ‘commercial tv. networks.
is
to
demonstrate
two
Castillian
‘Move, ff and. when; of. the FCC '
business affected with the public
pilots. anda filmed version of their of the last renewal—and any other
: Bryan: Michie, TWW’s program
to
abolish
or
dilute
option
time
is
‘interest,: technically ‘at least, we | controller, is. slotting: the series
information—which you feel conto be, among
other 90-minute live variety show “Gran
have a higher degree of respon-. for a late © night: Saturday show, : considered
‘countervailing
circumParada” ta Yank sponsors. of Latin stitutes
siblity and, ‘moreover, there’s néver starting in the New. Year, but also things, an ‘effort: by the FCC to American programs and to tv dis-. stances’ or ‘other favorable facts
been any merit: in implying that finds himself in the unique posi- stimulate local programming, be it tribs active below the Rio Grande.
and considerations that may outpubaffairs,
news,
or
entertainment.
‘th other fellow’s inadequacy, medi- ‘tion of having a top-ranking. AmerSubsequent Gotham rhase is ex-. weight the record of unlawful conocrity.. or immorality is an excuse ican show to offer to the major- Many stations, though, are held: to pected to produce a close associa- duct and. qualify the applicant to
be hardly equipped to handle all
for yours," .
tion
with Terry-Tune filmmakers. operate the ‘Station in the public
:| companies, as well as to all the: gemands for local shows. There's
’
_“Fother seven-day regional program” ‘where the. syndicator could: come Stories, characters and sales of interest’.”
these
short features will be hanFCC went on to say that it was
| eontractors.
jinto the aet- with strength,.
died in New York, while physical concerned that in light of the anti"Though there’ have: been many
It’s known that one major house, production takes place at Moro
trust record “whether your corpo| ¢ases of top: Yank shows going to: now out of the first-run race, is
rate policies, procedures, and orthe. regional. webs, usually after considering a. high budgeted -en- Studios in Madrid.
Junket.to
Hollywood
is
related
ganizational
structure are such as
they've failed to find a networking tertainment series, if and when the
niche with the: majors, the “Pre- FCC. moves against. option time. to their expansion into credit and to assure proper discharge of the
end title production for Hollywood responsibility of top management
‘ cinct”.-deal creates a precedent ‘Thinking is that if major markets films—a new departure based on
inasmuch as the Welsh outlet was ‘are opened. ‘for prime evening an off-and-running start in this me- for operation of the broadcast staWashington, Nov. °7.
i tions in the public interest.”
offered .priority, and now has to time slots, the .syndie field then
for Spanish features.
Commission noted that top offi.. Federal: Communications: Com- negotiate its own terms with the could afford upped budgets and a dium
From Hollywood, the trio heads cials of the firms have stated they
majors.
in
the
past,
it
has
piways
boost -in standards of entertain- south for huddles with Emilio Az“mission, pushing its’ erackwere unaware of the “flagrant and
~
|
been.
the
te
other.
other
way
around.
aroun
|
.
ment.
Syndicator
referred
to.
al| carraga of Mexico’s Televicentron
down on errant broadcasters, h
$s.
iready is sampling .a number” of | Fernando Eleta, ABC man in Pana- long-continuing price-fixing violawielded - its. big’ stick. against. two
agencies and advertisers with a! ma; Amable. Espina of Radio Car- ‘tions” invotved in the case. It said:
Jcensees.
“The Commission is concerned
blueprint of. his projected effort.
acas TV and Goar Mestre, former
(Continued on page 54)
‘One, a Leland, Miss., “AMer’ was
Another ° area ‘which might. -be Cuban tv. chief who now heads a
given a. _one-year-only -license re-.
opened up considerably: with a channel out of Buenos Aires to de—newal. for: failing to live up to its|- “Danger Man,” ‘off-network entry significant. change in the option velop
Spanish-language
outlets,
‘programming promises.
The sec- 1 |.of ‘Independent - Television Corp.; {time situation is that of syndicated talent exchanges and reciprocal
ond, a. Cranston, R. I.;. FM. outlet has .been. sold’ in N.Y. and Los: ‘specials.
David -Wolper, in’ the inter-programming.
‘was’ ordered to show cause why Angeles. Series in. syndication in-. field of pub-affairs, and. one-shots |. Somewhere along the line, Linits license shouldn’t be revoked cludes 15. episodes which erent of David Susskind and ABC Films’ ten and the Moro Brothers will aefor possible technical and finaricial telecast. during the -CBS-TV.
ru 1 Nat ‘King Cole”. are indicative of gotiate with ‘'TYSA, a Miami-based
violations. |
major tv distrib for Latin-America,
“Whiplash.” ITC’s, first-runner, what. could be done.
Miss Ark Broadcasting -Co, op- jis now-in 111 markets. New deals
Traditional
action . adventure to unload their concept for open
Three tv stations have lately
“erator of WESY, Leland, Miss., inelude “WLW-D, -‘Dayton, G:: syndie fare also would have a bet-" end spot commercials, flexibly. conwas told in a “letter from FCC that WERT,.: Evansville,
an. d ter’ chance, ‘it’s: held, if local’ tv ceived to meet, the needs of ad- inked for big groups of Screen
Ind.;
schedules. _aren't vertisers in the middle and ldwer- Gems’ post-’48 feature films.
_. the-. variance between program: WESH, Orlando, Fla. Sales on an- programming.
ming promise
and: performance other first-runner, the kiddie series, ‘bound. as they are today with in- fee brackets,
WREC, Memphis, ‘took on 450was such to justify the conclusion “Supercar,” include - WDEF, Chat- creased ° network .. programming
odd full-lengthers for the outlet’s
that -it “failed to exercise the de- | tanooga; WNBF,: Binghamton, N-Y.; ‘feeds.
latenight
movie formula. WTVT,
gree of responsibility which the ‘WDBJ, Roanoke
- ‘Lynchburg: | As. one. syndicator put it: Talk:
Tampa, bought 318 features, and
Commission has. a: right to expect KOMO, Columbia, _Mo.: and WHAS, 'of the’ end of option time isn’t all
'KCPX,
Salt
Lake City, bought a
of its licensees.”
_| Louisville, Ky. “Supercar” market |“blue-sky” fantasy: for the biz: it
| “large group” of undisclosed segs
would represent real possibilities
|
“The station was also criticized -tally. is: reported at 71.
i
to
use
for
a
once-weekly prime
San Francisco, Nov. 7.
During. the past week, John ‘A. to. “change the depressed atmos-*
for-its spot: commercial proposals
jtime feature film slotting. (Next
Most AFTRA members are going
which FCC ‘said raised the. -ques- Chambers ‘and Jeff ..Davids have || Phere surrounding the. biz.
year the SLC station will do a
tion of. whéther there would be joined ITC's. central ‘division as”
\vket NABET's “informational” | prime-time feature every night).
too many interruptions...
Commis- ‘account. execs.
| Judith Resnick. As” 7
picket line at Frank Atlass’ newly | Largescaie consumption of Iate-gioners T. A. Craven.-and Rosel:
‘acquired KKHI and as a result make features seems to indicate a
'
Aussie
Aide
in
N.Y.'
-*Hyde dissented: from ‘the action.
‘Everglades’
“Sales
Judith Resnick has been appoint- ;:Atlass got station on the air for! growing trend by local tv outlets
Neighborly ‘Broadcasting |
‘The
Pay-Less: Self. Service Shoes, a!
' the first time last week, a fortnight .to build up large inventories. For
Co., Cranston, R, TI.,. licensee of.|
‘Texas chain, signed two Lone:Star ;ed tv film clerk in the N.Y. Aus- [later than planned.
instance, in just the case of Screen
WLOV. (FM) was directed to show
markets
for.
Ziv-UA’s
new
“Evertralian”
‘Broadcasting
.Commission
Pickets were established in. mid- Gems sales, other stations pacted
why a hearing should not be held|
a

2More Stations

Put on FCC Alert

{NY.AND
INDLA.
LA. SALES:
ON ‘DANGER MAN’ |

SGs Big Sales On
Late-Make Movies

_ATLASS SE. STATION
FINALLY MAKES IT

(in Providence) on the issue of re- | glades” series.
voking -its license.
The outlet, the shoe chain

FCC

said, “appears to have failed

to take corrective actions after being informed of various technical
violations, to. have made. certain
misrepresentations, either operated with reduced power or. was silent more than 10 days. . .» Will-‘]
fully and repeatedly violated | ‘or.
failed: to observe specific rules,
and. may not: be. financially quali-

fied to aerate: the station.”

~~

Markets bought by |office. She will handle “all current
1october in NABET
are

KTV,

Corpus! and

Christi, and KTBC, Austin, bring:|film

future inquiries. pertaining to |Atlass.to

effort té get!

rehire dozen men

recently

for libraries

of no

fewer

who | than 275 pix and as many as 425.

purchases, as well as outgoing;lost jobs when station, then owned| WKYT, Lexington, Ky., bought
ing the market roster to 82..
and incoming. ‘shipment of films.
by Sherwood Gordon, folded and |25:WEAU, Eau Clair, Wisc., took
sales. in- | ‘Appointment of . Mrs. : Resnick ‘was sold to Aftiass. New owner 310; KXTV, San Angelo, Tex.. has
|: Other “Everglades”
‘clude A&P: Food Stores, °-KIRO, . -ends,\an ‘erroneous.report that the. ‘points out he has no NABET con- |405; WHG, Panama City, Fla.,
bought 300, and WALB, Albany,
‘Seattle; Hartz Mountain Products, ‘Australian, Broadcasting Commis- | tract.
KDKA, Pittsburgh; WATE, Knox- ‘sion’s -film'‘procurement. office in
‘Federal ‘Mediation and Concili- Ga., also has 300. WBAY, Green
ville;: WLWI, Indianapolis: KSLA, N.Y. will close down, Previous: film ation Service has been called in on Bay, Wisc., bought 275.
All of the deals include the basic
‘Shreveport; WKTV, Utica; “WCCA, procurement. officer, David ‘Stone, beef, but so far no progress toward
Columbia, S:C.; “Montgomery, Ala.;: has: departed :for Australia: to. as- settlement has been made. Atlass SG feature group of 210 post-"48
and =El ‘Matanioras Restaurant, ‘sume amore important post -with |says. NABET is “still presenting Columbia films, plus several Uniits game old demands. ”
versal and Col pre-’48 titles.
{the commission, KTBC, Austin..
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And

on NBC

Daytime

you

can woo

them in more

ways

than one!

That’s why it works so w ell for such a wide range of advertisers. NBC Daytime flexibility accommodates individual
needs and budgets. For example: ‘Mounting a sales drive for a specific’ product?. Follow the lead of Bon Ami:
Use one or more of NBC Daytime’s double crossplug shows, where the commercial pattern is designed to..reach
the widest audience. Each quarter-hour you sponsor provides commercial exposure on three different days. That
way, your impact is spread to a maximum number of unduplicated homes. Want to create a dramatic
promotion? Get the most excitement for your dollar-with a short, concentrated burst.on NBC. Daytime. A paper’
products advertiser tried it. They used 12 different shows in a 30-day schedule. Result:-180,000,000 commercial
NEC Day-ty Live-vp: 10,00 Say When 10:30 Play Your Honch (color) + 11:00 Price Is Right (color) + 11:30 Concentration + 32:00 Truth or Consequences » 12:30 It Could Be You.(color} « 12:55 NBC News Day Report

_“Wednesday, November 8,196...
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33

impressions and a rousing campaign .that captured dealer support throughout the trade. Interested in prestige

and public service identity? NBC created a series of daytime specials for women that was greeted with wide
_acclaim. Purex is the sponsor. And now General Mills and "Bristol-Myers identify themselves with the nation’s
news-leadership network by sponsoring NBC News Day Reports during the daytime. Do the greater part of
your sales come at a particular time? Reader’ s Digest uses announcements once a month to publicize its
mew issue. Choose a pre-buying peak promotion or. a year-round campaign. Reach the 70 top°
markets or a full lineup of 170. NBC Daytime flexibility makes almost anything possible!

NBC

Television is leader in the daytime!

2:00 Jan Murray Show (color) * 2:30 Loretta Young Theatre » 3:00 Young Dr. Malone » 3:30 From These Roots » 4:00 Make Room For Daddy e 4:30 Here's Hollywood « 4:55 NBC News Afternoon Report * 5:00 Kukla&Ollie

.
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KOA-TVProgram Cues itv Embraces United Artists’
~ $1,500,000 Libel Action|
Vs. Bob Hope, Others|Autonomous Producer Pattern For

_ WBBM-TV's Hey,LookatUst
Chicago, Nov. %..
WBBM-TV,. the ‘CBS 0&0 here, is doing nipups over the October

n report which gives it the 11 toprated:shows in the market
[..
Bi:
Pn ethclear supremacy in total audience share on a seven ‘day. ft
oy, the 77th consecutive Nielsen report, or: siWice ‘April of 1955,
BS station is first here in aggregate ‘share from sign-on to
ienof?. According to its statisticians, WBBM-TFV has a: 32.4 share’

Denver, Nov. %,
;
hOA suburban. county: sheriff, un-|.
der grand jury indictment for bur| glary. -and conspiracy, has filed a
.$1,500,000 libel and slander suit in’

TV; Dorso Named Program Exec ¥-P.

+ United Artists’ concept of inDenver district court against 'KOA1
3
» ee
| dependent pix producers functionTY, its news director, officers,.and |:
ing autonomously
is being emtween-7 ayem to 6 p.m. Mondays. through Fridays, and 6 p.m. to
directors, ’including comedian Bob
thidnight Sundays through: Saturdays, .
| Hope, a major stockholder’ in the |. Univision Inec., topped by David braced for tv by Ziv-UA, with the
-In doping. a Ust of the. top. 15 shows: from. the. Nielsen: report, - 1Station.Jay, has ‘been formed: to provide appointment of Richard Dorso to
‘WBBM-TV .has treated all seven editions of its:10 p.m. “Late
Sheriff -Robert. M.-..-Koberts of ‘International tv fare for U.S. view- the newly-created post of exec.
‘Weather, News and Sports Report” .as.separate shows. Accordingly, .
ing. Jay, who has just completed v.p. in charge of all programs.
Adams
County,
who
has:.
been
it scores as the toprated show in town in the Saturday edition, with
a world tour, said his company
The major
production policy
“a 37.1, and the runner-up in the Sunday outing with a 33.9. Week- ‘-Llinked. to the current Denver: po- will be supplied with material from
lice burglary -scandals,
charged
change represents a deemphasis of
hight versions rate seventh, ninth, 11th and“15th.
over
30 countries, on all continents.
that* an eight-minute segment. on
the
Ziv
Studio
itt Hollywood,
Toprated networks show here is “What’s My Line?” which. places
Support of his project, Jay said, which from here on in will or will
the station’s. Saturday night news
third on WBBM-TV’s list, and a surprising fourth is the syndicated
show — “Scope” — “irréeparably includes
participation from the jnot be used for Ziv shows, depend “Trackdown” . (CBS Films).
harmed him’ and. his reputation. an |.Soviet Union as part of the East- ing. on individual series’ require-

.@cross the week against WNBQ’s 26:4, WBKB’s 21.4 and. WGN-TV’s

Jays Univision

49:8. The: particular broad areas in which it. dominates are those

HubWBZ-TV PacingNewEnglandOn
Stepped-Up News al&Global)|
Boston, Nov. 7 >
The: big. news at WBZ-TV.: is
news, and more news.

“Travelln’ Man

.

West

The -station,. an NBC. -affil, car-

Tried ‘an ‘interview with Allen

exchange program,

and

pat-

J. ticipation in the color form from
Japan.

Reynolds, ‘a ‘former Adams County
| deputy sheriff. ‘Reynolds helped|break ..open:‘the ‘scandals several /¢
months ago :when he turned State’ 8 |
evidence against his. former boss:
. Roberts, . whose. trial jurors are
now ‘being. chosen, asked for a con‘| tinuance on the grounds that : the |

‘GrandOleOpry’

-1KOA

show. might

‘have

sw ayed |

Tnvites 5006 Suit

.The Westinghouse outlet, - with| ‘Screen Gems international veep. prospective ‘jurors.
Asking for damages of $500,000,
~ But District Court ‘Judge Addi- .| Albert.C. Gannaway Jr. and Gan3 local. newscasts per-week, is ‘goLloyd. Burns, who has -spent five
son Gooding rejected the defense

’ {ng-in for the half-hour format. (ine.

naway

Productions

Inc. filed

suit

ments.

Altered

policy

also

will

mean that producers coming under
the Ziv-UA banner no longer will
report to Maurice (Babe) Unger,:
who had been Ziv studio chief.
Unger now
is producer of the
e
“King ‘of Diamonds” series.
Under the new Ziv-UA policy
fresh product will be created by
indie producers functioning autonomously, rather than through having production centralized and conducted by the studio. Now producers
will
report
directly
to
ors who will headquarter in

‘af the last: seven - weeks marching j motion, saying: he saw the. telecast over. “Grand Ole Oprey” in N. ¥.
‘It has just. expanded ' its 6:3¢ through Australia; Bangkok, Hong: and “it only emphasized what al- ||Federal. District Court. Listed as
One of the first properties to be
ed defendants were Joseph and James
p.m. Saturday news from 10. to 25, Kong, Tokyo, Paris; |‘London ard [ready has been widely publiciz
signed coming under the new polB. Harris, David Wolper, Flamingo
minutes, with a personalized “by- Toronto, is leaving again soon for- lin the. newspapers.’

eluding five minutes of weather).

-line” insert by newsman Jim Jen- an extensive European trip. He’s ‘ . The news director being sued jis!‘Films, Buckeye Corp. and Citation
sen. This follows on the heels of hitting -London and ‘Paris again, .|Tom. Watt,. former radio-ty editor jFilms.
its recently expanded (to 25. min- and. Brussels, with the aim of lin- }
Suit also seeks an injunction and
nites). 6:30 p.m. Sunday. news, with'|jing-up

an analysis insert by news

European

product that. SG}

editor:ican distribute world-wide.

an

accounting

from

the

distribu-

icy is S. J. Perelman’s “Acres and
Pain,” for which .Ziv-UA signed a

deal with CBS-TV. Under the deal,
web will finance the pilot, which
will be produced in N.Y.
“The old-fashioned
studio-cor-

tion. and exhibition of films made
from the “Grand Ole Opry” radio
trolled mass production concept
oth news shows... ©
program.
does not work anymore, according
-.Fhese two- join the
Suit asks the court. to declare to Ziv-UA prexy John Sinn. “A
fonday-Friday am.
‘| Gannaway has a 25% interest in tv television series must reflect the
ine,” with reporters Betty Adams !jater winter or early spring; Burns
: distribution of “Grand Ole Opry” individual taste and talent of one
and Jack Chase and staff. meterola- twill hit South America and in bewhich was made for tv. It also man—the
producer. The factory
.gist. Don’ Kent; ‘and. the-Sunday | tween he has- pencilled in further
j asks the. court to declare that plain- type of operation inherited from
11:30 am:. news.
Report: is the : trips to Canada and one to Holly- | “Py: Marketeers inc., headed. by |tiffs have a 50% interest in all the Hollywood feature studios does
at Noon”! wood. |
. -eross-the-board.. “News
other: righ¢s which
the Harris not lend itself to the mecessary
Wynn Nathan, has ‘acquired an- i‘group
‘may also go the 30-minute route, [
acquired, and an accounting atmosphere of creative freedom.
making an eventual’ per-week total.|
jother first-run ‘property for immie- |o¢ all moneys received, as well as Our new concept of operation will
2 of:13 half-hour telenews shows.
diate syndication. It’s “The Fly- other forms of redress..
make this freedom possible,” he
ing Doctor,” produced in associaNews and Special Projects Diopined.
rector Larry Pickard (exrmanage.
tion. with
ABC-TV
of Britain,
Sinn also stated that having N.Y.
|which initially had been in the cateditor of Garroway’s
‘“Today”)
as Dorso’'s headquarters has the
‘says: “The public wants and should.
alog of Gross -Krasne-Sillerman, |
dual advantage of constant exget more news from tv. Not. just:
now defunct::
posure to new program trends and
‘more news porgrams, but longer
‘increased objectivity in evaluating
_ Wynn said, though, ‘that “plying |
‘Toronto, Nov. 7.
“hews programs. I foresee the time|
the work
of producers.
Dorso
Doctor” never was: picked up by.{
.
Chicago;
Nov.
",
in the near future when half-hour |
As partners, Raymond Crepaulf, joined Ziv in ’55, after an extensive
‘Gross-Krasneé- Sillerman’'-and
had!
news
programs—not
background !. What does an UHF independent:
of CJMS, Montreal, and background
in various
creative
never been sold in the States. Pro- ;owner
or documentary shows—will be the do in a four-station market when; duced. by Donald Hyde and Jack °‘Conrad Levigne, owner of CFCL, phases of show biz. Ziv is now a
rule. rather than the exception.”
| the other three statlons are net- |’Gross, the 39 half-hour episode -se- : Timmins, Ont., have applied to the subsid of United Artists.
‘ Board of Broadcast Governors to
“No one of any experience. ‘in :work-affiliated and VHF? It: finds. ries: stars Richard Denning.
It:
‘operate CJBC, Toronto, to serve
_- mews, no television. executive of jitself. forced to specialize.
\deals with the exploits of doctors. \
200,000 French-Canadians in
any’ reputation, still regards news |. . Milwaukee's - “WXIX has ‘chosen !. who. fly. in Australia’s “Royal. Fly- isome
;
:Southern Ontario.
Programming
‘|the city’s ‘largest’ minority. group,!‘ing Doctor Service.”
asa ‘loss leader’.
'for-the Toronto radio station would |
‘There’s also big news in the rat- |200.000 German-speaking people|
The
other. ‘first-runner
being
be
entirely
in
the
French
language,
ing story. Station’s longtime news | (and 20% of the. city’s population),
‘offered by TV: ‘Marketeers is ° ‘Ade! plus music from France.
dominaiice looks even. bettér on. for its viewership target. The sta-: ventures of the. Sea Hawk,” a 26-j,
Miami, Nov. 7.
CJBC, Toronto, is now operated
tion
has
purchased
a
batch
of
Gerthe ‘basis: ‘of the latest ARB:
Robert M. Akin, a partner in
Broadcasting
iman. films and.-will. show them | episode. ‘series, ‘starring — 3 ohn .. by the Canadian
Every M-E “WBZ-TV news show
|Corp.’s
cross-country
Dominion
the San Antonio investment house
‘ “Continental ||Howard.
i
every:
.Sunday~
-on
ae rated. ‘is number: oné in its’ time’
Kino” -starring Nov. 19.. -Host on ° In the’ rerun. field, ‘Nathan’s ouf- {network but CBC has announced of Dittmar & Co., became director
‘period. ‘The 6:30. p.m, news: with|the
new show is Herb Wittka; who j fit has acquired distribution rights|that it plans to consolidate its of finance last week for Storer
veteran. Arch Macdonald, and the
i
hhas
been deejaying a German musi- to five series, formerly distributed | Trans-Canada and Dominion webs Broadcasting, ‘headquartered here.
11 p.m. news with neweomer Jim
' . {by MCA-TV. The half-hour shows |and that CJBC, Toronto, will be
Besides the Akin appointment
Jensen, share equal: billing as the j tal radio program on WMI:
-|are “Dr.. Hudson’s Secret Journal,’ |‘sold to private interests, the CBC to the radio-tv chain, Bill Michaels
top rated,. locally-produced show|
; 78"‘episodes; “Headline,” 39 stan-. keeping one of its two Toronto out- and Terry H. Lee. both board
(of any kind) inthis three-station
;.“Heart of the City,” 91 half-|:lets—in the English tongue.
Members and veeps, were given
market. Each has a2l average.
hours: “Mayor of the Town,” 39:.
added duties. Michaels becomes
The ‘6:30: news’ 21 rating is al-|and. a number of episodes of “Au-|
veep for ty’ and Lee veep for
‘most double that of the combined
thor’s. Playhouse,” a 30-minute anbusiness planning and develop‘competition.
The. 11 p:m. news’
ment in addition to heading up
thology’. series. ‘These shows, ac- 21 equals that of the other two.sta-| " Remco Industries. has inked for
Storer Programs Inc., a wholly“tions combined: -The 6:30 news. full sponsorship of three pix clas- cording to present. plans, ‘will be
owned subsid.
bucks: the usually strong kiddie. sics on WCBS-TV, N. Y., to be tele-: sold for daytime stripping.
‘An all-night political telethon on
Storer, which has seven radio
Draw Mc-. cast on. ‘consecutive Saturdays dur- |
- combine «of “Quick
7 WPIX, N: Y., was staged by At‘Graw, o
and five tv stations, declared a
“Huckleberry
Hound,” ing’ the Christmas: toy-buying: petorney General Louis J. Lefkko- quarterly
dividend of 45 cents per
., “Bugs Bunny, “Yogi Bear’’; while riod.
| witz, on the eve of election day.
share on its common stock. It’s
‘ Jensen’s 11. p.m. strip competes
|: Programs, in the. ‘second year. out
Lefkowitz, running for mayor of payable Dec. 11 to recorded stock‘with newscasts - on both channels. for Remco Industries. on’ WCBSN. ‘Y: on the Republican Party holders on Nov. 24. Class “B” com|TV, are under the umbrella’ of.
The NBC
affiliate’s 2:15 ©
ticket, started the “live” telethon mon paid a quarterly dividend of
Lewis -Presents © Famous
strip (also handled by Jensen) has “Shari
“Hollywood's ‘Answer to Com- at 11:30 p.m. Monday
(6) and 1214 cents.
Titles, all from.
a rating almost: equal to that of its Film ©Classics.”
v
three-hour
anti- wound up in the early morning
are - . “Tom ‘munism,”: the
Pictures,
combined. network
competition ‘Paramount
hours of the next day at 6 a.m.
Communist
.
telecast,
secured:
an
(“Face the Facts,” “Day in Court”). Sawyer,” ‘which will “launch the se-.
Time was purchased by Lefkowitz
a
Arbitron of 8.8 om WPIX; supporters.
The station’ brass is. particularly jries. on ..Nov. 25; “Huckleberry | average
Station
declined
to
delighted. with the way,.its ““Néws Finn,” Dec.: 2; ‘and ‘Alice in Won- N.Y. ‘Rating, over the three-hour state the cost of the six and a half |at Nine” registers in the new ARB’ deriand, ” Dee. 9. Shari. Lewis. will span ‘Thursday (2) night, ranged hour broadcast, produced by Jerry
book. It pulled its best competi- function...as. announcer and -com-: from .9.5 to'8.0, in hour sequences, Danzig, former NBC-TV v.p.
“Supercar,” Independent Teletive rating to date,.a-7, to’ equal . mentator, | with an assist from her- Starting at 8 p.m.
Slated to be featured on the late:
Remco, toy manufactur_muscieman Jack. LaLanne’s rating -puppets.
Telecast of the Christian Anti- night political show were Governor ivision Corp.’s new kiddie series,
--(and: take the lead in homes- ‘ers, is- represented by. Webb Asso- 1 Communist
Crusade movement Rockefeller, Senator Javits, Lefko- |has been sold to the Canadian
reached, and knock off “Romper ‘ciates..
| was’ fully sponsored ‘by Schick' Witz’s running mates Fino and Gil- |Broadcasting Corp.. marking the
Room, ”
“Station, for the ‘second year, ‘is ‘Safety Razor
and
Technicolor |:hooley in an on-the-air meeting in-; fourth CBC sale for ITC this year,
. Jack Chase's “News ‘at Noon” ‘distributing © study guides on the Corp.
Average Arbitron of 8.8; volving questions from the public.: Kiddie cartoon series already
strip ‘elobbers. its) M-F
non-news. ‘pix to: schools in the station's’ tri- .for the indie is considered okay,.
has been scheduled in N.¥.; Chicompetition with a .16—more. than :state cov erage area.
‘much’ less than some other spe-/
cago, Pittsburgh. Detroit, Wsithe other two stations combined,
‘| eials of the indie, but .a bit higher;i‘Wyatt Earp’ Grand Slam
!ington,
Seattle-Tacoma, and
in
The. WBZ-TV. news image is 50
than the: recent Wagner-Leftkow‘Other U.S. cities.
He debate on the station, which
‘Qn Westinghouse TVers
(Continued . on. Page 54)
Previous IT€ Canadian network
‘| drew ‘an. 8.1.°
.
ABC Films ‘nas signed all five sales this year include the oneDon ‘Garrett. “Es. ‘returning
to |. Telethon, bringing to. N.Y. the |tv’ outlets of Westinghouse Broad- i four series, “Ghost Squad” and
Screen. Geis ‘as’ head ‘of publicity . anti-Communist movement which |casting for the rerun series, “ Life| “Sir Francis Drake,” and “The
“KHS Back to Mutual
-Mutual- Broadcasting ‘has. won. for. the. telefilm. production house... ‘has drawn: audiences in Southern jand. Legerd of Wyatt Earp,” with | Arthur Haynes Show.” All of these «
featured
‘among
its. sale of the skein to WJZ—TV, Bal- {series were produced by Associback’ RKO General’s.Los Angeles He's taking over for: Gene Plotnik California,
a “promotion-publicity . command at. speakers, Dr. ‘Fred C. Schwarz, di- timore.
ated Television, the British parent
‘adio station KHJ as an affiliate.
Series, with 226 half-hours avail- company of ITC. In addition, ITC
rector of the Crusade, former FBI
Web's new and ‘feature feeds. to King Features tv arm. -Garrett was:with SG before Piot- ‘man, W.:'Cleaon Skousen. Senator | able, has now been sold in a total of Canada also has placed with the
the ‘station will begin Jan. 29. KHJreplaces. KPOL as ‘the. ‘area's MBS. who. feft less’ than.a- month. ago:‘for ‘Thomas J. Doda and Represent- of 55 markets. according to the CBC a package of one-hour ATV
plays for telecasting this season,
' syndication company.
ative Walter H. Judd.
nik- came. four years xf0.
‘affil,‘Ira -Lurvey.

Jack

Borden

helms ;

After returning. from- Europe, :
he'll .spend.a week at the SG N. Y.
30-minute, 'homebase and then -move.out on &
“News -at {three-week junket to Mexico. In

PhinDectorTo

Wynn Nathan Org.

(MlwaukeeWXIX:
WL S$
Germanic Format

| CREPAULT, LEVIGNE’S
ALL-FRENCH OUTLET

ROBT. AKIN’S FINANCE
BERTH FOR STORER

REMCO’S HOLIDAY
MOVIES ON WCBS-TV.

WPIK In All-Night
Lefkowitz Telethon

HettyWPIKAudience

On 3-Hour Commiecast

ITC ‘Supercar’ Cartoon
Series Sold In Canada

Don GarrettBacktoSG

~

°
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Lad TV's big

Ben Casey, M.D., now

if}so many feminine hearts flutter so.
tation is cardiographedin TV Q's latest
much faster on Monday nights, it's be- } popularity
report: Itshows thatBen Casey
couse Monday's the night Dr. Casey
(starring Vincent Edwards). now:outranks |
makes his house calls.
all other shows with the.ladies.
This understandably excessive palpi- — The program swings with ‘men, 100.
-=_——

*Source, Netionel TV.Q Scores, mid-October, 1961 seport. tNielsen 24 Mosket

Wednesday, November 8,

ler°
gest attraction with women
TV: Q's report also rates it best-liked
of all shows—with everyonefrom18to50.
Speaking of ratings, the latest Nielsen!
gives Ben Casey. the highest score for
all Monday night programs. And speak-

ABC night.
ing ofMonday, it's now another
There sure is a doctor in the house.

TV Report. Average ‘Audience, week endihg Oct, 29,1961, Monday, 7:30to11 PM.
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YOUNG ADULTS:
Drive your message

home with “Breakfast Club,” ‘‘Flair,’’ BUY

MORE

G ASOLINE

MORE

OIL

“Sports” and ‘'Special Events” on young adult ABC Radio. Sell
those young families on the move. They're the ones who make B UY

HING

EVERYT
the wheels go round—make your sales go up. So whether you're. BUY MORE
IVE™
AUTOMOT
selling motor oil or salad oil, remember, it’s ABC Radio with the
highest percentage of young adults in network radio.*
*Call your ABC Radio Sales Representative for the facts.

CONSUMER

EXPENDITURES
' Under Age 50
70%

comes
Automobiles

Life Study of Consumer Expenditures.
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NSC
VEEPEE
iBcastPromotion Assn.in NY. Meet
Blees: ‘TheseAretheFax.Mr.Cone’|NPISTB
RIPES ON THREE:
Hollywood,
Editor, VARIETY: .
May I respectfully ‘ask for a little space. to reply to. Fairfax...

Three men on the NBC-TV staff
were uppéd Friday (3) to the’ vice-:
‘| presidential. level by the web's.
|board' of directors.
:
Two are in the N&C-TV sales |

. Cone’s prominently-featured attack..on “Bus, Stop”. in .VARIETY. I
am sure Mr..Cone would. not have attacked ‘the professionals: who
_ereate the program, under circumstances which he knew |would
‘area, one. in standards: and prae-|°
‘make ‘it impossible for them. to reply, without forwarding a comtices: Angus Robinson, director of
plete text of his remarks, but obviously. some mishap has-occurred,
| central’ sales (out of Chicago) for.{‘
as no copy.of: the statement has reached me. I- thus reply on the
the
network, and Charles (Chick)
basis of Variety's. story, not so much for. myself, but: principally
Abry,. a general sales exec in'N. Y.,
on behalf of the other talents:who. made-the program.
got
stripes.
So.-did Ernest ‘Lee
The writer ofthe premiere “Bus. Stop” was Sally: Benson, and -.
Jahncke, who is. head of: the NBC
‘the director was Stuart Rosenberg. Their work was.- described: by
Standards
&
Practices unit.
Mr. Cone’as “the ‘nastiest, ugliest show-I have ever-seen on tv.”
-Abry,; once ABC-TV eastern sales
Sally Benson is the ‘author of “Meet Me In-St. Louis” and “Junior.

‘ Miss,” and on the face -of it I suppose I should -have known better . jboss,

and

Jahncke,

a high-level

llawyer at the same network, have.
{worked ‘under NBC. prexy Bob
rently writing a screenplay for Walt Disney; I. hope that Walt, ‘will
‘Kintner for. a longtime, both at
‘not be as blind as I’ must have been, and ‘that he will bluepencil :
ABC and. now at NBC.Sally's nasty, ugly dialog, which she cleverly: slipped past. me. ©
-Robert -_L. Werner was named
‘Stuart Rosenberg’s .major credit at the moment is the- ‘feature
exec veep and general attorney for
motion picture, “ Question: 7,” a commercial success which’. is. spon-.
RCA at the last corporate board
_ sored by fhe. Lutheran Church: Mr. Rosenberg was selected for that‘
meeting. He came to RCA 14 years.
~ assignment after most serlous consideration, not only of ‘his abiliago as a legal aide, and now. also.|ties and taste, but also, if you will, ‘his morality.-I am Ied to believe
|] serves as a director of RCA Victor
“that the screening process. was rather. extensive,. “perhaps even .as
extensive as the processes Fairfax Cone himself must. use to: make’ | ‘Distributing and RCA Communications.
sure his agency personnel :meet. his own exacting standards of beEducator Dr... Carroll Vv. New“havior.
som was elected to both the RCA
‘I produce: “Bus: Stop”: in my past. ‘there are. many pictures I
and
NBC boards. of directors. Mrs.
wrote which some might well call nasty ‘or ugly. I merely. call
Everett Needham
Case, elected
them flops. I plead guilty: I wrote them for money. The adjectives
‘last September as 4 member of the
are perhaps relative;..in. wondering about what’ Mr. Cone might
RCA board, was also elected Frihave. meant by “nasty” and “ugly,” I'dug up some advertisements
| day to. the NBC board, succeeding
and some television commercials which went out under his imMrs, Douglas Horton.
_primatur. Frankly, I.think there are those who might describe that’
‘Newsom,,. president of N.Y.U.,
work as nasty ‘and .ugly or misleading, but if Mr. Cone wants to.
fills the spot: left vacant. by the
join.:me and. admit he, too, did them. for money, T will certainly

than to ask her to write a sensitive, emotional.script. She is cur-

understand.

If. by “nasty” Mr. Cone is saying that’a. husband ‘should not be
shown. on television offering: his love to his wife, then “Bus Stop”

is: nasty. If by-“ugly” Mr. Cone suggests he: cannot ‘Imagirfe‘ any
dramatic situations:in which.adults might use the words “hell” Or
“damn,” then indeed “Bus Stop” is by his definition ugly.
Well,. that’s: show. biz.:Good luck to Mr. Cone on his side of
_ the television fence, and heaven help us on ours. _ Robert Blees

Rejects a Radio Counterpart of TIO;
General Conclusion: Who Needs If?
+

Berle’ s Bifocals
For the first time a telefilm
is being offered up for Oscar
consideration. It’s the Dick
Powell Show entry of Oct. 24
starring Milton Berle, “Doyle
Against the House,” with the
..Four Star prexy listing Berle’s
_thesping
outstanding
enough
to warrant such consideration.
In fact Powell is doublingup on his enthusiasm, naturally also: registering Berle’s

performance
ors.

for Emmy

hon-

NBC to Abandon
Liesfeld Theatre,
One Legiter Left
NBC-TV will be giving up its

~\hold on the Ziegfeld Theatre, on

|"Here’sHollywood’

(Getting Jan. Heave|

| GiCatesDeplores StatusofTV
Directorin N.XsGetting Worse’

*Here’s Hollywood” is being can-

|celled” officially by NBC-TV

in

-| January, and the 4:30-5 p.m. strip:
will be replaced by a new Bill
| Cullen-fronted _ audience participatisner...
“The: Cullen. stanza: is tentatively
| tagged “Music Match.”
This is. the ‘third daytime change

“First

[CBS STICKS WITH
‘GAME OF WEEK’

hhave been crushed by the termi-

nation of. their authority: on most |

"'WRUL’sLongHaul!

of the remaining. assignments in

the east.
‘Cates: asseried that the persist
ent interference of ad agency
personnel.in

the

production of

Ona Shortwave;
~BlackInkon Tap

CBS-TV’s

“Game

of the Week”

will be around next season. when

the “play ball” cry goes up.in mid-

was: “Does Radio Need an RIO
{Radio Information Office: similar

to tv's TIO?” Answer from both
panelists and rank and filers attending was a resounding “No.”
Moderated
by Robert Cheyne,
Sales promotion director of WHDH,
Boston, the panel speakers were
Jay Barrington, assistant to xeneral manager of WDAF, Kansas
City; John Gilbert, veepee and
general manager of WXYZ, De‘troit; and John V. B. Suilivan,

veepee and general manager of
WNEW, New York.
. Sullivan and Barrington came
out flatly against the idea of industry-wide promotion or a propaganda.arm

Neither

for

felt the

the

air

medium.

divergent

inter-

ests of the country’s 3,800 radio
stations could be served by such

an organization, that “image bulild<
New York’s Sixth Ave., in precise- ing” was a job to be done indeIy a year. Some months back the pendently.
‘same web let go the Hudson TheaWhile criticizing the infighting
tre after a long association, al- | in the radio industry—the
conthough it still holds onto the stant selling against the competiColonial on upper Broadway.
tion—Gilbert also figured the job.
‘Web. let its option with owner of overall promotion was one that
‘Billy. Rose lapse last week, which an industry
organization
realiy
means the present five-year con- couldn't do.
tract on the Ziegfeld will end on
The speakers were seconded

Oct. $1, 1962. The tv history of
this. famous former legiter. dates
‘back to the days when C :n. David
Sarnoff :himself eviden. - got involved in order to Eutid major
color facilities for NBC-TV.
Television directors, with the+
Before letting the sption lapse,
exception of a handful of names}
|planned. by NBC-TV In January. however, the NBC brass went to
who. can call their own shots, |
-1
First:
change
definitely:
confirmed:
Perry
Como and J. Walter Thomp;
jhave been reduced to-the level of |As part. of -its”“news: ‘department we. the replacement of the 3:30 son, ad agency -for Kraft, the
‘technicans .compelled. te turn out
“From
These
Roots”
by
anComo
sponsor on NBC, because
hack work in an increasingly me- |beefup, the ABC network: has -ar-!P
emanates
on Wednesday
gyangzed media... According to Gil. rangéd .for the services of: Samuel beher’ soaper, “Five. Daughters.” Como
Also
firm.
now.
is
the
end
of
“It
nights
from
the Ziegfeld and, inLubell,
public.
opinion
‘analyst,
on.
Cates, young. producer-director of:
the ABC-TV daytime game show. ‘a. longterm deal. Lubell. handled Could Be You” at 12:30 p.m. “You” deed, is the only NBC personality
-- strip, “Camouflage,” who also. has ‘his -first.: assignment. last night slot will be taken by: “Truth or using - the theatre presently. Webb
done several dramatic: shows in. (Tues.) . in: WABC-TY's |coverage Consequences,” which in January brass promised the star and the
the past, the directorial fraternity of the New York mayoralty eleéc- will ‘shift.from noon anchorage. sponsor both that Como could have
in New York is now in a desperate. tions. which was furnished by the The rioon:-slot. will’ go. to .Art the major Brooklyn color facilities
| Stark’s new panel stanza,
if he wants it next year—provided
plight. ‘They have not been clob- network's: news department.
he returns again; or, if that savas
ered by the New York-to-Holly- | -- Lubell had been. assoclated with Impressions.”
‘Inot satisfactory to Como, the netwood transition that ‘accompanied|‘NBG for many years in its. varlous:
| work guaranteed to develop Studio
the shift: to filmed shows but election result, Hashing.
i

Labell’s ABC Deal

In these times of the organization man, the station promotion
execs were sounding very independent at the annual seminar of
the Broadcast Promotion Assn. in
New York’s Waldorf Astoria this
week.
Subject of a workshop session

unanimously
from
the
floor.
Storer -Broadcasting’s Chick Keliy
summed it up; citing the orgs his
group already belongs to—-NAB,
RAB, TvB, BPA, TIO and NAB

radio and tv codes—and asking
“who needs another industry association?”’

In

other

conference

-biz,

the

BPA announced plans for a travel-

ing
world
communications
exe
hibit in the fashion of the Good

Ship Hope, U. S. traveling hospital
ship. Org’s first veepee Donald B.
Curran,
promotion
director for
ABC o&o’s, said, “It’s our desire
to create better understanding of
existing communications facilities
and, in effect, to sell the world
on communications. We shall reach

all nations of the world with these

8-H at 30 Rockefeller Plaza into latest broadcasting realities and
a color operation equally replete hope to stimulate a desire in nafor
to the Ziegfeld, with seating for: tions to equip themselves
-a large audience, full color chains, worldwide communications partletc.

Ziegfeld owner Rose reportedly
‘asked for a large hike in payments

cipation.”
Ship will carry most of the mod-

ern radio and tv equipment include
ing channel and frequency trans-

on the Ziegfeld and again wanted
a five-year deal. NBC didn’t want
mitters and portable power units.
to make a longterm firm commitBesides the Monday session on
ment, it’s understood.
.a RIO, BPAers hé!d panels on stabaseball
events,. won't -have.noj_. “Price Is Right” comes
from
tion image
building
with
Don
standby games if the selected big the Colonial, the remaining NBC ‘Curran of ABC Radio moderating;
commercial with precise timing-and |.
with the. properly cheerful: “tone.” |: “After almost 30 years of. being: ‘league. tilt is rained out. In: prior. theatre. What the future kolds for saw the TIO presentation, “Tele
-years, web had a standby crew. the Colonial is not known.
‘vision USA;” heard ABC’s news
_.
Cates reported ‘that the. New. the ‘solitary and profitless ploneer
topper James Hagerty at luncheon
-" York. directors are not _optimistie: ‘fn the area of U.S. commercial ready in another ‘city; if the sched‘uled game for one reason or an(see separate storv!; and sat in on
‘about the return to live television. ‘sh ortwave
‘broadcasting, WRUL.
separate sessions defining market
“Every year,” he said, “we Have now Jeoks as if {t will hit ‘paydirt other didn’t come off...
Falstaff, via: Dancer »+ Fitzgeraiddata required by ad agencies from
heard that video shows on film have .| territory: next year, The station's
various-sized markets. KYW’s Mike
had it, but every year: the situation ‘revenue is now riding:at a $400,- | Sample, . ‘has: picked up half-sponijRupee headed up a session: on
‘keeps getting worse. There are just. 000 annual clip and, if the pace can sorship of the weekend: series of |Grant Tinker has quit Benton & |
no opportunities. for directors: in {be maintained, WRUL will finally games. Web feels sure that other|
(Continued on page 52)
Bowles ad agency to go with NBC- |
‘be. in the black: at the end. of 1962: ‘Sponsors will be lined up before | FV -as a@ general program exec |.
(Continued. on: age §
the start. In:-view of WRUE’s contribuunder departmental chieftain Mort
tion. to: projecting. ‘the image ‘of - Dizzy Dean “will return for tlie ‘Werner. Tinker will head up pro{ the: U.S.:on the’.world scerie, the. eighth. season and Peewee Reese gram development for the web, a
for.the
-third
season,
as,
the
tv
T station has recently. received a virjob that has. not had a fulltimer
| tual carte blanche from the Fed- sportscasters. As ‘in previous Sea- since Gene Burr gave up his vice-|etal: Communications Commission sons, the weekend games will not presidency
at the web several
‘on. extending .its airtime. -Broad- be seen in ‘big league cities, nor in months ago.
‘casting in Spanish and English on minor league cities, when the minor
ABC News boss James C. HagIt’s
likely
that Tinker will even.| five ‘different shortwave .channels, league teams: are playing there.
erty called on 700 members pf the
tually get a stripe to accompany
:
- Washington, Nov. 7..
WRUL recently went up to 140.
Broadcast
Promotion
Assn.
on
his new post at ‘NBC-TYV.
The. controversy over Federal hours a week, compared to only 40 |. N
" He , Got
B
k
Tinker gave notice early last; Monday (6: to assist “in bridging
Communications ‘Chairman Newton | hours last=year -when ‘Metromedia
iweek to his B&B boss Lee Rich. the information gap that exists in
Minow’s programming philosophy took: over: the - operation. Ralf]:
ate Washington,
»
PCS Lx0l Nov.
a
DOO
our industry.”
He felt that viewThe new NBC-TV man has been
7.
~ has left former President’ Harry 8.: Brent, “WRUL“prexy, said the FCC.
Marquis. Childs, St. Louis. . veep and director of programming| ers preferred “cops and robbers”
“" “fruman: unperturbed. .
‘has “waived: the rules" for the sta-.
;
to
the
large
amount
of qualitative
‘at the agency for two years. He ,;
‘Post-Dispatch Washington. colWith Minow. in the audience. -tion: in. view of the: type. of job its
} once served as operations manager;‘news and informational programumnist, was the. happy victim
Truman was. ‘asked . at a National: doing.
ming
being
put
out
nationally
and
for NBC Radio, but that was before
- of : television
overexposure
Press
Club’ luncheon. what “he
That’ job,“according to” Brent, As.] ‘Sunday (5). He was on three ‘la five-year hitch with McCann- | locally by telecasters.
nas § :
thought. -about. Minow’s ideas..
“You
can
plug
(news
and
inforto provide..to
world audiences . programs for. a total of two
-Erickson.
don’t ‘know. what -his philosophy: “programming that they’ can get no |.
fational programs), as you . plug
hours and. 45 minutes.
.
is,” :Truman replied.. “What is’ his. other way:
entertainment programs,” Hagerty
That comprises. ex- |.
It’s .not expected to. hurt.
- philosophy?”
told them.
The BPA teamed up
| tensive coverage .of. news, public |"- sales-of his novel about diKaselow’s MBS Show
. Nobody filled’ him in. ‘and Press affairs programming, conversation-.
with the Radio & Television Execu‘ plomacy, “The Peacemakers”
N. Y¥. Herald Tribune. Madison
Club: President John
Cosgrove: al: stanzas, ‘occasional: musical ‘of-. (Harcourt,
Ave. eolumnist Joe Kaselow will tives Society to throw the luncheon
Brace 8 World).
went . quickly. on, te. the: next ques-— ferings and play-by-play” baseball '’” Childs ‘was a panel: member on | bow with a network radio weekly at which Hagerty was guest speaktion.
| Although one. of the commercial | -NBC-TV's
series Sunday, Nov. 19, on the Mu- ‘er. If was one of the RTES Newshalf-hour
“Meet
maker series.
- Fruman, -in- “his appearance’ be- -handicaps WRUL ‘works under is |- the Press,” was interviewed
tual Broadcasting System.
Hagerty felt that the broadcastwe fore the ‘néwsmen. {marking the. the lack of audience reseatch on a]
Title of the show, to be aired
locally: of WTTG-TV’s “Mark
13th. anniversary of ‘his defeat of flobal scale, it’s estimated that
Sundays from 2:35 to 2:45 p.m.. ing industry can lead in stemming
Evans: Show” for 15 minutes,
“the growth of radicalism in the
Dewey), -pooh-podhed ‘the efficacy: over 20,000,000 shortwave sets are | and wound up with a two-hour
will be, “About Advertising—Joof broadcasting ‘in politics. In-the- in circulation around the ‘world.
seph Kaselow.”
He'll cover the United States.”
stint: on Metrepolitan BroadHe siid that America fails to pay
flesh confrontations ‘with the elec~| . A steady. pull-of around 500 let- | “ casting Corp. “Open End” with.
ad biz in consumer terms and be(Continued on page 52)
yond,Madison
Ave.
‘David Susskind.
(Continued on. page 54)”
“(Continued on page 50).

shows guaranteed an end

resultof

Mediocrity. “They are not interested | in: originality. or- “quality,” -Cates:}°
sald, “but only concerned with al
-director’s skill’ in‘ leading: into ay

Web, though ‘in an economy
move for the Saturday and Sunday

| GRANT TINKER’S NBC
PROGRAMMING SLOT!

| B’cast Promotion Men
Hear Hagerty Plea To

: Truman TellsNational
Press Club He Doesn't

Help Bridge Info Gap

Dig Minow ‘Philosophy’.

rc

o
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t’s too bad the uncontrollable type of in-

problem—he calls it “the high cost of prosper-

I stallment-buyer
isn’t as hilarious a subject
as the comic strips have made him out to be.

ity’ —commentator Brinkley will be hitting at
the abuses of credit buying and not the practice

If he were, he could at least Jaugh all the, way

per se.

to the poor-house.

Yet, it’s dollars to deferred doughnuts that certain hypersensitive quarters will respond tothe
show with the charge (no pun intended) that
David has maligned the whole institution.

The fact is there’s precious little laughter in
the plight of any credit-crushed family that
doesn’t know where its next paymentiscoming from.

THE ACCUSATION would be:no wilder than
the scatterings of hurt feelings that have fol-

One such brooding brood—from a Washington,
D. GC. suburb—will be telling its story on next
Wednesday night’s “David Brinkley’s.Journal.”

. lowed other editions of “David Brinkley’s Jour-nal:’’ From Florida’s Cocoa Beach came the com-

With an annual income under $6,000, this fam-

plaint that the show’s essay on the honky-tonk,

ily now finds itself about $6,000 in debt (aside
from the obligations of a $12,000 mortgage).

carnival-like side of that town ‘wasa slur not

“T guess,” the woman-of-the-house will explain

missile program at adjoining Cape Canaveral.

to viewers, “we were neon-signed to death.”

It was, of course, neither. It’s fairly plain. to

only on Cocoa Beach but against the dedicated

any. viewer,-we think, that no missile was ever

planned, built or launched by a cabaret singer.

No more relevant was the objectionof Grosse
Pte., Mich.

to the program’s

“crime. does-pay”

feature of three weeks ago, in which NBC camIn examining this serious, all-too-national

-eTas took viewers on a tour of several hoodlum-

| Wednesday, November 8,°1961.

owned hones in that otherwise respectable
community...

43

imitation ...not only intelligent, but a rare com-

“mentary on the world in which we live...the

biggest stepforward in TV reporting I’ve seen.”

We can seé where no decent family’ would enJOY
having the TV: spotlight turned oi the unsavory backgr ounds of afew of their neighbors.

The exciting sessions of “David Brinkley’s
Journal” that followed the premiere have

But facts are facts; and we still’have the film.

~-proved the opener was no freak. And viewers

plus several items of smashed. recor ding «equip-’
ment to. remind us of our visit.

UNUSUAL A SHOW as itis,“David Brinkley’s
Journal” is not one to go offhalf- cocked. With
all the wordage’ that’s: been, written about
David's engagingly. sardonic approach, it’s

“will continue to be fascinated, we’re sure, by
-such items .as tonight's sequence on the techniques of a Soviet spy in New York City and
the forthcoming “biography of a tenement.”

sometimes Ov ‘erlooked that he’s also one of the

most responsible journalists on the Ameriican
scene today...

Th addition, the program's staffers-~headed by
“Ted Yates, Stuart Schulberg. and Bob Asman—
make up as: gifted.a team as has ever been assembled fora public.-aflairs series. What’ s more, in producing this all-color, all:-original- film show,
they’re given: an. absolutely free. hand-by: the
; sponsors—the Dou glasFir Physwood Association
and: the Pittsburgh. Plate Glass Company.

One of the surest and most immediate signs of
the program’ S impact was: a mash note written
to. NBC right after thepremiere by movie pro-

ducer Jerry”Wald (movie producers, it should
be. noted, are not addicted to writing fan letters.
to. ‘TV networks).
Among the orchids in Mr. Wald’s:spontaneous,,
two-page ‘tribute: “Please. tell: David. Brinkley
I was stunned by his brilliant opening.show..
he avoided, with meticulous care, the spirit of

Brinkley will, of course, continue to explore
the more frivolous aspects of our civilization
as -well. Sometime

next month, for example,

we'll be taken to Paris for a look-see at an artist
who's launched an “art of fury” movement.

‘Swinging a bass fiddle over his head, the Frenchman will suddenly dash it—the fiddle, not the

hhead—against a huge board in his studio. The

fragments of the hapless instrument will then
‘be nailed to the board, and the resultant
“canvas” will be ready for a prospective buyer.

‘From where we’re sitting, it
sounds like the truly per-

“fect gift for the man who
knows everything about art but
doesn’t know what he likes.
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‘TV-FILMS

Variety's

weekly

|

tabulation

based

__

|

on ratings: furnished by American

aa

Research

Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local. level and offers a rating study
>
h
syndicated
shows in the same particular markets. This

oe Ghjere re markets are cor‘ered. °
program

In the syndicated

week

listings of the top ten shows, rating data such. as the

average share of audience, coupled with data as to time. and. day of telecasting com-

-buyers to local stations and/or advertisers ‘to. syndicators will findthe charts valuable. |
Over

2. Price Is Right; Bishop (Wed. 8:30-9:. . WBZ
Train

‘Wed.

7:30-8:30'......

37

. WBZ

are designed to ¥eflect the tating tastes of virtually every tu market in ‘the U. -S.
'(*) ARB’s September 1961 survey covered

‘Thurs. 8:00-8:30)

||-2. Death Valley Days (Wed. 7:00)....... WBZ... 6. -U.S. Borax

32 {|4 Brethers Brannigan (Thurs. 10: 30)... WNAC..... CBS
32 || 4. Jim Backus (Thurs. 7:00)......... 1. WBZ .»..: NBC
30

...... WNAC

‘29 j| 3. Rescue 8 (Tues. 7:00). weasceccoceess» WNAC..,.

.KDKA

Groucho: Mitch ‘Thurs. 10:00-10:30). -WIIC |
Have Gun; Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). KDKA

What’s My Line 'Sun. 10:30-11:00...KDKA
Garry
Moore (Sat.
‘Tues.7:30-8:30)......
10:00-11:00'.....-KDKA
Perzy Mason
»- -KDKA
Route 66 ‘Fri. 8:30-9:30)..... -.-KDKA
8. Candid Camera ‘Sun. 10:00-10:30)....KDKA

se ases Kev

e

9-00-10:

.

‘Sat.

9:00-9:30)

con

(Sun. 7:30-8:00... WAGA

Pageant (Sat. 10: 30)......

WAGA....Screen

Gems

28

WAGA, .--Storrer

TV

20

..... U.S. Borax

.

Huckleberry

& Sep

6. Third

-eees

00). eee woes. WSB

Dawg

(Wed. 6:00)........6.-.

28 :

esse

z1|&. Quick Draw McGraw (Tues. 6:00). .-.: WSB...«..‘Screen

8. Brothers Brannigan. (Thurs. 7:00)... . cWSB.... et

Gems

Films

1, Mik > Hammer: Papeaut (Sat. 10:30)... “WBNS ... MCA

8. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10)..WBNS

354) 8. M Squad (Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri)...WBNS....MCA

4. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)......- WIVN

84

37 |

WIVN

(Thurs.) .....+.+++- one

(Thurs.

30

383 |Local N-W-S; CBS News. .WHDH

5. Dingerous Ro

bin. F

ri.

10 30).

eeetees

wr.

28

0-

6. Third

:

Th
Man

10: 30).
urs.

.

.

wc escaee

zi UA
wee LAV-

WTIVN....NTA
wae

CircleSports: .......

cle;

.-, WIIC .

15

=]

30 |American Bandstand...“ WEWA

14
14
(14

58{ Panorama eee ela wees WAGA
56; Panorama ...../.........WAGA
40} Rescue 8 ............- WLWA

uw

30.

63)Roaring 20's .

10

]

Panorama

s

....,...-.....WAGA

/Panorama..........

Wai

21:

=

.

S News

“WIVN

NEW

ORLEANS

|

tir eh eneieneat as

15

48 ,Home Edition-:......... WLWC-

vecetengececee

WIVN

“4

36 Huntley-Brinkley’ rote
é.
ayne:..... wee

WLW
WEL

1 ‘Sat.

4. Wagon

740800)
WDSU
eon
Feu
ae ae wn eee seees

‘fon.
7:30-3:00)
Train Wed.

ore

.. reece

§-39-7:30)...... --

b Bitcheor Ties. 7:80-8:00)
5. Your
1 ife: DuPont

32) ||4 Two Faces West. (Wed. 9:00)......... WDSU...: Screen Gems 22

WDSU
Wi

WDSU

....50...c00e6. WTVN.

yCherenne

7:30-8:30)

......

. ah ° saa Sa 2 nen 930-101

-

Have Cri, Wel

Travel

(Sat, g:o0-ig)

"M:

Wate

wal.

3. My Thr. > Sons 'Thurs. 9:00-9:30)... .. WIZ
3. Real Me‘‘sxs
set

Sbri

Thurs. 8:30-9:00)
ri.

22

10°.

13

31/Looking With. Long.....-WBNS

20

35 CBS News, -.
sa weaceeaaeewee
!

Mite:

ACK

2.0 ow

_

20

cc eee

7

dition we eaeeas --WLWE
7

in

ey

sr

eerns

24] Looking With Long...
mt: ‘WBNS
CBS News

. reese steers

28
iL

if

WBNS: _

20

28

|

.

72! Silents Please: Kovaks...WVUE
38|Sat. Night Movies.......WDSU

8
32

48 Third Man... .........WDSU

18

35 |77 Sunset ‘Strip...
.210.. WVUE
21
35|Circle; Steel .... ......WWL
20
66 | News; ‘Sports- po aE, 0
68 |American Bandstand’....WVUE =. T

73 |Project 4.0...
e. 000.WWL

1

.

—--30|{ 7+ Atmos & Andy (Fri. 1:30)...........WDSU....NBC Films

19

51 |News; Wea.; Spts. Movie WWI,

14

30

~

68 | Bandstand; ‘Dag Ham, . ~—

8

7. Huckleberry

Hound (Thus. 5:00)... :-WDSU.... Screen

=

Report To The People, WWo
....WVUE

i

\ American Bandstand

9

STATIONS: WMAR, WBAL, WJZ. *SURVEY. DATES: SEPTEMBER: 8-28, 1961.

1. Guns:> <* /Sat. 10:00-10:30: ........WMAR.
(Sat.

19

(Sat, 9:35 am)...

31

retenes “WDSU

‘Sun. 9:30-10:00'.. WDSU

38
26
22

24

SLi Se Traékdowa (Sat. 6:00)....:..:.......WDSU....CBS Films
21
L 4]5. Yogi Bear (Mon. 5-00). ..............WDSU....Sereen Gems 24
_g ||: Three Stooges (Fri. 5:00)........ 1... WDSU....Sereen Gems 20

BALTIMORE
» *"ason

11

He

STATIONS: WWL, WDSU, WVYUE. *SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 8-28, 1961.

1, Groucho; Mitch (Thurs. 9:00-10:00)...WDSU =».88. wrannigam; Mitch (Thurs, 9:30)....... WDSU....CBS Films
2. Joey Bishop: Local Skew
wDsU.
36 ||2 Blue Angels; Pageant (Sat. 9:30).....WWL.....NBC Films
Werte
:
3. Marry
A Millionaire (Fri. 10:00)......WWL.....NTA
8. Bonanza:
yecor7:30: S
8:00
9:00). WDSU
39 ||4. Leck-Up (Fri. 8:30)........... lasses WWL..... Ziv-UA

a eRe
4. Laramie ns
4. Price IsRis

ig

30 ee

27 |Guestward; Ozzie & Har. .WTVN™

eo

21

......06. “WBNS

41 Home

|

6

16

14

OB
4

47 Looking With Long.,....WBNS

13

2

7

8

| Action
Simson,In City
ieccee
AGA
Afternooa.
WAGA

12

9. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30),......- WLWC

17>
26

Riverboat i eee ene -WAGA

. Screen Gems

25 8.Sea Hont (Mor. 7:00)... eveneeeees, _WLWC... Ziv-UA.

q

28

WEA

1. Yogi Bear, (Wed. 6: 30)... eee ecctees. WIVN. .-- Sereen Gems

8, Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00-10:60)...... WIVN

12

..............--WAGA

32. Suricide 6 7 yortts ve

47| Rawhide ..,...+..:.....WAGA
2 Bonanza. - perry

B

.

=_23

641Sat. Night. Movies... ...WSB

69 Vikings

$.Two Faces West (Thurs. 901012217

*

It

*SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 8-28, .[961..

26

10:00-10:30)..WLWC
q

€
20
= 17
16

193

MLBB; Carnegie. -KDKA

27

(Thurs.
-

23.
a

Hand; ‘Show;
2iayee-KDKA
Bremner ....:.e.eeeeee: KDKA
Wrestling .......... ++ - WHC
33{Cheyenne ..........+0,-WIAB
| Bugs Bunny ..............WTAE

9. Groucho;

Mitch

WBNS

‘Sat. Night “Vorie..nwiteic

8. Surfside 6 ‘Mon. 8:30-9:30).......... WIVN
ee

i3°..

12
_ 10

2] Silents Please; Kovaks:..WIIC
| MLBB; Game; Fort......KDKA

‘jRifleman

—

301 5 Rescue$(Mon,°7:08)......,.-...... WIVN.... Screen Gems

7:30-8:00'..... WTIVN

27.

“

l a Huckleberry’ Hound (Thurs. '$:30)....WIVN....Screen Gems

6. My Three Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30).....WEVN-.
x

;

33

WANS

(Fri. 8:30-9:00).....,.02..WIVN
-AnO-

Ho

18
21
26

7 Miami; Baseball. reeeeeee

ms.

40|3. Sake, erate. 7:00). se eve e ces WIVN:...CBS Films

7. Guestward

2a

25
11

16
is

;

;

|

6. Flintstones

110

| yoeese WHDE

18

SCTCCN

= 27
27 ||§. Yori Bear (Mon. 6:00) .....;......... WSB...... Sereen Gems

2. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00--10:00).....-. WIVN

d (Th

25°

‘Ziv-UA.
CONTA Fi

(Sat. 8:00). .... IIIWAGAS

Man

7.. Deputy

Heund (Trurs. 6:00).....

1. Gunsmoke ‘Sat: 10:00-10:30).........WBNS

5. Donna Reed

Brenner

34| Jim Backus ........... -WBZ:
39 Local N-W-S; CBS News. -WHDH

ee.

30) J pote? on Pri: 5:0 ). ."...ss.....WSB.....-UAA King

..........0.-WSB

1. Connie Wed.
Francis:9:00-10:00)
Hawaiian .....
Eye seeee WLWA
The Menace

19

WIIC...-..0

eases

¢ Death Yalley Days (Mon. 7:00:.......WSB

31

.

7. My Fhree Sons ‘Thurs. 9:00-9:30)... .. WLWA
%. Dennis

-- RDIKA. see Screen Gems

19
17

364) 4. Whirlybirds; Politieal (Wed. 7:00)..... WSB.. .-. “CBS idem

= 35]

5. Surfside 6 -Mon, 8:30-9:30...........WLWA
6. Deputy

i. Tightrepe;

3711

8:30-9:00°.....5....-WELWA

‘Fri.

eee

37 |]3. Diverce* Court (Mon. 8:00)..... reves

2. Have Gun, Will Travel 'Sat. 9:30-10)..WAGA
i

11

11
«Als

STATIONS: WSB, WAGA, WLWA.

3. 11 Sunset Strip ‘Fri, 9:00-10:001......WLWA
&. Flintstones

51: Local N-W-S; CBS News. :WHDH

31 | Secret;

85 {Laramie
..........0.52. WBZ
28 |Local N-W-S: CRS News: . WHDHE.
_ ‘| Huntley-Brinkley .......... WBZ,

28] 7° Dangerous Robin (Tues. 7:30) <-e4ee-KDKA.... Ziv-UA
y

10:00-10:30'......... WAGA
(Eri

_
“TOP: COMPETITION ' AY.
SH: |PROGRAM
|
tt
RTG..
@3|Fight; Spare ........... WNAC
12

12
12

i€
16
14
12
“10

os||& Third Man (Wed. 10: 30)...

1, Real MeCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00) ...... WLWA“tern

Screen Gems

<AV.|

28 |Mitch; Locai Broad. ...... WBZ
38 |State "Trooper sae we ewes WNAC

32

ATLAANT A
‘Sat.

Films

Manhunt. (Thurs. 10:30),..:..........WTAE.... Screen Gems
Science Fiction: CFBL (Sat. 5:00).....WTAE....
Ziv-UA
Buccaneers; CFBL (Sat. 5:30)........ WTAE.
... Official
Not Hire: Thriller (Mon. 10:30/.......WIHC..... ABC’
Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:00)..:.......55 TIT pk Al 101 ziv-ua
Death Valley Days {Mon. 7:30).......KDKA....0.S. Borax

28) 7° Huckleberry Heund (Mon. 6:30)..

1:00)... .ee. wie

,

3. Gunsmoke

are listed, with the-

12
12

40] 1, RCMP; Pageant (Sat, 10:30).........KDKA....NBC Films

36 |! 2.
=35! 3°
331} 4
311]
4.
30 ||5.
29 @

8. My Three Sons nurs. 9:00-9:30". ... .. WTAE
e

a multi-week period. Syndicated shows

STATIONS: KDKA, WTAE, WIIC, *SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 8.28, 1961. -

1. Gunsmoke ‘Sat, 10-00-10:30).

i

i¢

28 |/ 5. State Treoper (Thurs. 7:00).......... WNAC.... MCA
28 i.5. Whirlybirds (Fri, 7:00)... 2... eee ees WNAC....CBS

PITTSBURGH

°

19

32.j| 4. Sea Hunt (Tues. 7:30)......-........ WHDH....Ziv-UA
30 || 4. Quick Draw MeGraw (Mon. 6:30}..... WNAC....Screen Gems

7. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10)..WHDH
7. Groucho; Mitch (Thurs. 10:00-10:30' .WBZ

2.
3.
4.
5.6.
7.

AY.
RTG...
34°

34 || 3. Dang Robin; Thriller. (Mon. 10:30)....WBZ.-. soe-Liv-UA

‘Sat. 7:30-8:30)........... WHDH
9:00-9:30).
........... WHDH

Reed

o j ‘947 inarkets. The

sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special Program
muilti-week rating of. all programs in the time period given. -oo

AY. ||!
. TEP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
RTG. (RK. _PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
a
STA.
DISTRIB.
-40 L. Lock-Up; Pageant (Sat. 10:30)..... ~_. WHDH. ve ZiV-UA |

4. I've Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00'... WHDH
5. Lawrence Welk 'Sat. $:60-10:00!...... WAC
5. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00'....... WNAC

6. Donna

will tabula te-a minimum

"STATIONS: WBZ, WHDH, WAC. *SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 8-28, 1961.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.
“J. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30)..... ..WHDH
3. Wagon

ARB

performance of the top ten network shows on the local level; the Vartery-ARB charts . |

BOSTON

4 Perry Mason
4. Angel 'Wed.

the course of: @ year

results of that tabulation.will be found weekly in. Variety, Coupled with the rating

petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an
eract picture of the rating performance of syndicated: shaus is to reflect the true rating
' strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging. from. media
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...... WIZ

9:00-10:00!......

FTF

Monaeee nae 10001020" WRAL
5

eronea
OTS. ae
5. Hawaiian
Eve; Local Show
‘Wed. 9:00-10:00).........4+..WIZ

6. Fiint = :es (Fri. 8:30-9:00"...........
WIZ
6. Surfside 6 (Mon. 8:30-9:30)........0-. WIZ
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1. Shotgun Slade (Sat. 7:00)
rothers. Brannigan

ies 3. Manhunt

(Thurs

p,oss WAAR. MCA
Deneve

L....CBS

(Thurs... 10:30)...........-.WJZ

Films

..... Screen Gems

4, Blue Angels (Tues, 7:00)....:...0....WBAL ...NBC Films

30 ||4. Death Valley. Days (Wed. 7:09)...... .WBAL,...US. Borax
30 ||5. San Franeisco Beat (Tues. 6:30)...... WMAR

...CBS

28 6.Buss Bunny (Thurs, 7:00). .e.eécee.- WBAL...UAA

Films
;

ze
13:

11

11

Sports

Spec.

| Mitch;

Local

.......6.6.

WI

:

Show......WBAL >

‘1 CBS News; Final; Wea: ..WMAR
-CBS News; Final; Wea. .. WMAR

10

Huntley-Brinkles amwee 7
News;

Wea

por:

-.°«

BAL ”

Q

‘|

7wf

‘| CBS News: "Final: Wea. ..WMaAR
‘FO’ Clock. Show ...... +e WBAL

6. Whirlybirds. (Wed. 6:30).....,.......WMAR... CBS Films.
9
ee
28 ||1. Yogi Bear (Mon; 7:00)..-....... woes. WIZ......Screen Gems _ 8

27 || 8. Huckleberry. Hound (Fri. 7:Oh 2S waz
....Sereen Gems.
27 1 8. “Highway Patrol {Mon.-Fri. 6: 00). oo.--WMAR....Ziv-UA

Pinb;‘Show Tineseee WBAG

|

WBAL .

‘CBS News; Final; Wea... WMAR

News; Wea.: Sports. :.... WRAL
Huntley-Brinkley
..::..WBAL-.
Final; Wea.; CBS News...WMAR

"10

15*..

23

°14

17

10

14

7

4
‘3
13
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TELEVISION

REVIEWS

.

CHEVROLET

SHOW

KAYE

DANNY

‘Nevember 8, ‘1961 _

VARIETY
ANNI- A RETURN TO STUD’S PLACE

GOLDEN

(Festival 7
:
VERSARY
With Phyllis Avery, Alice Backes, !
With James Arness, Art: Carney, With Studs Terkel, Beverly YoungJessiyn Fax, Barry Livingston,
er,
Win
Stracke,
Chet
Roble
Nanette
Frabray,
Tony
Randall,
|
.
Bert
Freed,;
Milhollin,
James
|
Producer-Director: Jim MecPharlin
Eileen
Rodgers. Allen Case
1
sky, Barbara Morri-;
M
30 Mins., Mon. (6), 9:30 p.m. ©
} Producer: Burt Shevelove
son:
Rose orch
Dave Re
cau Dave
WTTW, Chicago (tape) °.
Bud Yorkin, Norman " Director: Sid Smith
Pr-ducers:
Larry Gelbart, Gary Bei- | The. old “Chicago Style” teleWriters:
Lear
vision is dismissed in some. circles
kin
Biesetor: Yorkin
today as primitive programming!
“Musical Director: Harry ZimmerWri ers: Lear, al Kanter
that has. been’ sentimentally .asman
6) “iins., Mon. (6). 9 p.m.

Tele Follow-Up Comment j

> ¢

“Du Pont Show of the Week

superb “sequences of’ Franklin D,

1 .The DuPont “Show of the Week” Roosevelt :addressing . Democratic
-explored-one
of the golden periods conventions in 1928 .and 1932; and
of popular music on its Sunday (5) glancing shots of such personalities °7
|outingon NBC-TV. The best music. ‘of the era as Fiorello H: La-.
Fortunately |for the decade of the 30’s has sur- Guardia, Jimmy Walker, John J.

*

grandized in-memory.
‘| 60 Mins.; Fri. (3), 8:30 p.m.
GENERAL MOTORS
some kinescopes remain to give |vived to this day. Many of its com- |Raskob,
etc.
SE
CHEVROLET
+
CBr~-TV (tape)
argument.
:
CBS-TV,
from
H’wood
(tape
posers around then are still active:
But ‘Smith, as a natural ‘politi-.
C0
hel Earatd)
iCumpbell-Ewald)
One
such
kinnie
was
incorpo-.
cian
who
could
turn
on
-his.
Irish.
land
creative.
In
all,
a
musical
-exDenny
Kaye,
General
Motors
This season may go down a& the ‘rated into a re-creation of ‘Studs’ |ploration well worth the network. ‘charm at will or lash out angrily. .paid his once-a- year tv discovered nostalgia. Last Place” by WTTW, the educational
si - enterisiner,
Jat .news photographers, was.the ~
‘time:
vi-it to tv on CBS Monday - week DuPont recaptured the Zies-’
Scar
station, last Monday (6). As a onemain foeus, And the finale film.
‘6 in an hourlong comedy: feld era. now Chevrolet has. come ‘shot instaliment in the -station's | The show could, naturally, skim
roots?
-only the highlights, through some clip, showing Smith as the . lead
ant ‘music special with results ap- up with another cruise down inem- cultural series, “Festival,” the old ‘pleasant performers of this’ day, ‘singer in .a barbershop quartet prec. nating his initial GM entry: ory lane for its 50th anni cclebra- show twhich. had been. on both
voeal of “The. Bowery,” indicated.
-eason—an enormous talent . tion, and there are similar .excur- ;ABC-TV .and NBC-TV ‘in the éarly -and through film clips of that. that: show business lost a.-great.
ds.
:. tally realized because of in-5 sions into the past scheduled in- .'50s' was supposed to exemplify ‘period. Selections were Henerally performer. when he chose politics”
“good,
but
seemed
to.
give’
a
com;
lly
1
Occasiona
material.
avecate
Herm.
cluding a Leland Hayward produc- the use of tv as an art form: It J pletely’ one-sided picture of .the as a career,.
The ‘period. It was a decade,
t'*- <muine article was there, for: tion of Walter Lord's “The Good _was an appropriate choice.
full of}
exeonie, when he recreated his— ,
15-minute kinnie proved how well : travail, it. opened
just a:. few:
David Brinkley’s Journal ._.
voeal bit and again;
ates _et hall
It’s getting kind of eerie, with —and with what flavor—the show ‘months. after the. stock market | Two faces -of neutralism. were
e).oured up the fairy pipers at the threat of fallout making the ‘ was done -in:those’ days; and the
Or in the plaintive melody ; future so doubtful. that tv has ilive presentation, with the original’ ‘erash -of 1929 and wound up with drawn. with quick, sure strokes on
pa
| Hitler's legions on the move. Paul ‘David Brinkley’s. NBC-TV stanza
i. ¢. which he finaled the shaw.
| nothing to look forward to but the : cast reassembled, served to proveit
commentary indicated last Wednesday night (1). In focus
to see::eould still be done if anyone de- ;|Whiteman’s
that as the times were grayer, the were British .Guiana, in South
K-:e is a rare. unique item {n° past. It also getsa bit tiring
,
sha.
biz.
unsophisticated, 4 production number of “Won't sired it.
with
I!musie became
gayer. The arts America, and Cambodia, in Souththrough clearly:
Cia... and ageless qualities of in-} yoy Be My Little Bumble Bec”| ‘One thing.came
the bleak -times.. east Africa, two nations - widely
what “Studs’. Place’ had that is jcounterpointed
nxerce that are invariably pleas-|¢yice within a one-week period.‘
ir,

: With

entertaining

the

show

concerning. itself: diverse in culture but similar in
their strategical aim to. make hay
out of. the U.S.-Soviet cold: war.

and heart warm- | (jt was dune on the Ziegfeld show), generally lacking in tv today was i With these two extremes, - there
But these are qualities, too,’ Nostalgia is okay but at this rate ‘style. It had a:mood all its own - seemed to he a pulling ‘at a non-

ins

tha’ are brought to life and bloom’ ¢y will run it right into the ground. ;and° a down-to-earthness distinct 'existant centre.
Cheyrolet’s run-back into Amer-{from any sort of belabored folksionly when the specially-tailored.

Indeed,

‘First quarter hour of the Brink-.

what was

ley show covered the. Guiana elec-

major numbers of the
one.of the
miuerial matches the talent.
jicana was pegged on “We've had ;ness more’ common to contempo- ;decade
and virtually its. theme tion. campaign’ which. recently Ied-of rec-|
For the most part the attempt| our faults and we've had our vir-|rarvy tv. It also had. a. way
song was completely forgotten— to the victory of Dr. Cheddi Jagan,
ognizing:cultural
things
in
a
nonto hitch the format t'‘as others see - tues but we’ve had our laughs,” a
|“Brothers Can. You Spare a Dime?” an open supporter:of Cuba’s Cas‘artsy, non-pompous waf.
us’: hesitantly to a serious vein |line given to host James Arness to
| The performers. included Doro- tro.: Although several months .besioved it down considerably and; open the show. His “Gunsmoke” | Studs’ Place, as the educational -thy Loudon, who seemed to have hind the current headlines :about
six-shooter
is
less
.corny.
At
any
'ty
mounting
reminded,
was
a
poor
;
tr
overemphasized this phase of Kaye:
‘trouble
containing
herself
and Jagan’s attempt.to romance U:S.
to the detriment of the carefree. rate, the show displayed none of ‘man’s restaurant proprietored by | staying: within the demands of the aid, this segment ‘provided. an inGracie the
frolicking comic. Not enough of ; the faults, few of the virfues and :Studs. Terkel, with
- waitress (Beverly Younger), Win
the Norman Lear-Hal Kanter writ-! fewer of the laughs.
“Bumble
Bee”)
the
hardy
man
(Win
Stracke)
and
Even
with
the
inz contrib was in that rarefied:
buzz the musical portions of the} Chet the piano player (Chet Roble)
Kave domain.
The
of thejas. the running characters.
ahead
way
out
came
show
The point to the panto skit on}
If they: van use .semi-improvised storylines usually.
“ag man is many things to many: comedy segments.
whatever
characters
an old. sketch from !turned on
people” (portraying Kaye in multi- : an old sang.
well-remembered ‘came. into, the restaurant. —
the
of
some
ple shapes, sizes and physiogno- ! musicome
dy
-In WTTW's “Return,” the run-.
could have
revues
made very!
Inte
exercises
Was
well. Parodies of a tv _ning cast turns up at the old place
quickly and lost its foree by end-;: served as
panel show and different styles of ‘for a sentimental last look before
less examples. AS a suave Prince:
are -tired topics that. ‘the wreckers get at it. The kinnie
attending a society cocktail party: pic-making
to the past and offer -is worked:in as a flashback to
and being hypnotized to act as a, don’t belong
nothing for the present.
7 ‘the time Studs was taking elocusix-year-old, his enchanting quali- ,
for an
however, the show ‘tion lessons ‘in preparation
,
Musically
ties were given full play, but un-‘
had plenty of bounce. Whoever :audition for a tv quiz show. Turns

valuable

script; Bill Hayes, a pleasant tenor;
Blossom Dearie, a singerof distincition’ in the intimeries,’ and
Count Basie whose. orchestra emu‘lated the daysof the old Famous

“Second

tered on
bodia

|

!Door. John Bubbles similarly gave Jey,
; worthy interpretations..
i The film clips were

glimpse
of the Guiana

scene aid its: racial. divisions.
half of

the.show cen-

highly videogenic: Cam-

where, according to Brink-

“neutrality.
“can

; ‘Amidst shots of dancing

ancient

especially

be . fan.”
girls and

religious. shrines, there.

. arresting. The big band era was at. was seen the steady and generous |

,its zenith. The music. of Benny
Goodman and his famous. quartet
| comprised: one of the films .of the

period. There was the “Who's
“'
| A°raid of the Big Bad Wolf?” Dis-

ney sequence,

.

flow of aid coming. from all points —
of the globe including the US.,
Red China, - France, Russia,. ‘etc.,
‘all as a resultof the country’s re-

fusal to” commit itself ‘to one. of
a clip of “early”
| the. power blocs.-

Rudy Vallee. Myrna Lay, Dick}
It was a fascinating. show whose
“When It’s. Nighttime In | out that.in learning to speak better | Powell and Joan Blondell clips | on'y..
shortcoming waz -its’’
brief
and ridiculous. His novelty tune on” dus up
Herm.
Over Here,” !he's rejected because his speech ; alsa gave a sampling of the filmed half-four duration. —
Wednesday
It's
Italy
?
is and isn’t was one of the lesser:
The
tion as does Buster lacks color or genuineness.
commenda
rates
era.
the
contributions, hardly rising above
of.
efforts
musical
;
same
the
to
keyed
was
part
r
!live.
worked with produce
who
Davis
/
There
was
no
fault
with
the
in|
.
‘
the level of cuteness.
‘Burt Shevelove on the special; gentle humor.
_
CBS Reports... i dividual selections or their rendi-.
Kase
worked- practically
.Best thing about many: of the
the ‘ material The opening ‘“Half-Cen--| ‘Michael Lowenstein created an : tions, only that the show gave ‘an
uhale hear, even into the GM com-.: tury
Fred W. Friendly: pubaffairs telealthough styled ,excellent replica: of: the old set. in
Canatata,

fortunately

n.evcials,

the skit was

giving

them

contrived-

the

same: after a

Frank

2

Christmas ia gone-to-ruin state; and Jim

Sullivan

Mce- ‘incomplete sampling of the period.

casts on CBS is that they enable
Americans to see. themselves as
-+others. see them.
Nothing could
‘Dinah Shore Show
be more’ revealing, especially hanThere
was some poor casting dled by experts like Friendly, Eric
.- tand poor taste in the second outing Sevareid, Charles. Kuralt and a’
* Jose.

dedication as the show itself ‘And.’ satute with names, names, names,.Pharlin caught the essential’ tone :
as 55 inevitable, the performer suf-; had a Iot of humor all its own.
jin his stvlistic
fered by doubling in brass).
‘ The principals, Art Carney. Tony {|-

Rose.

With

ee
,
Fabray, Fileen :
and Allen Case, kept the *REPORTER’S NOTEBOOK

of; With Dale Clark, JamesC. Davis..of the new season for NBC-TV's ‘producer like Stephen Fleischman. |
Ed Rogers, Hugh Schutte, Iver-|“Dinah Shore Show,” Friday. (3)
“Brazil—the Rude Awakening,”
son Lord |
night.. Perhaps, poor casting in which
was the “CBS
Reports”
Ed
reference to Déan Martin is too show. in question last Thursday (2).
‘Chevrolet, however, had a good |\Producer: Dale Clark
i hour with plenty of time
stronga rap, but the man pro- was. obyiously
)
to plug
:Director: ‘Bob Doty
t
not about the United .
jected by Martin was strictly . out
j away for its cars and | a premium '30 Mins., Thurs. (26) 10:30 p.m..
States; ‘but what Brazilians. think
of the clan school—high on drink, of
disk which almost every manufac- iWAGA-TV, Atlanta ¢fape)
the. United States and what the ™
This is.‘a continuing monthly _low on women, replete with taste-. United ‘States must ultimately do
turer seems to be latching on to.
lless-ecracks and innuendos.
yintage

Connie

them

songs

were

Page, Bob Gleason,' sketches.

Charlotte
Paul
Groshell, Melvin

Groshell,
Voorhees

Producer: Connie Page

Director: Paul Herlinger
30 3Xlins.; Friday, 10 p.m.

Les.

} Randall, Nanette
Rodgers

EXPOSURE

direction.

alive

but

must

tripped

up

by.

the |

these days. to the advantage of the ra. program, which attracts’ eonsiderto.. preserve honor,
or,
dignity and.
Gros.
able attention
to this Storer chain i In a dou with Miss Shore, one friendship
came across during’
in the
mouthpiece, especially when they jof those “Two Sieeply People” vo- hour.
|
calizing
spoofs, Martin cracked
get such a figure as Réo. James C.
Sevareid
was
host
and
Kuralt,
narrator | Davis, Georgia's Fifth District Con- “Shut your southern mouth.” How-- the. CBS ‘Latino correspondent,
gressman, to air ‘his views- -always ; ever Miss Shore might have taken worked: their points. neatly.
The.
irritate the
straight from the hip—on national ‘it, the crack seemed to
screen’ and the image of “Miss. film footage at almost any point. -.
_| affairs.
_
.
Sh
\during
the
course
of
the
10
p.m:
ore.
Te
Rep. Davis has always been vocal | Other guestar on the hourlong program. was competent
and, in a.
This first prdgram
with new! Writer: Ben Kerner
on his likes:and dislikes \especially ‘outing was Donald O’Connor, who. few. instances—such as. the ones
for:.at featured writers Charlotte| Music: Ulysses Kay
.
_}the latter) about what goes on in :did some fancy, enjoyable step- showing the mass of slum shacks
Pau! Groshell (Mrs. Ed‘, Ed Gro- 45 Mins.; Sunday (5), 11:30 a.m.
Washington, D..C., and thi globe ping, Most of the pop songs. ‘-backgrounded.-by the: contemshe and Melvin Voorhees with WNBC-TV (film)
literate,. practical talk on how to
|
rerdered by. Miss Shore were fetch-. porary beauty of Brazilla—were:
A documentary: film, prepared ‘scene as well.
_
|
|
ger
manuscripts
published,
the py the WNYC film unit and called
In his outing on “Reporter’s. ,ing and fun. When Martin did a excellent,
peris and satisfaction of author- “City of Magic,” was presented last Notebook” he spoke out in some- ‘straight number he came over. win- 1: Only shame is. that not. more
Siti» and the changing face and Sunday (5) on WNBC-TV. With What . violent. terms against this tning. The in-between material, for. people ‘watch “CBS Reports."
content of daily newspapers.
dramatic narration. by Alexander country’s foreign aid. program and the most part, given to the artists
The GrosheHs (she is nqn-fiction Scourby, pic essayed, in-w York’ lambasted the Peace Corps, de- was weak and unfunny. The ma-~'}.
book and magazine author; he is City-and its inhabitants in engross- nouncing both as utter wastes of i terial. hardly sustained the hour. |—
Dick Vani Dyke Show
’ Horo.
BO
former
Chicago
newspaperman) ing and rhythmic fashion, which money,
A.second critical look at “The

KINT-TV,

Seattle

This new format of “Exposure” | record company morgues.
feziures guests each week, with:
pruaucer Connie
Page and Bob: CITY OF MAGIC
Gieason on each program and it’s}With Alexander Seonrby,
a 200d one. Previously the pro- |Producers:
Seymour
gram had a four or five-man panel, | John De Prospo
With one guest.
;Director: Frank Kosa’.

N. ‘Siegel,

recenily
sold the weekly
Snoqualmie Valley Record
and are
pursuing freelance careers. Voorhees is former editor of daily
Tacoma Times tnow defunct) and
is associate editor of the weekly
Seattle
Argus.
Groshell
said
chanze from Chicago daily, with
eizht editions a day. to weekly
deadline had not brought any apprvviable
lessening in pressure.
Mi -. Groshell told of her relationsoins with publishers and constant

r. writing

she: does.

Voorhees, on

tre other hand, said he does not
du any rewriting; he also had intecesiing
views
on changes
in
dailies, saying most these days
aren't interested
in competition
for news and play down “erusad-.
in:.”” aspects, formerly so important in operations. °
Connie Page and Gleason had
th:
right questions and - moved
thines righ: along. If guests on
co ‘ing programs are as articulate
a’:
subjects as interesting, this
she. .t attraet attention in the
Pu.et Sound country.
Reed.

effectively captured the pulse of
A panel.type prugram, with Dale
this metropolis.at work and play. Clark, WAGA-TV -news director, as

Frank

Rosa’s

camera

doct- ‘moderator,

Rep.

Davis. answered

mented the city through the action ‘questions fired at him by Ed Rogof its harbor, rail terminals, air- ers, of United Press-International,

ports, various segments of its industry from fashion to bread, and

‘t Dick: Yan. Dyke: Show” . merely re-.
. ,. The Twentieth Century
. affirms. the _ original impression This CBS-TV series dug-up some ‘that good” talent plus mediocre:
preat old film clips Sunday (5) .in- Material equals’ waste of. good.

its reprise of the career of the late

Hugh Schutte, of Associafed Press Alfred E. Smith, the four-time:
and Iverson Lord, WAGA-TV news : ‘governor of N.Y. State and the
its entertainment from zoos to staffer.
.
oo
first Roman Catholic candidate for
Tir1es Square. Also included were
Davis let fly both: barrels against the U.S. Presidency. Al Smith's
shots of Gotham caught in ‘the just about all the major policies relevance
to the contémporary
atmosphere of: the seasons from of President ‘Kenuedy’3 adminis- seéne was underlined ‘by Robert
summer at Coney Island to fall and
the Macy parade to Christmas
shopping and the Chinese’ New
Year.

tration,

me

He’ was -especially
when he

vehement

described the Peace Corps

as “one of the most unwise, useBen Kerner’s script. highlighted ‘less’
pieces of duplicated egisla-

some of the city’s historical dafa
and, in often quite poetic terms,
brought: colorful. and dramatiec attention to the locales and events

covered. Crisp editing by John S.
Carroll and Franta

Herman

the film moving in. smooth

tion

from:

scene

kept

transi-

to scene. and

t Scourby’s narration set an inform-.

ative and effective tone. In all, it
wasa skillful and entertaining por-.

Moses

who

pointed

out in. the

talent: Among the voluntary pris-°
‘onérs. in this. particular fortune.
-eookie factory (Calvada-CBS) are
the. star and Mary Tyler Moore,

one of the more appealing domes- tic couples now operating

being -overrun.by tatally innocu-

show's preface that Smith’s. defeat: ous
in. 1928 paved the. way for the vic-.

little

in 1960.

a

—

‘Beyond that,’ this. stanza “suction ever enacted’ by the govern- ceeded in bringing to. life-ont of
ment.” He told his inquisitors he the Iast of the oldstyle flamboyant
had opposed it as vigorously as politicians who reached fils’ péak’

possible from the start and plans. as a popular: figure in the 1920s
to continueto do so.
and then rapidly faded: from the
While he was swinging.verbally. scene in the 1930s, a clearly bitter.
against the Kennedy regime ‘he’s ‘man eclipsed by a new style of.
‘a Democrat, of course) Rep. Davis. public. leader. In rapid, but accutook occasion to speak out against rate strokes, this show caught.
the minimum wage Dill as being: ‘Smith’s rise and decline with ail.

goody-goody

groups

playing house, Not that the “Van

tory of another Catholic, John F.. Dyke Show”
Kennedy,

in the

‘medium, which more and more is

is ‘any. less.a

show.

than, most others of its genre. It's
just. that one can ‘barely. flick on

the set anymore without. being

confronted by. some utterly atypical “typical American family.”
On this edition,

first meeting (in a USO show) for .
the benefit of their charge, Larry
Mathews. Seems papa made 2-“bad
‘first impression” ‘by - stepping on

‘mama's teenie-weenie toes . while
trait of New York from within. “unconstitutional” and added that the flayor of the period. In the
‘[half-hour’s compass was. some
(Continued‘on page.54)
(Continued on ‘page 52)
.
Kati.
“f
“SS

®

.

Van Dyke
and ~

|,wife went reminiscing about their

me <o

(hitados drevsed to the 4s

Wweitl-t) — chicago
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Foreign

elevision

eviews:

¢

MAIGRET
(Shadow Play)
Rupert Davies, Ewen Solon,
Nan
“Merriot-Watson,
Delena
Kidd, Michael Barrington, Sally
Latimer, Daniel Thorndike, Rob-

With

his imaginative choreography, even

smartie in’ this: new skein. Idea
‘was that Marks, as the get-rich‘quiek Caesar, was enlisted: as aid
by Mama (Nancy Nevinson), whose
‘spaghetti. house’ was threatened

the style he gives the various pres-.
entatians, obviously in tandem with
director Enrico Falqui, leave-a lasting imprint on the . entire. show.
His staging of the “one-step” spoof

wanted to give a hiketo the old} ‘thon in’ the. “interview” bit; and:
outstanding in- the costumed,’ carls:

music-hall tradition by substituting
the fast’ pace and overall theme
of revue-He found his subject and.
his star in the States, and the
he
with destruction by a property- stolid story-line: told. how
developer: Meanwhile, - _a shady! launched. ragtime in. London and

-catured: sketch ‘of the “Three Mus-

keteers.” .
Apart from the writing and acte.
ing- abilities of Wayne & Shuster,
e:t Bernal, Anne Pichon, Topsy jis outstanding.
The Blackburn
pair should direct salaams to’ Don
Jane, Richard Martin, Ruth Tay- |Twins impressed with their mirror’ character’ who’d ‘stood -bail for'!fell for the show's star, Shirley ‘Htrdson ‘and a ‘cast that. abetted
routine, while another import. Caésar in a court Case, threatened .Kellogg (Gloria de Haven). Oppo- ‘ably in the kickoff, particularly
lor, John Simpson
|grouping, the Mattison Trio, reg- to withdraw said bail if he didn’t;sition came from a reactionary col- in the “We're Gilad to Be Home”
Writer: Giles Cooper

istered strongly with a bréathtak- :
‘get Mama out.
fl
league ‘Olaf Pooley), but de Cour-’ opening, which brought in a motorsirector: John Harrison
ing acro-tap routine near opening. i The character ‘called out: for an: Ville. triumphed with: a. standing eycle escort, a brass. band, major-.
59 Mins.; Mon., 9:25 p.m.
Marcel Amont
did a likeable ;effervescent: type who could make . ovation at the first night.
ets, a fan club. and an artillery: gun
B3C-TV, from London
Whitaker's ‘predictable salute.
deceit attractive. It | David
Kicking off a new series of 13 ‘turn in singing his “Cricket” song,! small-scale
|though upcoming weeks: will:‘tell | didn't come naturally. to Marks, dialog reinforced the platitudes,
All Wayne &- Shuster, plus Don
“Maigret,”
adapted from’ stories!
:how strong a repertoire he’ has.’ who ttied hard but lacked the Land, “despite an enthusiastic per- Hudson,. ‘have to:'do to maintain the .
bs Georges Simenon, promised to ;
;Top
impact
came
from
the
Cetra:
essential
Latin
warmth.
The
pro;formance
from
Maurice
Kaufman,
Yatings
is: a. continuance of. ‘open- 5
n.iintain the same high standard
|Quartet, especially in a song-and- ° duction: was tricked out with music,the real-life basis of the tale never ing show ‘calibre,
McStay. as before. The initialler, “Shadow
mime
special,
“Fantomas,”
andj
and
some
musicomedy
capers,
in,;Came
through.
Gloria
de
Haven,
Pias.” adroitly adapted by. Giles ||they‘ll be valuable repeaters on the: an attempt to: suggest the Italian although a little short on charm
C wper, was remarkable
for its show. Newcomers Emilio Pericoli‘‘penchant for an aria.
but not on pulchitrude, trotted out. CLOSE-EP.
at:nosphere and the clockwork pre- and Renata Mauro, booked to sing: -Douglas. Hurn directed without ;acceptably such oldies’ as “Shine |With Xves ‘Montand
cwion of its plot, and the skein, ?:and act out semi-serious reenact-| much. finesse, and the only inci-; ; On, Harvest Meon.” “You Made Me || Writer:. Michele Tournier
produced by the BBC in associa- ‘
Director: Pierre-Cardjnal
of eras and or fads t"The| dental pleasures occurred in such /Love You,” and the less familiar 40.
tion
with
Winwell
Productions, -Ments
Mins.: Sat. (28) 8:36 p.m,
20's” was first week theme: in be€-' minor -and irrelevant episodes as
|ist a Was. There Such. a Night.”
also allows Rupert Davies to re-RTF-TV, from Paris
tween
effective
film
clips
of
area!
narks
selling
a
non-existent
horse
|
Most
of
the
thesp
support
seemed
peat his solid and three-dimen- touched, were likewise very effec-'to-a Colonel in a Turkish bath, | ¢ut out of cardboard, but Raymond
:Filmed fnterview with Yves Monsional portrait of Maigret, sup- tive and versatile. Comedian Mac (‘This had the right ‘touch. of fool- Huntley and Peter Sallis were okay|tand, during, a rehearsal session at... ported by Ewen Solon incisively
‘Theatre De L¥foile in Paris ©
Ronay
blew hot and cold with his :
jing, but it lasted only a couple
of as sympatheic boss and. staunch }‘the
ay the faithful assistant, Lucas.
a few. weeks agg, emerged. 2 neat
‘blackouts. some hilariously funny, |minutes.
- Otta.
friend respectively.

The opener concerned a murder

in a Paris apartment-block. The
victim had a girl-friend, a wife,
and an ex-wife, together with a
Gissolute son, all of whom. had

others falling. flat.

been

used

|

He could have:

to better ‘advantage, |

especially in opener.

Finally, tal- |}
THE

ent roster was completed

RAG TRADE

by Blue-{ With Peter

bell line, good as usual but little-|
used in this first show, and with}

Jones,

Larry Gordon, who ‘devised the balance.‘of song’ and insight: into

dance

routines,

‘loyal to the
Miriam Karlin, they needn’t

Reg Varney,“Esma Cannon, Sheila Hancock, Keith Smith, Max
Bacon,
Ann. Beach,
Barbara.
| ‘Windsor,
Toni. Palmer, Judy

was

presumably {one of the most effective interna:

gambit of 1912, but :tional. Singing performers: extant.
have appeared quite} today...”

To. director ‘Pierre’ Cardinal’s
so. dated. In fact, the: keynote of
Moodie’s production. was credit. was -his self effacement. as
ind the camera to difidelity to the mood -and atmos- he went.
phere of the period. Which was ‘rect’ questions. at..Montand after
Carne, Rita Smythe.
| praiseworthy in itself, but some song interludes. None ‘of the ques~
} Producer:. Dennis Main Wilson.
bold and modern recreations might ‘tions. were known beforehand and
Writers: Ronald. Wolfe, Ronald. still have kept. ‘to the spirit of the Montand-handled. himself. well and
| -Chesney.
times
and given. miore fire for was. frank- and incisive in ‘his Tee
$0 Mins.; Fri, 8 p.m.
a
Present--day audiences.
Oita.,- torts.
. Faced and always inventive, with
a|BBC-TV, from. London
‘Montand- dubbed himself ‘an. enfoundation in the life of the city,
particular accent on eamerawork,
Scrabbling around to. ‘find a new;
tertainer rather than: a charm style
cunningly recreated here, and in
singer. He felt this syndrome, like
consistently topnotch. Sets, cos- locale for a comedy skein, BBC-TY \WAYNE-SHUSTER |HOUR
the humane. nimble-minded figure itumes,
orchestra, and other show has. hit upon the garment industry. With Don ‘Gillies, Sylvia’ Murphy, ‘Maurice. Chevalier, Danny’ Kaye,of Maigret himself. Davies suc: ;
{facets in kind. Saturday night has Having found the setting, however,
Paul Kligman, Les Rubie, others; Jimmy Durante or Judy. Garland, ceeded in establishing a person,
hax ‘mote become: ty night in they seénied to rely on a tired old | Samuel Hersenhoren Orch; Herb took songs they felt and built them.
and not a clue-hunting automaton,
Hawk.
into personalized .delivery. aspects
‘situation which: might have. been | May, announcer .
and John Harrison’s direction was ‘1 ly.
found anywhere. Thus, this opener Producer-Director: Don Hudson
utilizing voice, body, interpretation ..
effectively subdued, yet pointed.
-|
and anything else to put ‘them over:
remained
a
broken
promise,
though
Writers: Wayne & Shuster
PLAY YOUR HUNCH
Thesp support was okay. with With Jack Jackson, Barry ‘Craine, lthere was sufficient incidental fun 160 Mins.; Fri., 8 p.m.
|It was a showmanship affair.
good cameos from Anne Pichon; Julie
|
He did: not .care too .mueh -for.
suggest that it might find the|‘UNION ‘CARBIDE
Alexander,
orch
under .to
as the neurotic first wife, Delena. Harry Rabinowitz
_ rock: ‘and roll but felt it'was a neciright groove later.
-CBC-TY, from Toronte
Kidd as the man’s mistress, and ’ Producers:
‘
|
essary.
device for letting off steam
Peter
Jones
was
the
boss
of
a
Stewart
CStafield, Johnson & Hill)
Morris, Bill |
Nan Marriot-Watson as the con | Cotton Jr
for the young. He stressed the im-.
;small workroom turning out dresses’
—
cierge. It was a stylish. opening, :38 Mins.; Tues., 7:30 p.m.
to order. There was a rush request'- With. Wayne & Shuster appear- portance of song content which had
wich compensated for blood-and- : BBC-TV, from London
for a new style to be created in a ing in three comedy sketches. writ- } grown: from the inanity of bygone ‘ten by themselves, pair kicked off days and..were now threatened by
thunder by guile In the characOtta.
|. Although it’s the custom’ for.:'few hours, with a lush contract | first of six, monthly 60-minute specomplete> ‘unintelligibility ”of
terization.
quiz shows to receive only rock-. ‘depending on‘it. So Jones com- : cials. which went ‘to a 46-stafion|:the
rock songs. .
‘
‘manded his layabout staff of gals :
bottom intelligence on behalf of i
-Montand. also’ did a song in Engito get busy. Delaying panics in-’ ‘ cross-country web of the Canadian
contestants, “Play Your Munch,”
‘ Broadcasting Corp:; but show has lish and-«said he. was: gratified at.
cluded.
strike
.action
by
the
head
Se
ine Don Lurio, Kessler |devised by Mark Goodman and
girl (Miriam Karlin), the arrival of only Union Carbide (Eveready Bat-{his Amefican singing success... He
| Bill Todman and presented by ar-.
teries) so fay picking up onlya
a| felt his. worldwide tours:helped him °
Twins, Blackburn
Twins,
Mar | Fangement with Maurice Winnick, a baby whose mother. was one of third of the tab, with. two other understand U. S. approaches ‘too,
cel Amont, Mac Ronay, Renata
the workers and had to conceal
Mauro,
Mattison
Trio,
Cetra: seemed to be aimed at congenital him from the boss, and finally the. Sponsors needed to overcome the.|since America was .a mnelting- pot.
idiots.
Quartet, Emilio Pericoli, Blue-!
material ran out, so that only half|-CBC nut of what Is undoubtedly of all nationalities:.But he believed.
A pair of married couples com-.
the most costly variety. show in that talent was universal.
bell line, Barrison Sisters, Bruno }
the ‘skirt could be made.
peted, and had to get three prob‘Montand was shown in film clips. poe
Quite a few half-hearted yoks ‘Canadian -tv. (CBC is. currently
Canfora Orch.
lems right to win. What they won
Producer: Guide Sacerdotfe
were roused, particularly by Esma working on sponsors who will pick’ singing: in Russia and vith Dinah
was left obscure—but they surely
Director: Enrico Falqui
Cannon, as a daffy stitcher, Sheila up two-thirds of the package cost.) Shore in Hollywood,. He was. tact‘couldn’t have been doing it for fun.. Hancock, the dumb belle of the lot,
Obviously, . Wayne
& Shuster ful in’questioning on Marilyn Mon90 Mins.; Set., 9:15 p.m...
The puzzles included spotting a and Miriam ‘Karlin, as the bellig- ij
have gained considerable know-how roe: and. interspersed his. talk. with
RAI-TY, from Rome
blonde child from a set of three.
from
their
experiences
on the Ed his witty, warm .and direct songs.
erent.
forewoman.
‘alert
for
her
“Studio One,” Rai-TV’s new win- ‘with their. heads. covered in a
ter variety show, should help the. ‘sheet; guessing how many out of rights. But the laughs |were largely Sullivan Show and the Hollywood- Show shaped a: fine.-looksee ata
Italian video public forget a num- [a horde of people all belonged to in spite of the script, which kept- produced summer series of their ‘performer -in action and in talk,.
Mosk.
a fair pace in the plotting but “Holiday Lodge,” but in the CBC].
ber of recent disappointing. pre‘a Single family; identifying drum- hadn't much. in the way of. wit. teeoff they returned to the writsentations by the Italo telenet. It.
‘mer Eric Delaney, disguised in wig Peter Jones had little to do but ing of their own material and they
has class, taste, a richness in talent '
and whiskers with two other skin- look harassed and put on one of had a studio audience. of approxi-.
and audiovisual entertainment |
men; guessing the height of ‘a con- his funny. voices, but the girls
|mately 409.
;
values, and pace and looks insured
|tortionist, who appeared contorted; promised to blend well and fhe
a
steadily
high - flying
rating.
Duo had no difficulty - In. ‘scoring
Yj and so on, ad nauseam, .infinitum, enosPhere was crisp and authenthroughout
its cold-weather run,
on’
their
comedy
antics
in
such
! and horridendum.
Sunday Night At™ ‘The. ‘London
repeating the success enjoyed. Jast
skétches as their little green men
In between: the -conurfdrums, tt Dennis Main Wilson's production} trom
- Palladium
Mars—complete with overyear by the same producer-director
’ This show stuck to its tried: ‘and
team’s “Giardino D’Inverno” (Win- pemcee Jack Jackson asked names was deft, and such farcical capers .sized
nursery
furniture
— their. tested pattern and, no,. doubt; will
and addresses of the performers as warming the baby’s milk ‘on an
ter Garden).
and passed the time of the idiotie electric iron made their simple Three Musketeers’ sally and the. reunee ifsusual.high place: in the ...
This is riot to say that the first day
:
Interior-decorator bit: of. The Pro- ratin
tar of
this s
tacular
with them. If the program’ had|
Somewhat more astringency
stanza of this highly elegant series: ;a@n asset, it was that, at least,. the: effect.
and sharpness if the dialog would fessor (played in fright-wig by |was *rankie yaughan ho" put.
was without faults or peccadillos, ;: puzzles were all visual. But, in this
Johnny
Wayne)
heing
©
‘inter-|
plenty:
of
beef.
and
belt
into
‘his
work. wonders
with
“The
Rag
For example, it lacks the dominant '
: performance.
*
‘gase, ont of sight didn’t ynean out Trade,” for the ‘Ingredients were | viewed by Frank. Shuster.
rersonality that was last year's. of mind.
Much
credit
goes
to.
Don
Hud-}
‘Although
‘his
atempt.
to
get
the
Otta, } son, the producer-directyr, who hag° Palladium. audience singing didn’t.’
Henri. Salvador to bring it all to-|° Stewart ‘Morris and Bill Catton ||present. without the ‘sauce . ‘Otta
gether—though
its current star,!
entirely
come
off,
he
wound:
up
a‘Jr., the joint producers, shared
appearCBC-TV
their
|supervised
‘
Mina, has the ability to become |
ances for the past six seasons and. six-song act tq hefty applause. Of .
the blame for the ‘palsied preseni- HULLO RAGTIME
just that in the next few weeks.
With Gloria. de Haven, Maurice i will do their six hourlong specials all his numbers “Millard,” “Tiptoe
tation,
and
Jack
Jackson,
.a
knowlKaufman, ‘Peter Sallis, Pearl |
Her first, largely introductory presthis season, Apart from. the. sélf- ‘Through The Tulips”. and. his latest...
entation
indicated
she has the; edgeable disk-jockey,- should get|

reason to profit by his death. Al-

Bindi, current authorthough the solution was long in Umberto
view, tension was maintained in .singer sensation, inaugurating. a
of weekly
guestints on
the methods of sleuthing. and the series
final twisf, although not as tor- “Studio One.”
Though a few of transitions were
tuous as if might be, packed a nice
rough, Antonello Falqui’s direction
surprise.
But “Maigret’s” chief asset Is its of this intricate complex was well-

Douglas

ee:

Foreign 1VFoley

;back to his ‘platters.

Otta.”

.

Nunez,. Olaf

Pooley,

Raymond

written

Wayne *& Shuster zantes,: disk, “Tower of Strength,”-were re-.
ceived best. Vaughan; always-a hard
worker on stage and. always ready.

personality, the voice, as well as:
Huntley, Margery Manners, Betty Hudson wrote the musical num-.
the dancing, acting and. emceeing!
England, Gedrge
Baron, Ken
; Barnes, Jimmy Verity, Ian Flem- bers: and -hridges, created and did
ingredients to develop rapidly into CALL FOR CAESAR’ +t
the eléreography
on different
a major personality in a very short;: With Alfred Marks, Freddie Earle,
“ing, Terence Knapp, Betty Card- levels with. 16: mixed dancers,
Anthony Bate, Nancy Nevinson,
time. Already the owner of Italy’s
no, Stella Tanner, Carol Brett,
hotably “Who Will-Pay the Rent?”Elizabeth MacLennan, Geoffrey
inost
interesting
and _ versatile
‘Coral Atkins, Raymond Rollett,
Chater,
John
Abineri, Roger |. Sydney Keith, Joan Emney, the with Don Giilies..doing his brisk
voices, Mina has matured in every
Maxwell,
Frank Coda,
Tom
respect, and with proper applicaLarry
Gordon
Dancers, |the “Scarecrow” outdoors dansapation.
Samuel
Hersenhoren’s
‘Orch,
Adams, Harold Berens, Ted Car-}
Georg Mitchell Singers, orch untion. the sky couid be the limit.
‘with 82 men who néver’ appear’ onBut Mina is by no means the ; son, David Franks, Douglas Brad- | der Eric Robinson
camera,
also
lent
-sttong
support
|
ley-Smith,
Manny
Michael,
Tom
|
prgducer:
Douglas
Moodie
on v star of “Studio One”—in fact.
to’*Wayne & Shuster,- the. dance
‘Payne, Peter Brayhem, Howard Writer: David Whitaker
the-@ seem atmost too many of
Kingsley, Lynn Williams, Pat|75 Mins., Sun., 8:30 p.m.
numbers
and
the interpolated
t.em, 20 much so that the initial

to share the credit

with

his ac-

companist Basil Tait,.gave viewers.

their: ‘money's worth (and. what they
wanted): *with * his high-kicking
strawhat routine.
Earlier fn- ‘the. program

Janet.

Blair performed with equal energy

although .sHe. sang “only two num- .
bers with the slower “Day In, Day
Out.” Had rehearsal time. allowed,
Roberts, Valerie Welsh,. Vicki) BBC-TV, from London
.
warbling. of Sylvia-Marphy in her she. and the billtopper could have
Ss. my seemed to be in a hurry to
‘brought
off a . powerhouse’: duet
Woolf,
Gillian
Watt,
Rita
Wil.
Loosely
based
on
anincident
in|
single
ballad,
“You
Brought
a
‘New
bseoent them all before the curtain |;
which would have. gone. some_ way
the. life of impresario Albert de Kind of ‘Love:4a°Me.”
« down. Among the repeat fa- | liams
Courville, “Hullo Ragtime” was a |- The comedics of Wayne & Shus- to compensate for her. too-brief ap- ‘ » ites are the Kessler Twins, pre- ; Writer: Roger Marshall"
*
passable ‘exercise
in nostalgia, ter were, however, what the view-' ‘pearance,
Cision instruments as well as look-, Direcfor: Douglas Hurn
dredging up some nice pre-1914 ers wanted. The pair were agile and |- ’ Emcee Bruce Forsyth stepped
e.
who dsuble as vocal emcees -.55 Mins.; Tues., 8 p.m.
and_
sprinkling
them adept as. the double-talking Mar- into his stride straigtaway ‘and. his
a:
aS stars, With
and without Associated-Rediffasion,- from Lon- melodies
amonsta plot: that seemed fo bé: tian visitors with an able assist from Bags . clicked .almost. - without -extre:r terp mentor, Don Lurio, an- | don
o'zer repeater and probably the | Alfred Marks, who owns a lively assembled ‘from every Iusicomedy -Payl Kligman ‘as’ the ~harassed ception. “As ‘Associated: TeléVision
father and. Les Rubie as the bald has ‘found -out,. he would -be -hard
in
deadpan
patler,- was i convention in the book.
show's eurrent major asset, before | line
Walt. —
and behind the scenes. His dances,' strangely embedded as an Italian'
De Courville (Maurice Kaufman) “baby”; fast on delivery and situa- to replace.
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“The year’s most searing
and significant TV drama.”

“Television seldom has a

big moment, but this week
it hada great one in ‘The
Power and the Glory’. David
Susskind has demonstrated
again that he is responsible
for some of the best material
that has ever reached: the
U. Ss. television screen.”

“ ‘The Power and the Glory’ is
TV’s finest dramatic moment
since Laurence Olivier did

‘The Moon and Sixpence’.’’
and joining inthe. acclaim...

N.Y. WORLD TELEGRAM & SUN ® N.Y. DAILY NEWS
“N.Y, DAILY -MIRROR © PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER
‘WASHINGTON, D.C. POST. © WASHINGTON, D.C. STAR
BOSTON TRAVELER e CHICAGO DAILY NEWS.
CHICAGO DAILY TRIBUNE e LOS ANGELES TIMES
A-TALENT ASSOCIATES-PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION
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Vy,
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JOHN H..BRECK. Inc.

and. to

PARAMOUNT

PICTURES

TELEVISION

NETWORK

MOTOROLA

Corp. for making everything possible:

TALENT ASSOCIATES-PARAMOUNT,
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RADIO-TELEVISION

Ford Disseat,
3s || Despite
FCC Okays Ist UHF

Television for Tel AvivNow

Looms as Educ Possibility]

“el Ave, Nov

There is a faint possibility, that
Israel

will finally succumb

fo the

charms of television and a govern-|.

ment

owned-and-sponsored

educa-|

‘From The Production Centres

“Foreign Language TVer

=.

Continued from page 1

-Washington, Noy. 7.
back from three-week assignment in Peru, ‘announced: her ‘September
" ‘The nation’s first foreign-lan- marriage to Bill MeGewan, WCAU-TV, Philadelphia writer-producer,
guage-only television station has former WBZ radio. “Program PM” producer : ... Morgan’ Baker cele‘been given the -greenlight by Fed- brating 10th anni as. director of WEEI's ““Housewlyes’ Protective
eral Communications Commission. League” program ... Merrill Panitt, TV Guide editor, in for Boston.
Over the vigorous| dissent of Com- rounds with Mil¢é Gunn of the Boston ‘office. and guested on. ‘Louise
_
Philadelphia,
Nov.
7.
poger K. Leonard, assistant pro- misioner Frederick W. Ford, FCC Morgan show, WNAC-TV; “Dateline. Boston, ” WHDH-TV; WBZ's “Pro-

‘Route 66° Asst. Producer |

Nabbed in Murder Case

tional channel will be opened with-|dueer of tv’s “Route 66,” was ar-{gtanted a construction permit to gram PM” and WEEI’s “Listen”... . Red Skelton in for citation’ from.

Emerson College, Sunttay (5) training ground for 250 pros now working:
in: radio and ty around the country. Skelton ‘received. two. Emerson”
honors, an honorary degree from the college. and ‘a special. award
from Phi Alpha Taw fraternity
... WNAC. signed Contadina. Foods,
principles of BBC.
fornia murder of Jack (“the En- |Plans tobeam Spanish programs to National Dairy. Products Corp., and
Maltex. for spot announcements
A UNESCO team of tv experts, |forcer”) Whalen He was one of } Spanish-American folk in the L. A. this week .
Tom Russell; WEEI morning personality, back from.
invited by , the Government, has five men, including Mickey. Cohen, ,j area.
| sO
.
‘ “‘Hawalfan Holiday” junket on. which he was accompanied by 40 sta-.
indicted in Los Angeles for’ the’ Ford declared that the action tion listeners, wife and daughter:
prepared a report on tv needs ‘slaying.
just
‘
‘
for author‘and possibilities in Israel. The
re-]
Leonard
waived
extradition. provides a “precedent
“ede
miscellaneous
specialized
port, not yet published, will be auen arraigned inra
Police izing
in a year or two. This may serve: jTested Oct. 31 outside his wife's |
| Spanish International Broadcasting

as an opening for tv entertainment

ospi

om,

submitted to a committee of 10}

COUrt, and

on. a. warrant

Te-'|Co, to operate

a UHF station on

in a later stage, based on the |quested by Los Angeles officers, |Channel 34 inl. A. The station

a

IN MILWAUKEE... «

wast held

to await the ‘uses of UHF” and will impede the

On WAWA, new station, “Bob Siegrist Interviews,’ “erose-the-board,

Commission’s: ability to foster de-|
government officials, writers, art- jarrival
oftake
detectives
flying
L. A.
him back
there,from
.
-|velopment of the band. He went
ists and civic leaders. They will
to take him back th
jon to warn that allowing such use
discuss the problem and prepare
of UHF channels might someday
another report. The Gevernment Brink’
k’s
s
Robbery
prevent the Commision from meetwill have the final say.
ing educational tv needs in metrotsrael with a population of 2,200,
|
DuP.
?
Pp
?
‘politan
areas.
000. is one of the few civilized
“Breaking down UHF at this
countries with a skyline unbroken

urom 2-Farter!|

by tv antennas. Neighboring Arab
countries,

Lebanon,

Syria

and

Fxypt do have tv and there are
about 56 sets in Israel, whose owners watch Arab television. But reception is very bad and programs
even worse.
General opinion is that Israel
should have tv as soon as possible.
But
there
are
some
powerful
groups which oppese it. Educators
believe it’s bad for the children.
Economists point te the fact that

if not harmful, at least-an unneces- |

sary luxury. It was

his opposition

which discouraged some American
studios

from

entering the

Israeli

field.
If the UNESCO report’s sugges-

tions

will

prevail,

there

will

be

daily three hours of tv in Israel,
probably only news and edacational programs. It will cost about 4,000,000 Israeli Pounds ($2,000,000)
to maintain it. Fhe cost of the

initial

investment

will be

about

the same.

There

is no

question

about

it,

that In Isrzcl, where the Radio is
Government-owned,
tv will
be
under Government ‘control ‘as well.
Whether commercials will be permitted or not is a question of the
future.

BBC & NBC Mull
‘Mathilda’ Collab
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
British Broadcasting Corp. might
well become co-partner in a commercial tv venture with an American television network. Talks have
been going on here between a BBC

program

rep and NSC-TV

about

the production of an hourlong telefilm
stanza,
reportedly
called
"Waltzing Mathilda.”
BBC and NBC have long been
joined in cross-feeding each other
news

material,

but

never

TV

that have yet to be pinned].

and execs Kenneth E. Lofgren, WMVS-TV,

Milwaukee

Helen Plaggemann will receive the International Institute Distinguished Service Award for work on behalf. of the 18th annual ‘Holiday Folk.

down, and the network's program

air,

brass at the moment is tossing up
several igen in an effort tohype Who'sAfraid
.
Of

stanza. One of the chief plans now

STORER 10 CUFFO

IN PHILADELPHIA.

Socio-Economic

Arthur A. Watson; former WRCV-TV business manager, appointed
‘station manager of the NBC owned station . .. . Robert E. Kloss named
acting program director of WFIL, in addition -to his: deejay chores

Tabus?: Weston:
However

|

.: Herb Clarke replaces Jack Whitaker on WCAU-TV's

“11th Hour

Weather. ” Whitaker leaves for a sports assignment. with CBS, New:
York ... The City of Hope gives its first annual public service award

to WCAU-TY newscaster John Facenda. .. “Route: ‘66" crew here for
the quality of televi-. two weeks to film two episodes in the series ... . Humble Oi-& Re-

sion’s straight. entertainment varies
from season to season, the medi‘um is. making consistently forward
strides in’ the area of.news and

fining Co. to host preview -party at’ the Barclay (9) ‘for “An ‘Age’ of.
Kings,” which they sponsor as a. non-commercial. presentation over
WHYY, Philly educational station ...
WRCV-TV granted permission.
to televise the Villanova-West Chester. football game. livé, event ‘have-

publie

at the Peitf Arms, suburban restaurant ... . Former newscaster Taylor
Grant broadcasting three times weekly over WHYY-TV
.
‘Donald
Lennox, WCAU-TV director of public affairs, one of 10 Jocal. civic
leader to take part in a career: forum at
t Germantown High School. -

affairs, William

been a sellout... WFIL-TV

Weston,

veteran_ producer-director

in the

| documentary field, said tv has never before been so ready to break

“VOICES OF FREEDOM’

down ‘socio-economic tabus in. an
honest effort to hit at reality.

cowgirl Saily Starr hosting kiddie dinners

{IN MINNEAPOLIS .. .

National AFTRA prexy Art Gilmore presented “Minhie”awards fo.
_ Weston, who piloted “The Aweyear’s best radio and tv performers in Twin Cities at local ¢hapter's .
Storer Broadcasting Co... radio somie Servant” on ABC-TV's “Bell luncheon Oct. 25. Television awards went.to WCCO’s. Dave Meore.ee Jast (best newscaster) and Dean Montgomery (best.malé announcer); KMSP’s.
stations have produced tapes for & ain eee
Mary
Jo Tierney (best. woman performer);. KSTP's Johnny: Merris .
first “Voices of Freedom,” capsile.
sensitive - problems which televi- (best weather. reporter); Dick Nesbitt (best sportscaster) and Jim. Hutradio programs based on writings

Atlanta, Nov. 7.

of patriotic people from Aristotle sion has explored in depth. In this
to Herbert Hoover and also every- category are all facets of racial
‘relationships in this country, dope
day citizens, and are distributing
maladjustment
them, ‘for free ‘to radio stations addiction, sexual
jand now, ‘the question-of automa-|
everywhere.
on unemployment
. Second and third tapes will »be tion’s effect
released at 30-day intervals, ac- which was Weston’ s assignment for’
cording te Lionel F. Baxter, Storer “Close-up.”
One of the heartening aspects of
vice president for radio.
These programs are being pro- the current ty scene, according to
duced in conjunction with Free- Weston,
the readiness of some
doms Foundation at Valley Forge | sponsors to ride with these conand feature such well knowns as| troversial shows.: While the. genBob Hope, Jackie Robinson, J. Ed- ‘eral run of advertisers, as indicatgar Hoover, Sen. Barry Goldwater, -ed.in the recent FCC Foley Square,
Bob Considine and Gen. Curtis. N.Y., hearings, prefer to play it
LeMay, among the 45 outstanding safe, sponsors like Bell & Howell
Americans who have. volunteered and “Douglas Fir (“David Brinktheir time and talents to help dra-. ley’s’ Journal" on NBC-TV)
are
matize to the American people the willing to pick up the tab for shows
eed for preserving and holding that hit hard and sometimes paindear the ideals which have helped ‘fully.
keep the nation free.
Measure of the Jatent dynamite
in “Close-up” study of automation
is the fact that Weston was locked
out of the major industrial plants
where labor has been displaced by
eomputors. and electronic hands.

Facilities Pact Ends,
Granik ‘Youth’ Bamped

No auto company in Detroit would
“Youth Wants to Know,” a long-. ‘permit: Weston’s camera crew into

running public affairs series pro- its factory and neither would some
of. the insurance companies.
The
duced by Ted: Granik, temporarily Armour meat packing plant also
eame to a hait Jast week when ‘barred Weston as did Johnston &
Granik’s agreement ‘to use the: Johnston and Inland Steel. As we
facilities of WTOP-TV, Washing- went. westwards, Weston found a.
-| warmer welcome’ from some major
| ton,

cial

AM-FM-TY

& Adult School educational station, Larry Turet, general
There are six or seven hours in effective use of radia in the public | Vocational
manager, WXIX-TV, Dean McCarthy, manager. WITI-TV and Baylen
the DuPont Sunday series on NBC- interest,” Ford concludd.
Smith of WISN-TV
...-On “Mid-day,” Nov..(14) on WIMJ-TV, Mrs.

was

terminated.

arriv ed:
'N.Y., substituted

at any previous arrangement to co-

ager of‘radio and television of the Milwaukee Journal stations WIMJ-

critical time will not, in my opin-

jon, encourage the larger and more

in. development is a possible twoparter on the Brink’s robbery,
it is not worth the money which
which NBC seems to consider a.
the state would spend. (Even if
hot attraction stil.
built in Israel, some $30 worth of
Another plot is maybe to stick
electronic material for each set
would be imported.) There is “no an hour telefilm pilot called “Fair-.
possibility, forFpolitical reasons, to est Lady of Them All” in as one of
tie Israeli ty with the neighboring the DuPonters. It is a Metro proArab networks and therefore it duction, with Joe Pasternak doing.
will be uneconomical to maintain the actual producing. It might end
it for such a small population. up being a pilot for a full NBCMovie and theatre owners oppose it TV series, if NBC okays using a
one-shot on DuPont first.
for their own reasons.
But the most formidable opponent to tv in this country is its
most
prominent
citizen: ~ Prime
Minister David Ben-Gurion. Reportedly, he believes that tv is,

with Siegrist interviewing. diners at Red Lion Room in Kaiser-Knickerbocker Hotel, “kicked off” Monday (6)...
Neil K. Searles WAWA.
station manager is a. longtime Milwaukee radio broadcaster .:. . At
“Lawyers’ Wives of Milwaukee” huddle: at Brooks Memorial Union,
‘Wed. (1) a panel included lawyers, their wives and top brass of local
television stations. TV toppers (answered) the queries on “Are You
As an Attorney Satisfied With the Interpretation Radio and: Television °
Gives the legal Profession?” On the panel were RobertJ
, man-°

WABC-TV,

companies

and.

kiddie cartoon in! the ‘Cudahy

was

given

packing and

-the half-hour slot. last Sunday at {john pharmaceutical

run

of

the Up-

plants.

prom “fyfathilda.” T widerthe ‘along } noon, but station execs said they!in On,
the other hand, the unions
all the industries affected b

ton (best program emcee ,.and. WTCN's Roger Awsumb (best children’s
show personality). Radio toppers were WICN’s Jan Werner (best woman.
performer); WLOL’s
ristensen ibest: sportscaster); WMIN's.

Gerrie Tierney (best new artist): ‘KSTP’s. Don Doty (best deejay) «and
Bob Ryan. (best: newscaster), and WCCO's Jim Hill (best: farm show
personality), and Howard: Viken (best male..announcer) . .. KSTP-TV,
NBC affiliate in the Twin Cities, has expanded to 24- hour. operations.
Early ayem broadeasting concentrates on. music. and news with Ed
Hinshaw handling deejay and announcing chores ... KUOM presented
dramatization of Stephen Crane’s short story, “The Open Boat,” Sat. .
(4), Charlies Brin and John Lewin headed cast.

IN PITTSBURGH.
Bob Prinee, who’ handles the, sports on KDKA-TV’s “Three Star
Finai,” biasted the Pitt students for not supporting the Pitt football

team which is taking its: lumps

this year. Prince told the students. .-

“they had no squl” and challenged them to get out and. support their.
team. In his blast, he said he has. seen football fans “with more. spirit..
in their little fingers”. . . Deejays playing on the KQV ‘Hi Hoopers are
Dick Drury, Larry Aiken, Dick Carr, Dave Scott, Henry DeBecéo ard
Jim McLaughlin. Carr nad a 22° point: average last - year .and Aiken

averaged 18 points ...A high school cheer given a rock.’n’ roll}. beat

is high on the playing lists of..district jockeys ‘The song. is “Ala Vevo”:
and is recorded by the Diadems on the -new La Vere label.: The group.
is composed of Cleveland Martin, James Miichell;. Jerry Hiti: and
Robert and Earl Thompson. . . Phil Davis, WWSW p.r., has had two
new polkas published. _ Pat.Boone will appear on WIIC’ s new show, “Twixt Twelve and Twenty” on Nov. 25 when he comes here for Twin
peaches engagement. Show was hamed after. ‘Boone’ s Tecent best-selling

IN WASHINGTON. .
Answering instead of asking, ‘Fixe Wallace was. neédied. with personal queries on’ WITG-TV's “Mark Evans Show" .Sunday (5) and.
‘conceded that he’s tried to shed some of the abrasive qualities that was
once the mark of his personality. Wallace said he'd like to return to
the “hard-nose reporter” he used to.be ... . Riehatd Allerton ankles
‘National Assn. of Broadcasters after 10 years. -as manager of. research.

He's counting on an active business career but hasn't made up his mind

where...

. Robert M, Adams, of WTOP-TV, back: from Hollywoed with

more grandiose plans in store for the local chapter of, the Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences...
Paul Anka, Chubby: Checker, Duane.

the lines of a “Route.66.”

would: would reschedule “Youth Wants to automation fully ‘cooperated. with Eddy, the Jive Five and. other youths riding into town Nov. 12 on.the

cencern

travel ; Know”

two

men

who

as

soon

as

it was

ready.

the

ABC-TV

‘crew.

Weston

pro-

Dick Clark Caravan. They'll sound off at the: Washington. Coliseum.

around the world in a truck oe They, a not know when that duced,
directed
and wrote the
some sort. One of the tuo
leads: woul
e
1 script in collaboration with Robert
would be American, the other Eng-}
Granik said the hiatus could last ‘Rogow.
nie ee
|
oper

IN DETROIT .

ture 60-minuter.

nels” award’ “for distinguished and continuous ‘balanced. programming.
reflecting the highest degree of exceptional and tasteful sensitivity for

lish, and it’d be an action-adven-|

for one week only. He added that

la deal

for facilities

at another |:

2B

Ow.

WIR

presented Detroit Janior Board of Commerce “cultural chan-

Regina, Sask.—R. K. MacDonRonnie Waldman, BBC-TYV for-| Washington station is now in the|
the: public interest”. . .“Detroit vs. Time” is a WXYZ-TV rebuttal to
sn production topper, and NBC-j works along with plans to pproduce ald, production manager of radio ‘Time magazine's controversial story downgrading. Defroit . ...“Fabric
station
CKCK, has transferred to
“Youth
cities.
various
Mort the show in
vicepresident
Tl program
Werner were huddling on “Mathil-| Wants to Know,’ a panel format
da" here recently. Program idea|in which youngsters question: leadHarbord, an; ing personalities in the news, has
belongs to Gordon
Exglish produce:
‘urned the|been on the air continuously for.
10 years.
property over to BBC-TV.

CKRC, Winnipeg, with R. T. «Bob)
Bye moving to the Regina post.
Dougias R. Alexander has beeh
upped from ‘announcer to. assistant
| production manager.
tr:

of Freedom” with Grady Edney, veepee and national program manager of Storer Stations, narrating, is a new WJBK-radio
featuring quotations by famous Americans.:.. Barbara

presentation:
r, model

and housewife,: is WXYZ-TY’s public service -“girl,”“Sunny Seven,” for
ovember.
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Every
Sunday
for
four years

DRAMA
WITH A
60 RATING
Sunday after Sunday, seven minutes past
nine, regular as tomorrow, for four whole

years, far more than half of Britain's Commercial TV audience sat down and watched
a . play.

Rating—average

Armchair

Theatre:

60:

program—

station—ABC

TV

of

Britain.
Armchair

Theatre,

phenomenon

of

British TV, and ABC TV of Britain did it.A different play every week, same time,
same day, national network, for four years.

Armchair

Theatre—a

new conception of

TV drama, an award-winning showground.
for Britain’s young and brilliant playwrights,
directors and actors. It needed courage to

start it: it became a habit the British didn’t
‘want to stop. It’s the sort of success Britain

has come to expect from ABC TV of Britain.
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|Canada TV-Radio

Canada Radio-TY Stars
Te Tear NATO Bases

Garry Moore’s Got a Secret

Continued from pags 4

Union Votes Curb
On Yank Talent

eas

Teronto, Nov,. 7.
Continued from page 24
Canadian radio. and tv stars will |-withdrawn the offer they had al-|’
tiraugh, I'd accept it. ..-. Hey. . radio show w ith Kurby is stitl gO~ cairy Xmas to Canadian serviceready made. Croasdelt added that |
ing.
wait a minute. I'd probably drop
men abroad in NATO
bases in
or the floor and howl and kick.”
“I have banker's hours,” Moore Britain, France and Germany, acRocking, beaming, Moore spoke
replied to a question. He them |cording to joint ammoencement of had a strike and.often had gone’
4...
ti. wit ot tre people around
tacked
off his schedule
which pe Comedies Broadcasting Corp.
to arbitration.
Toronto, Nov: ‘7,
tes. gturward Kirby, Carol Burreally boiled
down
to banker’s ‘and the Department of National |
at the. number
of
ret. Marion Lorne, producers Joe
Alarmed
hours, plus a week's vacation every Defense.
Hiztni.tesr and Chester Feldman,
fourth week.
Troape, fo be directed by Ken- |
+ American stars and players ime.
ard w..
sy. ued bs Vinnie Bogert.
“TIow come
the rocker. Is it; neth Delziel, plane from here Dec.
ported by: the Canadian Broadcast“But Tsaw you in a comedy skit President Kennedy's influence?”
|4 for 15-day tour of 20 stage shows. the size of the audience, together
O:. a recent siiow. You, mo comebases starting Dec. with substantial increases in basic ing Corp. this season, the Toronto
“I got this before Kennedy. A; at nine military
branch of the Assn. ‘of Canadian .
dione?”
fellow by the name of Tom Saxe ;6 The 18 performers will present
The Independent Television
‘Fetevision and Radio Artists car“It was a straight part. The sent it to me. He’s a former presi- '“Hits and
Mistletoe,* recording pay.
dent of the White Tower who had :one show for radio broadcast. on f Contractors Association described.
others had the comic lines.”

“But there wes a big song and a heart attack when he was 4 He |Xmas Day over the CBC transgives rockers out to people whe | Canada web.
Ganee number spelling your name
he feels are driving themselves too
ani you were in it.”
“Oh,” he said, bouncing out of hard. I use this chair in a finale
his rocker, “if two girls in the line number each season, me and the
entire cast rocking in x closing
surround me and guide me, I can
‘
number.”
dance.” He glided across the room
in a simulated walk dance. Otherwise? He tocked to the heavens.
“You sang.”
“Sang?”
*
‘<= Continued from page 23
Back into his rocker.
.
“When I hired Charlie McCauley
as college grads and 274 as having
to do publicity for me, I told him : done post-graduate work
Those
to keep me out of the columns. I having benefit of at least a high '
dunt want him to plant nonsense. school education were reported al!
about me, that I've been at a cex-" 1.079, gradeschoot only, 52, and |
tein club, that I made some joke 90 were in the uncertain reek
. Council. It has. made.
is, Complaints Branch coneedes this
about
Khrusnchey.
All
that
wrong.
I never
talk about my : breakdown, as some of the others |a plea here for tv networks to
money in public. When people read , required a substantial amount of make sure that plays broadcast
about some comedian getting mil- guesswork and deduction. Every- nationally are suited first for fam
body who could put a nous before tly viewing.
lions, they ask themselves while
The Council, In its annual re-|
a verb apparently with reasonable
watching him, he's all right, but
nat that all right. Then, he’s dead. ; spelling accuracy was credited with | post, says: “A social .atmosphere
ant
standards of conduct which
S. te]qa )
ne = ° ° —
“My off-hours are spent cem-!
' may seem to come naturally to the
pletely away from show business.:
London
West End stage are not
world between : questionable were assumed to have
There’s
a whole
always equally aceeptable whens |
New York and Los Angeles. I sail . gone to grade school. The tnkthey
are
introduced
into the homes.
newns
were
mainly
the
eranks
for relaxation and that’s a world :

ried a motion (135 to 65 of the.
200 members. who attended the

the demands as exorbitant and 2
compromise offer was rejected.
The Variely Artists. “Federation,

Scot
TYComed

meeting} urging a curb On: ‘US.
talent.
-.

who have trailed behind Equity. in

GitesForma On

Men of Distinetion

“No complaints re the cRc action
this matter, delayed .making their
|.
final decision
the Equity. ‘were advanced by: the “ACTRA ma-,
jority voters that Anierican Sing:
ers and actors are. “international”
and that Canadian . stars—such as
Lorne Green, Wayne & ‘Shuster,

Moral Standard :

Giselle, and Joyee Davidson and a
score of others—were permitted to
eross the border for mutual ap-.{Pearances on American and Can-.
adian ty.
.
To work in Toronto, from which
| most of the CBC-TV shows emanate in Canada, an American nonmember of the ACTRA must se-cure a work permit from the Canadian union, six of which entities
the American yisitor to apply for
‘membership in the Canadian: group

variety

at a cost of $60, plus an annual:.
fee of $15.- (American talent, to
date, rarely. is called back by the
‘CBC to appear six times).
Toronto dissidents. also. obyiated any. reprisals from the op.
posite unfon in the U.S. (AFTRA)
and criticked CBC producers and
directors for hiring Amertean
| singers and actors on the grounds
that Canadian ‘programmers were
seeking ©

fs

_unto itself. Sailing buffs don’t care whose writing were either illegible, | of the people of Scotland through
‘sound and television receivers.
who you are. You can’t show your irrational or both.
“The Counct! hopes it will prove [
The
occupational
classification
ratings if you're a Iousy sailer. It’s
_also
involved
some
subjeetive
judg
|
possible to find more suitable mahumbling.”
iments by the analyzer, ‘but wher-! terial for Seottish Hsteners and
The
Tuesday
night
“Garry : ever possible, concrete evidence, ! viewers. In particular, it states its
Moore Show” is now going Into its such as authentic looking Ietter- conviction that plays whic appear
third year on GBS-TV. It grew out heads, were used as guides. This to condone moral Jaxity should net
ot his Monday-through-Friday day- ciis the way the report broke down: be broadcast on Sundays or at any
time
show
on the same
tv web, |'the wasteland respondents: .
other time when family viewing
which had an eight year run. He'sj. Housewives, 70; teachers
(not: ar
host and emcee of “I've Got A: counting college’, 56; lawyers, 51;
Report owes seppert. to publie|
Secret.” the panel show naw in: doctors, 50; ministers, 17; prafes- | eriticism of moral standards as|

its 10th year. In ’59, Moore started

sors, 42; executives,

23: students, ; presented via televised dramas.

a five-dav-a-week program on CBS, , 22; businessmen, 15; realtors, 12;|
“Pubtic
the- press,
Radio.
The
10-minute
network’ public relations, 31; retired, 10; and individual correspondents,” if
: editors. none; ‘publishers, eight: | states, “eontinne to criticize the |
Continued from page 34 mas |fl
broadcasting,
six; salesmen, six;
standards and the abuse of :
rs, five; insurance, five; writ. | alcohol presented in some British torate via whistle-stopping {s the
ters, five: accountants, four; ard : ty plays. Ne. one will question the way to get support.
‘ so on until there’s listed ane “pres. | need for dramatic erisis and con-.:
Recalling his 35,000-mile whis- |
‘ident of National Assn. of Broad
tent, or pretend that the playcasters.” one plumber, one cantor, wright’s origi inloc even his:
one PTAer, one “‘Catholie Patrint”
always point some ;iformer President averred:
and, oddly, Geologists, Q.
There |moral lesson. Yet this Counci is;‘eam have alt the radio and telewere 1,845 unknowns,
forced to agree that there is sub-. i vision you want, but if you want |
Geographical
distribution was |stanee in the eriticisms.”
|to have
e,votes, you have to see the
not unusual, except for a dispro-

Treman

Greater output in Tocal tels
portionate number from the state! sfon
programs is advocated by
of Washington, which happeas to

be the home of Kenneth Cox, FCC}
Broadcast Bureau Chief. Fifty-one}letters came from that state. New
York had 778; California, 238; New
Jersey,
154; Pennsylvania,
135,
- and Massachusettes 113.

Council.

SN Lhawineeh

|

New

HALLOCK GETS NOD

IN cW LO!
ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
x
1AM

and.

tv

operation.

Halleck,

American
producer,

Public
Fiims’

ALL CREDIT CAR. ~sNO .
157E 48th St. NY.C iat 3rd Ave
Placa S-ic4.

format.

FANS’ FAVORITE

an

in-class viewing te encourage

col-

airs,

FUNNYMEN!

S
OGE
STO
3
5%
CLEVELAND 50%

NEW ORLEANS 9/%

(aud. share)

Caud. share}

' Source: ARB, Sept, 1964.
For Further Details Contact

SCREEN
TELEVISION

NEW YORK

the fellow is believing what he’s |}

and a former web tv lateral reading: The St. Louis Pub- |
recently
completed a lie Library, .which put up the]
‘similar overseas job. .
monies for the show, will use one‘!
Charles Michelson Inc., in New “commercial” position to feature
, York, is acting as program acquisi- books pertinent to that evening’s [
| tion rep for the Nigerian station | program.
breaks will |.
't headed by Halleck. It’s both ¢om- pramote current exhibits, recent |
mercial end non-commercial in its publications and general library|

Sat. & Sun from iPM

DALLAS

CBS

FOR NIGERIAN TY,

a

(aud. share}

has bought

“You Are There” for tefecasting on saying.”
St. Louis’ educationaltv station,
KETC. It’s believed to be the. first
Sam: Jese,
time: a public institutien has ever
“sponsored” & tv program.
Enugu, Eastern Nigeria, Nov. T.
A Vance Hallack was signed|- The
series was
here as general manager of the. Picked up for prime-time ‘airing.
Eastern
Nigerian Broadeasting on KETC and a repeat broadcast
Corp., which is expanding its radfo during the day for public school |

fFORK 3

Open Daily Noon to

‘You Are There’ Spenser
The St. Louis (Missouri)
Library

—DETROIT

711

SUBSIDIARY OF

COLUMBIA

PICTURES. CORP.

PL 12-4432
Fifth Avenue, New York 22
HOLLYwooD.
DALEAS
CHICAGO

ATLANTA

—-TORONTO.

Calif.—Norman

Pant |

| to be brushing up on touck
football for. fall ‘poseibilt-
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51

A real-life series
of Australian
Forces in World
War Il. 26 half.
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the nresent importation laws are ‘paced, relaxing and entertaining
t half-hour.
untan to the textile industry.
is high:
“Reporter's Notebook”
Program ofens with Dini, tall,
program- ° personable youngsters, taking Cole
quaitts
public
service
winz and stat‘on’s Dale Clark ties Porter's witty verse and two choi: in closeiy vith personalities who. ruses of “You're: The Top”; seguing
ae
ecutorful and interested
and to
“Sentimental
Memories
Are
have something to say that. is of Made of This.” He then brings on
his “Campus Corner” spot,.showxeneral interest to that segment
acts from the
or iv watchers who vant to keep case for talented
aneast of what's going on in tne many college campuses in the area,
four girls from’ Emanuel College,
world
Luce.
Boston, "Fentones.” who give out
_ with some
nice close harmony.
THE BOB DINI SHOW
There’s
a bright stint by Joe
With Rav Harris. Fentones (4) Joe Sinatra at the piano, who backs up
Sinatra

Trio

Director: Leo Gilmartin
Producer-Writer: Bob Din!
30 Mins.. Friday, 7-73.30 p.m.
CHEDDIES
DONUTS
EXC...
WMUR-TY,
Manchester,
N.H.

~GianTV
1 Studio

and general
detailing
| terviews
must have enlisted numerous setowners’ attention and brought hapContinued from. page 39.
piness to the program’s sponsor, ;—e
the largest of this area's savings ;
preparation
of on-air announce-|
& loan companies.
|
The modern.day concept of men- ; ments for radio, and. WJIZ-TV's
. Frankfurt, Nov. 7.
tal iliness and its treatment was Bud Vaden headed a similar workA giant: “new. television studio,
shown by means of interviews with shop in tv.
the patients and the _ hospital's
considered: the second largest. in
On “Tuesday, there was. a session
superintendent,. Dr. Behrendt, and
Europe, has just had its premiere.
the state superintendent of puble |covering ratings with Jud Choler’
here with an opening performance
affairs, Dr. Vail, shots of the pa- of KMOX moderating .a. panel intients and their pursuits ‘and nar- cluding Julie Brown of Compton of John van Druten’s “Life: with
rator Moore’s explanations, ‘
agency; Frank Gromer of Foote, Mama.”
“Open Door”
and “Door Un- i Coné & Belding and Robert Boul-.
The newly-completed Hessischer
locked” mean that many patientsj.ware of FRC&H.
Rundfunk’ Studio was underway
are permitted to dance, play games.
since 1959, and the complex now inAlso
on
Tuesday,
trade.
paper.
walk and even attend a carnival |
-cludes the main 60-foot-high main
outdoors when the weather. per- ; editors had a chance to rap the studio plus-two studio rooms with
| mits, associate with each other, flack in-a session called, “Why I .450 and 320 cubic meters, plus two
Didn’t Print Your Last -Story.”

Bows in-Frankfurt

{read books, work at various tasks
. Dini on his voeals.
Casey: Cohlmia of WFAA headed.
Wearing a blazer, Dini sets a’ ‘and receive relatives and friends’
a workshop on squeezing the most
‘nice alfinity with the college group, | visitors. The program brought out | out of promotion budgets, and the
that the patients are |
,
land proves
his versatility with ‘convincingly
‘treated like human beings. Also; first annual awards for On-the-

announcers’ studios which can be.

used for small performances.
The $7,000,000 construction also
houses archives, offices for televl-.
sion executives, production. and
techniques, “plus quarters for the.
workers who will: be. busy with the

_;such offerings as “In the Still of,
Air promotion were handed out:at.
‘the Night.” showing his style tane ' pointed out was the fact that the’! luncheon.
come
voluntarily
This ABC outlet reaching the and quality best. At the windup, majority
for 1||
Today’s
(Wed.).-scheduled
seshe takes bits from 29 well-known | treatment.
greates Boston area and northern
second ty channel productions.
-.
The documentary, all in all, made . sions include ona on merchandisOnly studio with larger faciltpat es offers the only show of theme songs from radio. and tv,
ing
with
Art
Garland
of
WDY
Kate
ifor
enlightenment
and
encourage|
carboning
Bing
Crosby,’ .
tles
is
that
of
BBC
in
Tendon,
titis type in New England. Working
, Smith, Rudy Vallee, Arthur God-! ment — fare capable of reducing moderating; trade paper. advertisalonaz solid pop lines, 27-sear-old ! frey for nice effect. With plenty |fears. It was a worth-whileé WCCO-| ing with Chick Kelly of Storer
.
9
4
ake
Rees.
moderating:
and* a. critique
of}
Bob Dini. a Bostunian who has of video poise, and a fine feel for. TV. contribution.
-media efforts in consumer - pub-|'
stun2 in nightclubs from Blinstrub’s selection of songs and material.
lcity. area with Clayton. Kaufman.|Edinburgh, Oct: 81.
plus distinctive style, Dini sells.
i FOC AL POINT
there, across the country. comes
| of WCCO at the helm.
himself and his show in high style.'
“Scottish Television Limited, ‘tele
atrass the video: screén in the Ley Gilmartin’s direction was deft :With Bob Jones, narrator
,
‘company
here
‘controlled ‘by Canatruditioa set by Como, heading a
and production values were ‘good. '|Producer-director: Zvi Shoubia
-| dian mewspaper owner Roy Thome.
well
paced
and
cleverly
woven
On Friday nights, this show
is:: Writer: Zvi Shoubin
will:
guarantee
the -current
|
son,
sonztaloz. Dini is pioneering in the
breaking ground on the ldéal live ° 30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p:m.
‘| legit: season ‘by Pitlochry Festival
Ine local show
gambit. and he
show scene,of which there is a i WIZ-TV Baltimore (tape)
_|Theatre ‘:at* the. Lyceum Theatre.
reves
In with a pleasant, well
Second
entry in. the: yearlong ——— Continued from page 39
dearth, and bigger Boston tv staCompany is in for six. weeks, and
. tions could take. a leaf,
Guy..
“Focal Point” series jointly spon- enough attention to itself in its.—the total: ‘guarantee will be ies500
got eer eeees,.
for.
the run, ,
sored by the Greater Baltimore news procedures, but instead “the|:
|
Committee, Johns Hopkins Univ., | United States and the Free World.
| OPEN HOSPITAL
With Dave Moore, Dr.. Vera Behr- ;-WJZ-TV and Westinghouse Broadare talking about the Soviet Union
td
endt, Dr. David Vail, others
casting was “People Who Care” an and the Communist World.”
:
He.
Producer-Writer: Jim Dooley
over-the-years
look
at
the
city,
the
;
,
wanted to know, ‘on ‘the other
Director: Roger Miller
people who lived in it and reasons | hand, who was devoting: time to
30 Mins.: Thurs., 9:30 p.m.
TWIN CITY FEDERAL SAVINGS |:why it has ‘up to now been a |talking about the free world.
;
& LOAN
i “branch city” and never big time.
“We should constantly question
| WCCO-TY, Minneapolis (tape)
The. first
half-hour
segment, ourselves as to whether we may be
“Open Hospital” Is the mental {“The City,’’. was a music and pic- paying more
attention
than we
institution with the unlocked door.;;ture look at the metropolis, an. in- should to Communist propaganda
‘A publie affairs decumentary pro-i i troductory look. at the town and a ;claims
and counter claims,” he.
duced by local WCCO-TV,-CBS af-! preview of what was to come.
said, “without adequate and instant
filiate, this tv presentation dealing | “People Who Care” was: a con- rebuttal.
Maybe we should -kid
of that ° introduction, the Communists more, ridicule the.
with such a hospital took viewers|;tinuation
into one of the.stzte’s mental in- went only. a bit.farther and with falsehoods,
the
shifting
tactics,
9?
.
stitutions at Willma:, Minn. It went drawing, photos anda narration, . the contradictions «of Communist
TCESCOCOLEOROEOe®
COERCODOTEC
OCC
©
COC
behind the scenes and graphically presented a historical picture of- a j leaders.”
revealed the compassionate psy- “slow” town ending with the warn- | Hagerty asserted. .a clear. need
chiatric. care of those formerly ing that only ‘‘People Who'-Care"”’ texists for the ‘whole story.” With’
oT aCe Cie < Het
tossed into “insane asylums” with can keep the city:from dying...
out it a vacuum, he said, ‘would
little thought of humaneness.
‘WJZ-TV had ‘prepared viewers exist, “and a vacuum, even a small
DRIVE-IN PARKING © RESTAURANT-LOUNGE
This documentary boasted skillful with publicity. campaign pointing one, can result in confusion and
PRIVATE BANQUET & MEETING ROOMS
writing, producing and direction. up the purpose ofthe project: an misunderstanding here at home —
> For reservations, write, wire, phone
It was calculated to (and did) pro- attack on metropolitan area pfob- far there are always irresponsible
Executive House; or see your local
vide ‘much information about its lems and
without ‘this advance demogogues of both the Right and |
SVOOCCCECOS
travel agent.
subiect and to hold interest com- preparation, this second: segment the Left who seek to take advan;
71 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago 1, Ml.
A
SEE OUR AD IN. THE*LEGIT SECTION
e
pellingly. Much credit was reflect- might have seemed almost point- tage of any kind of vacuum.”
Financial §-7100
e
ed on producer-scripter Jim Doo- ‘less for the first 15 minutes or so
“tee.
ep
A.M. QUARLES, General Manager
2s.
ley, director
Roger
Miller
and despite the excellent use of draw, Executive House « Washington, D,C. *e
narrator Dave Moore for the way ings, the good camera work and.
Ottawa—Opening
of television
%
Executlye House Acizonian
Scottsdale, Ariz.
they handled their tasks.
the serviceable narration- supplied station CBXT, Edmonton this week
Jimmy Cagney will ‘defi: 7
Inasmuch as the subject of men- Bob Jones: who handled it in good links a 1,200-mile gap
between
°
od
tal illness undoubtedly is of con- style.
Winnipeg and Vancouver in the ‘nitely not play Big Wilson’ cal
siderable concern for many people,
What was lacking was a crystal- Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp.’s.|’
'
@&
lization of -purpose. at the: begin- video web. Station preems with a life story—this year or any
we
ning of the: half-hour.
What was web show including talks by CBC i}
other. year,
needed. was a word from Jones that and government brass, plus Edthis was the second of a.series that monton performers.
witl look closely and critically at
‘the city and attempt to rouse an
‘I-don’t-care people.
Despite this ommission though,
|“People Who Care” was a smooth
and fluid piece of work, an indication that the project is in com- |.
petent hands.
Ced,

Scot TV8 FestCoin

Hagerty

EMMETT KELLY |

‘MANY PEOPLE INVEST |
DO YOU?

| GERMANY TICKSOFF

500COM’. TVSHOWS

in retail sales
per household*

vies headquartered here, ‘marks
up the. celebration of its 500th
‘| commercial show on Noy. 10.

That’s Minneapolis-St. Paul,

The station like the. other Ger-

with retail sales of $4,649 per
household. In this key mare
ket, KSTP-TV is the first
television station serving
810,800 homes,*

‘l-man television outlets: allows spot
commercials lumped together for
about five .minutes: at the start
and end of a4 half-hour show.
Coincidentally, the 500th production.of the commercial
program will be the same title as the
| first commercial show presented
to the locat audience on Jan. 3,
West]
| 1958, called “The South
Magazine.”

Radio Division

The Original Station
Representative
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To: Radio-TV Advertising and Promotion Directors

if you only
go along with the publications that always flatter you and

your station .... if you fret and threaten to cancel when- your handoufs
aren’t picked up.... if you're unhappy in your chosen chore and you're
pressing to -have your. favorite promotion ‘guy promoted — in the same

‘pages where your ads are.

Don't callus. But...

4

when you want to. make it big with Radio-TV’s big and small adver-

tisers and their agencies — whose Wednesday would be washed out

‘without the one trade paper that ‘doesn’t hesitate fo criticize even ifs own
advertisers; that is in business to tell what advertisers, agencies, networks

and stations won't or don’t tell;
4

oe. do call us. when you're ready to take an objective cue for your trade
advertising from ‘close-to-the-buy operations headquartered in New York

and. Chicago — like networks, groups, and leading stations that KNOW

which trade. paper really works;
~-.do call us; when you don’t want to be just one of the chorus, but are

ready. to have your ads take centre-stage especially in the two cities that
account for more than 80% (TV) and 70% (Radio) of all national-regional

spot billing;
ée . do callus. when you push for more dollars or more image for your

station (and at the same time are out to cut trade advertising ‘costs)
...docall

|
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dancmes. Sa what does Junior do? ‘phrase -would never have spoken.
fe anos
out and steps on the But even for the non-buffs, Miss
Nicnolson’s
script did
not ' tell
fecnier-: venivr
toes of the ll
much of a story.
wai next dear, So does Junior set
Val Bettin seemed a bit on. the
a oaparccs
or
a lecture?
Ne. port!y side for a believable Shaw,
Fiersovas,
roars
With
delight. and he gave the character neither
the proper eccentricity
nor
Evers tis ae on the picture
tite,
»whimsy. He came off as merelya
that is. Atso seen on this chapter garrulous bearded Britisher with

were

Varty

Inzels, an uninhibited

a

habit ‘of

clutching -his

lapels.

Breese,
Geraldine
Kay,
Claan tipe with a slight tendency ‘ Sidney
Judy Sawyer and Barbara Lader
te overeus, an! Nancy “Chickee”
were adequate in support.
Les.
bionde
aumb.
Jane. ts an oxav
br. Thix episode failed to qua: ity:
in aus of (> auaint Cc8s °“cate-:
fories ° It didn’t titillate, exitil-
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Inside Stuff—Radio TV

chine & Foundry, Merrill, Lynch, |
Pierce, Fenner & Smith, OwensCorning . Fiberglass,
Pepsi-Cola,
Outboard Marine, .Time-Life, ete.
Milton Berle, Dick Powell, Rock Hudson and ‘21 other personalities
These cotnpanies either have big
export business or have subsidi- are involved in a national radio campaign -to give “Confidence in a
aries or franchised affiliates over- Growing America.” It’s part of the” Advertising : Council's. continuing
plan to stimulate economic expansion.

Seas.

Stars International is .making the transcriptions for the campalgn..
Some of the others involved. are Gogi Grant. Nick Adams, Tab Hunter, |...
Briian Donlevy, Earl Holliman and: ‘Tex Ritter.

A -third consideration, and possibly the most important for utilizing facilities, is the gr owing awareness
among
the major
U.
S.
industries that they must sell the
democratic idea to world audiences,
irrespective. of shortterm sales impact. In this category is AMF which
is currently picking up. the tab for
WRUL's: full daily coverage of the
United Nations Assembly delibera-

Ed Sullivan will be guest of honor: at the Annual Awards. Dinner ‘On.
Nov. 21 of the Advertising & Allied. Industries. Dinner-dance will be
held at the Waldorf-Astoria in N.Y., with Bess Myerson as toast-

|

mistress.

.

Dinner iseon behalf of the Joint: Defense Appeal | of: the. American
Jewish Committee and the Anti-Defamation League of B’ nai B’rith.

identifiHugh Carleton. Greene, director. general of BEC,. will be the ‘guest
cation message."
“star” at a luncheon in: New York on ‘Monday, Nov. 13, given by NBC
Brent is also beating. the bushes chairman Robert W: Sarnoff.
for straight corimercial
angles.| ‘Luncheon will mark the’ 25th anniversary of BBC-TV. It’. be at
He's currently talking to a British the Waldorf-Astoria’s Empire Room.
outfit, Group 10, whichis awaiting
arate, Gaptiite. innovate or domiContinred from page “35 —
Tre.
a governmental okay for commerLarry Wolters, tv editor of the Chicago Tribune, received 1 a ‘letter
nate
strong (a fact attributable to both cial radio broadcasting. Brent is from FCC chairman Newton Minow praising ane of his recent columns
celivery and content) that its first Group 10.on the ‘idea of producing on the role of the ty critic. Minow. wrote:.“I happen to think. that|
Repertoire Theatre (Chicago)
its ‘own shows for shortwave re- television reviewers and reporters’ made exceptional contributions to i
It ww of cotrse admirable, on the M-F news show of the dav—the
broadcast into England via WRUL, broadcasting .. . and only wish: your tribe might increase: In the:
face of if, that a local station 6:45 a.m. “Daily Almanac’ (Chase,5:
Group 10 in turn is trying to sell long run, broadcasting will improve only. through the efforts of an.
should
IWBBY-TV,
un- Kent'—pulled
Chicago»
a phenomenal
| British: advertisers
on
participa- informed and alerted public.”
_
every
show
c
drunati
a
ARB.
dervakWolters had defined a ty critic asa person “whose function is to look .
This
news _ situation |. tion in the WRUL-beamed shows.
week, but in practice the effort —
happy
WRUL, incidentally, is currently a gift horse in the mouth. Minow apparently was responding to |
despite the quantity of shows that doesn't exist because. of any strong.
There are none. operating out. of new studios atop Wolters’ paragraph which read, “The electronic medium needs conWUE come of it really appears to lead-ins either.
are many
factors.
Chief; the Paris Theatre building in New |; stant vigilance over its own behavior and attitudes.. Self-regulation is
be token T e yrind of having to There
churn ou! one a week almost pre- among them is a news department York. Design is. unique in that: not enough because the rules the industry, lays down for itself are
cludes a his: standard, and the mandate to its air personnel to get the. half-dozen studios are all glass not always followed The critic alone can serve as a watchdog. for the
enclosed and the total operation viewer who cannot speak effectively for himself. .
fact that the se:ies is isolated in an out into the street and dig: for
earis.
afternoon
Saturday
time stories. Also they are backed up can be viewed from any given
‘point.
The color television set. market fas received: a boost. via the launch-.
period besossks a certain indiffer-- by a New England network of 60
ing of a color ty combination line
by Thompson-Starrett’s Detmonico
ence
to i: on the part of the cameramen-stringers.
International
Division. Unit, including phonograph, is priced at.. $393
Station’s
coverage
is by no
station.
and is slated to go on sale late in November.. The major part of the
“Repertoice Treatre’” was
ele- means restricted to New England.
mechanism is manufactured by the Victor-Co,-of Japan. FinalT assembly
is international.
This
vated to prime time Oct. 26 for.a Its scope
and some other processes are done in the U.S,
Continued trom page 31 samen
tele- week station dynamo Betty Adams. —
of a biographical
ove-siat
cameraman - producer
Phil|
Bernard
Shaw and
Georst>
platoon
Danny ‘Fhomas has been elected recipient-of the 1961 CARTA’ Award.
|that such. Officials may also not be
dubbed
“Magnificent
Humbug.” Galligan ‘working under the .aegis;‘familiar with ...
the operations CARTA, the Catholic Apostolate of Radio, Television and Advertising,
That somebody
should have felt of the news department's Special ;
‘gonsists of some 1,500 men anu women in the“advertisir.g and broadlof the broadcast stations. rete
thiy entrs worthy of being réscued Projects division: returned trom
we request that |casting ficld. Award. to. Thomas will be presented at the organization's
“Accordingly.
fram the Siturday basement for a ‘a three-week assignment in ‘Peru. I you state. in ‘detail and with the ;!annual Communion Breakfast at the Hotel’ Commodore Sunday (123,
shat at the 9:30 p.m. audience does Material gathered Will be used on: specification of approximate dates | following Mass at St. Patrick's Cathedral, Award is. presented yearly
‘most
local
news
shous,
inl
addition
not advertise well for the rest of
. in’ elevating. the
to being made into three half + as to institution or amendment, the |0 the person who ‘has had “a. beneficial effect..
the series
hour, prime time documentaries on’ ! corporate policies, procedures, and ;Standards of good taste, moral values and ethical practices of his industry.”
Actor
Horace
McMahon
will
be
the
‘guest
speaker
at the breakThe script. by a non-pro Chi- the crisis in South America.
organizational
structure’
which
easgar
named
Anne = Nicholson,
|have presently been devised to as- fast and Ray Heatherton will emcee.
way
chiefly,
at
fault,
catching
' sure proper responsibility by top
ABC took advantage of the annual Broadcast Promotion Assn. conneither the magnificence nor the
management for operation of the’.
humbuggery of her subject. She!
-broadeast stations in the public ‘vention running from Monday through Wednesday (6-8) at the Waldorf.Astoria, N.-Y., to hold get-togethers “with promotion managers from its
might have emerged with a more
_ interest.”
palitabie
plac
had. she concen- mums COntinued from ‘page 39 —
1
General Electric is parent il- affiliates and ‘o&o stations. Ollie Treyz, ABC-TV prexy; hosted a party
for 35 affiliate station promotion men Sunday night (5) and the followtrated on a single significant epi- ters a week from far-flung points censee of. WRGB-TV,
WGY-AM,
sode in nis life. instead of trying i:is routine. at WRUL
and. when! ‘and WGFM, all Schenectady, while ing night Mike Foster, ABC: press information v.p., threw a dinner for
to span in 30 minutes his boy hood: Fi restone offered a free key chain Westinghouse operates: WBZ-AM-. the six o&0 radio promotion directors, along with Don Curran, publicity
head for ABC's 0&0° operation.
Iife. the development of his career, i;one of its shows, 50.000 requests FM-TV, Boston; KYW-AM-FM-TV,
.
and. his relationships with was
five}|}poured into the station. Brent said: j Cleveland, KPIX-TV, “San FranThe story of the Veterans Hospital Radio & Television Guild actividifferent
women.
The play
‘We know that. people in South cisco; -WOWO, Fort Wayne; KEX‘ties in helping hospitalized veterans produce their own. radic and tv
more
expository
than
dramatic, !’ America,
England,
Europe and AM-FM. Portland, Ore.; KDKA-~
making it one of the longest half j Africa are listening to us.’
AM-FM-TV,
Pittsburgh: WBZA- ‘shows will be described in a half-hour radio documentary on the ABC
hours in Chicago television.
and WJZ-TV, Radio network Sunday {12). Titled “The Bedside Network,” show -will
An increasing number of Ameri- AM-TV, Chicago;
feature. Bud Collyer, Margaret .Hamilton, Fran Carlon,. Alex Kramer,
Shavian buffs must have winced; can advertisers are also. coming’ Buffalo.
at such lines as “I took to London: around to that conviction although | Westinghouse also ‘is trying to Sid Lippman and Lucky Roberts. Nancy Moore is the scripter and Terry
Ross: is producer-director.. sndy
like a bird to air” or “I do not |there
are
no-° cost-per-thousand get FCC approval to buy KFAZoffer you wild romance, Charlotte, istatistics to justify their advertis- AM-TV in L.A., which -deal also
but our life together will never be} ing. Among the advertisers using hangs in the balance of the Com.REDDING,
CONN.
|
are RCA. American Ma-. ‘mission's decision.
unexciting,” which the master of WRUL

Hub WBZ-TV

tions with only a.spansor

(GE, Westinghouse

WRUL

_ What's With Como?

—

-Nielsens
| ——_—

forms”

Continued from

page

23 —
So

ly format during last year’s: negotiations; he didn’t want to work as
hard as he had in past years. He'll:

Continued from page 23 mamma
|

in programming: this sea- |dectde

next

couple

of

months

.{ son, ‘only NBC's “Sing Along With
whether he'll return next year
Mitch, ” CBS’ .“Defenders”
and ; With a weekly show, and if: he
NBC’s “Dr. Kildare” are in the hit|
doesn’t here’s what: can happen to
category.
-(4)
Fhe
NBC. “upswing came NBC-TV’'s Wednesday:
mostly at the expense of ABC,
With no “Train” ag-lead-in and
which
dropped. to ifs weakest
no Como as lead-out, the new Joey
strength in several years:
Bishop addition is Eoundto suffer
(5) In the Top 20 rundown (cov; ering the full two-weeks!, CBS has at 8:30.:The Bishop pull is unques11. wins; NBC seven and ABC two, tionably aided by being’ “cradled”.
(6) Among all the new hour en- between. two powerful’ Neilsen get-.
tries on the three networks, only ters.
/|three hit a 20 or better: “GunWith ‘no Como as a lead-in, it
.|smoke” (in hour form); “Defend-— might be certain ~death . on the
ers” and the “Dick Powell Show.” ratings for: the new Bob: Newhart
(7) What will probably go down half- hour at 10 p.m
as the major. ‘flop of the year” is
| |the ABC-TV “Steve Allen Show,”
ATLANTA—A 42-acre site has
averaging out to a 8.3 for the twobeen selected for an educational
| week. period.
television production center and

|

the Atlanta area vocational-techni-

24-Market Report
‘The

24-market

report

(for the

week ending Oct. 29) is also in, and
it’s a Nielsen horse of another
‘| shade. _ This, of course, is the

{countdown in the 24 major cities
' {where all three network schedules
‘{collide head-on. And here’s what
‘tit. shows:

cal school.
An
Atlanta
School.
Board spokesman said. that $3,000,000. in State School Building Authority funds had been approved
for the. school and another $325,000 set aside for the tv center. .

ARTIST
going
abroad, offers
for
yearly rental after Dec,15 modern

house,
high.

designed

acres,

square-foot
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third. ‘with 16.3.
NBC leads Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Sunday; ABC leads
| Monday aan Friday; CBS on Satur-

“|

ay.

_

OT

“Ottawa—Mark| show

Waldron,

gabber. -for.

Windsor,

Ont.,

AMer

named

‘farm
CBE,

regional

(Ontario and Quebec! supervisor of.
-{farm and fisheries. broadcasts’ for
the Canadian Broadcasting ‘Corp. |

Q. Can BONDED

Noyes.

class.

14

525-

3

studio, dark. .

Linen,.: silver,.dishes,- library, records,

:

TY. - Flitered. swimming : ‘pool,
Jandscaped
grounds, ‘sculpture by
_Alexander
Nadelman.

| age.

Calder, Henry. Moore, Elie
No children of destructive.

_
WHITE & WHITE
. Westport Conn., ‘CApital 7-7211

no” oe

OO)

BROOKS

" 3 Weel bistSt, BLY.C.-Fel. PL.7-5800.

Big. Wilson wishes to |.
squelch any rumors. that
may arise that
he is to star
‘as.“Orphan Annie”. on tele- |
vision.

service my

transcriptions, slides and
props?

A,yYes,this Is part of BONDED's:
agency service.

Ellot

luxury

“hbfi,

Sun-

day), NBC is in the lead with a
19.0; ABC is second with 16.7; CBS ;

EY

by

_ern kitchen. Furnished Danish modern.

On average rating for the week

(7:30 to 11: Monday ‘through
ST

top

connecting.

room, 32-foat- glass-walled living room,
fireplace,. usual bedrooms, Ultra-mod-
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Nashville:‘0thCountryMusic Fest ‘MOVEWORRIES (AFM AgenciesBack Granz Plan For
Scores.Again;‘Opry IntoCarnegie| LOTSA LABELS) Jazzmens Non-Segregation Clause
+

The committee set up last week
to follow through
on jazz im-presario. Norman Granz's Proposal
to get jazz in step with the‘‘freedom riders” and the “sit ins” in’
‘Anne Fulchino Freels has joinedi: their fight against segregation in
Wednesday, “Nov. 29. Booking -was |" Dick ‘Wolfe. is. taking’ over as-- many record labels during the past
revealed at the 10th annual Coun-.: east coast professional Manager for few years, may soon. be striking out! i‘Columbia. Records as information ! the south has already picked up
services manager
on the Coast.
try Music Festival, sponsored here! Capitol Records’: music publishing:for himself.’ The possibility ‘that |p
support from sevéral of the top
She’ll handle all Coast press acby radio station WSM the-past:firms,’ ‘Ardmore | and’ Beechwood
.these. indie -praducers may .cut. off:: tivities for the Columbia and Epic agencies and the American Fedweekend,
Music. He’s replacing Kelly
Cameration of Musicians.
labels
reporting
to
John
Kurland,
|
‘The’ fest -drew approximately arata. and-Tommy Tempesta, Who
ee the:their masters by
The -Granz proposal asked that
services.
director;.
3,000, which is about par for the |have resigned from the firm.
au
4
eam
diske :information
;
theere be a non- segregation clause
‘based
in
New
York.
course,
Attendance
mainly” com-!
Wolfe has’ worked. in. the music -“ing muc
concern. among
dl
ry,
>in
all jazz musicians’ contracts.
execs who. ‘have been relying more
“prised.disk jockeys from the U.S. , biz as. composer, -arranger-conduc- . and more on the indie operations‘ Active most. recently with her;' John Hammond, Columbia Records
-own
artists’
anagement
firm
and ‘Cariada:.-but there was <also a:‘tor, and artists &.repertoire. pro-:.
i
artists
& repertoire producer, who
for -theiy: material to the extent
‘strong representation from: the’ rec- ‘ducer. He’ll report to'Jack Levy, that they have minimized the ac- :‘Mrs. Freéels, ‘had, rom. 1953 to 61 | on the committee with Columbeen director of press and infor-:
- ord industry and. music publishing ;‘ general. manager. of the Ardmore-.
bia’s
Nat
Shapiro,
Atlantic's
tivities of their.own artists & rep-. mation for RCA
Victor on the
| Beechwood operation.
fields.
,ertoire. departments.
Coast.
During
1952-53, she had:'1 Nesuhi Ertegu, and jazz critic Nat
Actually it was the diskeries. of
i
Hentoff,
reports
that
sack
WhitteIt has been. noted for some time’ hen with Columbia as assistant
‘Dot, RCA: Victor, Columbia, ‘Capi- |
: more, of the Shaw Agency, Willard
manager.
‘now that the. artists & repertoire. sales promotion manager.
tol: and United. Artists. that picked!
Alexander (with some reservations
chiefs are no longer as important
up the tab for the-various dinners, :
Still to be ironed out! and booker
tas they used: to be. in picking per-!
luncheons, buffets and affiliated
! Mannie Greenhill are willing to
formers or material. Many of :the |
_freeloading.
go along with the proposal.
la&r .bosses are confining
their,
The “Opry” concert. at Carnegie |
Hammond also pointed out that
activities to: administrative details|
Hall was negotiated by WSM_manJoe
Glaser, who heads the Assod screening. the work brought in
ager Robert E. Cooper ‘and. exec-|
ciated Booking Corp., has been inby the independents,
utive -director. Dr. George D.
; cluding
such
non - segregation
‘The
Mitch
Miller ‘style of
‘Brooks of the. Musicians Aid Soci-|:
-clauses in his contracts for the
‘ar’ ing,.in- which he made virtuety which will be. exclusive recip-.
: past two months. Hammond, morejents of fiscal results of the oneover. indicated that there would
Frankfurt, Nov.7 “ally all the’ decisions ‘about ‘who
nighter. The artists are’ contribut-.| ._-Every owner of a tape recorder ' and what: was to. be recorded at:
|peno9 opposition coming from the
ing their services and WSM is un- :in West Germany is going: to have- Columbia, “has almost .disappeared.
Nashville. Nov. 7.
derwriting transportation and lodg- :£0 cough. up an annual fee of $2. 50 An a&r chief like Don: Casta. for
Ironic’ Situation
Jimmie Rodgers, Hank Williams
n
ing expenses.
’ for Germany’s ~powerful music - example, recently broke away from|
= ova rmenages eropesal
The package includes such:coun-'| union, GEMA,
ifs the union .can’ ‘his berth at United Artists because }and Fred Rose are the first names

By F._X..O’DONNELL

Nashville, Nov. 1.
A “Grand Ole. Opry” show Nas
‘been set for Carnegie Hall, N-Y¥.,

By MIKE GROSS
Anne Freels Joins Col
Diek Wolfe Cap’s New .
indie’ disk producer, who has
As Info Mgr. on Coast:
East Coast Prof. Mer.! bThe
een giving important assistance to

W.German Court
Finds for GEMA
th Tape Decish:

try and western. music stalwarts .as | track down all the tape equipment

Rodgers, Williams,
Rose in Country:
- Music Fame Hall

he resented the fact that the com-! ‘to ‘be entered in the newly formed

gerald and Oscar Peterson, noted

pany was bringing in material pro- |Country Music
Hall of Fame.; that it was strange in light of
Jim Reeves, ‘Marty Robbins, Faron ' owners.
by outsiders.
| Bronze | plaques testifying to their (all the current activity on the deThe West Berlin Court: of Char- “duced
”
Young, Patsy
Cline, -Grandpaw

Jones. Bill-Monree, fiddlér Tommy | lottenburg just: handed ‘down

.a .

Jackson, Minnie Pearl,. the.Stony ;decision’ in..a. test case. granting

Mountain Collegers ‘a. square dance GEMA

Fear Uncertain Future |

;memories

were

unveiled

Friday | segregation front that many jaz

As long :as.the supply continues |during the third anni banquet of; musicians

(which is similar to Amer- !‘to flew from such indie producers {the Country. Music

group), the Jordanaires and: emcee | ica's ASCAP

in protecting the right -as Nevins & Kirshner,

Lieber

have.

done

nothing

Assn.. which |about the situation. “It is ironic,”
& |¥@S Part of the WSM Country Mu- :he pointed out, “that many jaz

of composers. ‘and ‘lyricists)~ the Stoller,
.
Pomus & Schulman, Slay | Sic Festival in Nashville.
!musicians will play benefits in
“T. Tommy Cutrer. |
‘Louisiana Gov. Jimmie H. Davis ;
the north for desegregation causes
resident _Of the CMA. |
‘exec an
! from : owners of tape ‘recorders. 7
and then go south and play for a
_—who also records for Decca and|;
f
dp
shape. | announced
okay looking
in start
will be
diskeries
once. these
boys
the names and present- |segregated audience.”
is no stranger on the c&w trail—. . The defense had maintained that_. But
Granz feels that if the bandwas principal speaker at’ the main ijust. because a.person has a tape: ‘for greener financial pasiures via |ed. certificates bearing the exact
‘set
‘doesn’t. necessarily
indicate.
scssion. He compared
deejays
and ;
: their own labels, the- record com- |wording on the plaques to mem-:
.
Jays
it to record'
‘artists
to publicMP office d holders
in‘. that he.is going to use.
sic. But: the: panies..may. find. it ‘tough. going -to bers of the immediate famities of

leaders adopt the non-segregation
clause in all their contracts it

nite the only possible: fulfill obligations without.the help the three men cited. The selection would serve to bring the problem
was arrived at through a secret out into the open. He mentioned
stituents and fans..
ay to protect’ rights.of GEMA |jof the outsiders,.
vote. held weeks ago by a commit-. that when he was running the
‘During the festiy al. Broadcast !vWw
members Would be to -collect the | Nevins. &- ‘Kirshner, one of. the ‘tee of 100 veterans of the country Jazz At The Philharmonic
conMusic Inc. hosted its vearly awards i

their

responsibility.

to

their .
-COn-.Perio

annual fee from every ‘set owner. ‘top indie producing teams who
certs, he had a non-segregation
-achievement dinner at: swank Belle ; Just what controls will be set up have: already. come up with 23 hits. ‘music industry.
Meade’ Chub. Harlan Howard cake-l 4, acquire. the names of everyone; this. year;‘is now: mulling going into | For the time being, the bronze ee and encountered no diffiplaques will be kept on exhibit in culties.
walked away. with: composer honors, |-whi
garnering 10 certificates; Acuff:
o buys the-tape recorders, and a. record. label operation of their; the Tennessée State Museum, MeThe clause, as drafted by Granz,
find out how many thousands: of'own. The current indust
rob- morial Building,
in
Nashville. reads “Artist: at his ‘:her) option
Rose with seven was the ‘high-over- | Germans~ already havee the sets. Jems of.distribution and collecting ‘Plans call for a permanent Coun- will ‘have the right to terminate
all. among song publishers,’ BMI jhave not been discussed, Who will :from distributors is postponing any: try Music Building to be construct- this agreemenj{, at any time prior
é€xec Bob Barton came_in from: New !‘collect: the money, of course, is:‘definite move on their pa-t—but-if
York to supervise the presentation. 1 another problem. But at: the MO-.’ they do the repercussions w iN be ed in.‘Nashville later, and the to or during the engagement if
plaques will then be placed there. attendance at the performance or
Washington was represented by |ment, -at. least, ‘GEMA has won a ‘widely felt,
Rodgers, who died in 1933, was seating at the performanee will
‘Sen. Estes Kefauver and U.S. Rep.|lengthy: battle |‘in. its: continuing’;
* Many Depen dents:
a composer-singer and is credited
be or is refused and/or separated
Ross Bass. Sen. Kefauver, a long- |struggle ‘to collect royalties.
in the country field as “the man; by reason of differénces in race,
The
companies
now
dependent
‘time friend of Randy Wood, presi-|
Reportedly, there are ‘about. 1.-!
who
started
it
all.”
Williams,
who;
color, or creed, or if‘any dining,
dent of Dot Records, was the main \¢
600.000 owners ‘of tape equipment on Nevins & Kirshner material are died’ in 1953, was also a song-} drinking, or sanitation facilities
RCA. Victor for. Neil Sedaka; Cospeaker. at the label's feed.
in West Germany.
writer-singer
and
his
MGM
disks!
at the establishment where the
-lumbia_ for. Darothy Jones, Epic
~ The sponsors of: this chew and
‘for Tony Orlando, Mercury
for! are still steady séllers. Rose, who | performance is to.be rendered are
chat contest always” figure it a
died
in
1954,
was
a
songwriter!
in
any way segregated, or if there
Rane --Robin, ABC-Paramount
success if nobody: suffers serious
y Mann, and: Liberty for The musie publisher and co-founder of is any indicaiton by advertising
injury or mayhem. It was adjudged-|
one
of
the
largest
country
music
or
otherwise that there will-: be
FOR SUBSIDIZED TOU! Dntetcha bles and Dean Hawley. firms, Acuff-Rose.
a success this. year; a. cheek of, .
+ such discrimination.
.
oN&K (Al ‘Nevins and Don KirshJocal hespitals and: elinics revealed.
Provides for Damages
' Buffalo, Nov. 7.
ner). have often’ referred to the
“If artist terminates pursuant
: First’ project of the |N.’Y.- State|, emergencies of the indie disk proto
the
foregoing, artist will. - of
_}Couneil of the Arts whose initial. ducer:as “The New Frontier” in,
course, be relieved from appearing
inS.Fe
errante& Teicher
,j budget of ssao0 900 in,State aes the. record business but there ‘is
'
and
artist
will retain as liquidated
é
tis ta e devote
> now.a possibility that they may be
(Continued on page 60)
Encore: With Story’ Tune. |lenment cas fumed. out Britt |
looking for” newer frontiers.
- “From: the Second City,” comedy
é
‘In addition to exploring the pos- revue now running on Broadway,

T'S OFE-FROM- ae

MERC CUTS 2D ORIG
CASTER OF ‘2D CITY’

monic’. Orchestga. With an assist|
a-second original cast
Ferrante & Teicher, duo ‘piano ‘group under the direction of. Josef: [ation, N&K are expanding’ from !; album chance. The first original
team:on the United Artists Iabel, ‘ Krips,-is making an extended con- |the strictly rock 'n’ roll disk pro-j cast set, cut ina Chicago nitery by
are pulling a a ies sot une cert..tour through .Eastern. : New: ducing -base. The firm-is in man-|‘Mercury. Records last May, will
‘Exodus’:
click.
wi
“Tonig
f
land
and Long
Is- |agement and: in. music: publishing |now be complemented. by. an origiMusic| nal cast: version of the Broadway
june from the’ “West .Side’ “Story” ‘land
York,inNew
nae 30: via Nevins’ &. Kirshner
threeEngla
sorties an
to include’

After Click Exodus’ Disk:from the State Courcil, the Buffalo|sibilities of their own record aper-' ; will get

"cities.

and |towns.

.Two

associate

3(ASCAP) and ‘Aldon’ Music (BMD

outing.

-

British Labels Ink More

Comics; Fear ofSpoken
Word Platters Wears Off

London, Nov. 7.
The. “Exodiis" theme; which Was. conductors have been engaged -in- and. is..moving into pix and tv.
According to a: spokesman for
While there’s been no firm trend
released :about .a@ year :ago. in-adhoi ;Their Aldon. firm. had the title the production, Merc's feeling is to comedy disks, the gap caused
vance of- the -picture’s - showings;: ‘makes
cluding his
Ulrich.
Meyer, début.
a Swiss,
American
on wthis. song ‘to the’ Metro film, “Where that material is so different now|
eompanies’
of
“went over the 1.000,000: sales*mark tour, and Ronald Ondrejka, here:‘The Boys Are,” and the N&K firm | that: another cast package could! by record
‘and “Tonight” looks to follow. the|.‘from ‘the West. Coast..A Brooklyn.‘has -had themes. ‘for .tv’s “Movie ||better cash in on the Broadway spoken word platters has. gradujally been filled over the last year.
_pattern. Out only. several ‘ weeks:
run.
‘
Four”.
and
“Midnight
Movie.
”
\
| performance at Brooklyn College ,
!That’s the opinion of Parlophone
“fn front cf “West Side Story,” the.
“Mere put ‘the show into the Record executive Ron Richards.
Auditorium is -undertined as’ the
..disk showed .a 270,000 ‘sales rack| groove yesterday (Tues.) with the
‘top ‘performance of tire tour.
Richards’
label,
in the
EMI
up as: of last Friday (27) and_ is.
east that. includes Howard Alk, (Electrical & Musical Industries)
expected to ‘climb as ‘the film: gets4. -- Although |the new State -Couneil |
| Alien Arkin, Severin Darden, An- stable, has signed such comics as
additional © release . dates around of the Arts which. is the first. state.
‘drew -Dunean,
Barbara
Harris, Peter Sellers. Charlie Drake, Spike
“Lincoln, Neb., ‘Nov. q
sponsored agency -of its. kind.in the
the ‘country. °
Les ‘Elgart and six. members of Myrna
Kolb, Paul Sand and Eu; Milligan, Michael Bentine and Ber‘The. parallel goes even. further. {nation was created. to “subsidize’}
this
band
were
jailed
on-a
dope:
|
gene
Tr
oobnik.
inard Braden. Having just released
In :neither. case did UA-have the musical, - operatic, ballet - and. dra- i.
a
Milligan
single,
Parlophone
soundtrack set. of the pix. RCA -matic performances, the ‘personrel|Tap .here Sunday (5) after police
said
they
found
marijuana
in
their
‘plans three albums for the next
Victor *got’ “Exodus” through | a. of the. group has occasioned. con-}
three months with Milligan. Benspecial.deal with the pic’s pro- siderable. eyebrow: lifting due to jhotel” rooms. It was reported to be Lemmon’ S$Disk Debut
‘Jack Lemmon
will! make
his ‘tine and Braden.
ducer. Otto. _Preminger, and. :Col- ‘the’ fact that. Helen Hayes and| the largest. amount of Marijuana
of the
Pye
Records,
biggest
umbia = has. “‘West
Side: “Story” : Richard Rodgers .are the only two ‘to be confiscated here.: Elgart, recording debut soon on Riverside
through .‘its. tie with the musical’s members with working: ‘knowledge pleaded not: guilty. to. the charge Records. The actor's first effort ‘indies, also has a-couple of up‘Land Was: later | released on $2,500 will be .a reading of E. B. White's {coming-LPs by Tony Haneock and
composer . Leonard Bernstein, - : ‘af‘the. stage..
ve
of Gotham,.;Benny Hill. These are expected at
|essay: observations
‘bon
=. “UA; however, Ras an: instrumen- {|
Christmas and early next year. re‘| -The- six band members admitted. “Here Is New York.”
tal: package of ““Byodus” ‘music by |.
the charge. but. were not identified . Also under negotiation ate sev- |spectively. Decca. however. with
UA’s Pit Deal
the Hollywood Studio: Symphony, |.
eral
moppet-aimed,
LPs
for
the
jseven
comedy albums in the shops,
Fenway Records Inc. has.
5 tones by ‘the’ police. "The band was in
and” has’ a: Ferrante &°eicher. set
fer some
out currently |of. ‘the: “West -Side over -distribution .of the United: town to play the :U. of.Nebraska's diskéry’s ‘Wonderland line. whicli fis planning no more
Lemmon
ig
planning
to
wax.
months.
‘homecoming:
ball.
Artists lin®. in Pittsburgh.
Story” ~music.*

;ElgartDeniesReefer Rap

‘

az
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Biway's Succeed,’ Ford's Hymns,”
Baez's Folk Songs Top New Ls|

| Top Singles Of The Week
_ (The ‘Best Bets’ ofThis Week's 100-Plus Releases).

“HOW TO STCCEED IN TRY. |wars. Old Black Magic,” “I’m. Al- |
NESS WITHOUT REALLY ‘TRY-! ways Chasing Rainbows,” “On the

ING”

-RCA

Victor’.

A Broadway! Atchison,

Topeka

FELICIA SANDERS .....0iccecseeeeecv ees. ¢eTONIGHT
(Decea).... ccc ceccecceececcevece IM Other Words

and’ the. .Santa

n:usica! smash guarantees an orig- !Fe” and “Zing, Went the: Strings
inal cast album hit so RCA Victor of My Heart.”
c22. bank on big profits without ;
TAWRENCE
WELK:
“SILENT

Felicia ‘Sanders’ “Tonight” (G. Schirmer*).. brings |a new ex:
citement ‘to the standout. ballad. from. “West Side. Story” | by
“putting “in tandem

with a “Something's - Coming” intro: to give. i
a ballad. and rhythm: parlay that the programmers will: eat up.
“In Other Words”. (Almanac*) is the charming Bart Howare ballad
’ that’s gaining a lot of recognition and this version. should help te

avy undue optimism. The package. : ~7GutT” «Dot:. This is a solid seahosever, vill mean more to those cynat packasze wrapping up a flock

Whee fave seen the show,

fee wave st

and since

W,

|

of top pacnas
Christmas
funes -in sweet,
arrangements for orches-.

and

its already settled down for along tasteful

‘along the way.

run, there will be plenty in’ that |tra and chorus with a harpsichord}
Cale
.
lead
for a Welk’s
pleasingorganization
holiday sound.
sory. Loesser has provided
fr rank
a
I ‘aw rerice
dejaunty

and

humorous

score

but

livers

a

baker's

‘dozen

the

from

too closely attached to ransinz

which seems

pop

of

tunes,

_ ea
-LAWRENCE

1 Pr only

P resents

the piot to stand up on a disk hear- jixe’ White Christmas” and “Ru-, L
fut atene Robert Morse
pours out -dolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer,” lpSinging
:

bis

xo. tistics

effectively

and

old-: to familiar

carols

tie. Rudy Vallee continues to -silent Night
ih re A ne ee __ the 4 ve bert y. Wenceslas.”
arrgo:
O'4 Ivy.” an
‘end

Dat
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N

0
“Sad

ent Know

and hymns ‘like

Another
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Go Anywhere

“Why

Suzuki's

.

kek
GO
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ANY WHERE. AT.

hen:

You

Want.

ALL,

Me-

turns. up

At All’. (Harms*)

a

' fine ballad beat with a vocal punch: that will give this legitune

out. of “The Gay Life” plenty: of. Spinning .erposure fram. jockeys .
who care about tasty programming. “When You Want Me” (Chap-

“I

Like

and “Good King'} 1.
|
mcaer.

pell*i has a breezy ballad quality with a catchy finger-snapping

styling that rates attention.AES
It’s. from
IFO Noel: Coward's * "Saik Aw ay.”

wok
HUDSON
GEORGE
OF THE TWIST:
“IT’S
The: .The same goes.for his gallery of } MARIE KNIGHT. cee ree tease eee. COME TOMORROW
TWISTIN’'
TIME”
‘Capitol’.
Boonie Scott, Charles Nelson Reilly
“Nobiles.”
a collection of very
Nothing: In The World —
(Okeh) eo ew ee i
‘disk rush to The: Twist is bringing !
Martin
ar. 1 Virzavia
rap
.
.
a lot of energetic and wild: short and very interesting pieces.
Marie Knight's: “Come Tomorrow" (Sytviat) brings. back this

wi”

of

Heart

A

From

“Lose

belutl

Atso hip in the grooves are

- TENNESSEE

ERNIE

Kies

FORD:

cgounds

“HYMNS
AT
HOME"
‘Capitol.
Tie relizioso genre gives Tennessee Ernie Ford his strongest showCase and in this production, he’s
jained bv a congregational-styled
chorus in a collection of standard

huirns,

and

Its a simple,

hithiv

listenable

& _THE atany resemblance between this| !

“ROBERT RYAN READS FROM |

veteran gospel. singer ‘to the disk fold ‘with: an impressive side.

quickie production. from: the Cap-;THE NEW TESTAMENT” (MGM).|
itol factory is. no exception but.: : Tied into the. MGM pic,. “King of |
it does have a quality that won't Kings.” this LP presents readings }
disappoint those who know what: ‘from the New Testament cancern-

into. the

grooves.

This:

‘that reaches to a high spiritual leret and makes’ it. “Nothing In
The World" (Sylriat). has an attractive gospél- shout that. stirs up
plenty: of vocal excitement. .
€
®

ying
the new dance beat is alt about or:

those

reverent

who

want

to find out.

the birth,

life, .miracles

and:

teachings of Jesus Christ. Robert; ADAM WADE.........0..5005 .PREY IEW OF PARADISE,

The.

cides pack plenty of musical ex: R¥an handles the text simply and |-

recital of citement

Suck numbers
as “Sweet Hour ne new

whether

or old and

the

tunes

George

are

i

Hudgon:; ne

re

ret e be AGikl Te Ms

ers

An

Home,”

organ
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Cold

€‘old ‘Winter

“Prewiew ‘Of Powndize” (G. Parton*! is. fashioned

the past and is sure to continue his long hit string: ‘Cold -Cold:
Winter” (G, Paxtan*) is brisk and snappy and could pull in: Some
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“T ALKIN’

sensation
at the Newport
Folk ‘brought to light in. this ‘double- '
ABOUT THE BLUES”: (WashingFestival a couple of vears ago. has ‘platter album of sides made by
now emerged as the most striking the Duke Ellington orch in the ton’. One of the top country blues
singers: still extant, blind Sonny |:
taient to come out of the folk mu1949-46 era.
Not one of. Elling- _Terry is a moving, earthy persic idiom
in recent years.
Pos- ton’s swingingest. periods, it was
former in a classic tradition. Har- |
sesse:l of pure, lyric voice and a one in which he brought his bani s
-monica: player and vocalist, he desure artistic sense,
Miss Baez’ characteristically rich blue sound .-livers
li
a collection of traditional |

makes

Wade's

woven into the reading with good | - good: spinning time on the juke run.
effect.
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Lonely

‘Am. IT.

Tony Orlando's “Happy Times” (Aldont) will keep the. juve
crowd happy because of its. swinging. beat and the vocal: attack.
that ‘they .alutays seem. to dig. “Lonely Am I" (Aldont). works
around a slow ballad mood ina fair manner but the spinning
‘potential isn’t as sure as the flip: ‘Side’ Ss.
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intense
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pieces
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set,
she experience.
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Get
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“ “Bo- ;“Louise.”
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oad of | jangles.”
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“Kansas: S. City,"
“Baby,ys Baby”
songs, ranging from .‘The Lily
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Bridge.” “Soothers.
Horm.and
Lawrence Welk’s “ “A-One ATwo A-Cha Cha Cha” ” (Harry Von
the West”
through
“Old Blue” to phisticated Lady,” “Suddenly It.
Tilzer*) will get another run for the cha-cha beat in this simple.
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British July-Aug. Disk

but highly danceable slice that rolls for jock and juke. delight.
“You Gave Me Wings” (Harry Von Tilzer*). soars with a big. ballad

instrumental
;
Sales Rack Up 4% Rise. “approach,

British. disk

sales

ae

London,

in -Au isgt | CAYNEL
Nov..::

.

*
*
.Coming
perhaps
a bit. late in-. pulled. in $2.881,200; a Board of
tion of his previous hits and pop} to a market
up to-its ears in Trade statistical report reveals.
tunes.
In the 12-number package comedy LPs,
this offering still Taking the July and August totals
are included some teen beat items

rates
close
attention.
It’s “a
like “Living Is a Way of Lov-. collection of a half-dozen monoinz” and “Why, Why. Why.” some logs by some top. performers and
saird
uptempo
stylings
such
as the batting ‘average is. remarkably
“There'll Be Some Changes Made”
high in this diverse material. Peter
and Nelson Riddle type arrangeUstinov has two sharp takeoffs on
ments of “You’re Everything WonBritish sports characters;
Henry.
derful’” and “Somebody
Else Is

together ‘because - vacations were
‘later this year, it shows that at

$5.812,800.
increase

sales chalked up a 4°

over

last year.

- First eight. months of 1961 saw
ta 7° increase over 60 .although
exports. continued

to decline.

Taking Mv Place.” There's also ef.) .lorsan does a clever Russki take- far this year

So

disks have earned
$4.832.800, down some 16°¢ on the
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Is Still Open

Gaynel Hodge’s “Bachelor In Paracise” (Robbins*) ‘sgends” off
this newcomer with a fine ballad item that has the qualities. in
beat and vocal style which will appeal to all playing: lerels. “The
Door Is Still Open’ ¢ Berkshiret.) unlocks a country-style ballad,
item with a vocal flair that gives it added meaning.
*
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(Liberty)...
Bobby
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-RUN-TO HiM

.Walkin® Ww ith .My. Angel

ee

Vee’s “Run ‘To Him"

(Aldon?) ° has the: beat and. the

: Off on “Little Red Riding. Hood’;
fective balla@ work on “I Hear a
lyric values that the jean set understands and -the: vocal wraps
- Louis Nye has a couple of good }corresponding period in 1960.
Rhapsody” and “You Dan’t Know.”
it up neatly for them. “Walkin’ With My Angel” -¢ Aldon#). strolls
|routines and Stanley Holloway
Album production in July and
It’s a strong set which lets Lawalong. a happy rhythm line with. a. good vocal to.match and to
{does
an
amusing
Yorkshire.
dialect
!
August
.(2.521.000)
rose
30°
com|
.
rence show his crooning as well as!
gire. it current. Spinning values.
piece.
A hipster piece by Ronnie! pared with last year while ex| Graham and George Crater's: com- }tended-nlays
ak
*
&.
(6,
209.0003
dropped
|.
Vv antage wvith a varied and pleasing
ments on some jazz artists are only '4$°7. The 78 rpm market sank 38°,
tune selection.
‘for the jazz crowd.
:in the t2 months; in July and AuADA LEE: “ADA LEE COMES.
(United Artists)........ eee eee Ca a a ey
-Iey Fingers
JIMMY GIUFFRE: “PIECE FOR|gust only. 264,000 were produced,
ON” -: Atco. In clubs Ada Lee is a‘ ‘CLARINET
AND
STRONG
OR-!
The Regals’ “Tiger Tears” -(Gilt) is striped with‘strong: rhythmic
jazz singer all the way but on this -‘CHESTRA” (Verve). Jimmy Giuf-|.
values and fashioned with an instrumental inventiveness .‘to ‘guarShulman Joins Atlantic.
s2t she is mostly a pop singer with! fre, a modern jazz clarinetist, exMoe Shulman has’ been named |" antee it plays. “Icy. Fingers” (Gil¥) has.a hot instrumental beat
jaz7 overtones. As such the platter : plores some longhair ideas in his' New ‘York and- east coast -promothat's good for building up juke interest.
Proves an effective showcase for |*‘Piece for Clarinet. and Orches- tion-man for Atlantic Records:.He
a
her first outing on Atco. Although tra,” played by a small symphony 1 will work ont of. ‘Gotiiam and sup-.
some
stylings
like
“I'll Never orch in Germany.
This is serious plement. the promotional activities HELEN SHAPIRO. wees . WALKIN’ BACK TO HAPPINESS
Smile Again” and “Domino” are stuff and jazz buffs drawn
by Jor.Larry Maxwell and Norm Ru(Capitol)... 0
Se cae ec eee
ee esKiss °N’? Ran
Ella Fitzgerald influenced, Miss Giuffre’s name must be forewarned bin
.
Helen Shapiré's “Walkin’ Back: To Happiness” (Bourne-Rank*)
Lee registers’ some individualistic
builds up a‘ swinging mood with.a forceful vocal that is sure to
work in a jazz vein on “G’Wan
keep-the turntables humming. “Kiss *N*- Run” (Beechwoodt) has
Train” and “Night In Tunisia.’’ On
a flashy Latino-styled beat that gets added spinning ‘values from
the ballad side she comes across
the energetic vocal.
—
pleasantly with such tunes as “I
*
*
«
Wish You Love”: and “Into Some
Life Some Rain Must Fall.” It is
THE
CHANTELS.....¢..00000420++WELL,
1 TOLD You
a fine introductory
presentation
Capitol Records is on: a. Broadway-Hollywood ‘kick. Label has a spe- |. (Carlton)... 0.0... ccc eee ee eee ete eed ce es Still
for the chirper, with more of an
cial
show
album-soundtrack
program:
going
for
November-December
emphavis on control and balladeerThe Chantels’ “Well, I Told. You”. (Barrett's Chantelt) features
ing than free-wheeling jazz styl- on 18 packages that gives dealers one cuffo. set for every 10 bought
a snappy blues, rocking tempo and the. group gives‘it the kind of °
from a group which includes “Oklahoma.” “Music Man,” “West Side
nw.
“harmony ‘styling: that the’ young disk-buying. Set takes to in @
Story,” “King and I” and “Sail Away,” and two. free LPs for every 10
big way. “Stil” (Barrett's Chanielt} gives. the. group a: chance .to
JIMMY
APOSTOLU:
“JIMMY
bought from a group that includes. 13 of Cap’s other casters and soundshow- some more of their harmony trickery’ techniques on an okaySINGS ALI BABA” (Aristophone). trackers. . RCA Victor has 10 new pop albums on tap:for November
ballad fashioned for juve tastes.
This is a package of Anatolian and ineluding the LP debut of John D. Loudermilk . . . Stage director Mar*
*
*
Avabic musi¢, played with the ap- garet Webster.planed back to-London last. week after a stay in N. Y.
propriate bouzoukee and other in- to guide Helen: Gahagan Dougias through a recording session for Caedstruments and sung in equally ap- mon. Miss Douglas will be on a two-LP set “Great American Poetry,”
ewe ee owe
(MGM) peo eo ep ee oo oem
....,+Meet Mr: Lonely
‘pronriate style by Jimmy Apostolu. | which also features Vincent Price and Eddie Albert.
Sheb Wooley’s “That's My Pa” (Channel? ) isa country styled
It Pas a solid natural flavor that
RCA Victor International's first major release contains ‘five albums
could apveal to buffs of this mu- for November. Included. are LPs’ from France, Italy, Mexico, England | -novelty that even. the pop jocks will find to their liking because
of the offbeat wild sounds, “Meet Mr. Lonely” (Channel*) gets a
Sical genre,
| and a set called “Los Chakachas,” comprising five musicians from. Bel-.
straight ballad... reading | that comes through: as a. friendly and
“THE MAGIC OF JUDY GAR- |gium, one from Spain and.a girl from Cuba. . MGM. and Verve have.
amiable. slice to. spin,
LAND"
‘¢Decea’.
Currently
very jit LPs each on the release schedule for November we
Milton Karle
her on the Capitol label, Judy Gar- 1is handling promotion in the east for Choreo Records and Fred: Astaire’s.
land turns up in this Decca offer-! new album, “Three Evenings With Fred Astaire’.
. A special golden JOHNNY KING
ins with some of her top groovings anni LP has been produced for Chevrolet in conjunction with the autoTHE VOICE WITH THE BUILT IN WIGGLE
made some years ago.
The savvy | firm's 50th anni. The album contains sides by Benny Goodman,-Tommy|:
(Guy).
woes eee Posin’.
aril dvnanism of her performance
Dorsey, Glenn Miller, Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong, Helen O'ConJohnizy Kings’. “The Voice “With The ‘Built In Wiggle” (Danare caught in this LP despite soine nelt and Rosemary Clooney.
but)
follows
the
“Yellow
Polka
Dot
Bikini’
approach
that was so~
trite orchestral backgrounds. Miss
Columbia has 20 LPs (11 pop, one ‘Latin- Ametiican, eight Mastersuccessful. last year but has enough humor and beat. of iis own
Gavia: is fons on numbers like works) scheduled for November release. . Six new Epic.
Records will
:
“Qn the Sunuy Side of the Street,” be reieased this month including “Bless You,” Tony Orlando's LP debut. !
(Continued on page. 59)
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Tae 3asi |PhillyBatoners File NLRB Complaint
OutofBritish Market:Jeff Kruger| Pi LOSIPHIE| Vs,Local 77in Employer Status Bid
+—

YankCombosPricingThemselves

+

England ‘is’ “oryiing out for’more+-

modern jazz talent.” So- says Jeft|.
Kruger, “head cf- Kruger Enter:

Tab Remains.

prises. which -encompasses a ‘disk- |
Las Vegas, ‘Nov. VW
ery, two music publishing firms,
“In the. process of being en-.
a jazz club and concert presentalarged, the Casbar Theatre of
‘tiens—all in the. moderna: idiom— | the Sahara lost half its seating
capacity ‘during ‘ the remodelwith @ pool - of some 50 musician_Composer-arrangefs’ working: under |’ - Ing
. the banner. There's “plenty. ‘of }.
‘The. other: night, Frank Ross,
“work in England. at:the moment,’ "y. (of ©the Mary Kaye. Trio)
’ quipped: “Welcome to the cas
he adds.
But: there are: problems, prob-| ; ‘Theatre—the. Bar is gone!”
ably. the. biggest of :which is’ éco-.
nomics. Kruger feels. that Ameri-

A Guitar ‘Boom’

By. EDDIE KALISH
Most everybody has a different
- approach to it, but no matter how
it’s viewed legit publishing is
getting more and more involved. |
No. matter what
the . particular.
angle or thinking a given. publisher may go: by, the overall objective |.
{remains the. same—to ‘get the
music played—but ‘the methods.

San Francisco,

Nov.

7.

A guitar boomlet has sudGenly
mushroomed
in
the
Frisco area, with 12 guitar

concerts
month

booked
span.

weekend
Celedonia

Frisco’s

with

in a

It

Romero

Veteran

and continues,
like this:..

four-

started

appearance
&

Sons

last.

of
at

Auditorium

unrelentingly,

Laurindo Almeida, Nov. 3,
seasons to]
achieve this aim aré ‘becoming| Frisco, Nov. 4, Berkeley;
Presti. & Lagoya, Nov. 17,
more elaborate and detailed.
yeats.: In‘ a jet. age when England
For one thing, legit publishing ii Berkeley, Nov. 18, Frisco;
is “just. another date,” he believes:
_ Carlos Montoya, Nov. 24,
is gradually drifting away from}
that U.. S. musicians’ should: ‘re-.
Berkeley, Nov. 25, Frisco;
conventional -operational patterns.
evaluate their. price thinking.
Julian
Bream,
Dec.
2,
While there are still some Broad' He. says that British promoters
- Frisco.
-way publishers who are. concenean't afford the average ‘fee asked} Live -music, which - hasbeen .a -trating
And: early next year three
almost entirely — on tune
-by an American: group for a date.| rare sound: amidst the spinning of | plugging, there are others who are
Carlos Ramos concerts and an
in England. ‘The English impresa-| disks.on radio, is coming back on! ; working .on a broader’ base with
_Andres Segovia concert.
aa
tio. could” probably make. it,. as} the. New York. ‘kilocycles -via an. bigger goals in mind, Depending on
‘Kruger sees ‘it, if the- American’ agreement betwéen. WNEW. -and
what. these plans are, their apwould just ask his regular price |Local 802,.N.¥.-unit of. the Ameriproach to Broadway musicals jn
for a U. .S: date but he ‘usually:| can. Federation of Musicians. ~
récent seasons has taken:on a more
‘tacks on-~more because it’s a” Eu-, ‘Station has:entered into a one- |
|detailed and at the same time more
Topean engagement. —
-year pact to. hire a minimum of
diversified view.
.|12 musicians a month for a half-.
' Cites Local Advantages
It all-has to do with. ‘the pubKruger points out that, whereas |hour of airtime, allocated in any
the U. S. group has to cover its |way WNEW -wants. It’s hoped to lisher’s basi¢ operational. thinking.
Though
it would seem on. the surIn a further spreadout of his
travelling and living arrangenients |get names. like Benny Goodman,
‘playing ‘a Iocal date, these- things Count Basie and Tony Bennett. to. face’ that.all legit publishers would. music business activities, Shelley
!,
Berman has taken over the indie
are taken care of. by -the English jfront’ the ‘musical:.stanzas. which -be. working -on the. same. general
promoter for the junket. In addi- will probably kick off the énd-. of premise; they’re not. There. are {Rory Records. It's part of the di- duty to bargain, Local 77 has unithree’ basic philosophies. in legit versification move which Berman
. tion, he notes that the U.S. tooter |this month...
laterally announced and imposed
New: York -radio indies have Publishing today and basically they |and his manager Harry Bell new wage rates and prices to begetting, say his New. York’ price,
_can live considerably better there |been virtually bereft of live music i have effected the Broadway scene. Jaunched with the formation of come effective on Noy. 1, 1961.”
They
‘are
1)
the
publisher
who
is
two: music publishing firms, Cali-and has no need to up the fee for. since March, 1958, when the conIn this action, the Philly group
cept of staff musicians,. disap-. ‘involved in: production, . 2)-the pub- ope (BMI) and Drysen (ASCAP). has aligned itself with the OLGNY
living purposes.
AFM execs,-. who have jlisher. who is involved.in building} Berman's ownership tie with the which is attempting to establish
_ Up until -now this matter wasn’t peared.
too important. because, despite the |been -corniducting
-a drive Sin Con- writers.and 3) the publisher with Rory label will in no way affect leaders as employers and therefore
Yank|
gress. against- Fadia broadcasters !|established writers who ‘is solely his current pact with MGM/Verve
situation,
several
name.
entitled
to collectively
bargain
-to which~ he. is contracted. (Ber- with the union on matters concerngroups did go overseas and almost,| for their-sluffing of live musicians. interested in: plugging its songs.
saturated |-available ‘markets. Also, - -are hoping that -other indies will,ly ‘In ‘the first category: there {s. ‘man, incidentally, will be released
ing wage scales and number of
Frank Music. Due to ifs ‘involve- under the United Artists banner
_ until now, U. Si units. couldn't play |follow WNEW's: lead.
men required to play a particular
‘| ment in -production’ and its other early next year via the original|
- elubs but: only concerts .in. Engdate.. A case covering this situabroader interests in theatre such Broadway cast album of “A. Fam- j
‘Jand.. ‘Kruger says. that. this. restric.
tionis slated to come up in N.Y.
fas talent, the firm takes a pub- ily Affair’).
tion is being lifted, however. He
Federal Court next month.
licity-minded attitude in the shows
adds that U. -S. combos ‘and’: the:
Vera Hodes will handle the art‘it publishes. The outfit works al- ists & repertoire operation of the.
_like will now be able to: play. Brit: |
most as hard to promote a show as
ish clubs on an. exchange. deal, in conjunction
with Dick
Charlie Parker Records has -dis- it does to get the score performed,.
But Kruger feels ‘the new’ arcontinued its distribution through laboring in concert with. the press- Goodman and Bob Arkin. Rory’s
rangement ‘won't mean a thing: if:
first.release
under
the
new
operaCarlton: Records. ‘ Prolonged fail. American
groups
don't
‘change.
tion will be “Santa Claus & The
(Continued, on ‘page 60)
their financial .attitudes. He says ure to agree on arrangements is.
Touchables.”
It
was
recorded
by
there. is employment for .all types said to. be the cause of ‘the split. |.
Goodman & Arkin who also comNo-new distrib. has been named for
Upcoming
is
_|posed
the
tune.
|
(Continued on page 58) .
| Parker, but a new. deal is expect-.
Frankfurt, Nov. 7
{another single called “Little MaFor what may be the first
ed shortly.” ‘Label is prepping rema
Twist”
and
an
LP
by
Goodman
'time, a truly international Euro-tlease of ‘five new platters this’
‘& Arkin.
‘pean All Star Jazz Orchestra has
month .through its new distribu-]_ The Rory disks will be pressedj{been formed here with 12 stars
| tion. sétup. These will include disks |
by: United Records. Label now. has ifrom 12 lands playing in the en‘by Gozy Cole, Barry Miles, Ann’
35 distributors handling the line. jsemble.
Created by Stuttgart jazz
‘Williams and Slide. Hampton..
Hamburg, Nov. 7. -|around the country.
.
expert Joachim E. Behrendt. the
: All outstanding ‘billing ‘and shipA new diskery has been founded.
.
group is playing a series of p:oaments after Oct. 25, 1961. will be here by. Dave Miller of Philadelgrams for the West German “teieMexico City; Nov: .7:
directly handled. by Parker Rec- phia, who. for several years has.
vision, will do concerts and is tenVenus. Rey, ‘head -of ‘the’ Federal ords and the diskery has. agreed to ‘been. making recordings in Hamtatively
set for some record dates.
‘District Musicians Union, has come |perform all conditions stipulated in ‘burg for. sale on cheap series alIN SUIT OVER CAROLS | Reps
of all European
lands
-to terms With -‘rock ’n* roll combo | foreign contracts..executed for: the bums in the U.S. Registered with.
{Where jazz is known are particiunits... He. has ‘accepted the. hereto- |Parker. catalog .by Carlton, prior the Hamburg Chamber of ComAshley Miller has filed suit in |pating, with Norway's Erik Amundfore musical | exiles as “meritar- to that date,
merce
.as
Miller’ International N.Y. Federal Court against 20th~ sen on bass; Sweden's Arne Domdous” associates of thé union.
; Schallplatten GmbH,. the firm has -Fox Records on a charge of unjust nerus as alto saxophonist. Eng~ “Rey, however, imposed |a condi“former Telefunken salesman Ger- enrichment and false representa-;jand’s Ronnie Ross with Baritone
tion. For ‘each’ rock 'n’ roller, a
{hard Golzo as’ manager, and’ a tion. * The
action asks $20.000— , Saxophone, Germany's Albert Manbona fide ‘union musician. must. be.
starting. capital of almost $23,009. damages.
lgelsdorf on trombone,
Austria’s
hired -by nightclubs: ‘dance: halls,
Miller plans to build his own
According
to
the complaint, 20th Hans Koller on tenor sax. Bel)
telévision :and radio programs, | Charging ° unfair
competition.. plant. in the near future, but until hired Miller
to record several |ym’s Sadi on Vibraphone, France's
theatres. ‘ete.
.
‘Peer International Corp. has filed
Christnias carols on the. stipulation |Martial Solal on piano, Dan:sh
Newest ruling was passed at last suit.in N.Y. Federal Court against -it is ready the single and. EP
disks will be pressed at Telefun- that they were to be used On @ drummer William Schiopffe. trum. general meeting of assembly. Un- Capitol Records over the
tune, ken’s factory-inNortorf, while the giveaway disk. He was paid $100. peter Dusko Gojkawic from Yucofon .also rejected:a proposal that “Maria Cristina.” The action ‘seeks’
albums will ‘be’ manufactured - in ‘Suit claims that the defendant. slavia, guitarst Franco
Cerri of
its head ‘should devote himself ‘ex-- an " injunction for. damages
‘sus-.
Turkish trumpeter Mafly
dlusively -to union’ matters on a ‘tained. an accounting plus not. iéss ‘the U.S. and shipped to Germany. -with intent to deceive the plaintiff,.i‘Italy,
violated the agreement by selling :Falay and
Swedish
jazz singer
: Salary basis, abandoning all per- than: $250 for: each alleged ‘in- Although Miller intends selling his
albums at $1 less than the current the disk commercially at a profit, ‘\ioniea Zetterlund.
“sonal activities, It was felt, that
fringement,
Major problem in Setting the
‘list. price in Germany: ‘which: is without -Miller's approval or conthis. would lead to. “temptation” of:
According to ‘the complaint,. Capi-. $4.50), he is confident he’ll make a sent. |
?group to play together is in finding
‘attracting a. bright lad who w ‘ould.
tol. has: been infringing on Peer's
;a@ common language that at least
want. to “live: at, union. expense.’”. copyright. since. fan,.1. 1961, by re- “reasonable profit.” The singles.
two of the musicians can underand EP’s are to sell at- the’ same
cording a tune called
“En. El price.as those of other labels here. Limeliters SRO 10G, Hub stand, according to Behrendt. But
‘{-Agua,”! parts. of. which °Teproduce |. Until such time. as. German lan‘once the-music gets started, the
Boston,. Nov. 7.
| Peer's. copyrighted : .song, “Maria |‘guage -recordings can be put on|
The
Limeliters
(3) grossed :,group is in harmony even if they
‘It's alleged. that: ‘the: the ‘market :by: Miller,-he will sett $9.841 in an SRO concert appear- ican’t talk together, he noted.
-Cristina.’ ”
—
usage. was. without permission. or. existing waxings made for the U.S. ance Friday (3) at Symphony Hall;
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being used in _Fecent

A group of Philadelpnia orchestra leaders who have formed an Grganiaztion called the Associated
Orchestra
Leaders
of Greater
Philadelphia filed a complaint last
week with the National Labor Relations Board against Philly Local
7%, American Federation of \usicians. Their action is similar ‘o
one instituted in New York by the
Orchestra Leaders of Greater New
York
against Local
802, AFM,
through
which the leaders are
seeking to establish themselv es as
employers and not managers. Gadfrey P. Schmidt, OLGNY attorney,
is also representing the Philly
group.
Using the recent U.S. Court of
Appeals and Court of Claims decisions regarding orchestra leader
employment status as a stepping
stone, the Philly association is
seeking the right to collective bargaining with Local 77 on new wage
rates and prices. The charge. filed
Oct. 31, states:
“The charged union, Local 77,
represents and claims to represent
all sidemen or musicians employed
by the ‘charging parties, who are
employer-orchestra-leaders.
Local
77 refused and continues to refuse
to bargain collectively with charg- .
ing parties despite invitation te
bargain extended on or behaf of
said charging parties. Spurning its
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Belasco’ Downbeat Nofe on Music

"|MesicanFolkBallet Set
_For:US. Tour Early 1962;
a heavy- em-

Mercury Records’. pre-Christmas. sales: push: will: place
“phasis on the firm’s “Golden Hits” type of album. Included: in the 22
albums set for release during the ‘firm’s’ Nov. 1-Dec:.31 “Operation
|
Mexico City, Nov. 7.
Gold Rush” sales program are “More Golden. Hits” by. ‘Eddy Howard,
“Frankie Laine’s.Golden Hits,” ‘‘Golden Hits by’ ‘Tony. Martin” and [ Amalia Hernandez Mexican Folkcontra¢ted
by Sol
llore
Ballet,
“Clyde McPhatter Sings the Golden Blues Hits.”
Also among the new. entries are “Tne King of the ‘Gospel Singers,” . Hurok, will tour the U. 8S: and}
Group | ‘first
which marks the return of: gospeler Little Richard to. recording, and .aj Canada: next year.
‘religious album, “The St. Olaf Lutheran Choir.” As with other recent |completes: a. South .American tour
= Mercury ‘sales programs, the “Gold Rush” promotion ineiudes a LSE |and. will go on to a. New York
‘merchandise bonus fer dealers on all of the new. albums plus: an: !opener late in January or early
option o buy. three LP’s from the. regular catalog f
for ev ery new LP :‘February. of 1962.
purchased, on the same 15° for 100 hakis,
Four expenses of ballet’ ‘group

Contribs for Serious TY Segs

~ It’s Harek, Sans Suasidy|

‘will not. bé underwritten by the

Connie Francis, ‘MGM disker; will spearhead this’ year’s ‘Christmas * Mexican. Government but by HuSeals drive via.a special.promotion that will have the young singer rok who. also-may make deals in-

59

+

When bop jazz is used to wnder-

|score a cowboy and Indian Sght en
a filmed tv westeiner,. that’s carry-

Shrosder Joins Oriole

Jvohn Shroeder has been named (irig a bad thing teo far. In the
artist and repertoire manager for: opinion of one compoxcr for the
Jacques Belarco. hac ke
‘ery distributed in the U.S. by Lon- * ound music for most dremztic
itelevision
shovs
is compounded
don Records.
‘He has-been responsible for sev- |either out of the stalest cliches er
eral English hits of recent years |Fre most original absurdities, and
and has waxed ‘such artists as frequently its a combination cf

Oriole Records, the English disk- |medium,

Helen Shapiro, Cliff Richards andj
or Belaseo. the aby emal level cf
the Shadows, British ‘rock ‘n' roll
television music reflects the in‘plugging Christnias Seals. on over.2.000 disk jockey ‘shows throughout:‘volving the National Institute of. ‘group.
difference of the procduecrs. “Few
the country. Tiein was arranged with. the National -Tubercutesis Assn: ‘Fine Arts. Popular Ballet, the Na-*}
‘ional
.
Symphony
Orchestra;
the
producers,” he said, “know or cure
‘which is ‘conducting | its 55th drive. Miss Francis. recorded a special '
iVoladores ‘Flying Bird Men) of
anything about musie or about art
me sage which is. being’shipped to the deejays. this. week.

‘FleckofLabel
Rush to Cash In
On Twist Craze;

‘Meantime, Miss Francis has a concert coming up at the Municipal ;: Papantla, ete.
Aud in Kansas City: sponsored hy. the:Katz Drug Ce:, one of the largest t Hurok,. -who- arrived here on exretailers, in’ that’ area. ‘This marks. the I7th year that the company fas”: press invitation of ‘the. government
“sponsored the Katz Philharmonic eoncert. which - features pop and con-. to. discuss and-work out. tours: for
cort-artists. Free tickets’ are supplied to patrons. of the Katz Drug stores. : Mexican talent, said he was inter- |
‘Its reported |that Katz ‘is’ paying, Miss: Francis.396.000. for the single ‘ested in bringing. performing arts {|
activities. of the two nations into:
perfor mance.”
-a closer cultural relationship,
.as
has done with Europe and Asia.
_. Decca Records and Universal Pietures. are working a| joint, all-out.hé
.
In
Mexico
for.
five
days,
Hurok“promotion. for the .soundtrack album for the upcoming Ross Hunter |

production of the ‘Richard. Rodgers. & Oscar, Hammerstein 2d musical,

was closeted with Celestino Gores-

“Flower.Drum.Song.”’ The campaign ‘is. geared to ‘the premiere of the tiza,

director: of.the

Institute

of

fiim at-Radio City Musie Hall, N.Y., ‘teworrow (Thurs.}-and. will later: Fine Arts. ™ other federal func“pe adapted to. kev. city openings. of .the filmtuner. slated to. start: Dec.. 22. : tionariies. ,
The LP is being: featured --in Universal's national ‘mag .ads and in|
its locak newspaper campaigns while: Decca is playing up the and in
in-a special ag-newspaper-trade press ad- campaign. The..plan was.
_ kicked off by a- series of five. specjal screenings of “Flower Drum”
for Decca distribs in New: York: and: the eastern area, followed by.dis. tribution of a. spectal: Promotional manual.

House UnitSifts
— Oseas Sdtracks

Diskeries of all sizes

are

rush-

for that matter,

and

up using composers

usuaily

“ho

wind

are part

of their intimate clicue." These
composers, Belasco said. are mcre
often than not converted arrangers
with only an elementary .xnowi-

edge

of musical

theory.

Belasco,

who has cleffed the music ter the
| spectal color documentary, “Vinjeent Van Gogh: A Self-Portrait,”

| due om NBC-TV

Nov.

17. himself

ing with a full head of steam into} |stems from the European classical
terpdom’s
biggest
noisemaker ! tradition and knows the difference
since the Cha Cha—the Twist, of |i between a rocking backbeat and a

i Chopin ballad.
+ eourse.
In the last week alone close to- The underlying cause of the inlabels
announced
as many! ; ferior music on tv, opines Belasco,
| Twist-pegged platters, some LPs ‘is the readiness of the American
| and some
singles. The category ; publie to accept any kind of ana-

10

that seems to head the list ts the j chronism, such as the aforementunes
and ‘groups which
have j tioned. 20th Century jazz for a
hinged. not only on the Twist j mustang saga. In Europe. Belasco
‘Howard. s. Becker, who ‘taped the young woman ‘drug addict's ae-.
| itself but also on the Peppermint ii said, such an artistic error would
-eount for. the’ tome “Fantastic: Lodge,” Says VARIETY erratumed -in. its |
Lounge, N.Y., where the dance: be immediately recognized and re"Washington, Nov. 7.
-Oct. 18 review by terming him a. jazz" buff and amateur sociologist,”
jected.
_A thorough Congressional airing. first : attracted publicity.
But he notes: the erroneous «Source. is: publisher Houghton Mifflin’s || ofthe foreign soundtrack issue ‘is
| The type of music used for tv
Although Reulette Records has; i dramas is also intimately related
dust jacket blurb identifying hiné as an amateur jazz musician. Actually,
in the works. Rep. Frank Thomp-| the ‘lounge’s name
tied up for; to the attitude of producers tv‘Becker is a fellow. of: the American Sociological Assn., presently ‘on'
, Staff of Community “Studies: Kansas City. He’s. also held. AFM cre- :Son (D-N.J.) said this will be. the recording use, there have been| wards gunplay and violence, Bel-

‘top agenda item when his House
- dentials for past 15. years: working weekend gigs ‘mostly, and .moon-: Seleet
Education
Subcommittee
lights .as pianist-arranger. for ‘the Jimmy. ‘Tucker orch in. K.C..:Hence,
| opens a three-day. round. of hear.. Aardly .an “amateur”. on.either ‘Sount,

» lings in New-York Nov. 15-17. ©
“| Musicians and. singers, ‘mostly
An audio-visual: merchandising’ display has. been’ created. ‘by Diree-* symphonic ‘and operatic types, as

tional Records, a ‘line of: Premier Albums. According to Philip Lana- :‘well as AFM brass are expected to
‘webr, president. of Premier: :the display will be used. to ‘market the: air their peeves about how the
Directional Record ‘stereo-pereussion line.. “Directional |‘Lights, * the ‘canned. stuff. from Germany and
display ‘unit; operates on- sound: controlled” light. The sound waves ‘ other ‘Eu-opean.
intensify and decrease the colored lights. mounted “in the. display unit’; , ting them out:

which measures. 41 inches high, 41-inches wide and 20 inches deep. isource
Lights” ‘is to give the Directional Record stereo

disks out in the last - week | asco

said.

He

theorized

that

the

that use the word, “peppermint,”
standard jazz motifs used on tv
without reference to the club. ; crime shows always ate keved to
There are the “Peppermint Twist,” |the frantic pulse of the killer. thus
by Danny Peppermint on Carlton; highlighting and even glerifying
“Peppermint Twist Time,” by the ihis sadism. The music. Belasco
Fwisters on-Dual, and “Let’s Do; : said, never reflects the agony of
the. Peppermint Twist.” by Nick} 'the victim. Admittedly a ‘subtle
Perito on UA. There’s also the: peint, this technique of expleiting
“Chicken Twist,” by the Dappersj! music represents for Betfasco one

countries is .cutof an important ; on .Foxie,: 20th-Fox Records’ teen : of the mosaic of details that deTheory is’ arene
‘singles line.
- termines the final emotional improvide. them with
On the album side, Columbia:

of livelihood..

The display unit can be hooked up ot to any stereo: set. Purpose of., that tv could

“Directional

several

buyer |jobs in between stints of a classical

an opportunity to see the seunds. emanating from. the speakers from : nature.
“the: direction they: are being. heard.
1 : Some
l

of a drama.
rushed two patters.out this week.” , Pact
Belasco,
incident: Ilv. is current; One is by Ray Bryant titled “Dance ‘jy applying his knowledge of the
users. of the foreign-made :{the Big Twist” while the other is iclassies to some varied musical

! soundtraeks, mostly television folk, ;by the Adventurers tagged “Can't': projects. He's z'ready compesed a
may -also. be ealled: Thompson, 2| Stop Twistin’,” Not to be outdone,
“The Bells of Peace.” 2 new ballad by John Kiein and Stan Rhodes, |crusader for cultare and the fine |Atlantie has assembled a package jazz Concerto Grosso and is new
is’ being: published by Mills Music’ for release. in all foreign’ languages. arts. wants to see how. Poorly: off by Ray Charles. It’s a collection:devising new television jimgles in
: addition to working on an epera. A
‘The song is the title. tune. of a. bew Americana Records: -LP,. whith is”
. performing artists are, trace the! of tunes that teeners have been: brother of fhe actor. Lean Belzsca,
being: sald almost’. solely. through American Legion Post No.. i, Denver.”
“causes and find remedies. © .Fe’s a; twisting to long before cafe so- he’s not related to the I-te David
The post is selling 20.000 albums,:12 standards recorded on’ the Schul-.
perennial author of federal cul-} ciety began their gyrations and Belasco, the Broadway producer.
merich. carillon by ‘John. . Klein. to. help defray. ‘expenses for: the $56,_——
will be called “Do the Twist With.
000 “Carillon Americana ’ the Denver American ‘Legion presented to| , ture-boosting bills.
| Ray Charles.”
the. U.S: Air Force’ ‘Academy. at Colorado Springs. This Academy .in= |.
-Fhe ‘Roulette platfer featurés .
stallation will be. known as “The Bells of Peace.”. ‘The song. will be}
CANDID’ “SHUFFLES DISTRIBS
Joey Dee & the Starlizhters, the:
... featared at the dedication: of Kansas city’s,Liberty. Memorial ‘Tower
Candid .Records, now entering 1 group. which plays at thé Pepper* _-Cartlion, Nov. 16-12.
_
Hits” second vear of. ‘operation, is". mint Lounge. in an appropriately
| making some changes: in its domes- :
: named disk, Hank Ballard also has

UA Pacts Marv Jshason;
MGM Gets Pace Morton;
JFK (5) for Riverside
|

Although some. Ségments of society have. taker to ‘the teenage dance.. i tie distribution :setup.
la Twist LP coming out on King.
‘The _ Twist, society. “bandleader. ‘Lester -Lanin- says: the socialites’ are’
Marv Johnsen. who has heen re
In. Philadelphia, the jazz diskerv i Meanwhile
Chubby
Checker,
still ‘requesting songs that Have-a-lilting melody. and a happy sound at . is. switching to Lesco Records and :whose Parkway waxing of “The-‘ coréing for the United Artists Jakel
the ev ents where he plays: Acv-ording to Lanin, the songs mosf réquest- jin Chicago, United Records: will :' Twist” ig.credited with having set | for the past three years has been
ed are ““Fhis Conld. Be the Sfart of Something Big,” “Night. and Day’*| riow.handle the line. Ed Cohen.;the whole thing off, is riding high- picked up far an additional ti:ree“Dancingin the Dark” and “Ev -erything’s Coming up Roses.” ‘Following heads the former outfit.. and Ernie on the charts again with a package year term, The new ceotract ais
set by Art Talmadce. A prez. a: d
in‘ sockety's Hit Parade are “Smoke. Gets, in’ Your. Eyes.” “The Lady: is : and George Leaver latter.
called “Let's Twist Again.”
Gordon, Jr. Jobnson’s
_ Berry
A,You ” “I: Could, Have Danced |All: Night” and- “I Get A.‘Rick, Out §
oO
ou.”
. manufer.

Top Singles Of The Week

Four. orchestra jeaders: Jed by.Eddie Le: Baron. tried. to- show what
‘’ they could do. last: week when it came to taking orders at the Village
Pathfinders’ Hat: Parade .in- Patm. ‘Springs... Cal: More than::500 dames:!
-Continued from page: 56.
tried to-outdo. each’ other: in. crazy hats. while bandleader's Bill: Alex-;.
~ander‘of Chi. Chi, Bitty “Allen. of ‘Holiday Inn. ‘Tony: Rose of the Tennis.{ to.give it a goo chance to. crash through with the teenave rrowd.
_.Club and. Wally Herpst of the- Riviera. tried. to ‘follayy Le ‘Baron's rusty’
“Posin’” ‘Chappell*) is subtitled “And Then You Twist.” It's
baton. It was ‘a‘riot but: the batty. bonnets got the biggest. laughs. Stunt | . ., another attenipt to cash in on.the new dance craze with a brash
‘Taised $2.500 for. a swimming pool for the “Boys” Club.
’ beat.
PY

Meriaiaii, “Miss., has been
added to: the: Tong:“ist of. cities to be| _ Living” and “Bad Bad Day.”

JUST LIKE

|.

Lopez is now ‘planning to publish and record: it in‘addition to another
Bosworth composition: titled “Sometimes. ”

The Coasters’ or‘Aint That) Just Like Me”

'Progreéssive-Triot)

hen
hen
oh
Viet
=
oat
earch
ne
ya

.

ME

rocks up.sereral nursery Thrymes with a rhythmieé excitement and
J some stylized humor that always gets the group high on the spinBig 3 Music Corp. (Robbins Feist-Mitler) is putting & push on: the a ning lists. “Bad. Blood” (Pragressive-Triot) flows in a rocking blues
“seore from. Metro's “King of Kings.” Five waxings of “Theme from
tein with some flashy harmony techniques. that will take over a
King. of: Kings”. have been. set:in. addition to albums released. by: MGM 7 Tot of jock and: juke_ play.
*
*
* oe
Records. and: other diskeries. In ‘the sheet. department, Big. 3. hag ar‘Tanged @ Special "King of Kings”. folio, several choral. editions and & CATERINA VALENTE..eaeees we DIS-MOI. QUE SEPTEMBRE
piano edition-‘of: the Miklos.‘Rozsa, score.

The American “Rar Assn. will holds2| Copyright Synspostuta’ atNew
York: U?s: Washington: Square

branch Dee. 1-2. The. subject will. be.

- Copyright Law Revision. Symposium’s sponsor ‘is the Patent, Trademark

& Copyright Law Section of the American. Bar Assn. The registration

fee. for the. two-day. symposium is $15..Theodore. BR. Kupferman is.the :
director.
hewen ater,
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the next few weeks

Martvn

and
Or

latest

addition

Cal Tjader.

will he

‘atk

Schilamme.

the

sineer

the

Verve

is

+

ji.7z

Riverside: JFK Quintet

-The JFK

.has heen
group
label.
, Jazz

COASTERS. eee we “4AIN'T THAT)
‘(Atea) ©.
aera
eooeceer, aan
oe

.. by John Bosworth, state editor. of. The Meridian’’Star, It's being .fea-‘. THE
tured. by Vincent. Lopez via his CBS wire. from: ‘New York’s Hotel Taft.

|. debuts

Pd

BOSTON ROCKER
Osear Brand. has: compiled. a eolléetion. ‘of folk tunes. “written by. BOB LUMAN. . ae veeneetaytaeesees
himself as well. as’ ‘Pete Seeger. Woody .‘Guthrie, Blind Blake.: Josei
(Warner. Bros.) ..eoeeaee
Old Friends
Marais and others.:into a volume called “Folk Songs ‘for Fu,” pub- |:
-Bob Luman’s. “Boston: Rocker ‘CAcug.--Roset) has a swaying,
~ ished by Hollis. Music.” The paperback -book-‘includes over 140 songs
... rocking approach that's guite catchy -ané should roil well with
and’ runs 192. pages. It has been ‘designed ‘to be a companion ‘to “Folk { the. disk jockey. plays. “Old. Friends” (Acuff-Rose*) plays with
. Sing,” _another collection ‘but not by, Brand) of *folk Inaterial: whieh
‘a. pleasing country. flareor that. could.go over in some areas. The
‘ds now going into, itsthird: printing. :
* disk is part. of WB's “Plus 2” program which offers bonus oldies
along with the neu ones. In this case they are “Let's Think About .
saluted.in song. The tune; : called “Magnolias in Meridian, ” was written:

MGM/Verve: Page Marten,
Others
Page Morton, who's heen dome
‘the Chock-Full-Of-Nats singing
commercial, has heen -€ded to the
MGM
roster, Also vc aking their

Quintet. a jazz comko,

inked hy Riterside.

The

will cut an album for tke
called
“Nev
Frentiers
™
From

Weshincton.”

A

dsse

‘eovery of jazzman Cannonbell Adderley, the unit “30 he hiied as
_“Cannonhall
Addertev
presents.”
i The auintet hails fram Washing-

i ton. DC.

FILES INFRINGEMENT
A

suit

for

treble

. heen filed in N.Y.

SUIT

comes

Federal

as

© srt

thy Maravilla Musi escingt Aipha
} Distributing Corp The action seeks
:an injunction
for Camagcs
sus_ tained and:an accsunting.
sce
eaeUn P*tit Beguin
(London)...re
i The complaint charges thaf the
(BIEM) is a
Catering Valente’ «Dis-Moi Que Septembre”
French wailer. with a powerhouse piping ettack that gets it over ~ i defendant’ failed ta file notice that
tit was recording the tune, “These
. the lmago barrier’ and gives tt impact for the U. S. market. “Un
; Oldies But Goodies R: mind Me of
P'tit Beguin® (Sunbeamt) is a highly Jlavorseme item that rates
You.” The plaintiff has licensed
-: lotsa. programming slots.”
Gres:
Hose to record the tune previously.

“* ASCAP, -'¢ BMI.
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Candid -Dial Tieup-

‘Twist’ Not For The Portly
Continued

from

page

'.A

tieup

timed

for

1 Press.

2

The

promotion

is centered

around Nat Hentoff who produces
Candid’s disks and who has writ.
nunes, by now, have devised their|ten a book called “The Jazz Life,”
ins —Tite Twist, have cut in on the own VIP entry but even that Is published by Dial.
‘Among the releases Hentoff prenow too much common ‘property.
push histros
and just “face value” counts for. pared for the jazz ‘label's latest
‘Twist Nichts‘'
quickest admission. The fear there, program is an album, also entitled
In ture, some of the fashtonable; of course, is that the VIPs will “The Jazz Life,” which features
east side niteries. in sheer eco- |ease aut the sailors and the gals,the entire 22-man Candid roster.
St bars from whence stemmed, and
st2oamed —and it's beaueoup stéam-

proportions)

get

in.

Legit Publishers

Christmas

buying bas been worked out be-.
tween Candid Records and Dial

The

=

been ‘and the leatherjacket set whica ts|Although
non
self-defense.
have
forced
ta staze
speclal
“Twist! the bulwark’ of the appeal. The. available
endorse ;Fire Dept. has-its own concept of |package
Nights"
In turn, many

has

become

as
involved. in LP. pros

motion and such.
What ‘it all. adds up to is. dif.
ferent thinkings developing © dif-:
cast album and doing promotion ferent attitudes toward the same
for it: Firm also’ runs contests on objective. But these. divergent at
have . produced
some
radio
through
‘disk
jocks
with - titudes'
‘changing concepts in recent seatickets to, the show as ‘prizes: and

helping with store displays for the

the book and album are
separately,

Continued trom page 57 —

agents setting up interviews, -tv
and radio spots for ‘cast members,

quid

wee
et

other
duties.

‘a special

ee
hy
he
wove

sons as far as the handling of show

non-publisher |material is concerned. The work of

essentially

‘the legit publisher has: become less”
is being made up containtradition-bound
with
the result
Show's the Thing
yet Roseland ballroom impresario] public safety, hence the new spe-|ing both items, set to retail for
I.-a) Br: cker for banning el twisto cial police to keep the crowds in $10
Frank works on. the idea that’ that LP demos ‘are. now being pro-..- .'
as “savaze” whieh is the funda- check.
the show is the focal point of at- duced, professiofial copies of’ show’ tunes
and related material
are
mental
that
pulls the
carriage|| An amazingly imposing roster of
‘tention for the score’s wellbeing,
teats. Tiss motors in front of bath|Inames .have
figuring. that promoting the show being elaborated and the relationmade
these _ spots
ship
between
publisher
and.
diskety
joints clog the street as the. curious :imusts on their lists in the past
Ww ill do the most good for its music.
is grow ing even cloger.
and sated and * kicks"-hungry Park °‘month, or they could be candidates
‘| Not ignoring the basic publishing
Ave-siow
biates
crowd
both! for the “not being with if” dropfunction
of
getting
the tunes
‘New York
|
jomis
around,
Frank
also
prepares
| dead list.
. George T. Simon’s newest .book, elaborate
presentations
for its
Return visits to both has disShock Impact
“The Feeling of Jazz,” will hit the shows.
closed a who's who that is more
&
Perhaps some of the least attrac- stalls next week: via Simon
With “Unsinkable Molly Brown” ——————— Continued ‘from - page. 35 =a
Moroces - Stork - Pavillon - Colony
Tome is a series of fic, tive “twisting” Is by these sophis- Schuster.
than
bistros with such unlikely
_ticates: Seeing one tycoon strut his tional dialogs..and
monologs by last season, Frank turned out a- damages
the deposit required
biliimgs as the Peppermint Lounge |
special
presentation.
which
had
a
illustrations . bY
twist caused another loaded guy to jazzsters’. with
hereunder. Since. it is difficult: for.
and the Wagon Wheel
Why Leon-:
folio of professional sheet music
-erack, “[’m gonna sell my stock in Tracy Sugarman’, . . Adam Wade,
ard Bernsteln should be more cited”
and instrumental arrangements in the parties to” determine: actual
his conipany tomorrow!”
He was Coed disker, goes into the Circle
as a “Surprise” visitor than Garbo
a special eover with a seore break- damages -which’ artist. may suffer
‘Club, Philadelphia, Nov. 15 ..
almost not kidding.
and the moneved set is a matter of
Heide Bruehl, German disker,. will down and notes on the show on -by reason .of breach. of the fore-viewpoint, Hut on the Tnursday ooee It is these sophisticates who! :do- some recordings here for Epic it, accompanied -by a full-sized LP
going. after ‘negotiation . parties
nizh! visit to the PL, when Bern- - dwell on two things: how.long will
[during her first trip to. ‘the U. S. demo which later becamé a com- have determined that the amount.
ster happened to come in, even. “The Twist last. and how did it all Jat the end of the month. . . Lionel mercial disk on the Camden label. of the liquidated damages set forth
the show biz and saciaitte mugygs. ‘happen? Its hybridization. of the |Haampton
has been set for a For “How To Succeed In Business: is a reasonable sum to ascribe to
shimmy
and today’s
Really
Trying,”
Frank such damages. ‘Artist shall have
felt that tie maestro had given it, yestery ear
month’s stand at the Metropole Without
“The Madison” is a basic answ er to j
new cache.
the option. and’ ‘same. remedies
beginning Nov. 27 . . .. Richard Went on the road ahead of the show
the
style
such
as
if
is.
to
promote
Rudy
Vallee
disks
as with respect to any discrimination
The
same
nizht, Incidentally,
Ellsasser will appear as organ solowitnessed an added fillip by a cou- | The conclusion is that The Twist ist with the Austin, ‘Tex. Sym- interest-creators in the show, w hich on the basis-of race, color. or creed '
tlie firm also co-produced..
in relation. to: the furnishing. of
ple of ‘house’ dancers, bey anil: ‘could be a better than fleeting fad, phony, Dec. 18.
Birt, both in tight jeans, perched. as it snowballs from city-to-city.,
In the seeond category, there Is dressing,. dining . and ‘ backstage"
Allen Roth, vet tv maestro who
on the protective rai! +o the dance- ;The philosophy that war jitters !batoned the Milton Berle Show, is Edwin H. Morris. Unlike’ Frank, ‘facilities and with respect to mem- floor doing the Twist demonstra-; and weltschmerz is the basis of it! back in action. after a brief illness. Morris is: not interested in. pro- bership and seating of the meme .
latl has been cited by columnists, » | He's operating a restaurant busi- duction although it does invest in hers of. the aét.”
tion,
Granz, who was in New York
the Arthur Murrays, and. the re- ness.in East Stroudsburg, Pa., and a- shaw on occasion. The main inShills?
Some of the kids also appeared ;. member-whens. Latter hark-back; is looking to get back at the. orch terest here is in building writers.. last. week. for the Broadway opento be habitues, and some of their }f0 pre-World War I and the grizzly }helm again . ... Evarard S. Prager, Whereas Frank proniotes its music ing of Yves Montand, whom he
also represents, is now back at ‘his.
by promoting
a -show,.. Morrts
ereneeeerearerearncrmmereemmrou
gar
OU
ar=sp
Ram
ny
NF
Sa
ae
more “advanced” gyrations, with,bear, bunny hug, turkeytrot and general manager of Sesac; willTS
paroxysm of expression, might be: even when the foxtrot was consid- [serve as chairman of the ‘music di- pushes its score by promoting its -European base but plans to be. in
suspect as part of the shill and the;.ered “daring.” From the Jazz Age: [vision of the USO of.Greater N. Y. writers. In the same way as Frank the Europe-to-U.S, columns often
plugged Rudy Vallee: disks, Mor-. ‘to follow -up on the non-segregay
showmanship. Which is all right; on, most, who read or see ty or! during its 1961 drive for funds.
og
because, from a hard house-count: films know what has happened | Thelma Carpenter will tie in her ris took Jerry Herman's “Parade’’ tion activities,
platter around to station: to créate
three-weeker
at
the
Virginia
Room,
i
from
the
evolution
of
ragtime,
the
viewpoint, it would appear there

|

“ae

OntheUpbeat
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- we.

‘Non-Segregation

ig more Interest in gawking than;‘Charleston, Black Bottom, Varsity Cleveland, starting next week (13) {interest in this writer whose “Milk |
drinking, and the waitresses are || Drag to date.
°
hever on the hustle, What’s more ; There
{s no

concerned

(although that never Is a “real problem) and regulate the flow of traffic, Not until there is sufficient
turnover

fand
a

with

the. local

showing

of

Ul's}and

can

the Hne

the

queue-uppers

extends

to sizeable

jyOF THE
WEEK

THEME
FROM
“KING
ofKINGS”

gainsaying

bo goes into Storyville, Boston, for
a show biz phenomenon.
Nabe two weeks beginning Nov. 20...
niteries and threatres do big b.o. The Ramsey Lewis Trio winds. up a
with cheaply staged twist contests. one-weeker. at Peps, Philadelphia,
It niay well be that what Charies- Saturday (11) ; . .Kal Winding’s
ton contests did-to project a Joan septet into the Hickory Grill, CleveCrawford, George Raft, Clara Bow land, for two weeks starting Monet al.
may evolve from The Twist. day (13)... Roy ‘Hamilton. and
But it'll have to be made more Lloyd. Price headline a musical
“refined” or the gendarmes will package touring the south and midback in the wagon.
west. this month.
Aflantic has acquired. ‘the master
Opening Mayfair Supper Dance
next Saturday (11), at New York's to King Coleman’s “Do the Hully
Gully,”
which 1s .an instrumental
posh Plaza Hotel, will, feature Ed
Sims and Phyllis Rodriquez in an. like the Twist .. ..20th-Fox's release
of
Bob Harter’s “The Atom”
exhibition of The Twist. Honored
guests for the- occasion will be will ‘be released simultaneously in
Berlin
by
Polydor and in London
Elaine Stritch and the “Sall Away”
by Phillips ..., Amy Records secompany.
cured Tights to the master of “Motorcycle” by Tico & the Triumphs
. . . Elektra waxer Judy Collins
opéned yesterday {(Tues.) at the

Melcher Shifts HisDisk,

Pub Operations to Coast

as played by

ORNADEL

Marty

New

Melcher

York

publishing

has

moved

recording
activities

‘and

Nat King

Cole's: latest Capitol single, “Let
True Love Begin,” was penned by
his comedian-actor Sandy Baron...

to the Coast:

its professional

presentation,

but|

is also involved in getting out as : MAGIC MOMENT
many varied types of arrangements : WHOCAN? YOU CANE
on a.score as can be done. For
“Bye Bye Birdie,” “Wildcat” and. °SOMETHING YOU NEVER
‘Milk’ and Honey” the firm pre-| > OH MY LIEBCHEN
pared
medley. books
from
the:|:e

scores for dance bands, three dif-

HAD BEFORE

“e COME A-WANDERING WITH ME

+ $ WHY.GO ANYWHERE AT ALL

ferent organ arrangements, various|.

arrangements

for

concert

bands,

marching bands, vocal arrange- |° FOR THE FIRST TIME
ments for singles, choral groups,| ®THIS KIND OF A GIRL
etc.

For “Wildcat” Morris prepared
a full LP demo of the score but:
didn't for “Milk and Honey.” The |.
house goes out and looks for things [4
to option for its writers to work |}

on for possible musicals. Once
show

is off and running

eecccsccc

nr PUBLISHERS HOLDING CORPORATION

Emphasizes Writers

a

well,. it

—

‘SOMEBODY
~ ELSE'S
~ SWEETHEART
THE WANDERERS|

a
ee
ee

concentrates, on getting the. songs’
layed like any other’ publisher en.we

but its emphasis fs on. establishing:

N. Y. On Nov. 13 he’ ll do a benefit. .on .promotion
there in honor of the late trum- and all other

of the’ cast album
aspects related to.

the tunesmiths. This, is its plan
because the firm figures that with-

also shift to the L.A. ‘to head the |.
firms from there.

e ‘Lyrics and. Musio ‘by

Morris. too, prepared a cover
for |©¢ HOWARD DIETZ and ARTHUR souwantz o2

to the jazz its writers and their work.
scene Noy. 14 at the Jazz Gallery,
Morris, therefore; also pitches in

for the past couple of years, will |peter, Booker Little,

Symphony Orc.
K 13047

Great Score from
A Great Show

> THE GAY LIFE;:

this fs its function.

music Sonny Rollins returns

Bob Crystal, who had been heading the Gotham office for Melcher

and the Starlight

Bitter End, N. Y. ..

COMING!L

Honey” is a current Broadway |

The outfit doesn’t get inThe “Back Street,” the title theme of click.
volved
in. pressagentry for the
attaches also are -more!Twist's 1961 (and probably: well. which she recorded. for Coral.
. Cannonball Adderley’s. jazz com- show too often since it doesn’t feel’
in maintaining decorum | unto 1962: impact as a social and

tha house

Ale
ee
fa
oe

Recorded by

on CUB
out writers there is no publishing | |
‘Chicago .
| business.
In the Melcher combine are
: FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION
Chieo Hamilton Quintet open ;
Arwin Records, Artist Music and fortnight stay at Birdhouse, Chi,! The third category is typified by [
Daywin Music. Melcher, who is tonight -(Wed.)
.... Josh White Stratford Music where it’s felt that
now in a legit operation -with Mar- down for Sinal Temple concer t||the song is the thing. In this case | |
Mille a
tin Pall and Selma Tamber, plans isession, Chi., Nov. 20... Dizzy} ithe outfit publishes solidly estab- |to have another’ eastern office in | Gillespie into, Sutherland Lounge, lished writers such, as Jule Styne, | .
the near future,
Chi, Dee. 21, for two weeks .. ;'| Betty Comden and Adbdlph Green
so there is no building to be done.
re
New
Buddy
DeFranco-Tommy
SIO
didi
oooh
toto
Gumina Quartet cut an album for Here the emphasis, ig on the tra- | ,
‘ditional
pattern
of getting the | °
‘Mercury during their stay at Ivy
- YOUR BABY
Lounge, Chi., last week . . . Jill) songs played.
“(with A Dixte Melody)
Stratford’s sheet. music fs han-.}
Corey signed a Mercury. recording
Judy Garland—Capitol
“Aretha Franklin-—Columbia .
contract last week .... Garry U.S, | dled through Chappell, and it has.
‘SHOES b/w LA FEMME
Bonds down for Spartz Showbar,: no interest in producing or being
' Lennie Martin-Robbes.
‘Hamilton, O., Nov. 10, for three a pressagent for a:show. As withFOR ME AND. MY GAL.
days .... Ramsey Lewis Trio into the other two categories, the pub_freddy. Cannoen-Swan
lisher of course has to adapt.to |)
Minor
Key,
Detroit,
Nov.
21,
for.a
Currently 12th Return Engagement
fortnight . . . Cozy Cole set for a each show in that each one pres
MILLS MUSIC, INC.
different.
problems,
ut |. | 1619 Broadway.
WAGON WHEEL, Lake Tahoe
week at Esquire Club, Montreal, sents
New ‘York 19

|

|

JOE.

MAIZE;

CORDSMEN
Concluding Nov. 8
Returning for 14th Engagement

HOLIDAY

HOTEL,

|

Maynard

Reno

Noy. 23 thru Dec. 27 .
and Scheduled for a Minimum of 10 Weeks in 1962

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY

ASSOCIATED JOEBOOKING
CORPORATION.
GLASER, President
746 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y., PLAZA 9-4600.
CHICAGO

» MIAMI

© HOLLYWOOD

e LAS

VEGAS

« DALLAS

Nov. 21. Earl Bostic follows with basically Stratford is just interests |. ed in getting the songs performed.
a week, same club, Nov..27.

* LONDON

Ferguson

skedded

for Disk

concert date, Nov. 18, Sunnybrook
Park, Pottstown, Pa.
Jack
Blanchard Trio ‘into
Riviera

jockeys,

artists

and

record

companies are its major concern. |}
-In the case of “Subways Are |

Attractive Identical

For Sleeping,” Stratford has pre-| Lounge, Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 27, for pared a full-sized LY demo that
| three weeks ., . Cal Tjader Quintet may even become a commercial
| skedded for Band@ Box, Denver, ‘disk later on.. The
professional.
For. Top Night Club. Act.
Nov. 27, for three weeks . .
sheet music is not being made
Must be ne more than. 5'3""in hefght.
Jimmy. ‘McPartland Sextet -down any more elaborate than usual.
- Age 18 to 24
| for Padded Cell, Mpls., Dec. 10, The outfit works on. the idea that-|.
Box: 1,‘Daily Varlety, 6404 Sunset Bivd. 1;
{for 10 days ... . Hazel ‘Scott into it’s tough enoughto work ‘on the
Hollywood 28, Calif.
4i| Latin Club, Washington, D.C., Dee, musi¢e these days and the show has
25, for .a week.
to stand on its own. But if,
.too, |

Twin Girl Singers
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Top Names Hit RochesterinOctober

D elayed Cast & Props

Bat ItWas a Promoter's Nightmare
Rachester, N Y., Nov. 7.
+
A Rochester showman with 35
years
experience,
analyzing
the

heavy and varied bookings which
have hit.this area this fall, ealls
Rovhester a promoter’s nightmare.
Lester Poliock, veteran manager

“Live

shows

are

not

.
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
Helen Capello, owner of the
Torch Room
nitery, goes ta
trial
Novy.
9 in Municipal
Court on a charge of allowing

-(Mon.).

officers

squad

vice

here.” Pollock says, “because local
promoters don't realize they can‘t
hook a show on top of one anOther ithey are finding out the
hird way. Someone paints a rosy
picure to them about a certain
at raction and the promoters figure
ali thes have to do is tell the
piblic about it, then sit back and
a ait for the money .to pour in.
Ti» experience has been bitter.”

not arrested,
the

club:

up the

arrested

is continuing

However,

she

at
has

been restrained from personal
contact

with customers.

Seymour

Insdon,

attorney

representing Miss Capello, will
defend his client on grounds
that
such
distribution
of

A survey reveals that there were
onty about three dzys during October on which some kind of outof-tewn show on circuit bookings
Was not playing here. It’s the most.

money

from

the

audience

is

an old Greek custom, and
most of the club’s patrons are

concentrated fare in the city’s his-

Greek.

tory.

Friars’ Salute
To Berle Boffo

Seme
of them, such
as the
Mahalia
Jackson,
Marine
Band,
Stan Kenton and Louis Armstrong
appearances, were heavy losers.
The Judy Garland Show, though
it drew almost 5,000 customers and
grossed better than $24,000, was
not much better than a break-even

to set |

show,

of the

canicellation

Met, Glasgow Vaudery,

Rebuilding After 3006
Blaze Guts Aud & Roof

between

in vaude..
Alec Frutin,

ornamental

plaster

and

theatre

Plans for staging “Calling Scot-

Jand,” annual winter extravaganza
Two local legitimate theatre!their New York clubhouse appar- /set to open Nov. 17, have been
shelved,
although attempts
are
prometional
groups,
Broadway | ently serve several useful purposes.
” Theatre League and May Jackson The wall-to-wall packed shindig being made te find an alternative
home
for
this
revue.
It
would
again
for
Milton
Berle
last
Friday
(3)
Presents, also are running opposite
each other. Eastman Theatre, a served as a means to gef the mem- have fiatred Clark & Murray, com.
0.
taxless property which is able to bers to practies language that can| edy
The Metropole was. bought by
scale tickets low, has been the ex- be used ,on the family circuits, and
ception to the promotional night- gave them an opportunity of get- the Jate Bernard Frutin over 40
ting the fancy vocabulary out of years ago and passed to his sons.
mare.
Pollock figures this city with an their systems. There will presum-: on his death. It was one of the
area population of close to 500,- ably be an exclusiyety of the four- last remaining bastions of pure
variety
at the -eclub’s vaude in Auld Lang Syne territory.
000, has been over saturated with lettered
show promotions. “There are ways luncheon for Alan King at the It’s estimated that it will take
Friars’ informal suppers

plans

Miss

Francis

joint-owner of the rently ig making to appear
to be filmed
vaudery, is rebuilding the theatre “Cook's |
and hopes to reopen {ft within six | Metro.
months. He will retain the oldtime
musichall atmosphere of plush and

boxes.

By JOE COHEN
The

Haif Connie. Francis

Kansas (City, Nov. 7. |The: three companies have conGonnie Francis guested with the cluded negotiations for merging
Kansas City Philharmonic Orches- and expanding. all their European
‘tra in. the Municipal Auditorium interests.
of props broke down.
‘The development, which is exlast Saturday (4) before about 10,000. persons.
Event is the annual pected to be followed shortly by
announcement
of a newaffiliation.
concert sponsored by the Katz|
Drug Co. in cooperation with the with an American firm, {s based‘on
the premise of rising. ‘grosses. for
Philharmonic..
Miss Francis choice as the guest motion pictures made in Europe
singer. brought a highly popular during the past five years and the.
response from the public,- which noticeable. shift to Europe in locagets tickets to the concert free tions for: top budget international
from the drug chain. In the past. pictures.
Glasgow, Nov. 7.
Vaude took a. kayo ‘here last Katz has brought in various types:|. The Grade: Organization, which
earlier. in the year set up its own
| week when fire destroyed the roof | of artists, tending to longhairs.
Event js held annually in No- motion’ picture. company, Ivy Proand auditorium of the 99-year-old
Metropole Theatre, and put the vember, and represents a consid- ductions, has already completed its. vintage music hall’s artistes out erable promotion boost to the Phil-: first two pictures and has three
Under the baton of others in preparation.. The com-*
of work for at least six months. harmonic.
British’
Theatre knew Stan Laurel in his. ‘Hans Schwieger, orch gives the}pany has also joined the B
days as a props boy .(His father, crowd a first half of light classical |Films Producers. ‘Assn,
music,
and
guest
is
presented
dur-|°
Itg
first
two
‘films
are
“The:
Arthur Jefferson, was manager and
Young Ones,” starring. Cliff. RichHeensee) and Sir Harry Lauder ing the second half.
Date
here.
was
sandwiched
in
ard,
and
“Go
to
Blases.
*Slated
in his first professional appearance |

PT
TS
A
ea
A
EY
REY
EE!
SprarnaaAnS
A
S

situation because of a heavy guar. antee.

First Half, Lenghair—Second

it takes five hours

opening performance here followed arrival of the company by train
from Philadelphia after two trailers

Greek
bellydancer
-Darlena
Sept. 26. They claimed she
had accepted money from the.
room's patrons who thrust it
{n the abdominal
and
bra
areas of her scanty costume.
Miss Capello was. released
in $525 bail. Darlena, who was

clicking

London, ‘Nov..-7.

‘A new international. tieup ‘involv-{ing the Grade Organization and its
associates,
London Management,
and Kaufman. Lerner Associates o
. |Rome was disclosed here last week.

DIVIDED DIET
,

Since

Hollywood

premises.

the

on

promoters

city’s show

the

asserts

are killing each other off with bad
thinking and bad booking.

Toronto, Nov. 7. °|
For first time in 22-year history.|_
of “Icecapades,” some 5,000 ticketholders secured refunds or paste| boards until Friday when 120 ieeskaters failed to arrive at Maple
| Leaf Gardens in time. last night

‘Old Greek Custom’

@ lewd dancé to be performed

Theatre,|

Rochester

Loew's

o:

\Grade OreMerges With London Met,
_Kautman Lerner i
in Expansion Move

Forced ‘Capades’ Refund

at

eur- for
in

Catskill Bookers

early. production

are “Other

Peoples Babies” and a néw Cliff
Richard vehicle, “Summer Holi| day.” The third. subject, is, as yet,
untitled:
Associated with the Grade Or] ganziation in London {s-the Robin
Fox legit management -which: currently has “Whistle in the: Dark”.
on view in the West End for which .

ith CoopGroup |

plays due to go into rehearsal in
the new year. The first will be an
adaptation of a French play which

The mountain bookers are forman

on to act coopera-

starts rehearsing in January, and
2 month later, in association with
hotelkeepers, delinquent. in pay- ‘Lewis Allen, the Robin Fox maiments for shows given, get no more agement
will start on “Devil's
displays until their arrearages are Palm” which is to be- ‘directed by
Tyrone. Guthrie, with Robert Mor|} mothe need for the new group be- ley and Ruth Gordon starred.
A

came apparent at the end of the| third play on the ‘Robin Fox slate

Although
there
were| is still. untitled.
$300,000 to restore the building. summer.
about! Hotel Astor comes Nov. 20.
The Bridie Gallacher Show, fea- more hotels using talent than ever|.
Another, of course, is the fund
booking dates so that they don’t
patronage was. not as high
pile up on each other. But our ;raising gambit. As the guest of turing the Irish thrush of ‘that before,
June Christyto
; Japan
promoters don’t seem to be doing} honor put it, he’s happy to see name, was playing the vaudery at as in former seasons. Thus pay- :
it. There’s only so much entertain- that all the bonds are paid: off, and time of the Saturday (Oct. 28) ments lagged to bookers.
‘Tokyo, Noy. 7.
Spearheads
of
the
new
associamidday
blaze.
ment money people can spend.| ‘one more full house like this and
June Christy is due to arrive
{tion are Charlie Rapp, unquestionThey can’t buy everything in a|the club will belong to Carl Fimin
ably the largest booker in the Nov. 20 for a five-week Japan tour
short time.
vieht executive secretary) outFields’ Paris Chore
Catskill mountain belt,. and Jack/ which includes dates at New Latin
Ronald Fields, choreographer of
“Patrons
are getting a good
Quarter
who also. has a sizeable slice Thea
tre. _nitery and: ‘Nichigeki
menu from which to select and;
Otherwise, the tribute to Berle the new Latin Quarter, N.Y., show, Segal,
the hill coun
0
5.
ae
the performers, though not losing |Was an outpouring of thanks from has been signed to stage a French of
hillrecalcitrants
country
bookings.
There
Booked -here by -Tats Nagaare the
some
not aligned
because of guarantees, are playing |many Friars. It was Berile’s energy musical, “La Parisienne.”
with the new organization. But. at shima, thrush will be accompanied
Fields planed out.to Paris last
to small crowds in many cases.| and generosity in a former day
this point there seems to be no by manager Carlos Gastel, pianist.
week..
.
But the promoters are dying.”
(Continued on page 84)
Ian Bernard and husband-saxman
for

promoters

to

find

out

means of disciplining them, unless
the group

}We'd Like To Say A Few Words About TEXAS

| SAM
TONY

ZOPPiI

October

VII
October 20, 1961

“SHOW BIZ

Statler Introduces.

‘Climbing Vine

Unique Act

REVIEWING
STAND:
Se
walked in the Statier Hilten Empire

“They bill
an ‘hilarious fypnosm’ at the Statler Hitfen. but Sa
Vine’s act is far mere then that” tt
Is 70 minutes of the finest enteriain-

ment

you'll

supper

Vine,

ever

club.

widely

see

in

a

knewn

en

the

Reem last.
interesting |

Room

Thursday

“Som.

Hast

which

from

fe the directorship

phoay.

orchestra.

This

reviewer

too

many

acts

over

the

ef a symef a

Vine

prefaces

exolaining

tism

the

(the power

his perfermance
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than

BOOKER
American
the Charles
for cruises

efore.

20 Bond Street South
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Phone: JAckson 83-6338

e3. Paredy sae per Bk,

.....

The

:

been. set

for

the

HELD OVER AGAIN 4

ship.

line

which will make 10 Caribbean |

thing

Empire

and ahh ever and has
t inte major league shew

cruises during the fall and winter|.
season.

—
TWO RETURN ENGAGEMENTS AT
THE STATLER-HILTON: HOTEL

"IN DALLAS, TEXAS

an

@!

- AMERICANA HOTEL

_MIAMLBEACH, FLA.

“TOPS IN THEIR FIELD" JARIETY |

+,

1962

STARSI"
$11postage
35. for $38

SET FOR CRUISES
Export Lines has set
Ryan agency as booker |
on the S. S.: Atlantic.

GOING PLACES!PRICE

SERVICE THE
FORE!

Lou Seiler will be en-

tras: have

GET ON THE MONEY-MAKING BAND WAGON
SAM

ever

them any longer, it’s said. |

196!

Phone, Wire or Write

WH

35 Sag fier ae’ 2s

Two Meyer Davis dance orches- |

3 taken what wat ence a

“The hypnotist has the most entertaining act <een here this season, and
bus:ness
hes seldom
been
better
at
the Empire Room.”

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY. MATERIAL

For évery branch of¢

amount owed to various bookers|
has been described as staggering,|
and bookers are unable to carry

tertainment director aboard

rf happened eon the

behind hypnoagainst
mind) and the rest
at its best.”

of suggestion

culties

—

Comedian

outrageously. funny

TONY ZOPPi
Tae Daas Morning News.
Octaber

Sam

ii we

by

theory.

the subconscious
is show business

act,
him

. mentalist

i
te

season. but this is one which belongs
at the top ef any club-goers ‘must see’
isk.

with
separates

other

fF

recommend

course

y

eny-

through:

“

doesn’t

is a hypnotist
ai

Ine cudions by ‘rountng bieSublects

aight. Mae convulsed a

near-capacity
crowd
by putting the
group threvgh a series ef meonitered
routines ranging from a tap-dencing

contest

xpeocting a revtinely
. with the

an evening with pha.
ck Sennett and
n the
e

Dallas

coast
but
a cemparative
vaknewn
hereabouts, werked his magle on six
veiunteer
sublects
the
Empire

| eLAsons FUN-MASTER

{ operators’ associations in the Sul-

DALLAS AFTER DARK:

whod will not perform.

livan County area. opposed the
3: Blackout Beeks 1 23 ‘Each
Ne. 4 fer $35—WNe.
q] moves because they presented a
e Minstrel (white face) saedeer's
| potential threat to. existing organie “How te Master the Corseenteets
$3 PER COPY... NO €.0.D,'8
zations.
_ However, with many inns finding .
BILLY GLASON
jit necessary to buy talent to meet
200 W. 54th St, NLY.C. 19, CO'5-1316
their competition, some operators
‘(We TEACH M.C'lag and COMEDY)
found themselves in. greater diffi-|: (Let @ real Professions train you).

~

20, 196!

of Bob Cooper,

‘|present.
There have been previous at-|:
tempts to line up the mountain
{| bookers into a group, but these at-/
‘tempts failed for various reasons.
Both unions and the sundry resort

and

The Dolias Morning News

gets the cooperation

talent agencies and the American.
Guild of Variety Artists. ‘The backing of neither is expected at

Be:

erlin

JETTES |
Currently

TOKYO, JAPAN

DAI-ICHI HOTEL
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RUISE
SHIPS
ISenat

Geter

e Crime Probers Join Chi's
Crackdown. on B.Joints, Stripperies

BOON SEASON

Freedomland as ParkExpands Staff|

‘George A, Hamid. Jr.” this. week +—
was. ‘named executive vice ‘presi-

Chicago, Nov. °.
Heat from the local gendarme-ie

By JOE COHEN

| subway to Displace
Gent of Freedomtand' Ine.. in what: Mex: City Hotel Reforma
and from
the Feds is putting the
the Bronx, N. ¥., ‘amusement park
Bellvue Casino, Mont’]
|chill on Chis B-joints and str‘p& Press: Kiss ’n’Make Up -The: cruise ships have become a
@eserivcs. as an’ expansion of execformidable ‘rival of domestic. re- |.
peries. A tough local crackdown
Mexico
City,
Nov..
TC
Montreal,
Nov.
7.
utive. “‘manpower.. Hamid, who had|sorts and those in the Caribbean
has been going on for six weeks
been. with General Artists Corp. ~ ‘The Hotel Reforma and the For- | area. The floating spas are ‘hav-]- The Bellvue Casino has been following the “rolling” of three
until recently;: will still be operat-. eign Correspondents Assn... -have ing one of their best seasons in his- given notice by the city that it will conventioneering doctors at 2 near
ing director of the Steel: ‘Pier,: Al- ‘kissed and”. ‘made up. Hotel had tory, with bookings on ships plying have to-vacate its premises by north side saloon. The new Gov‘Dec. 31. The spot is slated to be“Jantie City, which “is owned” by’ his
denied: the press club entry to the ‘the Caribe area frequently dif- come the site of a stop on the ernment action is part of a nationfather, George Hamid.
ficult. to obtain. ‘Soon, the. ship-.
subway being con- wide investigation by a U.S. Senhotel ‘and restaurant. because ‘of ping lines are. expected to hit the new 16mile
Henry Hamid, a- nephew. ‘of the -belief that the.scribes .and ‘their’
looking into the
‘structed by the city. There are ate committee
senior Hamid, - will” move from guests were cutting heavily. into ‘land resorts even harder with bids presently no plans to continue the joints as income sources for the
‘“GAC into Freedomland. as general the profits. Ban was suddenly: lifted | for-thé convention trade,
crime syndicate.
nitery when. it moves out.
-assistant) to. his: cousin. .It. was
A Chicago Tribune story last
The- expansion’ of the Caribe
Some of the acts playing there
‘and: the -barricade ‘taken off .the
. §tressed by Freedomland
execs door. -All- services have . resumed.. trade is evident by the fact that upon hearing the news are gagging Thursday :2) said that the Senszie
that the. Park's. move in retaining
the. Hamids | is not to. be construed
‘as an alignment. of the Steel. Pier
and’ other Hamid: interests -with

the
Incres
Line,
which
runs
‘The. élub’s” quarters are: ‘located ‘through the Caribbean with the
on the mezzanine which formerly regularity of a ferryboat, is rushhoused Ciro’s and the Chanteclaire ‘ing construction of a new liner to
. Freedomland. They declared. it..to-| Room,. which used, to’ have top replace the old Nassau, which it renames. |
cently sold: to Mexican -interests.
.-be strictly a personnel deal..
In the. executive realignment of |. - The difference betw een the hotel The replacement ship will be used
Freedomland, William: Zeckendorf. ‘and the club were worked out by: almost. exclusively in the Caribbean
The Nassau
Jr... who-has been president, be- Robert Katz, local France Press ‘and. Bahamas area.
comes. chairman of the board; Rus- bureau head, and topper of the. is expected to be converted to a
correspondents"
org,
together
with
gambling
‘ship
for
a
run
between
sell: Levy is the new president.
R..E: S. Diechler, ‘Intercontinental California and Acapulco,
Abraham .Kaplan. remains secreHotels prexy. The. newsmen. are.
The ‘expansion, particularly by-tary-treasurer, and Art Moss,. yee‘now planning a= series of special | the Incres Line, is coming about
-pée in charge of promotion. and
; luncheons’ for various Mexico. city despite a drastic reduction in tour_publieity.
7
papers and mag staffs and. also’. a ist. purchases because .of a recent
_ Freedomland execs say that. they | special night for. ‘newshens.
U: S. tariff revision which allows
‘are on the right track. Last’ season|
- | citizens a maximum of $100 ($200if
they reversed the losing trend. of.
purchased -in St. Thomas) of duty
the park. They: feel: that: ‘when: the
‘free goods. The overseas .mer- final accounting of the. season’ is.
‘chants,
however, who depend on
in, the firm will have -wound up
ee
=

that they’ll

make application

to set

up their own turnstile on the spot.

Weekend Policy
At T&C, Bklyn,
In Slow Months

committee was probing the affairs
of three top Chi hoodlums
reportedly connected with the joints
and was also investigating “the
working conditions of more than
300 striptease dancers in Chicago

honky tonks.”
The story said that

committee

agents were posing as suckers.in
the North Clark, West Madison
and South State street girly shows
do gather evidence for a committee
expose.

The

Tribune

listed

ing clubs as reportedly

the

follow-

the centre

Ben Maksik’s Town & Country of the committee’s investigation:
Club, Brooklyn, is turning to week- the Diamond Lounge, Rubi Lounge,
end operation only during the slow Shore Club, Playhouse. Club 19,
months of December and January. Frankie & Johnny’s and Omar's
Various acts have ‘been set for Sat- Tent.
urdays and Sundays, including Lew
Mayor Richard J. Daley's ire at
Parker. & Betty Kean, who go in
a recent wave of hustling of con-{Misiting cruise ships, have learned Dec. 23:
with’ a “small profit.”
ventioneers by B-girls has proto. live. with the. new. decree to
Maksik is expected to open the
—It’s- also held’ that one. of the
‘|some extent. Where purchases ex- spot with talent one or two nights voked an unprecedented nun:ber
factors in the improved * ‘boxoffice|
‘ceed the allowable quota, wholesale during ‘the week should a sufficient of raids, arrests and liquor license
trend. was the expansion of talent
and permit suspensions and revoprices are listed on the bills.
number of parties be set.
operations. During .the past season.
cations. Seven north side saloons
Amusement Upbeat
|
- This year Maksik departed from were
the park moved in a heavy barrage.
padlocked
last Wednesday
One of the effects of the lesser a low-cost unit policy, which had
of name ‘bands and name enter(Ij solely on the- testinyony of a
=.
dity
free
allowance,
is
the
ubeat.
been in effect for several seasons, 16-year-old girl who said that she
tainment.: These attractions, com-]
:
pany execs ‘said, not only “gave | “AGVA'S: poost of the: $2.50° week- of amusements ‘in the Islands. Ni- -by booking names. With the latter, had been employed as a B-gir] in
teries are now open during the day. he has apparently gone cautious
them: eyening business. which they;‘ly.and $1 one-night welfare. assess- when ships make port..Many of the and will only use the expensive the spots or had been served
liquor there.
lacked.
previously,
but
also
gave!
ments,
levied.
on
employers
of
per-.
turistas, who have. exhausted -their performers during
top business
“them Tepeat..trade. .
Liquor licenses ‘sere revokcd
“The talent: policy, they feel, was formers to $3. 50 .and $1.30. Tespec- | shopping - quotas in: other ports, -periods.. During the slow months for the Music Box Lounge. the
| Spend: the allowable time looking he will shutter during the weekgo successful that plans are ‘afoot tively. was denounced by George |.
Orchid Lounge, Club Time Loun¢e
nights when business is normally and Tony’s Pizza. License suspen(Continued on page 68)
-to.expand the use of: acts’ and|A.
Hamid,
co--chairman
of the

HigherWelfare:
-Tab’s ‘Onerous’
Hamid Asserts!

hard to come by.
sions were meted out to the F. Z,
At one time; Maksik paid $40.000
!Tavern. Cozy Inn and Kedzie Inn
for Jerry Lewis, and sums in the | on the basis of the girl's testimony.
{Same area for Judy Garland, Vic- | The arrests bring the total of
tor -Borge, among others.
;outright revocations to 11 in the
|past two months and the total of
| Suspensions, of varying lengths,
ficials say put the park on a. prof- should have been canvassed by the |.
to five. This does not include a
Atable ‘basis “was. the $2.95 -on€ junion before the move was made:
‘substantial number of arrests that
Loew's Hotels, .a. subsidiary of:
‘price: deal which provided’ admis- ! by its national board which met at
‘were rot prosecuted for lack of
sion as well as an unlimited n'im7
tel, ‘Loew's Theatres, signed an -agree-.
'substantiating evidence.
Philadelphia, Nov. 7.
-ber of rides. The nick after .6 p.m. ‘. yreent Barbizon: Plaza Hote asnent with the Howard Johnson
Co.-‘Mon. (6) for: operation. of mid- |. Two weeks after her trial ended: The city’s Corporation Counsel
town
New- York's. first ‘Howard. in a hung jury, Lillian Reis. bur- 'told VarIeEry that hic office was
ne
agate some of: the larger talent Johnson ’Motcr’ Lodge,. which. is glary defendant in Pottsville’s “big : instituting 21 more cases. Another
employers « now runs as much..as expected to be ready for occu- heist,”
a
reopened
her. Celebrity" case, ‘against the Town Casino
from City Hall. «as
which
police
claim’ was: -half-block
pancy. May 1 of next year, New. Room
12-story strueture will: have 300° baught with. loot from a Fich coal: dropped when the conventioning
/, Profit. ‘and: loss in. same ‘seasons.
“doctor involved refused to return
Pact was concluded ‘by. operator's , safe,
rooms.
Hamid- stated
that employers’ Preston
Massachusetts
to
te tify
. Tisch,
Loew's : A. former chorine at the Cafe, .from
Robert
“\Wwho- create: work for: acts should. Hotels prexy. and Howard B. Jolin-. Miss. Reis in beads and sequins |‘against the saloon.
ee
‘get due” consideration « from: the. ‘son: Jr., president of- the eatery took part.in a Roaring '20s revue. i A good
part of the ma:or'’s
doing the shimmy, Charleston and ° wrath at the jackrotiing of cen.
‘union, ‘He advocated a three-year concern.
‘Honolulu, Nov. 7.
me exemption. from: the assessment for |" In a’ joint statement; the two Twist for a packed Wed. :1) preem |
-Continued‘on page 643
Conrad. N. Hilton, here for:employers just: starting out, ‘He| execs branded the agreement’ as house. of about 400. When asked if
groundbreaking of the new Kahata ;declared that these groups need aja “forward step in the motor lodge she were worried about going te
Hilton hotel, sited about ‘thtee chance to-build so that they -can “business” ‘which could. ultimately ‘trial again, she declared, “That’ "
miles. beyond. ‘Diamond’. Head, teld: create. permanent work for talent, result; in- a. chain of multi-story
a long way off. I'm not worrving
newsmen. the. Caribe Hilton. in| Hamid: asserted that his. actions ‘lodges: in the” downtown areas of now. Just think how miserable.
_Puerté Rico'is his chain's most. sue-'in the past stamp him as one. who. ‘metropolitan cenires and offering H everybody: here would be if I was
cessful hotel. He said its proximity | is considerate of performers since the same kind of aera routes | in Jail. ”
to New. York is a -key reason -it:hé has worked on their behalf on now. available en rural rautes
In. New ‘York, the Loew chain:
“averages. 95°. occupancy... He dis- jthe ‘Welfare. Trust Fund ‘almost
Regina,
Sask., Nov. 7.
counted the importance. of. ‘gam- ‘since the. Fund's foundation. “How- : operates ‘the Summit Hotel. It -is
A net profit of $55.653 on its
also
building the 2.000-room Ameti- |.
bling | asa. drawing attraction.
ever, ‘he feels that. the increase at |
‘summer fair. down $5.585 from last
cana, the Regency. on upper Park
“Other highly profitable Hilton. this. point ‘is’“onerous. ws
year, was racked up by the Regina
Ave:, and Loew's. Motor Inn, a few |
operations inctude the Beverly al
Buenos Aires. Nov. 7.. ‘i Exhibition Assn. Revenue from the
blocks from: the joint enterprise.
ten. Beverlv..
Hills and’. the Queen | ~
’
six-day
show
was
$373.454.
up
| As a finale to the silver wed|Also -being constructed
is the. ding
celebrations of its major “Op- :$7. 825 from 1960. and expenses, at
Elizabeth, Montreal.
J
’
| Americana. San Juan. P.R.
‘The new Kahala: Hilton will be.a 2d TvChannel $Preem
here, the Lococo |Pron were $13.410 higher.
Some’ 108 ‘motor lodges in .27 era” showcase
300-room : luxury. resort: that: will|:
| Circuit signed Benn y Goodman for Profit on the year’s operations
states with a total ‘of 7.200 rooms
are Operaied under the. Howard |
‘waiidn’ Village in- Waikiki has 1,116
Aberdeen,’ Nov. 7...
jing °Thursday (9),
Goodman js!11960. Increased maintenance costs,
| Johnson’ name.

bands. during the | daytime. : How-}AGVA Welfare Trust: Fund; as an.
oe ever, this*is still in thé blueprint “unwarranted, hardship upon .em' stage. Also on the drawing hoards. | Ployers: that will ‘have the effect of.
isan idea of converting -‘the. park” ‘depressing. the number of jobs” that |
to wintcr use.
- ‘will be ‘available to. acts.”
-Another factor Freedoinland. of- | Hamid declared that employ ers

ae?$ Hotels,Howard
~ Johnson Co. Ink Deal:
For N.Y. Motel Venture TRIAL OVER, LIL REISS

REOPENS PHILLY CLUB:

“Yinued.
95, This Polley will be con--"Syoinid said that the asséssment'|

™ PR? S$CaribeWins

frre Soto thee nucint heteees

“Most Successful’ Tag._

JnConrad Hilton’s Book

Regina Fair’s Earnings
Slip te $55,653; Sask.
Exhib’s Surplus Climbs’

| Benny Goodman Winds
‘B.A.Loon’s Anni Shows

cost .$7,000,000. ‘The: Hilton. Ha-|
rooneraton ota
anriounced plans for a 22-story

. Shutters Scot Vaudery

{bringing an 18-man combo, and; lower revenue from rental of buildpresumably they'll appear on tv. jings and the drop in the summer

The
Tivoli here, longtime
| vaudery, shuttered last. week for |

t

y

t ‘fair profit

contributed

ta the

ce-

| Judy Bows Sun. Shows TEE co ae ee to intetene with cline. An outlay of $560.000 ‘sill
-400-room | hotel. which will occupy ithe first time in more than half.a'
, be made next year to build a tive.
‘an. on-beach site near its Royal ‘century. Impact of eommercial tv |:
At Toronto’s O’Keefe :| boxoffice advance sales.
The Goodman booking closes a ‘Stock barn. a racing stable and imHawaiian. hotel....The -$5,000;000 ‘fs ‘blamed. by. nanagemeént.: House.
* Toronto. Noy. 7.
project,- expected ‘to be completed will) not, reopen -until December|. For the first Sunday perform- ‘series of Lococo contracts through- ;Prove the Stadium.
i
in 1963, is a “first”. for Waikiki in when .“The Callum Kennedy ance ‘at the O’Keefe Centre, Judy. out 1961 which included Ray AnSaskatoon Take Rises
-that every -room, will. front on: the. Show” tees: off.
Valente,
Diana
Garland has been baoked into the thony, Caterina
Saskatoon, Sask.. Nov. 7.
ocean.
“We cannot: combat the opening ||3. 200-seater Dec. 3 at $10. top. The Dors, Tony Bennett, Sammy Davis !
The Saskatoon Exhibition had a
_ Sheraton also owns the: Royal -of commercial. tv in northeast Scot-, 8:30. p.m: song show is sponsored Jr., Neil Sedaka, a “Holiday in
-surpfus on the year’s operations of
Hawaiian Manor, Princess Kaiulani land,”- said Andrew Foley,. theatre by. the women’s committee of the Japan” revue and Brenda Lee.
!$113.578, up $9.275 froni last year,
and Moana-Surf Rider hotels ‘in manager. .““We will just..nave to National Ballet Guild of Canada, |
Revenue was $438.055.
‘Waikiki and is building a 200-room | wait. until. the novelty of the new. “with the O’Keefe Centre. donating
ROTHMAN EXITS RAPP h
Summer fair figures showed adxesort at “Kaanapali, Maui island. Station wears off. If we had booked- the. difference betwen its: prevail-.
Shelley Rothman has exited
the
: The. chain will. have 2,046 rooms in any. show; we: would have lost--a ing top of $8 to $10..
‘Charlie Rapp office. His plans will |missions
at $69.402,
up $5.402;
be
formulated
following
a
Florida
;
grandstand.
$70.685.
up $2.6853
lot
of
money.”
Jot
Mawail ‘when the two new hotels
‘Miss Garland will also play
l midway and concessions. $102.142,
are completed, and Hilton
will-|. Advent of’.commercial ' tv means” O’Keefe' Centre. Tuesday evening, vacation.
Rothman handled many Catskill |up $12.142; racing, $67,115, ‘up
have ‘1,416 Tooms in its .two Hono- that fireside audiences now have Dec. 5. when the house reverts to
‘mountain hotel bookings for. Rapp. !$6,115.
duu operations.
choice of: BBC and ITY. channels, | ‘fits $8 top.
ae

wees

e
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VARIETY _

VAUDEVILLE

; Drug concert, she was
‘|bash for disk jockeys

Vaude, Cafe Dates

Hotel

Muehlebach

- | Inside Stuff—Vaude

with}

| Betty Blasco of Happiness Music,
: Katz, and M-G-M Records as hosts

Glasgow

Corporation will consider: seeking powérs

similar. to those

Paul. Gilbert follows current of London County Council for safeguarding the ‘future of theatres.
hae
The city boss, Lord Provost Mrs. Jean Roberts, gave this” assurance
_ stand: at Eddys’ with a return date
|to a deputation from the Federalion of Theatre Unions -who asked for
Bailey Circus, now working as the ‘at
!
the Chi ‘Chi, Palm Springs,
her help in preventing the closing. of the Empire Theatre, Glasgow.
17. He’s set for|; Deputation
. Alan; opening. Nov.
world’s tallest comedian .
was told by the Lord Provost that the city. was: very. cone ..
beginning! c
television,
app
for
an Juan, Australian

New York
2

Hildezarue

at the

Wednesday, November 8, 1961

guest at a.
and .press

pooked for the Hotel

eined at the prospect of the Empire. Shuttering.
El following
S
14,
a’ Dec. 8 in Sydney, his third trip |
Later, Mrs. Roberts told Varrery: “We are carefully watching the
the Eden Roc, |dawn under within a year anda
an
George Jessel set for the|| Miami Beach . . . Mimi Weber, half . . . Dian Hart due for a* |live theatre position in the city, and will. take all possible steps within.
our
powers to prevent any further: deterioration. Legislation: may be |
Sioreham, Waskington, Feb.
formerly of MCA, opened a per-_|return date at the Bagdad, Tucson, necessary
to give.
|-Nov. 14...
:Julie‘ London an
i the Corporation powers similar to those of-‘London
management office.
Wal tota-\-turia

ths

Dec.

New

Roosevelt,

7 as well

as King
for
Puerto tapped
Rico, Feb.
April| Jan. 14 stand at

Orleans,

- -- Jonah Jones to the Chase. St. sonal
Tvtis aren jing Ree “ a 4!! Chubby Checker has been signed: Bobby Troup will. .be followed at } County Cuncil.
Set,

o>

-,

Leon

mm

a

Bibb

repeats

into th2 ecosev stn ee

“Nov.

vefore, Endicott, SY.
Ronnie, former maitre

at

Orleans, June 7... Barry
the; ro the Eden Roc, “Miami

Sisters
Beach,

Copacavana,

to

the; Jan

to the!

moved

over

Theatres, cinemas, restaurants, vaude theatres and clubs are iricluded.

]
r-j
Cabaret Riviera by Jon & Sondra
Blue! ‘many
:for a tour
of France,for Italy, Ge
and England
which he |Steele. in for 10 days beginning

>

the

A.wwel Feb. 15... . Walt Leahy;
ari Lou Pavlis current at the Bel- aes

24 . . . Vie

Damone

any planning applications involving demolition of a theatre in Central:
London unless provision is made for a new. theatre tobe built on the
‘}same site.

Dallas

Teddy

,in the London County Council's list of assembly ‘places. The planning

| committee of the LCC has adopted the. policy that it will not approve

17.

Phillips

orch due

¢

at the

Murpby, whose death was reported last issue,
Canelot .. . Diek Ruedebush to: Diplomat, Miami Beach, Dee. 22° Statler Hilton. Hotel Nov. 20 for! ‘brings to
attention various other qldtime monologists specializing in
oper.
at the Metropole Jan. 8. He's on | same
bill with Miss Tucker ;
picied to Abe Turchin ... Rusty;
The Wanderers hit the Living ‘four weeks ... Ray Charles Show :yojitical humor, with or without the dialeets of .yesteryear. which. are

*arren preems at the Orbit Room, -; Room
Houston, Nov. 21...
Jane Russell
bookea for Chica 40°s Living Room:

Jon

March

Tony & Eddie go to the |

“Senator”

Francis

plays the Dallas Memorial “Arena | now no longer. heard ‘theatrically,
One. was Cliff Gordon, brother‘of
Nov. 27... Limeliters have a Nov. vaudeville and legit producer Max Gordon. Half a century ago Gordon

19.

24 solo stand at State Fair Music was on the boards with routines written by Aaron Hoffman, the same

Chicago

, gagman who concocted Nat Wills’ “Hortense” ‘and Julian Rose’'s. “Levit-.
and°ting Century Room shows w ith the! |sky at the Wedding” routines..
current Tobi Reynolds,. has the
the:
Wanderers
Three for
Nov.
Carmel Quinn played the Vic- paimer House Dec. 10-23, follow-’ opening
. . .-Leé Sharon, “xotle
tory Variety Show -at Purdue U. ‘ing which room will go dark for: who starfed here, now at the New
Friday
«27> and Saturday
..
ia week...
Jo Ann Val plays the;
_ Jon & Sondra Steele|
The Lanai .Restaurant, N.Y.,
Johnny Baratuda back at the Afri- | Drake Hotel Dec. 1 for a fortnight. Carousel .
pay
their. ‘annual visit to the
ean Rvem after a recent accident :
which — recently
inaugurated
a.
Room darkens for 10 days follow-| Cipango Club. Dec. 26, for one
dance " policy, has expanded to
stone Cna ey nolds - the Bee |
‘ing, then brings in Myron Cohen;
k . .. French Sisters. at the
talent
for
one
night
weekly
only.
Carmel, formerly the tall man in: et 29-Jan. 2. ti _ Dick Gregory hew Village Club for two frames.
Huntsville, Tex.,. Nov. 7. .| Spot. will do a Hawaiian show as
Vietor Borge has a Nov. 13
the Ringling Bros. and Barnum & ; 2"
orrie
.Dentiey |Ske
I.
The 30th annual’ Texas Prison ‘a come-on for Sunday nights.
TD
|
; Mister
Kelly's
Nov.
20-Dec. 3 -e
“| date at McFarlin
Auditorium .. .}
‘Gregory also down for Freddie’ S,; Mark: Carroll, singer 88"er, into : Rodeo closed here Sunday (29)
Joe Kipness and Monte. Proser
Minneapolis, Dec. 4-16.
Ced’s indefinitely .
. Taylor & | with the largest final show crowd operate the spot,
+
Jackie Gayle and Jack Teagar- Mitchell, comics, bowed at King’s:
in the histery of these events. An
den orch booked for the Tidelands, |
t Club Oct. 30 for a. fortnight.
‘estimated 27,000 attended ‘the last |
Houston, Dec. 18 for two weeks.
performance "for a total of 109,000
Henny Youngman and Diana Trask |
i
for the five Sunday shows. The
set for the Riviera Club, K.C., Dec.|
:
PROFESSIONAL GAG neevece.
shows are presented each Sunday
THE LATEST — THE G
+22 for two... Jamie Lynn Trio
during the month of October,
TH
‘- down for La Fiesta, Juarez, Dec. 13!
Now. in. Its 134th Issue, ‘containing
‘Helping
to
pull
the
heavy
at. stories,
one-liners, poemettes,
song
. Continued trom page 62. —
-for a fortnight ... Andy Williams —
tendance
were
Chuck
Connors,
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mone
set for the Shamrock, Houston, ©
parodies, -double . gags,
bits.
4 that helped reestablish the’ organi-,; Star of tv’s “Rifleman”; baseball’s
44 R ED 97
Intros,
impressions. and
im[Dec. 21-31.
personations,
poi lcal,
interruptions [zation. He's ‘their Abbott Emeritus. Mickey Mantle, along. with inmate
Thoughts of the Day, Hurnorous Views |
Tiders
and _ entertainers
who
-a
perennial
title
denoting
retiref the News, Vignettes, etc...
;
rounded out the two-hour performHollywood
Anita
Bryant
tees off- South |ment from an active career with ance.
$25 YR—SINGLE ISSUES $3
Fisatie, ‘London
Openihe.

for

a

Nov.

_

he Four Saints, Guy Marks
the Elkins
Sisters
set for

= iTV"§ Connors, Baseball’s

“Lanai« TalentTest |

Mantle, Candy Barr Wow |
Em at Tex. Prison Rodeo

DOES

“THE COMEDIAN”

AGAIN!|
HENRY

--‘Priars

ALLEN
QUARTET
Currently (Return Engagement)
TOWN

- America

TAVERN. Toronto
2 Weeks

| Nov.

20-1

Wk.

(Return

Engagement)

EMBERS, New Yerk City

|Lake

ov. 26—

DUPONT SHOW, NBC.-TY

Tahoe

KLEIN'S STEAK HOUSE
.

HICKORY GRILL

Fairmont

Hotel, |who

BY

Tel.: PL 1-3344

Gloria

De

Haven

MORAY

Elko,

Thanks

Mr

.

JOE

Joe

GLASER,

ia
raters
P>

CORP,

Pres

set

for
Me

‘Nov. 11... Liberace into the Latin , started off with a reference to the! The most. recent casualty of the
. Casino April 16...
Freddy Gray |
recent AGVA dinner for Sammy | tougher city attitude is the Play| & the Graytones now at the Capri ;
girl Club Lounge, a proposed
. Adam Wade skedded for Car- Davis Jr.
Carter: started off with a contre- tavern for women that never got
lo’s Nov. 15
. Steve Gibson &
{temps
with
toastmaster
Alan
King,?
to open its doors. The ‘Corporation
the Red Caps at the new 21 Key:
the C’Est La Vie.

Kansas City

HILTON

The puest-of-honor “wrapped
‘things up excellently, kidding himself as. well as other subjects. On

his own knack .of predicting show

i

the

Living

King made a good toastmaster
although
there. were
occasions
when some couldn’t tell when he
| was kidding or when. he was on
‘]the square. The room was overcrowded: and extremely warm but,
‘despite the discomfort
the yocks

There. were singers between
including 16 year-old Marilyn. Michael; a personal pair of
ASTDCADESODET CARER aLIRR
UA FLASH
POPOL
CHORE
SOO OOM z
renditions
by Patricia Marand;: and
frvoerir-aveesiayeidvorrnyerieopseepenieicteyssycoeliiensecetoleniapetpestni fleyelinatramee: 3
|a clever pair of tunes by Paul

HOTEL

DIRECTIONAL

09 W.

STEPIN FETCHI

In-Person,

| Susskind Show.”

H up. —

ENTERPRISES |

St.. New York
Circle $3431

.

72 CONSECUTIVE WEEKS OF NEW, CLASS CLUB COMEDY —
_ Now World's
Historical
Dean

of Today’s

Currently, PENTHOUSE

For open

biz events with. infallibility, he
sald that “20 years ago he pre‘dicted Belle. Barth would be a
nun.” Someone else’s. contribution,
he observed, “was as important
‘as the choreography on -the David

= were plentiful. The audience ate if

JERRY LEVY

Zz"smear: ue.
tse:tuetasarintbssemen LLM re seep

Newest
Humorist

with Davis conversion. to Judaism ja ‘membership
solicitation sent.
he was entitled to 3,000: years of; out by the saloon requests physical

| voices
|

sxeeneeme
yd

Hollywood Movies
Bellyiaugh Star
World Comedians

KEY CLUB, Chicago

—

time, contact Al and Max UWerde, 263 a Wabash Avenue
hicago 1, ill.
Phone Cl 6-5284

B&B
COSTUMES
Gowns and Costumes

j who éarlier: used a gag saying that. Counsel’s office wants to know why

of ‘appropriate. telegrams in the
of their senders, which was
Teceived well,

.1/Siouma tenon cmaeseeenrererteea

SHEP FIELDS
Houston, Texas
MOhawk 49307

3rd WEEK —
PALACE THEATRE
* MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

‘the parent.company, MGM .. . Les! gorrm
in ‘his dissertations which: 000 conventioners spent in exeess
+ Elgart plays Sunnybrook Ballroom } also had a fradey leitmotif. He of $200,000,000- here last year.

ears
vase om for DATES and Further Information CONTACT
SHAMROCK

- Senate Probers

a freebie, “Baylos; ___.

suffering from a_break- chef’s . uniform’ fo interrupt the:ithe point is Chi’s” tremendous: in- |
its
‘convention |
“Gown Inn Mel Torme: at the Ree other comics. A funny: man on this ;yestment: -in
occasion.
business. The Jocal Chamber of |
: switched labels from Verve. to!
Jack Carter was also in ‘top! Commerce estimates. that’ 1,155,-

Now Available

2:
a:

does “|

audience subsequently, donning a! was 30 years ago. Perhaps more to

‘Let

FOR. LIMITED ENGAGEMENTS

g:

scored with

wood. that got him prolonged ‘yocks|image from the often lopsided and
and applause. He heckled from. the, outdated picture of Chicago as it

Weber

‘=-hippling Rhythm Orch.
3:

Dept. of Corrections,
her warbling.

‘BILLY GLASON, 208 W. 54th st.
New ‘York City. 19, CO, 5-1316 .

Texas

tradey jokes, directed .at nearby ,ventioners stems :from his concelebs, particularly Harry Bat!»|tinuing efforts to change the city’s
the wealthy shoe-man
from.
Holly-;

the

and his

z

of. the

(

persecution
retroactively.
Carter; statistics
; Connie Francis set for a one- took credit.for that line and King,
;Weeker
at -‘Blinstrubs, . Boston, ‘with good grace, said “So. that’s
ing
Nov.
3
27. While here. for iwhere I -heard it’ Carter distin-|{
guished. himself with the reading

Daniels

aaron

women’s unit

Go

:

Nevada

BOOKING

this was

the

was in top form, with a series of: a=ee== Continued from page 63 Sao

SHEP FIELDS
ASSOCIATED

admission,

$35 YR-—SINGLE ISSUES $4(NO C.0.D.'s

Barr, one of the-inmate vocalists
with the Goree Girls, a.group from

‘ Lover”) in a state hospital in New

| Club, formerly

HOTEL

by. his’ own

Since

Currently

COMMERCIAL

Former nightclub stripper Candy

extremely well when he's not paid.

, Jersey,

EXCLUSIVELY

INTERNATIONAL
TALENT
ASSOC., INC.
65 E. 55th St., New York 22,
YVONNE

wees

', . . Joan

HOUSE

Chicago

REPRESENTED

‘

': Erie Social Club. Nov. 9-11 ...-Al
"Martino works Sciolla’s, Nov. 6-16

Cleveland
Wks. (Return Engagement)

LONDON

Saoj this. organization.

(1: in

Philadelphia

Ohio

Dec, 11—4 Wks. (Return Engagement)

fan. 9—3

Friday

: Frisco, Noy. 16,
. Claude McLin
' warbling at. The ‘Buddha.

Nov. 27-——2 Weeks
Columbus,

tour

|, Paulo . . . Monique van Vooren
The evening was highly. success’ opens Noy. 13 at Sheraton-Black- ful in its comedy, as well as the
: stone Hotel, Chicago... . . Romo
outpouring of substantial citizens.
; Vincent headlines New. Year's Eve |
{ show at Biltmore Bowl .
Ella ; The parade of informal zanyisms:
, Fitzgerald moves
from Harrah's: was started off -by Gene Baylos,

of

potential

INDIVIDUALLY ‘DESIGNED
|.

members. |
:

MADE TO ORDER
.
10 W. 44th St.,N. Ye
cl 5-4660-

"Birdhouse
Ir(l Wants America’ Ss.

H®USE

Top Talent!

If you can fill 350 seats:twice a night, six nights a week; at ‘Chicago’s most receptive showcase nightclub, we want to .
talk with you.

Birdhouse, long the center of jazz in Chicago, isbroadening. oF
its entertainment policy to include the nation’s top combos, _
singers, comics, etc.

Let’s talk turkey, prices and dates.
6322.N. Cicero Ave.
AVENUE 6-0067

Chicago, tt, |

ARTHUR ‘SHERIDAN

H

Fi comics
Hl

Hudson & Brook Morton.
.The sapolioed character of this
soiree is seemingly Intended to
give the “Friars practice :for. the
main event, the Joe E. Lewis. din-

ner in. the grand ballroom of the
Waldorf-Astoria

on

April

Fool’s

Day. A. highly appropriate

date.

Jose,

AUNT.

‘DICK

WESTON»©MARTHA
“Comedy. Ventcilequism

N 90 W.

ON

TOUR

Management: GEORGE. SOARES
4208 Ei Jardin, los Vegas, Nev. De. 42192
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SAM J.LUTZ AND WILLIAM LOEB PROUDLY ACKNOWLEDGE THE NATION-WIDE ACCLAIM GIVEN THEIR CLIENT
ey
MAOLe
Dyes
ve

The platinum-haired beauty broke
in her night club presentationa

akg
spe

ae)
ars
~e

few weeks ago at the 1,000-seat
Chi Chi Clubin Palm Springs,

Calli-

fornia and surprised the critics
with the polish and impact of her
offering.

Gene Knight

NEW

Class act of singing
duction-numbers

YORK

EF
al
ER
ated
Pa2

JOURNAL-AMERICAN

dancing and two big pro-

- looks headed

for big time

in

the night club circurt
Act

stays

na) high

gear

Her finale dance featured eight changes of hats

with almost as many changes in styles of danca fast-paced variation of “Making

SON
MARR
ana
tg
hie!

Whoopee

SO

ing and
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act

disarming

Its diverting

It's Van

DANCES
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Its
v4

Doren

an

appreciable

oTaalol Vat Mohan 1a-141 Tole MEclaloMedsloldaa

Entertaining

if not show-stop-

ping. moments.

Sleek and spectacularly endowed
Miss Van Doren rings the bell with
her

Let's Do It’ spirited finale

Whoopee.

THE WASHINGTON

Don Hearn
DAILY NEWS

She won the applause and adm:ration

of the crowd

with

talent.

She not only sings oare}

Han:
IRAE
Seige
Eager
gd
AN
.

u

her

dances with precision and charm

RY

bur her act 1s big league all the
way

HOLLYWOOD

Mamie

Van
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REPORTER
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real

swingin’ and swingy act at the
Wokalam@lUlelarci:
Ear!
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27th

AT THE CABARET
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and Guy Chandler
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holds well.

Wednesday, November. &, 1961
He’s

bright, pleasing 7 Cocoanut Greve, LA.

amusing comic.
:
“With an. act eyed }.
hungry 1,S.. ¥.
Basin St. East, RN. We
Los Angeles, Nov. 2..:
to the era’s racial troubles.
A
Peggy Lee with Quincy Jones and has a warm appeal:
San Francisco, -Nov. 2.
Sammy
Davis:
Jr.,
Brascia
&
little
of
this,
however,
goes a long| ‘Stan Wilson with Lenin Castro,
Miss
Wilson
comes
through
Orsi
16°, Jimmy Lyons Trio;
with strength, handling vocal gim- Tybee, Dick Stabile Orch
(20);. “way, and ‘Foxx doesn’t have too ‘Charlie Manna, Olga. Sbragia; ‘$3.
$373) music charge.
micks with ease and technical con- $3.50 cover, plus $3 minimum.
{much — except some very blue ‘admission. mo
i trol. ‘She
material — to fill in the gaps.
uses sustained ‘head
Tie
pace
hasn't slackened
He
spends ‘considerable
time
‘So
what
could
be
new
with
i
tones
that
are
sharp
and
clear,
but
|
Enrico: Benducei has: put togethBisin Street East in the past two;
yrars. Pegav Lee, who virtually jhas legit voice to support them. Sammy. Davis. Jr.? Plenty. This. baiting customers, but this doesn’t er an entertaining, ‘highly profes“Born
to
Be
Blue”
and
“This
Time
come
off
too
well
with.
a.
crowd.
gigantic
talent.
seems
to,
be
entersional 90-minute show for his basepr: this fazz room on the map
the Dream’s On Me” swing with ‘ing into a golden era. With added which has been well-exposed to ment. bistro, with folksinger Stan
vy. on Ho Was just getting started in! It
versatility.
‘| suceess, he’s added -a new-found Don. Rickles. Further, he lets the Wilson and comedian Charlie Man-'
1999, is }aek for a five-week runSie sounds much like - ‘Dinah ‘humility and finesse, but retains inevitable little noises of a. night-. na sharing the-honors.
—
trat’s sure to be ropes up andj
Washington and looks as good as his authority and audience: +Yap- ‘club bother him too much.-. On the
hr es outside all the way.
Wilson is a well-mus¢led guitarLena Horne, though she doesn't ‘port as before.
other. hand, his délivery is exce}ist
who.
sings
in
a
light,
fine
voice
Abiss Lee carries a brand of. ex- ! take advantage of handsome physi-:: lent.and some of his material quite
In his ‘current act, Davis deliv-:
and is. superbly | ‘assisted by guieceement
that
few
singers
can‘ cal qualities. Better gowning would .
fresh.in his 30-minute ‘stint.
match and her hour-long set is’:help. Thrush also should stick to ers his usually-unsurpassable tal-| Show's scheduled to run two tarist Lenin Castro (yep, that’s’
paved with such savvy that
the! singing and forget attempts’ at ents—singing, terping, . imitations. '- weeks,
his. real name). ‘They run through
Stef,
but the keyword to the ‘show is—,
te
‘Ithe usual ~folknik repertoire. —:
tabters never seem to tire of heri comedy intro’s which fall fiat.
ar.i could listen to her for twice!
George Shearing, with whom ’ imagination—which showd be tlie}
| “Ghost Riders in the Sky, ” “Fhe
é

H

a. !ong. However, she gives them! xfiss Wilson has recorded on Capi-

code

for’ all

entertainers.

And!

! . Roosevelt Grill. N.Y.

| Wreck

of the John

B,” “Scarlet

tier monies-worth in the sixty} tol, joined singer's Wednesday. (1) patticularly those who: pled tlie; _ Si Zentner Orch U6) with Ben Ribbons,” “They Call the Wind.
minuter with a songbag of ballads.: opener in great stylings of “*Near- saloon floors week after week.
Sherwin; Al Conte Trio; $1-$2 “Maria,” “John Henry”: and a calypso number.
ris?am, oldies and-newies, and all .ness
He shifted. his act a bit from cover.
of You,” .“Green Dolphin
,
dressed up with songmanship and? : Street’
his
Sands
stint,
(closed
two
days
|
and
“Sometimes I'm
But. they alsa bréak out of the
humarous touches when called for. ;| Happy. ”
‘prior to this date), opened with a: ‘The Roosevelt Grill in the hotel. mold a couple. of.times. One time
From the breezy opener, “Hey i Adderly has.a frenetic tenor sax. medley including “You're Mine,” of the same name has teed off its: is when ‘Wilson sings,, very'movingLusk Ale Over.’ until the windup ; and shows it wildly on Thelonious “Still of the Nig&t,” “Blackbird,” jfall season; with Si Zentner’s big ly, “My Yiddishe Mama”; another.
medley of her trademarked tunes _Monk’s “Well, You Needn't,” typi- - segued into throwaway humor and
iband, which has been making a time is. when Castro ‘does ‘a gor‘Manana, * “Why Don’t You Do;; tal of the brassy jazz sounds of his: the Frank Sinatra bit, “River Stay name on the Coast, and for Liberty geous flamenco. solo on his guitar,
“Lover.” “Goin’
Fishing”: i group. Ballad “I Can’t Get Started” , Way From My. Door.” followed by
R ant.”
(
Records.
Ontfit
is ‘in: for four then is joined. by Wilson for a=
hd “Yes, Indeed™)
she doesn’ t: features
Nat
Adderley’s . expert: a’ dedication ‘to. -ringsiding
wife! ; weeks: but judging from its. ‘popu- second guitar number. ‘The pair
miss a stroke. In between, there: ; trumpet, with bass Sam Jones fig-| Mai
Britt, “The Second
Time|Harity: with dancers in the first few kid back and forth, amusingly, and
are such other nifties as “You: ; uring importantly on all entries. |.Around.”
The iist of. impreshes'| days it may hold over.in this color- ‘Wilson also weaves: a couple. of
Got To Have Heart,” done with i Show is through Nov. 19. Dale. :
jokes into. the 40- minute ‘routine..
: included. ‘Cole, -Eckstine,
Laine, tful room. —
an intriguing Latin tempo, the alSatchmo,. Bogart, Robinson; Rains.. ‘| Zentner, who plays trombone in | ‘Manna warms. up the. audience
ways
infectious
“Fever”
and a
Garfield, Steve. McQueen, Cagney, ‘a ‘mellow style somewhat reminis- with some good, newish jokes, does
Sahara, Las Vegas
solid jazz oriented routine that ‘n-|
Shelly
Berman,
W.
C. Fields, : ‘cent of Tommy Dorsy, has a crew a little: bit ‘with: a handkerchief,
cludes “Kansas City.” “I'm Going
Las Vegas, Nov. 1. | Martin & Lewis.
that plays danceable music. And,. ‘then goes into three ‘delicious: set
Ts Chicago” and “No Beans. In| Kay Starr, Dave Barry, Hi-Hat- |
While -the audience rects from‘: ‘after all, that’s a prime requisite pieces: in the first he’s # long(2),
! ters
Boston.”
Moro-Landis
Dancers" his . rapidfire delivery, Davis slips.’
‘ for this. spot. Batoner has been car- hair kid trying:to peddle .a.Christ- |
(18),
Her musicianship is always in
Louis Basil Orch (12); pro- into his taps, bats out. “Fascinatin’:;rying on.
one-man crusade to mas carol on Tin -Pan Alley: ‘in
the forefront no matter what style: duced by Stan Irwin; choreogra-_ Rhythm” and 4 semi-serious Span-. bring back the band business. And thé second,: which -is extremely:
she’s tacklicg. There's also added;; phy, George Moro; stage direction,:
’t ish numbers. To cap a perfectly- ; the way his. outfit clicks, this en-- fresh. he “pays. tribute” to. the
Insurance that the set will be: Sy Lein; $4 minimum.
| rounded show he begs-off to vocal-::gagement may be a step_in the body’s white and red cells; in the
firmly baseds with musical plusses
third. he:“converts” an old Warner.
‘izing “Black Magic.” “Lady Is: right direction.
with the Quincy Jones orch in her
Kay Starr returns with the warm :
Tramp.” “Maria” and the score of
Such faves as. “Raindrops” and prison film’ into a ‘Broadway . muvo-"
support. The 15-piece group with personality and recognizable
sical.
“Because
They're
Young’
have
“Porgy
and
Bess”—backed
only:
Jones up front lays down a beat calisthenics which are an easy bet:
by: drums.
When called for en-: . been outfitted by Zentner in rich}. Manna’ S: hightclub comic concepthat’s strong and sharp but al-jte Keep the Congo Room densely 1
‘arrangements
and =done: with a tions are original. He has _care|
cores.
Davis
modestly.
said.
“I’m
'
waxs working in her favor. It's;populated
for
the. next. three
by the pleasant- not going to do any more." A voice -swingy. light beat. Also. included fully honed kis material so that
a parlay that is continually stimu- weeks. Backed
sounding Stanley Boys (41, Miss from the rear. shouted, “Wonder- Ijin the band’s varied repertoire are he can use. his excellent Singing
lating.
well- balanced,
nostalgia- ful'” It was., Dean. Martin and .it| “Autumn in New York,” “Dancing voice to best effect:
The Jimmy Lyons Trio, lammis- }: Starr's
ters from the Blue Angel, a few t tinged repertoire includes “Lone-; 5!ignaled the audience calling Mar- on the Ceiling, " “Always Chasing | ‘Olga Sbragia. -accompanied: by:
He “paged Rainbows" and “Isn't .It Roman- pianist Richie Crabtree and bassist
blocks nerth. suppiy pleasant mu- some Road,” “Dry Bones” ‘(with '!tin to come onstage.
‘tic.” Zentner scores with his trom- Carlos | Duran, opens: show’ withSical interludes while everyone is the entire cast». and her familiar; fellow “Summiteers” Peter Law-.
ford and Joey Bishop whoa did- a --bene on “When a Gypsy Makes a some. Italian pop. songs — she’s.
“Wheel of Fortune.”
waiting for the main event..
Violin Cry as well as with *“Rain- quite good, but. ought to learn a.::
fast
nine
minutes.
winding
up
with
:
Dave Barry, as comedy star of
Gros.
few new ‘numbers.
7
‘the bash, introduces new sound }their “Birth of The Blues” quartet.:. drops.”
‘Ben Sherwin. ..an EI. Paso. youth |. : Show runs through-Nov. 12, with
‘The
audience
begged
for
more.
effects to his aliways-weltome hag.
Flame Room, Mpis.
of laugh gimmicks. He also comes : But. as so rarely happens, the, show . who has the voice and Jooks to: got Wilson held over four more weeks’
| places. makes his best impression after that. date.
up with a batch of new. situation quit while. ahead:
Stef.
Minneapolis, Nov. 3.
Earl Wrightson, Irving Actman, stories and one-Hners.. His version; ‘Dick Stabile and his fine musi- ! warbling. “It Could Happen To.
d “I'll Remember April.” ‘|
:
You”
cians
(20)
handled.
the
show.
and
;
Danny Ferguson Orch. (7); $1.50-| of rocket ships and a Mario Lanza:
Rhodes ba- | The mal Conte Trio, here for): . Shamreck, Heuston
takeoff are outstanding. Barry
$2 50 cover.
Houston, Nov. 2.
adding an ‘occasional years, rolls along with a big lineup
shows again tirat he’s a’ strong ad- Cae
of tunes and vocals.
Wear.
Dennis .Day, D’Honau Sisters,
turn at the 88 for Davis. Michael
His busy television schedule pre-!! dition to any bill.
Don
McGrane
Orch.
(11); no cover
‘Silva
is
Davis’-great
drummer.
In
The
Hi-Hatters
(2)
warm
up
the
cludes his playing many club dates
}or minimum.
keeping. with the current “West!
which may explain why this is Earl stage with a topnotch demonstraKing: Edward. Torente
Wrightson’ s first return visit to; tion of solid hoofing which keeps. Side Story”. trénd, Stabile pre- |
Toronto, Nov. 1. _
Dennis Day, wk. as. Sack: Bena
five-minute
overture|
this ornate supper club In the Ho-;imost toes in the audience keeping. sented
Ruth Walker, Billy ‘Williamson ny’s timid tenor, is a well-roundedtel Radisson in over two years. time. The sepia. couple follow a from the score. Brascia. & Tybee’
Orch
{7):;
$1.50
and $2 cover performer. who's making his third
production
number who can dance, launch this show
Last time he was here it was as, Moro-Landis
AFri-Saty
appearance at. the Shamrock. Hila member of a trio presenting the which is a salute to San Francisco, with a 12-minute tour of their
| ton’ s International Club, He’s stilt
Package |..
neatly staged “Salute to Sigmund complete with cable. cars, featur- sexuberant ._rputines.Socialite-singer Ruth Walker re- in fine: ‘voice, does. ‘great -impresing the 18 “Most American Girls closes Nov. 22 with the Grove dark
Romberg.”
turned for a fortnight at the plush | sioris: (Charley Weaver, Lawrence
on Thanksgiving, |Nat -Cole bows
Back
this time
as a single, In the World.”
Oak Room of the King Edward
Welk,.a Japanese rock & roller)
The
Stan
Irwin
presentation, on the. 24th.
Army.
Wrightson is near perfect for this
|
Sheraton Hotel and scored with tells . ‘good. Stories, Some in dialect,
room, siated to shutter later this woven gracefully by the Louis Bathe customers — when caught— ‘and even’ doesa few steps. of an
month. A mystery is how the hand- sil orch (12), is in until Nov. 14
| staying on for 35 minutes. Clad
New ‘Fack’s, |S.F.
Irish jig.
some, goateed baritone has been when Ken Murray, Marie Witson..
-in a tight-fitting, blue-beaded gown,
San Francisco, Nov. 3.
missed by Broadway musical pro-|the Mills Bros. and Leo Diamond |.
‘she opens to @ fanfare and moves | Pa
--He
ison
47 tinutes, and.
ditors
are for
reluctant to let him
.
Duke.
Kay Stevens. & Her Trio, Redd
ducers. His singing quality and| open.
into a boisterous “Everything's
‘Foxx, Vernon Alley 3; $2.50 addelivery surpass that of most stage
This
time
around.
Day’ leans.
0.
! Coming Up Roses.” Blond warbler,
mission,
show tunes and the Irish stand-.
toppers.
aided by a hand mike, slides into |
Ivery: Tewer,. Ss. Mi.
Wrightson's sharp handling of
ards,
including
opener,
“Every-“I Love to Love” for tempo change
Santa Monica. Cal., Nov. 1.
Kay Stevens is living proof that:
both new and old show tunes is
thing's Coming Up Roses,” “Gal-.
Mark III Trio (Hal Herwit. Jerry | a girl. doesn’t have to be beautiful and completes the set with “Just way Bay,” “Kevin Barry.” “Irish
impressive. His songalog includes
a Bowl of Cherries.” She follows.
the title song
from; “Camelot” : Snyder, Tad Diltz};: no cover, no to wow a crowd. .Ability—and par- with a medley of oldies including
Eyes Are Srailing” and begoff,.
°
ticularly a desire to work—seem
“Elisa” and “They Call the Wind mininum..
.
“I Cried for You” and “After: “May You: Always
to.be
more
pertinent
assets
today.
Maria” from “Paint Your Wagon,”
The D'Honau Sisters are capable’
You’ve
Gone.”
both
done
in
torch.
Leon Becker Tuesday (31) night In 50. minutes. of physical strain,
and “Ail the Things You Are.”
4nshow
opener,
éxhibiting
interstyle, and then into a bouncy.
Singer also scores with an Italian teed off new entertainment policy she simply overwhelms this audi “Chicago” and “Sister: Kate,” lat- esting precision steps, but .they’re.
medley and other fresh selections. for his beach. restaurant-art gal- ence with a combination of humor ‘ter complete with convolutions.
reviewed furthér. under: New Acts.
lery
with
‘first
local
appearance
of
(a.
trifle
blue
at
times,
but
‘very
Pianist-director
Irving
Actman,
ij Don McGrane Orch does good.
III Trio, versatile young funny), pathos and straight song | All arrangements are by. Morny |.
working with Wrightson for the Mark
e.
Miss
Walker
is. a. backing job. But it should be even
first time, does a topnotch job. ¢ folk and jazz performers who show -belting. It is a fine act ‘and should
better. when Day’s.-musical direcspell “money. for
anyone “who looker and can sing with salesDanny Ferguson’s band, Flame plenty of pop potential.
manship, She’s in the Oak Room ‘tor, delayed in arriving here, takes.
Youngsters,
Hal Herwit, Tad
books it.
Room regular for the past year, is
till Nov. 11. Apart from. club dates, over: 88s. for second night,
Miss Stevens isa tall, almost her next booking is a 15-day tour
pleasing as always in supporting Diltz and Jerry Snyder, are expert
vl
Skip...
the vocals and playing for dinner musicians with smooth, pleasing gawky woman with bright. red hair, of NATO bases in Britain, France |
dancing.
; yocal blend. Materiat ranges from: and lovely grey-blue eyes, and she ard Germany:
_McStay.
wa
alker Heiel; Terenio.
Wrightson is here through Nov. commercial folk ‘stylings through ‘comes. on in a jlow-cut gown and
'n” roll, standards and e pick coat. Her first number is very.
Phyllis
Diller, this! rock
‘Yoronto, Oct. 31.
15. Comic
fast, a working: up of dozens of pop _ Skylane Inn, Heuston
Gillian Grey,. Jimmie
Amaro
hitery’s attendance record holder, switch to straight near-classics.
Houston,
Nov.
1.
Much. like Australian song -“U- songs, phrases and gags. She folQuartet; no vover.
comes in for following fortnight
| Richie Bros., Bill Gannon Trio;
With room going dazk after Noy. A-La Shay-la," “Man” and “Val- lows with what she calls “Around
1
$3
minimum.
erie” is original, with boys. adding the World in a Cumberbund”’—
‘First. time - at: the -posh Franz
3).
Rees.
many special lyrics to standard méaning “80 Days”’— ‘and sings it |
Josef - Room,- red-haired. and tall
Richie Bros. (3) appear to be ' Gillian Grey .opens cold with. a.
stuff. At their best. in double time. slow, then swings it fast, dancing
good musicians, but their comedy.
arrangements, they integrate com- to: her’ own: song.
(rescende, L. A.
bouncy “Just-in Time.” She segues:
edy patter between entries though |
A superb. version of “I Wish I does not seem to hit mark in this: into a2. ballad. styled | “How Much
Los: Angeles, Nov. 2.
Like My. Sister Orbit Room, although .it might|‘Do. I. Love -You?’’:and. iramediately. :
Dick
Gregory.
Nancy
Wilson, this has not yet been developed Could Shimmy
Kate" follows and Miss Stevens bring . -back ‘purlesque.. Lou,. the “proves to.the customers her savvy
Cunnonbali Adderley; $2.50 cover, : and falls flat.
“Just Because”—“Hold That Ti- tops herself with her piece de comic, frantically shifts from bass. of the lyrics and a neat phraseolo-treodrink minimut.
ger"—“Bill
Bailey”
medley
is resistance,
a soulful, ‘restrained to skins to clarinet, and actually fy. She also holds those high notes.
‘with -an .ease that reflects her
Jazz and comeds mix handsome-— ‘pright with “Alabamy Bound” fea- rendering of “My. Man. * Before is expert with latter. .
Comedy
is _generally
plue, musical ‘show.and tv background...
turing
solid
banjo
work
by
Snyder.
singing this she sets the scene by
ly in current bill, with comic Dick ;
Gregory maintaining sharp. satiric | Highlight is fresh arrangement ‘of | telling the story of Fannie Brice’s there’s much slapping, and about.| Soprano slips. into. a ‘naughty .
a 15 minute
segment
concerns “Only Girl in Town.” “Granada”
patter in his own relaxed. style
j-‘Saints .Go Marchin’ In,” while} love for Nicky Arnstein.
and singer Nancy Wilson hitting ;Herwit has a strong piano solo on. Through all of this runs Miss. rapid mouthing of tongue-twisting and “A Good Man ‘is Hard to Find,”
lyrics
that
can
only
lead
to in- father is accompanied by impres-‘Exodus.”
|
Stevens’.
sweet,
funny
smile,
her
hizh note of styling that makes:‘
pronouncing
some sions of Zsa Zsa. Gabor and MariGroup ‘uses eche-phonic mikes brassy Mermanesque
voice, her advertently
she: Coast debut a winner. With
with good musical.sound, though it: odd facial expressions and, most of four-letter words. Results are Bene lyn Monroe, whith are hilarious.
Cannonball
Adderley
Quintet
1i. punding out frenetie jazz pace.. | negates clarity of lyrics and speech. all, her compelling, ‘nay, over- erally ‘sour despite energtic milk- but without malicé: Slides into a.
slow ‘tempo of “Poor. Butterfly,” -.
because the long. narrow
room whelming, personality.
She gets | ing.
show has plenty of appeal.
Gregory continues general ma-!can’t take it. They would be wise strong backing from her trio and a | Only in closing does team show then does a. request from ‘the, ffoor
from __ the spark, and this is some first-rate of “Fascination.”
t vial associated with him, deliver ito limit echo to gimmick use for. tremendous ‘ovation
‘crowd, which barely noticed “that jazz featuring clarinet, accordion.
Miss Grey was on 30 minutes
ir. it with constant dangiing ciga- j effect...
Trio is in for four weeks, with her mike ‘was onthe dlink. during and. electric guitar. Richies have when caught at) second well-atrette cand well-timed shuffling pat-!
talent, but act needs transfusion tended show. She- ‘scored heavily
much of her act.
ters Stuff is aimed at comedy, but two week options afterward.
Skip. Jand is in till. Nov. T1.. . Mestay.
Red Foxx is a bright, sometimes for: nitery appearances.
bas ring of social comment that
at|
Date.

_Wednesday ‘November 8,. 1961
Sands, Las Vegas

‘NIGHT

SLARIETY

- “1work himself ine“Quartet cavorted

ChiPlayboy:
P
Club’s“Adult
Disneyland’ Adds Another |
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Stuart:. stage” direction,;astic abandon.
netites prove a nice-loching seng
Nov. 4.
Empire, Glasgow
‘Kent“held his own, ‘but. how. do| “The. ‘Playbay Chicago,
Harold Dubrow; $4. minimim.
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trio of distaffers whe need a gic: tGlasgow, Nov. 2.
—_—_—_—_you follow: such a formidable. four: -been
expanding
herizéntally
by |
Relte 21058
Phil Raymond
presentation
vf er impact. Gorden
Frank -Sinatra's: opening in.the: some? He: didn't: He ‘joined them, |.adding clubs in other cities (Miami }°The
Ning & Frederik Shou.” with ;the Keuse orch.
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entire
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& Bernie Winters,
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‘British vaude. The Nina & Freda Reprise album, and nohe.of “The!Kent could find. his quip come! on the fifth floor ot the ‘Club ‘and Burdon,. Three Sonnettes, Gordon. ierik act is obviousiy pulling in
Associates” joined him -onstage.. true with another. round like -this. ‘js the third show room in the self- {L. Rolfe house orch.
imany of the hoity-toity caviar set
although: one of ‘them’ (Sammy Da- |. Kent himself hits the blue line: styled “Disneyland for Adults.”
Nina’ & Frederik,
folk-singing ;Who normally woulen't grace a
vis Jr.) was ‘yingsiding.
‘as far as it will go. With Rickles.
1 British music. hall. If this is af
duo,
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a
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‘Including: ‘the introductions of - and, particularly, Leonard dealing
Piayhoy ¢Yuh. Chi
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wile
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act of songs from various lands, ;‘any avail in helping to icvnne flag~
celebs,. Sinatra: did a 70-minute. additional Stuff on .even ~wilder | Larry: Storen. Don Brooks Three, }‘and
score
with
a
quiet
natural j ging yaude.
then Is welcome.
.
tabanet
turn, “the. likes ‘of which- only he - levels. the: v -hole- thing Was, hi-; Davy Karr, Harold: Harris Trio;.
(jcrd,
‘style that has the. outfronters
can rhuster—one
which is bot larious..
$2.50
50 cov
cover.
|
‘poised
to
listen
to
eyery
note.
Act,
easy-going: and ‘exciting. In the
| Gener al tenor: settled. on 3ex
i
and !
Bobine, Paris
‘recently hypoed via tv dates, inmiddle. of his. sdngalog,..he got
F
“The
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new
room.is
the.
handsomest
j
we
.
show. biz,, Kent. dwelling heavily
| eludes its wk.
“Little Donkey”
.
Paris, Oet. 24.
-yocks. with: his’ description of. the.
in the club and- rates as-one of
ion ‘campy. ‘bits. ‘Only |fully-devel- i
Achille Zavatta & Co. :4i, Jean
‘among’ tunes, aS well as. “Long
=
“Sergeants Three’ location ‘filming
the more attractive spots in Chi.Dart
|
Cannone
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Ane
ry
oped: areas Were a couple of songs,
|
Time
Boy.”
“Come
Back,
Lisa’:
Raymond,
Frida
Boccara, Gelsu,
at Kanah,:Utah; more laughs came.
| Seating 120, it’s wood. paneled .and
‘a nice “reverting” bit and a real
Valdes Marionettes, Michet sh Mi«
from_ his. River’ Stay Away’ From:“vaude
affords the most: generous lebens-;‘and “When Woman Say No, She
scene
in
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hich
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eats
light-mery,
Franklin
Mall;
}Means
Yes.”
Male
half
is
tall.,
$1.50- ED.
‘raum Of any of. the club’s: rooms.!
“My Door”: parody: (by © Sammy:
‘ed ‘cigarettes and matches...
‘(The ‘Library seats ‘70, the main :--bearded type, and distaffer is slen“Cahn) telling: of the’. airplane. he
Feta
NaS
Tommy. Leonetti. opens “with set room Penthouse 135. In addition. jder
Things
are
not
going
‘oq. well
with
lotsa
blonde
looker
recently bought. :
“of. standards delivered ‘jn stock the club has two other rooms for beauty,
in the circus setup in Franceé<so
His songs ‘included. “One I Love :
ballad stylé. Ex-“Hit Parade”. sing- ‘food and drink.)
inoted
clown
Achille
Zavatta
turned
Act,
which
has
much
potential
Maitre d’ for
Belongs To Somebody: Else,” “In: .er. “needs. flashier arrangements.
the room is Murray Becker; former ; for class cabaret and restaurant ! to films and yideo. and now to
bee
ae
ven’a
. The. Still -Of Fhe Night,” “Imagi- ;
‘and - ‘brighter - ‘tone, hasn't. yet Library captain.
music hall. A series of skits brings
|
dates,
has
polished
backing
from
|
nation,” “Moonlight | In. Vermont,”
jlearned -solid vocal technique.: He's
If anyone can he called a head- j the Maleolm Mitchell Trio, English, out his proficiency in clowning,
“Rainy.
“Lady: .Is’-a Tramp,” an
and’ goodlooking, but. -sings liner. in. the club‘s free-wheeling |combo led -by a relaxed Mitchel ,“mime and musicianship. But singDay.” Bill Miller, at’ the 88 guided:[tall .
‘ers are the main program Seads
i
back.
‘in’
his
throat.
and
comes
Of,
format, Larry Storch. is that inthe | on guitar.
the bash for Las Vegas’ top name
dull.
Playroom. He’s a glib comic dialec- | In the support layout, Vic Perry,;‘these days except for an occasioral
attraction,- fronting ‘the. Antonio}
. Herb Dell Trio" backed. Show ticilan. who -enhances his sharp | English-born: entertainer who has; comedian. Zavatta looks in for an
“Morelli.or¢h. (27)..
‘is in: through Nov. (22,
Dale.
in this nabe
{ ethnic’ portrayals with some ‘break-!i worked many U. S. dates, provides |‘okay three weeks
Marty Allen -&° ‘Steve. ‘Rossi ‘re-|
}up mugging.
Only’ new item: in la fast 12-minute aud-participation ., house. However, he hasn't the pull
“+. turn for this one, bringing in.a
for bigger house needs.
jact
that
goes
with
rapid
pace
and—
his
repertoire
since
last.seen
is
an
batch of new material to. add to
International, ByNX.
A clever idea is his ‘putting on
value.
their extremely ‘potent .bag of - Myron Cohen, Karen Chandler, interview with a Congolese who has strong. entertainment
:his clown
makeup
in audience
Jaugh-pulling .gimmicks: which has ‘Mikes Durso :& ‘Aviles orchs. ‘Boots learned his English over shortwave. ‘He invites assorted customers on :
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It shows his transformation
‘to
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innate
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and
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They-deliver
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of. up-to-the-minute |‘humor...
tsured -b‘o:- personality at this ‘spot..
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is featured in-the ‘holdover Renne- identification with. many’ of. his. some- lightweight terping on the. ‘Show: Exits to solid palming.
(cheating
on him welds his perminuscule -. ‘stage.
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Salici Puppets are a Continental
Stuart production number..
‘?| characters. His _albym of tales are
‘material is on the cornball side, duo. Offering some colorful pup- sonality into a resiliency that pro-.
Dean Martin returns’ Nov: 15.
|-handiled -with charm and -frequent!duces
yocks.
His musical clowni but ‘it is. all “well received by the|petry ina miniature music hall:
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dy telling -effect.on. the. auditors. Iclientele...
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characters
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‘is almost: entirely ‘different ‘than
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first,,
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world
for
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Frankporting cacts:'are. devoid of‘ splid ings. are “decorative and’ spice’ up you’ look or listen. brings a 10‘As always the Satzuma Plum his-‘lin Moll. fans a couple of paper
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act. with
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with a ‘quaret_of crossovers: and a
bright. slapstick
pantomime in an
opera: box. are delightful. latter
done for first time at .the. club:

Room’s.-entire

staff. participates

* in. show, which ran 105 minutes at
‘Tuesday: opening but .will.cut to
90: . Bartender ‘Richard Cannon,

bus. hoy: Mel: ‘Bryant . and. waitress:
Mimi’ Dillard make (a pleasing.
sepia singing trio. Featured. singer-

omedienne Allison:McKay

needs

styling and arrangements ‘and. Ray:

. Kansas City,.Nov: 30,-

Qualey’s second. rate. vaude. stuff
warbling several’ tunes wihile ‘sithas’ no impact.
Comics .Cully Richards -‘& Sid: ting: in at the. piano. and ZtombinGray for
7 Fields . hold -their’ own with .some’ ing with guitarman John
-timeworn bits. ‘Singer Mike -Milo somé lively instrumental ‘bars. His
-has pleasant: Hight. voice ‘and needs songalog. runs.’ through’. “Thou
, more. mike, .. while ‘Myrna . Ross Swell;” Jamboree. Jones,” “Try. a
‘Needs, more: pep.
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For 65 minutes: at ‘the first show, doing so, because. they obviously
Kaye sang and. danced through 2a. love what they can do with a beat-!
when
they
finish
to- —
‘Continued from page 39 =a
|
thoroughly
| enjoyable. turn. Since especial
. Julie ©London, - Bobby." "Troup,
gether. .
Tommy: Reed. Orch 6); $3. cover. ‘his -voice is easily recognizable,
Though:
the
star.
Armstrong :"New York.” Cates said that the mithe gave a perfect..Danny Kaye-|gives full play to the talents of his gration to the Coast has picked up
The new “Cabaret :‘Riviera - con- ‘type. sound to his. songs, opening pianist, trombonist, clarinetist. bass recently with some 50 to 60 NY.
tinues: its policy of sturdy names t with. a revival spiritual number ‘fiddler and drummer. They are all directors moving westwards
this
with © Julie. ‘London’ and: Bobby called °“Keep Your . Nose to the ‘specialists
znd highly
talented j ear as against only about 15 to 20
‘Troup. ‘in for «a. fortnight. Pair Grindstone.”.
tour-de-force originals.. In all they;‘a cauple of years ago. In addiNostalgic bits: included “Anatole
Wrap up.a: fine blend of songs and
another group of N.Y. direeshoot for the bleachers with 18 ‘tion.
;
jazz. “making .50 minutes of. sock |of Paris,” “Dena.” ‘and his. familiar ’ numbers, . among. them
being tors virtually commute to the Coast
entertainment. House:..was ‘jammed. community. Sing ‘with “Minnie the “When It’s Sleepy. Time Down {to work on film assignments during
from the: first show,’ and .indica- Moocher” in’ which .he ‘has fun South,” “My Old Louisiana Home.” |the lean days at home.
tions are “it will -be bulging with’ With his audience and: vice versa. “Swing on Basin Street,” “How
There
is, moreover.
little incustomers ‘throughout’ the._engage- ‘Two of the three dancing Dun- Jazz Music Is Made,” “Blueherry centive for new creative talent to
hills joined him at one point for ‘Hill’. and ‘Mack The Knife.”
ment.
'
aim for the director’s chair.
In
|: Jewell
Troup has the opening? Ssession, : a@ very funny session. of terping.
Armstrong's the old days, youngsters would.
Brown.

Cabaret. Riviera: K.C.

“T’ve Got My. Love To Keep: Me
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and prep the: crowd. for Miss Lon-’
don:

- She .breezes.

into..

“Easy
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own. Sammy Prager. at the 88, and
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A’ néw Donn ‘Arden. production
number | tabbed “Everything's Com:
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end-in an orange frock that does ; upwards
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.
number
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| for
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‘over. here .many years, but still
-handing on to her Anglican origin
and accent, opens the shaw. She
had to open cold, for the house's
temperature was set for wraps
Tather than Strapless gowns. Hers
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of black velvet,

through

by moving
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and.
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are willing to lose the various
union privileges and protection for
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importarice
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in the
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~ron a ‘pace with experience in big- |
‘}ger layouts.
_
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‘Crompton ambles onstage smok: ing a cigarette, then proceeds to |
give out with some. offbeat humor
liberally. ‘sprinkled with ribticklers,
|.
vaudery customers. The irclusion a-curious but profitable. mixture.
of something from fhe top 20 might}. ‘Considering he has been doing
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. ° Stabile Ore. .
gain them even wider: approval.|mainly cabaret work, comic's act 20 Mins.
MUSIC
HALL — Loray White, La
‘CRESCENDO
— Dick Gregory» Nancy Gord,
Village Vanguard. N.Y.
| transfers quite well. to the theatre. ‘Griswold, Richard Vance, Corps de. Bal- Wilson, Cafinonall . Addberly.
let, Rockettes, Raymond Paige Ore.
os — Jessica James, Jack Elton,
In her debut at the Village Van- |
He has a-bright delivery of jokes:
Sieve La Fever. .
with a bare minimum of sex angles.
AUSTRALIA
geaid.
Ada
Lee
displays
soime ;; JOSH WHITE JR.
LE CRAZY HORSE—Le. Crazy Horse -RaSome parts. of his material are | MELBOURNE. (Tivell).— Frank Berry, vue, 2d Edition, :Clare Nevers, -Diane
vucal prowess but not very muck |Songs
Pat Gregory, Jodie Gray; Howard Hardin, D’ Orsay, Saundra, The. Happy Jesters.
old, ‘but crisply and well rewritten. Joe
35
Mins.
MOULIN
ROUGE—Louis © ‘Prima, Sam
Haryey
Christopher,
Chisolm,
individuality as a stylist. Ske has}
‘| Act is delivered with atms folded, Weber, De. Sone " Dee, Trapinos, Maria’ Butera, Witnesses. °
‘Le Hibou, Ottawa
Ken Mackey, Adrienne Erdos,.|’ ‘SLATE BROS, — Lenny Kent, : Betty
Blanche,
a strong voice into which she inchatterbox style. .
| Reilly, Herbie Delt Tri
Lewis
Comparison of father and .sonj
jeets considerable
warbling
and |
. STATLER ‘HOTEL—- “Playmates: in’ Rio,”
SY DN
N eny (Tivolt — Don ‘Tannen,
“On the debit:.side, Crorapton
is inevitable since folk chanter
McKay Skinnay’ Ennis ‘Ore.
& Rosita, Four. Kovacs,
‘would do well to invest in: smarter | Lucio
cnuanges .of phrasing,
which,
if
YE. LITTLE
CLUB _ Ruth. Olay, ‘Joe
-Romayne,- Daniele Dorice,. Hal
Bros.
1 Josh White Jr. closely ‘resembles | stage dress. Before a more critical Roach,
(@.
.
& pomay Rodrigues, David Fuller Felix’.Group
toned down somewhat and given; his father’s style and appearance.
Trio, ‘Leo Arnol, Robin. Hardiman.
¥
.
.
sune direction could put her voice | There are instances when the son audience his props may detract
from his. overall performance.
(|.
LAS. VEGAS
BRITAIN
to better advantage.
seems to exceed his paternal exGord.
GLASGOW:
(Empire)—Ken Dodd, Clin- F DESERT. tNN—Danny Kaye, ° Dunhills, - .
She tries some scat work with !:cellence.
Jr. has solid artistry in.
will Mastin Trio), ‘Brasela & Tybee, Dick 7oo

i

HUB BOARD SUSPENDS

moderate
effectiveness
but with; ‘both voice and hands, guitaring
this effort, as with a good deal of consistently ‘saunding like a pit
her styling, Miss Lee keeps re-. ‘band and giving the impression
minding
the listener
of other more than one guitar is being}
singers.
Although
it seems
at! played. He manages to create the |
times that she is trying to achieve | proper atmosphere for each ‘song
. Boston, Nov. 7.
a particular identity, she impresses * he sings and gets the audience in
In a-new.crackdown, the Boston
as trying too hard and falls into the proper -nood, even if it means
siereotvpe traps as a result.
having the stubhoitders sing w.k Licensing Board Thursday
{2)
She works effectively on “Young tunes with him.
ordered the licenses of two nightand Foolish” which she lets go |. He has a fresh style sans con- clubs
suspended.
A
three-day
some with and has an okay ballad trived slickness but wilh plenty suspension, starting Monday (13),
“Climb Every Mountain.” Up- confidence and ability always.
was meted out to Show Bar Ine.,
tempo tune
“Like Someone
In
He’s
fitted best for intimate operating as The Round Table. for
Love” and “If I Were a Bell’”’ some- rooms, like coffee room I.e Hibou, presenting an immoral show. (This
times trip her up but are all right. but cquid probably handle larger was the show in which B. S. Pully
Her “Avalon” is a perky uptempo |establishments if givea adequate was arrested at the- completion of.
“|-his act).
sound and staging.
Gorm.
try.
The Roman
restaurant,- better
Mal Waldron’s trio backs her |
‘known as.the Coliseum, had its
effectively with Waldron playing LISA DESTI_
license lifted for one week starting
nice piano and Al Dreares and Songs
yesterday (Mon.).. This suspension
Bill Ellington doing well on drums
18 Mins.
stemmed from a police. complaint
and bass respectively, with the Viennese Lantern, N.Y.
that the. spot was doing business.
former a little loud, however.
Lisa Desti is a Viennese import.’ after hours..
Kali.

2 SPOTS’ LICENSES

making

her

bow

at the Viennese|.

a
ee

Lantern who works in the tradition
JEANNE
Songs

25 Mins

Statler-Hilton,

Jeanne
newcomer

of

STEEL

.

mer Miss Maryland), ringside savvy

thandshakes, baldhead buss), and
pleasing, registering voice with no
gimmicks save pumpkin-patch sincerity.
Miss Steel’s wholesome demeanafter

sopranos’)

who/

the slinky

set.

a

Cruise Ship
;

Continued from page 63 jes

‘Joe .Wolverton,
hore

BASIN. ST.

EAST—Peggy

Lyon

singalong

Lining,”

of

“Look

admixed

more current pops.
Audible
and
pleasant
coupled
with
personable

daughterly

charm,

is the

;

;

Lee,

MEVADA—“Les Girls: De Paris” "Jose Duarte, Moon Puppets. Kay _Brown,. ¥idoMusso, Johnny Paul, Sparklers..

Quincey

Trio.

ag NEW

;

FRONTIER:

Hot vides”
RIVIERA.

BIRDLAND—Dizzy
Gillespie,
Olatunji.:
BLUE ANGEL—Jackie Mason, Travelers

Loynge:

Ink. Spots,

Levine, Fred Kushon.-”.
— “Irma'La Douce,” Juliet

3, Gerdrd Sety, Barbara Streisand, Otis Prowse, Clive Revill, Stuart Damon. Jack
Gatheart ©
Ore. Lounge: Vagabonds, Arthur
Clements.
‘BON SOIR—“Greenwich Village, U.S.A.” |
SADDLE. CLUB—Jackie: Lee Cochran.
Daniels,
Three
Mae eoames ‘Jimmie
SAHARA
‘Kay Starr... Dave Barry,Dancers.
Louls .Basil
Orc.
iieten Gal- Moro-Landis
Ro
1. CAMELOT —~ Bobbal,Van,
» Karen Lounge: Mary Kaye Trio, Characters..
lagher, Marilyn Love
. SANDS—Frank Sinatra, Phil Lawrence
&, Mitzi, Garr Nelson,.Copa Girls, Antonio
Morelli Orc.
tounge: Jerry Vale, -Dave

Thorsell, Richard
CHARDASLaureanne “Lemay, ‘Tibor Rakossy, Dick: Marta, Lia Della, FElemar
Horvath. .

whose world

seemed

to stop|:

MADRID! _

Espana, Pupi Campo

Los. Chavales ' :

Orc.

Indeed her repertoire comprises

mainly of Lehar even to the extent
of some obscure arias, and Taub-.

stay in port-for

pa BWheee—Tex
texWwiiliams,
TL

si

Wad
Wade Bai,

the. evening, the

HOTEL
LEXINGTON — Virginia Wing, : STARDUST—"Lido de. Paris") Lounge:
Lillian Knight. D enny Regor, Tony Drake, | Di¢k' Contino, Ann Mason:

THUNDERBIRD — Gort Grant,. ‘Clifford.
| Tony Cabot Orc
nightclub closes.
Geo. ‘Arnold Ire ReHOTEL
NEW YORKER—Milt Saunders Guest, Harry Nofal,
The ‘success of the cruise sea Orc., Verna Lee, Joe Furst.
vue, Garwood Van. Ore, -Lounge:: Arthur. .
er’s “Don’t Ask Me Why.” Her
Lyman,
Kiki Paige
.
HOTEL
PIERRE
—
‘Steppin’.
in
Society’
numbers
abound
with frequent son is regarded as one of the many Patricia Bright, Jack Haskell, Patricia
TROPICANA —“Folies- Bergere, “a Cox
ette Riedinger, Pompoff, Thedy' & Famsounds that are half gypsy wails reasons that the Florida resorts Marand, B&M Haggett.
HOTEL
PLAZA—Katyna Ranieri, Emil. ly, Pinky & Perky, The Bogdadis, Danny...
and half cries of passion. Her voice|.have beén hard hit. Pricewise and Coleman
Orc., Mar’ k Monte Continentals... Costello, Trio Martelli. Mme. Baron Balis fine and clear. It’s just that she ‘climatewise, the ships .are offerlet, Florente .&& ‘Fredéric & ‘Daricers, ‘Ray
HOTEL TAFT—Vincent ‘Lopez Ore.
Lounge:: Shecky . Greene,
HOTEL ST. REGIS — Colette Renard, Sinatra Ore:
goes a bit too far back into the ing stiff competition. However, the Milton
Mafalda, Dubonnet Trio.
te
Kay Trio, Milt Shaw Orc.
gemutlich welt so difficult to cap- MS Victoria, also of the Incres
HOTEL ROOSEVELT—Si Zentner re. ;
Line
has
instituted
a
compensotory
|
.
HOTEL
WALDORF-ASTOR 1A _ Lisa:
ture in this era. She should update
SAN.
FRANCISCO
measure.
The
ship
now
lists
Port
Kirk, Dick Barclay, “Emil Coleman Orc. —
her repertoire.
Jose.
HOTEL SAVOY WILTON— Gunnar ‘Bar-|
|} Everglades, Fla., as a regular stop
; * BLACKHAWK—Aiiles: Davis @,
:

on many

of its cruises.

sen

Ore.,

Arturo

Arturo Orc.

BU ACKSHEEF
| INTERNATIONAL—Myron. Cohen, Karen: |.Washington:
T.

Mike Durso Orc., Aviles Ore.
Not only does the Victorta pick Chandler,
LATIN QUARTER—Rafael de Cordova,
for most. She enters and intros. ; Songs
up Florida passengers at this stop- Pompof-Thedy, Julie Gibson, | Arnauts,
with
a peppy
“Hey,
Look
Me! 15 Mins..
Wallenda.
Ballet,
Jeanine Pivoteau, Melloover, but stays in .that ‘town for:
Larks, Jo Lombardi Orc., Irving Fields.
Over,” alternate tempo regularly! 3 Rivers Inn, Syracuse
about .a day, so other passengers. Ore.
with ea standard mixture of sup- | Norma Rivers, -a former Arthur. can- go to Miami Beach, about 30
LEFT BANK—Cal Bostic, Paul Dooley:
‘LIVING ROOM—Lillian Briggs, Alberto
ping songs, and closes with mellow! Godfrey Talent Scout winner, is a | ‘milés away.
They either canI take
Arti Azenza. .
.
request to “Make Someone Hap- personable lass with
NO. 1 FIFTH AVENUS—Susan Bernard,
a vibrant the organized‘ nitery tour, or visit
py.” Betwixt are a crowd-winning | voice and perfect enunciation that the.town on their own. ‘Thus, the Bett June Cooper, Hankinson & Silver.
UNDTABLE
— Belle Barth, Cootie
Garland -to-Gable spiel of “You: is at times compelling. Thrush :‘line provides the means to return Witeee
Made Me Love You,” lively “Gyp- |!
SARBRA
-— Four Ayalons, Rachel *&;managed to impress audience al-' Some of the trade it has taken | Ziilla,
Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesh.
sy in My Soul.” Embassy Room j though her act has been cut short |away.

the’ Silver

Maloney.

°

>;MINT—Pat Moreno’ ry “actlite & Models

NEW YORK CITY _
Jones, -Jimmy

Annie

- HACIENDA
— Four. Tunes,
‘Johnny
, Glenn, shevtotes, ‘Cathy. ‘Ryan,. Grover-

Cabaret Bills

BR. SLIPPER-—Hank Henry, Sparky |
' COPACABANA—Nat. King
Cole, Ford
Marshall,
Danny
Jacobs,
& Reynolds, Paul Shelley Orc.,...Fr.rank ‘Kave, Red
when the stalwarts such as Lehar, ‘at. floorshows. The cafes give sev- Marti Orc.
| Tay O’Nell, Rudenko: Bros.,. SUpperettes,
:
George.
Redman
Orc.
Lounge: Charlie:
Jones.
Tauber, Straus, ét al left the scene. . eral shows during the course of an |} EMBERS—Jonak
Teagarden, Barbary. Coast Boys..
..
HOTEL, ASTOR—Eddie Lane Ofc.
afternoon. Should the ship fail to

ers

Ten-tune offering (a different 10!
for second show! has something| NORMA

audience

Dona Arden Dancers, Carlton Hayes Orc.
Lounge: Michael Kent, Dave Apollon, Afilt

Herth, Henri Rose, Bobby Stevenson.
.-_
DUNES—“Philippine — Festival.” Bobby Gonzales, Katy De La Cruz. Pilita ‘Corrales, Shirley Gorospe,. Elizabeth Ramsey,

‘Eddie Calvert and the Wiseguys, Audrey
& Carol, Grazina .Frame,
Jeans, Michel
Bill Reddie Ore. Lounge: Novelites, Billy”
Wendy Wayne, Helene. & .Howard, ‘The. Andre,. Fabulous. Tones.. Dennis & ‘Rogers,
Barantons, Ronnie: Corbett, Jack Fran- ‘|Joseph Mack Four
cois, George Carden Dancers, Bill ShepEL €o RTEZ—Instrumeritalists, Conoleys,
herd Singers.
Bel-Aires.
~
MANCHESTER (Palace)—Edmund HockFLAMINGO — Joe E. Lewis, ..Vie° Da-:
ridge, Kaye Sisters, Tommy :Cooper, Jim- mone.
Lounge:.
Harry
James,
Sarah
my. Clitheroe, Clark Brothers, Monarchs,
Vaughan, Norman Brooks, Pegy Dietrick...
Harbers & Dale, Debutantes, Debonnaires,
Bob Sims.
NOTTINGHAM (Royal—-Nina & FrederFREMONT—Joe
.
King
Zaniacs,
Newton
| ik, Malcolm Mitchell Trio. Mike & Bernie-| Bros., Make Beleves.
Winters, Vie Perry, Salici Puppets,. Bryan . GOLDEN. NUGGET—Judy Lynn, jimmy.
Burdon, Three; ‘Sonnettes.
| Wakely, Wanda‘ Jackson, Sneed Family,-

‘CHATEAU

iniscent of the breed of. perform-

Washington

Steel is an attractive
in her first knife-and-

refreshes

operetta

abounded in the golden days of
Vienna and Budapest. She’s rem-

fork date who belts the brassy
numbers and hushes with the ballads. Out of the late “Wildcat” as
a stand-in, via Ted Mack and Fred
Waring, she has puiehritude (for-

or

the

ton Ford, Mudlarks, Kenny. Baker, ‘Dennis Spicer, Baker
Trad
Jazz | Band,
Flack & Lamar.
LONDON (Pailadium)—Harry. ‘Secombe,
Roy Castle, Marion Ryan, King Brothers,

RIVERS

& - Mizrachie, Leo

for!

Fuld.

Earl ‘Hines™ Orc.,

Fred

>EARTHQUAKE. ‘McGOON'S—Turk

Mure

“FAIRMONT

HOTEL—Jaye

P. ‘Morgan,

Ernie. Heckscher ‘Ore.
GAY 90'S—Ray K. Goman, Bee & Ray
G:man.

HUNGRY

son,

Leenin

' JAZZ

1-—Charlie

Castro,

Mann,

Olga

WORKSHOP

“—

Stan

Wil.

Sbragia.

Kenny

‘Dorham,

Jackie McLean Five,
SOULIN
ROUGE
—
Geareia Holden, |
Natasa, Donna Kaye, Robin Carroll, Jan
Senlers. ‘Ken

NEW

Card,

Johnny

Coppola

Orc.

FACK’S—Mel- Torme, Mel Young, -

Vernon

Allev

Tri

TOWN
‘COUNTRY— Buddy -Hackett, : ON THE ‘LEVEE__Joe ‘Sullivan :Ore.
_ The cruise ships are also providbecause of the length of the Jimmy
PURPLE. ONION
—. Kelly Lasten, Pat.
Jennie Smithy Inga & Rolf, Ned Harvey
Paulsen,
IGod
Coast ‘Singers.
ing shows. ‘Sometimes names. hit. Ore.,. Frank Martinez Ore
Durante show.
:
TWO
GUITARS—Alya
Uno, Sasha Poll- | 365 CLUB—Eddie: Peabody, Les. Marthe
lines
for
minimum
salaries
for.
The Vassar label. disk singer
noff,
Ivan
Nepa
&
Sonia,
Kostya
Polianthys,
Barry
Ashton
Dancers,
Roy Palmer.
voice, |
opens with an. uptempo ‘All of the vacation values..
SUGAR ‘HILL-— Barbara Dane, _Fampa
albeit |
SATPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS —
Phil Red.
Study Convention Snags
Me” and follows with English and
Bruns, Ceil Cabot.: Rex Robbins, Steve.
young|7

;

with

French
versions
of
“Autumuo
The ships will go after the con- Rolunu,' Donna ‘Sanders |Mary Louise |°
“RENO-TA HOE
lady's forte.
Between-song chit-i
Wilson Lovelady Powell, Freddie Webber,
chat suffices for continuity. She's. i Leaves.” A swinging “Lady is a vention trade after several -prob- 3m (Sbéridan, Bill ‘McCatchen, Milrad &
.GOLDEN—Barry. Ashton’s Les. “Girls,
‘Tramp”
-leads
into
a
medley
of
lems
are solved: The major.one is.
Novelites,” John .Carleton Orc.
right for homier clubs tired of
H
otLO'S—Don :Cornell, Goofers, Don. :
VERSAILLES — Blossom Dearie, Andy
torches and shapes toward musi- |chestnuts. Chirper is Mone” and the ‘assumption by many organiza- & Bey Sis
|-‘ConnO
Jody &
(Reno)—Lancers,
VIENNESE: | ANTERN
— Lisa Desti, , HARRRAH'S
coinedy. Winding up four weeks ' effective with “All Alone” and tions- that all conventioners are
| Jesters... John Buzon Trio, Tony Thomas:
“But Not For Me.”. Miss Rivers a equal, with the possible’ exception Orantm Singers, Ernst Schoen:
.
here tll).
Dean.
ILLAGE
BARN
—
Dory
Sinclair: & Tartans, Windsor Trio, Red: Coty.
polished enough for support. on ofa handful of exucs.
Ralph Pote, Susan Brady, Joe Shay, _ HARRAH’S (Tahoe) —In. South Shore
comic headliner bills but might do
Room: Ella’ Fitzgerald, Rowen & Martin,
-.Consequently, there's a lot of |Tomm y Zang, Lou Harold. Ore.
well to insist on softer orchestra- ill-will connected with distribution . VILLAGE GATE ~ Aretha Franklin, ‘Vie Hy de, Dorothy: Derben Singers and.HOLLANDER & HART
Dancers, Leighton _Noble Orc... Lounges
Herbie Mann
Songs, Comedy.
tions in her uptempo songs.
of accommodations.
Problem: of
VILLAGE “VANGUARD
— . Thelopius. Lancers, --George..Rock Sextet,: Lisa -Alonso’s
Tropicares,
Tune
Timers, . Dave
14 Mins.
who. is to get staterooms; and who Monk.
Bergman,: Cindy O’Hara:
Palladium, Edinburgh
CHICAGO
gets cabins with facilities or with-.
HOLIDAY—Frank. Yankovic, Rounders
D’HONAU SISTERS. (3)
BIRDHOUSE—Chico
Hamilton ‘Quintet. with Tabby
Calvin..
Charles
Gould
&
out
facilities.and
on
what
deck,
is
Out-of-rut Mr. & Mrs, duo arej Dancing
BLUE
ANGEL — “Limbo Pan
Ameripotzins, We Four. ;
still: to be solved. However, the cana,’”’ Pablo Candela, Jeeaica & .Irma, Satin
MAPES — Arthur Lyman, Interludes, .
making their second visit to this |12 Mins.
lines are working with travel Lord:. Banjo, Lord Mike, Raphael Her-. Millionaires,
Bobby. . Page
with | Sue
Sir Slim Henry, Tito Perez
Cc,
vaudery in seven months,
resh| Shamrock Hilton, Houston
| Flanders: & Millie Davis.
agencies. and organization: repre-. nan.
CLOISTER — Phil Tueker, Joann. ‘HenRIVERSIDE
— Minsky’s
Follies. with..
back from cabaret stint in the
Sister team,
with
individual -sentatives in, an effort. to solve dersot, Eddy Subway
Mills Bros., Lou Levitt Orc.
Lounget
CONRAD
.
MILTON—“Ook
1
La
La,”.
DorBroadway
credits,
have
been.
to& Palmer, Lindaz ‘Leigh & Her.
this apparent: impasse.
Channel
Islands, and have
Po-i
nan Bros., Margie Lee, Dru
‘gether
about
a
year.
D’Honaus
are
Lothar
Weidemann,
Brigitte
Voit,
Inez
&
Some of the resort ops feel that
AGF GON WHEEL (Tahoe)—Joe. Maize &
tential with more polishing. Male|
Boulevar- , Cordsmen,
Gordon,
Bouwlevar-Dors
(3),
Jo. Ann
Jordan’ Trio, Paul
half, Mal Hollander, worked a 16- ;three stunning, shapely redheads the cruise competition is unfair. Dears
(6), Gay Claridge Ore.|Schilling Quintet. Pars. & Patti, Bobby
Igite subsidies to the lines.
DOWNSTAGE
®
(Happy Medium) Page, Ron Rose, Magic Violins pt ‘Mexico.
weéks’ summer season here last| (Dorothy, Lillian and Marilyn) who ‘They
are
good
dancers
and
a
sight
to:see
For example, many ports of call Jean Arnold, Mim! Rely. Cy Touff. Trio.
year While iwife Esther took time|

out for the’ stork. Act is a focal |in their black leotights, their own pay the lines either through free
creations that are somewhere be- use of docking facilities or -out-.
favorite.
itween tights and leotards.
right grants for a specified numUsing the last few bars of. “Ij
|
Wanna Say Hello” ag new routine| Girls open with a medley, vocal ber of stops.
i
and
terp,
of
“I
Want
to
Say
Hello”
Port. Everglades,
is now
deintro, pair go right into a fast“Let Me Entertain. You.” If dredging. its. harbor to make its
tempo “Bo Weevil.” Hollander does iand
i
seemed
slightly
off-key, facilities more. attractive for even:
same gab where which allows Miss vocals
complained. Team closes the largest -ships. Moreover, the
Hart to pull rubberfaces and in-;nobody
2
j
With
Spanish
windup
that
draws cruise ships are the best kind of
dulce in clever byplay.
mucho oles from appreciative |pa- trade, merchants. and bonifaces
Highspot
is “Love To Go A-' trons, particularly the males.
~
feel.
The’ passengers can only
\Wirdering,” which is interspersed‘
Skip..

with

snatches

of some

old an |

dzrds. Duo really go to town on!
this, enabling them to work in: “COLIN CROMPTON
knockabout stuff and fast fretting! Comedy
fren,
guitar-playing
Hollander, |11. Mins.
ni. t to mention
good harmonic : Palladium, Edinburgh
pining,
Colin Crompton, north-of-EngIn a_ weli-presented
offering, |‘land comedian, making his bow
I ‘nic
& Hart have geared? on Auld Lang Syne terrain, shows
t.iir act for the general mass of |good potential and will surely come

|

leave money, and the ships by :taking on supplies also contribute to
the. Prosperity. of the port,

Yanik de. Pardos;formerly with

DRAKE—Bob

EDGEWATER
Manu; Don

GATE

Clancy

OF

Bros,

Melvin, Jimmy Blade Orc.

HORN

Orc.

-— Amanda

& Tommy

Makem,

Ambrose,
Gene

&

Francesco.

LE: BISTRO—Duke Mitchell, Dick Green,
Dick Ceasirio Trio, Larry. Novak Trio.
LIVING
Bow, Joe

- LONDON

NIAMI-MIAMI: ‘BEACH

BEACH—Martin Derny..

Davis

ROOM—Tony
Bennett,
Parnello Trio.

Simmy

7 AMERICANA—George

Arnold.

tee. Re |

yue, ‘Phil. Richards,. Shirley: Linde, Shaw
& Réed, Johnny Flanagan, Michael’ Mee-

‘han, Lolo& Lita, Mal Malkin Ore.» ‘Ice
Models.
;
-

CARILLON _—"Cherchez

Jerry

Van

Dyke..

Sue

Les

Carson,

Femmes,”
Tanya

&

Biagi, Jack & Sally Jenkins, Jacques. DonHOUSB—Peter Nero Trio, .Ed-- net
ores Line (16).
.
WAYS—Preacher Rollo 5, Jerry

die Higgins Trio, Larry Novak Trio.
MISTER
KELLY’S — Barbara McNair,

Daye Astor, Marx- Frigo Trio, Marty Rubenstein Trio.
. PALMER
HOUSE—Genevieve with Lue
Poret. & Gus Viseur, Reberte Trio, Ben.
Arden

Geralas a Lesley, Ralph Font. Orc.,' Candi

Cortez, ona -Roma, eu o Ores.y
Mandy
ampo
Orc.,
Van
Smith Trio.
»
:

EDEN.

ROC—Billy- Maxted. Band, ‘Mon.

Ore.
5, Luis Yarana: Ore., Barbara
PLAYSOY CLUB — Max Cooper, Don ‘roe KasseLeslie
Hudec
Heller, Wayne Roland, Penie Pryor, Enid ‘Russell,
FONTAINEBLEAU —~ “Saucy Scandals,”*’

Mosier

&

Alfonso,

Jackie Gayle,

Storch, Don Brooks Three, Davy
Harold Harris Tio. ‘Kirk Stuart
Trio, Larry Cum mings

Larry

Karr,
Trio,

Davis-Iaco

Eddie Carson & Chico Chico, Florida Trio,.
Paulette, Pepe Miller, Vic-Charles, Ronnie

Meren, .Ron

Dean,

Les

Hondettes

(12),

SHERATON BLACKSTONE — *zvelyn |Zgey Lane, Cheo & Veradero Sextette,
the Deborah Coleman Agency, N. Yslxnight,
Franz Bentler Orc.
PLAYBOY
—
Wayne Roland, ‘Stagg.
and
Willard
Alexander
office, |
McMunn,. Danny Apolinar,: Casey AnderLOS. ANGELES|
opened a theatrical’ agency in
son, Jackie Jackler.
BEN
1
BLUE'S
—
Beh
Blue
Revue
(0),
.
THUNDERBIRD—Gilovannias, .‘Jack “Wale
Athens in association with Max Ivan La
jlace. 3Berj Vaughn: Quartet, Ruth | Me-.
Roman...

COCOANUT “GROVE—Sammy ‘Davis Jr,

on.

Wednesday, November: 8, 1961 |

LEGITIMATE

BostonMayDroplisArtsCenter.
Asa Popular andfiinancialFlop]
ton

Arts Center Theatre, and ‘the

‘Metropolitan District Commission's’
adventure

in’ culture.

The

clause

“The

future. of the three-year old. tent..

Blue’ Hotel,”

by

rights. to!}.
Frank Al-

“termed the theatré ‘project a “flop”

Fischer. Verlag.

firm

ve

of ‘S.

|| 56th

The drama, based

teached the crisis point, he says, ‘German critic Willy. H: Thiem.

|a

~" because'the temporary theatre built] rAnn English-language production.:
‘4ri 1959. with a distirictive pie shaped |‘of. “Hotel. * directed |by . Alberts,

-

Anniversary: Number:

ERY

Theatrical
legit

Interests

Plan,

inv estment-producing

the

corpo-

is changing its operating
seLouis Corbie’ Tuner |(ration,
policy. The outfit, which had in‘creased
the deficit on its £372.873
. For Lambs Club Tryout|capitalization
to $143.378 as of last

8

. "The Saga of Louis Corbie,” a; June 30. now intends producing
-{;new musical with book and Iyrics 1and participating in productions
; by ‘Clyde North and musiec by \“to a very limited degice with its
}|Adam_ Carroll wa be presented |own capital.”
television

producer-consultan

DealOff-B’way

; Tights acquired by the Verlag firm
‘cover stage, television and radio
Austria and Switzer- shore has been a controversial sub-!‘land. The deal was negotiated by |’ °
“ject since’ “its opening. Two pro- ILies! .Frank Mittler of the: Music|.
ducers quit, claiming .they: could j COP. of America’s Munich office.
not continue because of the. opera-

- “The. theatre’oi
on thé Charles River: in Germany,

+

Critics?’

| The policy switch from heavy in-

Plus other statistical and data-fitled : Hal Friedman for four invitational vesting in shows is revealed in an
charts. and ertictes..
: [performances next Wednesday-Sat- 1 Det. 4 report sent to TIP -teck-

“$35,000 @ year to. ‘erect’ and ‘dis: |Intimes . ‘Theatre, .. “Munich. “TD hye°

-Mantie.

kh

another bright Feature in the
upcoming .

‘from attendance, financial and pub: {-02- Steplien -Crane’s story of thej
- lie use standards. The’ project: has }.£ame.. title, will be. translated -by’.

‘holders with an accounting for the
; fiseal year ending last June 36. The

{thor “of prior legit offerings, will:
corporation plans using “its aun
also stage the musical.
The tuner will have a cast of 20. capital for the purpose of uptionincluding Maureen MeNally, Don ;ing properties and making arrargeiChristy, Alice Nunn, Marilyn Pa- iments for productions after which
jlerm, Bill Tierney, Marjorie Nich- ,the working capital for the pro‘ols, Cynthia | Frost and Jerry Ellis.::duction will be raisec from cut, Side backers.”
Rehearsal pay off-Broadw ay: has
It’s explained
in the report,
been more.than doubled under the
signed by TIP president Theadore
terms of a new three-year agree-.
J. Ritter, that under the aitered
‘ment between Actors Equity. and:
the League of Off-Broadway Thea- ;
setup the company “will get the
tre. The two organizations agreed
benefit of any profits accramg to
last week on terms of the pact,
“its inlerest in such productions.”
Wwhich ‘is. retroactive to last Sept. 1.
‘In line with the new plan. TIP hag
optioned several new xcripts. in‘Under the new ‘agreement, recluding “Angel, Ansel, Down We
hearsal pay which was $20 weekly

tion ‘by the commission. Lee Falk, he

‘who produced strawhat.at: New EngJand.. ‘Mutual Hall for. more. than ;
a decade, bowed. out the same. sea-

basic

whimsy:

‘The hearing was ordered. after |berts, has been ‘acquired by. the.

associate commissioner Milton Cook ;Frankfurt publishing

in the

‘agreement In re gamesmanship.
vis-a-vis, Gisle-sitters in his.

Edition: of ‘Blue. Hotel’i| Be Kind To

has set next Monday’ (13) for al’.
-publie hearing to. determine the |: ‘The ‘German-language

Instead of Financing Productions;
Had $36,986 Net Loss on the Year

-Teichmann,
Dramatists Guild minimum

[PlanGerman Language

MDC

TIP to Stress Ontions on Scripts

| “Fleywright |

Howard M.

proposes anew

_
Boston, Nov..2: - 4+~
it may: be curtains for the. Bos-:
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Rehearsal Rate

LadyGetsRaves
Tn Berlin Preem
- Cost156 toDo’

‘son the tent on the Charles opened, |
Jesley, ‘succumbed |‘the: “following |
year for the same - reason, ‘both
claiming unfair competition: -

Brandt Planning
New Lesit House
On N.Y. East Side:

Downtown legiters also look upon.
the ‘cultural theatre ds. competition, as. do the -nearby~ musicalf
s hiked to $45 for the first two
: ‘gears: of the contract’ and $50 the:
‘tents. ‘While’ Boston’s* legit. houses|
Bérlin, 2N
Were: not open, in the summer. ‘it! . The: “German
presentation. “of: third year.
That puts rehearsal
is a good guess that they will bei “My Fair Lady,” which -opened-pay on a level w ith the minimum |]. A $5,000,000 legit
: underground parking
_ how. ‘The Colonial, which
has !Oct... 25 to sock reviews at ‘the-‘salary.for. regular performanrices. i

Go,”

by Robert

‘Robert

Crean,

Thom;

to

be

a play

titled

hy

cither

Time to Laugh”: or “Devi
house with Paim ” and to he copreauced vith
facilities is Lewis Allen; plus “Fiv By N:pht,”
“air. conditioning, ‘opened the pre-{ Theatre des Westens. here, .Te- Fhe old $45 weekly base wage for‘‘planned by film theatre owner by Jonathan Bates.
Broadway tryout. of Noel: Coward's :‘portedly
cost about, $125.000
to_“perfarmances holds. until. Aug. 31, Hatry Brandt for New York's eastThe Crean lay. which may he
“Sail Away”: musical: "Aug. 5 and! produce. Unlike. most legit. shows: 1963; then climbs’ to $50 until the -Side. The house. a 2.000-seater, is done in London prior to a .ontem‘to be located in an undiscloed spot ‘plated Broadway presenfation
jnplans to. hook: shows. for next. sum-! jn ‘Germany, it had‘no government, pact’s expiration Aug. 31, 1964.
‘mer.
F
subsidy. The financing. represents:- * Equalization of rehearsal
pay {o" property owned by Brandt be- ‘volves a deal whereby TiP and
Cook: estimates | that IDC has: private backing. and it’s figured. ‘and. minimum salaries for- per- {tween 48th and 52d Streets. The -Allen are each to atrange for half
has spent nearly $1,000 on-the cul-| the musical will have to play to’ formances has been. an objective of:'| brothers ‘operates ho nae of tes of the financing. TIP's contract tor
ture venture ‘since -.1959, including | click business for: at least. six.
Bates play calls for fe work to
felds Over which Gt hos covering picture houses in Manhattan and the
the. cost. of ‘operating ‘the theatre: months in-erder to pay off.”
be rewritten
by another
playthe country,
expects |
-gn ‘art gallery, ‘boat: landing, pav ed | Although. ‘U.S.-originated. musi- ; tion. The‘ actual performance sal-: throughout
{Continued on page 78).
'
‘parking areas, maintenance andicals haven't: been too successful?‘aries off-Broadway will continue*‘the legit showcase to be ready inpolicing, plus damages-suffered in! in-Germany, extept for “Kiss Me, ; to: be computed oni a sliding ‘seale:
Outside
of some ‘small off: «
:Kate,” indications are that. “Lady” relating to gross receipts. -How- !
; hurricanes. ‘and: lawsuits.The -commission. has asked: ex-, “will also: be..-an exception to the;iever, the b:o. take governing the:‘Brdadway operations, the newest |
1 of the legit houses currently oper‘ponents of the.arts-to come ‘up;Tule. The-Alan Jay Lerner-Freder-|rgraduated.
payments. has ‘been: ; ating in New York is the Ethel
with workable-ideas and. plans that [ick Loewe adaptation of Bernard!; changed,
,
‘ Barrymore,
completed
in
1928.

will

‘Leo Kerz-Randolph Hale
Rew Reyealed in Frisco
(That’s Show Business)

permit the widest’ possible |Shaw's.““Pygmalion” ‘was produced | For’ instance,

under the old: The Center Theatre, which opened
. Lars
‘participation. by ‘Bostonians in cul- } here: ‘by . Hans - Woelfer,
‘formula, an off-Broadw ay drama ! in 1932, was torn down in 1954.
San Francisco, Nov. 7.
Wally.;
“tural activity. Cook. says he would; Schmidt.. “and. "-Gustav
‘Which
grossed.
under
$3.000 week- ;
; The Lunt-Fontanne Theatre, which | A backstage row which almost
Jike to. see .a: program of: commu-. | Schmidt ‘owns. ‘the. German .and'ily paid $45 niinimum salary, $50 |reverted from films to legit in’
brought the curtain down in the
;
nity
theatre~ projects, | ranging. |Scandinavian’ performing Tights {if
the take was between $3.000 and 1958, had been operated as the: om
‘middle of the closing nicht of the
from school level to..professional.|to the .musical.”
‘‘ $3.500 and so on to a‘top of $80 ; Glabe
picture
house
by
the recent local engagement ot “Rhi‘Karin Huebner and Paul. ‘Hubpresented at: the: theatre. This ‘kind
| weekly if receipts ranged between * Brandts
prior to its sale
for noceros” has just been revealed.
|
schmid.
costar
in
the
German
-presof a program, according to the of- |
The dispute centered on money. of
, © ficial, must either’ be frée or -at- al entation. translated by Robert Gilnow applies to grosses up-to| Roger L. Stevens and Wililam course.
price which the °general° public} ‘bert and’.staged| by Sven’ Aage mum
$3.500 for the first two years. of}-Zeckendorf, was rebuilt for stage | Principals were Leo Ker7z. Fro‘can afford. Any arts program suib- | Larsen.. ‘Oliver Smith - and. Cecil ‘the new. contract and $50 the third ' use.
“ducer of the play, and Frisco thesidized by ‘taxpaxers should
be| Beaton have ‘respectively |adapted |
Besides the parking area, Brandt ‘atre man
Randolph
Hale.
vho
‘echeduled | and geared'so that it |the.sets and costumés they created ‘i
j year.
an
arcade
with ©holds the lease on the 1.147-scat
does ‘not ‘compete’ with: the com-; for the ‘original .Broadway .produc:; ‘The new contraet also’ requires!contemplates
where
“Rhinoceros”
“mercial theatre, the. commission | tion: Franz.:Allers, who conducted |the employment of Equity chorus; stores. He figures the theatre's}; Alcazar,
about $68.000 in three
asserts,
j the” _ Broadway
production: - of j members in. the same ratio cover- |large seating capacity, plus rentals ‘grossed
ing the employment of principals. | from the shops, will permit lower:
The row at which pe:nt
-. Following; conferences in.New “Lady” prior: to “switching to .The ratio of- Equity. to non-Equity |admission prices than + ere on ‘weeks.
Equity’s Frisco rep. George Poult-¥York with community theatre lead-| “Camelot.”
batoned the’ opening;performers, in: each production Vary Broadw ay.
ney. ruled the cast had to finish
“ers from all sections of the: eoun-1 Performance ‘here. He also gets,
_the performance.
‘try on how other communities sup “musital -supervision”. biting.
| gross atid the size of its cast. Un- MELODY TENT rN(Hl
The dispute had its beginnings
Cook
-port culture | programs,
der. the old: contract, chorus mem-.
‘in the way Kerz brought “Rhinocconvinced ‘that, “We. will have to.
| bers were not required ‘to be mem-eros” to the Coast.
Instead of
subsidize the ‘arts .
-a theatre.
‘|bers of ‘the union.
shipping his sets by truck or rail,
(Continued. on page 12)
he flew them out in order to cpen
Also included in the new pact |
are provisions for health insur"here on schedule.
He borrowed
Chicago. Nov. 7.
ance benefits; sick leave. repertory:
The Chicago Melody Top Thea-. $11,000 from Hale te finance the
Winnipeg, Nov. 7.
move.
productions. and recordings, plus}
The. Winnipeg Summer ‘Theatre | “a more realistic evaluation of the |tre grossed $603,421 in a 15-week;
season last summer, exclusive of; The closing day of the engageAssn: earned: $800 profit .on its!
the Three ment, Oct. 21, Kerz arrived from
1961 ‘season.. It. was the first profit- |‘residual rights" clause, by- which ‘variety matinees by
the
actors
and
management.
share
;
Stooges.
The. two weeks of day- Los Angeles, apparently expecting
able - season: in. the organization's j
{equally in benefits from the sale ‘time.shows by the television. com- a large settlement check for the
six-year history.
of -film rights.”’
' fedy-trio raised the take to a total show's final week. Kerz disputed
The W STA Presented three open: }
'Hale’s accounting. claiming such
“Boston, ‘Nov.: 7.
air’ musicals at the city-owned | A clause’ in the agreement ‘alsojof $629. 004. It was the tunetent's items as newspaper ads, transter
The: probation ef the will of the: : Rainbow. Stage during July and provides that “Equity’ members| second season of operation.
and electrics shouldn't have come
|
need:
not
perform
in
any
theatre}
“Bells
are
Ringing.”
with
GorYate: Frank Fay in Los Angeles last, | August. ‘With“gross revenue of
‘or other place of employment !don and Sheila MacRae, was the out of the final settlement, though
week disclosed that the comedian: $110.800;
including $12. 900
in
company
manager,
Eddie
"|| where discrimination or segrefa- |top grosser of the season, with $97.- his
remiembered
visiting
the... ’ Holy;
| grants, as against|expenditures. of
tion is practiced against’ any’ pa- 061 for. two weeks.
“Anything Choate. has approved the closing
. Ghost Hospital... Cambridge, Ww hile; $110,000.
Total attendance was. . tron or actor by reason of his race..} Goes,” with Phil Ford and Mimi statement.
Hale
also
got
= iiis
. he was. playing here in “Harvey” in754, 000 for 31 performances over. a’
.. creed or color.”
Hines, was runner-up with $91,262. j transportation loan back.
-1949.-Fay’s will Jeft: two-thirds 0 | 10-week period.
|
Kerz
became
so
angry
he
reJand Howard Keel in “South Pacifhis estate -to the Frank Fay Fear
‘The management. Was °in finan. :
ic’’ did $81,173. As a four weck fused to sign the final settlement,
dation for, the Holy Ghost Ineur- ‘cial difficulty: after the first. two Viveca Lindfors to Do.
though
it
provided
about
$1.560
for
‘entry, “Take Me Along.” ‘with Wil_ ables,
| productions, “Most Happy Fella”;
: him. He fired Choate on the spot,
The actor was appearing ‘at the:;.and “High Button’ Shoes,” when
-ANTA Matinee on Brecht |‘liam Bendix, grossed $156.009.
lalthough
after he cooled off ind
|
Colonial Theatre in -““‘Harvey” cat.‘the season's deficit’ stcod at .'$22.|.- ‘Viveca “Lindfors will appear’ ‘in| Arena’s initial season. 1960, in ‘after
it was pointed out to him he
suburban
Hillside
grossed
$364.252
His’
friend,
Cambridge
|
000.
But
“South
“Pacific”
- the: ‘time.
grossed : “Brecht on Brecht: His Life and for 12 weeks. Producer Bill Rich had to pay the manager a final
mayor Michael. J.. Neville, asked |over. $60.000 in. 12 performances, |
-His ~Art’” next Tuesday (14) to
two weeks,
anyway,
he ichied
him to be master’ af. ceremonies for getting 90°% of capacity (32 ,000 ; on! open Lucille Lortel’s sixth annual plans a 14-week schedule for 1962.
‘him.
wp
Archbishop. Cushing's Chatity Fund increased: ‘prices. |we
. At the end of the show's second
ANTA Matinee Series at the Theafor. the. hospital. Fay had toured
act,
Kerz
went
backstage
and
The WSTA ‘started’ the season | tre de Lys, N..¥. Gene Frankel To Present ‘Winslow Boy’ ,

1$8.500 and $9.000. The £45 mini-! 1.400.000 to Robert W. Dowling.

Bequest by. FraakFay

| WINNIPEGTUNER SKED
~EARNED $800 PROFIT)

DREW $629,004 GROSS.

I,

To Cambridse Hospital

RecallsHis 1949 Visit:

the hospital and seen such. unfor-| with’ a $11,000 deficit which has iwill direct the two-part afternoon
Bettable things as a priest crippled

now been reduced to $10,200. Fixed Fprogram,

to

include

songs, . read-.

As Rehabilitation Aid

‘Hale,

noting

the

internsission

seemed extra-long. went backstece,

by. arthritis, and children bedrid- -assets, which included” installation :‘ings and-poems by and about Berhe said
Kerz
4s
The Theatre Wing branch
of: too, where
den for life. He gave a $500 check. of a “specially. designed
stereo | thold Brecht. and a presentation of | Fountain House, a New York non- ;threatening not to let the curtzin

‘to the mayor as. his contribution |sound system, were increased by: the author's “The Jewish Wife.”

to the patients and- hospital..

“The star was so ‘affected by the
visit © that at each. ‘performance.
”. thereafter, as. he. took his. curtain}
all, he spoke io the audience. -of

‘$4,000. The city expended $40,000

in improving. backstage facilities.
Audiences have’ grown from 24, 000
since 1956, and gross revenues, ex| cluding grants, have increased from

4hose confined in the hospital. The | $35,500 to ‘$97,700.

Producer-manager ‘David Ss. Rob“Harvey” cast then went down fhe
aiesles and took. nightly colléctions| ertson, who is. expected to sign: a
for the hospital . fund. The ‘charity new contract. Is now working on.
show. ‘itself, with ”Fay: as: m.c.,|a-four-vear plan ‘{ntended- to scive
brought about $17,000. to:‘the fund: some: of. the. financial problems. .

| profit social rehabilitation center go up. Hale disagreed, vigerously,
‘George Tabori, playwright and {for ex-mental patients. will pre-: ‘and the Equity rep, Poultney. was
husband of: Miss Lindfors.: will. se-; sent. its third production tomor-,called on fer his ruling, whieh
fect and arrange. material for the |row (Thurs.) through next Satur- ‘favored continuation of the show.
first -hilf of the bill. The pro-|day ‘11) at Judson Hall, N. Y. The:
As the curtain began going wp,
pram.<in which Eli. Wallach, his| Fountain House benefit offering, said Hale, “I saw Kerz sneaking

1 wife. Anne Jackson, E.G. Marshall, !for which

professionals volunteer through the scenery to go onstage.
George. Gaynes, Dolly Haas and|their services, will be a presenta- I grabbed him and pinioned him
Michael Wager are. also sched-jtion of “The Winslow Boy.”
:until the third act got underway.
ulér to appear, is to be repeated,{
Mort Hillman, general manager ;1 told Leo that Ionesco had written
probally
Nov 26, ‘at the ANTA The-|of Seeco’ Records, is publicity di--|no lines for him: My shins are
etre,

trector for the outfit.

still sore

where Leo kicked ne.”
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f Asides and Ad Libs _

pinpoints the Ianghs in the role.
_, of.a gossipy. peeress, Patrick Waddington offers: a. skillful perform-
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Rebert Ardrey, a permanent. resident

York for interviews and appearances in connec-.

tion with his new book, “African Genesis,” due for publication. next.

Monday (13) by Atheneum, and for rehearsals
and the operting. of his

Em- | infatuation with the matinee idol. play, “Shadow of Heroes,” scheduled for. Dec, 5 at the York. Theatre,
the Danish
home, ; at
Core; |00m, hisoutside
See ere eaedaraphe? Edby Jack
C
the Drury
Lane!
-Jack ‘Cole's
choreography
is
Wittstein: | bassy,
costumes,
and
w3ed

on

the play

cenery
izhting,

by Alexandre

Dumas

John Harvey: musical

director.’

Theatre

and

in

a

disreputable

t rousi

ly

vigorous,

with

the

N.¥. His is accompanied by his: wife, South African actress Berdine
Grunewald,
who did the prolific illustrations for “African Genesis.” |
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There were numerous mutterings and donning of wraps during: the
|. opening night. of “The Complaisant Lover,” because somebody had
gooted by turning on the air cooling foo much ... Nathan Cohen, -

dramatic . scenes

of the

be

Witt-

Ed

-sprawling.

entertainment

|ences to drunkenness and pressing ‘stein has designed the brobdingDetar
AlfredNev.
Smith.Opened
Truman Cutts.
Wington,Patricia
2.' debts, the high times in low dives, { nagian scenery and the gaudily

editor-drama

critic of.the Toronto Star was in. New:

York last week to catch up on the new Broadway shows ... The man-

Rubm.

agement
of “The Premise” will give.a midnight party Nov. 22 at the:
Lobster. Restaurant, N.Y., to celebrate the off-Broadway show’s first

"61. at theBroadway Theatre. N-¥.: $8.05: the pursuit of coquettish married 'colorful period costumes.
top weenalgnts, $9.40 Friday a
“|; women, denunciations by jealous | “Kean” presumably adds up to

anniversary.

‘s.

°

_

7

what operetta fanciers may
Maty McCarty has succeeded Mitel Green as star of the 2d touring
adoring |crave, but a sizable minority may | edition of “Gypsy”. . . Willie. Greenbanm,
business manager.
of. the.
Stage Manager ...s.cces. ’ Alfred Toige }young would-be actress oecupy the | find it hard to take, or more sim- Lobster Restaurunt, N.Y., is recuperating
at honie after surgery for
=.
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an

Barnaby

_ Alfred DeSio t husbands and fiances and the ever-/ just

se

Christopher Hewett! present attentions. of. an

|ply, easy to—_avoid.
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Bobert Pena: first and much of the second
.
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the authors shoot

Then

Smith}

Seeeeneeneas Truman

;

Solomon

varicose veins. He’s due back at work in two or three. weeks . ... Legit-

_television actress Eleanor D. Wilson is doing between .engagements.
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Add blame it on the critics notes: Salt-Subber, in. announcing
his
decision to close

o

his new production of “Look: We've. Come. Through”
Prince of Wales ......... . Oliver Gray} with Drake as a bassoon-voiced |by Graham Greene. Staged by Glen dast Saturday (28), was quoted as. saying, “I’m prouder of what I've
anna Danby ttrtsererse dy eee Verona Moor, followed by a bit in which Byam Shaw; | settings, Moties: lighting. done: with this show than ‘Kiss Me, Kate’ (co-produced with. the ‘late.
Major-Domo
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___........

Martin

.........ecee-

“Ambrose | benefit
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romedy-drama
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works to give at tures Sandy Dennis, ¢

|

s¢enes),
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Drake's
first-enighter
following
Graham Greene, well-known as
greeted that outberst of dramatics.
with audible enthusiasm.
- ligious. dramas, has written what

the author of intense, grim re-

Singers: Mattin Ambrose. Charise Ami
don,
Charles
Dunn.
Eddie
Ericksen.
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spirale aa reas
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Puckett, Suanne
Mag-

Sleepin

Although “Kean” is-loaded with
4
: much of it
: is atmost
:
Soseph Mect.ath,
Lispet Nelson. Mary ? |music,
oper-) “he calls asex comedy,ae“The Comgie Goz,

‘|

towel,

securein the

knowledge

Philevolpies Noy, 7, |{Bat she can’tbé evicted
Irene
which
Lover,”
Sota | atic in its use of complex mel- ; plaisant
| David Merrick presentation of two-act ried the street naked
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.
T
odic pattern, recitative and. coun- ;Mayer Selznick in partnership with j-Q6 mzunbers> musical comedy, with: book | 741 &.
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“
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tt, Kenn Gen creel on aikes rane
Gos shadows
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got into the Tynan-McCarthy.

Broadway
"Sandy Dennis circles, where Tynan’s colorfully personal ‘style of reviewing has been:

.. Charles Dann: becomes a bit confused) stands!
arm Heward)..........

Dancers: sate

for the N.Y. Times,

but entering a dissent on the Observer critic’s statementin his book
that

David --2-scererereeeeecess
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....... _, Geers ‘Farner
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........+- ‘Richard Johnson
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‘tussle last week with a piece treating it all tmlightly humorous fashion,
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Chaplin makes .aeae.
stave loafer,

the single number, “Mayfair Af-, agement) presented last week at. novel by Rasen G. Love, Staged and who can justify his position
that
choreograp
y
Michael
3 se
e never needs earn more than
ti
d
, Win St
3
nt
gen
! sung by Drake,
the musically in-|a sophisticated comedy-drama, a
toned reading of a letter by Joan sort. of housebroken “Little Hut”
tion, Oscar Kosaria; erchestrations,
Philip |}he spends
ig the
city’s mu-*~
rs
rogemente, Peter seums or just enjoying the sights.
Weidon as a sultry titled. lady: of that probably. won't repeat its West BrewersA agce rruste aren
Witiow, WiHtow.” “Fracas as Old Drury,”
“Mayfair

<Atfair.”

“Sweet

Danger.”|

jGuene,at Drury Eanes Ring
of ters |fair” includes an explanatory bit ;.the Ethel Barrymore Theatre. It’s
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me “Elena.*
a “Social
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Improvise.”
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Fog
and
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People.” “Service for Service.”
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| |Oscar Lewenstein AllOver Lot
In London's Current Legit Setup

Pret

Music’, 24 Shows: ty
300G

Dallas, Noy, 7.
Treasurer: assignments | thus far: set.‘at ‘Broadway theatres for the| The road company of “Sound of|
1961-62. season are as follows:
{| Music,” starring Florence Hender- {.
_. Alvin: Gordon Cramer, Luis Valle, Richard Begin, John Greeran. json, grossed a whopping $306,321.
in its recent 24-performance stand
: “Ambassador: ‘William .Jakob, Arthur Meyers. ‘at the State Fair Music Hall ‘here.
ANTA: Rod ‘McMahon,. Robert Carr, George Beatty. Tee
It was the third highest take regisBit-Playing Star
Atkinson: Rivington MM. Bisland,, Louis Nekola,: Paul Meyers.
+ tered at the spot by a touring show
A curiosity of grand opera,
during Texas State Fair. ‘time since
Barrymore: Lewis Harris, Julius. Specter. °
but by no means 2 new Situa‘the 4,120-seater opening in 1925.
tion, will presumably develcp
The |‘record-holder for 24 per-later this season at the MetroBelaseo: Peter Meyers, Pat: ‘Murtha.:
formarices at the Musie Hall is “My
politan Opera when the N. Y.Booth: Lillian Peabody, Mildred -‘Anker.
| Fair Lady,” which piled up. $337,born Negro soprano, .Martina
‘Broadhurst:. Betty Barker; Paul Ruppert, “Mary: Ackley, George Metz. 539 at a $4.95 top in 1957, In. secArroyo, a member of the comBroadway: Dan Melnick, Carl. Knopfer, ‘Leonard Cobb, ‘Dan Friendly. ond position for 24 performances
pany for the past two years,
is. ‘South Pacific,” which hit $320,resumes there. She is down for
‘Cort: Jack Melnick, Al Dugen.: ot
| 040at a $3.80 top in'1950. .
the merest bits and off-scene
54th. St Jack. Wolff, Richard Surace,. Anna Yurdin.
“voices,” as before.
46th St.: Charles Bowman, Edward Lynch, William Wiegand, Harold
But meanwhile
all during
” Cubitt, ‘Joseph Scanapicco.
1961 Miss Arroyo has been
. Golden: Ellen Beamish, Anna Hirsh.
singing
leads,
including
‘“Aida,”
in European
opera
'. Hayes: Herman Lewin, ‘Robert. ‘Burke, “Carmine Loiacono, Joseph
Melbourne, Nov.. 7.
- houses from Vienna, FrankKane.
The
Australian
production
of
-furt,
Dusseldorf
and
Hamburg
“Bellinger: Charles Walters, AT Kiefer,. Julius Stove,Richard Hickey,

+

tation.

“Sound

of Music,”

which

opened

_ Imperial: Aaron ‘Helwitz, Richard Cobb, Helen. Martyn, James apparent. Pop - appeal ingredients. .

firm
Ltd.

of
has

That’s revealed by Donald

Flamm notes that besices its two

current West ventures, the Lewen-

|

‘to Belgrade.

\ONLY CANT ORS ILLNESS |Dublin Festival as producer of “St.
K0’D BANJO’: AL LEWIS .Joan of the Stockyards,” starring

‘Garnet. H.. Carroll is presenting
the tuner here in association with
_._Lunt-Fontanne: Henry ,
Ponis,, ‘Norman Baruch, ‘Hy Pearil,.,Charles the Australian Elizabethan Fheatre!
Trust. June Bronhill, Peter Graves{
Stuis.
and: Rosina. Baisbeck
have the Editor, VARIETY:
‘Lyceum: Al Hildreth, ‘Sam Zoldak.
respective. roles
originated .on!
Much reference

Longacre: ‘Thomas Burke, Gladys. Ronchetti,

Plays

Jstein firm was alco involved last
season in the London productions
of “Altona.” “The Blacks.” “Celebration,” “Breakfast for One’ and
; “The Art of Living,”
pius the
; Edinburgh Festival presentation of
“Fiye Plus One.”
The company
was also represented at the recent

1 Oct: 20 at. the. Princess Theatre’
{here, looms as a.longrunner on. its

_, Drury.

producing

Flamm,
former
ewner
of New
York’s indie radio station, WMCA,
and now a partner in the Lewenstein operation.

HEADS FOR LONG RUN

Hudson: Jerry Sheehan, Richard Burke.

British

Lewenstein

since its formation in August, 1960.
The company, currenily represented on the West End as producer
of “Billy Liar’’ and co-producer of
“Luther,” currently has 15 scripts
under option for London presen-

iSOUND’
INMELBOURNE

William Kirby.

The
Oscar

been maintaining a busy schedule.

Beck: Dan-Callahan, Edward Smith, Richard Wolf, George Baldwin..

.

od

Siobhan
McKenna,
who's sched\juled to appear in London next
winter in the planned Lewenstein
has been made production of “To Play with a
Majestic: Irving Morrison; Harry. Steinberg, Frank. Younes.
Broadway by Mary Martin, Theo-jin- recent out-of-town and New; Tiger.”
Miller’s: Frank Frayer, John. Bowman, Georgia Fursman, Kay’ -dore Bikel.
kel and
and Patricia
Patricia Neway.
York reviews of the George Gobel
“Liar,” the firm's snle inde.Morgan..
Production of “Let It Ride,” to an pendent Londen production thus
earlier failure of “Banjo Eyes,” far, has been a big moneymaker.
Morosco: William Rinaldo, Pearl Keyser, Dora Chamberiain. .
which was likewise based on the The Keith Waterhouse and Wiilie
_ Music Box: Walter G. O'Connor, Ray. Metz, Ernest Wheeler.
‘John Cecil Holm-George Abbott Hall adaptation cf the former's
.O’Neill; Kip ‘Whiteman, Ray ‘Jaffie,. Joseph Smith.
play, “Three Men on a Horse,” novel, now in its 6lst week at the
Playhouse: Thomas Brotherton, Louis Appel.
Wo
when it was presented in 1941 with Cambridge Theatre. London, net- Houston, Nov. 7.
: ‘Plymouth: ‘Constance Coble, Irene. Bolte, Philip Kenney.
ted over $220,000 in its first year
7 The “first new « Jegit house in Eddie Cantor as its star.
I wish to take exception to the of operation, according to Fiamm.
Rose: Margaret Hildreth, Nat. Reuben, Cora Gibbs; ©
downtown Houston in. about 30
years has opened ‘with the Major impression created at this time The play cost about $11,000 to
Royale: William Stuis. Kathryn Walsh.-.
that Mr. Cantor’s version could not
BR James: Hugh McGauley, Arthur Feine, Morrie Seamon, Leo. Cas-. Productions Inc.,; presentation of make the grade in New York due produce and its subsequent mopup
|“Auntie. Mame,” Starring
n
is indicative of the West End’s
Mitzi
pare. to
a lack of audience interest. AS. huge payoff potential on a small
| Wayne in-the title role. The Rivoli,
Shubert: Philip. Sraith, Barry’ ‘Bond, Josephine O'Brien.
originally. a picture house, ‘was|.the producer of “Banjo Eyes” I investment.
like to set the record
_ Winter Garden: William Goldhart, Charles Colgan, Rocco. Lofaro.
A smash’ Breadway play could
‘leonverted
for legit ’productions would
circumstances equal or better the “Liar” net in
with.a seating capacity of 700, later Straight and the
which
prompted
the closing of the a year’s time, but the gamble
| to be expanded. to 800.
Major. Productions is primarily show after. a profitable 1414 weeks would involve an investment of
la youth organization, all brofession- at.the Hollywood (now Hellinger) about five-to-15 times the amount
Theatre, and. five-and-a-half weeks expended on the “Liar” presentaal. The show. was produced by W
tion.
The outlay for Main Stem
ton Jones, with Gene O. Mathews of out-of-town tryout.
At the time of closing the pro- straight plays today runs from
associate producer. Jerry L. Gray
duction
had
recouped
364.940.
of
around
$60.000 to $125.000, or even
‘directed,
and
the
sets.
were
de“Cook for Mr. General” at‘the B. Martinson, president of Ballet
its capital investment of $110,000 more.
Even most off-Broadway
by Bobert Howery..
: * Playhouse. Theatre, N.Y., has: set Society, Inc., have joined the ad- ‘signed
and
an
advance
of
boxoffice
replays,
with
their smal] payoff po“Auntie
Mamie,”
is
expected
to.
: aside 200° balcony -seats: for all visory. board of the Institute: for|run through next week..A ‘musical ceipts amounting to nearly $83,000 tential, cost more than $11,060 to
Advanced’ Studies in the’ ‘Theatre
‘performances ‘of .the ‘comedy -for. Arts, N.Y;
had.
to
be
refunded
when
Eddie
produce.
is
being
considered
for
the
first.
of
a
Cantor was suddenly stricken and
next ‘year.
Albert Finney, who had the topsale at $1 each to. high. school. and |
The Rivoli, built in’ 1935 with hospitalized for surgery.
featured role in “Liar,” was re-°
“college students.
~
‘stage productions: in mind, was or- . The closing, which was at first leased by the management last
_ “Fortuna,” a musical ‘adaptation’
iginally the Uptown Theatre, but ‘ta be temporary, only became per- summer to appear in the London
with book and lyrics by. Amold . A course.-on Asian. theatre. is became the Rivoli when Cinerama manent when Mr. Cantor’s doctors production of “‘Luther,” in return
was
Weinstein and music by-Francis. being offered Monday nights at the ‘was introduced. Its switch to Jegit advised against continuing in the for which the management
Thorne, from:a play by. Edouardo. Institute for Advanced Studies in. ‘Makes it. the fourth stage house. strenuous’ work he was obliged to taken in by the English Stage Co.
De Felippo and Armando Curcio, the. Theatre: ‘Arts, N.- Y.. The ses-: ‘for Houston. Others are the. Play- do.in the performance of his role. as co-producer of the John Os-is’ scheduled to: open Dec. 14 at an. sions. cover. acting, directing, pro- house, the. Alley Theatre and. the
In all fairness to Mr. Cantor, it borne play. Osborne is also part-"
undesignated: off-Broadway thea- duction techniques and: history. of. non-professional | Theatre, :‘Ine. —
must be said that his portrayal of nered with Oscar Lewenstein in
tre, to repertory with Weinstein’s Chinese, . Japanese, Southeastern
‘Erwin in “Banjo Eyes” was con- the latter’s producing organization,
“Red Eye of Love,” which ended Asia ‘and Indian theatre.
sidered outstanding and the pro- as are director Toney Richardson
its nightly-performance.run at the
duction staged by Hassard Short. and Mrs. Doris Cole Abrahams,
Provincetown Playhouse, : N-Y.; last}
Londno,- Nov. 7.
costumed by Irene Sharaff, with wife of Gerald Abrahams, board
“Brian Reece played “The Seven sets designed by Harry Horner, a chairman and managing director
Sunday (5).
|!Year Itch” in a bathchair at Har- score by Vernon Duke and John of Acquascutum.
_ Donald. ‘McWhinzile :° ill | Girect .
‘rogate, after breaking a bore in Latouche and choreographed by
(Figures cover Nov. 5-19)
the Broadway production of. “Pas- :
Charles Walters, was regarded as
‘| Advise ard Eensent—Nixon, Pit... 6-10; his leg through a fall.
_sage.to India,”
Fisher, Det.
- Kenneth’ Connor will take over. one ef the best ‘of the season.
_ . Salome Jens will appear in the |"'s
‘Best: Man—Blackstone, Chi G18).
The Broadway Theatre,: at the
Bye. Bye. Birdie
— Her Jan. 8 frem Kenneth Williams in
' off-Broadway: production of “Shad-.
New

York

| Legit House
Housein
in Houston

_ Bows With “Auntie Mame’

Asian Theatre Course

‘Bits. of London

Touring Shows.

“One ofthe Eight.” It will be Con-{|time, ‘was

Majesty's. Montreal. Givs ‘O'Kecte, To-

ow of Heroes.” —

ronto (13-18).
c yeeBre Birdie. Qa.

nor’s. first’ stage: appearance in
een years, ‘Sian Phillips has ‘Joined the:
an,
-Honey.. Sanders is appearing in|
" Daughter oe‘Stlence ryout)—Erlanger:. cast of “Critic’s Choice,” in place
“Bells Are Ringing” at the Mead-| Philly (6-18).
{of
Moira Lister who is expecting
reljo—Shubert,
Boston
(6-18),
ewbrook. Dinner Theatre, : ‘Cedar
a baby. The: play is due‘ at the.
First ‘Love... (ryout)—Shubert,
Grove, N. J.,: where the musical Haven
G1; Colonial, Boston (13-16)

|

Gene Frankel-will,‘stage “Tne.

Umbrella.”

-

Co.)}—Erla nger,

‘New

‘Gay. :Life

(tryout)}—O’Keefe,

; ‘eyesy (N.Y. Co.+-Biltmore, L.A. (6-18).
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Wilmington.
“Playwright-actor Mare’. Connolly |".
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-will conduct e playwriting semiar, exti portent,
ume. de Ida Tante—Fisher, Det.
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Vaudeville in December.
—
Michael Codron has obtained the
West End rights of Charles Raymond Dyer’s. ‘Battle of a Simple
‘Man,” on the understanding that

"Floyd

¥F.. Ackerman

Associates

G);

Wichita

(Kan. ww.

Hall, Omaha (10-11);
Music Man—Hanna,

C2

Geary, SF.

a trio. of one-actors. ‘It bowed

at Aberdeen

(bus-and-tru cio—Leew’s Vic. a
U.,.
Evansville,
Ind. (6);.- Indiana
| Bisomingt
on. (7)3.
due U:, Lafayette,
“Ind (88);., ‘Morris, South. Bend. Orn; :

“jntends opening next Jan. 1. Steve:
Orpheum, Davenport (13); Memorial,
Bur:
* Karmen -will be stake. manager. for. ‘lington
(14); .Paramount, Waterloo 5).
*. the operation.
High School, Peoria (16); Coronado, Rock-.
ford,
I.-G7);
High.
School,
; Appleton,
~ . ‘Herbert. Machiz will stage “The | Wis. (18).

;

Ruth

the.

Page .is choreo-

presentation,

for

whieh Oliver Smith is: set designer
and. ‘Helene Pons costumé designer.

* Joseph Bova -has. succeeded.-Clive

Revill--in: the. Broadway Production
of “Irma La Douce.”

G11); .

‘Cherokee, Ala -(16); Temple,bea
1D;

Civic, ‘Knoxville

Det. (7-18):.
Rhinoceros Hartford, LA. @1b.

"Seund
Music ‘(@d-Co: American,
L. 11); “Shubert Chi -G2-18)..
Subways

: Are: .for.

‘Shubert ay hilty (6-18).

Sleeping:

Bird

in

7

-Mammon.

—And Vice Versa
sf

| one. ‘of the:‘many Editorial Features |
British playwright John Morti-|‘
in: the upcoming
'
Taste of. ‘Honiey—Bustinelli ‘Hartford.
_mer’s* ‘one-acters,. “What Shall We |. (6-Ds3:
Mineota a1)
Thea
@-11)s Her |

:

_.. Tell Caroline?” and “The: Dock
‘Brief,’ are scheduled for off-Broad-.

way

weneay intNew -York <tryout)—-National,

.Majesty’s, Montreal asin.
- Tenth. Man—Royal. Alexandra,: Toronto

(6-38)

"production | by “Rose. Lynch,}.

‘Thorber Carnival—Wilbur, Boston (6-18), |:
Toys. in. the. Attic—Forrest, '.Philly
. ibs fivoll, Toledo 613-14);. - Hartman,
CoL
5-18.3).
World ‘of " Suzie Wong—Civic, “New,

56th Anniversary Number: |!
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Miss Frances, an actress, has
produced and directed off-Broad-
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Bonne Seup, Comedy (10-23-61
Bye Bye Birdie, Her Majeste’s: GIS-6))
Bo re. Mt Prince wales (10-12-61
Fings Alin‘t, Garrick (2-11-60).
Guilty Party, St. Martin’s (8-17-612, _
Heartbreak H’se, Wyndham’s (11-1-6D.

The Aesthetics Of

st. ; :

Time,

ef

- with Steve Chernak: as director. )
Joseph Verner. Reed, ‘producer of.
Plus other statistical and date-filled
the. ‘American Shakespeare -Festi- Orleans. 6-105 “Municipal, Oklahoma City, .
charts and articles.
“wale ‘Stratford, Conn., and Joseph. 6-18).

irma La Douce, Lyric (7-17-58).
Irregular Verb, Criterion (411-6)
Let Yourself Go, Palladium (5-19-61.
Long Sunset, Mermaid (11-7-61)..
bord Chamberlain, Saville (823-61).
t, Phoentx (7-27-61)
Mousetrap, Ambassador “1 -25-52),

Mrs.

Music

My

Puffin, Duchess
Man,

Adelphi

Fair Lady, Drury

(7-18-61).

(3-16-61).

Lane (4-30-58).

Dliver, New (6-30-60).
One Day of Year, Royal

E. (10-23-61).
.One For the Pot, Whitehall (3-2-61).
One Over Eight, Duke York’s (4-5-41).
Potish State Rep, Erince’ s (10-30-61).
ReBearsal, Globe
(4-5-61).
Repertory, Alaywich (12-15-60).
- Repertory, Old V:c (9-14-61).
Ross,

Haymarket
(3-12-60).
YY:

Stop

the

An
off-Broadway
revival
of
“The
Hostage,”
which
Norma
Frances & Bob Margulies intend
producing
in
association
with
Perry Bruskin, is budgeted at $18,
000. A December opening at an
undesignated theatre is planned
for the Brendan
Behan
play,
which ran on Broadway 16 weeks

way.

on

John McCabe

(tryout)—

of

Angle for 186 Capital
For Off-B’ way Hostage’

and then toured last’ season.

-21-61)

anwe Piceadilly (12-9-59).
fringe, Fortune -10461).

-Billy Liar, eee yr adee @-13-60).

believes that boffo plays: beget
bolfe b.o,

i

Strand

_Amorpus

NYU Prot

ey

a

Night of the iguana tryout)—Shutert,

yesterday (Mon.)

pre-London. tour.

;

‘Harvest,” a’ new opera hy Vittorio | My Fair Lady (2d Co}--Shubert, Chi
- Giannini, for. ‘its Nov. 25 - world 6-11; Pabst,. Milwaukee (13-18)..
preem at: the Lyric ‘Opera Theatre, | 5 tu:

- graphing

the

London Shows
Affair,

;| Agatha.Christie’s “Rule of Three,” 1

will be New. Yorkand Hollywood }pitt-¢ 18).
representative. for the Swan 'The-|. Music. Man
‘atre, Milwaukee, which Ray Boyle

interruption,

(Figures denote opening dates)

Hanna; Cleve: (i3- 18).
Lene. Horne
Show {tryont}—Colonfal,
‘Boston.(6-11); Shubert, New Haven (13-18).

{son

unfortunate

engagement of “Banjo Eyes” was
most certain fo continue its suceessful run indefinitely.
Albert Lewis.

Edward Woodward, who started in
"the Institute for -Advanced Study
the’ Richmond Theatre tryout, re-|
in the Théatre Arts, .N. Y., six
Man for All
Seasons:
Se
<tryout)—Walnut, tains the lead role.
_
Wednesday
evenings. beginning ‘Philly (6-18),
Peter
“Saunders
is _ staging
~. Miracle Worker—U of Wisconsin, Madi- :

next ‘Wednesday (15).,

unprece-

Toronto ;

(6-11, moves to N.Y.).

“Discoveries . in. Playwriting,’ |“at|

an

jdented boom due to an influx of
service men fo the city; but for

‘Captains and
$n the Kings _dryout)—Cur-

‘began .a three-week Fun. last night
(Tues.).

enjoying

Margulies,

vice-president

in

charge of production for the Ted
Bates & Co. ad agency, has been
involved with legit and films as a
producer and director. Bruskin,
who was production manager for
the Broadway outing of “Hostage”
and director of the touring company, will stage the off-Broadway
offering.
The Broadway presentation of
the London Theatre Workshop pro- .
duction of the comedy-drama ws
sponsored by Leonard 8S. Fie:d
& Caroline Burke Swann by irrangement
with Donald
Alibery

and

Oscar

Lewenstein

Ltd.

Julie Haydon at College

The American National Theatre
Teresa of Avila, Vaudeville (10-30-61). & Academy, as part of its guest<taz
program, arranged for Julie HayWhistle In Dark, Apolle | (9-11-61).
Wreath Udomo, LyricH'smithothe
260). don to appear as Olivia in “Tvelfth
Young In Heart, Vic. Fal.
Night” for three successive days,
SCHEDULED OPENINGS.
last week at Millikin Univ., DecaCupbeard, Arte (11-15-61.
tur, JJI.
Big oof Nellie, Royal E. (11-21-61.
Critie’s Choice, Vaudeville (12-€-61.
Sponsor of the presentation was
CLOSED
Town and Country, the dramatic
Sound of Music, Palace
World,

Queens

Androcies & Posnet,
-elosed last Saturday
formances,

(-18-6D.

(7-20-61).
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Sy {organization of the university and
the community.
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Shows Abroad

More ‘Globe Playhouse’

“The Globe Playhouse” by John
if
being regarded as a snob. Patricia Cranford Adams (Barnes & ‘Noble;
The American Dream
1$8.501
is ‘second edition of this
Conolly makes only a mild {mpresand The Death of
| important Study of the Elizabethan
sion as the girl from ‘the other side
|theatre
in which
Shakespeare’s
Bessie Smith
of
the
tracks
whose
‘behavior
its
rej
plays
were originally’ produced.
London, Oct. 235.
‘garded as somewhat patronizing.
treatre
1961 «Chnton Wilder & RichFirst edition (Harvard Press,
Raymond
Menuir’s’
staging
has!
ae? Bart. in association with the English
power and extracts the fullest dra- ;11942), has been amplified through
Staz~
Co.
presentation
of two
one-act
d-arnas.
bv
Edward
Albee.
Staged
by - matic
effect from the play. Ken- recent discovery of new panoramic
Pes
Yates:
decor,
Alan
Tagg,
music.
neth Rowell’s duplex set is first- jviews. of London, circa 1600, which
Weliiam
Flanagan.
recorded
b)» Dudley
Mooce
Stan Palmer
Vie Ash
Features
rate, and Richard Pilbrow’s light-; thave helped Dr. Adams to resolve
questions about
the playGens
Andersen,
Robert
Ayres.
Mavis
ing effects are teehnically excel- many
V-inweis Opened Oct 24, “61. at the Royal
house.
os
lent. |
- Myro.
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Theatre, Tendon: $3 tap.
THE AMERICAN DREAM
Mice.
. Mavis Vilhers
Dastds
he wee
ee ee “Robert
Avrea
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eee eee
Avril Elgar
Mra
Baskez,
= .2........- Jeanne
AW atts
Yours
Varn
Alexis Kanner
THE DEATH OF BESSIE SMITH
Jack
.
Tommy
Eytle
Niitse
gs cea
weee Gene Anderson
Fees
gave ween
Robert
Avres
Tre Ordetiee
oe eee
. Neville Monroe
Sr oot Nurse
2. eeeee
Ascil
Elgar
DE
Richard
Easton

Tnougu the afticionados of the
offbeat who patronise the Roval
Comet Cheatre wil! doubtless erjov
EJvard
Albee’s
two one acters,
the double bitl appears a questionable pruspset for transfer for a
rezular commercial engagement.
OF the twa piays, “Tne Death

Shows on Broadway
|

‘Continued from. page. 70

The ¢ ‘omplaisant ‘Lover |ment, and’ Madeleine Sherwood is

ferent ‘ways. Phyllis Calvert played | now top-featured in, the. ‘second
femme lead.
the part:in London.
Miss Withers ‘ gives a quiet: but | The ‘show's. title retire to.a small
direct and expressive performance confectionary store’-in’ an. eastern
that _makes it. plausible .for the lakefront cify, where -a. Greek-born
has: .traised four. diswoman to. be a devoted wife and. matriarch
children—three’ ‘sons
mother, still fond of her husband ‘appointing
and loving: her children. though and a daughter. The author’s chief
With Irwin Smith, Adams has
bored by 16 years of placid mar- |interest seems to. be the youngest
constructed .a detailed replica of |
!child, a son who’ ran away. on. the
the Globe, now on display at Fol- riage, and -yet physically in love night of his wedding because he.
Bonne Soupe |
‘th the.man.who has given her
{ger Shakespeare Library, WashingLondon, Oct. 24.
didn’t love his imported ‘bride,. but life
new
interest
and
‘Meaning.
She
Donald Albery, in assoclation with H. * ton, DB. €. Model is- considered by
|. who has returned. home. at:curtainH
Winaate., presentation of comedy
in
experts most authentic to.date. and establishes that she ‘cares. deeply rise.
two acts. by Felician Marceau. translated.
for
both
men,
and
thereby
makes
:
basis for Several of the|
by Kittv Black, Staged by Eleanor Fazan;:. ‘furnishes
{ He is a confused - Youth whose.
settings...
Disléy
Jones;
lighting,
John
33 illustrations. in the: book. Au- ‘the audience care about her.
Wickham.
Stars Coral Browne: features. ‘thor is distinguished ShakespeareMichael Redgrave plays. the brow-wrinkling ‘Self-pity |and. -res~
Peter
MNbos.,
Nigel
Davenport,
Peter
-sentment ‘are abcut. all he | has in
curiously
©
limp
husband
with
a
‘an
scholar.
for
past
16
years
presBowles.
Erica
Rogers.
Opened -Oct
23.
‘sl, at the Comedy
Theatre,
London: : ident
of Hofstra College. Among. bland, casual, slightly marinered ‘-common with -his” rather” devour$3. twp.
.o
vingly. material .mother, : his. alco-.
air
and
an
occasional
hint’
almost
i
‘
features’
in
new
‘edition
is
scene-;
Marie-Paule. ...cescccaess
Coral Browne |
oldest: ‘brother, the callously. ..
;
and Erica Rogers. by-scene
Although he “pro- ‘holic
|
breakdown.
of:
“King :‘of archness.
Croupie?

....ccceee awe

e se ee

Peter

Barmav.
oo. eee ence eee - BA
M
Gaston ...ecsceecese Vernon
Mother
Roger
Roger’s

Mme

Illing|

Corlett.'
Smythe :

Lear” as first performed. Tome has ;fesses concern over his wife’s emo- | lecherous. -second. brother and ‘his

been item'most often requested in tional state, the husband is obvi- plaintive spinster. -sister.. : Perhaps

ss ee ensoereccaeee
Joan Heath
reprint
— ...ecoecee ’ Peter Bowles i
Customer
.....
. Richard Coe =‘search

Roser

wane

Mahvash Bellamy

value

by Barnes
& Noble Fre-}; ously more worried by the threat to. the playwright is ‘trying. to: sdy that.
service, and will be of great: his own domestic tranquility. The everyone is. alone - and must make.

to scholars and

stage

pros: actor has two good scenes, one in

his own way and his own life, but

Guide
ec eeae Michael Darlow
alike.
Rodo. jwhieh he breaks
down
at the at the same: time can never really
Skater
wee eae
Sandra
Alfred’
realization
that his situation is escape his origin. and himself.
of Bessie Smith” would seem to OsAnlon
..
Nigel Davenport °
Clients
Tim
Buckland.
Hobin
Hopper.
|
Shaky
have more Siamina, though if: is
and: the other
when
he... Whatever the intended: point, it
Bill-Corlett, John Riehmond *
given the curtain-raiser treatment, Lecasse «2 2...
‘suavely talks the reluctant lover «. doesn’t matter. ‘much, - -for- “The...c eee.
Michael Johnson
......
ee eee Leonard Kingston |
with greater pro..inence goimsg to Alphonse
., into
accepting
the triangle -ar-.’ ‘Garden
of Sweets” is .awkward,.
sae eenaceee Mahvash. Bellamy |
“fhe American Dream.” The latter Irma
, rangement. ‘The character was pore-overwrought theatrical hokum that
Maurvicett@a ccc ew cca sec e ee Sandra Alfred °
ix one of those vague, apparently
frayed in. London by Ralph Rich- leaves a spectator wondering how.
Joseph
gw ae eee
James.
Cossins :
Angele
2.2...
Rosalie Westwater :
meaningless comedies, loaded with
Irma la Donee
ardson.
anyone could have thought it worth .
oo...
cee cee
Jonn Richmond
non seqviteurs, in whieh there are Rarmond
As the demanding. lover, Richard. doing. Miss Paxinou,’ whether he‘(ALVIN ‘THEATRE, .N.Y.)
Decorator
.....2ccce0
Leonard Kingston
quite a few laughs, but which all Jaequot
ccc ccnevaee
John
Church.
‘Johnson
seems
curiously.
self-con-"'
cause.
of the heavy-handed -direcAlthough Elizabeth. ‘Seal
has
is eee
Antony Carrick!
adds up in retrospect to a big Armia
Armand’s Mother ........
Joan Heath — started her-fourth year in the title . tained, and ‘he hardly suggests the’ ‘tion of .Milton. Katselas or in-annothing. It is. however. flawlessly “Ernest 2
oe. cae aneeTim Buckland
: sort of red-blooded Lothario who. effort of her own. to inject moveBertht
oo... ye eeee eee Mahvash Bellamy ' role’ of this ‘wry musieal comedy. :has Jed a succession
acted by the cast, with particular
of married ° ment and:: vitality into the play;
....
ccc cee casen
Judith
South:
standouts by Mavis Villiers and Jeanine
Mollard
oo...
2... ea, Michael. Jofinson. her first two havi ng. been in Lon- , Women -into adultery or inspired gives an exaggerated portrayal of
Robert Ayres.
retains - the .dentist’s wife to irresistible. the indomitable mother who drove
tdon,:. her
performance
in
contrast.
“Bessie
Smith”
“Bonne Soupe. " in a new trans: ;freshness,’ style, verve, energy and . passion. Paul Scofield had the role i out her «worthless husband ‘many.
makes a forceful impact with its
- fin London.
! years before’. and. now wonders:
much. personal appeal.
powerful theme and the Intense ‘lation by Kitty Black, is Donald
‘Sandy ‘Dennis is atceptably ve-: whether a lifetime of sacrifice for
‘Staleness, the dread of long-°
acting of .Gene Anderson as the. Alberys latest enterprise, and it is
run shows. apparently hasn’t set: hement. as an infatuated 19-year- ' her children’ was: worth it.
e1e
adini.sions nurse in the hospital of some significance that he is also
°: Miss Sherwood is believable as
pin with ° ‘Irma La Douce.” Doubt- -old, and she displayed “admirable
and the centrepiece of this essay in
less sparked by Miss Seal's in- poise’ in a nightmarish incident the: ‘drunken son’s bitter, possesracial prejudice
It is a eoldly associated with “Irma La Douce” ,
domitable performance, the cast” opening night when. her petticoat --Slve’. wife and “Morgan. Sterne. in
and
“The
World
of
Suzie
-Wong.
_.
moving exercise and suggests that
“still achieves. the .vital ‘illusion of. started to slip and she moved be- |the only other clearly -defined role,.
the author’s talents are not con- There is, of course, a similarity in
‘hind a sofa onstage, and stepped -gives a direct ‘and plausible per-.
the first time. - ,
subject matter, but there is some
fined to surrealist comedy
That the importation: blues. were ,out of the garment without. seri-. formance. as the son who prefers
Both items are vigorously staged reasonable doubt whether prostitunot
to
strike
“Irma
La
Douce”
was
.
" ously disrupting the rhythm of fhe: women and gambling to: family ties.
tion
will
on
this
occasion
also
bs Peter Yates, and. Alan Tagg’s
evident‘ from its opening reception . scene. ‘The perceptive first-night- :-Lou Antonio is helplessly trapped
*devor is suitable enouzh
in its prove a paying proposition.
‘in
New
York.
It's.
an
offbeat
story
iers.
gave her a hand. so a line or: ‘in the part ofthe wedding night.
lnnited way.
Muro.
The Felician Marceau comedy.
‘seen in America in-a different ver- ‘and musical comedy that concei¥- j.two of dialog was lost, but the.’ fugitive who spends three acts
ably might have by-passed tastes! performance was not spoiled:
+ wrestling verbally. with his own
sion anil previously a substantial
The One Day of the Year. hit in Paris. traces the career of a “of ‘the conventional theatre-going : Among the other players, Gene . tangled emotions.
publi¢é.
Present
patronage,
how|:
Wilder.
is
funny
as
a
baffled
Eng-\
London, Oct. 26
John Balzac. is believably. thiseryoung girl who “gets her degree’ |
eyer, proves to be very: much “with!' lish-speaking Dutch belihop, Nicho- '
$9 Theatre Co., Laurier Lister & fhe
in the stockroom where she is.em-:
; able as the drunken son, ‘Martine
Australian
Ekzabethan
Theatre
Trust
it.” It’s anather demonstration that.::‘as Hammond. seems affected as. a!
Bartlett is acceptable as the. wailploved. and develops: into’ a hard
presentat-on
of a drama
in three acis
:talert
and
good
humor.
are
an
irprecocious moppet, George Turner. {ing old-maid ‘daughter, Boris: Tu(fs scenes:, by Alen Sesmour.
Staged
calculating prostitute who.setsher ©
by
Raymond
Menmuir;
decor.
Kenneth
|and Christine Thomas are passable t'marin. isn’t ‘able to. give ‘reality ‘to
sights on a rich benefactor: Pos-. resistible theatrical parlay.
Rovwell: lighting, Richard Pilbrow Opened
As the law student devastated | as friends who put up with the
bet
25.
61, at the Theatre Roval, Strat-~ sibly much
of the original Gallic «
by love for. the’ assiduous. heroine. ! dentist’s practical jokes and Bert: ithe caricature, role: of ..a. slightly
ford East, London; $1.75 top.
flavor has been lost in transition.
Greek. Orthodox.
seem eae
Rod
Haddrick
Aly
Conk
: Dennis: ‘Quilley keeps a‘ sense of! ‘Nelson gives a forthright perform-;; sanctimonious.
and in its present form it is often *
i priest, and: ‘Ted: Beniades... Elen!"
Tyee
Cook
oc cee ew eens
Nita
Pannell
newness and charm. Norman Wi‘ise,
Hrizhie Couk
2 .......-.. Lewis Fiinder
dull and witless, with onty excep- | pinchhitting .as the -police .inspec- | ance in the caricature role of a: Kiamos :and Lestye Hunter ‘are.
Waeks Dawoon
.......
Rez Ive
| hearty - Netherlands dental equip-!-passable in bit parts..
tiona! bright sparks in the dialog. ‘tor,
Jan Castie .. ....
- Patricia Conolly
has ‘black-mustachioed:
and
There’
are |
The
most
intriguing
feature alert-eyed keeness. Joseph. Bova: {ment. manufacturer:
atmospheric
séttings . by Motley |. Boris Aronson has designed an.
Australian dram‘ is still some- about the show {is its production as narrator; unquiet barroom keep- irepresenting
a modest but com- ‘interior. setting’ that might also
thing of a novelty
in London, -concention and the staging. Coral .er, chief. magistrate, ancient pris-:fortable London living room (in an |represent .a church or: an: “Oriental.
Browne, as the star, describes her:
the critical acclaim of “Summer
oner, obstetrician, has a slyness ,; architecturally impossible house) | teahouse, Patricia Zipprodt has
of the l7th Dol!" afew
seasons
youthful adventures to a casino and
iprovided- vaguely . noticeable *-twinkle that net guffaws.
and a= grubby Amsterdam
hotel ;
back, whetted appetites. Now the cLrounier as these are being reclothes, Tharon. Musser has devised :
Still particularly memorable are |pedronm:
53 Theatre Co.. which had a not- enacted
on stage. A sliding set the. Seal-Quilley duets, “Our Lan-;
'
As. potential film material, “The | the intrusive lighting ‘and .John: able
engagement
at the Lyric, facilitates
quick
and
frequent guage of Love” and. “The Bridge:
.Balanios has” Supplied: distracting
Haumersmith,
some
two
years chanzes of setting, though all too at Caulaincourt.” while. Miss Seal's|;Complaisant Lover” has a stand-+ incidental musié.
7
ard . basic story situation and at
back,
as
presented
Alan
Sev-. often one bedroom is being ex-delivery of the title song and ‘her least two distinctive characters: in:
Ore thing: about Broadway: firste.
mous “The One Dav of the Year.” ‘changed for another.
vigorous
dancing have ‘dynamic the husband
.nighters
—
they're
extraordinarily:
and wife. If the:
across town at:the Theatre Royal
Mi~s Browne’s performance can- ‘wallop...
Geor. | frankly” immoral. conclusion were;; patient and. ‘polite.: During. the
in East London. It is a good play not
be faulted,
though
she
is
acceptable, the role of the lover! opening performance of “The Garand well worth a transfer, though worthy of something substantially
should be given more dimension } den. of- Sweets” there..was no per‘comunerciaily it may not be suc-- betier. Her “past” is. well por| and vitality: There would also have iceptible -‘flight for the exits, and
eessful.
‘traved by Erica Rogers, and some
| to: be added action and movement|even at the. final curtain no one.
The title refers to Anzac Day, of the more prominent men in’
in the yarn.. Altogether, the -play. threw anything or jeered.. Perhaps
which revives glorious memories
their lives are adequately inter-. —_—_ Continued from page 69
of the older generation
of the preted by Peter Illing: Nigel Davseems ‘questionable
for sereen | they were too numb by then.
.(Closed -Qct. 31, after a single
valor of Australian and New ‘Zea- enpoit and Peter Bowles. Eleanor | can never:.make a profit for -Us.’ ‘|
| adaptation. It should do fairly well
performance. ye
Hobe.
land troops in the Gallipoli dis- Fazan
as an item for tock. '
Hobe,
has staged
the two-acter :“He. offers four choices.
aster in World War I But how
i The possibilities would be to/
with-considerable gusto.
Myro.
important is the celebration today?
The
Garden
of
Sweets.
abandon the project ‘completely, to
I, it really a memorable occasion:
Ben Frye ‘& Irving Squires presentation
operate. an open air theatre simi- of drama .in three acts (four scenes), by
or is it just am excuse for a glori- . 2 Actors Acquitted On
lar to the cuffo Shakespeare. thea- Waldemar Hansen. staged by Milton
(Figures denote opening dates)
ous booze-up?
scenery, Boris
Aronson:
cosCongress Contempt Rap: ‘tre productions .in New York, to Katselas;
Ameriean Savoyards, Jan Hus (10-2660. That is the point made by Alan’
tumes, Patricia Zipprodt; lighting, Tharon
Actors Martin Yarus and Elliott' enclose the existing. theatre for Musser; music, John Balamos; production | ‘Baleony Cep.), Circle In Square GS-60).
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Garden of Sweets, ANTA
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Last week, $3,770 for sole perand: Eleanor Horn, includes Frank
(C-T) ($4.95; 1,251;° $24,534). : formance.
.(ZeroMostel,. Alfred Ryder). Pre--|'. Last week, $15, 505 with ‘TG-ATS Lasker, house manager, and Bar*Far Country, Music Box (D)}-'
Opening This Week
Ty
Plaxen,
treasurer.
‘vious week, $25,558.with TG:ATS ‘subscription for five performances
(Zist wk;.247 p) ‘$6.90-$7.50; 1,101;
Gideon, Plymouth :D-T: ‘$7.50;
| $40:107) (Kim Stanley, Steven Hill,
subscription. after opening here last. WednesMarch,
999;
$45.000)
«Fredric
.Last week,. $28, 285 With, TG. ‘day.(1) to two favorable reviews
Ludwig Donath). Previous week,
SCHEDULED B'WAY PREEMS
“ATS: subscription...
tCrosland, : Journal;
Klepfer;|
Gideon, Plymouth
$61), |
$19,433. Exits November 25 to tour. Douglas Campbell).
122-81)
118-6
ri
Shubert,
Life,
Gay
|
Fred
Coe
and
Arthur
Cantor
Last week, $16,007.
{ News).
presentation
of play by Paddy
iusicBox
Silence,
Daughter’
From
the
Second
City,
Royale
WEEKS.
SPLIT
U11-30-6D
Box
RS)
AD:
Music
,
Pabst
.
Chayefsky.
Capitalized
at
$150,000,
Worker,
Miracle:
|
“RS)
(R) (6th wk; 47 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 999; opens tomorrow night ‘Thurs.) at
($5-$5.50; 1,623; $58,000). Previous | Fiorello. (MC-RS). Previous week,
Night ef iguang. Royale (12-28-61),
| $41,158). Previous week, $13, 444,
a cost of approximately $100.000
.New. Faces of 6%, Alvin (21-62),
.
meek, $40,253, Orpheum, Minneap- -$29,837,. Shubert, New Haven.
Last week, $12,035.
Mert
Sshi,
Golden
(1-6-623.
and can break even at around
Last week, $30. 780 for eight-perNe Stringt, Hellinger (2-22-62
to Succeed in Business $23,500.
Lastweek, $26, 755 for five eve-! formances;, ‘Auditorium Hershey,
Funny Thing Happened, Riva’ -3- 62). ‘How

Last week, $28,600 for seven pér-!'Taubman, Times, Watts, Post!.

(9d wk). ($4.95-$8;. 1,032; $29,400).

MILWAUKEE

Bir te aa A

74

LEGITIMATE

|

VARIETY
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umes, through agents only, above

t

C

ryt

.

TL \

|

j S

NE

A A STING

i

‘| address,

|

.

mony.

_

Mail

photos

c/o above address.

“Place Without Twilight” (D).| . «jy

with experience ‘as cosmetia’ dem:

Include range. }onstrators, charm school técahers,

Reviewers”

(Ri. Pro-|¢t al. Mail photos and resumes.or

andy ducers, George Gersener &

Fryer

Robert

‘$%|Producers,

and resumes

Ken: film clips, .c/o above address:

-| Lawrence Carr, in association with |Gaston In asso. with Richard Roff-:

ne

ae

John

Herman

(234

W.

44th

St.| man

(c/o

Gaston,

1514 -Metro-

Fot!ecing are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broad-|N.Y.; LA 4-2844). Available parts: ‘politan Ave., Bronx 62, N. Y. TA
way, and touring show's, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele |man, 19-21, tall,, handsome, ‘cat- 92-5105).
Parts available. for im ale
region shows.
All information has heen obtained directly dy thellike, fair; boy, 16,.intense, medium and femme
experienced musical|
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been re-{height, fair; girl, 18, spiritual qual- comedy performers.
Mail photos'checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.).
ity, naturalal
beauty, fair; girl, 21,lanq resumes ec /o above address -|{
;

The

available

roles will be repeated

tions to the iist will be made

weekly

until filled, and

addi-|fragile:; girl, 18, all-Anierican type;

only when information is secured from

|boy,.19,

sincere. All roles are

no phone

Ne-

calls.

|

oo

oe

“Acquaintance” (featurette). Pros
ducer, Creative Mart

| Bifth”

Ave N.Y;

Films

OX.

(507 °

7-5895)..

responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads: sro. Mail photos and resumes to|
“Not While I’m Eating”
(R). Available parts: femme, :20's, ate
proveled by the managements of the shows involved rather than to} above address.
—
.,
Producer, . L. A. D. Company {c/0 | tractive; man, 25-30, : tall, attrace
Tm a wild goose marathon.
This information is published without
“Put It In. Writing” (R). Pro-| enny-Debin Agency, 140 W. oth tive: man, 40’s, continental: type.

charge.
In addition

oT, parts Usted, the tabulation includes pro-|
_.
to the available

|ducer,
(234 W.| Parts’
44thi Parts:
St. N. leading
Y= Cl
gi -N. Robert
Y- Weiner
LO °3-4370).

duevtons announced for later this season, but, for which, the managements. as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designations are as follows: (C} Comedy, (D'.Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy,

t31D+

Musical Drama,

(R) Revue, (Rep)

od
Reading.

Repertory, (DR)

Dramatic
;

——<

'LO

Happy

and-resumes
¢’0 above
eran

Says

a

: number.

* “Sound
of Music” (MD). Produc-:
rss,
Richard.. Rodgers
& Oscar'

|

,Hammerstein

2d

(488

‘Mulligan, in association with Ane

.
“South of

Heaven”

Madison’ ducer, Lance

Available parts: man,.! Ave.,N. Y.); casting director, Eddie !.St.,

Barklie

(MD).

‘Ithony
Production:
ni
Pice.
Pro-. oes 4s Pak Ave: Ns a

parts:

lead

(53E. 65th

N.Y...’ Available

',_

‘ahle

nacte:

Poe ows Don es Oe

girl,

be

Re

one.

. 30's average male type, must sing
|Blum: Auditions for possible future femme..45, strong legit voice; lead :They must -be typically ‘American
replacements
for girls, 7-16, and: man, 20's;. femme comedy lead
_and dance very well; femme, 20's, |hoys, 11-14 all with trained voices.
!39's,” scrawny: ingenue; man, 40's, .1°King and should be able to

BROADWAY ,_

“Happy

3-4370:,

5-4157)..
Available |-yraii-photos
male
singer-dancer,*
.qaréss. -

available for male and femme re-' 29'S; character man, 20's, Singer-""
.
one
yue
types: - Mail
phatos
and - dancer. Apply through agents only:
“To Kill a Mockingbird” (D).._
resumes c /o above address.
1by calling Walter Perner, above
; Producers: ‘Alan Pakula & Robert

.
average

femme

‘te
type,

;
<
must sing|characters.

ui)
Mail

photos

”
lh Rie boy,-12,
halal
Maia
aecent:.Ap-.
jixeabte
villain;
wild, pre-nea;SPeakk withWiln a Southern
et
eee
ae

and

Happy”

{(MC:.' 29d dance very well; man, 35-40, |Tesumes to aboye address. .
i cocious. All parts are. Negro. Mail ;Piicants wit pe seen by appoint~
«Madison Ave. 7 adances
exec: man, , fat,|_ ,
“Time." Is a Thief” (D). : Producer,! 1photos and resumes co Glasser,;™ent
only. through agents,
¢/o
-oducers Art hur Cantor& Robert "1 Alice Lee Boatwright,
Producers,
;
Beverly’
Zarling
(489.
Fifth
Ave.,'
above address.
atwright, above adWiener +234 W. 44th St. N. ¥:: small town exec, must sing; man, N.Y.:
YU 6-4284). Available parts:|_
a,
dress. .
co
:
:
mee
30's. evangelist, must sing; man.!; oe
lead .30’s. small. proud,|_ “Zwo By Saroyan” (D). Produc———s
; acrobatic,
must sing and climb | character
woman:
character char.}224
man’ |e?s: St.
ShellyN.¥.;
& Barry
Gordon Avail-|f(20 E.
nb
o.
. aoo
PL 2-1360),
meticulous
small.
to play carni entertainer;. 50's
, walls

; femme, middle-aged, kooky battle-/) ter

1 axe,

must

femme,

‘and

sing

20's,

dance;

and

various

types, and

‘characters.

male

Mail

dance;

must

femme,

acter man.

sing]...

45,

plump;

char-|2bl¢ Parts for future possible re- |}@
!placements: character .man, 20-55;[/%

turn daeec

19.14

.tWo

Puerto

Rit¢an-looking

young

!~ es

and femme

photos’

above address.

agents only, c/o above address.

and1_

- |cular: ‘boy, 8; male

midget;

three i

Untitled Drama. Producer, David ;femmes, 18-25, pretty. Mail photos

ow

.

|

agement

fund in which the man-

hopes

to

make

your

monsy grow and exes whet
it considers sensible risks
in that

direction.

prospectus” free from:

J. BERMANT & CO.
122 E. 42 St., N. Y., Rm, 270t
MU 7-2815

pq).

gy. Shields, above:

y.

Rd?

*a colorful, Mustrated booklet

youl enioy readies.
nema
“-"=""|
Please send free Dreyfus Fund Information,

Name

7,

Lester

(D). Produ-'

Osterman

&

.

woe
——

o

thusiastic,

swaggering,

Shirley: and move

must

aaa

+». and still have freedom
for auditions, casting.

D'Arey, above number.

parts: man, 32, fair ene

| Available

for appointment, |

“Isle of Children”
‘cers,

:

:

only, c/o Scotti.

dramatic performers, 40's. Apply la “We ‘Take one Town’ (MD". ‘3BL through .agents

number

—

- EARN UP TO

[>

itepeFartavailable foryoung, Anis

.

for appointment.

6-0990". several Parts |number,

sing:

=.

well; femme, 25, dancer-

:

__

TOURING

“Carnival”

(MC).

ff

calls. qnd other work.
Dignified, Profitable work

Producer,

tin which you make

Call Nicholas Gray, above numbef, |spoken, non-singing, can be »eard- ! the trumpet well and sings. Contact
which has such honorary i
;for interview appointment:
~
ed; man, 28, non-singing. aristo-’ Peggy Shields, above number.|{} members as Duke Ellington, .
(MD'.

Producer, New:

;burge-Porter Prew.

| way, N. Yj JU =-:i

cratic,

weak-looking,

ineffectual;

_

*419 Broad- | tenor, 30-40, skinny, poetic; man,

“world of Suzie

Wong” (D!. Pro- if Count Basie, Jolin Roosevelt f

ducer, David Kitchen (118.W.79thif

and Jackie Robinson,

Available
|3g, singer-dancer, squat, swarthy, ist, N. Y.; TR 4-760). Replacement \f§

| ae
femme,<* *.aall, lyFi¢' cruel; man, 35, .non-singing, tall, iparts available. for a young, at-| WRITE
;soprano,; femme, ;5Us, strong per) straight,
reserved; boy, 10, act,:tractive Oriental femme and sev-\f*
| ag:
sing and play. bugle; boy, 12, ‘eral American blonde sailor types if... Mr.
csonality; male, 50-60, timid; three:

—

Alfred Duckett

.

jmen, 35-45, businessmen; femme, ;angelic choir voice; femme, 14, |21-25, for bus- and truck company.!§ Sandale Development Corp. |
voluptuous model, Sigh
oes i | Singer: femme. 7; male singers: an ; Call Ed Douglass,
have’ number 11 A
-.
1273.
Fulton Street... |
50-60, non-singing;
high wire ac | old peasant man and an old aristo-]am.-3 p:m.,
Monday-Friday
B
ki n:16.N: y mrt
one man and one woman; several. cratic man, four young men, all, —”‘p-m.,
Monda
y.
rooklyn 16, N. Y.

Please Print
Address.

ismall

City & Stet

must

male

and

sing.

Mail

femme

photos

roles.

and

"She's got a gimmick—
TALENT!"

{must

act, femme

singers: two

ma-|

res- ;ture women wno must act, four!
j3oung
girls; six young femme '}j.
|dancers; men dancers. of all sizes,: Shapes and descriptions. Mail pho-:

‘ tos and resumes ¢’o above address. !
=

OFF-BROADWAY
“All

Kinds

“of

|

Giants”

Television

“Bozo’s Circus” (children’s show :
locally on WGN-TY).
Producer, !
McGinn. Television. Productions |

|'410 'S. Michigan

(MC).| WA 2-1000).

1OR PHONE:
Lo
_ Daily to 8 P.M.,
Saturdays to 5 P.M.

STERLING 9-7000

Ave:, Chicago;

|=

Casting director Laura:

Producer, Noel Weiss ‘c/o Savan-| Hitt accepting photos and resumes ‘ -,

i
EE
2

ij Levinson

Agency,

20 E. 53d

|25; man, 25, under 5 feet,

6inches]

“Camera

Three”

SECRETARY-

. GIRL' FRIDAY
Sb
telcatectel

St.,{ of all types of circus acts-c/o above

+ N.Y.; PL 2-1360). Available parts:; address. Include availability’ date :
lcharacter comedian, 40-50;: man,!in Chi area.
Hea

ease tients trained. caiciear, 1

(educational:{|attractive, with. all skills including {.

jtall; .soprana,. 18-22, pretty. All’ dramatic series). Produce?, CBS |] Must have previous experience: Prefer
:must sing. Mail photos and resumes ‘(594 W. 57th St., N. Y.. ‘JU 6-6000); {| some one currently employed. who

[ior 1call,
above information.
———_Icasting director, Paula Hindlin. ||2ines,,.t%,
improve,
mer situation.
Attitudes
(R).
. Producer, | Accépting.photos and resumes. of
tion and additional’ benefits.
|—_Michael F. Goldstein

(10 W. 65th!

'St., WN. Y¥.; SU 7-4774).

general male and female dramatic

LT

.

ohtlitee

(es

ne

and!

vamp

'_

ea

“Banker's Daughter”

ne

oo,

|CBS: (524

(MC). Pro-'¢.¢999).

:
My Feet”

Unto

vesumes eyo above address and ous:dramatie
ent

series).

W. 57th

casting

-|ducers,:.Claire
Nichtern
nti,
Libin (61 W. 9th
St, N. &Ys Paul
AL , Hindlin. Accepting
vom

“(Mary Hurt)... strippers with gimmicks perform in what can be de
scribed only as the showstopper.”
—_ The Cincinnati Post & Times Star ©
.. . @ few minuies Into the second act the lid was lifted right off the.
oon
.
soners
never.
d the e
Pee ae Se
a cn delight of strippers never grace

— Pittsburgh Post Garetts
“The hit of the show. , .”

— The Detroit News .

“An immortal trio... In costume, deportment and lines... tremendous.”

— The Indianapolis. Times”
‘To sharpen the drollery . . . three young women, hoping te encourage
Gypsy, sing ‘You Gotta Have a Gimmick,’ and perform the most riotous |
bumps and grinds seen in the theater in years. (Mary Hurt)... left the .
audience aching with laughter.”
—The Indianapolis News
numbers

aro superb, particularly ...

Gotta Have a Gimmick’ .. .”

the hilarious "You've

— Fabulous Las Vegas Magazine’

— See Her as “MAZZEPPA”

in “GYPSY:

Nov. 13 through Dec. 2

FORREST THEATRE, Philadelphia

Liar

‘Box V-3159, VARIETY

Parts avail- : talent, c/o-above address. No dupli-

|-able. for pmale and femme actors cates.
118-35, who can sing and have:

“The musical

.

money by

"
-_.
=
AY
;
Bernstein (1650 Broadway, N.Y.;
|actress-chest singer, dark, luscious,: David Merrick ‘264 W. 44th. St.,;
JU 6-05 70". Part available for a a volatile; femme, 20, auburn hair,’ N.Y.; LO 3-7520). Parts available if. ' simply making contacts.
year-o
oy, slim, earnest, sensSi-! delicate, eager, soprano; man, 60,; for two male fire jugglers, .a dwarf 'J.
ake
uastete. x
«pans ecg abt,
tive, must be experienced actor. !tittle,
bird like features,
soft{|who sings well and.a tall man plays: Work with an organization mi

“Jennie”

=.

Y

y

!

The Dreyfus Fund is a mutual In- | {through agents only or call above Seventh ‘Ave. MONLY. ia ans07057
vestment

=

& Jjine, with sense.of humor and ine)? reducer, D'Arcy Productions . (66

'

N. Ys

«

OR
PART
TIMEa
_
”

{LO 83-7520). Part available for a End Theatre, 85 E. 4th.St.. N.Y).

Lrgtata, Sone of Glante” (Dy,St.itencity.
(NE atorCall 2628
WhoSPEAKSMO"
hom the Gods Lore” 0),
above: W; 46th St, N.Y; JU 2-4860, Ext.
Peegy Shields

ING

FIND

|

;Producers,
Cioffi (60A. E.Totero
42d
‘William F. Charles

p

le

:

5

in- ‘Mail
30's, tall,
two juves, 12-14;jinen
who play. the guitar and sing; FULL
photoswirey;
executives,
ante and resumes, vitthreugh
{two 5 Ne Negro young : men, strong, mus- y

|resumes, through agents only, c’o; Merrick (246 W. 44th St., N.. ¥.: and resumes c’o.James
Hay ‘iEast ‘ff

5

SA
ME 7 N eT1:
‘WF LES
im
&

30's solid pugped: man

wieaye

others

evangelists,

‘cluding

:earni

well

bosomy,

Phe

154 West 46th St., New York 36, N.Y; §
——
—
=
I

‘(religi- |=

——

Producer, |;

MACY'S

St. N. Y. JUulf

director,fe

‘$AIUIITE

Paula!)

Ne

CARI

|4°3536:.
Available parts: man, !gramatic talent, c/o above address. |
40's, charming rascal; femme, 21,1 Ng. duplicates
.
;

attraetive, willful; man, 25-35, cley--|

°

er, comic; leading man, handsome j. “Naked City” idramatic’ series).
artistocratic;
lyric
so-|
Leonard
Otte
,
OTSProducer, G Herbert’
"11 B.Fifth
prano,
attractive, - aristocratic; | ‘screen
Gems,
Vil
Fifth Ave.,
‘femme, 50’s, genteel: boy, rotund, | N. Y.; PL 1-4432). Accepting pho-

ee
——

'tbaritone,

DI ATIATOC

"WHITE
PLAINS
a
NEEDS: A.

and
photos and_.re;
‘+ sumes of general male and female :

rit

SANTA CLAUS
"8
BULL TIME:

.
EMPLOYEE. DISCOUNTS

|

-APPLY PERSONNEL
DEPT.
| Whit
ins.
Macy's White Plains —
os 220 -Main Street l.

|}.

naive; character man, .ruddy sea | 105, and nes ot penerel male
—
‘captain. Legit voices only. Mail,2dfemale dramatic talent by mail | ===
—
=
;photos and resumes c/o above ad-; Bly, c/oabove address.
ATT ENTIO N:

j dress. Don’t phone.

-

|

NBC-TV. (30 Rockefeller Plaza,|

Summer Stock Investors.

aeaek Monday” (D). Producer,N. Y.; cI 7-830). Casting director |J

sr pregaeer. theatre.

illiam Hunt (c/o deJoia, 350 W.{| Rick Kelley is accepting photos|]
Beautifully. planned
summer
theatre.
| 12th St. N. Y). Available parts: and resumes of male and femme
Thriving revert Sreatis Up for arabs .
several males, white and Negro,!dramatic performers for several |] dve to internal changes; here's an §

| 20-50,
all types; white girl, 13-14;/ Shows, Mail information to him,|] orPoifunitytopickup&, wolng, thas
Negro. boy, 13; white boy, 9-10: lc/q above address. No duplicates. |} potential. Present Immediate potential |
one white and one. Negro femme,|

WBBM-TV, Chicago, (630 N. Mc- |}.224000 gress initial Investment can be

30-35; several non-Equity children.'Clurg

4; All

must

have

good

‘Southern {Parts

Ct,, Chicago;
ayailable

for

WH

4-6000).|}

male

and

ariswered quickly and. confidentially. |].

. Box V-3157,

VARIETY...

1 accents. Mail photos and resumes|femme performers, all. ages and
|!.154 West 46th St.. New Yark 36, N. Yc/o above address.
types, for 39-week series of drama ————

“Difficult

_Woman”

(tentative |workshops plus four to six prime;f’

title). (MC). -Producer, Nik Fatula|time

original dramas.

Must be

~ gan

AT

5

pp

epee

LIBERTY?

_

(135 Central Park W., N. ‘Y.;|from Chi. Mail photos and resumes || Ws pave pact Jie tye natrend

|.SU 7-5522), in association

with;¢/o Program. Dept., above address./}

women. Top rates.

=.

Donald C. Fetzko. Parts available}
Untitled Syndicated Vidtape
Se-|]| = Call’ RH 4-1556 after 6 p.m..
-]| for male and: femme opera-trained |ries. Producer, Tibor Productions |} ggemaine secreTARIAL ASSOCIATES
singers, Latin types. Must be|(200 W. 57th St., N. Y.; CO 5-7451).|7
- 333. Ewet New
78th York Clty Bulte SK

=i! good. sight readers and know har-' Parts available for ferames, 24-40,

: Mobeotr November 8, 1961
=

~ Shows Out ofTown

OF.Broadway Reviews

along with this plan and fas tossed .

Jin a few literary clunkers of. hig|
own and others.

The over-emphasis of. the leads

‘Continued from page 76 ;

|serves to highlight the shrewdly
realistic. playing of Frederic Tozere
“Sunday in New York. the plot.
as the prosecutor, Joe De Santis as
Risen’
to
the.
Rank
of.
Lord
‘Chan-:
gcenes, --and ‘clever: direction - ‘by :
cellor; More. opposes: by his con- the psychiatrist and Geoffrey Lumb
Garson. Kanin.
as the president of the. court.
tinued
silence
on
the
matter
—
‘The plot deals with. an ‘Albany:
Janet. Margolin 43 affecting ss
: newspaper girl who’ flees to her. Henry VIII's -desire. to divorce:
Catherine
‘of
Aragon
and
take.
the beautiful but addled defendant.
brother’s. apartment in New. York
“to escape’ an urgent suitor. She Anne Boleyn as his wife, one ‘of ‘But something ‘has ‘to. be done
“meets a Philadelphia newspaper- the .great reasons for England’s about the slaying scene in which
-.Man who’ also has romance on. the schism with: .the Roman. Catholie ‘she fires. a volley of caps at. the
Church... More’ retains. this. silence deserving victim. As a shock de‘brain. -The. uswal. complications
‘—which ‘emphatically did- not give: vice .it draws. laughs. . Statuesque
‘ensue to the ©accompariiment of:
| consent—to the. act of- ‘supremacy,
Irene Dailey has the. ‘muddled role
-bright .dialog.
making . ‘Henry © the ruler..of the of the cheating wife responsible:
‘The. plot. thickens when, the:|
, church and :the act of succession {for all of the young. lawyer's out_ Albany suitor finds his ‘fiancee-to- [‘which, dictated: the progress of the |
of-court anguish,

‘Go Show

Me

a Dragon

Hanneford Productions, in association
with. Jerry Feldman, presentation of .

ar eittee:

broad good humor, an amiahlg
score, knowing performances, pres

|! ficlent staging and colorfully varied

y Gene Feldman.
Teves settings end. iscenie
pe nid
ack
Cornwell;
lighting.
ot | But
Jules. Fishers incidental music,
Kaplan. Opened Oct. 26, ’61, at the Mid- ‘‘them

environment

many scenes, a number of
ones that Goldsmith wrofe,
way: Theatre, N.Y. 64,90 top.
Erie -..-..veccgesee Lawrence Pressman '‘are downbeat enough to offset the
Ida ‘Belle oe cecaeseeaee
Sharlene. Stevens
:
ihigh
spots. There are moments of
|Mountain P.. ..ceasseoeses- Richard Higgs |. good theatre if an audience
will
patient and alert.
William Plerece
apeas
Michael
Del Medico. ‘remain
Lottie © ......0. seassees
Molly McCarthy|
“O Marry Me!” is functioning
SKY ..ccece Beepeeceser
Howard Scott
Bro
Melvyn
- Hirsch. COeRO terrace
oseph Bird -‘with
high standards when
Elly
Casper ....c.ce. weeee Nictiael Copan Jr. ‘Stone,
as a breathless
maiden
AMBUS
2c cae ec cc seeeesess
Lou Ciulla
dying
to
be
seduced.
flutters
her
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the “Fol ‘De. Rols” ‘and, before associated with Paramount for 30 ‘and, later, film extra, Gicd Oct. 20
-in London. She had to retire due
‘World War. I. had toured: in. “The| years.
“The Chocolate Sol-.
Wi Areadians,”
Surviving. are two daughters, ;to failing sight.
dier” and other shows.
| Hazel, head of Paramount
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‘Survived by a son,
library, and Doris, of Desilu film; William Onal, 7. retired musilibrary,
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“JAMES THURBER
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IMPERILS FUN _ For Lincoln Centers Rep Theatre

‘Looks now like striking untons+—
;
‘{a the radio-tv. industry will

Born Publicity-Minded.

able to oarry on “secondary boy-|.
-gotts” without fear of having them

. My¥s, Anna Zwetsch,

of The

~

Burt Lancaster’s Quip

‘By ROBERT F. HAWKINS
{|

‘Rome, ‘Nov: 14.

Burt Lancaster’s crack about

Bronx, N:Y., mother of: Mrs. . ~ Since the end of World War II
Richard | Bartlett, now 22, | the Italian film production indus-

declared illegal. Two recent declons by the National Labor Relaon Board found, in <effect, that |. “wrote: Bill Berns, " publie- relations veepee for the N.Y.
the circulation: and ‘distribution - of |

World’s: Fair

~~ .4d9 not patronize” leaflets’ does:

‘not constitute restraint or coercion |

{try has had. two substantial boom[lets followed by lulls in activity.

1964, that her ‘| But the present. surging vitality in |

daughter -was an “incubator

| the studios

is without

prior

ex-.

baby at the N.Y. World’s Fair” |ample.
The
cliche. expression
against struck broadcasters. '
These “do not patronize” leaflets 1939, in Dr.. Couney’s Exhibi- - “Hollywood-On-The-Tiber,” is today far more -than press agentry
and. tke material. have been the | tion, and thought she rated
hyperbole. °
sources of hot dispute the last
cuffo admission comes 1964.
‘couple of:years. They are the tech__Not only will the Italian indusWill: Yolen; a -p.a. pal of
niques’ employed: by broadcast}
try this year top all previous proBerns’; advised: “No, let her‘ont _ pay now}. last time she got in
‘unions against _advertisers
duction records with over 200
free, ‘webs and radio and tv. out-}
1 features expected in the can come
for free!”
ts. Unions figured that the only
| December, but 1961 will. probably
to. get’ at advertisers. on fhe.

Non-Segregated
Demand Costs

putlets being struck was to hit "em
where it hurts—at the stores where
. the sponsors . merchandise their.
‘products,. in hopes’ of getting them|
o pull) ad support away from|
struck

stations.

By a three-two vote, the newly-.

12 PAGES

DDLE IN ROME

DoNotPatronize’asBoycott
Weaponin TV-Radio Gets Okay|

way

RESERVED

eonstituted (under the Democratie
‘administration) NLRB: voted only
recently to upset. previous rulings.|--

VARIETY went around world on
the AP and other news. wires
‘when he saw his $500,000 Bel
Air showplace reduced to ashes

in that holocaust.

_ He took one look, turned to
the mailbox to pick up his
mail, telling a newsman that
he “knew of the damage from
the others; I just came mainly

to pick up my Variety in the
mailbox. ”

Goldberg toSift
Foreign Artists
Unfair Competish

} have

seen more. foreign—notably
American—features made in this
country than.ever hefore in a like
| period.
.
.Frozen momeys used to be’ the

The

By JESSE GROSS
seasonal budget for

the

Repertory Theatre of the Lincola
Center for the Performing
Arts,
N.Y., will be around $1,250,000.
That was revealed last Monday
(13) by Robert Whitehead, co-producing director with Elia Kazan of
the repertory venture, which ts
scheduled to debut in October,

In

discussing

the

Repertory

Theatre at a luncheon-meeting of
the Drama Desk, the association of
theatrical editors and reporters {n
the New York area, Whitehead emphasized that the legit arm of the
Center is expected to operate at
a deficit, since a break-even on the
budget would require Steady capJacity business for the repertory
productions.
The Repertory Theatre was the

topic of discussion at the luncheon,
at which the guests included, bee
sides Whitehead, Kazan, Dr. William Schuman, president-elect of
the Lincoln Center; Jo Mielziner,
collaborating designer for the theae
Secretary of Labor Arthur J. tre, and representatives of the
architectural
firm of Eero Saarinen
Goldberg has told the American
Associates,
Saarinen,
who
Guild of Musical Artists that he &
will conduct a study of the prob(Continued on page 66)

main reason for making a Yank

} pic in Italy. Now that congealed
coin has long been. used up, other

-/ reasons have opened the flood‘| gates. . For one, Italian facilities
|| apparently offer a maximum qual. New. vote ruled that Local 662 of|.
ity at a minimum ‘of. price, Cothe Radio & TV Engineers (IBEW) | The. Weavers, folk singing group, -production ventures. and-. advenhad the right to distribute leaflets lost’ three. concert: dates in the turous Italian filmmakers spurred.
against advertisers. on the Middle. south, because the promoters didn’t by success offer other lures, The lem of foreign choral and concert
‘South, Broadcasting Co. station. (A. want to comply with a. Tequest international ‘success of “foreign”. groups working in America under
that the audiences be non-segre- ‘films on the international market non-union conditions.. This situa(Continued on: page. 28)
gated. ‘The concerts were . sched- -has urged Yank producers to make tion, the union declared, is under-.
uled: for Tulane’ U.,. Georgia Tech. them themselves, Then there’s the Mining the “hard-won” standards
and the U.' of Alabama.
eternal lure of the Italian set- achieved by AGMA.
The contracts for the three dates |
(Continued on:page 11)
Goldberg’s statement came as 8
jhad already
been signed
(for
result of a protest by Hy Faine,
about $2,500.a performance) but
AGMA’s. executive
secretary, to
Rome, Nov. 14.
when.
the
group
asked © their!
-President Kennedy in which he
“Thou Shalit Not Kill,” a Zebra
‘agency, William Morris; td. .get.
| complained
that foreign groups | production which Columbia is reassurances
of non-segregation, U.. Chur ch Groups: =.
Saranac hake, N. ¥., Nov. 14.|
ceming to theU.S. and working, leasing worldwide, has been offiCamp. Intermission, the William of Alabama cancelled. When Geor- |. ¢(I 7
U y TV. Pj . under sub-union conditions Pro- ,cially denied an Italian release
Morris : family manse here;: ‘has. gia..Tech and. Tulane wouldn't
vided unfair competition to the: : permit by the local censorship aubeen. sold toN. Y. State Dept,’ of ‘give them proper. assurance, they
-American artists. This, he added, thorities. Nix is based on an article
Conservation for’: an. undisclosed also weré cancelled.
Xu Call x p ay
IX will .result in the “Joss to the; of Italian law (dated 1923+: which
gum for use as a children’s sum-]
Meantime, the group continues
“all action condoning
‘Minneapolis, Novy. 14.
American performer of his livell- | condemns
mer camp.
to swing: ‘in. the north,
facts which
the
law considers
‘Protestant: forces. ‘should “unite
}hood and career opportunities.”
As presently blueprinted by Con- |.
crime.’
with Roman Catholics in a con-!
Faine informed Goldberg that;
servation Dept. authorities,
the’
Surprisingly
worded _ official
certed. effort fo clean up both tv: the problem “is of utmost urgency
Manse will. be used as a meeting
j.and the movie industry,” accord-! to the union in view of the per:; communique denying permit for
hall: during the winter: months.
ing to Mrs. Bernard Spong, na-' formances now being given inthe; i pic. which reeently won praise and
Part of the main house will be conLOST WITH. M ANSION ‘tional president ‘of the Augustana | United States. by the Branko j a prize at the Venice Film Festival,
verted to-a dining room and -kitch-| °
Lutheran Church Women, .
i Krsmanovich Chorus from Yugo-; ‘Said that “even though it is felt
en for. the boys, and further down
Hollywaed,, Nov. 14.
Commenting on an editorial in! slavia. which is. performing under ' that the film is of high artistic
‘on the lake, Adirondack Jeantos,|
Producer
George
Pal
lost
some-!.a.
mationat
Lutheran
publication
,non-union conditions during its: value” the conscientious objector
-each housing 10-12: youths plus. a. ‘thing.
i theme of pic was “so portrayed
more than his razed home’ which recommended ‘that American j ~
(Continued on page 69)
counsellor, will be . built.
The
as to influence viewers to commit
and personal. belongings: in last‘ television should ‘be “turned off
‘barn will be converted to a com-.
similar acts."
bination craft. shop, classroom. and week’s fire which raged. through. and Jeft off until the networks
_ “Kill” has had a harassed career,
Bel
Air,
home
of.
many
film
per-;can
come
up
-with
@
new
plan,”
!
projection room.
first
via difficulties in its produc=.
|the Minneapolis: woman said that.
Trails, to be open to the public, sonalities.
tion phase .it had to be shot in
Manuscripts,
‘sketches
and’
pre-;
movies
are
much
more
in
need
of
wilt be marked on the. vast Camp |.
Yugoslavia, as both French and
Intermission acreage, and: trees, production material: for three. up-/ Cleansing. than tv. Dr. G. Elston
Italian authorities objected to it),
Mailorder. tourist travel business! ; later in incidents at Venice Fest
lants: and. other wildlife. will be coming films also went up in the, Ruff, editor. of. the Lutheran. a!
of the °;is augured by plans, both via Sears! : (where French delegation ankled
labeled.
The. lakefront will con-- blaze which destroyed his. "$180,~ ;.weekly news. -magazine
Lutheran
Church
in, ;Roebuck and Montgomery War ‘ projection’, and more recently in
tinue to be used as a bathing beach: 000. matision. Films involved are: United
America, had charged in his attack jto book global travel on a mass |Rome and Milan, where private
The Conservation Dept. hopes ‘to: “The Disappearance,” “The Circus ,
| of Dr. Lao”..and “Lost. Eden.”
\fety that industry. today. is “at ;pasis—and at. cutrate.
(Continued on page 58)
{Continued on page 63}

Italian Govt. Taboos
Pic on ‘Conscientious

William’ Mortis Family’:Ss
Camp. Intermission. Into
N.Y. Kids’ Summer Retreat

Objectors’ as Illegal

PALS. PREPARATIONS

‘SEARS AND WARD INTO

MAILORDER TOUR BIZ)

Producer had

Thursday

returned _ the! least..50° a device of business-/

previous to -the Monday. men

the recent Cannes conclave of!

{the . travel

agents

(ASTA:

the,

‘SUPER UNIVERSAL ZOOMAR, | (6) holocaust from German loca- iy Mrs.- Spong argued that it would :American Society of Travel Agents)

‘clever camera

work .and com-

mentary Santa. Monica fire November

6 gave

KTLA.

all-time

| ARB high of 23—-doubling other
-local “programming.
Congratulations !
Jack Pegler.

} tions of his Metro-Cinerama pro-' ea
‘duetion, “The Wonderful World of }.to use

the Brothers Grimm”

“tragic mistake”

to reiuse ‘and others (European and Far East

television. “It would seemihoteliers, restaurateurs et al.)
and hadn't 'far better if we could try to moldiheard of the Sears and Ward|

yet unpacked several thousand dol-; it into the form we desire,” she :moves. The agents no like, fearing
worth of original “prints: : Said.
a cut in their traditional. percent-

‘lars

purchased thete, /in
film material.
°

addition | ‘to,;,
|

She was, however, highly eritical |age by the aggressive. mass onera{Continued on page 42)
tion of the ‘giant mailorder houses.

a
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Stouffer’s Cafe for Philharmonic Hall:
Other Lincotn Concessions Negotiating

Seven Years After Her FilmDiscovery,
- Geraldine Page May.Be ‘Accepted’

5

: By. VINCENT CANBY

Reginald Allen. general inoracer4ef the Lincoln Center. New York,
has a deal more or tess firmed up

_Moscow Cast Change

‘vith
the
Steufleys
restaurant |
chain only for the Philharmonic
Halt. Tins vill be the pop- -priced |
tp eration with bar facilities, plus;
foud snacks before and after the
cuncerts
The de luxe ‘restaurant
cperations
have
not
been
set.

Nat. Weiss, 20th-Fox publicity manager, and wife Golda,
postcard the following from
Moscow, scene of a recent,
politically
significant
grave.
‘Stalin: robbery:
“If you see-a show too late

These. too, will inc.ude bors.

in the run, you don't get the.

The}

Metropolitan
Opere
Heise operation will seat 300-250 and an even
farger
class
restaurant
400-500
capacity? will be on the plaza level
for the Juilliard School o: Music
cemplex. This will face south on
the bridge spanning’ 65th St.
In addition. the N.¥ State Thea: |
tre Bldg
where
the N.Y. City |
Center will operate. will hove hota |
bar and food snack tacilities butj
will also be ejaboratety designed
for functions which Allen hopes!

This IsPraise?_ Lord Beaverbrook had. a pri-

wery,

’
“
. a,
‘Ae

AHypnosis Documentary
NEIL HICKEY
Part of Huston’s ‘Freud’;|Featured
“By-liner of The
of New
Wary of Medical Ethics
Copacabana
can Weekly,
“On . the.
sumptuous

ANKA

{Continued

on page 53)

Bavaria

"

Hagerty Series On

studios

by

nomenon.
the.

show.

business

ANKA

mature

and

For 63-64 Season, from the U.S. together with some

continued whatever they were doon their medical

Cincinnati, Nov. 14.
The heat is on gambling, prostitution and wild night life in New-

D. Eisenhower is now shaping uP|
(Continued on page 1)
port, Ciney's side yard on the Kenfor telecasting in the 1963-64 seatucky bank. of the Ohio River.
ton. Beyond a general understand- !
It could last for four years, the
ing between Eisenhower ard Hag-term of office for George Rattererty. who was press secretary In}
man, elected on a reform ticket to
the Eisenhower administration, no
°
{take over Jan. 1 as sheriff of Campaetails about the series have as yet
Author Out of So. Africa:j bell County. second: largest ‘in the
been defined.
Capetown, Nov. 14.
Blue Grass State.
Another. Presidential
series,
T. Sharpe,
photographer
and
Ratterman, 35. fatherof eight,
focusing on the Iate Franklin D.‘author of the anti-apartheid play, who lettered
in football ‘and three
Roosevelt. will be on the ABC-TV :“The-South African;’” which is at other sports at Notre Dame, played

Order Anti-Apartheid

network during the 1962-63 season. ! present running in London, has
. Still In the same groove. the web been given 10 days to quit South

is planning reruns of “The Valiant ; Africa after Security Branch memYears,” based on the life of Win- bers had ‘searched -his apartment.
ston Churchill, in January. That
Sharpe is the son of a British faseries! was originally carried dur- |ther and a South African mother
ing the ‘59-60 season.
and was born in London.

Davis Wows 2,000 Captive.
Audience at Folsom Pen
By CLARK BIGGS

Gift Subscription

1 found another place to spend
| Spare’ time—playing
before

for $........Send Variety for

|mates of prisons. He entertained
an audience of*2,000 convicts Sun-

one year..

nee

Sunday
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“blue laws,”

a

will have found out how to employ

Ambassador Paul Koht jthe ‘centres, the policy is figured

Norwegian

presented the cross and a scroll
ta Miss Le Gallienne, upon the
direction of the King of, Norway,

in a brief ceremony
wegian.

embassy

at the Nor-.

to be. pay ing.off. So far the experiment has been tried in the bowlaramas in Hillside and Greenbrook,

|N. 3. Plans call. forthe operation —

here.’

to be extended. into Kentucky and”:

The award marked the first time |Alabama ‘anes.

the Norwegian

The use of combos

honor has been he-

in the bowl-

stowed upon a U.S. theatre per- jing spots augments the ever-pres-

sonality. Miss Le Gailienne has | ent jukes.and has no effect on
produced Ibsen plays: and has had charges at the lanes except that
two published
Wooks of Thsen- the price of drinks at the bars
, (Continued on page 47) ,
translations.

‘Trade Mark Registered

FOUNDED

1905 by SIME. sievERMA
Syd

: which deals with the rehabilitation

Ji

, of a convieted murderer.

° Although location scenes of the

‘film’ are

being

‘plays. an

illiterate

Davis’

shot ‘at

secondary part

Folsom,

in ‘it the

taught

to read

quire him to be at the prison. But.
‘being connected with the film (a
| true life story of John Resko, who
|wrote a book, “Reprieve™) he’ felt
\Continued ~~ page 70)
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Raver |

INDEX”

to

in . New York, to

{and write by the hero) did not re-

: 154 West 45th Street

of Massachusetts

legal holiday is treated like Sunone of the top. performing talents:
day. Last.Saturday, a big trading
of the last: decade.
day naturally, the. old Puritanism.
Over dinner. at the Algonquin
hits Veter’ns, ‘formerly Armistice).
Day with trade, the victim for in New York recently, Miss Page
‘was much too enthusiastic about
$15,000.000 in Boston and $26, 000,“Summer.and Smoke” and “Sweet..
000, estimated, state-wide...
Bird” to be bitter about her initial |
While film exhibs were not aftrip on the coast. tShe had been.
fected, though fearing the Blue
Signed for. “Hondo,” she thought,
Laws could get out of hand, legit
theatres had to fork up $12 each| during a period when produgerstar John Wayne was experiencing
for special licenses to present live
entertainment;
night ‘clubs -had to ‘an uncharacteristic desire to he
somewhat arty. She was known
pony up $7 for special licenses.
Motion picture: theatres, however, as a Broadway actress and Wayne .
and director John Farrow thought
‘had less traffic in matinee times
she would add “class.” She added
than if the shoppers had been out.
class, all right, but after they.
Staggered merchants were map(Continued on page 113
ping plans to-fight the Blue Laws,

Grove, in

istart there.’
1 What started Davis on the whole
+thing is a part he has ina film
inow
being
made,
“Reprieve,” -

.......

Caneda

at the Coconut

other top names to.do shows for
inmates. “This is something that’s
got to be done,” he asserted. “I
jhaven’ t talked to anybody about it
fyet.

Three Years
— $39.00
and Foreign
— $1 Additional

Saturday Veterans Day
Under

| After his show, Davis proposed:
the formation of a nationwide committee of .show business to get

@eeeeoesovpe
eso
eevnsevpevoeseveosuaeseenee
eee

One Year — $15.00

|

turmoil’ through which the Amer-.
ican industry has been struggling
| in recent years. If she hits it big,
this time out, it may well be a sign
that the industry has finally ap|
‘proached the. state of. maturity
Boston, Nov.. 14.
everybody has been talking about
the current enforcement
for so long. That is, the industry

+ Los Angeles.

INDICATE IF.GIFT CARD DESIRED []

ADDRESS

two. pictures...

Actually Miss Page’s. Hollywood.
: experience. Yeflects much of the ©

his
in-

‘prison, near Sacramento, an 800mile round trip by plane to do so,
between a 2 a.m. show Sunday
‘|morning and another show later

three years.....es.06

........... vee

may be avoided:. almost) $4,000,000
_|in negative costs is. involved in the

Applies Blue Laws. To

day (12) in ‘Folsom State Prison, .
California’s
maximum _ security

TWO Years... ..ceecee

NAME

“Summer and
Smoke” and Metro’s “Sweet Bird.
{of Youth.” This. time the letdown

Sacramento, Nov. 14..
One of the busiest entertainers
around,
Sammy. Davis
Jr. has

Enclosed find check or m.o.

eeeeweeeneoeeseeesseunnscerneaee

offers, has just.

Bowling Outfit Booking
dau Combos in Test To
Build Allevs’ Patronage

Ratterman‘'s election will over(Continued on. page 71)

seen

film

Paramount’s’

islature. .
owes his election victory to failure
City censor and Chief of Bosof a: “sneak play.”
(Continued on page 63):.
He referred to his arrest with
striptease dancer April Flowers in
The ailing employment situation
Newport’s Glenn Hotel. He.claimed
for jazz combos is getting some
a frameup, to blacken his candifirst aid from an. unexpected
dacy, and won dismissal ‘of charges.
source—the- Bowling: Corp.
of
T he Glenn adjoins Tropicana (for- |
America.. The. outfit, which. oper{mer
Glenn
Rendezvous
_nitery),
ates bowling. and amusement cenWashington,
Nov.
.
14.
‘where the stripper was engaged.
Le 4Gallienne
has ‘been jltres throughout the east, south and
For. several months during the ' Eva
!midwest, has been-booking combos
election’ campaign there. was a awarded Norway's Knight's Cross. into some of -its. establishments,
clampdown on. casinos. in
Newport first class, of the Royal Order of. sometimes. With a singer as well.
‘Saint Olav,
for
furthering
the
|:
and. Campbell County, including
Instituted. to. boost patronage at.
Beverly
Hills, swank nitery.
in works of Henrik Ibsen in the U.S.
in 1937.

eee

further

‘tures

pro football for 10 years and is in and Boston’s Retail Board officials|.
his second season of color and com-. compiled a: dossier of evidence to
mentary for telecasts of American be used to fight the restrictive Blue
Football’ League :games, says he Laws in court and before the. Leg-

Southgate which has presented. bigtime floorshows since its opening

nee

no

} completed her second and third pic-"

Norway’s Knight’s Cross

the
e

oewmcoewataeee

seven: ‘Years.

film, “Hondo,” for which she received an. Oscar nomination and =.

Award Eva Le Gallienne-

L/15

NAME

Page,

| after making her first:‘Hollywood.

WeirdBay State Quirk

phe-

is one. of

self-assured

See Greenfelt
Blackout inKy.

The long-pending plans by ABC's °of
thet current
or ‘thes
subjects.”
or a patients
few.days
they

a series about former Pres. Dwight ing at the time

<A

PAUL

most

‘PAUL

‘impeccably

Christmas.

{ doors with such Secrecy as though
; Stage II were actually a treatment
‘room. At times, it is. Recently a
| number of real psychotherapists,
‘expert in hypnosis, were flown in

news chief Jim Hagerty to produce

always.

‘York's

20-year-olds tn the country facing |
decades of heightened, activity as a
performer.”

Shooting takes place behind locked.

Ex-Boss (Ike) Shapes
;
)

is.

‘rhythmic.

Ameri- ;

Bays:
floor

.Geraldine

Television in London,. plays
the role of an editor.
The publisher was so pleased
with the ex-newspaperman’s
performance that he ran some
‘paragraphs on the film in last
‘Thursday’s Evening. Standard,
concluding, “Great as Chris.
was as an editor he would.
have made an even greater
actor.”’.

..

Munich. Novy. 14.
the State and City officials will |
avail themselves for efficial func- ' John Huston and party werking
tions. The banquet hall, with the ©” “Freud” biopic: for Universal.
largest capacity of any of the Lin- has returned from Vienna to Mu.
.
nich to complete the film in the

ending.

script consultant to Associated

SCLL
y"SB
ey
J
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oe

By JOHN KAFKA

resulted in strange and. inexplic-:.
able case histories of the big buildup, followed by the big letdown.
‘One such ‘case history, however,
now looks for a kind ‘of: happy

yate showing of ‘‘The Day The
Earth Caught Fire” last week,
a film in which Arthur Christiansen, former editor of the
London Express and- now tv

original’ cast. That’s what hap-

pened to us. It’s like seeing
‘South Pacifie’ without Pinza.”

Hollywood's
hunt
for “new
faces” -has more often than not

Bills .......... secenncoes
Casting
‘Chatter

Film

News
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BB Sans. Bed For Metro

Esratronesrestocoteerestatrssectesctns
. Metro might’: ‘be ..a.little. disappointed. with, its
-recantly completed ‘Brigitte Bardot. ‘tarrer, “A

Very Private. ‘Affair, if ‘they think: it’s going. to be
‘Silent comedy ‘star Harold ‘Lloyd, ‘a -“sort. of: ‘The --Lovers’ : with BB,” director |Louls

who hasn’t. made a picture ‘since’
‘19473 “The Sins of Harold Diddleack” (released in -1950 as “Mad:
Wednesday”), is. ‘readying & compilation df sequences from some.

“Malle confided in New York last week.
|.
‘The director; ‘whose “Les .Amants” was

“rim ‘glasses, one ofthe canniest.

work

on

behalf

of his

“Zazie"”

(see .séparate ‘story),. is: now prepping for a start
next May on “The Singlehander,” to be produced
in’ association with Seven .Arts and for which he
hopes to get Tony Perkins as star. —

one. of

doesn’t have. much to .do with the -bed. In: his adLloyd's. ‘World. of Comedy.” The mittedly biased opinion; it’s a good picture but not
‘a
sexy one, Asa matter of fact, the director is now
pic is’ tentatively” Skedded to go
Into ‘theatres earl next. year un- ‘rather. embarrassed by “The: Lovers’, ”" which with
‘the’
exception: of two scenes, “he. 190, longer regards”
der -the. ‘Continental Distributing
as a very good |film.
2
banner.
horn-

-after- ‘promotional

(Tues.)

‘Ashe

did with

“Affair,”

Malle

hopes to shoot

the -most successful .of. the. New Wave. pix, says
“Singlehander, " tie story of N.Y. commuter who
there. is-.one -bedroom’ scerie ‘in. “Affair,” but: it:. ‘sails the Atlantie alone,.in chronological sequence.

:of his old. releases labeled’ “Harold

‘The. ‘man: with. the. black

UILOUIS MALLE {N

tare i eases esis sere c eres tesserae tary
' Malle, who returned to Paris Jast night

"MAKE. us AN one

star-producers in- the history of
Hollywood,
along: ‘with
Charlie | George Sherman. Quests Script To.
:
.
Chaplin, is one of the last great]
“Entice. Levathes
camie stars of ‘the silent and. early |.
talkie .days .wha hasn't yet sold.
,
Hollywood, Nov. 14, —
out. ‘or been. sold ‘out? to video. . . Producer: George Sherman, who |
_ Like Chaplin, Lloyd owns most of. recently completed “The Coman-t.
his own pix which he has.carefully cheros”. for -20th-Fox, is negotiat- |
‘guarded - from inopportune. teélevi- ing a new pact ‘to start after Jan,
sion exposure: He's’ even one up | when his. current one-year deal |’
«
on Chaplin’ in that’ he, Llova,- also it
wihds.. Sherman is looking for a
‘owns most: of the: short sudjects |”
new yarn’ for presentation to aoth |
che ever made, so that these have | production fiead Peter G, Levathes.
not been showing up in. various
-between. now and. the year end.
--@mnibus: features on silent. film- ‘New. deal is: contingent: on what
comedy seen recently. 1Producer
he comes up with.
Robert
Youngson's: compilations!
.
ne,. who” starred n.
have -used a healthy percentage’ of |'-,
Comancheros,” ‘got: $666. oo ‘tor
old Chaplin. w hich was in the pub-’

Every film, he says, tells the story of people who
inevitably change. asa result of the events: of the
story. Actors too change as they progress in the
Shooting, and such changes must. be reflected in
‘their performance. Thus the director's insistance .on

‘chronological filming: sked.

‘Knows Her Gospel
This

‘named

is. credited

secretary

to. an

at.

SOE LEVINE UNDER
un-

UNIQUE N.Y. DEAL
Are distributors necessary?
That impertinent
question
is
raised by the New York premiere
next Monday ‘20: of the French
import, “Zazie,” which -producere
director Louis Malle has personally booked into the Paris Theatre,
thereby eliminating the usual middleman, the indie distrib.
e
In New York last week, Malie,

who hit the bigtime with his bathtub epic, “The Lovers.” and who
has just finished directing Brigitte
Bardot in Metro's “A Very Private

KNIFE

‘| Affair,” was not prepared to sap
U.S. distribs are superfluous—only
that in the case of “Zazie" there
was no other “reasonable” way to
the! get his picture before a New York

Hopes. To ‘Shed
2d. Crutches of Past
“Year

United -

Artists, a Roman. Catholic. and
‘avid. -film fan after .seeing ©
‘Metro's. ‘Biblical -epic, “King

. Joseph” E: Levine

enters

- | Peter. Bent Brigham Hospital, Bos- audience

-of Kings’:

“I thought it was slow in. | ton, today (Wed.) for an operation; himself.

if

he

didn't handle

it

scheduled for Friday (17) on the | The situation faced by Malle
cartilege on his knee which has; points up changes that have been
had the showman on crutches for j taking place in the importing scene
{almost a year.
in recent years as a result of a
. After 10 days in the hospital he; : number of factors, either singly or
plans to recuperate at his arte|in combination: (1) the increasing
Sutton : Place ‘cooperative
apart- |potential of hit imports, :2' the inment in New York where he has} creasing cost of distribution, and
built ‘a projectionroom fn tte lay- (3) the increasing disinclination of
.out, which is actually two apart- the importers to handle pix of only
ments telescoped. into one.
limited art theatre potential.
‘his stint in the’.western. currently.|’
Based on Raymond
Queneau’s
lic: domain...
Hollywood, Nov. 145
Satiric
novel,
“Zazie
Dans
Le
In New York last week for talks|‘garnering socko biz in all: of. ‘its.
“No
comment’. was the way
Metro,” the film, Malle believes, is
‘on. distribution and. -promotion first. engagements.
| Sheldon Smerling answered °fre-.
a rather special glass of wine
plans with Continental, Lloyd ex- |
| ports he would join Allied: Artists
which may not have a very great
plained he ‘still: owns a’ 50° in-~.-| or Max Youngstein as a production.
U.S. appeal
outside
the major
terest in “The Milky Way” with Ex I
Fr ch
| associate.
.
;
|
urban centers. But because he does
Paramount.: and that only. “Prop ore
if
as
" Smerling
‘returned
Saturday:
believe there is an audience for it,
fessor Beware,” which MCA. ac| after a ‘week in the east conferring
though admittedly limited, he is
quired as part’ of the Par library,
: with various: execs on new plans
between
$10. 000
and
and “Mad Wednesday.” owned by]
MCA Inc. hit another new high risking.
‘since resigning from the board of.
$15,000 to launch it in New York,
Howard Hughes, are- out: of ’-his
on
the
N.
Y.
Stock
Exchange
last
| National. ‘Theatres &
Television.
control. Since he was one of the
The
intention,
.of
course,
is
to
iweek, the price going to $78.25, or
Madrid, Nov. “7, ‘| Bowout followed sale of 240 000 !! more than double the year’s low of Prove via- a successful N.Y. run
few Hollywood -Stars who‘ were |
successful at’ financing ‘their own
“When. ‘weeks: of riegotiating with}shares of cir cuit’s stock to intereststhat
the
picture
has
potential
and
715,
prexy!
‘pix, and since -he never. subse-* ‘the information “ministry. commis- |friendly. “to” incumbent
Wall Street has. been evineing a thus persuade a distrib to come
: quently. sold out, he now stands in’ sion, : composed. of |undersecretary | Eugene ‘Klein.
‘robust interest in MCA for some up with acceptable terms.
a nice position to realize. the maxi- Vilar. Palasi, director. . general for
When he was here earlier this
‘Both Klein and Smerling were ime: ‘similarly as show business
mum: returns
on. any. newfound ‘cinema Jesus Suevos. and.” secre- piling up stocklogs for an expect. |tradesters.
New: angle in the af- year seeking a “Zazie” deal, Malle
u fairs of: the agency-producer-tdis- reports, no distrib would come up
popu:arity.
tary ‘general’ for cinema. ‘Alfredo | ed proxy. fight next April,
Lloyd isn't kidding himself ‘with. Timmerman proved fruitless, the |after conferring: with his family in tributor concerns the possibility of with a guarantee. Instead, he was
the idea that it’s going. to be easy. Motion: Picture’ Export. Assn. ‘team |Chicago and New York; Smerling. taking. over the Paramount back- offered straight. percentage desi;
to sella new ‘generation. which tas of Griff J olinson and Leo Horhstet-. |backed down. and abandoned all log (post-1948: for television (sep- which, though the distributing fee
never. heard of him. Aside- from ter held. a’ 24-hour reunion with. | deas of a stock battle.
was lower than the usual figure,:
arate. Story+,
older. portion of the film audience, representatives :-from thé three
-Bastern ‘Management, operating
would. not have offered particular
he’s an “unknown quantity.”--It- film branches ‘of the ‘Sindicato. del 15 theatres in New Jersey, Ohio
hope of any payoff whatsoever to
Was because of the need to: lick ‘Espectaculo with a’: ‘personal. Tep-" and
‘Illinois,:— continues
‘under
the producer. The only conclusion.
this problém, :he said, that he de- resentative: of. Spain's key Sindi- | Smerling’s .jurdistiction. At: one
MaHe could draw was that the
-elded to make a distrib deal -witt reato minister Solis in ‘the chair.. ‘|-time he was financially and creaU.S. indies, glassy-eved with the
_ Continental, . feeling ° that
their |. ‘As a result of this unprecedent- ‘tively interested -in production in
kind of smash returns racked up
ae ‘manner
of - carefully
regulated: ed --assemibly ..and the off-chance’ the. indie: field.
by such pix as “La Dolce Vita,”
‘playoff would allow time for: pro-. possibility | it offers for a. settlethe Bardot pix and various British
motional buildup. and. . .word- of- ‘ment of current |film. differences:|.
imports,
were no longer interested
i
48
i
;
;
Los Angeles, Nov. 14.
mouth ‘assistance.
( Continued. on page 18) in
truly offbeat
product.
And
Although: he’s" never liked: perAlan Ladd’s petition for a re- “Zazie,” about an irreverant little
sonal: appearances . =~ and -seldom
| .Joseph R. Vogel, president of fundof $65.578.69 on his 1954 in- girl who talks as if she had been
made. any in his heyday—he's
Metro. is back. in the picture as. come tax has been denied by weaned on Henrys Miller, is defi- ‘
agreed to a limited routine of -ap“} an. .M-G stockholder of some -sub- Federal District Judge Harry C. nitely offbeat.
“pearanees: on behalf: of the. new
‘|
stance. He exercised: an option to
‘Immediate Sharing
‘pic..-This would: include appear-.
-buy 12,000° shares last month, Westover on grounds that the actor
The Paris booking came about
‘ances on interview broadcasts. and |
already has been allowed the limit he says, when Duncan MacGregor
bringing
his
holdings
to.
12,578
the like. Because he isn’t a stand- |.
told him that when he, Malle, got
on ‘foreign. income:
up_.comedian.. he said. he had _al-Ladd claimed that amount in a distrib, the Paris would be defiways feared. that personals would.
Metro -board, ..meeting ~at. the]. Vogel: about six'months ago sold
do more harm than good: audi-. ‘Culver City: ‘studia,” ‘voted .to in- out the’ major portion of his hold- question repped .tax on earnings nitely interested in playing the
-ences would be disappointed that ‘crease company’s’. quarterly ‘divi- ‘ings which -he had obtained on a from “The Red Beret,” which he picture. Malle, in turn, suggested
made in England in 1952, and that the Paris could have it dihe was just an ordinary. person.
|dend from’ 40¢ to:'50c .per share, : previgus. option arrangement. This
therefore should not have been rectly. By thus making the book«
Ever since 1949, -the.. star’ has. beginning with ‘the. payment due ‘sale was executed in anticipation
ing himself, he says. the productaxed.
been. considering. various..ways in. Jan. 15. It will ‘obtain .with stock- of. exercise ‘of the. new option.
tion company, Les Nouvelles Ediwhich he might “put. his library’.to: holders of- record on- Dec. 22,
tions de Films (headed by Malle’s
‘work. He allowed his talkie, “Mov- | - The -25°9 boost, bringing the |:
brother Francois‘, will start real- de. Crazy” to have a limited tv run “anriual rate - to $2, apparently - was
izing a return as soon as the first
around the country.
but . subse-: anticipated -insome quarters. .The
patron enters the theatre, because
quently: withdrew it. Phen -he com-. M-G stock jumped $5 per ‘share on
the producer gets a percentage of
piled. :
feature called: “Laugh. the New York. Stock Exchange lastj
Parade” of séquences from 17 fea~" week, closing the week at $53.25.0on 7
the b.o. take. By going the ordinary
tures and shorts. “There was lively: & heavy exchange: of 53,300 shares..|
route via a distrib, the producer
* (Continued on page 17)
(Continued on page 18)
This is the second divvy increase |
A Branch-Line Burg
spots but. it speeded up
“between
Palny, ‘Sunday
Easter.” +

fine-~
and

Sheldon Smering Silent

About Link to Allied’s
Youngstein Production

MCA Quote’$78.25,

On Rumor Breezes

Avenues for Pact

2

O’seas Earnings Taxed;
Alan Ladd Loses Plea
Re. English-Made ‘Beret’

Vogel’s 12578 Shares

Metro BoardtoSttdio
“Quarterly Divvy. Rise
Puts Yearly Rate at $2| stares.

KateGranahan’:Investigative Ways
She ‘Probes’ the Film Industry in Philadelphia,

Copyright, ‘Attorney:

Harriet FE. Pilpel
accents “that

if, show

biz

wants anything dore ‘about
anticopyright ‘laws

|Don’t Just. Sit There!
.

. another. Informative Feature
‘in the upcoming

|ful World of Brothers°-Grimm,” -tribution center.
latter being. the first of. the CineA check of top New- York film
rama. coproductions: importers over -the weekend re' Also on the: ditectorate’s. agenda’ ‘vealed that not one of these -gentlePlus‘other statistical and “data-filled - was a’ genéral review” “of. studio men.-has yet. received: any invita-.
to “meet: Mrs.
Granahan.
;charts ‘and articles.
. | operations and a onceover- “oF tele- tion
}) vision. production activities.
Neither had Louis: Pesce,. director

*

‘of

, ARIETY

mn

in 16 months. The’ annual. -payoff
to. investors was upped from $1.20}
Global Cinebuff
> |
1 t& $1.60. fa September,
er, .‘1960: This
h
ranahan ef the New York State film licensH
°
took effect: the: following’ month. (D.it Pa.)
Rep.is Kat
ryn to
E. hold
G . hear-: ing division.
planning
M-G went. on..the ‘30c quarterly ings in” New York on “the ‘posSome importers suggested that
| basis late in 1959 after -a. long
it might be quite in keeping with
reminisces some more about the iar‘period: in: which ro divvies.. were sibly’ “obscene” ‘aspects of somé ‘Mrs. Granahan’s previous surveys
ternational film scene ia his
paid at all.
foreign ‘films being- brought ‘into .of smut and pornography in varireprise
: President. “Joseph R. Vogel Likes this country,.no one in the New: ‘ous fields, if she didn’t bother to
the idea of. having the directors
quiz’ the people most directly con- ‘More
Coffee, Brandy York
film’
community
knows
‘anyout-on the Culver City lot at least
cerned in this specific survey, that
once a year. They went west to see thing about it: In Philadelphia (her is, film importers.
& Cigars
‘the new product, including ‘Four home district), the Congresswoman ; They pointed out that her list!
**¥
&
| Horsemen
of the Apocalypse,” ‘announced two weeks ago that she of invitees to the Philadelphia
-]{ some -major sequences from ‘“Mu- -would hold one day of hearings in: hearings included .the
welfare
tiny on the Bounty,” which ‘is -be- New York Nov. 18, following three commissioner, the police commis- |} °"@ of the many Editorial Features
in the upcoming
| ing edited, and portions: of. “How. days of hearings (Nov. 13-15). in ‘sioner, a chief of detectives, the
the West Was Won” and ““Wonder- | Philly, ‘that wellknown filma dis- | superintendent
of
Philadelphia

a

erman G. Weinberg

prisons, and various judges, :psychiatrists and educators, with nary

a film name.

56th Anniversary Number
of

ARIETY

Mrs. Granahan heads the House
Post Operations subcommittee on
Plas other statistical and data-filled
the distribution and dissemination. |
charts and articles.

of obscene materials,-

PICTURES
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New Plea To Dailies That Films Pay

- Hope toLessenAd-Copy Censoring |

Same Local Ad-Rates As Merchants| )
Film theatre operators in large¢
urban centers have lately been approaching the publist:ers of local
newspapers on the thorny old queslion of “rate differential” under

Although some exploratory
thought had been given to.a
possible consolidation in certain overseas areas of 20thFox and United Artists distribution facilities, the suggestion now is a cold potato.

which amusements pay 20-25% averagely, and as much as 406c, premium over mercantile lineage. Th:s
penalty has long galled film showmen.
Periodic
attempts
to perCommenting
on _ reports
suade dailies to put theatres on a
whieh
had recurred without .
par with stores and other local
denial since last August, UA
advertisers date back 30 and more
prexy Arthur B. Krim and.
years.
exec veepee Arnold: Picker ° }
flatly denied any such merger
Newest. efforts to induce pubwas in the offing or now was
lishers to take a “sympathetic” atbeing contemplated. —
litude toward
films is premised
upon the picture Industry's own
present triats, the scarcity of sock
preduct and the incveasing
recourse to old reissue product.
Present
approaches
are being
organized on city-wide committee
bases. This seems to have toltowed
|
the success of Karl Rogers with
the Cox papers in Dayton which
have granted amusements
parity
with merchants.
Richmond is another city where the issue has been
Edward
Solomon.
exec veepee
brought up, but with little encouragement
thus far trom the, ;for Joseph E. Levine's Embassy
press. San Francisco and Boston ! Pictures the past two years, is
are also mentioned.
Neither the:
leaving for Florida as of Dec, 31
petitioning circuits nor the newsThis forces
papers are exactly candid at this) : per his medic’s edict.
{resignation from the industry. after
point.
Classic defense of the high pre-, 34 years in Various ad-pub capacimium Hneage rates has been that! ties.
After
prolonged. hospital-

Doctor Orders

Eddie Solomon

To Exit Show Biz

the

newspapers

give

amusements | and-home medication recently, he’s

“cpeci
itorial support.”
In cer.
was
special editorial
supp
|now back at his desk winding up
tain smaller markets, where a sin.
gie ownership is dominant, and affairs with the company.
notably in various Canadian comSolomon started in.Chicago -with

munities the reading matter is pre-'s nabe Balaban & Katz house, later

cisely computed in ratio to the paid}-moring downtown

W. Bloch

‘William .Brown

Motion

censorship.
of

Pieture Assn: of America’s: ad-pub..

is charged with setting up. méetings with key
newspaper and publishing groups to discuss the Ad Code Administration, also to initiate a promotion program. on the Code to explain how Codé: works.
Gordon White, Code administrator, reported to ad-pub directors
at their Thursday (9) meeting in New York that activation of exhib groups in. the field has been instrumental in alleviating the

* Moira Anderson
Robert

effort 40 forestall: increasing: newspaper

Levy..
Subcommittee.

U. S. to Europe

No UA-20th O’seas Tie

in. an

film advertising, the

directors committee has. set: up a. special: subcommittee on press:
relations. New group is. chaired by Paramount's: Martin Davis and
Includes Columbia’s’ Jonas: Rosenfield. and Buena: Vista's Charles

©

Fred Coe —
Dorethy Friend’

‘Gerry LeGrove.
Peter: G.. Levathes
‘* Sophia Loren

“critical nature

of the inéwspaper censorship). problem” in most

cases.

Duncan: Macrae.
Louis Malle Kenneth "McKellar:

The meeting also heard Columbia’s Bob Ferguson report on ‘the
most recent ‘developments in connection with COMPO's. coopera- tive marketing and merchandising plan ‘in Cincinnati. Four. pic' tures are scheduled for release under: the plan beginning with.

" Milt. Melnick
L.-Douglas Netter Jr.

United Artists’

‘James HH. Nicholson
Dan Petrie
Carlo Ponti

“A

Pocketful: of Miracles”

beginning. in the latter.

part of December. Universal’s Phil Gerard presented a: ‘peport -on
next year’s Seattle World’s Fair. and the coemmitice took’ under
consideration’ several suggested. plans. for MPAA Barticipation.

Ron Randall
Sammuel L. Seidelman
‘Spyros P. Skouras

‘Harry Spelman
Jimmy Warren.
Dale

Wasserman

- Dennis ‘Woolford

Further Evidence of Lacklustré. ‘Loop Area—But
McVickers May Replace. Erlanger asLegit Stand

Irving Wormser

L. A; to N. Y.
Aleon Bennett
Burt Brinckerhoff.
Jerry Devine
Ed “Feldman
Peter Frank

Vonne

Kellin

Paul

N. Lazarus. Jr..

—

A. Lipton.

‘Jack Lord.
John Mitchell
“Rick Mittleman
Suzanne Pleshette Janis Paige
Herb Rogers
Abe Schneider
Cal Stadler
Jim Velde
Hal Wallis
Warren Wever

into the circuit's
space purchased.
However nowa‘ad-pub echelons
under the ‘late
days film showmen complain that: .William
Hollander
‘Universal's
many
dailies
are
anj)thing
buti ‘David Lipton is another alumnus
obliging with text and pictorial: ,Of that B&K eral, and subsequentsupport and that some of them are =Jy shifting, in 1939. to 20th-Fox in
‘Lewis -Allen .
monopolizing
their
own
amuse- New York, ultimately becoming exPeter Bridge.
ment pages with ballyneo for tele- | Ploitation manager. He joined Em-.
Bing Crosby
vision programs carried by their! ; bassy in November. 759, first.as ad-Bernard Delfont.
oun stations.
j director, then to the veep post.
‘Pillard Elkins
Sensitivities
obviously
remain ;; overseeing all ad-pub activities.
-faek. Forrester
rife and neither side wishes to be j Levine bespoke “regret and a
Harry. Foster.
too sharply quar relsome.
A re- ‘sense of deep personal concern” |. Peter. Glenville
is
the
recurring i for Solomon.
.
Bob Hope >
lated problem
rises in ad rates which have charTerence Rattigan
Future plans are indefinite. but
acterized the dailies during the: ‘first order will be a period of ex- - .-Maria . Velasco
Golda Weiss
U. S. inflation since the Korean ‘tended rest.
There's no decision
Nat Weiss
war. With ad costs up all over,|yet on a successor.
the premium imposed upon film;
ads has become especially onerous.

‘By MORRY ROTH.

Atlanta, Nov. 14..
Chicago, Nov. 14.
Martin Rackin, Paramount.
The future of two deluxe pice .
ture: houses in the Loop is_uncerPictures ‘production: chief and
{tain.. The McVickers: Theatre was.
chief speaker at Tristate (Alagiven. 15 days ‘from last Thursday
-pama,
Georgia,
Tennessee) - —Nov. 9) in which to pay. $38,000
Theatre
Owners.
convention
in back rent or lose its: lease,” and.
in Atlanta,. warned his listenCoston Enterprises, which is .cur| . ers before starting his talk:
rently showing Cinerama. reissues’
“You people sit. out there
on grind at the Palace ‘Theatre; has
listening to me while E. D.
given employees of the theatre two
Martin may be out buying’
weeks notice..
7
your theatres.”
|
Both theatres had. ‘ren into difMartin’s most recent acquificulty as firstrun houses within

Godfrey

Mike
David

Ghost at Banquet

7

“sition was the 60-theatre Cres-

}. cent chain in Tennessee.

Europe to U. S.
°

Large Block Of
Metro Releases
Due on Market

‘Ithe. past decade of their off-thebeaten-path locations.. . Both. had

been revived by ‘a. series -of hardticket pix and then fell. upon hard
-{times as the supply of potent road{show product. dtjed up.Hope is. held :-for both theattes
as legit houses, :‘particularly Mee
| Vickers, which. has been scouted
by the Nederlander. brothers who
operate the soon-to- be-torn-down
Erlanger here and also have legit
interests in Minneapolis and De-

troit) and by local producers Bilk
Metro this week was in process Rach. and Charles Comiskey. Howe.
of working out a deal for reissue | ever, an attorney for-the Teal esof the largest package of back tate ‘division ‘of the’ Chicago Board,
\ features to the theatrical market of Education (which: owns. the prop-.
that the industry has seen in over erty) said that one of the groups
10 ‘years. Much of the paper work which. inquired about the, McVick‘already has been conipleted for ers .is the same group that: torethe first group of pictures. The. down ‘the Garrick Theatre. for a
ment is being worked out parking: lot.
1-with territorial distributors, who
A spokesman. for Coston Enterwill handle the .M-G films on aj _ prises. ‘said that the two weeks
states rights ‘basis.
notice :to' employees did. not neces-

There is, too. the aggravation of
AB-PT’s 2% Cash Divvy
Jack Carter
“copy censorship,” showmen ob_Harry B:.: Jameson
American
Broadcasting - Parajecting that their copy is scissored mount Theatres has declared an |: ‘Harold Licyd
while some commercial copy, with-;extra 2° on its common stock in | ‘Rod: Serling
sexy leer, is unbothered.
J. S. Seidman
!addition
to the regular fourth
Martin Tahse
Publishers are apparently skepti- .;quarter divvy of 25c.
There's. no telling at this time sarily mean that the Palace would
Leon. Uris —
cal about any increase in theatrical
Quarterly dividend
is payable
just how many productions will be close at that time. He said that
volume if the amusement rate is!‘Dec. 15 to holders of record Nov.|
involved. M-G reportedly is out ‘such notice. might. continue‘ indefreduced. It is to meet this doubt, : 24. while the bonus melon is. pay- |.
market about 40 at the outset initely. The ‘theatre ran’ Cinerama..
Fred Karger on ‘Clock’ |to
that the city committees are’ hud-;
iable Dec. 28.
with the results of these to de- pix on.- hardticket. from June ’53
dling.
Hollywood, Nov. 14. termine
future operations. It could
Oct. “59, went dark for five
Two executives of Loew's Thea_ Fred Karger, who acted as mu- be that M-G will so market a sub- ‘until
menths,. then yesumed with roadJ. E:Benton Reelected.
tres in N. ¥. have long advocated
sic ‘coordinator
on
Columbia’s
stantial part of its entire -post-1948 | shows of. “Can-Can” and: “Alamo.”
Saratoga. N.Y., Noy. 14. -| “Notorious Landlady,” will perform.
getting
the
mercantile
lineage
backlog . theatrically. It's to. be Latter elosed Jan..19 of this year,
rates applied to films. They are t
James E. Benton, the oniy exhi-. ‘Similar duties on Sam. Katzman’s noted that of this backlog-only 30. and Cinerama— reissues, started. on,
Ernie Emerling and Charles Kurtz- bitor serving as mayor of a city in “Twist. ‘Around The Clock.”
.films so far haye been leased to June -28.
man.
A memorandum
from the New York State. was returned’ to]
Pic starts today (14) and fs first television. It could. mean a reissue
latter dated Oct. 18 is responsible office for a’ second term in.ast under producer's new -pact. Prin- grabhag of -over 200 pictures of | The lease. an: the ‘MeVickers: is
held ‘by the Diana Corp.;.a division ;
for stirring up much of the current weck’s elections.
ipal filming will ‘take 10 days, ‘which exhibitors might avail them- of Jones, ‘Linick &. Schaefer, “and.
flurry in various areas.
A Republican; he defeated Ar- at rding to sked. Budget is pegged | selves.
runs until 1985. It has been ‘dark
reported $200,000.
Kurtzman
acknowledges
that, thur Kearney.
M-G has many things in mind:
since May 26 of this year (aside
there are no simple answers but
argues
“these
are not ordinary
times for show business and we
cannot
remain
rut-hound.
The
dailies are our first line of sell |
and we
vatue
them.
.But why |
should we pay more than great de-.

(1) Exhibitors have been clamor-. ‘from

two

shortrun

pix). following

,|ing for a long time for more prod- a seven month hardticket run. of
j-uct and a formal releasing. sked “Spartacus.” A theatre was. opened
| of the back-number items aught to on the site of the present Mc‘| help them;
Vickers on Nov. 25,-1857, by. James
a song-and-dance.
(2) The states righters can take FH. McVicker,
on the product without any ¢on- man.
It came inté its own as a
Twentieth-Fox prexy Spyres -Skouras and. production exec veep flict with M-G’s own sales opera- kingpin of the’ vaude circuit in
partment stores far mere prosperPete Levathes die to fly. to Rome today (Wed. for a “Cleopatra” ‘tions, M-G’s main “concern ‘being 1914 after the death of B. F. Keith
Gus than we?”
looksee .
. United Artists, which has Frank Sinatra's “X-15” ready the sales of its new pictures;
.
permitted eastern acts to play nont for release. " got a frontpage plug last week. when the plane flew to
(3) Is a means of drawing out: Keith-Albee theatres.in the. MidFroducer
ja record speed of 4.070 mph . .. Producers Albert Brecceli and Harry
‘the final theatricat dollar from West.
Saltzman have signed Scottish-born Sean Connery to star‘as the Brit-.
these pictures, and
that dollar
jerry Weald
[ish secret agent in “Dr. No,” the first of a contemplated series. of could multiply into the .millions,
features based. on the Ian’ Fleming novels,
before said pictures go the way of Mirisch: Cartoonery Deal:
discounts the Fort Kaex aspect of
Look Mag’s current profile on Shirley Jones starts off this “way: tv.
“
filmmaking in his treatise on
Using: Celebrated Voices
... When she was good, ‘she was very, very good and when she was
Distributors through the - years.
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
| bad, she won an Academy Award” .
American Inter national Pichave been on the reissue kick only |
Imaginatien Beats
‘tures prexy Jim Nicholson im town briefly before taking off WednesMirisch.. Ce. are- entering the
sporadically, They might: send out
day ‘8) for Rome and. talks. with. Jack Palanee on their upcoming
cartoon.
field
via a deal with Henry.
only a few carcfully-selected vinMoney
“Warriors Three.
AIP’s foreign distrib veep Sam. Seidelmanm took
tage features annually. Notable ex- Saperstein's. UPA animation shop
off Saturday 111) for a sweep through Italy, France, Spain, Germany
ception was Universal, which lonz to. coproduce “Gay Purr-ee. ” Latter
x
*«
*
and Engiand.
ago sold reissue rights to its backLeave it to a pressagent to find the angle. Ta wit: Theatre Network: log to indie
distributor -Budd has had the’ ‘project: in’ the. works ~
encther interesting Fectere
| Television’s closed circuit origination today (Wed.) from the Parke- Rogers.
for months, with.United Artists to
m the uxco cing
Bernet galleries will. feature Rembrandt’s “Aristotle Contemplating |.
<
.
Thought heard expressed in the release.
the Bust of Homer”—atherwise distinguished as “the: most valuable
56th Anniversary Number
|
trade
is
that
M-G's
rivals
will.
have
“Feature-length cartoon will. have
consumer product ever ‘to appear on closed circuit tv”.
of
Universal's .Milton Rackmil and Hesry Martin in Toronto today. difficulty in reissue. sales in light dubbed. ‘voices. ‘of Judy Garland,
‘Wed.) to pep-talk exhibs re “Flower Drum Song” and “Lover Come: of the possibly enormous. supply Red Buttons, Robert Goulet and
emanating from N-G.
. David Lipton in for pow with U homesftice.
Back”
In any event it appears that ‘Hermione Gingold ‘in the’ purring
Ben Henry, who Teps: the. Mirisches, among other independent pro| Plus other sicistical and data-filled
M-G
is. getting there. first -with the. vats roles. Harold Arlen and Yip.
ducers
in
England
via
h’s
Hillcrest.
Produc
”
“s,
is
aue
in
Hollywood
eherts ond articles.
;
‘Harburg have penned eight tunes..
most. —
|
(Continued on page 20)
«
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7 HOWNEN,DON'T) Simone Snore
aiv

ng Cand

Murrow In.Hollywood ©

Itis axiomatic: that when: a newspaperman, ‘traditionally: dedi:
cated to: digging facts, becomes. a publicist he becomes the No. 1°}

obstructionist for the. newsgathering he initially advocated. Ed.
Mutrow’ 8 case is‘somewhat analagous.

JBATELIKEBALLET

In N. Y. She Ranges Widely on Gossip Vs. News,
_Maturity Vs. Youth, Casting Privileges and Yves

‘AS a newscaster. he was. diligent, inquisitive; expository. As 8 a By ROBERT J, LANDRY
‘bureaucrat he seems to have. reversed field strangely, assumed
Beyond Call of: Duty
~ Charges that. American em@ propaganda perspective ‘that is the- opposite of his; ‘longtime = assy an d consular representatives
‘Wall.
Street
inhabitants,
career asa prime news. interpreter.
usually. concerned only with
‘around the world are “over-ready
financial facts, also reveal an
‘At least that is one reaction being expressed ‘to. his recent” to dismiss. movies simply. because . eye for figures, per an apa “talking |down ‘to” Hollywood. It.is no secret, that. Murrow-is not — ‘such personnel. ts conditioned to
praisal ‘of United Artists done
by Walston & Co.
alone in: thinking: that perhaps. America’s ‘ ‘image”—a_ now-overregard movies as. cuncultural” is
'
A. market letter from this .
worked Mad Aye nomenclature—isn’t the bést globally. But the one obser vation ‘heard in New York
allegation. that Hollywood film sadism and -preoccupation with : | following the latest airing of the
sex themes alone. are to blame.are about as ‘authentic. as hating.

flaws. and virtues. of. ‘Hollywood
product. vis-a-vis the gichal struggle ‘for the good . opinion of man- |

Russian ‘caviar, vodka and ‘sables. because’ of that: man. inthe
‘Kremlin,

kind.

‘Films are an “integral part of the. modern machinery ‘of. ‘communications but Hollywood's taults are negligible in comparison

Point

cionsa
a
e
c
R
w
o
r
r
u
M
~ ‘HollywoodI's

made is that “American

“to: the boo-boos ‘that the USIA’s own record shows. Just because : ‘diplomats usually ‘refuse to even
‘talk to,-much less. cooperate with
“Murrow sounds: off, doesn’t make it so.
LUSS. film showmen and. -pubiicists:

outfit notes among other things
that UA's “Never On Sunday”
stars
Melina
Mercouri
and
she’s" ,curvaceous and vivacious.’

‘After making
only two films
Since winning an QOscar in 1960
‘for her “Room at The Top” perjformance, Simone Signoret is now
set for at least two pix in quick

succession, “Term of Trial." which

goes.in England next month with
Laurence
Oliver as costar, and
later a Rene Clement pic with 2

World

War

II background,

to be

shot in France. Why the inactivity?
The
star answers
terselv:
“I’m
lazy.”

In

'Levathes Details
His 15 for 1962

New. York

Signoret
sence

was

not

last

explained

from

the

week,

that

American

for a lack

Miss

her

a-

screen

of Hollywaod

offers: following the Academy acco-

itade. There were many scripts sent
and]
While _ showering. . greetings
her way, but all of them were quite
companies, :
canapes ~ upon . ballet
bad for her. And she judged cor-.
Ss ymp ‘honies,
instrumentalists,
‘rectly, she now feels, after viewing
20th- Fox production head Peter
, opera ‘singers and such . occasional
finished pix eventually made
|touring ventures as the. recent: G, Lev athes will present his tenta- the
th
with otker actresses. What were
‘itive
program of 15 pix for 1962-3 some? She didn’t think it would he
‘Helen Hayes-June Havoc repertory
to. company execs before taking in the best of taste to’ name them..
‘Hollywood, Nov. 14, | company.
Definitely not among those of
Reaction to Edw ard: R.-Murrow’s talk in stan found dissenters |- The. practical-minded American } off for Africa and Rome on a look‘see
into Samuel G. Engel’s “The iwhich she was thinking, she said,
i
peddler
of
film
is.
“approximately.
on some points although the industry stressed its désire “to do everything they could” to serve .the needs-of. the country, As an outgrowth ;as scornful -.of embassy and con- Lion” in Kenya and “Cleopatra” was Jerry Wald's Elvis Presiey
;in Rome.
starrer,’ “Wild in The Country.”
of press-barred session, Murrow, at a L. A. press club luncheon; said. sular “snobs” (as they call them?-as!
he had “under consideration” a request madé at the dinner: by. film seemsto be the attitude in Te-| On ‘his. return from abroad Nov. for which the producer at various
1-23, he will meet with execs again times
announced
all
sorts
of
industry. execs to supply’ Hollywood with a. consultant from U. S. Tn-. -verse.. The ‘situation may .
actresses”
from
Joan
formation Agency to aid in selection of film stories that would con-. bear out Winston Churchill's “old| for detailed discussion of projects “mature
vey a more palatable image of America abroad. He made it clear, how- dictum that it is never necessary to singled out from company's story Crawford to the good deal less
after Feb- mature Miss, Signoret (*Let’s he
ever, that if he did comply: with the: request it would ‘not be. for. -the’ criticize Americans as the Ameri- bank for production
‘purpose of invoking: censorship. but. strictly on an: advisory. -hasis.
-| cans ‘always do the best job..of do- ruary, when 1962 entire program frank. I’m 40°". Hone Tange, who is
will
be
canned...
{a hardly decrenit! 30. wound up
Murrow also told press club he didn’t. regard his barring. of the’ press ‘ing just: that.Number of studio technical de- with the role. Miss Signoret adas “suppressive or. censorship,” something he admitted: he. abhorred as"
‘Other’ reactions to ‘the- recent | partment heads sent to Rome to mitted there had been some talk
a former newsman. Reason for the fron curtain, he ‘said, was “So. oth Hollywood “seminar” conducted by |
twark on “Cleo” apparently have |about her doing the part. but she- sides could feel free to establish a working . relationship.”
Edward. R. Murrow on the subject:; rum into: some snags which will had never even seen a script.
What Murrow didn’t ‘explain, -however, was: why: he delivered a of the “American image” projected
a | delay their’ return to California
The actress, who is in New York
"- watered- -down version of the prepared. speech he sent..in. advance: to. in. foreign markets by. -U. S
until after the first of the year in- for husband Yves Montand’s one-.
- > Newspapers. In’ deviating -‘from this text, Murrow omitted many: pointed. ture films have’ been. of S ared!| stead of late December. Situation man show at the Golden Theatre,
- character, . as elsewhere indicated j will be checked into by Levathes
'-and critical remarks.
was all sweetness-and-deep-appre- . One responsé to USIA -chief’s ‘tall ‘came. from:‘Milton Sperling. ‘who. in these columns.’ Partial agree- on his visit to Rome for confer- ciation for the American press, desaid, “Murrow’s talk stirred-me and I’m sure many’ of the-others wha ment, partial. disagreement with i ences with producer Walter Wang- sbite a couple of rather vitriolie
-were present. Frankly, I ‘admire. a man -who gives up a $200,000-a-year’ the Director of: the United States: er and ‘director. Joseph L. Mankie-. attacks on her and Montand from
job to ‘help his country. I think he has a valid point in asking: to help ‘Information Agency. hardly Sug- wicz.some auarters, notably by svndi“present a more palatable America... “There. are more important things gests some of the subtleties. ©
eated Hollywood gossinist Hedda
It needs. to be borne in mind that
than making pictures for money when it comes. to helping your country.
Hovper. On the evening of the
-“Efowever, we do need. advice. on what kind ‘of pictures would help.. Murrow is’ only the latest of. many
Varrety interview, another Hullyto sound off in the same vein. “He
‘That advice must come from the government or Murrow.”
wood svndicatar had started out
AD
«o
’
Ed- |:
her column: “Evidentiv
Simone
‘Erle. Johnston took sharp issue with some: of ex-broadcastei’s Te-. did not- discover the. issue.
Signoret did not accompany hismarks. Industry should be permitted to make up:“‘own' minds.” In‘com- ward L. Bernays, the public’ relahand
Yves
Montand
to
New
Hollywoad, Nov. 14.
menting on Murrow’s: survey, Johnston said he had: made one, too, an {tions counsel,: for ‘one, attempted}.
.George Stevens must make up York.
impartial, objective: survey of :‘audience’ reactions to. ‘some 1,000. films: to stir up- interest in the impact of
the.
American
film
overseas:
some
Us.
Press
Responsible
his mind during the- next two
‘that were shown in foreign countries. “Some 85% of our ‘films, * he reTennendg
ard
annarent § disreported, “create a favorable attitude toward the ‘U. S.; 10° create an years ago..’ Max’ Youngstein | ‘of weeks whether he'll shoot “The
time
ago Greatest Story Ever Told” here or card for farts do nof seem to ruffle
attitude neither favorable nor unfavorable,-only 5% ¢reate an: unfavor-- ‘United - Artists ° some
able attitude. This means that 850 out of every 1,000. persons seeing qur. criticized Eric Johnston’ of the Mo- in Italy. -Pie is skedded to roll the star. New Yark’s lecit crities
motion pictures from Athens to Zanzibar obtained from them a favor- tion Picture Export Assn. for not Feb. 15, 1962, under -producer's ara ohviously “hri]tjiant men” (they
given
Mortend
mnanimongs
having,
in
Youngstein’s
view, new deal with
United
Artists, had)
able. attitude of the U..82"
_
cee,
ravas and his show js selling ont),
- |more aggressively defended Ameri- which will 100°; finance project.
an ‘features against such’ charges.
“We've
got to make up our and che was deeniv imnressed hv
the tharanshness of hoth Life and
nee
Tourists have” came . back- to ‘minds where we're. going to make ©At
Tiwea
Masaz7ines
which
called
the .States.. echoing.
the - idea the film by Dec. 1,” Stevens Jr..
her
to check whether or not she
associate
producer
on
pic,
stated,
‘that- American - pictures~ embarrass American prestige. . VARIETY “because we've got to know where had made a statement attributed to
some ‘years- ago. collated commen- we're Boing to build our sets:” Dec. ber. To an actrecs accustnmed to
taries -from, various ‘American .am- 1 also is date set for the Stevens the kind of -fres-cvinsine iournalbassadérs, charge’ d'affaires .and company to-move off 26th-Fox lot, ism nrarticad bv France Dimanche
Thrown Out hy Judge a
producer
was
given
a and Tef Paris at home.-most Amer-| embassy ‘counselors: All did -not Where
| take the same.view by any means. month's extension until his produc- fean nuhfliratinrs seem models of
‘Comment varied ‘with. the coun- tion-distribution plans were for- serre and censibjlity,
Atlanta, Nov: i4. 7 pear’ at.the pretrial hearing. sehedmalized.
—
Both of the films which Miss Sig| try... For example ‘countries with
made
after
winning
her
Principal shocting for the first: noaret
A suit. charging 20 firms. and in-| uled last -week..
(Continued: on page 17)
the Ttalo “Adua and Her
unit under Stevens’ direction will sear
dividuals with. monopolizing na-|: Included among ‘defeadants were_|.
and
the French
“I.es
take five months.
During this in- Fejends”
tienal: distribution of. motion -pic- ‘several owners and operators ‘of
terim, a second unit under Stevens “Monyvais Comms.” were contracted
-tures was dismissed in Atlanta Altlanta’s’ major. motion. picture |
_DISNEY SHARPS "BACK
Jr., will be filming for two, months: for hefnre she rereived internaTuesday (7) by United: States. Dis-|theatres and some of the movie
Headquar
ters for the production fisnal. aftenfion with the Academy
industry’s’ largest distributors’: -of Pay’ 0c - Cash, 3%
trict Judge: ‘Boyd: T.. Sloan.
Stock—1962
company will be located where award (whieh she regards as the
Seen Perking
dismissed ° becausé. films.
‘Suit ‘was
first unit is active.
hishrnint of her vrofessional life).
Trial
of
two
Simflar
suits:
against.
own-'}. ;
‘plaintiff, ‘Charles A. Adams, ‘0
Desilu Studios here is said to Roth films. hawever. turned out to
. er of Avondale. Theatre,. in -near-|‘the same .group of defendants : Walt - Disney Productions, in al
have made a-.rental offer to Stev- be rather unfortunate exneriences
was
‘set
‘for
the
first.
Monday
in:
stock slump earlier:this year, when
by Avondale’ Estates, virtually.:a
ens, and interests: repping Dino De —“Adua” hecause of a lot of legal
“suburb of Atlanta, failed to ap- March and- the: Suits. were .. con- ‘the price’ was down. to. a low: of Laurentiis, now
building a. new
- solidated.
(Continued on page 11)
;
$26.6214; -is. continuing: to pick up|}
studio
in Italy,. also are reported
A. third suit ‘against the: ‘same steam.. ‘Disney’s common. shares
group by John -H, and Ruth: Car- jumped. again last week, this time to have approached Stevens on us- ;
From. Israel
Seasoned Freelancer
‘ter, owners. and. operators of the by $3, and Closéd at $38. 37%, | Jing facilities abroad.

| DECISION ON LOCALE

FOR STORY’ DUE SOON

Chas.A AdamsNonShowEndsSuit|

Avondale Owner. Ducks Pretrial ‘and’ His Antitruster

—

Dora.-Albert:

| Buckhead. Theatre ° and: Fine Art|-

Meyer Levin
| Cinema,..‘still: -is. awaiting . the’: One commission house came out
DIG. SITE FOR LA MIRANDA
with an endorsement and this,. couwants to. know whether Hollywood. | judge's ° ‘decision for dismissal. or- ‘pied with a highly upbeat message
']
details
some pioneer documentary
atrial date. The Carters’ Theatres.
"
freelance writers are:
L.A.
House
To:
‘from’ president Roy. Disney, was. Stanley's New
High Or Low On

The Totem Pole? _

are in a. North Side neighbor hood|
seen
gain.

| area. and. Fine Art Cinema; as-the
name implies, ‘Shows mostly art
-house type’ films.”
Judge Boyd . Tuesday also disce
: missed. one of the .defendants ‘in

accounting for the . market}.
Chief: exec. said -fiscal..1961,

which ended. Sept. 30, was'a record.

‘Seat 1,150-

“Eos:‘Angeles, Nov. 14.

‘film production, pre-Preminger

|

& Uris in his

‘The Illegals’

Ground «will be broken Dec. 1;
earnings. ‘year.
Specific figures
on the new: Stanley-Warner
La}
must await the final auditing.
| Miranda Theatre, to seat 1,150. I: |
*
*
&
Interesting -to Wall Streeters Wil. mark eithth in California for
| the other cases, Robert ‘B.. Wilby, |
another Editorial: Feature
the’ new
product, Which Pat Notaro is zone manager.
{ former: partner in. Wilby-Kincey along .with
Ta the upcoming
one
of
the
many
Editorial
Features
| Service Corp., operators: of 4,400- which they believe shows promise,
New project will be. equinped
ia the upcoming
seat Fox and Roxy Theatres :here, is the backlog of features which! _ with 70mm equipment and other |
| 56th Anniversary. Number 1 “who
periodically
died ‘since the suit was filed. are
re-marketable. | up-to-date accoutrements.
56th Anniversary Number
1 |
‘of
.Conselidated ‘and set -for frial: Noted, for example, is the soon“Meanwhile. circuit. is spending
1 ‘in March were suits. by the Buek- due. reissue of “Pinnocchio.”
-another $50000 for row 70m anhead Theatre Cq..and Garden. Hills| Board declared a quarterly cash paratus, RCA-Ampex ‘sound, pros-}
VARIETY
‘Theatre Co:-operators of Fine Art dividend of 10c. per’ share and. a cenium arch and larger screen at}
_
charts and articles.
. Plus other statistical and datadfilled Cinema). They will be tried joint- 3% stock dividend. Each is pay- Stanley Warner BevHilis Last year ; Plus other statistical and data-filled
‘ly, but-Separate” verdicts will be. able Jan.. 20 to stockholders of ipned ‘front, reseating, ete., cost
charts and articles.
(returned.
—
record” Dec. 22; 1961.
circuit more than $200.000.
*

*

.
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A Majeritv Of One

‘Wednesday, November 15, 1961

tc¢omplete

(COLOR)

and

welcome

departure
Competent |.

fiom the stereotype.
} support is added by. Gary Vinson,
‘Sharon
Hugueny,
Frank Wilcox,
Francis De Sales, Yuki Shimada, |
Alan |
;
. Harriett
MacGibbou
and

Double Bunk
Showeorporation release (in
U.S.) of this British Lion pic
was called trite by Variety's

of. the village rallies, and the gang
is duly wiped out.

Richard: Todd is stiff upper Up

Tout Lor Du Monde
(FRENCH)

.

-Paris, Nov. 14:

Cinedis.
release of: : SECA-Filmaonore
and reliable as the sergeant, but,
Cineriz production. Stars Bourvil; feas.
Rich, reviewing it-in. London
thanks to the- stilted’ screenplay, aures
.Philippe
Noiret,
Claude amet
last Apri 11. Seript, “he wrote,
the audience will feel more for his ‘Annie Fratellini, Colette. :Sasiels, Alice
Tow bray.
Rene “has
neither
wit Tor. the - ' physical than his moral dilemma. _Adam.. Written ‘and directed
Clair. Camera, Pierre Petit: eaitee Louis' A prize job of art direction by i comedy ‘jnrention.”’ Heavyy- ; Lionel Jeffreys leads the gangsters ette Hauiecdeur. At
bassade-G aument,
Paris.
Ruaning:
time,
90
MINS,
handed
direction
of
C..M.
Penj ‘James Booth, Al Mulock, Marty
Jenn Beckhoain. accompanied by
BMellvuood Nov. &.
Warner
Eres
rec. eo: Mersysn Le Res
1.Wilde and Colin Blakely) with all Mathieu,"
suiie equally a-tuie set decoration ! nington-Richards, who also did
weeeeee See aseceeeees
.. Bourvit
Fieduciuen
Wers Roswlund Ressell. Altec
downbeated.
ew asceceaces “ Philippe ‘Noiret
by Ralph S. Hurst. really: dresses . --sereenplay, was
: Stops out.. Director Ken Annakin Vitor
sunness.
Rey
Danton,
M sdiyn
Rhue.
iilieccecsccce cece .
Claude Rich
.
Film stars Ian Carmichael, a
Duseated
gv Teer
be tenpl.t. Leemd
‘might have been well advised to Fred’
up this film. The three main in-ROSE (neces acceso SS Annie Fratellin} .
Siccedess
bese db ee a 2s a ane «mera
potent
peren
n
ial,af
British
teviors *Miss)
Ru--<el’s. Brookivn
; tone’ down’ performanees
which, j Stella” SIIITEINTIEE Colette Caste
aVestermeater:
Hert
aa
Sr. ed.er.
apartment, D:nton’s. cluttered dip- 7 cinematic comey, and should ‘!at times, borders on the ludicrous| Jules ...... nvececeweees foe "Alfred Adam"
Butilep We Aoy gases
on a “lh \ stemmer:
asaastant
G@lectan
GL “Reesel. Reviewcd
lomat
quarters
and. the tavish . he'p. en the marecuee. It opens
| when not. vicious. Jamie Uys does.)
et Che siueie. New
&
tf Henmang tine.
tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Guild,
Tokyo po doicf Giomressy + cesent
"a commendable job as the. craven| “Prench director Rene Ciair has
1Sé¢ MINS
New: York.
comrass
2nd pont up!
|Storekeeper. There is a likeable’ ‘turnéd out.an updated look -at. that
Vie
Ro sei.nd Russell Seregking
Eeany
here hi As. ca
Ake
Giaunnescs
performance by Ronald: Fraser as “ald theme of the city slickers and
Me purity.’ linplicity nd
iu
-“Story
is
about
newlyweds
feserre
Blak
*
Bay
Danton’
of Japarsse
Geo
+
ithe local
saloon-Keeper. . . Anne ithe hick: The film’ mixes. satire,
Aeenerate
fer hovsing
who
Ale e Ble kK
Vicivn
Rinue tional sense
unAta
Berkeset
Sage Quesiel
.Aubrey..and Zena Walker hatidle whimsy, -fable ‘and- comedy
compared
with the bulky chzos|- fitally. wind up ‘ta'iing over a

Choice play becomes
choice
pic. Offbeat casting results in
eolorful, interesting performances, Bright b.o. contender,

Edd.e
wr
Me likian
Rriee
Neah Putni.m
Ame:
Embasss
Rep.
B75. Asenos Sea's
Mas
Putnam
Capt. Norecircss

Leonard

Mire
Gaiy

ten Hacueny
Fronk Wileox
F:enos De Sales
Yuk: Shimeda
Harriett M-cGibbun
Akin Mowbray

Spigelgass’

eq!

Ct

that can occur in a Western home.
‘insignificant chores, as the wives. , evenly. It gives the pres and cons.
Themes river. houseboat. EnHarry Straaling Sr.’s camerawork |l suing
; of Uys and Todd respectively, with : Of both sides, but. pulls. an ironic
medness ‘is generally
ending rather than letting it ema-.
is keenly conscious of humorous
|confident charm.
predicta 2ble.
nate from the. ‘people theniselves.
effect—very alert mm the way wt
—
The color of the South African ~
'.
This is.a weak link in this’ fairly
will draw: back to spot. say, .an
into the thick of. things before |veldt has been. well captured by: “sprightly if ov erstretched comedy.
awkward leg under a coffee table. .
;
cameraman
Ted
Moore.
As
an}
being given a charice to establish
{
.On-its polish and directing asBut some
of the. process siuff
eoncern.. Several individual scenes, iextra bonus for younger patrons, . pects: this could be .a’ good foreign
aboard ship leaves something !4
have been | Mary Wilde briskly sings the song.: bet: But. the pie still -has ‘an old
as separate
entities,
te desired. Editing by .Phiiip W.
Rich,
directed capably by Richard D. | over ‘the credits.
|fashioned ° ring about its fantasy
Anderson
and
music
by ‘Max:
Donner ‘a tv director. here helming |
|which slants it more for specialized
Steiner are furthér assets to one
his first feature! but:the whole is
: chances than for depth _possibili-.
ef the finer tilms of tite year.
_
Auguste
erratic
and
disjointed.’ Stanley
, ties.
Tube.
{Kolka, My Friend)
Robjohn’s editing leaves dramatic
Clair has such pre-war comedy
(FRENCH
)
'
,
.
_lapses and question marks: Both
Paris, Nov. 7:. | classics to his credit .as “Italian
: cameramen Carl Guthrie and spe-

Marna
Vinsug .

Sh

unabashet
and

compatible brew of schmaltz and
sukiyaki, has now become an outstanding film The Mervyn LeRoy
production
beautifully
mounted
end especially notable for the eXxciting results obtained from some
bold.
strikingly
unconventional
Coclnor rélease of Marceau production. ;: Straw “Hat.” “Under Paris Roofs,”
cial. aerial photog’ Jack Freeman
|:‘Stars Fernand
casting. will appeal to a wide audi- i
La-. “A Nous “a Liberte” and “Le. MilRaynaud.
Valerie
‘PANAVISION—COLOR).
haye had to cope with some formi- grange. Jean Poiret; features Palau,'' lion.” But. since the war, his.: pix
ence and is a solid commercial
Roger Carvel. Directed by Pierre Cheva‘ dable. difficulties, such as shooting lier. Screenplay.
prospect,
Raymond
. Castans, ihave been. glossy and brilliant on
‘Confusing tale of the record‘through glass and dodging reflee-|.Chevalier from play by Castans; camera, ; the surface but ]-<*" no vaemdhy: -—Few pictures that come to mind
shattering
aircraft.
its test
Grignon: editar, Gabriel’ Rongier.
tions. Some of their photography|| Marcel
have ever embodied such naturalpilots and their women. Timely
[Taga eve ho > doing ‘well: locally
Jord ‘Byron, Paris. Running time,
appeal
for the middle-aged
or | factor may pat punch in open-.. is novel and invigorating, how-' MIN
iif spotty. abroad.
.
_ever. Music by Nathan Scott lacks;{Auguste pee ecceceectes Fernand Raynaud
elderly patron. The response of | ings.
Here,
two high-pressure
real
: Francine .........-...
Valerie Lagrange
‘that sense of dramatic thrust and;
ee ctanscccccsacces
Jean. Foiret , estate ‘operators decide. to buy a
the Serutan sef. that segment of 1
“explanation that can really aid and!1 Banker .csccsceseseccecens
the audience largely neglected by!
“sleepy
little
.
town,
where
people
",
Hollywood. ‘Nav: -10.
an. airplane
picture. COUSIN 2... cee eee eeeeeese Roger Carrel._ live long, and’ turn it into an imthe adult screen fare of recent: ‘United Artists sefease of {tenry Sani- enliven
Stars. There's.
tola-Tony
Laézarino
production.
also a little too much].
years in favor of wilder, more David
‘mense
new
housing
area
featuring
An expert -yaude and video |
MecLezn. Chirles Bronson, James
provocative themes aimed at the Gregory: features Ralph Taeger,. diary “Nothing Can Stop the Army Air|‘mime, Fernand ‘Raynaud ‘is never |' the lure of long life and a rejuvenyoung adult. will be a significant Tyler Moore. P.wtricia Owens.” Lisabeth Corps” in Scott's score.
! well served. in films. This attempt ‘ ating spring. The tow nspeople ime
‘Kenneth
Tobey. :
Hush,
Brad
Dexter.
boxoffice factor. Furthermore, this Directed by Richard D. Donner. Screen- ; Under ‘the circumstances, the! at. satirizing publicity ‘and. film: : mediately sign over their property
is a ehoice and unusually substan- play, Lazzarine. lames Warner Belli-h. “actors don't’ have much of a chance| milieus is lacking in inventiveness ,except for a cantankerous.6!d man.,
from story b)- t.azzarino: camera (Technito. put any sock into their perform-. ‘and
tial family attraction. with a pene- color’,
shows
quickie
production *. ‘The city people try everything
Carl Guthrie: editor. Stanley Rabtrating
scrutiny
of
deeply
in-: john: music, Nathen Scott: assistant di-‘ ances. Charles Bronson and James
aspects. It is mainly a local. item. ‘but it.alf misfires The old man is
Jav’ Sandrich. : Gregory
seem to fare the best, | ‘A timid bank clerk saves a star- |‘finally killed tearing down one of .
grained, passive prejudice. Hf it rectors, Russ Haverick
Reviewed at Academy
Awards Theatre, «
former as one of the three test let during a phony suicide attempt |
fails to attract the young adult Nov. 10. ‘61. Running time. 167 MINS.
the signs on his property: |
p™ ts. latter as project test direeaudience. and there is reason to Matt Powell
David McLean
e;|and becomes a hero: He is utilized‘"- However..this Jad loves: a, town
. Charles Bronson.
tor. Other two pilots are played by-an unscrupulous publicist. until: belle: but his timidity is ‘stalling
helieve it will he least magnetic : Lt. Col. Lee Brandon
R Iph Taeger :
Major Einest Wilde
by David
McLean
andj1 he catches on and turns the tables the rémance. The real estate man
in this area of its draw. the War- ;“Major
Brad Dexter. ‘capably
Anthony Rinaldi
Kenneth Tobey. Ralph
ner Bros release should more than. Col Craig Brewster”
Taeger.
Three suffering’! snd walks off with the starlet to“keeps up his endeavors and even
.
James
Gregory.
:
Tom
Deparcm.
wives are portraved by Mary Tyler ;eash in on-his fame via freeload-.: ‘ties him up with a publicity- seekmake up for that through its un-: Pamela Stewart
... Mary Tyler Moore
Patricia Owens and Lisacommanly potent charm for other: Margaret Brandon ...
Patricia Owens . Moore.
ing singer which allows. for-a look
ing.
; Diane Wide
._......
Lisabeth Hush! beth Hush,
James Stewart narrates.
age groups.
; Mike Brandon
....-. Staniev T.ixingston
| Listless direction never:can go j at television, “Sew “Wave” .f'lme'
Tube.
5
{making
and the seneral pro™’.
’
Lauren Gilbert
Rosalind Russell and Alec Guin-! Col. Jessup
‘from satire to pathetic shafts. Ray-:
McCully
Phil Dean
hess play the parte created
on * Major
‘naud’s clowning -is wasted here. °.of urban life as opposed to: rusiic...
. Commander Joe Larrosse
:
Simplicity.’
He
is
packed
home
—
Broadway by Gertruce Berg and :
Chuck Stanford
: Teehnical -credits are lacklustre:
The Hellieas: _
. . P.tty McDonald
Cedric
Hardwicke.
Were
lesser ! Susan Brandon
-and supporting cast, except for: ‘when he exposes the shady dealings
Mike’ MachKane
- BS2 Pilot
(BRITISH-TECHNICOLOR)
of
the
big
business
men
on‘a
tele
.
ectors
involved.
the
argument Test Engineer
.- Robert Daernim
Jean Poiret’s monstrous pub ‘man, |
Vielent yarn. ef outlaws tershow.
_......
Himeelf:
might have been advanced that, Ed Fleming. ABC
Mosk.
|is below par.
Giroux. NBC
........-.
Himeeif
rorizing a South. African veidt
Then the staving off of the final
for purposes of. absolute authen- Lee
Grant: Holcomb. CES .
.. Himself
texn'et; ev-remphasized perj Signing is .somewhat dragged out
ticity. the roles should have been Lew Irwin, ABC
Himself
‘formances
but
could
ring
the
Frank
Watkins
Security
Policemin
_
:
with
the..jnvention. of. another.
zwarded to a Jewish actress and a
Hadaka No Shima.
Secretary
..
.
Berbara Kelley
bell in many situations.
| brother and the final getting toJapanese actor, or more reason-, NUrs@
nce
eae
Darlene
Hendricks.
(The Island)
|
gether.
of the peasant and his girl.
Narrator
..
.
......
*
James
Stewart
able facsimiles thereof. But Miss
(JAPANESE)
—_——_——
London, Nov,7.
But the real estate man dies of a
Russell and Guinness are artists, '
Paris, Nov. 7.
i
BLO
release:
for
Columbia
of
an
Irving
|.
‘Even
with
the
front
pages
of
the
j
heart
attack
at that moment and
Cocinor release of Kindai Eiga Kyokai {
end their performances
not only:
.
odu

Y-U5

seflect that artistry but actually nation’s

bring a vigor to the characters that

What is

might have been missing: had the fect
roles been cast purely for physical,
and/or

verbal

accuracy.

newspapers

tantamount

ant
vance

is. a

|

. condueting :AllenJamie Uye (Harold,
Huse
prove |production With Nobuko Otowa, Tail the whole project comes to ‘nought.
| Lionel Jeffries: features

her dabicampaign, ;Zena

rather
ce

Preducer 'Facet. Yveh teat

of dynamic

casting

and

di-’

rector LeRov for follawing through

with perceptive leadership in execution.
Miss Russell's Yiddish hex-cent.
though at times it sounds like what

bles a training
Popular

Walker Directed

dubious pros- | Screenplay by Harold
inv ‘twed | Kirwan, WHarild Ruth,

LeRoy is to be commended for his ar the layman—at times it resem-'
sense

Heconota. Wetton

to the per-! anne Aubrey, Marty Wilde. James

film more

entertainment—the

Tanaka, ectea vy {|Bourvil is a disarmingly. clever.
, actor who plays the father and son’.

Ronald -Fraser, | Kaneto Shindo. Camera, Kiyoshi Kuroda:
Ken Annakin.
editor,
Toshio
Enoki;
music,
‘Hikaru
Swanton. Patrick Hayashi. Preemed in Paris, Running time,
by

i With. fine timing. Qther roles

are

* |stylishly- right whether they repfire, camera: ery eater. eat Odeon, | Foxe.‘iartreseetiessss+s sgMGUES Syama {resent “rapacious ‘big ‘business or
from

Swanton’s

than a | Leicester. Square, London. Running time- Toro
Henry | 8 MINS.”

4 Todd

TiO

....... arene ween

Shinji Tahaka

..ea..ceeee aeses Masanori Horimoto

country. types.

But. after

a. fast

montage. of city -life, that: brings

Sanicola-Teny Lazzarino produc-4 Same Hargia .-------+--«* Richard Toad
a
-Jaughs and anticipation, the film
tion also tends to blur the human |Ernie Dobbs ............-- Jamie ae An elemental tale of the life of;has only intermittent scenes of ex:
|
ar . poor farming family on a. smal} pert comedy.
es
elements by focusing at length on;j qohn La st eeeee enerae
‘mechanical cockpitfalls and control | supa Billings .....------- ‘James Boo*: island, off the Japanese coast. with- |" Cijair still shows-a flair for work-

‘sialoek | ‘out water. this is lifted: by an un- ing out gags but the whimsy and .
wccseace
! Mark Billiags
it is—a Christian imitating a Jew Toom-inations, with accompanying
Colin Blakely!
Matthew Billings caceiaeee
—is close enough to the genuine‘ militarese mumbo-jumbv, thus fail-|1 Frank
weeeeeers ‘Ronald Fraser jerring feeling for life and drama. |satire are somewhat surface with-~.
Julie. ‘Hargia
wae eneeoees Zena Walker
This remains absorbing despite ihe | out: ‘the. exemplary
pacing that
article that. accompanied by acutely: ing to stimulate anything even re- ,"Malachi
. |
wieeccess George Moore fact
that nobody in this. family,. marked his. earlier efforts.. This
sensitive gestures. attitudes and motely related to an emotional re- | Mike the Barman
Bill. Bre
\father and mother and two smail |jooks to do well here with chabcier
1oaner ore.
if cgnver
‘he chor-e. sponse in the audience. The United:‘Jan Pretorius
orna
Cowell
ter almost. to per fection. Even'i Artists release will simply have to | Martha Pretorious. . “Preagie
|boys, says a word during the whole aspects, abroad. Technical qualities: ceo,
Prozesky
: Billy Dobbs .
;
ifilm. It is mainly an arty theatre
are firstrate and Clair-‘shows his more astonishing is the way Miss’ depend on its up-to-the-minute,;
ibet on its. style and treatment. ~~ usual aplomb.
Mosk...
Russell has been completely de-, topical and highly patriotic nature
Clearly devised as a rough, viogiamorized into a matronly woman. ,for a boxoffice showing. Openings lent picture designed to. give A ‘Right handling could make this
| something that. could. do. special- .
Orry-Kéliv’s. costumes are a big ;may be ‘fairly strong. as a direct
Drug Mel. Kei’ka
help in this regard. in all ways, }Tesult of this timeliness: ‘and topi-. kick. to audiences. that relish raw ized biz in subsequents..
The parents make. many trips.to |
' (RUSSIAN)...
:
Hellions”
certainly
it's a deep,. hearty performance, !c@litv
Pot
ove
“mows
may meat. “The
the mainland in a rowboat to get]
Paris, Nov.. 7.
_lich in humor and in understand- {Quickly ground this aircraft.
does that; and should hit a. profit- water. Their treks. soon. elevate
He sfilm production arid. release. With.
ing.
;
Failure of “X-15" to emerge as able market in popular situations. ithis ritual to the’ mainstay of their Sasha Kobozhey. Anya . Rodionova, -.A.’
sov. Directed by Alexandre ‘Galgti-’
Guinness, ever with eyes slanted’ satisfactory entertainment is doubly
But, too often, this “Western,” set lives. The boys fish and help with kov, -Alexandre Mitta. -Screenplay, <A.
and hair tightly drawn back, does , disheartening in that. there is evi-|
C. -Yermolinska;.. camera,
V.
in the South African veldt 100 chores. One goes to school...Only Hmelik,
Maslenikov; editor. A Zharenov. Preemednet really look very
Japanese.' dence that a potentially stirring
years ago goes overboard in the. sounds they. make are cries of joy in Paris. Runpin time, 85 MINS.
.
Rather
he
becomes
Japanese! and certainly significant. story has
Kolka <.....:,-. ee cee Sasha Kobozhev
unpleasantness of its studied vio- when a fish is caught.
through
physical suggestion
and: been
misplaced
somewhere beweeeeease
. Anya’ Rodionova.
.Director-writer Karieto Shindo | uM
lence, despite some obvious and
Rudenka:. ....26 cece ee an. : i* Kuznetsov
masterful elocution
It’s a chal-| tween outline paper and processed
has. lovingly traced the daily rou- |-3a5 WR. Lise seace ‘sees Tania
Kuznetsova
_
lenging role for this actor, but , celluloid. The sereenplay by Lazza- wise trimming by the censor.
Yura
..;..
pace
c
tenes
Alesha,
Barzhunov
What this variation of the old- tine of these hard workiiig people. .
no one is better equipped to meet ‘rino and James Warner Bellah is
The
silence
is
rarely
forced.
Only
such a challenge.
hackneyed. and confusing, and. ex- -hat “High Noon” theme mainly at intervals does the film cut away
A ‘great popular success in RusMadiIyn Rhue and Ray Danton
ecution is awkward and frequently lacks is the cold, menacing sus- when something was about to be. sia, this film was made. by two
pense
that comes
from
atmosplay Miss Rusx<ell’s daughter and incoherent.
graduate students of the Russo film
said.
son-in-law.
Jatter
the diplomat
Story, simply enough, is con- phere and understatement. ‘EverySongs of children are the only school. Its: twitting .of- formalistic,
vhose assignment to Japan naves! cerned with the flight and domes- thing, acting, writing ‘and direc-| things mouthed in’ this sincere, | slogan-ridden Soviet ‘education is
the way for the unusual fCharley tic problems. of. the -X-15's three: tion, is exaggerated. The yarn con- | moving film. There. is no pity or its main ‘plus factor. ‘Otherwise.
Chan’s Jewish Rose) romance be-.test pilots. But none of the char- cerns the arrival of ‘"Fhe Hellions,” false bravura in it but the pleasure this fresh, simple pic is only ‘avertv cen middic-class Erooklvn widow : acters are endowed with any real a band of murderous thugs con- boats that ply by, and the one. age. Chances abroad are limited.
and
wealthy.
influential
Tokyo ; identity or personality. Further-. sisting of Luke Billings (Lionel: moment of the mother’s revolt and except for. special placement. On
widower
The characters limned more, it's never really made clear Jeffreys) and his four sons. They hurt after the death of one of. the its theme and. diverting aspects.|
by
Miss. Rhue
and Danton
are‘to the audience, until just prior are out: to get -the Jocal police boys, make it a human story.
. Plot is familiar. But ‘its slap at
—
sergeant (Richard Todd).
somewhat devoid of vigor, but the. to the climax. what the drama’s
Lensing is clear and does not: the conformism of party line téachpeformances
are
sound.
Mae | ultimate objective is, with the reTodd. finds that he can get no glorify this harsh existence. This ing tactics, .and the heady. playing
Cuestel attracts attention with aj sult that the viewer never is able | support from the other. men in somber pic. shared the grand prix ‘and ‘direction. ‘keep ‘this ‘moving
r*trayal of a Brooklyn neighbor to get his bearings and establish the township as the gang openly at the Moscow Film Fest this year along.. It. is technically. good. and
that borders on
hut never quite perspective or sense of. ‘direction. defies him: There comes the in- with the first anti- Stalinist Buss, another example of the thaw. in
crosses comnbletely over into, cari- It’s all pretty baffling.
evitable tussle with his conscience pic, “Clear Skies.”
-Russo film’subject matter...
ceture Mare Marno. a member of
Equally
disconcerting
is the and his wife’s appeal to toss in his.
In spite of its implied‘ criticisms,
‘This is lifted from sentimenthe original Broadway
company,
film's shaky start and its failure job and save his skin. Eventually tality and banality by {ts power there is the happy ending .and the.
is a definite standout in an atypi- te resolve several side issues. We duty is rewarded—the timid local and feeling for the place - and its young -Pioneers go off in their
cal parf—an arrogant. opportunis- - are introduced to too many peo- storekeeper is provoked into help- people. It is musically, technically| truck singing the: Young -Comtic Japanese
servant—that
is a ple too quickly, and we are pushed ing. him and then the remainder: and thespically tops.
munist song.
oe
Mosk.
Mosk,
° woe e@enee
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U's Quarterly$106

Screen ActorsPensionWot

Universal Pictures

declared

[Ral Ler Sues ap,olive;

a

a | quarterly divvy of $1.06 per share
‘Hollywood, “Nov.14,
‘Ton’ its: 444% cumulative berferred |
Actors. who have earned’ at least $3.000 annually: for 20: years’..
under: Screen Actors Guild ‘collective gargaining agreements will: |:1 stock.
‘It’s. payable ‘Dec.. i to ‘holders

be eligible. for retirement benefits. at-65, providing at least $2,000"
was. earned in one-year after the actor reaches ag¢ of 40, under
_ terms of first pension-plan:for thesps in history of motion. pictures..
<. Details were presented Monday (13) night- at: Guild meeting.”

when Martin E. Segal.of N.Y., consultant and actuary for. Guild’s _

are -based .on ‘average -annual

‘Vatican Paper

earnings”

during ;:the most recent five years of this. period, multiplied by. ©
total: years of prior service. .Percentage- rates vary according .to:. [
‘earnings, from 42 of one %. of the first: '$6.000. of average annual .

earnings to 33 of one. % on. the second ‘$6,000 =and. 14. of -one %

. .Hollywood,. Nov.

-Review ofKings’
Pleases Metro|
Samuel Bronston: and Metro, as
producer’ and ‘distributor respec- |

Technicolor’s Consumer Market Item:

No-Threading §mCartridge

Spear&Sandal

Cycle Overdone;
Levine Now Arty|

the home cinematics must .be pro‘gessed by Technicolor, but Frawley

‘says.the

manufacture

of the: film

(Kodak or other).‘makes: no difference...

,

‘moved:

Benedict

Bogeaus’

“as no surprise. Witness. his activity.

‘employed in “Most Dangerous
Man “Alive.”

‘Argentine Week?
Believed First,
Currentin NY.

a

Memphis, Nov. 14.

;

the

grounds

of

of his Marco

Levy this week also denied practically all of the charges

made

by

-ling production in Rome on his
“The Great Adventure of Marco
Polo” and Levy is planning a Jan. 2
start on his “Marco Polo,” which
will star Alain Delon and Nancy
Kwan under the direction of Chris-

What is believed to be. the first

at the
Ave., a

house usually reserved for Mexican
Spanish-language

on

Papi in a VaRIeTy interview from
Rome Nov..1.
Papi is now wind-

the United States gets underway In:
New York today (Wed.)
Tivoli Theatre on Eighth

Films

“moral usurpation”
Polo project.

Argentine Film Week ever held in

product and sec-

ond run domestic films. Sponsor of.
the event-is Argentine Film Enterprises, {n cooperation with the
Argentine National. Film Institute.
Prime purpose ‘of the week-long

tian-Jacque.

To back up his claims, Levy.
showed
signed
contracts
with
Delon, Miss Kwan and the director,
adding
that
Gina
Lollobrigida
“might not be in the film” since
negotiations were still going on,
but that she would undoubtedly
“be replaced.”
Levy reports that all other rumors to the contrary, he has signed
a deal with SNG for the IJatter to
put up $400,000 for the French distrib rights to his pic.
He also
claims that Papi's pic is budgeted
at $350,000
‘compared
to
his

$4,500,000: and says'‘that Papi had

built a’ Far East set in Rome for a
quickie spec called “Masciste at
the Court of The Great Khan” but
had then switched to the Marco
showing: of ..i4 Argentine pix—two Polo line to'cash in on Levy’s
different films shown each day—is advance publicity.
to-acquaint Latin American audi-|- Levy also showed a letter from
ences in New York. with pix and Unitalia, the Italo government org
personalities from the Buenos
hypoing pix abroad, stating that
Aires studios. The films won’t be: Levy. had the go-ahezd to benefit
shown with English subtitles. In the ;from coproduction and aid rights
hopes of also stirring up interest on his Polo subject.
Seven Arts,
outside of the special language | which will have distrib rights for
group, another fest will be held the Western Hemisphere. has allater.
ready paid 75,000 royalties for use
Up from B.A. to promote the of the Panavision 70 film process,
Levy is aimevent are director Lucas Demare, [the producer added,
producer Hector Olivera, and yer- {ing for a Christr as, 1962, release.
formers
Alfredo
Alcon,
Elsaj.
Producer is skedded to be in
Daniel, (star of “End of Innocence” New York Nov. 23 for talks with
released in’ the arties here last Seven Arts execs Elliot Hyman and

year},
and

Gilda. Lousek,
Ines Moreno.

Egle

Martin

Carlos: Lozano

Dana, rep of the Argentina Film
Critics Association; Eduardo Car‘ponell, head of the delegation, and
Alberto - Rodriquez.
his assistant,
complete the group.
Fest kicks off with “Un Guapo
det 1900” (A ‘Tough. Guy from the

1900's), directed by Leopolde TorreNilsson who also did “End
nocence” and ‘Hand in The tran”
a winner at this year’s Cannes fest.

Wants to uy.Rate Feature Films
By: MATTY. BRESCIA.

Gray

Trans-Global .Films from its
“unfair list,” following ‘pay-. Ment of claims totaling several thousand - dollars.
Nine actors were involved,

Another Memphis Reform Group

spear-and-sandal frolics for him—
the market. is saturated with the.
stuff. From now -on “T'm going :
heavy: on the art-ty pe. picture.”
i Levine may “be .a man of “‘mercurial decisions.. but this one comes

damages each from -Italo producer
Giorgio Papi of Jolly Films and
French producer Louis Dollivet of

14.

Screen Actors Guild has re-

tively: of “King of . Kings, ” have
over $12,000.
‘been °‘heartened by a review of
As an example, an actor.born in: 1906 who:‘applies for a pension
dn
1971 with. average yearly earning -of-$10,.000. a year for 26. |. “Kings” in L’Ossevatore Romano,
-: years will receive $97.50 a month for the remainer. of his life. If ~ semi-official.. Vatican - publication,
the. actor earned: $15,000 average for 20 year's. lie--would get $100
which is substantially (albeit not
a month.. Or, on.a higher scale of $20. 000 for.:the -first 10. years. | entirely) satisfied with fhe effec-:
and. $40,000° the second 10, ‘the. pension. would: rise. ‘to $204. 50 Sf tiveness ‘of the Biblical production.
The review, Which: also was car-.
monthly.
With zooming salaries. of some: present day. stars’fplan’ only- goes 41 ried on Radio Vaticana; finds a
as high’.as..$100,000 per actor per pix! here is’‘exaniple for ‘that’. .shortcoming in’ the lack. of _emaverage: of $200, 000: a year far. 20 . years. He:‘would get approxiphasis on the divine nature of the
| Redeemer in the Baptism, Sermon:
‘mately $1, 000 monthly.
Plan .is financed. by producer contributions of: Quene of actor’s
fon the Mount. - ‘Nativity, miracles,
gross earnings, ‘including residuals and deferred payments. -Actors
resurrection. “Also, the coming .of
.do not contribute to pian -which is administered bya board | of. | Christ was presented as something
- trustees repping ‘equally the producers |and the thespss
] “historical” | rather. than ‘“‘uni‘Death benefit ‘is included in pension plan. In the event actor:
versal. ”
dies before applying for. ‘pension and he has at least. 10 years of .
L'Osservatore however praises
“credit service,” a formula has’ been: worked out to pay, amount - the “extreme care and accuracy on
credited to him to his beneficiary. If he dies while on: pension,
the - part of (director) .Nicholas:
the. beneficiary receives lump sum less, the: amount already paid. .
Ray.” © Also;
interestingly, _- this
Catholic paper applauds the choice
jof Jeffrey .Hunter. as Christ and
commerits: on, his appearance as
“following the lines of traditional
feonography.” Further: “The sublime simplicity and hidden profundity
-of the teachings ' of the
Master find a considerable echo
‘and ‘relief in the sweetness,. nobil‘Technicolor: Corp., the: grand-+
Jity and bright. sensitivity of the
‘daddy. color film processor for [
interpreter. oe
‘Favorite Helper
theatrical pix ‘at one ‘time monopo“Paper. is. impressed with the
“Vittorio De Sica, at Joseph.
lizing. the field via- patent control), |.
“foriiat’’ of ‘the work and finds it
‘is venturing into the. .consumer] E. Levine's.. Manhattan -pour
“useless to look. for perfection of
last
Friday
€10i,
decided
‘his.
-market forthe first time. with an |;
art; it is enough to consider valid
English was: ‘too Sketchy (it: is)
“instant” 8m -home. projector.
. the noble attempt the author made;
The innovation is a. plastic cart- : when a" reporter, ‘put a ‘query - _] pursuing. high and commendable
‘to. him.
ridge containing the film which the
“>. intentions, and
expressing himself
user snaps into place at the rear
So he looked arp und. for an
lin a-language of easy,. ‘understandofthe projector, the load.limit for - interpreter, and Bot-—Sophila
able eloquence.’ "os
;
“the cartridge being 50:feet.of film. Loren: (No | sprockets,. no- threading). To |
Ed ‘Segal: ‘Aids Davis
;
heip promote the .unit,; the com:
Boston, Nov. 14...
pany is. also. coming -out .with a
. Edward. Segal, formerly branch
library of several. hundred ‘one-.
manager’ of: Warner Bros., and a
_eartridge. films ranging over: fields
| former ‘manager of the Gary Theaof entertainment, sports, educa-|
tre, is now--qassociated with Stan
-tion; travel ‘and ‘cartoons, with
Davis. (Continental Distributing),
much of. the. catalog to be of a.
in new offices in the Universal
- “how-to” nature. Idea is to. give
‘|
building on film row.
. “. housewives,” say, ‘a concise lesson].
Segal. replaces. ‘Dick: Feinstein,
An cookery, with: ‘other’ instructional : :
who has been transferred to the
reels aiso in: the works. |
print department of Continental's
_ The new projector, “aceording | to
Out on the “Coast: ast week; ‘homeoffice in New York.
company: chairman. Patrick
J. Joseph E. Levine, the Man from:
Frawley in Manhattan. last’ week, Embassy, figuratively. threw up his;
presages an even more extensive hands .and- said ‘he’s -had ‘it with.
‘thrust. by Technicolor.in the: ‘home’ those Italo escapist epics. No more|

though’ -un-.
equipment
market,
specified at this point.
Tor showing by. the ‘projector,

Paris, Nov. 14. |
Producer Raoul Levy has instituted
suits
seeking
$200,000

Bogeaus De-Listed

.

‘pension plan, described. eligibility. ‘requirements:. ‘and formula for. »
payments, which will start in January, 1962: Payments .will . be “3
based .on. actors’: film earnings. since 1937... o
;
Amount. of pension is: ‘based: on two types of “service credit,”
one for “prior service” for’ the years “1937 through 1960,. and -the
other for “current service”. foreach year beginning °with 1961.

Prior service benefits

Answers StoryFrom Rome Re Polo

“of record as of Nov. 1

Ray

Stark.

company

Star Delon

will

ac-

him,
him.

Canada’s Film
- Board Gives Data
Ottawa, Nov. 14.
National Film Board's. annual re«
port for its 1960-61
fiscal year
fending last March 31’ showed production,
distribution,
administration and acquisition of equipment
to have cost NFB $6,974.311, up

from the previous year’s $6.486.975.
Revenue

royalties

from

sales,

rentals

covered $2,121,787

and

of it

and the rest was covered by parmake an easy dollar. But the dol- liamentary appropriations.
lar, properly, is to be ‘made the
Television bookings topped the
hard way
previous vear’s figure by 1,195 for a
Speaking at the City Auditorium, total of 5.405. Theatrical bookings
Brown suggested a revolving jury- ‘in Canada decreased by 33° to
which could not, be charged with 4,828. blamed by NFB on fewer rebeing “fixed.”
The PTA people leases and shuttered theatres but
endorsed his ideas enthusiastically, offset partly bv long-run bookings.
and. are. backing a study on the
Abroad. NFB productions ‘were
question “of raising the standards booked for 5.568 video airers, up bv
of motion pictures and other the- 22°% over the preceding. vear, and
atrical productions.”
theatrical bookires were upped by
A proposal that television be in- 9°% overseas. to 25.173.
‘cluded in the censoring activity was
The hoard combicted 339 films
voted down because this can be during the fiscal vear of which 84
done “in our own homes.”
were original productions, 84 reOne woman rose to inform the visions and adantations, 190 forein

of. the recent: past—the flurry: of | Memphis ‘council. of the Parent‘arty acquisitions, also the blue- Teachers. Assn.
has appointed ‘a
printed. Holly. wood product, of. up- ‘committee to set up ‘a jury to
lifted purpose.-The man who. gave screen movies” in the latest cenout with “Hercules” ts obviously sorship move undertaken here by
attuned’ to boxoffice trend.On the private. ifizens and groups.
PTA
art side,. “Two Women” showed ‘was “urged to form the so-called
the way, and. continues to—hence jury by Bates Brown, partowner of
the: current Embassy: thrust into the S: C. Toof Printing Co., which
_| the cerebral sphere. Levine dis- ‘does ‘business . with schools -and
Atlanta, Nov. 14.'
“Theatre integration movement . in cerns, as does Ely Landau’ (and business groups in. the midsouth. others), a “small: revolution” in ex-. --Said Brown: “I have no. desire.
the southland is being stepped. up.
he to: condemn’ any industry” whatStudent Negro leaders had -pré- hibition. . Format -switcheroos,..
viously notified
Atlanta ‘circuit figures, now account for some: 8002 soever. However, {nour printing
900
theatres
playing
‘off
specialized’
‘business we do. not. sollcit. or ac- meeting that ‘‘Huckleborry Hound,”
heads to negotiate or face picketversions 43 newsreel items, 8
.ing -and ‘standin .demonstrations. product, both. foreign, and’ ‘domes- eept the promotional’ business of the children’s tv’er, “isn’t accept- others. NFR’s hookings in Cansda
ic
‘the alcohol industry. - Anybody can | ‘able in Kansas City because they
. Deadline get for-the talks is tomor- |
are’ handled by Affiliated Pictures
The message apparently -is get- |.
-yow.-(Wed,); but whether showmen
use improper. English.”
Corp.
Everybody. In Act:
intend. to comply still ‘isn't known. ting through to exhibitors—some || —
Current showdown -is spearhead- -at least, and not-just the small ‘en: |]:
The PTA group in Memphis is!
not to be confused with the sepa- ‘Lab Tour For Account
-ed-' by. youth-dominated
Atlanta trepeneurs ‘but the circuits, too. |}
Judea -|rate, newly - organized
-- Committee on Human Rights... In|- This is the market that addresses ||”
Execs Handling Features
Christian. Council for Decency of
Jetters: to theatre heads, committee itself to thoughtful- “andiences,| has written an ‘Interesting novelette
of. yesteryear vaudeville, a.
this city, the handiwork of a Bap‘said ‘that failure to meét with it where the picture that does bus!-||
Hollywood. Nov. 14
_
vignette
titled
1.ness
.
is’
important:
‘in.
.
itself—the
tist preacher.
This group
also
woiild be construed as a “sign of inAdvertising
agency
personnel
|{
aspired to establish itself as a citi- handling
difference.” The committee’s hope, films that..more accurately’ mirror
film’ accounts
will be
zen.jury.
but has been flatly re- | briefed or basic laboratory proaccording : to chairman: Charles A. Men and times, whether seriously, }.
:
fused its. request to the film dis-; cedures via a series of Agency Film
-Black,.is that’ the theatres will: in-. cor satirically.
« f. a:
tributors for “preview” privileges.| Clinics which Consolidated Film
‘tegrate- without direct action by|- Hence, Levine writes ©off. the:
That .would. presumably. apply to Industries will launch
the Negroes, ‘but failing that “we- -muscular physique for. the: muscu- ||
tomorrow
one: of the many Features
‘are. pledged to ‘use every legal ‘lar mentality. -Underlining ‘the new
the Bates stunt, too.
His jurors | (Wed.).? Sidney P Solow. veepee|}.
'
fn the upcoming .
and. nonviolent means: at our dis- ‘resolve. is: his investment in Vit-|
|] must pay in and catch the films in!‘general manager, will personally
ao theatre after commercial. open-| conduct .the three-hour afternoon
osal.””
torio. De Sica’s next-—“‘Les .Seques‘If the talks fail, or. if the. meet: tres: d’Altona,” from the Jean-Paul
sessions which will inelude basic
. 56th _ Anniversary Number.. ing.
Ing. doesnit even,.materialize, the. ‘Sartre - play, with: ‘Sophia. Loren |}
Memphis, of course, has been the film lectures, lab tours and proef
| home town of film censor shenani-. jection demonstrations.
committee has warned the. Negroes starred
‘Zavattini
with Cesare
"intend to attend: firstrun.“cinemas | scripting. It rolls :In January.
gans for years, the various erratic
CFI started serics several years
"anyhow “before the first of ‘the: . Meanwhile, ©-between - how and
bannings, contradictions and twists ago to provide admen with enough
year.”
“mid-April next, ‘Embassy will be
to give them
Pius other statistical and data-filled ‘of the. city’s official body and their film -information
“Targets of the committee are five repped on ‘screens: with. a. string
unofficial “assistants” having oc- greater insight into the intricacies
‘charts end. articles.. downtown firstrun and two. nade of. ‘serious dramas: the British .
cupied much space in VaRizry the of film production and nrocessing,
art houses.
past eight years.
tures, per Jarold J. Mirisch, prexy.
"Continued. ‘on. page 1D.

Tak RenewalOf
Racial. Pickets

George J essel

_ Monkey Sees oe

VARIETY

PICTURE

VARIETY

GROSSES

Wednesday, November EB, 1961.

CAPACITY 186, New FarePerking K.C.;Kings’Great
NewPix Uneven n LA; Ducky Dim‘{ KINGS’
TORONTO; ‘GRASS’ 86
$17,000, ‘Blues’Hep 106; Bobby’ 116
$7,000, ‘Susan’ Lush 246; ‘Kings Big
Toronto,

Nov.

14

With such newcomers as “The};
‘Mark” dnd “Hitler’s Executioners”

196; ‘Breakfast’ Lively $18,000, 4th

Los Angeles, Ney. 14..
v.. A. firstruns are easing off
slightly this week. with only one
of four openers showing any real
strength.
This is “Susan Slade,”
Tated snappy $24. 000 for four theatres.
“Two Women” laoms good
$9.000
at Vogue.
“Everything's

Ducky”

off ta only fair starts, biz ts spotty |
‘here currently. “The Mask” in. atk
nine-house cambo, looms big.
“Kimg
of .
Of the. holdovers,

Key City Grosses

is: still capaeity

Uptown:
‘|

.........$2,436,360

‘Based an 22 cities and 270.

shapes. thin $7.0€0 or less }

theatres.

chicfly first runs, in-

.
:
cluding ..¥.)

on

Estimated Total Gross

This Week .....:.... $627,000

in sec-

(Based: on. 30 theattes | —

shapes: good at. Carlton.

Last Year ,........-..$570:560

“Young Doctors”

‘ond frame

Estimated Total Gross

This Week

Broadway Gresses

third |:
frame at the University. “Back [
Street” .in third also looks sock at |.

‘+ Kings”

“Splendor jn. Grass in fifth still
is lusty.
“Guns
of Navarone”
looms nice in 17th round. at Fairlawn.

(Based on 27 theatres)

‘Mask’ Sharp 126,

Kansas Clty, ‘Nov: 14,
The first run outlook this. week’
. ‘ts brightened by the opening.of
“King. -of Kings” at Capri. and
“Paris Blues” at Plaza, “Back
‘Street’at\Paramoust is steady in’
surprising. third week while “Grey| frlar’s. Bobby” holds fast pace. in
second. at. -the | Uptews-Granada
Cc!

“Breakfast at ‘Tiffany’s” is clos-ing out a run at the Roxy at a high
:| level. “Two. ‘Women,”. which moved"

for two spots. “The Bridge” looms
into. the Rockhill arty house after
_ Estiamtes for This. Week
slight $3.600 at the Iris.
a dewnfown. firstrun, is proving . a
Last ¥Year........:. $2, 614,600
Carltem (Rank). (2:318:. $1-$1.50)
Steady grosser-:
:
“Ben-Hur.” in second stanza of |
|‘Based on 22 cities and 247 |—“Young Doctors” (UA) (2d wk).
first general run, is heading for
“ Estimates for This Week
theatres).
Good $10,000. Last week, $12,000.
sock $23.500 in two houses.
“The’.
Breokside
(Fox- Midwest «~ Natl.
Century, Downtewn, Glendale,
Hustler”
looms .okay in second Theatres) i800; $1-$1.50) —- ‘‘La
| iwiatewn, Oakwood, Odeon, Prince:
plaving four situations.
San Francisco, Nov.. 14.
Dolce Vita” (Astor) (8th wk). Okay
‘of Wales, Scarbera, Sfate (Taylor- |
“Breakfast at Tiffany’s” still Is
FP) (1,342; 1.059: 995; 1.082; 1,138; . Firstrun biz is holding up weil $2,000; holds. Last week,. $2,500.
hotsy with $18.000 at Chinese in
752; 1,197; 682; 696:—“The Mask” here currently although new pix
Capri. (Durwood)
1 260: $1.25are not doing so well for most part.
fourth lap.
“Splendor in Grass”
tIFD). Big $50. 000 er near.
(M-G).
“1 Plus 1” shapes slow: at Golden. $2.50).—"King of Kings
continues stout in fifth at HollyEglimfen (FP) (918: $1.50-$2.50)
Playing 10 shows. per week, hardGate
while
“Jet
Pilat”
looms.
sadweod Paramount. “Back Street’ is
—"Windjammer’ (NT) 147th wk).
ticket.
policy,
this
leoks:great
$17.-::
at Warfield. “The Mask” Is rated
rosy in third at Warner Hollywood.
‘Steady $7,000. Last week, same.
000; stays. Last week, hause was
Philadelphia. Nov. i.
|
Fairlawn (Rank). (1.165: .$1.25- nice on opener at Paramount...
“King of Kings.” sole hard-tieket
darie,“Breakfast at Tiffany's’’ shapes.
Big item here currently is “West. $1.50)—"Guns: of Navarone” (Col)
pie. shapes big $19,000 in. fifth at
solid in third round at Alexandria. | Crest, Riverside: (Commoar ealth)
Side Story.” which shapes socko in | (47th: wk).
Nice $17,000.
the Egyptian.
Last |“Devil at 4 O'Clock” Iooms dandy (900: cars', Boulevard ‘Rosedale)
|
initia
session
at
the
Midtown.
week,
$8.000.
Estimates for This Week
in fourth at St. Francis. ‘La Dolce (750° ears); Engleweod (Dickinson)
Alsonew, “Town sndolph. ae
| . Hollywood \FP) !1 080: ‘$1-$1.50) Mpa
(1,600,
Vague ‘FWC) -810: 90-$1.50)—:| ra
tio hig in 17th session at arty '(¥,006), . Electrie -:Fulton)
sad
at Rando.
CK}.
Grass”
y
| all .96c. —"* Twenty. Plus Two" tA A)
“Two
Women”
‘Embassy’.
Good’ Street” looks trim in first round
! wk).
“Splendor
ee week,
oe |e _ Estimates. for This Week
oust in$8,000. - Last
{ and “Time .Bomb”
$9.000.
Last week, “Question 7”-_at Stanley.
(AAD. . Mild
’
$9.00
Golden Gate (RKO) '2.859; $1.25- $E2000. Last week, *‘Crest, : Riv.ertRoch.. $1.600.
“King of Kings” locks. big in |’ Hyland (Rank) (1.357: $191 50)
Iris .FWC! +825: 90-$1.50!—“The' third at Boyd while “Breakfast at | —"Dentist on Job” (20th) 124 wk), $1.50)—“One Plus One” ‘Indie) and side .and Boulevard. -‘Revolt of
“Sergeant Was Lady” §U!. Stow Slaves’. A) -and “The.‘Minetaur”
Bridge”
‘AA!
and
“School
for Tiffany's” still is smash in® third.,
iNeat $7.500.. Last week. $8.500.
$7,000. or near in eight. days: Last.
:
Scoundrels” :Cont' ist general re- at the Arcadia, “‘Baehelor in Para-!
“Imperial (FP) (3.343: $1-$1.50)— week, “Back Street” (U) and “Pha-. UA), $7,000.
Empire. ‘Durwood), ik200: 90-$2)
lease.
Thin $3.600.
Last week.
dise”
shapes
solid
in
second
at
|
'
“Hitler's
Executioners”.
(Astral)
raoh’s
Woman”
(U)
i4th
wk),
$6,000
—"Fhis Is Cinerama’”’. ‘Cinerama)
with Or pheum, Baldwin. “OperaGoldman.
; and “World by Night” (WB). Fair for five days.
tion Petticoat” -U'. “Pillow Talk”
(teissue). ‘hth wk: Winding run:
Fox (FW) (4 651: $1 .25-$1.50)— ‘at oke $4,000. Last’ week; same: |
Estimates for ‘This Week
(Continued
ontimed on
on page 1
tO)
(U: treissues*. $10.500.
“Hustler”
(20th)
and.-"“It
Takes
Kimo. ‘Dickinson) -+504; '90-$1. 25)
Warren's, Pix, Wiltern, Baldwin °“Breakfast at Fiffany's” Par) 3d
Thief” (20th) (3d wk!. Fine $8,000 —“Two. Loves”
IM-Gr 13d wk,
Fancy $15000.
Last week,
‘Metropolitan-Prin- -SW-State!
:1,- wk:
for six days. Last week,
$11.500.
- “| | Pl easing. $1,700: Last week: $2.000.
$19.000.
12.656:
$1.25"57: 756: 2.344; 1.800: 90-S1.50'
Warfield
‘Loew
Beyd
‘SW?
(1.536; 95-$1. ne
Paramount’ ‘Blank-UP)
tt, 900;
“Susan Slade” ‘WB: and “Beyond
$1.50) — “Jet Pilot” :Indie) and $1-$1.25i——-Back Street’? :U) 3d:
All Limits” -Indie'
except Bald- “King of Kings” -M-G) :3d
‘Indiel. Sad $6,006:
| “Conqueror”
wk). Happy $5.500, unusually goud win), “Baris Blues’ ‘UA’ 'Bald- Big $17,000. Last week, $18, a0
;Last
week,
“Invasion
Quartet” here. Last week, $7.0Q0.
Nice $24+.000.
Last week, : Fex ‘Milgram: ‘2.400; 95-SI. B01 | .
Vink,
(MEG) and “Glass Tower” (M-G),-Colb ‘4th |
“Plaza
(FMW-NT)
'1.630:. SiWarren's.
“Seven
Women
Tell” ; “Devil at 4 O'Clock”
$8,500.
i
)
Sr
00
$10,000.
Last
week,‘
*
sinneapotis,
‘Nev.
t
4
20th}, “Pirates of Tortuga” °20th)
Paramount (Par) (2.646; $1. 25.| $1251—' ‘Paris. Blues” (UA). Brigit
$10: 000;
continues.
Last
wee k,
‘2a wk. $3.400.
Pix. Wiltern with
‘$1.50)— “Mask” (WB). and “Dese
‘a
mong
the
six
neweomers,
“Devil. at: 4 O'Clock” (Col) ‘3d Wk’,
Hillstreet. “Mask” -WB:, “Code of
Goldman (Go!dman).
(1.000:
_95-!“Devil af'4 O'Clock” ith
looks te seth Warrior’ (Indie). Heading for nice
re!
|
»$1.80'—"Bachelor
in’
Paradise” | ih boxoffi
$6,3100."
Silence” sIndie:. $14,400.
$12.000
or
thereabouts.
Last
weeks,
(M-G) 2d wk'. Nice 12,060 or; 'Be
office pace. With
a smas
Rockhill. :Little Art) 750; ‘Sle
un, Hawaii Metropolitan“King of “Splendor . In Grass” (WB)
(4th!
near. Last week. $16.500.
_
Jsession at the Mann.
: $1.25)—"T wo Women”
(Embassy)
G&S:
«2.213:
1.106; 90-$1.50) —
Midtown ‘Goldman! :'1.200; $2- Kings,” on roadshow, is rated solid wk), $9.500.
(2d)
wk). ‘In° here
after- earlier
“Eversthing’s
Ducky”
‘Col
and $2.75'—""West
St Francis. {Pam (1.400: $1
1.25Side Story” :UTA).°iat the Academy- Also good is “Mr.
Sardonicus” at Lyric in first-round. $1.75)—“Devil- At 4 O'Clock" ACoB) |" dowritown ‘firstrun. - Nifty - $2.000;.
“Five Golden” Hours” ‘Col’. Fhin
.
wk). Dandy $9,000. Last week, j Stays ‘on. Last “week, $2.200.
Last week, shut-| Moveever of “Splendor in Grass” 51a ONG
$7.00 or less. Last week. Hawaii, - Sor $23,000."
‘Durwood) 1850; $1-$1.50)
-Col),
“Suddents
Last Summer”
Randotph ‘Goldman’ ‘2.200; 95- ;38 nice at Orpheum. “Breakfast at
—
"Breakfast
atTiffany’
s”
(Par)
United Artists (No. Coast) (1; 151:
“From Here to Eternity” ‘Cob ‘re -$1.80':—""Fown Without Pity” (TA). j Tiffany's is, rated big at World |
1 (5th wk), ‘Strong: $5, 500. Last week
issues: -m.o.), $2,600.
‘Sad $12,000. Last week. “Splendor |in third.
Back Street”
looks:: $1.25-$1.50'—"Spartacus” tU) vath $6, 000.
wi, Okay $6,060. Last week. $6. 506..
' Les Angeles, Hollywood, El Rey, in Grass” ‘WB) ‘4th wk). $7,060. _, fast in second at State.
Uptewn,
Granada AEMW-NT)
per
(A-R)
1440:
$1.25-)
Stanley ‘SW? (2.500: 95-$1.80\—|
Estimates
fer This Week
Loyola
Metropolitan-FWC) ‘2.019;
(2,043, | 1.217: -$1-$1.25!—"GreyNeat $39.000.!
Academy
(Mann) +947; $1.65-| “Quetine 7” (Indie) (3d. wk). “Good friars. “Bobby”
756: 861, 1.298: 90-$1.50\—"Hus- “Baek Street” ‘U».
ABV)
(2d. wk),
$3,200.
Last
week,
$3.700.
—
of Kings” (UA)
A roadtier”?
20thi :2d wk? and “20.000 ues sos0n. “Hustler” ‘20th).. 4th |—“King
' Were (S.F. Theatres) (364: $1 Soy!: Hearty.$11.000 or near; holds. Last
i show engagement for beth Twin [.
Eyes” s2u0th) -Los Angeles, Holly- wk!
— “Don Quixote” ‘Indie: (3d wk), jweek, $15.000.
Stanton ‘SW) ‘1.483; 95-$1.90\— Cities. Has a niee advance sale Oke $2.800. Last week. $3.000. —
wood)
:2¢ wk-.
“Romanoff
and
Fairway. (FMW-NT) 1700: 90c.)\—
Juliet” U> (Loyola). Okay $19.000. “Ea Dolce Vita” ‘Astor! (2d wk). |Solid $13,000 looms. Dark the pre7” «Indie)) (2d) wki,.
Larkin (A-R) (400; $1.75-$2.00)—|““Qeestion
Okay $8.000. Last week, $10.000. | ceding week.
Last week, $30.200.
$1,700. Last week, $Z.000.
‘Medium.
“La Dolce Vita” (Astor) rath wk).
Hillstreet (Metropolitan) (2.752; - _ Studley "Goldber.g)1485; 95-$1On {- Century (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,106;!‘ Big $3.200. Last week. $3,500
(2d. wk.
Stout , $2.75 $2.65)-— South Seas. aver
Clay ‘A-R) :400; &I: 25-1. 49)-—
90-$1.50 —""Mask” ‘WB).and “Code “Bed” Indie)
of Silence’ ‘Indie’ ‘2d wk:. Drab © $6.000.
Last week.
ture”
(Cinerama)
‘reissue) pace
(2d w at “Wark” (Cont) (3d wk). -Fancy $3,op
L
'T-L) $8.000.
1300: 98-$2.80) j; Maintaining
encouraging
600:
Last week. $4,.000..
$2,000.
Alexandria
‘United California) |
State, Fox Wilshire «‘CATC-FWC)
;
ays. (1,610;
$1.49-$2) — “Breakfast. At |
(2,404: 1.990; $1.25-$2)—“Ben-Hur” :
wk). Slim $2,500. Last week, Gopher? ‘Berger? (1,000; $1-$1.25) Tiffany’ s” tPar) (3d. wk). Solid $14,-]
‘MG: ‘2d wk. Sock $23.560.
Last ' $3.500.

-Friseo; King’ 156

‘Story Socko2BE,
Philly: Town’ 126)

in SolIG,
d

Gant With Suitcase” Ellis) «2d |800¢ $9,000. Last week, $8,500 im

|

Viking

rf

1

g9)—

| “1984”

iCob ‘reissue’.

Profiting

006.

East

week,

$16,000:

‘Pit’ Fairish $16.00 by
Mere; ‘Grass’ Big 1036,
Sth, Breakfast” $8,500

week, $27.000.
Cleveland, Nov. 14.‘Sley)‘2d (1.000;
95-$1.80)“Mask” (WB)
wk). Fair
600. from. fact that considerable frent| Cerornet ‘United California) «1,- | “Many cinemas are. reporting. {n
Warner Hollywood ‘SW) !2,170;
) page publHieity has accrued to it 256. $1.80-$2.75)—“King Of Kings” |
ae
‘Tat week $8.000.
i with’. above... average grosses this’
$1.25-S2:—"“Back
Street”
‘U) :3d i Werld (RE-Pathe} (483: 95-$1.80) i hereabouts: because 2 nearby Smal? (M-G) (3d yi. Big $15,000. Last..
|;Week, .hut. not’ far over routine,
wk'. Rosy $10,000. Last week, $12,- —_
week, $12.500
| “Dit and Pendulum” looks just fair
506.
‘ “Premoter”
Indie)
(rerssues). | making book from which pieture
jat State while “Purple Neon” ‘jis .
Warner Beverly SW) 11.316; 90-- Okay $3,000.
Last ‘week, “Breath- |was. adarted .computsory reading. !
1rated splendid on first Session” at
1 Well acvertised.. Loud S6.0€%. Last
$1.50:\—“Devil at 4 O'Clock” 'Col} less” iRAW), $2,200.
_the Colony Art. “The Mark,” play|week, “20 Plus 2” |AA), $3,000.
Port.; ‘Ducky’ Dull 5G :‘ing
(4th wk). Brisk $9,500. Last week, |
at- another - arty’ house; the.
“Byrie (Par) (4.000; $3-$1.25)—[
$12.000.
Portland. Ore., Nov. 14
‘Heights Art, .shapes. good. It is.
‘Town’
‘Slight
$10,
000,
:
{Mr
Sardonicus”
1CoD.°
Good
City is bagged down. with. hold- only okay. at. ‘Westwoo aA
Beverly ‘State) (1,150; 99-$2\—.:
Prov.; ‘t-Plus’ Sad 454G!Bobby”
$7.000. (BY)
Last”(4thweek,
.“Greyfiars overs and hy the failure of. some
“Bridge to Sun” (M-G) (4th wk).
“Splendor. in Grass” ie ‘pacing
wk), $3.000.
new fare ta measure up.’ However, } the longriris witha sturdy take* in:
Lean $3,800. Last week, $3,600.
Providence, Nov. 14.
“La Dolce Vita’ shapes smash in fifth Allen stanza. ‘Devil. at..4
Chinese (FWC) (1.408; $2-S2.401 O'Clock” Zooks nice in- fourth at.
:
! $34, ase.
East week: “Splend ‘ar in: first at the Guild while “Devil at
:Par) ‘“Fown Without Pity” but
—‘“Breakfast
at Tiffany's”
4 O’Clock” still is fast in| seeond Palace while “Breakfast at. Tif“Breakfast |Grass” +WBy (4th wk), $3.00@.
Last showing shapes slow.
(4th wk.
Torrid
$18,000.
‘at the Fox. “Everything’s Ducky” ; fany’s” is rated good on first moves
_At
Tiffany’s”™
at
Strand
still
is|
Orpheum
(Mann)
($1-$1.50)—
week, $19.400.
Iooks drab in first at Orpheum. over round. at Stillman:
Egyptian :«CATC> (1.392; $1.25- socko m third session. Majestic’s ;; “Splendor In Grass” (WB) (mo.).
“Blood and Roses” also_ is. very
Estimates for This Week
$3.50-—"King of Kings” -M-G) ‘Sth fifth round of. “Splendor. In Grass” |Good $6.000 tor. fifth downtown
Allen: - {Stanlev-Warner)
{Z866:
week,
Last. week. “Town Without |.limp. on. opener at . Music Box.
wk Lush $19.000. Last week, $19,- still rated solid.
Breakfast
at Tiffany’s” looms | $1-S3.50) — “Splendor in Grass" _
Estimates.
for
This
Week
|
Pity”
(UA)
2d
wk),
$2.800
in.
three!
400.
nets
in
second
at
Irvington.
(WB)
(5th
wk).
Sturdy
$10,500.
or
Albee ‘RKO) ‘2,200: 65-90) —%1 | days.
1 close. Last week, $12,500.
Estimates for This Week
Hollywood
Paramount
‘State)
.
Plus 1” iIndie) and “Upstairs and| St.. Kenis Park (Field) (1,000;
Broadway, (Parker) . (1.850; $1-/. €oleny Art: ‘Stanley-Warnery (1.(1.468: 90-$2'—“Splendor in Grass” Downstairs” 120th). Dull $4.500 or |$1.50)—"Loss of: Innocence’ 1€ab
. Street” (U) and : 354: -$4.50) -— “Purple Noon”
(WB Sth uk*. Bright $11,000. Last less. Last week, “Back Street” (UJ) |‘2d wk). Mild $2.80.
Last week,|; $1.50)—“Back
“Sergeant Was Lady” 1U)° (4th¢ (Times). 'Indie). Superb $6:000 of
week, $12.000.
(3d wk), $5,500
:$4.000.
wk).
Nice
$3,500.
Last © week, ° ever.. Last week.”
Upstairs and:
Four Star UTATC: 868: 90-S1 50:
Elmwood ‘Snyder) ‘724: 65-90\—|. State. (Par) (2.200; $1-$1.25)— |
Downstatrs” ‘Indie) (24 wk). $3,700.
—"“Reero
and Brothers” ‘Astor: “Two Women” :Embassy). Fairly: “Back Street” tUA) (2d wk, Fine|
. Fox (Evergreen). (1.600; $1-$1.49)! ‘€entinental Art (Art. Theatre
‘Shy kW Pail sr1.500. Last week, good $6,000. .Last week, “Sparta- ; $9,000. ‘Last week. $12.060.
(SAN:
$1-$1.25)
—: “Don
—‘Devil at 4 O'Clock” 1Col). (2d :i Guild)
$2 460.
cus” ‘Lo (8th wki, $3,500.
| ¢,
Suburban World Mann) ‘800;
|wk).
— Nifty $7,000 or near. Last :‘Quixote”
"00. Eset eck cane
Nite
Bete Aris FW. -681- $2-$2.40°
week,
$16,200.
sast.
week.
“Ca
”
7
Col,
alr
:
:
as
wee
— “Never On Sunda” Lope) (51st ee
Geild ‘Rosener) (400: °$t. 3-2) *: stable” Indie), $2.200: my on Cone
Splendor
In.
Grass”
'WB}
and
“Pure
Hetl
St.
Trinian's”
‘Cont)
Wk:
Nice $4.000. Last week, $3,- “World by Night”: ‘WB) (Sth wis).|42d wk), $¥.800 in five days.
Heishts ‘Art (Art. Theatre Guild).
—"La.Dolee Vita” (Astor). EveHappy $5,000. Last week. same.
61:0.
Uptown (Field). ‘1.000; $1.25— ; nings. only, with. matinees on week- (925: $1-81.25)—“The Mark’ (Cont). :
Pantases
RKO:
State ‘Loew! ‘3.200; 65-90) —
1.513;
$1.251Good
$3.000... Last
week - “Don.
‘ends. Sockeroo $6.500.$2 75 —"Spartacus”
U>- -56th wks.
Irvington (Smith) (650: $1. 50)— Qnrixete”: (tndiet. .$3.600.
“Secret of Deep Harbor’
(UA). |
ar
Busv £8.200. Last week. $7,700.
Hipvedreme iFastern Hing) 13.“Breakfast At Tiffatry’s” ‘Par) and.
Music
Halk «Ros!
720; $2.40- Slow $10.000 or under. Last week, j stocest 82.ites is. ND
a “Romanoff
and
Juliet®™ (J) (2q , 760: : $T-$1. 5N— “Ring. ‘of Roaring
S277--—“La
Dolce
Vita’
«Astor: “Pirate
Black Hawk” ‘UA) and :“Inspeetor General” (WwB) (reis- wk). With matinees only on week- : 205” (AA). Slight $8 500. Last week
we
wk. Tatl $7,060. Last week, “Atlas” ‘Indie),
$5.000.
!sues), $2,800.
ends. Hefty $6,000 or close. ‘Last
|‘Seven Women Fell” (20th) and
$6.7 80.
’
_ Strand iNatfenal Realty? ‘2 200;
World. (Mann). (400: $1-$T. 50) |
“Pirates. of Tortusa” 420th). $9.000.
frest
State’
750: 90-$1.50) —
90-$1.25!---""Breakiast At Tiffany’s” “Breakfast. at Fiffany’s’ (UA) (3¢
Musie Box (Hanirick) (640: $1-., - Ofio © (ELeew) (2-700: $t-$1 50)— ;
te Naon"
indies “4th wk.
‘Par '3d-wk). Socko $8.500. Sec-: wk).
Big
$6,500.
Last week, |$1.50\—“Bleod and Roses” (Par)‘‘Road show run of “King of Kings’
Fate $l.5u0. Last week, $1,880.
Jond was $9,200.
$7,500.
(Continued on page 10)

Vita’ Seckerue $6,300,

State will get top coin total with |pectwt@ O'Clock” (Gon Smash |

Majestic 'SW) +2.200; 90-$1.25)— ‘31.
md eckend

west weer,|

“Town Without Pity” (UA) andj Summerof Fe ness ine |

week, $6.600.

@es

(Continued on.“ page 10) -
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Ca fabaBachelor’Bi
Vita’Sod I 2. ‘i

For 4th:Siree!
Chicago; Nov, 14.. +~
“ Sirstron tene centinues ‘ettigh ue

~~ FTowaDrab$7000 ta
Balto; Breakfast’ Hot
6 |$7,008, Denil’66, 4d“SiaHowTS BlasSach

oo
we

‘Baltimone, Nov... 14.

‘It's the heldovers that lopk best

“Flight of Lest Balloon” ihey
:

a |Newand. “Town ‘Without Pi

a

at:

Five new entries ere helping to an ig current at the arty Plaza,

J overcome the usual early Novem- there in 57th week.
ber lali
at the wickets
this week on
Parameuxt {(AB-PT) (3,665; $1»j Broadway, with a return
of warmer $2)—“‘Comancheros” (20th) (3d wk).

“Estimates AreNet. ah

Film. gress estimates as Te | :
-. ported herewith from the varl- one

weather an obvious handicap..Zlec- initial holdever week finished yes~
tion Day (Nov. 7) is helping the fterday (Tues.) was big $32,000
te cated ‘totals at some cinemas while the after $44,000 for opener.
Day holidayon Saturday
‘“Jand” Jooks like -fairish $3,200 at] utors share on. net take, when | wae in fifth at the at eringwhile! Veterans” Day
Radie City Music Mall (Rockefel“Cinema. while “Invasion.
t’} -p laying. percentage, hence fhe | “The Hustler” shapes goodinthird will 1
dift totals, mainly via lers) (6,200; 90-$2.75) — “Flower
shonld doa fine $4,000 dn first at] estimated ‘igures ‘are. met. in- tat Mayfair.
: : ee scales at certain houses.
Drum Song’ (VU) with new stagethe Carnegle..
Monree
due of}
come.
‘mews, of course, fs the show.
First stanza winding up te¥stimates fer This Week.
The
-parenthetie’
‘admission:
“Wild, Wild Women” and. “Maiien”’
q
?
soaicated, 4
Aurora (Bappapert) (367; 80-: mistiy $275, 000 being relled up day Wed.) is heading for wow
shapes. slick.
'- prices, however, ‘as
epening session at the Music Hall $175,000, ene of biggest openings
-4$150)—“1
Plus
I”
(indie):
(2a
wk).
“Bachelor In Paradise” heads 19 “ ‘include, U.S. amusement tax. }Nice $2,100. Zast . week, $3000. ‘by “Flower Drum Song” with here for non-holiday.week. Hold‘the tholdevers, with a torrid secend:
stageshow. Film had fines right ‘ing, natch. In ahead, “Breakfast at
Charles (Fruchtman)‘stanza shaping at the Woods. Pap-'
i $1.50) — “Splender in. Gamer’ “ONB) frem the initial day, Friday of this Tiffany's” (Par) and stageshow (5th
scaled “La Dolce Vita” is notching.
, - Last] opening week even. getting a long wk), $130,000, for very big extend4 th awk).
@ great: second lap at the oer
. {|
Hime for the initial matinee. “Paris ed-run engagerhent here. “Drum
fiweek, $6:000.
“Town Without Pity” is. light
in
Blues” also shapes sock with $55,- Seng” has had lines every day
‘Ciaema (Sckwaber) (460: $0-]
90sane session at Roosevelt.
~
m4 $1350—“Girl With. Suitcase” @' ‘960 for Grst round, day dating the since opening, even getting a leng
line on first matinee Friday, al“Splendor In Grass” is. ‘posting .
‘Ashes
| Astor and arty Fine Arts.
. | lis). Fair $2,960. Last week, “Ashes
a hefty fourth canto. at the Cht-| .
and -Diamonds” (Janus). (2d. wk), “Susan Slade” is heading for an most unheard of for that day.
capo. “Devil At Four O'Clock” is °
| skay $31,000 in first week dayRivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$3.50)
=| $1,100.
Five West {Sthwaber). (435;. 90-. dating the Warner and arty Trans- —‘West Side Story” (UA) (4th
tbrisk in: State-Lake fourth tound./|
znostiy: :

ous

are doing: little to> help. Reprise af '

“Genevieve”. and “Tight Little Is-|

key cities, are net; de.

sdthout ‘wsudl. tax.

Distrib-

a.|;

Bachelor’ Fast.

‘S14000imPit,

“Breakfast

At Tiffany's” continues

Kines’

Fat 16

“ $1.50)—“Puré. Hell of St. ‘Trinian’s” | Lux 85th Street. It is by far the wk).
This session ending today
| (Cont) (3d wk). Fair $1,008. ‘Last: strongest.at Warner. “Never Qn {Wed.) looks to get capacity $47,week, $1,100.
Sunday” hit’ $14,500 on initial ses- 000 on 11 shows. Third week was
. Higpedz: ome ‘(Rappapert) (2,308; sion at the Forum, remarkable in $50,500 for 12 performances. Adamong Pitt firstrmps is},90-$1.50).— “Devi at 4 O'Cleck” view of prolonged engagement at:
vance seat sale continues to sear.
fifth frame at United Artists.
}@icking up ‘this week with “King:of (Gol) (4th wk).. Nice 9,000. Last the arty Plaza,.where it also con' State (Loew) (1,900; $1.50-$3.50)
Kings” looking for-a seck ‘take. 4n‘|: week, $7,000.
|
finues,
current
(57th)
week
having
Kings”!
of
“King
g
' Hardticketin
of Kings” (M-G) (5th wk).
at, Lite (Rappaport) (300; -98-$1.50) ‘started yesterday (Tues.). “1 Plus —‘“‘King
“has slowed a bit in fourth Todd: bo acai One cies dg new
This week winding up today (Wed.)
(Indie) |(8d: --wk).. 1” did only a thin $10,000 or less is headmg for wow $39,000 on 13
round, but still is solid.
'
“Bachelor in’ ‘Paradize”'| Warm
Wwuestion
py
$1,800: 7Last week, $2,000:
in opening week at the Palace.
performances after $45,900 on 11
.
Estimates for this Week
iwhich ‘is heading. for. 2 lofty session:
‘Mayfair (Fruchtman)
(750; .98“West Sitte Story” continues shows. Stays on indef.
The 13
>,
(Carnegie (Telem’t) (495; $1.25-!
of two arty films, $1.50) — “Hustler” (20th) (3d. wk),
cepacity In present (4th) stanza | Shows of current week include a
$1.8D'-—“Invasion Quartet": (M-G).. at“Girl.
the Penn.
‘Pair
of
two
and Suitcase”: at a alae Good $6,000. Last week,. same.
|
with
$47,000
for
11
performances
morning
junior
matinee.
‘Nice $4,000 or near.. Last week,. | HH. and: . ware. Hell of
New (Frachtman). (750; 80-$1. 58) at the Rivol. “King of Kings”
“Truth” (Kings) ‘5th wk!, 33,000.. | Trinian’s”
aoteria (City Inv.) (1,003: 50-32)
‘Shadyside Joam::.— "Flight af Lost Balloon”. (indie). Ioeks to land wham. $39,000 in;
i ‘Chicago (B&B. 43,900; 90-$1. 80) dandy. ‘on dickoft weeks. |
Mild
$4,500. Last week, “Mask” Hith session at the State, for 13 |—‘‘Splendor in Grass” (WB) (6th
——“Splendor
in ‘Grass” (CWB) (4th:
wk).
#ifth rownd completed MoenTop holdovers are “Bréakfast at! (WB), $6,000.
shows.
awit),
Solid. $17,000. Last ‘week, Tiffany's,” lively -at’ Stanley in
iday (13) perked to big $25,000
(Schwaber) (355: -90-|
“Devil at 4 O'Clock” held with:
$21; 000:
‘|:second; “Back | Street,” thotsy in. $1. 59)-—"Saturday. Night, Sunday ‘great $31,000 or near in fourth i after $23,500 for fourth week:
(Stern) (500: $1:50)—' second at Fulton; ‘and - “Devil at.
‘Morning” (Cont) (2d wk). Good $2,- ‘week at the (Criterion, insuring! Wamner (SW) (1,813; $1.50-$3.50)
“Genevieve” ‘Indie! ‘and: . “Tight:
' Susan Slade” (WB). Initial week
| 500. Last week, $3,000.
}continuance of its longrun. !
Little Island” (Indie) (reissues).
. Rex: (Freedman) (500; $1.50) — “Splendor in’ Grass” wound its: ‘ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to
Fairish $3,200. Last -week, “Pure | ‘Estimates: for’. ee
{ : “Shadows”
(Indie) (2d wk).
Oke. fifth week with great $37,000, day- j:hit fine $24,000 or close. Holding.
Ben St ‘Trimian’s” (Contr rq $a wk).i t Wotton. (Assoc=a oes si]
sig
{In ahead, “Mask” (WB) (2d wk),
$1,600. Last week, $1,800,. dating the Victoria and arty Trans- ‘$7,500 for a dismal short run here.
Stanton {Fruchtman) (2,809; 90- Lux 52d Street.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) |(1,350:4 $1.50!—"Ba
treet”
*.
“fl Cid” (AA) opens here Der. 14%
“Comancheros” finished its sec-$1,25-$1.80'— “Breakfast
‘Tf- | Exciting. $7,500... Last aweek, $1.50)—"Town Without Pity” (UA).
Farst-Run Asties
fany's” (Par) (4th wk, Hotsy $16,~ |412,080.'
|4 Drab $7,000. “Last week, . “Back | ond session at the Paramount with
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)—
(U) (4th wk), $5,108.
af
(L125: Bp. -La+ bi g $32; {000 after
a solid opener. 5; On Beach” (UA) (reissue) (2d wk“boo or close. Last. week, 618,000. °| Gateway (Associated) 1.300; $1: Stteet™
Town
“Bappaporty
- Loop (Telem't! '606;. $1.25-$1:80)- 31 50—"Deyil at-4° O'Clock” (Cal)
stays
on. “La
Dolee Vita” 9 days). This week finishing today
—"La Dolce: Vita”. (Astor) (subrun) |4th wk... Blazing. $7,000. Last $1 50) —. “Breakfast at Tiffany’s” ‘wound its 36th week at the Henry (Wed.) looks like mild $4,000 after
| (Par): -(4th wk). Fast. $7,000. Last | Miller with a sturdy $18,300.
(2d. awk).
Soek- S14, 000 or ‘Overs week, $9,000.
| $5,200 for opening round of seven
week, $8, 000..
Penn (UATC) (3,300; $1-$150)—|
“Last week, 516,000..
}
‘Summer and Smoke” tees or { days.
“The Mark” (Cont) opens

hhotsy at: Esquire, also in fourth.
;
. “Two Women”. should. nail a it:
' snappy fourth. session st. the Sart.;| “Back Street” is heading for a slick}! “Biz

- Bittsburgh, Nov, 14. |

Monroe (Jovan) a,600; 65290)—. “Bachelor.. in- Paradise”. ‘(M-G)..
“Wild, Wild Women” (Indie) and |Lofty $14. 000.. Last week, “Mask”
- iniden”. (indie)... -Good $5,000. (WB), $7,500.’;
‘Last week, “Force of Impulse”. (InShailyside (MOTO) (750; $125)—

die) and “Unstoppable Man” (in-| “Pure <Hell

Kings W

of .St.” “Trinian’s”’

oo

| with a

benefit

preem

tonight!on

day. daydate with

vk).
wk).

Without: Pity” "(UA)

Dim 310,000 or. xclose..

arty Sutton. “Bachelor in Para-|

he

13:900..
week, $13:

.
‘King
af Kings”.
tooms at‘standout,|for
fourth (M-G)
week.
Wamier (SW) (1,516; $1.50-$2.75)
. being
smash
on opener
860-seat| Paradise”

(2,408: 80- af! ‘King of. Kings 9 (M-G).

Stirring

(Thurs.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 30-$1.80)

dise” opens tomorrew ‘(Thors.) at! —“Pari

(2d-| Last. week, $17, 500.

LastLas | |

tomorrow

the :ton.

ae
eaneal4T ndieY (3.4
- Griental
“
ge’’.AA)) $3:500.
Ww Tast week, | SIL 100i
3. 00: 90-$1. a0) Gone.
nD
me Datimstes
This
Week
—‘Hustler” ¢2@th) (6th ak, ‘Solid: ‘Squirrel, Ai (SW) (834; °$1.25)—'
in enver|
£
for
W.
$14,500. Last week, 315.000.
‘| “Girl and ‘Suitcase” (Elis).” Fetch-}
«. Aster (CityA Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)—
Denver, ‘Nov, 14,. | “Paris: Bines” (WA) (2d. wk), initial
Palace (Indie) (1.570; 90-31. 80 j— | ing.$2,200. Last week, P“Lovee and}:| Only a few new
entries Here this ‘stanza finished’ Menday (13) hit
:
“Seven Wonders of World” op ¢Cine-'- |Frenchwoman” 9? (Tires), $2,600.
stanza ‘but they are strong.
mom ash $40,090 ot clase.
Tama): (reissues! (6th wk). “Lively:
Stanley. (SW) “43,700; $1-$1.50)—.
>
’ $14:000. Last week, $13,200.
ye“Breakfast: :at Tiffany’s”.
7 (Par). (24 of
extented-runs
Yook
like
th
(Liew) (Uy)
(4,820;
aré overly extended, end some of | Capital
—“Back Street”.
(5th $1-$2.50)
wk). Off
Meosevelt (BK) ( (1.400; 90-$180).eewk)... Glittering $11,000 . or over. ifthem will come out this
x. {
to thin $13,000
orless after $16,000
—"Town

moveover

| (Wed.) at the DeMille, opening the |xfter more than six weeks at Sut

-|fellowing

Denham: “Susan: Slade” is proving |:

Stute<Lake- (BE&K)
516 000. Last ‘week, house. was
1:80)—“Devil’
At Feur O'Clock” dark.
ik ta surprise newcomer, with «a ‘big|
evi
.
.
‘I take in first round at Paramount.

a

“Bacheler
in
‘S tomorrow

urs.)
|
Criterion (Mess) (1,520; $1.25-

"G

‘k).

Ini-

“(Continued on
on
pase
ee 1
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‘BREAKFAST HOT 206,
ST. 100; HUSTLER’ 156
St. Louis, Nor. 14.
Big news here currently is the
sockeroo take being racked up by
“Breakfast at Tiffany’s” at the Fox.
| Only other newcomer is “Francis

of Assisi,” playing on subsequentTIA, with a mild week in prospect
-at tthe St. Louis.
“The Hustler”
?
:Tiffany’ s,” and “Devil at 4 O’Clock” yesterday (Tues.) was apcko. $31,- continues fancy in second stanza
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.50- ;
all’ are offish an their longrams. “La. ‘900. same as for third.
at Ambassador while “La Dolce
DeMille (Reaitke) (1,463; 90-$2:75)
Dolce. Vita” looms fine in fourth..at
(#th- wk). ““Mifty $5:000 or .near..
Vita” is trated fine in fifth «at
and
Smoke”
(Par).
‘Aladdin while “Seven Wonders of —‘Summer
ast week, $5,500.
Loew's Mid-City.
. World” contimes its amazing gait Opens tonight (Wed.) with a beneDedd (Todd’ (1,089; $2.20-$3.50)"
‘Petimates
fer This Weck
- Louisville, Nov.. 14,
fit preem for American “Theatre |
in fourth session at the Cooper.
—King of Kings’ (M-G)- (4th: wk)..]
Awmbassador (Arthur) (2,570; ‘90Singlé mewcomer is. *‘Loss of
| Wing.
Repwlar run starts. tomor- ;
¥stimates for This Week
Nice $14,500. Last -week, $15. 700.
| $125\—“Hustler” (20th) (Qd “wk
Trmmocence”
currently
at
the
‘Brown;
Aladéin _ (Fox) (900; $145) “La row (®hurs.), daydating with Sut- Fast $15,800. Last week, $18,800.
“Town: (Teitei) (640; $1.25-$1.50)—
“Night At Opera” (Indie), ‘Okay sirapes mild. Extended-runs .are: Dolee Vita” (Astor) (4th wk): Fine ‘ton. In abead, “Gn Beach” (UA)
Apello Azt Grace’ (709; 36(reissue) (@d wk-8 days), looks to
$2,700.
Last week,. “L'Avventura” providing the bulk of the: ‘big $4.400. Last week, $5.500
$1225\—"“Tunesof Glory” (Lope)
igresses this week. “Splendor In
- Centre (Fox) (1.270: $1.95-$1.45) slip to mild $6,000 or jess after (2d wk). Good $2,500. Last week, —
(Janus) (4th wk), $3,000.
Grass”
at
the
Mary
Anderson
still
|
$11,000
fer
opener..
United “Artists (B&K) (1,760; 98‘Devil: at: 4 O'Clock”. (Col). (4th
Embassy
(Guild Enterprises) $3300
_$180)—“Back Street” (U) (Sth:wk. is socko. in third week. “Breakfast: ‘wE). ‘Only okay.$6500. Last week,
Esquire
(Schuchart - Levin)
+ (500; 90.$1.75) — “Guns of Nava-.
' Hep $18,000. Last week, $14,500. At Tiffany’s” in second at the Ohio. $TLODD.
(1,800; 90-$1.25: — “Splendor in
Opens today (¥%ed.)
" Wo ods , (Essaness) (1,200; -.90-* shapes boff. “Devil At 4 O'Clock”
Cooper (Coover!
(B14: $1.65- rone” (Coli,
Grass’ (WB; (4th wk). Okay $8,000
in
third
at
United
‘Artists
con‘en
subsequent-run
and
first
<ime
$1.80)—‘Bachelor .- in
Paradise”
$250). “Seven Wonders of Werld”
‘Last or close. Last week, $3,000.
(NEG). (2d wk). Stont $25,000. Last tinues big.°
|(Cinerama) (4th wk), Big 316,000 or on Dopscate fer Broadway.
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 90-$1.25)—
Week, reissues.
‘week, $32,500.
A
‘Estimates. for ‘This ‘Week ;
at Tiffany’s”
(Par)
Henry Miller Silbert Miller) “Breakfast
-‘Werld .(Teitel. (608; “90-$1: 25)— |. -Brown. (Fourth Avenue) (1,100;
(800; $1.50-$3.50)—“La Dolce Vita” Smash $20,000 or over. Last week, |
“Secrets | of Women” (Janus) 2d. 15-$1) “Loss of Inriocence” (Col)... "King. of. Kings” (N-G).
rout
at
4
O'Clock”
(Col)
(3d:
wk},
yk),
Trim, $3.800. Last. week, Oniy newcomer and likely mild $11,000. Last week, house was dark. (Astor): (81st wk). The 30th week
(11) was
big. $8,000
= ‘$5,500. .
_
$4,000. Last week, “Truth” (Kings), - Denver Fox) (2.432; $125) “Back finished Saterday
Loew's
Mid-City
(Loew)
(1,160;
“| $6,000. .
Street” (0) (3d :wk). Mild $6500. $18,300 after $17,800 for 28th
(Astor)
stanza.
Moves next month to arty 60-90)—“La Dolce Vita"
°
‘Kentucky (Switow) . (900; 75-$1) Last. week, 38.500.
t
“Les
Liaisons
Danger- (5th wk). Fine $7,000. Last week,
|—“Back Street’ (U) (5th wk).: ‘Good
Esa're (For) (600; 31 35) “The house.
(Astor) is due in next, 37,400.
(|$4,000. fourth week, $4,300.
Bridge” (AA) (9A. wk). ‘So-so $2,100. “euses™
State
(Loew)
(35600; 60-90'—
areund Dec. 15.
-Mary. Andérson (People’s) (900; Last week, "$2600. Palace (RKO) (1642: 90-$2.50)— “Greytriars Bobby” (BV) (2d wk’.
Brff,; Tew’ Slow 9G).
‘90-$] 25)—“‘Splendor
In
Grass”
“Ogden. (Fox) (1 000; $125) “Ques!
Fair
39:000.
Last
week,
$11.000.
Buffala; Nov. HM. - (WB) 2d wk). Socko $9,000. Open- thon q” (Indie) {8d wk). Passahle’ “] Plus 1" (indie) Qd wk). First
Pageant
(Arthur)
(1,000;
9Dframe: ended Monday (13) was thin
week was’ $9.500.
$I 90. Last week. $3.800.
“Bir is generally .offish here this{ing
|’
$125)—“Invasion
Quartet”
(Indie).
$10.600
or
under.
In
ahead,
“SparF
- Ohio
(Settos) - (900;. $1.25)—
Qrnheim (RKO) - (2.590: $1.25Stanza, With . holdovers a ‘bet overly —“Breakfast | At: Tiffany’ +s”
(Par)
Last week, “Double
‘facus” (U1 (4th avk-6§ days), $14,000 Big $4,000.
$1.45)
“Breakfast
-at:
‘‘Tiffany’s”
extended. - “Town Without Pity” is (2d wk). Boff $8,000: First week,
“Flicht “Thet Disan- but to wind highly. successful Bunk” (Show: (2d wk), $2,500
(Par) and
‘bately fair in opener at the BarfEalo $8. 600.
|
peared” (UA) (4th. wk). ‘Oke 34.500. limited .subsequent-run here. Mail | St. Louis (Arthur) (3,800: 75 98)
orders already being received for —‘“Francis of Assisi” (20th) and
Lest week. 38.000.
-solid in: first. edt the ° Teck, *‘Spar- $1. 25-$2.50)—“Cinerama
Holid ay” .
Family” (20th) (subrunsi.
(U)
Paramount indie) (2.100; 81 95). “Judgement at Nuremberg”
which
opens Dec. 19 on hardticket, nate $7,000. ‘Last week, “Come
“Have
“Syean clare” (WB) and.
yette: “Devil at 4 O'Clock” Jooms after third weck’s $8,000.
September”
)
and
“Love
ia
Ta ‘Run: Fast” (UA). Amazing 318.- -two-a-day, with $3.39 top.
.. Invdest in fourth round
#t Century. |.
‘Goldfish Bowl” (M-G:
(subruns),
Forum (Moss) (813; 90-$1.80) —
United Artists (Fourth “Averiue} DON -ar naar. -Tuast. week.’ “Town
Estimates for This Week —
($3:000; ©75-$1.25)—"Devil.. At 4 Withowt Pitw’ TTA) and “Three. ‘On. “Never on Sunday” (Lope) (2d wk). $7,000.
Buffele |(loew) (3,560; %5-$l)—|o9 i
Shady Oak (Arthur) ‘760: 90Initial session concluded Sunday
”
1) (3d. wk), Had
t Sree” (TA), $13 500.
from sneak preview Saturday (11)J. “Towne (Trata) (ANN: $195-$1.45) (12) -was 314, 500, remarkably | $1.251—“tWeekend With Lulu” ‘In. “Season ef Pascipn” (Indie). Wiad: with big .$16,000. likely. ‘Second: Cems fpia nt$ Dabble 7A (Ry) (ath wk). strong in view of fact that this pic | die: (24 wk), Okay $2,500. Last
“has play ed more than-.a year and _ week, $3,500.
~
Continued on page 10)
ef was $14, 000..
Fair $3,"700. ‘Last week, $4,500,
$

(Col) ). (Oth wk.

“qupek,. $17:000.

Hot 5$14,500.. Last |

“Back. Street’

$1.80—"Two Women” (Erabassy) BREAKFAST BOFF %
LYLE DEVE! 186|

q

: Bachelor’Brisk$8000,

00d

but “Bachelor in Paratiise” shapes|""piattg (Fourth Avenue) (4;100:.
tacus” shapes fine in'third at Faya-|(cirerama (4th wk). Neat $7,000.

“fon Withont Pity” (UA) -and|o

cee

ent:

sais

“Breakfast

$2.50)—‘ Devil at 4

O'Clock"

(Coal)

at] (Sth wk). Feurth rourd completed

PICTURE

” Wednesday, November: 15, 1961

GROSSES

HubBiz Unharmed by Blue Law Sat:

‘Story’ Wham 306, ‘Kings’ Smash 206

National Boxoffice Survey

‘| Sunday (12) ‘was great $11, 500 after
$12,500. for second.Little ‘Carnegie
(L. Carnegie)
Noon”
| 520; $1.25-$2)—“‘Purple

(Times) (11th wk). This round end- |
ing today -(Wed.) looks to land Too

boffo $13,000 or near after $13,300
for 10th. week,
~—
a
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)—
“Question 7” tIndie) (7th-final wk).
/ This -week winding today (Wed.)

+
Byoston, Nov. 14.
Bosten’s first Bhie Law Saturday
TORONTO |
(11. heliday, which closed ‘all re‘Continued from page -8)
dai} stores, failed to dent the film
‘| Jooks like okay $6,000 after $7,000
kb c. here. Veterans Day, observed ! $8,500.- Last week, “Exodus” (UA)| for sixth. “Double Bunk” (Show)
as a legal holiday for the first 3d wk)},. $8,000.
j opens tomorrow’ “hurs.).
(Taylor) (557; -$1-; . Murray Hill (Rugoff Th.) (564;
time°with state Blue Laws in full| ‘International
Bongo” \IFD) 95-$1.80)-—“A Summer To Rememoperation. While
some
shoppers '$1.25.—"Expresso
went to reighburing states, mat- | 3d wk). Nice $2, 500. Last week,) pe, (Indie). 12d wk). First session:
jnee biz was unaffected. In some |$3. 000.
‘ended. Sunday (12) was big $15,000.
dases it uas better than the preParis ‘Pathe Cinema) (568; 90vicus Siturdéay. Most <amazing is }— ‘Bridge to Sun” ‘M-G) (2d wk). -$1.80\—"‘From
Roman.
Balcony”
the
reriermance | of
hardticket! In six days, tapering to lean $6,590. ; (Cont) (5th wk), Fourth week fin:
“West Side Story” at Gery which !Last week. $9,000:
| ished ‘Saturday 11) held at hep
is runing ishea of its first week | Tivoli (FP) «970; $1-$1. 50)—'‘The -$6,000 after. same in third session,
Fair $6.500: Last
smatch
¢t: ke. “Breakfest
at Tif-' Mark” “Cont.
Plaza ‘Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)—
“La Dolce Vita’ ‘Astral) “Never On Sunday” .(Lepe) (5th
fany's’ stil ix.hig in fifth at the week,
-i14th
wk),
$7.500
at $2.50 top...
wk)
The 56th week concluded
Crnri.
Towne (Taylor) :693; 90-$1.25)—!;Monday “13) was’ strong $8,000
Orty tuo averings this weck.
Women”
IFD) ‘4th wk’. |after $7.500 for. 55th round.
*Afask” ts wild at Paramount while “Two
[ 72d. St. Playhouse’ :Baker) (440:
“Cri
With Svifeage” looks okay Neat $5,000. Last week, $6,000.
\FP) 11.556; $1.50- i $1.50-$2)-—“Hustler”
(8th
(20th)
at Fenviyv The Me ‘tropolitan went ; University
'M-G) ' wk). Seventh’
round
concluded
to cicies “Kinos™ ic socko in third 1 $2.751\—"“King of Kings”
at the Soxen, “Meat at 4 O'Clock” . ‘3d wk). Capacity at $18.000 with i Monday 113). was. stout $6,000 after.
‘ turnaways.
Last week, ditto. —
, $5.800 for sixth week. |
shapes “he’s in third at Orpheum. °
Uptown (Loew) (2.543; $1-$1.75) |” 68th St. Playhouse ‘Leo Brecher)
Estimates fer This Week
—"Back Street” (U) 13d wk). Sock +370;
$1 .50-$2). — “Summertime”
Aster
BS-Q:.s
1. 17 n: 98-$1.50'— $10. G00. Last week, $11.000.
(UA) (reissue). Week ending to*“Cntender
in Grass”
-WB:
:5th
morrow (Thurs.) looks like splenui
“Valid $10.000,
Last week.
did $5.000. “‘Loss. of Innocence”

+

PORTLAND, ORE.

Absence - of ‘many new} strong
jfilms plus the usual: seasonal Jet«
| Slim. down at this time of year will hurt
$3,000. Last week, .“Behind Great firstrun biz nationally: this. stanza.
Wall” (Cont) and “Stratford Ad- The.few: new entries are rated very
venture” (Indie), $2,800...
| uneven, .Jeaving’. éxhibs dependent :
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1, 536; $1- on moveovers or long extended-run
$1.49)
“Everything's . Ducky” pix for their strength.
(Col). and “Queen of Pirates’ (Col).
“Breakfast at
Tiffany’s” (Par)

and

| "Loew's (Loew) (1,64; $1-$1.50)

1Continued

from page 8)

~"Man-Trap’..

Drab $5,000

“Town

(Par).

or near.

Without

Last: week,

Pity” (UA)

“3 On Spree” ‘UA), $5,400.

—

and

again is finishing on top, same as
it’s been doing: the last: few weeks.

It- is being . closely pursued ‘by

Paramount. (Port-Par)
43,400; “King of Kings” t(M-G), ‘which’ is:
point.
| $1-$1.50) — “The Lovers” (India) finishing second, “highest
oawk), Fine $6,000. Last: week, reached : in. the- "VARIETY - “weekly
surveys... Playing in 14. key cities
| currently, this opus ‘promises ° ‘to
be’ heard from plenty in: the: fue:

CincySpotty; ‘Mask? OK
|

|ture. © *
“Devil at 4.0" Clock” (Col is nieve

up..-ta third position.. “Splen$8,000, Town’ Firm84G. ing
dor. in ‘Grass” WB), long. much
higher.
-on. the list, is capturing’.
‘Grass’ Slick $7,000, sth fourth spot.
©
oe
Cincinnati,

Nov.

° “Back:

Street” . ‘1U)

is copping

‘Biz trend for firstruns or tines fifth. ‘money, only a step -behind
fair to middling this round. Brisk “Grass.” -“Bachelor' in- Paradise”
newcomers are “The Mask” with (M-G); which opens atN. Y. Cap-

“Recco’ Tall $9,000 In
| D.C; Kings’ Brisk 146,
‘Breakfast’ Big 116,5

S1.G60

Many Holdovers Bop Biz;“Breakfast” Champion,
‘Kings’ 2d, ‘Devil’ 3d; ‘Grass,’‘Street’. Next

‘Col) opens Nov. 20. In ahead, “20,000 Eyes” at the Grand and itol this. week, is winding. up sixth
“Town Without. Pity” at Keith's although. only © playing. five: key
Beacon
Hill
‘Sa-k!
‘678: $1“Fanny” (WB) (subrun), $4.300.
“Flight of Lost Balloon”
pls cities.
$150 —"“Revco end Brothers” sAs-|
Sutton tRugoff) (561; 95-$1. 80)}—
“Colorado” at Twin Drive-In lock:
“La Dolce Vita”. (Astor): will land
tes: “4h «ky
Oke $4.500. Last
“The Mark” Cont) (7th wk-4 days’. |
fokay. “Breakfast at Tiffany’s’” re- in ‘seventh place.
Jt has been.
week, £5 600,
’
The sixth full week finished Sunmains wholesome in fifth frame at much
higher
for many: wecks..
i day ‘12)-pushed to big $9.500 after
Bosten
Cinerama.
Ine.! 1.354;
‘suburban Valley. “Splendor: in’ “Hustler” ‘20th', long high
on. the
‘Washington. Nav. 14.
$9,000. for fifth stanza. “Summer |
$1.75-S2 €5-—"Search = for
ParaMainstem on the whole looks for: and. Smoke” «Par) opens Friday ;Grass” is. another sturdy -fifth- list, is taking eighth spot.. “The
dise”
-‘Cinerama'
reissue)
(4th
weeker. “King of Kings” enters the
wk. Third week was good $8.500. ° only fair trade this frame despite id 7), daydating with the DeMille. Capitol Nov. 16 after the 18th: week. Mask” (WB), very spotly so far, is
showing enough to cop. 10th ‘posi$1-$1.501— the Friday holiday for. Goernmentj Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L). (540;
Capri
Sack.
9(0;
>i of “Guns of Navarone.” “Bridge to tion.
=
workers. Only a few deluxers with; $1-$1.50)
— “Splendor
in Grass”
“Breakfust at Tiffany's’ -Par: ‘5th
Sun”
bids
for
slow
second
week
at
“Town - “Without:
Pity”
‘UA),
boffo product appear: to have ‘been | CWB) (6th wk). Fifth session conwk: Sull great $15.000. Last week.
the Albee...
“Two- Women”
‘Embassy)
and
-helped by - the
long weekend. | cluded :Tues.) was great: $12,000
$14.000.
Estimates
for
This
Week
“Question
7:
(Indie)
aré
the
run“Rocco and Brothers” is rated. big after same for fourth week. DayAlbee ‘RKO) (3.100: $1-$1.50)— ner-up films currently.
Exeter ‘Indie’ :1376; 90-$1.49': at the Town where it took ‘over! dating with Victoria.
—"Devil’s
Eve™ -Indie! -2d wki. .after a sack 18-week. stand by “La _ ‘Trans-Lux 85th St.. (T-L) (550; “Bridge to Sun” (M-G).. Slow $6,- - “Plower Drum Seng” (U} shapes
500 after $8.000 bow.
First week was lofty $11.000.
as potentially a smash, based on.
‘Dolce Vita.’ “The Mask”. at ‘two- $1.25-$2)
—- “Susan. Slade’’
‘WB).
‘Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,400: ‘its. showing’ the preem week at.
Fenway
Indie! (1,350: $1.50'— 'Stanley Warner
locations | looms? First
‘week
ending
tomorrow
$1.25-$1.80)
— “Guns of Navarone”
“Girl With: Suitcase”
Ellis!. Good ? slow.
:(Thurs:) Jooks to hit fair $7.000. (Col) (18th wk). Fair $7,500 in 10- N. Y. Musie, Hall. “It -has drawn
lines from opening day, with ‘a
“King of Kings.” in second War-! Holding: Pic. is daydating with the.
$5500. Last week. “L’Avventura”
day finale of run. “King of Kings” wow $175.000 forecast on initial
“ner stanza, is still stout. “Mr. Sar- . Warner.
‘Indie: -4th wk! $2.800.
©
(M-G)
revives
hardticket
.
policy
round: : “West Side Story” (UA),
World :Perfecto): 390: 90-$1. 50) here on Nov. 16.
Gary -Sack: +1.277: $1.50-$3)— ‘donicus” is heading for a. frail
on hardticket, Iooms.as best pic“West Side Story” -CA: -2d wk)., , opening session at Capitol. “Break-j- —“Wild For Kicks” (Times) (4th
Esquire
Art
(Shor)
(500:
$1.25)—~—
ture
on-such basis ta’ be Jaunched.
Suckeroo $30.000 on 10 perform- ;.fast at Tiffany's” counts on a wow! : Wk). This round finishing tomor- .“Roceo and Brothers” ‘Astor) (2d
most recently. It is smash in ‘Bos‘fifth
round
at
Ontario.
‘row
‘Thurs.)
is
‘heading
for
wow
ences and bigger than first week,
wk). So-so.$1.200. Last week, $1.600. ton, socko: in’. Philly and -still.
Estimates for This Week
$16, 000 after $17,000, record third
with tong lines. Last week, $29.000. |
Grand (RKO) (1.300: $1-$1.25.— capacity at- N.-¥- Rivoli.
Ambassador -Metropolitan
‘SW)- : week, Stays ori indefinitely at this
Kenmore
‘Indie +700: $1.50)—
“The Mask (WB) and: “20,000 Eves”
“Susan Slade”. (WB), also new,
11,480;
1.000;
$1-$1.49) — “The: pace.
“Truth”
:Kings'
.2d wk}, Hotsy |
(U). Swell $8.000 or near. Last looks tall in Denver, nice in:N. Y.
Mask” (‘WB!. Mild $8.000 or unweek, “White Christmas” (Par) (re- and fine in L: A. “Invasion -Quar$13.G00. Last week: $15.000.
der.
Last
week, ‘“Splendor ‘in
issue). and “Sergeant Was: Lady” ter”: (M-G), another newie, is trim...
Metropolitan
«NET:
:4.357; 90- Grass” ‘WB) (4th- wk). $9.000.
$1 25»—"Cat
on Hot Tin Roof” | Apex .‘K-B)
‘in Chi and big in St.. Louis. “1
(940: $1-$1.25) —
Guild
(Vance) (300: $1.25). — Plus: 2” Indie), nice -in ‘Balto,
‘LAr and “Some Came Running” '“Flute and Arrow” (Janus).. Trim|.
“Watch Your Stern” 'Indie). Fairish shapes sad in Providence, _ Frisco
t(UA- creissues:. Fair S9.060, Last: : $4,500.
Last week, : ‘Secrets
of
$1,300. Last week. “The Bridge” and N. ¥.
week. “Mark” Indie-, $8,000.
; Women” (Janus) !2d. who, $3.200.
(AA) (2d wk). $900.
Memorial ‘RKO? 3.000; 90-$1.49)
“Greyfriars Bobby” ABV), hefty
Capitol tLoew) (3.420; $1-$1.49)
Hyde Park Art 'Shor) (300: $1. 25) in K: C., looks fair-in St: ‘Louis
—"“Back Street”: iU+ and ‘Trouble —“Mr. Sardonicus” tCol). Sad $6,—"“Man
Who
Wagged His. Tail” land Denver. ' “Pure. -Hell of St.
Detroit, Nov. 14.
in Sky"
«Indie:
«4th wk. Fine’ : 500. Last week, ballet onstage.
‘Cinema biz. levels off generally (Cont). Okay $1.400. Last week.
$10.000. Last week, $12,000.
Keith’s ‘RKO) (1.839: $1-$1.49)— this’ week ‘because of holdover sit- “Prometer” (Cont) and “Lavender Trinian’s”. (Cont) Jeoms. hotsy -in
Pitt -and-fair in Balto. ~Orpheum
‘Loew!
:2,900:
90-|;“Town Without Pitw’ (20th) (3dijuation.
“Breakfast
at Tiffany's”. Hill Mob” (Cont) ‘reissues) (2d wk),
“Guns of :Navarone” (Col), nice
$1.49 —"Devil at 4 O'Clock” -Col?; : Wk). Oke $8,000. Last week. $9.500.
$1,000.
|continues to glitter at. the Madison
1 in- Toronto, .is just fair in ‘Ciney.
(3d wk. Hefty $17.000 or near. i MacArthur ‘K-B) (900; $1.25)—
Keith’s (Shor) (1.500: 90- $1 25)—j
in- fourth session.
“Devil
at 4
“Rocca
and ..Brothers” (Astor),
Last week. $21.000.
'“The Risk” ‘Union) (3d wk). Fair;
| O'Clock” stays hot. in fourth at “Town Without Pity” (UA). Okay good in Cincy, shapes tall. in-WashParamount
NET)
:2.357;
T0-. $3.800. Last week. $4.200.
Grand Circus.
$8.500. Last week, “Devil
at 4 ‘ington.
$1.25:—“The
Mask”
:WB:
and:
Ontario ‘K-B) !1.240: $1-$1.49)—
“King of Kings” looks great in O’Clack” (Col) (3d wk); $5.500.
“Spartacus” (U), which. has vir“Fear
No
Mere”
‘Indie.
Mild '“Breakfast at Tiffany’s” ‘Par) (5th
Palace (RKO) (2.600: $1-$1.50)—].
second stanza at the United Artists.
Boff
$11.000.' Last
week, “Bachelor in Paradise’ is rated “Splendor in Grass”. (WB) (5th wk). tually completed. its big firstrun.
$9.10. Last week. “Vir. Serdoni-: wk).
dates in major keys, looks: fine in
cus” (Cob and “Valley of Dragons” ; $12.000._-

Breakfast Tasty

| (U), $8.000.

$15,000, Det. Ace|

okay in second at ‘the Adams. “The
$11,000.
i Palace ‘Loew) (2. 300: $1-$1.65)— |Hustler” looms good in fifth round
Pilgrim -ATC: 11.909: 75-$1.25: ; “Back Street” (U) (3d wk). Good; iat Fox. “Back Street,’ is trim in
—"‘Naked Jungle’ ‘Par) ‘reissue) ;'$9.300. Last week. $12.000.
jthird. at Mercury.
and “Paris Blues” ‘UA? ‘subrun’. i Playhouse 'T-L) (459: $1.49-$1. 80) j. - Estimates for This Week
Mild $6.200. Last week, “Thunder i— “Devil at 4 O'Clock” 'Col) “4th.
Fox (Woodmont) (5.041; .75-$1.49)
?wk).
Steady
$3:500. Last week, —“Hustler”. '20th) and. “Blast. of
of Drums” -M-Gi and “Ada™ «(M-G):‘
1$3. 700.
(reissue:, $6.000.
‘Silence” «U) ‘5th wk). Good $11,({T-L)- i278:
$1-$1.80)—
Saxon -Sack} 1.100; $1.50-$3)— | Plaza
£000. Last week. $12,000.
“Kings”
M-G)
°-3d wk?. Smash; . “Heat of Summer” (Indie) (2d wk). | Michigan (United Detroit) (4.036;
:Good
$3.
500-after
$4.100
opener.
$20.006 again still getting overflow
| $1.25-$1.49)\——“‘Town Without Pity”
(King)
(800: -$1-$1.49)-—' ,(UA) and‘‘Season of Passion” (UA).
from sold out “West Side Story” |, Town
“Rocco ano Brothers” Astor). Tall}~ti2d. _ Wk). Fair $9, 000. Last week,
around corner. Last week, same.
State ‘Trans-Lux) (730: 75-$1.25);+ $9.000. Last week, “La Dolce. Vita” $10. 000."
;
—"“Young
Loves”
and
“Geisha i(Astor) (8th wk). $5.500.
Palms UD) t2,955; $1.25-$1.49)—
Trans-Lux ‘T-L) (6090: $1.49-$1.8M lunever: Take
Playmates” :Indie} -2d wk). Neat
Candy
From
—‘Devil
at Four O'Clock” (Col)} 1Stranger” ‘Indie \gStarted Sunday.
$3.800. Lasf week, $4.200.
(4th ok. Hearty $6.500. Last week. 112), Last week,
Jask” (WB) and
$7.100
;“Valley - of “Dragons” 1Cob, sad
Werner (SW) (1.440: $1.80-$2.75) |
'$17.000 in-11 days.
BUFFALO
—‘“King of Kings” '‘M-G) :2d wk) © Madison (UD) (1.408; $1.25-$1.49)
‘Continued from page 9)
Smash $14.000. past week. $15.000. |— “Breakfast at Tiffany’s’ (Par)
(Col,

$9.000. Last week, “One Plus One”

tIndie', $4.200. |

Center :AB-PT? ‘2.500; 70-$1.25)
—‘“Splendor in Grass’ ‘'WB) ‘5th
wk'. Fine $8.600. Last week, $9.000.
Century 'UCATC? 2,700: 70-$1.25:
—"Devil

at 4 GQ’Clock”

'!Col)

(4th

wk'. Modest $6.000 or over in 5
days. Last week. $9.000.
Lafayette ‘Basil :3.000; 70-$1.50)

aS

urlacne”

«Us

tsub-run)

(3d

wk. Fine $6.500. Last week, $8,000.
Paramount ‘AB-PT: :3.000: 70$125) — “Breakfast at Tiffany's”
(Par) ‘4th wk). Nice $7.500 in 5
days. Last week. $10.400.

Teck

‘Loew!

(1.200:

70-$1.25)—

“Bachelor
in
Paradise’
(M-G).
Stout $8.000 or close. Last week,
“Girt With Suitcase’ ‘Indie) (2d
wk). $1.600.

Cinema
—

‘Martina’

°450: 70-$1.25)|

‘“arry On Sergeant” (Indie) i3d
Oke $1.200 in 5 days. Last
week, $2,400.
wk.

BROADWAY

|(4th wk). Great $15,000. Last week,
1 $15,400.

Smooth $7,000 or near after $8,000 Buffalo, lofty in “L.. A.

and okay:

fourth frame.
tin’ Frisco.- ‘Pic now. is going out
‘Twin Drive-In -(Shor) (600° cars| on
numerous: _popscale _ engage-"
each | side: 90c) — West:
“Paris ‘ments..
Blues”: (WA) and
““fagnificent
“Baris Blues” (WA) currently. ‘is

Seven” (UA) ‘subruns). Fair $4- brisk in K.-C. and big in N. ¥. 000. Last _week. “Everything's “Mr: Sardonicus” Gol), good in.
Ducky”

(Col)

and.

“Qtieen’

of ‘Minneapolis, . looks °‘limp- in, Washington. |

Pirates”. (Col). $4.400. East: “Flight
of Lost Balloon” Tndie) and “Colo-

(Complete Bowo{fice Reports on

rado”
(Indie).
Oke
$5,000. ‘Last
Pages 8-9- 10)
‘week, “Place in Sun” 'Par) ‘and
“Apartment” = (TA)
split
with
“World
Suzie Woene”
(Par) and
$e R00. Gantry” (UA) fall repeats),

From Hell’Drab$4000,
Indpls.;‘Street’ 66, 2

800

Vallev (Wiethe) | =n0: $1- $1-50) J...
—"Breakfast.
at Tiffanv'’s™ (Par})
,
Indianapolis, Nov. 14,
(5th wk). Fine. $8: 500, Fourth. week; | Four holdovers, led by ‘Seven.

$8,900.

‘|Wonders

CLEVELAND
‘Continued from nare 8)

of World’ in 22d. stanza

at the Indiana, dominate the lineup
here this week. Biz is moderate. at almost
every:
house..
“Seven:

Grand Circus 1UD) (1,400; $1 25- (\f-G) opens Nov. 16. Last: week. | Women From Hell” is drab in first.
Street”.
$1.49)—“Devil at. 4 O'Clock” (Col) “White Christmas” (Par) reissue) week at Loew's, “Back
| looms, good ‘in second at Keith’s.
tial session ended Monday '!13) was;i(4th wk): Swell. $14,500 .or near. okay $8.000 in 10. -davs.
Estimates.
for
This
Week
©
great $15,000 or close.
‘Palace (Silk & Helvern) (2733:
; Last week, $16,000.
Beekman
(‘Rugoff
Th.)
1590: | Adams (Balaban) (1.700: $1-$1.25) $1-$1.50) — .“Nevil at 4 O'Clock”
Circle | (Cockrill-Dolle)
(2;“800;
$1.20-$1.75)—"Devil’s Fye -‘Janus) |“Bachelor in Paradise” ‘M-G) (2d} (Col) (4th wk). Pleasing’ $7,400. $1-$1. 25)—“Breaktast at Tiffany’ $s”:
(Par) (2dont. Modest. ‘$4,000. ‘Last
(8d wki. First holdover week end- -wk). Okay $8.000 or over. Last Last week, $9.00.
ed Sunday (12) held with fancy:! |week $10.500.,
State (Loew) (?.700: $1 -$1.50)— -week, $7,0
Indiana (CD) Y, 100: “$1. 25-$2.50)
$7,500 after $9,200 on initial round.
United Artists (UA) (1.667; $1. 50- “Pit and’ Pendulum” (AN.- Fair
Carnegie
Hall
Cinema
‘F&A) $3) —- “King of Kings” (M-G) (2d $10,000
Wonders. of - World”
or clase.
Tast week. —“Seven.
(300;
$1.25-$1.80) — “Neapolitan|‘wk), Good $15, 000. Last week, $14,- “Breakfast at Tiffany's” (Par): 12d ‘(Cinerama) (22d wk). Good $5, 500.:
-Carousel” (Lux). ‘6th wk. Fifth | 000.
Last
week,
$5,000:
.
wk). $9,000 in 5 day..
‘Keith’s (C-D) -(1,300;. °$1-$1.25)—.
round finsshed yesterday
Tues.)
Music Hall. (Cinerama, Ine.) (1,-Stillman (Loew) (2.700: $1 -$1.50)
was big. $4,800 or. near after $6,000: 1208; $1:20-$2.65 )— “Windjammer” 7 —‘Breakfast
“Back
Street”
(U).
(2d.
wk). Good
at Tiffany’ s” (Par)
for fourth week.
:
INT) (reissue) ‘8th wk). Good $11,- (m.o.). Good’ $8.500. Last ..week,. $6,000. Last week, $7,500:
.
Loew’s
(Loew)
$2,427;
745-$1.25)—
Fifth Ave. Cinema ‘Rugoff Th.) 1509. Last week, $9.500.
“One Plus One” (Indie), $2. 500 in
(250;
$1.25-$1.80) — .“Kitchen”
|“Seven Women From Heli” {Z0th)«
Trans-Lux. (Trans-Lux) -(1,000;: 5 days.
tKings) (3d wk). Second week end- |$1.49-$1.65) — “Truth” (Kings) (3d
.Westwood
Art .fArt “Theatre and “Pirates of Tortuga” (20th).
ed yesterday
(Tues.) was okay twk). Down to $2. 500 in'5 days. Last’ Guild)
(855: $1. 5-81. 50)—“‘Mark” | Drab -$4,000. Last week, ‘“Fown
$3,300 after $3,500 for opener.
week, $3,000.
(Cont). Routine $2.500. Last .week. Without ‘Pity’. (UA), -$4, 500; :
Normandie
(T-L). 1592;
$1,25-.
“Lyrie
(C-D) (850; $1-$1.25)—
Mercury (UM) (1 465; * $1-$1.50)— “Wild Strawberries” (Indie) and
$1.80)—“Green
Mare”
(Zenith) |“Back Street” (U) (3d wk), Trim IsaTaG
agi ci an” (indie). (reissues), “Devil at .4 O'Clock” (Col) (2d- wk).
(4th wk). Third . stanza finished j$11,000. Last week, $13,000.
| Nice. $6,000. Last. week, $7,000,:

'Continved from .page 9).
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PICTURES

BY

"| Never onSunday’ Challenged Under
Wrong Procedure: Georgias Top Court

to ‘Rome “in recent ‘times for this
reason or that. -In conclusion, a switch:, dt hardly
makes ‘up for the many American
‘pix shooting in Italy, but there’s
Continued from. page 1°
an Italian: film fone). currently locationing
in ‘the -US:'- Titanus
tings, ‘both: for spectacles and for ‘Yocal -Metro- ‘agenda: are:: “Damon “Smog.” Franco Rossi directs it |
modern. stories—the- latter : -often. and Pythias” . ‘Jaffe-Marx), with with a cast headed by .Renato. Sal- | =
Curtis .Bernhardt directing~“Guy: vadori and -Annie’ Girardot, with‘!
based on: recent bestsellers (“Two Williams °° and.
Don
Burnette;

‘No Time ToFiddleIn.Rome

most. of action taking. place. in the |
of:.Siena,” Etienne: Los’ Angeles. area. Yet it too; reLight: in the Piazzi, "" “Paster Din-. Perrier directing Stewart Granger, |portedly, gets. a’ Metro. release,
Christine Kaufman, Sylva Koscina,
ner,” “The. ‘Leopard,”" etc,), Many
in pic made for Metro by. Jacques, under that company’ 3. pact with
1
of which. ‘boast: ‘Italian ‘settings. | Bar’s «;: Monica Films;: “Arturo’s Is- ‘Titanus,
‘Plus the fact: ‘that more and more land,” pic: version-of an Elsa Mo- |=
rante
bestseller,.
made
by
Cham|
.
stars gravitate
around Rome—

Weeks in Another “Town,” “The. “Swordsman:

Signore

though’ it’s: hard” at times to de-. pion: Films for Metro release; and |”
1“King of the Seven:-Seas.” a sea.
termine which came first: the star
‘actioner. -being shaped for’ the =
Continued trom pase s —
;
or the property. Often both factors: American ‘coinpany by - director
work: together, -with the ‘Eternal. Rudy Mate .and Adelphia Cine-. ‘hasseling- ‘with producer’ Morris
matografica of Rome. Pending: are
City the -catalyst:
0.
Boom has: stimulated top talent some other. items such as
‘Time
Left” and “Naples in 4 Days,” |
agencies: - General. Artists . have
announced | been. the intention since: it
just opened a brand new European which -Titanus has
.
among
upcoming features via its. the. stay off-balance.
headquarters. — -significantly.
in
°
Appreval
Rome,. while: William Morris. now pact with. Metro.
an
For’
the
Tatter
film,
directed
by}
‘Barabbas’Operates under its own name: ‘here,
“and MCA-negotiated deals. are-mulThe Columbia . camp 4s just” as. ‘first-timer Francois Leterrier, Miss |.
‘tiplying, also via-its Iocal outlet. busy. Dino DeLaurentiis’ “Barab- Signoret* had: casting ‘approval, but |
World-roaming: gossip columnists, bas,” in which: Richard’ Fleischer: “when “you. have such - authority,
‘who used to include Rome in their directed a. huge’ cast -headed by you’re often afraid. to use it.” She
annual tours of Europe, are more. Anthoney Quinn, ‘has Just wound. didn’ t, and the two other key roles
and more’ making. it. the main Ditto for “‘Congo. Vivo,” a Jean Se- ‘went to art- actor and actress who
réason for. their trip. And many berg starrer, also from the DeLau-. had little, if any.. previous film exse

3)

o-

rer

Studio Idle Multiply
-Los Angeles, Nov. 14.
‘Slack in production at various
California studios
con-.
tinues to step up unemployment figures in the motion
picture industry.

' Based

on

September

final

figures. and preliminary October
estimates,
employment
dips. continue. at the rate of

500 and more. For September,
according to California Dept.
of Employment,. 35,700 were
unemployed
as against August’s 36.200.. Preliminary for
last month shows drop of 600
from . September - for total of
35;100..:
Average
weekly.
earnings
for September were $162.93.

against

$161.44

for

August.

Average hourly earnings for
September was $3.87 against
$3.89 for
August:
Average
weekly hours of work for Sep-

perience. The result was that the’ or Auwas 421. against 415

“pic éxecs have a new ‘beef: Rome ‘rentiis © Studio. Charles .Schneer’s
used to be a pleasurable. oasis. for “Jason and .thé. Golden Fleece” film; which should bave been -‘the|
an easygoing week or fortnight of (Morningside), . directed. by Don |}. story. of|three equally interesting |;
restaurant-hopping, shopping, with Chaffey, is about to. move to Rome people. “was ‘taken ‘over by the
some wWork.thrown in. Now the new ‘for exteriors after a lengthly lohustle-and-bustle pace has turned. cation spel! .at.Palinuro, south of
the Italian capital. into a business Naples: Still on. locations at. Sutri, helplessly as her husband becomes’
.eonly. town—or
almost. In any 40° miles’ from Rome; is. “Joseph. | enamoured of a young. girl, Soap|
‘case, the word’s gotten round, and Desa” (Dmytrick- Weiler Prods,) opera? Miss Signoret. doesn’t think
‘with its cast of Maximilian Schell; it. is if played properly..
the joint. is Jumping.
ol

for August.

sheer iechnioue. of Miss ‘Signore,|KANSAS BACKS DOWN,
TWO WOMEN’ LICENSED

Atlanta, Noy.
14.
Georgia Supreme Court Thurs.
(9) tossed out a lower court’s decision outlawing Atlanta's motion
picture censorship setup, explaining that case
came
into court
through the wrong door.
. High court said the question of
showing Greek-made
“Never on

Sunday,” starring Melina Mercouri
and Jules Dassin, in Atlanta should

have been decided through a writ
fof certiorari and not by a petition
for injunction.
Last
spring
Fulton
vwuperior
Court Judge Luther Alverson ruled

that Atlanta’s censorship laws were
uneonstitutional,

that

the

picture,

“Never on Sunday,” was not obserene and he granted an injunction
te prevent Atlanta Library Board
| (eity’s censoring body! from inter‘fering with its showing in Atlanta

| theatres.

Earlier,

Mrs.

Christine

Smith

Gilliam, employe of the city and
whose job it is to view motion pictures and issue them a permit to
play if she sees fit, had barred

“Sunday” unless certain cuts were
made.
‘Distributor Lopert Pictures, subsidiary of United Artists, refused
to do so and appealed to Library
Board in its capacity as censoring
body. Board upheld Mrs. Gilliam
iso distributors petitioned for and

| received an injunction.
Kansas Cify, Nov. 14.
I
Right
away
“Sunday”
was
The way is cleared for showing |
There are 11 features currently | Ricardo Montalban, Akim Tamiroff, on The fact that:she also played. an of Sophia. Leren’s “Two Women” tthrown ento screen at Peachtree
Lea Padovani, and others, and with: ‘aging woman
ina
hopeless-type
!
Art
Theatre
and
racked
up
grosses
.in
Kansas
following
a
reversal
of:
- at work ‘here -on behalf of Yank ‘Edward. Dmytrick. directing. Pic
-{love affair in “Roém At The Top,” iits censorship stand last Tues. (71;‘that set reeords for house and
companies:
Actually, ‘there are; will be’ entirely. shot here..
doesn’t necessarily mean she’s Bet-'
by the. Kansas Board of. Motion: ‘lengthened into an 11-week stay.
moré (if one includes pix. rolling
The
approval ; While this long run was going on
here: with: guaranteed: U.S. com-|..Another .Columbia. release is the ting into.a rut.. she thinks. In fact picture Review.
just-finished
“Italian
Brigands”.
she
doesn’t.
worry
about
ruts,
only;came
following a directive from |city appealed Judge Alverson’s depany releases) ‘or less (if one con‘about
the
roles:
themselves,
un-'
Kansas_ State’s Attorney-General, cision to Supreme Court. Long
siders only’ Yank-originated’ items, tDeLaurentiis), :with. Ernest Borgafter picture’s run was over high
usually. helmed. by American direc- nine; Vittorio Gassmann, and Ro- afraid in the :knowledge ‘that .she
sanna
Schiaffino
toplined.
‘A
pre
is. beyond the noint ‘of being able aan Coo nte“Mltiet Court. by j court heard arguments.
tors*. Actually, *the dividing line.
| Thursday’s
decision
from
Suproduction: deal with Zebra Films’ fo play Little. Orohan Annie. _Joseph
E..
Levine’s
Embassy
Pic{sa thin. one.
-|Moris Ergas gives. ‘Columbia two.
- Apropos. ‘of “Room,” she was tures of New York, distributor of; preme Court said Judge Alverson
Stands Stands’‘Ont
red in overruling censor board's
other current productions: “Seni-. genuinely amazed ‘at the fine U.S.-:the film, seeking a court order
--20th-Fox dominates the. Jocal. cita” starring Anthony. Franciosa ‘and British reaction to her per- against Boardof Review which re- objection to his injunction and
scene with its mammoth "“Cleo-. and Claudia Cardinale, with Betsy formance” ‘at :fome,: crities: were fused its stamp of approval late ruled the injunction was nullified.
In the Supreme Court decision
patra” project under the guidance |Blair, all. guided by director Mauro ‘Polite but not surprised), since she -last summer when the film first
Judge Joseph Quillian said ‘‘a peti_of -Joseph. L.. Mankiewicz.
The Bolognini. ‘This: one, too. is. based was in.only- three “sequences” of was presented to it.
Elizabeth. Taylor starrer, currently

on

a’ novel.

‘Second - Zebra

pic

the

pic.

But

it was the. kind

of.

Board

members

claimed a scene

tion for an injunction could not be

Studios. which. Columbia ‘is slated.to ‘take colorful role in which she could involving the reaction of Sophia substituted as a mode of appeal;
is Alberto Lattuada’s’ “La Steppa, ” come on: strong. register a. couple. Loren to the killing of her baby aceordingly, the petition must be
shooting in “Yugoslavia,.
of high. emotional
ints, and
get _by a‘soldier was “obscene.” Mem- held not to have alleged a cause of
Other .‘Yank companies. are less }: off the screen: leaving
pothe audience
bs |
‘bers of the attorney general’s office injunctive relief.”
Decision said the issue should
active here at present. “Warners —if not Jaughing—at least greatly: sat with. review board members
recently ‘wound locations .‘in Rome. impressed: A.- ‘mich greater chal- | again last week when ‘the picture % been taken from the -board
‘on “Lovers. Must: Learn.” Delmer. lenge to a performer, she Says, is] was reviewed a. second time. The of censors by a Superior Court
other items: This one will keep Daves. directing, with Tr oy Dona- the role. that” ‘Tuns from” start to; directive
‘came
following
this judge under a writ of certiorari
for a review of the case and not
things -hopping until next Spring, hue, Suzanne ‘Pleschette, Angie finish.
. |screening.
Brazzi .
| Dickinson
and
Rossano
by current. estimates.
‘The one Yank script she liked.|
‘Ewo Women” earlier played a decided on a request for an injunction.
;
Another 20th. production, ‘Hem: heading cast. “Warners also ‘shot}among those submitted.to her after ‘Kansas City (Missouri) frst run
Judge Alverson in making his
ingway’s “Young |Man”: (Jerry a few backdrops for ‘The Roman Oscar, was: Robert Aldrich’s “Now|theatre to moderate business, but tuling killing city’s censorship law
Wald', is due here soon for loca- Spring of! Mrs. Stone’. here, with. We Know,” based on a short story’ has not yet played across river in
made it plain that it applied only
‘tion work. with a large. cast. in-} ‘bulk reconstructed. in-Britain,, Uni- by: John O'Hara.’ ‘Unfortunately,| Kansas. Currently it is playing an
‘busy. here however; backing w&s. not forth-| engagement at the Rockhill Thea- to “Never on Sunday” pending ac. cluding Richard Béymer, :Paul ‘versal - International,
tion of Supreme Court on city’s
last:
year
with
‘
‘ComeSeptember”
Eli
. Newman,.
Susan. Strasberg, |
and the project, ‘whieh had tre, Kansas ad art house, and
and Juliet,” has |coming
;
‘been. set to be shot in New. York likely will be good for several appeal.
‘Wallach, Diane Baker; Dan Dailey, ‘and “Romanoff
Meanwhile,
Mrs.
Gilliam
has
none on -this- year’s. local: slate, | early t
this
year,
was
abandoned.
:
weeks
there.
.
Ricardo Montalban.. Arthur’ Kenbeen doing business as usual, seenor. has UA,: if one excepts. some
nedy;. Jessica Tandy .and.” others |purchases of Italian pix and Sean
ing pictures, asking for—and getunder ‘Martin: Ritt's. direciton. Pic ||Negulesco’s
mn].
‘‘Jessica.”". shot
ting—cuts and, it has been said,
_ was originally ‘slated: for ‘more|' Sicily: with cast headed by “Angie
gave a flat turndown to “The
work :here,; but bulk was -switchedj|Dickinson and: ‘Maurice -Chevalier..|.
‘|Mark,” fitm dealing. with child ~
‘ta Coast when. producers — found. | Among: the. indies, ‘Enibassy: Pie-.].
molestation..
Richard L: Coe, amusement: editor of the ‘Washington Post, in hts
- “Cleopatra” and ether pix: monap- tures .Corp. had’.a. pre-production
Mrs. Gilliam originally objected
olizing facilities. ~
-deal with Concordia, for “Boccaccio recent Sunday. feature dealing with and critical of Metro’s “King of to use of word “whore” in “SunKings,” appended reference to this publication’s streamer story, “Ev- day”. and asked for scissoring of
Paramount's The Pigeon that!
Yank
company
| body A Bible Student.” Coe inte
d this as VaARteTy ‘“‘scream- scene showing Miss Mercouri in
Took. Rome” (prey iously ‘known as: -handlé which.
in most
‘world:
areas. will
”
. |ing” that reviewers -had no right to dig into the film’s doctrinal con- bedroom with a young sailor she
“The Easter Dinner’), first pro-.
‘Pending: a
{
tent.
If
the
story
‘gave
Coe
that
impression,
it was not intended and had picked up m a bar downstairs.
duction ‘by director . Mel Shavel- |
son’s Llenroc. company, is about. to } More: indie’ ventures. are in. the is far from this paper’s view. VaRrery assérts for itself, and for all
In arguments before Supreme
critics,
the.
entire
domain
of
thought.
Whatever
in the critic’s sole Court Maurice Maloof. member of
‘International.
Film’:
Service
head back to Hollywood after sev- iwind.
That encompasses re- firm of Hyman, Abrams & Young,
eral weeks°‘shooting here with a{ {Rome is currently setting up “A | judgment .is germane to his: review belongs
Face. in the--Rain”: (Filmways), | ligion,- morals; dogma, social impact, implications, taste, .performanee, Atlanta legat firm. representing
east headed by ‘Charlton: ‘Heston,
which Irving . ‘Kerschner’ will di- or ‘whatever. Varrery itself alluded to the doctrinal hazards in its Lopert, contended
city’s charter
Elsa Martinelli, . ‘Bacealoni, Harry

“under -way at Cineeitta

“seems .to have a corner,.so other
Joeal ‘productions. ‘Kament, on most
Roman- extras, on nearly all of
-Cinecitta’s. sound stages, ‘on steel
tubing with which its outdoor constructions were built, and many

Inside Stuff—Pictures.

"970, oP

rect late this. month:.with Rory ‘own review of “Kings.”
providing for censorGuardgdino, | Arthur: Shields, - Mari.
One.point made by.Coe requires ‘correction. When he writes “Why, Yamendment
Calhoun and ‘Marina-Berti topship
violated
distributing cometto, -and others. .Paramount-: wa
lining: : “LES.,. which is .also. han-|:then, dées. VarteTy boast that it is ‘The Bible of Show Business'?”
‘also. to- ‘start “The Iron Men’ ‘in | dling Hemingw ay's “Young -Man”.| he fs mot stating the facts..This periodical never uses. that phrase pany’s due process rights and imNovember, with John Cassavettes. production. details. at this end for. about itself’ and explicitly instructs its staff never to do so. True, some posed prior restraint.
directing
Sidney
Poitier
and. 20th, is also prepping:.“Escapade. outsiders, wishing to be complimentary, have used the phrase, . and |.

2 Claudia Cardinale -in- an Italian iin Florence” for a February 1962 rit bas. been quoted -by: others.: It. is not a slogan originated in or re“war story. produced by .Galatea, start in Florence and Siena, Steve.
peated ‘by Vanrrery.
but project is now off indefinitely. Previn directing this one for. Walt}Paramount ‘however ds said in- Disney Pereductions... Burt. Topper ° Though Varrety so stated, Columbia- Pictures’ legal battery fs |
Cchandler devolved. in another: upcoming Gal- has
local production - direction. ‘anxious: to under line’ that the new pact between Screen. Directors | Incumbent Georg:
aspirant
Patrick
James
atea production, “The. Jackals,” . to plans,.as doés Eddie Bracken (cur- International Guild (New York) -and David Susskind’s Paman banner ;| eated
star Curd. Jurgens and Ava. Gard- rently thesping in an Italo -pic,-“A-[ for “Requiem for a Heavyweight,” which Col. will release, only covers ! Hawley by a margin lof better than
ner. under direction bv Terence Summer Sunday”): Sam Jaffe has. Susskind and. not the. distributor. Col’s pact is strictly
wi
Screen five-to-one for presidency of the
Screen Actors Guild. Election saw
Young. At this: writing, Par report-- ‘annouticed local intentions to-make -Directors. Guild on the. Coast.”
administration
ticket
edly wanted US. ‘and ‘Canadian | “The. Golden: -Fool”-and “The KiIt may further be noted that “Requiem” director Ralph Nelson’s the entire
Tights only.
mono”:
Cornel :Wilde may: ‘bring | back : dues in SDIG -have already Deen paid up, as’ provided by thei win easily over six indie candiChandier’s - margin
was
d ates.
-But the bulk of. current “Yank his -‘British quota picture, ‘“Launce- Susskind contract, °
3.465 to 687 in a mail vote.
- production: here is in the hands lot and Guinivere” (U-I here. for.
Elected
sans
opposition
were
has| ° ‘Management of: the N. Y, World's Fair for 1964-65. have granted
‘of Metro and. Columbia, each with locations;. ‘George. Sherman
announced “Panic Button” (Seven B. B: Kreisler’s International Film Associates, a four-month. éxtension Dana Andrews, first veepee: James
‘several items.
Garner, second veepee; Charlton
Métro,: .which.
only. _recently Arts), to be made in Italy; and lit-. ‘on its.option for space for a film exhibit. The Kreisler group, now has
Heston,
third: veepee;
Conrad
wound exteriors of “A ‘Light: in. erally: dozens “.of ‘other .projécts, ‘until the. end of February to come.up with an additional $25,000 .to
Nagel, fourth veepee; Ann Doran,
clinch the-space, on which. $10;00@ already has. been put down.
- the Piazza” in Rome and: Florence, ‘iffy at the moment, .are. annauced
recording secretary; Frank Faylen,
daily
in
the
trades,’
both.
here
and
Because
the
Motion
Picture
Assn.
of
America
has
declined
to
parnow is about to send “Two Weeks
Tapped for three-year
ticipate in the. Kreisler project, IFA’ is now seeking. financial aid from treasurer.
_in Another .:Town” back to- -Holly- in the US.
wood: for. interiors after ‘several. _ Goes. without ‘saying: -that the. real estate and construction interests for the exhibit building, planned terms on board of directors were
Leon
Ames,
Richard Boone. Wenweeks of wearing night locations ‘above’ listing,.‘despite - its length, to contain two theatres,
|dell
Corey,
Frank
Ferguson,
atolind Rome. -Vincente Minelli does not touch -on. fix in which:
Thomas
Gomez,
James
Griffith,
Sophia
Loren;
in.
New
York
last
week,
disclosed
she’s.
been
overdirects this one, with John House- -Yank interest’ is at the. moment.
Howard
Keel,
man producing and Kirk Douglas, ‘only tentative or partial, -but .in- tured for a part in a projected -Muscovite production of Chekhov's Darryl Hickman,
Jack
Lemmon,
Richard
Long,
“Three
Sisters.”
This
is
not
at
the
dicker
stage
yet,
but
the
feeler
was
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse, which scores: of | American actors.
Dahlia Lavi, George - Hamitton, of major and minor. magnitude. are. made. at Cannes last spring by Mme. Furtseva, the Soviet culture Pauline Myers, Walter Pidgeon,
One-year term:
‘Claire
Trevor;': James . Gregory participating, thus ddding to -the| minister. Presumbaly, Miss Loren’s . producer-husband Carlo Pontt Gene Raymond.
Jay Novello.
heading cast. . Also. on. a - busy|impressive - scores. of: names. lured -would figure in the deal.

“4. .
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Us.Pinayto‘Ttalian Govt.About
Ak

Continuance ofDubbingFeeVs.Yas|
Rome,. Nov. 14.

A

note: of. protest: over the con-

British:Prods.May Get.

since 1949, as violates both

Pearl .

.

.

‘Moscow reports

Russe Theatres:
Administrators

Affable
a

Hot topic

London, Nov. 14.
for the British film

Cuba Turns Down Mex
industry at the moment is what
will happen if and wken Britain
Coin Unfreeze Quest |joins
the Common. Market, with

a

Annet a

of the year.. Lord Archibald, chair-|..
ot
man ‘of. Federation of British Filnr] |)
Makers, .said: last week. after his|] °°
council’s. meeting that a’. further
other statistical and|
deteited
letter was being: sent to the. -NFFC j hia
chorts ond articles.
and that. satisfactory progress had 1
‘been made. .

_ British producers had. com-|

When Britain Joins Common Mart

Shabby. But Femme

Better NFFC. Break ||:

the likely to reach fruition: by the end |}.56th: Anniversary Number

agreements signed ‘since that, time:

Happen toEady Plan,Quota, NFFC

whe was on a recent. visit ‘to

- tinued levying -of a 5,506,000 -lire
($8,800) _per picture: dubbing ‘fee
_against’ American pictures. is un-}
;
‘London,. Noy: 14.
derstood to have’ been delivered -to | ; --Overtures ‘by British film prothe. ‘Italian ‘Foreign ‘Ministry.“by ducers to the National Film Finance:
the U.S. Embassy .here. .Note ‘is ‘Corp... for ¢better
advances
te
Said to argue that the levy, in force film makers to meet overheads are

GATT:
and
the .-Italo- American
/Treaty.of -Friendship, ‘Commerce,
and Navigation. -It also asks that it:
‘be rescinded. ©: Dubbing’: tax, .or
“fee,”
as -it- is “Tegally described,
is a. proviso contained in the Italo“American *.(MPEA-ANICA)
film

z ders What Wil
islmhBiPon
BritFi

: Vet Midwestern. Exploitesr

Howard

18

México City, Nov. 7.
entry.into ECM regarded as more
A three-man producer commit- or*less a foregone conclusion.
''tee comprised of Raul de Anda,
item was high on the agenda
‘Gregorio Wallerstein and Maric |
at last week’s meeting of the FedZacarias, who spent $4,000 to talk
with Cuban officials about release
of around $500,000 oved by Cuba

for exploitation

FilmBiz Down
InMany Major
German Keys

It's estimated
that,
allowing plained to the NFFC that -insuffifor the :varying number of U.S. cient regard was being paid to the
“Imports, into Italy each year,’ as producer who invested: ‘substan-| well- as the: “exemptions” awarded. tial sums in developing. a “Property
‘American distribs here if they re- which ‘eventually came ‘to ‘nothing.
lease a-certain number of Italo pix and ‘that:the loss had to be carried|during year, the. ‘total ‘yearly. dub- by subsequent: productions: It now
bing fee is.in ‘the vicinity ‘of $1,- seems as if the NFFC has accepted |.
via , : another} the producers’: ‘point of view and. is}
500,000.
Money,
.elause. itt‘the Italo’ film‘ aid legis- prepared: to adjust the allowance, .

of Mexican

pic-

eration of British Film Makers,
when it was agreed that producers
could not minimize the dangers to
the Eady Levy,

the Quota

and the

tures, has returned empty handed. : National Film Finance Corp.
However, special’ attention was
However, all wére optimistic that
there was “god will” to pay the drawn to the provisions of clause
outstanding debt. Raul de Anda 92 which lays down that among
said they had not got to see’ “Fidel the aids which may be deemed to
Castro. - Ruz personally, but had be compatible with the Common
been in talks with Ernesto “Che” : Market are “such other eategories
Guevara;. Raut
Cepero
Bonillo, lof aids as may be specified by
head ‘of the Cuban National Bank, "| decision of the council acting by

and the’ assistant Secretary of For-{

means of a qualified majority vote

eign Relations,
Carlos
Olivares 5 on a proposal of the commission.”
Amplifying Federation's point of
Sanchez. The Cuban officials pro-*
chairman
lation, goes into a. fund ©admin-|4:
posed that payment might be made ;- View, Lord Archibald,
Frankfurt, Nov. 7.
of
the FBFM, said that his organiistered by. the Banca: Nazionale dei |
via
sending
raw
materials‘
but
no
A study of 48 of the major citiés
zation was in close contact with
Lavoto .reserved for. the. aid and
of West Germany for the. first half definite agreement was reached.
the Board of Trade and with infinance of Italian’ proguctions..
|of. 1961 reveals that the number|dividual members of Parliament,
of. cinemas is down about 4% from |
‘This fund, . as of last June 30,”
and the situation was being closely
‘Lthe. same: period a. year ago. Actotaled some _$12,000,000.. if one}:
watched. He felt it was premature
jcording. to a'report
from: the
‘adds to: this: total about $2 080,000 |
for producers to consider more
] Spitzen “Organization of the Ger~ refunded to Yank companies in the
positive action on this point, but
‘|man Film. Industry (SPIO), the.
period, -the resulting. total of some |
emphasized
that it would be up
number of film. houses” in the o
approximate i
$14, 080.000
is the
to the industry to insure that Britcities studied had. fallen by 69
‘com-{
total - paid:
by.. Yank
ain’s
representatives
took advanto'e total of 1,584: cinemas.
panies .Since 1949 (up to June}.
tage of the safeguards in the Rome
- 30) Tast-into Italian eoffers via the
‘Attendance reached a total of
a ’ Paris,. Nov. 14
treaty,
to
protect
the
well-being
_—~ dubbing: fee route. °
“Recent. events: in the .Common. -93;300,000 in the first six months
of British production.
The
Embassy
protest _ attains | Market setup probably. will change in those cities, a decline from the]
Though
it
was
a
bit
early
to tell,
“even greater ‘importance..in the: Film: Aid outlooks ‘in. France. It 106,100,000 tickets sold in the com-:
Lord Archibald believed that enDundee, Nov. 7.
light: of reports .¢urrent here that now..seems ‘certain. that. such aid: parable period of 1960 in the same
try
into
the
Common
Market
would
the: Italian Film Aid -Law. which will be maintained indefinitely and | cities: That represented a- dip of} There are obvious signs from ail not restrict the volume of produc/.expires next Dec. 31,. may have to that new measures: to help. back sabout 12°¢. in. business.. However, parts of Scotland that the age-old tion. He was confident that the
be extended once more, because: of: ‘and © ‘stabilize. production in. this in Heidelberg - film biz remained opposition ta opening of cinemas quantity of British films would
just. about the: same for the first
‘the short time’ -Italo legislators country |soon -will::go into effect..six .months:of both years: But in. on Sundays is disappearing. More continue to rise, not necessarily
have to discuss and vote. the vyari-|Originally“ all Aid was ‘to ‘be re-'| other cities, trade was off as rauch houses are throwing open their because of acceptance into the
“ous. intricate proposals for a new]
because the British indus‘duced: eyéery two years, as. of 1959, as 15%.
doors:to patrons on Sunday: nights, ECM,
law.
With it,.of course, the dub- -until .it| was ;‘done away with’ bytry was developing more creative
‘The. motorization of the coun:
‘ping fee would likewise. be €x-i
+ 1968. This was to be. accomplished . try, the. five-day week, which and are being given full permis- talent.
tended, continuing the drain: on!
| by lowering admission. price. ‘taxes | means: that any people journey ston to do so from local authorities.
Yank company :coffers.
[progressively. -and ‘also via: Aid
‘Hitherto, the main opposition
It's ‘argued ©‘in “Wank pix circles handouts to producers:: That is the away. from: home for’ the weekend:
here, moreover, that dubbing tax,. -6%: on local grosses. and. the 25% and the influence-of. tele, all.have thas come. from church authorities.
With the. spread of tele, which
‘affected: film grosses
first -applied in ‘days, of Italian. pic. on foreign income, which were to}.
Ore . result is that: fewer : films means that light entertainment ifs
-industry hardship is Now. unreal- | go towards a procucer’s’ next picare: being produced in: Germany, readily available Sundays from two
istic. Especially. is. it in. light. of. _ture would -‘become 5% “and 207%
© |with only 95 turned: out in 1960, a channels, the campaign from reli-the current optimistic and .rosy réspectively ‘in 1963,. ete. ‘drop of. eleven from the previous gious bodies appears to be abating.
situation obtaining. in -the local}.
Paris, Nov. 7.
- Exhibitors were: cut off from. Aid. year. Meanwhile. however, the ma-| _ Two cinemas in Montrose, East
‘film. industry .and -in. the Italian
Charles De Boisanger, who was
Market
lands ‘of Scotland town, the King’s and
but were supposed ‘to. make up for jor:.Common
economy in general
it by the lowering ‘of taxes. -But France and Italy have inereased Playhouse, will continue to open on ousted as head of the Comedieexhibs have been sorely. béset be-- their. production with government. alternate Sundays for another year. Francaise in January of 1960, after
cause of the Jack of.a ‘promised |‘help, the SPIO study. revealed.
Customers are flocking to both serving 10 months, by a decree of
Culture Minister Andre Malraux
detaxation while producers- have|: German films did better outside cinemas from. miles around.
for raising F-C almission prices
‘pointed’ out the need. for continue | of ‘the .homeland last year than
Attendance has risen strikingly without his permission, has been
Jing aid because of slow cinema| they had. done previously, how- |
ever, The German: Export Union at the Regal Cinema, Brechin, reinstated by the State Council.
‘attendance..,
where the average Sunday night
-But the main reason. for ‘dimin- ‘reported grosses of. around $6,750,- audience is now double that of any The council overruled Malraux and
000
in 1960. as. against about $6,maintained De Boisanger was withished Aid was: that West Germany
evening
‘during the week.
in his rights.
Paris, Nov. 1.
!did not have
any. ‘such’ help. - 000,000 grossed ' outside of GerThe
manager
of
the
Palace
Cine‘many
in
1959.
This technically leaves an awk-Culture Minister Andre Malraux|.France ‘and. Italy decided . fo- do
has asked: that $180,000 be added away with it to ease “eoproduction. |: Total number of +ickets sold in ma, Arbroath, another East Scot- ward situation because senior C-F
land:
town,
said:
“We
find
Sunday
1960
was
610,000,000,
a
decline.
of
actor
Maurice Escande has been
- to his film budget to bring to fruti- with Germany. .However-Germany
‘tion. the long-promiséd, new and was.-forecd: into..Aid itself and, 61,000,000 from 1959.. And,. com- performances serve a definite need. running the C-F, since De BoisanIt
isrt.
just
the
teenagers
who
plain
the
exhibitors,
of
their
total
ger
left
the post, with success. It
- ‘permanent housing. for the French: with Great Britain and’ its Eady
Film Museum, the. Cinematheque Plan due.in the CM ‘soon, it be- income of about $217,250,000 they come. Our regular weekday pa- is not known whether De Boisanger
chad
to.
pay
entertainment
‘taxes
of
trons
are
just
as-regular
in
atwill
seek
to get back his position
Francaise. It has been in ‘tempo-! -eame evident. that France and Italy
around $26,500, 000.
tending on Sunday.”
or whether he wanted satisfaction
rary -quarters. since ‘the. Tast. was’. would ‘Maintain ‘the Aid setup.
in proving that Malraux had abused
“Jt seems that’ the governmental
He probably will get. it, This
his powers in sacking him.
means that the Film Museum will |‘Centre Du Cinema ‘also-has. seen.
Technically, De Boisanger, who
go. underground at the Palais De the light: and will’ probably hold
was named for a sixyear term in
Chaillot where a new, modern}: “handouts at this year's’level. Ad1959, could insist on going back
screening room for 430 will be con-] ‘vances. on Aid to films which: show |
and serving till April in 1964. Or
‘structed. Museum. also ‘will. have|:‘quality arid possible. difficulties” in|}
he could demand being paid off for
the right wing of this two pronged ‘commercial runs: have: been kept}.
the period. De Boisanger might
building ‘for its. museum. exhibits| up: About. $1,800.000-“has been
probably run into trouble if he
of ‘old material, ‘costumes, sets, etc. given. out. to specialized: films: this:
Milan, Nov. #, + Scientists and technicians from tried to get back in since the C-F
year
attended
this seems more than satisfied with
The: Museum, under. Henri LanAttendance and biz transactions several. countries
‘glois, gives three screenings per | The Syndicate: of! Film “‘Produc- :at. Milan Film Trade Fair (MIFED). meeting, {ncluding reps of RCA, Escande.
‘Philips, Ampex, Marconi Wireless, .
night of old, new and even unre- ers also has come up. with -a' plan
‘So De Boisanger will probably
have shown another rise, according Ferrania, RAI-TY, German, French,
leased films.. It also pays homage|.‘to help commercial films via’ a
to. ‘figures just released. by the British, Belgian, Swiss and Italian take a job with another administra‘to living ‘and dead filmmakers via. ‘guarantee of up .to 50% to lighten.
tion. He was a former ambassador
‘toppers
following
the
winddistributors investments and to be
tele experts. Next meeting of group before being tagged for the C-F
weeks of their ‘pix.
up of. the. fourth. semiannual affair
by Lotte. repaid after the release of :the in the north Italo ‘city. Fair had to]. will be held next year !n- Britain. job by Malraux, and then fired.
‘Langlois, “seconded
film.
It
looks.
like
it
will
go
into
Topics. covered in various disEsiner and Mary Meersen, also preJ be extended. by one day -to ac- |;cussions and demonstrations of the
pares retrospectives for film fests -effect.
‘Hence, Aid appears: likely: to: re- commodate participants requests videotape session included: new
‘as well as. exchangés with .other
for extra screenings.
methods of magnetie taping of imAl-. main part ‘of the French film: innational - film archive. setups,
‘About. 392... different.-organiza- ages, including a demonstration
ways packed at showings, film buffs dustry."
‘tions were repped at this year’s of .a simplified single-headed re‘will find pleasant, uncluttered sur: fall MIFED.as ag ‘ainst 243 for last cording system; videotape appliroundings next June when -the
Dublin, Nov. 14.
year, with both” ‘Italian and for- cations in the field of aviation
. Museum..is slated to: move ‘to its WB Reported Leaving
Cinema admissions in Ireland
‘eign companies. on. the rise. Like- and radar controi, and sirport
new. quarters.
‘wise ahead of 1960 totals are the traffic control via closed circuit have dropped 25% in the last five
years and are still declining, ac‘Sydney, Nov. 7. .t films entered (570 for 1962 vs. 336
e
‘Warner Bros. will exit from the. for 1960). as well as the hours of | Among
other confabs held in cording to Harry Lush, newlyPrep *Sheidow! in’ Singapore . ‘Motion:
Picture Distributors Assn. projection racked up by. pix entered Milan. during the fourth session, elected president of Theatre and
'
‘Singapore, Nov. 14. | here: following the. required - six. for sale at the event.
which was also attended by. Italian Cinema Assn., in his first talk to
An original -screenplay;- “Cast months. notice. No official: reason}. Several
important
conclaves Minister of Entertainment Alberto members.
the Same Shadow,” by Han Suyin,|was given for the. action, but it's | were held during the fall MIDFED, Folchi, were a general assembly of
He commented on the current
author of. “A: Many Splendored’ understood ‘the . distributor's: exe-: first of all a self-termed “summit producers of ad films for tv and shortage of product and also took
a
potshot at film critics, telling
Thing” and’ “Destination Chung- cutives failed to see eye-to-eye with meeting” -on the subject of video- theatre
use:
meetings
between
king,” is-to be: made into a $700,000 the association: on. policy: matters. ‘tape applications in the future for Italian and Austrian and Italo and them that “they should soft-pedal
somewhat
and give due consideraboth
the
film
and
tele
industries.
- production. It will -star Jill Ha-| 20th-Fox. long out of the associaJapanese: pix industries. ANICA
’ worth, 16-year-old English girl re-. ‘tion, will bow back: in. again: imtopper: Eitel Monaco repped the tion for the many difficulties which
confront
the
trade at the moment.”
cently in “Exodus” (UA), according mediately.
| local. film industry at the In terfollowing
worldwide
Lush
is general manager
of
to Tom Hodge, executive producer| greenlight by Spyros °‘Skouras: and | - Additional Foreign News
national ‘talks, while MIFED prexy
‘Adelphi,
ABC-controlled
city cenG. _M. Franci hosted the entire
of Cathay-Keris Film’ Productions, |Eric
Local: owutht. is |.
Johnson:
|tre theatre.
proceedings.
: headed by Neil Ackland: .
_ Singapore.

° Common Market
ToHold French-

FilmAidAsIs)

| OfScot Trend
To Sun. Films

French Council Acts To
Place Boisanger Back
In Old C-F Position

Seeks Goy’t: Funds For
Permanent Housing Of
French Film Museum)

Attendance, BzDeals Show Another
‘Therease atMilan Film Trade Fair

IRISH CINEMAS’ TAKE
OFF 257 IN5 YEARS

MPDA Down Under}
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has audiences across
the nation howiing
over the zaniest

shindig a girl ever
threw...for the
craziest characters

‘a girl ever knew!
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CHICAGO — ESQuIRE— Ath WEEK!

—ALEKANDRIA ~4th WEEK! ;
SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT MADISON 4th WEEK!
i. *
;
yALWAUKEE-TOWNE-Srd WEEK?
-3rd WEEK}.
DALLAS — PALACE
-WORLD-4th WEEK!
MINNEAPOLIS
BALTIMORE—TOWNE-4th WEEK!
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D ~E3rd WEEK!
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Lea

tn ternational Sound Track

|West End Trade Stout; Blues’ Nice

Yugoslavs Go ‘Modern’
.
Zagreb, Nov. 14:
This. ‘Yugostlavian eity:: will
have: “its. first contemporary
music festival in 1962: The impetus is provided by composer

-

16G, Hellion’ Lusty 156, Bachelor’
Hep 126; Breakfast’ ‘Hot $25,000, i

| Mitko’ Kelemen who has ate

London.

tracted attention In other parts

Metro reports that advance bookings. ‘fooF Samuel Brenston's “King

ar Europe via his. “Skolion”

. of Kings,” which opens at the Coliseum tonight (Wed), has outstripped} work.

“Ben-Hur.” All public. performances up to the end of January are}
Ww
. Until now’. “Yugoslavs have
- heavily booked, with some shows at capacity. The entire congregation |- been..ice-cold ‘to modern -muof a Roman Catholic. Church in North London ‘has booked to see the |: sic though: devoted: to classic
‘film next March... . Peter Ustinoy came back to London: last: week. for
grand opera. Despite the rela~-@ubbing and music recording sessions on “Billy Budd” which’ he filmed | tively poor state of the econ- —
on location in Spain and at the Associated British Elstree Studios in|.
omy there are 32 opera houses ~ ‘the summer. He intends.to stay.on in.London indefinitely to work on. operating. within: the. borders.
his. next play, “Photo Finish,’” which is due « in. the. West. End early in.

London, Nov.

l1ST ANGLO-EUROPEAN

the new year.
Big tieup for: ‘another’ Sam. Bronston’s. epic, “EL ‘Cid. ine which Rank:|
will distribute .in.the UK: Film is set.for its world. preem at the Met_ropole, Victoria,.on Dec: 6: It:is with Duff Gordon, makers. of: Fl Cid
“Sherry, and one and a half million booklets will be distributed to. all|:
stocklists in the British Isles..-.:. Sylvia Syms is tlhe ‘femme lead in
..“The Quare Fellow’. baséd on the Brandhan Behan play. ‘which. started:
filming in Dublin Jast week. -Patrick MeGookan stars: in. fhe. Bryanston.
production which is being directed: by Arthur Dreifuss. .
Bob Hope; who finished. filming in “The Road to Hong Kong” ut.
Shepperton at the: beginning of the month; was.the international | man.

35

Apart from one or two onitor
| exceptions, it is boom time for the

West End deluxers, with standout.
COPROD. PACT LOOM!
‘business recorded by several newé
comers and most of the longrun
. London, Nov. 7. |pix.
Among the recent new pix,
' After more than two years of|‘‘Ehe Hustler” continues socko
| negotiations, the first Anglo-Euro- |$17,000 or close in second week at

SeeMexPrexy

pean coproduction agreement is in }Leicester Square Theatre.

sight,

Helping Boost

rod.'
| >NewMexicoPix:P
City, ‘Now. 7. -

.oOF the year at the’ Man of: the: Year luncheon. at. the Savoy. last ‘Friday
(10). His costar Bing. Crosby was. due to. plane out for Los. Angeles |

Pioneering

pact, will be be-|

“Paris

Blues” is heading for a nice $16,-

tween the-United Kingdom andj000 or near in opening round at
France, and will be ratified on a}|Odeon, Marble Arch.
government -to - government level.
Alsa new, “The Hellions” looked
Once that agreement is signed and to finish its first frame at the
working, it is considered likely that }Odeon, Leicester Square with a
@ pact. with Italy will follow.
stout $15,000 or a bit over. “Bache-

Both the British Film Producers jor in Paradise” shapes good $12.-

Assoc.. and

the

Federation

of|000 on opener.

“Breakfast at Tif-

Film’ Makers are setting | fany *s” still is mighty $25,000 or
“yesterday tTues’ . ..The largest model ever to be erected ona studio
Mexico's fifi production is any- up what they describe as their|close. in
Plaza third session.
stage in Britain has keen started at Shepperton. It is a ‘giant ‘recon- thing biit healthy, and new effort’
final
meeting
with the Federation |““Gorgo” looms solid in ‘second at
struction of the City. of:Sadom, 120. feet long. 80 feet wide and 25 feet ‘is at a. snail's pace. eyen though of -Fi'm Unions, at which they | London Pavilion.
high. It :is. for‘ “Sodom and. Gomorrah.”. fiatch .:: . Carl Foreman's ;gloomy
péssimism. of the. past|hope to settle outstanding queries | Among the longruns, “South Pa“Guns of Navarone™ had its fifth Royal preem—this time in Athens—|months is changing to an optimistic with the unions and remove any | cific” was just under $17,000-in its
last week ... . Three B-17-Flying:.Fortress Bombers, veterans of Worl djview for. the long pull. Industry doubts that exist in the minds of 184th Dominion week and “ExoWar IT. have been flown to’ England for location scenes in Columbia's hopes are rising inasmuch as Pres- film, workers.
dus” was sturdy $9,500 in 26th
“The ‘War: Lover.’
which is being ‘produced ‘by. Arthur. Hornblow.
|ident: Adolfo. Lopez Mateos’ has | (ediately after that session, |Tound at the Astoria.
indicated.

British

a ‘personal. interest. to

the two. producer bodies will sub.
Estimates for Last Week
resolve the production stalemate
Paris
mit their completed draft to the]
Astoria
(CMA)
(1,474: $1-20as’ soon .as vossible. After that
Leo Lax has world. sales rights: -to ‘the. Fernandel starrer “Dynamit
Board: of Trade for submission and ;$1.75)—“Exodus” (UA) (26th wk).
British actress. .Jill Haworth |j other pr oblems can be tackled one ratification: through the proper Hefty $9,500.
Jack” which spoofs. Yank westerns -6
into French: film *‘Your Shadow ‘is“Mine” which Andre, Michel directs-|.b¥ one so that the present critical
in Asia from.a° Han’ Suyin. novel.
‘Jean-Luc Godard. produces - film|‘situation is-. alleviated as rapidly
“Francis of Assist” (20th. Opened
critic Eric Rohmer’s second pic. “h Gentle Woman” based on a Dostoy- as ‘possible.
*
«
‘
Cesar Santos Galindo, emissary
evsky. story. though his first.“Sign of the Lion’ has yet fo get. release,
for
bonafide.
producers,
has
briefed
and: Roger Vadim’s Films. De Saphrene does -a documentary’ of Claude.
‘Choublier on Saint-Tropez. and a feature pic on Tahiti by Paul.Gegauff. the president on. the entire indus: ;
“casino {Indie} (1,155; $1.20-$2.10)
After winding “The Castaways” in’ London Not..25 Maurice Cheva- try lineup. And tameraman Gabriel |
his Is Cinerama” ‘Robin «relier. heads for. the:U.S.-to tape a-video spectacular for’ NBC: written|.Figueroa, a personal friend, has
issuen Qpened
Sunday
(5).
In
“by Alan’ Jay: Lerner. Due for airing in Feb. 62...
. After his situation ‘presented a pr oducer memorandum
ahead. “Search for Paradise” (Rob. ‘comedy pic “La Belle Americaine,” Rebert Dhery" wants to. do. some-. proposing a 10% federal tax as one
Mexico City,. Nov. 7.
in) (35th wk», smash $19.800.
:.thing more.violent and brutal by. which hé. means-a pie full of fast and: means of getting. the industry out|.
.
“unexpected gags..that-wilk- jar as well. titillate- audiences: But firstIof its financial. doldrums.
| -Producer Jose Luis Celis claims
Coliseum (M-G) (1,795: 70-$1.75)
Tax money .will ‘not be used: to:
Dhery heads ‘Stateside to .join: the touring legiter of -his “La Plume.
ihe has interested Jerry Fairbanks | Heacine tor in parudise™ 'M-G).
De Ma Tanta”.
Jerome Hill in to. looksee release -arrangments for ‘provide another source of budget |‘in doing “The Miracle of Guada- ; ading for goo a
or over.
his “‘The Sand ;‘Castle. ~He lives in the Sonth of France. “
e” is money- for producers.. The govern: :
‘M-G) preems
due soon. at a ‘smallseater arty the Stadio De L’Etoile. where Charles | ment: ‘Still holds that.‘producers }lupe” as a coproduction in twin ne ng of Kings”

diplomatic: chanels.

Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$1.75)—

Mex Producer-Celis May

| Guards" oth) 18d win’ moderate

Do ‘Miracle’ As Co-Prod.

With Jerry Fairbanks

Chaplin's “The King in New York” is currently on a rerun .

. Jean | Should. invest more

of their own idioms. This to be an ambitious},
effort in eolor and Vistavision.
Coalumbia (Col) (740; $1.05-$2.50)
(Celis said he was working on the —“Guns of Navarone” (BLC) im.o.)

‘| coin. or. find private angels to sporRenoir: has begun his. French pic “The Spic and Span- Corporal”.
Anthony Perkins prolonging stay here, for. after winding Jules Dassin’s sor productions. Tax coin would
“Phaedra.” he is-slated.for- Anatole Litvak’s pic next month and then} be tised ‘as a backlog for industry.
may accept offers from Kene Clement and Lowis ‘Malle.
- The! - promotional efforts. -One of these
“homage”. to Gene Kelly. at French. Film Museum. led to SRO for. all |.being setting up of ‘a ‘cash. prize
his pix. as ditto.at a similar. one at TNESCO. Weekly Express summed ‘incentive. for truly-.quality films.
’ The tax. could also finance strong-.
up his talents. thusly, “Kelly is not a great dancer, actor, choreogra-pher or director, but he has. been: able ‘to express the joy. and optimism er Mexican: participation in foreign
film
fests, especially to underOE. the American’ people in everything ‘he has: done.”

| write. costs of pix junkets.

Rome

deal to bring in picture coin from|(19th wk). Sturdy $8.400.

foreigy sources since internal fi-|

nancing,

with

Statement

that

he is talking

to

producers to join forces, in talent
After. “The. 1.000 Eyes. of ‘Dr. Mabtse” cand “In the. Steel Net of. and money, and has a $2,400,000
Dr. ‘Mabusé,” -CCC has: started .production -of ‘another’ Mabuse pic. kitty to- be used for production of
this one is titled “The Invisible Dr. Mabuse.” Americar Lex Barker, “super-spectacles. ” But this ‘prowho played in “Steel. Net,” has also a ‘leading role in the new film. gram, too. is moving slowly. Search
Harald Reinl directs. He also directed “Steel Net.” Fritx Lamg was may be made for new film industry
ad‘director of “1,000 Eyes”. .. Former. German screenstar Derethea Wieck investors, since Wallerstein

Celis

through

official

putting

his Celis

’ Paris Columnist |

- Art Buchwald

ber for the gala preem. -of Stanley Kramer’s “Judgnient in Nuremberg”

_» . Billy Wilder considers German actor Hanns, Lothar
as “the German
‘Alec Guinness.” Lothar plays a.leading role in his “One, Two, Three”.
wee Sinee the. Commie. crackdown on the East-West- seetor ‘border. on

bpemecoesly: details the

‘Advantages? Of
Coproduction

Aug. 13, 11 W-Berlin cinemas (Aladin; Camera, City, Centrum, Monopol, ‘Orion, ‘Pole, Bali, Vineta, WTB, Apollot have closed their doors.
The existence. of.at léast 20. more. W-Berlin. cinemas. is thréatened. ff
‘they aren’t granted: financial. help:.A good number of. local ‘movie= }.

_ houses is uP for sale ‘but it’s hard. to find buyers,"

up

his

half|{2d wk).

‘ACT's Craik Quits

:fing: with. the ‘unionin the newly
‘created ‘post of. research officer,

. another bright Feature In the

—.

epcoming =

Because of Tlness|."As a resiilt.'the.ACTT hag made

‘London, 'Noy.. 7... a -number. of new: appointments.
56th ‘Anniversary
‘Paddy Leech: ‘Has.become. Sentor
|}
“After more than 20: years: “with
of.
Organizer and two new |

“the Assn. of: ‘Cinematograph. Tele- |ara to join the staff. this: month: Hf.
vision and allied -Technicians. as’ They are Francis Lacey and Leslie
senior organizer, Bert Craik has ‘Wiles, who. wil join the current.
‘resigned from that post.because of: organizers Briian ‘Shemmings and

4 health. However, he. is continu: Joe Scott,

Number

(1,712; $1.05-

Pacific’

Sock

‘20th)

(20th)

$17, 000 or near.

and event fook many scenes in the |Solid $12,000 or close.
Villa de Guadalupe ‘site of the |$15,300.

First was

Basilica) last year.
He
wanted
Metropole
(CMA)
(2,200;
170Cantinflas (Mario Moreno) for part |$1.25:—" King and I” (20th) freisof Diego, but the comic refused.
sue) (12th wk!. Down to $5,800.

Celis stated he seriously plans |“Spartacus”

‘U) returns

Nov,

13

to step up his coproduction activity ;for short season vrior to “El Cid”
with Hollywood. Another project, |(Rank) preem on Dec, 6.

in initial stages. “The Train for
Odeon, Leicester Square ‘CMA)
Chilpancingo,”.
may
have
Jeff : (2,200; 70-$1.75) — “The Hellions”
Hunter -in the leading role. °
1(BLC). Heading for stout $15,000 or
|

|
|
Shes neatfile, | OPtock” (BLO)
Marble Arch (CMA) (2,+
Lord Rank Warns About 200;Odeon,
70-$1.75)—“Paris Blues” ‘UA).
Fine $16,000 or near.
TV Threat To Cinema Plaza (M-G) 1936; $!.05-$2.20) —

‘Dublin, Nov. 3,
“Breakfast at Tiffany’s” (Par) (3d
Lord Rank, chairman of Irish; wk’. Heading for mighty $25,000
‘Cinemas Ltd., warned stockhold- | after $26,200 in second week.
ers last week that it appears in-}
Rialte (20th) (529; 70-$1.20) —
evitable that the operation of some “Inn of Sixth Happiness” (20th)
of the company’s theatres will be- (reissue) (4th wk). Fair $5,500.
come uneconomic as the buildup
Ritz (M-G) (430: 70-$1.751—"“Two
of tv continues in:Ireland. In Dub- Women” (Indie) (15th wk). Fancy
lin, they were likely to be more

e Rovalty (M-G) (936; $1 05-$2.20)

no

-Hur”

(M-G)

(m.o.)

(2ist

wk}. Stout $10,600.
Studio One (Indie) (556: 50-$1.20)

—‘Nikki’” (Disney) (‘Sth wk). Good
$5,200.
‘Warner (WB) (1,785: 70-$1.75}—
Minister's failure to grant relief
from the Entertainments Duty. to “Fanny” ‘WB) ‘(8th wk}. Looks betoffset the decline in cinema at- ter than $10,000, fine for length of
itendance. A dividend fo 1712%, run, Previous week. $10,600.
; same as last year, is being paid
tea
Baa
44
#8
Gl
:
|{on- thé ordinary shares of Irish £]
Religious Film Fest
q Cinemas.

In Vienna This Month

Pat Walshaw Elevated
London, Nov. 7.
Pat Walshaw has been named
‘controller of Top Rank Bingo &

e+

(CMA!

“South

(184th wk). Fancy $17,000, incredible for length of run.
| Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)

Internacional |OPemer was $18,800.

plays the female lead ‘in‘Tbsen’s's “Ghosts” at’ a‘ local cellar theatre for |mitted that bona.fide members of. adversely affected that elsewhre
‘a salary of 15 D-Marks (£3.75): per performance. She could have} the Association of Motion Picture in view of the large number of)
‘played a stage role' at another Tocal. theatre for a. considerably higher } Producers, allied as they are with firstruns which have to be served
- Salary ‘but preferred the mother part in the Ibsen play for -artistic| the three major ‘official distribu- with first feature films.
-Yeasons, Miss Wieck registered her biggest success as:a screenstar in. ‘torships; have’ been hard hit~by
‘The statement he read at the
~the 1930s and “Girls in Uniform,” ‘and also filmed. in Hollywood. After coin freeze in Latin America, and Irish Cinemas annual meeting, also:
lack. cash.
neewar, she was only seén in ‘small parts at times.
complained - about
the Finance
‘Wally, former actor, U.S. citizen and ‘son of. -the famous |
‘Swedish banker's: family. Wallenberg, one: of the three‘ (along with |
‘Lars Sehmidt. and Hans. Woelfer). producers ‘of’ the Berlin production
of “My Fair Lady” plans to return to Berlin in.the middle. of Decem-

Dominion

and $2.20) —

Celis has had the idea for the re-}|
Lendon Pavilien (UA) (1.217; 70ligious picture for some time now, |$1.75) — “Gergo” (BLC) (2d wk

|

Berlin

from

the Film Bank, as required by law, peti 50-$1.75)—“‘Hustler”

Funds

. | would also build up foreign pronietion via publicity and advertising.
Eric. Von: Stroheim Jr. copped plenty of Ttalo ‘magazine attention.
The tax plan may be taken into
thanks’ to. his actor-assistant director. stint in “Two Weeks'in Another ‘consideration by ‘the administra“Town”
. pic returned to Coast: for interiors this week .
tion although: no decision is ex- Beymer; ‘expected ‘here soon. for .20th’s production of . “HemmingWay's pected. until the inter-departmental
Young. Man.” made ‘a. pic in Ttaly: in 1952, as a moppet thesp: Vittorio committee studying industry ‘prob‘DeSica’s “Termini Station,” opposite Jennifer Jones and. Montgomery | lems comes ‘up with its own con. Clift.”
fF crete. ‘ suggestions . for industry.
‘Jack. Palance’s current stint, “the. War Continues” may: be: retitled improvement.
‘There
is’ some
the Globe: Films production now shooting in guarded talk of a federal subsidy.
"The :Last. Attack”.
‘Yuvoslavia goes out: urider the Ameriean-International’ banner .-. .
Meanwhile, the. big lift experi:
a.- Nadja: ‘Tiller replaces Silvana Mangano in Roberto Rossellinis .upeom- |‘enced -by announcement that the
ing ‘Anima Nera” (Black: Soul), produced by Documento~.
...“Marco. Film Bureau’ had okayed producPolo” (Jolly> unit. back from. ‘Venice, now heads for Far East under tion activity by: independent exhidirection of. Hugo Fregonese to. wind location .wrap-ups on pic . .
bitors has cooled down considerThe Excelsior. Hotel’ lobby on recent--nights. has looked like a: pub-ad: ably
Even: exhibitors are admit_eonvention site, with Tom Wood (“The Pigeon that. Took. Rome”), . ting that. program. must be viewed
Morgan Hudzins (“Fwo. Weéks in Another Town”), and. Grady Jehusen |
Which means that there.
exchanging gossip . . : other unit:men in town. include: Martie Fisk will be no sudden production boom
(‘Joseph Desa”), Harvey Matofsky (“Jason and the Golden Fleece”), from this quarter.
.
“not to. mention the “Cleopatra” contingent headed by Giatie Ascarelli:
Producer Gregorio Wallerstein
and. Jackk Brodsky.
‘{has come out with an optimistic

both

private sources, is still spotty.
Fairbanks
reportedly will deposit shooting budget money with!

jSocial Clubs

by Circuits

Manage-

ment Assn., the Rank company controlling the Odeon and Gaumont
| circuits.

Walshaw has been with the com-

| pany since 1932 and has previous-

tlly held appointments as assistant
VARIE TY
{to the theatre controller and pub‘Phasother stetistical and: data-filled | ticity ‘controller. At one time, hej;
was ih charge of. Rank exhibition
charts: and articles,

interests in Belgium.

America
“Question

Vienna, Nov. 14.
will participate with
Seven”
(Indie:
and

“Francis of Assisi’

(20th)

at the

Festival of Religious Fitms which
opens Nov. 17 at the Apollo Kino
It runs for ofe week.
:
Fest is not reserved for Catholic
or Protestant pictures since India
will show
“Two
Eyes and
12

Hands.”

Germany

registered

a

cultural pic, “Life Behand Cloistred Walls” while Austria will
preem a documentary on the hise
tory of the song, “Silent Night,
Holy Night.”

|

‘Wednesday, November 15, 1961

announces the completion of

principal photography of a
great CinemaScope-Technicolor
production
Amt tere renesise

STARRING:

RORY CALHOUN- YOKO TANI

HUGO FRECONESE
PieroPierotti
Ready for general release

in its original English language
rsione

FEBRUARY 1962
7, Largo Messico, Rome

JOLLY LAEMEE tcl. 863.621 - 841744 - 867 893

Wednesday, November 1, 1961 ©

PICTU RES

Responsive Gesture
|
Tadkng
Things are getting chummy in exhibition.
i
First, Theatre Owners of America picked up ‘the‘tab for Trueman Rembusch and Dick Lochry:of .Indfana ‘Allied: as. “observers”
at the recent. TOA conclave in-New Orleans. Now Marshall Fine,
rez. of Allied States. Assn., “hag invited’.rival. TOA nabobs John
tembler and Albert. Pickus’ down. to the Allied conclave. in Miamt
Beach next, month.
_ It's a pleasant ‘gesture—only. ‘hiteh being »that. neither ‘prexy
.. Stembler or board chairman Pickus’ can make it. Former pleads a
“conflicting engagement,” and. ‘Pickus ds
| “Sammed. up” with exe
tracurricular civil defense dutles.

it oT.
n
e
c
s
b
O
‘
w
e
N
l
Cal

(Cable-Fed Tillvision for Santa Monica;
(Not Testing and Don tN eedFCC Okay’
‘Showmen of Year’
NY.DAILY NEWS ON
| ‘MISUSE’ OF TROOPS]
By JACK

_. Whether or not Robert Mitchum, |"
one -of. the -many: stars’ in. “The

| Longest

Day,” said. it or not (he
‘|Jater denied having made _the
_|erack), the N. ¥. Daily News (Noy. |
ee) lead-editorialized “Stop Misusjing Troops” as follows:
“Movie ‘actor Robert Mitchum fs

!

Loop
rpiece of.
Coast Maste

One of Framers|Resents Rap

“Inow ‘strenuously denying that hé

|

‘Trophies
and
checks
for
$250 each go to. Ray Pankow,
Fox Theatre, San Berandino,

Calif.; Bob Apple, Fox, Fricso;
-John Tella, Montana, Butte,
_Mont.; and 'S. O. Martin, ‘Fox,

| Martin Leeds is prexy. He insisted
that it was not a “test” and not
amenable to FCC rules, that the

.

‘Salina, Kan.

system would be put inte operation

Ain the Santa Monica area as soon
as the cables are Jaid and the

D-Day,

1944.

TollSet Before
Appeals Court

“The 250 GIs were . loaned to
‘Zanuck. by Gen. ‘Lauris Norstad,
alleged tide of lewd-and-nude films |
Supréme
Allied Commander in Eu-’
New York-New. Jersey divi-._here. the: L.A. County Board of
rope. It’s an old custom,,. based on }
Supervisors’ newly-appointed Fact | sional RKO Theatre managers
Washington, Nov. 14.
4the
theory.
(now seriously doubted
_Finding Committee on Motion Pic-: “huddled yesterday. Tues.) at ‘Jat the Pentagon) that such use of.
Arguments before U.S. Court of
the Park Sheraton: to prep .
“tures was informed by such offiAppeals here on the Hartford pay
‘
|
fighting
men
in
movies
helps
to
_elials as Sheriff Peter J. Pitchess, | plans ‘for the. cireuit’s “Extra
television project have been postDollars. for’ December” box-.: jsell the public on the armed” .|poned until Dec. 1. They had been
Chief of Police William H. Parker
\ services.
office .campaign::
-and District Attorney William R:
SNe extra pay for this work. was scheduled for this Thurs. (16).

Beéfing Up December:

McKesson - that the law as it now |
Similar ‘meetings were
stands has no teeth and cannot bel ducted cross-country.
enforced.

This: trio |and - others were.in‘yvited by committee chairman Y.
Frank Freeman“to. explain to the
committee. formed hy the Super-

om : forked. over to the men. by any-

Twin.BillBouts.
For LA. Toll

bedy.. Zanuck was.stuck only for
the cost’ of shipping them fo and
from the Normandy coast.
Evidently, whatever Mitchum did or

{didn't say, it was’ a: wet and dis-

HELLMAN

Hollywood, Nov. 14.
First toll-tv system via cable in
Four. theatre managers from
the west will become operative
three. states have been named ©. within 18 months, according to
by National Theatres & TeleH. W. Sargent Jr., ‘Inventor of the
vision as “Showmen
of the
process, which will be inaugurated
Year” for 1960-61.
by Home Entertainment, of which

‘|sald alot of soldiers chickened out
on boarding landing craft off Normandy for some scenes in Darryl
Zanuck’s
upcoming. - film. about

. Hollywood, Nov. 14.
over. any
Respecting :“control”

1

‘equipment is deliv ered by General
Electr. ic.

Sargent said the project is fully
financed and that a deal is being
finalized with General Telephone
for the cable. General services the

coastal area. {Initial
$2,500,000 according
and that. it hoped to
subscribers ‘the first
operation and
ond year.

40,000

cost will be
to Sargent,
have 20,000
year of its
in the

seec-

The basic concept of Home

En-

tertainment is different from Paramount’s Telemeter in that the in‘The Court acted on request of terior appointment will be differMarcus Cohn, attorney for exhibi- ent and. only a push button would
tor interests fighting Federal Com- be needed to tune in the toll chanmunications Commission’s okay of nel, Outside will be installed a
the .three-year trial by RKO Gen- meter, similar to those used by
and
once
a
eral. Cohn asked for the delay be- utility companies,
cause Of his mother’s recent death month the cards will be picked
up
and
bills
for
the
service
mailed.
here.
Sargent
said
the
schedule
of
charges to subscribers hasn't been
ee
eee
oe

agreeable chore.
'Tet’s. call this. old custom of,
and. henceforth let movie produeJers hire, costume -and drill extra:
éstablished but there would be 7i¢
as they
Los Angeles, Nov. 14.. J actors for such works,
to $1 minimum charge a month,
available: as'a guide for .possible . Floyd Patterson-Tom McNeeley should have been doing all along. ”
whether or not a toll show was
recommendations.
championship bout out’ of Toronto
dialed, and $10 charge as insurance
Specifically singled ‘out as legis-. Dee. 4 will be shown. via Closed-|.
Oakwood, O., Noy. 14.
against payments.
lation - which assertedly ties the ‘circuit ty deal with Tele-Prompter]
‘Counsel for Edward M. Eads,
Sargent said the system would
hands of Iaw enforcement agencies, j by nine theatres is the L.A. area.
| 31-year-old: manager of the Far. use channel 6, now inoperative in
was the new law. which went into Actually, it will be a. double-header
Hills art theatre here (near Day- this territory, and that three differ:
; Continued from page 3 as
——
effect Sept. 15,-Section 311 of the for patrons, .who..will) pay from
ton), has filed a notice of appeal. ent units would use the band. One
-California Penal Code, passed by $4.30 to $6.50: for seats, since the iv‘interest, he said, but he thought in Oakwood Municipal Court. This
the State Legislature. this year, re- Sonny -Liston-Albert Westphal tiff it too. choppy. “There were too is an outgrowth of his being foundj: would be free to show trailers of
to be seen on the toll
lating to “Obscene matter,” which. in Philadelphia ,will: precede: the many: things: going- on and not guilty of violating the state’s anti- {shows
channel.
enough buildup for any one of obscenity laws for showing the
includes motion pictures as well. Canadian. scrap.
Sargent
‘said he has been work_. .Freeman, after. various officials| Theatres, all- working” on a: 50-50 them.” As a consequence, he with- film, “Sins of Youth,” last Jan.
had given their views, safi4 he has. ‘split minus « line. charges,. include ‘drew that one too and finally put 30. Judge Frederick Howell sen-:iing on his system for seven years
and
feels
that
it is now perfected
come. to the conclusion that. “every the Orpheum,” Warren’s, Wiltern, together the present pic which in-{ tenced Eads to six months in the
to the point of getting on the air.
branch of the’ law enforcement. Pantages,. Fox Wilshire; Warners cludes: only light -sequences—all workhouse, and fined him $2,500.
-agencies. is powerless to “do any- Huntington Park; Alex in Glen-' ‘of which are extensive—plus. an
The: manager
also has three
‘thing ‘about. rectifying ‘the situa- dale: Crown in Pasadena; and: Fox introduction which spotlights vari- other charges pending against him
ous ‘types of comedy. he was idention.”
West Coast, Long Beach. .
for. showing the following films,
tified with.
Exception’ “was. ‘taken to-‘this: by |:
also allegedly obscene: “The ImHe’s. «also. prepared ‘a newly
City ‘Attorney. Rocer Arneberg,
Mr. Teas,” “Twilight Girls” auumas Continued from Page 7 eua=as
{edited
and scored version of “The moral
who
suggested
that.
Freeman
and “Fast Set.”
| Freshman,” which; if the omnibus.
“No Love for Johnnie’: the Gershould add the word wid aye
. Eads faced: his fifth charge for. man “Roses for the Prosecutor”;
oe s
goes well, will also get a theatrical
. 60 his. ‘Statement would - say:
release. | ‘Noting. the current andj showing an “obscene” film,: when. the Italo “Il Bel Antonio”; a pair
‘powerless to adequately do anyrecent. tv. popularity of many other police sat through.a doubie feature of vintage Ingmar Bergman pix;
thing.” Arneberg
claimed
that
Hollywaod,. Nov. 14..
‘early comedians, he’s more than of Brigitte Bardot films and de- the Manhattan-made “Strangers,”
“Prior to fhe new
1961 law’—
Echoing: a. plan for a school. to | hopeful that his special brand. of ‘cided to confiscate the first half of and Carlo Ponti’s “Boccaecio 70.”
meaning
Section
311—the law
the program, “‘Love Is My ProfesThe. commercial flank is hardly
“was enforceable” in regard to ob- ‘train. embryo publicists first -pro-|ccomedly will find a new audience.|sion,” but allowed the second half,
posed more than 25 years, ago. by: But it will require. a certain
Jectionable films. titled, “The Truth,” to continue| neglected, however. Besides the
of selling.
now-shooting “Boys’ Night Out"
"Freeman proposed. that the com- late Harry Wilson ° and late Joe} amount
In a reminiscing mood, he re- being shown.
for Metro release, being readied
mittee meet once more to discuss Jackson, who. with: Pete. Smith and
are “I Married a Psychiatrist,"
recommendations for new legisla- Harry Brand once:comprised the called his experience with ‘his 1922 bond.
“Grandma’s
Boy,” which had start“Baby Jane.” “Capri,” “The Car‘tion. on “junk films for. submis-: Big Four in film’ tolony ‘Publicity |
‘ed out as a.ftwo-reeler and in
petbaggers”
and.
“City
That
sion to the Board of Supervisors. | Directors Committee of the. Assn.
course of production had grown to |———
Lived,” the last, like “Boccaccio”
An explosive chord was sounded of Motion Picture Producers has
‘| (separate story), intended for road‘by. John ‘Long. of California News-. come up with plan for the IATSE: a. giant five-reeler, actually his
‘first feature-length film. Exhibishowing.
papers Publishers one of the non- Publicists Assn., Local 818, to co- tors, however, were not. used to
industry miemfers of the commit-° ‘sponsor with major. publicity chiefs
Of further significance in Lepaying feature-length: rentals for 3 —_ ‘Continued from page —
‘tee, who flared up: at the constant: such a project.
vine’s new yen is that it tends
;
Harold Lioyd subject. and..so he. strong religious conservation,
criticism .of the new law, which.
Local has taken undgr advise- undertook to book the picture him- per Ireland and Spain, were sen- increasingly to realize the evoluhe said he had heloed. frame. With- |nent the proposal pitched recently ‘Self, making. four-wall. deals on
sitive to Hollywood’s
casualness tion of Embassy as a producer‘out mentioning names, he said he to: its board by AMPP rep Duke. available | houses.
Pic. played 19
Asiatic countries, distributor. This is immediately
was “amazed” at the legal authori- Wales. and: Paramount pub. chief weeks in L.A. and did equally as about divorce.
per India, Thailand and Ceylon, evident with the art product, and
ties — referring. now
‘to Judge ‘Herb Steinberg. Idea obviously re- well inthe.
a future possibility for the madeordinarily
concer’
Brown, one of the framers of the flects ‘top-tier major. film. company house’ of Orchestra Hall in Chi- were especially resistive to vio- in-Hollywood reels,
ew law—“to.say he's stupid.” “I desires, which ‘would. provide that cago. After that, he said, “we had lence in American’ films. . “ Vio‘Though not yet spelled out, the
lence”
rather
than
“sex”
has
dare them to report this in his: students whe someday. hope to be no more trouble getting the kind|
Levine & Co. braintrusting encaused much of the criticism.
court,” ‘he’ said, angrily, adding, ‘press agents get a. chance to learn of terms we wanted.”
visions (as forecast in these colAgainst
raps.
of
U.S.
films
“this committee is out-of -‘place if the trade” under practicing . pub- Lloyd was also somewhat of an.
umns) a compact distribution enmust be placed in sharp conthere is no teeth in the law.” |
licists.
innovator in that me. was one of]-. ‘trast ‘considerable admiration
| tity with field sales reps in several
It was pointed out: by several | : Both- Wales. ‘and. Steinberg have the first film comedians to hit the
key cities. Just enough to do the
for their candor, Hollywoed
officials that one-particular phrase’ assured -: ‘that “such. .a program bigtime’ without employing pecujob at minimal overhead. Forein the new Iaw does. much to. would . in no way: affect or. alter ‘liar costumes or grosteque physi-{ . willingness to throw a spotlight
Shadowing
the expansion, Levine
en social evils as in Metro’s
nullify. the potency of this law and any: portion of the contract,
IA | cal attributes: This in turn paved
for some time now has had the
'.
Imuch-disputed
“Blackboard
‘thus make it unenforceable. “This Local 818. holds. with -studios.. This the way for a new kind of film/
“help
wanted”
feelers out, and also
Jungle”
and
early
Zanuck
4s contained in. the paragraph re- means no union jobs would-be in: comedy involving recognizable hu-.
has been scouting the Manhattan
themes at 20th.. Washington
lating to a definition of: obscenity. peril or work or overtime oppor- man. beings caught: in comic cirtrade
to
fill
some
additional home“‘Mever suppresses certain picand. ending.
with. -the : words, \-tinities curtafled.:
cumstances, running a careful bal-.
office berths on the exec tier. The
fures as does France on the
. which is utterly without
Long-range. pitch. is.that industry. ‘ance between slapstick, character
‘need
for.
manpower
is clear
grounds ef detriment te nmaredeeming social importance.” This needs a steady, new” supply: of comedy. and outright |farce. .“Too
‘enough from the frenetic pace of
fiemal honor and grandeur.
permits. offenders and those who pub talent, just as it.does thespic;:| many. people,” he said, “seem to
global sales head Len Lightstone,
‘might be arrested for exhibiting. that the ‘better prepared. future: ‘think. that all comedy in the silent
When
journalists
round
the himself a fairly recent addition.
. objectionable. films. a legal way out flacks are when starting such Jobs: days was ‘slapstick’, though: this world gather: at various internaThere’s also ancther portent in
of the charge:.
the better for the industry.
cwas only a part of what we. did.” tional film {cstivals, as last year Embassv’s
new
accent
on
art
The: new: law, according ‘to’ PitBecause of the nature of -the in Montevideo, Uruguay, American product—the possibility of its own
chess, .made ‘enforcement | almost:
in ‘regard
to “adult”
| medium, ‘he continued, the -Silent. practice
circuit
to
firstrun
the
goodies,
This
unenforceable,
and
its authors Trade Membership: Bigger films necessarily produced “at- themes has been as much admired
is suegested by Levine's acciuisi“may have nullified‘ all existing
Few countries have tion (with circuit owner Al Daytz)
tion: comedy,” which disappeared. as panned.
‘Detroit, Nov. 14.
laws.” He called it a “new high in| A heavy increase
in. membership when films learned how to talk, such freedom from censorship.
of the Telepix Theatre, the Boston
loophole legislation. ”
\is.reported. by ail Allied regional Being a “comic actor,” he was able
intime house. Tt could be the first
Irving Pincus’ Chore
-{units, according to Milton H. Lon- to make ‘the. transition into the
nk.
NORRIS’ INDIANA. SPEECH
don, ‘executive secrétary of Allied sound era and, he thinks, provided
Producer Irving Pincus has been
«. Glenn Norris, 20th-Fox
‘sales: States. Assn, ‘of Motion Picture Ex- the groundwork: for the kind of signed by the Mirisch Co. to cremanager,: was top industry figure hibitors..
comedy an. actor like Jack Lem- ate and develop a program of feaUPGRADE LEO GREENFIELD
‘at yesterday's {Tues.) Allied Thea- | ‘London said almost évery poten- mon is so good: at today. Danny tures, per HaroldJ. Mirisch, prexy.
Leo Greenfield, assistant eastern
tre Owners of Indiana. convention tital theatre in. Michigan -now is a Kaye also has some of the spirit of
ancy who created the tv se- division manager of Buena Vista
in Indianapolis:.
‘member. In the past few months, the early film comedians. However,
cCoys,”
of for the past five years, has heen

visors

to

recommend

measures |

.against the showing of objectionable films, what steps already had
‘been taken and what laws ‘were

EADS FILES APPEAL.
FROM ‘OBSCENITY? RAP

“Harold Lloyd

Spear & Sandal

EMBRYO. PUBLICISTS
‘SCHOOLING’ PROPOSAL

Eads was again freed on $1,000

Embassy ‘Snobs?

This is the Dick. Lochry-True- 1T theatres in this state have been he’ pointed out, all .really goodj:
ucer for the promoted to western division man-faan Rembusch. former National ‘admitted to membership. Included ‘comic actors are unique, ‘and are fast ive. years, will continue to ager.
“Allied unit now lone-woifing: it but. are the Music Halt, Adams, Vogue, ‘at their best in their “uniqueness.” Serve as exec producer of-the seHe sueceeds Jesse Chinich, who
mulling a bid: to join. rival: Theatre Varsity, Roxy. and Center theatres So it is difficult--‘f not impossible ries when he takes on his Mirisch left-t>o join National Theatres &
Owners ‘of America.
{—to compare one to another.
.
lin Det roit.
Television.
duties,
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Now: A Two-Intermission Roadshow

Word From Spain
‘—_—~ Continued

Fired forNot Knowing Own ir

from page 3

Even So, ‘Boccaccio 0 Discarded Quarter of Original between Spain and MPEA, John- Leon Uris Nonetheless Fondly Recalls Hollywood—

Length—Press Meets Italo Trio

; Son and Hochstetter. were authorIt’s: 60-Year Quality
jized by ‘the American companies to
for another. month
the
ithree of Italy's current neo-realist “extend
By JACK PITMAN
By JOE COHEN
deadline fixed .in’ the’ agreement
cinema.
.
“Baccaccie TO” the Carlo Penti‘Leon Uris, author of “Exodus”
Levine alsa disclosed that °$2.- between the two.countries to reJeseph E. Levine presentation now;
and the current “Mila 18,” tells
new or reject the present pact.
"in the can. is ticketed for read- 000.060 is earmarked for global
Nega-!
At this meeting,
MPEA
pro- ‘the story that while working on the
shewing, Worldwide—but with this promotion and advertising.

Average Very High
‘ ‘Uris feels that his firings are amark of integrity and vitality, and.
he’s proud of them.

He was fired.

as a writer from “The Court Martial of Billy. Mitchell,” “Rebel
Without a Cause.” “The Big Coun- |
try,” “Boy. on a Dolphin,” “Exodus”
and “The Angry Hills.”
Pat For Hal Wallis
Hal Wallis,. said Uris, understands the. functions of the pro-

posed to distributor, producer and sereenplay of one of the novels he.
exhibitor chiefs elimination of the authored, he was informed by the:
point system “baremo” for the al- producer that he didn’t understand
single ircak: ta separate the fini’s
the characters in the book and was
tocation af licenses, an in¢rease in
fired. Yet, despite this firing and
three secments
Pic. i Fes*inan- said the pic's central theme--runthe overall Yank Hitense quota for
others from the ‘best’? major Holceor, preems in Reme in February ning through all three segs—was
Spain, free: peseta convertibility
lywood
lots, Uris says that he.
ard in the (© So) New Yerk: bv the moral nature of love. First epi-.PEAers insist the film sector is
nod April, aihcoit Eesime
is sili sade, which he directed. stars Miss the only one still subjected to ! would rather have his works trans- ‘ducer, director and writer, and perLeren
and
is
entitled
"The
Raffle.’
-lated
to
the screen ‘in Hollywood mits a: wide ‘latitude of freedom.
searching fer a Gotham sbaeycase.
peseta freezing) and revision of
a ceuid be the Henry Miter. but Second sequence; “The Job,” was discriminatory, dubbing taxes oni !than anywhere else.
Otherwise, he: said. everybody's. a
he'med
by
Visconti
and
_
stars
this weuid te contingent cn tle
Uris says it is still.the one spot. writer, and many on. the ‘set from
L. S. tiln product.
streneth cof the French “hes Liai- Romy Schneider. and final seq is
!in the world that consistantly puts the extra to the star feels that he
‘Meeting
Chairman
Gutierrez:
“Frequently,” he
; out’ an extremely
high calibre could do better.
sons Pancereuses.” ¢poning there “Fomptations of Dr. Antonio.” ditold the three Sindicato! | product.
rected
by Fetlini
and
starring Cano
“Hollywood,” he = says,- stated, ‘It’s ‘a: miracle: that: any
Dee
18:
‘froups
to
study
these
proposals
“is just about 60 years old.’ Yet. picture gets: made, especially. since
Levine explained Jian as tunch- Anita Ekberg.
Plans call for the three femme. and all.others that could contrib- during this time it has produeed: the function: of the ‘writer’ is -so
cen host in Manhattan last Friday ute to a ‘settlement, and report ras many classics as any other. art’ frequently : ‘misunderstood’ by the
fer Sephia Loren. Vitlerio De stars ta go an world tour in con- back
1
for another joint meeting |form.
He feels that it has pro-- upper echelons of picture. makers.
with prceems of the film in
PCs!
&ca and Ponti. The PHatians em-, nection
with
MPEA
next week.
While : duced at least as many works’ of. A writer feels the sincerity. that..
various caprtals.
Fianed fer Fome-Mourday
12.
there is only cautious optimism in cart
!
as
the
Madison Avenue pub- others working on the film may notGuitinaliy.
“Becesccie’”
as in-!
film circles regarding a positive ilishing houses.
-There ‘are about have. .. ‘There are’ some picturetended as a four-parter, but would!
Samuel
Fuller
completing
an. outcome of the new MPEA-Sindi- ‘1,300 novels published
annually, makers in Hollywood, who actually.
Trever geome otk s Pie man
Pave
Miginal
screenplay
on
Spanish cato negotiating talk, the meeting |he said, yet there are about. three fear the writer and want 'to crush
js clocked at ahout three hours. American War, which he'll indie’ was accorded significance as an ;or four great ones.
The fact that Uris has
Hollywood's them.”
Discarded
was the scenernce
di- produce, registered following titles indication on high Spanish govern- |average is much better.
It makes. argued so consistantly with prorected by Mario Monicelli, leaving with MPAA:
“The Battle of San ment. levels of a desire to avoid a at least three or four great pictures ‘ducers and. directors. ‘also book.
for exhibition the segs helmed by Juan Hill,” “The Charge at San rupture in film relations between [a year out of a total far less than publishers) indicatesto him that he
Be Sica, Fecerico Fellini and Lue Juan Hill,” “Cuba ‘98” and “Cuba the two. countries that might afit~|the fublishing houses’ output, he is sufficiently sincere to tight for:
chino Visconti, considered the tor Libre!”
‘fect existing firm ties.
declared.
|his. viewpoint even at the point sf
.|being fired.
He wants -to -trans-:
late the writer's integrity in the
| films he works upon and when that
tive

difference: it will offer two intereame
instead af the standerd:
MissiGns

cost of the film
to $2.500,(00,

’ Replying

to

a

query,

reputedly

De

Sica

FIRST IN WORLD-WIDE PASSENGER EXPERIENCE

‘is impossible, there. are fights and

The time: February g i9}¥9. The place: Le Bourget Airport, Paris, The plane: a Farman ‘'Goliath.” The event: the.
first scheduled international passenger flight in history! And when the “‘Goliath” touched down in London after a
two-and-one-half-hour flight, the company to be. known. as Air France had pioneered a new concept in transportation. A concept that led Air France to similar ''firsts’’ in Africa and South America...and ultimately” made it the.
world’s largest airline. Since 1919, fantastic changes have taken place in every aspect of air travel. Swift Air
France jets Speed to the far corners of the world. Passengers relax in luxury... enjoy gourmet French meals. And’
they enjoy the two hallmarks of every Air France flight: experience and dependability. Which is why Air France.is
the world’s largest airline, with a 42-year. record of flying experience and service. New Booklet: Write Air

France, P.Q. Box 113, New York 10, New York, fora52-page
ijJustrated booklet, “Air France, World’s Largest Airline.” 4

firings,:- with Uris generally. pink‘slipped.
It’s one- facet of. his
|eareer of which he. is proud,

4

Uris

feels

that

as a result

of

| these firings. his .price- has gone
“}up considerably. Some of the projects-he was fired from, he says,
didn’t turn out to be the greatest
pictures: Holly: weod has prodtced.

|

-But again. he ‘emphasized

that.:-

| Hollywood stil! makes the best pic- |
f}tures.
The average filmgoer here

doesn’t see the had foreign films.

Since some American feel that the
| foreign pictures are best. “Why,”
he asked, “does the Frenchman, the
‘German, Briton and thoge living:
jin any other country rush to see-

lee LARGEST AIRLINE/ PUBLIC RELATIONS PERSONNEL READY TO SERVE YOU IN NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LOSANGELES, MONTREAL, MEXICO CITY

11919

‘| American prodtict over their own?”
He said that of all countries, Rus| sia makes the worst filnis, “Ballad
of a Soldier” being a beautiful ex‘| ception... Forty years
Revolution, and they're
ing. te

after -the
still pitch-

.

‘Louis Malle
‘Continued » from. page 3 mmnand

wouldn’t be ‘seeing any ‘cash for.
some. weeks,
if not months
or.

years, after the pic went . into
Telease,
Though the director would pre|fer having a distrib handle his
: picture, he’ says that unless he
receives: an acceptable deal, he.
‘| might even be willing to set direct
deals: with theatres.in as many as
four other key ¢ities—Boston.

Chi-

cago, L.A. and Frisco—if the N.Y.
run stirs exhib interest. .
7
' (This approach to the. U.S. ‘market was suggested some weeks ago
‘by French -producer Raoul: Levy
who, upset by the high cost of
ad-pub. and distribution in the

States, said he could -realize a
greater profit by setting five key
dates on a pic himself than by
getting a thousand. dates: via. &
recognized distrib).
:
Reluctant
;

Malle,

however,

has

no pare

ticular desire to get involved in
do-it-yourself distribution, noting
‘that some French producers, who
‘Thad: rebelled against existing dis| trib practices in France, hadi bound
themselves tagether in a new dis-

trib firm, only to end up by doing
{unto

other

producers

that

which

had been done unto them.:

4

Most of the ‘‘Zazie” details ‘have
been worked out by brofher Fran‘feois (the business mind of the.
family), with an assist from Louis
j and. Francois’ N.Y.
rep,
Ralph
| Fields, son of. playwright Joseph
Fields (who also -has contributed
|by doing the ‘“Zazie” subtitles).
“1 The do-it-yourself . operation also.

has resulted in the Malles’ ‘Jocal
“|pubrel
reps,
Blawitz
Maskel’s
| Arthur Canton and Marion Billings,. handling details which ordinarily would be the distrib’s duty,
getting prints to the censor’s office,. Setting ad layouts and budgets, etc. If Canton and’ Miss Bill-"
ings start shipping ‘prints, they’
be in’ (the distrib) business..
—

, ‘Wednesday, November 18, 196.
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ZIEGLER °.

TELLMAN AND© Ross
AGENCY
Announces

‘The Exclusive Representation

of

Curtis Brown, Ltp.
NEW YORK.

: And Its.Many Distin guished Authors

in-the Fields of
Motion Pictures, Television: and

The Legitimate Theatre

BEVERLY HILLS

NEW YORK
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QUAKER FILM WINS

frectors Prepare Ad Infinitum

New York Sound Track

Golden Gate Awards To iém In
Festival Division

Too Few From Most Talented;

=~

——SSes
«Continued from page 4 2
for the Dee. -13 preem of ‘West Side Story,” then: for a stay in ‘Gotham

_
_.
San Franeiseo, Nov. 14.
A 17-minute Quaker film won
top Golden Gate award in San

with his wife, Ciss.

Sees New U.S. Industry Emerging “2°:
’

evelution from

the oldstyle- worse

Ialiywocd to a new, more @ynamic
* ae

ran ~ bictry

acout

anether

Millar,

half

uecording

five yeats

to

Stuart

to go

ahead

you

Nfijlar

knew

also

thinks

Alabama-Georgia-Tennessee

it's a sad‘ Korty of New York, for American

waste of talent when

so many of|friends

M:Har-Law-, our top directors take up to two]

directors
Clair,

as

as

Rossellini,

Silver awards went to “Water,

Frances Spingald

Theatre. Arts Center at. Brandeis U. The late Nate.

Spingold was a v.p.-director of Col Pictures .. . Shelley: Winters doing
her autobiography under the title, “How to Stay Out of: Trouble”. . .
Mike Stewart ‘checked

in at Col

to do the screenplay

of “Bye,

Bye-

Birdie.” He did.the book for the legit original . .'. British noveli¢t
Robin Estridge penning the script. for Milton Sperling’s “Mothers and-

examples

Clement, {4e2 for British. Insurance

of “working”

and to . exploring

directors, best exemplified this side ‘€M€TSY."

vith Umited Artists execs re up€oming
Millar-Turman
pix, the
young
producer said he agreed
that. the best pictures today are
usnally coming from abroad. Obviously, he said, we get oniy the best
ef the lot, but even so the truly
eignificant
pictures
more
often
than net are foreign-born. This
js not to say, Millar hastened to
put in. thet he is ansthing but
optimistic about the future. The
ehanges row going on will eventu-

spend the better part of every year ;for Film Associates of
-t* Honorable
mentions
in actual production.

back in the states after Rome locationing : . . Madame. Spivy,
former nitery owner and singer, signed to .portray a big timer-in the
gambling rackets in “Requiem for a Heavyweight’. . .“Summer. and.

California,

went
to
and Voice,” pro-

(“The Larynx
to play the DeMille Theatre, now booked for day-dating
Millar-Turman, now repped On! duced and directed by Hans Von Smoke,” set
local screens with “The Young|teden and Paul Moore for a Chi- at the Sutton .. . Producer Hugh French back from conferences with

Doctors.”

have the Judy

Garland; cago voice

starrer, “Lonely Stage,” waiting in;Science

clinic, and

to

“The

Sir Winston Churchill anent the latter’s biopic.
oe
_, Carter Wolff, identified as an engineering:-physicist

of Fire,” produced’ and

is replacing

the wings for a start next spring { directed by Lloyd Ritter for Na- Gene Kent Nitz, transferredto Columbus, .at Toledo's Bexley and
World art theatres.
a
a
a
a
under
the direction
of Ronald {tional Board of. Fire Underwriters,
"
John E. Fitzgerald, film critic of the Catholic: weekly “Our Sunday
ot
.
Neame.
Peter
Finch -is_ being
Visitor,” who

sought to costar in the pic. which

tue

S

will be shotin England. After that,
| also as part of their UA commitaliv result
in a much livelier, ment, the producers hope to do
Healthier film industry.
‘ Abby
Mann's
screenplay, . ‘Cast |What changes? The final dis- The First Stone,” based on an

solution of the Old Guard-thinking

{dea

from

Judge

William

are the guys who still con- ous,

‘but

neither

.

ature

Congressfanal

or: foreign

tax

and Los Angeles film critic and ‘script writer. |

of

“along

with

sugarcoated: study of prostitution, ;another 100.or so tax loop holes,”
Millar is reluctant to discuss the : plus federal small business adminproject. At the moment, ‘it’s in! istration loans to encourage feature

_the hands of Mann.

It's quite understandable why
really good talent persists in work-

and since he: film, production at home and gov-

critic of the Chiéago-

literary periodical, “The Critic”. « -. Nick

7

:

_ Author Dale Wasserman off to Rome to confer with producer Dine
de Laurentiis
and director Robert .Siodmak on a multi-picture deal...
Rod Serling has returned to Hollywood after making script revisions
on his “Requiem for A Heayyweight,” now shooting here . . Prog.
ducer-director Robert Rossen, riding. high with the--current success
of “The Hustler.”is making plans. for filming‘
four properties in the

14.

elimination

havens,

lives in Bevhills, is also film

Fritz Blocki as rep for"L.A. area . . . Blocki is the. longtome Chicago

9 (

Holtywood, Nov,

now

alternate-monthly

John Matsoukas who operates
his “Movie of the. Month”: supermarkettheatre. promotion scheme from Mamaroneck,
N.Y., has’ appointed

\unaway Cure

Mur-

sexsational.

published

Ages

R

which still persists in many major . tagh’s book. Aside from acknowlstudios and in tne talent agencies. :edging that the pic will be a serl--

view.

theatre owners at their annual meeting.

Columbia sales exec Milt Goodman's son, Robert Jaseph, had a Bar.
Mitzvah . . . Ground-breaking took place Sunday +5) for the Nate and

and service committee. ,

Assn.;
electromagnetic Daughters.” from the Evan Hunter novel... Peter Finch won't act in.
but will coproduce and direct a property
“The Hero”. . . John
Produced and directed by Houseman, Vincente Minnelli and the “Two:called
Weeks in. Ancther Town”
by only Billy Wilder who seems ta ;Edward Schuman and Ray Pearson
company

to compete
tfasvorabiy
with the
cream Gf the foreign imports.
Taking time off from his talks

trol 9U%
of what's turned out,
and they sre behind the times in
both taste, taitent and point of

SO

has pursuaded: Darryl. Za--

studio. Fonda was on location work. in France -recently,- where all’.
the rest of the pic is being shot... . Legion of Decency A-2-rated:’
wauld force" Flim, chosen out of 260Entries Stanley
Kramer's “Judgment at Nuremberg,” meaning it's unobjectione
with it. even from Io nations, Is entitle
e able for adults and adolescents , ... MPAA’s community relations di«
it wasn't ready ; Language Of Faces” and was proreetor Margaret Twyman was in Atlanta..Monday (6) sweet-talking the.

and three years working on ai Produced by Dorothy Oshlag and
rence’ Turman
production
team.
Bs a “new” film iadustry, Millar ‘single property. They ought to be , directed by Philip Stapp for Unimeans ene that is capable of :turn- ‘ shooting pictures, not spending all j Visual Infor mation Board; to “Six
their time in the minute prepara- Candles,”
produced by Ronnie
jng out a continuity of serious and
jmportant films which will be able tions. He pointed to such European jRiley and directed by Michael Bar-

These

Ot

nuck to film a section of his “The Longest.
Day” role in a Manhattan.

yet, economics

though

tO £0..

producer

of the

You

still}

-

Because of his husy sked, Henry Fonda

Francisco's festival's 16-millimeter
‘film as’ communication” division

The

November ‘55, 1961

next18 months.

First will be “Coco. Beach.’ inspired. bya David.

Brinkley tv report on the town which has sprung up ‘near

Cape .Cana- °

|
as

.of..writer.! ernment subsidies raid out of the. -veral. No distrib deal yet set... Seven Arts has acquired an Anatole.

is a “probing” kind
Millar ts confident the screenplay '10°

theatre

admission

tax

de Grunwald original story, as a vehicle for Nancy Kwan. Tentative’.

are

will be meaningful socially. He ad-;urgedby John L. Dales, national plans are to shoot in Sicily next year,

|:
~
,
‘Director Louis Malle’ was guest.of honor.at a reception at the‘French
Film
Office
here
Monday
(13)
evening
.
.
.
Star-singer
Charles
one devised by a major talent “number one social problem fn the Guild, as possible solutions to everalso in town
agency, is so much “more orderly United States today.” but feels the ; mounting runaway production.
_ Aznavour ‘Passage du Rhin,” “Un Taxj Pour Tobruk”)
and better organized” than one script will have an importance| . Speaking at his Guild's annual briefly last week en route to Canada: for a series af engagements in

§ng tor these people, he said. A
geal

with

a

major

company.

or mits that prostitution is hardly the

vith an indie production firm. You
make

a ceal with

an Old

the property may not be the most

exciting.
stand

on

trast,

an

you

know

where

hilling.

salary,

indie

operation

transcending

Guard

maior, he explained. and although,

Turman

Hecht

five-pix

is eredited

ages. shocting dates. etc. In con-° easter’s
helter-skeiter

in

Up From

the

seems

extreme.

and

deal

as producer

“Birdman

with

- ‘Unarmed

The woral ta be drawn from this

Screen Actors

jt the Beverly Hilton hotel,. Dales !month

Turman

with

LA. } sponsible
for more companies

of

Lan-

the Guild in its campaign to halt.

Alcatraz.’’|

will

in Paradise”

CVeTseas Production,

produce |'°f our fation, its culture

he

also

has

an outstanding

com-j°

stabilit.

to

wnion.”’ for Paramount. Gore Vidal |

Gperations.
which

production

setting up companies

while

individuality

maintaining
and

freedom

not work’. also strive to bring
erder out of the chaos of irregular
production
skeds, — off-again-onagain financing deals and _ talent
pacts.

This

is obviously

what

1s doing that script.

their
iwith-

eut which the creative talents can-

he and

—_.

“The

|

Gallic,

Longest

Day.”

-

-

oo

oN

Astor Pictures. which has acquired Alain (‘Hiroshima Mon Amour”)
Resnais’ “Last Year in Marienbad.” big. winnerat this year’s Venice fest, is dickering for a February U.S. preem. A. report; not published

sok

:

:

product.

first place

Japan took

first

in

Univer-

sal's recently concluded five-week
“October
Aboaf
Month’.
sales
drive, in konor of the U-I veep

and

foreign

general

a

people for the Health

‘for Peace dinner Dec. 13 at the Astor: Dinner,
for the benefit of the

in U ix

place

ne

_Max Youngsteinis rounding up film industry

MONTH FOR UNIVERSAL

CTT

First Hurdles Taken For
Sperling’s ‘Fire Bird’
poe

towards the end
of ‘the

And, speaking “of news

and its here, that the pic would make its U. S. debut in’ dubbed version, is.
untrue. Pic will be titled. perhaps also with some. English. narration
. . . Producer Jerry Wald is polling newspaper editors around the
| countryy. on what's wrong and right about current. American film

mitment
to producece thetn screenon Xver™
Sion of Merle Millar’s novel ‘Re- JAP AN TOPS ABOAF

indie

be’ back in town

to Paris ...

ton industry lomestic im produc-.

Gf the current
the

He’ll

returning

for Allied j fpourity, as well as the bresetva-

analysis

he

show.

before

Darryl Zanuck blew up an 11-car. troop train last Saturday. (4) near
Louvier, France. The expiosive. willfulness was in the. interests of

“for the good

thinks. is to attempt to bring some

scene,

be-

with Harold |iM& sent abroad, to cooperate with

of Burt

Artists in Paris next year. Alone.

Chaos

of

fn his additionto the Millar. {Challenged producers, the men re-

you Millar

percent-

secretary

sub-;membership méeting Monday. (13) ‘his one-man

the immediate

ject.
°

exec

manager

Children’s Asthma

Research

Life Mag

publisher,

man

William

and

Institute and Hospital, has C. D. Jackson, |

as guest of honor. Henry Cabot Lodge

Zeckendorf

is testimonial

chairman.

is chair...

Victor Borge.

will supply the entertainment... Astor Pictures exec Doug Netter Jr.
to Munich this week to discuss a possible
also stop over in Rome. before returning.
—

coproduction.
a

deal. He'll
*

Her annual chore on behalf of. the Frisco Film Festival completed,
Americo Aboaf. The final week of Dorothy (Mrs, Ted) Friend and their son, Jordan, Pan Am to London
the drive saw more than $1,000,- Nov. 17, and on to Barcelona to join the former amusement editor
000 worth of business racked up ‘of the N. Y. Mirror. a longtime resident in S.F., who has: decided”
Hollywood. Nov. 14.
Milton Sperling will go to Lon- in the averseas market.
he would like to reside abroad with his family indefinitely. They'll
Brazil took second place: and: + winter in-southern Spain and take a villa either’in Italy or France.
don and Leningrad for filming of

To Shoot in Russia

Turman have set out to-do in their
arrangement with UA. They have,
Films
Distributors—U-I's ‘They. have about given up the idea of living on.a. houseboat and
biopic of Nijinsky, Rank
ke said. between
eicsht and
10 his planned
distributors in the United Kingdom j cruising the European waters. Jordan Friend will study at the Univ.
properties in various stage of prep- ‘now tagged “Fire Bird.” Producer and Ireland—placed third.
of Barcelona.
a
ote
C
aration. You have to have that ‘stated here he had received tentaCombined billings in the comGeorge Schneider, indie distributor, specializing in’ “culturats,”
many in the works if you want to tive okay from the Soviet Ministry peting
‘territories
exceeded
the returned to Vienna from.an extensive trip. Expects to visit. New York...
State
keep a flow of films going for you. . of Cuiture when, as a U.S.:
.
{comparable five-week period last.
oo
.
Otherwise. you might spend a vear ‘Dept. rep.
he attended the Moscow year by 30% to make the drive} and Hollywood ‘where he was active before war. .—
Now that he’s no longer TOA prexy, meaning. the pressure’s off,
cr two on one property, suddenly Film Festival last. July.
. one of the most successfulin the
Albert
Pickus
is
waist-deep
again
in
Connecticut
civil
defense
affairs,
find it's unworkable. and have to’, Full sanction to shoot film
in
he. was plumping’
for an
rene. history ‘of U-I's overseas opera- He’s CD director*in Stratford, and claims
abandon it with nothing to show , Leningrad wi BE eA
tions, Aboaf reported..
effective shelter program 10 years ago... Embassy Pictures’ Len.
Lightstone vows that Rick. Carrier’s Manhattan-made indie, “Strangers,”.
is no shoestringer by accepted measurement: Says the pic ac‘Leningrad
Ballet and greenlight

|

for the time Jost Or _permaps
jaswell as availability of the Kirov-

|MAJOR HOLLYWOOD
SCREENWRITER
SENSING TREND
Has just completed original
off-beat screenplay. Ideal for
low budget production. Seekting New

idrive,

York producer with

guts

and

substance.

Box ¥-3163, VARIETY,
154 W. 46th St., New York 36

‘from

our

own

State. Dept.,

ac-

United Artists and NT&T
Decide.to Forego
Feud
|.
'

tually cost $110.000, not the $25,000 Variety reported

... . Sophia

Loren, on the Coast last week for the. ‘‘Two Women” opening, also
cut a tape with Steve Allen for his Nov. 29 ABC-TV stanza ~ +4 Allied
OV.
22.
‘rights.” he noted, “the Russians.
Los Angeles, Nov. 14. | Artists will world preem “The George Raft Story” in Chi
7
‘;ean have them. for nothing.
It
All differences have .been re- at the United Artists. General release at: -yearend.
E. David Rosen, son of Samuel Rosen, Stanley Warner exec vice
;would be useless to make a deal|solved
between United Artists
because you couldn't get any|and National Theatres. & Televi- president, is the new chief barker. of the Albany Variety:.Club. Scion .
money out of the country anyhow.”.|sion, originally created over circuit is assis.ant to the g.m. of WAST-TV, an’ SW outlet . . . Universal’s
Discussions were held here sev-| passing
up ‘preferred
multiple remake of “Phantom of the Opera” will be via Hammer Films, the ‘cording to Sperling.
} “As
far
as
the

distribution

eral weeks ago by Sperling with| Christmas

bookings

on

UA’s

the Kirov-Leningrad Ballet people. |“Pocketful of Miracles,” and banwhen they were in L.A.. and afners are flying.
as normal.

|meeting

of

minds

had

been|

Fear

that. the

break.

nonpareil of shock cinema . .. Many New York showfotk are, puzzled:
whye Angelenos

might

reached, producer said, for themto|spread
nationally was nipped in
appear in the film. However, he|the bud and. by execs of both com.D.
added, the matter of money had jpanies. “Any booking differences
D.
not been settled.
we, have had were satisfactorily
= “resolved,” said NT&T .exc veepee. ‘exec

Robert Selig.

%¢

ITS A FACT:

®

|BONDED
:

Your film in BONDED’s warehouses receives the same protection as the priceless collection
of The Museum of Modern. Art.

CRCRESE
DENTEN

Som

él esse

twee

f NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES
A Division of
NOVO INDUSTRIAL CORP.

Picker

UA’s h-o. exec Dave

said, “Everything’s

back to

normal ‘between us and the’ circuit.
They need us and we need them.”
Selig stated that NT&T
had

booked “Miracles” into. numerous
| situations throughout the country
during the past few days. Ruekus

arose

ovér

chain

don't pressute for a better water-and-hydrant

against. just such disasters as the Bel Air blaze.

booking

Disney’s .“Babes in Toyland”
the holidays instead of the
film

Walt
for

UA

Budd Boetticher resumes shoot- :

New York Theatre|

+

A. Doran With Siegel
A. Doran, for 16 years an
aide to Y. Frank Freeman

|

“RADIO.CITY MUSIC HALL =

when the latter was head man at |
the Paramount

studio, has joined

|.

the exec production staff at Metro
under Sol C. Siegel.
Doran's background
assqciation. with the

Cohn at Columbia.

includes an
late -Harry

’ Rockefeller Center @ Ci 6-4600 '

|

a

Rodgers and Hammerstein's

“FLOWER DRUM. SONG’

{NANCY
:

of

,

situation

KWAN

}-

« JAMES SHIGETA:

Juenta Hau and MIYOSHI UMEKI
|
Produced by Ross Hunter = Directed by Henry Koster
A Universal-International
Picture inColor
.

_ On-Stage:."MOONLIGHT AND RHYTHM” =~

FRENCH AND QUEEN ANNE ANTIQUEFURNITURE |
Bric-a-brac, lamps, Aubusson portieres, hangings, rug. ‘Louis, XV. daybed,
Tlowe S288 fer.

Empire armoire, bibelot cabinet, oi! paintings, ai
ing on his biopic of Mexican bull-;
fighter Carlos Arriuza within two:
_{ weeks in Mexico City after four- |
year hiatus,

Wednesday, November 15,1961

§§= ...

..

SARIETY

ZI

| Little Messages To Film Producers

DON'T BET ON ‘THE TWIST’
REPLACING THE ONE-STEP
© Certain people have gone newly mad about, or have altered
the course of their existing madness toward, a tribal dance

called “The Twist.”

It is a sort of syncopated paroxysm of

the pelvic muscles.

Don’t ask us to explain why such a fad

“has caught hold, or how long it may run.
@ But we ventureaguess. that when “The Twist” has shot ifs

bolt and is forgotten, the basic one-step will still be the
: standard shuffle.

© Apply the analogy to your motion picture selling.
“tional gimmicks come and-go.

Promo-

Nothing replaces essential,

basic trade paper advertising.

@ Meaning, ‘of course, that your dependable, satisfying, film-

promoting first. medium, The One-Step of Merchandising
Mileage. Remains.

For Telling Selling

v4

RADIO-TELEVISION

22

_ Wednesday, November: 15,1961_

Star’sTVRights
Taylor & Nodland See 5or 10-Min, “Four
To 15 H. Allen Smith
Format As Aid to Small Packager; Books: ‘Totem Pole’: 1st}
Werner May Be Going Their Way
By ART

,
1
Arbitr on

on

five,

prcgram

10

and

maybe

Top

10

(Week Nor. 5-11)

15- minute

cancepts.

NBCs

240A.

Hazel

NBC

23.9

Dick Powell
Defenders
Candid Camera

NBC
CBS
CBS

23.8
23.7

Wagon Train ‘NBC)
Bonanza (NBC)
Gunsmoke (CBS) teeing off with “Totem Pole." The |. Flintstones (ABC).
Mitch Miller (NBC)
script is okay; Bill Manhoff did
‘Red Skelton (CBS)
. Newslands, quondam
-it; and -Jchn
‘Perry Mason (CBS)
. actor, will be the director.
.
Hazel (NBC)
Four Star deal was made with ° Sunset Strip (ABC)
- Smith's agent Hal Matson, on a ' Naked City (ABC)

23.7

‘capital

Perry Mason

NBC

29.3

Bonanza

NBC

28.1

26.4

Dr. Kildare

NBC

25.4

Red Skelton

ces 31

CBS

on

can

Outlook IsBleak
ForWNTA-TV As.

gains

setup,

ee.

hence

‘An Educ! Channel;

that Burr Tillstrom

he

and his

peals.

returned

Ben Casey. (ABC)
-Danny.Thomas (CBS)
. Car 54 (NBC)
My 3 Sons (ABC)

Defenders

The court blocked the sale; be gone three months researching

order first. the agency ultimately:
‘ETMA expires Nov. 27 and un-;, Mutiny on the Bounty” company.
backed off. Tavynod finally sold it:
:less the court can dispose of New ,¢t al: may have done in the past
to Miles Labs on a five-minute:
daily scheme. which leads to the’ Jersey's.objections by that date, it year or so, because of that film's
looks as if the deal will be termin- ;!ocationing there, is but more of
heart
of
the
Taylor-Nodlund :
ated. An NTA spokesman in New! the same that has gone on for
philosophy:
With Miles in tow, NBC recently. York indicated that Nov. 27 would {Some ‘years. —
"Femain
as the cut-off date for the
cleared a Monday-thru-Friday five
After that, it was indicated.
minute strip in the late afternoon.. sale.

‘Philadelphia, . Nov, 14.

|

David

MBS News Coin

“can

get

Levy,

| boss. of NBC-TV,

former: - program.

charged: here to-

day that “‘this is the time for. tv’s
General Electric's air condition- leaders: to stop making minimum
ing department will bankroll five- accommodations
in -response ‘to

minute, Monday-Friday, newscasts |
on. Mutual Broadcasting beginning
Jan. 1.
Via Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &

‘Ryan ad agency, GE’s

government

suggestion.” In a spe-

elal lecture on the mass media at
the Annenberg School of Communications, the former. network °
spread will striper dffered up. a 10-point. pro-

cover 390 Mutual affiliates on the. gram of change.”

6806 Gamble On

Levy called for an agreement be‘ttween the three tv webs to .sched- ..
‘ule: important. public affairs pro-

gramming in the same: time period
_| thereby limiting the competition at

such times to the same kind of nonentertainment programming. .
- He also said that each of the net:works should program. a: night. .a.
week regardless. of ratings. “Three:
such nights. one on each network,”
he said, “would be a-stunning way
in. which to demonstrate tv’s free- ABC Radio’s $680,000 gamble on dom from its 100% - bondage to.
ratings.” He doubted that it ‘made
{ts across-the-board “Flair” show| sense. to have .a- “CBS Reports”
has now begun to pay off. Show, ‘running head. on “against: Mitch
which marked its first anni on the Miller ‘and “The Untouchables.”
air last month, is now off the hook |. Harking back to something Syl-.
commercially with: an SRO status vester (Pat). Weaver envisioned in.

ABC Radio ‘Flair’
Hits Payoff Status

‘Tabernacle Choir As
why Miles alleg-: the station would be taken off
and resume
normal
edly bought “Kukla & Ollie” was: ‘the market
commercial
operations.
that it still sought some good old;
is planning an hour spe| Lawyers for the FCC and. ETMA :| ‘cial.CBS-TV
fashioned “sponsor identification”
on Dec. 31, Sunday, starting at for its 30-second availabilities and
and it’s no longer feasible trying 'said they would press- for early :ia p.m., featuring the Salt Lake | with a healthy share of its minute
for such things in most prime time: court action _to overturn the stay |Tabernacle Choir. Laraine Day will spots
it’ was.
also sold. When
eases, because of the high cost and! before the Nov. 27 deadline. Un-'be among the Hollywood names to launched last year, 235 stations
the concommitant need to spread j der customary rules, the. wheels ; be starred on the special.
carried the hourlong stanza, frethe sales message across the spec-: ‘of Justice would be grinding too|
quently divided into five segments
tum.
: Slowly to beat that date. However, rennday &oncerts of th¢Salt Lake scattered throughout the day. Cur-:
Thus, according to the Taynod. ; one FCC lawyer said the commis-' yjar feature of the CBS Radio web|rently, there are 278 affiliates
toppers ‘Nodlund is exec vee
(Continued on page 38)
ifor about 25 years.
sponsor

2370.

22.5
22.5.
22.1
22.0.

Levy's 10-Point Program ofChange;
HitsTVs ‘Minimum Accommodation’

to the’ until it hears argument from the the book. ._His approach will be to
air,
But
JWT didnt
want
ta’ state of New
Jersey which: has‘ deflate the common. crack, “Aw,
finance a new pilot for the old . strongly opposed the transfer of. the tourists spoiled it.” Smith's |
series, so Taylor
and
Nodland.,: . the WNTA-TV license to the N.Y.‘ point is that these very observers
ther: a salesman in tv, financed 'group known as Educational Tele- .of tourism. have been the spoilers
their own.
. vision for the Metropolitan Area. and, even so far as Tahiti is conJWT then took an option, but The FCC
had okayed the sale .cerned, it- goes back to Gaugin,
because it couldn’f clear web time: Oct. 25.
: who too helped start the “spoiling.”
without the pramise of a definite i NTA‘s
contract of sale with |What Metro, Marlon Brando, the

But the reasons

(CBS)

Real McCoys 'ABC)
Candid Camera ‘:CBS)
‘Untouchables tABC)
Andy Griffith (CBS)

23.8
- 23.5
23.5-23 4.
23.3 -

the

_Fights to all the other: books. Each |
‘could Call for. the “Smith” char; acter playing throughout the sunidry volumes, many of which. take
ithe author to Mexico, London, Ha-

| waiii and now Tahiti and‘ the South
Seas.
cies and webs would rather trust
their luck to half-hour and hour
Smith made a condition of the
programs and to established pro: deal that “for once let’s see a newsducers with big plants—outfits ie
paperman writing and not running
a Warner Bros. or an MCA.
{around like a combination private
course, some pretty good Oigrava:
eye and playboy.” He is hipped on
ideas get lost that way. but ‘that’s
correcting the. stage-celloloid conWashington, Nov.
one break of the game.
Outlook for the. sale of wT cept of a working newespaperman..
Sherril Taylor. prexy of Taynod, ‘TV, Channel 13, in Newark, to a
For his next book the Smiths.
was an account supervisor with J. ; New York educational group was psa from San Francisco.on the SS
Walter Thompson in:Chicago when| severely darkened last week by a! Mariposa on Nov. 24 to .do-the
the idea was
breached
to
€| decision of the U.S. Court of Ap-! Tahiti, Fiji and Samoa scene. He'll
agency

Walt Disney (NBC)

28.0.
28.0
27.5
26.2.
26.1
26.0.
25.7
25.7
24.9
23.6

[Collier Young setup bought the tv

| Fights to some 15 of Smith's books,

about the tv business.
Among
them is, that costs being a high as|
they are in tv today. the ad agen-

Kuklapolitans

maintains. its lead in the: new 24-clty Nielsen - report tor

[The Dick Powell-Tom McDermott-|

Wagon Train

annyAlong
Kaye Mitch
Sing

This is the advice of Sherrill
purt-;
Taylor and Jory Nodland,
ners in Ta)nod Productions.
T tye
ned packages “Kukla & Ollie” in a!
daily five-minute °5 p.m. strip on
NBC-TV.
Their case rests on several facts’

(Week Ending. Nov. 5)
NBC

“the week ending Nov.'5. On the average rating for.the week
Holding up the pilot on H. Allen
(counting the 7:30 to 11 prime time ‘périods. Monday through. SunSmith's . “Low “Man On A Totem
day) NBC is out in front with. 18.6. ABC noses out CBS for second
Pale” series is producer Merwin
place 17.0. to 16.
: Gerald's’ difficulty in casting the |
On: half-hour firsts for the prime time periods. ABC has 18, NBO.
‘and
his | 16 and CBS_15. On the Top 20 CBS’ and ABC: have seven. apiece,
newspaperman-humiorist
NEC six.[w ife, Nelle.. Four Star is pr odueing.
Following are. the Top 20:

+

WOCDSTONE

The small, independent tv program packager is virtually locked; j
out of network prime time. as has:
Jong been’ known, but a couple of |
them think they have figured a j
way to make a tv killing nonetheJess)
Concentrate on dastinie and

TheNew 24-Market Nielsen

CBS-TV Hour Special|,

a whole

(Continued ‘on. page 42)

Bow

for cheap” if he buys five and 10minute deals like “Kukla.”
Two.
a shorter
show
can
always be
“shoehorned” into the sked either
on a network or local station; aut(Continued on page 38)

That Election Night Brouhaha

‘the old NBC

days and which he |
carried out when he. instituted this”
season's Saturday night movies. on
NBC-TV,
Levy
told the: ‘Philly
|.
students-that tv ought to have onen
end network programming: “Theprecise tiniing of tv in its neat stag‘gering of half-hours,. hours .and
‘station breaks is another possible.
bondage ‘that has enveloped Amer-—
ican tv.” He’d like tv, he said, :to
| bé fashioned not according to ‘the
clock “but according to the need: -

of the. dramatist.”

Fourth. Levy's point was genplaudits for the speed and seem- uinely “balanced programming”—
ing efficiency of its reportage in- the conscious and deliberate plane
the Wagner win, but.that was on ning for. balance every night. “by
Wednesday marning,. BH. (Before offering a:varietv of entertainment.
and information that will. appeal to.
Hagerty).
Hagerty, veep in charge ‘of. news many audiences and not just one.”
Levy also sought some minimiza- .
for ABC, pulled an unprecedented
act: For the first time in the his- Hor of summer reveats. in order. to
tory of television broadcasting, an| “restore some summer. vitality to a
> stuff in reporting election returns. ;: fact that NBC’ § eoverage “copped, all
official of oné network took to- the medium: locked into a Tepeat patin a hurry was, in effeet, so much: the critical and. audience prizes.
public platform to denounce offi- tern by the: economics of film and.
*Dick Van Dyke Show” on CBS- :nonsense, w hen it wasn't. being. inNBC said it was an error in tabu- cially the practices if not-the stand- tape.”
TV has a rating problem and both! ‘accurate.
“Another. point in. ‘the Levy LecHe said he'd like to; lation, although the network’ says ards, of a rival network. And in
sponsor Procter & Gamble and the‘ :see the broadcasters
“all work;it hasn't yet been able to Finpoint. these days of standards and frac- ture © was: tv ought ‘to “finance”
web are studying a shift for the: , together . . . look to the next elec- |whose tabulation: it was.. Hagerty. tices-consciousness in broadcasting, .
(Continued an page 33)
series.
tion... work with the AP ‘after |implied but refused to ‘state that. the Hagerty performance takes on
Disappointing
ratings
for the! all we are a member of AP») for |it-was.a deliberate effort-to hypo. special significance. comedic
half-hour
series . is be- faster and
more
complete
re-| the vote returns to. keep: the tv.
Instead of doing the usual—‘ “tipe
lieved to stem from the ‘Marshal: turns . . .” On. the other hand, 'and radio audiences of NBC ‘in the. ping” the press to the NBC. baoboo
Dillon” «“Gunsmoke” rerun? lead- | Hagerty
—veep Hagerty called a press consaid
he
was
against | same. place on the dial.jn Tuesday nights. Main opposition: “pooled” caverage; “That would
ference. He invited the wire serv-|
WNBEC Got The Audience:
is said to be “Laramie” on NBC. : be the worst possible thing.”
Error. or fraud, NBC, in feeding ices, all the dailies in N.Y., CBS
TY, hour show, slotted. Tuesdays at; Meantime, the Associated Press, ! election returns to its owned & and even NBC, whom he was about
7.30 p.m. Viewers are siven a: : through whom Hagerty would like |operated stations in New York, did to blast.
The repercussions were
choice of a “Gunsmoke” rer un ver-: :to see everyone
work, and thejkeep the audience in the same unusually intense from NBC quarJames Stabile was. made’ No. 2
gus a first-run western.
“Dillon” . United
Press
International. are; place
on
the
dial;
“WNBC-TV. ters, and whether Hagerty won his: man. in the NBC legal department and “Van Dkve”™ at 7°30 on CBS- troubled because they. couldn’t de- won the sudience handily, beat- point or lost it in this battleof publast week, and, in the .wake of his
FV, thus, suffer.
‘liver the election returns in the ing second' place WCBS-TV
and licity is still in doubt. It’s the pre- move
onwards
and
upwards,
Both web and sponsor ‘feel that New York mayoralty and New Jer- ; lambasting -: third
vailing sentiment that everybody.
plaee: WABC‘Stabile’s own. former No. 2-man,
fhe Van Dyke series has a much. sey gubernatorial races as fast as. TV,
which
was
the
Hagerty in the industry -got hurt a little,. Herb Schlosser, is taking over as
better potential, hut. at this point.--CBS and certainly not as fast as' outlet
there’s' some. worry
whatfor
his
news
depart- and
head of talent and contract neare at a loss where to move it. ‘NBC.
Reportedly, the wire serv-|ment’s election .coverage.
NBC Washington might do about it.
gotiations for the web..
First ope n spot, caused by the va-'
Put simply, Hagerty objected. to

It could be everybody ‘except the
brass of NBC News) would like to.
see the reporting of election returns on radio and television stem

‘to get there first with the bestest
‘for their quivering tv audiences.
NBC-TV’s. tabulators reported 50,-.
000 votes more than incumbent
Mayor Robert F. Wagner finally
from one source.
received in winning reelection to
the Le, N.Y.C. elective chair.
It
Jim Hagerty of ABC apparently |
as atbeenthesuggested
that was
perhaps
thinks that all this competitive.
Iso.
eet ‘of. this
the

Mull Shift For
Dick Yan Dyke:

StabileasNo.2

ices are going to try and find a News had also. received the. critics’

cated “Investigators.” went to two _way to increase the speed of their
new shows ‘see separate story).
- poll watching services to subscri: Thursday night CBS-TV lineup. _bers.
mbich includes “The Inv estigators.”
Hagerty was not alone.
A CBS

[|

‘NBC’s

being

over’ Wagner’s : final.

tally-of 1,234,533 by no fewer than

_

The AP Goof

is the weakest night of the week °* executive. speaking only for’ him‘The Associated Press confer the web.
“Bob
Cummings ' self, thought the idea ‘of all this
- ceded a couple of days after
Show” at &30 p.m. that night. stars “needlessly costly” racing around
Mayor Robert F.. Wagner's Trethoueh. until March at least. Web’ for election
tabulations
-hy the
election that the press service
is hopeful that “Frontier Circus.” i three
networks
needn’t
occur{
had erroneously given ‘an enwi ich starts the night at 7:30 p.m. iagain.
Let everybody await the|- tire district in. Queens. to loser
Louis J. Lefkowitz due to the
will build. and it isn’t doing that: :official results, he suggested, and
bad
en the rating
numbers
toa; that way there'd be no mistakes.
mistaken ommission of 5;000
eause
cancellation
buttons
being
At the root of all this. of course,
.Wagner votes.
is a mistake in the NBC mavoralty_
Bill MeAndrew. NBC exec
pressed.
veep, noted the AP goof .and
Topping off the evening is web's |tabulations last Tuesday '7) night
asked, “Is. Mr. : Hagerty going
p
‘ve “CBS Reports” at 10 p.m.. | after the election booths had closed
to ‘call. .a press “eonference
TN: sh fees
¢ Foont pice Nnews- | and the webs were glutting the
about that one, too?”
maker but selduimn a rating dazzler. polling places and police precincts.

50,000 “errors.” His -press: conference was held Thursday. '(9) morn-.
jing, after NBC had already admitted publicly to having made the
mistake.
There were. many obser| vers who felt that Hagerty was
elearly suggesting fraud in reading
-}down NBC, after NBC had said it
was merely the error of mathematics, due, in all probability, .‘to hu-

‘Stabile, veép in charge of talent.

and contracts,
has become
ase
sociate general
attorney under

Tom -Erwin,-NBC general attorney.
Because Erwin is often out of town

on. company legal matters ¢Washington, most often), web felt it.
needed a- second-in-command to’
take over in’ New York in hig
absence. ‘Ben Raub, who is -as-sistant © general attorney, and all
senior and junior lawyers for NBC:
will report to: Stabile.
‘man frailty.
Schlosser, once head of Cali- “T called this press conference dn}
the interests of accurate report- fornia National Productions, the
ing,’cy)
telefilm arm, has ~
said Hagerty,
who,
“after defunct. NBC
comprehensive study” by him. and for several: months been - director.
of talent. & contracts under. Stabile.
(Continued. on page 40).
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TSEASON

—— sa ial
Conds T dman’s
29Half-Hours
The Many LovesofMCA
casting annals.

Back.in the late '40’s, when CBS. board: chairman Bill Paley was
-Tarin’ to be ‘off and ‘running and when NBC had the play pretty
much. to itself, it was MCA that came to the rescue, resulting inthe switchover of Amos. n’ Andy, Jack Benny, Red Skelton, Burns

By GEORGE ROSEN

It. becomes more and more ap& Allen, et al. .
parent. that a. disenchantment for
In the mid-'50's, when ‘Bob Kintner - ‘moved over ‘from ABC to
NBC, again it was MCA that moved into the: foreground of activity.:. the hour filmed ‘show is setting in
among the networks and their adwith a high-geared romance. :resulting in: “Wagon Train” and a.
_ continuing

Now

eycle

of vidfilm

entries...

: “| vertisers. Just

~

it’s ABC’s turn. The :$20,000,000: “Wagon Train” maneuver,.

A Week With Vet Entries Setting»
‘GeeWhiz’Pace on Nighttime Sked

nln GLIENTS

-‘Musie Corp. of America’s love affairs ‘with: the networks: through
the years will probably go down’as a historic footnote to.broad-*

as,.a

few

seasons].

+

ABC.“TV Sun. ‘Aft. Shuffle
ABC-TV

has

sef up

its Sunday

~ ‘ago, there. was a major swing tO! afternoon schedule for January to

the Tennessee Ernie Ford daytime’ ‘deal, the :pacting for the’ Gene -- the 60-minute
|-there mounting
_K fily “Going My Way”. series and: the overtures aimed at, wooing
over Jack .Benny (soon to become.a ‘free. agent) are all MCA- ‘season will see
‘half-hour. show
-gtamped.. :And while the agency. continues to -do° business with”

NBC and CBS, the ABC-MCA’ ‘love affair is urimistakable.

format, so too is ‘fill-the two-hour segment now ocevidence ‘that next} ‘eupied by: the American Football
a reversal, with the League telecasts. Starting at 2:30
staging a stunning p.m., a religious show, “Directions
- comeback.
62.” will. take over. for a_half‘The reasons are many and varied; hour, followed by an educational
a but primarily it’s. because the hour stanza, “Meet The Professor. mo
show that doesn’t make it — and
“Issues
and Answers,”
which

BBC Chieftain H. Carleton Greene
Carries v Torch forUS.Ties

| most - premiering

this

season

fit;haq been heard on alternate weeks,
will be scheduled on a weekly

into this category — spells realj
trouble for the network. Not only
in terms of money. down the drain,
-but one bad hour’ could: and does
affect an entire evenine’s schedule,

The British’ Broadcasting: Corp.+
‘has intensified its efforts. to edu-

~tsince. said evening schedule is in-

basis

instead.

“Editors

Choice”’

will he moved into the 3:3) p.m.
slot’ alternating with. the Adalt

Stevenson

show.

| variably pivoted around an hour
cate American broadcasters. Part
show.
of this effort, it would.seem, is to
There’s no: doubt that a qualita:
NBC-TV,
at
the
last
minute,
repave the way for. largescale and
tive“Follow the. Sun” or a more
widespread
co-production
deals versed itself and decided to renew
successful “Bus Stop” would. have}
{its
daily
4:30
outing,
‘Here’
's
Holly-.
with ‘American telecasters.
made
all the difference in the sumHugh Carleton Greene, ditector- “wood,”
- Early last week, the. web had up of ‘the ABC-TV Sunday- night]
general’ of BBC, spoke Monday (13) pretty ‘much decided to replace: story, evén.as, conversely, a™ sucat a N. Y. luncheon given. in his it in -January: with:a
new Bill cessful Walt Disney ‘show -gives .
‘-honor.:by..NBC
board .chairman,|:Cullen-fronted .audience--participa- NBC-TV. an. off-and-running start
‘Robert Sarnoff,. and he ‘made clear ‘tion. strip, ‘Music Match."". The for Sabbath eve rating laurels. In
that he -did not ‘consider the BBC decision was made: only it hadn't much the same. way’ CBS-TV is|:
‘Washington, Nov. 14.
a state-controlled operation. A few been’ announced, then came the haunted by a pair of bad Thursday. :
The ‘Federal
Communications
weeks ago, Gerald’ Beadle, retired new. decision: to stet: the present night guesses, “Frontier Circus”
Commission’
Monday (13) turned
head -of BBC-TV: and now acting afternoon entry. |
and “Investigators,” ‘spelling dethumbs’ down on Leonard Goldenas an. unofficial missionary in the:
| struction for the evening.
son’s suggestion that his web, ABC,
United States for BBC, made the.
Clients simply don’t stay with act as creditor in financing interim.
‘same point. and is: stilt making. it.
these kinds of shows. If: ‘they’ re in operation of a third VHF station
in a: ‘series of speeches’ across. the
as short-termers (13 weeks or less) for Syracuse, Rochester and Grand
‘country.
‘;it’s -a tough: rap: for the-.network. Rapids.
‘Occasion for’ the Greene Junch|
{If they're in for 26 weeks and can’t
eon was celebration of the 25th an“Such financial aid,” FCC said
get out, the hard feelings generated’
niversary of BBC-TV. The: British
in a letter to Goldenson, “would
are matched: only by thé down: rion-commercial operation. was. optend to be destructive of the degrading of goodwill fostered beerating in video transmission years
|sired/ arms-length posture which
{ween sponsor and network.
“before anyone else. .(This” month | :
should exist between. an interim
Too, Hollywood has been finding grant and ABC in the negotiations
‘also marks the 39th anniversary
of BBC Radio.)
~
out the. hard way that a good writer for terms of affiliation.”

‘Here’$; H’wood’ Stays

Goldenson Nixed
On Interim. V's
Financing Plan

MCA’5Tewksbury
PilotforNBC-TY,
Othersin Hopper

. In -addition to stating that. the’
MCA is ‘prepping a..new 60-BBC was not. the least:.influenced
‘by. the British
government or mintte. series for NBC-TV.. Net‘work execs and MCA brass, who.
British politics: and that the organization also. was as interested. ‘have been doing most’ of. their

By HERM

ma

SCHOENFELD

Audience participation and game
shows, which are blanketing daytime network television this seoson, are now hitting with strong
impact in the nighttime schedules
as well and. if previous follow-the
leader patterns hold up, there's
going to be a resurgence of such
shows

in prime times next year.
Currently,
each
of the
four
nighttime
aud _ particpiation
of
game shows in the Goodson-To4dman stable lead in their time periods in the Neilson ratings.
This
quartet,
all
longrunning
shows
with a longevity ranging from five
to 12 years, are “To Tell The
Truth” ‘CBS', “I've Got A Secret”
(CBS:, “The Price Is Right" (NBO)
and “What’s My Line“ (CBS:
A
fifth nighttime Goodson-Todman
show, “Password.” now on CBS-TV
day time, will probably go nighttime
on the web early next year. Good-

son-Todman.

the

unchallenged

leaders in this packaging groove,
now have their trademark on 29
half-hours a week on the various
webs, a programming figure no one
else approaches.
Mark Goodson, G-T topper in association with Bill Todman, said
his firm has been feeling the cur‘rent in favor of game shows since

last June from network execs and

advertisers.
Latter
expressed
concern, since justified, that many
of the film shows to which they

were committed were emasculated
in the retailoring to the new FCC
attitude towards violence.
Despite heightened interest in
the game shows, Goodson did not
anticipate a flooding of the programming schedules next season
with such product, as occurred
right before the scandals broke

is hard. to come by. There just
‘Fivethe letter
Commissioners’
directed over the quiz shows a few vears
aren’t enough around to. -sustain that
be sent.
Commis- ago. Goodson pointed out that it
the quality of-a full hour entry.
sioner Robert ‘T. Bartley abstained, | was at least as difficult to devise
There is involved, too, a matter and Chairman Newton Minow was. a game show with mass appeal as
any other kind of stanza.
The by- of commercial copy that mitigates.
‘$n entertalnment. as in education; huddling of late. at ABC, met last. against ‘the minute buy in: hour| absent from the meeting.
ways of television are littered with
The Commission majority agreed people who tnought it was duck
“ Greene carefuly pointed out that week. on a Peter Tewksbury-pro- shows. More and: more sponsors
‘duced:
telefilm
{dea
for
'62-'63..
with Goldenson that ‘the public soup to create a game show and
the BBC has‘‘held our own against
are complaining of: the |‘difficulty
NBC ‘probably ‘Will only “under- ‘in wrapping up their message in a interest would be clearly served” currently there are only a couple
the commercial television - system |.
-write’.a: pilot, -but it’s understood. ‘60-minute span. Some say they by an interim grant immediately of survivors in this field.
brought. in. six years ago.” .
‘
The BBC topper, according to that the network is predisposed to need two minutes, at the least 90 in ali three cities while FCC goes
Goodson theorized that the sue. observers, was evidently. stepping ‘like the prospective show enough seconds. ‘Thus two -minute-and-a-. through the time taking process of cess of the game shows at night
up its sale of tv productions in the to be thinking | ahead. to a full .26-. half spiels is today’s comfortable determining which of the numer- could be traced to the fact they are
United States... Already, BBC-T'YV. week deal aS soon -as possible. and desirable’ compromise, which ous competing applicants will be providing the humor and the drama
hag an. arrangement. to co-produce ‘Tewksbury, the” producer ‘of “My fits. In neatly to the half-hour ‘given a regular permit in eack of actual life which the film shows
place.
‘a Series. with Metro TV (“Zero -Three. Sons”: on -ABC-TV, is evi- ‘sponsorship. formula.
are not. Game shows, he said, set
One”) and is negotiating a second ‘dently being bought:-by NBC on
FCC said it would be best, of the stage for ad libs and surprising
The
Hollywood
vidfilm
producers
similar deal with. NBC-TV. Bath the’ strength. of “his “Sons” | procourse, if all the applicants shared wit which breaks up audiences
are commercia]: program ideas and -duetion performance.: Stanza ‘fg ‘to. have already sensed the pattern for the’ interim grant. But FCC emare in addition to the .current.
“Third Man” series presently in
‘syndication’ and. production.
’ The BBC is interested in making as many film series as possible
in conjunction: with American in-|
‘terests.
Selling points are. that:

not only will a 50-50 deal-between
-BBC and an American counter.

|:28°"
.
once. boss of. program.. ‘specials at Procter & Gamble.
the: same web. Derision. to‘ green-

of: be- mandatory for all applicants, ”

(Although .the
agency won't pin down the client
light a pilot. is based’on a script} specifically,. the. recent. Madison
supplied ‘on the program, which Ave:-to-Cincinnati shuttling would
; will be fronted: by Hal March.
seem fo bear. out the identity.)
a - NBC, ..furthermore,
will =def-| B & B, whose clients like to ‘own
‘finitely :shoot:.a 60-minute pilot:
(Continued an page 33)
‘tape of.- “On Trial,” a: dramatic
skein to be made in New. York by |.
producer Gene-Burr. Last, the web
recently gave its okay for seript

part. enable both parties to get off

(Continued on. page: 35)

the "62-63 season.: It’s estimated
be about a family living: aboard ‘a
phasized that it has “clear authorhouse boat. but it won't’ necessarily ‘that -65°% of all the new product ity” to bestow a temporary authorbeing ‘fashioned or projected for
ization, even when some of the apbea situation. comedy.
{mext ‘season is in- the half-hour
NBC-TY. is going to go. ahead. in form; as-opposed to a 35°% dedica- ‘plicants refuse to participate in a
stopgap joint. operation designed
‘all: probability ‘‘and next
week tion for. continued hour-shows.
order:
half-hour’ pilot. of : Most. ‘significant of all ‘fs the to get,service on the air now.
“Participation,” FCC said of the
“Bachelor Quarters” . from pack- ‘move just made.
“by Benton & interiin. arrangement, “should not
‘Dick: Linkroum,
who WaS|Rowles, presumably on behalf

Gulf Wants Out
On McGee Show

CHRYSLER BUYING
| development of two. Goodson-Tod-|.. _
“Gulf Oil wants out. of {fs spon“Rhodes 3” and _
HOPE (EX-BUICK)
gorship- of the weekly NBC-TV. “Sun Valley.”
‘man

“half-hour “Here
& Now,”
the
‘Frank McGee-fronted -hews ‘stanza.
on Friday nights. Bankroller wants
the: relief. after. 13 ‘weeks, but it’s

understood. that while Gulf

ap-|)

half-hours,

CBS-TY ‘Great Challenge’
To Tane Shows Abroad|

After being wedded to a Buick
for a few years, Bob Hope is going
{to start doing his tv travelling. in
a Chrysler.. Chrysler -has . bought
‘one.of the Hope hourlong spécials
‘to be aired on NBC-TV in-January.

Steve Allen Satire On
_ ‘Ben Casey’ Uptempos
Unhappiness With ABC
Friction between Steve Allen
and the ABC-TV network came

to the surface
this week in a claim

by Allen that ABC-TV execs were
attempting to° censor a
sequence
on. his show

(Wed.),

satirical
tonight

ABC execs flatly denied

the charge, stating that they had

even more thoroughiy than prepared comedy.
Audience Participation
In any ease, Goodson said television is at its best when it does
“actualities,” either in the straight .
documentary form or in the game ~
shows where the actuality has been
transformed for entertainment pur«
poses. Whereas the scandal-killed
quiz shows only “flagellated the

public with the same nerve ending
of bigger money prizes and were
on their way out in any case,”
Goodson
said genuine
audience
participation shows must have varied and complex appeal to a dl-

(Continued on page 40)

Deborah Kerr’s
90-Min. Special

London, Nov. 14.
American
Broadcasting Co. is
originally announced a couple o:
0 produce
two tv specials in
-weeks ago that Allen was doing a
Evidently. ‘appeals
are being. for. the first . time ©will. vidtape concern ‘will buy a second Hope
London this month—addition for
made -to Gulf's Pittsburgh man- ‘shows abroad, with at least two’ show. for later in’.the season, but sketch. titled. “Dr. Ben Dedicated” the hour leng Bing Crosby starrer,
‘that’s not set.
agement by NBC brass to keep the | slated for overseas shooting.
which was a takeoff on ABC-TV's| there will be a 90-minute special
sponsor ‘in. the. 10:30-11 p.m. Slot . First of four special hour symMeantime, Chrysler already has own, click: series, “Dr. Ben Casey.” with Deborah Kerr. Both programs
through ‘the rest ‘of ‘the season.
posiums wilt be telecast: ‘Dec... 7, | four other programs specified for. An ABC statément said the net- |will have British guestars.
Gulf under: the present.cireum-. ‘Thursday, -at 10°p.mi., ‘the slot usu-. . airing — on NBC: this’ winter and work “has made no attempt. to : The Crosby specia! is one of
stances, ‘reportedly intends con- ‘ally occupied by “CBS Reports.” spring: over. NBC-TV:. After the censor or in any way. to change the the yearly four he does for ABC
tinuing sponsorship. of NBC News Titled, “The. Third ‘Giant: Alterna- first Hope, it’ll be Lerner & Loewe. program.” while the Kerr show—her
first
“Instant specials.” These. ‘are’. the tives - ‘Ahead for’ Western Europe,” | in February, a Milton Berle-Jack.
Flareup, however, is believed to'for tv—is so far unsponsored.
Arthur} reflect a growing unhappiness oni Neither program can he sold {a
Arregularly.: aired
stanzas.. buile } it. will originate. in Paris .with Benny: jaunt in March,
around current major news events: : David -Schoenbrun ‘as. the. pro- Freed’s. “Hollywood: Melody” -and -both. sides over the poor ratings: commercial tv stations here hbe_ .Young :& Rubicam, the Gulf ad’ gram’s _host: and »narrator. _Mem- the last of the present’ Chrysler that Alfien’s show have been col-j cause of the current Equity strike,
is. .presumably
worried bers of-‘the’ symposium
.. agency;
Jlecting. High initial hopes for the; ABC obtained special perimission
will. be: specials, will:be on Radio City.
about. the felatively low ratings announced -at a later: date.. ProChrysler. is: still -not “completely Allen show have now given way to'from Equity to tape these shows
being. - garnered by. .the McGee ducer of “Great, Challarige”* - is pinned down, at.’ NBC-TV. insofar a virtual conviction that it won’t be on the under-tanding that would
‘stanza.
.
‘Warren, V: -Bush..
|not be offered to the indies.
as. time slots are eoncerned.
ton the network next season,

. patently can get out contractually

“the case is not yet closed.”

CBS-TV’s “The Great Challenge” Could ibe, too, that the automotive
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Beastng Industry's $1,866,300,00
Revenues in ‘60, an Increase of8.3%;|

“Brerglades’ Sales

~The Anemic West

More sales have been registered

on: Ziv-UA’s “Everglades” skein.
Falstaff bought the ‘series for
KOMU, Columbia-Jefferson
City, |
Mo.; . Summers-Hermann,
Ford
| dealer, WLKEY,
Louisville;
and
Ford Ideal Laundy & Dry Cleaning, ;

Combined AM- IV Profits Rise 2.87,
Washington. Nov.
S. broadeasting Nduciry |

The U.
reked in a cool $1.866.300,G00 in
revenues
Curing
recession-year
36@t-—a bullish 8.357 jump over
1959.
Combined radio and television
profits vaulted
9.6% to7
$290.600.000 last year.

Sccipter

-

ures were talled up as Federal
Communications
Commission
released its compilation
of profit-

loss data for AM and..FM outlets.
television
financial:
FCC’s
1960
rundown, showing a 9° increase
in revenues to $1,268.600,000. was

hos written on amusing piece on the status symbol in TV

_.

*

6

upcoming

56th. Anniversary Number
of

is due to’ open

under

radio stations, 18 ‘of them,. eollec-

tively registered the biggest loss -listed for’ any single market—
$341,138 on the minus side. In 1959, the. same. number of. stations...

managed to eke out a total $32,759 profit. ”

Desi; Hatin Syndication Ring,

‘London, Nov. .14.
Edward J. Danziger is planning
‘to leave London for New York be_fore. the end ofthe month to com|Plete a deal for his latest vidpic
series
“Richard -the Lionheart,”
i which is. currently being completed

tat the New Elstree Studios.

‘The same. general pattern. was. also evident in FCC’s previously |

But. San Francisco-Oakland

Lionheart’ Series|
,series

Many Western area stations. showed a collective deficit in their
1960 .operations, according. to FCC. final. tabulation of financial
data from. radio stations. |

. released television financial report, although in the case of tv
there. was an ev en greater. concentration of losing markets .‘West of:
the Mississippi.
. Bright spot in the Western radio ‘picture was: ‘the L.A. -Long
Beach Market Where 30 stations during 1960.made a total $3,154,931 profit (before Federal income taxes) \as- against $3.074, 737° :
garnered by 29 stations the year before,

Danziger’:New

cnother bright Feature In the

mmade public last August.
The radio industry collectively
enjoyed a 6.77 hike in revenues
last year to $597,700.000.
With
expenses
totalling
$551.800.000,
radio wound up with a $45,900.000

WDar, Kansas -City.

tation
sales - include
Wi Ss,
WwWinston-Salem; and KVI1Q, Eureka,
Cal.

t

Sol Saks

Kho Savs
|
Geshundeit To Who?

The tinal broadcast financial fig-

"Washington, Nov. 14:
The ‘West — California in.particular — appears to have more
than its share of AM-FM metropolitan markets in anemic shape.

ForOwn Productand Other Indies

|

The|the

;
Hollywood, Nov. 14, .
| Associated-Rediffusion banner: on
Video's.
Desilu’ Productions has. thrown:
tthe
British .commercial. network
i hat. into the syndication ‘ring,
‘within the next week or. two.
‘announcing: the formation of a
profit—8.3°c above 1959.
chorts ond articles.
- Danziger, who with his brother
subsidiary called
Desilu Sales,
whimsleally _anvisions @ Summit
The
four
national
radio
net. Harry Lee, has been active in BritInc., to. distribute its backlog of
of
the
world's
best
wits.
works, counting their 19 o&0’s.
ish production ‘for a number of |:
product both in domestic and fore
te (humorously) help end: the.
shared in the upbeat, but only to eee
Re
eet
here
Ce
years, has turned out a tele series
eign markets. .
-eold wer with their hot ene.
the extent of cutting their loss|
ievery year ior the last eight. years,
_ Richard © W. Dinsmore, former
liners In @ whimsy titled
figures.
Revenues for the radio
‘in
addition
toa
very
active
feature
||
|
western sales manager for Screen.
webs
rose
from
$60.400,000
in
.film schedule: A few years back
Gems, was named v.p. and general
1959 to $63.000.000 last year—a
j they built their own six stage stumanager of Desilu Sales, with Desi |
4.3% hike.
The collective loss
dios at Elstree, but now they. in-Arnaz as: president. Arnaz: also ig |
for the networks in 1960 was retend
putting
the
lot
on
the
market
||
prexy
of: parent company Desilu
Ported
at $3.000.000
as against
*
« ©
at-the end of the year as they plan |
Productions.
$4.500.000 the year before.
encther
bright
Feature.
In
the
to-cut
down
on
volume
of
producIt
was
stated that Desilu Sales :
Revenue figures are comprised
upcoming
{tion and only make one big feaJ also will -be ‘equaipped. fo. handle.
of time, talent and program sales
|ture every year or two. Washington. Nov: 14.
-sales
and
syndication for ‘other-less commissions.
Profits are be| 56th Anniversary Number
These are the biggest AXM- FM * In Britain. the: Danziger brothers
indie producers and owners of
fore Federal income tax.
| series, feature films and animated
Sale of network radio time de-- metropolitan areas, according to; were among the pioneers in vidpie
| Series.
clined by 1 7‘c last year, $35.000- Federal Communications Commis- ; production long before commercial
VARIETY
1960
financial
compilation. jtv. was considered a possibility, and
Desilu shows immediately’ avafle000.
This was offset by a 7.46% ;son
Plus other. statistical and data-filled. able for foreign and domestic synlisted the fallowing ‘among other firsts they claim the
jump
in national
spot sales to— ‘Commission
charts ead orticles.
dication
include -“Desilu_ ‘Play
$202.100.000.
Station sales to lo- ‘radio markets as garnering up- i credit for.-having put a satellite
+/ house,”
“Ann
Sothern. © Slow,”
cal advertisers rose 7.3°c above _wards of $1,000,000 last year in; -into orbit. a year beforé- the Rus-:
“The
Texan," “Guestward : Ho,"
the 1959 figures to $3€5.300.000. . : Tevenues ‘time, talent and program }| Sians with -their feature “Satellite
“Those Whiting’ Girls,” “Harrigan
Despite
the overajl
bulge in: sales less commissions!. Broadcast (in the Sky” for Warner Bros., and
and Son,” the .original two-part,
revenues and profits, 33°r of the _income (profit ‘before Federal in-;‘to have made one of the first 'Brit‘ish horror pix, “Devil Girl from
stations
reporting
to, “come tax) are also listed.
two hour version. of “The Un3.470 AM
“Akron. four stations. $1.893.863;-Mars,”. almost 10 years ago.
touchables” and the two-part, twoFCC showed a loss for their 1960!
Before they came to Britain, the
However, this was a ‘revenue. $516 906 income: -Albany‘hour special; “Counter-Intelligence.
operations.
nine
‘stations, !‘Danzigers operated ‘a dubbing stuCorp.
slight improvement over the year,‘ Schenectady-Troy,
fdio
in the U.S. .way back in 1945,
before, when 34.7°° of AX outlets .' $2,456 164 revenue. $110.429 loss;}
The. full inventory. of “The Unnine
stations. $1-: were one of the. first producers. to |
were in the red.
The indie FM , Albuquerque.
touchables” has been cleared for
outlets ‘those not operated with :314.095 revenue. $15.755 income;j:make a film in New. York, on nat-|
immediate
foreign
distribution.
an AM licensee) remained in frail ‘Allenfown-Bethlehem-Easton. eight ural locations and had Henry FonAlso. currently in negotiation are
future distribution plans -for 14.
shape with 77.1% or 168 in the ‘stations. $1.523.429 revenue, $159.- da. Marlene Dietrich and John GarScreen
Gems
hit
a
total-income:
‘090 income: Atlanta, 18 stations, ‘field play surprise walk-on bits in of $55.821,052 in its last fiscal
of the “Lucille. Ball-Desi
hole last year.
| episodes:
©
$547. 195. n- | Jigsaw” in 1947. They were also year, ending July 1, 1961. The net Arnaz Show”. originally- telecast on
For the 2.303 AM stations mak- |*$4.470, 376
revenue.
ing a profit in 1960 -out of 3.381. ,come; Baltimore. 15 statiens, $5. the first producers to. make a film ‘income was $2,665.371 or $1.05 per CBS-TV..’.
which operated for the full year’, -669.599 revenue, $872.989 income; |wholly on location in’ Spain in share. on the -2,538,400 shares of
_ Arnaz. stated that the. formation:
the median profit, was pegged at: Baton Rouge. six stations, $1,027,- 1949, when they filmed “Babes in outstanding common stock. Both of Desilu Sales-for the ‘Syndication
with Paulette Goddard
. half of the 1527 revenue, $33,023 income:. Beau- Bagdad”
$10,800 by FCC,
figures represent new highs for of-Desilu’s filmed inventory is in..
w ere above
and |mont-Port Arthur. eight statiorts, and Gypsy Rose: Lee.. It was in Screen Gems, which lately became. no way connected with the studio’s.
money-makers
In 1959, $1 -009.427 income, $2.184 loss: Bir- ‘Spain, too, that they started the independent of Columbia Pictures. recent arrangement with General
half below this figure.
AM outlets in full--vear operation imingham, 12 stations, $2.261.206 color labs in. Madrid now run by
The new gross income high of Artists Corp. for national network
a median!irevenues, $101.712 loss; ‘Boston. 17 Dannielle Aragonez.
numbered -2.174 with
| nearly $56,000,000 compares to the sales of new programming.
stations, $9.479.931
revenue, §1,profit of $10,300.
In an optimistic accompanying

VARIETY

Louis Derman .

Pizs other statistical and date-filled:.

A City-by-City
Scorecard On
Radios Income

|

lt Was—-.
Laugh Or Perish

GrossIncome, Net
Hit New Levels In
SG Annual Report

$41,690,402 run up by SG the year
before.
Company's. latest -net Statement Arnaz commented: “We
capital ° was -$8,260,280, ; have studied the distribution-syn-

There were 1.078 AM losers last 755, 647 income; Buffalo, 11 sta-.
year with a median loss of $8.500, , tions, $4.408.651 revenue, $235,-

as against 1.074 in 1959
median Ioss was $7.200.

when

the

The 3.451 AM

working

237 income; Canton. five’ stations,
$1.031.411
revenue,
$116.686 “in-

)

down

stations reporting ; come: Cedar Rapids. three stations,
Ziv-UA and ‘United: Artists AS
revenue.
$186.853 into FCC took in a total of $528,877.- 1$1.380,609
Charlette,
seven
stations, sociated. both wholly-owned sub000 in revenues—a 6.8°c. increase |come;
‘sids. of United Artists, now have
—out of which came a $51,324,000 $1,558.900 revenue, $103.281 loss.
Also:
Chattanooga,
eight
sta-! their. -print and: booking. .departprofit—s.9°¢ above 1959.
—
FM outlets reported $9.400.000 tions, $1.323,402 revenue; $43.699° ments in Cincinnati.
Consolidation move :will not afin revenues, ef which $5,800,000 income; Chicago,: 25 stations, -$23,revenue, $7.371,017
in- fect the sales force of the respecwas from independents and the 506,395
Cincinzati,
eight stations, tive organizations. UAA, which disbalance from those operated by come;
features and
cartoons,
$5.294,661 revenue, $1.231.944. in- tributes
AMers.
Same
Cleveland,
nine’ stations. will retain its sales force.
Broken down into profit group- come:
holds
true
of
Ziv-UA.
Rumiors:
of
$6,750,526
revenue,
‘$1,054.684
in(Continued on page 38}

CBS % Stake
In Trinidad TV)

come; Columbus, six stations, $3.-. eonsolidation of sales forces were
246. 782 rvenue, $475,324 income; discounted by company execs.

Jation

of 826,000.

CBS

engineers

now are in Trinidad conducting
a survey pricr to construction.
Company currently is associated
with local interests in tv production companies in Argentina and
Peru, and has an agreement with
RAI of Italy.
Negotiations are

under way for possibile CBS equity participations in tv -stations
in
several other countries.

$800,000

from

the. ication

situations

for. more than

last time were $9,705,151 in con- greater than it has been. for many
trast to the former $6,382,280. In- years. The increasirig .demand for
formation was contained in the programming in the second-run
SG annual report issued last week. markets now. offers excellent Ope.
portunity for increased revenue.” ot
SG

reported

that

it now

has.a}

larger sales backlog than at any
other time in its history. Contractual commitments in ty at the
end

of

the

1961

fiscal

year. (for

WBKB FolkMusic

programs to be delivered in. ’62)|
hit $21,800,000. There were only|
$17,400,000 in ‘advance. commit |.

Special as Pilot

|. Move of. UAA, which ‘encom- ments: the previous time around.
| Dasses. the company’s IBM record:
-Chicago, Nov 14,
: keeping department, to Cincinnati
‘Kitchens of Sara Lee will sponwas described to be in the interests’
‘|sor an ‘hourlong folk music specia?
of :greater efficiency.
Economies.
‘on -WBKB next. month, .which ‘Js
resulting .from- the consolidation.
to be a- pilot for a proposed net.
was another factor.
work series, pending any takers.
New
York Daily
News indie Jim MeGinn, Frank Fried and Bill.
troit, 11 stations. $10.828.933 reve:
-WPIX has scheduled a six-hour kid. Friedkin are partnered in the ownnue, $3,077.345 income; Duluth-Suspecial for Christmas day.
. ership of the property. . .
perior, eight stations, $1.055,594
Titled “Christmas Party,” the. The local spec, which is tobe. .
revenue. $24,117 income; E] Paso,
seven stations, $1.032,523 revenue,
marathon kidvid spread will run} aired Dec. 6, will feature the: Weave .
from 10 a.m. till 4 p.m.-with Ward ers, Josh: White,. Chad - Mitchell.
$100.837 income: Flint, Mich., six |.
(Grey Advertising). and Trio, Kathleen O’Grady and the
stations, $1,224.627 revenue, $4.364'|- “Comedy Capers,” the two-reel- Baking
loss; Fort Wayne,
four stations, ers made by Hal Roach and Mack Bosco (Donahue & Coe) spliting | Second City Players. It: was taped
$1,602,243
revenue,
$367.163
in- Sennett 40 years ago, which are ‘the tab.
+ live on the campus of the’ Dniiv. of
come; Fort Worth, seven stations, being released by National Telepix
In Christmas’ setting, station’ s Chicago.
$2.237,861
revenue,
$33.967
in- for children’s programming,. have. several kidvid emcees will conduct
come.
.
been switched into later hour the various segments. It’s the third.
Honolulu’s 117G. Loss
viewing for’ adults by several sta- ‘year the station has preempted
In addition:
Fresno, nine sta- ‘tions. Latter group of stations regular programming for the. tot
tions, $1,711,873 revenue, _$14.163 bought the. series initially for strict spread.
six sta-. kiddie programming.
income;
Grand
Rapids.
tions, $1,557,208 revenue, $95:842
James Conley has joined ABC-°
WBAL, .Baltimore, has slotted |:‘
income:
Hartford,
five stations, “Comedy Capers” for a Wednesday | :
TV. National -‘Station Sales.as. vice-$2,303,965 revenue,
$402.246 in- night. half-hour series at 7 p.m.
prexy.‘and general manager,’ Tee.
Kansas City, Nov. 14.
come; Honolulu, 12 stations, $2,- WFGA,
placing ‘Edwin T. Jamesom, whe
Jacksonville,
Fla.
has
218,599
revenue,
$177.385
loss: timed the two-reelers for Sunday
Radio-tv exec John T. Schilling. resigned.
National Station Sales,
Houston,
11 stations, $4,398,939 viewing preceding
which
represents ABC’s. 0&0’s for
flicked
the
switch
on
his
active
the National
revenue, $803,248 income; India- League pro football. games. WSM, ‘career yesterday after 47 years in spot. business
was launched a
napolis, six stations, $3,494,419 Nashville,
has resjotted the series broadcasting. He retires from his few months. ago..
revenue, $693,033 income; Jackson- for6 p.m., hoping to catch adults, position as v.p. of KMBC-AM-TYV,
Conley
comes
to ABC
from
ville. 10 stations, $1.747, ‘284 reve- as well as kiddies.
Philadelphia,
where
Some stations but wll continue in an advisory WCAU-TV,
nue, $106,061 income; Kansas City, are scheduling the two-reelers be- eapacity with Metropolitan Broad- he had been general sales manager
(Continued on page 38)
since 1958.
casting, the new. owners.
fore the late movie.
Dallas, 12 stations, $4.355,397 reve-

nue, $188,707 income: Dayton, five
stations, $2,575.318 revenue, $612,{236 income; Denver, 17 stations,
|$4.082158 revenue,
$171.002
income; Des Moines. six stations. $2,290,866. revenue, $84.993 loss: De--

CBS, increasing its foreign holdjngs, has ohtainea an interest in a
tv station to be constructed in
Trindad, British West Indies.
Participating with CBS in ownership of the new station will be
Rediffusion (West Indies) Ltd., an
affiliate of Associated Rediffusion
of England: government of Trinidad
and Tobago: and Scottish. Television, Ltd., of which Roy H. Thoms0n is principal owner. Thomson
owns newspapers in Canada, EngJand, Scotland, Trinidad, and radio
stations in Canada and Trinidad.
New tv facility will be the first
gn Trinidad, an island with a popu-

nearly

year ending June 25,1960.
But a year and it is our firm. opinion ©
capital and retained earnings this that the market potential is now

WPIX's MARATHON
XMAS KIDVID SPREAD

‘Comedy Capers’ oReclers
Yenned by.Adults, Too

Conley as ABC.V Veep.
On Nat’l Station Sales

Schilling Retires

_ Wednesday, November 15, 1961:

LOCAL TV &

DISTAIBS' i
I ns. hhCleve (AsElsewhere)
teBig

~ Max
jorsRelease 600Post-Bs

“ON RELIGENSING) Station Rivalry Is Surpassed By

Tally: on ‘post-” 48s made available’ to ty by the. ‘majors. in ‘the. ..|:
relatively recent past :numbers. close to.600 pix. Largest. number of
--post-'48s. is being marketed: by Columbia subsid Screen’ Gems,
which: has‘.210 Columbia. ‘post-’ 48s .‘and another’ package of ‘about

50 post-'48 ‘action pix.
Others

in the

post-’48. roll are Warner

-Bros., which

sold

off

The: -pre-"48 -yaultees
of the
120 titles, and 20th-Fox; which ‘released 140° pix of more :recent
‘Majors’ command: their own glamor
vintage. -Metro has a sinall. post-’48 package,. and. ditto United Art‘on ty,.as the. pix-to-tv biz dresses
ists, which releases through United: Artists: ‘Associated.
| up- with fresher product. Glamor|.
' ‘Holdouts in the post-'48 racé include. Paramount Pictures and - of. the. oldies lies in a $67,500,000
Universal- ‘International, among the majors,
‘price tag. the estimated revenue
—— potential -yet: to:be earned by the
pre-'48s. of the. majors..
|
The-. estimate is‘.made’ as. more
and. more: distribs are relicensing
their ptee-48s, to.tv'stations through- |]:

ANew FCC Wrinkle: Renewal Of

Station Licenseon
¢ |15-Month Bu

Newspapers lV Magazine Battle

the oldies-of the major companies,
Metro, Paramount, Warner Broth-

Washington, Nov., 14..

’

“Agent-Turned Producer

Giving a new. twist to the short- }

term’ .renewal . weapon,. ‘Federal | .
Communications Commission is]

trying. '15-and 18. month renewals, has an “Interesting: commentary : on.
out for -size..
.
“ "the wasteland" in his treatise
. Departing. from Its past practice iz
ot‘one-year renewals for’ suspected a
Comes The
errant ‘outlets (three. years. ‘is the
:
‘regular term), FCC. gave “WBRO; ia
. ‘Waynesboo,. Ga., a. 15-month lease

“on. life and a-rep rimanding. letter.

WSME, Sanford, Me., got. an 18-{]

7 Revolution
e

|} another important ‘Editorial Feature

in the upcoming

month renewal and a scolding mis-‘}: 56th
sive.
‘The. Georgis. ;“station -was told.
that it. -had. failed ‘to. carry. any.
‘programs. at al! in. the- categories |
as promised.

eo.

FCC wrote, “falls’short of the

Amount

.of. residual.

values

in

‘dilutes. the

residual

values

.others

and. as

~ WARIETY

Plus other statistical: aad. data-fi Ned
charts ‘and: articles.
de-|]

the

of

time- goes on:

‘oldies.
. There are some general rules of
; ‘thumb,
though,
which _ distribs
have for estimating the relicensing:
|

published a full tabloid size Saturday section containing considerable tv-radio space.
But around Sept. 1 the Plain
~~
Dealer announced it was shrinking

its tab as of Sept. 16 to half-tdb

7x10 size. printed. in ro‘ozravure
instead of letterpress. and devoted
almost entirely to tv.
: The
Press
&
News
reacted

Plus other statistical and data-filled

pared to a two-year deal, with
The
strict’ limitations
on. runs.
| other - vital factor, in estimating
the potential of. return deals, is
the strength .of the library. Pix in
some . libraries. hold up better than
in

Plain Dealer and the Press & News

In the

VARIETY

com-

charts and articles,

|].

belongs,

The
competition
started
two
months ago and is getting hotter
if anything.
Before then, both the

56th Anniversary Number
,

around for.a second time, after’ pix
were sold on a seven-year licensing period. with unlimited runs,

the three sta-

it properly

has the hest tv program mazazine.
{Situation is symptomatic of what’s
happening in a number of other
cities as well.—Editor’s Note.]

*

‘another bright Feature
upcoming

libraries varies with the strength
of the product and the deals initially made. Apparently, -‘coming

{ quickly. promising a 5x7-inch

Danny Kaye Pic’s
bity Deal For
$3,000,000 Nixed:

mat

magazine

ly-successful
TV Guide.

similar

for-

to the high-

Cleveland edition of
And the Press beat

the PD to the punch by promising
the first issue of its little wonder
Sept. 9. a full week ahead of the
| competition, and appearing Friday
.each. week
thenceforth,
a day
‘ahead of the PD's announced Satjirdas publication date.
The fur flew, and ty, which both
It’ s no turkey, but one of video!Ss:cine far
alw ays consider ed a
visionary
schemers
sure
‘directly competing medium for the
Thanksgiving plans for it:
tad bucks, benefitted out of hand.
‘The two-hour feature film, “Hans |
battles
between
! Christian .Andersen.”’ --out of the: ! Promotional
1Sam Goldwyn bundie that’s neyer ‘mewspapers are nothing new, but
been released. to tv and starring! the one here is odd because it is

Anniversary “Number ' ‘more and more post-'48 titles will}
|-be added to the tv pool, sharpening
Of
the struggle of survival . for the

and =talk

This: dereliction,

&

where

but between the toun's two newspapers.
And it's over which one

The Birthday
—The Big One

- Pictures and. RKO Pictures,
—e

James j. Geller.|

:tiens,

(not 39!, a la Jack Benny), in
’ q@ humorous treatise

|

Cleveland, Nov. 14.
real area of tv competition

there is not among

Sam Kurtzman
details the trayail of turning 49

ers, 20th-Fox, Universal, Columbia

—

The

Hollywood Scripter

out the country. It is confined to.

of education,. discussion

SYNDICATION

{potential of pix. .Most. libraries,
distribs figure,.- will. have to retire
about 40°. ‘of their product. Those
{real oldies; with faded -stars and
out of style. . themés and stories.
‘just won't. be able ‘to keep their.
heads up in- the. sales and rating!
In the case of both outlets,. Fec}:
| race. The. estimate of 40% » is even;; Danny. Kaye, was being offered as jthe first instance of hot competi-toderscored fact: they. were. the]
jtion in some years between PD
Breater
on some libraries.
a unique |holiday spread by Matty
sole -AMers in their communities...
cand Press. It is the common thing
- Commissioners Roset Hyde and T. |:
Some distribs ‘with better prod- | Fox,
ifor .the. heads of both papers to
Fox
was
offering
the
picture
on!
-uct feel that after the weakies are }
"A: M. Craven. voted .for: the: limjlunch together at the dim, august
taken out of: their particular ' li- |stations in the top 60 markets to
ited renewals but against the:det :
fortress-like
Union
Club,
“Hollywood, ‘Nov. 14. -| brary, the remaining pix will be be slotted.four consecutive nights, and
ters..
there to agree on such little items
..|.
American: Federation: of TeleviThanksgiving
Day,
able. to gross from 50°% to 75% beginning
1as simultaneously raising the price
sion and Radio Artists (AFTRA).
around
6
p.m.
on
most
outlets.
of -their original fees, ‘That's the:
of papers. agreeing. not to hire
Ir
on Curtain Salesénded_
its 123-day strike against
Price to a single sponsor, who
‘each other’s reporters. and adopt'KFWB last Saturday. (11) by inking + target,. How realistic::the 50% to would get 48 commercials, was be- |;
‘ing a common party line of action
a. ‘three-year Pact. with . the ‘L.A: 75° ‘goal. for the betiter oldies is
‘remains. to be seen, in. the face. of tween. $3,000.000 and $4,000.000. lin the face of union difficulties.
"|station,
.With the package came a promise
A. joint state. vent by Robert Pur challenges of that estimate from
laissez faire policy regardother distribs who point to the!
of about $500,000 in national mag-. ingThisnewspaper
cell, prexy” ¢!
Crowell-Coltier,
competition
cliazine advertising.
ownér.of the station, and Claude. growing number of post-’48 ‘pix.
;maxed
in January
of last year
While most potential buyers saw !
On ‘Silents Please: McCue, local, AFTRA exec secre- -being. drawn into the market.
{when The Forest City Publishing
the
run
as
pulling
possibly
one
of
:
-London; Nov,, 14. -|tary, asserted that ‘‘complete ac- _For the first time out, ‘it’s.esti- the biggest audiences in tv history, |Co.. PD publisher, sold its afterFremantle... International
has-! cord. on. all. issues’ was rasehat 4 ‘mated: that the ‘major. pre-'48
noon
paper, The
News,
to the
grossed in
the they still felt the price was too i Scripps-Howard-owned
made its first major ~ penetration |Strike” action had generated con- ' libraries. have
Press.
In
!
‘behind the iron curtain. ‘The deal | siderable. acrimony. betwesa two ; neighborhood of $270,000,000: Li- high. Undaunted, Fox counter- -of- jeffect
it folded a losing operation
fered
the
picture
and
time
free
in!
-was. closed. earlier in: the. month ;sides.:.| braries, .as “noted previously, -en- .
‘and
S-H
is
believed
to
have
picked
by Angela Cuthbertson,. managing.!
.:One of the interesting ‘aspects of: compass Metro, Paramount, War- exchange for several million dol- tup the severance pay tab and paid
Universal- lars worth of sponsor product. But iilittle else for having its compeGirector
of "Talbot
"Television, { the ‘settlement is the fact: -three ners, - 20th-Fox, RKO,
advertisers: figured the giant barter
which is the British company that. KFWB execs, who were expelled International and Columbia.
distribution :ition removed.
would
bétch
has-the United Kingdom and. Euros by. -the talent union and: :fined’} _» After the ‘weakies are taken out ‘| deal
Since then the status quo has
~
pean representation for Fremantle, |$5.000 each last Aug. '3 for “strike of the libraries, and in toto the channels.
How
did
Fox
get
hold
of “Hans?” :‘not been broken until the Battle
Miss Cuthbertson, wha claims to} breaking” activity, are. enabled. to ‘weakies' are in’ the hundreds, it’s
‘of
the TV Magazines began to rage.
be the only.international - femme jcontinue with the-station. A union’ ‘roughly. estimated.that the. residu- His. only comment was, “I don’t’ , “Both are claiming they have the
ty sales executive ‘in ‘the’ world |Spokesman explained that the three. al value of. the. oldies.will run in own it now, and I never owned it.” ' best tv mags in the universe,”
and the youngest television. sales |.
aré. no: longer AFTRA.: members, the neighborhood of 25%,-the per- Nevertheless, a. printed promotion:‘wrote Press Reporter Al Ostrow
piece made the Madison Ave. buy-_
-.woman, has just completed a ‘swing|-hence not covered by the new: pact.
-greé ‘of. responsibility. ‘which -‘the

Commission: has a right to expect |

KFWB &AFTRA
SignPactAfter.
123-Day Strike!

of ‘its licensees.””..FCC did ‘take
note of efforts: by. WBRO to: make
‘amends, “WSME: was told: ’ about |.
the same thing.

‘

through

‘Europe.

; whieh

ineluded

jLAL

three: will’ ‘retain ‘their

station

‘centage - encompassing

the

entire

ing circuit.

.

jin the Page One

|

Ball Book.

And

they are.
| field of the. majors. That-25% estifirst time ‘visits to>.Prague.and. Bel- ‘duties, according to Purcell,
| mate is figured against the $270,- “Although the deal fell through
“All the davy’s tv listings on. one
for the: Thanksgiving holiday. it's i
grade.
‘Terms of the new.pact includes .000,000
page.” boomed the PD in Page 1
grossed the initial ‘time

In “Prague, Miss Cuthbertson |DASe wages,for staff,announcers

made det with
ie Sateen ‘I, of $187.50, escalating. to $197.50
for

:a series ‘o

said to be still in the offing, but|
promo Dlasts.
‘around, resulting in the. ‘estimated. at: substantially reduced tab..
“A handy size.
residual. price tage of $67,500,000,

ents | the second yeat-and $205 the third. ‘glamorous

numbers

in anybody" 'S

Please”. featurets, which. will ‘be. ‘Union originally had. sought: $200 , | ‘Books,delivered in groups of. six.. Pay-. as first year base pay, but later:
Reports on the current pix-to-tv.
ment. {s being made in dollars.
‘reduced: its demand. to. $195.
(Continued on.- page 42: .
Negotiations: are: now’ “being con“cluded: for the same series’ to: besold ta the Yugoslavs, and that. will.

means

that “Silents Please” will

_ have’ been sold to. every. ‘territory

Peter. Gunn,’ Now OF
|:-SyntieEntry, Repacted

WOR-TY’s ‘Twist Segs

type,”

intoned

Biz, easy to read
the Press just as

blatantly.
:
CraigStevens SetFor
‘The tv,tab fight threatened at
times to push the Berlin crises
ATY’s ‘Man of World’:
(Continued
‘ontinued on
on page 4
35)
$3,000,000 Series |
.

Hollywood, “Nov.

14.

NBC Angola Show

Craig Stevens, who had played:
-”
“RKO. General's. New York ~
| Peter Gunngin the series by the
in. Europe: excepting. the U.K. outlet’ WOR-TV will ‘be top_ping. one kind: of.a grind with . ‘same title. has’ been lined up by
In’ Germany Miss Cuthbertson |
another by ‘the end ‘of the ‘| Associated TeleVision, of Britain,
is. making: a deal for “Terrible|'
Those. oft-web Syndie ‘series are}.
to star-in.a one-hour vidfilm series,
Ten,” the first Australian chil-- getting an: encore in many markets | '. Week. tentatively. titled
“Man
of the
“Million Dollar’ ‘Movie. ” the
” dren’s drama series, -which-has- around ‘the country; that is, being |:
NBC-TV's
‘White
Paper”
on
'
World:”
;
nightly feature film grind, will
already been tele.
soldstation
to three
‘cormumerciat
3. British repurchased by the stations. that
' ATV has committed $3,000,000: Angola is the first one-shot pubbe followed by The Twist, new
_ pearried the. network original. :
j for the series of one hour drama affairs stanza. sold by the network's
grind dance that has the nation
7
Case in point is cited by Official
adventures, to be shot at various international division in so many
swinging. from the. hips.
1 Films, .which reports ‘that “Peter |--- ‘The Twist,. in‘ fact,. will be
locations
throughout
the world. .countres. There were 16 nations,
Wolper Expands,
Gunao,”. which ended ‘a three-year
featured - throughout
the day — ‘| Shooting starls Dec. 22 in the south jin all, which bought. the hour tele.
Hollywood, Nov. 14..
network. run last Sept. 25, is mak-.|: - via ‘a- series. of three five-originally
of France and Greece so that the vim that was shown
Another
office
building,.. ad-. ing a return in close to 30 markets ‘..miriute shorties and nine. onefirst. episode in the series can be } ‘here.
Jacent to Wolper Productions re- now, “or about two- thirds of the |: minute lessons. vidtaped in.
It’s understood that Itaiz, one
ready for the ‘upcoming selling
cently-acquired building, has been total sales.
~.;
. -- -WOR's studio with rér twister | | Season.
‘of the nation’s buying the Angola
taken over: by David L. Wolper to. . Among the ABC-TV ‘and NBCMichael Nidorf. board chairman program, paid the hizhest price yet
Chubby. Checker;
Beginning
house additional staffers, Leasing TV affiliates that .are reordering’
-of Independent Television Corp., for -a single pubaffairs stanza;
Friday (17), the minutes will
of still another building. is. planned the show are KGO, San Francisco;. .: be slotted every hour on the.
and Leslfe Harris, ATV film head: | figure is believed to be $1,000.
next month by. the expanding firm. ‘KYW,.. Cleveland; ’WXEX, Rich- | hour. from 9-a.m,* till 6 p.m.
| negotiated for ATV and Eddie Other buyers were Switzerland,
“Sound facilities for making doc- ‘mond: KTVI, | St. Louis; KMBC,
The: five-minute segs will be- Dukoff, Stevens personal manager Engiand (BBC:, Holland, Belgium,
acted for the star. ITC is a wholly France, West Germany, Sweden,
-Slotted at 10:55 a.m., 4:55 p.m.
-umentaries also’ have. been ex-. Kansas City; WFBM, Indianapolis;
owned. subsid of ATV. Stevens and Austria, Denmark, Norway, Fin-panded at Wolper Productions, KPRC;- Houston; KCPX,. Salt. Lake : and directly. following. the
Harris are slated to hold confabs land, Japan, Australia, the Philip"final showing of. “Million Dol‘which this week installed $50, 000. City; -WSM, |Nashville;
“Tar Movie,” at, about midnight.
in London on production plans,
penes and Hong Kong.
worth of new equipment.
~
4 Tucson; and others.

“By Same. Affil Stations|

| KGUN,

f

Into 16 Countries

26

JaRIETY

|

‘Wednesday, November 15, 1961

In counting the house last week, this machine
It’s the Nielsen Audimeter,? of course,
electronic recorder of television tuning.

venture and dramatic shows as beingresponsible:
Cheyenne, Ben Casey, Rifleman, Hawaiian Eye,.

In thus demonstrating, the first week after the

|Naked City, Ozzie & Harriet, Donna Reed, Real

Time Change, that there are more good times

McCoys, My Three Sons, Flintstones,
77 Sunset

(by half-hours) to behad on ABC, the Audimeter
checked off this array of comedy, action-ad-

Strip, Target: The Corruptors, Lawrence Welk.
One of the shows—Naked City—had the

Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report, Average Audience, week ending Nov. 5, 1961,

1, Wednesday, November 15, 1961

counted most half-hour firsts for ABC-TV?
further distinction of winning thelargest share _ the. Viewers can view all 3 network offerings—=
of audience (46.6%)of any program in the and choose accordingly. And so-chose.
(Report.
As we're: understandably fond of pointing-.
out;
all this measuring took place where it

counts most ...in thecompetitivemarketswhere

4

BC

Television

“Moa. thrn Sup., 7:30-11 P.M. {Trademark and service mark of the A.C. Nielsen Company.
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Radio-TVExecs Join
Drackett Parlays a Moderate TV.
With Newsmen To
Toss Nehru a Party
Budget Into Big Nielsen Exposure
IN
—(n Other Madison Ave. Fronts
The Radio & Television ‘-Execu- |
tives Society, the Overseas *Press

Club and the. United: Nations Cor-

Wednesday, November 15, 1961

TVRad ein aes
NEW YORK CITY :

Dave

Garroway

has shifted

from

William. Morris

to. the

Martin

Goodman office. although agent Goodman says there presently are no
plans for the former “Today” host:since Garroway wants to rest before
Teturning to: harness . .
Jim Elward’s onetime hour “Kraft” drama,..
Diackett Ca. Cincinnati
“Paper. Foxhole,” was sold’ last weék to British producer Gordon: Hara “birthday party. ” Nehru bord to be made
into a feature-length film;: agent Maeve Southgate
cleansers) > talents by the droves” have tradi-4 Nehru
Twinkle.
and
Windex
WNBC-TV ‘salesman -Mort’ Lubow. gets spliced
e tionally left unrecognized.
treceived what he called a “mighty handled the deal.
has hada fot of luck ¥ ith moderat
Friday (17) to Barbara. Gross, editorial. assistant in ‘the Television
on Madison Ave.
; TheMethod
Off-Madison Ave. Players, cake,” and gave his. 1.500-man audi- Information Office . . Arthur Miller’s only: published novel ‘is: being
tudget in its tv buys. figures the
Fred group of Benton & Bow les Staffers, : ence at the Waldorf-Astoria an im- translated for tv by NBC pubaffairs for airing early next. year. on.
ad = manaxer
company’s
“Focus,” done in conjunction with the American Jewish Committee's
including
-.account._ Supervisors. ‘portant speech.’
Rutherford.
. Amy. Vanderbilt’s transcribed radio .
mail , The RTES, ete., ‘coup was along Institute of Human Relations .
tv producers.
Via Young & Rubicam. the com- copywriters,
Series,
“The Right Thing to Do,” “has just been sold. in 12-new radio.
will’
give
i
roomers,
auditors
etc.,
pany breke inte television with two performances of “The Caine the lines of the ‘more. usual head- ‘markets by the American Greeting Card. Co.; series, produced. by Alan.
was
stop
Train.’ Next
*Waven
Mutiny Court Martial” at. Finch’ of-state speeches’ given before the Sands, has 130 episodes ... - Drue Smith,. featured this past year on
“Maverick.” That was College Theatre, Nov. 16 and 17.
rWational Press Club in Washington, CBS Radio's “In Person,” is one of. those now to ‘be heard an ABC
ABC-TV's
Radio’s ‘Flair’; means she’s gone full cycle as. a. radio performer: havcropped the season viewers stam- - Project was started by Rosalle but it was the. first-time the jour- ‘ing first dane four years on NBC’s “Monitar”.
. Milt. Kamen, who has.
Walton and Sheldon Platt of the- Nalistic media of N.Y. had a chance
pericd te other chan nels
done so many Garry Moore, Jack Paar, Perry. “Como telestints, is now. © |.
tv production
department.
Show at. something sO august.
doing some off- Broadway, as the waiter in “Across the Board on To- Picked up insteed. and continu- proceeds will ga. to The Light-:.
The dais,’ with: 36° persons, read
CRS-TV's
house, Plans are for two produc- like the top pages of international morrow. Morning,” one of the two Saroyan plays at the East -End.
ing ris season, were
Deejay William 8. Williams to appear as host of “Box:.
Mason,” tions
“Perry
and
a year with a different “Who's Who?” Nehru was joined Theatre .
‘Raubice’
20/20,” the. fund--raising stanza being done Nov. .25 for The Associated
roth sil tops in their time slots. charity benefitting each time..
by. among others. David Sarnoff. Blind on WABC-TV , .. Milton Berle paying a:call Friday. (17) morning
“RCA
chairman;
Robert
Kintner, ‘to. Jan: Murray’s NBC-TV strip.
Y&R's pickup on “Perry “Mason”
-' George Young & His Revue. did
Colgate, without even
, NBC prexy; Merle Jones, CBS-TV its initial novelty stint on the Ed: Sullivan CBS-TV'er last Sunday:
wis swift
Ted Bates cropped its:
stations topper: Don Coyle: ‘ABC (12)... Norman Jewison off to Hollywood: for confabs with Frank Sinnetuving
|
one
show
the
in
'International boss; key publishing atra’ and Dean Martin re théir guest. appearance on the upeomihg
porucipatien
down Word — spread
people Dorothy
Schiff «Post). CBS-TV Judy Garland one-shot, which Jewison is directing and progitevpecn,
enum
Continued
from page 1 —
"Amory: Bradford 'Times). Gardner ‘ducing. . Richard Stenta joined General Artists Corp. Rome staff,
Macsisan Ave. hike a prairie fire.
the few davs eatlier..an NLRB trial ‘Cowles
(Look
&
Cowles),
and after serving as staff CBS producer as well as a deejay on southern
aud atencies were Ving for
with notifying examiner faund the union guiltyof Frank Starzel. ‘Associated Press); radio; he'll coordinate GAG’s continental activities..
bey s multaneous
- Steve Strassboycott
in the same edmen Norman -Strouse (J. Walter berg. ABC direetor of press information, off to Hollywood for 10 days.
cuents of the availability. Y&R got secondary
first with the ease.
Thompson). Joe Culligan (McCann-]
ever the transom
. Mari ¥anofsky, the web's mag editor, goes the other way to Europe’
Prackett loot.
.“PM East” has lined up. singer-pianist Bobby Short and the Josh
Again, in the case of WCKY.” -Ericksan and :also head of RTES).}
Leonard T.: Giarraputo has:
Cincinnati racio station struck a and Marion Harper Jr. thead of ‘White family for its Nov. 23 outing.
When
Kaiser Industries Henry
McCann).
Then, ‘in the. political joined the sale staff of WNEW-TV, ‘moving from his post’ as ad’ manDrackett's
of
few
years
avo
by
the
American
cxind
got
Kaiser
husiness
sphere. there was
Dr. ager with Meédiascope. mag.
qropping “VMaserick,” his show. he Federation of TV & Radio Artists,
Ralph Bunehe, .Kenneth Galbraith.
FCC boss. Newton Minow slated for an upcoming: “Twentieth”
citled Y&R. is agency aiso. from the NLRB voted .three-two to. dis‘VY: .K. Krichna-Menen, C. S.. Jha. Century” telecast. Minow will spéak. about communication satellites
Havaii to find out why. It was miss a complaint that: the union.
S.
K.
Roy.
James
A.
Farley.
Stariley
party
Ed Sullivan was-in Buffalo Saturday (11) to attend Communion
nude
had
also
violated
the
secondary
the
time
the
ehout
cast boveott conditions of the NLRB Woodward and Adlai Stevenson.
Breaktast of the National Council of Catholic Youth Organizations
Mason”
hit “Perry
scan¢al
nd
to
receive special C¥O award. . Dwayne (Dobie Gillis) Hickman.
comment
Act.
This
sas
a
reversal
of
a
four.
RTES
_
prexy-.Culligan’s
boys
Kaiser’s
and
ember,
fh
prexv John -Luter's| also attended the Buffalo event. ” CBS music director Alfredo Anvas, “Maybe they should title that one vate by the old NLRB vote. joined with
tonini
back
from Tampa, where he “guest conducted a concert of the.
to
which
itself
had
reversed
a
trial.
words
er
Overseas
Press
Club
and:
prexy
too.
“Rawhide”
ene
Don. Clancy, administrative manager, CBSexaminer who found in favor of Stanlev Burke's UN journalists to Tampa Philharmonic .
Qhat effect.
TV
affil
relations,
back from a fortnight in Florida . ...Danny Thomas,
AFTPASs
-make
it
easier
fo
snare
Nehru.
‘With
lly,
incidenta
scandal.
The
tied
up
with
filming
chores
on the Coast, had Ray Bolger accept his
Federal and State Court suits by Culligan doing the hosting. it was
breweht Dreckett scores of angry
Award at the Catholic organization's Communion Breakfast
are -still- pending
vs. a three-tier, multi-colored birthday CARTA
even WCRY
Says - Rutherford.
letters,
Sunday
!12)
at.
the
Hotel
Commodore
.. . Voice of America will. broadThe suits were based on: eake they gave Nehru. Then -everythough the company’s commercials AFTRA.
body sang “Happy: Birthday. Mr. cast ‘WCBS Radio personality Lee Jordan’s interview with Anna Maria
tezture pra@uct names and not the. the. secondary boycott as unfair|
Alberghetti
whieh
he
taped
recently.
He plans to: do several more for
This onlv-in-America
labor
practices.
Since
the two Nehru.
firm Jego.
Jack Chanin, director of CBS Radio’s “Jack ‘Sterling Show”.
‘spirit had, the Indian head of state VOA.
Do the written threats have per- NLRB decisions, the courts seem- .
and
his
Wife
are.on
a
week's
vacation
in Miami Beach . .. Lucille Ball
ingly have a precedent upon which .“wreathed in smiles.. |
has signed to- join. hast-narrator Henry Fonda and comedian Mort Sahl
ceptable affect on sales? Not a bit, to base their decisions in WCKYj
Galbraith. U.S: Ambassador to in CBS-TV’'s “The Good Years” special.
gevs the ad manager.
Jehn. Toland ‘signed. to
vs. AFTRA.
India, delivered the before-speech
script a “Twentieth Century” outing, titled. “Partisan: The Nazi-Soviet
The letters wre aiways answered,
Last. the NLRB, since the two. coup. Authorized hv President Kenhowever, and that can be a prob- decisions reversing secondary boy- nedy, he informed Nehru that the War”. . . CBS News correspondent Douglas Edwards today- (Wed.).
receives a special service award from the Joint Defense Appeal of
Jere.
Current blurbs feature a calr- cott charges.
is. itself-petitioring U.S. was forming an Education
the American Jewish Committee and the Anti-Defamation League of
teen eheracter in a strictly com- to dissolve the injunction in force:: Consortium
among
the ‘top en- B'nai B'rith. in N-Y., “in. recognition of his outstanding service in the.
edy routine on a patriotic theme. presently. against
AFTRA
.in a -fineering, tearhing and' research
The blurbs have prompted-a lot of strike against KXTV. Sacramento. ; universities to help “to develop the ‘cause of human rights”: . . CBS veépee Craig Lawrence. will: serve as
of the. Tadio-tv division of the New -York Arthritis
mail. Half of it lauds the firm for’ Union was banned from spreading . Indian Institute: of Technology.” .61-'62: chairman
jts patriotism. The other haif raves leaflets to consumers against the “Consider this” said Galbraith to & Rheumatism Foundation . ... Mutual radio web- picked up 50.000-.
watt
Florida
affiliates,
WINZ,. .Miami..and WINQ, Tampa, both owned
that the spots are a disservice to purchase ef preducts being ddver-.. ,Nehru. “a smal] souvenier of your
by Rand Broadcasting .
Daniel Z. Karoff, with the company for
God and country. There's none so tised on the California station...
visit.”mn
eight
years,
has.
been
‘appointed chief. -production manager at Van
fur that weuld indicate the vox
Praag Productions.
peppers get the comedy point.

By BILL GREELEY

respondents Assn. ‘teamed up for
And that,!
lamateur hour WDTV).
say the Okons, was well above parj‘a “troika” last Friday f10) and gave
-Drano
* for a town where latent show biz ;Indian’ Prime Minister -Jawaharlal

e

i

Drackett’s

afternoon

soap

WiththeStationReps |

opera

participations alse reap a mail return with some puzzlers. How do.
yGu answer the criticism that a
sozp drama mother is shawing too
muc h love for an acepted daugh-

ter? Or, Ruthertord wants to know,
heuw do vou ansver queries on
starslines when you don't have the
time ‘or really the inctination)
watch your own meilers?

Togetherness Sometimes

Boycott Weapon

to

IN CHICAGO.
Don Dillion leaving WBBM-TV. where he’s been exec producer...
John Holland, promotion-research director of WIND, promoted: to
national sales coordinator.
Jim Mills has’ rented some of the old

Westirighouse: reppery,: stumbling block to advertisers conTVAR,
has memoed staff and stations on a! sidering regional campaigns.
comparison
between
a new
reThe memo charts Life and TvAR
gional ad plan of Life mag vs. spot stations readership and audience,,.

{and also tv’s-reach in all the other

television. |

Memo

says

that.Life

will start! markets

compared

WLS

space on West Washington Blvd. for his néw radio syndie firm, .-

World

Wide

Features

. . . Harriet. (Sis). Atlass Dillion back: from

a.

round-the-world vacation and shopping for a. broadcast: property .
WGN newsreel supervisor Dick Hance will. conduct - seminars in tive
cities on tv news for the National Press Photogs Assn... Studs Ter-

to Life cireula- kel has

authored

a book

length

feature. on ‘Woody

Guthrie in ‘the.

December issue of Climax Magazine .
. Daily News columnist John.
selling. space to advertisers in 29 ‘tion.
| Justin Smith, who conducts “Meeting of the Minds” on WTTW, did
WPIX-TV’s weather girl Gloria . marketing areas +26 in the U. S.)
-BBDO'’s .Buy the Numbers
a segment with Asst. Secretary of State Philip Coombs whieh. is going
Okon manages to hustle a lot of on January 5. 1962. Life claims,
-BBDO
tomorrow
will ‘demoniv commercial work on the side, as set forth in TvAR’s FYI. are, strate for the research session of out on the national educational tv network asa special. .°. .. WBBMbut
strictly
boycotts
Benton
& that the buys will put pressure on: the Eastern Annual Conference of TV is elevating another original drama. from. its “Repertoire *Thea-.
Bowles.
areas where sales are week; it’s a the American Assn. of Advertising tre’ series into prime time this Thursday (16).. It’s by the trio of Chi
Reason is not a simple one by good chance to test a new product Agencies What the agency calls a hausfraus, who write as Kent Blair. Alderman . .... Harold Gully beindustry standards:
her husband or copy approach: effective season- ; major. breakthrough in use of sci- comes’ manager of Leo- Burnett’s public relations dept.: in both N.Y...
WBBM-TV is installing a&.-post-mid-.
works ther.
Tea Okon is one of al promotions; extra backing where |entific methods to increase ad effi- and Chi the first of the year:
night newscast from Drewry's. Beer ‘between “Best of CBS” and “At.
sales are strong; handy for regions; iciency.
the
agency's
four
commercial
Random” Saturday nights.
,
al brands; good fer special promo- |. BBDO
supervisors,
prexy’ Charles Brower
Not that she’s satisfied with her tions to meet local competition: says the new computer ‘process for
current
chores
as weather
girl, good for market-by-market expan- iselecting media gives media direcAll, of ..caurse, are‘ itors “al power shovel instead of a
spokesv.omen for Arnold Bread :on ‘sion plans.
“Zero One,” the MGM-TV-BBC-TV ‘co-production skein which startand off the weather
show! and. familiar broadcast spot pitches.
|spade.”
led at Meho’s Elstree Studios on. Monday (13), will use only British
Says, TvAR, “Each of. these prob- + Process was put into pilot use writers says Elliot Baker, the script editor. First 14 segs.have already
voice work on the current Westelox radio blurbs. She has eyes for lems can be handled more effec-: by BBDO after two ‘years of plan- been completed . .
NBC-International is- dickering with leading:
tively with national spot ‘television- ning by. CEIR, a corporation for music publishers from several nations to get: certain clearance for a.
a return to straight programming
and last week warmed up her pipes which is far. superior to Life's 29-. economic and industrial operations musical ‘series currently on the drawing board . . . John Simmons, ex
with a couple of numbers on Jack market from the standpoint of au- . Fesearch.
head of Hobson-Bates tv dept.; has a deal with “Trish tv to. advise,
i Three advantages of the com- devise, produce and direct a series of. commercials on Radio-Eireann’s
Sterling’s
WCBS
morning
show. _dience and flexibility.”
. Cast of Associated-Rediffusion’s adver-.
Shortiy after the Okon’s arrival in
For audience, the reppery ‘says * puter. system, says’ Brower, are: use tv web fopening Dec. 31):
New
York from
Pittsburgh, she each of its eight stations delivers ‘of linear programming. techniques tising magazine, Jim's Inn, recorded a 12-inch album -of “singable”
ABC-TV gave “The Twist” its first tv. airing.-on
landed a joh in Ray Bolger’s net- more audience—per day and per: to: combine marketing objectives, Songs for Pye. .
work show. “Washington Square,” week—within
its
own
coverage ° media audiences and management |“Thank Your Lucky Stars.” a pop music show . . The London Daily
which ran the "56-57 season. In the area than Life mag in the overall ‘judgment to determine the best. Mirror Iaunched a nationwide poll to find the most popular tv artists.”
rext two vears she did commer- -regions in which the stations are - schedule; inclusion of a set of facCcials for Pledee. Ivory Soap. Seal- located.
Example:
KDKA-TV,
tors
for: evaluating
arbitrary
test. Crisco, U.S. Steel and others, Pittsburgh, deiivers an aud of 890.- ° changes or substitutions. in the
John Gordon, program director of CKLW, named radio. program and
including
some
for
Benton
& 800 families per day and 1,061,700 schedule ‘and the. cests: involved:
production manager, and Thomas J.. Sutton, production manager -of:
Bowles when husband was an ad families a ‘weck. ‘Life in the ‘Pitts- and
data
processing
cust low CKLW-TV, now tv program and. production manager in a realignment
Jnaun elsewhere,
burgh-Whecling area has a circula- -enough. that the smallest agency of station operations by its new prexy S. Campbell Ritchié ... . James
All of which is not bad for a tion of 165,000.
will be able to use it.
| Blair, former broadcast account exec for N. W. Ayer, named. to. sales.
Pittsburgh chick who started out
Briefs: KTVE, Monroe, La., “to. staff of WWJ-TV, succeeding ‘Nat. Sibbold, who recently was named
For inflexibility, TvAR says the.
teaching .school and who came to Life program has two limitations. Venard, Rintoul &. McConnell .
WJBK-radio’s ‘Kathleen Lardié, in:
| sales manager of thé station. .
New York reluctantly under urg-- One is in lumping separate mar- , WHIM, Providence, R. L., to Broad-. cooperation: with the Detroit ‘Board of Education, has recorded ane,
ings of a restless husband.
kets. such as Miami and Jackson-’ “cast Times Sales... Veepee stripes | nouncements voiced by school children promoting. traffic safety.
Things weren't bad in Pittsburgh ‘ville, New Orleans and Memphis,. ‘for Frank Walsh, research director : CKLW’s salute to “the hit sounds of Nashville’ will feature Chet.
where the couple worked in tele-, , together. The plan also ealJs for a:|: of Compton’s office . . Katz Agen- Atkins, guitarist and RCA Victor's a&r Nashville: man; Jim Reeves,
WJBK’s girl-..
vision— Gloria for a time on a'‘minimum buy ofa page in at least ty has an. updated version (the Nashville disk jockey, and Floyd Crammer, pianist.
The
markets.
three-page . 30th). of its “Spot Television Ad-. on-the-go, Shirley Eder, whose dinner party for Ethel ‘Merman wel-:..
half-hour efternoon
strip for a, ‘three
and a Sunday ! minimum, says FvAR, is a major ' vertising Cost Summary.”
jJeweiry
sponsor
(Continued on page 42)

IN LONDON.

IN DETROIT

°
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A PS on AG
‘Arthur Godfrey has returned to. New York after. a three-week,
.6,000 ‘mile tour of CBS Radio affiliated stations. which had him:
broadcasting his morning. stanza from eight different cities, teeing
off in New: Orleans and ending in Austin.
Tour was ‘inspired. by requests. of station managers. ‘at ‘CBS. Radio’s . Affiliate’ Convention last September that -he emanate programs fram their areas. Flying his:
company.
in-his own
Convair,
Bills,
vocal quartet;
‘Kong
‘Ling,
Godfrey transported, the Buffalo.
Chinese songstress who. was brought hack from Hong: Kong for the

|

People Love Facts and Costello

THEM TROUBLES). Loves People Themes TV's ‘Cirele’
By MURRAY

TOKYO AXES COMO
SHOW AFTER 2 YRS,

HOROWITZ

Robert Costello, producer of the
long-running
“Armstrong
Circle
Theatre,” is of the opinion that
major ‘film companies are in a].
most people love facts. He says he’s
| passel of trouble as far as. their
junket, and the Godfrey. orchestra, spearheaded py conductor Dick- tv divisions are concerned. .Take
nourished that appetite for seven
Tokyo, Nov. 14.
Hyman, to. one-night broadcasting stands. in’ New Orleans, ‘Little . }away. Screen. Gems (Columbia Pic_After a run of two years, with years on tv, as producer of the one
Rock, Tulsa. Wichita, Cedar Rapids, Houston,. ‘San Antonio and. :|tures), which has-always operated
; time: out for baseball seasons, the hour documentary drama series on
Austin. Cedar Rapids date was for Amana Refrigerator Corp., ‘a.
CBS-TV.
asa separate and. distinct -unit,
Godfrey: client, and’ for -his-booking, Godfrey flew ‘in songstress: |‘| and which, with Revue, represents “Perry Como Show” has gone off
He says if he did a story on law
‘the air in Japan.
-Carmel Quinn to bolster his cast... —
perhaps: the most powerful and
-The end came for the show enforcement in the country he
- In‘11 programs, AG played to. some: 24 ,000. people, doing shows:
successful. of the producing groups, (shown often in color in the Tokyo would weave in the number of acfrom hotel! ballrooms, ‘the campuses of two colleges—Loyola in-New
and .the scorecard on network con- area) when Pacific TV Corp., rep tual cops in the nation. “It's wrong
Orleans and the Univ. of Texas—from bi$9, 000, 000. shopping eenter,
tributions among
the majors: is here. for NBC, and the Nippon to say there are a lot of cops. Peobase.
:
and from the hanger’ of. an air fo ree
bleak indeed. That goes for 20th |Television Corp. (NTV) failed to ple want to know how many.”
‘Fox-TV,
Warners-TV,
MGM-TV, come. to terms on a renewal conTo a suggestion that maybe peo*|Paramount-TV, and UA-Ziv. Along tract although
negotiations had
MdTVChann I:
with SG and Revue, it’s the inde- been going on since the summer. ple don’t.care about the cop countdown, he cited the popular suce
| pendent: who’s making it.
"
The program
was particularly cess of a mag such as Reader's
Take, as No. 1 f’rinstarice, War- |popular among professionals, who Digest. Mag is full of factual arlooked to it for instruction in
‘Iners, whose’ romance
with ABC
ticles. Rundown of upcoming shows
would now seem to be deteriorat- staging. pacing and general pres- for the series underline Costello's
ing. “Roaring 20s” has been .can-: entation.
factual
yen.
Subjects
include
celled: “Lawman,” “Maverick” and
+
NORAD. (North American Air De-’
By ROBERT F. HAWKINS
“Surfside 6” _would appear to have
fense Command!, dealing with the
Rome; Nov. 14,
had it.-And- “Hawaiian Eye” andj
way the command operates to pro“77 Sunset. Strip” are in a hanging‘Italy had its long-awaited’ second
tect the American continent; piracy
video program this week, but only
in the recording industry, teenage
_an -estimated fourth ‘or less of
-EDUCL TV ‘SERIES On S886. ay, while “Kildare
fan clubs, and marriage counsel“RAT-TV’s current 2,600,000 subHoward. ‘K. Smith, ‘who left CBS |a- hit, the ‘same can hardly be ait
ng
-scriber total was- able ‘to tune in|:News following. a policy. hagsde, |for “Cain's 100.”. “Father of the
Costello, apparently sounding off
‘on the attraction, Total: was held. will host at National -Educational {|Bride” “and. -.‘National Velvet.”
against some criticism ot his series,
down by. various ‘factors, including Television’s. “Gréat.. Decisions— |That's: one out.of four. and for a
said
that *Circle Theatre” has beer
the high .cost, of adapter .($30-$70) 1962,". pubaffairs. series" being ‘studio geared.to multi-million excalled a “poor man’s public affairs
_for the UHF-. standard used: for the. ‘made in -cooperation
with the penditures, one hit cati hardly turn.
series.”
He said he and other pronew outlet, as well as: a shortage Foreign Policy Assn. .
the trick.
ducers have as much right to be in
London, Nov.
of converter Components which has ¢ Series . of” eight: half-hour proAt’ 20th-TV,,. things could hardly
the
pubaffairs
areas of tv as the
As last week’s talks Notween
sent - black-marketed parts. soaring grams
will start production. in ‘be worse’ Both “Follow. the Sun”
the top .brass of. the. commercial networks. His one hour show, hostto skvhigh prices.
LY. in. mid-December ‘for tele- |and “Bus: Step”: are major disap- tv companies and British Actors ed by ‘Ron Cochran, is budgeted at
According to reports, ‘Ttalians casting on. NET ‘'affil ‘ stations: pointments, particularly the latter.
| Equity ended in a comple’ dead- $50,000 per outing, with.18 epi‘nevertheless have flocked. to ‘even |!
starting in ‘February, “962.
NET! And -the ‘studio's “Adventures In
sodes: scheduled for the season.
‘glimpses of the new program, ever series ig Smith’s first assignment | Paradise” ‘would appear to be on lock, it is now feared the dispute “Circle”
alternates with “U.S. Steel
may drag on for months, unless
if this. meant’ visiting relatives or since leaving. CBS News berth. as _the ropes:
Hiour”
Wednesday
nights
at
some
new
formula
aceeptable
to
friends whose ‘sets had been “‘con- jgeneral. manager
of. the - web's : At’ Paramount TV, despite the ‘both sides is introduced.
10 p.m.
verted,” or going to the’ neighbor- Washington bureau.
.
recent wedding. with Talent AsCostello couldn’t be drawn out
companies
hood cafe.
| sociates, thére are no ‘signs: on the| Though the major
claim that they have enough pro- as to who exactly is challenging nis
Second program has also spurred |
right to do the shows—after seven
set sales here, with many ‘subscrib-ception eA
eon
he, ex grams in the can to keep them
ers preferring to buy a new set
strong Theatre. ” ‘(There ‘has been going for months, the ‘strike is years, at that—or whether it’s a
(equipped
to receive: both ..protalk about a projected CBS series. already taking its toll of some top particular network. He didn’t smiie
though when he said tnat by prior
grams) rather than face the high
“Greatest Crimes of the Century.”) programs. .
.Assotiated TeleVision's “Bmer- planning and scripting. he didn’t
conversion fees.
‘Dealers. have a:
“Then
there’s |.United. Artists, gency Ward 10,” a program aired need the extensive footage comstandard trade-in offer of $90 for|
whieh, by virtue. of its $20,000, 000
twice
weekly
arid
consistently manded by the networks. Extenany .old video
set for a new
j.acquisition of Ziv: is now Ziv-UA.
high on ‘the ratings, came to a sive footage has to he edited down,
“adapted” one, but exchange. is not.
This. season it struck out comfull stop last Friday (10), while the Costello said. “We do the editing ~
as advantageous 2s it sounds, as nd
‘pletely on. network entries. (Howsame network's Sunday ._program prior to seeking out the footage,”
discount (often: 25%) goes with the]
ever, it-has a couple on the griddle
“Call Oxbridge 2,006,” which only he added.
exchange arrangement,
oF
for. next ‘$eason.)—
..}began a few weeks ago, has only
“Cirele Theatre” opened the seaInitial. evening, which cojncided| —Broadcast’
Promotion
one more week to go before it too son with “A’ Chapter on Tyranny:
‘with the Italo victory (W.W.I} an- closed out its-fifth annual conelave.
{ Will have to be suspended. “Sun- Dateline Berlin.” It was factual, ‘as
niversary, was dedicated by ‘the
at the ‘Waldorf-Astoria ‘last: week:
| day Night At The Palladium” may Costello explained it, in that it
‘Second Program to: reminiscences
be safe for a time, though from dealt with an actual composite famof the war,.and {included a ‘concert figuring to go in the hole for the
the beginning of the strike, Ht has
bas ily, as secured from the files of
of war songs:and music, a ‘docti- first: time on a convention, but}
had to jettison its. dané¢ing line the U.S. State Department. There
mentary of reminescent world war. satisfied that the. relatively young. at
London, Nav. 14.
which had to pull out on orders were some liberties taken in the
footage, and a. dramatic Teenact- org had New: York exposure.
|
- In the’ first week of the Equity: ‘from their union.
dramatization, but the factual hase
(Continued on page 42).
Previously, at: sessions. in New
the network which is was there, Costello averred.
+ Orteans, Philadelphia .and else-. strike against the commercial tv | on ABC-TV,
the
air.
only
at
weekends,
has
He said because of his show’s forwhere, the Association, ‘had either |companies, two. BBC programs
enough dramas prefilmed to keep
made money on thé convention; or; made the Top. 20 in .the TAM them going until the new year, mat, or budget, many times he has
to pass up what would seem to be
‘at Ieast broken. even. This time the |ratings for the week ended Nev. 5. but one of their
shows, “Thank good ideas. He listed the theme of
Waldorf spread will reportedly dip |The ‘local industry, however, does
- into the BPA’s pot. for $4,000 or so. |not regard this as eause and effect,. Your Lucky. Stars,” may be in integration in the South as one of
‘trouble by the. middle of next those best not handled in his.
There were. complaints. by sev-|as one of the programs had made month.
series. “What could we da?” he
eral of the close ‘to 400 members | the. charts ‘a week earlier and the
“Most badly hit so far is Asso‘attending that the various sessions other. was building throughout the ciated Rediffusion which has suf(Continued on page 38)
Groucho Marx returns to:-tv ina and gti togethers were verte
‘scat- county.
fered three casualties, “Home Tonew half-hour game show,. titled terr:
oughout the ‘hotel. The| -.
“newcomer ‘to. the Top :20 Night,” which was a daily pro“Tell It to Grouche,” packaged by Waldorf, in fact, was not first |{, NBC. “Dr. Kildare” which was
gram, “Echo Four Two” which
John Guedel, on CBS-TV, ‘starting. choice as 2 site for the meeting, | placeq
number. 13; together
with was the first show to be affected
in January. New Groucho Marx) but since the decision ‘te locate ‘in Pe
““Bootsie |wee Snudege. ” and “Top Secret” which had to

oo.
0
Hollywood,
Nov. 14:
" Almost - ‘wit out exception. ‘the

ItalyPremieres Its
Only Problem Now IsUHFAdapters
HOWARD. K.SMITHS

‘|Fear Protracted
TV Strikein Brit.

Equity Deatllock

BPA Convention:

A $4000 Deficit;
Curran as Prexy

i BritishTAM Ratings

New GrouchoTver
Gets CBS S

‘Rodeo USA’ As

‘show,. as Marx’s

“You Bet Your

New York was made only a. year According to the TAM calcula end after last Friday’s (10) transit was seen ‘in 5,242,000. mission. ‘The same web’s schools
The other program is ‘the programs are also being hurt and
own
origination,
“The repeats of these shows have been
“Password,” will be the replace- convention HQ and San Francisco |Charlie Drake’ Show”
barred.
ment -for “Investigators,” ‘the hour”

Life,” now in syndication, ‘will fea-. ‘in advance, . most: suftable’ spots| tions,
ture his repartee. with. contestants. were already booked,
thomes,
The
Marx
show, along with| ‘BPA named Dallas ‘as next year’s|BBC’s'

for two years hence. ‘New Prexy |shared
On the Granada outlet, the main
yidfilm series of Revue, telecast. Don Curran, ABC’s.o&o. publicity. “Probation Officer,” with -a count
casualty has been “Criss Cross
“Thursday nights at.9 p.m., which director: will be” journeying to |of.‘4,907,000 homes.
;
Quiz”
(the British equivalent of
will be axed after its first 13-week Daltas: within: weeks. to blueprint
“Fic Tac. Dough”). .which ground
eyclé,. “Password,” a Goodson-Tod- meeting’ plans, and, he says, plans{
‘Tito
a
halt
last Wednesday (8)./The
man package,-made it as a night- for the. Frisco session. also are un- |
|] network has already
had to drop
‘time ‘series following a short, ‘suc-

Eugene Burr

derway. :

'--gessful run in daytime. Allen Ludden, emcee of the daytime series,
- will be nighttime host, as well.
‘Thus, “Password” joins “The Price
Is Right” circle: as a concurrent
daytime, nighttime
game show
series.
- Decision hasn’t been reached: as:

He also says BPA will be epening. &@ permanent office .in New |
‘York -for mailing purposes and.

‘detellé: some fects feaccent on off-

other. business.. The office. will -be
tied in with an existing firm, but |f
will provide for a mailing ‘address |}.

staff

to

handle ||" The Actor As Actor

‘yet as to the placement, which’ of |

shows. will. lead off atl
p.m “Investigators” is the first!
CaS TY: casualty of the:new. sea£On, .
;

eee

et the two

ABCLTY Upe Irish

ene of the many Editeriel Feoteres
in. the upcodlog

Loomis : C. Irish has been: pro-

Ina. three-network race. ‘to. sign. moted to director of sales ‘service
up Groucho Marx, CBS-TV is un- for. ABC-TV, reportingto Henry
derstood

“beet costing In a bright piece

have won out. over YT. Hede, web's v.p. for sales ad‘atic
had been

56th Anniversary ‘Number
{i

Ziv-UA
vens

has

to write,

signed
produce

Leslie

Ste-

and direct

an heurlong series, titled “Rodeo,

USA.” Series is being produced in
conjunction with ABC-TV.
Stevens, associated with tv and
legit, recently completed the pic,
its repeat of “Kips” and has had “The Land We Love” for UA release. Film, which stars James
to cancel five ad magazines.
The dispute, which stems from Mason, was produced, written and
Equity’s demands for payments
to directed by him. “Rodeo, USA”
will deal with a young rodeo rider
‘| be made: in
in search of adventure beyond that
support - by the entertain- of the corral. Series will be filmed
ment unions. At a further session entirely on location.
last week, they again pledged not | Stevens is the second producer

to work with hlackleg labor and to signed
keep a watchful eye on the quota.

by Ziv-UA

since the com-

pany’s

announcement of its new
programmining poliry,
indie producers are
create and produce
calls for autonomy to
each producer.
Previously, David Schwartz had

Any attempt to exceed the 14% creative
| maximuru for foreign material will under which
‘be resisted and a warning to that engaged to
effect has been sent to Sir Rohert series. Policy

setfq produce “Acres and

_manager of eastern sales setyice, .

more practical support
z the switches” te getifis a pilot project to be done
the {issue settled quickly.
*eonjunctfon Pith CBS-TYV.

in

30

|

VARIETY

|

|

Wednesday, November 15, 1961

Why KTVU bought
Seven Arts’ Volumes 1 and 2

Says Bill Pabst:
“When you look over Warner’s ‘Films of the 50’s’ you
see good star value and all the other ingredients that
top grade product should have. You are assured of

acceptance by
the viewing public
an d th eC

seven Arts’“Films of the 50's”

paying advertisers, —-"—""

“We were SRO going into the first group, and expect to

be equally well set before the second group goes on.
PREMIERE THEATRE
First Run—Sundays,
}

|

7:00-9:00 P.M.
oe

BP

A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
|

ont

Repeat Performance—Mondays, 7:30-9:30 P.M.

|

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue |

DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive

L.A.: 232 So. Reeves Drive

‘

a
William D. Pabst, General Manager, KTVU, San Francisco, Calif,

YUkon 6-1717

CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie, Ill. ORchard 4-5105

ADams 9-2855°

GRanite 6-1564—STate 8-8276

For list of TV stations programming Warner Bros. “Films of
the 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)

VARIETY _

|

Antigone.

WILD IS LOVE

presented ist

‘Open End ..: .

A MOMENT WITH....

Joan Robets, Pam

. Ney. ues.) on tad oo ed. -|

Hyatt, Carol;

A

formas ‘the’ key: on-the-air functionary for.the web's pubaffairs

|’

;

VOY.

Ov.

_

_ Said Variety (Otta):.“The’

Executive

Starkman, June Sampson, others!

gts
ouWas uriginally reviewee: |producer-Director: Stan Harris
in VARIETY on Nov. 4, ’59,'

. |and .Smith: was. in. typically good

Time ‘magazine aud Henry R.
-Luce are fascinating subjects, writ-

‘$i

With Nat King Cole, Larry Kert, with Louis Untermeyer, Eric JohnMarilyn Rollo, Maureen
1,{
ston guests

The
Mek BBC-TV
ete
oe film production
oe

of agen cone

TELEVISION REVIEWS

| Writer:

Paul Wayne

(Ronalds-Reynolds;

|

30 Mins., Sat., 6 p.m.

WRC-TY Washington (tape)
| WRC-TV, the Washington NBC

Foote, Cone

& Belding)

.|

50-50 dedeal
Under aa 50-50

Frederick

Director: Frank Slingland

‘| go Mins. Tues. 8 pm.

Greeks, reputed to. have. i | IMEX & LEVER BROS.
word-for it, would
have needed |CRC from Toronto (tape)

ten about, talked. about, blessed ‘department. ..Crisp, concise and }- to dream up a pretty classy
and, by ex-Time Inc’ers, . mostly. dignified,he demonstrated none of}. one to describe this produccursed. They were the inseperable the. editorializing -qualities that
Bn: It It. was an
tion:
an outstanding

Producer:

Buschmeyer

| Producer:. Deena Clark

|}0.&0.

deserves

(and

receives)

hearty applause in the D.C. pre-

between Nat
for its
at {||cincts
ci
i numerous publici serv-

subjects last. Sunday (12) on David brought him .and CBS.to a parting.
drama contribution to me
King Cole and the Canadian -ice contributions. But “A Moment
Susskind’s “Open End” on WNEW-. of. the ways, (He'll be appearing |. lau ek at toh Le hay
Broadcasting
Corp.,
whereby
the. With oe .e one of its latest offer‘TV, N.Y., and got ‘worked over on. two other CBS News. stanzas,
aure’s tor all who nada snare | former “holds ‘foreign resale rights ‘ings, isn't worth more than a light
but 100d “by four of Tauce's Rion earined before his: departure. One |.. in it”.
_
in the U: S. and the. world,
the / pat-pat.
‘employees. and by ‘Stringefellow | of these
is part two. of “Terror.”
=" isingers first special—under CBC‘
The format experiments with an

Barr and A, J. Liebling; the arbiter | “In
vequ teqee
Pea
yee ee
Case of War.” was about the

‘ASSIGNMENT FOUR
aegis—preemed to 46 stations .on original device fer finding out more
of ‘The Wayward Press.”
|
possibility of a hydrogen blast, the, with Art Brown, Paul Speegle,!a coast-to-coast CBC web. A trib-;about famous people. The trouble
Ralph’ Ingersoll, former . pub-| fallout and. the fallout shelter, how;
Paine’ Knickerbocker, “Stanley jute to Cole and his cast, this was’ is the result is short on entertain‘lisher. of Time and former Time | they might well affect little
cities; Eichelbaum
—
oe
easily the most elaborate show in ment potential and is necessarily
critic Ezra Goodman were strong- .as :well’ as the. big ones of -the |Producer-Writer: Bob Anderson
the CBC’s variety. classification and narrow in the information it is
ly. opposed to'.Luce and his .jour- United States. It “Was. an, alarm, | Director: Vern Louden.
kudos should go to Stan Harris, ;able to impart. These are two big
nalistic tactics. Eliot Janeway, once’ but “done
Time biz editor, and Frank Gibney,

quietly.:

Because

no | 30Mins., Mon.,. 6:30 p.m.

-| producer-director:of the program. ' Strikes

against it.

-hydrogin. bomb has been dropped
The idea is to have an interview
;
1 Bas ed on Cole’s latest Capitol!
‘a former Time’ departmental .boss. on’ civilization yet, CBS had fo].KRON-TV, San Francisco
For. this segment of. KRON’s 30-|.albtim, “WildIs Love,” this was.: Without questions. It doesn't work
and. overseas correspondent; might ‘paint its picture: of terror: with
minute
pubservice
show,
producer;
extended
by
Harris:to
a
one-hour
|
well.
-be.called the moderates, but they, words, but finding words to. de-

in the final analysis, were

happy

about.Time, too.

un-| scribe ‘the dangers ‘of “hyde p en | sate Bob Anderson wrapped up. show,

|.

{warfare

with

the. album

running}

Segments are 30 minutes, with

is not especially ‘hard. jill years of Frisco theatrical. his-; some 32 minutes. Musie was writ-| two guests, each having one-half of
made. the difference. here tory in a beautifully paced and en-;ten by Ray Rasch and lyrics by ; the program ‘like “Person to Per-

It ‘was'an exceptional program, |What
‘narrative. | ;
Dotty Wayne, with album arrange-;son”). Each guest is given an inas such things go. These” were|was that CBS again seemed to grossing
-Augmenting the script were ex- {ments by Nelson Riddle but played |troduction by one of Washington's
truly articulate men who-'knew |choose the right words. Tlie. selec- fcellent
stills
dating
back
to
the|for
ty by Bert Niossi's 36-man |most beautiful and talented women,
_their subject and this is rare, yet |tivity of the “CBS Reports” proGold Rush and a series of pithy, |band
Deena Clark (wife of a Reader's
for them easy; they are all writers'| duction ‘staff was eminent; its abil- taped.
interviews with legit proditi
a
writ. i Digest editor and a socialite of imand. as

writers are trainéd -Ob-| ity with an -edifot’s

scissors was ducer Randolph Hale, the directors tee iaiional chew the vain rag :portance’. The guest is then turned
-Servers—and as observers they: had ‘too.
eS
oo
of .“little theatre”
companies and| of Toronte scene, the lagoon scene j loose for the next 15 minutes to
‘the.
wonderful
apportunity
to
ob-|
yore
commendable,
stuff |¥risco’s
three daily-paper drama shot in Toronto Islands, the cock- {talk. Supposedly, a guestis
te
serve first hand and at length the |}. 4 series. that quite’ heady
often leads

Oe
' Barr, an Ty
educator,
“as a

a ad that
declared

fairy story (Time)

in its-own
field.”
ae
oo

isn't -bad, |

although it has:a meritricous qual-|

—_—__

te

.

:

9°
.

~. Seript, ‘voiced’

on

tail: party,

te.

oo

the

dream

sequences,

ianswer questions most often asked
{| ,¢ +;
.

nicely ‘by Art! and the sketchinwhich Larry Kert /° 2!

Brown, traced the ‘beginning Of |escaped the machinations of three ‘¢ But the Buest really has total
Frisco
history from the Eagle
reedom to discuss :anything he
eer legit
eo”
girl callers.
Co's om‘five-act melodrama
: gir.
;
ichooses. Although vidtaped,
the
of ITheatre

Bell Telephone Hour |

ity Mr. Liebling: doesn’t. like’ |. The. corporate

critics.
~
meg

‘Art. :

successors

“Liebling told a story that was hair- |Alexander: Graham Bell have de- \in 1850; through the bawdy. era of

:,.~C0l®,

°P ened

with

a

bouncy” guest can't be edited. Such a situa-

raising, an’ allegation that Harry! ¥eloped the knack of putting on
‘Luce ‘ignored the filings of his : 8taceful-and charming. telesessions.

‘the. still-extant: Bella Union Thea-;.“#d Is Love”; “It's a Beautifulition is loaded with hazards, par-

had reported that arf old Luce | into the music of Richard Rodgers,
idol, Chang Kai Shek moved over | which ‘seems like one of the safest
to Formosa
and :killed | 20,000 |gambits.in video. Rodgers’. writ-

more than a dozen full-fledged le- ‘Hill and the ensemble;

Formosan intellectuals. ‘Liebling |ings have that evergreen feeling,
reported ‘that
it wasn’t until Luce | retaining their, lustre.no matter

“eigar-smoking

tre. t“everything

from

rat: killings

; Morning,

‘sung

by

Cole

and i ticularly

in

Washington

where

al-

various China correspondents. who | For this semester.
the show delved to Brand opera”)to the time when ‘danced by Larry Kert, Maureen; most everyone has a cause. The
“Pick-up,” |program

might

easily become

a

gits were flourishing in Frisvo and
,SU08 by Cole and danced by Mari- : sounding board for propagandizing
producing such
personalities. as yn Rollo; “Beggar for the Blues
points of view unless more disci“voung’

Lotta

Eddie

Foy”.

Crabtree,” ;and
‘senior),

the

“Stay With It,” both sung by ; Pline is exercised by the producer.

Cole, who

was

also. at. the piano, This

is especially

true

because

a

. had sent a man disposed to be kind |what’s done to-them. The-best of Moroscos, father’ and son, Ada..for.the latter in the cocktail scene; {number of foreign ambassadors are
to Chang that the Time. home office |Rodgers. has assured listening con- Isaacs Menken (in “Mazeppa”), the .and “Hundreds and ‘Thousands of;reportedly lined .up for appearwas satisified with the copy filed. | tent.
Boothes, father and son, and the ; Girls,” with the full cast.
j ances.
. It was

notable that of the four | — ‘Although

the hour “was:

slow ‘Belasco family:

A nice touch was’

Cole also dueted with Larry Kert;

Eric Johnston. the second guest

‘exstaffers none any longer read the.|.visually in most sections: because ‘a sort of. verbal footnote pointing ,in “Tell Her in the Morning”; |0” last Saturday's (11) show, was a
front
of the book (the national and |of steady succession of singers, ‘out that James O'Neill, father of isvlo'd “Are You Disenchanted?” |¢as¢ in point. He used his time to

Eugene,. was arrested in downtown ‘and dueted with Kert in “World of Sell the audience on the fine job
Frisco for “blasphemy.” |
while girls danced; !¥@"k + films are doing
abroad for
N fo Return”
.
““Sragedy played a double bill”! again solo’din “You're in Love: the U. S. Johnston is good on tv,

international sections) and only two | broken only by--Ray Bolger’s .excel‘found the. back-of-the-book sec-| lent dance interlude,.: aurally, it

tions of any interest whatsoever. |achieved. its expected. excellence.
hey raised what
attthey felt-were the|
They
There was a good. company’ to

‘in:

1906..

noted : “narrator

Brown.

LA

ain”:

with

Kert

singin

“would-

| 2nd

his

voints

could

have

hardly

Time Inc. perversions of.the truth, |essay the .Rodgers works..:The}speaking -of >the quake and fire,|nt You Know” and dancing with |Deen made better. There was some
‘and were helped along’ inthis | singers knew their:way around and and he then moved into the mod-| Joan Roberts; with Cole singing | /TO?% 1 ‘tv giving time to promote
pursuit by host Susskind, who was | lyrics (either the Hart or Hammer- ern era, discussing rebuilding of ie ‘Who Hesitates” and reprising {the | motion picture industry. It
‘prone to read famous items from | stein variety).
One ‘of the -touches

the Alcazar, comingof the Curran |“WildIs Love” for a finale round-its

se,

©, Question of what the

program Is going to be used to selk
the Time pages such:as. the one,| was: the. inclusion of an unfamiliar and Geary, Henry. Duffy's | reper-ijup.
written after the U-2 incident.|-Rodgers tune in virtually every tory company and the Alcazar’s! ‘Outdoor shots included a pano-: Tra
dictingni
.

Time opined. that. Eisenhower bad |set,: presumably to accent the fact “4vorld. premiere”

of a show en- ‘rama of Toronto's main thoroygh- , Cntermenen euished | poet, | Louis

candidly” admitted the U-2 ‘in-| that there isalotofRodgers that titled "Topsy and Eve tis was |fare—which was roped off by po- |into a case of jitters by tv cameras
ce
-.
|-is. still ‘te be discovered. For ex-

cident.

aliy. th 1Siers sat : into con- lice from midnight till five a.m. and he seemed. for all the world,
It wag a provocative program. /ample, Howard Keel sang: “You - teFimany:
‘tin s with Hale's con. .22d specially watered for reflection 'like the boy called to the stage to
:
vo
-| Always Love the ‘Same _Girl”; Sony
Cootetion bf the Aleeeap scenes; the:lagoon. bit, which was,read the class poem at # high
‘Dolores’ Gray: did “It. Neyer: En-tsition. and operation of the Alcazar|
‘DuPont Show of the Week
[tered My Mind’ and in the: open- jana the mushrooming growth of itaken in the afternoon but camera-. school graduation. The words came
é
Fy

Du Pont Show of the

Week ‘gave |ing sequence there was “Any

weet:

Old

ma

rsonifspe

by

for dead-of-night
the: ‘filtered
;
,

closeups ‘out
but were stripped
im:
ripped of of their im

Actor's, Workshop's Jules: Irving, {but all other shots were n the |Pact by a state of nerves.
the: kids a--break last Sunday. It |Place With You.”
| ~
|
| Untermeyer was an unusually
spotted “The Wonderful. World. of|. The renditions. were generally the Companyof the-Golden Hind’s |CBC studios.
Toys” ‘on. NBC-TV ‘at an. hour} excellent and there were..some Raphael Ben Avram and the. Inter- : Choreography was by Alan Lund. interesting tv guest. If he had been
Joyce
Lancaster.
Also 'Some 50 mixed dancers and sing- : interviewed, instead of being put
(10-p.m.) when’. most juves are no jvisual gimmicks to accompany the. players’
was the rehearsal of a brief |@7S Werte used, in addition to the {on his own, he might have been
longer digging tv. The adults took tunes. Of ‘course, the Bolger se- ‘shown
scene from’ a new ‘Actor’s Work-!comedy. sketch by Paul Wayne in! helped to be more at ease. Certainshop: production and, -In conclu-; Which Kert had difficulty in keep- ly, he had a mind to explore. The
technique apparently
“It was an -F.A.O. Schwartz cata-{in. the dance field. Bolger. didn’t’ sion, quick, incisive interviews with ;ing his.girl friends from meeting interview

the rap this: time because the show| quence to “Slaughter on Tenth
‘was a'dud. ..
e
..
..
| Ave.” was a high accomplishment

Bulletin’s “Paul:—Pam_ Hyatt, Carol Starkman,;Would have benefited him, and it
‘log come to lifeor a Macy's Christ-! seem to be awed by the top reputa- the News-Call
Speegle, the Chronicle's Painei June Sampson.
.
.
|definitely would have been more
mas. window transferred to New| tion. of the music and gave ita. Knickerbocker.
and the Examiner’s|
Production and direction were a! rewarding for the audience.
York’s Central Park, but even the |highly individualistic.. treatment.
Stanley Eichelbaum.
.aa
: Stef. . |triumph for Stan Harris, McStay.
. The program's problems seemed
renin
-fun of a toy display-wasn’t fulfillea |Martha Wright did a medley from: a
rl
|
limited to one, the format. It needs

-n

this . presentation:
It was~ athe

current

“Sound of 'Music.”

no par- There. were also tunes.:-by.
Helen:
‘rambling hodgepodge with no
51
ticular emphasis on. entertainment |Gallahgher, Anita Darian, -Ron
values,
"2"
t+
Sussman,
and the ‘orchestral work
The Central Park setting. did of Donald Voorhees in music from
‘provide some. nice effects,
but that.] “Victory. at Sea.” All of which
was. about. all: Even’ Harpo Marx,| added up. to’an tasy evening of
cast as the guide: throvgh toyland, interesting ‘viewing. .
Jose. a
equipped with wig, horn and inno-|.0
Ct:
|

cent leer, couldn't: bring-the show | |
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TELEVISION ‘AND THE WORLD
With Michael Flanders

kkkkkk |}a question asker, and Mrs. Clark
is a natural for that.
Carp.
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Preducer-Writer: Richard Cawston

to life. In fact,
the shots~of him. _ An. ‘affectionate - portrait . of 9¢ Mins., Tues., 9:25 p.m.
scampering from -one- set fo an-|France was: offered in this. ‘BBC-TV from London
7
-pther got alittle tiresome. .
|. “Intertel’"-. outing, produced... by:
As part of. its 25th Anniversary.

Carol Burnett had the dialog |Associated Rediffusion. It was. so commemoration, BBC-TV. mounted
-burden which was a littlé.too coy.| affectionate
in. its delineation that ‘a. world-wide look-see at the im.for adult .appreciation. She did |even the slums of Marseilles drew pact of. ty. Producer-writer Richard
Okay, however, in the .song .“de-| some’ warm, descriptive words. -- | Cawston, responsible
for such}
partment .with “Put On A ‘Happy |.- The hour spent with “The Heart- earlier notable documentaries’ as

on

e

;

i

Enon

4 HIGH TIME

mo

% |With Jim Terrell; announcer, David

tet tebict bt & | Scrivens

Half a million viewers in Thailand |Producer: Bill Glenn

see U.S. film for half the time, |20,Mins; 7:30 pm, Tues.
and the same influence {s at work ! ‘It’s

awa (film)

.

Jn the new ‘Nigerian network. | cienn "hasmore sparkle planned
e program

was

full

of such!

:

.

informative and incidental intelli- jforoareure ee

ea

gence. The technical know-how
of opener idnt anit Time, wat
the Japanese, who have six Tokyo | petevision stanza on high sehcote
phasized. me theoo evacies “in featured pictures of hops, sports,
fluence 4 of ty advertising was vehement debates, or top school

-Face.” Edie Adams and Merv: Grif-'| beat of France.” title ‘of the out- “This is the BBC” and “The Law- | shrewdly shown by pictures of a ‘talent on display. This stint’s happiest bit was a quiz between a
fin also had good singing shots. |ing, seemed like a visit to a friend’s yers,” ‘circled the globe to bring. rural Japanese kifchen equipped |
mvs
ar
foursome of the host school and a
‘Miss Adams with “Kids,” from.the| home. The telecast seemed aware | back visual reports on nine coun- | .
with
an
leer
rice
cooker
"
he
visiting team which had as much
“Bye Bye Birdie” legituner and |of. some of: -France’s -fatlts. and: tries.Ifwas a solid job of work,
Griffin with a-slick rhythm. ballad problems, but minimized them,’ an able amble round the various extent of advertising control andi, ousing sheer as Ned Sparks’ face
.|France’s:
good
qualities
.were’
~ “My Kind of Girl.”
|
Er
Wl
the
statement’ that i ved to nk Gabber Jim Terrell
‘production: centers,: but if lacked supported
-The brief: guest appearances
‘by.| Stressed and her . future . held | bite, variety, and an incisive point “what most people want is:what all cheer but h Pen folly good

_ Mitch. Miller, Milton Berle, Rube |right.
we
we
|
‘What a more critical assessment of view. The commentary, smooth“well. and.- Audrey Meadows -did| might have:shown.is hard to say. ly spoken by Michael Flanders,.
couldn't: avoid repetition, although
of:
little to help”...
= = Gros. _| Writer ~ Cyril.
a Bennetrt ..spoke.
SPOKe
o.
ner
a
France’s “new prosperity, lauded ‘the. itinerary was well planned to

+ ,Goldberg,. Eva Gabor, Elsa Max-|

+ the Yéadership:
of De Gaiille and: take in tv at different

stages of

Howard K. Smith is gone from found the independente and vitalf- ‘development, and the pictures con-:
.
a
tS
gone
from {ty of Frenchmen. overcoming tur- centrated too much on setsof eyes
CBS, but his memory’ lingers on. |moif and difficulties.. He spoke of Staring at the goggle-box.
‘The’ commentator, who quit in al France regaining’
.its status asa What chiefly emerged was the
. hassle .with web. management’ a} world power,. despite Algeria and. dependence of all countries, out>

‘igouple of weeks ago, appeared last

other ‘internal and: external “prob-. -Side the Commie bloc;.on -Ameri-.
can film. fo fill the air time. Egypt,
Thursday
(9)
as narrator
of: anmn ex- ‘leMNS, - ..
¢ :
h
4
oan
ce
Lot
.

people get,” although the educa-| Vcc col ect

©

3 frompeople

fional influence
of such stations as jon
|°"""camera.
°° ect shy grins from
.

KQED 4 in| San

Francisco

touched upon and
made to American

was|

tribute wasliun Except
expertise in
;

mass-entertainment techniques.

le

Format allowed little scope for

het

for the

quiz, which
ese

Ap with '&simnice or

Most scathing segment coD-|two, show had such ftems as chat
cerned Brazil, where tv was con-|hetween two. students and the

sidered a poor imitation of the| school board secretary, run-down
pias with (Commercials Alling uPp{of upcoming high school events
th oy mnu yen nm every hour and |in town, interview with the presi- _
‘Mere shan a touching glimpse of 8| dent of the school’s science club, *

| example, began
| tv in 1960,. has ! poor
‘cellent “CBS Reports” hour, the|<.Thé- pictures, under the’ difec-| for

shantytown dweller spending |alt stolid and still. One’ good thing

first of a two-parter called “The tion. pf Peter’ Marley, were vivid, two ehammels purveying nine “hours |wo-thirds of his income on a tv/that could come from the show
‘Balahve
of Terror”;
each -daily,.and must rely on. Hol-|S¢t The earnest propaganda dis-| would be recognition of a socko
[imaginative and.telling Good deal -lywood
‘Westerns, with Arabic sub-|seminated by Moscow was followed |voice in possession of the science
4» Mile
Sia fer
Case‘progra
of War”
was
the
‘sub-|
of
the
story.w
told.
as
through
the
“titles,
to reinforce local talent. |
- (Continued ‘on: page 40).
club pres.
Gorm.
m number ong,t “(Continued on page 35).
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How do you measure the image of a TV station?
10 searching questions gave the answer in New Orleans...
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5 Which local station has the best non-network children’s programs? |

6 Which station has the best network children’s programs?
eo
| Which station has the best national news coverage?

Q Who is your favorite weather personality?
9) Who is your favorite woman

1 J Who is’your favorite local news-

personality on television?

‘commentator or personality?
ALEC. GIFFORD: WDSU-TY 7§363,

TERRY FLETTRICH WDSU-TV(1),25%

OTHER WDSU-TV 24. 2%
TOTAL WDSU -TV 52.5%
NO OTHER NEWS-COMMENTATOR’S SHARE WAS MORE THAN 17,2h

WDSU-NBC PERSONALITIES 9.6%
ALL OTHERS 28.7%

** These data are based only on those respondents who

wD su

expressed a preference in survey conducted by Trendex.

(Results released August, 1961). 871 telephone

interviews, completed in the metropolitan New Orleans

area form basis of this survey. Respondents selected

at random from focal telephone directories.
Copies of complete survey available on request.
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S7ETY-ARB SYNDICATION CHART

buyers to local. stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable.

Vansrt's coeckiytabulation: based am rating, furnished byAmerican Research

offers a rating study
ts the top tén network shows ona
Bureau
local leve
in
tdepth
tofthe1
topfen sundichted shows: in: the same “particular markets. This week.

Ov
of a will
year,beARB
course
willweekly
tabulate
a minimum
of 247
The
markets.
that
resultser.
of the.
¥abulation
the rating
found
d with
in VAR
rary, Couple

performance of the top ten network s
3 on the local level,
the Vaniety-ARB charts |
are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tu market in the U. §
'
(*) ARB*s September 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows |
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program are listed; with the |
multi-week rating of all programs in the time period given.

the
on ok rating datasucha
Aop t
“aver te eeajated program Tstingsof the
petitive. programming in the particular. slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an
exact picture of the rating. performance. of:syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
strength. of particular series. Various branches ‘of the industry, ranging from.media

.
7 TOP TEN. NETWORK ‘SHOWS
AY.
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME.
.ST A. . RTG. RK.
TL ‘What’s My Line
1.. Gunsmoke (Sat.
2, Have Gun, Will
8. Candid Camera

(Sun: 9: 30-10: 00).wees WBBM
9:00-9:30)...:..../..WBBM
..
Travel. (Sat. 8: 30-0): :WBBM. =.
(Sun. 9:00-9 330}...
wees+WBBM
.

3.‘Untouchables. (Thurs. 8:30-9:30)... .:..WBKB
- Eve Got. A Secret; Borge.

*SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 8-28, 1961.

“STATIONS: WBBM, WHBQ, WBKB, WGN.

|

~

CHICAGO

:

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA..DISTRIB.

'351/ 1. ‘Trackdown (Sat..-9:30)... liceeet.WBBM....CBS Films
35/|. 2, Quick’ Draw;: Baseball (Thurs. 6:0)"i WGN... ~-- Screen Gems
30)| 3.. Meet McGraw: Local. (Wed. 9:30)... .. WNBQ.. . ABC
28\||.4. Huckleberry Hound (Mon. 6:00)..... WGN.....",.Sereen Gems

28 ||4..San Francisco Beat (Tues. 9:00)......WGN......CBS Films
:

ae

.

.

AV.
RYG.

AV.
TOP
SH.| PROGRAM

COMPETITION
.
STA.

AV.
RTG.

30
14

551Sat. Nite Movie ...... .WNBQ
40|CBS News Report:...... WBBM

12
10

21 |Naked City’
«eeeee-W BKB
26|CBS News Report..... -WBBM

12
11
19
17

= 10

16 {Garry Moore; ...........

Playhouse 90 ...,....... WBBM

(Wed. 8:30-9:00)...... wessees “WBBM.
25 4. Medic (Sat. 9: 00) 2. cect
ee eees pees
eee: WGN.,....NBC Films
19 ©
4 Twilight Zone «Fri. 9:00-9:30)....... '. WBBM
25 || 5. Mike Hammer (Wed. 8:301:sveeseses- WGN......MCA
“g
BIT Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:00-9:00). ...:..WBKB:
2411 6: Resene 8 (Mon. 8:30)noverecas "WGN... Screen Gems
§&
é Moore; Playhouse 90 (Tues. 9:00-10):. WBBM
24||.6. Mr. Magoo (Wed. 7:00) cece eecceesWEN
.- .MCA
8
5
'-B, My Three Sons. (Thurs. 8:00-8:30). <= WBKB: (241) 6. Bros. Brannigan (Sat.Pea SWE
Films .

15 !Trackdown

40. 2. Shannon; Guestward Ho (Thurs..7:30). WKRC..-.

2. Real McCoys

soeeees -WLWT

33

ee

-30-{]

29

a

"

WXYZ

0:00-10:30), Sacee
:
1... WIBK.

. o Commeke On 30-9.00). .
5 WXYZ
;
“eer eee.

39; Cima‘ron

13

‘ g2|Best Post: Mitch......... WLWT

11

|
WCPO
.........:. WCPO
Sports 2.122.202,
38) |News;
News: Sports

10

45!

12

24}|Gunsmoke

.

Screen Gems

News;

26.
22

50, Roar. 20's, Assasination .WXYZ

31]|

19

. Screen Gems

4. Divorce Court (Tues. 7:00) ..-... Twa!

.Storrer TY

|Huntley-Brinkley

Sat.

20

‘

ceaee oe
cee.

Draw: (Tues. 6:30)...

G

ren

38

OO

2. Have Gun, Will Travel. (Sat. 730-8).

.

40 Focus; Bran.

R:

Bunny

12

38| News; Sports
weeveee
Huntley-Brinkley eoceee
_24| Garry Moore; .........-

11
10

23

10

“Manbunt; Pageant. (Sat. 9:00):eee _KLZ...... Sereen Gems

34
34

56 ! Roar. 20's; Assasination
60| Roar.

20's; Assasination.

KBTV
KBTV

8
9
12
11
19
135
4

Quick Draw; Baseball (Wed. '6:00)....-KB TV.
.Screen Gems
Miami Undercover; Outlaws
KOA. : re Ziv-UA

14
14

12
12

29; Laramie; Local
95 Diary; Wizzard

8.; Angel; Borge (Wed, 7:00-7:30)
.......KLZ
8. Lawrence Welk. (Sat. .8:00-9: 00):
ves oi. KBTV |

1,. Gunsmoke (Sat: 9:09:30): aa
,

.ave
4.. What's

=

am, WH Tere it
‘My. Line’

(Sun.

we KRLD
0 EEL
308)
nce ewes

g; 30-10: 00). ee

.KRLD

4. My Three Sons (Thurs..8:00-8: 30). wees WFAA

_5.
Surfside 6 (Mon. 7:30-8:30)..........WFAA
os
5. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:20)..:.,... -WBAP

., 6 Donna Reed (Thurs. 7:00-7:30).......WFAA

7. Cheyenne (Mon. ’6:30-7:30):.........WFAA

4, To Tell The Truth (Mon, 6: 30-7:00)...KRLD

7. Flintstones (Fri, 7:30-8:00).....4,....WEAA.

4, Lawman: (Sun. 1:30-8:00)..... weceeesWEAA

:

:.25 || 6. Bros. ‘Brannigan (Tues. 9:30) Lees .. eKLZ..+s0e CBS F
25 ueé. Deveiy’ Daws (Sat. 10:30 2.m.). = ... -KLZ...... CBS Films

DALLAS-FT. WORTH
2.

ee a

| “STATIONS:LKRLD, WBAP, WFAA, KTVT.
F Dea Valle Pareaut ‘Sats9:30).....KRLD.....U.S. Borax

5

eae

.

|a 2

ros.

rannigan

(‘Tues

|Pea
.

LA...

.

,

28

27

25}.

25

.

nt

-2.nn

5.. Yogi Bear (Mon. 6:00).sotveeeveseese KTVT.....Screen

251] 5, Loek-Up(Sun.. 9:30)..0..leve.

Gems

con tinue from page 93.

Deane Soore

_Tisn’t too. happy with his present
Tuesdy' night at 8 berth, CBS has|

‘their own shows (as’witness Danny. earries the stamp of a. ‘major ty

studio,:‘but. instead bears the im-

and Andy Gr th ‘in ‘the ‘primatur of independents. (Sheldon
- Thomas
General Foods
camp; “Car 54” for Leonard, etc.) Thrée are comedies;

Gems

»..WFAA.....Ziv-UA

25 ||6. Tombstone Territory... (Wea.6:30).wie+ -KRLD ween_. Ziv-UA
(Thurs. .10: 30) :ve

61|Lawrence Welk .......: “WFAA

30 | News: Weather ccereeee -WBAP
untley-Brinkley

21 Naked mty
41Ga

OOTe;

Playhouse

.

_Back ToHalf.Hr.Next Season [should underwrite thehour “C2,
the|

ilms

4 Felix The Cat (Sat. 8:30 A.M)... 00s .WFAA......Translux
4, Three. Stooges (Mon. «Fri, 5:00)...... .KTVT...,.Screen Gems

‘little.persuasion to conyince CES,
for éxample, that B & B chients

ffi

13

..

29) it Huckleberry, Hound (Thurs. 6:00)... -KTVT.....Screen

a
: 28

38

00). .... -WBAY. oes Screen Gems ; 18
z two Faces, BeRaha Wea.@

2

......... KOA
......... KOA

a

“SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 8-28, 1961.

41 || 2 Quick Draw (Tues. 6:00)............; ‘KTVT..... Screen Gems
ae

16
16

19
20

i

ee

’

37| Adv. In Paradise ...... KBTV
38 |Adv. In Paradise ....... KBTV

28.

i

T

19
18

: q. Real

a

22
13

..... Www

53|}Play of Week
......... KOA
48; News: Weather .........KOA
Huntley-Brinkley ....... KOA
39|Malibu Run
.......... KLZ
36 {Silents Please; Kovaks . KBTV

a

12
15

Playhouse 90... eo. -WSBK
|Family: Showtime ......WWJ

42'Race; Pony Express

18
16

9: 30)

16

WWI
WWI

*SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 8-28, 1961.

35|| 2. Death Valley Days (Mon. 8:30)..
KLZs.cee, U.S. Borax
.21]] 3. Twe Faces West (Mon..9:00) ....... -KLZ...... Screen Gems

(Thurs.

2

.......WWJ

|

.38)|-L. Leck-Up; Pageant (Sat. 9:30). -....... KLZ...«.. Ziv-UA

-

14

.........---

Tightrope; Local B’dcast. (Sun. 9: 30). .KLZ.,.... Screen Gems
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00)..... KBTV.. ..Sereen Gems

7: 30-8: oO). aeeoe: ~-KBTV

12

........5-. WY2

30 || 3.
29: ||4.
28 I.
'. | 3.
28{|.5.

(Thurs.

12

Wes

5. Detectives. (Fri. 9:00-9:30). ‘pe eceeeeKBTV
_6. What's My Line (Sun. 8: 30-9:00)veceneKLZ
|
7. Flintstones (Fri.. 7:30-8:00). -...-.¢e0s -KBTV
7. Garry Moore; :Playhouse Lod
(Tues. -8:00-9:00). .:.... . bases -KLZ McCeys

19

‘ Feler’ Gunn
ccreereess WHE
ews; Sports .. ... coon
W

_ STATIONS: KIVR, KOA, KLZ, KBTV.

a

8. Tab Hunter (Sat. 8:30-9:00)-.:....... "REZ.
4. My Three Sons (Thurs. 8: 00-8:30)....:KBTV':"

13
14.

...... WLWT

Nite “Movie

Huntley-B. inkley

i
TL Gunsmoke. (Sat.. 8:00-8:30) aeuccccetee KLZ

19

12

:

9$. Death Valier. Days (Sat. .:00)........WJBK.... US. Borax

13

WLW

451 Mich. Out. ............. ww

Gems

27
ao
”
27 -§. Third ‘Man (Fri. 8: O07. Lage cceeuccces WJIBK.....NTA.

11é

56|Silents Please: Kovaks _.WXYZ
ugs

‘5. M Squad;‘Killer (Mon. 10:30). 2002.
0
. Quic
Lew sceseceers

18
26

oeeene- a

86) L Sea Hunt; ‘Pageant (Sat. 10:30)... WSBK..-..Ziv-A
ae
.
3 2% Jim Backus (Thurs. 10:30) ..........WWJ..:...NBC Films

a

15

......... WLWT

35 |News; Weather ........ WLWT

28. 4. Yost Bear (Wed. 6:30).Lees ‘se seeeeees OKEW.«e+ Screen Gems
' 28:
Co
t. “Mike ‘Hammer; Closeup (Tues. 10:30): WXYZ..... MCA

rine ee WXYZ -

Weather

38 eee woot

10

13
a

. ..........-- WCPO

9

b.Huckleberry ‘Hound. (Thurs. 6:30).....WOPO..:. Screen Gems.
]/-g.

‘30

. (Wed: -8:30-9:00) .....: eee 00 0.0 Wwe.
7. Guestward He; -Ozie & Harriet

re WCPO
eae
;;

33 |sew tien Gcktiey seoeeee

|

30

.........WCPO

48

Ziv-UA;

WCPO..... TV Pers.

ee
City

Guest. Ho; Shannon

15

9

29.

. 6. Hawailan Eye (Wed. 9:00-10:00).....-WXYZ.
“6. Donna Reed (Thurs, 8;00-8:30).. coaes WXYZ
%. Joey Bishop; Price Is Right

DENVER.

vee eeee,

.,........... WBBM

“44|Sea Hunt

16

“31

“-B, My Three ‘Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9: 30).woe WXYZ

(Thurs. 7:30-8:00). <

6.

1}! 3° Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 7:00)... CROW.

3. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). .WJBK.
(Sat.

7. : Vikings; Mr. Magoo (Wed. 6:30) aeeeee oe

IT

29 ||8.
§ Quick Draw. (Tues, 6:30)0..

1. Real McCoys a 3:30-9:00).......WXYZ
2. 17 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00).seespapa
unsmoke

. NBC Films

“WCPO....CBS Films

7. 7% Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10: 00)......WKRC

8, Surfside 6: (Mon. 8:30-9:30)......-...

WLwWT..

bce es sb debbeccees
(Sat. 10:
.
..........
7:00) (Mon.
“WKRC.. “ETC: Films
9:00). “WLWT....NBC
Phil Silvers.
Collie; (Thurs.
Jeff'sBaekus
7. Jim
30j! @,
29

.

1/3. Blue Angel: Sat, Nite1
Movie

31

6. (Mon. 8:30-9: 30). aicecceees WKRC
1. ‘Surfside
4,
Flintstones.
(Fri.. 8:30-9:00).........-WKRC

|

Gems

37.||.4. Sea Hunt (Thurs. 10:30) ....:.......WCPO.... Ziv-UA

3. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).........WCOPO

4, Have Gun, Will. ‘Travel (Sat; 9: 30-10)... WCPO

5. Donna Reed (Thurs. 8:00-8:30)....... WKiC..
wewp
6:
eee. .WLWt
6. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8: 30). ow

Price Is. Right.
6. Joey Bishop;
(Wed... 8:30-9: 00)......

18

Screen

3. Cimarron. City (Thurs. 7: 30): .eres WCPO eee: MCA.

39

35
25
19
17

*SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 8-28, 196}.

A, Best
of Post; Mitch (Thurs. 10:30):.... WLWT...:1ITC
WERC

(Thurs. 8: 30-9: 00). eevee WERC:

23

16 |Gunsmoke
see eseowes WBBM
14|Secret; Borge ...... -».. WBBM
13 Concen.: 87 Pr. .......-- WNBQ
16 |Wagon Train
......--. WNBQ

STATIONS: WLWT, WCPO, WKRC..

1. My Three. Sons (Thurs. 9:00-9:30)... ...

:
|

sececceee WEAA
co

aoewouewae

11

55 |;Captain Kangaroo ...... KRLD
55 |Highway Patrol ...... .. WFAA

.10

22 | News Weather,

9

12
22
.

-KRLD

29 deat ihesec ee cores

4Il

14
1

.ccaccceres

90

Il

10
.

:......

vey neo

{Rin Tin Tin

WBAP

Ew”

sis ass. WFAA

|Lone Ranger; Rocky....

WFAA

Ltn eeeee WBAP

18'What's My Line... KRLD |

.23 :Francis; Hawaiian Eye ..WFAA
iJack Paar.

.......... WBAP

21-

12
6
5

4

5

15

~—.29
23

7

Dave Levy’s 10-Point Program
=

‘Continued

frem page

22

pledged itself. to keeping Mm badB| creative people, to search, evaluate| forcement powers (the networks
initag stot,ing:the comic. lelsen-| ond probe new-ways to bring new} cannot enforce compliance now, he

The end result is that Benton & creators of established quality to| said); the end:of trend or “copy
Bowles boasts. four shows in ‘the tv: He suggested that perhaps tv; cat” programming, which is a sign
for pilots for five half-hour shows]
‘Wise inthe ways of trading and Nielsen Top 10. — Danny Thomas,| ought to have “financed
the prepa-|of immoderation;
elimination of
. for the’ ’62-’63 season, each costing | jockeying, Benton & Bowles knows Andy Griffith, Gunsmoke and Perry |ration” of “Rise & Fall of the Third/ three full minutes of commercials
Reich” with “the same zest as injon each half-hour program; and
".$80,000. The-sponsor will have full] the wisdom that attaches to. client-|Mas on.
Such
are. -the extra-curricular ‘financing
a
pilot of
“Michael;full
“evenings
of entertainment
control of all five, free fo bargain owned shows. Because it was -free
‘with any and all networks. ‘It’s in-}to move Danny Thomas and Andy emoluments that. accrue from ‘own-|Shayne’” Levy also called for a |provided by a master showman,”
. teresting to note. that not even one |Griffith wherever it pleased, it took ing. your own show.
‘stronger NAB code with strong en-| which is an old NBC idea of ais,
Pp

&

‘G, -ete.),.

has

finalized.

deals

two

ip

the: action ' genre.

.
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Groucho so Id it to me!
That’s salesmanship! Groucho’s got it. Advertisers
know it. That’s why they’re. buying out “THE BEST
OF GROUCHO”

happened
Best

in station

in-Los

of Groucho”

8:00 P.M.—and

after

Angeles.

station.

KTTV

Look

what

scheduled “The

in a Monday-Friday

Anacin

¢ Clairol

« Dr. Ross

* Nestlé’s DeCaf

Nu-Soft * Ovaltine ¢ Pacific Tele. & Tele. ° P&G's

Ivory, Gleem, Tide and Comet * Parliament * Swift's
Award Margarine ¢ Vick’s VapoRub ° Wrigley’s.

strip, 7:30-

before it ever went
on the air, all the

commercial time was completely sold out! And toa
wide variety of advertisers:

No doubt about it...

Advertisers Go For

GROUCHO on

1961

Wednesday, N ovember 3S,

-ABC-TV's VIX Permits.
Instantaneous Playback
Of Slow Motion Sports ‘lives.
.
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Flock of Jayark Sales . |
Basedon Videotape

Jayark

Prod. Activity,
The Big Swing s to Quiz & Game

Films has rolled -up 41

=

}sales In a rece
Continued from page 31 —
fam
nt three
period, -according. to-sales
v.p.month
Har-

of ‘three French families,

e

a: ‘vey L. Victor, .

Sales and/or ‘fenewals on. “Bozo
‘the Clown,” Group 1. and 2: and on
_ There’s going to be a big sw ing a “co-production with Javelin ProThere’ were visits to Marseilles, |
“Cartoon Storybook” were made in. network programming -to rig- ductions for a 15-minute series,
Paris, Christian Dior, the market: to KWWL, Waterloo-Cedar. Rapids; proof: quiz and game half hours “Yoga and You,” which is under
of Les: ‘Halles’ and. an . ‘Algerian: WCAX;
Burlington, ' Vt;
WOW,
with possible five new stanzas in serious consideration by. a netKTLA,
Los. ’ Angeles; prime time-and 10 during sunshine work (which would present the
‘shanty town. One politico was ine: Omaha:process will permit.: instafitaneous ‘terviewed-.on the Algerian. ques- KOIN, Portland, Ore.; KJEO, hours by next fall. That’s the pre- show in five or six-minute sez
another
program’;
pilot
playback of ‘action in slow motion. tion. There was an. engaging theme Fresno:. WKJG, Ft. “Wayne: WCHS, diction of Videotape Productions! within
|
‘execs Jahn Lanigan, veepee andj; half hour for National Educationa?
-The
new
process,
called
¥TIX song helping: the opening. scenes Charleston, W. Va.; KXTV, re
mento;
and
WRAL,
Raleigh,
N.C.
Network,
“Trio,”
concerning
per|
general’
manager,
and.Tom
Tausig,
(Videotape Expander), will be used. to.set the stage. ‘It’s title was. “Les
sonalities in the arts.
for the first time.during ABC-TV’s P'tits
Francais,” ‘composed
- by | “Sales on Jayark's feature se,chief of new program projects.
- telecast. of the Texas-Texas: A&M Marguerite Monnot, ‘and ‘sung by ages were made to WICU, Erie, Pa.;
‘The
tape toppers are basing
YP
is either contracting
for.
WIRT;, Flint, Mich.:; WOW, Omaha: | their projections on several far- facilities use. with production talgame on Thanksgiving Day (23).
Colette: Renard.: ..“~~ WPX' owas demonstrated yester-| - English -actor Peter Finch ‘Was. ‘WSAV, Savannah; WTHI, Terre ‘tors: in their negotiations, they’ve ent etc. available, or setting conro| Haute: WITI, Milwaukee; WMTW, discovered that every major tv duction deals that give the comday. (Tues.) at ABC-TV studios excellent. as the natrator.
Portland, Me. and KLX; Dettyer. | show producer is working on game- pany a proprietary interest. In the
where Emile Griffith, former. world].
“Intertel"’ ‘fs the :series being |
welterweight champion,: and Gasquiz projects; peering into the fu- latter deals. company covers below
-produced.: by American, British and |
par Ortega,.a welter. contender, enture, the
Madison -Ave.
video the line costs.
Australian ° broadcasting -interests.|.
‘gaged in an exhibition: for. the American partnérs ate’ -Westing-|
| factotums. are all seriously talking | The execs also are predicting a
‘benefit of the press..
games;
game
shows
can
be
pro-; pickup in production of specials,
‘house Broadcasting.. and National.
Frank Marx,. ABC: ‘V.p. over’ en- ‘Educational Television network. .In
duced for. $32,000 an outing com-: |where they say they can generally
Contipued from page 23 am
gineering, said: “This. new develop- N.Y.; WABC-TV: is telecasting the —
pared to the $50,000 to- $60,000 underhid the networks for faciltment also has a wide range of series, ‘with “Heartbeat of: France” the production: hook: on first runs that’s now standard for film stanzas ties {they surprised one producer
applications in. the. fields of medi- broadcast. Saturday (11) at ‘6 "p.m.
'
ont. ofare
Hollywood;
January,
alone but it will
enable ‘these half ‘there
going to come
be many
pro-!; recently, they say, with a low bid
‘cine, research and many: forms. of.
Horo.
of $15.000 for production of an
American tv productions ‘to -getj.
industry.” For .manvy. areas outside].
‘gram. casualties, and quick replace- :
‘| by, in. partial measure, past Cana-. ments will be in order (game shows;; hour. sp :cial).
of television, it adds an- entirely |’
International Zone
new tool for’ ‘immediately. review|
dian
and
‘Australian
tv.
quotas
on,
can
get
into
full
production
within
:
ing rapid occurrences that. will: be] ,‘This NBC-TV series, sparked hy import. programming.
three ‘weeks)..
the U:S. Broadcasters’: ‘Committee
great saver of time and expense.
Videotape
Productions,
says
Tom Moore; ABC's v.0. over pro- for the United Nations, came up |: “We see our new television cen- Tausig, _eurrently is working on
-gramming, said the VIX. process with a firstrate. stanza Sunday tre,” said -Greene, “as the source six game pilots, three via copro-. amumas Continued from page 25 wanes
. will-allow.the web to show viewers afternoon (12) on one aspect.of the. |.of ‘electronic programs for the |duction. deals and three via faciliback among the ads for heima- slow motion: totichdown run or World Health Organization. ‘Titled whole world.” ‘The .BBC director- | tiés rental.
:
dramatized
‘other. standout plav immediately “Killer-at-Large,”
general told his: audience that the -. Game shows. they predict, will ;‘orrhoid cures.
after: it occurs. Also. during. the the efforts. of the international BBC has paid “particular atten- be the major factor in upped New
The Press gave a little when it
halftime
irtermission,
the web Epidemic Intelligence . Service .to tion: to the sale of ‘our television; York. production, and Lanigan exresignediy admitted to two facts
_plns to playback the first ‘half. high- check the spread. of contagious programs throuZhout the world. "| pects VP’s production schedule to
(1) that its deadline was too far
‘lights in slow motion. Moore sald disease. through a global medical ;". BBC faeces the outcome of the;expand to 25 to 30° programming,;
lahead of air time to come up with
VTX' would alsn he used on the police force.
| latest Pilkington Report on videoj: within the year. Company started| accurate listings and 12! that the
The
point
was
made
in
the
form
Saturday night “Ficht of the Week” |
in England, ‘and one of the.organ-: with about 4% show production.
as’ well as straight. entertainment of a detestive story,” involving a ization’s great hopes—expressed. by.; It’s now about 12°, with the bal- public did not approve heartily of
its spreading one day's programs
and. news programs.
worldwide dragnet for some po- Beadle on a previous occasion—is': , ance in commercials.
“The: electronic process was -de-- ‘tential carriers. of smalpox .who: for a second channel to be operated|: Some of.-the deals that. will up ‘over several of its little magazine
pages,
veloped -by° a. six-man..ABC :en- were exposed- to the. disease in ‘under the BBC. franchise.
It’s the program. production are. exgineering ‘team under Al Malang, Jakarta and were threatening. to felt in this country that stronger pected from NBC, from which
It solved the first problem by
chief ideo facilities engineer ‘at spread: the contagion ‘speedily. - in ‘production bonds with the. U. S. Videotape Productions leased the: Printing in its Saturday paper a
the web
Europe and Anierica via jet trans- will help support.a second channel three-studio plant it now occupies. {list of corrections for its magaportation: The yarn was strung out. and also BBC's new production ‘Other deals are working for the izine of the day before. which is
Regina,
Sask. — Radio
station tightly, spotlighting the various centre in. London.
‘taping of soap operas back-to-back. actually printed’ in Detroit, acCKRM, Regina. has been sold to facilities of the World: Health -Or-) . The speaker at the NBC lunch: | Current
and
already
signed counting for the early deadlines. It
a group of Sudbury, Ont.,-business- ganization in a. tealistically- staged ‘eon declared. that BBC was far: ‘show production ‘includes the new solved the second.public beef by
men now. owning CKSO "radio and manhunt that extended from the ‘from merely ‘interested in. the in-} “March of Time” half Hours with adopting a modified form of the
CKSO-TV. | in” “Sudbury.
WwW: B. ‘Far. East to Idlewild aitport in tellectually exotic and: ancient. In’ Henry. Cahot.Lodge commentating; PD’s system of printing all of each
Plaunt. is. chairman of the board; New York.
so.many words, he suggested BBC Jiimmy Shearer Productions com- day’s pro‘rams on one page. PD
. J. T. Miller, president;.and Ralph|-- Alistair Cooke hosted ‘with: his. ‘could turn out a hot property ,and|‘ing in this. week with a 13 half. has a seven-day deadline break
‘Connor, ‘evecutive vice-president customary charm.
and - finesse. | not merely: devote itself ta- “trans. hours: syndie package to be pro- because its locally printed.
and general manager.
ol
~
. Herm.
The battle continues.
lations fromthe medieval ‘Welch.”: duced. and directed by Don Horan;

Television coverage of live sports
events. will not have the advantag?
-of also using film-type techniques
‘under a new invention devised by
the ABC engineering department.
For the first time, an all-electronic

farmer, an- artisan.and a ‘worker. |

A Carleton Greene

|

TV Mag Battie

“The show € more than lived —

up to its_pressagentry %% as
the. ‘most important TV event

l.”

of the fal

* “THE POWER AND THE GLORY”
Starring SIR LAURENCE OLIVIER:

Presented Sunday Oct. 29th,cBS- TV

Sponsored, by:. JOHN H.BRECK, INC., and MOTOROLA, INC.

4% % WITH SPECIAL THANKS fo the CBS-TV Publicity Dept.

SOLTERS, O'ROURKE & SABINSON
(Representing JOHN H. BRECK, INC)

Wednesday, November 15, 1962

is—to borrowa word we once heard

re have no real quarrel with the fel-

W:..

on a Séven-

Up commercial—“‘flavor.”

who first called music “the uni-

versal: language,” but how could he have left

HERE, for the first time in TV’ history, is a
weekly, live-on-tape program. that not only:
presents the best of the Continent’s circuses,

out circuses, magic-shows and ice revues?

Even an American who doesn’t understand Bri-

gitte Bardot (oh, there must be one somewhere)
has no trouble enjoying a French trapeze act;-

viewer see them in their customary locales—in

levitation

in

front of European audiences. Man, that’s flavor.

Levittown as it does.in the Levant: and a well-

Thus, the hour-long show—sponsored by

evokes

the same

astonishment

ice-shows and concerts-in-magic, but lets the

turned figure-eight 1s respected everywhere—

Seven-Up, Derby Foods, Sandura and Beech-

even in Las Vegas, where they sometimes make

Nut—has already taken us to such places as Ver-

it with two fours.

celli, Italy, for the Circus Heros-Togni; Lyons,
France, for the Parisian Ice Revue; and Austria’s capital for the Vienna Magic Show.

7

6

™

But the universal appreciation of such things:

only partially explains the huge success being
enjoyed by NBC’s “International Showtime”
these Friday evenings. Easilyas strong.a factor

In no case is the entertainment “staged” for
television. After American producers Lawrence
White and Joseph Cates have decided'a par-

- ticular company is worthy of.a place on the
series, the taping is done at a regular performance before a regular audience.
-

“Wedlneaday, November 15,1967

In the-same spirit of authenticity, host Don
-Ameche delivers his background commentary,
not from some detached, antiseptic New York.
studio but from.4 t front-row stat at the event

Untapped by the two Americans thus far—but
almost certain to.be represented on future ses-

_sions
—are Canada, England, Southern Italy,
Spain,. Japan’ and several countries in South

itself,

Like Ameche, NBC viewers. have found the.
standard of talent on these programs unicom“monly high. Near ly all of Europe's $ circuses are
-one: ring: affairs, So each act must ‘be strong
enough tO stand on its own two, four or 36 feet,

as the case may be.

-Language differences, as we’ve said, present no

obstacle to the American viewer’s enjoyment of
-the series. But the differences have given White
and Cates—neither a gifted linguist —an awkward momentor two in their business dealings

abroad.

Circuses.on the Continent don’t goin much for
pageantry, but are generally. stronger than our:
own in the areas of animal acts and comedy
(their clowns prepare ‘entire acts. rather than.

brief, isolated fillers).
As. for the ‘superbly. trained animals, they are
: avowedly among. the. world’s finest specimens.
Unmatched anywhere, - for: example, are the
magnificent. hor ses of Copenhagen’s Circus
Schumann. On the show of November: 24,“Max
‘Schumann. will put one of them: to bed, an_act
climaxed by the horse’ Ss seizing a blanket with
its teeth and pulling it over itsbody. In. Den-

mark —if not at“Aqueduct = this iis what they
-mean by “ a blanket finish.”

ENCOURAGED by the reception accorded “In.
ternational Showtime” since its debut here two
months ago,.Producers White and: Cates will
soon be exploring other-regions of the globe
for forthcoming attractions.

One of these
came during their very first meet: ing with the owners of Circus Williams in Arn-.

hem, Holland. Seated in one of the caravan’s
wagons, the two visitors were vainly trying to
make some sort of intelligible small-talk.

Apropos of nothing at all, White asked where
the circus people took their baths. A few min“ utes later, he found himself seated willy-nilly in

a nearby (and near-hot) tub,
not knowing exactly. how it all
came about, but promising
himself to call Berlitz the very

first. thing in the morning.
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Aussie’s Intertel Contrib (On
US.-Canada Relations) Gets Nix

: Wednesday, November 3s,1961 |

Abigail Van Buren advice column.
‘Televised advice will evidently be |
Accompanied by capsule dramatizations: -‘Taynod is working on still.
another concept, a five or 10-min- |’

- City-By-City Radio Profits

a.

ute version of a musical: show
Continved from page 24 Se
fronted by pianist Roger Williams. Mo., nine stations, $3,948,713 reve- |tonio, 10 stations, $2,764,838 reves:
|uring it was in its interest to ‘ob- Nodlund, incidentally, was once|nue, $564,665 income: Knoxville, ;nue, $44,202 loss; San Bernardino-.__

Sidney, ‘Nov. 14.
|a singer. and Williams was his -19 stations, $1,471 ,898 revenue, $5,- | Riverside--Ontario,
21 = stations,
Menzies’
Liberal | tain programs of top quality.
accompanist.’
330 income: Lansing, four’ sta- . $1,805,489 revenue, $257,469 loss;
is understood to. Today. national stations on the
tions,
$1,028,535
revenue,
$317,i
San
Diego,
hine
stations,.
$2,356,474
ABC
hookup
pr
oduced
54°7
of
the
have nixed a move by the Aus-|975 income; Little Rock, eight«sta- ‘revenue, $211,207 loss; San Frantrahan
Bruadcasting
Commission, .live tv shows here. However, though.
‘tions,
SA,
047,648
revenue
$114,362
,
cisco-Oakland,
18
stations,
$9,567,<
‘obstacles
made
it
impossible
for
government-controlled tv and ra-:
loss; Los. Angeles-Long Beach, 30 889 revenue, “$341, 138 loss; San
‘the ABQ
to increase
this’ perdio operators here, to produce aStations,
$19,
661.145
revenue,
$3,.
Jose,
six
stations,
$1,242,077
revecentage.
ena ‘Continued from page 29 mem_«<»_—~:
documentary film on relations be-.
{154,931 income;
Louisville,
nine. nue, °$10,750 income; Seattle, 18
|
tween
Canada
and
the
United
asked, dismissing another. Reginald : stations, $2,807, 444 revenue, $94,- i stations, $4,091,251 revenue, $72,Stale,,
Rase ‘type of drama on the theme. !'865 loss; Madison, three stations, |426 loss;. Shreveport,:nine. stations,
Film, an intertel project. Was;
He denied his rejection was due to !$1.041,867 revenue, $28,638i
income; *$1,257,494 revenue, $42,178 loss;
to have heen titled “Living Beside
any sponsor pressure and. volun-; Memphis,
10 stations, $2,722,176 ;- Spokane, nine Stations, $1,484,645
the Giant.” and was planned to. meme CON? inued from page 22 —_<
teered at one point that there's a'revenue, $324,612 income; Miami .revenue,. $48,494 income; Springexamine the economic and political
stations,
$4,274,040 revenue, ltield, Mass., eight -stations, -$1,114,|lets invariably need something to good story, too, in the adjustment{13_
provlems created for Canada hy!
' $571,728
‘income:
Milwaukee, ' 821 revenué, $70,652 income; Syra‘fill and a fully sponsored vehicle !white southern people must make
its proximity to the U. S. Intertel.
[is quite often the “nicest” way to, to accept the Negro as he should ‘eight stations, $4,778, 557 revenue, «cuse, nine stations, $2,041,537 revalsy planned to make documentary
be accepted. At another ‘point, on | $887, 691
income;
Minneapolis-St. jenue, $303,205 income; Tampa-St. ;
do the filling.
fin. fer tv dating dealing with.
Three, say Taylor and Nodlund, the same theme, he told of some! Paul, 12 stations, $5,510,523 reve-- ‘Petersburg, 15 stations, $2,724,723
other controversial subjects, includpa daytime. strip offers a cumula- wild, hate letters he received be- |nue, $660,636 .income; Nashville, jFevenue, $363,205 income; Toledo,
ing the political set up in Southeast tive audience of reasonably high ‘cause a scene in one of his outings! eight stations, $153,748 loss; New ifour stations, $1,877,280. revenue,.
Asia >A Canadian Intertel project cost per 1,000 éfficiency, particu-, depicted a Negro. policeman taking! Haven, four_ stations,
$1,197,810 $401, 857 income; Tuscon, nine sta- °
on
Cuba
had
previously
been , larly when the package is novel j a white woman into custody.
"|revenue, $5, 142, income; New. Or- Iteees $1,081,425: revenue, $102,928.
nixed
‘Costello, half apologizing for ap- leans, 10 stations, $2,530,963 tevy- loss; Tulsa, six. stations, $1,641,722
"and yet relatively inexpensive.. BeMeiabers of the Menzies’ goyern-, cause the networks and sponsors,‘pearing corny, said he liked to do!enue, $85,665 income, Ney. York, 'revenue, $32,183 income; Washingment toox the view that the ABC don’t like risking big money on; ; the many shows on “Circle” which *30 ‘stations, $34,377,781
revenue, :ton, 17 stations, $7,883,947. reveWas identified on an international new program devices, the best pos-. he felt were helpful to people. He ,$7,453,047.
income:
Newark, five ‘nue, $904, 189. income; Wheeling,
basis as an Australian government. jsible way to break wit the tra-, referred | to what may be labelled |stations, $2,071,566 revenue, $381,- ifive Stats ons, $1, 167; 686 revenue, ..
gency and therefore should not! : ditional formats of tv today, say
‘service shows,” dealing with such |349 income: Norfolk-Portsmouth, |$159,325 incomé; Wichita, six stabecome associated with the pro- |the Tavnod boys, is to take a short- |topies as college admissions, care|seven stations, $1, 826,750 revenue, |tions, $1.504,940 revenue, $49,915
duction of such controversial films,:‘er form. This way, the noval ideas! and needs of retarded children, |$273,399 income.
_
tineome, and Wilmington, ‘Del., four
and fer these reasons Menzies and |are more acceptable all around.' marriage conselling, etc.
°
Also: Oklahoma City, eight sta- {stations, $1,086,557 revenue, $221,his Cabinet refused to allow the}
j
tons,
$2,020,262
revenne,
$317,847
:
948 income.
"
There is another argument for’
ABC to go ahead on the project. ‘the shorter program format.
It's
come;
Omaha,
seven.
stations,
—
In Canberra—the Aussie Wash- Inot from Taynod, but from NBC.|.
| $2.
338, 784 revenue, . $193,676 inington—it was pointed out that be- NBC-TV. program
topper
Mort]
come; Orlando, eight stations, $1,cause of the government's ruling, : Werner is known to be interested , aun Continued from page 24 —
226,266.. revenue,
$9,243 income;
the ABC would be compelled to in experimenting with breaks in’ ings, FCC .reported 25 stations |Peoria, five stations, $1,182,523. rev- | _.
Continued from page 22. =a
withdraw from Intertel unless the. the traditional half-hour and hour with incomes of $500,000 and over |enue, $148,659 loss; Philadelphia: —
Bevernment
relented
its current. ; formals.
Why. he once asked must. , as ‘against 26. in 1959; 26 in the {21 Stations, $11 954,762 revenue, |sion’ ‘would move shortly for a
ban. ABC
spokesman. said there' ey, erything be thought of in-30 and. $250,000-$500.000 -range as against |$904,261 income; Phoenix, 16. stawas still hope that the government 60-minute forms?
This attitude 28 in 1959; 31, from $150,000-$250,- tions, $2,651,632 irevenue, $61,586|! hearing of the. stay before all nine”
would reconsider its decision.
!might well create a more amenable 000, as against 24 in. 1959; 43,!loss: Pittsburgh, 20 stations, $6,- |judges of the Court of Appeals. If
Members of Intertel are Associ- ‘atmosphere for five and 10- minute ae $100,000-$150.000, as against. ‘606.816 revenue, $1,187,554 income; : that: fails, the FCC will varry. its
ated Rediffisusion Ltd. «England, * shaws.
in the preceding year; 39, in: Portland, Ore., 15 stations, $3,439,- 1case to the U.S. Supreme. Court.
The

Robert

Party government

‘Circle Theatre’

Taylor & Nodland

B’cast Revenues

_ WNTA-TY

Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Na-:
Taynod did sell “Kukla,” but ite '$75.000-$100,000 bracket, as i815 revenue, $353,703 -income;
The three-man Court of Appeals
tional Tetevesion and Radio Centre that could well have been just an- | against 37 in 1959;.87, $50,000- |Providence, 12 stations, .$2,506,105 |blocked the FCC approval of the
(US... and Westinghouse Broad- other case of somebody going for $75.000, as against 90 in 1959; 281, |revenue, $23,056 loss; Richmond, | sale on the grounds that the FCC
casting Co. «U.S.A.:.
a show with a “track record,” yet $25,000-$50,000,: as against 244 the eight stations, $2,023,649 revenue;.| failed-to give New Jersey an oral’
Hookup provided that members: it seems that Taylor and Nodlund year before; 133, $20,000-$25,000, {$316,573 .income;
Rochester,
six hearing on Its objections, Lawyers
of Intertel would produce docu- are on to something that pays off— as against 134; 226, $15,000-$20,-|stations, $1,974, 045 revenue, $135,-| for both parties in the sale urged.
mentaries
for eirculation among regardless of how simple the con- 000 as against 216; 322, $10,000-|169 loss; Sacramento, six stations,.| the court not-to interfere with the
member organization.
Pix would] cept to shorter progpams may be; $15,000, as against 284 the preced- |$2,184,420 revenue, $45,740 loss; |sale before Nov: 27. Such inter-.
then be available for sale to non- the pair, via. Taynod, are under- ing year; 447, from $5,000 to- $10,- St. Louis, 14 stations, $7,039,432 |ferénce in a: regulatory agency’s
members and the profits distribut- stood to have a near-sponsor deal 000, as against 434 in 1959; and |revenue, $473,957. income;. Salt |decision before a full argument of
ed to member organizations.
on a 10-minute daily network ver- 643 and less from $5,000. compared Lake City 10 stations, $1,977,294’ the. ease is‘-heard was. characterThe ABC had joined Intertel fig- sion of “Dear Abby,” based on the, with 621 in 1959. —
revenue, $89,159 : loss; Sais An-' ized as “unprecedented. te

THE

PROGRAM# “Here's Hollywood” in New York, NBC-TV

THE

GUESTS

m Richard Avedon Johnny Carson, Bill Cullen, Hugh Downs,. Arlene Francis, Merv Griffin, .
Tammy Grimes, Celeste. Holm, Art James, Shari Lewis, EB. G, Marshall, Bess Meyerson,

Mitch Miller, Suzy Parker, Walter Slezak, David Wayne

THE

THE

THE
THE

= 15 locations... 10 half-hour programs... 7 days

TASK

REASON

RESULT
THANK

«= The most complete Video Taps Mobile Unit on the Hast Coast including a.self-contained 50,000
watt generator and two video tape recorders.

® “Here's Hollywood” programs, Nov. 18-24
§ = To Jack Linkletter and Helen O’Connell; Peer Oppenheimer, executive producer; Bill Kayden,
producer; Van Fox, director.

THE REMINDER=

VIDEO TAPE

.

G | UNUMITEQ

VIDEO TAPE UNLIMITED
341 MADISON. AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y. *
PAUL JACOBSON, V.P., General Sales Manager

Plaza 9-767
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-New-from

the world leader in FM!

ene ON
aS
2 naageBhet

Now add the pleasure of FM to your
outdoor listening.

Zenith’s new Trans-

Symphony portable operates on ordinary
flashlight batteries. Pours out rich brilliant tone from its 7” x 5” speaker. Like

Engineered. with watchmaker's precision, magnificently
styled, Zenith’s new cordless TransSymphony Royal 2000
has. richer, fuller tone
— greater power. and sensitivity —

than ‘any portable radio of its kind ever made !

the finest table model FAI/AM receivers,
Zenith’s new Trans-Symphony has Auto-

matie Frequency Control for drift-frea
FM listening, broad-range tone control,
precision Vernier tuning, Zenith’s famous
long-distance AM chassis. Three built-in

antennas: a Wavemagnet® AM antenna,
a concealed FM antenna, plus a teleecoping FM dipole antenna. Weight: 1154
pounds. Dimensions: 10 3/32” high (in«
eluding handle), 474” deep, 1154” wide.
Black Permawear covering, brushed aluminum and chrome plate trim. The

Trans-Symphony Royal 2000, $149.95*

Quality-built in America by highly skilled, well-paid American workmen.
ENITH

RADIO

ORPORATION,
©
EHIEAGO 39, ILLES
NOIS. INCANADA: ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION OF CARADA

LTD., TORONTO, ONT... The Royalty

‘ef television, stereophonic high fidelity instruments, phonographs, radios ‘and. hearing aids. 43 years of leadership in _Tadienics

exclusively.

© Manufacttrer's

‘suggested: retail price,

without batteries. Prices

subjectto change

and specifications

without: notice. -

.

.

ZENITH

phe

Gudiliv

goes lh

nepore the name goes on
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_
station had: a 15.8, WNBC-TV only
a 12.8 and WABC-TV a ‘5.2, but

Election Night Brouhaha
Continued

from

page

Foreign TV Reviews

‘that was the first and last.time all
night that the CBS election returns were
“better -read” than |

22

= Continued from page 31

NBC's.

.

ace

During -his. press conference,
coverage and the pickup of “Alcoa
by a sprightly quiz show from Wara sponsored ABC-TV Hagerty said the discrepency in saw, where the names of Doris Day technique and imagination assem- _
Premiere,”
a the NBC. vote count. for Wagner
with
NBC,
program.
network
and Perry Como figured surpris- ‘bled by. BBC-TV over 25:years. | ~
force just as large collecting Jersey; was far more than 50,000. He said ingly.
©
.
a
_
Otta....
data and with a higher rate of re-| that it was, at one point, more like |. The program was framed. by::thespondence until that moment, said |142,000 votes, if a tally were to be Italian tv attempt to remove illit-. -SCRAPBOOK FOR 1936
it was only able to tabulate some |based on.the. election districts still eracy by teaching peasantsto read With Stephen Murray” .
ticular time of night did show a! to be counted. The NBC margin
of
their own language for a half-hour ‘Producer: Geoffrey Baines.
Haaerts told reportecs that Thurs-,
190,000 yotes, éven though this par-j; error,he said was 11°7 on the final daily. Thus the power for good of Writer: Leslie Baily
dos reormin
{
rush of return. from New Jersey.. | vate. (He was. careful noteto openly the medium was skilfully under- 45 Mins., Wed., 7:30 p.m.
NBOOs udens-ston of error came’
To that. an exec of ABC News: charge ‘NBC -with any ‘hanky- scored, although most of the evi- BBC-TY, from London
.
Oulv atter the ae’: learned of the replied, “If you're really interested
panky, but the suggestion. was still.
Idea of -this program, which_
Bupendres
THiaeterts
press conier-- in how we managed to do so well. there,-if only due to the fact that. ‘dence proved that the power was |.
stemmed from a long-lived radio
eres yt to the neaoenus adiven for it, in Jersev, come up sometime and*he followed NBC’s admission of at the mercy of irresponsible comSkein, Was to summon up ‘events.
mercialism.
_
7
Rat NBC scarted du.t the same I'lt show you.”
. error. with charges of his own.)
_
In fact, the. chief conclusion was and. circumstances of the year in
unde: tle att.
k by Hazerty, whoi
CBS may not have heen public!
NBC rose ta the charges in a of the peril of tv as a deadening : ‘Which British ty was born. Various
seem ines
ile?
iénself for the about
its unhappiness
and sus-. hurry. The network said the mar- |
rrapeté with stormed place CBS, to pirions re2arding the NBC, News gin‘of error was a “flat” 56,000 and j influence, politically in the East. unseen celebs and newsmen comanu_ spiritually in the West. And | mented on the scraps of film, and
the detrhe;r
oof the other rival, showit:z, but it was. nonetheless.
that it was not only foolish but} BBC-TV couldn't be blamed for | this gentle autopsy had the charm
NBO
anhappy and suspicious. It was 4;imnacurate to project .50;00N votes |.boasting its own pre-iminence.in | Of reminiscence for those who re-.
NBC's Retort
CBS
officer who
last - weekend] into 142,000 votes and a 4°o error live shows, and its own freedom | membered 1936, but made only a

able tribute to the. resources. of

—

kis assutiates, decided that NBC's:
errur was not just one of 50,000’
votes but, bv a series of arithmetic:
progressions, a academic error of.
more Eke Laine votes.
we
“T wilt ay
to see Ht does. nat)
geet
oajaes
in
the | industry,”

NBC cre ked back Within 91 min-'
nies of fhe etd of the unique press
moeetir
tin t 2 hall. of ABC. “Jim
si nl]
Hoegerts
NBf* in a strongly
ogi

worded aise
term te form

enee

feren

reteree, “is running:
-la-f with che audi-

NBC News said it-merely pulled their

a repeat

of

the

andi fost with the prass con- tactics it used
NBC

then

pointed

aut

from

ABC's

disastrous

per-

technique -and

frequent

allegations, ANNA KARENINA |
, | With Claire Bloom, Sean

and NBC's counter charges.
=

ber primary returns in the fight:
between
Wagner
and
another

Democrat. Arthur Levitt.

investigations on!

the: basis ‘of -Hagerts’s

to cop the Septem-

f}

the Haseri ’s election niszht audieres toi oniv a fiithy the size of its
own
ard teat the ‘error in NBC's
Waener
rete.”
was heing ured
be the ABC ween “to divert atfen-

tion

anonymously
observed.
“Hagerty}into an error of 11%2...
sketchy attempt at framing it in a~
was silly for putting his suspicions;
Video now has a weather eye from outside influence, as: its in-. ‘perpective for those: who hadn’t..
come fs derived. from licence fees.
on the record. Eversbody has sus-° out to Washington to see if the:
‘It scampered over the ground
Otta, —
pirinss, some ahant him.”
FCC or Congress will pull one of |
-nimbly, and recalled all the major

The “rst |

Albert

Continued

Valerie

Taylor,

Jack Watling, Daphne Anderson,
June Thorburn, Frank Williams,

Goodson-Todman

time, NBC News put maybe 189|
men in. the field.at polling places the wanes
around
and precinct. houses

Lieven,

events
Connery,

from . page 23

city, to phone NBC election head- "verse audience
ranging from
egg#8
lowbrows.

of..a

erowded

12..months.

Three stood. out. First was the
abdication of Edward VIII, and
journalist Frank Owen was soimewhat disingenuous. in
that. the British Press:

suggesting.
ignore’ his.

John
Barratt, Alan
Tilvern, liaison with, Wallis Simpson mereDavid Lander, Robert Percival, ly because it was part of the monPatricia Laffan, Campbell ‘Cotts, | arch's private life. It was truer
Elaine Inescort, Alice Esmie- i to say that editors accepted a-gov- .

Bell.
Derek
Aylward,
Bobby: -ernmental ruling not to: blow the
far iranee.””
quarters in 30 Rockefeller Plaza heads to
Trig diversion, if that’s what It with the latest returns. Each man:
Caetano, Enid Lindsey, Laurie |
Goodson was somewhat miffed:
ot
was bv Hazerty, wav ave in some made perhaps as many as 12 ¢alls° by the low. status of game shows in
Leigh, Frances Cohen, Sidney! gaff.
Similarly, poet Cecil Day Lewis's
respects helne | CRS News off kind apiece. For the regular election 4 the trade. and among the critics..
‘Vivian, Gertan Klauber, Graham |
| comment. on the second highlight
of 2 hook
ABC did not even get week ago. however, NBC
Leaman, Artbur. Ridley, Elaine : of 1936, the Spanish Civil War,
News: ~Thére's a tendency.to downgrade
into the renovting of primary
re- suid the number of men it used in; this type of show,” he said, “beLaniada,
Joy Skelton,
Peter ;-merely .indicated the . intellectual
turns on tv fast Sentember in New the field was more like. 260. plus} cause it does not have a long tra-_
Augustine, Endre Muller, Peter | mind-searching it. evoked, without
~The
York. but CBS did and NBC beat the 100 or so men in the tabulating ; dition like cowboy: films.
Rutter
having the.time to. probe deeper.
CBS hadiv in the kind of caveragze centre.
| Zame shows camie solely out of the Producer: Rudolph Cartier
Thirdly, there was:.the start.
of
and t&o kind of audience available. : NBC News paid these stringers, broadcasting medium,
first on ra- Writer: Marcelle-Maurette
“| BBC-TVat Alexandra Palace, with
CBS brass soon after Taid down many of them gainfully employed
dio and now on, television. And 105 Mins.; Fri. 9:25 p.m,
j film of .the ‘first : trarismission
of
something of an “oar else” edict to during the day in other areas of: while game shows may be. dis- BBC-TY, from London
“Adele Dixon grimacing her way
CBS News
and the web's news NBC, simply. to devote all their missed by. the crities, they have
Despite the abrupt and episodic through. a hideous ditty.
bovs went after the election night time’ serounging out the returns.
returns
with
al! the zeal and CBS, the second runner, on the
monev thev cowtd eammand, but other hand, may have used some
still lost out to NBC. No heads _of its own staff men in small prehave rotied, however
‘cints, but. at least ‘as often, used
CBS News declined officially to poll: watchers
and other profesenter the Hagertv-NRC fracas... but sional political types. who obviousabout

about

was denressed

it admittedly

).. nad other things to worry

firstOe thing off
besides phoning
NBC eforning
showin’ Davar fain
Its * EI
seh CBS
work-"
after Election

ing newsroon. of CBS filled with the bat with each new piece of
Richard Salant. head of.
.
NBC’s 85G Budget
2
Neus
later said. “We're
not:

concern.

CBS News.
satisfied.”

division

was

late

He

that

said

also

7
,
News’
a
sD budget .ran

his ' | NBC

aver

plans to find out whv it $85,000 for covering the N.Y and

beaten,and_

satd

understood.

It's

“corrective! N.J. races.

the

News budget for the local

al-. CBS

iwould be taken,
radio, too) was)
though declining to mertion. what telecast ‘including possibly.
a little
: about the same,
such measures would he.
Salant said no heads would roll,’ more. Unofficial sources say that

measures”

either. If things went

wrong, he; the

show, according to Goodson, is that Anna
leap into ‘orous

budget for the they make an “original
like $35,000 to i|some unexpected area.”

News

ABC

nature of the adaptation, probably
_The program's most moving recinevitable in the shrinking process, ollection was of Emperor Haile
Tolstoy’s
great
novel
reteived Selassie's dignity at.Géneva, when
worthy treatment in this produc- the League of Nations turned down
Producer
Rudolph
Cartier: his appeal for help “against the
to newcomers’ in the game show tion.
field. “Beware of the treacherous deployed his 36 thesps with vigor | Italian’ aggressor. And there was:
mud-holes of the games that are and imagination, was provided with. another haunting glimpse
of the.
only fun to play.’ The trick is to lavish sets by Clifford Hatts, and. hunger march on London’ by.. repcome up with something that is adequately suggested such difficult | resentatives. of the country’s 3,something fun to watch,or better dramatic highlights as Vronsky's |
000,000 unemployed:.
yet, something fun to play and tumble at the horse-race, the. coldThe program, smoothly ..comwatch.”
a
shouldering of the erring Anna at piled by Geoffrey. Baines, had a
Along these. lines, Goodson dis- the opera, andthe gloomy .ambiclosed that another Goodson-Tod- ence of the Karenina house. In humdrum’ commentary, ° narrated:
man package, “A Matter of Opin- fact, it stuck. closely to the story- _by ‘Stephen Murray, It took in
ion.” involving panel participants line in the movie versions that -more -frivolous affairs, suchas the
musical
with a public opinion polling peg, Starred Garbo and Vivien Leigh, heyday of the British
to |
is now being whiprfed into. shape. but was more fajthful to. Tolstoy's ‘movie, with Jessie Matthews
prove
jt,
and
the
triumph
of
Jesse
The secret ingredient of each G-T ‘intention in that the character of.
Owens at the Berlin Olympics. It

succeeded in attracting high-level
audiences in showbusiness,. literary
circles and government. circles.”
Goodson also has some advice.

was treated with less glam- tickled the fancy, without stirring:

sympathy. Her desertion. of the mind.
chilly husband and child for the
i G-T sell their shows without dashing
, 540.000.
else’s.
Vronsky. was. implicitly|
WCBS-TV joined W ABC-TV in: pilots, pitching them up to network condemned, and her excessive pas-.
When Hacenty picked on NBC’s,
and ageney execs through office sion was shown as, in the last
reportage. NBC quickly picked on; ending guar coverage ote
e

said, it was hfs own fault, no one. night was ‘more

.

=

Otta. -

’ Sales.
Step toBetheyond
ne power
‘OMore.
off-web, “One

).m.

deraonstrations. . But before they resort, insufferable. oo
lay p.m. and stayed with. it until get to this stage. they've gone:
5
bras
* s. NBC
how
Z
News,News. after:
Hazer{s
Not the obvious choice for Anna, ‘Step Beyond,” being peddled in.
dered”
how come
News up til:'1 am. Salant1 of CBS sa
said-it was! through the mill. of “angry perfecsyndication by ABC Films,
relatively
slow ABC
showing
Claire Bloom took. fire as she
western power companies,
tionism.”
a
process
of
polishing,
then, managed to count “an amaz-ihe who decided, at 9:55 p.m., to
progressed. She foundit difficult to.Two
be exact. Montana State Power
out Lto communicate
ine” 350.000 votes in the Jersey;cut away to the network's Garry run-throughs.. and weeding
the fire-eating
has
bought
the series for showings
which
has
resulted
in
eight
new
gubernatorial race in the seven| Moore show because the then-im-|
blaze of her love for Vronsky in its
minutes between 9:45 and 9:52 p.m,| portant news, the Jersey race, G-T shows hitting the air in the early stages, but came into her. in four markets, KXLF, Butte;
KSMO,:
Missoula;
KBLL,. Helena:
last
six:
years..
,
on Tuesday. This was shortly be-| wouldn’t be decided between 10}
a

fore

od

ending

turns

onenly “won-;

ss

.

its fulltime

a

| own as the jealous mistress con- ‘and KFEB,. Great Falls.. ..Publie
stantly demanding more display of Service of Colorado is bankrolling| devotion than Vronsky could. prothe show on: KLZ, Denver. Known-.
.| vide. It was in the last half that
as “Alcoa -Presents” during. it’s
the play acquired dramatie stature.
ABC-TV. run, “Beyond” package
The earlier scenes were played. on totals94 half hours.
"
too cool a note.: took a ‘hiatus } Equally, Sean Connery made a

election! amd 11 p.m.He was right; it. wasn't|

nen
=

|CECided until the next morning and :
then
only by a relatively
few

}votes.
‘until

WNBC-TV

11:30

p.m.

stayed

with

it

CBS Films Pursuers’

‘As a First-Ran Entry

and then cut to]

‘the Jack Paar stanza.
Between 7 and 10 p.m., when]
CBS Films, which
everybody on the networks was on fall first-run syndiaction en-.
fully competitive (in terms of time ! tries’ this season, now has a first-

only}, WNBC-TV
rating

} TV's

average

16.9

| Against

tween

of 19.6 to WCBS-|

and WABC-TV’s

“Aleoa”

and

Moore,

starring Louis Hayward.
—
4.1.
Sertes,. taken on by CBS
be- in a distribution deal,..was

10 and 11 p.m., WNBC-TV

in England

ihit 16.1 (Moore got 25.3 in New
|York, “Alcoa” a 10.6).
;
CBS News evidently had reason
to feel happy in the. first 15minutes of its coverage (between
7 and 7:15) on Election night, because WCBS-TV. held the lead. The:

uTw
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mirably.
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The faults, in fact, were largely
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PICTURES
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HOLLY wo

OD

CORP.

ATLANTA =—s TORONTO. |

|

ag COSTUMES}
punctilious | -

. Patricia’ Laffan.

those’ attendant

ON a

tev ||BROOKS|

hard-

[yy

abbrevia-

tion of a vast novel that runs to
700 printed pages. It made a suit-

3.West 6tetSt, N.V.€.+Tot. PL.7-3000 f

Big Wilson.iscasting the

‘road: company for his one: "

-man’ show.

NEWCARS:DETROMT TO YOU!
Exclusive To TheEntertainment Industry
Now, buy new cars direct from their source,.
via F-O-B DETROIT: celebrity

SUBSIDIARY

CHICAGO

adaptation removed |

established

automobile-purchasing service. Enjoy the: convenience and savings. of purchase

SCREEN
YORK

this

list of American credits which in- support: was okay, with neat camcludes motion pictures, Broadway. -eos' from Jack Watling, Daphne |}
and. tv. :
;
Anderson,
June
Thorburn,- and.

For Further Details Contact

NEW

because

drinking and womanising life pre-|
Ama, his growing boredom ‘with |
the situation was too sudden to
convince. Albert Lieven was ad-

ducerof the’ 39-episode series, a Karenin and won sympathy for
crime meller.
a
his ruthless expunging of Anna.
Hayward, a British actor, has a from their child’s life. Minor thesp

Source: ARB, 1961.
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good stab at Vronsky, but, maybe

hit an Arbitron:run entry, titled “The Pursurers,”. much that

at the home of such fine autos as Thunderbird, Cadillac, Lincoln Continental,
F:O-B DETROIT fs source for all Detroit-made cars. For delivery In. the
Motor City -- or shipment. by ovr bonded chauffeurs. Write; phone oF wirer

FOB DETROIT |
13519 HAMILTON, DETROIT 3, MICH..

TO. 6-2800
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Wedvesday, November 15,1961.

AN ANNOUNCEMENT OF UNUSUAL IMPORTANCE
‘TO. STATION OWNERS, MANAGERS, PROGRAM DIRECTORS

T HIS WEEK, you will find in your“mail

Interest. in’ PSRN: is widespread and

a large and distinctive: envelope

significant, Leading figures aware of its

timed for simultaneous delivery through-

planning andprogress have made the following comments;

out the United States.

| You: will learn, how you ‘may become :8

Sylvester L, (Pat) Weayer, Chairman

_member of the PUBLIC SERVICE RapIo NiET

_of the Board, MeCann-Er ickson Corpora-.

WORK. If,by any mischance,, you do not:

tion. (International), wrote, The basic.use
of. our radio. service for instr uction and
“enrichment: as. well as enter tainment is

receive this envelope, phone or wire ‘PuB-

LIC SERVICE RADI0- NETWORK and another. .

greater interest in staying well informed
about our country and the world, and I
believe an organized effort to permit indi.
vidual stations to contribute to their infore

mation and understanding of today’s

problems is a major contribution,
Representative Emanuel Celler wrote,
The Broadcasting Industry hag a responsibility to the American people greater

will be sent immediately «since.PSRN meéme

most nécessary. Your proposal to inte-

«than ever... Therefore, the Public Service

bership is
i necessarily limited: to one sta
tion ina market,

grate minute vignettes of this category
into the entertainment’ ser vice will help
extend the usefulness of:radio to the country (for the country coritinues to listen

Radio Network which you are launching

PSRN is anew way to new performance
achievements for radio stations, PSRN

provides a method of dramatizing radio’s
mage,. its contributions. and. its:‘Tnassive
audiences.. As one newsman “wrote, - The
-PSRN. seal will become the most coveted
symbol m
+ broadcasting.

PSRN will not operate as 2. conventional
‘network, It will: not sell any | ofits pitograms to advertisers, nor will it require

“option time. Radio stations can comfort.
ably adopt this new service and. stillmain.

tain all present cominitments, 7

‘Tep Corr
President.”

to radio in massive numbers).

is @ siynificant step in the right direction.

I hope many stations will support your
pioneering. effort,

Werner Michel, Vice-President, Reach-

In adver tising,. we. place our clients’

McClinton and Co., Inc. wrote, As Tele«

money not only for cost-peér' -thousand but

vision-Radio Director of an advertising

. for ‘many intangibles, all of which will be
advanced by inclusion of the Pudlie Servtee Netwvor K's material in
i ‘the average sta-

agency vitally interested in the image of

the medium it uses to sell its clients’ products, I believe that the Public Service Net.

dion’8 pr ‘ogi‘amming,

work will do much to help the community

I hope your plan succeeds and am confidentthat itwill.

it has been organized.

“Senator A. S. Mike “Monroney wrote,
The Ameri:ican. people have never had a

thorough study of applications permits.

. Bunn. Gerscwan

Executive Vice-President

\:PUBLIC SERVICE RADIO’ NETWORK

acceptance cf stations and I am delighted

Stations will be qualified as promptly as

DAVID ‘L. GARTH

F. W. RICHMOND

Vice-President

‘Chairman of the Board

743 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 3-7410
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From The Production Centres

car at the Pennsylvania ie
recently entertained the press in itis private
?
| Railroad station.

|IN PITTSBURGH.

‘Clean Up’ Pix-TV |

. °

——

‘Continued from, page 1.—_—

Five half-hour documentaries. on the civil defense problem written |
by Al.McDowell, are being heard this week on “Program PM” on. of tv content: * “Many of the curs:
ae
comed the
“Grpss” star to Detrort and made the society pages, witl |KDKA. £ach half-hour deals with a different phase of civil defense.: rent shows lean toward: the sugKen Kirk has taken over the “Pittsburgh ' gestive, and some are positively
fiim and tape Mitzi Gaynor’s farewell party in L.A. for Miss Merman. McDowell also narrates.
coarse,” Mrs. Spong asserted. “The:
for showing on ker WJBK-TV show 2...
WWJ-TV newsman Willlam }Tonight” 12:45 show on. “KDKa- TV which follows. “PM -West”
==

Fyffe
bora

narrates
Center

an

Continued

in-depth

in a WWJ-TV

from

page 28

{where

examination of Univ. of “Michigan’s Dearpublic affairs Sunday cast.

most

of the visiting celebrities

are interviewed. Kirk replaced: attempt to make some of the more

‘Tom Finn who is devoting all his time to -his 7 p:m. newscast . .,{ Violent westerns. more’ palatable.
David Kelly, former Pittsburgh Press staffer, is: the news director! by quoting scripture. passages and
Arch McFarland, a former basketball star, is the new ‘other pious expressions is little
at KDKA .

.

IN PHILADELPHIA

coach of the KQV Hi Hoopers. WHC,

who had a team last year,-will:
: less. than ‘ridiculous.”

not be in Cimpetition this year . . . Carl Ide filled in for the ailing | Regarding the American film
WFIE-TV going heavy on personal appearances of web stars ‘this. Eda Conway while the WTAE sportscaster did hospital time. Conway industry, ‘the lay leader said, :week. Leonard Ackerman, co-producer of “Target, the Corruptors,”
is now. back and. Ide is back to doing his regular news ‘shows at 12. “Hollywood productions. -have de‘teriorated
greatly and ‘need. a.
in to meet the press.and station personalities ‘141. Gary Lockwood, of and 7.
“Follow the Sun” is due here tomorrow. (16'. Arnold Stang, slated to.

| thorough

IN CINCINNATI.

housecleaning. "

exploit the cartoon “Top Cat.” was skedded for Friday ‘f7); but hadj
‘Violates Morality’
to cancel when the Coast: brush fire destroyed his home.
. W. Thacher| In bomb shelters for six days, WKRC’s Big Jon, Arthur, at his home; a
<. : Milw aukee, Nov. 14.
Longstreth, markefing head of the Aitkin-Ky nett agency. and former j aired. answer's to his experiences. and Jim Dandy, on Fountain Square,}. a
Rev.
A. -Parr, arch-..
unsuccesstul GOP candidate for Mayor, will address the dinner meet-| maintained his WCPO nightowl ‘platter sessions. . WLW-T pubaftairs | diocesan, Raymond
director of the Legion, of.
two Sunday
90-minute videotapes of Xavier U,
ing Gf the Philatelphia
Chapter, American. Women
in Radio and |specials include
Decency,
speaking
at
a seminar on Glenn “Skipper” Ryle
~ . WRCV Radio has }“Fight Against Communism”’ leeture series.
Television, Nov. 21, on “Broadpast Imagery"
“Filth Has. Gone. High Brow,"..said’
launched series of “Vis e” remotes from “Sunset Beach Ballroom, Al- eonducting monthly WKRC-TV dance. parties. for his 10 to 14-year-old
“A
movie’
‘that
|
violates
morality”
Bruce Handshu succeeded as WCKY pubaffairs director .
monessen, NJ... every Saturday night Emceed by Jack Rattigan, pro-' followers . .
i by Vickie Pigeon, former American .Forces Network women's éditor in. violates art.”
gram will showcase talents of territorial bands.
“Talking at. the fourth annual con-.
WSAI news staff additions are Wynn Moore, via WNOR..
| Europe . .
Army Reserves. ention, of ‘the Milwaukee. -ArctiNorfolk, and Tony de Haro from KBOX, Dallas. .
‘active duty call -for Crosley announcer Dave Manning | shuffled. Jack ‘diocesan. Council of- Catholic Men:
Bill Whalen, news director WNAC, WNAC-TV and Yankee net, tells Norwine, George Logan, Jack Gwyn and Howard Chamberlain on. WLW : at St. Roberts’ Church, cleric conpublicity elub of Boston “How to get yuur news releases or publicity and WLW -T.
| tinded:: “If.a movie portrays good
material heard. seen or read.” at their luncheon meeting at Ni¢k’s
= | as evil—evil as good—or both good |
Wednesday
«15
. . Second of WBZ radio's “Oral History Series,”
‘and evil as indifferent—it- cannot
called “Alcoholism.” starts on station Thursday (16), 10:30-11 p.m... .
|be artistié: because it is unreasonTo
exploit
“Expedition:
Boston"
on WNAC-TV
for “Waterfront”
; able. It'is the’ function of the artist’
Wednesday -15+ at 6:30 p.m. Phyl Doherty, pub-ad head dispatched
' Continued from. page 29 7
: to: represent. reality."
toy motor cruiser. to advertising, public relations people and tv edi-|
Parr suggested: that the so- called”
‘ment’ of a wartime interlude. Also |:artistic ‘motion pictures, produced.
tors keeping up with her reputation for gimmicks .
. . WNAC-TV"
unveiled were RAI-TV’s new news.
signed Brillo, Wriyley’s. Kusan, Inc., Quaker Oats, Lion Packaging,
‘in Italy and France, were never
program, which has a different forand National Dairy Products Corp. this week for intensive spot cam‘exhibited in those. ‘countries.
He
- Toronto, Nov. 14. . ‘mat on the Second Program, while
paigns .
. Andie Kurzman, secretary to Joe Leyine, news and film
indicatéd sueh films were made tor
director at
WHDH-TYV, leaves Dec 1 to have a baby. . WBOS is groomSigning of .an ‘agreement
for evening wound with the running of the American. sucker. - (‘This is aning new program “Nizht Line,” to be produced ‘by Craig Spence, ;American distribution rights to 26- a Swedish video ballet, “The Bad: comprehensible: to.film trade—Ed).
fs
‘one-hour Canadian tv dfamas was: Queen,” which recently won RAI-:
formerly of Syracune. from a downtown, eatery.
“According to. Priest, films projointly made by A. K. Morrow, ‘di- TV's
Prix Italia
for musical
i duced in these countriés are. in
rector of English-language ° and the entries.
reality ‘“pornographic.”” ‘But any
Toronto
area
networks
of the
While
first
evening
was
‘termed
“ KCBS deejay Owen Spann will depart the o-and-o Jan. 1, with Dave j Canadian Broadcasting Corp., and
| moves. toward. legislating’ in. the
“special” by RAI-TV, in that it inMcEFlhatton taking over his a.m. show .
iinterest. of public: morals was im-.
Frisco Examiner ‘came. Up} Hathaway Watson, veepee in charge
with a new TV-radio page format. Main “change is that the complete!,of broadcasting for RKO’ General cluded items not réflecting the nor- ‘practical,- as it involved a state oF:
AM log has been dumped in favor of AM “highlights,” with result}Inc. Figure was not disclosed but mal fare to be seen on the net, the: -mind
or
disposition
such
as
second
evening
marked
the
actual
:
that AM ard FM occ upy same amount of space on the page ... Steve some $250,000 is believed involved
‘pr-ejudice.
‘
7
Allen spent the week in town taping bits for his all-Frisco show NOV... ‘in this single largest sale of CBC Start ‘of “normal”. daily program-..
Father Parr- concluded: “There
ming
on
the
new
ouelet.
22.
KPIX salesman Aubrey Hohman heading for Westingnouse's ‘product.
; has-been an‘ effort.by some to legis-.
Followup stanza included a-w ell- |
Cleveland station .
Russ Baker named KGO-TV’s operations man-’ The 60-mins. dramas, which -were received .variety show, ‘“Bonsoir, late. against books and movies, hut
aver... BBC's ex--president, Sir Gerald Beadle, spoke to Frisco Ad
‘broadcast over: the CBC-TV web Catherine.” toplined by Catherina Lthey ¢an’t- even agree on a defiriClub .
Mark Adams, ex-KYA news director, hooked on with KGO:
during the past two seasons under Valente (the first of six weekly live ‘tion’ of obscenity. We must show
AM, replacing Cliff Engle on daily 10-minute news shot—Ensgle quit
the
now-defunct . sponsorship of hour. shows:. followed by -the news'‘ resistance to bad beaks arid movies
to spend full time at KFRC .
KTVU began telecasting Frisco ount.|
onthe retail. level. If. the publie
‘General’ Motors Presents” series,
hockey games .
NABET’s Frisco office put out a broadside recount
“The Real West.” : didn’t. make itself felt; Ford would :
ing its side of the KXTV. Sacramento, strike. claimed in jt the strike , are made immediately available to also a Prix Italia winner tfor docu- ;‘still, be.Producing model :“T's.2
five RKO-Gen tv stations which ‘inwas saving Corinthian $90,000 annually in payroll at the. Sacramento |
mentary! this year. “West,” narrat-.,
clude WOR-TV, New York; KHJStation.
ed by the late Gary. Cooper, also !
TV, Los Angeles: WNAC-TV, :Bos-:
evoked ‘favorable. press comment:
ton: ‘WHBQ-TV, Memphis; WHCT‘here.
_
{TV,
Hartford. The 26 CBC-pro.Alternativé evening fare to this |:
- Continued from page 25 en
Arthur Godfrey visited Timonium Fair Grounds. outside Baltimore, duced dramas are expected to be
Sunday, to conduct finals in cattle cutting and calf roping at Four- ‘shown first on W OR-TYV, New York, Second Program evening on the. |
original
RAI-TV.
channel,
now! market vary according to the dis-.
teenth . Annual Easterh National Livestock Show .
WBAL-TV has early in 1962."
called‘‘National Program,” consist- ! trib.. With. one or two exceptions.,
inaugurated its “Youth in the News,” Monday ‘through Friday. news
Under sale terms, ‘RKO has syn-"
report presented by studenfs of the Baltimore Junior College..
.|dication rights to the plays for five ed of a doctimentary on Hungary’ rs |most -distribs. -classify. the’ current
followed
by a marie’ as a tough-one, the. de-'
Jack Redfern of City Health Department staff is now “Dr. John years. and can sell them. to other 1956 revolution,
Worthington” on WMAR-TV’s “Your Family Doctor.” ... . John Kress- tv stations. in the U.S. Canadian. three-act musical comedy based. ony |scriptica encompassing ‘the past
ler named press representative of WJZ-TV. Tominy Dukehart who writers and actors will’ receive re- a play by: Carlo Goldoni, “I Quat- '485'as well as the vaultees. On the
Morrow’ said’ that
the tro Rusteghi, * and. a summary’ of { post-48s. some distribs feel that
had handled publicity will now do liaison between station and: county siduals.
communities . « . Dorothy J. Symth is new secretary to D: P. Camp- agreement with: RKO’ provided week’s sports events, ending with | many markets, those. being offered
“1 different post-"48 ‘packages at the
bell, administrative assistant at WMAR-TV.......
“The Collegians” proof of the CBC's longtime belief the news.
RAI-TV has stressed. that basic- same time, are..being depressed by
céiebrated their 12th anniversary rvon W MAR-TV
;. . Andy Griffith that the standard of Canadian tv
‘tthe. ‘overabundance.
of
product.
ally,
programs
on
National
and
Sec‘writing and acting: is high enough
Most stations still have’ pix inven-:
to warrant expesure.in other world ond channels. will not vary greatly |:
tories.
to
play
off.
There's
no.
doubt,
from
fare
heretofore
presented
on
-} countries. Watson stated the hope
‘that the present CBC deal will be Italy's. single’ net, but the material though, ‘in. regard ° ‘to the long,
Columbus,. Nov..
‘steady need for pix on tv ‘and. tt's
aforerunner
of
similar
arrangewill
be.so
arranged
as
to
give
viewJoseph
Bradshaw,
of © WEED.
felt ‘that those in. the. class -of
.Worthington, is the new president ments ensuring American viewers ers from now on a dance to switch
from a political panel to. a musical ;: “Treasure :of Sierra Madre” w ill be: of the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters. of Canadian programs.
show, from a quiz to. opera, from playing on the screens of the na| James Hanrahan, of WEWS,:Cleve- | ws
tion, no Matter: -what the most re‘|drama to comedy, ete.
land, was. elected first vice -presi- |.
Technieal quality of Second Pro-| ‘cent. vintage of pix. on -ty is.
dent and Law rence H. Roger. II,

IN BOSTON...

“5

2506 forCanada | Ttaly’s 2d Channel
Drama Exposures

IN SAN

FRANCISCO

jand NBC-TY's

~ PreABs.

iV BALTIMORE

Ohio ‘B’ casters Elect

ABCRadio’ S$ ‘Flair

EMMETT KELLY
Mst.: LEONARD GREEN
300 HB. 5Sist St.. New York
PL 2-1764

‘|gram was excellent, though. some } >
4, of Taft Broadcasting -Co., Cincin- |
“blind areas throughout the Italian |}
nati, was named second yeepee. ’: —
Continued from page 22
boot (only 50° of Italian popula-|
Gene Trace, WBBW,. YoungsBig
‘| town, retiring president, will be- ‘clearing
the show; with only a few ‘tion ean be reached. at present by|
UHF transmitters, but RAI has!
come a director when new officers: not carrying it whole.
about
assume their duties Jan. 1.. How-.
Main .factor in “Flair’s’” strong promised that this ‘will: rise to 75%
ard Donahoe, WILE, Cambridge, ‘showing, according te ABC Radio.
was elected to.the board, and Col- ‘prexy Robert Pauley, is. that the.
lis Young, WCOL, Columbus, was, program
has.. - successfully
inteTeelected to the board.
grated public service into an enterMany of -the
=|tainment
format.
‘short segments

on “Flair,” involv-

‘by the end of 1962) and even some

Wileon’s . el aime

zones of Rome were cut off’ from |} will,he
the show because of interferences.

‘with the direct line. of vision

eur-

rently needed to bridge the trans‘mitter-to-receiver gap.

As proudly announced -‘by RAIing talks on financial planning,
TV, the Second Program has. ‘been |
medicine, education, etc., can be
inaugurated over one-year in ad‘| logged as. public service on the 301
vance of original target date set in
forms, an important consideration
convention between RAI-TY. and
in. light. of. the. tougher FCC attithe Italian government for Detude towards license renewals.

“Flair” represents the major effort of ABC Radio's. new leader-

cember,

1962.

checked.

|

IMPRESSIVE THEATRICAL OFFICE 1
‘S4th. St., East-of Tth Ave.
Spacious ‘Private
separate

room

Both rooms

Office

HUNTING

BIG

You'll find it in the Northwest ooo

GAME?
big, rich ready: market

for your product.

This is the area which KSTP-TV serves and. sells . 4s
$5 Billion in spendable income and 810,800 TV. families.
Let KSTP-TV start a sales stampede for you.

SO
“O°

Or 100,000. WATTS. + NBC
MINNEAPOLIS «ST. PAUL.

of

informational

stanzas

on

the

| web, all produced by network per-

sonnel. Pauley said ABC Radio has |

adopted the principle of not accepting any outside shows in this
yarea in order to prevent any axgrinding on the web.
‘Whereas last year the web had
‘public service ‘shows: scheduled at
| regular. times,
currently
ABC
| Radio is only doing such programs
-|when they. have a definite peg,

+such as shows on fallout shelters,
space, ete. At the present. time,
public service shows on ABC Radio

are up 35% over last year.

(12x20): with.

for assistent/secretary.

off ‘handsomely

decorated:

reception area. Other offices In suite.
eccupied By theatrical. accountant. and
attorney. High fore Sunny, 24. hour
Bidg.—$i50—Cl 6-19

ship: team under. Pauley. Latter
‘| said the gross from the show now

equalled. the annual
production’
cost of $680,000. Click of the show
Has resulted in a general upbeating

|

inventing the. “twiet”

Important Featu re Films

From Top Independent

Available. for Television

Principals Only
Box V-3161, VARIET ¥.

184 West Abth.Street; New
N Yor 6
3
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—

: LA CourtAcquits2,Finds3
Guiltyon Bogus RecordRap|| MORE
Los. Angeles, Nov. 4. +r
-Two men were: found guilty and |

By MIKE GROSS

Ver Songanith

‘Shree others. acquitted of operating |
a phonograph ‘record counterfeit- |

Otto A. Harbach

-ing biz, in a decision handed down |’
by. Superior Judge Lloyd-S. ‘Nix. . .

“recalls: brightly’

_

Gene Allison. and Edwin B. At

wood. were

charged: with

A TaleOf Two Songs

pirating

“four pop records and’found guilty

ee

|Howie Richmond Builds Legit Arm
MEMBERS) To Broaden Publishing Activities

&

of conspiracy to cheat and.defraud. |

Seeking what he ealls “a point
j}of departure” for his music, How-

Ex-Midwest Dik Jockey

The record: industry’s apathy and |
‘Bill Randle
J} antagonism to the National Acadwho should know abcut these things
emy.of Recording Arts & Sciences
has written an interesting and
1|have to be overcome if it’s to be| . Giseerning piece entitied
organization.
jjcome
a running
That’s the. opinion of Nesuhi Ertegun, president of the New York
| chapter, who’s on an allout camTruly Reflect
‘paign to spread the NARAS gospel.

“Junk

Music’ Doesn’t

U.S. Tastes

ard Richmond is building a legit
arm of his publishing activities.
He is forming a pre-production
musical operation through which
he hopes to widen, his marketing
areas. |

Plans call for a three-fold

pro-

| gram, covering the commissioning
of scokes to be written. the acquisition of\options on books and other

The. biggest problem, he says, is:
‘one ‘of the many Editorial Fectares
was.convicted on an
properties for development into
j| getting more-members.
Right now
accompanying | charge of: Brand
and the eneration
of
+*® &
th the upcoming
{the NARAS rolls from. the-N. Y..,-|
readings for producers, directors
theft.
. another Interesting Fecture
‘|| Chieago'and Los Angeles chapters
and
talent
for
his
writers’
scores.
-Records—which included labels I 56th Anniversary Number.
In the upcoming
don’t yet reach.a 1,000 membership.
The project has-been designed to
and covers—found :to: have been
| total.” An active membership list “56th Anniversary Number | function internationally and haz
counterfeited were “Inside. Shelley-|
~~
twice that size is needed to make |}
been started through his London
of
Berman,” “Outside Shelley Ber[| NARAS a. smooth-flowing and poEssex music office where David
“man,” . “Provocative. Percussion”
{tent industry organization, Ertegun |}
|
ARIE
:
Platts:
has instituted such a proand. ‘“Pérsuasive Percussion.”
figures. ‘He .also. believes’ that a
gram.
'_ The pair will come up for pro- |} Plus’ ether statistice! ond deta-filled 4) . larger’ representation: from the inPlus other stetisticel and data-filled
‘charts
end
erticles,
:
bation. hearing and sentencing on}:
charts and articles.
‘In Lonéon, thére are currently
‘dependent companies. would help |
five productions in which RichFriday .{17).
dissipate the kind of beefs ‘that
mond has taken part from the
-Pete Korélich. ‘prexy of Korelich.
_|-were yoiced: after the awards of.
standpoint of getting them rolling.
Engineering & Mfg. Co., previous‘11960 and 1961.
Two current English musicals wil?
ly indicted on same charge, as well
. In.
1960
many
industryites!
be published by him im the U.S.
squawked because’ Capitol. Records
as for aHeged conspiracy to comnext season. These are “Oliver,”
Jran away with the prizes ‘and the
mit. misdemeanor. violation of the.
'
e.
|
which
he handles in Australia, too,
following
year
RCA
Victor
practi-State of California Business and|
‘cally stole the show. It was said. : Pact Breach Sint but not in England, and “Stop the
- Professions Code, was.-~~aéquitted:
;
World—I Want to Get Off.” which
then that the awards really weren’t.
Korelick, according to his attorney, |"
ihe
also
published
in England.
', representative because the comWilliam B. Spivak, had -been -en:
David Merrick will present -both
pany. with. the most NARAS mem-|
gaged to press the recordings. and |
Rob’{ Mellin: ows on Broadway next season.
i bers’ could swing votes to its own Vs.
‘. had. accepted the: job. in all good
product. |
faith without any. knowledge of the}
Among other projects in this
An ‘orderly meeting of: the Amer-{:peThis -has. been. a sticky problema
Aldon Music, Nevins & Kirsh-! area is a Bea Lillie starrer to be
conspiracy.
jean Society: of Composers, Authors | for the NARAS execs and they feel. ner's publishing firm, has filed.‘ “ealled “Bea-Ography.” The musical
Two other defendants, Robert '& Publishers: was given a jolt last’ that
more
members. ‘suit in N.Y. Supreme Court against ‘will contain
material
associated
Allison, brother. of the. convicted Wednesday 18) ‘at. New. York's Hotel ;i.would recruiting
be the surest’ way to clean
Robert: Mellin alleging failure to! with the actress as well as some
man, and Charles -L. Richards, inIn discussing the voting pay royalties earned overseas. Suit ; new songs by Leslie Bricusse, covolved. in the financing ‘of opera- Roosevelt’
when
Pinky
‘Herman
|
jt
up.
.
called for the resignation of -the i problem ‘recently; some
NARAS
asks, $250.000 damages and a fur-| writer with Anthony
Newley of
tien and. up on the same charges,
Society's attorney, ‘Herman. -Finkel- |board members from -RCA Victor ther $46,580 for. royalties.
‘“Stop the World,’ and writer of
also were Sequitted.”
| stein,
‘proposed that a bylaw be added
containing
23. the recent single click, “My Kind
“The complaint,
|. Herman
attributed. many
“of which would not allow members to ‘separate causes of action, charges |of Girl.” A future Broadway tuner
: ASCAP's current. problems, ¢on-. vote for their company’s product. that Mellin and its assignees failed ;¢alled “Ninety
Dozen Glasses,”
“Tsent decree, etc.,.to “bad advice” The ‘proposition was passed by the to account and.pay royalties earned:‘written by Oscar Brand and Paul
“| from Finkelstein. . Herman: called |‘N: -¥. chapter but. failed to go in Germany, Austria, France,.Swe-| Nassau, will also be co-published
for some new legal: thinking and: i through when it came’to a vote at den, Norway, Denmark, Finland,, by Richmond. ~
Allison. also

PleaforASCAP
Attorney's Exit
~ Gets No Support

F errante&Teicher ist‘Tn Rash ofPianists At~ 1 that ASCAP

Atlanta Concert Series

a
;

_

should go out and get fe combined. N.Y.-L.A.

someone like Adlai. Stevenson
‘Henry. Cabot: Lodge...
|
Trying ~ nat: to give. credence

Atlanta, Nov. 14.

Ferrante &. Teicher; duo piano
‘team. performing on: United. Art-.-§sts Records, appeared -here in a

meet.
Spain, ‘Portugal,
Australia,
New |
In yet another area, Essex will
Ertegun -also ‘says that a larger
Zealand, Brazil and Argentina in! publish the Bricusse-Newley film.membership- would ‘allow for- spe- accordance. with the contract.
; tuner being prepared for Sammy
to; Cialization. of .vating -in .separate
It is also’ charged that the de-: Davis Jr.. in which Newley will

or}

the Herman: attack, Society prez | categories. - Right now all members |
Stanley Adams: quietly. rebutted! vote in every - category whether fendant rendered false and incom- |also costar. It 1s all part of a plan
with,

“Qne .of ASCAP’S

--Sunday afternoon concert (12) to: problems - is to
a packed house at: 1,750-seat Tower

‘Roger. Williams, with Fred Waring
&

His: Pennsylvanians

spot.

plete statements for Scandinaviaj fo develop a crop of new writers
in an attempt to defraud Aldon; !for Richmond's overall publishing

biggest { they’tre familiar. with ‘the category

keep. Finkelstein tor not.

To. induce ‘membership, which,
from. resigning
and it: is. only].
Theatre.
Their. show, billed as through
his
legal: efforts
that costs. $15 annually, NARAS. has ar_/“F&T Flip Their ‘Lids,”” Was second ASCAP is ndw collecting $32,000,- :Fanged. that members can’ receive
‘$n Famous: Artists. Popular Series, 000. a year.””. .
records. at practically manufacturmanaged by. Ralph. Bridges.
Fla-|- During: “Herman's. “speech ‘there ;‘ing cost.: $1.25 for monaural and
“menco_ guitarist’ Carlos Montoya were.a few scattered ‘shouts of ap-|%!:50 for stereo). “NARAS is also
opened ‘the series, next is pianist proval from:-members but .nebodyj arranging for panel discussion ses-.

came forward to second the motion /Sions which. would

in ‘closing, or. back him up...

members... The

failed

session

its best

efforts

to: operation

as a point of departure

tugal.. rights assigned in the sub-|
Richmond says he doesn't want
publishing contract; and refused‘to become a record company or @

.and failed to help’support sales of :producer byt will continue
certain Connie
in.. Germany.

be open te all |.

first. such

to use

exploit, in France, Spain and Por- ;for: his music.

Francis
7

to in-

recordings ‘vest in hoth of these operations,
-In London fie has an investment in

Suit claims Mellin improperly ' a disk studio and will probably indeducted the share of French lyric ‘vest in his legit projects as weil as

Aside from the Herman. rhubarb, ::Will take’ place Noy. °28 and the writers from royalties earned by continuing to produce masters and
the next fortnight Ate the. meet was an‘east coast repeat jtopic will be’ “Es. Stereo. Neces-. Aldon :and failed to furnish de- books of music.
will. face’ a block of piano|of the meet héeld-on the Coast sev- |S47Y?
a
tailed statements showing net re-|
.

:

Within

“Janta

Ertegun’ ‘also points _out that: ceipts
-..thurmpers.-. Come Thursday: (16) -eral- months ago.
for: Austria,
Germany, ! During Irving
Van Cliburn. will be here at 6,000-jCaesar's address, which hé had de- iNARAS" purpose isn't solely for
-seat Municipal. Auditorium, on Al livered at the Coasi’ session. ‘one |aWard-giving. NARAS ‘ill sponsor
‘ Star Concert Series,. sponsored: “by
Mellin has filed a verified an, “Is. this - meeting, on: 'a course ‘at:.New. York U._next
_, Atlanta Music. ‘Club, Marvin Me‘ semester which. will -cover all. as- ster denying the .allegations.
pects of: the recording business in’ Donald, manager.’ Next. two nights
In addition to-royalties and dam- |

France, “Sweden,rirland and ‘Burton Lane: Reelected
AGAC Prexy; See 1961

will .find. 98-piece Atlanta Sym. _phony.-Orchestra, Charles Sopkin,.
director, playing. pair of. concerts
‘at Tower Theatre: Young: French
‘pianist. ‘Philippe
Entremont
is
scheduled to: be. symphony's. guest

rs
(0.OPERAGUILDLOSES

_eluding -‘pop-.and classical artists &
‘repertoire. engineering, merchan‘dising, publicity. . and - promotion,

ages, Aldon.is. asking rescission
the

unexecuted

portion

of the

of

con-

tract and reassignment to Aldon!
léte. There is also a’ plan afoot to |. of all rights ‘assigned ta Mellin.
j establish, a permanent Record Mu-_eoe FO.
um. at- either the N. ‘Y. Publie.
New Orleans, . Noy. 14.
we
;
artist.
\Tibrary or Lin¢oln Center.
New. Orleans: Opera Guild -Inc..
DECCA’S ORIG CASTER
‘The NARAS. “Grammy” awards
After. Steinway strings ‘quit’ re- failed last Tuesday (7) in Louisiana
(
)
for
1961 © will ,.be handed out in
yerberating for. ‘this: -three-night. Supreme Court to enjoin Local !
-workeut from Cliburn and. Entre-. 174,° Musicians Mutual -Protective' February or: March of next year.
OF BEI MIR MUSICAL
There
may
be
a-tv
show
covering
-mont,: Victor Borge will bring his Union: and. the American’ Federa"Decea Records is. venturing into]
occasion as there was in 1960.
show, promoted. ‘by Marvin McDon- tion of Musicians. from including it the
|
the legit field this season with an
ald, to Muny Aude, and it is a safe| on “unfair lists” published by. the
bet: he’ll pack. the place. Leonid unions.
The Guild also. sought
original
platter’ and. an
album
..:, Hambro, pianist for the New York menetary
damages. and
orders |
pegged fo an original's score. The

SUIT VS.TOOTER UNIONS:

Kapp on Classics Kick,
Preps Debussy LPs

“Philharmonic - Orchestra, will” ap-! which would have prohibited the|
. pear with: Borge:
‘unions from forcing it-to employ
“| musicians, whom’ the Guild. consid-

Collections at $1.2 Mil.
Burten

Lane

has

been

reelected

president lof the American Guild
‘of Authors & Composers.
Term
runs for -a year. Other officers
elected were Jack Lawrence. vice
president; Jay Gorney, second v.p.;
| Leonard Whitcup, treasurer; jack
Siegel. assistant treasurer, and Edward Eliscu, secretary.

Abel Baer is the new

chairman

of the | AGAC _founch). replacing

gar
Leslie who
becomes
honor!ary member of the council. Mitchell

:parish is a new member of the
original cast outing will be “Bei ‘council replacing Sam Coslow, who
Mir Bist du Schoen,” the Yiddish- tresigned. Alec Wilder, a BMI
American

musical currently at the |writer, was runnerup

in the elec-

When most indie labels are. either Anderson Theatre, N.Y.
ition for council member and he's
cutting down or “eutting © out their
allIl counci
council
t
a Louis aevatines. to attend
The show has a book by
‘The -high. ‘court upheld the classical lines, -Kapp -Records- is
Fourth Circuit. Court. of. Appeal, prepping additional selections: for
will
1961
for
ns
collectio
AGac
Jacobs!
Jacob
“by
Freiman,
.which in- turn had affirmed a. de-. its Classics string:
{and
musie lyrics
by Sholom Secunda, the |come to about $1,200.000 whiclr is
“Johnny” Mathis. has pulled in cree by J udge Clarence Dowling in. : In Hne with upcoming: -centennial
latter
two
having
penned
the
title
|a
50%e
jnerease
over
the
previous
close to $260,000: on the first 19 civil. district court. dismissing - ‘the of‘the birth of Debussy, the diskyear.
The organization is now nedates of his.:current tour of .col- suit: on an. exception of no cause’ ery is preparing a six-disk set of
tune
originally,
Decca
has
the gotiating a new contract with pub+ Jeges,: auditoriums: .and. theatres. of action...
., the composer’s:complete works, as -original -hit of this tune by the
Jishers
for
serious composers.
The. tour kicked off. Oct. 13. ‘and 'As.a result, of.the Guild's: being played by Danie] Ericort: Kapp curin. its catalog.
—
‘Andrew
Sisters
. :will run until. Nov. 21.0
placed” on the “unfair list,” the high- rently-has four of the LPs out and
Headed
by
Leo
Fuchs,
the
tuner
,
.
_ Accompanying © Mathis on. -the court opinion. ‘by ‘Associate’ Justice will have ‘the. set completed by.
Jacobs, Miriam Kressyn,
Cap Ups Lapointe
tour is the Jimmy Cook orch. and: E. Howard McCaleb said; the Guild. January, The: disks will be avail- stars
Denis Lapointe has been set os
comedian Don Sherman. The. seat-. was not only ‘unable to hire local able separately - as: well.“as in the Leon Libgold and Seymour Rexite.
manager
Decca will also release a platter ;!{national
Recor ds sales
of Canada
Ltd.of He Capito
was
‘ing. ‘capacities. have: ‘ranged from. tooters, “as all -available are mem- all-inclusive set.
The diskery - has ‘also waxed...8 ‘by the McGuire Sisters of the orig- j
as little as 3,000 on some of his bers of the defendant. unions, but ‘a’
formerly
sales
manager
of
cap
;
package
of
music
by
classical
com‘inal
seore
from
the
upcoming
number
of
legit
productions
booked.
college. dates, to 12,000: at the
_ Arena. in Pittsburgh...
by the‘ Guild cancelled their. con- posers which ‘was written for toy) Broadway musical, “Subways Are |Montreal branch. He'll be replace
The
tuner has} at the branch by Yves Lapierre.
stru
. Performed by the For Sleeping.”
‘- _On some dates aMthis performed tracts since the musicians traveling instruments.
on a flat ‘fee. basis; however. on with such shows refused. to’ per- Kapp ‘Symphonetta, ‘the album will book and lyrics by Betty Comden }- Lapointe will report to Harold S.
most -he was in for.on a fee-plus- -form_ because they are all: members be ‘called’
“Toyss Plus Orchestra: and Adolph Green and music by : Smith, -company’s vice president
|
Jule Styne.
—
|and director of merchandising.
percentage arrangement.
lof the. defendant organizations. | -‘|Equal Musical Fun.”
-

Mathis Racks Wp2606

Take in 19 Tour Dates;

ered. unnecessa. y, for’ stage ‘Pro-

ductions here.
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FlowerDrum,’ ‘Hustler’ Trackers,
Disney's ‘Composers’ Top New LPs!
“FLOWER

DRUM

Top. Singles Of The Week.
(The ‘Best Bets’ ofThis¥Week's 1
100-PlusReleases)

SONG” (Dec-! sisted’ here by Mitch Miller's Sing

H. B. BARNUM. ee cece cceas HOW MANY MORE TIMES
(RCA Victor). ....,..+..+.++...-. Baby, Baby, Baby

ca) ‘irhis is the third workover of |Along Chorus which is an added |}.
Rodgers & Hammerstein's ‘“Flower , fillip that can only help. Miss UgSong” ‘Columbia has_ the! gams. has a clean approach to her’
Drum

H. B. Barnum’s “How .Many More Times” | (Hidie-Film ‘& TVt).
is a solid rocking ballad delivered in savvy:and flavorsome style.
by this singer against a- firstrate. orch and. choral :buckgrounc...
“Baby, Baby, Baby” (Aladdint) is: a strong blues entry on. which
Barnum shows a definite. Ray Charles. influence:

original Broadway
cast package: material and she makes
such oldies’
Song, ie * April
and Capitol has the original Lon-;as
“The
Trolley
In The Night”
don cast’ set: but there’s plenty |Showers,” “Blues

of room

for more

especially .and

sales

“Get

Hapy”

worth

hearing

with its tie to the U-I pic felease. iagain. She shifts from the ‘ballads.

There nas been some

song-jyggling ‘to a

gospel’ like

“He’s’ Got

Le

The

*

*

| JACK JONES: «ss .e.eeeeeee65 + THIS WAS MY LOVE:

as to sequence but Rodgers’ metod-: Whole World In His Hands” with
ic Hit and Hammerstein's | bright ;ease giving the set a neat -change-

(Kapp). ........2
202 ceewee ..-Lollipops and Kisses

lyric values still shine. There are. of-pace quality.
Jack Prones’ This Was “Miy “Love” (St. Lawrencet).is qa pretty
LAWRENCE WELK
no credit» for the singers listed on.
ANN RICHARDS: “ANN, MAN?”
ballad in a classy groove crooned in very pleasing style for genthe disk but they all seem to be: (Atco), This serves as fine show-' Proudly Presents Another Dot Hit:
eral. impact. “Lollipops and Kisses” (Garland*) is another fine
enjocing their mike work.
‘case for singer Ann Richards even’
ballad but with a more familiar approach,
“~
oe
“THE HUSTLER” :Kapp. Ken- though the title is a little ms | ‘Singing “Sad. Movies" B “Ww
She's not that hip. In! Don't Know Why I Love You Like
yon Hopkins’ jazz score from Rob- leading.
GUY MITCHELL. .......cccucewees -BIG. BIG CHANGE
‘I Do.”
ert Rossen's film. “The Hustler,” fact, she blends a jazz mood with.}
‘(Cohumbia)
cust vecccessesce Soft Rain
oop
ee
ed.
is nicely showcased on this waxing. a pop feel that’s not far out at,
Guy Mitchell’s “Big Big Change” (Joy*). is. a rollicking .oldFeaturing
some
topflight
jazz all and quite easy to take. “There's -cellent display piece for his. guitarfashioned: type of ballad which. he bounces in infectious style
talent, the 15 selections have been a Lull In My¥ Life™ and “An Oc- - ing.
are the kind of::
with choral support. “Soft Rain”: (Pampert) is an. okay ‘countryeffectively mixed from the sound-. casional Man”
4
JUDY COLLINS: “A MAID OF
flavored ballad.
track tu stand on their own, for tunes she does that the pop pro-. CONSTANT
SORROW” Elektra).
x
«x
grammiers
will.
find.
to. their liking..
the most part. without sounding
‘Backed on some numbers by the;
like fragments with no partieular
JIMMY GIUFFRE: “PIECE FOR
BERNA-DEAN
ee
LITTLE WILLIE
banjo work ‘of Erik Darling and
identity. The emphasis is on the CLARINET
AND. STRING
OR- ; the guitaring of Fred Hellerman,
“ese
wee
(Imperial) ........5..
I Walk In My. Sleep
moody in the set. spiced with the CHESTRA—MOBILES”
(Verve. {_in addition. to her own guitar: stylBerna-Dean’s “Little | Willie” (Travist) is a swinging rhythm
It” ings, Judy. Collins scores an effecpulsating beat of the main title The title is the tipoff here.
& blues number which this songstress handles in.a briqht fotmat
y
and other themes. Hopkins’ music signifies a jazz man’s move into; tive folk:.sing outing on her first
that could win -a big juke ‘following,
“I Walk .In My Sleen”
has a strong
emotional
quality the concert groove and an attempt! waxing for Elektra. Concentrating | ‘Commodoret; is a slower tempoed ballad. somewhat out of her
in on
new
musical:
which makes good use of the to .bresk
on ballads, ‘she. offers smooth inTange.
musicianship of such sidemen as grounds. The package was record- terpretations of the material with
*
uc
*
Phil Woods,
Milt Hinton.
Osie ed in Gerniany. with the Sund-, ‘vocal
depth. -and. ‘emotion.
Her
Johnson, Hank Jones. Doc” Sev- westfunk Orchestra of Badenburg . leaning seems to be in the direc- DON GIBSON... cee cece ee .THE SAME OLD. TROUBLE
(RCA Victor)........+.<....Lonesome Number. One
erinson,
Jimmy
Cleveland
and and with. Jimmy Giuffre doubting. tion of Irish ballads, performing
as composer and clarinetist." The :
‘Don. Gibson’s “The Same Old ‘Proubie” ( Acuff-Roset J gives this
others.
moods
are varied
and
intricate ;: such as “Rising of the Moon" with
tovfliqht country singer a rocking ballad with a nifty lyric which
CAMARATA:
“WALT DISNEY - demanding strict attention for ap- { sureness. Her set is not limited to

—~

: THE LENNON. SISTERS |

he projects to the hilt. “Lonesome Number One” (Acuff- Roset3 *
preciation.
Only. avant - gardists.“this locale, however, as she does
is’ another. good. folk idea nicely haneled: |
have that much devotion.
: 4 solid renditions of such tunes as
*
| *
*
“OQ Daddy Be Gay,” “Maid of Con-:
FLOYD CRAMER: (RCA Victor:.! : stant’ Sorrow” and “Sailor's Life” iDAVE. BRUBECK
QUARTET. eee
day gift-buyiag season. Camarata’s The piano has become a_ potent
in a manner that should: please
(Columbia) ...
Dele ee eae
te s A.Ragey Waltz
oren presents lively and under- instrument in the pop field .and . folkniks.
Dave Brubeck. Quartet's “Unsquare Dance” (Derryt) showcases
Standable
interpretations
of the Floyd Cramer is one of its prime |.
this
jazz
combo
in
an
inventive
handclapping
instrumental with
pushers...
His
single
-clicks.
like
*
works of such prominent langhairs
a: strictly commercial peg. “It’s a Raggy Waltz” {Derryt). is @
as Beethoven, Bach, Brahmins, Mo- “Last Date.” have set up a ready- |
less surprising sound from this. modern jazz unit arith saxist Paut
zart,
Chopin
and
Tchaikovsky, made audience for him and they" il!
Desmond in the lead.
amonz others, and the:e’s also a so for his versions here of “Un-..
+
¢
&
Melody,”.
“Your
Last .
q
narration and a text insert to help ehained
s
Goodbye”
and
athers
that
the kiddies along. ~
round
his spirited
keyboarding.
(MGM) * = @ eve 8 ee ee “pekbwo oe oee Baby’s First’ Christmas.
ROBERT
GOULET: “ALWAYS
with crisp arrangements for strings will core to an amicable parting
this Friday (17). Although unconYOU" :Columbia-. Robert Goulet’s ! and a vocal chorus.
Connie Francis’ “When The Boy In Your -Arms”. 4Pickwick*),
exposure in the Broadway musical :
firmed, it is expected that: the,
is a tery pretty ballad. tailormade for this songstress* delivery
CHARLIE BYRD: “CHARLIE singer-writer will switch his. disk
chek, “Camelot,” and on several’
in a groove which the, jures. will go for. : “Raby's First Christmas”
BYRD
AT
THE
VILLAGE
VANty shows has warmed up an audiactivities to RCA Victor. Anka’s;
(Francan*: is an okay seasonal song in ar pleasing setting.
:Offbeat:. Charlie Byrd- pact with Am-Par was to have ex-.
ence for his first LP try. His bari- GUARD”
*
*
*
tone style is legit and strong and is a guitarist who moves from jazz pired May, 1962.
ELLA. FITZGERALD |
taiformade for the repertoire that to classics. without missing’ a beat.
The split is the result of. negotia- |
His
jazz
sty!e
was.-in
the
fore-includes
such
hefty
items
as
tions
between
Irvin
Feld,
the
“Strange Music” and ‘The Lamp Is front during a recent stand at New singer's manager, and Sam Clark, +
(Verve) .
Cry Me A River
where
Low.” Packaze is a natural for pro- York's Village Yanguard.
Ella Fitzzyerald’s “Clap Hands, Here’ ‘Comes Charley” (Saun-.
Am-Par
topper..
Separation
programmers with a sales pickup sure this package was recorded. Keter ceedings call for. Anka to wax one | ders*). is a bright workover of a ‘swing standard by a slick perBetts
and
Buddy
Deppenschmidt
to follow.
former with across-the-bodrd appeal..“Cry Me A River” -(Saun-.
‘assisted him on bass and drums,:: more album for ABC-Paramount
--ders*) changes pace..with a slow-tempoed blues rendition ot
LENNON SISTERS: “SAD MOV- respectively, and the three brought .‘and four more single sides before
another solid number due fer plenty of ‘spins.
IES MAKE ME CR” 'Dot>. This some delightful inventions to “Just the: end of the -year.. In addition,
attractive femme group out of the Squeeze Me." “Why Was I Born” ; Clark was given assurance
that
Lawrence Welk menage has put to-. and “You
Stepped’ Qut
Of, A ‘ho Anka LP would be released on | LITTLE WILLIE ‘JOHN.... ert 2? ee sre oe © AUTUMN: LEAVES
gether a happy package pegged for Dream.”
One side of the LP Is any other lahel before Jan. 1, 1962 |:
(King) oaereee ‘There Is Someone In The World For Me.
juve appeal. Taking off from the. devoted to a Byrd original. “Which -and no singles: would be released
Little Willie John’s “Autumn Leaves”. (Ardmore*}ts a motent
title song. a pop single click, the Side Are You On.” a folk tune, by another diskery. prior: to Jan.
rockina rendition of this fine standard which should get: another
girls move along at a likeable pace extension that serves as an ex- 25, 1962.
round of. spins from the coke set...“There Is Sotieone In The
through “It’s A Sin.” “IM Never,
PRESENTS
THE
GREAT
COMPOSERS”
‘(Disneyland:. Here's a
standout kiddie package that will
do especially well around the holi-

. -UNSQUARE DANCE

'ANKA EXITS AM-PAR,
MAY
SWITCH TO VICTOR
Paul Anka and Am-Par Records |CONNIE

FRANCIS......WHEN THE BOY IN-YOUR ARMS

CLAP HANDS, HERE COMES ‘CHARLEY.

Stand

Ix Your

Way”

built in the same

and

;

MORTON
GOULD
ORCH:!
“KERN
AND
PORTER
FAVOR- :
ITES” (RCA Victor’.
The musie of;
Jerome Kern and Cole Porter e|

lushed up in a rich symphonic set-

ting by the
The

tunes

the

styling

Morton

are

but

Gould

familiar

Gould's

and

orch.!

Worle. For Me”

Longplay Shorts

others.

pop groove.

“Comedy

Artists featuring

Concert”

Alexander

album

has been packaged

(Tequila)
by United

albums

which

each

8

a2.

©

6

8

6.6

eceee [HEARTBREAK HOTEL
@ 8 6 ew ew ew

ee

ee

w.es.s,+La Bamba
(Treet)

is an. offbeat

comeback of an early Elvis Presley which could mop

un all aver again via this slice. “La Bamba” (Naflot). is.a: catchy.

King, Kaye Ballard, Don Knotts, Louis

had previously been cut-by

e

*

cee

Individuals’ ’ “Heartbreak. ‘Hotel’

instrumental

Latin- tempoed. instrumental.

so isi Nye, Pat Harrington Jr. and Harold Flender. The set will include two

melodic ’tracks from

*

i THE INDIVIDUALS.
The

A special

(Be-Jot) is a good, conventionally styled: rhythm

ballad.

.-

of the

,

| THE: FOUR COINS..... we “THE MIRACLE: OF ST. MARIE
(Jubilee) ....
wieeee Gee, Officer.Krupke

treatment is consistently appealing || artists for UA with the. exception of the Kaye Ballard portion which
and will delight many program-} wil] include tracks from “Ha Ha—Boo Hoo," an‘ LP scheduled for
mers. Sides that rate Prime spin- early 1962 release.
A premium LP featuring bestselling perform-

oe

. The

ning time are Kern's “Yesterdays” |ances by five Capitol artists has been prepared for the Firestone Tire
and “All The Things You Are” and |g Rubber Co. by the Custom Services Department -of Capitol Records.

Four

ese

wo 8

Coins’: “The “Miracle of St. Marie" ‘(Quartet*) -is 4

smoothly rendered religioso with a romantic twist angled for the
market. “Gee, Officer. Krupke” ‘€Chappell*), from the. “West.
A Kick Out Of The LP, tit*od “The Firestone 5 Star Fiesta.” features Nat King Cole, | jute
Side Story” score, is a colorfully executed slice.
- .“Night and Day.”
|Jackie Gleason, Guy Lembardo, Dean Martin and Kay Starr. There |
‘e
'%
ee
McAULIFF:
“COZY ;; Will be ay initial pressing of 100.000 records.
eee eee .LITTLE BITTY DAVE
Exroht Garner’s new album. “Closeup in Swing,” which will be dis- ED TOWNSEND. eee rect
INN™ © ABC-Paramount:. The country & western fold has a potent. trituted by ABC-Paramount, will be kicked off in conjunction with |
(Challenge) owvieee ewer ese
And Then Care Love
Elektra Records has
package addition in this Leon Mc- his Nov. 24 concert at Boston Symphony Hall .
Ed Townsend's “Little Bilty,“Dave”“(Four-Start). tells. the story.
come up with a followup to its “Bonus-Pak” release: last month with |. of David and Goliath in a swinging number somewhat fashioned
Awiff roundup.
He's a western
singer, out of the Bob Wills band,; “The. Best of Dalliance,” a two-sleeve folk: package by balladeer Ed | after the “Big John” groove: “And Fhen Came Love”. {Duchesst)
has put together a second line in its “Living
who can reck and swing along with |McCurdy . . . Riverside
is an excellent ballad handled 4n winning ‘style for big: returns:
the best of them. He's no slouch: Legend” series pegged to *Chicago-style” performers.
*
*
*
when it cames to rhythm and blues!| Martha Schlamme, MGM/Verve disker, is on a six-week tour of
.CHICKEN SPACEMAN
.or ballads, either. It’s a well-paced ‘Texas and Southern California. She opens at. the Ash Grove. L.A., THE TIDES... 00-0. 0s ee eee es
Ring-a-Ding- Ding.
(Dore) ....
presentation spreading out vorals Nov. 28 for four weeks .. . Rakhel, who disks for Monitor, makes her
The Tides’ “Chicken Spaceman” (tattle ‘Darlin’-Hidlet) ‘ts..an
by McAuliff and the Jordanaires : New York concert debut Nov. 18 at the 92d St. Y, Kaufman Concert
.
Hai}.
She
next
goes.
to
Chicago
for
a
four-week
‘date
at
the’
Israel
amusing novelty with an astronaut peg handled’ Sharply’ by this
and some slick instrumentation.
‘
‘Supper Club. beginning Dec. 1...
Kay Britten. British folk singer,
rocking combo. “Ring-A-Ding-Ding” (Meadowlark*)’ is a rocking
FARON YOUNG: “THE YOUNG :‘will make her New York debut at the 92d St. Y Dee. 16 ..... S&S
entry. that sounds like a parody of The Marcels..*
APPROACH”
‘Capitol.
Faron , Distributing Co. will now handle. the Caedmon and Shakespeare Re*
Yuung is a country & western sing-! ‘ cording Society lines in the Detroit area.
erw ho has done extremely well in j
DONNIE
BROOKS... {YOUR LITTLE BOY'S: COME HOME
Anita Bryant is featuring numbers from her latest Columbia album,
tl.e pop singles market which gives: “Kisses Sweeter Than Wine,” during her current South American tour.
(Era) oe ewe oe eo wr ee Oe ee ee wes eB Saee tes
Goodnite Judy
this LP effort a spreadout chance. :| She’s due back in the States in mid-December . . Buddy Basch is |
-. Donnie Brooks’ “Your Little. Boy’s ‘Come. Home” (Aldon*) is an
His sungbag here contains the coun- ! handling promotion for Yulya’s “Twelve Faces of Love,” just released.
altout ‘sentimental. ballad with an unhappy ending, a saga -which.
trs weepers as well as the brisk !by STAND ,
Ella Fitzgerald, whose’ current Verve LP is “Ella in: st this Singer projects: to. the hilt..“Goodnite Judy” (Bamboo-Mayuptempo items that the younger :; Hollywood. a begins a three-weeker at the Fairmont Hotel,, San FranDeet) is a more: ‘conventional -conception.
set is sure to take to. Some of the: : cisco, tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . Gene Krupa, who is- now Tiding with.
*
ae
pullout titles for the programmers | “Percussion King” on Verve. returns, to New York's Metropole Friday

Porter's “I Get

You” and
LEON

are “Goin’
The Time”

Steady.” “I Can't Fina | (17).
,
and “I Fall To Pieces.”
Enoch

LESLIE
UGGAMS:
“LESLIE
UGGAMS
ON
TY"
(Columbia).
Leslie
Ugygams"
association
with
tv's top-rated “Sing Along With
Mitch™ show will help this package
mute og the retail level. She’s as-

Light is extending his “Cémmand Classics” line by 13 by
next September, among which will be three albums. by William Steinberg and the Pittsburgh Symphony Orch. and three platters recorded
by French symphonic groups .
Decea’s Bing Crosby and Guy Lombarde Christmas. packages will be made available in stereo for the
first time this year along with new seasonal waxings by Lenny Dee,

Tiny Little, the-Evans Barbershop Quartet and the Paradise Islanders.

,

THE. CHANTS... ose ee ee cee cece ee eee «DICK ‘TRACY
(Verve) 2... 02.2... cee tice y ee eee ee Choo Choo
‘The Chants’ “Dick Tracy” (Freben-FPI*) is a “clever
takeoff on the comic strip gtimshoe with good chances.
Choo (Pakvant). is another: smartly fashioned rhythm:
.
due for plays.

* ASCAP,

4

+ BMI. .

rocking
“Choo.
number
_Herm.

..
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OyereCelelolace
one of the biggest
ulcabetclmerimrllolerents
in history.
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Wednesday, November 4b, 1961.

Inside Stuff—Music

}|
| Joan Baez Pulls SRO
$4,100 in Sick Town
Hall, NY. Folk Concert

’s RECORD TLLPS,

20th-Fox Records has come up with a timely single release pegged {§ |
to the current rash of comment about bomb testing. Called “The|j
Atom,” the tune is recorded by Bob Harter with Dickson Hall & His /}
Mountaineers. It's not 2 new tune, having been in. Oscar Brand’s folk j;
repertoire for several years, but its lyrics like ‘“peace.to the world }:
in pieces” and similar phrases which announce the dangers of the.
big bomb, are giving it a built-in promotional push.

‘(Tuneindexof Performance & Sales)

Joan ‘Baer racked up ‘an

Seurday
{11}.
Lhe 20-year-o.
folk chirper was a. sellout three
days

in-store

displays

continuous

and

announcements

the

over

This Last No. Wks,
_

2°

round

of hearings

Judiciary

by the

in 1359

Copyright

#Y

RUDNAROUOND
SUE
Diem

Subcom-

play.

$

6

#

8

&

§

San Francisco Symphony letter, signed by president J. D. Zellerbach, to all potential season-ticket buyers contains this P.S.: ‘Tt you
have a Bankamericard, you may use it te purchase season tickets:
OSES
Ae
ane

BRISTOL STOMP

_ Develis ..... ee

st

Z| Her

dp

13

8

mixed in with the musical Angos- q

(8)

at

N.Y"

With a crystal clear voice and’

..... Parkway

Ij excellent diction and phrasing,

{ Miss Baez exhibits. a mature and
‘well-controlled sound that is not.
3 {to -be found in many of -her older,

{sts on the twin Baldwins.
Korn

devotes

Dele-: work among the heathens ravets
Har- ears are turned toward Europe,
Whit |.
ing te convert the unbelievers
solo- in the quality of American miusic..
.

2

Marvelettes

8

TOWER

a

ccc

ar

ccc ce neces Decca

ait se eeeeenes ¥lare

OF STRENGTH

3

WEARTACHES
Dereey..

YOURE

6.

15

26

j4

16

16

3

GOODBY CEUEL

17

#14

#8

James
EVER

by

THE

cc cece
eens -Fury

REASON

Edwards

-

7

Licence

ees ceeecese

Daren ...........:.... peeeccoess Colpix
LOVIN’
......
22... cc cee ese ...-lmperial

38

12

10

22

8

one wonders if Korn’s missionary
geal is leading him to his goal:
Inaugural performance was ‘well:
prepared
and
conducted
with aisp featured the Paul Smith Trio:
clarity; yet many listeners jeft <t. Package also scored a near capaci- |:
erformance |
half-time.
Obviously the paying ty $8300 in a Jone perf

20

15

#8

_21

21

#15

Meb

Meere ................. waees .. Monument

22

27

S

THE

WAY

2323
:

Y
_

=DREAMBOAT
Cemmie Francis ...............--- dsceees MGM

2

#40

#3

WALK
ON BY

25

31

3

as well. The concerts are devoid
of hackneyed, familiar scores, but.

public wants something with a Fri. (10)
familiar cast, a little sweetening Elizabeth
—_—_—_—_—_—_—
Bl.

at the 4500 sest Queen

Theatre

ARMS”

leer

28

2
#3

JUST

OUT

DO

cece

harmonic,

MARKS’ "LOVE! SCORE
E. B. Marks has gone off-Bread4) way for its latest legit scare acguis¥, ition. The firm is publishing
“All
q|in Leve,” which opened at the

.........
050 ccc cceees Mercury

Theatre
-last Friday.

UA

Tuner has. ‘ook and Tyrics hy

,

J} Bruce Geller atidmusicby Jacques
4|Urbont. = |

kikk

ARTHUR LYMAN.
Just concluded.
THUNDERBIRD, LAS VEGAS (Oct. 9 thru Nov. 5)
RED SKELTON SHOW {teping) Nov. 6, 7.8.
Now shooting HAWAHAN EYETY Series
and currently MAPES, RENO (Nov. 9 thru 22)

#24

SE

....... bene

ete
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|is not. loathe: to ‘concede’ failure weeknight minimum,
$4 Sats.
- |and yanks the flops.
Featured billing™ is given peeler
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Edgington,
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entertainment eminence,
Optical: illusion -doesn’t: tome further
| off for. Sabrina,
a femme ‘who | This ‘time. he’s in for four weeks.
|
does gyrations in what's supposed
With a full house for his open-:
to be a giant ‘champagne glass.: ‘ing: ‘Thursday (9) and heavy reser
| Effect is more
like (a outsized vations
for. following. stints, it.
carp seen dar kly thfbugh. a tv: bodes. a highly-successful engage-.
screen.
oo
ment:
Singer's stylized’ ‘delivery ‘is’

svld ou for his il-das idty stand Nov. 24, Scandals hangs
Febiuare.
Lany..
5.
stapadoin this bis clu, booked by} on until q Dee.ee
*
Wiltim Foose of Sn ingiield, Ma>s ,
he Cag do ne
ong for the vasi
Living Room, Chi.
turmoct
oo:
denanes,
with
mates.
Standoutis Everett E. Everett, backed with. -savvy” ‘showmanship. Chicago, Nov.
sarin: xled amon. them,
an appealing comic
and emcee embellished, with ‘just the right
Tiny Bennett with. Joe’ ticka!
Liverace’s pack’ sed show in the:
[who warns up an initially cool touches of nostalgia, ._
He works hig
Trio,
Phi!
Terry, Joe Parnelio 1
smarth decored elub on the pike, ;
audience with no strain. Mason. & songs with feeling, ‘sometimes’ with
‘Trio, $2 35u cover.
beraixt
Boyon
amt Framingham,
Ross—Benny and Alverda respec- tenderness and. the audietice didn’t
is in dine wiih the spot’s big namei
4 tively—
—“have a click ‘disk -panto have. enough” although: ‘he ‘did 19
kick
Hs 83°ins is in abundance : Dan Siezel’s Cini edition of his
~ laet.
‘+-tunes in the brs minutes :he: was
@ham
Living
Rovm_ has hadi
with lons stints in which he takes |GO
Masen, a elever creator," adds onstage.
some .moderate Successes Since it.
mit x journey >» around the worid
dimensions
to the ‘art by].- “Laine: reprises some. of: his: digs
Sherwood
and
Edda,
that
fis.> new
1) weeks ago. but they've
a4 dishes un “Mack the Knife” in pr eemed
|
ear-splitting stereo and -clicKks—“Wild ~ Goose;,’’
with Tony
Bennett. Now at Catonial Inn, .St "Pettersburg -installing
“Shine, aan
thit gaydirt
5 vies of several countries.
visual effects.
With. his “Mule Train” and “Jezebel: also
! Both
the dinner and: midnight | Itenehy Fla. for the feurth. time. ‘ganey
Look
Me:
‘dees she know at VARIETY j-Dartner,. a keen mimic ‘who has a
Ovening with “Bev
"shows were SRO, which is great: ItoWhounr
seores
heavily
with
“Sunny
Side of
Bee first: Ailing?)
Qeer
he's resolendeat in black : for A weeknight opening.
true flair for earthy comedy, he. the. Street,”*
“Black” and’ Blue,”
sequin Coat, brillant buckle §shoes, ;
makes
wild
grotesqueries
out
of
“Rawhide,”
“Swamp:
Girl”
and
For this stint Bennett has added:
Vith
“Let
mej
atid
vags
it ud
Trio» !i Thunderbird. Las Vegas :tevered pop and musicomedy “Granada: "
Change
into
somethng
a littie !a local quartet: (Joe Eich &
|
Teste
Laine
stirs:
the
natives:
toa
(FOLLOWUP)
|
More spectacelar, " He does with, and tiye excellent pickup’ sidemen. |
Teak Arams is a full-throated | rebel: yell “with
a medley. of
Las Vegas, Nov. 7.
drumeond s-u‘dst tats: “It’s hard: Despite the short rehearsal time
thrush With -eye appeal. A. brief. tunes dedicated to New Orleans,
Edie Adams, latest headliner in-:
to see tha Letters. thoy re diamonds: permitted, the. two musical units;
-acrodancing
:bit is. perfornied by |7 hey
-include |. “Jambalaya,”
‘interwork
with
Bermett
beautifully
:
front
of
the
maratlion
ice
revue;
on
dramonds.”
He tears
off a;
here, got unanimous approval from |Paula. Benton in straight. ‘mecirani- “Shrimp Boats Are ‘Coming,” “Way
firney “Rains Joe’ for slick ef-;aand the total effect is to provide|
Down Yonder . in; New :Orleans” -:
,him with ‘a. maximam musical set- ;
night. audience, .even -cal measure.
y her: first
fest and bis niitting
“When. the Saints
Core
being
his own astute.
phrasing, |though some -of her material may ;{ Charlie Parrish’ s orchestra backs ‘and
Pp
his
for
1%
;
stage,
down
and- provides: the Marchin’ In.” ‘He begged off amid
and
up
He prances
m=ilow tone and poised stageman-? he a bit too chip as regular nitery the att. well
|
rmvtnm for the dancing customers. an ovation.
Winding and 2a¢cinz it up with the.
tare.
.
‘ship. Quartet is used primarily for;
combo.
femine rin, aid *ESt e-says a shows;
--A newcomer in these parts,
intrus ard tn provide ‘occasional | © From the tima she makes” her:
soitsive danve and shakes bands :backgroun:t for Bennett's songery. pentrance in a full-length chinchilla H
‘|Marge Cameron ably handles the
wees his ashnirec.s who throng to,
-at- ilo. the: time. she bows off . singing }
opening. spot’ with class comedic
La
Zambra.
N.Y...
Bennett
has
complete
auditor.
the stace, Between his changes, he}
hor favorite number, “Scarlet Rib- ! Luisiana Sviilla. Fernardo.- Sir-. routines, mostly about bowlers and)
tention from his opening “Lullaby
I
brings on hes t.ry acts.
bons."
wearing’ a regal. gown irent,. Aliredo Munar, Los’ Chicos. lx striptease dancer auditioning for:
of Breadwav’ * until the reprise of
vw.th
white
mink
and: i (30:
Ans len’s Poole, is a flashy dozj‘the same song some 20 numbers trinimed
a Broadway “musical.
It’s delight'$3-S4 minimum. ,
topped bv a purple. cape, she preswith five French poodies per-j
tful all’-the way. and ‘she | gives. the
tris 2
and 45 minutes later. He works
ents a smooth, weli-paced act show- : La Zambra, located a few doors -roulines
£2 mnths wena? triexs, Anden hal- ;
new
and
funnier
twists. .
Bows off to big hand. ’
>with standards primarily, such as
ing class all the way.
She pleas-.
aness then on notes and ladders. ||
: from one of the town’s more popu“Just In Time.” “Mamseiie” and
antly sings “Lot of Livin’,” “Name-.
Qutsrandins is th> bilancing of one
Leon.
Kelner
and:
his”
musical
7
la particularly fine rendition of li.- You,” “Moon River. ”" “Love is’: lous cafes, the Copacabana, offers;
pwede an a pote with a net in
|erew are on: their toes in. the show“Devil
Moon.”
but
handles
the!
Tke Only .Titing.” and. does an: in- an entirely different kind. of world.backing . and: draw ‘crowds te the™
whiee three tennis ba'ls are thrown i
less-familiar “Lost In the Stars” iue terestins bit of. vocalizing without. for the cafegoer. La Zambra pro-:.
up, caught by the dag and deposit- |
to the old, ‘floor during the dance sessions. °
care and fol-, iwords to the tune of Gershwin’s - vides ..an excursion
with room-hushing
ed in the met.
.
Kelner lifts curtain: on: show with.
: world of Castile.
ilown W Aue an equally poignant ver- “Ms Man's Gone.”
Lidesace brings on Claire Aflex- !sior of “Sneak Low ”
i
This.
spot,
once
the
New York 1a rousing “Twelfth . Street. “Rag”.
She kids the -k ds. with her verAlii der,
whom
he
i
|
that: scores heavily. He- also emis
nauk
blonde
looker,
G2
He doesn't lesn heavily on his : sion of “The Twist,” while wearing haven of famed. guitarist Vicente.
cees show capably. .
nee pisces as a concert singer last di 1i
(despite, tabfer encourage-! a crazy gold lame carri outfit with *-Gomez who was a partner here.
: Leomud Bernstein Miss Alex: ; ISCHX
Show runs four weeks. Liuz.
its: Iberian flavor.
ment to do so-, but includes a few animated fringes.
Her imopreshes.: still retains
.ier is cozmiandias din a medley
Pst wndbs< such -as “Firefly” andy of Heien: Kane, Jeanette MacDon-.: Ramon Zabala, its current owner,
toe (Palos ard Bess.” with a fine :tae
‘has kept the authentic Spanish at- |
ald,”
Ruby
Keeler,
:Shirley
Temple.
'
"Rags to Riches.’
DEAN VOIing oF -Summertime.
Mister Kelly"s. Chi
|Zsa Zs1 Gabor, Marlene Dietrich: mosphere both in the groceries. 7
Stra2 takes ° ‘Til There Was You" | Benrett’s is one of the most sol-:
Chicago, : :Nov. 6..
and Marilyn
Monroe,
especially : and entertainment.
for 4 nicer ride and wins a heavy :idly satisiving turns on the. eafe |
Barbara.
McNair,
Dare Astor,
is
authentic
a
The
current
show
circuit: ard. if anythirg:: has “mel- | the latter, are both accurate visu-. .
rownt of anlause.
MarxFrigo-Rubenstein.
‘Trio; $2.50
in virtually all details. Its star isyears. Note- aily and funny in the dialog depart-:
through. the
cover.
Linperace winds up the show with °slowed
‘a
petite
dancer,
who
although
USS...
ment.
worthy was the audience attracted ,

“GALE and NELSON

ny

sequin-studded cresm-colored tails, I

Ward Ellis stuged the bash. with. born,. was schooled in the flamenco
to his anening. They: were obvious‘briflians siudded dees, shirt andi
‘arrangeménts and special ‘material - in Spain. She leans heavily on her | Shapely songstress ‘Barbara Mcsoarklins bow tie, sinzing his old jly the same group who attended by Harry Zimmerman and Shorty classic Castilian upbringing. Luisita: Nair ‘and. comic Dave Astor comjopenings
at
the
Jate
Chez
.
Paree.
tv siznorr, “LTE Be Seeing You”
Hal Hidey conducted. the: Seville is a small, dark tooker who bine for a. consistently. pleasing
while that the! Rozers.
show on this bill,and despite their
at?)
shaking
outstretched
mitts | It appeared for
Van orch
(12:.
Miss digs the flamenco medium.
:Empize Room mizht snare this | Garwood
aocoss ti co te Tips cards oe, Pye:
She starts. almost. on a@ cold lack of marquee -lure ‘hereabouts
Adams
is
in for two weeks: rest of
group
of
spenders,
but.
it’s
clear.
Gordon Robinson, cuts the show :
show, featuring. voice-tosser Clif- _ plane. But once she is immersed they" provide no: disappointment
‘that they‘il go wherever the acts
Vou
. by,
oe
vounns
acy
ford Guest and George Arnold's |,in her work. her- dancing gradually { to: the regular’. patrons. ‘of. Mister
Tommy Metro-; 29 who played’ the Chez
Archer's oreh, and:
ice show, is intact.
Duke.
| assumes. the. heat required of | Kelly's. or for the drop-in trade.
great skin © The Living Room has’ ‘been hay-[poados goats in some
flamencoists. Miss Sevilla opens’ Miss McNair is a canny stylist with:
ing
trouble
with
warmup
comics
;
Work.
with a jota and shows her peak at | a great. sense of song and Astor Is
|the segedilla for a display of. all- a glib. and facile Bagster, and ‘story
It's a happy show, and augurs 'Sinege the ‘club: opened and Phil.
teller.
—
J around excellence.
.eii for the club’s new policy. Lav. Terry proved no exception. Work- |
ine with undernourished material,
Fernando Sirvent plays. a color- |. Miss’ “MeNair's forte is @ seneur halds throuzh Sunday ‘19.
The was virtuaily subMer rged by the
ful guitar, showing many facets. of jsuous directness-with the audience
Georg?
Je sol opens
Nov. 23.)
:table talk. although it must. -be
the instrument in a series of selec- |which packs. her songs. of’ amour.
with a spec] mat nee on Thanks- ;
noved thar it was a particularly
. tions that seems to fuse: classical | with -high-voltage’ ‘electricity. She
givers, throush Dee. 2.
Cry.
Zarrulous a@roup
Washington, ‘Nov. 8.
‘stringwork with gypsy themes..He also has an elegant way with such.
Current bill is-in for two weeks.
Manager
Buddy Ottenberg- shows digital dexterity in Dblend- sophisticated numbers. as “Lady

‘D:C.’s Casino Royal Tries

Plebeian Approach, Axes
Potted Palms, Lush Decor

3 Bivers Ian, Syracuse

‘Mor.

strings gimmieks like beads and. lit-~ ing several themes contrapuntally.
erally hangs them from the ceiling : Similar virtuosity is. displayed
of the Casino Royal. Known here- by pianist Alfredo. -Munar,
who Living Boom, N.Y.
|
tur his bizarre pressagentry, Ol-' ‘rambles through classics and U.S.
Revers
19. Gay Bows Orch; $2_
Rita Hayes, Bobby Cole Trio,. .tenberg was taken. on by -Casino! ‘pops for a diversified ‘session of
Caer,
> Boke Ferre Trin: $4.50 amino. iji Royal
by
spurning
the
potted, ‘entertainment. Los Chicos (3),
! Royal ‘owner Leon. Zeiger last - Ecuadorian. guitar and song group,
is breaking in ,;
Fr anki
Avalin
The Living Room returns a pair! ‘sunimer after ankling the nearby roam the room during the lulls
his all nes
35-ninute nitery act
at Tiree
Rivers Inn
Pemed bs of faves with the-present bill.- Rita, Champagne Room: with his strip-. and provide colorful music. :
Nast Sherman, it’s tailor-made far Haves. who hit an excellent stride | per client, Jufie Gibson feurrently ,
~ Tose.
S..acuse,

Freeiie

driias,

Latia

Now.

1).

Scandals

Isa

Tramp”

and “My -Heart

Be-.

longs To Daddy.” delivers: a sultry
version of “A° Woman Wouldn't Be

a Woman” ‘and handles “If. You
Loved Me” with tenderness: Her
closer. is a singalong-clapalong ren-.
dition of “Whole: World In His
‘Hands™ that’s a bit offbeat for her:
chic appearance. but is belted. ‘out
with spirit and. enthusiasm,
Astor is.-a firstrate comic “with
-|fresh and clever material and. generally. on-target
delivery... The
moral he derives from the story

in her debut here some- months ; at Latin ‘Quarter, N.Y.)
: ago, makes the same kind of pleas-ant impression, and Buddy - Cole,
t
Tidelands, Houston
Casino. Royal, D.C *.
rezarded as a member of the LivHouston, Nov. 6.
: Erorett E.. Ev erett, Teak Adanis,
.ing¢ Room stock company, similarly | Paula Benton; Marcia Edgington,' Davis
& Reese, Don
Cannon of Demosthenes is: “Don’t shoot
&
Ross,
Sabrina, Chas. . Orch (61; no cover.or minimum, ‘off. your
scores , with his songs and piano - Mason
mouth
when _you’re
|Parrish
Orch
‘3!, Nat
Bader
work.
stoned.”
Of. Caroline. “Kennedy: *- Pepper Davis & Tony
Reese, “She's: a brilliant. kid, but her. fa‘sy H aves is a well contoured |Trio: $3. minimum, .
| hard- working ‘comic team, appear ‘ther will never let her plan aroth_Jooker with a charming song. mien.
Ottenberg is attempting to blaze:about ready. to move. into. wider er invasion.” Astor's wit is barbed
She has an intimate style that’ gots +
well here. and a catalog easy to: new nitery trails at the Casino. i horizons after several national ‘tv- at times and invites heckling, and
‘Royal by -spurning
the
potted | appearances. Davis. the comic. was he proved amazingly thinskinned
absorb.
She’s
on
safe: graund
-d’ with the con-; raised in the business.. and -.has when.some of. the. ringsiders tried
throughout, .taking no chantes on ‘palm, the: maitre
tinental
monicker
‘arid
other
tinsel multi talents, many of which he to ‘Bet into.the.aet..
—
comes off well im twa softshoe at- either her material or her delivery..
accoutrements
of the ‘swankery. has taught his vocalist: partner.
temots and plays a mean trumpet;. Miss
Hayes
seems.
to
have.
Pair does skits of couple of -as- |.Bill is in for three. weeks:
His
blunt
plebian
approach.
calls
ir. r rousing Version of “Alexan-!reached the point: where she must
~ Mor.
tronauts, recreates the Boston Teadarts "Pau
vo Saseed 8
Thy Py xe
enlarge her horizons if she’s to in- for a headwaiter named Gus and
number
also finds singer quick| fuse more excitement in her turn. a-“Grub Table” (all the.tuna salad. party, a cowboy shoot-out, a song |
chive cheese etc. you can eat for & dance team, interview of punch
Carman
obese a aed and white !‘Fuither growth via material and
Palumbo’s, Philly:
50c).
drunk fighter and, perphaps best|
bh s7er,.
inew approach is needed at this
‘Philadelphia, Noy.. 9
‘He’s tossed together a Gay "905 of all; Davis’ impression of-a male |mainly
because
she _ has.
Jimmy
‘Durante, Sonny *Kiig,
“An uplemps “Guy. and Dolls” ‘time
with spectral Ivvies and lighting ef-;Teached a peak in. the elementals. decor, silent reels, Joe College line backing a film star ‘doing Eddie Jackson,-.Johnny Mack, Eart
group singing (witha girl con- nitery “act, portrayed. by. ‘Reese.

the youn sinser and seered solidI, with the fist nighters.
Standout item: is "Will Sueces>
Spal Rock art Roll?">a muzical
bios of Avalon’. di clicks in which
he swd naturedly pokes fun at the
teist. rn rp revivals of standards
asd tite tonal tane that makes fo:
sume biz sellinz singles. In an appear fo. the oiler trade. the few
tockins numbevs he sings are quite
subdued
Disviasing
versatility,
Avalon

fects, and a bl ving Latin ‘version ‘She nonetheless does quite well.

.

veniently swinging like a penduium from the ceiling), a “Happy
New Year" bash at midnight, hamIrving Berlin medley and gets off} Leading an instrumental trio from and-eggs at 1 a.m. and a true
te beavs appl ruse.
| his piano perch, he has the air of a. variety: -bill—half ‘a dozen acts.
Curtain
raiser,
the
35-minute |'suy probing for out-of-the-world
What emerges is a chummy
“T.atin Scandals Revue” assembled |effects. Not all his song work finds cross between a campus smoker
by Carlos Sandor, ordinarily is a | ready favor, but he keeps: this and an Everyman’s gaslight. The
fuli length show in itself but has| crowd absorbed.
|atmosphere leans to the informal
has been ent because of the length
The Boh Ferro Trio plays the and stag, but couples come and
of the Avaton stint. Well costumed iLulls and showbacks Miss Hayes as the material remains. well on.the
troupe of three males
and 12! well.
Jose. .. right side of vulgarity.. There’s a

op “Olid Desi Woon” are also well
Cole’s far out approaches: gives
received,
Sinte:
closes
with
an; i his turn many interesting facets.

7

;

;

.

.
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Denny Orch (8);
d;$5:$6 min,

Reese does vocals of “Rock-a-Bye.
“They
Can't Take
That. Away,” |
Jimmy Durante is one of those.
“Begin.
the
Beguine.”
among
‘people who never have to change.
others.
the
format.
Especially, in his
Team does duet on -skins, then.
covers drums to do tap dance on ‘stands at. Palumbo’s where he has
‘a
pre-sold
audience.
The :come“em. Davis particularly works at.
a pace that. would kill most: comics. | dian is good. news for the 77-year-.

Boys break.up the Don Cannon old South Philadelphia. -theatreband, which does usual good back-. ‘ restaurant ‘and his performances.
(two: shows “nightly, three Fridays
ing job.
Show does two. frames. Skip, ‘(Continued on. page 58)
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‘Dear Jules—

It’s been wonderful
for
over twenty years.

Me too— Austin Mack

16,1961
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Dear Jules:

Congratulations!
It has ben n a great pleasure
ee
=

|

you u
orkingy ¥wiitthh yo

a

and the gang

‘opa.

Here’s wishin
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shing you continued suc
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Dear Ju

CONGRATULATIONS TO.

YOU AND THE COPACABANAON YOUR 21st ANNIVERSARY.
Gratefully,

JOEY BISHOP
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Phil Silvers
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Red Buttons
Robert Merrill

GOVERNORS
Jack Benny
Ted Lewis
Alan King.
JackE, Leonard

Buddy Arnold
Jack Barry
Ray Bloch
Jack Cannon

,

Eddie Elkort

Harry Fox
William B. Mann
Dick Gabbe
Herbert |. Rosenthal
Arthur Goldberg _— Louis A. Schenfield.
George A. Hoffman Dr. George
A. Solomon
Buddy Howe

Burton B. Turkus
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Thomas A. Larkin
Carl Timin
EXECUTIVE
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On Thai, 2ist Anniversary

[) ano MIMI HINES
Best Wishes

Tony Bennett
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PODELL...
CONGRATULATIONS
ON REACHING YOUR
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‘CLEARY © STRAUSS

IRWIN. 6 GOODMAN
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With Compliments
to

JULES PODELL
and

THE

COPA

SOPHIE TUCKER

Best Wishes
JACKIE KAHANE

CONGRATULATIONS
to

JULES PODELL
ON YOUR 21st ANNIVERSARY

TRUDY ADAMS

_____rdigyW

ALL THE BEST
Al Bernie

JULES PODELL

MORTY GUNTY
P.S.: THANK YOU FOR ALL THE WIRES
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Congratulations Jules Podell

EYDIE
STEVE
GORME “" LAWRENCE

|
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since

my

aunt

got married.

Barelay

‘It's like being in one’s own home.’
But. when customers responded

Night Club Reviews

Hotel, ‘Toronto

November: 15, 1961:

———

Toronto, Nov. 8.
Larry Marvin, Authors & Swin-|

| warmly to.all his jokes and songs,

Son, Sandra O'Neill, Roger Palmer

Camp Intermission:

the -toastmaster general. quickl y| Dancers (5i, Percy: Curtis
; forgot his pique and responded
|(g:- $1.50 cover.

‘Continued from ‘page 1 —_
Orch. —
———————
make ‘the. “main house its winter”
Pee
|
bos.
Phil:
Dimitri,
Ferdi,
Leonard.
Richard
with
his
customary
socko
performPalumbo s.
ala.
.
headquarters wherl not. used as a
and other boys on the native com-j{ ance. Chatting
gaily and Me‘“cleanth;
ace
—
:
As star of the Barclay Hotel’s boys’ vacation. place,
ated 41 Satara
Safar s, with
tt private
pr
. parties posing line.
! ing up” his stories to fit the locale,
S- ad:
are usually suld out.
twice-nightly
floorshow, .Larry:
vs
.
“ts
.
They
would
do
well
to:
attend;
Jessel
.had_
tablesitters
howling
;
:
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ness UPatic
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ARS ote abandon’ f tove Paltiné's | ers. elbow patches etc.1, but at-; blond with a winning smile and a! yi Jolson—a. voice resemblance !
samt Ry sane,” be ooevaeg jtentive and responsive to the mu-! pleasing set of _ pipes. Thrush’s §tiit is soft-pedalled onstage- and
He Caineson to a roar, then ote rsiculogy. In turn, the response of. quiet -baliads’ are particularly ef-:

healthgiving

characteristics.

:

The ‘elder “Morris. first came ‘to
Saranac Lake-in 1903 beeause of a
Bey wi Cond Have panced All i the musicians to the respectful au- fective in this intimate’ spot. Lone |" It's. his. ball
h
Nekt"
i Jeides
against Dod-fqience brings out the very best: drawhack was that she remained!
t's. his balladeering,
however. lung ailment. After: -his recovery,
Uarigtn4 Thal nur eT and talk3 strom the stand.
° fon stage too long. encouraged by |‘that gets the customers, With his he. .purchased the land for -the
Invesad
acm his recent trip} at show caught (12'!, Monk’s/ patrons’ lrsty mitting, and cut into; M2sculine appearance, strong bari-. present. property and built the
around th wore and the <ifts he lénat set lasted close to an hour. !Fossel's appearance. Peter Warren {tone. St peti of foe arr? pro- hates with thee wings. one for
breeignl
ava
Tue
“gifts” are a ope: iing with
a jazz rendition
of ‘trio does a smooth job supporting |;
ressionas polisn -o
patter.
arvin ! himself
and ‘his wife, the other
line «ais fe thers. Gas & of hom
is a standard followed by a quartet :: dessel and Miss: Va
is a warm: personality who stated for William
Morris Jr... and. 22
bs aeghe oi
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‘rough
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the act.

Durante

reserves

applause

Love
Shee

im

ination

Tuer

by milking

dueting

You 1 Do”
Tautine.

!even, on ‘a year “round

basis : when

“became

‘one

of

the.more

civic.

minded families. in ‘the. area:-They ..

were instrumental in “setting up’
the /William .Morris. Playground,
helped restore the Robert -Louis
most -to! Ciark Terry's quint make this alont
with
‘the
long-running {and pieced together by themselves. Stevenson. .cottage which . became.
ishow tops fur the Vanguard's jazz “Greenwich Village USA” revue; Barry
Authors
and
granite- the’ property of.. the community,
soprano’ outings to date. Sound of the quin-,is
the singing--comedy
duo
of: : jawed Howard Swinson. also dis-. and were active in ‘the affairs. of

King can field those
Sax fMhes Miwesmiely and arouses

the bust

Morvis.
It was

and Coast
niteries, Authors: &. ‘they had: families.
‘The Morrises, -both Sr: and .Ir.
Swinson
prove themselves © zany

. es
<r
Soir. N.Y..

Compernts
Ths appearance in ai hackinz and solo. work of Frank)
«“Greemrici: Village USA" Rerue, |comedians who are all-over the
toupee
oa sturcard in the act for } Dunlap. drums and John Ore. bass.. Kare.
Anders .& Pe ggy Hadley. staze. in tested. acrobatics and
years
Sia urass
ano enormousiis superb and highly imaginative. t.The ve Flanes: 8 minimum, ©
jungle sounds. But a highlight is
bevel
Oatssde of tossing an ocea- Ir's a concert.
{their elaborate comedy pantomine
Semi casiitad at drummer Jack ;> Monk's foursome coupled with | New
at this. downtown
cellar
{to .‘offstage recordings,
arranged

Roth,

third for daughter Ruth
(Mrs. William C. White).

designed so that all. could live here

on

tet is modern

with solid biués and-- Karen

Anders

&

Peggy

Hadley, :iplay

pair

of

River.”

a

but

barrelhouse intonations, latter sup-, Whose act has had an. overhaul.and | straight

“I. ‘plied

mainly

by

pianoist

Eddie) overseas

run

since. a.New

York | Lazy

is the longest

pipes -in their ‘the nearby. Will Rogers Memorial,

harmonizing. of

“Up. a Hospital...
con‘The elder “Morris | died: in 1932

it. is their

Costa. The trumpet- -trombone duos « appearance several months ago at jtinuous clowning that gets the ap- and Mrs.. Emma (\Iother! Morris
itand sulo work- of Clark and fea-.: the International.
| plause. Team were on 30 minutes died in 1959. ‘William Morris. Jr.,
Eddie Jeckson.
whe can still ere- _tured soloist
Bobby Brookmerer
' While ‘the vocals, with sock,! when caught.
retired prexy of the Morris agency,
ate his ovr special brand of voeal | are sharp and: melodic. The beat. straightaway
unison; still high-{|
Tall
and
titian-haired: ‘Sandra and. Ruth. Morris White rontinued
excitement.
svivs and
jeins in of O. C. Johnson. drums, and Art-! light the act, the comedy and terp-!O'Neill.. in golden gown, sw ings. to ‘live’ ‘there ‘since .and will -oceauos and trios an such stock mat- Davis. bass, have a-subtle. special °‘Ing apparently
have - been. more !a bouncy “Gee, But It’s Good to cupy the. property: until the.spring
ters as “The
Strutaway.”
“Inka drive for each solo and the en-. smoothly blended. Fresh material] be ere.”
mo
continues with “The. when: the State takes ov er,
Dinka Doo.” "Yon Made Me Love semble work.
Bill.
1 has -been
)
supplied
by writers Angels
Sing” for a change.of
_—_
You.” and “Bil Bailey.” Johnny
‘Freddy
Ebb,
Jay
Burton’ and tempo, and a sexy “Daddy.” She.
Mack {5 in for his polished cane
Woody
Allen
and _ orchestyater |retur rns in a sarong: for her “Bame
m0
een
‘Freddie's. Mpls.
dance
specialty,
which -Durante ;
| Jack Pleis There are new vocal; nana. Tree’’ number, - backed . by.
Minneapolis, Nov. 10.
tries to duplicate with varying, but
arrangements and choreography by the Roger ‘Palmer Dancers, for
Continued | from page: 2 —
George Jessel, Jo Ann Val, Peter Tom Hansen.
funny, results.
a high-kick finish, with girls also
Tne tireless comic stays on vir- Warren triv; $2.50-S3 cover.
The songs have the verve and |in sarongs. Miss O’Neil can. belt coln Center éateries, will be. able
tually throughout and his sponto
-service
600-800. Facilities for
fout a song, and. is a looker with
There’s
-more
nostalgia
than. power of musical legit (which is. in a pair of. shapely gams. All she loading ‘in the’ subplaza are -part.
taneits and zest make even the!
| both chicks* background) and the
jokes Wou know well gain new usual in Georgie Jesse!’s current!
of
the
basic
construction since this
‘comedy, with platinum-topped Miss. needs is more: ‘knowhow: in -her.
freshness. With the Palumbo audi-|.stint in this chic supper club. Vet}
type of banquet, too, w ould have-to.
‘Anders in ‘the. lead, is hip.in the nightclub ‘projection.
ence he can do no wrong, despite performer does his familiar imbe
catered
by.
outsiders.
_Withal,. this is a good ‘show.
intime -style. Routine themed to
the fact that he has been making : preshes of Jolson and Cantor, but!
(Another outside catering - conwth comedy, song and
‘the Hollywood interview garnered crowded
semi-annual appearances there re-! i the gifted yarnspinner's 10- day en_MeStay. tract will. be for the: commissary.
returns with |dance.
here is billed as -his |particularly good
cently.
The cafe operates on a | gagement
‘for the employees, and in. this case, .
farewell
tour of the country’: lines like. “She’s bought a convent,
poicy of periodic name acts, a
{ the subplaza: west of the Philharand put in a bar and swimming.
|
scith
Jessel
slated
to
call
it
quits
;
‘Ted Mack's Denver Tapes.
half. dozen or so during the Sep‘}monic
‘alse... will permit trucks
Denver, Nov. 14.
tember-to-June season. The Schnoz. shortly. His retirement will mark;‘ pool.
Book ranges fram special mateTed Mack, whose home town. is. bringing in the food and_beveris odds-on to get them off the. hook.: the end of a show. biz era. ‘This:
|
ages,
It:
will be pop priced, for
; grand old trouper, still full of, rial (“What Is This Thing Called! Denver, was here io. tape two of|
Gagh.
life and fun. will definitely be ,Cha Cha Cha”? to the standards} his Original Amateur Hour shows | students and. faculty. of Juilliard, .
and
also
for’ others directly emmissed.
t(“Bowl of Cherries,” “Over the |for CBS network release. Facilities
Ployed by the LincoIn’ Center). .
Village Vanguard,N. ¥.
A bit ruffled by the ‘slimness of , Rainbow” etc.).. and ‘the girls look |of KLZ-TV were used.

“Lincoln Concessions

Thelonious Monk Quartet, Bobby
Brookmeyer & Clark Terry Quintes; SLS0 admission ‘Sunday afterNOI:

When

Thelonious

Monk

plays

one of I:is original. American jazzblues compositions, school is in for

the crowd which greeted his preem
show in this nitery, seating up to

250 patrons, Jessel led off by need-

An atidience estimated at 11,000! ‘Since ‘anything but the Philblack and white sequined dresses. : paid $1 to $3.50 at the Coliseum| harmonic is still rubble. there is
| '-Since departure of house emeee-; to see the three hour. show. which no hurry ‘on: ‘these tatering facili-

‘as good as they sound in flashy|

ling, “This is my last time around, ‘singer
Jimmy’
Danfels,
Tiger |included 300. amateurs..from the |ties.
and you might ask what I’m doing Haines and the Flames have been| area
The: 1,100-seater Repertory. Theand_
professionals
Eddie
in a saloon’ in. Minnesota that’s apening with comedy song that |Dowling, Beatrice Kay .and others. atre. to -be- operated by Robert
sold out when it seats 12 people.) sets the aud up for what's to come. |Proceeds went to the U. of Denver Whitéhead and Elia. Kazan, wiil
Bill.
Alumni Assn.°
tve never been in: such a small:
have |no. bar/foodI faculties.

CONGRATULATIONS

Congratulations, Jules
Best of Luck Always

VAUDEVILLE
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Sahl’s B.O. Downbeat Indicates
Comedy One-Niters on Downgrade

‘Direct From The Copa’
- An International. Stamp of Show Bis Approval
=
‘By:ABEL GREEN, - j-

StateDept.UsesIncome ”
Tax Data. as Yardstick’
For 0’seas.Talent Wages} :

The . Copacabana, New
York's
Jongest-run cabaret, comes of. age}
this year, marking. its 2Ist_ anniversary: It takes its. piace’ agewise|
with other ‘such Gotham ‘institutions as. El Moracco,. the :Stork
Club,. “21,” the Colony: ete. which. ‘Red Nichols. ‘is talking: over. an-|
ere
either _ dominantly
‘eateries|.

The era of the comedian in cencerts is believed by concert fromoters tc be drawing to a clese.
The albums of the funnyvmen have
dropped in sales. and the cercvert
takes this year are far from rewarding to the promoters.
Indicating the comics’ decline cn
‘Sather than ‘niteries.. The- Copa! ‘other: - State Dept.-sponsored tour |:
one-night stands is the current
_ Cleveland, Nov. 14.
- combines. boite appeal “ith elab-|.with his “Five Pennies” and, con-]|..
_ Herman Pirehner, operator of tour of Mort Sahi who last year
orate floorshows and-good cuisine. currently, .reveals.for the first time’
Alpine Village for 32 vears, and was one of the hotter one-nighkter
With time, “direct frum the Co- the yardstick used ‘by: State Dept.
This year, with the ¢xWilliam. L. Thomas, who owns a exhibits.
~pacabana” has become’.an estab-- in arriving at: payseale for perrealty company here, are teaming ception of a few college dates j:2:d
lished’ show
biz
trademark: An formers who undertake ‘such good~
some stands mainly in the West,
up
to
convert
the
dawntown
nitery
heralding ‘a. headliner » much
will junkets abroad.
Bo
his grosses are down. and ™iny
tinto a private key club.
Jong-ago it was. “direct. from the | According ° to Nichols, GoyernTwo-floor theatre-restaurant will of the dates were played at a Icss.
:
Palace ... . and, more * recently, ‘ment.
In Sahl’s case. the reasons fur
first clears:‘each individual
sing its swan song New Year's Eve,
“dire ct. frum the Landin Palade
It’s
' selected, then peeks: ‘into Internal|
aecordingto present plans. About his dip are fairly numerous.
am.” Yn ‘Las Vegas and-in.
ni.
argued that last vear. when the
‘Revenue.
-records
for
five
precéd$125,000
has
been
budgeted
for
a
as in London... Paris; Rio. ‘grtiney |
‘ing years. -‘Off .gross: earnings .re- First. Jubilee Records releasé an remodeling program. On the sec- takes were big and his tv exposexciting: twist version of . —
.-or wherever, the billing for. an-. cact:.
ports, State Dept. then breaks down | “BYE BYE BLACKBIRD"
ond floor, where Pirchner’s Eldo- ures freauent. there was a prcsi“direct: from: the. Copacabana" is ‘a
‘comparative average intake ‘per in‘|rado Club stands, a Continental dential election and interest du na-. ‘Mgt. Irv Siders
‘Tiffany endorsenient.
.
. dividual for a week and offers pér- :820 E. B4th Street, New York. {Salon is being built for intimate tional politics was at its peak.
Jules Podell,: who has been with. former that amount to: make a tour.
Sahl’s grosses and reactions icde
Plaza 1-5166
jshows and a European-styled string
the famed East 60th-Street_nitery
that crest.
, | woodwind orchestra.
It then is‘up to performer wheth-|.
gipce its founding at the dawn of;
However. wth the shift of inincorporated as the International
World. War. JI. is. a’ flexibte. show- -er he will accept. offer, just as he
Key Club, the venture will include terest to the international scene,
iwould’.a normal. commercial bid.
_ mani and where, .at‘.one stage, he’:
the
emphasis has also changed.
_|an Empire Room with atmosphere
‘Additionally,- of course, State: Dept.
was cautious and-expected a trend“
of old English tavern; a Bustles & Sahl, last year on nominee John
provides - “first-class” travel. and
change he now is of the opinion :
F.
Kennedy's:
side, is now casting
Beayx cocktail room with
Gay
‘that, give or take the upsurge of a: accommodations. “And’I do mean
Nineties. decor, @ Speakeasy koom this cracks in the opposite direction.
Paul Anka or Bobby Darin ora. ‘first class," -Nichols adds.
1This
hasn't
been
too popular in
featuring Dixieland combos
and
Bobby: Rydell ‘and there: is:always”: “Proposed late winter State. Dept.
Also. his
another room
with Oriental at- | many boxoffice areas.
Paris, Nov. 14.
the flexible “prom season’ ’ for’ this’ ! trek. would take Nichols and cambo|
‘failure
to
latch
onto
a new winning
| mosphere.
;
After Chicago. ‘New York and
‘type of: newcomer); the’ stars of} through South America: Last year,
!album: is regarded as a matter of
‘Pirchner
&
Thomas
started
their
now will be the stars -two years 'toutfit toured 13 middle eastern and|.‘Washington, the Gaslight Club has drive
for charter
memberships. iconcern at the b.o.
hence, which is.why, says he, ‘I've.‘Asian. nations. in as. many “weeks. -come to Paris. Private Yank key priced at $50 for first-comers, last
The other comics who toured
just started -firming up my book-. ‘Currently. at Marineland,- Nichols ‘club: opened. this. week in a re- week by sending out brochures to :‘last year. Shetley Berman and Bob
_returns .to Sheraton: West |“Hotel ‘modeled
cellar. and store. in a. about 150,000 on their mailing list.. ‘Newhart. are unknown factors thig
ings from January 1963 on.”
Nothing Like It
0. :- "Dec... 27 for ‘eighth. hitch there, !-hotel: off’ the ‘Champs-Elysees.
They. too. are hit by a
Their key club, they said, will not ‘season.
‘Burton
Browne, « the Gaslight have any connection with the Play-, failure to get topselling aibums,
_ The Copa as a showcase for past, |- therice to.Sheraton-Palace, ‘Friggo..
founder, was ‘in ‘for the. opening.
However,
promoters declare that
-_present:and-future stars reads like-:
by Key Club br any other organ- | Club will need local members and
j Newhart has tossed himself out of
a show. biz. who’s who.:AS-a ‘show‘|patronage to keep it going but will|j the possibility
of playing
onecase itis seemingly nonpareil as
nighters this year because his telealso: be slanted to welcome the
witness ‘.Perry Como, Martin. & ;
More: than. .50,000 Yank Gaslightjvision show is not a hit. Berman
Lewis, Johany Mathis, June Allyhasn’t gone out this year.
‘ érs -who may be traveling. Next
‘son; Julie Wilson, Lucille Bremer,
. Comedy, once the hottest item
stop ‘is Tokyo. : Olga San Juan, Joanne: Dru.. Janice
lon pop concert tours, is regarced
gon SaTly membership will start at |
Rule, Sid Caesar, Paul Anka, Bobby concert promoters to be on the
5 in Paris and be moved up to.
by Darin among others who first|.
wane.
tmless there are untorene regular $100 fee-later. A char-|
fot their big opportunities at this:|
seen developments, the comedians
ter flight of 100 Gaslighters: got’
spot. Even estabiished vets like|
ius)
have
fewer one-night deals
:things moving. Six. well stacked
Joe E:.Lewis and: Jimmy .Durante
next year.
Yank girls were sent over to do.
were. given. ‘professional hypo anew
.
‘Seattle.
Nov.
14,
|
‘the serving, provide oldtime terp
some 20 years ago when they start: |
“Northwest Leasing. Corp.. has’ ‘sessions and maintain the eye aped “showcasing” at the Copa.
. Competitive only with the Latin’ bought the French: luxury: liner; peal of the club. Jimmy Walter
Screen - actress. Anna
Neagle|

{$125,000 Facelift Switches

Cleveland’s Alpine Village
To Pvt. Key Club Jan. 1

VAUGHN MONROE

GashtClub

- Preems iin Paris

Liberte Acquired
As Floating Hotel
F or SeattleFair:

Quarter

and..the

Anna Neagle As
Astaire Franchise™
Op in Brita, |Bra-less Line Features

International, ;
|Liberte and will bring. the. 937-,| Trio. is a local outfit with a fine ! ev- pee

_pef

British

film

206 Whly. Ashton Revue

vro-

feel for early. ‘Americana music:‘ducer Herbert Wilcox) is going into
both of which are Broadway spots,. uf
foot ship. here: to use as a floating |.
‘and modern tunes.
for name acts; the Copa’s: talent t
:the dance school business in her
, Built in the style of.an old sa- - native Britain via a string of Fred
budgets range:.from
§$750-81. 000 | hotel and nightclub . during . the
“for. the. newcomer, subfeatured :! Seattle - World's: Fair: Purchase of) loon, the club, has no name upi | Astaire studios. Initial spot. openHoliywood. Nov. 44.
candidates to around the $12,500 ,the liner was’ revealed by Mark} front but tivo clusters of gaslights. ling: in January, is in the London
Nudes from the waist up will
| Howard, president of: Northwest Lacal ‘boniface is Nikita Nahitche- '. Mayfair district. About 20 other
j make
their
first appearance
in
{‘Leasing..
Vice-presideats of the -vansky. Open every day, and a
_ British locations are contemplated.
[corporation include Everett Crosby, ' day, except Sunday, with a $1.5 0; Her deal, which envisions an :Seattle at the Fair next year—
head of Bing-:Crosby Enterprises: top and minimum, it may well :' ultimate worldwide chain, is with April 21-Oct. 21—when Barry Ashiton opens a chorus of eight in
Rea “Crosby,
of .Spokane,-. and’ |catch on with fad-happy locals as°'
Charles
and’ Chester
Casanave, |
Hansen's Paradise Club,
Robert Thoren and: Ray. Price, both, ; well_as be a centre for voyaging ;prez and viceprez respectively of {Gracie
isole nitery on the fair grounds.
J of Seattle.
The ‘Crosbys are |
} Gastighters.
.
ithe domestic \U. S.-Canada) Astaire : Structure costing $250.000 is now
brothers of Bing Crosby.
Browne also sent ‘six French: | chain..-Investment for the British|ibein® built by Miss Hansen. a
It was reported: here that’ ‘pur:!‘girls to. work in the New York club | additions is. said to be $2, 000, 000. | Seattle resident
who
for med
a
Neal: ‘Lang, managing director of chase price was: more than $3,000,-{| as a “cultural” exchange gambit. | ‘Miss: Neagle’s corporate umbrel- ‘corporation and took out a license.
the Plaza. ‘Hotel, N.Y... -has pulled !000. The liner: was to end its last ‘via the six Ameri¢an girls working :‘Ja for ‘the terp chain. formed last }iShe plans to operate the spot after
the publicity: coup of. the year | passenger: voyage. at’ Le Havre, in Paris.
| August, is called
Anna
Neagle | the Fair closes.
with his inking of 28- year-old Sa- |Friday (10). It will be brought to
Productions, with actress as prin- ; Ashton's deal is guaranteed 26pur-.
verio Saridis,-a New York City po- |Seattle. immediately’ after
cipal stockholder.
. week ticket at firm $20.000 weckly.
liceman. . to’ a. five-week -.contract.: ‘chase: is: completed, -probably..-ini:
At present there are two Arthur :‘For this, he provide. stage and
Where it|
as headliner of the Per sian. Room ° December -or January.
‘Murray studios: in London, but; icostume a show of 30 femmes and
_Will tie up. in the Séattle harbor. is |
to:start Dee. 20.
| otherwise the terp instruction field: 10 principals. Downtown, incident“The story of: Lang's’ discovery ‘not. yet known:
‘ally, off the fair grounds. a Minsky
lis underdeveloped.
.
‘Memphis. Nov. 14.
‘drew. sizeable ‘space ‘in all..N
Howard. said. the French govern:
(Miss Neagle says she’s yet to see; reyue has been booked fer an
Jerry Lee Lewis, local rock °n’
papers as well as the wire.ser vices. ‘ment : will |Tease” .some
run
at Orpheum
space . roiler,. is in the doghouse again! the: “Twist” in action, but figures: early summer
Saradis
has -been . signed: for a: ‘aboard
for’ exhibits and ‘some||here with the Memphis. courts |it will be in the curriculum | Theatre. .

At 62 Seattle Fair

Plaa Hotel’Neallang

Pulls Publicity Coun—Inks|
N.Y. Cop as. Headliner

Ct, Hits Jerty Lee Lewis
On Back Alimony Rap

Yi

- screentest
at. Warner. Bros.. ‘and:.:Spectacular” entertainment: is be-| over another: alimony beef made ‘ whether
inked to . a management -contract ing planne
-;by his -ex-spouse. Circuit Court | not.)
by General Artists Corp.
_
Edward Quick
Northwest. Leasing: Corp., is:-en- lJudge
tongue |_
here: hasn't. been a- policeman- ; gaged. primarily purchasing com- lashed Lewis over charges made |. >

headliner in. show biz.of any. Pro- “yercial: airliners and leasing them |by: his ex-wife that he is behind

she personally digs it or -

i Can. Ct. Reserves Decish

BUSY McGUIRES

On Cafe Op’s 2146 Claim

‘portions since Phil. Regan: quit. the-- to airlines.
lin child support payments.
Ottawa, Nov. 14.
force’ to go into films.
1.
to
Judge. Quick, in finding Lewis-| After
‘Command’
Show
' Addition of:the” ‘Liberte: as an’
| Judgment was reserved by the
‘Saridis is being given a buildup -attraction for. the. World's «. Fair,. Builty of contempt,-told him that
Continent Thence U.S. Dates
,Supreme Court of Canada on an
aS.a new Mario Lariza.- He-has a ‘which. opens heré April.21, 1962. ‘he. failed-“to. bring a. record of
action by J. F. Maloney. boniface
tenor voice; has had oper‘atic: train-: expands ‘the French flavor tor the earnings as he was recently orLondon, Nov. 14.
Chaudiere
ing. and. warbles: the big arias.
He. ‘fair, The. French: government last dered. The: court :directed Lewis _ Having just completed a four lof the now-shuttered
iClub
nitery. to collect $214.055
started his career as a.talent con- ‘week requested additional space. in to pay. $150. monthly child support weeks’ nitery engagement at the:
‘damages from the federal governtest winner in the Army. He made:
payments.
for.
his
two
children...
AcTalk of the Town. the McGuire-:ment. Also owner of Standish Halt
“the Washington -Siate” Coliseum:
a recording which’ was “heard . by °
‘tbuilding to reach-a total.of 17.000 cording to his wife he had sliced | Sisters, together with their per- |Hotel in Hull. Maloney appealed
Lang.
His Plaza ‘deal: followed:
sonal manager Martin Kane, are |to the Supreme Court against a
‘sq. ft.; making: it the: largest inter- ‘this to $50 a. month. :
today. (Tues., taking off on a ‘Con- ilower
bnational exhibitor thus far. for the!
courts
Gec:sion
awalding
||tinental tour, and will be visiting;ibm $39.723 in the same action.
“fair.. In addition, France will par- ;
Memphis N itery Ops:
Philadelphia's. Deputy ‘Comm'r.
' Rome. Milan, Paris, ete. They re_ ticipate in the European Economic:
His claim is for loss of revenue
Take Over Ark. Spot: Community Exhibit, in the .U. S.;:
turn to the U.S. early next month, | during 22 months the hotel propAbe: Ss, Rosen
Memphis, Noy. 14. _i Science: Exhibit and in’ the per- |
-but intend vacationing until the {erty was unde: expropriation pcndwho has’ always’. been unbrotherly:
turn of the year.
Leroy’ Owens, auto dealer, .and-. forming. arts program.
jing highway changes that never
about
comics
who
joke
about
During their stay in London. the' materialized. Standish Hall booked
Nis | “pa.tner Ralph Gallina, .. who.
‘The City of |Brotherly Love’,
“own and operate the plush Nite s allRe
g
sisters. -in addition to their nitery ‘shows some years ago. haine bands
hos ‘an omusing Piece
Liter Club here, have. inked. a deal | ma
1 stint. guested on two tv programs,' more
recerth.
Most
Chaudicre
evuesu t 0 tay |
“Sunday Night at the London Pal-|facts lived there while in the Otto open:the Long: Island Yacht: Club.|:
The Pain Is G ene But Jadium”
-and the “Morecambe. & j;itawa area..
‘on Lake Hamilton, on: ‘the out-.
Wise”. show. and were featured in‘
skirts. of Hot Springs, Ark.: In a} ‘The. small revue policy at the |: Not Sunday Jokes
move to hypo the spot, Owens has |<Cotillion
Room: of ‘the: .Pierre ;
last week's Roya] Command show:
Katyna Ranieri Off To
named. Bill .Brunning,
erstwhile Hotel, N, Y., willbe continued: with ;[°
They were among the stars pre.
On Philadelphia
col- ‘the :new. show starting..Nov. 21. ia
Commercial Appeal
nitery
sented to the Queen Mother and
*
£
*
Mexico, Then Tours U 5,
it. will | one of the many Editorial Features
umnist, to: skipper. and flack the Tagged “Sounds of Love,’
the Duke and Duchess of Kent.
| When Katina Ranieri compicte
| include Fay. DeWitt,-Wilbur Evans,
|]’_ Among their U.S. commitments |her current Persian Ruom ‘Hotel
spot.‘in the upcoming
_.; Bruning has already pencilled ‘in. Midge. ‘& Bill “Haggett and Louise ||::
for the New Year, the McGuire ;| Plaza; N.Y.) cngagement, she foes
Ee ‘56th Anniversary . Number
several names including Pete Foun-- O'Brien ‘as. cast: members.
| Sisters will be -prepping a pilot to the Te:raza C«sino. Mexico City,
of
tain, Al Hirt; Charlie Rich and.|’ Gig Henry, on’ the: Bob Hope |
4 for their ewn tv series, will guest jtor four weeks commencing. Nov.
Bruning said writing ‘staff and who:.wrote: the
Jerry Lee Lewis.
on a Danny Thomas Show, and }124, then, back ta her native Reme
‘that plans are alsa in the hopper . room’s |present show, will again |
. | will open at the Desert Inn, Las: :before returning
‘to the States.
for a. reciprocal membership ar- ready the -script.
Leslie. Wheel
Plus other statistical ond datd-filled | Vegas, on June 12. They're also— GAC has her set for four months
. rangement with ‘the hhew Playboy will light. the: show: while Lee Hulcharts ‘ond articles.
{muljing a Miami Beach nitery date | in the toy U.S. hetels commencing
‘Club in New. Orleans.
. bert. will maestro the band.tin February.
jin:, January.

|
|

a

At Hotel Pierre, N.Y.'

VARIETY

HI.
tke
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TwistMay Be a BO. Unknown, But
It’s Spreading Through Cafes & Pix

| Bikel’s $17 169 Take
Singer Theodore

record

initially

gave

The

scored

Grant. |
-At
the
Berkeley
Community
House he grossed $8,459 on Act.

The Txist policy is spreading [faces is the fear that they will conrapidly in New York as well as|vert
their clienteles to juvenile
the rest of the couniry despite the ;crowds only to chase away the
fact that it's still an unknown box- |spending adults to-some other spot.
Incidentally the Variety article
office factor in most
situations.
The Cameiot, N. Y., for example, is” which gave the Twist its greatest
abandorins its-‘intimate revue pol|iimpetus has been reproduced: in
icy in favor of The Twist, hoping many parts of the country, and has
that it wili attract society spenders {been
rewritten
widely
without
along
with
the
leather - jacket |credit.
Just how much boxoffice
crowd.
is in the dance remains to be seen.
To some measure, its bo. may
Manv cafes throughout the city
are holding at least one Twist be tested with release of two pictures
on The Twist.
Harry Romm
night a week and ‘should several
-“Hy, Let’s Twist” to
af these nights preve successful, is producing
be
released
around
Christmas
by
then it’s likely to be a permannt
fixture. The Lanai. for example,. Paramount, and some twisting is
expected
in
Columbia's
“It’s
Trad,
has installed
a Hawaiian
Twist
Dad.” with Chubby Checker whose
policy, akin to the hula.
.
Mfanero’s
Steak
House,
ParaJ., hopes to attract with
2
the hip-swivelers as well as its

Bikel

| ‘$17,769 in two California one-nighters done for promoter Leonard

28. He did $9,310 at the Santa.
Monica Civic Auditorium, Nov. 4,
Both houses were scaled to a $3.75
top.

|
}

Kroffts,Nat Hart Prep 5 Road Cos,
Gf Puppet Show on $500,000 Budget
Hollywaod, Nov. 14.
An

innovation

the two Coast. shows: started; -train-

in theatrical

road = ing new puppeteers ‘to: mati: sede
them.. Marty Krofft noted ‘there
& Marty Krofft and Nat Hart, who are about 200 puppetéers to draw
have five different units of their on-now and said they would need
“Les Poupees
de Paris”. puppet six for each show or a total-of 30.:
show underway
on a $500, 000|. Kroftts will- retain principal probudget.
duction. staff they are using now,
Pegsed after the currently-run- with dolls. created by Tony.Urbano
ning presentation at Hart’s Gilded who “also handles strings -with
Rafters restaurant
in the San them, Larry -Marko. and Bill Cas-.
Fernando Valley, first of the new sidy on. current show.. Each doll.
‘shows is skedded’ for’ New, ‘Year's. costs $850-$1:000 to manufacture. .
- Philadelphia, Nov. 14.
opening at Las Vegas’ Riviera, Musical background ‘on..this show.
|- “Chubby: Checker has.a new twist.
Attorneys for the 20-year-old pop with negotiations on ‘for others is. recorded,. using: voices of Tony ’
singer petitioned Orphans Court following offers from the Fairmont Martin, Liberace. Edgar Bergen,
Hotel in San Francisco, Seattle Annie Farge ‘and. Diane DuBois,
here asking that he be permitted
to sign a contract with Television and New York World's Fairs and. all:donated.
Waldorf-Astoria in New York.
- Nicky Nadeau continues as de-Personalities
Inc., merchandising

companies is being prepped by Sid

Chubby Checker Takes
New Twist to Cash in On
Merchandising Angles

Twist

outfit ‘which

wide circulation.
The Camelot. in shifting to The
the ; Twist, has retained Alan Freed as

has -handled ‘similar

Budget for each new show, ‘ac- signer,. with Bill Campbell

doing

campaigns for Elyis Presley, Three cording to Marty Krofft, is $100,- costumes -fexecuted by Fay Buck000; which includes manufacture ley) and Bea Kienitz the wigs.
Stooges, et al.
Hordes of cafes in
Krofits also retain 25% interest
A covering letter. Stated that the of 100 puppets per show, costumes,
oly Las areas of New York, where ;emcee with Ralph Young and his promotion firm’s campaigns “has sets and special staging. ‘Each show. in Paramount telepilot. “Irving,”
that Twist is the strongest, are ;Rock-a-Bops, and Frddie Mitchell's pulled’ $100.000.000 out of the would be presented ‘in special. which they hope “Les Poupees”™
experimenting
with
the
policy.;orchestra as the entertainment.
pockets of corsumers in the last rooms, with Riviera room. now be- success will -stimulate.
They're featuring such items asj The eastside’s Barberry Room, five years” and urged. that “a fad ing engineered by Albert Hellman
twist contests, twist nights and | which originally introduced and like this one must move like light- who built .the Stardust stage. De- |
twist instruction.
|taen banned The Twist, has made
ning to keep. the bootleggers and sign is for 400-seat. top capacity to
What is holding back most boni- the dance legal again on its prem- -infringers ouf as long as possible.” retain intimacy.
ises. Its rapid spread into the upper

|_ As the petition

echelons of society apparently was

EDDIE ELKORT HEADS
ARA FOR 7TH YEAR
Eddie Elkort has been reelected

SMASH HIT |
THE GLAMOROUS

NEW

president of the. Artists’ Represen- [
tatives Assn. for the seventh con1secutive year.
Jack Green, Gil
’ Nelson; Dinty Moore (representing
San Francisco’ and William O’Hal{loran (of Detroit», are vicepresi-

.|dents.
Show folks are raving about the
all new Hotel Avery. All new,
large, beautifully furnished deluxe rooms with private bath, television & radio. Air conditioning.

__AVERY& WASHINGTON St.a

Ben

Kutchuk 4s secretary

was

handed

in

by David B.. Zooh, attorney for
Checker's guardian Merton J. Matz,
Judge Harold. D. Saylor remarked:
“I see he’s in high society now in
New York.” —
Checker {s a top exponent of the
new terp craze via his‘“The Tw ist”
hit on ‘the: Parkw ay label.

HallCurtis Out
InHarrah's Reorg

Stages would be scaled for pup-

‘pets

and

overall

presentation

|]

of

road companies is to be expanded.

from current offering at the Gild-.
ed Rafters. Current show has 70
different dolls and runs 40-minutes
in seven acts
and a_ prologue.

‘There are 13 performances a week
playing to 1.040 people. at $2.50
per ticket. Hart reports: nightly
capacity.

since

opening.

three

weeks ago and says there. are turn- j]- aways for every show. More than
50°, of the patrons are also dinner customers,

Krofits

he reports,

also

revealed

|

plans. to

build. a separate truck show for
while Joe Singer
was reetected
. Vegas dates to incorporate a chiltreasurer.
Sandra Gray remains
dren's
performance and travel to
assistant secretary.
Top echelon
reorganization
in
4
Board
members
elected
at a |starreh’s Clubs at Reno and Lake each | of the major hotels. “Poupees”
is
an adults only attraction, |
meeting held Monday (13) at the ‘Tahoe is evidenced in the dismisARa's N.Y. offices are Elkort, Hat-|sal of two key names associated admitting no one under 21.
Plan Permanent Theatre
.
tie Althoff. Kutchuk, Dick Henry.! with the entertainment phase of
-Suecess of local presentation has |
Miles Ingalls. Bert Bloch, Leonard ‘the clubs’ operations. -Earlier this.

Romm,
Paul Sherman, Joe Wil-| month Russ
(Candy). Hall, who stimulated plans for a permanent
liams and James Grady.
By cus- -boaked acts for. both: clubs, was Krofft theatre here similar to the.
Road compa-.
jtom. the board of governors Is terminated. and last week Mark former Turnabout.
elected by the members. and they, -Curtis, head.of the organization's nies will set two in the East and
two in the West, with a fifth. for
ie turn, elect the officers.
Abra- public relations. got his notice.
| ham Males remains ARA counsel.
In the ease of Hall’s ouster, the Europe. They expect a year’s run
The Only Reat Monthly
reason was not given, but Curtis’ in Las Vegas, ‘with possibility of-||-.
PROFESSIONAL
GAG SERVICE
| —_
for
—vT
OC
””~-—SO§Cd departure was believed to have re- changing show- periodically
THE LATEST — THE
a
GREATEST —
run.
Possibility
also
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
Bruce’s Frisco Encore
|sulted from consolidation of his permanent
Now
in Its 134th
Issue, containing
looms
of
incorporating
current:
department with another.
-San Francisco, Nov. 14.
stories,
one-liners,
poemettes,
song
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono’ Hall says he has. had offers from events and social satire ‘in show.
Hal Zeiger has scheduled
double
gags,
bits
legs.
parodies.
‘a Vegas club and another at Tahoe Hart continués.as. producer and
Bruce for a one-shot “concert”.
ideas.
intros,
impressions
and
imbut has.) made no commitments. trio. control operation, with three {/
personations,
political,
interruptions
next Sunday
(19!1, two days
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous Views
His duties were assumed for the additional silent partners: in on. |.
after Bruce’s trial for using.
of the News, Vignettes, etc.
|nonee by Pat. Francellini, general | financing
“obscene” language in public
Krofft Bros. would Split to get if
$25 YR.—SINGLE ISSUES $3
manager of the Lake Tahoe Club.
Is supposed to start.
~
Foreign
|: Harrah’s currently books a top |
The place? Curran Theatre,
$33 YR.—SINGLE ISSUES $4
name
in
the
Tahoe
elub’s
South
|
right next to the Clift Hotel,
NO C.0.D.'s
Shore Room and uses four to six.
which invited Bruce to leave
BILLY GLASON, 200 W. S4th St.
after
his arrest last time he .{ groufs in the casino lounge. Seven
New York City 19. CO. 51316
| acts are on the marquee at the
was in Frisco.
Reno club. on a ‘round-the-clock
Cincinnati, Nov. 14.
schedule.
Headlining at Tahoe
The Limeliters grossed $7,472 in
this week is Eleanor Powell.
a concert appearance Friday (10)
-| at Music Hall, an early. season high ||
| for one-nighters locally.
Admissions totaled 2,861 in the 3,510seater, scaled from $2.50 to $4.

=
“THE COMEDIAN”

LIMELITERS HIT LOFTY

$7,472 IN CINCY GIG]

I'd work Palumbo’s for nuttin’if
da union would let me.

Thank you

Jimmy Durante

| Chi Nitery Op Expands

His ‘Chain’; Plans More

Names, ‘Courtesy’Bus

It was the first lone Cincy date

for the male

bowed

pop folksy trio, who

at Musie

Hall

and so do J,

Sincerely

in support of Mort Sahl. The group,
Chicago, Nov. 14.
Art Sheridan, owner of the Bird- |bannered by Ken Kragen Produchouse, near northside modern jazz tions Inc., was on hand two days.
and respot, Has purchased the lease on. before the engagement
the Sutherland Lounge, longtime ceived generous press and radio-tv
attention, notably showcasing on
‘southside jazz .spa..He also owns
the Ruth
Lyons
“50-50 Club”
Basin Street, a dixieland joint.
WLW-T show.
:
The Sutherland, which had been
Grosses for recent one nighters
| shuttered
for nearly a month,
at ‘Music Hall were reported as
{|.opened last week -with Joe Wil- Ella
Fitzgerald,
$6,700;
Victor

“SINGAPORE, HONG KONG, |
“SAIGON, INDIA, IRAN
for

Carmen, McRae . and

| Lambert, Hendricks & Ross. He
| said that he would also book non-

musical acts into the club to make
a pitch for the regular nightclub
goers.
Another gimmick that Sheridan
will institute is a courtesy bus
between

Frank Palumbo

his clubs.

Customer

will

pay only orie cover or admission,
and shows will be skedded go
that -he can

catch

‘by hopping on

all of the acts

the -bus.

radio,

playing

Maria

|

| the public through

in “Twelfth

arts of |

MAGIC.

CELESTE
EVANS
Personai Management

ROBERT REXER

1674 Broadway, New Yerk, N. Y.
Clrele 53-3660

Night,” with Jimmy Edwards, Eng-

‘lish comedian, as Sir Toby Belch.

72 CONSECUTIVE WEEKS OF NEW, CLASS CLUB COMEDY.
Now World's .
Newest
Humorist
:

STEPIN FETCHIT “etreceicw

in-Persen,

tive Living

Dean

of ‘Today's

Currently, PENTHOUSE
For open ‘time, contactAl and

Chicage Litt.

.

‘illegal. mesmerizing’ of the

Borge, $7, 200. and Liberace, $6,080. ;
son orch. It also has tentative dates
‘set for. Jimmy Smith, Horace Silver and Dizzy Gillespie.
“BERYL REID'S S.A. IOUR
Sheridan, a jazz buff with finanGlaszow, Nov. 14.
cial interests in several real estate
Beryl Reid, revue and vaude|
and construction firms, is plan- artiste, planed last week to South |
ning several innovations for’ the | Africa to open at the Hofmeyr
clubs, He’s going to “‘broaden” the Theatre, Cape Town, Dec. 8. She
type of entertainment in the Bird- will also appear in ‘Johannesburg:
house.
Jan. 10 for a possible seven weeks,.
‘Up to now the Birdhouse has with dates also probable. later. inj
| featured mostly avant garde. jazz- Durban and Natal.
ists, but Sheridan says he is negoDistaffer recently recorded her
\'tiating with Sarah Vaughan, Dinah first Shakespearean role for BBC |j

Washington,

THAILAND, CAMBODIA,

-LAOS, INDONESIA,

a year ago]

liams and the Harry “Sweets” Edi-

As always, you're the greatest
attraction our club has ever
played. Our customers love you

IN
“AFGHANISTAN, NEPAL,

World

Comedians

KEY CLUB, Chicago

Max Berde,

203 N ‘Wabash Avenue

«Phone CE £5284
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Personal Manriagement: Norman. Granz

“Exclusive Verve- MGM Records.

Public Relations: Lewin/Kaufman/Schwartz

Tour Direction:‘SalleProductions, Ine.. 451 N. Canon Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal.
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: graphed this edition, Peter Green-

Krinsky Revives Craslite Fra
In Veddy British Theatre Club

well’s plano support js an ace job.
There
are .two intermissions,

‘| plenty of time for whistle-wetting
j and ‘the mutton-and-beef menu,

| which is quality cuisine.. No doubt |
the service logistics will iron. out, :
although
last
Wednesday’s
18)
‘| premiere still ran reasonably oke’

| with
Socialite-showman
sky

has

executed

John
an

about-face

allowances

break-in

turmoil.

Incidentally,

on the entertainment, which is a
chancy anachronism for. the obvious reasons.

Krim-

Fla.Beverage Dept. Agents Nab 11In
Vice Raids on Four MB. Strip Joints.

for

the -usual

the’ ‘spot’s

habitues would. hardly

the Pigalle, the manager, a bar-.
tender and two femme entertain-

Miami Beach, Nov. 14.
Accompanied. by Miamt Beach’s

ers had a. charge

/one-man vice “squad,’" a covey of

of unlawful

so-

licitation °‘of drinks. filed, against
them

State
Beverage
Dept.
tf)old’ ‘Florida
it—) 48ents swooped down last week on

know

not a. zebra stripe in view. Walls |this resort’s four top strip spots
from the avant-garde entertainmuraled
and|.
j to bag their usual complement -af
Polished, But ‘Monotonous
: \ are ‘ evocatively..
Ment penchant» proliferant on the
B-girls and femme
The tab-style show, with a 10- there’s plenty of red and gold; -barteriders,
New York eargle circuit. Utilizing
paint
evident.
A
red
velvet
curtain
{
performers along with managerial
member cast from the London
St.) ° EI.
the
old
eastside
54th
tagged
layers aacatre ‘operating here | shutters’ the 20-foot. proscenium !:Staffers. The 11 persons
Morocco dis., he has recreated the
under AGVA
jurisdiction), ‘is a |stage Krimsky installed just off: ‘will be brought to trial tomorrow
theatre-cabare! of yaslight Britain,
(15) on asserted charges including
Pit.
polished eEsir in: every way. But: the Foom's- entry.
yclept the StroHers Theatre Club,
soliciting for
prostitution
and
its specialized content and. mu: |
with a house song-and-sketch show
drinks.
seum piece nature make it a
in Victorian leitmotif called “Time,
|
The raids—a
periodic occurGentlemen
Piease!” «That being.
rence here—were staged in the
of cours, the traditional British
usual pattern: by a group of out-bred monotony, despite a.spirited|
bar-closinz ¢ry «
‘of-town: agents with the arrests
and effective cast.
—
There's a $450 ticket tariff per,
|} made by Beach Sgt. Mickey Branthe potabies and eats being op-_/.
non- on their signed complaints.
tienal and added, with one show
Biggest two of the clubs, the Place.
On the Rocks? ;
wee cnizhts and two on weekends.
Pigalle and the Cabaret. Club, have
Phil Bloom, who is pressBoniface Krimsky has a class locarecently
been granted renewal: of:
agenting
the
new
Strollers
tion and a proficient kitchen and—
— AGVA 10% Rale | their annual licertse by a three-toTheatre Club which opened in
ou the face of it—a charming idea.
two
vote
in City ‘Council. Both
New
York -last week,
canIt’s charmingly projected, too, but
Chicago, Nov. 14.
|te located in the heart of the
vassed the first night critics
whether the concept makes the
Confusion.
is
the
order
of
the
indie
nightclub
and~ ‘restaurant
on their drinking preferences

| Two. other spots in the area, the
Club: 23 and

the Club ‘Picadilly,:

had the manager .cand -bartender,
Tespectively, charged. with: solicits
ing drinks.
~
According to Beach .City Ate

torney.. Joseph Wanick, the Dade
County Circuit Court had—follow-ing litigation. instituted by the
clubs last - year—granted -a perq manent
injunction against city’s.
_attempts.to
close fhem by not
pranting licenses.’ Thus, the new
harassment raids via use of state
‘beverage department. agents.
The state agency must also grant
a license to dispense beverages, in
‘addition to the city permit. Loss| of the state okay after departmental -hearings would automatieally prevent any liquor sales on
the premises. It was by this means
longranze mark is going to deday among Chi talent agencies in _sector near the Roney Plaza.
that’ the city of -Miami rid: itself
because
the
management
pend a lot on operational finesse;
regard. ‘to the new American Guild ;
.3 Seized at Cabaret
of its most notorieus strip and clip
wanted to place a bottle’ on
and gimmickry.
of Variety Artists ruling forbid- ; Five persons
were. nabbed at |joints.
each critic’s tabte.
Doubtless the spot is due for a
ding a- variety act to pay more
Club Cabaret on charges. -of. so- ;
Bloom’s survey showed that
splurge of one-shot auditing, carthan 10° -for a booking: Unre-:liciting for drinks“ and for pros: !|
two critics were on the wdgon, riage trade and others out for the | one asked for tea, one asked
‘solved here is whether an. agent ori titution. They included two bar-:
novelty. Whether this begets much! fcr a single daiquiri, two asked
agency can give a house booker: maids and two femme dancers. The} othabhes FUN-MASTER
~. PROFESSIONAL
Tepeater trade
trade lor
looks to hinge less
part | of the 10°d legal. under the maitre d’ was taken in for alleged- i
for white
wine,
one said,
ay uling. ’
COMEDY MATERIAL
_
‘ly permitting such. goings-on. At.
“Nothing, but my wife drinks
ee,
|
The:
threé
major.
agencies
here’
For
every branch of theatricals.
Scotch."
ere
“WE SERVICE THE STARSI”
run the full spectrum on.the issue. ~~
——————C.
UW
gs.
|‘The fourth, Music Corp. of Amer“35 Gag.Ay $15, plus srpostage
EIGN: 35 for$
The run- -of-pub- crawler : is “apt - ica. has not permitted its acts to
3) pareay ae
per &k.
to find too precious the period:, pay. -bookers- additional
commis.e § Brackout Books 34, Each.
| ditties —"Little Yellow Bird,” “Jol-' sions for: several years.) The Chi ; w=aane Continued from ‘page 3;
No. 4 for $33-—No. 5 for $30
:
' ly Good Luck to the Girl Who . office of. one national agency says ; mark for the top names. The form-‘ + Minstrel (white face) Budget 525 e

as
te cee ae |Chi Agencies In
=| Quandary Over

Does

||

Again!
THE
BUFFALO
BILLS

ee
SE

wed

0Direct From Copa

—

b-

|Loves a Soldier,” “Who Were You «that they “havee been told by their'
; er soon graduate into the $3,000-!

e “How

to

$3 PER

Master

the

COPY...

Ceremonies

NOC

“s

| -With Last Night?” being indicative:
attorney. in N.Y. that the ruling‘! §5.000 range as their impact. be-:
GLASON
titles. The amusement is sporadic.
prohibits splitting their 10° with “comes evident in reservations and- 200 W. 54thBILLY:
St., W.Y.C. 19; CO 53-1316
The more convincing ones predi-" a booker.
—
TEACH
M.C‘ing and COMEDY) f
cate on visual hokum, but there:. The head of.a second major said: the 10G-and-up stars, - of course, i! (We
(Let
a
Teal
Professional
train = you) °
“What we do with the 10° after|alse. continue business-pullers, or:
{isn’t enough to spread around.
Midst ail the: quaintness, there! , We get it is none of AGVA's busiPodell is committed only to two
; are tivo operatic solos which seem ! ness.. They represent the acts andof “MUSIC MAN"
: seriously intended. On that basis: ; they ‘can't tell us what to do in axioms—shows that will attract the
‘theW’re way out of place (albeit!Your dealings. with other aspects of:|family. ‘trade”’ and “giving - them |:
One of America's
7 more than their money’s worth.”
i this could have heen per the orig: :: the business.”” The manager of the:| The family business means that
GREAT CONCERT
|inal musichall formula!, nor ‘do: third big agency said that he would
' they register particularly as. subtle « sit. tight. until further clarification ©| the: marrieds are encouraged to
ATTRACTIONS
come’ in ‘groups, often bringing
i comedy. Embarrassing is more like: was ‘forthcoming.
Currently
‘The small agencies and indie j‘teenagers for the dinner ‘trade;
me, Intmitables
Two Highspots
agents. gener. ally” say that they con- |and
2? on the ‘“money’s worth” idea
5 Days Weekly
* Continental. Excentrics
“Time’s” highspots are two en- not work w ithout the bookers, “To' Podel! breaks down (ai. into the
ARTHUR GODFREY
entertainment and (h) the
HELD OVER AGAIN
“at semble numbers. One ‘is titled ‘“‘At.' the big agency a house booker is |
| good
RADIO SHOW
"
‘good groceries.’ He is hipped on
the
other
‘The:
'} the
Seaside.”
dust |“remarked. “But, to me ond | good food and his kitchen attests
Personal Appearances
Shooting of Dan McGrew” (with |
Se
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others
the
booker
‘is’
our
entree.
in
that,
First
a
restaurant
man,
he
Nov. 18—Hartford
interpolations'. They whet the ap-;
Mov. 25—Westchester, N. Y.
particularly to the big rooms and | inclines to the cuisine.
petite for more.
Top Weeks, $65, 000.
Dec. 1-2—Westfield, N. J.
Cast is generally excellent, with |small towns.”
Dec. 4-9——-MIRAMAR, Ccl., Ohio
contribs from | Archie | Large agency or freelance agent, “The Copa’ § grosses range up. to;
standout
eee
ee
meme
oo
Dec. 10—Arlington, Ya.
ia Stanley
Holloway!1 the question most frequently asked |$65,000 a week (a 50G week is not: |
| Harradine
sort, but distinctive), and Sheila, is: “Is the Tuling designed to limit |unusual), and in the summer drops.
Dee. 11—Conrad Hilton Hotel,
! Bernette, a diminutive delight of |Ito
the commissions an act pays to} to a $30,000 weekly. take or a little
Chicago
. Attractive Identical
“68 orareine bis agencies repre- | over.
a comedienne with potent natural
REPRESENTED EXCLUSIVELY BY
Twin Girl. Singers
gifts. Fred Stone, who directed for ||sen €
e
Artists’
Representa-|
There is no “peak season” for
this showcasing, serves as “chair- tives Assn. determined to put the ! the Copa because the headliner deFerNop Night Ciub Act man” (conferencier) with aplomb |house bookers out of business?”
termines the peak gross. The house
Must be no more than 53" tn height. |
and style, Others are Joan Sternknows it, the waiters’ pourboire|.
Margaret Burton,
{dale Bennett,
Age 18 to 24
evidences it.
i]
Jean Rayner, Kyra Vayne, GeofPodell, like any nitery op,. is atBox 1, Deily Variety, 6404 Sunset Bivd.,
i frey Webb, Jerry Terheyden and |
tuned: to whatever is new, hot and'
. Hollywood 28, Calif.
"Tony Bateman, who also choreo-.
upcoming but he also knows that |
he hasn't. gone wrong for 21 years
-by spotting Joe E: Lewis to vofti:|
B& B
cially reopen
the fall. season” !]
comes the first week post-Labor|
Chicago, Nov. 14.
COSTUMES
Day. Thus the same solid staples—
Merriel Abbott, talent booker for Sinatra, Sammy Davis Jr., Durante, |
Gowns and Costumes
‘the Hilton hotel chain and storm Nat King Cole, Louis Prima &
“INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED
centre of the recent Artists’ Rep- Keely. Smith (before their split):
“MADE To ORDER
resentatives Assn. resolution re- Lewis, Caesar, Dean Martin, Tony
TIOW. 44th St. N. Ye
Cl'5-4660
garding the banning of payment Martin, Johnnie Ray, et al.—are
of commissions over. 10% by acts, ‘booked and rebooked, as commit- |:
says that the new AGVA ruling is ments permit.

tel
amet
mene

’ AMERICANA HOTEL
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

bf

INTERNATIONAL
TALENT ASSOC., INC.

Merriel Abbott To
FightAGVA Rule

65 E, 55th St., New York 22
Tel.: PL 1-3344

‘SENSATIONAL’?

directed at her—or misdirected.

to broader
horizons
and, with jj
commission,”
Miss Abbott said. those, found new nitery. pastures}
“T’ve split commissions with agents ' on the Gotham -scené which is.

and agencies and will continue to SOP in light of the. supply-and-de-do so. I categorically deny that ‘mand principle. Among. those who
I've ever been influenced in the were formerly Copa staples and‘
| acts I suggest to the rooms by the have diversified and diverted elseamount of commissions involved. where are Harry: ‘Belafonte, .Lena|

THE MAGID, TRIPLETS.
NEW

HOTEL

Horne,

ness.” However, she said that she

was

going to fight the ruling be~

enforce its 10% rule, came about
due to a falling out between Miss

- | Abbott and the Wm. Morris agency
-over the canceled booking of Jose

:| Greco

and

his

troupe

into the

_Palmer House about three months |

ORLEANS

-ago. Representatives: of Wm. Mor| ris. were the most vociferous pro-'|f{
1 ponents of the ruling at the ARA
meeting in New York two weeks

Personal Management: ROBERT REXER

1674 Broedway, New York, N. Y.
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& Mary Healy, Lisa Kirk, . Topical. gags,. original one-liners, at
jokes.
Published
Monthly.
Subscrip-—
Eartha Kitt, Ella Fitzgerald.
—
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Withal, at. 21, the Copa is a
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“Direct from the Copa” is_ its| West 72nd St., New. York 43, N.Y.
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CURRENT BILLS

F/-of war. Other man is-a priest: who,
‘fj during the.war, executed .a partisan’ on orders from: a superior
officer'.and has since undergone|
intense moral suffering. After long
deliberations,

court

acquits.

WEEK

OF NOVEMBER

“Yand- ‘three-quarter. hours. ‘There : priest and condemns: the objector. |
NEW YORK CITY
“Moonlight and Rhythm,” a: ‘Rus- ‘were:-not too many complaints,
Unfortunately | for the
film's
MUSIC
HALL — Loray White, Larry
sell. Markert
production; * ‘sets, |about ‘the length, other than from|'unity, Hawic found,.“the issues are Griswold,
Richard Vanve, Corps de BalJames Stewart Morcom; lighting, ‘ysome. members of the audience:
let, Rockettes,
Raymond Paige
Ore.

“Musie Hall, N.Y.

Eugene

Braun;

lyrics,'who

‘special.

found there. was

né

public: “at timés. tonfused.’ ” Also, as in
most message pix the authors |.

Albert Stillman: Irene Apinee. &, ;transport running at"fuses "pale,| have loaded the ‘dice ‘to ‘prove
Jury Gotshalks, Music Hall, Corpsi
.de.. Ballet, Miller & Archer, Loray *though. relying. 6n stage yeterans, | their point. But, , despite ite con
“7° roma erect 3
‘White, the Eight Notes, Richard. also’ gave an encouraging ‘break to| "vee. ir.
Among the first-|¥" enijable.
Vance: Music Hall Symphony Orch ‘tising talent.
‘timers
in
the
show.
were’
Nina
&
Acting:
was
praised,
especially
(60), directed by Raymond. Paige; |
“Flower Drum “Song”. (U),. Te- ‘Frederik, currently on a click UK! stint of Laurent: Terzieff as the
viewed ‘in. WVaRIETY—Nov.

AUSTRALIA

MELBOURNE
(Tivoli) — Frank Berry,
Pat Gregory, Jodie Gray, Howard Hardin,
Joe
Chisolm, Bul
Christopher,
Harvey
Weber, De Jong & Dee, Trapinos, Maria
Blanche, Ke
Ken Mackey, Adrienne Erdos,
ewis
SYDNEY
(Tivoli) —
Don
Tannen,
Lusio &
Rosita.
Four
Kovacs.
McKay

Bros. & Romayné, Daniele Dorice, Hal
_ tour, ‘Spanish: juggier Ugo Garrido, | objector. Reviewer » gave an espe- ‘Roach,
Yolande Rodrigues, David Fuller
“now featured in a’ nitery show, |cial nod to ‘a tune sung in three: ‘Trio, Leo Arno], Robin Hardiman,

1.

Andy Stewart, |reprises. during pic, describing it |
The new Music Hall stageshow : Scots. comedian’
BRITAIN
puppeteer Andre Tahon } as not only. effectively pacifist, but
is geared for pop. appeal, and also- French
BRISTOL (Hippodrome)—Nina
& Fredand
three
combos—Acker
Bilk &!.given a delivery: and lilt. which erik,
to fit:the length. of the current pic,
Malcolm. Mitchell Trio. M. & BB.
| Winters, Vie Perry, Salici Puppets, Bryan
“Flower Drum Song,” which .runs his. Paramount Jazz Band, the Tem- |spell A hit,
Burdon, Three Sonnettes.
_perance
Seven,
and
Kenny
Ball
&:
for more than two hours (it’s that
LONDON
(Palladium)—Harry Secombe,
:
IRoy Castle, Marion Ryan, King Brothers,
turnover
‘proposition;
obviously).) his;.Jazz: Men.
Eddie Calvert and the Wiseguys, Audrey
The McGuire. Sisters. ‘who had |
But there is enough in the layout
Jeans, Michel & Carol, Grazina Frame.
‘Wendy
Wajne.
Helene
& Howard,
The
to. appease the- fall. visitor to the: tus‘t completed a_nitery engge- |
?Barantons,
Ronnie
Corbett,
Jack
FranContinued ‘from ° page |
‘Hall.Jt’s heavy on terping: which nent at the Talk of the: Town. were | a
jeois, George Carden Dancers, Bill Shepalso making their royal- debtt, But \
jherd Singers.
is all to the good in this huge. the- among
the veterans were such sea- * ton's licensing division Richard J. | MANCHESTER (Palace)—Edmund Hock‘atre...
- Kaye Sisters, Tommy Cooper, Jimperformers
as ‘Frankie -Sinnott said that he had saved the ‘ridge,
Bill tees. off with “Royal Court soned.
‘my Clitheroe, Clark Brothers, Monarchs,

Weird Mass.
Law |

Scenes” from “Aida”..by the highiy Vaughan, Max’ Bygraves and Shir- Boston

entertainment’ scene from;Harters

& Dale. Debutantes, Debonnaires.
VICTORIA
(Palace)— Nerve
& Knox,
iBud Flanagan, Naughton & Gold, Eddie

‘competent symphony: orch batoned |
|. Bruce Forsyth who becanie a na- :“hardship, by conferring with the
by Raymond Paige.
This .segues -tional favorite a. couple of year. ‘ public safety commissioner and thej
into a. moonlight scene, a tremen- _back when he was picked from an: ‘attorney general, who agreed to

Cabaret Bills

‘dous set by James Morcom which . obscure seaside.
‘to emcee: teave enforcement to. local. licensbackgrounds the. Hall ballet dane- ‘“Sunday Night. at show
the. Palladium,”
ing to “Moonlight Sonata.”” Irene |made. ay standout
e
job as. linkman:: ing authorities.
Apinee’ and Jury Gotshalks, fea-.. fer-the. shaw and his takeoff of | Sinnot said -he informed legit |
-tured .in -ballet..and. adagio num- |Sammy Davis Jr. was an undoubt- ! theatres. and night clubs that they
BASIN ST. EAST—Pesgy Lee, Quincey
bers, draw heavy: mitting. Ballet, “ed” highlight:
The “Crazy Gang,” | would have ‘to take out special Jones. Jimmy Lyon Trio.
for show caught at ‘Teast, chas four.” making . their. farewell. appearance ,: licenses: “Anyone known ta be
BIRDLAND—Dizzy
Gillespie,
OQOlatunjl.
BLUE ANGEL
— Pat Harrington Jr.,
‘Male dancers: added.
' ina. royal. show, - were. as incorBobby Short, Otis Clements.
Sang - portion of the lineup: ‘iS rigible as ever; in’ exotic female! reputable could .do -like on: any
BON SOIR—'Greenwich Village, U.S.A.”
Barnes,
Jimmie
Daniels,
Three
provided by. Loray. White, statu-:- garb they.sang a number about other day,” Sinnott said. About 100 Mae
- Flames.
esque Negro baliadist, _and. .the- sporty women ‘at Ascot and though J special- ‘permits ‘to hotels, night- | CAMELOT—Georre Young Orc.
‘CHARDAS—Laureanne LeMay, Tibor RaEight Notes, mixed combo of young some of the lines bordeéred..on’ the’
clubs, legit theatres and reputable kossy, Dick Mazta, Lia Deila, Elemar
-warblers. Miss White comes from - indigo, it..was. all ‘taken in the. right
_ organizations | for .public dancing Horvath.
CHATEAU
MADRID— Lus
Chavales
the nightclubs but does: well enough + spirit
Espana, Pupi Campo Orc.
‘Maurice.
Chevalier,
the
real.
vet:
,
were
issued’ by Sinnott.
in’ these ‘surroundings with two!
COPACABANA -- Gorme & Lawrence,
slandards,
“Summertime”
{ Bobby Ramsen, Paul Shelley Orc., Frank
and. ‘eran among ‘the entertainers of | “Dancing was banned in-most of '
Orc.
he recalled that: he first .the Mass. cities and towns,’ but Marti
“Gabriel. ” The Eight - Notes - sport royalty—
EMBERS—Jonah Jones.
.

NEW YORK CITY

nice
stem

voices, . but ‘their costumes
abit too summery.

performed :for Edward ‘Vil—had~ Boston nightclubs, ‘hotels anid: pri-

the honor of’ ‘closing the show: and-‘vate social organizations

HOTEL

operated

ASTOR

Wills .Jr.,
HOTEL

Miller & Archer, billed as: “The.:'after. ‘a: Jong | dissertation on the: With “business as usual” policies
Music Men,”. were rushed in after art: of . rowing . old : gracefully, he i due. to Sinnott's- special permits. A
‘personalised -his ‘performance by Special permit went to Fiorello”
_,the “opening show when
Larry”
_

—

Morgana

King,

Dick Harding Ore.
LEXINGTON—Virginia

Lillian Knight. Denny
Tony: Cabot Orc.

Lou

Wing.

Regor. Tony Drake,

HOTEL NEW YORKER—Milt
Ore., Verna Lee. Joe Furst

Saunders

HOTEL PIERRE— ‘Steppin’ in Society’
-Griswold, trampoline specialist, in- ‘addressing the. Queen Mother and :at thé Shubert so the dancing bansinging: to ‘her . personally, “You ned by the Blue Laws would.not be |; Patricia Bright. Jack Haskell, Patricia
jured his ankle and was forced out
' Marand, B&M Hageett.
HOTEL
PLAZA—Diahann Carroll, Emil
of the show. Not’ bad as Vocalists; “Must Have Been, a Beautiful Baby. ,€xcised from the show.
Oren Mark Monte Continentals.
the ‘Miller &~ Archer’ duo |click ‘Because. Majesty .Look At You!. However, the scene. in Boston Coleman
HOTEL
TAFT—Vincent
Lopez Orc.
heavily with” their. ‘imitations -of Now.” There was"a marked over-: was confusion. All: dancing stopped | HOTEL: ST. REGIS — Colette Renard,
‘dose of sentiment. in his perform- .at.12 midnight in one hotel, but at Milton Kay Tric. Milt Shaw Orc.
band instruments.. ..-. ance, but. his -perscnal Sate was/{ Another hotel, a double jointed deb |. HOTEL ROOSEVELT—Si Zentner Orc.
Of course, as usual. ‘the. show's
HOTEL
WALDORF-ASTORIA — Sophie
- acknowledged from the
oval Box.! party, the celebrators daneed all Tucker. pick Barclay. Emil Coleman Ore.
climax. is the precision. stepping of
‘HOTEL SAVOY
HILTON—Gunnar Han_ Finally Forsyth: closed the proceed- ‘night. into’ the. Blue Law ‘holiday
the incomparable lirie of 36 Rock- '
sen Orc., Arturo Arturo Orc..
.ings: by reciting a . special verse a.m.-:
. INTERNATIONAL—Myron Cohen, Karen
ettes.
Richard Vance, billed as composed for
the occasion by Sir”... Dean. ‘C. Cushing, manager --of |
Chandler, Mike Durso Ore., Aviles Orc.
trumpet ‘soloist. comes on twice.
LATIN QUARTER—Rafael
de Cardova,
.the. Boston Retail Board, -.said the Pompof-Thedy.
Alan Herbert
Julie
Gibson,
Arnauts,
near the: end of the performance :
.
a
-_.__-;
loss .in_ revertue-is actual out of Wallenda Ballet, Jeanine Pivoteau, Mello
for. topftight. stint.
: till to Mass. ‘merchants because Larks, Jo Lombardi Orc., Irving Fields
Ore.
Entire show is a Russell Markert|
‘4 Mass. shoppers, . -lured
by fine
LEFT BANK—Cal Bostic. Paui Dooley.
production, and it’s to his credit|
LIVING ROOM—Lillian Briggs, Alberto
Be ‘Went over state lines on
Rochi, Arti Azenz7z.
» --that it- comes off. so smoothly. The|.
shopping sprees. Springfield’s Ioss
—_
NO. 1 FIFTH AVENUE—Susan Bernard.
Markert touch also -is noticeable;
Continued -ttom, page 1
for the day was set at. $2,000,000; Betty June Cooper, Henkinson & Silver.
in the Rockette dances. ‘Wear:
ROUNDTABLE
—
Belle Barth. Cootie
* Pittsfield, $600,000; Holyok
500,- Williams.:
re-r
-ele
“| pre
e-release
screenings .were. fore: *000;. Lowell, Lawrence, yoke,
$
SAHBRA — Four Avaigns, Rachel &
Haverhill,
bidden by police.

_‘Gonsioton Pic

Royal.Comimand Gala

15

the.

000 among them.
Loeal Columbia ‘spokesman said: ;$2.500,0

decision, news of. which he'd. read.
“Jin the: ‘papers, ‘surprised him, but :
BY HAROLD MYERS
| that: he. believed that .pic would 3i
“London. Nov.. 14, . eventually: be released. here. Under +
. Vaudeville, - the. poor relation. of Italo censor. ruling, decision can-|
- the: live theatre—there. is not one! be appealed.: Zebra production: top- PATRICIA. SCOTT
variety ‘showcase in London: - ‘for: : per Morris Ergas was not in Rome, Songs
example-—came into its own ‘lasti|-hence’ unavailable ‘for comment. :
18 Mins.
‘week with. a: star-crammed ‘bill. for:
: -Furor surrounding the Columbia, Caucus. Club, Detroit
the annual. Royal Command .Gala
release, both in. public and press,’ - Distinctive stvling, the presence
and‘ ‘significantly
yxaised
more:
|
money for. variety--charities - than has reached a. fever. pitch in recent of an -experienced.- actress and atany .time ©previously. Helping, ‘of j! weeks, - especially as a new censor-. tractiveness in. face, figure and
dress
blend ‘smoothly to. make
course, to achieve this. new. record |ship law. is. currently under -con- ——
oe
"of. $85.000 -was. the “substantial, | sideration -by’ Italian Hotise after Patricia Scott’s break-in ‘an. _auspi‘being
passed
by
the
Senate:
«|
cious
one
at: the. Caucus ‘Club's in“sum”: paid by Associated TeleVi.
-. sion, which telerecorded the entire! A group of Halian Congressmen. dimate .Ba¢ék Room.
had’
meanwhile
entered.
a
formal
|
.
While
personalized,
Miss. Scott’s
three-hour :program, --which wa
a tv spectacular, last Sunday 412)S| interrogation with. the. Ministry: ‘of styling is in the modern -idiom—_|
!'.
Entertainment,
asking
“how.
‘the,
that
is,
she
relies,
ondissonance
‘in’ place. of. the regular. “Sunday ;
Ministry) intends to justify its de-- and unusual. down-home Phrasing:
" Night at the Palladium:”.
,
cision”
to
ban’
.“Thou:
Shalt.
Not
for
lier
shading
and
meaning.
This
.. It -was significant, too, that. three }
top stars came especially from the !: Kill,” “decision. felt to'.constitute is effective and not. overdone. She

| Zlilla, Martin Roman. Sara Avani. Kovesh
& Mizrachie, Leo Fuld.
TOWN
& COUNTRY — Buddy Hackeit.

.New Act

Jennie

Smith.

Inga

& Rolf,

Ned

Orc., Frank: Martinez Orc.
TWO GUITARS—Alya Uno.

noff, Ivan Nepa
.SS OPsT AIRS &
Bruns,

Cei

Harvey

Sasha

Poll-

OWill Masun Trico), Brascia
Stabile Orc.

LAS VEGAS
DESERT

Donn

(NN--Dunny

Arden

Dancers.

Kare.

Carltcn

Panhills,

Hives

Ore,

Lounge: Michael Kent. Dave Apollon. Milt
Herth. Henri Rese. Bubbv
Stevenson
CUNES—“Philippine
Festnel-*
Ecbby
Gonzales, Katy De La Caius. Pilita Core
rales, Shirlev Gorospe, Ebzabeth Ramey,

Bill Reddie
Andre,
Joseph

Orc.

Lounge:

Fabulous Tunes,
Mack Four.

Ncveltes.

Dernis

Billy

& Regers,

EL CORTEZ—Instrumentalists, Ccncievs,
Bel-Aires.
FLAMINGO
Jce
E
Lewas.
Peila
Reese.
Lounse:
Vaughan, Norman
Bob Sims.

Hass.
Brooks.

James.
Sarch
Peggy Petrik,

FREMONT—Joe
King Zaniacs,
Bros., Make RBeley es.
GOLDEN
NUGGET—Jucy Ivnn.
Wakely, Wanda
Jackson. Sneed
Joe Wolverien,
Annie
Moloney.
HACIENDA — Four
Tunes,
Glenn, | Keynotes.
Cathy
van,
are

MINT —Pat Moreno’s

“Artisis

Newton
Jimmy
Famniy,

Jehnny
Gicver-

& Medels

of °61.
NEVADA—"“Les
Girls De Paris.’ Jose
Duarte, Moon Puppets. Kay Brown, Vido
Musso, Johnny Pezul, Sparklers.
NEW
FRONTIER
Lounge:
Ink Spots,
“Hot Lips’ Levine. Ficd Kushen.
RIVIERA
—
“Irma La Douce.” Juliet
Prowse, Clive Revill. Stuart Damon. Jack
Catheart
Ore.
Lounge:
Pudd.
Greco,
Robinson Bros. -Revue.
SADDLE
CLUS&--Jackie Lee Cochran.
SAHARA—Ken
Murray.
“Masie Woiiscn,
Mills Bros.. Lee Dizmond.
Vora Landis
Dancers. Louis Basil Ore, . Lounge: Wary
Kaye Trio, Characters.
SANDS — Dean
Martin. Garr Neilson,
Copa Girls. Antonio Morelli Ore, Leunges
Jerry VzJe. Dave Burton. Merrev King.
SHOW BOAT.--Tex Williams, Waede Ray,
Twin ganes.
s
ER SLIPPER —Hank Henry, Spar

Kaye,
Red
Afarshall,
Danny preobe.
Tafiy O'Neil, Rudenko Bros., Slipperettes,

George
Redman
Ore,
Leunge:
Teagarden, Barker: Ceast Bovs.

Chartie

STARDUST—“Lido
de Paris’; Lounge:
Dick Contino.
Ann
“Wuscr. .
THUNDERBIRD—Etlie
Adoms. Cliffcrd
Guest, Harry Nofal. Geo. Atneld Ice Revue, Garwood Van Ore.
Lounge: Arthur

Lyman,

Kiki Paige
TROPICANA—“Felies
Hergere.”
Cobh
ette Riedincer, Pamnoff. Thedv & Fam
ily, Pinky & Perky. The Bogdadis, Danny
Costello, Trio Martelli
me.
Baron stallet, Florence & Frederic & Pincers. Ray
Sinatra
Ore.
Lounge:
Ferez
Prisio,
Mafalda, Dubennet Trio.

SAN FRANCISCO
BLACKHAWK--Horace

BLACKSHEEF

Washington

Tri

—Earl

Silver

Hires

5.

Ore,

Fred

EARTHQUAKE McGOON’S-——Turk Mure
phy Orc.
FAIRMONT
HOTEL — Ella Fitz2ge1:
1d,
Ernie Héckscher Ore
GAY 90’'S—Ray K Gonian, Bee & Ray
Goman.
HUNGRY
4—CharFe
Mann.
Stan Wil
Tson, Leenin Castro. Olga Shragis.
JAZZ

WORKSHOP-—.Chirtie

Mingus

Six,

MOULIN
ROUGE
Georgia
Helden,
Natasa, Donna
Kaye. Robin (arroll, (an
Sellers, Ken Curd. Johrnv Ccppcia ane.
NEW FACK’S—Jeriv Lester. Jack Jcres,
Vernon
Alley Trio.
ON THE
LEVEE-Bsien
Berry, Virce
Catolica.
PURPLE
ONION —T. ¢. dores. Ketty

& Sonia, Kostya Polian- RE Choe Coat
nee ox. Les ‘arDOWNSTFAIRS — Phil th¥s, Barry Ashton Dancers, Roy Pelr:er

abot.

Réx

Rebbins.

eve

Rolunu,
Donna
Sanders
Mary
Louise rap orr
Jim ShLovelady powell. Frhen, Milrad. &
im Sheridan,
Bill McCutchen,
ra

Col
VERSAILLES — Blossom Dearie, Andy

& VIENNESE
Bey Sisters.LANTERN

ar

—

Monica

Boyar,

|. Lisa

Desti.: Ernst Schoen.
VILLAGE
BARN’
Dory
Sinclair
Ralph
Pote,
Susan
Brady.
Joe
Shay,
Tommy Zang. Lon Harold Ore.
VILLAGE
GATE —
Aretha Franklin,
Herbie Mann
VILLAGE

& Isbee, Dick

CRESCENDO
—
Dick Giexery, Nancy
Wilson. Cannonall Addte:siy.
DINO’S — Jessica James, Sack Elton,
Steve La Feve
LE CRAZY HORSE—Le Crazy Herse Ree
vue, 3d Edition. Dizne D'Oises. Geerema
Schweppes.
Demme
Dnsieurn.
Cicude
Stroud, Lobattos Dancers.
MOULIN
ROUGE—Louis
Fisma,
Sam
Butera, Witnesses.
SLATE
BROS.
—
Jenny Kent, Betty
Reilly. Herbie Dell ‘T'r
STATLER HOTEL—"Play mates in E30,”
Skinnay Enms Orc.
YE LITTLE CLUB — Ruth Oisy, Ice
Felix
Group
(4),

"VANGUARD

—

Thelonius

Monk.

CHICAGO
BIRDHOUSE—Chico
Hamilten
Quintet.
BLUE
ANGEL — “Limbo
Pan
Americana,’ Pabla Candela. Jessica
& Irma,
Lord Banjo.
Lerd
Mike,
Raphael
Hernan. Sir Slim Henry. Tito Perez Orc

HILL

_

.

.

Barbara

RENO-TAHOE
GOLDEN-—Barry Ashlon’s

4

i ne,

-

Tinp

Les Gils,

|Novelites,
John Carleton
Ore.
HAROLD’S—Don
Cornell,
Gaofers,
Conn Ore.
HARRAH’S
Jesters,

&

John

Don

‘Reno)--Lamers.
Jndv
&
Buzon Trio. Tony Themus

Tartans, Windsor Tria. Red Coty.
HARRAHW’S
(Tahce) —In
South Shee
Room: Eleanor Powell, Lea Del.von. Fcur

Gentlemen.

Dorben

Singers

asd

Dancers,

Leighton Noble Ore.
Lounge: Jzck Ross
Sextet. Denis & Rogers.
Tune
Time:s,
Twin Tunes.
HOLIDAY—Frank
Yankovic.
Rounders
with
Tabby
Calvin,
Chisles
Geuld
&
Satin Strings.
MAPES
—
Arthur Lvmén. Interludes,
Millienaires,
Bebhy
Page
with
‘Sue
Flanders & Millie Davis
.
RIVERSIDE
—
Minsky’s
Follies
vith

_CLOISTER
— Phi) Tucker, Joann HenEddy Subway Orc.
Mills Bros., Lou Levitt Gre
Leunge:
‘United States at their own expense: {an evident and inadmissible exam- is in command all the way with’ derson.
CONRAD HILTON—“Ooh La La,” Dor- Nelson
for’ the: privilege of. appearing in Ble: of ‘ideological - and ‘Political |her experience as an off-Broadway | nan: Bros.. Margie Lee, Dru & Landell. Lad s. & Palmer, Linda Leigk & Her
‘actress. aiding in .the poise and sell- Lothar Weidemann, Brigitte Voit, Inez &
WAGON
WHEEL
Tahoe’
Arthur
the royal: bill. Sammy: Davis. IJr., censorship.” ~
Gordon,
Boulevar-Dons
+3).
BoulevarWalsh. Esquires. Meri Elen & Ceheats,
whe had completed: a- London $sea-|. ‘Film was reviewed “by VARIETY | ing: departments,
Dears (6). Gav
Claridge
Orc.
Paul Schilling Quintet. “lagic Sicins of
son at the Prince of :‘Wales only aj : from.. Venice Film Festival ‘Aug. eeeShe: opens. with a sweet and. low- " DOWNSTAGE ROOM ‘Happy Medium) Mexico. Ron Roase
aniele Clary, Cv Touff: Trio.
keyed “When My. Sugar. Walks
month
aga, came in from’ Las: 30, Page 16)..
DRAKE
—
Bob Melvin, Jimmy Blade
Down the Street: followed. by “No Ore:. Liane.
Vegas, having got 48 hours leave |.
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
EDGEWATER
BEACH—Martin
Denny.
“Vartery’ Review.
Coe Moon At All,”. which has an interof absence. Apart from footing his}.
| Manu. Don Davis Ore.
AMERICANA—Geuize
Arnold
tee Ree
" Variety's. Hawk.
discerned’ a; esting ‘folksong: quality about it.
‘own bill, he also paid ‘all..expenses
GATE
OF
HORN
—
Clancy Bros. & vue. Pinl Richards. Shirley Linde. Shaw
& Reed, Johnny Flenagan. Michzei Yieewat. ‘Next. She belts “I'm In Love,” .un- Tommy Makem. Gene & Francesco.
‘for. his: partner in-the act, Lionel sf‘powerful message against
- LE #ISTRO—Duke Mitchell. Dick Green,
& Lita. Mal Malkon Ore. he
- Blair; to. fly to. Las Vegas so the and in. favor. of conscientious. ob- covering. a powerful set ‘of: pipes Dick Ceasirio Trio. Larry Novak Trio.
in . the
CARILLON—“¢ heirchez
Les
Fenuses.”
Yugoslav --pic,; which need no amplification. In a | -LIVING ROOM -- Tony Bennett, Joe
two could rehéarsé their. 10-minute. jection”
Jerry
Van Dyke.
Sue Carson. Tarsa
&
Tric, Phil Terry.
‘stint in good time; Other two: U.S. “though: its . grimness...and' han-; quick .and fascinating change of Parnelio.
« LONDON HOUSE—Peter Nero Trio. EdBiagi. Jack & Sally Jenkins. Jacque« Von-:
‘visitors, Jack Berin$..and George ‘dling of religious angles. are. two |mood, she switches to shy, -fem- die Higgins Trio. J.arrvy Novek Trio.
net Orc., Line tlé).
CASTAWAY S—Pr- eacher Rallo 5, Jeary
Burns, made. the- 6,000-mile :“trip: elements: which, - ‘together. With inine softness singing “You Fas-| ‘MISTER KELLY‘S — Farbara MeNair.
Dave Astor. Marx-Frigo Trio, Marty Ru- iGeraldi & Lesley. Ralph Font Orc.. Cardi
from L. A. ta’.London. :All three; others, ‘must be’ weighed in bal- cinate Me So.”.Then, she becomes: benstein Trio.
BY] Serna).
Cortez, Jimmy
Roma,
DIPLOMAT—Mandy
Campa
ie
Van
visitors, “together... “with “several j.ance before. success. is assured. a knowing’ girl-of-the-streets with , PALMER HOUSE—Genevieve with Luc
Poret & Gus Viseur, Reberte Trio, Ben
Smith Trio.
other
performers,
were: subse-| There is. no .Goubt. that the fitm in “M’Lord,”. featuring’ an effective Arden Orc.
EDEN
ROC—Billyv
Masted
Bard.
Mor
PLAYBOY CLUB — Max Cooper. Don
roe Kasse 5, Luis Varona Orc. Barbera
quently .presented. to the: Queen its. present form will have censor-. translation of the French lyrics by
Wayne Roland. Penie Pryor. Enid
Russell. Leslie Hudec.
Miss .Scott: wisely: Heller,
. “Mother. and the Duke. and Duchess |}.ship “difficulties: in’ certain areas” ‘Rod: Warren.
Mosier & Alfenso. Jackie Gavle, Larry
FONTAINEBLEAU -- “Saucy Scandals.”
erterentially, outside ofaly. as! -eschews.an Edith Piaf treatment to Storch, Don Brocks Three, Davy. Karr. Eddie Carson & (Ch:vo Chica. Flarnda Tria,
of: Kent.
Paulette,
Pepe Maller. Vic Charles. Ronnie
Harold
Harris
Trio.
Kirk
Stuart
Trio,
‘put her own personal stamp on this
Last ‘week’s gaia, the: ‘frst ta. be. well.
Meren,
Ron
Dean.
Les
Ronde'ttes
+12),
Davis-Taca. Trio. Larry
Cummings.
presented by Bernard. Delfont and| ‘Story: i about two men before bowoff ‘number.
SHERATON -BLACKSTONE
— Monique Ziggy Lane, Cheo & Verzudero Sextette,
Frank Natale Trio
‘- the. first-ever at the Prince of the eaurts for what. ‘are only ap- | The versatile Miss Scott captures Van. Vooren, Frznz Fertler Ore.
PLAYBOY
Wayne
Roland,
Stagg
‘Wales, ‘was the: longest show of: ‘all Parently similar “charges. One is & and holds the attention of her audiMeMunp, Danny Apolinar, Casey AnderLOS ANGELES
time. It was ‘15 minutes after mid- - conscientious objector who has re-| ence. She's equipped,. -adaptable |
son, Jackie Jackler.
THUNDERBIRD-. Grovinnias, Juck WalBEN BLUE‘’S — Ben Blue Revue (20).
night before. the. curtain’. came fused’ all compromise in his re-|.and ready for most any spot.
lace. Berj
Vaughn
Quartet,
Kath
Xicvan Lane Orc.
down after: a show lasting three Tigious belief that. he should, not!.
Tew.
on.
COCOANUT GROVE—Sammy Davis Jr.,
a
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whether the public is buying this
{Jy a solid film here, with the Navy

x.

‘

Tg?

associatioi,

‘large. cast are mainly
Haven, Nov. 10.
1
«. #tcuvricx Brisson, considerable
attention

win

Rochester, recently as costar in-a tryout. engagement of -the new Ten-

j the adolescent. . Other roles in the

Feve

Samusi

bits;. but
has been

d Ad Libs|#
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ONE NOE EOE
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NG.
.|__ History did a repeat when ‘Bette Bavis appeareil
at the Auditorhmm,~”

screen.
—ti |, to the wideee
st
New
Roger L S.-.-

x

“Wednesday, November
25, 2961

i : Asi 25

‘kind
of service
drama
today.
‘Whetlier it is.or not, there is :sure-

in

des

LEGITIMATE

nessee Willams

‘ Washington, Nov. 3.

play, “The Night..of the Iguana.”

The ‘Hlm-legit.

| actress missad the Saturday. matinee and night performances because .
American National Theatre *& Acatlemy,
Michael Dewell & Frances Ann Hersey, of a wrenched knee. Her -understu@y, Patricia ‘Roe, substituted.
given to their tharoughness.
Miss Davis revealed that: about 30 years ago she made her.stage
of two-act dranm bv Friedrich Schiller,
Donald
Oenslager’s
settings Iladaptation by Jean Stock Goldstone znd debut in Rochester, going on as understudy in: a production. -of:
} John Reich: $ tased by Jack Sydow; zet-

Taylor.

presentation
of cumeds-drama
in
>
acts by Samué! Taylor, based ona nremoir

bv Romain Gar3. Seaged by ALced Lunt: , combine
seenery and lighting. Donald Oenslager;
against
costumes.
Tnreon:
Aldredge;
rariatic .

an ascending platform,
when the regular actress, a lecal resident named Rose..:
tings, Jac Venza; lighting. Theron Mus- ; “Broadway”
a huge patchwork. backD
‘ser; costumes by Arvin Got. Stars Eva derneer, was forced out. of ‘the cast because of an injured foot. Miss.
asso- -_pround, with a number of sectional ; Le Galleinne,- Faye Emerson; ‘features |Nayis said that the former ‘Miss. Lerner, naw a Long Island matron,

goundscore. Charles Paul: producer
cate,
Victer
Samruck.
Stars
Elizabeth . drops

Bérgner,

Hugh

‘Brian:

features, Rex

that provide

colorful

- Scott Forbes, Frederick Worlock.

and

Nov.

.2,

61.

at

the - National

Opened

makes occasional professional -appearances.as
Julie Hart.

“Theatre,

elastic playing areas. His lighting | Washington; ‘$1.50 -top.
’
a substantial assignment ,» Hannah Kennedy ....-......-- Dee “Victor
nov, Sandor Szahu. Boris Marshaltov. Rey- : carries
‘Sir Amias Paulet ....... -; Clautte Horton
nolds Evars
QOpered Nov. 9, 761, at the.
Thompsen,

(laude

matve,

New

Romain Theatres

Boy

- effectively. Theoni Aldredge’s
cos-|Servant to Paulet.........Robm Ramea y| Honey” asthe best foreign play of the Broadway season. The scroll,‘
top.:
.
Mary Stuart
..........
aye Emerson
O'Brian: tumes add a noteworthy assist.
with the -citation -for .his presentation of :the Shelagh Delaney drama,’
Sir Edward Mortimer...... Scott Forbes

Clsude Gersene*

Jliil.o

Alfred Lunt'’s staging has man-

........

Ran

eld

|

of this

production into

st]

Large Schoolbuy ........ Peter De Viae | Novel, interesting whole.
Moving

Men

..-- sence:

Grand Duke

Adolescent

_.......

Mariette

...

of Swe-ien

‘Sasha

.....-..

Tennis
€oach
Ivan Malekhme

Waiter
Rene

é

ehnson

:

... Boris Marshatov|

‘Tennis-€iub Sect ......
King

Brendan Fay.

.......+--......66-
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Von Scherler
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avairt,
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of drama

by

Leo

a generous

Joel

Sraged

Was

design

.
the

for

probably

never as regal

appears

Endicott

Robert Kenneally

measure

‘{fre,

Richard Conway.......
’ Dana Andrews
Carl Romano
Joseph
Campanella

|Jordan
we dew eeeeeee Joseph’ Sullivan
ns Rose Collings 222022202212. pace crant

or

to

De

,Joe

Bradley

....

.......

of credit : Adm. Go0ks on

Peter

Graces

Conrad Nagel. Reich.

Charlie Ruggles
Robert N. Terry

It

is

-alternating

of a show's run doesn't. seem to improve
audiences.

by Max-

well Anderson.

Because

Washing‘of

Gallienne

Signe Hasso

and

eye-appealing ‘sicals,

fluffy

comedies

-and

offers

the tvpe of theatre-going - aehtt es os retcome
that grows

‘Gideon |

Fred

Coe

&

Arthur

7

Cantor

tion of comedy-drama by Paddy
sky. Staged hy Tyrone Guthrie;
and

lighting,

Domingo
March,

Berry,

A.

Alan

Mitchell

Jason,

Hooke,

David

Hays;.

Rotiriguez. ‘Stars

Douglas

Campbell:

Manson,

Lorraine

Victor

settings

Mark

Kilian,

-edy to make. “Gideon”
good night‘out. 2

Fredric

Eric

Lenard.

~-Edeward

Hasso

$6.90

top

Saturday

can be retalied es a Mary

Woash

weeknights,

$750

nights.

....... Veseccecess

-

.

‘the play should do. fairly well on.
“Broadway, aided by theatre party

'hookings, March's. name

Friday end

Mitchéll

Gideon

Angel

‘Bhillem’

......2.ees.seee04--

a

include the religious theme, which
a sizable public: often tends to
‘shun, “plus the. grubhiness of: the

.......ccceecee: Douglas Campbell

......+.eeeeeesse54.

and

|built-in appeal jor special audi-ences.
Drawbacks will -probably ~

Jason

...........00.+0.. Martin Garner
of more strength and emotion, par- VHelek
Abimelech
..........00..- . Vietor Kilian
ticularly ‘as she goes-to her death,. [Jether ......cccceee
eens | Robert “Weiss

goer. That is to say, a fair portion| It i
.
:
:
Miss Emerson is at. a disatvan~eriati
t is topical, dramatizing
Hyman.
of its appreciation
comes in retro-|
to produce
an tage.
:
- Rickover’s fight
Seott Forbes,. the. dashing sort

a pretty

With. its theatricality and vigor, -

David

Holmes. Martin Garner, George ‘Segal,
Alan Bergmann; Pay] Marin. Opened ‘Nov.

;Scots, and she is adequate.
cities such as this one, where Miss

-has added touches of earthy com-:

costumes,

features

egypt,

| Cecil B. DeMille, and Chayefsky, ..
‘with expert assists from Guthrie.
and costars March and Campbell, |

presentaChayef-

In -8,."61, at the Plymouth Theatre, N2¥.:

foment

on 4 play-; 3 tidy a play as “Roberts.”

vee

.

Le
‘ast

the

imaginatively conceived and pre-.™ediate post-World War. Hera
sented and it carries a label of When straight dramas of the “Misbeing decidedly “different.” It.ter Roberts’ ilk were the vague.

Mary”.“last. week: The length

the mariners of theatre party

—

‘the Anderson. play skedded for the
and a distinct impetus to the mo-:Kooky
avant-garde
plays,
“The
Captains and the. Kings’ seems |. remainder of the datés.
mentum of the story.
Faye Emerson is ‘now in the
‘almost
like
a
throwback
to
the
imThe production as a whole is
tole of the ‘doomed Queen of the

experience

Walter Huston, had. an initial run‘.of. 147: per-

with

“Elizabeth the -Queen,”

vy the
id unusual, pArm. ” Gree
Greg
....... wees seen onde. ton saw the same’ production
provides oppor-: Adm. Benton .........-.. - Stephen
Chase
‘
i
fluid
staging.
Not: , Adm.
Jon" Hall
Ries .......+...-Jo 222022002 Atexander
Warne
WiClark “Mary. Stuart,” starring ‘Miss

is

The drama, adapted hy Sidney “Howard ‘trom ‘the. Sinclair

Thought during a return visit to “Mary,

under American National

Theatre & Academy aegis, is touring the. Schiller drama, attapted by
Jean Steck Goldstone. and Johnj

i

that

progression

worth.”

formances .during the 1988-34«
on and, after a summer engagement
at Central City, Col., retumne d to Broadway. for 168 additional -perform-.
ances during the 1934-35 season. —

that “First Love” relies on gim-' Harry Locke ..
.Gavin MacLeod
‘season,it was limited to a single
micks to display its wares to hest |
Thursday
matinee
performance
advantage. but its method of vis-- After a succession of: lavish mu- during the current two weeks, with
ual

ee

scenery, costumes and
Trittipo. “Stars Dana

must ic be
desi accorded
hat
scenic
itu
tunity

, put Merrick has had trouble

whose .personally ‘recalled list of Broadway: hits ap-

Lewis novel, starring

as vibrant as Eva Le-Gallienne can

py

‘Gordon,

d Beared in a.xecent issue, forgot ‘one ‘of his ‘biggest successes, .“‘Doiis-

Raemsay,.

Queen Elizabeth
in all her glory

[

in three atts (four

Lieberman.

pa)
:
PP
''sdm. Howard Bradley
better than an even chance that it :Sen. Norris Wrightson .
will,

Inc, &

.Max

"David MeGally, Baytion Smith

nan

Produetions

replacing the’ photos and window .

Paul Ballantyne

- Terence Scomme! |.getting a copy of the “Honey” award sc rol,

make her séem in Friedrich Schil- .Qne of the interesting things about Al Hirschificld’s ew. book of :
cartoons, “The: American Theatre as. Seen .by. Hirschfield,” . is ‘its evi-.
Dale Johnson | andrews. Charhe Ruggles, Peter Graves, ler’s “ary Stuart:” It ts a fabuChet London. ! Conrad Negel, Lee Grant; features Joseph ‘lous role; and Miss Le Gallienne |dence of how the artist's style and skill have developed in ‘the nearly 40. ~rendan Fay { Sullivan, Gavin MacLeod.
7
years he’s heen doing-his spare, affectionately satirical.drawiabout
Joseph Cam- is the match for it.
ngs ©
Guy
:panella.
Opened Qct. 30, ’61, at the
Curran Theatre. San Francisco.
|
;
The National Repertory Thea- the Broadway stage. The valume is a treasure for nostalgic legit fans... .
Lt.

Tf this

of -Shrewsbury....

Sir William Davison.,..
Sir -Andrew :Melvil...... i
Guards
; ee ewe .: Robin

San Francisco, Qct. 31,

Theatre

Betty Heliman | Joseph Anthony;
Jack Bittner | tighting. James

Gumeny,

Prapriefor
Waiter

Earl

over a recent weekend ruined them all. There was ‘no difficulty
abaut

O'Kelly...
Capt. of the- Guard...

a

Chet Lontion |.gchenker,
by arrangement .with John
Sandor Staho! Gerstad. presentation of Panl Gregory

de eeteesee + Guy Arbury |production
Bouchard

Thvena ©.
Rinaldi -
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One.

The &aptains and the

Rex Thompson

Reynolds Byans

.

.was..in-a frame on the wall. of -the producer's office, with a number of.
pictures and window -cards ef his shows. Steam from.a broken pine

ord “Burtei
aca eeee
deric Worlock
lueen ‘Blizabeth ...... Eva Le Gallienne
iCount L’Aubespine......Dalton Dearborn
Sarl of Leicester ...... Sydney “Walker

Bert Conway ; aged to corral the. many off-beat

«es eee peter Gunreny jfacets

Schooibo.

ts

Producer David Merri
has to have a.capy made of thé scroll given
him by the N.Y. Drama Critics Circle last year citing “The Taste of

O'’Con-.

$1.80

Hugh

“+

pina Kacew ant

Tim

Haven;

New

Policeman.
Small

Garsene,

Fredric March

scene and characters, and the talk-

Eric Berry

Sahleel .......-.0. ‘eevewes ’, David Hooks
is | ctomic submarine. Leo Liberman of knight.by looks and manner, Hezekiah .........c0ceecee Alan Manson iness of the script. : There may be
has written the chief-character, a does well in making a tragic hero Malcltiel .......cceeccecee Mark. Lenard A picture in the play, although the
Purah. ..........-.+08.... George Segal | story would. presumably have to be
This is a memoir,
Samuel Taylor
adapta-'joner
Navy Captain, in the Rick.....cccacccevess
Jer gmann
expanded ‘to ‘give :-more dimension
tion
“Promise
At: over mold _ and shows the torment of ‘Mortimer. Frederic -Worlock is Zebah
Dawn.”of bya Romain
Gary.
With no!
Zalmunna ..............- :- Baul Marin
a puissant Lord Burleigh. Paul j-Shethuleh
to Gideon's life and.-to. minimize
........... Edward ‘K. Holme
Ballantyne.
Sydney
Walker
.and
0.)
David
-Hooks the philosopheal. palaver. ©
.
attempt to split the writing credits, jhe Boes trowsh O data thot
Orpah
.........ee
eee
Borraine
Egypt
Dee Victor contribute .important
The action opens’ as the. lowly
Women of Manasseh and Succoth..
.
it is enuugh to note that this is a‘ atomir-powered.
ships are neces- support.
a
:
Florence Anglin. Anna Berger, |Israelites are. cowering and whimwarm,
affectionately
chronicled isarv for the fleet.
Bathsheba Garnett, Gubi ‘Mann, -péring at the prospect
. Jack Sydow has done’a
fine job
story of a determined mother who!”
@ne torment consists of being
of again beIlene Tema
;
.
;
sees great things in her son, and * passed over ‘for Admiral a couple of staging the drama for .its most ; Soldiers..Bernard Chesster, Tom Klunis, ing overrun. by conquering: neighforceful dramatic electricity. .Jae
Amnon Meskin, Melr Ovadia bors, and picks up animation as
devotes her life to an attempt to of times, then battling a U. 5. Sen- ! Venza has designed somber sets to
ithe: simple-minded Gideon receives
fit the mood. Costumes by Alvin
-Peorle can no longer claim that ‘tthe Lord's revelztian. and. inspira-..
welcome io the son. The writing an trying to get Tid veut ote , Colt; for Miss Le Gallienne in par- Padily Chayefsky writes only about tion, and leads ‘his people ‘to
catches a faithful impression of: ciation. In the end a junior of- ,ticular, would be the2nvy of any little people. In. ‘‘Gideon,” which triumph. The play then’ settles
7
apened last week at the Plymouth down. to the long seesaw argument
such mother-son relationships, un-' ficer under the Captain's command ‘royal caurt.'“Mary -Stuart” is a dramatic | Theatre, one of the two princiral. between .God and the dissatisfied
folding in Haare oeat alavers -takes the sub on a cruise, without

spect, after
.

the

final

curtain

~

turn er sionsint reales even [ator who joins with the Admiral

manner as
portraying

periods

f
successive

three

'triumph for Miss Le .Gallienne
pg: Fi
it is: a: fine. {and generally an excellent predue-

yers .
:
age-; viiteon shine

in the life of a central | Lieberman's

basie

tion;

fictionaliza-

somewhat

character engage in lively conver- ; tion-in his main characteris that
sation.
In the lead roles of. mother and
son, Elizabeth Bergner and Hugh
O'Brian do exceptionally well. For

the. Captain is not Jewish. The
'stubborn, brilliant, blunt, loyal and highly
idealistic
hero
comes
|through smashingly in Dana -An-|.

Miss Bergner the part is a natural |drews performance.
as she encounters the emotions of | Conrad Nagel handles

.
the role

hope, frustration, accomplishment |of the Captain’s chief -persecutor.
and despair, neatly intermingled
; with authority.
This ‘Admiral is
with lighter moments of real comic: also the father of the Captain's
substance
.
{subordinate who takes the sub on

Although

O'Brian

has appeared i her

in some 27 legitimate productions,

maiden

cruise, a role

;}d0ne by Peter. Graves.

a

performance

thoroughly

competen

in “First Love,” the

actor impresses

as belonging

Broadway.

of Charlie
i

;

Chalk

Zelda Fichandler presentation of drama
in five acts.by Bertolt Brecht, tranmslateti

the

Arena

ert

Stage,

flown

-Rug-

Gail Ryan.

Prosky,

Joyee,

on |°Pening to handle the role of the
because

Caneasian.
diinole

Washington; -33.95
Kendall

Ray:

J.

tap.

Clark, | Jean

Brenda

Soltiick,

Rob-

Robert . -Dietz,. Stephen

Remhardt.

Mesinda

Dillon,

Jahn Dignan, Craig Jackson, Fran. Hogan,
Miriam Phillips,.Jay Gerber,. Craig Jack‘son, Pat Christian, Mel. Diamond, Norman
Engelman, Fred Hoskins, Don Wasserman.
Billy Bicknell, Barbara Stanley.
Musicians: Teiji Ito,:Joze Ricch

.

Handling the age-period parts ecript Nhe anaes to comey the.
In selecting "Bertolt
Brecht's
in fine support are Claude Gersene Senator's sly immortality with only “The Caucasian.:Chalkk Circle”: as
as the boy. and Rex Thompson as |a few slips.
=
co
the
opener
for.
her
handsome,
fune.
$850,000
theatre, Arena
Gavin
MacLead
contributes
a tional
.Stage’s
Zelda
Fichandier
evidently
mremorable vignette as the Senator’s “mouthpiece.” Warren Wade |wanted to show off the wide diverand
is a crusty retired -Admiral, and i sity of choice she hasin picking
.
as
Joseph Campanella, Joseph Sulli- | plays.
van, William Swetland,; Stephen \. ‘Whether -she chose wisely is dereprise some time-honored show .biz '{ Chase, Alexander Clark and Wayne | batable,.and. is being debated here.
There is tremendous lecal pride
Wilson click in lesser roles.
superstitons
in an
amusing
:
Lieberman's dialogue tends to. ‘in young (30-ish) Mrs. Fichandler‘s
‘
treatise entitled

Dick Hyman

Rebert Downing

Jinxes & Jonahs
OF The Theatre
x

«

*

another interesting Feature
in the unceming

a6th

Awmnirersary

Nuntber

VARIETY

charts and articles.

ral. rewrite .with maximum miove-ment’ and color, plus shrewd in-

Tie and vigorausly played by ‘costars Fredric’ March and Douglas
Campbell.

jections of comic:emphasis. March,

.costumed and made up as: though
‘he were House of David elder atbutcher boy in the film, “Marty,” fending. graduation. gives an’ aua new wife for the family-saddled thoritative, resilient and humor.
widower in his first stage
- play, shaded performance’of Chayefsky’s
“The Middle of the Night,” and small-stature version of. the Suexorcized a dybbuk in “The Tenth -preme Being.
re
Man,”. the author ‘is dealing with:
Campbell, .. scraggle-bearded
an Old Testament farmer-turned- frowzy-halred. and. tatter-garbed,
warrior in “Gideon,” -showimg how ives.a powerful, admirably varied |

‘Having gotten a girl for the shy.

revelation and divine inspiration
and help bring him triumph and

then

human

downfall.

vanty

.and. sustained’ portrayal of the
humble Israelite who. finds. divine

leads to his ‘help. convenient but uncomfortable
.

Chayefsky’s real

‘| and. finally unbearable.. There are

poimt in this also convincing performances by alatest work is apparently
mot the number of featured players, almost

Scriptural story itself, bat a.twoact-long badminton game of feligious and personal debate between
Gideon and the Lord. It's. the
sort of intellectual herseplay that.

all individuaHy unrecognizable in
the bushy beards; flowing wigs anil.
nondescript costumes,
They -in‘clude Eric Berry, Alan Manson,
“Mark Lenard, Mitctiell‘ Jason, Vie-

-George Bernard Shaw made so ‘fas- tor Kilian.and

David Hooks.

A.

cinating. but -while Chayefsky’s. readily identifiable exception is the.
philosophical badinage is oecasion- lissome dancer; Lorraine Egypt,. as
ally amusing,. it’s not especially the amorous ‘charmer who precipi-.
penetrating, stimulating or eve
tates .Gideon’s disobedience of

challenging.
ee
|
It’s the author’s thesis not only
that Gideon was inevitably a fallible human, hut that God himself.
has his mortal limitations, -includ‘be pedestrian at times, but he ang | artistic achievements, not to men- ing obstinancv, egocentricity and
director’ Joseph :Anthony, who has |tion her business savvy. The lafter abundant vanity. The philosophical.
|made
possible
her
beautiful
new
paced the play beautifully, have |
confab involves speculation about
{worked in a numberof humorous } rectangular showplace on the Po- the significance of ‘ife and faith,
‘bits to relieve the drama’s tension, ‘tomac, with every .convenience and of man’s need for tdentity ‘and of
and the author has cut loose for: 752. of the most comfortable chairs whether.God and man are mutually
one fine monologue in’ which An- : in the city.
dependent,

Holy bidding.

|

oe

_--David Hays.has designed a variable setting to represent several
‘locales of arid Near. ‘East ‘topog-

raphy. Its steep slant gives
an effect of greater | immediacy,: but
-tends. to .make .the actors. creep
about in the manner of mountain
goats. Except for the black toga.
and wilderness of hair. worn: by

March.and the filmy wisps clinging
to Miss Bgyrt, the costumes could”
| For the diversion-mininded, there's be out of the rag bag. ©
_

drews defines his dedication to his | -Lots of her boosters.were ready
job. James Trittipo. has. concected | to-rejoice for her at the. opening. | a vivid bit of sexiness in a wrig- | “Gideon” sums up as a moder-

| But quite a few of. them were head,a Slick single set and lit it well.
Whether this Paul Gregory pro- ‘ing for the nearest: exit’ at the
_
duction can be a big winner on. i first intermission
The Brecht play,-in a.new transBroadway is something of a quesPlus other statistical and data-filed | tion. The-characters are strong, if; lation by. John Holmstrom, ‘jis. aof

eharacters. is. God, and they just Israelite. The conclusion can perdon’t come any bigger than that. haps be summed up in.the Biblical
of. vanities; all is. vanity.”

Flippancy aside, “Gideon”. is a -fair-" “Vanity

{iy entertaining show,. staged with | -Guthrie has staged this Scriptu- theatrical flourish ‘by Tyrone Guth- |:

Washington,
Oct. 31,

‘eitel,

from New York the day before the
tac’

Carp.

; LeBouvier;
.Robert Quarry, Raymond F.
! Smith. Marie Carroll, Jahn Scott, Lou

OWA.

Senator

be

Cast: David
Hurst, Harry
Bergman,
James Bostain, Bernard Mecinerney Jr.,

As the

was

special.-

|‘Alan Oppenheimer,

be the first time he has originated |touching, winding up with the Capof

may

by John Holmstrom. Staged by Alan
1 Schneider; ‘settings, Peter Wingate; cos-

-_

nicely

acauired in other fields, this will |Weman, Lee Grant is winsome and
a leading role on the stage. On the tala an her viecura

The

its appeal

'tumes, Marianna -Elliott; lighting; ‘Leo
i:Gallenstein; masks, Butid .Hill; incidental
, music, Teiji Ito. Opened. Oct. 30. ‘Al, :at

cast’s only
the
and his major reputation has heen.; Captain’s secretary,

basis

although

gling cooch dancer who becomes a ‘ateky. interesting religious-philosvisual factor in seducing the Old ‘ophical gabfest Jaced with sex, on
Testament. hero from devotion. to a framework of Biblical: spectacle,

the Lord. ‘Religious: spectacle.sea-" all “handsomely presented ‘and
soned with eroticism is ‘hardly an acted. It will probably entertain
a bit pat, and the play is fairly-, bold, way-out piece of limited ap- |innovation, of course, having been. some, impress and. maybe ‘inspire
taut. The question seems to be
{Continued on page 66)
a theatrical staple long before even | others and. irritate afew.’ Hobe,

‘Wedn eadday,.Novemnier 1s, 1961
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SoniJames Wiletsc (UPA Booking6Shaws This Season
| Fox‘Can-Can’ Week, Cleve

Blacks’ia‘ieBack A7
nt
'
OB way Show Cost
Phe

The off-Broadway. production. of |
Jean Genet’s all-Negro drama com‘pleted’ recovery ‘of its $31,000 in-|
-vestment. last week, six months

Ai at itthe.T

Bt
f

‘London;. Nov. 714:

‘Henry: -Chapman. -has: ‘been’
‘awarded’ the new
Charles
Henry
Foyle play prize for
Marks. Playhouse, N.Y: ‘That's rée- on
-the “Wall.” The $280
vealed by Sidney Bernstein, co- “On
‘ize was ‘presented . by : Sybil
thorndike at a recent “West

Edgar -and..Andre -Gigeory.
‘For an off-Braadway production

End. luncheon,

‘

production: of “‘Can-Can” at fhe
Rising Ahove It
Hanna. Theatre,. opening. Nov. 28;|Washington, Nov, 14
It ‘will be the. musical comedy -de- |.
Republicans here rate the
but for the singer.
‘LaGuardia memory as worthy
Zack, who produced 4 ‘series’ of
of a celebration. A suburban
semi-pro .tuneshows
with guéstGOP women’s club has taken
‘stars, had June Valli originally
the Dec. 8 local performance
lirfest up for the stellar rale, but
-of
“Fiorello” for e& theatre
she’ .cancélled. . Miss. James
had .
party and a buffet supper.
‘|-been looking for a.stage vehicle,as
The
Italian ambassador and
|} a test for a possitle strawhat tour |
his wife have accepted the
next surimer.
‘Invitation of the Spaulding Republican Women’s Club to be
honor guests for the occasion.
‘Before becoming mayor of
New York on a Fusion. ticket,
LaGuardia was a Republican
member.
of
Congress.
As
mayor,
he
leaned
strongly
|:
toward the Democrats, at least
|
-. Washington, .Nov. 14,
on a- national basis, during

‘It’s béen a rough road. for
.. large. investment is unusual in: it-| ’ 50-year-old Chapman. For 30.
. years he wrote-novels and.
self. -It: is. more -unusual. for an
‘avant .garde~ work. with an ‘all-. short stories; without getting
Negro.. cast. According to .Bern-.| . anything: published but work-.
_ dmg: at odd: jobs to support him- .
stein, the exceptionally large budget for off-Broadway stemmed }. “ gelf Then’ he switched to plays.
“mostly from
hefty. expenses in}...
“ “You. Won't -Always. Be’ on’
“eonnection
with ‘acquiring. ‘the.
Top” was staged in 1957. at the
Tights to the property, previously
‘Theatre Workshop, :Stratford,
‘held by Geraldine Lust.
: ‘East London. Then: he|‘wrote:
Miss: Lust, whose acquisition. of
“On, the Wall,” -whieh ~ was
the rights-intolved two trips to.
given “a. Sunday: night °‘show.Europe, had: the play under option _ at. fhe: Royal ‘Court.
;|
“for about seven or eight months
hapman says, “The prize. :
. prior to turning it over. to Bernwili' be very. useful.”
to recover

such .a comparatively

Bigwigs ef the

world _ the Franklin Roogsevelk ad- ministration, but the G.O.P.~
at New |.. ladies in the Capital may. be
York. hearings beginning: tomorrow | ‘ magnamimously
overlooking
(Wednesday).
The Foley Square
that late lapse.
will. sound

Thompson

longhair

off before the. House

Subcommittee’

sessions,. slated to

last’

through|

stein and. his. partners. She. gets};
program credit on the off-Braad-'| way presentation, -plus a- slice of
_the producers’ profits.

-|Friday .(17), are designed to-arouse
‘| the ‘public to the frail financial

‘gost $23,500 to open and clears.
abaut :$1.200. weekly on
generally

| List for the

.

Purchased

.

Wed.

‘Hurok;

Herman

O8 Bway in Dee.

Renin

John,

Stokowski:
Sol
George
London;

Brownlee,

BTL

chain

from

ctca:

hearings:

(D—Leopold
baritone

Met

the

‘|CAMYI, taking over as of the start
of the present season.
The transfer involved 982 cities, of which
about 58 now comprise the subseription network, converted
by
UPA from subscripion. plus boxoffice, to an exclusive closed-menibership plan providing for the’
| booking of shows on a guaranteed
basis,
The touring presentation of “Critie’s' Choice,” which Otto Preminger presented on Broadway I!sst

‘condition
of American
cultural
outfits and pérformers thereof,
Here is the tentative witness|

Bernsteia claims the. production |. 1m

- smash
‘business. The potential
weekly. gross capacity. at. the. 165-

United Performing rts Inc. is
booking six shaws on its clocedmembership
subscription
cireiit
this season.
Only two are2 specific
UPA entries.
They're the upcoming “Critic’s Choice” and a second.
road company of “Best M in.”
Besides
“Choice”
and “Man,”
towns on the UPA subscription roster will also get the touring “Thurber Carnival’ and the bus-andtruck edition
of “Music
Man.”
Bookings in some UPA locations
have aiso been arranged for the
touring “Miracle Worker” and tte
National Repertery Theatre's onecampany presentation
of “Elizabeth
the
Queen”
and
“Mary
Stuart.”
“Thurber.” “Musie M:n,”
“Miracle” and the renertory presentation are also playing regular
road dates.
The UPA subscription netuork
is made up of cities originally crganized as part of the Broadway/
Theatre Alliance subsidiary of Columbia Artists Managemert
Ine,
UPA, headed by Harlowe F. Dean,

— | six performances in his local stoek

| efter its May 4 opening at the St._ producer of the play with George.

On lis Subscription Tour Circuit

‘Cleveland, .Nov. 14.

‘Jont ‘James. will reportedly. he |-| paid. $8,000 by “Dennis Zack ‘for

:

Blacks” is ‘out: of ‘the: red.:

65 -

prexy,

Hf Ia Church

American. Guild of. Musical Artists; Hy
‘“" geater. is. about. $4.800. A cast of
Faine,
National
“Executive: Secretary,
"14 is employed, ‘with the perform-|.
+:
Helen Th ompson. exec secretary, |
American
Symphony
Orchestra. League;
ers usually getting $75 weekly on}
Roger
G.
Hall.
Philad
elphia Orchestra;
the basis of a graduated wage re-|
Hartford, Nov. 14.
lating to gross receipts. That’s the.| The first three plays in-a planned |Frederie Rl Mant’ pres of Rouin’ Hood
A Sunday performance of a play season with Henry Fonda as star,
salary they get when the show cycle of 14 on-acters by Thornton] Deli Concerts: Abba Bogin, Pimms and
‘jin a church does not violate. state is being produced by Hugh Fordin
“plays to 90% of capacity. and over: Wilder are Scheduled to be un-.
statutes, a Circuit Court prosecu- and Robert Herrman.
The road
The wage has occasionally slipped Veiled in. ‘December |‘AS a triple- | Razah
-tor has ruled. A Sabbath presen- vehicle, scheduled to begin its hike
bill at the Circle in the Square,
to $65: weekly.:
tation
of
Arthur
Miller’s
“All
My
Dec.
1
in
Lafayette.
La..
will
costar
The. deal -with the author - is. ;N.¥. The author, winner of three
Sons” in the Church of Christ, Jeffrey Lynn and Wanda Rendrix.
equivalent to a basic Dramatists Pulitzer Prizes for -a. novel and:
Milford,
brought
a
complaint
to
Fordin
sent
out
a
package
of
the
Guild contract, according to. Bern-. two plays, is writing the. cycle choriste
police that laws barring Sunday Ira Levin comedy on the strawhat
stein. However. since the potential. specifically for presentation at the: Robert wokart, opera stage direct Or.
performances
were
violated.
“Phursday.
(16)--Samuel
R,
Rosenbaum,
circuit
last
summer
with
Craig
‘eapacity gross at the St: Marks is ‘off-Broadway theatre. .The. pro- |. trustee, Recording Industries Music per
The beef was brought by the Stevens and his wife, Alexis Smith,
only $4.800, the author's. royalty. ducing rights to .the ‘works have. fotmanoe trust funds: Lester Trimble, Citizens Anti-Communist Commit- costarred.
Fred Baker, who diAmerican Music Center: Edwin
comes to 5%. The basic -DG con- ‘been. assigned to Cirele'in the “Manage,
National Music tee
es, Exeo Secretary,
about
the performance
of rected the stock offering, is dittotract gives the. autaor 5% of the: ‘Square operators Jose’ Quintero: ‘Councils Frank Forest, General: Director, | “Sons” given Oct. 22. In addition, ing on the touring presentation.
‘Empire
.
State.
Music
Festivals
Frank
and
Theodore
Mann.
first $5,000, 712° of the next
Brieff, Conductor, New. Haven Symphonys
the committee argued that Miller Herrman is operator of the Garden
$2.000 ‘and: 10% of the balance,
. The cycle, aise the Wilder's Samuel morafton, ‘writer; Ralph Bellamy, ‘had
appeared before the House Centre Theatre, Vineland, Ont.
for the .American
ez; Angus Duncan, exee secre. An unusual aspect for off-Broad-. first new work:
The second touring company of
Un-American
Activities Committee
tary,.ie, ‘Eddie Weston, second. v.p.,|
.“way: in ‘the deal with the author stheatre in nearly 20. years, is Equity;
Joseph Papp, New York Shake- ‘and that the play was: objection:
“Best Man,” which Broadway genBro]
isofhat the production shares in divided into two separate seven-. speare_ Festival; Hermian Shumilin,
eral
manager Morton Gottlieb is
able
in
content.
David
Cohen,
duces-direotor ‘and secretary, Leagu:
‘of all subsidiary. rights, -a play. series, one called “The Seven. New
York ‘Theatr=s; Nat Hentoff, writer: chief prosecutor
for the Circuit coproducing with Henry Guetie}, is
, tend procedure ° on: Broadway. ‘Deadly Sins” and the other, “The. Pexsy Wood, American National Theatre ‘Court, said an invastigation re- scheduled to begin its hike Jan. 8
and Academy; Hal Holbrook,.actor; Hiram
Bernstein ‘asserts that he and ‘his. ‘Seven Ages of Man.” The one “Sherman,
The initial
vealed .that in his opinion
no in Worcester. Mass.
actor;
Harle
Ts
“partners “are. contemplating. -put- acters are to be presented under ‘Conrad D. Fowles, actor; Peter
criminal action is warranted for touring version of the Gore Vidal
' ting together a- touring . company the collective title of “Plays for}
comedy, which ran on Broadway
the performance at the church.
Assox.
+
(Continued on. ‘Page 688) oo. * | Bleecker Street,” which marks the
on ‘Village Voice.”
The Anti-Communist Committee the last two seasons under the pro“+ present Greenwich
Village. locar | Freday ‘<11)}—Dore — -Schatys . Sigmund
banner
of tne defunct
had also sought the arrest of the ; duction
,tion of. ‘the Circle in the Square: -Spaeth, writer .and: musician; Agnes de.
players, organizers and sellers of |Playwregihts Co.. is being presented
Mille; Mellisa Hayden; Herbert Kummel,
The three plays’ completed thus dancer: Allen Zwevdlino, publisher; .wri- tickets to the performance as well by Roger L. Stevens, who had been
Mantell,
Caedmon
Records;
Felix:
far and scheduled for December. anne
as: the spectators. Said the prose- a member of the Playwrights Co.
W. Salmaggi, New York Onera Festival:
presentation: ‘are “Someone from Albert da Costa, opera singér; W. McNeil cutor, “The complaint is directed The Stevens production, enrrent!y
Assisi” from “the “Sins” cycle and Lowry, Ford Foundation: Halp} C. Cross, against the author: of the play in Chicago, costars Frank Lovejoy,
vi, Commerce and In
ry Asst,
“Infancy” and “Childhood” from exen:
rather than those who attended James Westerfield and Kent Smith
of New York; Harriett Johnson, music
the “Ages” cycle.
Wilder’s last critic, N.Y. ‘Post; Betty ‘Furness; Socrates the performance and this is not the latter a successor to Melvyn
Dougias.
who
underwent
emer‘Chicago, Nov..14:
new play for the American theatre}: Berskey, and. Donald CGonnaway.
Expected to be sifting with Ren. Frank a proper subject of criminal comgency surgery for an ulcer attack
Producers’ Zev Bufman, Alexan- was “Skin of Our Teeth.” which THompnson.:
for. the hearings are Fens.
plaint.”
in Chicago.
der. Ince. and Pierre -Cosette have . debuted on. Broadway in 1942. He |. -Charles:' S. qugizon ON.I.). and ‘Robert
Cohen
added
that
the
play
was
capitalized “The Egg.” which will was ‘last ‘Tepresented | on the Main |.™ Giaimo (D-Conmn
performed
by ‘members
of ani
star comedian Dick. Shawn,
at Stem .in .1955 by “The Mateh- |
established
church
group
on
. $120,000..~ Half of the amount is maker,” @ revamped version of
church premises. with no compenallocated. for’ the Chivago | tryout ‘his earlier comedy, “The Mersation to any members and no
‘and the other. half is to -be. un- chant. of Yonkers.”
charge for admission except for
touched pending <a. decision on J Wilder's interest.in the Circle
a contrihution fee that was used |“whether to
take the
show to in the Square is believed to have |
San Francisco, Nov. 14.
for church purposes.
Broadway.
According: to Bufman, * stemmed: fram_ that. organization’s
Russell:
Lewis.
and.
Howard .(The U.S. Supreme Court reChicago, Nev. 14.
the: latter: decision -will be made successful revival of bis play, “Our. Young, Sacramento musical tent versed a lower court contempt of’
The Chicago group dedicated to
during the show's. open-end
en- | Town, ” which
had an 11-month producers, have approached the Congress charge against Miller.
gagement, starting Nov. (27, at the run -at the. theatre during 1959 and Management of Frisco’s venerable “AU My Sons,” the N.Y. Drama raising $3.000.000 for the restora|1960. The -63-year-old author-play- Palace Hotel, of the Sharaton ‘Critics Circle Award winner for tion of the Auditcrium Theatre
Civic Theatre.
‘
Ince.-optioned .the. comedy. from wright received: Pulitzer awards for. ‘chain, with a proposition for hut- the 194647 season, involved the tapped am unexpected source of
French author. Felician’ Marceau, “Town” in 1988. and -“Skin”- n|ting on musicals-in-the-round. in. moral guilt of a manufacturer who. potential funds last week when
crew discovered °
and -Robert Schiitt.has done the ‘1934 His first Pulitzer. citation: wae: the hotel’s big garden court dining failed to hait the sale of defective an engineering
translation.. The play . will be in 1928 for -his novel, “The Bridge room..:
aircraft ta the Government during an underground vault containing
theatrical memorabilia and docuMeals would. be served before World War II—Ed.)
‘fot. San Luts. Rey.”
.
staged by. Lamont Johnson.
jments of historical vaiue.
“The Egg” reportedly. ran. more. . The novelist-‘playwright: “who- the show, as at the Meadowbrook
Reportedly the vault contained
than. two years in Paris and has lives: and works:
in Hamden, Conn., Dinner “Theatre, -Cedar, Grove, 1.J.
more than two tons of papefs. in-also’ been ‘presented in “Holland, -completes- other plays of the: eycle Harley Watson, the Sheraton-Pale
cluding records, letters. theatre
says; “We -have
Germany. Israel and Belgium. Tt they will be added. to a Circle. in ‘ace’s marager,
é
9°
programs, ete.. dating back at least
will mark
Shawn's .legit —‘debut,. the Square repertory. .It’s .antici- been discussing. it and are stifl
to the 1888 Republican convention
‘Lear’
outside of some appearances: in. pated that the 14 plays will.be pre+ negotiating.” He was far from. op: |’
which nominated Grover Cleveiand
sented over ‘a.perind of six. years. timistic ‘about. Prospect, ‘however. .
stock.
' Toronto, Nov. 14.
Wilder has said that after he comShakespeare’s “King Lear” in for. the Presidency. The papers are

‘Boy?Budget g120-008

Half for Chicago: Tryout,
Save Balance for B’way

WEIGH DINNER TENERS

Find Theatre Mementos
I Old Chi Aud YaultMay Help. Restoration

__AY PARACE HOTEL, SE.

Canadian: Players Tour
,

‘Heinz Buehmann Siened ; from Iie.” plays, “Tm retiring |]
For All: American ‘Furer
Frankfurt, Nev. 14.
German

comic

Heinz Ruehmann |

Yean,;” which..will star Ray ‘Bolger.

Ernest Hughes

| RattSering PlansPlay

‘Js scheduled to make his Broadway
.debut this sezson in “AJ]. Amer-|

Var Theatre Historien

| has researched: the background of |
Yester-Melodtama
im that

About the:MeCarthy Era: :

tradition. that was

The musical
version of Robert
Yellow Springs,.O...Nov. 14.
re
.
- Lewis Taylor’ Ss novel, “Professor |. Television. ‘scripter Rod Serling;
Ten-Twenty-T hirty.
hook ‘by. Me] |author: of the. ““Tasiight
Zone® tr
. Foder sky. *. ‘with
Brooks. music ‘by Charles Strouse |series, is: -planning a- legit. play
ie eae
He says
and lyrics by Lee. Adams. is being: about . the McCarthy. era.
* one of the: many: ‘Editoriat- Features.
produced by Edward Padula; inj-the country is still suffering from
in the upcoming
association with L. Slade Brown. . MeCazthyism, | ‘the
demoralizing
Eileen Herlie, Ron Hussman and |:fears ‘of which are -beginning | to.
56th Anniversary Number.
Gillete are also set. for key}return...
¢ Anita
‘rales in the tuner, whieh is sched-| - The. writer, Bere’. last. week to;

uled. to open .in New

February
Logan

York, late

or early: March. Joshua

will direct.

.

:
_
_Ruehmann, currently-appearing
here in “The Purse Stealer,” is. due

in. New York in December.

©

in:Eskimo: Dress:

Eskimo sets
latest stunt

Canadians

tour.

and costumes is tlic |Still to be sorted. but it’s underbeing used by the! istood that seme are the personal

in

their

new

season |correspondences of opera divas and

_The trek will comprise

30 .other celebrated personages of tne

Canadian and 38 U. S. dates.
The

troupe

Christopher
Not

for

will

Fry’s

Burning. *

:period from the turn of the eentury

also

present;,to around

“The

Lady's;.shuttered.

Both- produc- ::

1941,

when

the

tions are’ aimed at university and .atre Council will auction
highschool ‘students. A highlight of ©documents for additioual

the tour will he a performance of
the. Eskimo setting of “King Lear”

theatre

It’s figured the Auditorium

T'.eoff the reste:a-

tion funds.
ee ee

eee.

inashington
the. Library of Congress in’ ;Harold Lang Deing ‘Joey’
Both

productions have been

di-}

With Non-Pros in Balto

rected by David Gardner,
with
’ Baltimore. Nev. i4
decor
by
Jerbert
Whittaker.:
Harold Lang «ho plaved tie
drama critic of The Toronto Globe Jead in the 1951-52 Broadway rea
William Hutt splits the vival of “Pal Joey.” will repeat
& Mail.
visit. his: ‘alina ‘mater, Antioch Cole j
41) leading male roles of “King Lear’ :the role in ai amateur presentation
lege, said he hasn't yet begun ac :}
f
|Jand
“The
Lady's
Not for Burning,” jof the musical at Ford's There
|tual. writing jof ‘the legit -script. .J°
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'. “Subways Are for. Sleeping,” a
sellout, and “Man for All Seasons,”

which’ played to

so-so

“First .Love,”: the New

(Zero .Mostel, -Alfred Ryder). Pre-|]
vious week, .$28,285, with TG-ATS..
subscription. °

business.

‘Haven of-|: ‘Last week, $30,002.
four- |

fering, ‘registered _‘aA.sturdy
performance take.

improved

last

‘after the beating of the previous

‘|j “How to Succeed in Business With- |
How
to Succeed
in Business
out Really Trying,” “Mary, Mary.”
“Milk and Honey,” “Sail Away,” | Without Really Trying, 46th St.
Plus, other stetisticat. ond. data-filled
“Shot in the Dark” and the new- (ME) (4th wk; 33 p) ‘$9.60; 1.342;
charts ond entices.
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- MONTREAL

comer, “Gideon.”
“A
Cook
for

Mr.

General,”

' Bye: ‘Bye Birdie 1N.. Y. Co. ), Fler | taker, Globe’ and Mail) and: one which ‘folded last Saturday night
‘Estimates for Last. Week
unfavorable (Cohen, Star)..
(11), was the week's only casualty.
Majesty's 4MC-RS) ($6; 1,704; $60,- Parenthetic designations jor out- 000).
Grosses below have been. reduced
- Previous ‘week, $60,011, Shuof-town shows are the same-as for. bert, Boston.
WASHINGTON.
_by ‘commissions where theatre par-

Broadway, except that. hyphenated
T with ‘show élassification indicates
tryout ard RS indicates road show. |.
Also, prices .on. touring shows in- }'
" clude 10% Federal Tax and _tocal
en
nN
eee
ne
ee
eee
me
ee
ee

tor, if. any,

Sunday in New York, National
“Last week, $35,771.
| (CAT). Cist- wk) 1$4.95-$5.95; 1.683;
“Previous week, $15, 505.
1
$41,335).
NE, ‘HAVEN
: with TG-ATS:
subscription for five:
Love; Shubert (C-T) ($4.80;
First
1,650; $22,300) (Elizabeth Bergner, | performances, Playhouse, Wil-

but as. on Broadway.

ties are mentioned. Some of the
figures méey be subject to slight
changes
resulting. from
adjustments. in connection with the repealed 5° City tax on admissions.

Estimates

grosses ire net: i.e., exclusive. of ‘Hugh O'Brian).
‘Last week; $38.454 with TG-ATS.
Engagements. ‘are jor single
Last week,. $20,177 for four per-. subscription after ‘opening -here

for Last Week

taxes.

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
, formancés after opening heré Jast-} Noy. 6 to three endorsements ‘Car- CD. (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
| Thursday: night .(9) to two-Taves
|mody, Star; Coe, Past; Donnelly, MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (MusiBALTIMORE
‘eal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op. National Repertory Theatre, for Miss Bergner, put unfavorable|News).
eretta), Rep. (Repertory),
DR
Ford's (Rep-RS). ($5.43; 1.819; $52,-., for the ‘play (Johnson.. Journal‘Courier;
Leeney,
.
Register).
WILMINGTON
(Dramatic
Reading).
Le Gallienne, Faye.
231)- (Eva
“Gypsy. (2d Co.),: Playhouse. (MCOther parenthetic. designations
Emerson).- ‘ Previous. week, $30,324 |.
NEW. ORLEANS.
PRS) ($6.50; 1.251) (Mary McCarty). refer, respectively, to weeks played,
“with Theatre Guild-American: TheWorld of Suzie Wong, Civic (D-.| Previous week, $28,600, Shubert, number of performances through
atre: Society: stibscription;, National
week unless otherwise ‘noted. .

sehen
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bees
te

last ‘ Saturday, top prices {where
for eight ‘perform- RS). Previous week,. $14.332, six- |New Haven.
Washington,
‘| fwo prices are given, the higher is
ms
Last w eek, $23. 858.
ances of “Elizabeth the Queen,” Performance split.
‘| for Friday-Saturday nights end the
‘Plus one matinee of ‘“Mary. Stuart.” | ‘Last week; “$14,055. | dower for weeknights), number of
SPLIT WEEKS
Last week, $9,069. ‘for five per; Seats, capacity ‘gross
and stars.
“Elizabeth” . _and | .
Z
PHILADELPHIA
_formances
of
Pre-| Price includes 10° Federal and
’ three performances of. “Mary.”
“Daughter . ‘of. Silence, Erlanger! Miracle Worker ‘D-RS).
. vious week, $26,755, . Pabst, Mil- |5% repealed City tax (diverted to.
(D-T): 12d: awk) ($4.80-$5. 40: 1,864;
'
“Rip |
- waukee.
an industry-wide pension and wel$52,000) . (Emlyn ‘Williams.
BOSTON
Last, week, $35, 590 for ‘eight per-. fare fund), but grosses are net:
a Fiorello, -Shubert N MGRS) (1st Torn). Previous week, $7,092.
| formances: . Univ.: of ‘Wisconsin, Le., exclusive of taxes
- Last week, $11, 497. “ wk)
($6.50-$7.50; 1.717; . $65,009).
|Afadison, Sunday (5), two, $7,889;
Asterisk denotes show had cut_Preyious week, $39, 780, eight-per- . | Man for . All ‘Seasons, “Walnut; High Schocl, Topeka, Zuesday (7), rate. tickets in circulation.
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(D-T) Uist wk) .($4.80-$5.40: 1;349;. | one, $5,385; Wichita

‘Irma La Deuce, Alvin ‘MC)
(58th wk: 468 p) ($8.60; 1.100; $55,942) (Elizabeth Seal, Denis Quilley). Previous week. $28,537.
Last week. $35.408.

Kean, Broadway ‘MC}
2d wky
12 p) '$8.05-$9.40; 1.900; $79.360)
(Alfred Drake).
Previous week,
$52,534 with parties for four performances and one preview.
Last week, $64.605 with parties.

Kwamia, 54th St. MD) «3d wk;
24 p) ‘$8.60: 1.434: £60.000)1. Previous. week, $22 300 with parties.
Last week. $20 889 with parties,
Let It Ride, O'Neil] ‘MC) ‘5th
wk; 36 p) ‘$9.60; 1.050: $54.508)
(George Gobel, Sam Levene). Previous week. $37.120 with parties.
Last week, $35.354 with parties,

Mary Mary, Haves ‘C) ‘36th wk:
284 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1.139: $43.380)
(Barbara Bel Geddes, Barry Nelson, Michael Wilding).
Previous
week, $43,428.
Last week, $43.368.

'Kan.). Univ.,.

“'T) (2d: wk) ($6.50-$7.50;. 1.685; $62,- |
000)..

Ont., and. $10,027 in seven perfor-|~

“Toys In.the Attic, Forrest (D-RS)|gubseription, Royal . Alexandra, . Last ~week, $21,123.
——
mances Oct. 31-Nov. 4 at Her Ma-.
(3d. wk) 4$4.50-$5.40; ©1,760; $50,- “Last
:-jesty’s Theatre, Montreal.
for| ‘Carnival, Imperial <MC) ‘3ist
‘about ‘$15,300
“week,
Bushnell,
“performances:
,
$30,064 w ith seven
. Last week, $26,392 after opening 726), Previous .week,
‘wk; 244 p) ‘$8.60: 1,428; $68,299)
here Nov. 6 to four “favorable no-. TG-ATS subscription.
Hartford,
Monday-Tuesday (6-7), j‘Anna Maria Alberghetti). PreviLast week, $28.553 althou~h|the
{

i.

tices (Hughes, Herald; Maddocks, :

around
$2,200; Mineola «L. (81) ;ous week, $68,428.
-Monitor;. Maloney, Traveler; Nor- show's management -‘claimed "$29,-_two,
Theatre,
Wednesday-Saturday
Last week, $68.428.
ton,

Record

.American)

“yes:no (Kelly Globe’.

and: ore |043.

Had Show|.

of the Month Club patronage. _

;

srrngnuncn

(1), five, approximately $13.000.

| Judith Anderson 86,SE.

Come Blow Yeur,Hern, Aikinson
:(C) (38th wk; 301 *p? i$6.90-$7
50;

Last week, about $57,700 with
Shet in the Dark. Booth ‘C) .4th
wk 29
2 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 807: $32.000}
Harris).

Previous

33.900 with parties.
Last week. about
parties.

Rare
hain
phate
rns
enone
he
OS
8

$32.000

“eek,

with

Seand of Music, Lunt-Fontanne
[a090; $43,522). Previous week,
“navn and: Consent, “Nixon {(D(4D) (98th wk: 780 p: -$9.60;
$24,432.
TRS) ($5.50; 1,760; $50. 000) ‘Farley
CHICAAGO
“San Fraticisco, Nov. 14.
1,407; $75,060)
‘Martha Wright).
' Last week, $27,552.
‘Best Man, Blackstone
‘'D-RS} ; Granger. Chester Morris). Previous
-In a. stand. last week of scenes
Previous week, $61,549.
(ith: wk) t$5.50-$5.95; 1.447; $45,-: week, $26,104, ‘Ford’s, Baltimore.
Complaisant
Lever, . Barrymore
“Macbeth”
and
Last week. $64 905.
Last week; $24,887 after opening.’ from. “Medea,”
000) ‘Frank Lovejoy, James Wes$6.90-$7.50;
pj
13
wk;
(2d
“Tower.Beyond Tragedy,” Judith y(cy
terfield, Kent Smith). Previous here Nov. 6 to one rave ‘Monahan, la
Unusinkabie Molly Brown, Winter $8 £00 at the:qa 067; $42,000} (Michael Redgrave,
grossed
Press) a nd. on e rap iF anning, Postaie
.. Anderson t° Geary.
week, $286,319.
.
‘Googie Withers. Richard Johnson). Garden (MC) 54th wk: 428 .p)
Gazette).
Last week, $26, 488.
Tamweek,
$24013
with {$8.60-$9.40; 1,404: $68.000)
Previous
;
$4.30to
scaled
was
heuse
The
_
Grimes).
Previous
week,
4parties for five ‘performatices and my
Bye: Bye. Birdie (2d Co.),
$4.85 top.
.
SAN FRANCISCO |
907.
one preview.
$i.
I$6wk)
(10th
)
-(MC-RS
langer
.Captains and the Kings, Curran|.
Last week, $54.790.
' Last week, $35.028 with parties.
Previous ‘week,
1,380; $50,500).
(D-'TY (2d wk) -($5.40-$5.95; 1,758;
Off-Broadway Shows
$43, 861.
Write Me a Murder. Belaseo ‘D)
- Do Re Mi, St. James (MC) ‘42d
“+ $55,000) (Dana. Andrews). Previous | ‘(Figures denote .orc
«¢ateg) ‘wk: 336 p) ($8.60-$9.50- 1,615: $69,- (3d wk; 20 p) ‘$6.90-$7.50; 967;
‘Last week, $45, 892.
week, $19,594 with TG-ATS. sub-.
in Leve, Martinique 411- 10-60.
$38,500)
(James Donaid, Kim Hun»
|500)
{Phil
Silvers).
Previous
My Fair Lady, Shubert (NiC-RS) scription. .
qoetican Savoyard-.
«= HH:
ter, Denholm Elliott. Torin Thateh(8th wk) ($5.50-$6.60; 2,100; $71,500) |. Last week, #2096 with TG:‘ATS . @ulo Graveyard, 41st St: q11- 13-6). “|tweek, $46,221.
Balcony. (Rep.), Circle in 'S- pare 3
er,
Ethel
Griffies'. Previous week,
Last
week,
$51.200
(Ronald Drake, Caroline ‘Dixon). ;subscription.
St
(5-4-6})
with parties.
"Clandestine, Actors (10-30-6D.
Previous week, $55,735.
| Evening With Yves Montand, $33,920
Last
week
$35.384 with parties.
‘Connectién,.
_ Last week, $65,058.
Golden (Solo) (2 wk: 20 p) $6.90ST. LOUIS
"l
a
fe
Clesed Last Week
Dream & Bessie, Cherry
'.:ne G-1-61)
$7.50;
773:
$27.500). . Previous
Sound ef Music, American. mc.
Fantasticks, Sullivan st.360).
week, $28,600
for
seven
per{RS) (3d wk) ($4.50-$6.50; 3.8
CLEVELAND
Ghosts, 4th St 19-21-61)
Ceok fer Mr. General, Playhouse
formances.
‘Musie’ Man, Hanna iMC-RS) (2d $65,300) (Florence Henderson). Pre‘funsie, Living (Rep) 1-261).
‘C) (4th wk; 28 pi ($6.90-$7.50; 944;
Many. Leved, Living (Rep) (10 31-61).
Last week, $26,383 with parties $37,000) (Bill Travers).° Previous
wk): ($6.50; 1515; $58,000). Previ- vious week, . $64,368 with TG-ATS.
ry. Sonshine, PF xe: +) 411-18-89).
for seven performances.
subscription. .‘ous week, $33,5 72.
week, $8,441.
Closed last Satur‘
-60
_ Last: week, $65, 500,.
Last week, $43,403.
|
*Fa r Ceuntry, Music Box (D) day Utrt at an estimated $150.600
Threepenny Opera. de Lys (9-20-55).
2 by :Saroyan, East’ End 10-22-61).
(32d wk; 255 p) '$6.90-$7.50; 1,101; loss on its 4120.000 investment,
TORONTO
.
a
.
~
SCHEDULED. OPENINGS
DETROIT
Last week, $10 661.
-| $40,107) (Kim Stanley. Steven Hill,
‘Bella, Gramercy Arts (11-16-61).
.
La Plume de Ma Tant¢, Fisher | - Gay. Life, O'Keefe (MC-T). (3d.
Ludwig Donath).
Previous week.
Opening This Week
Totnette, Theatre Marquee (11-20-61).
(R-RS) (3d wk) $5.95; 2,081; $72,- wk). ($6.50; 3,200; $124,152) (Walter
$16,007. “Exits Nov. 25 to tour.
Andrecies-Police, Phoenix. 11-21-6D.
000). Previous week, $62,000. with Chiari, Barbara. Cook, Jules Mun- |. Caroline-Dock, ‘Midway (11-21-61).
Michael 1 Gay Life, Shubert -MC! -$8.60Last week, $317.404.
shin). Previous week. $75,605 with- ‘Red Reses, Greenwich Mewes (11-27-6D.
‘Fisher. Playgoer subscription.
: Walter
1,461:
$61.000)
Tolan takes over the‘role origi-;; $9.40;
‘Last week, $67, 189 with TG-ATS .O'Keefe-TG-ATS subscription.
Jules
Barbara
Cook,
:
Ww
Trees,
ork
¢(
nated by Hill next Monday (20). Chiari,‘Last. week, $59,255 although ‘the
Sing.Meee; Van Dam eae instsD:
subscription.
Munshin).
The part is being played this week |
e- a Poppe Is. Heme
Gate
oadan 1
Kermit
Bloomgarden
preséntaNight of the ‘Iguana, Shubert show’s Management claimed. $63,
by. Paul Richards.
_
conven tz.788i).
ot musical
suggested
oy
(D-T). ‘ist: wk) .($4.95; 2;000;. $32,- 540.
i Along” Cynic Route, Actors A, 18-61).
' From the Second City, Royale {Arthur
tie
Schnitzler’s “Anatol” ith
000) (Bette Davis, Margaret Leigh‘Tenth -‘Man, “Royal. “Alexandra “ Not While ‘Eating, Mad.A
(12edie, Orpheum (12-27-6D. (R) (7th wk; 55 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 999; book by Fav and Michael Kanin
ton, Alan Webb).
-Previous. week, (D-RS) (1st wk) ($5.50: 1.525; $38.$41,158).
Previous week, $12,035.
and lyrics and music by Howard
GeBhow7MeDragon, Midway 0027-60:
.about $20,000 for. three perform- 103); ‘Previous week: $32.208 with
Last week, $13.732.
Dietz and Arthur Schwartz” Cap-..
1TG-ATS. subscription, Wilbur, Bos“ances, Auditorium, Rochester: 2
after: three - performSuoea.
.
Gideon, Plyravt: ‘D) (ist wk; jtalized at 480.000 ‘including 20'3
Last week, about $16,200. tor fon,
O Marry Me, Gate (0-278: closed last
overcalll,
opens
next Saturday
Last week $24,331 with: O’Keeie- - last
Bix - ‘performances after opening
Sunday (12) after 21° pe-formzences. 14 p) ($7.50; 999; $45.000) (Fredric
night (18) at a cost of apprexi: here. Nov.
7. to .one favorable TG-ATS ‘subscription after open- | Sap of Life, 1 Sher. Sq. (102-61): closed March, Douglas Campbell.
last
Sun day (12) after’ 49 perferme2nceés.
mately £50055 %
can
break
‘Opened
last
Ther:day
night
9)
‘review (Cook; Free Press) and one ‘ing -here’:Nov. .6 to two favorable | Sharon's
Grave, Maidm::n (11-8-61; elosed f
_Jnotices (Evans, Telegram; Whit}, Jast Sunday (12) after six performances. to six endorsements (Chapman, even at around $48.000.
yes-no. {Finlayson, News).
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$65.178

parties,

Milk and Heney, Beck 6th wk;
39 p) '$8.60-$9.60; 1.280: $62.805)
(‘Robert Weede, Mimi Benzell. Mol*Bloed,
Sweat
and
Sianley
Last week. $56.568 after opening $36,000) (Paul Scofield, Leo =Me- Wednesday - Thursday ‘8-9), two,
Previous week, $60.622
jiy Picon!
_ where Nov. 6 to four endorsements. Kern, George Rose).
{$16,071; . Music Hail, Omaha, Fri- Poele, Moresco 'C) :6th wk; 44 p) } with parties.
(Busch,: Herald;
Durgin; Globe:| “Last week, $24,254 with TG-ATS day;Saturday (10-11), three, $6,245. 4156-00-87.-50; 999; $41,960) ‘Darren
Last week, $61.154 with parties.
McGavin). Previous week, $13,487.
Guidry, Menitor; Norton, Record
opening here j- ‘Musie Man (bus-and-truck) (MC- . Last week, $13,690.
*My Fair Lady, Hellinger «MC)
American) and. one qualified - -ap- subscription after
(295th. wk; 2.350 p) ‘$8.05: 1.551;
proval (Dewar,. Traveler). :.Had Nov.) 6. to three endorsements ,RS). Previous week, $42,827, sevenCamelet, Majestic ‘MC)
(49th $69,500) ‘Michael Allinson, Margot
(Murdock, Inquirer; O’Brien, News; {performance split.
: Show of. the Month. Club patronage.
Schier, Bulletin). .
.
Last week, $44.111 for seven per- wk; 393 p) ‘$9.40: 1.626; $84,000) Moser),
Previous week, $40.358.
Andrews, William Squire}.
Lena Horne Show; ‘Colonial (RLast week, $45.537.
Subways Are. For Sleeping, Shu-: +formances: -Loew’s Victory, Evans-. (Julie
Previous week, $71.667 with Hebert (MC-T) (1st wk) ($6-$7. 50; 1,- |Ville, Ind.,- Monday (6), one, $6,750; Jena Scott subbing for Miss An- |. Purlie Victerieus, Cort ‘C) ‘7th
Previous. week, $26, 650.
878; ‘$72;364)..
TY:Indiana: Univ., Bloomington, Tues- | drews, who returned last Thursday; wk; 52 p) ($6.90-$7.50: 1.155: $41,Last week, $24,457.
!
-Last week, $78. 339 for eight per- day (7), one; $9. 786: Purdue Univ., night (9) from a two-week -vaca- {000). ‘Previous
week... $18,545.
- Thurber Carnival, Wilbur (RRS) | formiances
¢
and ‘one preview with : Lafayette; Ind., Wednesday -Thurs- | tion.
{Moves next Monday :20) to the
“day 8-9), two; $13.500: Morris,
(ist wk)- {$4.95-$5.50; - 1,241; $36,- TG-ATS. subscription after open- :
cre.
~
|Last week. $72.357.
310)
(Imogene
‘Cota, Arthur ‘ing here ‘Nov. ‘6. to one favorable. ‘South Bend.. Friday-Saturday (10Last week. $19.715.:
Caretaker,
Lyceum
‘{CD). (6th
Treacher, King Donovan). Previous: review «Wilson, Inquirer), one yes- || 44), three, $14,075.
Saii Away, Broadhurst »-MCi -6th
week, _underquoted, ‘was $11,440, .of no (Gaghan,.News) and one un-{|
Taste of. Honey (-RS) (Hermi- ‘: Wk; 45 p) :$6.90-$750: 955; $30,114)
Shaw, wk; 47 p) ‘$8.60-S9.4G: 1.214: $58,. which -$1,413 was grossed in one favorable (De|‘Schauensee, ‘Bulle-:-one Baddeley, Frances Cuka). Pre- : (Donald Pleasance.
Dayion).
Previous
week, 136). Previous week. $57.950 vith
performance Oct:: 30 in ‘Brockville, tin).
.
vious week, $26.565. with TG-ATS | Alex

formance split.

ree
teen

$66,615).
Previous week,
wtih parties.
Last week, $65.268 with
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Publishing Stocks

Literati

Of.Broadway Reviews

(As of Nov. 14,-1961, closing)

| Allyn
& Bacon (OC) ........ 36
American
Book. (AS) ».....++-65%8
Book
of Month:.....
eaceces 2654

| plotting

Lotolg -pet
Biancho B uskers
non

somewhat. confused.. But

|atchnik
tehnik for Leo Fuchs, star and director,-

eth Supp. Stesed” by.Kabarchbiks Ker “Bel Mir” is a ‘nostalgic ‘and effec
showcase. His. direction is
t
d
ting,
ar
anchi; cos-- tive
stagey and: pedestrian. But Fuchs.
‘is a vet of the Yiddish theatre and,

{ NIrs. Ettinger, a former Miss Ver-; Conde Nast (N.Y.)
.......«-. 115%
Paul
Molloy’s
Book
Chicas»
Sun-Times.
tv editor
Paui Molioy has devoted an oc-.
casiona: cvlumn to the amusing photographer as well as a model. |Ginn & Co, (N.Y.) .......... 30
|Theatre, N.Y. $3.95 ‘SPilace Engelhardt’

mont and e two-time ‘beauty
con;|CrowellCollies (NE) vrrre A004) aunty
bineaig dary Pike crows

triais of a video critic who is also:
She and her husband are cover- Grolier (OC)
© :....... vee
the father of eight. Some of these- ing tne Colombian scene for two, Grossett & Dunlap (OC) eves
cviumns
have been incorporated national mags.
into hs first book, “And Then. sonal account
There
Were
Ejisht”’ ‘Doublegay; moon. a sort.
$395, woich is chiefly a history” signment.

of iss professional career

and of:

56L4! Nicey
2414!

Agata

LIN rPile.
eetecver

ees

ee

as-a

using

it as

a platform

for

his ideas on child rearing, which
wow -d fave rested better with the
reader had they come through impirertiy racher than didactically. It
is -his dosmiutic instructive tone
thar dpsintshes an otherwise read-

ing
. we

i

and
as

payment

mechanical

inneome

of

audi-

-its end; the performance becomes.
One story-is a per-| |Harcourt Brace (OC) ....... 4134! Guido NIN inn: Bogs ing his almost to the exclusion: of the
t
........ saovece CHE2. Beatricg sic..e vevecgeesees Lola: Markle|
of their
o wn h oney -!Hearst (OC)rest of -the cast save
perhaps...’
of-do-it-yourself as- Holt, R&W (N.Y.)
-ceeee 400 |Duke an UII
Bdward Chere Jacobs, another vet. in ‘this. milieu.
L.A. Times Mirror (00) coed 36
Spectators: Edward Chiaro. David Harris..
.Fuchs
dominates
so
“strongly
' Macfadden CAS) .....cc00ee
8
Robert Stevenson |.

:
McCall (N.Y.).
.:..... reese 29°.
,
the development of his family.
“The Buskers,” an allegory about.
Whe:
Molloy
is
anecdoting
The it's Merged Ooeeet Gazette, McGraw-Hill (N. ¥) ceuees BTL4|
newspaper,
|
Pitt's.
only
morning:
Yorker
...
‘New
veveees
.
difficult theatre..
(OC)
98
evil,
is
and
|good
atat the heldren and about the
its started
Lsaistios
.the household,
yesterday Press.!
from |Prentice
Using
P¢ocket Books
the hackneyed
2518, 2°
(OC) ssesoeee
with symand ladenplay-withinof the. Pittsburgh
......... 4514!
-play technic
Hall (AS)
stay ted etublishing
a quite ontert aining work. But unfortu:ately he has been unable to Circulation, advertising,
j boltem, the story develops “ged
account- ‘Ran’m House (N.Y.) ....3,.. 28
resis!

performer, knows. his

Mark Saegers ences and how to please them. By
Grayson
Hall

bills

| “co

functions. ag |Scott Foresman

lecti
ections

bills are now:

b

an

(OC). seers . 2834, ponderously,

now

with

q; Time r Ine. (OC). ......... ...10131 |drama.
Though author
Jupp
is regarded
as one
>H. W.

Sams

(OC)

.......-...

Kenneth.

of.the. second.

act, he steps in front of the cuts
tain. to do a-15-minute night ¢lub-vaude
turn that has absolutely
nothing whatever.-to do with the

show itself. It’s
ber, however,

dish

and

a. wining

num-

done in: mixed

Yid-

English, that turns. out

a real crowd. pleaser.
..
{land’s promising playwrights, ‘this
|’-Some typical kidding . of pop
off-Broadway incarnation -of:“The: tunes like “Never On Sunday”

‘5314.

eing + Western Pub. (OC) .........

eka

that, in the middle
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of: Eng:

done at the Press building’ while | “6
the
Post-Gazette.
editorial
staff;
in
Sholom Secunda’ M
Buskers” has not made a convinc- ;included
OC—Over the Counter.
.
music which is of the proper. flavor
will remain in its present quarters
ing case for him. °
NY—N.Y. Stock Exchange.
the
efforts
of.-the —pit
despite.at Gazette Square until space -for |
‘In a brief first act (the play is
AS—American Stock Exchange.
a’: hook
them is made in the Press building.
really ane long act), a dishevelled, orehestra to demolish it, especially:
(Supplied by Bache & Co. )
Trot
the original premise of
through
the
horn
section.
quarreling group of. itinerant én-.
The Post-Gazette Sunday paper!
“Fisht'—ite av a tv editor with
Louis. Frelman’s ‘book. is prob-.
.Jtertainers (buskers) perform, love,.
is kaput and the Press will be the «
a tlarse family of small ones—has
facilities. - Otherwise each opera- argue and refer darkly to happen- cably’ serviceable but the jokes and
44
possiblities for a film or a tv series only sheet in the Sunday market. tion remains
independent;
Lip- ings of “10 years ago.” It. takes |some -lorale switching, tax attenOnly
editorial
personnel
who
were
}
his
Seen
recognized
by Danny
the Post-Gazette
when
it pincatt has ‘nO. financial interest in | little prescience to guess that soon ‘tion... Story coficerns Fuchs’ ro-°
eras
who has optioned Moal- with
they will re-enact the events. they. ‘mances. with two women, who furn
bought the Sun-Telegraph some.kes Dook tor his Martero Productout. later to. ‘be long lost ‘mother
A.: C. Spectorsky, who holds: alominously hark back.to.
time ago will be retained.
On the .
trans.
Les.
: show biz side, Harold V. Cohen similar title at Playboy Magazine,
In a was, it’s good they do flash- ‘and. daughter, and-‘his. break with
Jewish tradition through a fight
has
replaced
Frank
Gibney
as‘
'will remain the drama editor .and
; back, for the actors seem more:
War Dept. P. R. Reunion
with his rabbi-father. The’ bréak
will return to his desk Dec. 1 when , editorial director of sister -publi-! ‘comfortable’ playing. what they|
War Dept. publie relations peris so sharp,. in’ fact. that Fuchs.
“cation,
Show
Business
Illustrated.
. were than what. they are. Tie. tale
he returns from a long sick leave.
séems. two different ‘characters en-|
senne! from World War II are
Win Fanning, radio and. fv editor, Gibney, who had previously been :fis of lust, hate and murder. A
‘tirely,
like before and after, in
hoidins an informal Dutch Treat
with
Newsweek,
is
returning
to)
,young. man
who represents the
has heen taking care of both jobs
cucktail party Dec. 7 at the Over|devil seduces one girl. marries her that in the first act he’s: pious.‘and
during Cohen's absence, Lee Mc- New York,
seas Press Club in Manhattan. Be|
garbed
in black robes and in the’
Virgil Miers, amusements -editor‘‘sister, then seduces the mother.
Inerney
continues
as the
all‘second act he’s in continental atlieved first attempt ta muster the
‘around assistant in. the ‘départ- of the Dallas Times Herald, resign- The latter event is witnessed by,
tire.
and
displays a swaggering
hands which predate 1945.
ing ta devote full time. to’ free- ;the Jascivious grandfather, ‘who j
‘attitude. But that’s Yiddish theatre.
Committee
includes
Col.
Ed men t.
lance: Wwriting. He joined the Dallas'‘tells the husband, the latter a.
Kirby,
now
of
USO:
William
Others.
inthe cast ‘include. an.
daily in 1947 as an amusements: minister: representing. goodness. !
CHATTER
* effective
performance
‘by . Leon”
Arthur, managing
ed of Look;
Mrs.
Paul -(Birdye Pullman): ‘ columnist. Future indie efforts will.He promptly disappears, “so the Libgold as the Rabbi. an. ‘overboard
Si--sart Beach of This Week: Jack.
be devoted to tv scripting ‘and a: ‘family joins the busking frater-~
Woods of Bust Poster Ads; Don E. Sann, wife of the executive editor.
‘nity, hoping that they'll ‘find him: interpretation by Charlotte ‘Cooper
play.
‘No.
replacement
has
been
of the N.Y. Post. died in New:
Thompson of N. W. Ayer.
‘in their travels. After 10. years, las a maid, and a passable effort by
} York on Sunday $121. after being: named.
ySeymour Rexsite as what: seemed
Lewis Sowden,: assistant editor | they're where the play begins.

ill since last June.
ia. friend of. the: family. -Mirtam_
Director Amnon: Kabatchnix..
Ted Thackrey, ex-N.Y. Post ete., and drama critic of the Rand Daily|-who has felt strongly enough about:- Kressym is sporadically positive. if
“Tail, Johannesburg, currently ob-|
earnest as the‘ older love interest
p.r.:
are
spending
now
veepee
of
Exposition
Press
as
;
thorn
Books’
‘serving .the operation of the Ber-| the play to be co-producer, hasn't. land Rebecca Richman is attractheir two-week honeymoon
as 2d- pub-promo exec in connection |
be
heavy-handed
to
:gen Evening Record, Hackensack, hesitated
guests
of the
city of. Cartagena, ,‘with the Edward
Uhlan firm’s ex‘tive
and moon-eyed.as the-subplot
{N.J., as part of a group of 20 for-!!'which has surcharged rather than.
during its Independence Festival. pansion program.
the
turgid. material. !second entanglement. ‘There's also.
eign newspaper men visiting the: itempéred
‘an
-overenergetic
|‘performance |by.
Lippincott
to
distribute
the
25The bride will be on the beauty
U.S..-under State Dept. sponsor- ; Richard. Bianchi's setting of a busk- j
|Thelma Mintz as a Greenwich Vilthe Miss! year-old fine of New Directions’ |ship, is taking ‘time out to see the. ing caravanseri® is, however,
contest
jury to pick
lage,
renegade
Brooklynite
-and
"
Colombia-for-Miss-Universe. beaut.! paperbacks, because of its broader |Broadway shows. His wife, music Fsmall tour de force on the diminu- |
Busmen’s Honeymoon
Tre Andrew Ettingers ‘he’s Haw-'

critic Dora Sowden,
South Africa..

appearance -by- Rose
Greenfield
‘and- Mordecai: Yachsen.
as ‘the. impas-.
Singing is. overall :effective. and
has - emotional iwhat little dancing there is could
depth, Wallace Engelhardt is hylk:; be omitted without any’ -harm to
{ingly strong as the father, father;
the show. Although “Bei Mir™ is
surrogate, God or whatever,. while;
tat times: quite- amateurish, it man-.
12-26)
Edward
Chiaro {s capable as a.
ages to .come
across effectively
Det. (13-23).:‘young
man who. remembers
the;
and « Givertingly for its particular

remained

in, tive stage.

Grayson. Hall,
sioned
mother,

‘TonringShows
if Figures cover Nov.
Advise

and Consent-—Fisher,

Best
Man—Blackstons,
American, St: L. (20-25).
Bye Bye Birdie
(N.Y.

Chi

(13-18);

i

|

father well.

!audience. For
loaded.

Allen Joseph has detailed: and:
Co.—O’Keefe,
Hit’s
Toronto (13-25).
:querulous ‘senility as the grand-.
ands Bye Birdie @d Co.—Erlanger, Chi,
father. Lois .Markle as daughter:
Y
|
.Captains and
Kings
(tryout)—Curran,
‘| S.F. (13-18: U. of Utah,
Salt Lake City| the sleek young man from nether |.
(20-22);
Coronado,
Rockford.
Tl. “(24); |

iand sister, and Mark

them

‘with

laughs
Kali.

Saegers as! ‘Buffalo Group Imports.

- Dualler From Off-B’way

are less comfortable. . ‘The |
Wis. (26).
aeamiable
Buffalo, Nov. ‘14.
busker
who: serves
as|{:
Daughter of Sitence (tryout)—Erlanger, | narrater-commentator
For .the first time ‘in. its. 35-year:
is warmly
Philly (13-25).
played by Bruce. Kimes. Together history, the Studio’ Theatre: has im-:
Florelio—Shubert,
Boston (13-25).

Variety,

Milwaukee

First

Love

——eee

Q3'5

Bay,

Greenbay, : regions

Boston

(tryout)—Colonial,

with pert Peggy Lang. as his. busk-| ported an outside’ production, the. .

(13-25).
_ Gypsy (N.Y. Co.)—Biltmore, L.A. (13-24,

Gypsy

‘ing daughter, he provides the at- |original off-Broadway company of
Philly (13-25). ; mosphere that frames the | inner ;the: twin: bill “Krapp’s Last Tape”
Tante—Hanna, Cleve. ;
; Play.
Geor. ‘}and. “The Zoo Story.” .

(2d: Co.)—Forrest,

asa

om

)
Lena

de Ma

The. engagement, .which apened.
Show (tryout)—Shubert
(13-18); Nixon, Pitt. (20- 25).
; Nov. 7, was for eight performances,..
Man for All Seasons (tryout)—Walnut, ' Bei Mir Bist Du Sehoen
Saturday,
Jacob Jacobs presentation 0? two act, with -tivi-night matinees
Philly (13-18,. moves to N.Y.).
i
Yiddish-Americam musical: comedy with: ‘and Sunday.
Miracle Worker—Geary, S.F. (13-25).
book by Louis Freman:
music. Sholom
Music Man—wNixon, Pitt. (13- 18); Ford’s,
Secunda;
ivries,
Jacobs.
Staged
by’
Leo
|’
Balto (20-25).:
Stars.
Fuchs, . Jacobs,
Niriam ,
Music
Man
(bus-and-trueck)—RKO
Or-. Fuchs.
Kressyn, Leon Libgold. Seymor Rexsite..
pheum,
Davenport
(13-14),
Paramount,
Oct. 21, ’61. at the Anderson
‘Waterloo. (15); Jr. High School, Peoria | Opened
tos,
(16); * Coronado,
Rockford
(17);
High: | Theatre, N.Y. §
School, Appleton, Wis. (18); High School,;
Wausau, Wis. (19); Dinfeld, Duluth (21Continued from page 65
Yiddish- American Theatre is. a —
22); Auditorium, St. Paul (23-26).
diehard insfitution. On what once. ‘of “The: Blacks,” which was trans|
My Fair Lady (@d Co. —Pabst, Milwaukee (13-25).
|
was:
a
flourishing
Second
Avenue
:
lated.
by
Bernard: Frechtman, offi-_
WNaflenal
Repertory
‘Theatre
(Mary
of Jewish Broadway, there |‘cial .translator. for Genet in all.
‘Stuart-Elizabeth the Queen)—Tower, At- ‘sort
lanta (13-15); Coffe, Cherokee, Ala. (16); |now is only one operating Yiddish
media.
Horne

J} New Haven

‘Blacks’ in
|Black

The gaudy, glorious, preposterous world of
the “cathedrals of the motion pictures”’
It was o brief era, as golden ages go — but now a brilliant text and
favish illustrations bring back the fontastle splendor of the days between Prohibition and Depression when a generation found exciting
escape in the make-believe world of the mova palace.
to: Radio

City Music Holl . . . of the great theaters, with. their

rising orchestra pits, disappearing dancing girls, and the rumbling
majesty of the mighty Worlitrer .. . the impresarios, and the calebsities who glittered on the stages: Sister Aimee Semple McPherson,. Mary
Gardan, Eugene Ormandy, Mae West.

For THE BEST REMAINING
any bookseller’s.

SEATS

...

take the shortest

route fo.

$12.50 until Christmas, $15.00 thereafter

THE

BEST

REMAINING
by BEN M. HALL

SEATS

Tha Story of the Golden Age of the Movie Palace

with foreword by BOSLEY CROWTHER
Ifustrated with more than 275 photographs and drawings, 6 color plates.
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At All Booksellers

Clarkson N. Potter, Inc. {Publisher
58 East 65th Street

New York 21

anaes

Birmingham

(23
Night
Det.

It is the story of Roxy, whose career spanned the days from the nickelodeon

Temple,

ville (18); Ovens.
; oan, Roanoke .QD;

(17); Civic,

Knox- :

Charlotte (20); -AmeriPlayhouse,. Wilmington

of the. Iguana. (eryont)—Shubert,

(13-18);

Sound
| (13-25).

Blackstone,

of Music

Subways

Shubert,

Are

Philly

Sunday In New

Chi .(21-2

Qa Co. ishabect,

for

Sleeping

(13-25).
York

Chi

(tryout)—

(tryout)—National,

Theatre, the Anderson, where stalwart Jacob Jacobs is presenting

off-Broadway

“Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen.

stein’s

Jacobs.

who wrote the lyrics for the musical. is also- costarring.
That its audience is constantly
diminishing was demonstrated. at

of the tuner
attendno one
jin the house under the age of 40.
Thurber Carnival—Wilbur, Boston as.| The theatre seats 1.740. It was a
16); National, Wash. (20-251.
noisy audiénce, often busy mum- Toys in the Attic—Rivoli, Toledo (13-14):
bling amongst
itself, making. it
Hartman, Col. (15-18);
Shubert,
Cincy
(20-25).
difficult to follow the proceedWorld of Suzie Wong—Civic, New Orings.
And
there
was the unfortu!léang (12-14); Municipal, Oklahoma
City
| (16-18); Utah, Salt Lake City (21); Civic,
nate appearance between the acts
Idaho: Falls -(22); -High ‘School,
Boise.
Of
an
insistant
trio
of gentlemen
(23-24;
Jp.
High
School.
Pendleton.
: Ore. (25).
collecting for an old folks home...
But for whatever. its merits and
demerits, and there is a fair sam-:
Scheduled B’way Preems | pling of both, “Bei. Mir” appears
Wash.

(13-18); Walnut,

Philly .(20-25).

!a-recent

performance

Taste of Honey—Her Majesty’s, Mon: | at which, despite the. SRO.
| treal (13-18); Wilbur, Boston (20-25).
ance there was practically
inant
enfh Man—Royal
Alexandra, Toronto
!..

Gay Life, Shubert (11-18-61).
Man for All Seasons, ANTA, (11 22.81)
Sunday In N.Y.- Cort: (11-29-61).
‘Daughter Silence, Music Box (11-30-61)
Take Her, Biltmore (12-21-61)
Night of Iguans, Royale -(12-28-81).
Mort Sahl, Golden (1-6-62).
Family Affair, Rose (wk. 1-22-62).

‘New Faces of ‘62, Alvin (2-1-62).
No Strings, Hellinger (2-22-62), .
. Funny Thing Happened, Alvin (-3-62)

to please its audience—and

Indicative of the -rising costs of
production.

disclosure

is Bern-

that: ‘his ¢ first *

off-Broadway
production ‘during..
the 1950-51 season cost $2,000 to
produce. That. was -Paul Peters’
“Nat. Turner,” which was directed
by Gene’ Frankel, who also -staged
“The Blacks.” Bernstein. says. that.

“Turner” earned

back. its invest--

ment and was able to pay its way
for a run..of about six months..
‘Bernstein’ was also involved’ in
the off-Broadway. presentations.of
“Summer. of: the 17th. Doll,”: in.
‘partnership with © Arena. "Stage,

Washington;

“Volpone,”

ship with Frankel, and
two Horton Foote plays,
‘he was sole sponsor,
=
Bernstein says he is.

_partner-.
a bill of: of which:
—
about to

acqitire the rights to “Herr Biederthat, ‘man and the Firebugs,” by Max

after all, tells the tale. Show. Frisch,..a. Swiss ‘playwright. writing
-proves modestly. diverting. Text is. in German. He contemplates preheavily spiced with Yiddish. ‘(al- senting the play. off-Broadway later.
most completely Yiddish in the this season. The vehicle has had a
| first half and about 70% in the number of German-language prosecond). The jokes are shopworn, ductions and has also been done .
rather like old vaude bits,. and: \in .Paris..

| Wetnesdsy,
tsKeven
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Public Easy, Critics Harder Conquest
ForSoviet Prima Donna Vishnevskaya

| man, 21, singer-dancer; white man,
| 45-50,
singer-actor;. male
and
| femme singers and actors with
-{| acting ability, Negre, white and

+++
-|-Puerto Rican. Mail. photos. and
| Broadway, °‘off-Broad-| resumes c/o above address. Don't

Following are: available. parts in

way, and touring shows, as. well as ‘pallet, films, industrial and tele. Phone.
vision shows. All. information. has teen. obtained directly by. the
Happy.

ms
Reviewers”
‘R).

‘checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.).<-

- By

Pro-|.

VarreTyY Casting Department. by -telephone calls, and has. been re-| ducers, George Gersener &. Ken

Gaston in asso. with ‘Richard Roff-

charge.

This information is published without comedy: performers.

-

and

resumes:

In addition to. the available: parts lsted, the. tabulation. includes pro-|no phone calls.

c/o

—

of

a

J. LANDRY

well-trained

There was another almost aya

seprano |Patrick Tavernia

the most difficult conditions of |aera ire of i Cozen Negro heel,
any of her compatriots to appear ; ©7C trom 4 coca
ancing schoo

who had no idea what they were
sae Sol Hurok. one fae |{doing and reduced the audience
a
» } 10 semi-goodhumored
but essenae rican on ston buen ons tae |
|tially derisive laughter. Some por-.

i Me

‘address;

ductions announced for later this season, but, for whieh the manage- aisooth ‘of Heaven” MD). Pro tably different from what. she isi
ments, as: yet, aren’t holding open casting. calls. Parenthetical
designa-| ucer,
Lance
Barklie i
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, | St:, .N.¥.): Available: parts: lead ‘geeustomed to ‘hose _ She also”
(MD) Musical Drama, (R) _ Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic femme, 45, strong legit voice; lead: preter since Italian is only a the-! ,

Reading, .

after the pian of

Soviet Rosas eee eerie takiseed | Margaret Webster: namely, the apovie
ussia, undoubted
aced
|
;

- Mail photos

above

ROBERT

Galina ‘Vishnevskaya, a stylish fying lapse a, Profeswcnam

figure

The available roles: willbe repeated. weekly until filled, and. addi-| man’ -(e/o Gaston, 1514 Metro‘tions to the list will be made only shen information ts secured from politan:-Ave., Bronx 62, N. Y; TA
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads |2-5105). Parts available for male
provided by. the managements of the shows involved rather. than to and. femme experienced musical

‘tun a wild goose marathon.
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femme, 21, singer-actress; oriental |

felt real
i
ic
tioa
ofttthatthe suchaudience
felt stun
real
Shame
a cornball
should have been perpetrated in
the sight of a visiting foreign Civa.

man, 20's; femme comedy lead,|atrical memory feat with her and; ; Cultural exchange. indeed!
~1 30's, scrawny; ingenue; ‘man,
she knows no Enelish
_| The debut in the Amneris role

+=

{1y auditions’ will be held by cast- likeable villain; boy, 12, wild, pre- | ently little noEns ish and appar of Menon Duna was, on tfnewhole,
r

h

‘ cocious. All parts are Negro. Mail

| ing
agents
only..Larry Kasha, through j‘photos
director,
8.

M

BROADWAY.

eit
en
es
Omen
ines
wba
mrdinmwee
ie
Ne
hey
os.

“Crime - of Giovanni “Venturi”
(MC). Producer, Philip Rose (157

‘W.. 57th St, NvY.; CI 5-2255). Part
__ available for a. girl,. 20-25, attrac. tive, Italian-looking,' must sing

Oliver”,

resumes

c..o Glasser,

dress.
(MC). “Producer, David; above addres

k (246

W. 44th

St:

“Two By Saroyan” ‘D). “ Produc-.

Merck 024 -Parts ath St

boys,

and

7-10, must: sing,.

rf

_ Not
the Jeast
surprises,:iviews of the slinky costume she
a guess,
was oftheherdiscre
sa
pancy | wore. There
of great
There w were passages
| betwreen the genuine. ovation given |Wore,The beauty ra hee perform.

toners, Shelly & Barry Gordon (20 E..- er at the premiere performance !ance. Anselmo Colzini’s Ethiopian
~
St, N.¥.; PL 2-1360)..
Ayail- in the Metropolitan Opera House |_king was well sung but his make-

do

aoe eing and’ do 2 ockbey aceon |able parts for future possible re?and the root houeh inthe ano. uP suseested he had arrived too
Mail -photes. and. resumes c/o ,Placements: character man, :20-55; |ng Papers, Oe tha’. afternoon |ate. at his dressingroom.
Peggy “Shields, above address,
{two Puerto Rican-looking young dailies. Ther in the cer how-| Is something wrong with back|" “Place Without Twilight” 1D). {men who. play the guitar and sing; | @alties.
There is evidence, how-| stage discipline this season? The

well. Mail photos and resumes ¢/o. Producers,
-Robert _Fryer. -and| ‘two Negro young men, strong, musBarbara. Kennedy, avove address. Lawrence Carr, in association. with|¢
cular; boy, 8; male midget; three

“Happy

Happy: Happy"

ever, that she’ will be a ticket- |
‘question must arise when tenors
selling attraction. for the other| destroy all illusion ard baritones

(MC). John Herman |(234 W. 44th St. |femmes, 18-25, pretty. Mail photos | ““ida

Producers, Arthur.Cantor& Robert

N.Y; LA

4-2844).

Wiener (234 W. 44th St. N. Y.; man, 19-21,

Available parts. and- esumes ‘c/o James

Hay (East

performances

and the

‘handsome, cat. |£2d Theatre, 85 FE. 4th St.. N.Y.).

she

gives! won't take the trouble to prepare

“Butterfly” she will add. their persons and the kindergarten

As a singing actress Miss Vish-+ is raided for dance talent.

LO 3-4370). . Available parts: tnaa,. ii
“Whom. the Gods Love” (D).| e¥s kaya impressed this reviewer
as theatrically firstrate, if perhaps
30's average. male. type, must. sing height,
ike, fair;
boy,
16,.18,
intense,
medium
fait:
girl,
spiritual
qual-' Producer, D'Arcy Productions (66 more conservative in stage presand dance very well; femme;. 20's, ‘ity: natural beauty, fair; girl; 21; W. 46th St, N.Y.; JU 2-4860, Ext.
‘average’ femme type,. must sing fragile; . irl, 18, all-American type; 63): Part available for young, Latin ence than has been typical of the
(Figures denote opening dates)
‘and dance. very" well; man, ‘35-40; boy, 19, sincere. All rofes are Ne- type
femme
for
lead.
-Apply role in late years at the Met. It
Affair. Strand (9-21-61).
Madison Ave. ad exec; man, ‘fat, gro,, Mail
Amerous Prawn, Piccadilly (12-90-50,
agents only, c/o Scotti comes, of course, as something of
Mail photos.
phot and a resumes ‘0 | through
Drarey,
Beyond |Fringe, Fortune (5-10-8D.
above
‘a
“novelty”
to
have
the
Ethiopian
|
number
.
small. town exec,. must sing; man, above address.
far, 'mbwdge (9-13-60),
slave sung by a white weman
30's, evangelist, must ‘Sing; man,
ird of Time,
-“Pot I¢ In ‘Writing’ |(R). Proinstead of Leontyne Price, Gloria
5
°
ime
. acrobatic, must .. sing apd’: climb -ducer, Robert Weiner (234 W. 44th.
a
TOURING
,
Davy, et al. At least one of her
De Re MI. Pe
walls to. play * carni entértainer; St,
N. -¥.; LO -3-43701.
~Parts|
From Paris With Love”
‘R).|
own
Russian
touches,
looking
away,|
Orem
& §
femme; middle-aged, kooky .battle- available for male. and femme re-, Producer, Herb. Reg ers 'Mayfl
FE ings Ain't . Carricktn
yflower |back to audience during “ “O Patria
ep.
axe, must sing well ‘and dance;: vue | types..
Mail .

London Shows

Photos°
must sing | resumes ¢/G above ‘address.

femme, “20’ S, bosomy,
and

dance;

various

others

in-

and/Hotel,
St..& C.P.W.,
nice dramaticWhaternr
change | Heartbreak
Svity, Rect, Hise,
St Wsndham’s
5-0060)..GistAudition
Friday N.Y.;
117) CO!
for |Mia,”
from: was
US. a convention.

“Sound of Music”. {MD).. Produc- male. and femme: ‘singers and danc- | “nerves”

cluding - evangelists, : executives, ers, Richard. Rodgers &
Oscar. ers, at. Variety Arts Studio (225 W.
carni
types,
and: male ea and femme
(
ype
(488 Madison:
m
Hammerstein 2d
N.Y.).
photos.: and |Ave.,N~ Yo casting director, Eddie 46th St
Mail
characters.’

,

replacements. for. girls, :7-16, and|

‘Isle: of. Children” «D). Produ- boys, 11-14 all with trained. voices.
photos
and
cers, Lester Osterman &. Shirley | characters. Mail
;
Bernstein (1650 .“Broadway, N.Y.; resumes to above address.
‘Untitled
Drama.
Producer,
David]
.JU_6-5570). Understudy part avail‘able for a 14 year-old ‘boy, slim, Meirick .(246 W. 44th St. .N. Y.;
earnest, “sensitive, must he ‘experi- {LO - 3-7520); Part: available. for a.

ne
te
aed
we

;

“Television

ji

- "Boee’s Circus” ‘children’s show
locally on WGN TV).
Producer,

have

been

involved|

at the opening,B her stage deport-‘Ment: was consistently professional.
.

_Tesumes, through agents only, ‘¢/o.| Blum, Auditions for possible future

above address.

may

.

y, in the third act but an audi-/

ence-pleaser<all

the

| strikingly romantic
i site Jon. Vickers.

way

figure

and

a

oppo-

| ,4 tenor of enlarging status and
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“Banker's: Daughter” -(MC). Pro- |.
ducers, Claire Nichtern -& Paul

Libin 6! W. sth St, .

¥ | 43536

vailable

“Y3-AL

parts:

ey

Le

:

:

3.

.

40’s, charming. rascal; femme,. 21," Swen Continued from page 1

=

making

certain

ee
" ae

that they do not|
standards

William Hunt (c/o deJoia, 350 W. -achieved’ by AGMA for its mem‘fj 12th St, N.Y.) “Available parts: bers and thus deprive American
several “maies, white and. Negro, ‘performers of their possibility of a
20-50, all types; white girl, 13-14; livelihood.”
Negro. boy, 13; white dboy,. 9-10;
In his letter to President Ker:
*- {| one white and one. Negro ‘femme, nedy, Faine stressed that there:
“30-35; several ‘non-Equity »children. ‘was .no objection to foreign artae All must have: good Southern/ ists performing in this country.
accents. Mail photos. and resumes However, if employers are per-

CO.=

Oliver.

‘Helen Jacobson (1 W. 39th St, {longer cultural exchange or fair
NLY,: BR 9-1358).° Available parts: ]competition, but a “clear and sim-

jeading Negro man, 25., singer-| ple squeeze and a deorivation of |

actor; - Negro, 50, ’ sinser-ector; the livelihood: ressibilities
: 4 | white man, 50, ‘singer-actor;’ Negro: American ..artists.”

New (€&20-00)

One
One

Day
For

of Year,
the Pot.

One

Over

Eight.

Lane (4-30-58).

Royat

FE. (0-23-51).
@2-61.

Whitehall

Duke

Yark’s

Ross.

Haymerket

Steo

the

of Music,

Teresa

of

5-12-60).

Palace

World,

-18-6D.

Queens

Avita,

(7-20-61).

Vaudeville (10-30-61).

Whistie In Dark, Apollo (9-1
>.
Wreath Udermeo, Lyric saith (11-B-81),
Young ia Heart. Vic Fal (12-21-60).

SCHEDULED SE ENIHGS
Cupboard, Arts ¢11-15-6
Cig Set? Nellie,+Royal Ne £21-21-6D.
The Keep, Royal Court (11-22-61).
critic's Choice, Vaudeyille (12-6-6D.
CLOSED

Duck and Levers, Arts (10-18-61); closed
last

ences.

Saturday

(11)

after

26

of. the

mail

coupon for FREE
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fakes it everywhere

«+> no one knows
her beautiful jewel
tase contains the
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FACIALIFT, 149 Bast 61st Street. New York, N. Y.
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ee

perform

She Uses”

Ro —

Or

(4-5-6)

Polish State Rep, Erince’s (10-30-82).
ew:
Rehearsal, Globe
(4-5-61)
Repertory, ANletcich
A
12-15-60),
Repertory, Old Vie (9-146D.

CALL ....TEmpleton 2-8049

mitted to pay the foreign perform-|
-tl c/o above address.’
1912 advertisement
“Fly Blackbird” (MB). “Producer, ers. less than union scale, it is no
ee pintste ay

» BERMANT. &

My Fair Lady, Drury

muscle tone .. . the dead giveway is flabbiness—
‘that youth is not an accounting of years, but firm,
healthy tissue. She has banished sag, puffiness and
lines . . . would sooner port:with her new T-Bird than
her FACIALIFT.

| JUSTINE JOHNSTON

change teo.
‘considerad Mutual Funds? a

(7-2741)

She knows: that younger good fooks ore a matter of

: “Black: Monday”: (D).. Producer, |‘undersell the hard-won

‘Currently“MARS.
BS.PAROO” in
“THE MUSIC MAN”
PAPERMILL PATHOUFE :

Phoenix

peepee,
dapat
gaan

photos. and resumes c/o above ad-| form here, but at the same time
Don't phone. .

(1-260.

(411-6)

instrument.

ler, ‘comic; leading mau, handsome| the> Columbia
Artists Managebaritone, - “artistocratic; Tyrie -so- ment Ine...
prano,:
attractive, aristocratic:|. “We sincerely’ hope that the |
| femme, 50’s;: genteel; boy; . rotund, study will lead to.a solution being
naive; character’ man,: ruddy sea’ found to permit choristers from
captain. Legit ‘Voices only. Mail outside. the United States to per-

dress:

Luther,

‘Foreign Artists

attractive, willful; man, 25-35, clev- current tour under the ‘auspices of

ee
ae

Criterion

Mrs.
Puffin, Duchess (7-18-60.
Music Man, Adelphi 3-16-61).

J

man, |]———_—

verb.

she was perhaps at her best, vocal-|. saousetrap, Ambassador (11-25.59.

deserved
ovation
as
Radames,
—Philip Mayer at station (2501 W.. Vickers needs to. check his growénced: actor. ‘Call Nicholas Gray, Negro actor, 24-29, ‘who speaks flu- Bradley Pl. Chicago, LA 98-2311). ing tendency to break.into out-of. above number, ‘for. interview ap-|ént German, ‘nice. looking, maseu-. ‘Casting. director Don Sandburg. { character grins. which strongly
jline, with ‘sense of humor and in- accepting | photes
~ pointment.
and
resumes suggest Liberace at his most boy“Jennie” uD). Producet, New-; tensity.. Call. .Peggy Shields; above of all types of circus acts c/o. above ishly appealing) moments. That’s
_burge-Porter Prods. (1619 Broad-|number, for appointment.
address, Include ayailability date okay for Liberace playing the
piano in rhinestone tuxedo under
“We Take the Town” :2ID), Pro- in Chi area.
“way, N. ¥.; JU 6-4886); Available
parts:
femnie, 20... small,: lyricj ducer, the Stuart ‘Company (881|. Untitled. Syndicated Vidtape Sé- matching candelabra but. the spectator is dumbfounded
when
an
Ave., N.Y.;. CI. 7-0725). ries. - Producer, Tibor Productions
soprano; femme,.. 50° S,. strong .‘per-! ‘Seventh
sonality; male, 50-60, timid;: three Available parts: man, 32, fair en-. (200 W. 57th St., N. Y¥.;: CO 5-7451). opera singer in mid-performance
breaks
himself
up,
literally
for-men, 35-45, ‘businessmen; ‘femme, ‘thusiastic, swaggering, must sing: Parts available for femmes, 24-40,
voluptuous model; character man, and move well; femme, 25, dancer- ‘with experience as cosmetic dem- getting where he is and who he is
50-60, non-singing;. high wire .act, actress-chest singer, dark, ‘luscious, onstrators, charm schoo! tecahers, supposed to be. The Met is not
one man and one woman; several volatile; femme, 20, auburn hair, et al. Mail photos and resumes or amateur night in Saskatchewan.
‘small male and femme roles. All delicate, eager, Soprano; nan, -60, film: clips, c/o. above ‘address.
bird-like features,
softmust sing. Mail photos :and. res- litile,
_ umes,’ ‘through | agents only, above spoken, ‘non-singing, can be ‘beard
ed; man, 28, non-singing; aristoaddress. ineffectual;
'. “Little Me” (MC): Producers, Cy cratic, : weak-looking,
Feuer & Ernest Martin 1205 °W. ‘tenor, . 30-40, s
, Poetic; man, tL
46th St, N.Y.; JU 6-5555); Avail-. 38,ear eerdancers squat, _swarthy, |'
uy Kill a | Meckingbird” (D).
m
35, non-singing, tall,:
‘able parts: lead femme,” ‘Marilyn cru
reserved; boy,.ging,
10, tall,
act, ‘Producers, Alan Pakula &. Robert
"Monroe type, chest.and legit voice, “straight, -an
‘good. comedienne
.and actress; Sing . and -play bugle;. boy, 12, Mulligan, in association with An-:
femme,
60’s, Marlene. Dietrich. angelic choir voice; .femme, 14, thofiy Productions Universal: Pictype, legit voice; ‘femme, - 60's, singer; femme, 7; 1- ‘le sin“ers: an tures, 445 Park Ave. N. Y¥.; PL
Sophie Tucker type; ‘must: sing; old peasant man and an old aristo- 9-8000). Available parts: zirl, 6-3,
man, 35, ‘Rhett: Butler’ ‘type, bari- cratic.man, four young’-men, ali tomboy; boy. 6-8 and boy, 9-11.
a
ee
ret
renee
epg
ne
rns
ee
tone; ‘male. team, 50's, Weber & must. act, femire sinsers: (two ma- They must be - typically. American |
Fields type, must sing; adult. sister j ture women who. must .act,. four looking and. -should= be able ta
act, 25-35, can either sing, dance or |young .girls; Six . young
femme. speak with a Southern accent. Apspecialty,. do not actually have ‘to; dancers; amen dancers: of alli: sizes, plicants will be seen by appointbe sisters; male straight actor, 30’s, shapes: and descriptions. Mail pho- }ment only through agents, c/o
leading. man type:. Do ‘not mail ‘tos and resumes e/o ‘above address. Alice Lee Boatwright, above adphotos: and resumes or “pall. Week: dress.
:
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Let Yourself Go, PaNadium (3-19-61.
Long Sunset, Mermaid (11-77-61).
Lord Ch-mberiain. Saville &-23-6D.
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Broadway

dropped

a long Hist of ‘names of

London

those who have accepted invitations, running from Helen Hayes
to Elsa Maxwell.
Broadway Association will present its annual Gold Medal Award

Frank Milburn Jr. new press rep
for N.Y. Philharmonic.

Ulrych-Mirel looking for a. direc-{.
|.tor.to do a screen version of Fratiz
‘Kafka's “The Chateau” for her.{

(HY¥de Park 4561/2/3)
Julie Wilson opened

_

a cabaret

Old

US..- legiter,

“The

Hollys
ywood
- Vittorio’ De =A in ‘from. Rome.

Front | ‘Jaime del Valle’ ended two-year

season at the Talk of the.Town last Page,” bows: ‘at the. Reniassance pact. with Metro..
next week as “Derniere Edition.” :
Ted .Hirsch returned. from ‘two.
Monday (13).
Deval has adapted. It
Mo Rothman and Jones Rosen- Jacques
months. in. Gotham.
Le Twist”
very popular, too.
Broadway”
to Richard Rodgers.
stars
Pierre. Mondy.
The Haro!d Mirisches’ son, Rob- : Composer. will be guest of honor feld Jr./in. last week: for meetings
Rupert Goodspeed named ° ‘Mane.
Pierre Sabbagh has quit as head’
ert Alan, engaged to Wendy Jill |
jand receive the. presentation at the’) with Columbia’ execs.
-ager. of Skelton Studios...
:
Robert ‘Biock in town doing ad- of ‘the one channel nationalized
Howard of Bevilil!s; marriage in! Association's
Golden
Anniversary
vance publicity
behalf
Gerard. video news .section because op- | Paramount. purchaséd:_ outright
February.
‘luncheon at the Hute! ' Astor Dec. 6. IOestreicher
for on
“Milk
andof Honey.”
posed to changed: news methods: Jack Warner: Jr,’3 indie, “Brush:
Pat Jordan, ex-MIBS deejay, now .Brooks Atkinson will be principalj
Brigid Bazlen and Ron Randell He took a leave of absence but fire.”..
in the personal management busi- |speaker.
probably will not ‘be back -in this: .
Sherrill: Corwin. tossed - ‘exhidD
ness with disker Jimmy Jones!
Geraldine Page, producer Ted: among the first .arrivais for thef;- position.
luncheon for Sol Schw artz at HillColiseum
preem
of “King
@
under his ae4is.
‘Mann, director Jase Quintero and: ' Kings.”
Yank film director Burt Topper ‘erest;.
Bev Hills industrialist - showman j others of the original Circle-in-the-,
Shelley Berman. aceompanied by! ‘in to huddle with Leo. Lax,. (he’s } Mel. Shavelson. in from Rome
Harry B. Jameson ard wife, Deoro- ! Square -* ‘Summer and Smoke" compersonal |‘manager, Harry C. |releasing Topper's “War Hero” in. filming of “The ‘Pigeon That Took
thy. back to the Coast. this weekend | pany had a reunion Monday ca} his
Bell, came in at. the -weekend for | Europe) on a pacifistic pie he: Rome.’’

Milt Machtin, mgr ed of Argosy,
back from Paris where he reports

for “The

after a three-week 9.0. of the new

wood

en

Hedda

Holly-

“ast a week

Achievement

of

{in the Stonewall Inn, Greenwich!
wants to produce. It’s-called “The
Steve Previn| arrived” frc
from
Village. This was the after-show- ! his BBC-TV show.
Stella Stevens due in Noy. 19. Seven Faces of War” and would: Vienna ‘for. confabs . .with -Walt
time gathering place when the
| be done in seven countries...
for
next
“week's
preem
of
“Too!
Disney. |
:
Tennessee Williams play was run~

plays.

The Lotos Club hosted
Hopper yesterday Tues.)

Greatest

|‘Late

after |Ming back In 1952.

Blues,"

in which She costars.

John

Philadelphia

del Valle checked: out of

<
.
‘ Former champ Mickey Walker, 1 with Bobbv Darin.
20th-Fox publicity dept. after. fiveTop brass of the film and tv
Louella Parsons didher annual fall ;
‘now selling Old Grand-Dad bour| year hitch.
. By Jerry Gaghan
_
vermouthth t to: industries met the Duke. of Edin- |
Cinzano
and
{ben
' Morton. Haack’ ° designing cos=:
Thea Dispeker, who promoted |hotels and restaurants, -has picked|burgh at-a private dinner last week |. (319 N. 18th St., Locust 4-4848).
Gloria Davy's career, has another: : Sardi’s East as the site of his: at the. Royal College of Art.
Maria Doulis. local soprano, will tumes for three elephants in “Billy.
Negro

talent.

Louise

Parker,

a' «meet

the

Irving:

author” literati party. }

Atlen

and

Albert

R.: sing

two

preems

with

the Greek; i Rose Jumbo.”

Stanley. Warner. breaks - ground
debut. Random House has. just published. (Cubby! Broccoli planed. out last ; National Opera in Athens. ©
Nov. 20 at Judson Hall.
his memoirs, “Mickey Walker, the.,i week for N.Y. Allen goes on to the t, _Al Fisher and Lou Marks off to Dec. +1. for-its new-La Mir ada Thea. .
tre;
“to seat 1,150.
The Actors’ Fund of America is} ‘Toy Bulldog.’ and ‘His Times,” to, Cuast while Broccoli will be. Visit- |Windsor: -Ont., to follow Milton|

contraltu,

making

a

N.Y.

‘ing Jamaica to scout locations.
‘|Berle at Elmw ood Casino:
Audubon Films. acquired ' US
theatre historian Samuel | give it the full -tifle.
at a!
distribution
French °‘film, “Tr
Frank Capra. dwe in town Nov. Spit.
Stark’s prece in Variety on “What' Cable snafu omitted the Me-!r Dora Bryan a special guest
on Yourof .Grave.”.
reception for Anita }17 to plug his Christmas film. at |
‘Burial
Bs
the
Actors’
Fund’ | Guire Sisters from the stellar ros- ; Carlton. Tower
Means” for its fundraising. |
Bette Rosenthal ‘joined. Dick
|.
Miracles.”
of
“Pocketful
Fox,
the
Miss:
Channing.
Loos and
Show}| Bryan
Variety‘George
-will Carol
be ~ starring in next:
the Command
Harty
Zaratzian,
local violist, Gabbe-Seymiour .- Heller: manage‘Jack Benny,
ter atMonday
Paul Henry Lang, tongnair eritic!last
planed to. Italy to join the Quin- |ment firm as exec assistant.
of
N. Y.
Herald
Tribune,
gave
a |Burns, Sammy
Davis. Jr., ‘Maurice
'' spring's. presentation’ of “Gentle;
;
tetto Chigiano, as a replacement}
lecture on Etienne-Nicholas Mehul. Chevalier, the “Crazy Gang” et; men.Prefer. Blondes.”
Clete
Roberts. commended. by
Italian director’ Ermanno -Olmi for a musician who broke his arm.
for subscribers of Little Orehestra ,al.! which realized some $85.000. a
t
1
L.A,
City
Council
for
-his
sustained
|
last Saturday morning at Carnegie.’ peak take for the Variety Artists! won the Sutherland. Award at the 1 Variety Clubs international offi-!i tv- coverage of Bel Air fire over
The Mc-' London Film Fest for his first film, |cers. met here last weekend for: KTLA.
Jack Forrester, Paul Getty’s top} Federation of London.
aide, and a former musicomedy :Guires and their manager, Murray : “Il Paste” 1The Job). The presen-{ their annual mid-year conference. ! Hollywood
Motion ‘Picture: &
juvenile. i: from his Paris base } Kane, staved on. after their clos-j tation was. made by Arthur Wat- iThey make final plans for the 35th}
j Television Museum acquired ‘firstfor a fortnight’s business-vacation, |ing at the Talk of the Town nitery. ! kins, president of the International ' annual confab to be. held in. -Dub- '3-D ‘camera invented byl. Milton
utilizing

and_alsv

tu huddle with his Boston! ‘especially

medicos.

for

ishow.

Jack

Rosen

community

named

director

relations

of!

for Webb

Loew's

the

&! helping

hand

| Federation of Film Producers.

“command”

Théatres

is lending

to. members

| lin’ next t

of. the

Press”

was

Murray’s

stunt

“Twist

yesterday

an hour’s

Davis Wows 2,000

tafternoon);the

Acad

member

gets

Emerling.

in free.

Loew's

ad-

would learn the fundamentals.

| Acad-ites to see Columbia's “Guns

Wires sizned by Bob Hope have,
as

out

his

to certain

“personal

invitees

guest”

Of Navarone.”

to be

for

the

US.

Davis ‘kept the reniainder of hits
{Jackie O’Shea left the hostelry’s
Celtic Room. after eight years and 2.000-member audience of felons
under his spell. with his usual
is now at’ Barclay Club.
.
George Raft and Jayne Mansfield: exuberant show:
due in for world preem of “George
“Man, I don’t work this hard at

Ta

Civilian Serv-

Palm Sprin
Springs.

studio
demenstrating
the new. pub v.p., this’ week placed the
dance. He guaranteed that between ;policy into effect with an invita:
the 5-6 p.m, time limit his invitees! tion, in the form of a letter, to
gone

will receive US. -

|-Army’ s Outstanding

Jice Award for hts work in “The
| Broken Bridge.’thrush | be | Continued from page: 2 same
amen | Parade Releasing Corp. bought:
distrib rights to “And Then
that the convicts could us€ a: little There Were 3,” produced- directed
Singer
Nicheile
Nichols’ con- °
: entertainment.
, in. Italy by Alex Nicol.
valescirig. in Henrotin. Hospital afDavis lost part of his audience |.
‘ter ‘emergency appendectomy.
' Restaurateurs
“Flo
and
Sam periodically: during his perform-|
ance
when an inmate. would step |.
|Levine opened a.show room, Kit to another mike and announce that
-By A. P.. Scully
Kat Club, atop their existing Loop
one.
of
the men had a Sunday.
(Tel. FA ‘4-1828}
dinery.
House ‘keyboardess visitor in the warden’s office.
“Sherman

for the
!such prodnet is in any Loew's house

cuffo. lesson at his: Ernest

Gunsberg..

+

Knapp. He was a secrrity director ; Academy of ‘Motion. Picture Arts.
{DELaware. 7-4984)
for the Waldorf-Astoria for more; & Sciences who are in the New
Dick La ‘Palm signed
than 20 years. and famed for his: York area and haven't seen im!
Beverly
Wright.
caricatures of top personalities
portant films on initial release. If j

. Arthur

May.

Audie. Murphy

Chicago

a

Della Réese-did well at Chi Chi’s.
; Sandre Giles opened a new bank.”
|: Mervyn LeRoy adding: new pool

to his.
Danny Thomas selling his Tamar
risk place:Raft Story” (AA) on Nov. 22 at the Cocoanut Grove,”
he chuckled Don ‘Cossack Chorus pencilled in.
is flying in trom London for the
ess
CO
as he removed his coat during a for early this month, —
occasion.
Bimbo Danao topping again at United Artists Theatre.
Dick Schory’s:“Music in Motion.” tap dancé number.
Elvis Presley working: on latest
Former British comedienne Myra| New Latin Quarter.
experiments in aceoustics and fica-He told of. his Nov. 6° appearance ‘pie at Idylwild, 50 mile, in the
de Groot is be*‘nz songht for a re-}
Neil Sedaka, due for return ting music, opens a week's, run
for the second consecutive year at high hills, | came down fer some.
vue fitled “Blitz,” being readied hy | tour, opens at. Hanabasha. Nov. 22 at..Arie Crown Theatre. the Royal Command Performance
warmer ‘sun,
West
End
PrGtUesy
Lionel
Bart.
Giancarlo
Barigozzi
and. Italian |

opening tomorrow

(Thurs.)

“Bachelor

at the

Tokyo

Capitol

of his

In Para-

,

SPiecee

of8 o eabseguentie Omar. | Ensemble

dise.” Wire mentions that the star

:

( prey, Pave aI SI6L) .

American.

ried

an American

lieved

livins

in New

Ed Sullivan
prez

of

Guild,

York.

Sorpen

Producers

eochairmen

Sam

Taylor. Trio.

|weeks

of

club

of the ad- |dates.

yisory Council for the 28th annual:
Jewish

Appeal.

in -for three

and: ‘military:

circuit

oo

-

Harry Niemeyer in from Holly-

“Night of Stars” Monday +20) at{| wood to huddite
Madison Square Garden for bene-| area eps.

fit of United

Ballet.

Theatre,

in

under the Allied Artists’ banner,
opened at Copa. ic
Juliette Greco and combo eee |did ‘three’ performances at Arie
Crown
Theatre ‘last weekend
‘to arrive Nov. 25 for concerts

be- |

and George Sidney,

the

are

ana is now

Sul-| . Toho

with.

Universal

(11-12).

Blanche Thomas ‘resumes vocal
chores at. Jazz Ltd., replacing banjoist. Claney Hayes who goes on
South American ~ tour with Turk
Murphy.

-Naney

bought Rengo

Kwan. in for series. of
press. rounds; ahead
Drum
Song”
(WU),

Eiga’ Stu- rradio-ty and

livan will also cn-emcee with Mike | dios and will operate it as a. sub- - of
Wallace.
sidiary filmery.

“Flower

‘slated for Christmas

The Ramon
Reachis’ daughter,
Reni Maria, to marry George Per-|
kins Burnett
Jr. in Hollywood.

in London’s Palladium.
“After the show
there,. the.
Queen

came

backstage. I didn't

know what to say. You ‘know, [.
know Frank Sinatra. but he ain’t
no queen. Man, talk about ‘scared!"Davis took. over the’ drums ‘in
the. trio, he brought with him from
Los Angeles for a jam session with

MARRIAGES
‘Carol . March

to Joe

Vito,

Chi-

eago; Oct. 29. Both are with WBBM

|

radio’ there; ‘she’s. a vocalist, he's °
a staff musician.

|- Jan Desmond ‘to “Hans. ‘Gaverstrom. Blackpool,. Eng., “Nov.* 3.

inmates sitting in.on trumpet and. Bride-is one. of the tv Tiller Girls
alto.
Little was said to ‘the inmates
about his -business schedule. But

dancing troupe.
Mrs. Beverly ‘Baker to. Morris:
Chalfen. Nov. 3, in New
York.

week at Chi-° -Davis: was. going beyond the call of Bride is a Minneapolis

Yujiro Ishihara Leaded 13-1mem- cazo Theatre.
.
ber Nikkatsu unit to Egyptian loGeorge Jessel returns for ancations for “Duel on Nile ‘River.’"| | other midwestern:.club date and

model; he

duty when he made this perform- also hails from. Minneapolis and-is
ance. As an example, presently be- owner. of the “Holiday On Ice”
Chalfen lost. his wife and
Father, formerly o! Ramon & Rosi-}
Tokyo-based Yank singér Jack |concert: swing starting Nov. 23 in ‘sides his six-nights a week Coconut ‘shows.
ta, Ramon & Dolores and other top! Wilson will enjos. second summer |! Springfield. ILL, under the aegis Grave. show, he is. starring’ in three children two years ago in a
“Frontier
Circus” | for
Revue. midwest air tragedy that took many
-ballroom acts. has been in indus-; When he. plays return. Aussie en- of ‘Al Dvorin. ;
Studios; recording for .his new lives.: Bride. and the..late Mrs,.
trial manufacturing, in Santa Mon-| gagemenf in a few weeks.
“Dinah Shore; Tony. Bennett, Dick
hour sy ndicated ‘show, “That’s En- Chalfen were. close .friends,. both
ica, for some years since his pro—_——Shawn,° Genevieve, Stan Kenton
tertainment,
Starring
Sammy: active in. Minneapolis Variety" Club
fessional retirement.
‘and:-Ann Margaret top the 17th
Davis, Jr.”; and is finishing. a. ladies’ auxiliary charities.
Confined to her Greenwich VilAnntal Har vest ‘Moon Festival this
|
Broadw:
ay.
showtune
album.
for Relage home with a virus,: Met soSaturday at. Chicago Stadium.
By Robert -F. Hawkins
prano Leontyne Price is not only |.
Ruth Brown, Vibrations, Jimmy prise. That is in addition to doing
(Stampa Estera; Tel. 675906)*‘scenes
for
the
film.
Josing several performances locally :
Mr. and
Mrs.:: Al. Kurman,
Jones, Joe Turner, Clovers, Little
(“Girl of Golden West” and “Bute: In town: Merle Oberon, Don Anthony, Dave Ruffin and Arthur |- After “Reprieve” ‘he .goes to: daughter, Chicago, Nov. 6. Father
Elaine © Stewart. ©-and Prysock topline “Varieties of .’62," work on a starring role in “Dick is operations manager for WBBM
terfiy’)} but also cannot make her: Diamond.
;
; current r&r bash at Regal Theatre. Powell's Anthology: Theatre,” fol- Radio there.
L.A. “Aida” with San Francisco, husband Bill Carter.
Raf Vallone back fo Paris after
Opera. Elinor Ross steps into that:
‘Doug -Helgeson. late of Pabst lowed. by a tour. of night clubs in- | Mr, and Mrs.: Charles Patterson,
i dubbing Italo version .of Sidney Theatre, Milwaukee, and former cluding the Copa’in New York son, San Francisco, Oct. 29. Mother
assignment instead.
is.
Fhe ganz down at Gramercy Park;'Lumet’s “A. View From: Bridge.” manager of Palace ‘Theatre’ here, City and later to.a' starring role in
an’. ex-K.GO-TV. performer,
are gagging that The Players may! ‘Rod Taylor returned to Rome. tapped as company nranager. for “Minstrel Man,” ‘the. film story of. ‘daughter of KGO-TV. general matiJames
A.
Bland,
‘the:
Negro-Amerihare overdone the Pipe Night bit ;from south Italian Iocations for “The Egs,” legit- tryout skedded.
‘ager Divid M. Sacks.
on Sunday ‘12 when Brooks Atkin-| “King of Seven Seas”-(Adelphia for Nov. ‘27 opening at Civic Thea-. .can folk. music composer. :
. Mr. and Mrs. Brian. ‘Tesler, son,
“Reprieve,” which started Davis |‘London, -Nov.- 1. Father is ABC-TV.
tre.
son was Pipemaster and Hal “Mark |for Metro:.

Rome.
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Twain":

Holbrook
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featured.|

— Laszlo.

Benedek’

back

a duct.

Yank thesp in fea.

-

Actors Repertory Theatre Work- | “Pigeon That Took Romie” {Par)
shop Productions Inc., an off-{ unit feted windup of its Rome loBroadway

Third

pruject

Ave.

partnered
Charles

located

N LY... filed

proceeding»
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party

hosted

113). Co- | son ai nearby

in the operation

Archer,

on: - cation stint with an “Easter. Din-

bankruptcy

last "Monday

Joseph’
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Lewis-

‘Ottavio

:Soon tu set.up

Clark, Henry Gold. Murray Greene,: 2

Yank
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Mel. Shavel-

Grottaferrata.'

Pogsi
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heads
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~

for U‘S.

pic and.seek

just

wound

Benjamin Inastrr and Robert Van |“Gardon the Black Pirate,” with

Voorhees.

Who's

: Ricardo

who of show business in! Price.

the area will he represented at the!

premiere

tonight

-Wed.

of

Rome

Hal: season

Montalban

and ‘Vincent

Theatre. ..Club

will

‘feature

on his latest: campaign, is the first.

from:

Acrid smoke chased some notables | Sardinia’ where he. selected” locaout on the. street until firemen | tions | for his’ upcoming “Fra Diadoused a small elecrtical fire inj Yolo” Pic’ rolls in March, with.

“whiter

shows - by

Wallis-Paramonrt’s ‘Summer and: Roland Petit, .Vittoria Gassmann,
Smoke"
at New
York's DeMille: Jack Gelbert, Oska. Theatre. ‘Pup-

~ Paris -

-]| Ronald Lubin and- writer-director
‘By Gene: Moskowitz.
| Millard Kaufman. Lubin formerly'|
(66 Ave: -Breteuil; SUF. 5920)
was a veepee.of MCA and just ¢oMoulin Rouge nitery. closing Produced “Billy Budd’ in Europe
until: April as its cancati show goes’ with Peter Ustinov. Script is the

vaude and radio comedian.
:
Mr.
and- Mrs. Jac
Holzman, :
daughter, . New -York, Nov. 10.
Father is president of. Elektra Rec-‘Ords.”
true .story. of. John Resko who
on .tour.
‘Mr, and. Mrs. Robert -AL GoldNow Raoul Levy announces ‘that. killed a storekeeper in a holdup in | ston, son, New. York,- Nov... 33..
his) “Marco. Polo”
begins. next New. York during the: depression. ‘Father is .v.p.. of business ‘affairs
‘He narrowly. escaped death in Sing and. secretary -for: National TeleJanuary.
‘Ray. Charles drew 34,000 people Sing via a-reprieve from Gov.. film Associates. /
and a $62,000 -gtoss. at his’ six F. D.. Roosevelt. Transferred to|:. Mr...and Mrs.” Rik Nervik,. son,:..
Dannemora; the “Siberia” of pris= Hollywood, Nov. 7. Father's: an atconcerts here..
-Recent | ‘transportation and. elee- ons, he turned to: ‘painting. His tor.
tricity ‘strikes only ‘cut legit and ‘work now hangs in a. number of “Mr. and. Mrs. ‘Marty Wilde, son,.
.|famous galleries, ‘including the London, Nov. 6.: Father’ ds the pop
film attendance slightly.Gian Carlo, Menotti’s new opera, . NY. Museum of Modern Art. The singer. and actor. now. in “Bye Bye:
“The Superman” due for world script of the pic was gleaned from Birdie.” .preem at Nationa) Opera here. in his ‘autobiography. It stars Ben
‘Dr. ‘and Mrs. James: : Pessin, :

Theatre, t+. 1, 4 benefit for the; pets : National
Greek . Theatre,
Ameri 1 T' + tre
Wing.
Helen| Israel Ballet and “African Voodoo |March. .
Menken,

pessidsnt

of the

Wing,

Troupe.

| production. of a new independent lat eee q Mees
_ Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie: Beattie,
| company* formed
-by producer son, Glasgow, Oct. 30. Sather isa

Femme:

film.

producer

Gazzara,
Stuart Whitman,
Rod| son, Oct. 10, London, England.
Litey. Steiger and Broderick: Crawford. Mother: ig ‘actress. Renee Haffner
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“Cimarron: ™ “Bill of Divorcement”
and

several musical

films.-

1 His. wife and four sisters survive.

Geraldine Page ‘Accepted’

a&

BURR Ww HYLAND
Continued from page 2 |
;Burr Whyland; 62, Chicago. radio died -Nov.. 5 in that city began shooting, they decided she first step down a primrose path.
of 15 with: a medicine’ show, doing pioneer,
_* BIJOU FERNANDEZ |:
after. being in a coma for almost -didn’t photograph very well. As Alma might even marry the guy
‘Bijou Fernandez, 84, Texit ac a juggling and paper-tearing ‘aet. a month. He was hospitalized. Oct.. a result, there was that famous and spur him to becoming prestess, : -whose ‘career spanned more |His oldest brother, John, persuaded 7 after ‘Suffering a coronary.
| added scene in whica the actress, ident of his company.
than. 70 years, died Nov. 7. in New. alt the Sun boys to form.a wagor.engineer
for: as a frontier widow, was called
Get Accent Right
|show. In 1893, Pete ought out his: “A. broadcasting.
, York, after.-a: ‘brief illness.
‘upon to acknowledge
to -costar
‘WLS
.since
the
radio.
station’s
inMiss Page, in passing, aiso0 dis“She. began- cher. career. as a. child: 1 brothers, the late. Gus, George and ‘ception. in 1924, he’ was credited Wayne “‘\and the moviegoing pub|John) later expanding the ‘nusiness
‘agreed
with
the way Blanche sas
lic of the world) that she knew
actress, _ appearing , with
James
-into a one-ring circus. that trav eled: ‘with. ‘building many .of the early she was not beautiful.
usually been played, certainly in
mex Neill in “Fhe Two°™ ‘Orphans, ” in
receiving sets used there when Chi
over
the
country:.
its most successful versions en
‘Augustin -Daly’s company of AL
Ironically, Miss Page says with
When ‘he-disposed of his. circus commercial radio. wes. just. begin- }Stage and screen. Blanche, she says, .
WLS candor, “In that one scene, I really
Midsummer ‘Night's Dream.” - She in 1918 he refused to sell the name ning. ‘During: his 37. years at
is a lady trying, unsuccessfuliy. to
later appeared in “The Girl I-Left “Sun.” He returned to. Toledo and he: ran: the: station's ‘techiniéal - op- was.”
act like a whore. Usually it’s becn
erations.
—
Behind: Me,” “May Blossom,” “The became one of the owners of the
4-Year Hiatus
played just the other way around.
-Climbers,” “Arms and the “Man” Rivoli Theatre, but sold his inter-|: His wife, ‘son and daughter surThe picture was a hig boxoffice The actress’ success in playing the
|
vive.
oa
:
and “Man and “Superman.”me
‘| hit and her Aeademy Award nomi‘! ests in. 1922 and retired.
larger-than-life film star of “Sweet
After the deaths of her mother
{nation as best supporting actress _Bird,” which confounded the crit-Su rviving. are his -wife, theee. ;
H ARRIET BOSSE
‘and husband, she joined. Samuel sons and. a daughter.
resulted. Nevertheless, there was ics more used to her “little” interHarriet Bosse. 83, retired actress total apathy on the’ part of the ; pretations,
oldwyn. in Hollywood as a talent|
was aiso particularly
‘}and ex-w ife of Swedish playwright | producers. “Most people go out: i satisfying, though she thinks one
‘scout. and later. worked in. similar.
"
FRANK READY
August Strindberg. died.- recently !'.to Hollywood. with a seven-year \
capacities - for Metro and Warner
of the reasons Elia Kazan cast her
Krank: Ready, 77, veepee of the
She
was
the
third
wife}
Bros: Her last legit performance Ffotel
{eontract to work.” she suggests. “It in the role was his desire to show
- Waldorf-Astoria.
- Corp. jin Oslo:.
writer who died :; looks like I had a seven-year con- lthe world he could do the old
before retiring five years ago was whieh runs the Waldorf-Astoria 1 |of the famed
nm1912. In.the early 1900s she was', tract to stay away.”
sow's-ear-to-silk-purse bit.
in: the “Prescott Proposals” with Hotel, N.¥., asa subsidiary of -the in
rone of Sweden’ s foremost actresses.
Katheriine ‘Cornell.
The intervening years, of course,
Hitton.. Hotels Corp., died Nov. 64
After a number of Hollyweod‘s
{in- 1916 she was. awarded the Lit-|
i haven't been exactly idle. She has. ireallife fading stars were men«
yin: his sleep, apparently of ‘a ‘heart:
‘iteris.” et Artibus decoration: by
OLIV E OLIV ER:
' starred. on Broadway in such shows; tioned for the “Svueet Bird” roie,
' attack,” in’ his New York. ‘apart‘(King Gustav V of Sweden for. her |
{as “Sweet Bird.” “The Rainmaker” -it went to her, she thinks, because
oY
Olive: ‘Oliver; 90. .who -retired ment.
He began his: hotel career in} artistic achievements. ©
{ ‘also on tour and in London: and' being younger than the part and
‘from: the “stage after: appearing §
Aside’ from. | her marriage ~ to ‘done innumerable tv shows, some :imot a movie stur, she eculd tear
with --Ethel . Barrymore in “The, 1903 and joined the: Waldorf: in
(William
Faulkner's. “Old: into it with more pzssion and hon.Kingdem of God,” “died in her’ 1931 as. resident: ‘manater.-of its Strindberg. she also. wed iwo actors, ‘good
She | Man") and some dreadful t*People ::esty than a reallite star would have
“present Park Ave. site: Tn 1945 he Iboth’ ‘of‘whom she. divorced.
home in San Francisco: -Nov: 7.
Ki
People Sometimes,” a highdared. She stil] cherishes an en-She. played’ leading roles with; was elected prexy of theBoomer- fis survived: -by- a.daughter.
' falutin’ but thinly veiled rework- {counter she had with one such
” Richard Mansfield in his: ‘entire duPont Properties, which operated|:
WILEIAM J. HERMAN
ing of the Woodward murder case). star while on the coast. The star
repertory. Other appearances in-: the hotel, and ater, hecame pres-:
' William J.“Herman: 37, associate}. To a reporter who first inter-: dispensed with the formalities

|editor of the “United

States Steel’ viewed her more.than 11 years ago, | immediately

Marie Saxon

hissed

at

'

her:
me!’

as

a

iIrvine’ School “of Drama. Before ;anybody in New. York had ever |youngster, she found it no more
joining.the Guild in 1954, Herman ;heard of her:, the actress has not}than right that during her Coast
Was a Tegit-tv actor. He was named |‘only become

‘head of the play research depart-. selfassured,

cluded the role. of ‘Madge Larrabee
4n “Sherlock Holmes” with William
Gillette; with Julia -Marlowe ‘in
“Queen Fiametta” and “The Cayalier”; with: William. H. Crane in
“The Head: ‘of the Family’; with
James: K. Hackett in “John Glay de’s

and

Hour,” tv production of the Théaa- in connection with her summer]
‘20Uu’ve got my part. That's
“tre. ‘Guild, died Nov. 7 in New Y:. -k. ° stock performance: as Sadie Thomp- ; and then turned her back.
‘|He studied acting at the. Theodore son in “Rain” ‘several years before
- Having been a film fan

movie star-slim, and! stay, she was tended to by a promie

but

also

extremely |nent hair “stylist” whose name has

*ment of the’ Theatre Guild in 1956. ‘artieulate: She still doesn’t know ; been
ident and chief exec director. The |- - His sister. “survives.
where the Stork Club is exactly |days

‘Waldorf became part of the Hilton}

-. | (she impressed critic Ward

on film tit'es since the early
of Norma Shearer. “Ife’s a

More-! snob, but he was

sweet to me.”

hILL- DUANE
chain in 1949 and Ready had been
house no end when, as he was
Towards the end of the Interv.p. of the ‘Waldorf-Astoria Corp.. 78 tI} Duane, 48,. director of news’ lining her up for her first inter-| view on West 46th, actress noticed
| ope ‘ations. at WLS. Chicago, died view after her off-Broadway tri-! that high on the otherwise barren
since: then.
He was. also. known as a. ‘toast-.!‘in (Evariston, -IlL, ‘Nov... 9 after :2 umph in “Summer and Smoke,” |Walls there were hanging a series
‘master: and was to have presented + coronary. |He had been a WLS she asked where the Billingsley' of faded,
bigger than life-size,
Honor”; with: William “Faver sham the Waldorf ‘Cup. at. the National newsman. for 12 years. ‘working bistro was). She likes Sardi’s be-! photo portraits ef old Metro-GoldfA “LL etty” and: “The World and his : Horse ~ ‘Show -at Madison Squaré [ners previous. years with WBBM, ‘cause they are so nice about cash-| wyn-Mayer
stars—among
others,
Wife”; with John. Drew in..“His' Garden iast night | iTues.). He is. : Chi, and WJLS in Beckley: W. Va.; ; ing checks. When the Algonquin | Clark Gable, Lana Turner and
was. Duane. A..- interview eventually moved over | Ava Gardner, the latter having
‘House in. Order";
w.t® Robert :survived by. his widow, two sons ;: His real name
Edeson in. “Call of the North”: : as; and eight ‘grandchildren.
‘Nelson.
—*
j to a cavernous West 46th street! been one of the -people most often
- Wife arid two. daughters survive. saloon, pulsating with a rock 'n’| rumored for her ovn “Sweet Bird”
“Calypso” ‘iir Stephen” Phillips’
“Ulysses” with “Tyrone Power.
{roll tune from a loudly offkey juke |role.. Like the barroom itself ‘a
MARCEL: VERTES:
-, f
‘father of the late-cinema star. “~
| box and vaguely seented with the ! former speakeasy:, the phota-pore
.
GRACE. L “GENTINE
Marcel. Vertes, 66, painter, died
She also appeared in the New’ Oct. 31 in’ Paris. He won twe
Grace I. Gentine,
67, former aroma of stale beer. it. was appar- ;traits represented another era.
Theatre Company’ at: the Century , Hollywood’ Oscars for his costumes radio entertainer, died Nov. 5 in ‘ent that she hadn't yet gone either | Quite seriously she cauticned:
Theatre, N.Y.,. in “Strife” and ‘The -and,-set designs for John :Huston’s Libertyville, I She founded and ‘Broadway or Hollywood.
j “Don't make fun of them.”
Piper,” and. opposite Fritz. Leiber’ film, “Moulin. Rouge.” ‘He also de-: played a leading role in “Aunt:
_ Grateful to Wallis
ne
in Shakespearean repertory. There: signed costumes’ and sets for’ such |“Grace and Uncle Jimmy,” a Chi
_. She’s more than a little grateful
°
are; ‘no. surv ivors.
;
- productions as the musical, “Sev- \ children’s. show: during ‘the 1930s, |:to
producer

Hal Wallis for allowHuston’s ‘Freud?
and
“enth Heaven’; ‘the opera “Ia Belle. and along with her late husband, ing her to do “Summer
. MICHIO TTO
Howard, played the WLS National
Helene”
.and
the
ballets
“Helen
of
:
Smoke,”
but
it’s gratitude unmixed!
Michio. Ito. 67. dancer and dance.
Barn -Dance for many years.
with sloppy sentimentality. Hav- i== Contaued from page 2 amd
“Troy” and “Bluebeard. mo
director.. died) Mondav.
‘6:
in.
Her ‘two daughters. survive.
{a8 pstablished gt talent a the |home’ bases in frent of the Huston
“Tokyo: He spent, ‘around: 30 Years| In 1956, he designed ‘800 cireus. '
Irecle in
Square production;
lof
“S&S.” shee had
always wante djicameras. For fear of infractions
-of his career in-the U.S.. which ‘costumes. for Ringling. Bros. -and: oe
IVAN SPEAR
he" had ° visited on several oeea- {Barnum & Bailey. “Vertes launched
“Ivan Spear, 67, West Coast. ede *to do the ‘film version and she : of ethies of the profession, the
sions with his dance productions.. his career under .the. -sponsorship itor‘ of Boxoffice,. died Nov: 6
it: knew she would, even while every }{ whole procedure was handied with
. ‘He was especially known in New. of author Ferene: Molnar,, with. a!‘Hollywood. He began: his journal. m

‘other actress in Hollywood
was., documentary-type clinical approach.
istie career with the Milwaukee :
listed. for it. “Alma is MY | Substantial parts are expected to
! Sentinel. in 1919. He was also with -béing
role, and that's all there is to it.”: be ineerporatea into feature. Idea
the Detroit Times until: going. to”
iShe’s also extremely pleased with :is to leave no heok for the Ameri“the Hollywood office of Boxoffice |

Jack Harrison

‘the. way the film, directed by Peter .can Medical Assn to hanga protest
jin 1935._
} Glenville, has turned out.
1 on.
a; His wife’ and two daughters: sur+ [ With something of the same j Montgomery
Clift
is playing

November 19, 1960

: vive.

.
| kind ‘of purposefulness that exists || Freud, Eric Fortman is Meynert,
; ‘in Alma at the end of “S&S.” Miss: Larry Parks is Dr. Breuer and
“ALBERT “CARSELLO |
Page Knows what she can do and! ; Fernand Ledoux is Dr. Charcot.
Albert” ‘ Carsetlo,
38," “former ‘where she's going. It’s not true, ;
aly
so.
|ghowing‘of his. paintings inPafis
York: during the 1920s as. an asso| Vande- accordionist, died Nov. 1 she states flatly, that her Alma is:,reported
Others
added
to the Perschy,
Alvesady
cast:
Maria
;
ciate of John. Murray: Anderson in in 1920.
in: Chieago.
A veteran of four
Simply.
the
beginning
of
Blanche!
Stefan
Schnabel.
Count
Ledebur
“the productions. of the ' ‘Greenwich;
deeades in the cafe-vaude circuit,
; Village | Follies.”
EMIL GERSTENBEEGER-© the. toured with many hands, in- Dubois of another Tennessee Wil-jeta perennial mascot in Huston‘s
_ He first came to. the U.S dur- |. Emil. -Gerstenberger, . 79, “com: cluding the Glenn Miller. Band of Hams play, “Streetcar Named De-: filmsi, Karl Schell. brother of ,
sire.”
Alma has a hard core, she }| Maria’s
and
Maximilian’s
and°
ng -World: War‘. I when Fiorenz | poser and. orchestrator, died Nov.1 ‘the 1920s.
others Israeli-born moppet Yarom
‘Ziegfeld brought him here for the : in Los Angeles. He began. his ea-t His wife. and -brother, :Anthony, says, and when she picks up {ne |
travelting
salesman
for
one
night!
Mataton
plays
Freud
af
the
age
“Ziegfeld Follies.” He did not join reer on Broadway as~an. associate also an accordionist, Survive.
| of love, it's not necessarily the |of five, with no particular meaning
the company, however, and w orked:‘of Sigmund Romberg, «doing -erattached
to
this
substitution
of
a
independently -as” a-.dancer: for chestrations. He later worked with
‘girl tor a boy.
IRWIN. Ss. GIELGUD
‘many years. He was a member‘of .the Shubert Theatre. Corp.
Irwin.’ S. . Gielgud, 43. élna-tv- (Md.) Naval Hospital after a lengthy
He
Charles
Kaufmar
collaborated
an early Theatre Guild company: wrote the music for the Broadway |
séripter, died of a heart , attack: iliness. In. recent years he con- with Huston on the final shooting
in “Bushido,” a Japanese play...
ducted a Washington magic shop.
musical; “Kiss, Kiss; .Kiss”: and Nov. 10°in Holtywood..
seript. How much of the orig:zal
.In 1930. he was-managing °direc-. also was ‘associated " with © -Florenz.
Survived
by
a
brother.
Survivors ineluded his wife, Gwen,
Jean-Paul
Sartre
1.000-pages job
tor, adaptor and general manager Ziegfeld, 1920-29.
with whom
he. ‘¢ollaborated on! oo
will be seen on the screen is a
of his “Players
From. Japan,”
sons, two
He later went to Holly wood un- many.. ‘Seripts: ‘three
Mrs.
Mary
Corbett
Burns,
52.)
matter
of
conjecture
with credit
which’ played -'the-‘Booth ‘Theatre, *:;
“der. contract ‘to Warner Bros. He brethers, a. sister and his parents. ballet teacher and former dancer. re be finally determined by the
N.Y.,-in a. repertoire : ‘of popular.
{died Oct. 28.in Cambridge, Mass., Screen Writers’ Guild.
; Was ‘associated with. Al Jolson and
plays. In 1948, he staged the first;
after a brief illness. She and her
‘Lew Silvers.in the film production {
LOUIS. Py CASHMAN SR.
-post-World.: ‘War-II- Tokyo produc-:
eee
eee
ovis P. ‘Cashman Sr., $74, editor. two sisters appeared in stock mu- j
.tion of “The Mikado: His career” ‘of “The. Jazz Singer”. and “The
|
Singing:
Fool.”.
He
also
did
musi-.
and . publisher: of the’ Vicksburg sieals during the.1920s. Her huscovered. a.variety of other projects.
| band, - son. daughter, two _ sisters ;
‘and two years ago he -was in Las ‘cal arrangements for Eddie’ Cantor ‘Evening Post and president of the and a. brother survive.
{
~
| Delta Broadeasting Co. “WQBS),. .
—
Continued trom page 2 a—umm
Vegas’ iwith: ‘ao Jegit. _produetion. On. radio..
.
His
:son
and
daughter
surv
ive.
-{@ied@
Nev.
5
in
Vicksburg,.
Miss.,
there..
:
come counterbalance of victory for
Mether,
78:
of
Mareus
Cohn,
D.
c!
!
after a long iiness.He is surv iyea ‘by‘seven: brothers,
His son and daughter ‘survive. : | attorney curréntly representing ex- four “liberal” candidates for comFREDERICK A. ‘FLECK
one the actor-producer Sonda Tto,
hibitors fighting the Hartford pay ;missioners of Newport in that
Frederick. A: Fleck, .71, unit. proand two American- born. sons, both
television authorization. died Nov. icity. according to William Watson,
@uction
manager.
for:
Desilu
-Pro-7
‘of whom are in the. ‘theatre.
-ROLLO. TIMPONI |
4
in Washington.
assistant
Kentucky
attorney
eEn‘.ductions -and. former-“assistant” te |. Rolle Timponi, 76.. onetime maneral.
‘Howard
Hughes
in‘
the
production
ager
of
the
Erlanger
Theatre
‘in
* PETE SUN
Father, 76. of bandleader Russ
Beverly Hills has cropped tleore
‘Pete.Sun, 89... showman. ‘féimer: ‘of “Hell's Angels,” died. Noy. 9, in! Chicago, died Oct. 31.in Sherman
He was a re- | Oaks, ‘Cal. He had also managed } Carlyle and singe: Louise Carvle, ishows and closed its Ftil-seat tnea‘circus owner ‘and former manager {North Hollywood.
but ix continwag
of the Rivoli Theatre, Toledo, O.. ‘porter for the’ Telegram and the: ‘the old Colonial and Illinois. Thea- ;‘@icd Nov. 1 while visiting Miss! tre-restavrant
+Carlyle at her home
in New, curtailed cperation in the 120--cat
-died’ Nov. 7 in that citv. At one: ‘World in N. Y. after graduation;;tres in Chi.
j Jersey.
[cocktail lounge sith dining scrsice
Brother and sister survive.
time. he’ performed in. circuses and, from Fordham University.
‘dand entertainment by *he Garener
“In. vaudeville: Born Pete Klotz, he:| -Fleck began his. film career in
the “ocation
Mother of Heniv Hank? Schumer (Benedict trio. from
HARRY BAKER
-. took: the name of Sun when he be-: ‘1923 -as assistant producer for Parband. and Liury Vincent, came dy
Thestriual
Tronsfer)
i
sSchumcr
Harry
Raker,
60.
longtime:
magiamount Pictures in N. Y. As assistcame. a circus performer.
pianist.
He: began: his carcer at. the age- ‘ant. to Hughes, he worked on. cian, died, Oct. 13h. in Bethesda, died in New York Nov. 4, 1961,
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"Amusements: 18th US.Industry MOSES LEADING {SeeParamount, MICA. as Pix Pards
.

With TV Coin From Par’s Library

EM TO$2GATE

Amusement stocks on the New. York Stock Exchange had a market value of $1,840,351,664 as of the end of October, according to:
the big board's ‘news. bureau. Average per-share price was $41.01
‘Amusements. ranked 18th of all industries, were ahead of foodscomniodities, leather, Teal: _ estate, rubber . and —Ship, building &

By GENE

By ABEL GREEN

operating.

Getting a world’s

Yank Duo ProtestsAirForceBanOn
Their Act, ‘John&JackieatHome...

Loaded Deejays

fair on. the

Pittsburgh, Nov. 21.

ARNEEL

Musie Corp. of America, obliged
to divest itself of either the agency
business or production, will drop

KQV, Pittsburgh (ABC 0&0)
the percentery operation and enrecently featured a lineup of
gage fullscale in theatrical producthe highest-paid deejays in
tion in partnership with Paramount
history (or at least since payPictures.
That the two corporae ola’s heyday.
tions might get together has been
_ Titled “Million Dollar Monrumored for some time; an au[World’s Fair 1964-65:::spelled out ' day,” the station pitched the
thoritative sourca
now -savgs it’s
| the project’s sims in the form
cause of the United Fund with
By HAROLD MYERS
vitrtually accomplished facts
of: a progress report. .and good- |: the
following
platter
proLondon, Nov. 21.
MCA,
it’s
said,
will
take over
humoredly' accepted some
mild
Those DPL Pests
grams: “The Joe Barr Show,”
‘Norman . Sturgis
and
Laura
most of Par’s post-1948 library of
criticism vis-a-vis his’ pet philos“The Del Sprockett Show;’
‘Thursday*night (16),- amidst
James have protested to. President
‘theatrical
productions.
There
are
ophy that “‘this fair will: be. the
“The
Mark
Cresap
Show;”
a heavy downpour, and with.
about. 200 of them.
These will be
Kennedy. ‘that they have. -been]. a dressed-up audience piling.
‘Olympics..for
global
industry”
“The Frank Armour Shovw;’’
banned from performing their act,
‘{released
to
television,
similarly
as
Charles Poletti |. “The Stan Purnell: Show.”
in for Sophie Tucker's open- {when .Governor
a few years ago when MCA peddled
which they call. “John and Jackie
and Judge Samuel! I. Rosenman, of
ing, the taxicab feed line in
The talent roster: Joseph M.
Par's
pre-1948’s
to
video.
at Home
or How White: Is My
his executive staff, put the accent.
‘Barr, mayor
of Pittsburgh;
front. of .the Waldorf-Astoria,
House” at® “American -Air. Force
* The money accruing: to MCA
on entertainment. .
New . York. was: blocked ‘by
E. D. Sprockett, prexy, Gulf
bases in’ Britain.and have asked|. -three.
from the new tv enterprise will be
parked,. . chaufferless
Oil; Mark Gresap, prexy WestMaking reference to the VARIETY
him to intervene on their behalf.
used
by the organization for the
DPL cars. “Around the corner,
showmanship, |
inghouse;
Frank
Armour,.
|. urging .of' more
- As of now there has been no re-}
making of new theatricals, with
in front of the Waldorf Towers
prexy, H. J. Heinz; J. Stanley
even though “midway” seems to}
‘ply toa letter sent. to the White
Par,
according
to usually rellabie
on 50th ‘St.,. which is a bus’ {bea dirty word to the president
Purnell, administrative assistFrouse at the beginning. of the | street (and with fhe street . of the Fair Corp., the overall dininformation given VARIETY at press
ant to Richard K, Mellon.
_ however,
‘month. |
Previously,
time
yesterday
(Tues.).
torn up, just: to complicate
ner meeting” made ‘clear that a
Sturgis. put in’.a: collect ‘call from
matters)
another
DPL
auto
counteroffensive by New “York's;
While the partnership operation
. London to the ‘White House \askwas double-parked.
civic leaders. might be broadly.
was: emphasized as involving pre-ing for the President. and ‘subseThe cops can't. do. a thing-labeled “Operation Wearing Bob
duction, for now, there were also
quently. a secretary returned the|- about it and what the’ VIP.
Moses Down.”
hints that an MCA-Par merger of
‘call.
audience
had fo say-: about
As Moses stressed to VARIETY
some kind might well be in the
An ironic twist ds that both. of
moving the UN out. of -N.Y.
offing.
last summer,: he has no objection
them .worked for Kenneédy’s elec-|.. wasn't conducive to internato as many amusement
componThere’s no specific asking price
tion in America.and overseas. That
ents as.possible but he does no f
., tional _goodw ill.|
but it’s conceivable that Par will
experience helped | them: in- writing !
; want any repriseof the 1939 Fair's.
Dine having eves for revenue in the
the
script,
since
they-. became
‘| garishness. However noble the mis‘neighborhood
of $50,000.000
or
familiar with his salient -characSion, it is no secret.that the in| more for the warehouse-full
of
teristics and-his politics...”
| dustrialists, ‘nationally and. inter‘features reportedly going to MCA.
‘Pathe-America
is
awaiting
word
In :a° statement to VARIETY; ?
| nationally, when Moses is -accent| There's to bé no outright sale.
Bturgis declared that he and Miss
‘ling --his ‘pitch : for “an Qlympics momentarily re its appeal of a/'° : instead, the film corporation
is
James performed their act at the
of - global industry,” are realists. Hollywood Production Code nix on
(Continued on page 30}
“USAF
base
at’ Sculthorpe on.
| They know that: the traffic will “Victim,” the British film with an:
explicit
homosexual
theme.|
Sept: 9 and“he considered the recome if there’s good popular entersponse to: their performance’ was |
Whether the appeal vindicates it is .
‘tainment.
excellent. He bases that assumpMoses. recognizes this also and, ‘all pretty academic, though, since;
the distrib is putting the film into
tion on the reaction from the audi(Continued
“ontinued on
on page 1 16)
release next February, Code seal
(Continued on page 62)
Hollywood, Nov. Qt:
| or no, and via the arties which are |
Famous
Artists. prexy. .. Martin
| relatively indifferent to watchdog
(Mon.) became |
Jurow - yesterday
: judgments.
| the first of a Jong line of witnesses
Minneapolis, Nov. 21.
More arresting, in any case. is
of
a
highschool
-|-who ‘have. been subpoenaed to apthe. question raised for: the trade| Suspension
.teacher
in
a nearby Minnesota
pear before a special Federal grand|:
| by ‘the Shurlock office turndown.:
jsmalltown for making George Orjury ‘inquiring into possible viola-|
Just what constitutes “care, dis- .Well’s book, “1984.” required readtions of antitrust laws by talent | cretion and restraint,” per the re-'
;
ing for his pupils has been a break
London, Nov. ail, | agencies,
“Shot.in the Dark,” in Tapid-fire cent Code liberalization that now for Columbia Pictures and a numwhe decision of the: British’ film
Probe, which may.take as long as} recovery of its $75,000 capitaliza-|allows the subject to be tackled at :_ ber of exhibitors hereabouts.
censor to. pass “The Connection”. four months, is expected to-climax| tion, was in the black at the end of all, Budd Rogers, P-A prexy, sug- :
The teacher's suspension and the
without ‘a single cut, and not’ even three year scrutiny of pix talent] jact week, its fourth on Broadway.
(Continued on page 62)
|fuss kicked up over it, not only in
‘attempting. to smother the sound-. reps by the Dept. of Justice:Backers of the sellout Leland. Haythe fown where they occurred but
track when a certain four-letter|. -An- estimated 150. witnesses, in!ward presentation of the Harry
also
elsewhere
throughout
the
word is repeated in the dialog, ‘has. cluding Cary Grant, Danny Kaye, |Kurnitz
adaptation
of Marcel
_|state, resulted in heaps of front
-hurt a number of leading UK in- CBS veepee Guy -Della Chioppa, Achard’s “L'Idiote,” are being repage newspaper publicity for the
porters in the pocket.
Frank Cooper and William Shiffrin paid 50° of their. investment this |.
“1984” book. especially in the Twin
When the Shirley Clarke film of |
week..
: ‘(Continued on. page 50)
' Cities.
Jack .Gelber’s play was: first ‘ex‘Income from the pre-production
Gypsy Rose Lee is going into! In the. small town, incignation
posed at Cannes, it was offered to
‘|sale of the film rights: to the the groove, She’s been tagged by” and other meetings were held as a
‘some prominent British distribuMirisch Co. represent a little more the StereOddities label to etch a .result of the developmer:t.
The
tors for a nominal guarantee in the }.
than 61% of thé recovered: coin. fictionalized. version of her career. teacher finally agreed that “1984°
region of $14,000. It was ‘underHowever, Hayward also credits the ranging from ourlesque to Broad-: :would be only optional, instead of
stood, however, that in the event
acceptance of royalty Teductions- way. The pafkage will be called:
(Continued on page 62:
of ‘the’ picture being rejected by
the authors.. star’ Julie -Harris “Gypsy |Rose!Lee Remembers Bur- :
Ho llywood, Nov. 21. “-by
.
the censor, the distributor would
Richard’ M. Nixon declared him- ‘and director Harold. Clurman as lesque.”
i
*be left with expenses. in’ ‘the region self in favor of continued ‘cultural eontributing - substantially: to .the |. Eli Basse has written the patter Charles Voso, V.P. of Sports Network
‘of $3,000.
-exchange
between
the. United. Show" s rapid. recovery of its invest- and the special lyrics to musical
Incorporated says: . . . “the success
Almost without : exception . they ‘States and Russia in an off the|m
of ovr
sports
operation
has
been
arrangements
by Bobby Kroll.
took the view that it would be cuff exchange with. reporters last |- Under the film deal, the Broad-. Miss. Lee has been doing a similar| greatly enhanced by the use of
UNIVERSAL ZOOMAR LENS. $3,000. down. the. drain. and, though night (Mon.). in the lobby. of :the{ way production got 34% of a $135,- recount of her show biz career} SUPER
Our director’s first question upon ar-_
realizing the potentialities of the Bevhilton Hotel. As he arrived. to”. 000 down
rival at a ball parkata “Hew
many
payment, -Fepresentin
for the. stage with a piece called
SUPER
UNIVERSAL
LENSES
do {
film,. they decided to pass the op- attend the American-Israel. cultural ‘revenue of $45,900. The presenta- “A Curtous Evening With Gypsy
fi Rave today?”
(Continued on page 62)
(Continued -on Page 63)
(Continued on page 62)
Rose Lee.”
road was detailed to an assemblage.
of ‘press and. broadcasters at a pri-yate dinner recently at New York's
|.
9 | Metropolitan Club, ealled by Time_| Life’s’ Roy
E:; Larsen. Robert
Moses,
president. of the
N.Y.

‘Homo’ Theme Of
British Film Less
Okay Than Yank?;

Fed Grand jay
Probing Talent

Agencies Power|

Teacher in Jam On ‘1984’

Book; Resuitant Press

Brings Film’s Reissue

‘Shot Inthe Dark’
Recoupsin4Wks.

‘Connection Passed By

British Censor Without.

Cuts; Given ‘X’Rating;

Gypsy Baring It All
In Disking of Career.

Nixon: forExchange’: |
Murrow’s ‘Tune Change’

2.
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MISCELLANY

“Do Something Bout It!

Rabbi's Own Media 10Commandments;|
‘No Gods Except Readers & Viewers |

So N. ¥. Police Commissioner: Michael Murphy agrees with
the Rt. Rev. Joseph A. McCaffrey, pastor. of tbe Holy Cross

Church

12 Angry Men for Real

time struggle to get its point of

view

before

against

the

American

the rival school

resuecting

Berger

Zionism.

considered

the

cigaret smoke.
.
Prisoner
Jesus

newspa>|

pers and their syndicate news ser-!
vices the best balanced of themedia, also praising Time. Life, !

Leok

and

Christian

he was sarcastic
casters, singling
mitting pressure

sulted

Century.

one

Msgr. McCaffrey, intimately. attuned: to the’ environment, has
been militant in the past, as now, on the occasion of ‘a dinner
of the West Side Assn. of Commerce, in. fingerpointing that “the (42d) street (that) is constantly crawling with the worst

segment of New York life.” (FRis quote by Deputy Police Commissioner

Sanchez

But:

settings
g

and

¢

Vice-President

aAzer,, RCA
I says:

:
costuming.

&

and

Vietor

General

Record

i “WELCOME
TO
PAUL,
ovR]
»>NEW ANKA
MAN,
AH our teums
‘all over the world, are happv to be {-

of.

the Council's view being presented ,
in 10 years.

Berger

~

went

further

here

Seattle than he has ever gone
, attacking the alleged blackout
Washington, Nov. 21, .
the non-Zionist Jewish segment in
* America. He named the Atlantic | LeRoy Collins, National Assn.
* ef Broadcasters prez, took sharp

DeSapio& Other
Bob Hope: Jokes
At Capitol Preem/

exception to a statement by the!
Wall Street Journal president ob-

Marilyn's Last For:
20th Rolls Ja.5

2

and “seamy clientele,”-—but. it's still the same old buck-passing.

Man-

Diviision,

NAB Prez to Wall St.
working
with
PAUL
ANKA
an
artist who is beloved everywhere.
i We are proud of this new associaJournal:
‘We're
All
In
in
in
The Same Freedom Bed’ !
of

instance

Walter Arm).

’ ; . Everbody-—ineluding Vanrery_knows and. has written about
it in beld language, spotlighting. the sex deviates; juvenile de-.
‘ linquents, prostitution, ' raucous record shops, garish literature”

GEORGE R. MAREK

Garcia did the translation of
1
into
* Spanish
«ith
vrisoners handling
direction,

about the broad-—
out CBS. Unre-,
on that web :1e-

in exactly

This is an old chorus; The words areas familiar as “Margie.”

impressive: realism into jury
room set in vielent, passionate
‘debate, with a ‘background of

people

of opinion

on W. 42d St. in deploring “the steady deterioration”

of 42d St., from Broadway to 8th “Ave., calling it “the greatest
retail market for pornographic. literature in America” and
blaming the “lethargy, indifference ‘and apathy of many businessmen and residents.”

Seattle, Nov. 21. ry
Appearing here vesterday «Mon.)
Petore tie seciologist dept. at the
Linversity of Washington, Rabbi!
Mexico City, Nov. 14.
Elmer Berger of New York City:|
Twelve inmates of Lecumsounded an érresting question —
berri Penitentiary
‘otherwise
zre the news media of the U.S. ex- | known as The
Black Palace
cluding unpapular views and preto the cons), play roles of.
tecting a whole herd of sacred
jurors in a prison drama club
cows? He cited his own organizaadaptation of “12 Angry Men.”
tion, the American Couneil of Ju-.
At rehearsals,. prisoners playdaism. as having conducted a long-! ing the
parts of jurors. put

Mayor Wagner is trying to do’ something with. the. femme
cops to apprehend mashers and rapists.
As ‘the saying goes,
“Don't just stand there—do ‘soniething!”

Of course the issue is net to be snap-~judged: Civil liberties,
though used as a shield on occasion, are still not to be abused
- by the police or reformers. The sat plight of 42d Strret, once.a
prime lane for topflight legits, and notably the Ziegfeld banner,

hints greedy landlords and other commercial beneficiaries. Fris
condition did not: just spring up of itself. The underworld of |
mixed-up characters.(not criminals in the ordinary sense) eon-.

|

gregate where they find tolerance.
Nor

can it be. supposed, that “dispersing”. the: undesirables

Serving that freedom of the press
cures them. That is an illusion of the “respectable.” The main
an't. be stretched to radio and |
case for “dispersing” is net that the -oddlots. won’t cluster some-"
televi
ision.
where else but rather that it is the job of police. enforcement.
‘Collins called such logic “pre‘Bob Hore took note of a chang- ‘to keep birds of evil from over-flocking. They have been too

Hollywood. Nov.

:

bold after dark in this area (and up 8th Avenue) for some ‘years.:

ing New York during his visit last

posterous.”

‘“There’ve been so many
‘Bernard Kilgore, head ‘of ‘the week.
There - are: facts here which ‘have not been probed. "Phe surfinancial daily, ‘had said, “If we. ehanges that coming down to the
theatre tonight I learned that Carface hehavior is bad enough but. the underlying commercial
try to argue that freedom of the.‘men De Sapio was my. cabdriver,”
Tealities need exposure. Only"the authorities can do that.
,
press can somehow exist in a he said. Quip about the defrocked
medjum licensed by the govern- Democratic leader was one of many
In 1962.
ment, we have no argument against .‘which the comedian tossed at the .
Film will be Marilyn Monroe's
' Capitol Theatre audience Thurs-.
Jast under old pact with studio. a licensed press.”
‘day night (16) as he made a late- |
a. role in Columbia's. “InReplied Collins: “Alt communi-. night appearance on stage in conGeorge Cukor, now directing “The
terns.” Has. also- worked jn..
Chapman Report’ at Warner Bros. cations media in this. country are junction
with . the
opening of.
night clubs.
for preducer Richard - Zanuck. is in the same bed so far as freedom *“ “Bachelor in Paradise,” his. newest
’ Dad's the Justice of the u S.
expected to wind Burbank assign- of expression is concerned .. °. ‘ starrer for Metro.
;
Supreme Court.
ment Dee. 18.
Broadcasters not only have ‘the | This was. traditional Hope mak‘The research -facilities of ‘the
Second Brown production will be right, but’ they are exercising it,’-ing with the cracks about current
‘Lwilmer Opthalmclogical 'Institute
“Battie of Leyte Gulf," to roll in iner easingly responsible .ways ‘events,
The
customers
were
Nick
Schenck
Chief
Heir:
of
the Johns Hopkins University,
sunietime next April.
every day.”
‘|Strictly pro-Hope partisan.
Hope
monologed
that “Brent-|
Baltimore, have. been enlarged. by.

Frodueer David Brown has teen
given sreen light by 20th-Fox production head Peter G. Levathes to
start “Something's Got To Give”
Jan 5. first pie to roll at the studio

.

Father WellKnown lJ. C.SteinGrant
|For Eye Research

wood

Louella Parsons Bequest: a. $1,000,000 research. building’ be-.

is so exclusive that the fire-

‘Continued on page 50).

|cause of the.leadership of Research

$50 Weekly to Kinfolk to Prevent Blindness Inc., headed

Hershfield’s Ist Disk

Gift Subscription
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PAROLE
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21.

Stripper Candy Barr, whe will
complete her second year at Hunts-

;

49 St. James’s street"Piccadilly, HYde: Park 4561-2-3 .

| ville Prison Dec. 4; may be eligible

cases

officer

INDICATE IF GIFT CARD DESHED [| |f

A.

C.. Turner

revealed

in

q

Austin. She was sentenced for ille- |
gal possession of marijuana.
Miss Barr said on the day she

SUBSCRIPTION Annual, $15; Forelgm 816; Stacie. Copies, 38. Cente
- ABEL GREEN, Raitor

Volume’ 224.
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| | started her 15-year term that she

A

is through being a stripper.
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Chatter _

bought

various

and

European

imported

cifies,

.

eeoeeeeasnoend¢

oneaeeeae

frem

.

will divide.

‘hex time between here and Rome,
. Open, house: and, parties is the
‘theme in this household and Miss

.........

8

a
63

3

. _ Record, Reviews| Mieneeaes“2
‘

- 24

BY Fun. Reviews.rere g 1
halal belo ar

DAILY WaktaTy:

RY Roger: $ now enjoys the title, “Fhe.
“hostess with the mostést,”

e

International sece eecrteare
_ Legitimate eave eereccenteons
Literati-

Accord-

{I\inz to Jesse Levy, her business
Miss Rogers

Obituaries

|

Film Reviews ......,00+.
Bl late Will ‘Rogers, hag taken a long
‘House Reviews ........'..
B| lease om a luxury apartment here, |} Inside Pictures
all furnishings and fittings have
Inside Radio. TY.
#@| been

ve

poe Club Reviews” wee +52...

Casting News ...........

Mary Rogers’ Hospitality
Tangier, Nov. 21.
Mary Regers, daughter of the

| manager,

154 West 46th Street

by Jules C. Stein, ‘Chairman of the

ollywo
v.
board. of MCA... The. organization,
Schenck, - whose|founded last year by Stein, who-

FOUNDED. 1998 By SIME SILVERMAN) Published -Weekty. by “VARIETY,. IKE.
d Silverman, Prestdent
154 West 46th St.,Ser York 36, N.on
_ JUdson. 22708.

}R| for patole in March, state parole

FROM

M.

He'll ap-;

:pear Nov. 29 for four days. It’s his
‘first concert in two years but ap/peared Down Under three years.
The: Stadium seats between
i ago.
150,000 and 60.000 and is almost
sold out. Date is under auspices. of
promoter Lee Gordon.
Sinatra leaves Friday. (24) for:
-fAussie.

Enclosed find check or m.o.

three years. .....cc00

Joseph

Raconteur-columnist-toastmaster
: ‘ Harry Hershfield is making his first fortune with his brother, Nicolas |‘started his career as an: opthalmol=
+ recording, an album for Roulette. /M. Schenck, was reputed ta be in | ogist, has also’ contributed to res
It’s titled “Stories I Have Told; excess of $70,000,000 in 1925, left search programs at several unijthe Presidents
of the United an estate valued at $3.456,000,:ac- versities; was also instrumental in
18: States.” -The septugenarian “Vir. cording to his: will: filed for: pro- getting the first Federal: appropriMonica. Superior ation. specifically for eve research;
-New York” has been on intimate bate in Santa
i terms with the past five presidents: Court. A hearing. on the petition. ‘and has been responsible in focus
for
probate
of
will
will be held sing the medical profession’s need.
#\and a frequent White House visitor|
:
jwhere he regaled the Chief Exec; Nov. 24. Showman died Oct. 22. for competent eye researchers..
The major accomplishment: of ©
In
a
23page
‘will
dated
Jan.. 22,
1utives with his treasury of wit and ;
the group, however. was its role in.
bequeathed the income Se
; humor. These are being recorded;! 1960, he.
' from bulk of the estate to his ‘helping Johns Hopkins: attain its.
#, in what may be & continuing series. |
| brother,. Nicholas M., whom he|new research’ facility: Originally,.appointed with Greg Bautzer, at-|the university asked the Stein
Sinatra’s 90% Deal
‘torney, as coexecutors and co-|group for $4, 000.000. Since: the
Frank ‘Sinatra has. signed for an: trustees. Assets, according to will, |RPB felt’ it’ was. in no ‘position to:
lappearance at the Stadium, Syd(Continued on page 21)
(Continued on page 58)
yney, Australia, in. an unprecedent1E ‘ed deal which calls for the singer

for $........Send Variety for

ONE YOAF.. eee

Hellywood, Nov: 21;

Q@ublished in Rellywaot by Baily. vartety: Ee:B)
.
. a5 @ Yoar.: #0 Foreign. -
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Wednesday, November 22,

ANAK 4[French Author’s New York Prowl For
KATErT
_ Small Time Hoodlum Materials

Scenes FromPastActionFeatures
_

+

Houston, Nov. 21,

““Movieland Golf”

a Disneylarid

‘By VINCENT CANBY

Best Metro Fiscal
Reportin Years!
‘Metro this” week came’ up with.
the. best ‘financial ‘statement the
company has had in 15:years. Pres-.
ddent. Joseph R. Vogel disclosed
net income of. $12.676,516, or $5.02

per common share,

year

for the fiscal

ended. Aug.. 31, 1961. This is

more

not - interested. ‘in making
hate’ picture.”

a

StoryBoardBut
- Photos, NotPen,
ads Musical

$9,594, 908,
;

or - $3.83. per

of

the

U.S... -Collector

of

Customs in N.Y. she had: been:
‘shown a. couple of feature films |.
which are trying to gain entry into |the U.S. .About. one, a Swedish
item which she declined to name, |

she said:. ‘Nothing, nothing in this.
| wide wide. world could be-as filthy.”

{In comparison, she said, another
pic’ she had seen, about lesbians

than a 30°?'-increasé over |.

.1960's.
“ share.

| that in the course of a visit to the:

‘| office

|

For the last several weeks, 2
sharp-eyed, wiry little Frenchman
has been
skulking
around
the

| What Now, Steve Reeves?

“Kings? ‘And Jews
type golf course, is being con- With Joseph E. Levine forRep. Kathryn E. Granahan. (D.
London, ‘Nov. .21.
-gtructed in. Spring Branch. The}..
| Pa.),; chairman of the Hause Postal.
Your acre. project, which will have]
saking the spear-and-sandal
- After expressing the hope
Operations. subcommittee, who. has
54 holes, with each one designed|
epics, query arises what hap“that “King of Kings” would be
been’ threatening to tura her at. after: the set of a famous. film, is
the. flop of flops,’ the Daily. Extention to “the insidious effects of | pens to Mae West's whilom,
being built ‘by. the Post Oak Drive-.
press sent. feature writer John .| foreign film imports ‘on impression | Steve: Reeves, on whose servIn Theatre in front of the ozoner.|
ices Levine had an_ option,
On of its most elaborate holes
Cruesemann
interview. -- able American minds,” breezed in
reportedly casual.
will be a 2,000 square foot replica | “King’s” eclbtwriter, Philip, Land out of ‘New York last week
Answer, probably, is a shrug.
‘with.
hardly
more
than‘a.
passing
|.
of the Alamo: and its. fortifications. |
Other holes will include replicas of | -Yordan. Yordan was described. | -glancé at the film “problem.”. Mrs. |. Italo beefcake cinema continues
fairly
upbeat,
and
Granahan,
and
threé
subcommittee
‘as a writer. of. the. “most mathe bridge from. the “The Bridge
Reeves hasn’t been solely deon the. River Kwai” and a hill patligned film’ of the. decade,” ~ members, pulled out Sunday (19)
pendent
on
Levine
for
his
rise
|
morning’
after
a
fast
three-day
|
Hote after the one in “Pork Chop
though it.:was admitted he res
.
i 1.7" .
therein. Seems there would
survey of the N.Y. scene, climaxed.
mained. unperturbed. and “had ‘|-by a hearing Saturday (18)
be more of a problem. beatThe course is expected to be |
ing-out the Muscle Beach comJamaica: (Queens) devoted almost
not ©even ‘read the. reviews.
‘open next spring.
-exclusively.to
the
use
of
the
mails
petition that stampeded to
' In the -coirse. of a column
Rome when Reeves hit.
for the distribution
of. obscene
‘interview, Yordan is quoted as- | literature and other printed maIt has been said that Reeves
saying: “People come to the - }-terial. .got up to $100,000 per film.
film. expecting to wall out.”
‘The hearing. Saturday, however,
dtd have its; pertinent moments,
hating the Jews. Well, they
as: when. Mrs. Granahan reported.
have been: disappointed, I am

streets of Manhattan, Brooklyn and

adjacent
areas
researching
the
town's lowlife and lack of respectability. It isn’t out of simple perversity,
however.
Auguste
Le
| Breton, author of ‘“Rififi Chez Des
Hommes,” “Razzia,”’ and nine other

French novels ‘seven of which have
been made into films!, is just getting the background for another
book, “Rififi in New York,” which
quite likely will be made into a
picture.
Although he has a formidable
reputation as the writer of fastselling books in France and or the
continent,

Quick Scenes,
Cuts to Startle
‘YK
h

e

;

Le

Breton

hasn't

yet

been published in the States. How
did anybody miss making at least
a pocketbook tieup on “Rififi’ or
“Razzia”? Le Breton just shruzs.
Those are problems for his pubjlishers in Paris and their U.S.
agents to work out, though he exe
pects the upcoming
New
York-

based

work to be published

here.

Because his milieu is, that of the
smalltime, petty criminal, Le Bre-

3 ton hasn't concerned himself with

|
‘
Point Blank

Hollywood, Nov. 21.

digging into the grander aspects of
New York’s syndicate world. His
story, he says, will be that of a

| Secondrate hood

who

tries to go-

“Point Blank, , first of two-. | against the mob, and presumably
¢“Women
kissing and fondling
each other’) was almost tame. But feature deal with an option for a}! 8¢ts squashed.
Total income climhed to $140,Pro-!|
Though his favorite American
for ‘films like this, “you hardly third for Stanley Kramer
639;527, from last year's $130,444,- |need a censor board”” because they ductions, will. comprise quick cuts |films are westerns, Le Breton does
“607. “Major portion of the. new |.
are obviously obscene, she. thought.
and
cinematic
transitions,
the.!.make sure he sees a fare share of
year’s. gross, in the .amount of.
By KAY CAMPBELL.
overall style to be entirely new, our crime pix, suggesting that U.S.’
' _. Laws Now Adequate
$105,985.767,
.came .from
film
‘Morton Da Costa’s: bang-beat, bell- | a ‘And. that, perhaps,
was the }4 fusion of stage technique and censorship is a lot less strict on
rentals, © foreign: theatre: ‘receipts
ringin’,
big
haul
film.
production,
highiv
intricate
cinematic
art. |this sort of film than in France. As
theme
of:
the
hearing.
Of
greatest
‘and other film revenue.”
Inventories as of the end of the: :‘“The Music Man,” crossed the fin-’ concern to’ the seven witnesses who according to director Hubert Corn-| an example, he says that in no
field.
French film could you ever show a
ish.
line.
three
weeks
in
advance
of.
testified
-was_
not
outright
pornggnew year. totalled $85,504,042, -up.Shortest
scene
will
be
one policeman accepting a bribe, or
.. from $58,300,231 the year previous.. | schedule thanks-primarly to inno- raphy, but. material which -is in
vations.
in.
‘technique.
Contrasts
the
“grey
area,”
somewhere
beyond
|
‘second,
longest
“Tic,
Tac,
Toe,
|
acting in concert with the under‘Balance - sheet ‘shows $41,489,076.
with fact that ‘musicals are in- the. boundaries . of good .taste but 15 minutes. “Actual graphic sym- | world in any fashion, although this
-tied up. in completed and unrestill
this
side
of
what
the
Supreme
‘clined
to
lag
and
only
rarely
are
bols
will
clearly
obtain
whenever
.
has been permitted in U.S. pix (by
leased Productions as of. last Aug.”
$1. .This is: double the amount: of. brought. in well under the budget.. Court has defined .as obscéne.. we 89 out or into a seene.’” he.‘the Production Code).
Three:
of.
the.
‘witnesses—U.S.
DisThe
greatest
time-saver;
accord1960.
said. “It
is not for the mechanics {| We says that his autobiography,
‘Total current assets: ‘were listed ing -to Da Costa,’ was. the story ‘trict. Attorney Joseph. E. -Hoey,. but rather visual art and I am; «Les Haut Murs” (High Walls?,Thad
at $132,161.593. against ‘total cur: | board made’ up ‘of ‘stills shot sate Queens District Attorney Frank: supplying the graphic contribu-| attracted the attention of several
_ | & fast -camera. during: rehea als. O'Connor and Postal Inspector J. tion.”
rent liabilities of. $41,218,239...”
;
directors but was never made be‘|“It’s. when you get into. actual .'pro- -E. Hessert—-seemed to agree that | Engaged for photographin
Television Income
g the|
(Continued on page 18)
Net: income from television, de- duction that costs run wp,’. he present legislation. is adequate to $1,000, 000 Pic is Ernest Heller. He
rived chiefly from ‘sale. of feature noted, “and by means of ‘4 photo- handle hardcore pornography. if ‘lensed
the
laws
are
carefully
enforced.
films, amounted ‘for: the year end- praphic file of the motions of every
e
“Rebel: Without A Cause,” “Miling Aug. 31 ta $9,743,000,.or about: player we knew exactly how. to.pro- Each of thesé “professionals” was dred Pierce’ among others.
35° of the company's’ ‘overall net, ceed when the cameras were roll-. at pains-‘to point out the word
Having
written
the
script
from
before. taxes, .of -$27,222,000. Take: ‘Ing. The customary story board {s. “obscene” was subject to extremely:
Robert Lindner’s novel “50 Minute
from M-G tv operations: has, shown ; made-with ‘sketches, which are slow ‘specific legal definition.
a steady climb upwards. with, the: ‘to.make and not as accurate ‘as a [ Three other witnesses—all reps Hour,” Cornfield contends “I think;
1960 net at $8,759: 000. and the 1959: camera. AS we ‘progressed, we'd: of the “Citizen for Decent Litera- patrons. will be startled by the.
‘net at $8;051,000. cross off a‘still and know we had | ture”—were not so careful. A high- picture because of the fast transipoint:of this particular ‘testimony tional scenes.”
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
‘During. the past. year.. M-G ‘began everything.”’ With
the
one
exception,
all
David E. Rose is projecting four
Da Costa used the “iris” shot in “was that of a physictan, Dr.“ Wil_(Continued on page 18)
- | his-:-first film,- “Auntie Mame,” liain ‘Riley, prexy of the N-Y.C. scenes will: be short, have a be- feature films to be made next year
which served: as a stage: curtain, ‘Citizens for Decent Literature, who: ginning, middle. and end, writer- in England, he disclosed prior to
leaving- the face of the principal: stated flatly that there was a cause- director stated. “I want the eye his return to London.
between of the spectator glued on the
‘spotlighted as other lights fade, and-effect retationship
Initialer {s expected to be “Il
blacking out surroundings. “I’ve pornography and crime. (This has. screen. It’s expensive shooting with Duce,” by Christopher Hibbert,
‘been
repeatedly
denied
over
the relatively: short amounts of film, which Little Brown will publish
‘gone a couple of steps further in
‘Music Man,’”. he ‘said, “and have years.) After calling for. a strong mostly five second cuts. The cam_ Los Angéles, Nov: 21..
after the first of the year, and
“(Continued on page 16)
-Fred Stein, head: of Fred. Stein! found new. uses: for this type of}
second, “The Mating Call,” for
(Continued on page 18)
Enterprises and Statewide Theatre fade-out which adds to the drama- |...
which he’s trying to line up Mauric feeling of the sequence and{.
. Circuit, has .acquired Sam Deckice Chevalier and Charles Boyer.
er's stock and. interests held. -by’ provides a’ smooth, fast approach
Oscar Brodney currently is scripting latter, which may get a title
Sam Decker in 21 of the 29 thea- -to the next scene.”
~
:
switch.
“Knowing the show so well made
tres in. the combined operation. <. :
Pair of comedies also are on
Deal-gives. Stein and -his. family’ it ‘much easier. to: organize. se- |
Rose’
slate,
“Our
Bandit,” for
complete. control. of the largest quences,” he added. “And on stage | ¥
which he’s seeking ‘Peter Sellers,
‘Indie circuit. in Southern Califor-. T direct pictorially, which was help- |.
‘if available, and “Live a Little,”
San Francisco, Nov. an
nia, operating: in Los. Angeles, San ful: in-making the transition. But |
‘These are the winners ‘at the fifth annual San Francisco Film Fes- presently owned by Edward Small.
‘in films. you have an obligation to
Bernadino and San: Diego -areas.
_ Previous to coming to California, ‘open: it. up—-with added sets, ex- | tlval as bestowed .by the: following jury: Josef von. Sternberg ard Deal has already been worked out
Stein was booker. and~ buyer for. tras, and production numbers. On) Arthur L. Mayer, U.S.; John. Halas, Britain; Tapan Sinha, India; Kira with Small, according to Rose. for
him to acquire property if he can
Jay
National Theatres. when it. had its, Stage, for example, the ‘library. was: Paramanova, Russia: —
doe
s
Here, . we.
; cast with the right people.
“headquarters 1in New “York.”
; -{done™ on .ane_ level.
; ts
Beat. ‘Picture: “Animas Trujano” (Mexico).

Four in England

On D.E. Rose Slate

FRED STEINFAMILY. |
"BUYS OUT: DECKER

3Prizes atSan Francisco Festival

~ BK:VARIETY Correspondent

| worked ‘on. ‘two levels which’ af- . “Best Director: Grigori Tchukhray, for Russian “The Clear Sky.” (same
, (Continued on page 18).
director won.same award here last season for “Ballad of a Soldier”).
Best Actor: Manos Katrakis. in “Antigone” (Greece).
Best Actress: Hideko Takamine in “Happiness of Us Alone” (Japan).
*
aan, ‘Supporting Player: Eduoardo De Filippo in “Ghosts in Rome”

||RACKMIL,‘ABOAF N
1 stirs” a reminiscence of a “house des
EUROPEAN SWING}
|
fective in| his native Lincoln
Col. Barney Oldfield

aly

Best ‘Documentary Feature: John Hubley’s “Of Stars and Men” (U:S.)..
Best Photography: Gabriel Figuerora, “Animas Trujano” (Mexico).
* Best Screenplay: For “Ghosts in Rome” (Italy: the five screen1|.R. Rackmil and-veep-foreign gen- eredited ‘writers, to wit, Antonio Pietrangeli, Ennio Flajano Serg‘o
eral manager America Aboaf take. ‘Amidel;: Ettore. Scola; ‘Ruggero Maccari..
off for Europe after Thanksgiving.
Awards were made at a gala ball attended -by about 800 persons in
| to: begin. their annual series. of the Garden: Court of the Sheraton-Palace Hotel following final night's
t &o%
Tf sales: conferences. to inaugurate ‘ picture..
‘T] Overseas ‘plans ‘for the upcoming} . Winners in the short subjects category, which qualitatively was sev“Golden: Anniversary ‘celebration.
1 ‘aiother- Feature In the upcoming
eral:cuts above the features, were:
‘Animated: “Ersatz,” Yugoslavia;
Key U. reps.in Europe will gath! 56th Anniversary Number. er.at three meetings. The first will |” Creative-Experimental: “The House.’ Netherlands;
te
be
be:
in
.
Paris
‘Saturday.
(25),
-Documentary:
“Music-Makers,” ‘Poland;
‘ of
followed: ° ‘by similar “meets -in
Fiction: “The Witch,” Russia.
Frankfurt: Nov..28 and Rome Nov.|. ““A second place in- the “documentary shorts” category went to the
VARIETY
30.. Also present at. the. sessions ‘U.S.-madé “Sunday” and: two special awards were made, one to Britain's’
Pius other. statistical and data-filled
will be assistant foreign. mafiager. “Let My People Go" for “a humanitarian document” and the other
"t
charts and articles. © ~* | Ben’ M, Cohn, who is. currently in: ‘to Raoul Tack for. his astonishing camera work on Belgium's “Kitsiumbanyi”
Europe.

( Neb.) Ina bright piece titled |

| ‘Back Street? Remake |

Universal |Pictures ‘prexy ‘Milton.

|;

Frank Scully
(Yelept Sir Francis)

recalls that distinguished Columbia
Univ. groups who contributed
so much to Show Biz and

publishing

in

Birds Of A Feather
x

*«

another interesting Feature
in the upcoming

36th

Anniversary
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Plus other statistical and data-filled
charts and articles.
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| Beverly Hills. | Jems of “quickie” or second-featury
a + productions where ‘cheap foreign
The labor and Washington drive| crews and extras keep. a.“B” pio
to. investigate “runaway producture inside a tightened budget. 14

+

By ROBERT

‘Showman-Turned-Padse|

thentic creative formof Americana.

J. LANDRY

Sol Hurak said he personally

Another
chance
to air their
views on the state of the performjng arts in America was” provided

could

book

House for

the

Met

| Rev. Malcohn’ Boyd

Opera.

six months

a year

tion” is based on a false premise..
‘leave
More important American motion.

when an Education subcommittee
of the House of ‘Represenatives.
came to Manhattan’ for three days
from those “testifying” on the quesa
(Nov. 15-17) under the chairmantion of the American failure to
ship
of New
Jersey
Democrat
‘help the arts. Leopold Stokowski
Frank Thompson
Jr. flanked
by
cnother Editorial Feature .
‘pointed to the Soviet Union's realRep. Charles S. Joelson 'D-N.J.) -istie appreciation of what subsidln the upcoming
and Rep Robert N. Giaimo
'‘D.ized dance companies do. for its
Conn.:. Later hesrings will be con: overseas image. He alluded to the
56th
Anniversary
Number
ducted in San Francisco and Wash“boom in records, juke boxes and
ington.
‘so on and regretted that more supThe “interest” of President John ‘port could not he funnelled to
F. Kennedy in the arts was record- . grand opera whose performances in
ed at the opening via a letter from America .are notoriously under-reSecretary of Labor Arthur Goid- ‘hearsed. ‘Baritone Geéorgs London lS
"Plus other stotistical and deta-filled
x
,
_—
t
berg. who is currently the man de- 4
charts and articles.
ciding the new pay scale for the |orthe we* dorise are ee
DE
the
Metropolitan 4,
Musicians
at
od:
when
the
Federal
Arts.
Pro-:
peri
Opera.
gram was in force. ‘This was.one of |:
One proposal sure to stir the :the first of the Rooseveit babies to;I

hackles of contemporaries

ought to be taxed to pay fer oppor-; mains the economics.

Helen

th Too-American

low

But. with’ a major production,
I speak from long experience as- overseas.
filming will not show ‘ap

a director intimately involved in
production pjans as well . ‘as final
boxoffice success.
Today's world audience, both

; -preciable

savings—often. the con
Lessor costs for foreign

‘trary.

‘extras and. minor teehnicians: ar¢
-offset by. travel.costs and foreign

American.and foreign, is too sophis- ‘maintenance. for

ticated to accept cheap. substitutes.
| for. authentic backgrounds. which.
they've seen personally or on.-film.
How can .a_ multi-million-dollar
of-mouth reaction

expresses

cast

production personnek

hig hidden costs. due

and

key:

‘There

are

to inferior

competence .of foreign technicians,

I didn’t’ take 20th Century-Fox’s

“blockbuster” earn a profit if word-

high-budget .“Tender. is the Night”

disap-

to. France,. Switzérland, and: Monpointment In the picture's total
save money. ©
:
|/ effect? Lavish wide-screen back-|/ acoI tomust
point’ out. that not. all|

must tonvey luxury
I|‘Bround
keep the illusion ‘of. reality.
1,

.

r

a

.

1

”

and pictures
:

.

5

7

made overseas
t.

.

are ‘so.

.

called “runaway. productions.”
The

The
colorful. feature
picture entire. cast and crew which was.
today ‘cannot cheat its ‘audience -invelyed _in. the production of
with a few background “process” -“Tender is the Night” was taken

Mann Sees Hazard

was ad-.' he scalped by the aforesaid culture!

vanced by legit producer Herman haters in Congress.--Fd)
|
Shumilin, as a spoksman for the| There is no lack of enterprise in.
League of N.Y. Theatres. to wit!ipne promotion :of symphonies in
that
radio
and
video
networks America.
The basic question re-

to the

pictures go overseas for realistic,. can’t compete here with subsidized
colorful
backgrounds _than
for foreign producers...
slide-rule cost savings.

of

VARIETY

that problem

budget’ producers who claim. they

hes some sege reflections on
| Success And Failure

after it vacated—the “if’’ being.
whether it is left standing.
Federal Projects
There
was
repeated
emphasis

the New York illuminati last week

| Editor VARIETY;

sequences like the small television
’ screen. The only way motion pie-' from our studios..

is .be. filmed anywhere but in its orig.
‘inal locale? .:
_
economists can have. the
that. is|The

audience from “free viewing”

by giving a greater,

entertainment

M.

a

. How could a picture like “Fanny"

tures can win today's sophisticated

richer, larger

experience

task. of showing ‘whether stay-athome production can. eompete ‘and
survive
long -enough to. benefit:
city over 100,600, in the man-, 1.182 orchestras of afl sizes: and deevery
of Paris: or Rome or Tahiti on -a American. labor in the Jong run,
ner
of Germany.
Thesis
of Shum- ! grees
of prestige. Their
combined’
By GENE ARNEEL
studio
back-lot
is
goimg
back
to
the
‘I'm
argting
that. we must not
lin is that the air media fets a‘ income.is $16.000.000 but they re-!a] After several years of living and, transparent fakes of the silents or be ‘so nationalistic
and insular that
t working
abroad,. veteran American ;
free ride on the public-owned chan- ° quire $30.000.000 to operate.
early
talkies.
‘we.
loseour
American.
and world
nels and ought fo pay for having - John Brownlee of the American, director Anthony Mann is ‘conI'm not arguing the cost proh- _ audience.
Henry King. :
that -“Hollywood
really
“diminished” live amusements. He Guild of Musical Artists testified iVinced
what.. the warld
thought 5°¢ on titeir billings would § as to the numerous opera work-: doesn't know
+
—
=
be dandy.
.
shops mushrooming
around the} wants.”
producers have a
Cergressman
John V. Lindsey land but alluded to the mockery of . Many Yank
{R.-N.¥.i stepped into the hearings | studying.
.-to be an aptra singer in ‘tendency to: minimize the global
to a:ivocate. as he has in past. a a non-existent. maiket. Americans: potential. he observed in New York
better tax shake for authors who.
overwhelmingly: seek—and receive | last week. “Filnis with an abunwork for years to compose a ‘work: —their ex perience and recognition
. dance of. dialog are like the legit]
"ss
and.need transjation for |
and then lose 92% in tax if it hits. in Europe._
$theatre
“The Starlight Roof of New York's
big in its first year of production | Another break that. wauld help foreign cinema,”
Mann, Here
"Es , Waldorf-Astoria was packed with}
or publication.
j talent—a tax spread to prevent the : ther. Williams.was said
a. smash.
Musicians, through their Amer- ‘ cruel
and
unusual
punishment ; was a beautiful girl and she swam. the film business’ Monday night}
(20) as the Motion Picture Pioneers |..
tean Federation president. Herman
which now befalls anyone having | The people around the world could
Kenin, spoke early and forcefully one “hig year"—was discussed by ; understand this. It needed no in- saluted Abe Montague, exec’ v.p. .|. If. producers. can ‘become their
|
of
Columbia, as showman, humani-. own distributors, should: directors
acainst the bleak conditions facing ,Hy Faine of AGMA. Such a tax terpretation.”
and statesman.
his membership
and the lack of! has long been proposed and rej become their own. producers? Not
‘Mann recalled a film.he directed tarian
The turnout was near record as ; necessarily says at least one diree-.
amy recognizable concern with the! peatedly sidetracked in Congress; in 1955. this: being “Strategic Air
roblem by the Federal govern-: where oil companies and other cor-;Command” for producer Sam Bris-|film company presidents and other tor, Peter Gienville, in New York
officers, circuit heads and ‘trade-: last ‘week for the preem of his
Taent.
porate interests. find a far .more! kin: and Paramount. It was a sub-}
He
described
as “T.ecislative | receptive attitude.
4 | stantial domestic: market success, i sters on various levels joined in -Par-Hal Wallis production of “Sumthe tribute to Pioneer of the Year mer and Smoke.” Glenville would
gaucherie” the voting down in the! ' Nearly all the aitnesses -rewith rentals of $6.000.000.
But it: Montague. S. H. Fabian, president|
final davs of the last Congression- ! mained polite in la: quage but
‘drew only a- proportionately. low' of the Pioneers, and EricA. John- not rule out the future possibility
a) sitting “a rery modest but mean- ! there emerged a strong im$1,500,006 foreign.’
. ston, head of the Motion Picture 1of-such a switch, but at the mo4ngtul proposal to create a Federal |
ment. he's quite happy...
pression..that’ the arts reeogThis" James Stewart-June AllyArts Con.cit.” Kenin said if he
nize most members of Cone- {son starrer was “just too Ameri-: Assn., among others, tossed the ver- -. ‘Perhaps,.he suggests, “I've been
bal bouquets
at. Montague - not lueky,” sinee he hasn't yet run into
scunded bitter it was because he
gtess' as their etemies, not
can,”. Mann: noted.
“It. had no alone for his record as longti me t
was,
their frievds. Certain of the
beauty. or emotion iin the historical respected distribution leader but the “busybody” producer who is
America
has
been
cubsizing
Dixie senators are ofien resense.” *
ST
; also. for the humanitarian.. causes. he bane of any director’s-life.. His
shipping since 1850. farming since:
ported ice-cold to any plea
_ Peoples abroad, he sums up,/ which he has espoused ‘over the association with vet producer Wal1862. aviation to the tune of $200for sympathii, they reqarding
“like action, sweep. spectacle, cos- years. Principally cited was his lis, whose production sked can run
million annually, and so on.
But
the arts as syncnymons. with
tumes. They hate the picture that! heIming of the Will Rogers Memo- the gamut from Jerry Lewis. to Wileny subsidy for performances, as} campaigns
liam Inge, and from Elvis Presley
against
Dixiecrat
just talks.”
|rial Hospital..
jis eemmonplace
in Europe.
is
practices.
.
_
}to Tennessee Williams, was. “ex- The action, sweep, etc., are canThe night was well paced with ‘tremely
sneered at by primitives in Consatisfactory,”
Glenville |
The mechanization. of ‘entertain- |tained in Mann's newest, “El. Cid,”!
Paul N. Lazarus Jr., Col v.p., hangiess who think onliy a husiness- ment came infor -attention. Abrathe director insists He- recently. dling the gavel and proving him- reported..
man fs intitied to a taxpayer hand- ham Mareus, chairman of the
Wallis, according to the director, |
Or
tunities for performers
He-conjured a living

eisewhere!|
theatre in

Thompson

of the

}phony1. 82 Orchestra

American

worth paying for. This can’t be
done with mirrors.
Trying to duplicate -the glories

Sym-|' :

League
port
g reported

Peter
Not Glenville’s

| Pix Pion rs Salute |
Col’s Abe Montague As’

SureDirector

Industry, Civic Leader|

Ought Produce

completed it-in Spain for producer!self an efficient m.c. In the interSamuel Bronston at a reputed cost | of time the usual introduction: Jis “a. thorough professional,” who:
in- of $6,000,000. Allied Artists has it: est
of dais Members
was dropped.:| kiiows how to get things: done, to
troduction of hi-fi gear in homes! for the American market, Rank in!
‘get. shooting schedules lined
- up,
“probably” contributed to the de- England, .and others are participat- | And the induction of new Pioneers. | talent. ready,- etc., -and is “‘in—57 of them this year—was car- tuitive’ about knowing how much
mise of a number of fine orches- ing on a territorial basis through(Continued on page. 18)
h

out

Significantly Kenin echoed.
the views of the Tollywood film

crafts who are deploring “run-

away” production and blaming this—in part—on the fact that
Eurepean
governments § aid
their film industry and Washington only pans Hollywood.
Sigmund Spaeth took a hostile
Position toward the musicians in‘
the Met Opera.
They do not draw
ary cusfomers and do not have the

e«onomic claims that prima donnas |

do.
A member cf the investigating
subcommittee, Giaimo. of Cennecticuf, expressed his personal views
as to the plight of musicians. Re-

chestra

‘pit musicians)

Speculated

‘that

tras—none

named.

at the Met}.

widespread

The

ironie

disclosure

that

every

time

ticket sellout.

because they were incurably individualistic. He would like to see
a Secretary of Arts in the Presidential cabinet.
Actors Equity filed a statement,
Via

exee

secretary

Angus

Duncan,

asserting that but 7.000 of its 13,000 members found only a single
stage job annually. Cited were the
static total of seats in legit houses,
the 300°
rise in tirket costs.
Joseph Papp. of Central Park.
Shakespeare renown, was another

to advocate subsidy of the performing arts hy the Government.
Nat
Hentoff, the jazz critic, alluded to
prunts-in-aid as needed for and
Jacking in the area of jazz, an su-

and

financing

‘Shirt Off Back’ Puts

U.S. to. Europe Morey

|

having been Alfred Hitchcock's
|.
“Psycho.”
—
Tommy Moe Raft, comedian now

Amsi

«Jam

ing “Shirt Off Her Back.” from
which the film gets its title. -. Dear, prez

International Pictures

one of the few women
industry,

of Chars

George Montgomery.
Richard A; Moore

William Link
Ann-Margaret

Dimitri Tiomkin

U. S.

Shelly Berman

Bruehl

Max Chopnik

Edward

|

J. Danziger

handled by producers .in the . old-

pic.

Jean-Loup Tournier

Winters
Y.

to

L.

Stephen Draper
Mitchell Kowal|

Bob Kronenberg
David A. Lipton.

Carmen Mathews
Geraldine

George

Page

Scheefer

Lew Wasserman

director . emphasizes

admits that the shape which the
dndustry. now is taking points to a
diréctor’s assuming more and. more
of the duties which used to he

L. Warner

N.

the

‘| ducers have been. mest. cordial, hé

' Franchot Tone
-* Hal. Wallis
. a Shellev

of. Dallas, | Edith Mason
:
executives
L. Douglas Netter Jr.

on.the east and west coasts,

While

| that all his rélationships with pto-

John: Williams

Samuel Bronston

| ‘Heidi

primarily on -locations in Ireland
and France...
a
.

Rosemont

- Eddie Sherman
Semuel Schneider
Hazel Scott
‘Connie Stevens
. Jack

Robert W. Bloch

_and to costar. Laurence. Olivier and
Simone ‘Signortet. Pic will be done

Preston

Norman

sereen treat-

ping for ‘the ‘start next month of
“Term of Trial.” to be produced:
by British producer. James Wolf,

Jerry Devine
Edward xmanvuel
Barry Gray
Jac Holzman
Leonard Key’
Hareld Pinter

David E.- Rose

do-the

come of. the script. .
| At the moment Glenville is prep-

Levenson

Lindsey

Robert

only further commitGlenville has. with

. | he has something to direct, further
arrangements will wait on the out-

Nancy Kelly
Bill Latham
Mort

is national ': Nicholas Ray
She ‘will } Trini Reyes
leave soon for New York and Los
Mo Rothman
Angelés to set up exhibition deals
Morton Spring

of the

Cass
Fahey

Richard

Rick Besoyan

-|moment the
‘tment which
+ Wallis is to.
‘ment of the
If this. works

legit play, “Beckett.”
out, he may well also
direct the pic, but since Wallis is.
net the kind of. producer to com:
. [mit himselfso far in advance to a
shooting. sked, and since Glenville
wil) not commit himself to a direc. |torial assignment .until he is sure

Dave Golding.
Samuel Goldwyn’ Jr..
Cedrie Hardwicke .
Ronald House
Judy Johnson

‘John Crawford

Dale. “/asserman
appearing at the Dunes, Las Vegas,
Plays the principal comedy role and
Europe to
is supported by Sayer, the -pro- |. Georges Auric
ducer, who also plays a comedy.
role in the picture.He wrote three
new songs for .the picture, includ-

Peggy
Myrna

sels, Dec. 10 in Paris, Dec. 14 in
N. -Y. and Dec. 18 in Los Angeles. |

cast is Marli Renfro, described as

distributor

Francis Bethencourt
Irving Brecher
Macdonald Carey

“Cid” is set for its world pre-

Producer-Songster-Actor

in indie film

L. A. to N. Y.

miere in London. Dee. 6, followed
| by openings the next day in Brus-

Jay Sayer Tripling As.

‘Charlene

deal

elaborate on the comment.

lief ought to come fzom the juke‘Dallas, Nov. .21.
boxes who exploit music and pay
nothing back in rovalities or levy.: World premiere of a. HollywoodHe spoke of jukes as “a‘ billion made “girlie” comedy in color,
delttar industry which pays nothing “Shirt Off Her Back,” has been
to the artists on “which its pros- booked fer Thanksgiving span at.
the Coronet. Jay Sayer, Hollywood’
perity depends.”
Dore Schary told the itnvestiga- songwriter, produced. Heading the.
tors that Broadway producers, like
talent generally. could not unite

distribution

Which is better than’ the Bronston
“King of Kings” tieup with. Metro,
according to Mani. He declined te

the curtain rose at the Met it meant
a loss of at least $3.500. even with

95°

freedom to give a director. At. the

President |out the world ‘in a multiple-faceted

of the Met, Tony Bliss. made the!

A,

line ‘type ‘of studio’ setup. - In
‘|France, he notes in passing, there
are really very few producers
as
such. Directors do most. of the set-.

Jing up‘ of a production themselves,
jor through
set-ups. .

their

own

corporate

It is. not inconceivable, he said,

\that one day he'll do the. same,

(Continued on page 18)
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TRUANTS
“HaveFimsAnyFriends’inD(2 |F
UN’‘FINEFB... Screen Actors Cryof ‘Catastrophe’
Producers, Like
NOT PENALIZED) “With Video FilmProne
fo Emigrate
Theatrical,
By JACK PITMAN

.

Washington mood : toward |Hollywood is’ considered .cool at the
‘moment. Not’ surprising, in view of the caratPerpetual whip-

‘ping-boy ‘status. “But in this context, the gauging: of ‘sentiment is
from. remarks attributed. to two ex-senators who play hits in Otto - ,
Preminger’s “Advise and Consent:’

~The former solons—Guy GiHette. ‘of.Towa and Henry Ashurst of

Hollywood,

Nov.: 21.

—

“Tegs' foreign. production and: inereased
Hollywood
filming’ will
jcome about when American .pro{ducers apply greater cost controls,”
according to Howard. W. Koch].
_ Santa Monica, Nov. 21.
|Major point, the Essex executive
Chico Marx left his entire
‘producer stated, is. time, © noting
estate,
Hsted merely as “in
‘whereas, it is. possible’ ‘ta “save|
excess of $19,000.” to his widPart. of the abjection is the perennial one: too many. Cadillacs. . money on salaries and various ‘proow,
Mary
Di Vitha Marx, it
and swimming pools in evidence. But the further point fa-la the
duction: costs” during. ‘shooting,
was disclosed in his will filed
Ed Murrow perspective. of. the moment? is: that. production isn't -|schedules often.double and rapidfor
probate
here.
‘helping to sell America overseas as effectively Ain: this” Views, as it . ‘ly eat up any savings made. —
_No
other
bequests
were
might.
.Koch ‘stated. Essex‘ head Frank:
made,
to
either
his brothers or
Again from -Ashurst:. OT wouldn't dare to ask any. favors for .- ‘Sinatra has considered all angles of
Hollywood without. first painting. a picture in my speech, a true . | production .here..and abroad and } a-daughter by a former marriage, Mrs. Maxine Culhane,
picture, of 40,000 hard working: people. making their.‘living, in’ it.a
-has concluded *our future is Amer-|
so
Be
Té this. _bespeaks some. woolly conceptions: to a point, it’ may also
-ica’s stake in. American-made. films
-be taken- as widely reflective of public opinion, granted that
for world markets. ” ‘He has: no
Hollywood's Slass-house ‘existence. makes: ‘the ‘public. relations: job ;
interest or “intention of filming
-an exceptional toughie..
| abroad; despite tax benefits or inThe point; however, of lawmakers looking .out: ‘first for. their ‘itial cost reduction, according ‘to
2 own ‘hides is one’ of ‘tradition and necessity, vand a barriec not.
Koch, who asserted Sinatra and.
. easily. surmounted by lobbyists.
a {most top ‘producers and stars. “are

Arizona—allowed (to Prem’s cadre) they would certainly be-reluc‘tant to take up thé cudgels for- the: industry’ were they in office,
and indicate it’s a.matter of popular image both home and abroad.
Ashurst is quoted. thus,. “Politics is the science. of selfishnéss”"—
. meaning it just isn't ‘politic for the lawmakers: ‘to’ -bat for. Holly_ wood at this’ point. This, at ‘least, is the inferenc?. drawn. by Prem‘ {nger's people.

Mrs. Chico Takes All

Urban Renewal

|

America’s FilmIndustry TooBig
~ For H'wood Alone:
CharlesSchneer|
+
-|

Rome, Noy. 21.
Speaking’ of. the. upcoming Congressional subcommittee investigation
of “runaway”
productions,
currently : Ronte-based.
producer

- Film Subsidized

convinced that creative efforts in
| Hollywood are hetter for their ca-j

‘reers§ and: monetary wellbeing.”
;
.Essex feels there. should be a’:
greater | effort - toward encourag-.
ing and using more American tal-|:
ent and. creative technical

know-

|

By Philly Firms!
In an unique

deal, Columbia is
of a
first
resulted in only a re-

how,
“We. must take a. keener going ahead with production
‘interest. in American filming if we | presee short which, when

Hollywood,

Nov. 21.

John L. Dales, exec secretary of
Screen Actors Guild, in addressing
the annual membership
meeting

last week (13) in Hollywood urged
producers and film presidents to
join with the Hollyweod guilds
and unions in a roundtable confrontation of the “runaway” problem. He .stressed that this must
be “unemotional,” presumably in{cluding the unfons in that ideal.

If the trend

is not reversed,

he

predicted a “catastrophe” for the
film colony with its longtime pro{duction ascendency gradually dissipated.
Dales also jabbed at television
broadcasters and packagers who
are flirting with the idea of im| porting European-made films for
use on the American
channeis.
iThere
were
1,500 in the audience which: heard the Guildsman
threaten all-out. war against television producers who “runaway”
to foreign lands to avoid Hollywood wage scales.
The battle against “runaway” of
both sorts, theatrical films and,
prospectively,
tv films, will he
taken: to the American Congress
and the American public.

are to compéte culturally with the
roposed,
rest. of the world,” he emphasized. |luctant attitude on the part of the
“We must get out of orbit and! film company. But now there are
Theatre - Owners. of America: {come downto earth and: make pic-.
But—warned Dales—the Holly‘underwriters who have guaranteed
is ‘going: after. 'em. where..it
| | tures intelligently and in a.
wood membership must not supbusi-|- a. $40,000 return to Col.
Charles Schneer says the’ Wash- |. hurts—in the pocketbook—in
-|pose that the trend can be readily
nesslike manner to encourage: suc-.
-Film,
which
has
a
script
by
ington looksee is “a good-thing,
efforts to counter those Satur- -| cess,” -he stated.
reversed. -He spoke of “foreign
‘Lewis Mumford, concerns urban tax havens” though one of the
which should help clear the atmos-.
day night primetime . features
-Koch attacked: the big salary. per-|renewal in Philadelphia.
Harry Guild’s own vicepresidents, Charlphere of a: lot “of: misunderstand- 7 on: video. ©.
formers. -who- think first of. their|
ings. iT)
--" Exhib body, noting one -of © ‘town: immediate profit without Foster,, who produces: many short ton Heston, has recently stated
travelogs for Col, will lens this loversihe tax advantage of shooting
the NBC-TV. sponsors is Chem_-¥ank filmmaker, who's been usthinking about the boxoffice profit
one with the underwriting coming overseas was pretty much of a
strand, maker of Acrilan. caring Italian’ locations .south of
of the release they're in. They are.
‘from.
a. civic-minded Philly group !myth.
peling™ frequently used in the- hurting. their careers and the ‘en=
‘Naples: for his $3.000.000 Colum-|which consists of the Clearing !
atres, suggests. to ‘exhibs that
-bia release, “Jason and the Golden.
tire business, he ‘charged.
“What
Saying he was speaking only
House
Assn.,° Food Fair Stores,
Fleece,” aded that: he hoped the . “a. note from you .. , might
they -are beginning painfully to
‘for the players, Dales made a plea
After-Six. Formals, H. Daroff &
‘ forcefully. let that firm know
investigation would make Hollyrealize is that many of the fun-as+for mutual exchange of views. RefOL
Cae
Clothes
and
the
Gulf!
what we. think about advertis-wood-—and
the. unions — realize
you-work foreign. deals have re:
erence was to tne tendency of
0.
Deal ‘was signed in’
{ng which tells the public to ‘| sulted’ in boxoffice flops,” Koch
that it-was not a question of lower
;producers to shrug their shoulPhilly.
Mayor
Richardson
Dilstay home on Saturday nights.”
costs, but af vital backdrops, which
said. .
‘ders,
mumble complaints privately
worth’s. office.
had forced people such as ‘he to
He noted: stars and producers
and take a plane te Europe rather
Subject mafter will include the than give the Hollywood
produce. their films in‘ foreign.tooften. go abroad just for the idea of
guilds
cales.
ja trip as much as for production Army-Navy football game, Mum- any. chance to know the specifies
European-based. pro d uction,
|eost.and said the idea of makin: |!mers parade, Thankgiving Day pa- lof their gripes.
Schneer said, could to be. sure|.
pix in .a‘foreign locale to attract;‘rade and other sports and socialj
count. on ‘cheaper labor, ‘but other
foreign. audiences
is -a fallacy. | activities.
compensatory elements such as in- |
“There is more excitement in an
experience and lack of organiza| American picture made in Amer-|
tion :made
for longer shooting|"
fea" than in anything else the
Bchedules- and larger ‘production |
world over,” Koch asserted.’
Holiywood, ‘Nov 21.
units resulting in. approximately
Essex’s “X-15”" opens. locally to-|,
Sydney. Nov. 14
equalized: costs. “Continental film
morrow in 26 Los Angeles houses, _ Although he was expected to]. Robert
Mitchum,
who starred
visit Kenya, Africa, for looksee at
industries,” he opined, “just don't
the
largestnumber.
of
local
‘openClem:
Perry,
former’
exec
with
out
here
a
couple
gf years ago in
have the know-how and the. de- |}.
‘ings’ in. United -Artists” history.. Samuel G. Engel's “The Lion,”
partmentalized
efficiency, . . and Rugoft Theatres and. Ilya. ‘Lopert, ‘They are now preparing “The Man-. 20th:Fox production head Peter G.| “fhe Sundowners” (WB), through
sometimes
even. the necessary. and now’ an independent distribu-|cchurian’ Candidat®" as a George: :-Levathes has canceled out the trip } his local attorney, is fighting an
appeal in the High Court of Ausequipment, which goes into- Holly- tor, has acquired theatrical. releas- Axelrod-John. Frankenheimer pro- |} from Rome.
ing. rights’ to a bundle’ of Metro
tralia by the Commissioner
of
‘wood product.’ ’ It would be inconreissues for the New York, Phila- duction in association with Essex| Instead he will return to New Taxation. The appeal is:against a
ceivable.. ‘he said, to shoot a. picor
a.
Jan:
15
start.
“‘We
could’
York
directly
Thursday’
to
spend
‘delphia -and ‘Washington ’ areas.
decision
given
by
the
Taxation
Reture in under: 39 days tinie in Eu| make. this. picture abroad and save Thanksgiving with his family and
rope. Schneer feels ‘that the lan- He'll handle the oldies on-a states |!
;Some money, but the end boxoffice later in the week head back to view Board in favor of the star
against a iax assessment of income
guage barrier is another. major rights ‘basis’ as part of:a network ! value would be- Jess,"” Koch ‘said. ‘the studio. ’
of. franchise operators set up by |.
earned from his role in the pic.
timewaster. —
“M-G
for
the
theatrical
re-peddling.
Taxation
Commissioner is appealNevetheless, other- necessary in- |“
Ing on the grounds that Mitchum’s
gredients,. notably authentic back- { Others aligned with M-G for the
same
purpose
include
Harry
Segal,
income
was
derived directly or in
drops, make it imperative to shoot
-for Boston, -Buffalo, Albany and |:
directly from Aussie sources.
_. certain pix, ‘certain’ spectacles,
New.
Haven;
‘Kermit
Russell,
Chi|.
-“Biblicals.’”
etc.) in’ Europe -or
Mitchum, it’s understood, conMoines, Milwaukee,
tends he had to go to whatever
elsewhere
‘outside the
United cago,..Des
Statés, “just. as you don’t. make. ‘Minneapolis: and | ‘Omaha: Robert |.
territory his employers ordered,
W.
McClure..
Atlanta,
Jacksonville
westerns or musicals: in Europe.”
and, furthermore, he paid tax on
and Charlotte; Charles: Lamantia,
Director ‘Frank Capra - flatly- opResult is that “for the same cost,
Memphis. and. New .Orleans; Sim | poses the growing sentiment. among {abroad must have a reason other income in the U.S. and therefore
you get ‘a better picture, ” Schneer
than
the
cost
factor
because
there|
Was
not liable to pay an additional
‘Cleveland, ..Cincinnatl,
stated—if. by “better”
ones of Schultz.
‘Hollywood people that the|is little or no savings in shooting|tax to the Australian authorities. .
Indianapolis. and. Pitts- some
American film industry needs some overseas.
course’ is meant the overall qual- Detroit,
Result of the appeal. is being -ity gained by: lensing with original ‘burgh: Seymour Borde, 13 western kind of government subsidy to com‘Following his New York meet-, awaited with interest by, American
states; .Jerome. Solway, Canada; ‘pete with foreign pix. In New York
the-press round, the director took: performers In this territory.
(Continued on page 21)| General Films Distributing. ‘Dallas: last week for ballyhoo in connecoff for Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh!
and. Oklahoma. ‘City, and Herman
tion -with his latest United Artists
f Gorlick, Kansas City and St. Louis.. pic, “A Pocketful of Miracles,” and. points west to continue his
Vet Scripter
‘p.a. on the picture’s behalf,
Random
,
NowePrez
That M-G was about to tap the ‘Capra told a Wednesday (15) press.
‘reissue market with: upwards of conference that any subsidy plan
mete
ony!
200°. features ‘was reported last. -would eventually. give the governwha | -should know about these: |week. Idea is to come upon the ment influence over film content..
matters has an interesting and « {| full regular market -potential berecalls how @
,
. fevealing piece on
! fore channeling the films to tele- |. “We're the’ only film producing .
‘country. of: any size without this
|
vision,
‘Hollywood, Nov. 21.
kind of control,” Capra declared.
In an informal talk before al
“| “Let’s keep it. that way.”
Town Talked Itself
|Hollywood Press Club last week {
Noting that one of the major; producer
Today
Otto
Preminger
took
Hollyswood,. Nov. 21. . problems facing -business today is issue with union regulations and
eo
~~ Now.‘that he will be making setting the pictures to. the audience, present
distribution
methods as
a
| periodic trips to the studio here| Capra suggested that. tollvision iSithose areas that need change to| one of the many Editerial Features |
another |Editorial Feature
|| from New York, George. Shupert, | the obvious solution. He advised better the position of Hollywood.
in the upcoming
in the upcoming
20th-Fox tv sales head, has been |exhibs.to get in on the groundfloor He sald if he were running a
B6th Anniversary. Number |-giveh an office on.the.main floor: of tollvision before it’s too late.
major studio
he would sell all pix
56th Anniversary Number
‘5
of
fe’
of the
of
studio's administration |. -The director reported. that his from one centre, either New York
building.
“Pocketful”. cost approximately $2,- or Hollywood, holding periodic. exIt is close by production head 300,000 and came .in $200,000 under -hibitor screenings at which theaVARIETY °

" Chemstrand’s Diletama.

Metro Releases.
Oldies ViaClutch.
OfStatesrighters|”

Levathes SkipsKenya

Mitchum Fights Aussie
Income Tax Ruling

fs

|Let'sKeep US,OnlyMajor+ Prodiicer
Of Films Not Subsidized —Capr

|

PREN’S VIEWS ON FILM
INDUSTRY PROBLEMS,

‘Bennett A.. Cerf

Greedy Texas Tank

Publishing. Stocks

-Shupert’s StutlioOffice

VARIETY

|

[ Plus.‘other statistical and deta-filled
1
' charts and erticles. -

Malcolm Stuart
Boylan

Out Of City Virtue

Peter G. Levathes’ ofiice, so ar- budget and a week ahead of sked. tremen would be invited to bid on
ranged

because. of mary

confer-

ences between two execs on ‘Shupert’s recent: trips here.

He. credited this. -ta Hollywood's films.as in competitive auctions.
“great: technicians,” adding ‘that. It would cost less and would be

anybody

who

-would ° “runaway”}

{Continued on page 20)

Plus other statistical and data-filled
charts ond articles.

FILM

6
Valley

Of Fhe

Corny
appeal

Dragons

caveman
spec.
for youngsters.

Hollywood.

OKay

Nov. 15.

Celiaibia
Pictures
release
of Byron
Roberts production. Stirs Cesare Danova.
Sean
MeClory,
Juan
*-.Jes;
introduces
Pemeiie De Metb. Directed by Edward
Fecnds. Screenplay. Bernds. from story
be Donald
Zimbalist
based
on
Jules
of a Camet™:
cameia.
erne’s “Career
Bi:don
Baker:
editor,
Edwin
Brvint;
nius-c,
Rubs
Rakeo:
assistent
dincetar,
George
Rhein
Reviewed
at the <tudic,
Kar. 15, “@:1. Running time, 79 MINS.
HEecter Servadac eaeee
Ces:re Danova
Dena:ng
ee eee weaees
Sern McQlary

hold the customers, despite a few}.
flaws.
_
By mischance, an American nuclear test at the South Pole is con-|ducted on the same day as a-.Rus-:
Sian one at the North Pole. It first.
causes a sinister upheaval in the
, world’s weather and-thenit is dis‘covered that -the globe has been

guessing whether

cinema standards

Unless the memof much

by the director.

diffuse.".

from.

Paris

scoop.

©

Story

concerns.

honest 12-year-old

Picture

girl, in the

(HUNGARY) -

-

. San Erancisco, Nov. 8.

-Hunnla Filmi Studios production. Stay
fez.
simplicity.
But this type of pic’. Tatiana Samolloya,ad Miklos Gabor;
al
{can Jead tc a ‘dead end where: it.is eres peat \gremes Serestengy, een
; not re-creation.
; Palasthy;. camera, Barnabas Hegyi; music,
.
oe,
' Sandor Szokolay. At Film Festival, : Sa
.
The girls in ‘question meet a: Francisco, Running -time, 98 MINS. Su

young tele worker
both.

They

and he courts.

plot against him

Russian actress . Tatiana: Santol.

but.

|one finally gives in. A neat look!] ova delivered: a: -miemorable
;at vidfilm making,

commercial ad;

¢,_--

§

step

per.

4

Pic work, group vacationing ©and Sexmance fn the Soviet. “Cranes
the unfettered cruelty and gentle-, Are Flying,” butin this. Hungarian
ness. of youth

are the main

factors.

plus {production ‘she delivers -an easily

_.

.«... forgettable -orie, looking calm, un

‘The girls in this vehicle are |ruffled and uninterested through.
fresh and vibrant while the youth! out this World War II yarn.

the

adventures of the title char‘acter, a shrewd, clever and

or not the crisis

out as a newspaper

of the Dragons” have assembled,
for modest programming purposes,

ory betrays, source

by Mosk.

in’ Variety,- Nov. 23, 1961..
Louis Male directed the pic
which is getting its first (non-

storyline. It is the little world of
youth that 3 important. In this, it:
comes ati.sss in its. callowness,.
. tenderness, growing awareness and:

_ _“Zazie’’ is “intellectual slap: stick” that has .“some risable’
bits but is,in all. somewhat

had been arrested, |
a
Drama of this situation is played.

of “Valiey

spectacle that is
by
20-year-old

review

titles. Release is being handled

_
to .await the verdict and it is a}
wéakuess of the film that the audi- |.
ence is left in the air virtually

" Michael Lene
cece cake ones
Roger Til
coc
ccc cee aceee Mark Dempsey
2.2... cece eeees Jerry Sunshine
oe
Dolly: Gras

a corny caveman
shopworn
even

“Zazie,” which opened at the
Paris Theatre, N.Y. Monday
(20), is “a comedic offbeater
‘that: eould be of art interest if
well handled,” according to a

and is racing

It-s figured that four giant bombs.

ok

there, the makers

. Zazie

distributor) release in the U.S.
towards tHe sun and annihilation. | .in’ French with English -sub-

_jolted out of orbit

With a splice here and a process
shot

.

ending but, nevertheless, this. will

expleded
simultaneously
might
save the grave situation and the
world’s
powers
unite,
for
once,
to
Teens
7. ccc.
ee eees
Jvan Staley
Nateeta .........
cee es DanicHle Ye Vets
help a possibly doomed civilization.
Q@adLoo
—_
nase.
. Gregg Martell :
On
the
day
the
bomb
ts
detoJarn and Doctor ......
Gil Perkins
nated the world goes: underground
Paton
—
, as,eeeee
E Stanford Jolley

PU)¢:
Vidal
ANGTOWS
LeClere
pS EY
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arrogant and. self-centered.’ Pro!
-Story.{nvolvyes a Hungarian sur.
{actor Vittorio Caprioli holds his:: geon in a Nazi-occupied town near
own with the zésty beginners

as a:the

Danube. Surgeon,

played. well

Weird, colorful world of Paris.
Style has. obviously been influenced by the better Yank

-caddish ad film producer, and-man- |by: Miklos Gaber,. ¢onsiders him-

animated pix and the old Mack
Sennett comedies.

a feeling for mcod. action and tell-' terious, beautiful girl (Miss Samoi-

SSNPS

ages to be human rather: than. just-| self, non-political and operates
’.on
a caricature. Director Rozier shows ‘wounded

ing

understanding

of any-‘nationality. Mys

of the young: lova) arrives with Russian

forces

was shot largely in.the building of
,even if it tends to be a bit indul- | and ‘stays behind when Nazis drive
the Daily Express, one of Britain’s !young Phillips has. created a cem~ igent at times.
Mosk." |Russians out of-.the town whose
top sheets. Moreover, Arthur Chris- | orable film experience. It looks
7 name in’ days. of Roman Empire
tiansen, ex-editor of the Express; solid for Mexicans and the over- |
=
we
-was .Alba
‘Regia.’ Doctor .and girl

and

of the

acknowledged

ta be one

of. seas trade.

picture has virtually no dialog,
footage appears to be “One Million U.K.'s greatest editors, acted as!
advisor
as well asBon
play-! and the scenes with ‘sound are
- the
the 1940 Hal Roach pro-. technical
:
.
Teg
_duction. Even the story here re- ing the editor. It certainly is rare | east effective. Film was shot with-

El Gato ‘ on Botas

.

(Puss fn

setup amenage a deux. and the

Boots)...

| girl, who turns out to be a ‘Soviet.

(MEXICAN—COLOR—SCOPE) |signal -corps -infiltrator, also sets

B.c.,”

.

Mexico

City, Nov.

14. : |up a secret radio.

~— .

Jated is astonishingly similar to- for a film to have such an authen-! ot sound, with background effects cuias Rodrigues production, Stars‘Rataei |. In combat-loaded finale, doctor
tic. newspaper backeronnd which ' sqgeg ;
~
that fessiliferous fricassee of two
i Munoz, Santenon,, Humberto Dupeyron,! Saves girl’s life. by. clobbering a
gives it. added urgency and zest.
under super
>t. !" vision n ; laboratory,
ii
i
decades ago. althuugh its origin is
There is also a sub-plot of ‘a dis- :
of editor
Raul
Portillo.
traced to a yarn by Jules Verne.
: Background
music, uncredited, is! py Roberto Rodriguez.: Screenplay
by tsians drive-.out Nazis. Instead of
illusioned reporter and his Fo-: aiso excellent.-The firm hand of | Roberto Rodriguez from original story
Upshot of this iguanachronism is a:
| Ro
from
:
winning the girl, however, the sur-.
film that would divert only the mance with a girl in the Meteoro-' director Gonzalez.-who worked for
logical Office who, unwittingly, ‘months without haste in the Mizvery young. and it is that segment
' Olimpia and Ariel theatres, Mexico City.'new assignment in. Berlin. where,.
spills
the
technical
beans.
|
of the audience toward which the-.
the. audience is told she.is: killed
quic area, make his amateur actors : Running time. 90 MINS.
Guest's direction is brisk and: ‘appear
expert veterans..
Byron Roberts p,.oduction-Culum.
7
_
.
“+ Picture is loaded.
with: Soviet-a
bia release should be aimed and makes good use of newsreel se_ This film. perhaps shows that

, Antonto Raxel, Amando, Cutierres, Rocid “Nazi and. as he is-operating, Rus:

"bsSergio Magana, inspired by Ferroult | veon loses her:. duty calis,-her to

pregrammed.
According

to

Edward

Bernds’

quences and special effects. de-!
. Signed by -Les Bowie. Not all the” Mexico has a talented “New Wave”
interpolated

technieal
aspects.
thatHard.
should
blend com- tin
be given
a chance
to be

sequences

screenplay,
which
stems
from
‘Verne’s “Career of a.Comet”’ by : pletely harmoniously but their use!
in. giving the film!
way of a story by Donald Zimbalisi, is justified
‘authoritative impact. Dialog .is
two men are swept into space on.

raey and slick without being.too

a fragment of earth torn from its
moorings by a straying 1881 comet.

For some

parochial ‘for the

“Yanco”: is’ an arty film,

duced

pro-

on an experimental

basis.

Yanco, the sensitive lad, and the

reason, they emerge
habited by pre-historic

une
our a number of exceien’for humanity's sake but must make
films for children, has surpassed! 5 olitical choice and become an

} himself

in

this

elassic

Mexican

| “activist yo

7

‘

alebyFrenchman Charles Per-| Zils,alsojonded,
Sih,eine
adaptation

rault.

of the ‘“Puss-in-Boots"'

Rodriguez

exploits

to

Oe

the:

;

egg cee t:

LOBES,

“told.

In

.

Harry ! old grandpappy who is his mentor, : full all the ‘spectacular phases of “Jong Flashback. Its characters Sad:

layman.

' form the basic baekground for .a
ill-explained: Waxman’s camerawork is fine.
The acting all round is effective. | picture that both tauch and move
in a land in--

incredible,

rig aeeer oduces, Roberto, Rod: |stvle propaganda,
the.moral, being

t a a o ts . nd aa : : foxeellent. that one cannot.be a humanitarian

the original

work. such

as the Cabe a teee

ingfang — na ‘the

idanger
‘and the’ ferrocious ogre.;{inale's big battle sceneisterribly
:

a.

y

a

he.
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:
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Edward Judd. making his first star! the public.
Despipite' some of its
appearance, elicks as the hero, the! shortcomings. this is one of the . Dwarf Sanitanon plays the role’ of | Stagey.. Mihaly. Szemes ‘irection

parapher-

Nalia such as mastodons, neander- -reporter who brings in the vital best Mexican pictures produced in
, the Puss-in-Boots: hero with' verve::yas te be dragey and Barnabas
thals and plateosaurs. Fortunatety,
in the past decade.
though, they encounter two maid- facts that make the story take: the republic
:
Shape.
He
shows
rugged
charm
in|
Emil.
; excellently done.
_
.
Pe
ne ne OPE da ont ident
ens more indigenous to Schwabs

Abundant sick photography ts. Hegsts camera, work is unimast

than the Stone Age and willing to
play Jane to their Tarzan. proceed

- his lightly romantic
Janet

|. All other participants in this, ¥e.U-S» om of off the art clrehit

scenes with ||

Munro,. who

is

pert

and

Pvnamite

to correct a Hatfield-McCoy situa-. pleasant in the only considerable
tion between iwo trioes of apemen, : distaff role. Outstanding perform-

and settle down, with Flintstone- ‘
like togetherness. to enjoy the ad-.
vantages
of living - paleontology.
Their sole contributions to eolithic

eulture:

gunpowder

and

the

|kiddie

Jack

trade production

| themselves

(FRENCH-—COLOR)

‘that

well,

comport

despite the

one

fact }

manyof them are in- early |" .

Over TheSH)Odds:

.
' *. Paris, Nov. 21.
ance comes from Leo McKern, who
‘Stages of their carecrs. Amando|” -(BRITI
is tops as a dependable gruff and | Imperia release of J. P. Bertrand pro- . Gutierrez is. especially good’
as the'|
‘duction, Stars Fernandel; features Eleounderstanding
science reporter. nora Vargas, Adrienne Corri, Carl Studer. | fearful ogre.
‘London. Nov. 14.”
Bernard Braden, Michael Good- -Lucienne Raimbourg. Directed’ by Jean
The natural calor {Eastmancolor) | . Rank releaseof. a Jermyn Productions:
Screenplay,
Jacques.
Ary, Jean
liffe,
Edward
Underdown
and Bastia. Jacques’
’
uel. Bastia:
Bastia: em
em- photography
Peter.
Butterworth
. play « Fleet 1 Mance.
anse.
Jacques’ EEmmanuel.
highlights
the set-. t(Alee C, Snowden) film. Directed bj.

‘ era- (Eastmancolor), Roger Hubert: editor, :
Michael Forlong. Stars Marjorie. Rhodes,
smooch.
Street
newspapermen
with
the ; 72¢aves Desagneaux. At Napoleon, Paris. tings and careful costuming, with Glenn Melvyn; features Thora Hird, Cyril
Cesare Danova
and Sean Mce-:
Running time. 100 MINS. |
‘uncredited background music and. Smith. Emma Cannon. Wilfrid Lawson
:
ea
- Frances ‘Cuka.
-Secreenplay . by . Ernest
Clory manage to act this. qut with - right air of authority. Gene Ander- Dynamite Jack, —
Songs adding to the overall effect. Player; editor, Reggie Beck; camera. Neve
straight faces, albeit sometimes too son and Reginald Beckwith’ pro-| Antoine .............. leone nemandel
Warwick. At RFD. Private--Theatre.
own-| pegeen ecerecccesceeee..
2000 Adrienne
‘Cent Rodriguez has. always. shown aman
!
Adrienne Corri
! Running -time,. 65 MINS.
straight under the circumstances. _vide some light relief as the
_, sure touch in translating: children’s Bridget Stone. -....4...
SE
Rho
arjorieRhodes
Joan Stalev and Danielle De Metz ers of a club frequented vy newseri he : George Summers ........Marjorie
the screen, and here
‘Glenn Mel sa
Rich.
It was probably thought funny to fables to
are the Mesozoic. glamour girls.,papermen.
has.
been
helped
by.
the
story
lime
[54M
«++
sees
eee
ese
rs
eere
ee
Cyr
Smith
»
:
Se
PACE
oo... cece ee ce Lpeceee |Esma C
put malleable-faced comie Fernan- NaS
Bernds’ direction is mechanica'ly|;
worked out by young Mexican. play- | Mrs:-Carter 21 )1IZII
"Thora Hird |
;
dal in-an American western-type “ “wright
capable.
considering
the patchSergio Magana
Esquival. . | Willie Summers. ......-. ‘Wilfrid Lawson ;
Yaneo
film, simulated in France. Also that
ty
te 4
(Hilda Symmers .......-. Frances Cuka.
work aspect of his chore. Among
pie is scheduled for a long, Mrs. Small: .....++.0:+0-++ {Gwen Lewit
(MEXICAN)
‘it would be a howl to have him .| .This
the adequate assists are those of
7
pain
Nn
tan:
'
.}
Butcher 2... 0... cc cc eee eee
ex:
ering
Mexico City, Nov. 14.
playing two parts, a jumpy French : profitable run in - Mexico and car
2)ha ey
Patsy Rowlands
caineraman Brydon Baker, art diPeliculas Nacionales release of Producbe: adapted. for worldwide. release |Fruit’ Vendor. .....2.:.... Fred. Griffiths rector Don Ament, editor Edwin ciones Yanco production. Stars Ricardo visitor and: a local gunman killer. . “wi
in
sound.
‘Entil,
©‘ Fishmonger ......,...5.- Leslie Crowther
Bryant, soundman Lambert Day, i Ancona: Jesus Medina and Maria Busta- ‘The ideas do not quite come off. with dubbed in
sound. = E
Blonde -. ...,.e.2..2... Sheena Marshe.
mante. Written and directed by Servando
TS
‘Bridesmaid ......-.2....-...
special effects man Dick Albain :- Gonzalez: camera, Alex Phillips Jr. At This pic is without the movement
and pacing
to have this parody suc: Variedades
Theatre, Mexico
City. Rungnd composer Ruby Raksin.
The Golden Trumpet
: ning time, 95 MINS.
;
, cessful. It-is thus mainly a dualerTube.
item . abroad: with a plus. on the|
San Krancisco.-Nov. 14. = 4 tentious, - slapstick .comedy : which
This is theatrical release. of a
:aims to be nothing.
more than a.
Fernandel monicker.
:
: Shaw Taiwan Ltd.. production. Features _nice stooge to a top film: And
controversial
experimental
films,
The Day The Earth
ilm apes a Yank yarn but the’ Fanny Fan, Paul Chang Chung.Li Haiane{the joint effort of writer-director terrain seems too flat. The-few! chun, Fei Li, Yang-Shih-ching. Chiang |within its. modest limits, this: fills.

Holi...

Caught Fire

:Servando

(BRITISH)

nuclear
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a

ground;

worthwhile
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London,
BLC

release

of

set
back-
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bet.
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made

Lion-Pax | vando

of a2 Val

Guest

Underdown,

Michael

Goodliffe.

youthful

:

comic

by

non-professional,:

,non-union elements. Director: Ser-

Nov, 14.

a _ British

presentation

and

Gonzalez,

Production." to the

recently

director’s. union

admitted

is also: in

Siois
Janet
Munro,
reo nderson,
‘cKern. Edward;
hot 2 water© for ; turning
aut
a . non-:
uad;,
eatures
ene
wa
.
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q
Chiistiansen,

Bernard

Braden,

1

enny;

music.

Aitbur ; Union

picture. . But

both he and

Reginald ; Phillips Jr. indicate with this they

Stanley

Jieviewed at Columbia Theatre,
Ranning time. 99 MINS.
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Chiug.

Ture

ythat bill. .It shows. signs of the

is suspected of kidnaping ‘Glenn’ Melyyn,. as- the’ bookmaker,.
his trumpet lifted.. He Marjorie Rhodes, as the belligerent.
to gamible—indeed, arrivéd. - ma-in-law, Cyril Smith as the
broke to discover his wife -bookie’s runner;. Wilfrid Lawson,

has

and directed by Jacques Rozier..
_.
sear
Mathelin: editor. Mare needed a caesarean—and
Pavaux. Preemed in Paris. Running time, why - he goes thtough these

Michel

ses tessccees

Jean-Claude

Liliane cee deweccererieeees
uliette ... cece cece ones ..
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by |.

1on poetry.
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as Day of Camera,:. Kene
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‘
=
Aira:
camera
work
that borders

Hawdon

-

Doe

All comes out:
+ as quickly
as he gets it. Thus, while an ex-mother-in-law.:
|his wife is hospitalized, waiting. “right after a series of vaudeville’
ae
oo
| birth of a their baby, the horn ' gags.

Written

centers

‘known

tiny village a way of indigenous

INGUCragownD,

Robin

by

Ching,. camera,

obviously will have some appeal in

Rame Paris Film production and reof: lease. With Jean-Claude Aimini, Yvaline | loves
Saba, Vittorio
Caprioh.
home
/
; Cery, _ Stéfanie

John Barron’ ligion and paganism, is still prac
«- Jane
Jan

Directed

Doe

| player
gets himself
beaten up,
.Thé cast rightly hams -up.. the’
‘seduced, becomes a party to a rab- ‘proceedings. without much subtlety. .

Philippine)

(FRENCH)

~

esecsccacesees

Aimini

Yveline Cery

Stefant Saba

Wittorio

Caprioli

idiom - via

gray

’
that's ,as the
melo- ‘Cannon,

coe

hero goes: : camera-work is okay and the edit-

occasionally
jerky,
erratic: to tremendous lengths to keep wife - ing, though
only..and,a son away from free medical: keeps the film moving within the.
confined
limits
of
its
small
frame{
treatment,
but
western
audiences:
are doing,

lensing,

and an

interest

in what -its characters

as today’s newspaper.
the hundreds of ‘flower-bedecked and not in what happens next. It {can’t understand why there’s any work. —
and. for that alone, it! canoes crowding the lagoons, illu- has a tender : tale of two 18-year-: thing wrong with free -med ical-

can be tagged an intriguing, worth- } minated with torches, and laden
while booking. But it also has a: with offerings and food.for the
fascinating yarn, some very sound! departed, are exceptionally well
thesping and, for once, an authen-! done.
.
Joa,
tic Fleet Street (newspaper) backThe naturalmess of the amateur
ground. The screenplay by Guest! actors,
the
admirable
montage

bucolic father;. and Esma

as.a tippling :scrubwoman .
-Wrest. full value’ from the cheerful.
Vt
a
Film apparently is. diverting to if simple action.:
Ga
toxt 7
P
has directed
Cn ee oentt mean et S, sucn } * Michael. Forlong
with . straightforward. aim.
The

dramatic incidents,

Film“ is in‘ the “New Wave” dentals—for example,

The scenés of the right. celebra- -progression

Val Guest’s latest production is: tion of: the Day of the Dead, with
as

headlines

(So Long

2 .Austin s Trevor: basthe Dead) and the
fact4 that PSin this
Wa

oo...
ce pene eccceeee
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Rernie 0

called

.

area:on

Foreign Editor ..... ra Charles Morgan ! life with a blend

ast Sub Eaitor ........

village

Mosk.

Adieu Philippine
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Aithur Christiansen |All-Saints Day

2¢ Sub Editer.o 12... Peter Butterworth
ee
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ztws Editor ......... R Bernard, Braden » Xochimileo

Edstor

enough. ' Screenplay.

Bastia.

Yori

ore jieKern .native

cosceee-

! Kwong-chao.

not

|
Southern Asia, but’ little else- unsophisticated laughs. ©
ing cast is only ordinary. Technical . where.
| Yarn.-concerns .a middle-aged
qualities are par. It is not.enough! Jt concerns - Hong Kong's. best |bookmaker whose wife has walked.
just-to copy a Yank oater. There: «trumpet
jy
player—The Golen, Trum- ; out.on him. He decides’ to marry
has to be knowhow in direction and «pet—and his search for money. again and there comesa clash be-.
mounting that eludes director Jean : He’s a simple fellow: and loses cash : tween his bride and his dragon of

atthis proved a:
the
Veriedades,
, revelation because its simple story

vk. ,

cece
eeeeaeee Janet Munroe

yu 1)aauire eI

are

of his abilities.
oo.
Color is okay, buf the support-

Beckwith, Austin Trevor. Directed by Val t- will Zo far in motion pictures.
Guest. Screenplay by Wolf Mankowitz and .
On its first commercial run
Val Guest; camera, Harry (Waxman: ort
ter.

moments

, photographer Alex:Phillips Jr. ‘son Fernandel
wses his timing and Sbao-yung: music, Chi Haiang-tang..
“At- script having been trimmed down
of Alex Phiilips Sr.,°who was a comie terrors to advantage at times ‘Film Festival. San Francisco. .Running : temorselessly so that many scenes
cameraman
originally tn Holly- -but-the film is too detached and
“.and characters have not been de,
? wood). Original story, adaptation, plodding
to take much advantage; This is a special item. which : veloped: to: fuJl yock-potential, but
‘editing, acting, and photography
:it_ contains a.-plentiful: quota -of

Topical, absorbing yarn hinged

on

Gonzalez

Brea Houen

old girls and a boy and their com- - treatment.
araderie and growing love. While| Paul Chang
having, a- true ring, this is some-

as horn

Chung

is. adequate

player and Fei-Li,

as his

.

Rich.
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What overlong, with mainly spe-!'son, stezls most scenes in which. . Allied ‘Artists voted a quarterly
" . the appears. Direction end technical. dividend: of 1334c. per ehare on
cialized chances abroad.
New director Jacques Rozier }credits are okay on this Shaw Bros. company’s 532% preferred stock.
Payment is due Dec. 15 to hold:
as 1 works in real settings and does not !production. It has no ‘chance in

and Wolf Mankowitz
has some|work,
and the agile. direction
|
loose ends and a fairly contrived | well as the gifted camera work of t worty

ebout

setups,

‘bers o£ record Dec. 1.
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wood |SCHMESPORTI Kober Seeks Guna Depeston
_FaneRTHEATHES
Wants Terms With Five Competing Drive-Ins

Ruined Sereent Forces 7100 Cash Refunds, 400°
Exchanges for.‘Kings’

Revealed—'N avarone’

Boston, Nov. “21.
‘Newest. in indoor sports, and a
SWITCH. C-c BOUT.
‘Kansas Gity, :
Nov, 21.
prospective successor to films in“s
Slashing of. the screen. of the]
outmoded .theatres, is a device
A “‘Doubte-Header: Into
.:Capri Theatre. Jast Tuesday -.(14) Dee.‘Armory,
-ealled Ski-Dek ‘which had its inNot: .Theatre
_» @limaxed a series of acts of. van- 7
augural -here last “week ‘in and |}.
@alisni- which: have been suffered }.~ albany, Nov. 21. | with. the “New England Winter |
by Durwood Theatres Inc.,- operawighington Aye. Armory, rather Sports Show ‘at. the First aay |
-tors of:the Capri, Roxy and. ‘Empire
Described as. a brainchild - of“downtown first runs here,
. than the: Palace Theatre, will. be
the Albany outlet. for the. double- Hall,. ski. pro at Aspen in Colorado, ft
Damage .to the ‘screen used in header. closed-circuit of ‘the. world. the: sport. rents skis, ©shoes and.

Prime

Ligitation

+

Greiver Sues Kohlberg
...

Chicago,

|

Nov.. 21.

S. B. Greiver, Chi film distributor, last Thursday (16)
filed suit In U.S. District Court

for $5,775

z
allegedly

in booking

owed. him

fees

by Stan-

ford Kohlberg, owner of a
‘string. of drive-ins.
Suit covers period from May
1-Sept. 30, ’61, and states that

By MORRY ROTH

an
oe

Chicago, Noy. 21.
. Columbia Pictures Corp. prexy
A. Schneider, two other Columbia
execs and Chi distributor S. B.
Greiver have been served with
notices requesting depositions describing. all licensing agreements
between them and five Chi area
drive-ins
competing
with
three
ozoners owned by Stanford Kohlberg. The depositions are in connection with a suit filed Oct. 25
by Kohlberg in the U.S. District
Court
charging
Columbia
with
monopoliste practices, suppression
of competition, restraint of trade,
booking favoritism and price fixing.
Named in the suit as co-conspirators, along with Columbia, are Essaness Theatres, Loew's Theatres,
Illinois Outdoor Amusement Co.,
and Balaban & Katz.
Listed as
recipients of the favoritism are the
Sheridan
Drive-In,
66 Drive-In,
Bel Air Drive-In, Skyhi Drive-In
Sunset Drive-In, Oasis Drive-In,
and the Double Drive-In.
Among
other
charges,
Kohl-

the. 70mm
showing ° of* Metro’s
heavyweight
champsionship
be-" poles at $1:75 ‘per session, $1.25
. “King of Kings” was undetected.
tween Floyd. Patterson’ and .chal- ‘for’ kids.. It is controlled by and.
until shaw time, and forced the ! lenger. Tom MeNeeley, from -Toron- | is part of the. diversification pro- | fees: are owed for services to
the following Kohlberg-owned
Management
to. make. about 700| to, Canada, and the Philadelphia ‘gram of. the Schine -Theatres &
_ozoners: Starlite; Dunes, 53,
‘refunds, About. 1.100 persons were 10-rounder -between Sonny. Liston. Hotels combine. |‘Latter plans to
Waukegan
(Waukegan,
IIl.),
{n the theatre; and the balance ex- and Albert Westphal of Germany.|.establish 12. Ski-Dek~ spots for it-and.the Bellevue (Peoria, IU.).
changed their tickets. for . later}.
‘Ted Bayly; who presented one ‘self, the first to be the former}showings,
Riverside
Theatre
in
Buffalo
which
fighteast- in. the Troy Armory, ‘is
Scale. on “Kings” has & $2.50. ‘promoting the Dec. 4 dualer here. | will open. Jan: 17. Elsewhere the:
top, and loss on ‘that. showing:
Fabian’s .‘Palace for years was Schines. will license, also providwould bein: the vicinity of $1,500. the Albaity.-outlet ‘for boxing. ing the financing for reputable
Cost of. the. screen, -itself a total | closed-circuits,. being “-an. original promoters. locally.
loss, ‘was about .$2,000 for material. ‘one in Nate Halpern’s TNT. Its last
alone, . “exclusive
of - ‘installation ° preséntation was. the réturn. match Slopes of revolving white Acrolon
charges, according
to- Gene between:Patterson.
Patterson. and Johansson.
Jol
; (synthetic). carpet which simulates
Cramm, -maintenance. chief.|
|.both the optical and experiental
Atlanta, Nov. 21.
“Other. acts -of violence against
‘sense: of outdoor snow. The sport
|. Election of officers for the com‘the theatres and: circuits -officials.
is. envisioned as an all-year .affair, ing year by combined conventions
-over the: past: six: months ‘brings|
| with. the ‘arenas designed to op- of Alabama Theatre Assn., Motion
total’ damage suffered -by the. com-.
‘|erate at 65 degrees, ‘winter or sum- ‘Picture ‘Theatre Owners and Operberg’s suit alleges that Columbia
pany: to.an ‘estimated $9;:000: ‘This |
mer ‘A’ minimum height of 50 ators of Georgia and Tennessee
would ‘be:.a conservative: figure,-}
‘feet in the converted. structure. is Theatre Owners Assn. saw J. H. has enforced a price-fixing system
under
which drive-ins in the Chiaccording: to theatre. officials. The
required, “plus ‘at ‘least 20,000 (Tommy)
Thompson,
of Hawk- cago area have been required to
square feet and at least 10 of the} insville,
oa
list of Various ‘acts ‘include:
elected president of the charge designated minimum
ad© Finding of dynamite sticks. on |. The. heavyweight €win-bi]l fight revolving. carpets,. called. “‘Deks.” Georgia association for the 15th mission prices, and that Columbia
income to the: consecutive term. Thompson foundthe lawns of residences of two cir- card Dec, 4,-with Irv-Kahn’s Tele-. A guaranteed
refused
to
book
pictures
unless
‘prompter |handling: the closed-cir- Schines: of $85 weekly per Dek is ed and organized the association the minimum prices are observed.
cult. officials.
@ Slashing of at least 20seats in ‘cuit feed, will go. into 160 theatre. part of the package deal, Each Dek and has served as its only pres- It also charges that Columbia fa‘
|
and
arena ‘sites in the U.S. and costs about $10, 900 to install ready ident.
~
the Rory Tieatre:.
vored thatres booked by Greiver.
Canada, “plus'°150,000 home sub-|to operate.
Re-elected to serve with him by giving him A-week preference
e. Slashing- af. the canvass can-.
scribers.- ‘to Community Antenna |. G. David.Schine, president of. were O. C. Lam, Rome, executive on certain films, by licensing to
opy in front: ‘of ‘the Capri.. ae
‘Television “systems.
This. repre- Schine Theatres, -contemplates up
Harold
Spears, him on more favorable rental terms
=) Smashing of. windows in:-stoyée ‘sents the largest Community hook- to 1,000 centres within three years. vice president;
Fred G.- Storey, Jolin Stembler, and by restricting the use of passes
fronts
of the Empire -‘Theatre| up ‘yet. Kahn
also owns radio. They will be in existing theatres, Ray Edmondson, W. R. Boswell in Kohlberg’s theatres when they
" building last April.
|rights and is presently trying-to Closed nabe_ houses, bowling alleys, and Warren Newman, vice pres- were showing Columbia’s pictures.
-@ Shooting of. bolts through the set a network. carry.
which might be reconverted, and. idents; E:. D. Martin, Columbus,
It also accuses Greiver of using
Empire Theatre sign.
"Main: event, from Toronto, is for in some newly built units.
treasurer; John Thompson, Gaines- the combined purchasing power of
-@ Shutting off power by extract’ the: ‘heavyweight
title
hetween
Regarding the Buffalo trial, ville, secretary; Willis Davis, At- the theatres for which he buys and
7 ing a fuse at the Capri, causing: re- champ Floyd Patterson and chal-: Schine said here, “We took an lanta, secretary to the board of books to obtain more favorahle
funds to patrons.
jlenger Tom
McNeeley. ‘Curtain. existing theatre and completely directors; and C. L. Patrick, Co- film license terms than are avail‘These acts were reported by raiser will be the Sonny Liston- gutted it to open the. first Ski- lumbus, representative to the Thea- able to Kohlberg’s theatres and to
induce Columbia to enforce the
Capt. John Flavin, head of the Albert Westphal tiff from Phila-| Dek,” “The first public glimpse ‘tre Owners of America.
of this ‘universal sport anywhere
police department’s labor detail; -delphia: °
Earle Hendren, of Erwin, was “restrictions, limitations and disTwinbill ‘will mark the first time in the world was here. in Boston’ re-elected president of the Ten- criminations” described.
and by theatre -officials:
nessee Theatre Owners; Richard
Tradesters. opine that the suit
Flavin attributed the difficulties two bouts have been presented tonight '(16).”
- (Unlike: summer sports shows Lightman, Memphis, was named has been abuilding for several
to a current labor disagreement. back-to-back nationally.
Crowds at both fights will also the winter sports exhibits have not first vice president; Mrs. Juanita months, but that it was finally
between
the circuit and’ stagehands and projectionists. Circuit be able to:see the other via large-|done very well: around. the U.S. -Foree, Alcoa, second vice presi- initiated by a dispute between
officials, however, said the. damage. ‘screen relays. Chris Schenkel is set|due to an absence | of ‘action for dent: Morton Tune, Shelbyville, Kohlberg and Columbia over the
restriclion of passes and alleged
as easily could be the ..work ‘of: for the: ‘blow-by-blow of the title |thase who. pay to come in. Ski-Dek executive sceretary; Willis Davis
minimum
charges
in
treasurer;
and
Robert enforced
pranksters and. vandals, and. that. event, but .a mikeman for the |is offered as an-answer to the ery Atlanta,
| for interesting stunts alongside the- Hosse, Atlanta, chairman of the |Tegards to “Gens of Navarone.’”
-they did not know: who’ could ‘be: Paflly,bout. is. still. ‘to be set.

Ski-Dek..is worked’on. artificial

Dixie Exhibs Set;
Thompson's 15th

Dec. 4Fisticuffs’
ml) Situations|

(Continued on page 21).

:. ‘responsible?

‘| board of directors.

ht
eet

Officers of the Alabama Theatres Assn. were elected at the TOA
Harry B.‘Green Bosses
in New
Orleans last
“meeting
Editor-Publisher
oN T&T ‘Community Video!
month and attended the tristate
first run operation, now Cinerama.
_ Los Angeles, Nov. 21. ay
meeting here at the head of their
Issues were reported to be num-|.
delegation. They are Dan Davis,
ber. af men on shift, wages .and]: ‘Harry -B. Green, with’ ‘National
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
“has a reminiscence of
Florence, president; W. W. Hamhours. Later-a-dispute arose with *Fheatres since 1934, -has.beén apL.A. Times three-man censormond, Jr., Albertville, J. A. Jack- : Ship board of film ads objected last
“the projectionists. Negotiations. are pointed. general manager of six |
community
antenna
tv- systems ||
son, Clanton, Eddie Watson, Mon-; week
a (Continued on page 21)
to Paramount’s
copy
for
jowned by. National Theatres & Tele- j
tevallo, Roy Martin, Jr., Columbus, “Summer and Smoke.” Rather than
--vision. -He’Jl: handle many. of the ||
vice presidents; Tom Coleman. Jr., alter the wording, Par studio pubduties. previously supervised by j].
secretary-treasurer;
R. M. Ken- ad chief Herb Steinberg cut space
nedy, Birmingham, TOA represen- from 200 inches to 14. Other papers
|-Samuel-. P. Norton, |who. resigned:
July 1.
tative.
willing to print copy in question.
Some 400. delegates registered
‘Properties which Green will now
another. interesting Feature
Ad which Times deemed unfit for
for the convention, which held its| publication, however, appeared in
include those -in Wil_
Capetown. Nov. 21.: |supervise
in the upcoming,
Alpena, ‘Mich,; |.
sessions at the, ’Dinkler Plaza its bulldog edition on the streets
South - ‘African - Broadcasting | liamsport,. .Pa.;
‘Hattiesburg,.||
Hotel.
6th Anniversary Number:
° ‘Corp. lost séveral- of. the staff | Bluefield, W. |Va:;
early last night (Mon.) reportedly ‘
Principal
addresses
were
by Tesult of paper failing to notify Ns
-members during. the: year, particu- Miss.: Ferriday, La: and. Logan,
of.
Martin Rackin, production chief own composing room of “kill”
. larly at the time of the formation W. Va; witha total of 27,000-sub- |}
of Paramount Pictures; John Stem- previous insertion order. Ad show
of the. Republic. The Director Gen- ; seribers::
5
VARIETY
bler, president of Georgia Theatre Laurence Harvey and Geraldine
‘eral, Gideon. Roos, and_his senior | - ' Green’ formerly served as treas-'
|}Plus other statistical. ‘and date-filled Co., Atlanta, and newly elected Page in horizontal position under
administrative
assistant,
Frank ‘urer of Fox {nter-Mountain Thea||
president
of Georgia Theatre Co., Tennessee Williams quote, “Why
tres
and
in..charge
of
special
projboth ‘resigned.. Perey:}
charts. and articles.
..Douglass.
(Continued on page 21)
iy
do some women turn a beautiful
Baneshik handed. in. his -resigna-|. ects. in: ‘the-accounting dept.
thing into something no better than
tion, after 27 years’ service about
the mating of beasts?”
the: same time. as E. C. Pienaar,
‘editor of the Radio Bulletin’ alsoleft. Under. contract, the officials.
‘are prohibited from making public
statements for, 12 months after
: their resignations. .
7
There is. no’ possibility of tele-|
Hollywood, Nov. 21. .
* Wision. peing introduced’ in South
What may: proye to be.a major system. ~The decision follows a. breaks down to 29¢ a Week. Since
Africa for’a long .time’ although. development. ‘toward: resolving poll taken among the residents in ‘Telemeter estimates that it- can
Nicholas Ray, who directed “King
closed. circuit installations are perthe Mimico-New .Toronto section achieve. a break-even status for a of Kings” for Samuel Bronston, is
mitted. under -special ‘permission.. ‘some of. the Initial economies: of immediately adjacent:to the sub- moderately-sized
Telemeter
sys- associated with Bronston azain on
A Special unit was imported for the pay-tyv ‘is being ‘advanced by Tele-. ‘urb of Etobicoke.
In expanding» tem-at less than 60c a week per “55 Davs At Peking,” skedded to
SA Medical Conference, which, was meter. aS a supplementary footnote the Telemeter service, 1,000 homes. subscriber, the $15 service auto- hit cameras in Spain next Februheld in Cape Town, for the purpose to. broadening the base of its cur- ‘in the Mimico area will -be added, matically will enable the company ary. Director is here from Rome
of screening an operation during
thus bring the Telemeter program-. to recoup approximately 50° of to ink two top male stars for leads,
‘a meeting but the -Press’ was rent experimental Canadian oper- ming into 6,009 homes. .Work on the “house nut” (including amor- as well as complete a studio tieup
barred. Dept. of Posts and ‘Tele- ation’ by 1,000: homes, it's been} the cable extension starts shortly. ‘tization but . excluding program- for his own projected indie operations.
graphs is determined to ‘restrict learned...
| and. is: expected. to be. completed jing).
the closed. circuit to “industry,
|.-Now - generally known .is that, early in ‘62. ;
Telemeter says the new 1,000
Ray has shelved plans for his
science, anid -education”. and -per- ‘Telemeter is about to inaugurate |: Approximately, 50°%.-o£ those in- subscribers will strengthen repre- biopic of Mother Cabrini. first
- mission: will not be given. if it {fs a new policy of.a.$15 per annum |‘terviewed so far: have signed’ con- sentation of certain economic iev- American to be canonized a saint
.to be used for entertainment, gain, Service charge for ‘all: future sub- tracts and put up the’service fee’ els and provide a more comprehen: ‘by Catholic church, ‘te start of his
program,
or advertising.
The $15-per year fee Sive population mix.
- Scribers to the company’s feevee. money.

.

The labor dispute - started : last |
March with stagehands. of the. |
_Empire.. then a continuous. run

| Edward Anthony

MATING-OF-BEASTS
COPY RUNS IN FLUKE

One Child Star Who ~

“LIMIT CLOSED-CIRCUIT

. Developed’ Into A
Stu rdy Actress

FOR PRIVATE USEAGE|

$15 Annual Sereie Fee In Toronto As
ParExpands Telemeter To 6,000 Homes

Ray-Bronston Pair Anew:
‘Mother Cabrini’ Off

PICTURE
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:“{Comancheros’ Fair 6}16,
NewPix Help L.A.; ‘Comancheros Fat
Indpls; ‘Devil’ 56, 3d) Kings Bis166,Cincy; ‘Comancheros’
$24,000, ‘Town’ Lively 96, ‘Rothstein
Fast $9,000;Breakfast’ Hot 76,6th
Indianapolis, Nov. 21..

Biz is on slow side at first run-

ners here. this stanza, with holdovers again dominating the pro- |="
gram.
. One
new.
starter,
‘Comancheros, ” at Circle; is up ‘against
two other John: Wayne films, reisjsues of “Jet. Pilot” and “ConquerEstimated
Lor,”. at Loew's. Result is that both
This Week
“Devil at 4}
houses will suffer.
_ (Based
O'Clock” is best bet, good at Lyric.
q
.
Last Year
Estimated Total Gross
Estimates for This Week
(Based
This Week ........ $2,426,500
Circle (Cocrill-Dolle) . (2,800: $1(Based on 23 cities and. 272.
$1.25) — “Comancheros”
+20th).
‘theatres, chiefly first. runs, in| Fair $6,500. Last. week, “Breakfast
cluding N.Y.)
at Tiffany's’ (Par)-(2d wk), $4,000. |
Last Year
$2,5277.100
. Indiana’ (C-D) (1,100; $1.25-$2.50)
(Based on 23 cities and 249
—Seven.
Wonders
.of
World”
theatres).
(Cinerama)’ (23d wk). Good $5,000.
Last’ week, $5,200-.
- Keith’s (C-D) (1,300: $1-$1 25)— -

166; Breakfast’ Big 166, King’ 186
Los Angeles, -Nov. 21.
Firstrun theatres here are continuing their downward curve this
week, only one of four openers

showing
cheros”
$24.000
piaying

Araold

any

strength.

+=

“Coman-

is heading for a hefty
or over in initial round. |
four theafres. “Story of

Rothstein”

shapes

fair

*$S.500 in two spots.
“Town
Without Pity” is rated
good $9.000 or close at the Bev-7

erly.

“Othello”

1s rated

dull

in

+.

Broadway Grosses.

Key City Grosses

Cincirinati, Nov. 21.

.

“King of Kings,”- looming : tall
in hardticket at the Capitol, and,‘|}some other new bills at “many
downtown houses. are bulging film
trade this week. . “Susan “Slade”

Total Gross .
......... $598, 200. shapes as a goodie. at the Albee
on 31 theatres)
"|while “Comancheros” looks’.com--..........
’
paratively much’ bigger at: the.
on 27 theatres).
‘smaller Grand. “Greyfriars Bobby”
'at Keith's. looms okay but at Pal-.

ace is rated drab. “Breakfast at
“Tiffany’s” holds nicely. in: sixth’

Tawaili Hot206,
— Det; Wayne 216

‘Lweek. at. suburban

Valley. “Love
and Frenchwoman” ‘bids hotsy at

Esquire Art. “Mr. Satdonicus” and
“Splendor in Grass” on. back-to-

first week at Four Star.
back screens’ at. ‘Twin Drive-In
“Breakfast at Tiffany's” continuloom okay. |
ves to pace the holdovers, shaping
Detroit, Nov.. 21.
Estimates for This ‘Week .
“Back
Street”
(U)
(3d
wk).
Okay
|
socko $16 060 in fifth frame at the
A couple of sturdy newcomers Do
$4,500. Last week, $6.000.
Chinese. “Susan Slade” is rated
are increasing the action downtown | ; Albee’ (RKO) (3. 100; ‘$12$1.50)—
“Susan
Slade” (WB). Good $11,000.
Loew's
(Loew)
(2,427;
.75-$1.25)
okay $15.0090 or near in second
this week. With some strong hold—“Jet’ “Pilot” (RKO) and “Con- overs, this. is making for’ good or near. Last week, “Bridge to
Jap, four heuses.
“Splendor
in
queror™
(RKQ)(reissues).
Slim
“Sun”
(M-G)
(2d. wk), $6. 000."
Grass” is torrid in sixth.at Hollygrossing. conditions.
“ComanCapitol
(SW-Cinerama) (1 ,400;
$4,000.. Last week, “Seven Women
wood Paramount.
cheros,” John Wayne. pic is big at
Cleveland, Nov. 21.
$1,25-$2.75)
—
“King
of Kings”
from
Hell”
(20th)
and
“Pirates
of
“Ben-Hur” looms lush $13.000 in.
Fox.
“Blue Hawaii” ‘shapes sock
All spots are reflecting pre-holi(M-G). Tall $16,000. Film received
Tortuga” (20th), $3,500.
third in two locations. “King of: ‘day setup here this round
‘at the Michigan. ©
and
favorable:
local
reviews.
Last week,:
Kinss”
shapes
big in sixth
at: ;loom mild. However, “Greyfriars
Lyrie
(C-D) (850; $1-$1.25)—
“Breakfast at Tiffany's” glitters
“Guns of Navarone”. -tCol) (18th
Egypiian.
Bobby” looks okay at the Allen and Deal at 4 O'Clock” (Col) (3d wk). in’ fifth round at the Madison. wk), 10 days, $6,500 at $1.80 :top..
Lstimates for This Week
'“King of Kings” is rated good at|G od $5,000, Last week, $6,000. | “King of Kings” ‘stays robust in
Esquire Art (Shor) (500; $1.25)—_
third week at the United Artists.
Hillstreet, Hollywood,
El Rey, .the Ohio in first session, hard“Devil At 4 O'Clock” is hep in “Love and Frenchwoman” (Indie). :
Lovola -Metropolitan-FWC: !2,752; ticket.
“Town Without. Pity” is
fifth at the Grand Circus.
“Back Hotsy $1,700. Last week, ‘Rocco .
B58: E61: 1.298: 90-S1.50!——“*Coman- rated average at Stillman., “The
(Astor)
(2d wk),
Street” still is fancy in fourth at and Brothers”
c! EOS"
‘20th:
and
“September-: Mask” shapes passable in second | =
| $900.
the ‘Mercury.
Storm’
20th’. Hefty $24.000 or: week, playing two arty..spots. “Pit}
Grand:
(RKO)
tI
,300;.
$1-$1.25)—
ever Least week, Hillstreet, “Mask” and Pendulum” is satisfactory for |
Estimates for This: Week
: “Comancheros” (20th). Potent $9,(WR.
“Code of Silence” (Indie): second frame at State.
Fox {Woodmont} (5,041: 75-$1.49)
-000 or.-close. Last week, “Mask”
'2d =k: $2.400. Hollywood, El Rey, |
—“Comancheros” (20th) and “PurEstimates for This: Week
(WB)
and
“20, 000 “Eyes”
(U),:
Lov ola with Los Angeles, “Hustler” {| Allen
ple.
Hills”
(20th).
Big
$21.00
or
(Stanley-Warner)
(2,866;
‘Boston, Nov. 21.
$3,000..
7
f20th:, “20.000 Eyes” 20th) 'Hol-: :50-$1.50) — “Greyfriars Bobby."|:
Biz slowed down’ this week with close. ‘Last week, “Hustler” (20th)
Guild . (Vance)
(300; $1.25)—
lvw ood, Los Angelesi, “Romanoff ,: (BV). Okay $10,000 or near. Tast nippy weather, but Saturday night. and “Blast of SiJence” (U) (Sth wk),
“Watch
Your
Stern”:
iIndie})
(2d
and Juliet” UU?! tLoyola) '2d wk),;‘week, “Splendor in Grass’ (5th \ was big. as. usual. . Only one new $11,500.
wk). Fair $1,400. Last week, $1,500.
Michigan (United Detroit) «4,036;.
$19.300.
fwk), $10.500.
entry, “Susan Slade,” which is slick
‘Hyde Park Art. {Shor) (500;
Beverly ‘Stated «1,150: 90-$2)— ,' Colony Art (Stanley-Warner) (1,- at the- ‘Paramount.
“West Side $1.25-$1.49)—"Blue Hawaii” (Par) $1. 25)—"“Pure Hell of St. Trin“Town Without Pity” :UAI Good . 354; $1.50)—“Purple Noon” !Times), Story” ‘is still _powerful at the ‘and. “Invasion
Quartet” (M-G)..
jan’s”
(Cont). Solid $1,500. Last
$3.N00 or close. Last week, “Bridge (2d wk). Routine $3,800. after $5,- Gary in its third week of busting ‘Socko $20,000. Last week, ‘Town
‘week, “Man Who Wagged His Tail"
to Sun” °>M-G) '4th wk), $3.000.
records. - “King of Kings” is sock Without. Pity” (UA) and. “Season (Cont), $1,000.
‘500 in first.
Four
Star
tUATC)
‘868; 90-.
of Passion” (UA) (2d wk), $7.000.
(Art: “Theatre at the Saxon in fourth round.
Continental
Art
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500:- 90-$1.25)
$1.50'—"Othello” «C). Dull $2.600. :‘ Guild) (900; $1-$1.25)—“World of
‘Palms (UD): (2,955; $1.25-$1.49)—
“Breakfast’' at. Tiffany’s” looms
“Greyfriars Bobby” (BV). Okay
Last week. “Rocco and Brothers” “Apu”
(Indie). So-so $2.000... Last! large at the Capri in sixth week. “Never Take Candy from Stranger”: $7, 000 or near. Last week, “Town
(Astor: ‘8th-wk}? 9 days:, $1.800.. ; week, “Don Quixote” (Indie) {m.o. I
(Indie)
and
“Run
Across
River”
“Devil at 4 O’Clock’’ is hotsy at
Without Pity” (UA), $5. 500..
Orpheum. Hawaii ‘Metropolitan- .i;$2 200.
.
“Back (Indie) (2d wk). .First week. ended
+the: Orpheum in Fourth.
Palace, (RKO) (2,600: $1-$1 50)—.
G&S)
2.213;
1,196;
90-$150)— ;
j Heights: Art (Art Theatre: Guild) Street” continues very sturdy in Saturday (18), fair $10,000.
“Story of Arnold Rothstein” 'AA): (925;
$1-$1.25) — “The. Mark” fifth at the Memorial... “Splendor
and
“Brainwashed”
‘AA}. ~ Fair: 1(Cont) 12d. wk). Okay *$2.400 after
—‘Breakfast
at Tiffany "s”. (Par) Last’ week, “Splendor. in’-Grass”
in Grass” is holding stout at Astor |
$9500. Last week, “Every thing's |
(5th wk).
Great $15, 000. °Last (WB): (5th.wk), $7,000..:
: $3.C00 opener.
in sixth week.
“Twin Drive-In {Shor) (600 cars
Ducks” -Cal, “Five Golden Hours” ; Hippodrome (Eastern Hipp) (3.-{‘week, $16,000.
Estimates for This Week
‘Grand. ‘Circus (UD) (1 ,400; $1.25- each side;. 90c.)——West: ‘Mr. Sar-(Cale $6.400.
* 700; S1-$1.50)\—"King of Roaring
(Col) and “Valley. of
$1.50)—"Devil at 4 O'Clock” (Gol) donicus”
Warren’s, Pix, Wiltern, Baldwin 1420's”
.
(AA) (2d wk). Thin $6; 000 in
“Splendor in Grass” (WB) (6th wk). th
(\letropolitan-Prin-SW-State)
(1,-, five days after $8,000 opener.
$120oun Hep. $10,000. Last week; Dragons” {Col). Firm $4.500.' Last .
week,
“Paris
Blues” (UA) andFAT: 756: 2.244; 1.800; 90-$1.50)\— | Ohio (Loew) (2,700: $1.25-$2.50) Sturdy $8;000.. Last week, $9,000.
Aaavis (Balaban)
(1,700;
$1- “Magnificent Seven” (UA) |(sub, “Susan Slade”. ‘\WB) and “Beyond! —“King. of. Kings” (M-G): Takes1. Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1-$1.50)
Tuns);
$4.700.
East:
“Splendor. in
‘{n | Paradise”:
AN Limits Indie) (Warren's, Pix,! this stand back to roadshow policy. “Roeco and Brothers” (Astor) (5th $1.25)——“Bachelor.
Grass”. WB) (subrun) and: “Rachel.
Wiltern',
“Paris
Blues”
'tUA) : Grabbing
gobs
of. controversial wk). - “Good. $4,000,.. Last week, (M-G): (3d wk). Okay $8,000.. Last . Cade”. (WB). ‘Okay $5,500. Tast ~~
week, $8,50
(Baldwin) '2d wk:!, Okay $15,006 or!; publicity, opened strong and looks |$4 500..
United * rdists (UA) (1667: $1,50-. week,. “Flight ,.‘of.- Lost |Balloon”
° near. Last week, $24,500.
like good $12,000. Last week, “White
Boston (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,354;
$3)—"King
of Kings” (M-G) (3d Undie) ” and . “Colorado”. (Indie),
Iris
«tFWC)
+1825:
90-$1.50)—: Christmas” (Par) (reissue), for 10 $1.75-$2.65)—"Search
Parafor
wk),
Fast. $12,000. Last: week,
“Bridge” «4A) and’ “School for! days, $7,500.
| dise” (Cinerama) (reissue) (5th wk).
Vottey (Wiethe) (1,200; $1-$1.50)
$12,500.
Scoundrels” :Cont! (2d wk). Soft
:
Palace (Silk & Helpern) (2,739; Fourth week was okay $7,500.
4°—"Breakfast. at Tiffany’ s’". (Par)
Music.
Hall (Cinerama,
$3 000. Last week, $4,200.
$1-$1. 50)}—“Devil
at 4 O'Clock” j Capri: (Sack)
(900;
$1-$1.50)—
Ine
(oth
wh ‘Nice #,000. Last week,
(1,208; $1.20-2. 65)—"Windjammer”
Los Angeles ‘Metropolitan) (2,-'j (Col) (5th wk). Lean’ $6,000: for 5
“Breakfast at Tiffany "5 (Par) (6th (NT) (reissue) (9th wk). Big $11,- -$7,50
and “20.000 Eyes” (20th) (3¢@ wk).!
:days after $7,500 last week.
|: wk).
Big
$13,000.
Last
week,
{000. Last week, $9,600.
019;
90-S1.50|\—“Hustler”
(20th)
State (Loew) (3.700; $1-$1. 50— $15,000.
Trans-L
Krim
(Trans-Lux)
Fair $3,400.
“Pit and. Pendulum” (AIP) (2d wk).
Exeter (Indie). (1,376; 90-$1. 49) (1,000; $1.49-$1.65)—"Girl With A
Vogse 'FWC) /810: 90-S1 50 }‘Okay $9,000. Last week; $10.500.
“Devil’s Eye” (Indie) (3d wk). Sec- Suitcase”
(Indie); .Oke. $3,000.
“Two Women’ tEmbassy) (2d wk).
Stillman (Loew) (2, 700: ‘$1-$1.50) ond week was nice $8.500.
Last week, “Truth”. (Indie) (3d wk),
‘Continued on page 10)
—'Town Without Pity” UA), Aver-|.

Kings Good126,

Cleve.; ‘Town’86|

‘Hub Off: Susan’Smooth
166: ‘Story’ Socko 296,

- 3d, Breakfast’ 136, 6

Madison (UD) (1,408; $1.25-$1.49) |71 Plus 1” Undie). Drab, $6,000, ”

> Astor (B&Q) ‘(1,170; 90-$1.50)—

$4,70

Bachelor’Poient7.

Port; ‘Susan’ Okay5G.

“Fenway (Indie) (1,350; $1. 50)— $2,000. ~
age $8,000. Last week, “Breakfast: “Girl With Suitcase” (Ellis) (2d
Portland, Ore.; Nov. 21.
Mercury (UM) (1,465; $1-$1.50)—— |
At Tiffany’s” (Par) (m.0.), $8.500.
wk). _ Good -$4,000: Last week, “Back Street” (U) (4th: wk). Fancy
Trade is showing a minor upbeat
Westwood
Art
(Art
Theatre $5,500
her currently, with the product
$10,000.. Last week, $11, 000..
Guild) ‘855; $1.25-$1.50) — “The}- Gary (Sack). (1,277: $1.50-$3)—
available being rated strong.
| Mark” (Cont) (2d wk). Fairish $1,- “West Side. Story” (UA) (3d ‘wk).{ “Bachelor in Paradise” looms lusty
Buffalo, Nov. 21.
900.
Last
week,
$2,300.
;Capacity $29, 000. Last week, +$30,|at Broadway in initial round while
Firstrun biz is sagging currently
000.
“Susan Slade” looks okay in first.
with only a few bright spots. “Mr.
‘Kenmore (Indie) (700; $1. 50)—
at Music Box. “The Mask” ‘is slow
Sardonicus" looms lean in first at
“oT
ryth”
(Kings)
(3d
wk).
Speedy
jat
Orpheum but. “Breakfast -at
Century
while
“The
Mask”
is
-| $9,000. Last week, $10,000.
Tiffany’s”. sill is solid in third at:
modest on initialer at Paramount
Metropolitan (NET) (4, 357: 90although getting the most money
the Irvington. “La Dolce Vita” is.
$1.25) — “Young
Philadelphians”
in city. ‘Bachelor in Paradise” still
nice in secand at the “Guild.
Minneapolis, . Nov. 21,
(20th) and “Marjorie Morningstar”
is solid in second week at Teck.
. Estimates for. ‘This ‘Week. oe
‘Mostly
deferred
until
Thursday
(20th) (reissues)... Fair. $7,000. Last
Estimates for This Week
Baltimore, Nov. 21..
Broadway (Parker), (1,890; $1week,- “Cat. on Hot Tin~ Roof” (23) in order to derive expected
Buffalo *Loew) 13,500; 75-$1). —
Biz is on the slow side this week. (UA) and “Some Came Running”
Thanksgiving
holiday
week
benefit,
$1.50)
— -“Bachelor In Paradise”.
“Town
Without Pity’ ‘UA) and ‘with the holdoyers leading.: New
newtomers currently are. almost ‘(M-G).- Loud: $7,000: Last week,.
(UA) (reissues), $8,000.~
“Season of Passion” (UA) (2d wk). :‘films
include
“Armored. Com-. _ Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 90-$1.49). conspicuous by their absence.’ How- “Back Street” (U) and “Sergeant:
Lime $6,000. Last week, $9,000..
mand.” making.a fair showing at|:—“Back Street” (0) ‘and “Trouble ever,
“Bachelor
in
Paradise” Was Lady” (U) (4th wk), $3,600.
Center (AB-PT) -2, 500; 70-$1.25)
ithe New and “The Mark,” good at ‘in Sky” (Indie) (5th wk).
Neat shapes big at Lyric. Subsequent-. - Fox (Evergreen) (1, 600; $1-$1.49)
—"Splendor in Grass” ‘WB) ‘6th
‘the
Five West.
“Splendor In $8.000. Last week, $10, 000.
run at lower scale, “La Dolce. Vita”: =Devil: At 4 O'Clock” |(Col). Bd
wk-5 days). Okay $7,000. Last week,:
’Grass,” in sixth week
at the
Orpheum (Loew). (2.900; ‘90-$1.49) is sock" on first week. ‘Never on wk), Fine $5,000. Last week, $6,700.
$8.00.
.
: Charles; “Breakfast at Tiffany’s,”. —‘“Devil at 4 O’Clock” (Col) (4th Sunday,” in like category, looms | ‘Guild -(Rosener) (400; $1. 75-$2)
Century ‘TATC) ‘2,700: 70-$1!—
‘in fifth "at the. Town and “Devil at. wk).
—"La Dolce Vita”: (Astor) (2d wk)..
Slick $10, 000. Last . week, neat for opener.
“Mr. Sardonicus” «Cob. Slow $6.- :
.4 O'Clock” in same at the Hipp $15,000.
on
Such: holdovers as “Devil at 4 Nights only -with matinees
O00,
Last
week.
“Devil
at
(
‘Paramount
(NET)
(2,357; 40- O’Clock,” “‘Breskfast at Tiffany’s,” weekends. Nice $4,000 or near. Last
OCioek™
§Colt
4th wk-5) days),j‘look okay. “The Hustler” is hoeld-:
ing. nicely in fourth ‘at ‘Mayfair.. '$1.25)\—“‘Susan .Slade” (WB) and and “Back Street” still. are okay week, $6,300.
$6 200 at $1.25 top.
“Saturday
Night
and - Sunday | “World By Night”. «WB,
Hotsy to solid..
Lafayette (Basil) (3.000: 70-$1.50)
Irvington. ‘(Smithy | (650; $1. 50)-2=.
—"“Spurtacus” -C) i4th wk-5 days). | Morning” is good in third week ‘$16,000. Last. ‘week; “The. Mask”
1 “Breakfast. At Tiffany’s” (Par) and
Estimates for This. Week
Plavhouse.
“Town
Without ‘sequt,and “Fear No “More” (Indie),
oa to fair $4. 300. Last week, $5,-! iat
“Romanoff and Juliet” (UW) (3d wk).
Academy
(Mann)
(947: $1.75:Pitv’ shapes dull at Stanton. in
Nights ‘only, with ‘matinees on.
"Paramount ‘AB-PT) 3.000; 70- ‘ second.
‘|
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,909; 75-$1. 25)— $2.65)—“King of Kings’ (SA) (2d weekends. Brisk $6,000 or near,
wk).
Fine
$10,
000..
Last week,
Estimates
for
This
Week
$1 —“The Mask” WB) and “Desert
“Hustler” (20th) (rerun) and “Frog-:
Last week, $6,400..
Aurora
‘Rappaport)
(367; .90- !men” (20th) (reissue). Oke. $8.000.. $10,500
Warrior” ‘WE. Only fair $10,000,
Music (Hamrick) (640; "$1-$1. 50)
Century (Cinerama, Ine.) 11 100;
but biggest coin in city. Last week, $1 50)—*1 Plus 1” (Indie) (3d wk). iLast week, “Naked. Jungle” {Par)
—"Susan Slade” (WB), Okay $5,000."
“Breakfast at Tiffany’ 's” 'Par: (4th | Oke $1,800. Last week, $2,100. “(reissue) and ‘Paris Blues” (UA) $1.75-$2.65)—“South Seas: Adven- Last -week,
“Blood and Roses”
j Charles (Fruchtman) (500; 90-: {subrun), $6, 000..
ture” (Cinerama) (reissue) (3d wk). (Par).and “Man-Trap”. (Par), $3,100.
Wk-5 days:, $7.500 at $1.25 top.
Teck ‘I.news 1,200: 70-$1.25)— 1$1.50)—“Splendor In Grass”. (WB)
Saxon (Sack) (1. 100: $I. 50-$3)— Healthy $8,700. Last week, $8,500.
Orpheum (Everereen) (1.536; $1-:
Gopher (Berger) (1,000: $1-$1:25):| $1.49)—“Mask” (WR) and “Mania” :~
“Bachelor in Paradise’ (M-G) (2d |oth wk. Steady $4,500. Last week, “King of Kings” (M-G). (4th wk).
wk:. Solid $7000 or near. Last J
Great $19,000. Last. week, $20,000. | —1984” (Col) (reissue) {2d wk). (WB).
Slow $4.500. Last week,
Cinema
(Schwaber)
(460:° 90Good
$4,000 in five days. Last “Everything's Ducky”. 4Col) and
week, $8.260.
State (Trans-Lux) (720; '75-$1.25)
$1.50\—“Girl With Suitcase” (Ellis) —‘“Nude ‘on:-Moon”
Cinema, ‘Xartina) '450: 70-$1 25);;
(Indie) and week, $6,000.
“Queen of Pirates”. (Col). $5 300.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; $1-$1.25) —
—“Pevil at 4 O'Clock” ‘Cob 'm.o.). {6th wk). Steady $4,500. Last week, “Adventures
of Sadie”
(Indie).
Paramount {Port-Par) (3.066; $1Nitry $3,000. Last week, “Carry On j
| Nifty $5,000.
Last week, “Young “Bachelor Paradise” (M-G).. Wow $1.50) —“Lovers”: (Indiey (4th’ wk).
Five West (Schwaber). (439; 90- Loves” (Indie) and “Geisha Play- $14,000 for new Bob Hope pic. Last $6,100
Serveant” indies «3d wk-5 days),
$4,500 or. close.’ Last week, $1,260.
-(Continued on page 10)
mater” (Indie); $3,800,
(Continued. on. page 10)
.
yl

‘Sardonicus’ Dull 6G,
Buff.; “Mask’ Fair 10G:

Balto Biz Offish But
‘Breakfast’ Hot $6.000,
5th: ‘Hustler’ Fine 56

Bachelor’ Wow.$14,000,
Mpls; ‘Mask’. Mild 836;
Street’ Loud 106, 3d

PICTU RE GROSSES

_. Wednesday, November. 22, 1961

Chi
ChiUneven ButComancheros’ (

LOUD 736,iBwayLively Despite Rain; ‘Smoke’
’
ELOR
| BACH
OMAHA; ‘DEVIL’ 446, 3D/

9,000;Bachelor’ Hotsy 236,Vita’
- Sweet136,3d;Breakast’MG,oth
’

-

Omaha, Nov. 21.

‘Biz is uneven at downtown

|.

first|.

runs this stanza due chiefly to offand-on snow flurries. However, the }-

new. pix; “Flight of Lost Balloon”

Chicago, Nov. 21.
Pickings are still slim here at] ©
Estimates Are Net
firstruns despite some new. arrivals, | .
with -infiux of cold weather ap-|
‘Film. .gioss estimates
réparntly no help. Top newcomer is |. . ported herewith. from‘thé vari-

at three houseg:and “Bachelor In.
Paradise” at State are both lusty.
‘| “South Seas‘ “Adventure” is dim in

Smash $46,000, ‘Paradise’ Lush <6.|
Dram’ Loud 1606, 2d, ‘Story 476

While Thanks giving Day (tomor-

with Christmas stageshow not due

‘its 18th. week ‘as a hard-ticket Tow) “holiday. figures in few of to open until early in December.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$3.50)
entry at the Cooper. Third week gross .totals in .current session,
of “Breakfast.at Tiffanys” at. the Broadway firstrun trade is holding — “West Side Story” (UA) (5th wk).
Omaha is rated. good; “Devil at 4 up rather well this stanza, Some Current week winding today (Wed.)
Oriental's “Comancheros” fighting | ..ous key cities, are: net: ie, | O’Clock” at Orpheum,. also in third of the weak sister pictures are off is heading for capacity $47,000 on
sharply. but bigger product con- 11 performances. The fourth was
‘the offish trend. for a socko $26,000.:
without :usual tax. ‘Distrib-- | shapes mild.
_{tinues stout. Rain and snow Mon- $47,000 on same number of shows.
_ Carnegie's. “C ~ With “A Suit-] “utors share on net take, when
_Estimates for This Week —
Continues indef.
day (20) was. a downbeat factor.
{
case” is. garnering a light opener, | playing percentage, hence the
Admiral, Chief, Skyview (Blank;
“Summer and Smoke” is headwith “Bridge At. Kronfeldt” taking. estimated . figures |are net in ot
State (Loew) (1,900; $1.50-$3.50)
come...
;
1,239; 1,000, 1,200; 75-$1)—“Flight jing for smash $46,000 in first ses- —‘King of Kings” (M-G) (6th wk).
in a smart preem total at the Town.
The -- parenthetic.. ‘admission
of Lost Balloon” (Indie) ‘and “Black ;sion ending today, daydating the This round finishing today (Wed.)
“Neopolitian
Carousel”
shapes
prices, however, as indicated, -| Pit of Dr: M.”, (Indie). Snappy $9,- DeMille and arty Sutton. “Bachel- looks to hold with torrid $35.000
Dboff at World In first.
.
000.. Last week, “Town Without 'or in Paradise’ looks to hit big for 10 shows. The fifth was $39.000
include UW Ss.amusement: tax,
“Bachelor in Paradise” is. “hotsy
Pity’ (UA) and “Secret Deep Har- |$35, 000 or close on initial week at covering 13 performances. Stays on
in Woods third. Popscaled “La
“bor” (UA), $7,000.
the Capitol.
Both pix. are con- indefinitely.
Dolce Vita’ ‘shapes big for third at |
tinuing.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1.003: 50-the Loop.
32ers oper) (687. $1.5
53,
“Flower Drum Song” with stage- $2)—“Splendor in Grass” (WB) ‘7th
“Splendor in Grass” ds okay in
|;(Cinerama) (18th wk). Good $5, 000 ‘Show
how isIs holding 8 with & great $160,000 wk). Sixth week ended Monday (20)
fifth at ‘the:‘Chicago. “Breakfast. At
or near in second stanza at the was splendid $16,000 or near after
‘Tiffany’s” continues to. sparkle in
$21,000, way below hopes for fifth
Esquire fifth stanza. Final round|
but bows out. Last week, $7,000. | Music Hall, insuring a third week.
(Cooper) (500; $1. 55- Son ” stays unti! the. Christmas stanza.
‘of. “Devil At Four O'Clock”.
$2. 20)—-“‘Question
7”
(Indie)
(8th Ishown is brought in next
month.
a
Warner (SW) (1,813; $1.50-$2.50)
holding stout | at State-Lake for]
| wk). Shapes thin $1,400. Last week, j “West Side Story” looks to hold at —‘“Susan Slade” (WB) (2d wk).
Providence, Nov. 21.capacity $47,000 in current (5th) i This
session
ending
tomorrow
“Back: Street’ quits the :United‘Hyp oed. by: tv- exposure, “Grey+ $1,800.
Omaha .- - (Tristates) . (2,068; $1-- ‘round at the Rivoli on hardticket. (Thurs.) is heading for okay $16,Artists. with a trim sixth frame in| friars Bobby” ‘is giving Majestic:
sight. Reissued ‘Seven Wonders [
‘the top-spot. this week by: a slim: $1.25) — “Breakfast ‘at Tiffanys” ;On same policy, “King of Kings” 000 or close after $19.000 for Initial
of World” is pulling another snappy ‘margin. ‘Virtually as sitash is. (Par) (3d wk). Good $5,000. Last ,is heading for a smash $35,000 in ‘week. Holds. “El Cid” (AA) is due
sixth -week at the Stafe.
in on hardticket policy on Dec. 14,
round in seventh Palace week.”
_ | “Devil at' 4-O’Clock” in first at. week, $6,000.
First-Run Arties
Hardticket “King of “Kings” is .Strand. “Town. -Without Pity” in
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,877;
$i-|._ “Comancheros” looks tall $26,$I.
ane
at
4
O'Clock”
iat
|
'000-in,
third session at the ParaBaronet (Reade? (430- $1.25-$2).
shading ‘down in. fifth ‘Todd stanza. j second. ‘{s' slow at Loew’s. ‘Albee is
). Off
mount. “Paris Blues’ shapes fine “The Mark” (Cont) (m.o.). First
Estimates for This Week
—
; fairish with ‘reissue of “Written on (3d
-Carnegie (Telem't) (495; $1. 25. | Wind.” Elmwood’s second of “Two. $6, 80D lastweek.mild $4,900: after | 318,000 for second week at the As- round ending today (Wed.) looks
tor and is comparatively bigger like big $10.00G. Holds. “MMark’?
$1.80)—"Girl. With Suitcase” (In-; Women’ looks okay. .
(743; $l) —
, State .(Cooper)
$8.500 at the Fine Arts.
played at Sutton for more than six
die. Dul! « th $3.°00. Last week,
.
“Bachelor.
‘In Paradise” (M-G), with
“Devil at 4° O’Clock” wound its weeks just prior to moveover here.
“Truth” (Kings) (5th wk), $4,000: pi ans forthlsWeek
Solid $7, 500. Last: week, bridge fifth stanza at the Criterion yesFine Arts (Davis) (468: 90-$1.80)
Chicago (B&K! 13,900; 90-$1.80)|
e
— to Sun” (M-G) (2d wk), $5,000, °
terday (Tues.). wtih a big $24,000, —‘Paris Blues” (UA) (3d wki. First
—"Splendor In’ Grass" (WB) (5th. “Written on Wind” (U) and “Battle |
““ever on Sunday” holdover week concluded Monday
Hymn".
(Ur
(reissues).
Fair
$5,000.
and
_
stays.
wk!. . Okay $14,000... Last: week, |'
| Last. week, “y Plus 1” (Indie) and
held with trim*$11,500 in second; (20) was big -$8.500 or close after
$17. 000:
round, at the Forum.
Palace is ;$13.500 for “initial frame.
‘Cinema (Stern) 4500: $1.50) — :“Upstairs | and. Downstairs” (20th),
Beekman (Rugoff Th.) (590: $1.20‘bringing in a pair of reissues to““Lavender Hill Mob” (Cont) and; $4, 500.
day
after
two
very
thin
weeks
with
75\—“Devil’'s Eye” (Janus) 4th
“Promoter” “Conti (reissues). Oke i” Elmwood. ‘Snyder) (124: 65-901
wk). Third week finished Sunday
“t Plug 1."
. $3,000. .Last week, “Genevieve” “Two Women” Embassy) (2d wk).
“Splendor
in
Grass®
was
bangup
(19)
was good $6.000 after $7,500
(Cont) ang “Tight Little’ Island”...S 0-so- $4,500. First ‘was $4,000:
$16,000 or close in sixth week at !for second round.
(Cont? (reissues), $3,200..
Majestic (SW. (2,200; 90-$1.25)— |
Carnegie
Hall Cinema
‘tthe Victoria, now being in seventh
(F&A)
Esquire ‘H&E Balaban) (1,350: "Greyfriars Bobby” (BV) and “Atround. “Susan Slade” shapes only | ‘300; $1. 25-$1.80) —
“Neapolitan
$1.25-S1.80' — “Breakfast At Tif- lantic Adventure”: (Indie).. Happy.
!okay $16,000 in second frame at Carousel” {Lux) (7th wk). Sixth ses
°fany ‘s (Par) ‘Sth. wk). Excellent. weekend ‘biz boosting to sock $9,-

Bobby’Boffo 96,
Prov;Devil’8146)

_

Story Smash
«206, Tops DC;
Bachelor’ 176:

Ist

ithe Warner. with “El Cid” due in, Sion

Ss $14.000; 1!
816 000,
000 or near. “Splendor In Grass”.
{on hardticket policy, Dec. 14.
Voor (Tétem" 1sNOE. $1. 25-1. 80) : (WB and “World. By. Night” (WB) |
Washington, Nov. 21,
“La Dolce Vita” was fast $15,000
* Most locations look for lean!
-—"La Dolce. Vita” (Astor) ‘subrun)-(Sth wk), $4.000.
{in
31st’ round, now being in 32d
pickings. this stanza what with the !
: (3d wk. "ot $18 000 or near. Last - “State (Loew) (3,200; 65-90) - —
Week at the Henry Miller.
“Les
product
‘blamed:
mostly.
A
big
ex
week, $14, 000...
“Town Without Pity” | (UA) -and
a
7
{
Liaisons.
Dangereuses” is due in
Monroe tJov an) (1,000: 65-90) — “Secret of: Deep Harbor” (UA) (2d ception is “Bachelor in Paradise’
{De
“Vita” then moves over
jooming
for
a
sock.
initial
frame
at
“Female © -Fiends”: (Indie)
and wk-5 day's). Moderate $6,000. ‘First
|
_Embassy on Broadway.
apito
nd,
of course, “West to: the,
'“Model-For Mvrder” (Indie). Show - was $8:500.’

Estimates for This Week
$4000. ‘Last. v eek,. “Wild. Wild: - Strand ‘National Realty) (2 200; Side Story" at the Uptown ‘is rated
“Women”: ‘Indie) ‘and _;“Maiden’” ‘99-s1 25'—"Devil at 4 O'Clock” wow in first, while “Susan Slade” | ~ Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)—

(Indie). $5,200.
“¢(Cal)
and | “Wonderful
Greece” | shapes solid at two other Stanley :“Paris Blues” (UA) (3d wk). Second round ended Monday (20) was
: Oriental ‘Indie’ (3; 400: 90- $1.80) | iCol). -Great $8,500. Last: -week, |. Warner situations.
“Breakfast at Tiffany’ s” looms solid $18.000 or near after $29,000,
—"Commrichen 7 eatin “Tall $26.- “Breakfast ‘at. Tiffany's” (Par). (3d
great in sixth session. “King of way below estimate for initial
‘000. Last week, “Hustler” (20th) wk’, $7, 500.
. (6th wki, $14. 000.
|
Kings” shapes socko in third War- week.
ner round,
Capitol (Loew). (4,820; $1-$2.50)
. Palace (Indie) 11,570: 90-$1 80i— .
“Seven Wonders of World” (Cine-’:
’ Estimates for This: Week
FTi netor in Paradise” (Weis
nitial session winding
today
rama
(reissue: (7th wk). Smart |

Bachelor’ Bright LG,
1.4802 1000"
90-$1. govt Denver; Ducky’ Drab 76!

$13,000. Last week, $14,000.

Roosevelt :B&K? (1,400;

Slade”

—"“Town Without Pity’ (UA) Grd |
wk): Slow ‘$8,600. Last. week,. $10,- iH Not many

(WB).

Sa
.

Good

Denver, Nov. 21.
close. Last week,
newcomers here cur- $7.50

mee looks to hit big $35,000

$13, 500

“Mask”

or , Holding,

completed

yesterday

‘Tues.)

(Continued

on page 10)

was solid $4,200 after $4,800 for
fifth week,
Fifth Ave, Cinema (Rugoff: Th.)
(250; $1.25-$1.80) — “Throne of
Blood” (Indie). Opens today ‘Wed.).
Last week, gaitehen” (Kings) (3d
wk). fair $2.800
72d St. Playhouse (Baker) (440;

Town’ Trim $12,000-In
St. Loo; ‘Breakfast’ Big
166; ‘Hustler’ 126, 3d

St.. Louis, Nov. 21.
City is loaded with holdovers and
, ¢xtended-runs but biz is holding up
$1 .25-! despite this situation currently.

or over.

of course.

(WB),:i Criterion. (Moss) (1,520;
: $2.50!—“Devil at 4 O'Clock”

(Col) |“Town Without Pity” is getting the

Fifth
(6th
wk).
stanza
finished 'most coin of newcomers.
‘rently, and only “Bachelor in Parabeing
ce susan (Tues.) was big $24,000 ! fairly good at State. “Loss of In90- ‘dise™ is’ getting far. It shapes. ple ésAbe, {KBY (940; as). 28
Last
week,
“Flute -&
Arrow
after $31,000 for fourth week.
. nocene” looms fine at smaller
$1.80)—"Devil At .4°0’ Clock" (Coli .at the Centre. “Mr, Sardonicus”
wit DeMille ‘Reade) (1,463; 90-$2.75) ' Pageant on_initialer. “Breakfast
(Sth wk.
Strong —$l2, 000... “Last ‘rated’ mild on opener at Orpheum. Janus), $4. 000.
;
—“‘Summer
and Smoke”
(Par). ‘at Tiffany’s” shapes fine in second
_) While
“Everything’s. Dueky’’ is. _ Capital. (Loew) (3'-420;.
week, -$14:500::
$1-$1. 49)! ' First session ending today (Wed.)
“Surf tH&E.-BBalaban) (685: $1.50- yjequally slow: at: the Denver..“‘King
round at Fox.
Bachelor.
in. Paradise”
(M-G). is heading for smash $28,000 or
. $1.£80:——“Two “Women” (Embassy) -of Kings’ looms hotsy ‘in.second at. Sock $17,
“Hustler” still is fast in third
000.OF over. Last week, 'close. ‘Opened with a benefit preem
at Ambassador
while “Splendor
‘(Sth wk). Sharp $4,500. ‘Last. week, -“Denham. “Susan Slade” -still. is “Mr. Sardonicus
(CoD, $6,100 in! on Wednesday (15) night, daydat- .in
$5,000:
_ tated sturdy in second. ‘at. ParaGrass” is rated hotsy in fifth
final
'10:
days.
ping
with
Sutton:
Stays:
indef.
at Esquire. “La Dolce Vita” looms
“ "Fodd- (Todd: 11 089; $2. 20-$3. 50y:‘mount,
—"King of Kings” .M-‘S) (5th wk).
. Estimates for This Week
“Bend. of River” {U) and “World| 1500; OO SI.751—“Guns of Nava’ fancy in sixth at Loew's Mid- City.
Estimates for This Week
Fine’ -$14,000.. Last’ week, $14,500.
|’ "Aladdin (Fox? (900% $1.45)—"La’ in Arms’ -(U). (reissues). Fair $6,-|rone” (Col)
‘2d wk). First stanza
Ambassaror (Arthur) 12.970: 90:” fown (Teitel!-640: St25-$1. 50)— Dolce: Vita” ‘Astor) (5th wk). Mild 000. ‘Last © week, “Town ‘Without

000.

State-Lake™ 1B&K). (2 “400:

Keith’s (RKO) (1,839: $1-$1.49— } "aha

(Guild.

ended yesterday

“Bridgé At Kronfeldt” (AA). Slick: 2.600. Last week, $4,400.

Enterprises)’

‘Tues.) was solid

Pity” (20th): {3d- wk), $6.500.
$13,000.
Stays until “La Dolce
MacArthur /K-B)- (900: $1.25) —
Vita” (Astor) comes in.
“The. Mark” «Cont. Mild $3,200.
’
Henry
‘“Siiller ‘Gilbert Miller)
United Artists 'B&K) (1,700; '90-! Looks big $13,000." Last week, Last week, “Risk” |(Union) (3d wk)
> + (800: $1.50-$3.50!—“‘La Dolce Vita”
$1.80'—"Back Street” (U) (6th wk), l:
“Devil . 4 O'Clock” (Col) 2d. wk),. $3. 100.
|
(Astor)
(22d
wk). The 3tst. round
-Tidy $11,500. Last week, $13 000. $7.000.
-Ontario (K-B): (1.240: $1-$1: .49)—
‘Woods. (Essaness)
¢1,200; 90- | Cooper. (Cooper)
(814: $1. 65. |%‘Breakfast ‘at Tiffany’s” ‘Par) ‘6th | completed Saturday (18) seas fast
$15,000
after
$18.300
for 30th w eek, .
. $1.80) —. “Bachelor .in Paradise” :$2.501—Seven: Wonders of World” whe: Great $9.000: Last. ‘week, $11, -

$5,500. Last week. “Night At The| Centre tFox?. 11,270; $1 25-81, 45)
Opera” (Indie), $2, 700.

-—‘ Bachelor in: -Paradise”

(M-G).

AM-G: i2d Wits Big’ $23,000. ‘Last ;“\Cinerama) ‘Sth wk) Big. $15,000.
week, $25.000::
.. | Fourth, ‘week: $16,000. wt
_ Wortd iTeitel. (606; 90-$1.25)—].Denham: «Indiel (800; $1.25-$2.50)
“Neopolitan Carou: el"! (Lux). Boff

—“King:
|
of. Kings”: «(M- G) (2d wk).

$6.000. Last wee’.
“Séerets of |Hot. $10:000. Last’ week, $11,000.
Women” (Janus) 12d wk), $3, 800.
Denver. (Fox) .(2.432; $2.25) >—
“Everything's Ducky”: (Col). “Girl
Can't Help It” (Indie). Mild $7, 000.
Last. week, “Back . Street” (U) (3d.

‘Bachelor’ Robust 156, .

Wk), $7,200.

-. +.

[30
eeat
squire. (Fox) (600: “$1 25) -—
Frisco; Slade’ $18, 000!
" ” sIndie)”. Slow $1600. Lastt
es
San Francisco, Nov. 21..
k; “Bridge” (AA) (2d wk), $2,
wees
currently
here
Firstrun trade

looks. good: “Susan

Slade”

shapes

Orpheum

fine an opener at. Paramount while’ $1:45) —

(RKO): (2, 690; $1:25.

“Mr. Sardonicus” -(Co))

$1.25\—“Hustler”

(20thi

‘83d wk}, >

Fast $12,000. Last week. $15,099.
Apollo
Art
‘(Gradce)
‘700: 90- :
$1.25\—“Tunes
of Glory” tLope) (3d wki. Okay $2.000. Last week,
$2.500.
Esquire
(Sehuchart-Levin'
1.800;
90-$1.25:—“‘Splendor
in
| Holds through Dec. 8, with “Les Grass" (WB) (5th wk:. Hot $7,500.
Palace: (Loew) 2, 390: $1-51. 65)— ;: Liaisons Danger euses” (Astor) due . Last week. $8.000.
Fox (Arthur) (5,000: 90-$1.25: —
“B
”
n Dec. 9..
$8“Playhouse
200. st nly
$10.700." Okay ‘Palace (RKO}. (1,642; 90-§2.50)— “Breakfast at Tiffany's” -Par: -2d
(T-L) (459: .¢1.49-: “Journey to Center of Earth
wki. Fine $16,000 or over
Last
week, $20,000.
|
$1. 80:—"Don
ixote’’. (M ).
(20th) and “Sink Bismarck” ‘20th
so $4.500. as week. De Sor (reissues), Open today (Wed.). Last
Loew's Mid-City -Loew: 21.160:
Four. oO’Clock”. (Col) (4th wk), $2,- | week; “1 Plus 1” (Indie) (2d wk-8 60-90i—“La
Dolce Vita” ‘Astor)
days), sad $7.000 after highly dis-. (6th wk). Faney $7,000. Last week,
200.
, $7.300
Plaza (T-L)
(278: : $1-$1. 80) — appointing opener.
90-$1.80:—~
State
(Loew)
(3.600:
60-90'—“Naked and Wicked” (Indie). Lusty ! -Forum (Moss) (813;
i
$6,100. Last week. “Heat of -Sum “Never On Sunday” (Lope) (3d wk). “Town Without Pity’ :UA+ Fairly
mer” (Manhattan) (2d wk), $2,700. :
‘First holdover stanza compteted g00d - $12,600 or less. Last week,
ae

>

j

Town iKing? (800; $1-$1. 49) — ; Sunday (19) was sturdy $11.500 “Greyfriars Bobby”
“Rocco and: Brothers” (Astor) (2d :after. $14,000 for initial week. Also. $8,009.

‘BV)

:2d wk),

wk). Fair $4,500 after $5,200 open- at-arty Plaza.
‘Pageant
(Arthur)
(1,000:
90“Bachelor in Paradise” is equally| “Valley of Dragons" (Indie). Mild.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- $1.25:—“Loss of Innocence” (Col),
.
nice: in first’ Week at. ‘Warfield. $9,000. Last. week, “Breakfast at er.Trans-Lux (T-L} (600; “gi.49- .$ 2) —. “Comancheros” (20th) (4th Fine $3,000. Last week, “Invasion
“Comancheros”. foams good in “first. Tiffany’s” (Par): (4th wk), $4,500.’
$1.80)—"Devil at 4 O'Clock”: (Col) | wk). Third frame ended yesterday t Quartet” (M-G), $3,200.
~round at Fox. “Breakfast at Tif-| Paramount Indie) (2,100; $1:25 (5th wk). ‘Good $5,800. Last. week, (Tues.) was tall $26,000 or close ' St. Louis (Arthur) 13.800; 75-90)
fany’s” still. is. smash in fourth} =-"Susan Slade’ nd (WB) .and won $6,200. ©
after $32,000 for second week.
—“Trapp
Family”
(20th!
and
stanza at the. Alexandria, “King of Have To Run Fast” (UA) (2d wk).
Uptown (sw)
300; $1.65-$3)— . Radio City Music Hall (Rocke- “Francis of Assisi’ (20th) ‘subKings’ looks’ fine. infourth session. ‘Sturdy $14,000. or near. First was. “West
Side Story”
(UA). Wow fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—“Flower . runs)
(2d wk). oo erase $7.000.
‘at-Coronet.
—
$17.0
‘$20,000 ‘or. near.
Last
week, Drum ‘Song” (U) plus stageshow "Last week, $8,000
“Estimates for This Week:
"Towne (Indie) (600; $1.25-$1. 45) “Carousel” (reissue), $5,000.
(2d wk). This session ending today
Shady Oak (Arthur) (760: 90+
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; $1.25- —“Greyfriar’s Bobby” (BV) (4th
Warner (SW) (1,440; $1.80-$2.75) (Wed.) looks like great $160.000 or $1.25'\—"“Weekend
With
Lulu”
‘8. 50)—“Twenty Plus Two” - (AA).
atin ‘Lean .$2,700. Last: week, $3,- “King of Kings” (M-G) (3d° wk). ‘near after $171.000. for first week. (Indie (3d wk). Okay $2,400. Last

-(Continued on page 10)

Socko. $13,000. Last week, $12,500.. Holding a third and likely longer, week, $2,500.
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GROSSES

‘Hustler’ Boffo $30,000im Toronto
‘Town’ Fair96;‘Kings’Wow 166,4th)

(Wayne Socko 116,
PhilStory’36

(870; $1.50:$2)—""Losa of Inno- 1.50)—"Saturday: Night,. Sunday
orning” (Cont) (3d wk). Nice §$2,Opened yesterday
.. cence”. (Col).
- |¢Tues.);
In ahead, “Gone With 500. Last week, same.
"| Wind” (M-G) (reissue). Fair $2,600 |: Rex (Freedman) (500: $1.50) —.
“Naked Holida (Indie) and “Mofor five days.
Sutton. (Rugoff Th.) (561; 95- rala Squad”. (Indie). Big $5,000.
$1.80)—“Summer
and
Smoke” Last week, “Shadows” (Indie) (2d
3, wlory
Nov. 21.
(Par), ‘Initial stanza finishing to- wk), $1,600.
day :(Wed.) looks to land: sockeroo | Stanton (Frichtman) (2,800: 90- Busy weekend downtown is spell- _
$18,000. Stays, of course. Day-dat- $1.50)—“Town Without Pity” (UA): ing atremger biz at firstruns here
(2d. wk). Drab $5,500. Last week, :this stauza. “Comartcheros” ‘shapes’
ing with the DeMille.
great in first week at Stanton while
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $7,000.-

Toronto, Nov. 21.
Biz gerera!ly is good vonrently, {
such newcomers as “The Hustler’
‘Continued from page: 8)
being
socko
in
a_ three-house
combo. and “Comancheros.” loom- Nice $5.500. Last week, $7,400. .
.Town (Rappaport) (1,125; 90- “West Side Story” continues smash
* $1-$1.50)— “Splendor
in
Grass’.
ing Rood at the Imperial.
“Mating
State, Fox Wilshire :UATC-FWC)
(WB) (7th wk). Sixth round ended $1.50) — “Breakfast at Tiffany's" in second round at the Midtown,
Uige™ shapes fairly good in a four- ;12.404; 1,990; $1.25-$2)—‘Ben-Hur" yesterday (Tues.)~ was splendid (Par) (5th wk). Big $6,000.
Last “Town Without Pity’ looms poor.
jh. first. holdover . frame ; at ‘Rane
house tiein.
“1M-G) (Bd wk). Lusty $13,000. Last. .$11,000 or near after $12;000 for week, $7,800.
However, “Town Without Pity” ; week,
dolph.
$22.500.
Warner Hollywood (SW) 12.170: fieth week. ‘Daydating ‘with “Vic-.
But re-!
“King of ‘Kings’ shapes ‘sturdy
fis barely fair at Loew's.
toria.
issue of “King and I” is packing | $1.25-$2)—“Back Street” «U) +4th |
‘tin fourth Boyd stanza. “Breakfast
Trans-Lux S5th St... (T-L). (550;
themin at Tivoh.
No longer ¢a- wk). Sturdy $7,000. Last week, Sie! "$1.25-$2)—‘‘Susan Slade” \WB) (2d
{at Tiffany's,” is torriedin fifth Ar- p:city. “King of Kings” in fourth 500.
leadia -session.
“Purple
Noon” .
“wk.
This round winding tomorframe at the University, however. ,
_ looks hotsyy on. opener at arty”
Warner Beverly (SW) (1.316: 90-. “row Thurs.) is heading | for nice |
continues Wow.
;
')Trans-Lux.
“$1.50.\—“Devil
at 4-O'Clock” ‘Colt $6,500 after’? $7,000 on initial week.
“iSth wk). Firm $7,000. Last week.. Daydating with the Warner.
a Estimates. for This, Week
Estimates for This. Week
Arcadia (S&S) ‘620;. 98- $1. 80)—
. Kansas City, Nov. 21. .
Carlton, Danforth.
Humber. $6.800.
“World “tPerfecto) (390; .90-$1.50)
Chinese 'FWC) 11.408; $2-$2.40)° '” —“Wild
(Rank:
2318:
1.28,
1.203; $1-:
‘Top new film is “Bachelor in.‘. | “Breakfast at Tiffany's” - (Par) (5th
for Kicks”. ‘Times) «5th
i—Breakfast
at Tiffany's” ©+Par wk).. Current stanza finishing to- Paradise” ‘at thei Roxy,
Hot $12,000. .Last week,
which-Wk
$150. -—“fhe Hustler” '20th), Boff.
$30,009.
List week, “Young Doc- ‘Sth wk). Sock $16.000. Last week. morrow (Thurs.' looks ta-hit. boffo shapes socko at-iithis Durwood $15,000.
;
Boyd
tSw)
(1,536:° $2-$2.75)—:“Seven,
Wonders
of
World”
:j
house.
tors’ ‘UA> -2d wk’, Carlton onty, $18.200.
$14,000. -after $16,000 for fourth.
Egyptian ‘UATC) 1,392; $1.25|replaced “This Is! Cinerama” at “King of Kings”. tNI-G).. ‘4th wk),
Stays indef.
$10.0060.
$3.50\—""King of Kings” «M-G:! -6th
‘Big $15.000.. Last. week, $17.000. .
,
the
Empire
and
is
running
to.a
nice
Dountown, Oakwood. .Prince of: wk). Big $18.000 Or over... : Last
ifigure. “A Weekend With Lulu” is i Fox: (Milgram)! +2400; 95-$1. 801—.
Wales.
State
Taylor-FP = «1,059; week. $18.700.
‘Bachelor’ Slick’ 10G,
smart at the Kimo arty cinema on “Deyil at 4. O'Clock” 'Col) «5th
1.338: 1.197: 696: 80-S1-—"Mating | Hollywood
‘State:
Paramount
wk). Sturdy $8.500.
Last week,
first.
Urge” -Astr-] and “She Walks by aeerey
1,468: 90-S2\—"‘Splendordn Grass”
an
| Paramount looks dull with “The $10. 000.
Fairly good $14.-: -WB) :6th wk). Torrid $10, 000. Last .
Night™ «Astral.
"Seattle, ‘Nov. 21.. ‘. Mask.”
Goldman (Goldman) '1,000;. 953
“King of Kings” is smash
000 for four houses.
Last week, week, $12.000.
‘Not niuch exciting
here this
$1.80)
— “Bachelor.. in
Paradise”
lin
second
at
the
Capri.
Weather
“The
Ma-k”
-WB.
at
9-house
Fine Arts 'FWC). (631: $2-82.405 round although one new entrant is. is on the cold side.
-(M-G).(3d-wk). Fast $9,000 or néar.
Om
combo
-capacity
8.943)
at
$1 _— "Never On Sunday” ‘Lope: ‘42d. doing well. It is “Bachelor
in
Last. -week, $12.000.
.
Estimates
for
This
Week
straight, $38.000,
wk). Brisk $4,300. Last week. $3.700.. Paradise,” which shapes nice at
‘Midtown. 'Goldman) 1.200; $2Brookside
(Fox-Midwes
t-Nat,
Pantages
‘RKO?
:1.513: $1.25- Music Hall. “Breakfast at Tiffany’ s”
Eglinton FP: 918: $1.56-$2.50:—
Story”. sUA)
: Theatres)
1800; $1-81.50) — “‘La $2. 75\—“West. Side
“Windjammer”
«NT
.48th
wk. $2.75'.—“Spartacus” :U).:$7th wk
continues good in. foutth ‘at Para12dwk}
Wow £23,090--or ‘ov er.
|Dolee Vita" (Astor) (9th. wk-final),
mount. ““BlooG and Roses” is just
Hefty $6.500.
Last week, $7,000. 4 Okay $7.500. Last week. $8.660.
Last wéek: $21,000.
—
‘Closing
with
okay
$2,
000.
Last
Music
Hall *Ros)
:720; $2.40-. fair in opener at Coliseum.
‘1,165: $1.25Fairlawn
‘Rank?
‘Randolph
42200:
y5-$1.80)
week, $2,100:
‘Astor) .
Dolce Vita"
Estimates for This Week
|
$1.50'—"Guns of N:varone” ‘'Col) $2.75°--"La
“Town Without Pitw” WU Ab 2d wk)
Capri ‘Durwood)
(1.260: $1.2
Blue Mouse ‘Hamrick) '739: $1118th wk:. Big $7.000.
Last week, 19th wk). Busy $6.500. ‘Last week,
Poor
$9,000.
Last
weck.
$11;000.
of Kings” \I- Gi 124
$1.50'—"Town Without Pity” 'UA). : $2.50\—"King
_7 $6 800.
$7.500.
Stanley (SW) 12.500: 95-$1.801—.
wk).
Handsome
$16,000.
~ Last
Crest «State) 750: 90-8$1.50). —
3d wk). Fair $3. 500. Last weck,
“Back
Street”
'U)
(2d
wk,
Neat
Hollywood ‘FP* 1.080: $1-$1.50).
week, $15,000, he!d to nine show-"
“Purple Moon” iIndie) ‘5th. wk). $4.300. '
$14.000 or over. List week. $19,000. : .
—"Splendor in Grass“ ‘WB) ‘6th
Coliseum (Fox-Ev ergreen) ] 870: ings of scheduled 10 because of "Stanton (SW).tb2'03; 45-$1.80)—
*Thin $1200. Last week, $1.500.
Last week,
wk
= Swell $8.000.
incident
which - des$1-$1.50)
“Blood and. Roses” j Vandalism
_ve “Comancheros” 120th. Great $17,- $9,000.
‘Par). Fair $6,000 or near.I Last | °troved screen.
G00 for John Wa, ne pic. Last week,
Crest,
Riverside
fCommanHyland «Rank? °1.357: $1-$1.50'1—
“week “Everything's Ducky” (20th)
“La Dolce Vita” tAS. ort 12d wk),
wealth).
{900
cars:
.90¢),
Waldo
“Dentist on Job” -20th)
3d wk).
(Continued from page ‘9:
and: “Queen of Pirates” ‘Col, $5,41(Rhoden) +700, 90c1—"Never. Take ($8,000.
Neat $6.000.
Last week, $7.500.
"$1.50-$2) — ‘The Hustler” -20th: -600.
‘Studio sGoldbere: (393: 95-$1. 80)
Candy
from
Stranger”.
(Indie)
and
°
Fifth Avenue. (Fox-Evergreen)
Imperial FP: -3.206; “$1-$1.50'— - ‘9th wk). Eighth week ended Mon-i
Sinneis”
Indie)
and
“Beware of Children” (Indie. Un- "—"Young
$1-$1.50\—"‘Devil
at 20th,
Good $13.-; day +20) was okay $4.300 after $5.- 13
*2.500;
“Comancheros”
“Naked in Deep” ‘Inadic). |Stout.
|
usual
first-run
hookup,
mild
$6:000.
O'Clock” (Col). (5th wk-5 days).
O00.
Last week. “Hitler’s Execu- ;"900 for seventh round. Continues.
$4,000
in
5.dess.
Last
week,
“Eve.
iLast week, Crest. Riverside, Boule-.
Normandie
'T-Lr ‘592- $1.25- -Good.:'$4.500. Last. week. $7.300.
tioners” -Astral> and “World by:
and Handyman” ‘Indie). ‘and “Bed”
-$1.80\—"Green Mare” : Zenith: 5th . Music Box (Hamrick) (738: $1- :vard (Rosedale) 1700 curs; Eng’e- Indie) 2d wk, $4 000.:
Night” :-WB:, $9.500.
wood 'Dickinson! (1.000), Electric
31
50'—“League
of
.Gentlemen”
wk}.
Fourth
round
ended
Sunday
international ‘Taylor) +557: g1-.
Trans-Lux .'P-1,) 4 300: .95- $1.80}
tFulton).
(1,600:
-all
900
1—
‘Twenty
$1.25:-—"Broth of a Boy” 20th). |129) was excellent. $9,000 after , 'Indie), Mild $3,000. Last week. Plus Two” (AA) and *‘Time Bomb”. ; —*Purple
Xoon” ‘Times::
Fine’ °
“Racco. and Brothers” ‘Astor), $2,Fair $3,500. Last week.. “Expresso '$11.500 for third week.
5.500. .Last
week
“Girl. W ith
[Aa
$10,000.
| Little Carnegie
’
‘L. Carnegie! "400:
Bongo~ /IFD: -3d wk’. $2.500
Suitcuse”’
‘Ells?
(2d
Wk
$2,500.
Empire tDurwood? (1.200: .90- 82)
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2. 200: $11520: $1.25-$2: — “Purple Noon”
Viking 1Stey) 1.000: 55-$1.80-——
Loew's ‘Loew: ‘1.641; 31-$1.50'— | ‘Times: (12th wk). Current session $1.50) “Bachelor in Paradise” (M-G) “Seven Wonders of World” .iCine-.
“Town Without Pitv’ «UA
Fair
‘M-G). | rama) (reissue. May hit good £10.- “7 Women. trom. 1i- a uth, Okay’
ending today ‘Wed.) is heading for and’ “Invasion: Quartetie”
$9.006.
Last
seek.
“Bridge
to. smash. $11,000 after $13.200 for Nice $10, 000. ‘Last week, “Mask” |‘ 000. - _Last week, “This Is Cine- $8.200.. Lest week » “Mask” «WB)
|
Sun” «(M-G> :2d «k-6 days!,
a $5,500, |i1th week.. Present run is one of i*WB) and “House of Fright” ‘In- ; rama” iCinerama) (reissue) ‘Lith 2d wki. $6.000.
Werld. (R&B- -Pathe}. 1483: 95' wk», $4.000.
Tivoll
:FP+
970:
‘9-$1.25'— strongest ever at this house. Stays ‘die), $5.800..
$1.80-—"From
Roun
. Balcony’.
Kimo ‘Dickinson) (504: 90- $1 25)
“King and I" 20th: ‘reissue'. Sock :rindef.
Paramount. (Fox-Ever green) (3.God $3.5C6U ‘or close. Last
4{Col). “Contd:
$8.500.
Last week, “The Mark”
Guild :Guild) (450: $1-$1.751 — * 000: $1-S1. 50\—"Breakfast at Tif-|—“Weekend
with -Lulu”
weck,
“Lavender
iil
Mob"
Indie)
Last week.
(Cont', $6.000.
“Double Bunk" ‘Show). Initial week ‘ fany’s” (Par) ‘4th wk). Good $6,- i Smart -$2.000; holds:
Indie? reissues),
‘Two Loves” (M-G) (3d wk:, $1.000. and “Promoter”
Towne 'Taylor) ‘693: 90-$1.25:1— !ending. today 'Wed:: is heading for _000. Last week, $7, 700.
45,000.
Paramount
(Blank-UP:
‘1
900:
‘5th
wk). okay $10.000 or close. Hoids. Inj
“Two
Women”
‘IFD:
$1-S1. 25.— ‘The Mask” (WB)... Dull
Last week,!!ahead. “Question. 7” ‘Indie) -7th
Still fine at $4.500.
oe
'}$4.000 or near. Last.
week, “Back
* wk), $6.000.
,
$5.000.

LOS AN GELES

\‘Bachelor’ Wow $11,000,
K.C; ‘Kings’ Lofty 166:
Tn 2d; ‘Mask’ Dim 46

x

Seattle; ‘Blood’ $6,000;

_ BROADWAY

BALTIMORE

SAN. FRRAN CISCO

‘Continued from— page 8).
i Street’ 'U) (3d wk),.$6 000:
‘Rugoff Th.) (565: :
iC ontinued fic: vave gi
To
Re-- $1.50\—“The Mark” (Cont). Good { Plaza (FMW-NT? (1.630; $1-$1.25) — and “Time Bomb” \AA). Bad $3.500 .
(M-G) 195-$1 80:—"A
Summer
$2.75\—"‘King
of
\
“Pure Hell St. —“Paris’ Blues” (UA) 12d wk): ‘in 6 days. Last wcoek,- "1° Plus: 1”
’ $2,200. Last week..
!member”
(Indie)
:3d.
wk?.
Initial
(4th wk).
No longer capacity but!
Trinian’s”
(Cont)
(2d
wk),
$1,100.
Pleasant
$7,500.°
Last
week.
89.500.
(Indie) and. “Sergeant Was, Lady”
wham
at $16,006.
Last
week, |holdover’ round completed Sunday
Hippodrome (Rappaport) 12.300;
Roxy: (Durwood! (850; $1-$1:50.—.
{119) was smash $14. 000 after $15.1U), $7,500 for 8-dars.
.
$18,000.
‘\f-G).
90-$1.50!—"Devil..at 4 O'Clock” | “Bachelor. in Paradise”
000 for opener.
Fox (FW) £4.651: $1.25-$1. 50)—
Uptewn ‘Loew: :2,453; $1-1.75)— \ Paris tPathe Cinema)
Last
(368; 90- ‘(Col (4th) wk). ‘Down to mild | Heading for -great: $11.000.
. “Comancher os” 20th? and “Misty”

University

‘«FP)

11,556;
Kings”

$1.50- | ‘Murray Hill

“Back Street’ :-Ui ‘4th wk.
$7,500.
Last week, $10.000.

Good: 1 $1.80—"“Zazie”
‘week,
“Breakfast: at |‘Tiffany’.
‘Indie’.
Opened -$5.000. Last week. $7.000.
i20th). Good $16. 000 or near. Last
; Monday 120). In ahead, “From Re-.-. Little ‘Rappaport’ (300; 90-$1.50) liar) (5th wk:, :$5,000. :
‘week. “Hustler”
(20ih)’ and “Tt
man _ Balcony”
iConti ‘5th wk-8 —“Question..7” UIndie) (3d wk). ' Uptown — (FMW-NT} 2043: $1- Takes. Thief” (20th) 43d wk), $8.000
$1.25\—“Greyfriar’s’ Babbv” ‘BY:
Last week, $2.000.
|Gast. Okay $5. 000 after. $6.000 in Warm $1500.
Mayfair (Fruchtman) (750; 90- ‘(3d wk. Satisfactory £5 090. Last in 6 davs..
|fourth week.
Warfield ‘Loew) 1k 656: $1 25Plaza ‘Lopert? (525: -$1. 50- $2\— $1.50\—“Hustler": (20th) (3d wk). ; week, with Granada 11,217), $10.$i. :50)—"Bacholor: In Paradise”
“Never on Sunday” «Lopei 158th Fine $5,000. Last. week. $6.000.
000,
“IM-G).”
Nice $15.008.' Last week,
r
Fairway (FMW-NT). (700: 90¢.—
New (Fruchtman) 1.600: 90wk). The 57th session ended MonPittsburgh, Nov. 21.
t “Question 7” iIndie) (3d wk). Nice “Jet. Pilot” ‘Indic. and *“Conquerday
‘20) was
fine
$7,300
after $1.50) — “Armored Attack” ‘AAY. |
“Comancheros” is getting heavy
or’?
Indie},
$6,000.
.
-.
$8,000 for 56th week. Also play ing Slow $4.000. Last week. “Flight of '‘$1, 500. ‘Last week, same.
Paramount ‘Par) (2,646; $1/25action at the Gateway this Susan |?
at Forum.
. Lost’ Balloon” (Indie), $4.500.
while other new
entry, “Susan
$1.501—"“Susan
Slade”
1W-B)
and
_ 88th | St. Play house !Leo Breeher):‘ Playhouse. (Schwaber) 1355; 90Slade” at Staniey is only fair. |
“Let's Rock”. 1WB: Fine $18. 000 or
‘Continued from vagé 8)
Loudest
hoidover
is “King
of |
thereabouts. Last. week, “Mask”:
Kings,” in second week of hardiW eek.
“Mr.
Sardonicus”
‘Col, (W-B) and “Desert. . Warriors’ {Inticket
run
at
Warner.
‘Back
: $5.000.
‘die!, $12,500.
:
Street” remains faney in third at
Mann (Mann) (1,000; $1-$1. 50)
St. Francis |Par) |11,400: $1.25-_
Fulton.
“Bachelor
in Paradise”
1; ‘Comancheros’ j “Devil at 4 O’Clock” ‘Col). 12d wk). $1 .75)—"Devil At 4 0° Clock” ‘Col)
Pre-Holiday Hits Biz; ‘Kings’ No. 1
continues brisk in second at Penn.
; Great $10, 000. Last week, $13,000.- “5th wk)..Good $8. 000. Last. ‘week;
2d, ‘Bachelor’ 3d; ‘Breakfast, , ‘Devil’ Next
“Girl With Suitcase” in second at
Orpheum... (Mann)
(2.800;
$1- -$9.000.
|
oe
Squirrel Hill shapes fair.
United -Artists’ iNo. Coast? +1, 151:
This is the week prior to the by” (BV) Gill be 11th while “Town : $1.25)—'*Mask” (WB). Shrewd sellWithout
Pity”
(UA)
rounds
out
|
ng
not
helping:
this.
Slight.
$5,000...
$1.25-$1.50I—"'Siartacus”
i)
‘15th
Estimates for This Week
; Thanksgiving Day holiday session,
looms. Last week, “Splendor «in -wki. Okay $5,000. in 5 days.. Last
Fulton ’
Associated:
-1,635; $1-' and biz generally reflects this sit- the Top 12.
$1.50-—"Back Street” -U- 13d. wk). uation. Few of the new pix being| “Two Women” (Embassy), “The|i Grass’ (WB) (5th' wk), $6,000 in, .week;. $6,000.
five days. at $1.50-top.
' .Stagedoor ‘A-R) 1440: $1.25)1—
preemed this week are going far, ! Mark” (Conti. and “The - Mask” '
Hotsy $7,500. Last week. $8,100.
St. ‘Louis Park. (Field) ‘1 .000: “Question 7” 'Indie) 4th wk). Good.
Gateway
‘Associated:
+$1-$1.50)
with snow and rain rated: little. (WB) are. the runner-up films.
-——
“Comancheros”
‘20th'.
Wow. -help because first of.such this year. i “Flower -Drum “Song” (‘Ur eon- $1.50-$2).— “La Dolce '‘Vita’ (Astor) ° $3,200 after $3.400 last week. 364: a
Vogue . 'S.F. .Tneatres)
$13.000.
Last week, “Devil at 4;
New ehampion at the wickets. is " tinués ‘big in second session at the i2d run). First showing after its:
i“King of Kings” (M-G), which has; N.Y. Music Hall after a_ great long loop roadshow run at lighter $1.50ji—*Don Quixote” Indie) (4th :>
O'Clock” -Col:
dth wk . $7.200.
t
scale.
Good
at
$5,000:
Last
week,.
wk).
Pine
$2.
400°
after
$2,
800:
‘last
-3.300: $1-$1.50)— } been w inding up second in. recent° opening week.
Penn
UATC
“Bachelor
in) Paradse” ‘M-Gi +2d weeks. “Comancheros” {20th}, only; . “Summer and- Smoke” (Par) is “Loss of Innocence” (Cpl) 12d wk}, - week...
Larkin
(A-R)
1400;
$1.75-$2.00)—
‘$2.800..
wk:
Glittering $12,000. Last week, ‘out in release to any extent this° ‘socko.in initial .session..for twa->
“La Dolce Vita” (Astor) (18th wk),
round, is copping second place.
| N.Y. first-runs. “Rothstein” (AA) [, State (Par) (2,200; $1-$1. 25) —
$13.800.
“Bachelor in Paradise” :M-G shapes fair on first week in L.A.: “Back Street” (U} (3d wk). Fast Hep $3,000 after: $3.500. last. week.
Shadyside MOTC: +750; $1.25)—__
Clay “‘A-R) 1400; $1.25-$1.49)—
“Pare Hell ot St. Trinian’s” Cont)
also a newcomer, is winding up
“Never On Sunday” ‘Lope, solid 1:$10, 000. Last week. $11.000.°
“Breakfast
at _ Tiffany's” in N.Y., shapes brisk in L.A. and. | “Suburban. World (Mann) ‘800: “Mark” (Cont):(4th wk). ‘Big. $3,300. rad wits Thin 31.560. Last week,- third.
1+Part, No. 1 for several weeks, is neat in ‘Minneapolis.’ “Pure Hell of 1 1. 25) — “Weekend With Lulu” ‘Last. Week, $3,600..
$2.30.
California)
Squirrel Hill °834: $1.25-—°Girl :; dropping down to fourth location. St. Frinian’s” (Cont) looks solid in {Col (2d wk. Moderate $2.000. © Alexandria Unitéa
a .610; -$1.49-$2.00)—“‘Breakfast At
Last week, $2,800.
With Suitcase’ Ellis! «2d wk... Fair :‘Devil at 4 O'Clock” (Col), third Cincy and good in Pitt.
.
Uptown
(Field)
(1,000;
$1.
25)
—
Tiffany's”
‘Par)
(4th
wk).
Smash
a
week
ago,
is
finishing
fifth.
$2.606. Last week. $2.900.
“Pit and Pendulum”: (AT): is okay
(Lope) (re-" _ $12.000 or over. Last week, $14.000..
‘WB, in Cleveland.
“Mr.
Sardonicus” “Never on Sunday”
“Splendor
in Grass”
Stanley ‘SW
3.700: $1-$1.50)—
tArt Theatre Guild) is. capturing
| .1Col),. okay in Cincy, looks slow in issue). Nifty $4.000.. Last week, i “Presidio
“Susan Slade”
WB.
Fair $12.000 |fourth last round,
‘Summer
of Happiness”
(Indie); (774; $1.25)—“Doctor In Love”, Ins.
or near. Last week, “Breakfast at sixth money. “Susan -Slade” : WB), -- Denver and Buffalo.
” ty,
just. getting arourid, is winding up:
Tiffany’s”
«Par:' 2d wk’, $9,800.
“Question 7°” ‘tIndie), niee in and “Nana” (Indie) treissues), $i1i-. die). Fine $6, 000. -Last week, second-run.. |.
Warner ‘SW? +1.516; $1.50-$2.75) seventh. “Back Street” :U) is tak-. K.C., looks good in Balto and. 700 in four days. .
World (Mann) (400; $1-$1.50) — | Coronet
(United
California) 7
-—-“King of Kings” M-G) .2d wk). ing eighth position.
Frisca. “Guns of Navarone” 'Col)
“King Of
“Breakfast .at. Tiffany's’. *UA) (4th! 41,250; $1 80-$2: 75)
“The Hustler” (20th). will ‘finish is big in Toronto.
Boff with added coin coming from
extrz shew, $18,000.
Last week, ninth. “La Dolce Vita’ ‘Astor! is,j
‘Complete Boxoffice Reports on wk). Splendid $6,000 or close. Last. Kings” (M-G) (4th wk). Good $12,| 000 or: close. Last week, : $15,600.
winding up 10th. “Greyfriars Bob- Pages 8-39-10)
$16,000.
week, $7,000.

‘COMANCHEROS’
FANCY —
_ 136, PITT: ‘SLADE’ 126°

MINNEAPOLIS

National Boxoffice Survey

PI
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~ Issues BeforeActors
Guild
URace—Muste Corp—Residual Payments]
i

“Hollywood, Nov. 91.

FILMS

t

APMILLIMETER ar Dua Hoes apSh :
| PIRATES’ MEDIUM Situation for 1962Very Consticted

At. last week’s: annual meeting in
» Hollywdod ‘of the Sereen. Actors
Guild it was revealed that. there have been dickerings for. some time}

with: regard to “racial discrimination” in film production -hiring “prac-

The “bootlegging” of 16m prints ;

tice. These were not itemized but were presumed to. finply Negro’

Ballyhoo C asualty

of major company product has. be-| .
Detroit,
Nov. 21,
victims. Exec secretary John L. Dales said that the. Guild anticipated ‘come.a serious problem, representA fullsize mock- p of .the
improvement.soon in the situation.:.
ing a “substantial” loss of revenue
X-15 was due in Detroit as
Dales also reported that he.expects the Guild. will be’ able to ane. to the. distribs, a top New York
’ part of the UA ballyhoo for the
nounce a new agreement with talent agencies shortly. Reviewing the exec reported last week. The exec
film of the same name bu
negotiations; he sald that he believes the agreement with-Music Corp: “was reluctant to. discuss the situacause of fits size, it was
dame
‘of America will benefit greatly all actors and the entire film industry. tion in too great a detail for fear
aged
when the truck bearing ft
He’ predicted. that. J. (C. Stein's organization, which is expected to of .“scaring. off”: a couple of the f. was trying to negotiate an undivest. itself of its agency biz, will become one ‘of‘the largest producers: more’ obvious: of the bootleggers,
derpass, and it had to be dee.
of. theatrical as. well ‘as tv. films.
;
-against whom cases are now being |
toured to the Dayton Air Base
‘In another: report, trasurer Frank: Faylen- stated: that Guild wound
for re aire,
up its fiscal year ended. Oct, 31, 1961 in the black. Income totalled “prepared.
UA's Detroit man, Howard
has
or not. there
$825,537, and expenses $763, 559. "This brings Guild’s ‘total: surplus. to | . Whether
actually. -béen an increase.in this} Pearl, wired the homeoffice:
$740,540.
ina” of our aircraft is misgReporting: on. residuals from. tv ‘programs, prexy George Chandler’ activity In recent years, the exec.
stated. Guild collected and distributed ‘to members -a total of 63,689 said, is Hard to tell. “It may be that.
checks for an overall $4,800,870.98. He also reported that a total: of ‘now we are just more aware of the
5,119 members are now eligible for Guild's: health -and. welfare bene- ‘problem. ”" He estimates there are
fits. Since. Jan.-1, 1961, a total of $354,486.86 has. been paid on 1,390

“at least”

between

150

and .200.

IndianaAllied
‘Not Yet’ for TOA:
RapTaboo Words

| such-prints now making the rounds,
being sold to unsuspecting: ‘chureh |.
|
groups, YMCA’s, fraternal orders,
|
‘| camps; -schools, hotels, bars, and
‘| other such renters of small gauge.
| entertainment. The. ‘figure he gave
Samuel Bronston’s “King .of. Kings” was manhandled when opening included only major company pro-.
at the London Coliseum: by Donald. .Zee of the Daily Mirror’ and. duct of recent vintage.
How. do the prints get into this
Leonard. Mosley of the ‘Daily. Express. .
Indianapolis, Nov. 21.
Quentin Crewe,-the Daily. Mail's. film. critic “paid. tribute ‘to the illegal, distribution” channel? Mostprilliant photography and wonderful direction; .but observed: “Com- ‘ly ‘via’ thefts from ‘regional. exAllied Theatre Owners tabled
mercial: Hollywood knows better than the Son of God. Once -again changes, sometimes via thefts from -action on proposal to join Theatre
they have given us the blood and the fury which they deem essential. 't ‘Stations are now maintaining Owners of America at state conto success.”
bigger” and. bigger. feature film vention here Nov. 15, but left decor
Most.-favorable notice Paul Dehn's Daily Herald review which libraries. Occasionally, too, they open for later acceptance of bid
merited the headline “Christ! film désery es our gratitude.” Though are booked from a legitmate sub- from this national group.
;
starting off by commenting :that. once moré the earliest Christians distrib by an. outfit with a phoney j. Allied’ -membership
expressed
have. been thrown to the MGM lion, Dehir followed: with this observa- name. Others disappear from Army interest after hearing report from
tion “Nothing. Will dissuade. me from treating gently and respectfully or Navy film depots, Those from. ‘its president Richard T.
Lochry
the sensitive. director. ‘Nicholas Ray) literate author: (Philip .¥Yordan) the latter’ ‘point of origination are and director Trueman T. Remand dedicated cast, who have for once ‘taken. ceremonial care to pro- ‘usually thé most easy to spot, since busch, who attended TOA convenduce ‘a biblical movie, which does not travesty the ‘book: of the film.” they often are 16m versions of pix
tion in New Orleans last month,
He. thought: “King of Kings” succeeded |better |than, any film since which have not. yet been released /but voted delay “until other busil“Ben-Hur.” .°
in :16m. to Tegular, . commercial ness before the organization can
The Loridon Evening News; which | is. ‘serlalizing “King of Kings,” channels, Te
be resolved and completed.”
carried its. review on Tuesday evening ‘under the latest episode, and |To.. give. -an idea of how. much
. Lochry was instructed to write
critic Felix Barker admitted he had: lived with it too much. to be able
revenue is being lost through. these TOA‘explaining situation and askto be entirely. objective. He ‘described it asa cautious film, detersubrosa operations, the exec said _ing
that invitation be kept alive.
mined not to offend. “While, therefore, it is suitable for practically:
Jit would: not- be unusual for one | go
Lochry | ‘was reelected PIndiana
every body,. it pays an ‘obvious penalty.”a“
[illegal subdistrib to hand. over total. president; Arthur Clark of BloomReference to Indiana. exhid Jeader. Trueman Rembusch at the recent trentals of between $7,000 and $8,- ington yice president and ‘Rex A.
.000°'a year to his “major”. distrib, Carr of Indianapolis, 'treasurer.
TOA conclave erratumed in stating his tab for attending the New
‘Orleans meet was picked. up. by the exhib body. Rembusch-and Con- that - is, after taking ‘out his- own Ann: Craft continues as secretary.
expenses.
Multiply that a hundred |-frere Dick Lochry, whose Hoosier. ames. unit is being wooed. by. TOA,
Chief resolution passed opposed
times: and ‘you have a tidy sum of
/ ‘paid their own expenses en toto,
‘| money which isn’t finding its way “use of objectionable themes, the
practice of exploiting them under
to.
its
rightful
home.
a
Paramount suit against Dino DeLaurentits. in which the company is
guise of motion picture entertaindemanding. $290, 000 allegedly borrowed. by producer DeLaurentiis, lias | Who are-the culprits? Most of ment, and the excessive use of prothe change is diversity of citizenship, DeLaurentlis being a native of them are derby hat’ operators, but fanity and other {dialogue combeen shifted. from'N.Y. Supreme: ‘Court to Federal. Court. Reason for some undoubtedly: must be iegiti- posed of words and‘ phrases which
mate guys who supplement their are in poor taste” and called for
=jineome by handling the bootleg. more family pictures.
stuff - which represents, after: all,
It also commended
Columbia
pure profit,
Pictures for cooperation in starting
“Hoosier Plan” of saturation bookings with 70 dateg in state for
“Devil at 4 O'Clock” during Nov.
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
1-20 period.
A revival of- musical films by the
Glenn Norris, general sales man-

claims. by: actors and their Gependents,

FF ar

.

Tnside StuffPictures

engo, Nov, $1.
A critical sh
é of picture
houses for hore
presentae

tions is shaping up in Chicago for
the next

twelvemonth

period

or

longer. There are eight potential
ly roadshowable films that should
be heading here in the next year,
and only one theatre—McVickers
Jeappears available.
, MeVickers, currently owing $38,-

000 in back rent and reportedly
in danger of lo
its lease, can
expect to find itself the object of
'gome ardent wooing by distributors

of the intended reserved seat pix.

Ironically, the theatre has been in
financial trouble for nearly a year
because of a scarcity of b.o.-worthy
hardticketers.
‘The no-vacancy problem is a result of the fie-up of the other
+three houses that are two0-a-day
showplaces.
The Palace, although
currently * doing
only fair with

Cinerama reissues, will more than
likely get Metro-Cinerama’s “How
the West Was Won” and ‘“‘Wonderful “World of Brothers Grimm.”
Theatre is already equipped with
Cinerama projectors, and owner
Arthur Wirtz says that he has an
‘understanding with Cinerama for
first call on their releases.
There’s also no room at the inn
in the two Michael Todd houses—
the Todd and Cinestage.
“El Cid”
opens

Dec.

21

at

the

Cinestage,

and tradesters expect “West Side
Story” to cut short the so far onlvmoderately - successful
run
of
“King of Kings” at the Todd seme
time after the first of the year.
This leaves McVickers as the
only house for the following pictures, all of which are at least be-

ing considered for big ones: ‘Bar
Tabas,” “Boceaccrio 70,” “Mutiny
on the Bounty,” “Judgment at Nuremberg,” “Lawrence. of Arabia,”
“Music Man” and Cleopatra.”
Reserved seat potential is slim
for the remaining downtown deluxers.
Balaban
&
Katz prexy.
David Wallerstein is on record as
generally against hardticketed pictures and specifically in his theatres, thus eliminating the four
downtown B&K houses frem contention.
The
Essaness-operated
Woods Theatre has been on a 24hour-a-day policy and is generally
not considered suitable for hardticket showings. Unlikely, but still
possible, as a reserved seat theatre is the independent Oriental
Theatre.
However, its huge seating capacity
(3,400) reduces
its
practicality for hardticket fare.
1 distributor opinion is that
the big-budget pictures will neces
sarily have to play here on the
| motion ‘picture industry is urged}
grind,
but probably on an ad|
ager
of
20th-Fox,
addressed
meet.
Log Angeles, Nov, 21,
by producer-director-star. Dick
‘Pacific: Drive-in Theatres, in a ing at Marott Hotel on industry vanced-price basis. This is a solution
that
doesn’t promise to satproblems.
“Trial
and
error
are
‘Powell, who. points to them as the move to keep up with the population explosion in Orange County, part of our lot,” Norris said. “This isfy either the distributors of the
Oakwood, O., Mov, 21,- ‘|-sort of’ show tv. can't touch, “Tele 20 miles from.
pictures
or
the customers. Distribs
makes
all
the
more
important
the
L.A., will build a
here say that a grind firstrun tends
Refused a change of venue, Ed- vision can’t do musicals because. -1,500-car ozoper in Buena Park. ‘need for ‘cooperation.”
| they’re too expensive,” ‘said Powto
downgrade
films suitable for
“ward M. Eads, 31, manager of the ell, president of Four Star Tele- _New project, chain’ 8 sixth drive-in
Rembusch,
reporting for the.
Also,
tradesters
| Indiana committee on enforcement roadshowing.
“only theatre in this community ad- vision, and with a prodticer-direcgenerally
feel
that the current
{of motion picture decrees, said
joining Dayton, went to trial yes- Fo;commitment for a film. at 20th$1.80 Main Stem is about as much
“the
committee’s
long-term
positerday (20) for showing the. al-| Ox.
|as
2% the traffic will bear—customers
Hi Way 39 tion ‘that road show pictures and

OhioExhibitor ;REASONFORMUSICALS: |

-, ‘VIDEO.UNABLE TO VIE}Follow thePopulation
Explosion Near L.A.

To Trial Again|
Re ‘Obscene’ Pix

The veteran

averred the . pix]

legedly obscene film, “The Imand Anaheim drive-ins, Addition- exclusive. runs violated not only
moral Mr. Teas,” dn the Far Hills ‘industry could combat competition ally, it runs a hardtop in. nearby the motion picture decrees but the
only by being more. selective. in
Art Theatre.
city
of Santa Ana, only a few miles Sherman Anti-Trust Act has been
Eads last week was fined $2,500. the type of product it makes, and from the outdoorers.
F
vindicated. ian
‘and. sentenced to six months. in he pointed to Walt Disney ‘as an
the workhouss for exhibiting the example of this selectivity in films.’
taking
‘Profound.
changes
are
- film, “The Sins of. Youth,” . also |
under the obscenity. law.’ This: case place in’ the film industry, and the
is being appealed. Counsel for: low-budgefer is doomed, he opined.
Eads claimed that. Eads ‘could. not ‘The miajors will’ be forced to
receive an impartial and fair trial | merge. thelr. ‘distribution: facilities |.
Despite earlier reports that negotiations had been completed
in Oakwood because:of widespread. ‘as one step to effect economies to} for Metro’s 70m “Ben-Hur” to be shown in Mexico City at& precPublicity and religious. prejudice. deed”changing umes, he pre-edental
hike over the state-controlfed 32c¢ price ceiling,Universal
making picking: of.a jury difficult. die
revealed this week that it has signed a deal for the exhibition of
“Judge. Fredrick W. Howell -of]
70m. “Spartacus” south-of-the-border at an admission price of eight
Oakwood Municipal Court, who.
pesos. (64c).
had sentenced Eads in the earlier
U's veep and foreign general manager Americo Aboaf says that
case, overruled: a motion for 4
this is “the first eight-pesd admission price” to be secured in
change. of venue. In: other cases |*
Mexico City. He also says that “Spartacus” will be the first 70m

‘Spartacus forMexicoCityatbe

OkaytoBayCarberry |
--When Selling Bristol;
ob-

also pending before the court,
scenity
of. the - films, “Twilight |.

pic to be shown in the Mex capitol. Pic will open in January at

ANY. ‘Federal Court: order last’
the new 2,000-seat Diana. Theatre, now being equipped for the big
Is week gives Stanley Warner. the|~ gauge presentation.
-greenlight
to acquire the Carberry |.
U’s contract with the theatre owner, the Operadora de Teatros °
My Profession,”” will. also be de-Theatre in Bristol, Conn. Terms of
c ided..
circuit, also..for further exhibition of “Spartacus” in 70m at ad‘the .order, however, prevent oper-}
vanced prices in keys throughout . the. country. as soon as theatres
| ation of the house until the circuit
can be equipped.
_ | divests its Bristol Theatre, which
‘Flanagan Farewelled-Mexico’s 32c price ceiling on first runs has long been ‘the bane
San Francisco, Nov. 21. -|4s earmarked for takeover ‘by a
of U.S. distribs, all of whom have—until now—refused to authorize
_ Joseph W. Flanagan, for 50 years redevelopment outfit..
‘release of big gauge pix at.the cutrate prices, Interestingly enough,
In-the event ‘the Bristol: hasn’t
a film salesman, was honored .on
all efforts to secure a price hike have been unavailing, until the
his. retira« ent by luncheon at San- ‘been shuttered by December, 1963,
government itself, which. has been holding the lid on prices, got
. | chain must then . Felinquish the| into the ‘exhibition act early this year via the acquisition of a
Francisco Vartety Club.
Flanagan.was: with, 20th-Fox..” , Carberry,
privately held circuit (now Operadora),
Girls,”

“Fast Set". and

“Love

will pay the $2.75-$3.50 top for reserved seats, but not for a continuous showing.

HARRY SLEY’S NEW TRY:
FIRES HOFFA ATTY.
* Philadelphia, Nov. 21.
Edward Bennett Williams, known

as counsel

for feamsters

Union

head James B. Hoffa, has-been retained as general counsel by Harry
Sley for his Viking and Locust
Theatre suits against the major
| film distributors and local exhibi‘tors,
Associated with the Washington
law firm of Williams & Stein, he
will reopen Viking’s multimillion

dollar antitrust acflon against the
majors and three local circuits—
Stanley Warner, William Goldman
Theatres and National Theatres.
Williams will be associated with
the
Philadelphia
law
firm
of
Drinker,, Biddle & Reath, which
handled the initial suit, thrown out

ES

in U.S. District Court last Spring.
Suit was the longest and costliest
civil action in local court anna's.

Louis Nizer successfully defended.
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TOPS “NORTH TO ALASKA’
LL AROUND THE COUNTRY!
PHILADELPHIA, Stanton ® CHICAGO, Oriental © PITTSBURGH, Gateway
SAN FRANCISCO, Fox © ALBANY, Strand © MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin
RICHMOND, Byrd & State © ERIE, Plaza © DETROIT, Fox
NEW YORK, Paramount (3rd Week)

LOS. ANGELES, Multiple Theatre Break
TORONTO, Imperial © SAN DIEGO,
Cabrillo, Rancho Drive-In, Harbor.
Drive-In; Tu Vu Drive-In

WHITMAN-BALIN LRSI MARVIN
PRObUCED BY

~EDRSHERMAN MICHAEL GURTIZ JAMES EDWARD GRANTancCLAIR HUFFAKER eAULCWELLMAN. Gatne'e'ee tome

“THE COMANCHEROS” and 20th Are On The Move!

iVARIETY'®’

Lonpon ‘orrica

INTERNATIONAL

4? St. James's Street, Picceaity

fea bedforMexico's
i. Industry )|
To Point UpBroader OfficialAid

‘From Stockholm ”

F rederick Fleisher
detalls why; through yearly contract ,
“ead old-age wages,.

falGroupToDiscuss: i
° 1962 Film Festivals|

‘Actor’ eyDream.
+

* &

. London, Nov. Ad,
erin
Ortiz Mena: (Treasury), Raul -Sa-. The Tnternational Federation of | ‘one of the interesting: Features:
“In
the upcoming
Film:
Producers
meets. in..Paris,
linas Lozano (Industry and. ‘Com-merce),. ‘and. Gustavo Diaz Ordaz Nov.: 15 for-three: days ‘to. ‘discuss.
56th Anniversary
Number
.
of
problems
that
may
affect
the
film
}
(State); agreed on a.‘nine-point proCommeree..

gram, Only

Secretaries

‘Antonio :

the’ bare. skeleton

West German FallTheatre Season
Tees Off WithTurbulent Preems

:|| Sweden Is The Legit

: Mexico City, Nov. 14... +
There are. differences ‘of opinion
about the proposed official shot in
the arm: for Mexico's ailing pic-.
ture industry by. the Mihisters ‘of
State, Treasury and Industry and

of| festivals of 1962. Arthur

Watkins, ’

— «VARIE

i3

|

By HAZEL

JohnMcCallum Arrives .
To Sign Up B’way Shows

GUILD

Frankfurt,

Nov.

14.

Three theatre scandals involving.

plays by
Irish
: well-known
German
and
John
McCallum,
co-managing ‘playwrights have turned the nordirector of J. C. Williamson Thea-: mally quiet: and well-controlled
tres Ltd., arrived.in New York last: West German theatre patron into

last week - to spend

several

the

production

of

new

weeks ; a hooting, jeerjng and booing audi-

with his British-born actress-wife, | ence and have rocked this country
Googie Withers. and to negotiate this past week.
nearly revolted at
. for Broadway shows for future | Audiences

this. has. been announced, ‘with de- president. of the Internatinoal as |.
presentation in. Australia and New’ the first German performance of
|-well as. of the British Film Protails still to- be worked out.
—
Zealand. He will go next to Lon-! Brendan Behan’s “The Hostage”
Main points ‘of the “new deal” | ducers. Assn., who. is one -of a: ‘Plus other statistical and data-filled
don and -then on to the Continent. in Ulm, another was so angry at
infer broader official aid for the. panel of selectors. to.:‘serve on.
_cherts and articles.
to line up shows and talent for ithe initial performance of 31-yearindustry; adoption. of all -essential selection committees in which the:
the Williamson: outfit, which oper- :old Peter Ronnefeld’s opera, “Die
. Measures to. improve picture. qual- BFPA take. part, said: “We-hope |
ates theatres and produces shows: Ameise” (The Ant) that one critic
ity for better. -boxoffice
return these talks will sort out a lot of:
‘termed
it “theatre
slaughter,”
Down.
Under.
, abroad as well as upholding Mexi-.
-The Williamson firm is currently ;‘while still a third audience turned
criticism
about:
recent
festivals.
can’ prestige;..a total revision ‘of
| Fepresented — by two click compa-; _ irate at being made fools of by the
official distributorships: working : “We-have. regarded 1961 as ‘an|nonsense
of Karlheinz
nies of “My Fair Lady,” one in: absolute
wary
”
out formulas for coordinating all. experimental. ‘year. One of: the
Australia and the other in New ;Stockhausen’s “Originale” which
sectors of the industry; setting up most
urgent. problems . concerns
opened at Colgone’s Theatre on
Zealand.
The
outfit
also
recently
|
of:an official coordinating agency, : countries -entering several films}
the Dome.
preemed an -\ustralian <cdition of ;:
under direct supervision of. the out. of ‘all proportion to the numRome, Nov. 21.
British musical, “Oliver,” and!| So the fall theatre season in
‘three Ministers, ‘to cut down “In-- ‘ber = entered . by. others. We feel . Two Yank ‘pix have moved into:‘tthe.
its upcoming schedule includes' West Germany has gotten off to
_tervention” “by a large number of this must be: regulated, and that ‘tthe ‘seasonal lead for: Italo b.o
and
newsivorthy,
0.1 “Carnival. ’ “Miracle Worker” and a sensational
“official, semi-official . and private ‘festival officials. should not have stakes this week even though local
- even if negative, start this year.
“Under the Yum-Yum: Tree.”
agencies; and the release of ample’ ‘entries
virtually: forced, | upon. product is more .than holding its
The City Stage at Ulm presentMiss
Withers
is
currently
costar:
credits” ‘for production of high them. ” 7
own generally. .Two U.S. winners ring.on Broadway in “The Com- ed the first German performance
budget pictures, with funds initi-.
tare "Guns of Navarone” (Col), plaisant Lover.”
of “Hostage” Oct. 27, with the
ally allocated for, three quality: pic- |
with some $416,000 of.the keyGerman ‘ version
by Annemarie
tures;.
‘|city..first run coin, followed by
and
Heinrich
Boell,
and Peter
Apart from studyiing production,
| “Exodus” .(UA), with about:$320,Zadek directing. The outery that
distribution and exhibition prab- ;
000 of the local kitty..
arose on opening night was termed
lems: on: a continuous basis, the |:
the worst tumult at the Ulm Thes-Runners-up -are “Il Federale”
new: federal agency would. -also_tre in more than 25 years, and
(DDL-Italian), “Don Camillo, Man-:
_stimulatq the industry via estab- |
ended the play with a series of
signor”
(Cineriz),
“Best
of
Enlishment’ of special awards, subcatealls and jeers. As reviewed
emies”
(DeLaurentiis - Columbia),
-sidies and other: benefits or "faciliHamburg, Nov. 14.
the Auesburg Allgemeine news“Spartacus” 1U); “Two , Rode Toties of economic, fiscal and admini- '. Start of the new theatre season
vanes “The play overstepped the
Buenos Aires, Noy. 14.
gether” (Col), “Come September”
Strative character to insure quality ‘in Hamburg. was marked by seven
. Exhibitor. associations held a! grounds of good taste and over-~
(WW), “Two. Loves” (MG) and “Last
improvement of Mexican pix.
© - preems during the past week, ‘The
most important general meeting| burdened the audience more than
The Film Bank will probably be ‘most. important one Was the: re-} Judgment” (DeLaurentiis'.
On the local: front, the boxoffice’ here recently to ,discuss future once.”
strengthened via.an- outright ‘grant opening. of the Hamburg. Operetta.
“The Ant.” playing in Duesseljoint action in the face of dwinof new capital from the. Treasury House with a gala performance by. take in Rome key situations con-|.‘dling attendance, which they at- dorf, concerns a music professor
Department. Amount of this is: ‘the International Ballet of .the tinues good, with. “Alamo” (UA- tribute to the influence of tele who is platonically in love with a
DEAR) leading on totals, closely.
“not revealed.
‘Marquis de Cuevas of Tchaikov-:
and ‘to ever-high cinema admis- gifted pupil, but he chokes her to
The entire program is but a sky’s “Sleeping. Beauty.” The first followed ‘by “Grass Is Greener” sions, mainly caused by excessive death when he realizes that she
‘broad skeleton, and officials have performance: in German of -Wil- {U): Moving up fast are “Best. of municipal and ‘government taxa- expects an earthy love affair with
‘DeLaurentiis}
“The
called for collaboration of. the. in-’ ‘iam Saroyan’s play, “Settled. Out Enemies”.
tion. Confab was attended by reps him. While he {fs in prison for the
dustry to make it operative. The. Of Court” (Die. Revision), at, the | Worla at Night No. 2” (WB), “Ex- of city exhibitors, of independent , crime, he goes mad, hearing.an ant
thee initial high budget films are Thalia_ Theatre, was well received. odus {UA}, and “King of Kings” ‘exhibitors, and the Assn. of Pro-j singing in a coloratura soprano
Last named has speeded /.‘yince of Buenos Aires Exhibitors. | voice.
; ta ‘be. authorized; and top-: pro-: It.. waS ‘excellently produced by (M-G).
‘Up: after a slow start. .
ducers are readying Scripts, hoping” ‘Franz: Reichert.
“Maybe we have had just too
-Originally a decision was taken. by
to get..aboard.the federal. gravy
the latter to shutter their houses ; many rhinoceroses and ants and
Another German-language preem |
“train. On this issue, however; there] of a play long: since familiar
other
avantgarde animals in the
early
this
month
in
protest
against
to
-have been some voices. whispering English-speaking
complained
one
critic.
the taxes but eventually all decid- theatre,”
audiences - was
that super-spectacles are not. the given at the Hamburg Kammer-|
ed to shutter Nov. 13 for--an indef- Another German cric found that
perhaps the opera “was just tco
‘inite period.
Continued on “Page 20:
| spielen, Clemence Dane's “Eighty
The newspapers were told that far ahead of time for the solid
in the’ Shade. ms - Producer was Edexhibs have reached a crisis in Germans of the Rhineland.”
ward: Rothe. ©
The public reaction to the opentheir
affairs, ereated by the “fiscal”
Theatre 53° had. French drama: “thxye, Nov. 14, | avidity, which taxes exhibs on a ing of the 95-minute “Originale”’
| tist-diplomat Paul Claudel’s “Pro-|
stale
unknown
in
any
other
local
(Continued on page 21)
‘Despite
a
storm
of
controversy
teus,” performed for the first time |:
in Germany. It was produced ‘by and protests from six. Asian “na- activity or industry. These taxes
tions
and:
Buddhist
groups
within
inerease
admissions
itrationally,
Neidhardt Nordmann.. One’ of. the

these talkswllsort dnt Tot yYankPix Take

~ ItaloB.O. Lead

| 7Shows TeeOf.
Hamburg Season

Arg. Exhibs Plan

Action Vs. Taxes|

Daiei Prexy Won't Alter

Protested Scenes From|
~ Life ofBuddha Film

Traffaut,New Wave’Key

Figure, Sees Need For
‘Turning Out B.0. Pix|

most |‘popular houses in Hamburg| Japan,

Paris, Nov. 14,| jis. the. St. Pauli Theatre, which.
. Francois Truffaut, one of the ‘specializes in plays with local set-|
_kev “New |Wavers,” °‘who .helped: tings, Newest opus is called “The
give the ‘tag..Jocal and world. re= Old Lady of ’St. Paull,” produced
known via his: “The .400 Blows,” by Kurt Simon. :
“Malice in Wonderland” ‘ts the |
says. his- last’ film, Shoot. the. Pia- name.
of. ‘the first offering by a
nist" did. not go over with: filmnew
cabaret (The ‘Amnesty-ists). at.
goers.
Hence, it was a‘ failure. ‘in

Daiei

prez

Masaichi Nagata

forting

© the

Public

to

forego

its

refused to -alter scenes of “Sakya or, favorite form of entertainment. Ex(The Life of Buddha) which ‘he “hibitors, according to this. state-

2 British Distributors
Pauling Out of BCFC
Over Japan Stalemate

produced. The film: is Japan’s first ‘ment, must contend with unfair
in 70m and the most expensive at competition from tele, which is ex‘an announced | $1, 500,000.
It. is empt from any form of taxation.
At the close of the conclave,
Dalei’s hope to ‘recoup’ losses of
London, Nov. 21.
| Francisco —Lecoco, head of the
Tecent years.:
Two majer Eritish distribs are
it was cited as blasphemous that Lecoca Circuit, reported that a pulling out of the British Com‘special .committee has been set up.
the Insel Club. It. makes fun” of |»
spite of fairly good reviews.
On this. committee he and his col- | monwealth Film Corp., the comWY
_ Truffaut. makes it clear that he | politics -and politicians: ~
leagues Vancancio Rubio and Car- 'pany set up by British film prothat: of.
fs a businessman as well as an |. Peter Ahrweiler’s Kleine Komoe- ‘tested sequence
‘los
-Costa will represent Buenos | ducers to handle distribution of
die. (German for “Little Comedy”) |
arti st, and that films are made to {is a small Continental-type theatre Princess. Yasodhara, .the. wife of Aires exhibitors: Domingo Perti- |:; British pix in Japan. The compa‘Buddha-to-be,
in which. she is
be seen by. the widest. possible aucaro, Florentino Lavalle and Rob- | nies concerned are Lion Internaand. also eat while |raped. and commits suicide. Protional and AB -Pathe, both of
_diences, : The main. difference be- where one
tested with less heat is the depic- ‘erto Saragusti- are to represent which
have
tendered
sixmonth
tween. the new. filmmakers (“Wave” watching, Preem play was “Boeing
those of B.A. province and Antonio
|ti
- producers}. and the old, he. thinks, ‘Boeing” “by French-Italian writer,
‘Fernandez Bean, Angel Duran and notice which takes effect in FehbMarc
-Camoletti.
‘As
the
title
sug-.
ruary and March respectively in
is that they believe audiences want
more than.the usual. conventional gests, it-all takes place-on a plane. insist’ these Sequences” are “pure |
1962.
‘Ahrweiler bas the gimmick.of giv- fiction.
‘fare:
There. are twofold reasons for.
- Nagata, while acknowledging fic- |
the withdrawal, but mainly they
He has his hat off to the flock ing every 100th visitor to the show
overHamburg.
Han
tional elements, said they. were
stem from dissatisfaction with re‘of newcomers who made pix with- a ‘Plane Joyride. over
j inserted for. dramatic impact. He
|sults over the last few years. Lion
out distribution. ‘certain after the;
‘+ submitted - that it was the intention |
; International has not had a single
“Wave” bonanza in 1959. But he
to present the’spirit of Buddha and |
film released in Japan through the
-points’ out that ‘any: film..has a.
in that respect, he believes the film
BCFC for the past three years and
-chance,, provided ‘it gets playdates.
Buenos Aires, Noy. 14.
has been. true to iis purpose... His
Truffaut has always had: distri- |
Exhibitors are worried by the AB Pathe has only had one.
only ‘concession was.in placing ar |
In the year 1959-60. the Rank
bution beforehand.
Going back to|}
in cinema
attendance here
‘London, Nov. 14.explanation in the fitles that. the|@uring the current year, which' Organization collared five out of
“the “Wave” phenomenon, he opines
it_was just. the advent of a flock. of | A combined cinema and. tenpin Fila ‘was fiction .as well as fact.
}some estimate as high as 50%. the eight available Hccepses and
had six for the year ‘60-’61. For
new
filmmakers.
Some — crix -bowling centré, estimated to ‘cost | The ambassadors of Burma, :Cey- |This is attributed to the over-high
and admission scales with. excessive |the eurrent year, which ends next
turned ‘filmmakers
while others: about $1,100,000, is to. be built by lon, India, Laos, Pakistan
were
regulars .taking .on their Associated British Cinemas on & Thailand had eartier called om-For-|taxation blamed for’ the- high ad- March, Rank so far has had three
'of the available licenses.
_first. big..assignment. The flock. of site in Hanley in the Midlands. |cigm Minister Zentaro Kosaka -ta’ ‘mish.
espite this slump. the block- | Up to this year, BCFC has only
first: pix :which won. prizes at ‘the. The. fourstorey. building also’ will file a joint protest. Kosaka said{
‘Cannes Film Fest in 1959 had both include. shops at street. level with that. while his office would “pass |buster films had long runs. For in- |had eight licenses annually for
‘groups. bundled. ‘together.
*
an’ office: block on. the two ‘Upper. |. along the. protest to Daiei, it had stance, “Spartacus” (Ut is in its ; British films, but the number has
no authority to ban’ the film. The 29th week, “Exodus” is in the 14th ;now gone up to nine. Independent
Now that it is over, it is easy to floors. an
Japanese distribs, however, hold a
see ‘that. French films had needed | ‘The theatre ‘will be of . the sta- government of Ceylon later banned-|[session and “Guns of Navarone”
new blood and outlook at ‘the time.. dium type, with the bowling arena. the film and urged others to dof (Col) is now past its 5th week at | further 109 permits. It has been
the experience of some companies
These’ “Wave” “films caught on below. it. The arena .will include the same: if the objectionable fthree major show cases, day-date.
‘for, as ‘Trauffaut. says, critics..are. ‘a -licensed club. and ‘snack bar.” Scenes are not cut. Certain Bud-[The Soviet “Ballad of a Soldier” jin membership of the BCFC that
indulgent to first works which usu- On ‘its completion. -ABC’s Capitol {dhist leaders {in Japan informed} also has. had a longrun as have‘ if they fail to collar any of t!.e
ally have atidacity and: 2 certain Cinema in the:Same town will. be Daiei. that their ‘groups would boy-. “Goodbye Again” ‘UA and “World° avaliable licentes and then attempt
Cott the. Pie..
.to peddle their product to the inof Suzie Wong” ‘Par:
drive,
|
-closed.
The British have’ done well with ° dependents ‘who hold bulk of the
But as. _people. mature, their t- The new: ‘cine-bowl is expected
‘It is believed that to-some exthinking. changes and they fry to to be ready by the fall of 1963. tent, Daiei had “anticipated such |comedies this yeut. notably “Doc- . visas), they are accused of offerinz
find their own way. Most “Wavers” Before the project is started, how-. reaction and had not counted on|tor in Love” tRank:, which ran 11 (films which have been rejected
early showed. their critical back- ever, ABC: will be opening. another Tduch coin from the Asian. market {weeks °through July and August; elsewhere.
There is an increasing view that
ground and. classic buff. film “as- bowling.
}|“League of Gentlemen” (Rank),
centre
-at Tuebrook. other" than the‘Philippines.
pects. But in their Jater pix, they Liverpool, which .{s -being:. built |.
“Make Mine Mink” and “Carry On | there is little or nothinz to Io<e
Constable.” Gernian films are- far‘ by quitting the BCFC, and that
‘attempted to fo their own way. He over thé ear park at the Carlton:
Additional Foreign News |
less successful than last year, but, there is a better chance of zetting
feels this may explain why. later. Cinema.” The ‘company ‘is, already
“Wave pix became more difficult operating four ‘bowling: centres,
the Italians’ stand out as perma- ,“results by dealing direct with the
On Page 15
independents.
and less successful at the boxoffice. ‘two of them: in the London area.
:
<}/nent solid grossers.

ASSOC. BRITISH PLANS
$1,100,000 CINE-BOWL|

ARG. EXHIBS WORRI
BY CINEMA B.0.'D
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Frankfurt, Nov. 34:
film,.“Matter Cour-

~ Austrian Shuns Label of Film ‘Star’

‘lage und: Zhre: Kinder" (“Mother|

Tondon
|

Courage. and Her Children), which]

Karl Boehm, ‘Find’ of ‘Horsemen, Thinks Only A
Few Deserve Such Rating

..

‘Federation. of British Film: Makers new numbers 44 production | was brought out with 3 ead a
companies. Latest entry is Eon Productions, formed by Harry. Saltz. ‘propaganda campaign in. East er‘Ween and A. -K. “Cabby” Brocteli to launch the James Bond series.
Tokyo, Nov. 14
‘many .last February, has
fallen: | Polish Film Ww eek Set
Britain is sending a-strong personality. delegation to the Mexico. Fim | suddenly into disrepute, it is re-|
For Lendon, Nov. 24-30 Placing“himself apart from oth-,
Festival. Maxwell Setien, Tehy Richardson and Karel
Reisz represent ported here. Film has been withers of his profession, Karl Boehm’
- London, Nov. 14.
‘the technicians: Mary Peach, Diane Citente and Billie Whitelaw pro-.
ishuns the label of “star.” To an
a polish Film Week. is to be: : actor with two potentially big films
vide the glamor. ‘“Saturday Night, And Sunday Morning” ‘and “No Love| drawn from the East Berlin thea-]
The .very. costly venture, Staged at the Curzon Cinema, Nov. ‘yet to be released, this sentiment
Fer Johnnie” provide the films...
..The Gaumont cinema in London’s. tres.
which was intended as Commie
Haymarket re-opens next March as the Odeon, Haymarket. Mo Reth- ‘propaganda about the menaces of ; 24-30. This is a reciprocal week ';is regarded here as odd. Boehn _
,man told the press that the’ cinema would: dow. in with. ‘Columbia’ Ss: a war which the Western powers fortswinSortie Film Week:‘recently completed
playing
oep. “Barabbas.” Cinema’ will be an approximate 700-seater. .
David
: posite. Laurence
Harvey
in the

bp gmade by, the pix. selected, all of which wili be: ‘first Cinerama feature pic. “WonNiven is named as’ star‘ of Warner's “Act Of. Mercy” “which ‘will start xot Benin
ast with inBrecht’s
Bertho widow,
Cc Helene
€4- |
|sub-titled
in English, are “Mother.
shooting in Spain this week, Lestie Caran and Lée J. Cobb are Niven’s tre,
yoan- Of Angels,” which won.a spe- derful World of the Brethers

co-stars.
Associated
.trip to West’ Africa.

British-Pathe will be ‘covering the’ Queen’ Ss

‘Weigal, in the lead.

Grimm”

cial jury prizé

(M-G).

He has a featured

at Cannes Film Fest role as Glenn Ford’s Wazi-loving
One of. the producers of the
“
Metro’s “King Of Kings” 48 being -aimched in 10. provincial: “key film, Peter Palftzsch, recently fled one ear ee aoe Of Teutonic brother in the big-scale remake of
“Four Horsemen
of the Apocacities before. Christmas. Though it ‘got away. toa mixed-sticky press;| to West Germany, insisting that}.
er
v> 64
1”
ow
the advance bookings at ‘the: Coliseum, London, are healthy’.
» Frank tthe could find ho artistic freedom
Lucky Toni,”
“The Past” and “The lypse,” due to open at the YurakuSherwin. Green; associate prodtcer, ‘and. lighting .. cameraman “Arthur | -in the East. He had formerly been Innocent Sorcerers. ” Last. named ! za here late In January.
Grant.are named.as new associates of Val Guest: in an expansion of ‘considered a leading exponent of ‘was awarded a diploma of merit at! “The worst four-letter word you
this year’s Edinburgh Film Fest. !
Il me
fs
‘star’,” said the
his production. interests... ‘Grant -has nailed a three-year ‘contract,
the Brecht dramas and- theatre in|
‘Several Polish film stars and di- iblonde Austrian, Pe Japan for two

_{ the. Soviet-run land.

Paris:
Jules Dassin, who played a big role in his last pic. “Never. Qn Sui-

‘rectors are expected to attend the: months making “Rififi in Tokyo”
Arthur Watkins, prexy of i with Keiko Kishi, Charles Vanel,
| the British Film Producers Assn., |Barbara Lass and Michel Vitold

| affair.

IsraelStillCoal
Towards Austria

day,” has contented: himself with a small one, and heavily mustached
and made up at that, in his recently finished: “Phaedra” (UA). He:
opined that people seemed .te resent directors’ actinz¥-or attors directing. Dassin has a play: directorial commitment in the U.S. and ene-in
Paris before |‘resuming film ‘chores. His four. ‘pic deal with. ‘United |
Attists may have a pic -version of the best selling French novel -with a
concentration camp background, * ‘The. Last of the Just" up as his. next:
: project.

French Film Museum, Cinematheque ‘Francaise. organized. 3: special |.

By JOSEPH LAPID
“* Pek Aviv, Nov.

said that the week is not purely|under

a gladhand

the

Cipra Films’

gesture. “We want to i
is releasing.
talk business. In June, the Poles |Metro
“TI have worked

banner.

hard for 15
showed genuine interest in British;ivears to become a good actor and
films and. we hope to raise the fee:if by accident I will become a star
that is paid for them behind the isomeday, I will then accept it,”
Tron Curtain.”
stated the son of conductor Boehm.
“What {fs a star®.” Ke asked.
“Sometimes it’s a girl «ith a large

14.°

day for director Rene Clement for the opening of his latest pic “What.
‘There js a belief developing.
Joy: of Living” in Paris. During the day of thé epening four of his best
‘here: that. Israeli authorities are Two Revivals New
pix were shown from.10 a.m: till the opening of his Jatest: with. ‘special
“-AO5elV |» preventing
the ‘crea‘prices forall plus sandwiches and wine’
“Though “New: Wave” tion. of cultural
ties. between |.
‘youngsters: have: been accused of treating smutty. futile themes, ‘it: is j Austria and Israel. Such a policy |
pointed’ out that Jeahk-Luc. Godard’s (Bréathless). second: pie “The does exist toward Germany, but.

bosom

and long hair. There

are

different star values today.
My
idea of a star is Spencer Tracy,
a Jean Gabin or a Tharies Laughten. These are sfars to me—actors
who have made their reputations
over decades.”

Paris Legit Hits

Little Soldier” is still banned in France: because it trealed alleged. it was never before made clear|
tortures by both sides in ‘the Algerian War’ and Jacques Doniol-Val-}
Paris, Nov. 21.
Austria. Since the establishRising as a big name on the incroze’s winding. “La Denonciation” treats a supposed resistance hero|‘about
Two. revivals, though newly pro:
ment of .diplomatic relationship
who ‘had’ betrayed ‘his fellows and now keeps silent about: a ‘present
duced,
of
a
Shakespeare
play and ternational horizon after making
‘political crime’.
Doniel-Valereze wants to give a look at. the gen- | between the two countries a few an ancient Greek tragedy by Euri- |Pictures exclusively for European
‘| years. ago, the Austrians -have
eration,: ndow: about 40, who lived.off” their. resistance renown but,
hides, have come in for good re- companies uhtil last year, Boehm
; worked hard te make - as many:
feels it is the lack of proper atshirked their duties today.
views and probably good runs.
good contacts with ‘the Jewish
They are “Merry Wives of Wind- j titude rather than a talent deBetsy Blair working with Hans Koningsberger on. a film. ailaptation :|
a
State as possible.|
|
ficiency that has caused mest Eusor,”
adapted
by
Charles
Xhatras,
of his book “A Walk With Lové and Death.” Miss Blair wilt bow as a
Dr. Vottava, “Austrian cultural
director in. this pic and intends doing {t in France on an indie basis in | attache’ here,. officially. invited the which opened Nov.¢ at the Theatre ;ropean aspirants te fail in Holly‘Allaince Francoise, and “The Tro- {wood in recent years.
late ‘62: Tale is about a love story: between. a 16-vear-oid girl and a Israeli.
Philharmonic
Orchestra
19-year- “old boy in “Medieval France. She is. thinking of British actor |;and Habima Theatre to partici-. jans,” adapted from the Greek by’, “The explanation is easy,” said
“Most of them go to
-Tom.: ‘Courtney, now in. the hit Yegiter “Billy Liar’ in’ London, and: ; pate ‘in the Vienna Festspiele next Jacqueline Moatti, which bowed; Boehm.
America as big European stars and
Charlies. Chaplin’s daughter Geraldine. Koningsberger ‘lives in New i summer. Both bids ‘were politely Nov. 5 at Theatre. Recamier.
“Windsor {s a romp for the; ‘behave like they behaved in Eu‘York. and writes in English:but fs Dutch. “Pic will. be done jn Engilish.. |
ijrefuséd. The Orchestra. explained
‘Miss. Blair recently finished ‘an acting ‘stint in.an Italo pic “A Man
Jacques Fabbri Co. Fabbri him- jrope. -They should art as if they
4 that it's schedule -is too crowded:
That’s why
‘self essays the jaunty Falstaff who ; were just beginning.
Grows Older” opposite Clawdia Cardinale and Anthony. Franciosa.
- while Habima gave financial rea-.
iI accepted a featured part in ‘Four
On a-non-used °railroad. sidetrack near. the litle town: of. ‘Louviers
igets his:comeuppance. Critics felt!
Darryl Zanuck calmly. blew up. an. old- train and locomotive for his! j sons. Both: explanations Seemed to; ‘that it was
funny,
excellently i;Horsemen of the Apocalypse’ even
be plausible enough.
“The Longest Day”. (20th): Tt’ seems the blown up trains landed not. !
j staged by Guy Lauzin, and one of though it was my first non-leadNext, Israeli ©"authorities have
I realized
too far from.the camera. Tt.had. to be a one “take affair. and it Was... |
the few
thoroughly
enjoyabie jing role in 14 years.
refused
permission
to
a
local.
imimy name didn’t mean anything in
-No casuallies.:
| shows. so far this season.
presario -to ‘invite the Ice Revue |
European
stars
in
j ‘“Trojans”” was
said by aisle;‘ America.
‘of Vienna to this country.
(sitters to have an excellent homoge- ; America should build.on their talRome .
Finally, the visit of the “Singer- :
ent and nothing else.”
i
neous
cast
and
was
expertly
staged
One .of Rome- by-Night's major attractions this year has. been the! knaben, the. Viennese «children’s !
Supporting his credo of humility
‘Sound and “Licht. performances in .the .Roman Forum:: which have ehoir, which was. already sched-: , by Jean Tasso. This tragedy of|
‘in Hollywood, Boehm declined to
attructed crowds throughout their warm-month run. Continued balmy : uled, has ‘been. postponed on the j war, which castigated both sides,:
isign a seven-picture
deal
with
iBot solid reviews. Show may have
weather and popular demand extended séssions well into. October.
+ demand - of Israeli. authorities.
j Metro after the studio bosses were
Held twice nightly, the “Sound and. -Light”’. spectacles (seats . ‘and ! This:séemed to the Israeli press. an okay run via the buffs and more ‘impressed with his work in “Four
i;Selective audiences here, of whom
cushions. provided! have just wound their thitd year ‘another S and L? ; too. much to have happened. by’
Horsemen.”
shaw was given daily.at Hadrian’s -Villa.: 15 miles from Rome center) |; pure chance. Though officially it:' there are enough to keep a show;
He explained, “My personal
and. boasted a topnotch production. Voices were those of such Ttalo +iwas néver announced, it is under= ||
\ ations at Metro with the top

stage luminaries

Salerno,

as Gino .Cervi, Vittorio Gassmann.

reexecutives on down is a #90d one.
| But I did not sign a multi-pictvre
deal because I realized I’m nobody
in the States.
Starting from. this’
- point,.I am very interested to wo i

Enrico. ‘Matio‘stood here that the Israeli govern- |

Aroido Tieri, Arnolda .Foa.. Giancarlo ‘Sbragia. and. Camillo iment’ doesn't think

the time

|MECCOLI TO ENCORE
VENICE ANOTHER YR...
ihe .
has|

‘Pilotio. Backing. is.-by Academy. ‘of ‘Saint. Cecilia’ Orehestra and choir | come for cultural: relationship with
under direction of Fernando .Previtali.
;a country that participated in the.

-

Simultaneous translations are provided. for foreign: tourists in ‘Eng- ,persecution

of Jews ‘during

lish, French,.and German: Historie range is from founding of Eternal: + Nazi era.
City in 753 BC hy Romulus-and Remus to the burning-of Rome hy Nero. ;
“Guided”

stereophonic. effects are a show highlight

in giving impres-|

sion of movenient without-the tip-off switch from one speaker to. the
next, with directional sounds coordinating with lighting effects, for rich

total impact..
“Sound .and Li ant” spectactes this year: became . “must” attractions
An tourist: aconey nighttinre tours, of.Rome..
eee

Bingo Playing Blasted.
By Church of Scotland

eke

Scandal Over’UNICEF ‘Ball. 61’ in ‘Germany

TuckerLeavingoo Pix

Domenico
-unanimously

Venice, Nov. 21.
not only with one studio, but v.th
Meccoli
has
been the cifferent Ameri¢an studios. ”
reconfirmed for an-.

other

as

year

director

of

the

Mex Producers, After
Tour of America, Find
Biz Conditions Okay
|

‘Venicé
Film
Festival.
Decision
London,’ Nov. 14.
was taken this week at a meeting
’ Alan Tucker is resigning as pub- | held in Venice and presided over
licity director of Columbia Pic-! by Italo Siciliano, president of the
groups ;
| tures in Britain as,of Dec. 2, and {Venice Biennale, which

is setting: up his own public rela- ifilm,

art, and

theatre ‘events

in

1
tions outfit. The new. company. is that city.
Mekico City, Nov. 14
in process of. registration to hanAlso okayed at the gather ‘ing
Producers Cesar Santos Galindo,
dle a number. of top British. film. was the budget for the 1962 event. Alfonso Rosas Priego and Luis .in{as well as unspecified changes in ciola, latter the head of Cimex, a
accounts.
Duisburg,. Nov. 14.
Tucker has been: with. Golumbia the Venice regulations. Variations three-man task force who made a
Members. “of “the
exclusive
Wednesday Club here are faced for 17 years and has been. publicity in the. current rules would be swift tour of American markets,
jwith a scaridal about the $2,400 ‘director since 1952. He is being made, a local statement says, on have come home relieved. There
Glasgow, Nov, 14.
succeeded by Pat. Williamson, who ! ‘the basis of “external factors” de- .
‘The playing of Bingo, which has |that it raised for. UNICEF's im-.- has.. been his principal assistant riving from decisions to be taken: is;no great falloff in business, as
‘they had been told, with the exchildren
connected
” “become the new. rage here in- many poverished
for
some ‘years.
by the International
Producers ‘ ception of an admitted drop im
There
former cinemas in Scotland; came ‘with the réeent. Ball 61.
| Federation (FIAPF) at its upcom- . Texas because of some unemploywere
so.
many
expenses
connected
|
under. attack from the :church at.
‘ing Paris meetings. New reguia- ment and a slight sag in the I.os
“va meeting of the Glasgow bresby- with. th stars -who™ ‘donated their.
}!tions would be shaped by Siciliano,‘Angeles area.
“time ‘and -services” to the event |}
tery of the: Church. of Scotland.-:
,and
-by Italian | Director General:‘ A
special
representative
has
Rev. Iain MacDougall, ‘describ- | that. the -profit | ‘turned over to
| for Entertainment Nicola de Pirro: ‘been named sto keep tabs on the
Jimmy Campbell
‘ing .it- as. “unChristian and im- ‘UNICEF: was. a very slim $42.
‘in. harmony” with the upcoming-1 Texas situation, and to try to build
Although the©celebrities: per-|]
moral,” said ‘it was. ‘a grave social
FIAPF decisions.
.
up boxoffice. ;As for Los Ange'ss,
_ has authored. a ‘colorful piece on
‘evil.. He -added: “This mass craze ‘formed gratis, many of their exAnnouncement of Meccoli's re- it is felt the inauguration of the
is an extremely vivid example: of | penses ‘Were. underwritten by the
' confirmation ended a period of
Alameda Theatre ‘formerly a Un'tthe irresponsible. attitude to moriey. ball. committee out of the. income |}.
local .indecision
eoncerning
the
and Iaterial. things prevalent from the event. German ‘actress‘}:
| Venice. directorship. While on the yed Artists house featuring U. S.
j films! as an exclusively Mex‘san
. | Christine ‘Kaufmann: allegedly re-"
‘today.ro
one hand there had been con"While ‘the ‘playing ‘of Bingo is ‘ceived over $200 to make the flight |
siderable official and press pres- ‘house, will change the situation far
legal, the. craze’ has reached such from Rome. where she was film-|
Sure due to his excellent handling.‘the better.
**
€
Cinema biz in New York has
- proportions. that. there {s ‘wide-. _ing; record ‘star. ‘Tommy Kent got
of this year’s event to get Meccoli spread concern about: its effects. ‘about $175 for coming to Duisto accept the ppst for another. ‘gone up considerably, the comrrit‘tee
found, with this also true so
Another
minister, : Rev... John. burg; Eva. Kasper, from the Ger.
‘anither Important Editorial Feature | stanza, Meccoli had tald friends
'- Welsh, of Kirkelady, Fife, com-. ‘man Opera:on the Rhein, was paid
in the upcoming
for some
time that for purely .- Chicago and in state of Califo‘outside
of Los Angeles. A boom on
mented:
“While
I- don’t think .$50.for her trip from Duesseldorf:
private considerations he was. eager,;
Bingo is a dreadfully immoral ac- and Billy Mo ‘received aver $100 |“sétk Anniversary Number — to resume his previous post with;' Florida is expected because of the
iinflux
of
Cubar refugees, especi:ltivity, ‘what fs. wrong is that so) for ‘his expenses for: ‘coming. in
one
Of Italy’s
top
publishing:
of
many, people are. playing this game from‘ Hamburg.
‘T] firms. Known also that | firm, ly in Miami, where Mexican picevery night of the week and some‘But other. ‘artists, like the Amertures
are
grossing good weekly fiz| which had granted Meccoli a onc- .
VARIETY
)
times. in the afternoons, too. How. ‘ican singer Kenneth Spencer, Paul
year leave of absence to - allow ure-. Cimex is studying the adcanybody can’ play .such..a- ‘dreary. Henckels, Ursula Herking and ‘Paul
Plus other: statistical and data-filled j him to cope with his Venice tomr viseability of leasing, buy’nz er
‘game every ‘nivht in the week I. Kuhn. paid: ‘for. their’ own travel .
of duty, was reluctant to extend bi‘Idirg one or more houses to.
charts and articles.
can't understand.”
“Vand Uving: expenses,
+ capitalize on this influx.
| this grant for another year.
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‘Sounding ‘Drum’

World’s Fair ‘Fun’
Continued

from

page

1

With a lot riding on it, Uni-versal is making the big push
for “Flower Drum Song” with
mobilization of a seven-man
field force for vanguard ex-

“They CallMe TheSmut Lady’
Continued from. page 3

Federal law.. to permit an easier: ‘willing’ to let the “Postmaster-Gen- --in feet. he has been gagging that “seeing that ‘it was policed” and | ploitation. ‘The pub. corps will
“ine NY Fair will get its ‘out-of- Moses concurred that the Fair had } make the media rounds in 47: .| crackdown. on the peddling of por-; eral determine ‘what should: -pass:
| nography to minors, Riley ‘also. through the mails. Referring | to”
tewn tryeut in Seaitle.” The NY. full cognizance of thai.)
. cities cross-country, acting ag
went on record as having sup- former P.M... Arthur.:E.-Summere °:
Fape will have an exhibit at the
One of the major costs, another
‘a Sort of “First ‘wave.’ Same
| ported the lIate Sen: Joseph Mc-' field's .action in’ banning “Lady
3402 Seattle Fair. and there is no item that will become a permanent
keys will be staked out for a
Carthy (“I-may be criticized but I Chatterley’s . Lover;”
secret
also that Seattle's
broad neritage from the fair, will be the
the
jurist
second round publicity bardon’t care”) and seeing in the rise said: “He. had no. ax to grind.. He:
ruch fer sbhawmanship and flair $90.000.000
in arterial highways
rage. this time pin-pointed, as.
of pornographic materials available must. have. had a good. reason. for’
fer giamor and bativhoo—-viz., the tcading to the Fair. In answer to]. the local openings draw close
in this country, a plot by the Com- doirig* so.”
Casinode Paris show imported in- seme
late: next month.
other publisher’s question,
| munists to.subvert the youth. of|--The films, he’ declared. “leave
tact frum Paris. the SS > Liberte Moses conceded that most of the |.
The field: contingent includes Mrs. Granahan nodded - scarcely’ anything to the imagina-._
America.
4s a floating hotel. its proposed transportation would be by motor
‘Maurice Harris, Duke Hickey,
}and smiled. This has been .one tion in. their portrayal of immoral-.—
shy-hich glamor restaurants. ete. although, citing 1939, the Long Is-.
‘Amike Vogel, George Bannan,
of her themes in-times past.. ©
Jity. The only - answer is to punish.
— have been-spotlighted to Afoses land RR did account for much of |
David Polland, Bernie Korban,
Riley also .suggested . that {those who, in-the face. of prohibi-. ..
as samplings of what: entertain- the transportation.
In 1964- there
and Ben Katz, latter U’s long. Mrs.
Granahan
as . being: . ‘tion, insist upon .defying the law. ...
ment-seeking masses will go for.
will also be heHcopter service.
time midwest ad-pub sparksubjected to the same kind of-" When it comes to someone who. is: |
Despite
Moses’
conservatisin.
Ford and General Motors have
plug.
“vilification” which had been
‘| willing to pervert the minds of our os
fact of the matter is that there has
pians for transportation. and_ the | —
directed earlier against Sen.
youth, and he does. it with. ‘intelkeen: no Show Biz Iron Curtain.
highways of the future to which |
‘McCarthy.
Mrs.
Granuahan
jectual perception. and in full. comQuité a few new things have been
smiled again, tolerantly,.
and + prehension of his own. means, then.
acéded and will be added to the another of the attendees made .capacknowledged: that. she was
a Jail sentence should be man-_
Amusement
Area.
which
is a tious observation that. despite the |
now knoutt as
“the Smut
; datory.””
stilted description fer the midway big click of GXI’s “Motorama” at
the
1939
Fair,
traffic
seems
“more
|
Lady.”
President Judge Adrian Bonnelly
4
the lake area. Sinee that’s a
Also read into‘ the record were of County Court was another jurist
dirty word to him, because it con- snafued than ever.”
a
number
of
‘case
histories,’
inMoses
again
accented
Walt
Dis;
who.
linked the flood. of obscene:
jures up pitchmen
and kewpie
cluding that of one unfortunate literature with. tv. and- the. movies.
calls, raucous ballyhoo and neo- ney’s unique “industrial showman |
Queens
housewife
whose
‘husband:
which
will
be
part
of
an:
|
A:
‘copyright.
symposium
which
Stating
he was shocked. by “the
ship”
striptease appeal, Moses’ friends,
aides and advisors have been ac- Ford display. There will be “show- . could conceivably cause legislation had begun, innocently enough by cancer of. pornography’ among our
reading
“girlie”
magazines,
,
and
|
youth,”
the
Judge added ‘to make
manship,”
too,
in
the
sundry
res-:
affecting
films,
music,
books,
plays,
centing “funway” or some kindred
ended
up- “attending it worse you'll find it :today in
taurants. at the international build-. scripts, etc.. has. been set for Dec... eventually
bilhng.
.
once-a-week
“sex-phato
elub”
meetsome
of
the
tv productions and ..
ings,
as
was
true
in
1939
via.
the
|
1-2
in.
New
York
by
the
copyright
There will be sueh other strong
:
{some of the. movies. 1° haven’t°
French, Belgian. Italian and. kin-| division of the American Bar Assn. ings.
show biz entries as:
At
most
Granahan
hearings,
the
turned’
on
my
television for a.
i
This
is
the
first
such
meeting
of
its
“Bourbon Street,” a three-acre dred pavilions. If is in this inter-|
.
witnesses are invariably in total month.”
replica af the New Orleans jazz national area, says Moses, that “na: :kind, and while symposium it is,
agreement with the chairwoman.
Dr.
Nicholas
G.
Frigito. niedicat :
ithe
list
of
co-sponsors
and
the
nasector, with’Al Hirt and other ideologies obtain; here is 2 om
But
both
attorney
Hoey
and
attordirector
‘of
the
_Countv:
Court,
undertaking itself.
round
or the
best ture -of the
bands.
ney O'Connor were careful to point stated that many. delinquents “"were
“Las Vegas East.” sans the gam- Senay ot net the in and the | make it clear that. the tenor of the
out that any crusade against ‘‘ob- avid readers of crime. stories, bhing, of course, will be a replica new nations would like to present |Conclave: could go a long way in
scenity” must pay strict attention masochistic
magazines; obscene
as
the
best
samplings
of
their
cul|
influencing
changes
in
U.
S.
copyof the Nevada casinos with suitto
previous U.S. Supreme Court's. comi¢ books. and lewd.. stories.” ©
right. law.
able show components—again, sans ture and their aspirations.”
rulings in such cases. O'Connor even Frigito include “television violence
The
two-day
session
will.
take
the strips.
Science Angies
went so far as to state that it is “‘ex- and other: tv obscenities”. in. oute
place ’.at the auditorium of the.
A Foreign. Film Festival.
N. Y. Times science editor Wiltremely rare” when a crime can be lining .what he considered
un-.
“Star Spectaculars” in a giant liam L. Laurence, in contrasting | New York. U. School of Law, Ardirectly attributed to inspiration. favorable. influences on. the minds.
musical hall for live telecast pick- the 1939 achievements via nylon;j-thur Vanderbilt Hall, with the mod- from a tv show,. film or book. He’ of young people...
erator
to.
be
Samuel
W.
-Tannenups of top-names : Belafonte, Como.
Granahan said. her si )committee
ty, et¢e.; feels that 1964 will.launch|‘baum, chairman of the Bar Assn.’s suggested, howeyer,.that something
et al.}
must be wrong when “the crime had. scheduled ‘some witnesses who
an entire new concept in electronic|
Ringling Circus in a one-ring diagnosis of the ailments of hu- copyright division of the patent, rate is growing: four times as fast do not.believe there is any danger.
and: copyright
law as the population.”
show, a la the Cirque Medrano mankind—a program which “may |trademark
at all..‘‘We are glad to have their.
‘Paris! and kindred European inO’Connor,
picking his words views since we. want to be. comadd decades to the life of man” ‘an! ‘section. door circuses.
wil
|
‘Participants
in‘
the
symposium,
with great care, also. expressed a “pletely unbiased. The subcommite:
‘diagnosis
which
Giant Name Dance Band Stand. electronic
a witch
“accurately appraise ‘the ailment,j in addition to the Bar Assn., will wish that there might be “greater: tee. Is not conducting
Leon Lecnidoff and Meyer Davis. indicate its cure by scientific count, be
the
American
Patent
Law communication” between “the book ‘hunt,’ae she said...
as previously revealed, will do the or project more accurately whether. Assn., Assn. of the Bar of the City burners” (which might or might
“Raps. The Courts
amphitheatre ‘old Billy Rose Aqua- surgery or similar’ major correction }of N. Y., Copyright Luncheon Cir-. not have referred to the dogooders
Asst. Dist. Atty. Marvin .R.. Hal-.
cade)
show;
Cypress
Gardens’ should be necessary.”
| cle, Copyright
Society
of the’ present) and the “libertines,” in. bert, who handles. obscenity mate...
water show on the lake will probY.,
N.
of
Assn.
Bar
reference
to
those
bodies
who
have
Federal
ters:
for -the
prosecutor
here,
‘U.S.A...
Larsen’s Invitees
ably be headed by Buster Crabbe.
Time-Life. has an im- | New Jersey and Connecticut, N ‘YY. been fighting: censorship on all charged the appellate courts with
While
Patent
Law
‘Assn.,
Empire
State
fronts.
|
bindering
the
battle
on
smut.
“The
Moving Sidewalk
portant ecdnomic stake in the 1964;
Bath sides, he said, “might learn. appe late courts aré efigaging in.
In contrast to the midway aspect. Fair because of. its booklets andj Chapter of the’ Federal Bar Assn.
of entertainment, Moses’ accent on souvenir
program
rights, there | and the Women Lawyers Assn. of a good deal from the other." He semantics bordering’ almost on. inwasn’t questioned -by the. subcom- tellectual
dishonesty.”. Approxi$Sndustrial
showmanship _ recalls were some from the among the.‘the City of N. Y..
members
to any
great mately 95% of. the smut cases
euch milestones as when the N. Y following 'Time Inc.'ers included) | Director of the symposium is mittee
brought to his attention: have been.
R.
Kupferman,
-well length:
1939 World's Fair did help launch who didn’t go all the way. with the; Theodore
‘| quashed before coming. ‘to trial,
Judge Self-Shocked
perspectives. - known in the legalistic aspects of
significantly items Jike nylon, the sweetness-and-light
Halbert -said.: ©
fluorescent light, the compact car. The accent on how Russia’s 1967‘ show business and other fields.
Earlier, at Mrs. Granahan’‘s hear-Granahan,: the ¢ommittee chair.
ielevision
and
its concommitant
World's Fair in Moscow would woo:
; ings in. Philadelphia Jast. week,
-Pennsy
Supreme | Court Justice ‘man, said she. thought: the .“‘guidelecironie communications.
the new African states, the Southance
-of determining: obscenity"
|
Moses feels that the moving side- east Asian and other Far Eastern! Exhibitor Married Couple
Michael A. Musmanno, who . dis-.
provided by the U.S. Supreme
sented from. his ‘court's.majority
walks and other means of Grey- countries didn't rest well with Dick }
entury
Court could stand some tightening,
Off.
Click
Half-C
|
*
opinion knocking out Pennsylva- |.
hound-serviced transportation be- Clarke. exeeutive editor of the N.Y.
“Chapter - ‘after chapter replete
Memphis, Tex., Nov. 21.
nia’s film control .board, reportedtween the industrial pavilions and Daily News, who expressed himwith .depravities. and vile little
Golden - wedding anniversary . of that. while in New York some four-letter words can - appear .‘in.
the
entertainment.
sectors
will self as not too impressed. with these
b:end the two into a composite to same new African states, and, ‘ad.Mr. and Mrs. Holtis Borens. was ‘months back he had. gone. to see a book and not: “be considered ob-.
the controversial Frencn film, ‘The
appeal to young and old alike. He libbed. “there may not even be a observed here’ ‘recently. ,
Lovers.” (“I had said so much scene by the high |court. . provided
feels that taday’s more
mature- UN by then.”
i Couple ‘has, been operating about immoral motion pictures that. parts. of it can be -said. to “have
minded generations are more at-.
‘Those Present
‘literary or artistic value.” she sald.
the
Metropolitan. here - for many years. Récently I felt I should see one of them in.
tuned ta global progress than was
Guesis
at
Postal
inspectors
‘and
other
book- its entirety so that it. could not be
the case in 1939, and at the same Club's dinner invitees inckuded ‘their son: Bill. took over the
ing and active management .af the said that I. had depended entirely officials termed the mails: “‘sewertime he feels the 1964 Expo will ©Bernard Auer, publisher of Time;
lines”. and called the laws’ inade-Ritz and Palace Theatres, in’ the upon the opinion of others as tol
, quate to cope with smut. The group
afford plenty of divertissement for Turner Catledge, m.e. N.Y. Times; .
downtown section and the Tower . what
is objectionable
on
the:
Stuart Constable, Walter Cronkite, °
- is. part’ of the parent committee
ihe hohdayers-on-a-spree.
sereen,” he explained.)
: Drive-In Theatre.
ton: Post. Office and Civil Service
Moses is hardheaded about one CBS; Tom Deegan, pr. for the*
It turned: out to be even worse
‘in the House of Representatives...
common denominator show biz en-' Fair and chairman of its executive|awe
than he had anticipated. the’ justice.
tity—the goad o}d b.o. Alternative committee: Richard E. Dees, prez.‘development: ‘in. Manhattan, with said. The picture is “entirely im- lt: moved on to Boston.. New York
‘Magazines;
William
J. which the Fair will be ‘closely - at- moral and: should: not have. been and .New Orleans after. finishing
~ Hearst
for the 1964 Fair will be a bust.
| here.
If the
projected
$111.000.000 Donoghue ‘also handling the Fair's tuned, presents:a housing problem
shown.”
rexoffice take from 70.000.000 ad-— p.r.' Mark Ferree, prez American !' along - with a traffic problem be-|
missions over the twa vears :64 Newspaper Publishers Assn.; ABC’s .- cause of the expected global inBernard
Gimbel. ii flux of tourists. more so than in the
Fetter;
and “65+ is not realized the Fair Ted
will not pay out, nor will it leave VarIETY's Abel Green, Gene Hag-.: ‘war-foreshadowed .years ‘of 1939.
‘By JERRY GAGHAN
that
$23,000.000° surplus)
which gerty ‘UPI}. Roy W. Howard: prez‘ It will be not only national but inPhiladelphia, Nov. 21.
N.Y. World Telegram & Sun, along ternational, considering the jet age
Noases envisions will undervrite
Arthur =Krim, United. _ Artists’...
Star witness in -the three- day.
{ire permanent park at Flushing with Lee B. Wood, editor of same; | “of global travel.
“smut”.
hearings
of. the Postal. Op- prexy, and Harry. Hendel, ;COMPO
Harold
Hutchings,
Chi
Trib;
SydAbout
60%
of
the
United
NaMeadenus as a standing heritage of|
j ney ‘James, publisher Sports Tlu-. tions - ‘members have signified in- erations subcommittee of the U-S. plan coordinator in. Pittsburgh, ‘got
the 1964 Fair.
of .Representatives . was the nads. as. Industry Man. of. the.
strated: Sigurd Larmon, Young & tention of participation. in the Fair, House
Eslimated Patronage
Rubicam:
William
L. Laurence, !; in addition. to the Holy See. and Pennsylvania State Supreme Court. Year. and Showman of the Year,
The first year’s 40.000.C00 sdmisMichael. A. “Mlusmanno, tee
from ‘Allied States N.¥. Times: Lester Markel, editor |the ._League of Arab States (Iraq,;:Justice
sions ‘$2 top’ is not out of line. of the N.Y. Times Sunday mag;! Jordan. Kuwait. Lebanon. Libva. | who blasted his: colleagues: on. the
ssn
bs::d is projected in contrast to the. prank: Marx’ ABC: Maleolm Muir, '-Morocco, Saudi.Arabia, Sudan. Tu- :beneh for throwing out film cenBoth are expected ‘to take the
1£59 Brussels Exposition which |-editer-in-chief, Newsweek: Duncan! pisia, nited’ Arab Republie and|‘sorship. He did not confine him- bows: in person at the Nationalclocked
42.000.000
admissions. -Norton-Taylor, m.e. Fortune: N.Y. Yemen). Tiiere are still some nota- |self
S€ to the mails or .pornography. ‘Allied conclave ‘in. Miami Beach
Jrue, the New York top of $2 is Commerce
Commissioner Richard’ ble holdouts such as Holland, Por- jin’ his hour-long. statement before Dec, 4-8..
the sub-committee. headed by Conmuch higher than the Belgian Ex-! C. Patterson
Jr. tof the Fair's; tugal, Italy and Brazil. The roster; |‘gresswonian
Krim Was. picked by the exhibs
Kathryn E. Granahan,
J csition but it will he scaled down executive committee): former N.Y.! of cooperating nations, as of Nov.
“in recognition. ot his.astute ‘guid-:
te $1 for children. and there will’ Governor
Charles Poletti;. Judge |1,°1961, besides the above and, of Philadelphia Democrat. He made ance.of United Artists to a posia
-broadside
attack
on
Hollywood,
a'so be greup rates far clubs, suci- Samuel I. Rosenman, Sid Shapiro course. the. Organization of Amerideclaring “certain motion’ pictures tion. of prominence in. the motion
eties. big business, package teurs ‘Moses’
re
aide},
Joe Kingsbury-' can States, includes: Afghanistan,
The. steady
would shame the cities of Sodom picture industry..
tnd the hke.

Copyright Panel
ByAmer. Bar Assn

| ALLIEDSTATESYEARLY
The Scene in
in1 Philadelphia
P
NODS: KRIM, HENDEL

Smith,

publisher N.Y.

Journal-! Argentina, .Bulgaria,

Cambodia,

The concessions end industrial American
George Spargo.. David| Cameroun, Central African Rerentals, cembined. will account for. Starr. Newhouse papers; John N.1 public, Chad,
Chile, China ‘Re74.060.000, hence the dependence. Wheeler, chairman NANA: Erwin °public of), Colombia. Congo BrazzaGn the gate reecipts to put the Witt, John, Young, of the Fair’s“ ville), Dahomey; Ecuador, Ethiopia,
1964 Fair into the black, pay off: execs, and others. .
Gabon,. Ghana,. Guinea, India,. In-the debentures. and turn a profit.
With the April 22, 1964 teeoff: - donesia. Iran, Ireland, Israel Ivory
For The Weary —
premiere date of the NY. World's - Coast, Japan, Korea, Malagasy Reincidentally. something borrow ed Fair “895 days away” (at-the time! public, Malaya. Mali, Mexico. Monfrom
the Brussels
Expo. where
of this powwow), Moses aecented :aco,. Nepal. Niger; Pakistan, PanaKheusing was a tirebiem. will be that global television will be here; ‘ma, Paraguay,” Peru, : Philippines,
tie Srmmeons Bed Co.'s cestreoms
that we all will -be seeing the 1964 Senegal,
Sierra
Leone, ‘Spain,
¢.. the grounds where, for a fee, Olympics in direct pickup. from‘ ' Thailand, ‘Turkey,.-Upper
Vo‘ta,
the veaury mex
re down
for. an Tokyo, as another of the electroni Cc:‘Ur uguay, USSR. Venezuela. ‘Gov.
Reve

tis

ot

twe

Jacsent

Ore

imede

of the

ethlsh-

a crack

about |

wanders of that vear..
‘ Potetti is v.p. in charge
The debut of the Lincoln Center || international affairs’ and

and

Gomorrah

and make. ancient, flow. of. solid

releases from

‘\UA)..

ehapel ‘of purity ‘by -during this period of ‘critical prod-"
‘uct shortage was certainly upperSome’ pornography, he charged most in the. minds of the exhibitors
..
may be distributed by the Com- when they made their choice.”
munists in an effort to unsettle| -Previous winners of the award
te minds of American
citizens. have been Joseph R Vogel, Metro
prez, and Milton. R. Rackmil, head.
‘When
Musmanno.
. mentioned
-Comuunist propaganda, Congress- of. Universal.
woman
Granahan
asked whether|: ’ The -Showman accolade. to Henhe. thought pornographic material- del cited his “dynamic 1eadership”
|
was Communist-inspired.
“There for COMPO in. Pittsburgh.
Other Allied award -eategories,
is no doubt that what you suggest
could be true and probably, is, 7 he not: yet tabulated. include actor,
of these repiied:
| actress,: new “personalities, proexhibits.
Musmanno said he wasperfectly, -ducer and diréctor.
Pompeii

a

comparisan.”

~
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|DENVER’S TOWER TO
It's Deadline Again for Oscar.
NEW OWNER, POLICY]
‘Tender IsNight Seeks Outlet
. Denver, Nov. 21.

" Pioneers’ [Dinner |
—
Continued from page 4 =

|FRANK GERVASI TALKS”
ON OVERSEAS MAGE?
Frank. Gervasi;.

former. Hearst

Tower Theatre, 911-seat nabe, |‘ried out pronto: as each new mem-|and -Collier's «war ‘correspondent ..
awned and operated: since its: ber took the oath from his ‘table. fand feature writer, until joining

He: Hy saad, Nov. 214.
opening’ 11 years. ago by a com-.
There | was room for improve+| jthe Eric. Johnston’ organization as.
re recol ane |
FPirsb scozie and
pany headed: by Pat McGee, form- : ment in the entertainment: division. veepee.of the Italian, Sprain and.
SELLING LATIN. HERO.
qi
preaucer
Henry
Weenstein’s
‘er circuit head, has been sold: .to Sid Caesar, far from being :in tép Mediterranean territory operations
*Tonecr fs The Nighe at 2mth-Fox
Wolfberg: Theatres | for a reported | form, hardly got off the: ground for the Motion
Picture Export
will be cotnrieted By the end of|: Allied pone Brings In Sales Exe¢s. |
_with his interpretation of iow men Assn.. has signed a-two-year lec
For ‘El ¢Cid’
the week under supervision of di- |
nationalities -propose ture tour. with W, Colston: Leigh..
The theatre has been closed for |of various
re’er bienry King.
marriage. The Ivy League Trio, He: is’ going out..on an extensive
1
Because ©“El Cid” is a histotie the past. several weeks since it
‘was seized in a Federal Treasuryj‘male juveniles. vocalized. with their; series: of Icctures. early. in.” 1962,
Six
reeIs
have
aire:dv’ heen
-figure in Spanish history--and by.
{own string accompaniment
and; talking: on world ‘affairs. Algo will -Gkaved Bb. precucer and director
,extension a boxoffice comeon -in‘ attachment. action.
be included an extensive dissertagud are being rushed tu Néw Yerk !
The'-new owners, the Wolfberg: drew about fair attention:
all latin areas Allied Artists .is*
tion-on “The Impact. of. Hollywood”
where
DeLuxe
Labs.
susbid
of ;
‘rounding up its Latin American: chain, which: is headed by Tom ! Adolph Zukor, Paramount chaii- Abrovd." accenting the
image .
2h.) will immediately begin turn- ,
Smiley,
also
operate
the
downman,
Par
president
Barney.
Bala-"
: distribution execs for a Dec. 13-21.
ereated. by America via ‘its Holly-.
ing Git color prints, |
“New York powwow on the “E] Cid”. town -2,100-seat' Paramount and ban and numerous others. of this: : wood ‘lilms. Tnis-is in’ line with --.
Pit “will definitely will he ready campaign. Steve Broidy. prez, will six drive-ins in the Denyer area. company were in -attendance, re- USIA’s -Ed Murrow's diatribe last:
fer local theatre booking Dect. + to} preside, flanked by Norton Ritchey, It is the company’s ‘first: venture « Necting the longstanding Col-Par week, on. the- ‘Coast,’ ‘on the. same
pave wav ter eagibiity in nomina- iprexy on the international. side, into. nabe’ campetition..
:-friendship. Zukor.: in: a brief talk, j
‘ subject. mo
tions
for various
categories
in: ‘and foreign sales'g.m. Bernard J. ‘ Leonard Albertini, vice prexy, preached a ser mon. mirror ing. his ,°
who will. be in charge of remodel- undying .optimism anent film biz 1 Gervasi, Jongtime.” resident
Oar avards race next April by

. Gates. Samuel

Bronston,

who

pro-.

‘ing. says. the. theatre will not- be: ‘welfare.
Others
offering
brief abroad, has given up his Rome~
Avacen:y of Motion Picture Arts & | duced pic is also expected.
apartment’ and moved -his family.
Seiences, producer assures.
} The skull session will take time reopened until about the Christmas talks were Ned E. Depinet, Lazarus to: New York.
When he resigned |
and that extensive re-! and, not so brief but strongly ap- |
Fiim company is still seeking an out for the film's U.S. preem Dec. holidays
from the Johnét-n-: office :hé: be=_.
farbishing
is
planned
for
the
house
plauded,
Sen.
.
Kemmeth
°
Keating
<
exclusive first ren to publicly ex- 14 at the Warner, and for an “E}
Came:
veepee
of
Fairbanks. Morse, ©
Keating, who mainly i
hibit the S2 500000 production be- Cid" banquet following night at. which is located in’ the heart of, (R. NY).
‘also he Gguar.ered -in’ Rome, -but
fore the end of the vear to meet the Waldorf-Astoria. First Latino ‘the upper ‘Park .Hiil. residential 'discussed the Communist .threat, Gervasi has long yenned to return ~
iincidentally. is: becoming a familiar
the Academy's rules.
dates for the pie are being lined . section. Besides a wood paneled ;
- lobby, new. -Cinemascope. screen: figure at picture industry func- to his native: Jand, stating. he ‘and |
{his family. “have. had- their: fill of
Shortage
of theatres
in pre- up for next spr ing.
compatible with 70mm films, com- ‘tions,
°
the European life.”
ferred beckings toward end of the ;
‘plete reseating ‘reduced to about:
Montague, in a modest acknowl- |.;
star has created prob’em in get-!
750 seats) :redecoration and in- " edgement, paid tribute to Joseph
ting pic Gated. Situatfon whl be.
- stallation of a new draw curtain,
A.
McConville,
-ex-Col
foreign
cn esenéa ef Weinstein with ho.
_the name ‘of the theatre will be operations «chief .and his ‘longtime’
execs = hen producer arrives in
changed:
busittess associate: ‘they started
New York Wednesday for 10-day
- Smiley says the. film policy has together in- New
England). - He
Visit,
‘not been: determined at this. time. also saluted the late’ Jack ‘Cohn |
Studia execs, feeling company
Albany, Nov. 21.
{and present Col president _Abe.
on preduct uperace @sain. are dis- ome
dee
Changing
pattern
of Gotnam {
A convention nail and’ an ‘ex:Schneider.
turbed over local bookine situation
playoft has aroused (predictably)|
ecutive building will be construct=:
Total-of 57 industryites . became ‘ed by Neil Heliman, at a cost of.
Hand will bend every effort to get the
indie subruns. Independent
members of the: Pioneers, having $1,000,000, on the ‘upper Washing=—
pie cated fer limited entagement
Theatre Owners Assn.. N.Y., ine
qualified by way of at least 25. ‘toh. Avenue site where his: Thrute establish elivrbility in the Oscar Harry
‘ Brandt-led
alliance. . is |
‘years of activity in -the film trade, way Motor Inn’ and the Hellman
Taece.
‘squawking about -it to the major
Minneapolis.. Nov. 21.
Vand. now olficially enrolled.
Nattonal Theatres & Television
sales execs and the big circuits,
> Memorial. Tlicatre are presently
Neighborhood
theatres in the
exec Reb Scie stated he will do arguing that the special treatment
located. The.:new structures: Will.
ei in his puever fo coonrrate with “extended runs” are depriving-the local. uptown firstran clearance.
be-to the. west ob the motel, over«
207k. erce the parent eo npany for subsequents of their normal avail- ‘slot. now. can obtain pictures 14
‘ looking - its:"patio and . ‘swimming
days
after
the
end
of
-their
initial
Netienat
Th: STOS , that is until ahilities.
pool. |
in- |
GIVE PEGEnL Several
ears EO,
Though not specified. the. al- downtown’ engagesents here,
The . convention . hall’ will aestead of 28. as‘former'y, if they're ‘aummmss Continued from Page 3 =
Hassever, ail Ove -iee first run
Tusion is to the advanced-admis-.
‘ commodate 750 nersons with dining
Willing’ to meet stiffer terms. °
her ses are tied up a tha meoment,
sion first nahe brezks on “Exodus,”
‘forded much more leew ay produc- room. for 500. Its facilities Will. Fe
These.
exhibs
‘currently
‘consider
Oris solution. i? pone RTS now. dy “Spartacu:” and Ben-Hur.”
tion-wise. We had 26 pieces in the ' augmented, ‘the exhibitor .-pointed.
t'estre fer
te ‘ing rapa “tom artepeie
The
practice
is “subject. to themselves fortunate in obtaining } pit in comparison with 60-70 musi- ° out:.. by . the -1.050-:eat .-{heatre
“The Tustler” '20fh!-on such 14aviiteli to first rain ‘far “Ponder™
serious legal question.” according:
: cians in the average orchestra here topened In. May, 1960." That ‘was.
day clearance.
Picture ‘ran only;i
envacecuent,
to Brandt. He doesn't spell it’ out.
and 76 trombones in ‘the. marching: used ‘several months ago for .the.
Wo cher 20th vill go along with but warns that IOTA wil take three’. weeks downtown: but still: * band. number and the’ pied piper:
! annual meeting of New. York Centhas as veiuttonm or stick to-its guns whatever steps are deemed neces- was doing ‘brisk business in its: really led them out of ‘the gym:
‘tral ‘Railroad stockholders..
final
stanza.
°
Tv. he ?eme ort for exclus've first sary to prote¢t the subsequemnss..-.
However, the fact that the Ioop \ through the town. During the. first . ” Both new building.. expected :
ren citlet wall te arened out in
“The
industry.”
he
further
45 days of shooting, “we had be-°
State.
where
“The
Hustler”
was:
Gethan hetvesn preay Soros P. states. “is witnessing the prostitu‘tween 100 to-700 extras: and: 18 ‘to be completed by. spring, .will. :
playing, had contracted to open |
have failout . shelters.
Skoures, Geo te reterna frem =Eu- tion of the extra run to an extreme
‘another _20th--Fox pirture. 2The dancers. were replaced by 40 an .! Ground. was broken last week
rope. end sares hoad Gienn Norris.
w.aiere the competitive position of
the film.”
on ‘Thanksgiving,
Cc
omancher
os,’
-for
the executive building, -to con=
the subsequent
run
operator
is.
“River City was constructed on:
and “was obligated. to play’ “Back. f
completely disregarded . and seri-.
three and:a half acres and tailored. sist of 6D suites with a penthouse
Street™: prior thereto.
necessitat-;
Grounds
cand.
-elevator : service.
ousiy impaired.” ”
ito Meredith
Wéiflson'’s. memories.
ed terminating - “Hustler's” ‘Tun,of his home town and in place of-‘breaking for. the conventién hall. °
even though
business: warranted |
will
take
place.
within
30
days:
! eight stave sets. we had 20 snecifanes
CONtNV!?
from
pte
3 asc
its retention.
i ie locales, Movies have. one. disad- . ‘Leon Einhorn.: of Aibany. who
Currently. six Minneapolis neighvantage—the sweat is lost in. the designed: ‘the Heliman: Theatre. is.
eia is the third «f r. a visual
-borheod
theatres in the firstrun |
camera—so we had to compensate- the architect. Einhorn drew plans,
ye ose”
stot are plaving ‘‘The Hustler” day |
.for
the loss of energy by making in: 1940. for Hellman’s first -dvives
Sime
idea owas
emrmlaved
by i
Inflight Motion Pictures: which and date..
sequences
more
exciting.
The in, the: Saratoga, on fhe-Albanys:
Cemntiehl
eoen
be scace °Third
started cut last July with its. spe‘Shipoopi’
number,
for. example, “Saratoga Road—now
operated by.
Veee™
as the rast of: vrree nix
cial projector installations :in 12 |
was lifted out of the: gym -and° Fabian—and. ‘for Hellman’s Lincoln
for Rebert Tetrert end 20th-Fox
has entered deals for 26
'; placed in the park, with a ty pical | Drive-in. at. North . Philadelphia.
release, Optoomabhy intended rs a : planes.
editional
installations
.
siarting
Now. on. ‘Lopert’s Force’ summer's day ice-cream festival.” : Hellman. ‘owns. ‘four: automobilers,.
“R
fim Sth
Crcrouted
it as:
immediately
and
probably ” will
“I Jove films and I... love the.in all; also. several race horses.
en “A”’ ator viecing rl It was
Manny
Youngerman.
formerly?
nave 150 by the end of 1962. ac. theatre,” ‘he concluded, “and I exthis pre thet breach: kim ta the
eording to David Flexer. founder-.’ sales mataver at .United Artists’ ;pect to spend the rest of my life j——
etftentunm cf Kericner. Other two president and 72°c owner of: the Boston branch, has joined the sales:
: going back and forth. One is a comCennhed panied ent fer Linvert compeny:
“<taff. of Lopert’ Picture.
‘plete change from ‘he other. In
we.@ “hrre «tf tle Suemp™
and
Hosting a luncheon at 21 Clb, [ He'll caver the New York. Bos- New York, you're rubbing elbows |:
“Planeder Reed “
;
New York. Monday ‘203, the Men- ton and New. Haven. ‘territories. for.
Continued. from page i ——
i
with fellow creators all of. the time Rohis
De:
es F¢en cist as phis-baced theetreowner who pre-- Lopert., replacing
Marvin Fried, and sparking new ideas.
THere;. czuse of. the” grim frankness with:
an
A™e: ican Rs ices
in’ “Pomt
lander, who resigned,
vides airline travelers wv it new
!
vou
have
to
make
‘an
effort
to
seek:
Penk
vie will te steering in pictures. sad it cost $22 600 to
them jout. It. look. 6 months - and; which it depicted his World. War
this ner ture or raip ~ Carn iekl eauip a plane with two projectors a
—a
between $250. 000-$300.000 to bring:One. childhoog -in. and. out of. Tefrols, The ste cy tes haw a per
tane for the tuurist section, -the
in the stare play, whereas the film,‘form. schools. The - reason ‘giv en
chietrist can have a near mi-s at ether
fer
firstclass).
Oneration
was
8
year's” ‘Project “costHing ©AVaS.. ‘that ‘the authorities. did not
roint
blank
iave
the doctor began with only. one machine for.
Continued tram page 3 a
|$4,500,000.
finely selving the key’s
Derin! the Iuxury class but mow everyone |—
* take kindly 5.a story..which shownightmare
.
‘aboard can e¢atch the films. said §releasing some of its post--1948 -feayed a child getting such short shrift
After
training
«t the Actor's Flexer. He added that TWA’s ex-; tures to television on a schedule of.
|
from author ities. Asked whether or
Studio in New Ye k Cucntield de. chisive contract with Inflight ex-'

Sub-Runs Frowning As:
Big Pix at Big Fees
Alter Plavoft Pattern-

NeilHellmanRealy’S.
| Added Convention Site

|14-Days, Insteadaf28,

But at Steener Terms:

Story Beard

Quick Cut Scheme

INFLIGHT OFF GROUND
VIA PIX ON THE WING

''Youngerman Frem Hub

French ‘author

| MG's BestYear |

—

approximately 30 pix per vear, in
cided to give by: Gesi¢ning swnd pires at the end Of this vear and addition to its backlog of pre-1948
Painting to Leewne « conv writer. then other lines will be going into.
‘films. As of Aug: 31, the company’s;
For $80 he produced on Fis avn a the cinematic business as an extra” total sales. on ‘its feature films
jJ6mm
short
“Co’or Ts Red“
It service to
to their
their passengers...
‘amounted. to $62. 600.000 of which
tack seven menths in Greenwlen
$14.700,000
still remains to be
Vihage.’
He then became a reader
earned.
fer an independent stucto. making
.Breakdown of the tv operation
“lengthy. exciting reports” untel ;
' shows: that. total. meome from telea secretary told him his etferts
’ vision during the year was $18.014,-:
were in vain, that the reports were
headed.
y 611 with costs running to'$8,271,325:
only far legal purposes and not‘ ! Showcorporation,
j phe. #ross tv income. from. feature
, Robert Manby, has acquired: global
cesigned to give anvone ideas.
television and film:.and short subject sales in
In 1955. at 26, he vas vsserted to ‘rights, including
41961
was $11:327,834.
16m. to John and Faith Hubley’s :
be the voungest
director
after
, Income from ‘series and comcompleting “Sudden Danger” for production of “Of Stars and Men,’ mercials produced for television
Attied Artists.
Reeently, he was animated feature film based on-the “Was $6.686.777.. This reflects the
dubbedby Hollis Atsert in Satur- book of Dr.. Harlow Shapley. Doe “sharp upbeat in. tv production
Theatrical release is planned for.
Gay Review as “the first ripple in.
-activities.at the studios. Last year’s
‘after the first .of next vear,
the new wave.”
i gross, take from’ its tv’ production
He likes to spend a lot of time
|amounted: to $2.564.212. .
in rehearsing the cast. During the
| “Net income from music: and rechis .
past week
he has worked
was carried at $337.000. down
Replaces. Seymour Krim ords;
principals day and night. conclud- |
000. the previous ‘year's $1,868,Bill Barnes, theatrical producing “hysteria is a prerequisite for.
0
immunity
and |] don't want any tion assistant, has shifted to the. ‘Commented Vogel: “The healthy
- film sphere’as story editor for Otto’ overall condition of the company,
Fart of it.”
Preminger. He replaces Seymour the exceptional. quality of finished
- Cornfield)
has, 25-day shouting
sked. But Kramer has already ad- Krim, who went to. Nugget mag as pictures and .those. planned and
vised him if he needs four more editorial director.
in ‘production, and the encouraging
Prem also created a new berth pace of ‘our music, records and tv
days he can have il.
After all]. writer-director figured, of assistant story ed for Michael. activities make us confident that
Dwight. our earning capacity is on a sound
son
of
why start Nis seiden mate: effort |McDonald,
Macdonald, Esquire |‘einema_ critic.4 basis,”
with hysteria or immunity?

Hubley’ss Animated
Animated Pic
P
Qn Shapley to Manby:

Bill Barnes Joins Prem,

" 7:

‘not’ Francois ‘Truffaut's “The. -400

“Blows” didn’t slow’ more or Jess
‘the same
situation,
Le Breton
to. take: shrugged. again. “The 400 Blows,”
‘care of the small-print intricacies. he said simply, is “rosewater.”
/°
of financing and overall corporate| In addition to having cataloged.
affairs. Glenville already has the much of the argot.of Paris’ “green
basis of such an operation with his language”. ‘that of the undermums

Continued from

hiring a business

page 4a=—_—

manager

own British company formed for |world),
Le Breton has done his bit

the. production. of legitimate plays.
Since he has only done three
films so far (“Me and The Colonel,” “The Prisoner,” in addition
to. “Summer”, Glenville describes:
himself principally as a theatre
man. Because of his facility to participate. in more then one aspect
of the theatre, on occasion’ as.his

by ‘coining. his own

words. or, by

having. brought, via his’ novels,
underworld
slang. into. everyday
use: In addition to publicizing the
‘use of “rififi’ tmeaning violence or

theft),-he also brought forth -another even more descriptive word:
“waltzer”
(pronounced ' with the
“vy” sound) and referring quite
own adaptor and producer, he sev-. naturally to a well-ghaped: derriere.
eral times reaped financial -re- |
‘Le Breton vill be next. repped
wards from the theatre far outreaching those he might .have re-. on US. screens with the upcoming
ceived if he had only functioned: “Rififi in Tokfo,” which he did as
aS a director. Unlike most theatre -an original screenplay and which
people, he had actually made a Continental: ‘Distributing will. be
good deal of money from the. legit- handling this side. He is most proud
of the fact, though, that his “Razimate Stage.
,
zia,” which |depicts traffic in dope
in Paris, has been used by the.U:S.
Ely Landau back at his“desk after Narcotics Bureau. to’ train ‘inspec-.
meetings in Europe With - praduc- tors and detéctive.in-the ‘manners
tion
talent over his upcoming: and: morals of: the. Aone smuggling wo
Projects.
world,
.

afc *

M
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VARIETY

|

ION
@ Used to be that if you questioned a-man’s basic character or
origitis he would react in an emotionally uncomplicated way

by giving you a pow in the kisser. This was ‘before -Freud
and public relations. Nowadays the guy may go into a deep

‘depression, worrying about his “Image”.
®. Most of us adults have ripened into maturity never knowing

that “image'” was something more than the feedback from
looking glass. We now know that “Image” is not just

what
the fates or-the tailor did for you. It is the sum, the
.méasure, the net of what people think of you.

In brief, it is

your prestige.
@A film _prodlucar's prestige naturally relates to the quality of
his pictures.

Even.so, the cannot neglect the engineering of

impressions upon which,in the end, the “Image” is also

based. “In short,.a film producer is ill-advised to suppose that
the distributor's publicity -deparfment insures or keeps up-

dated the impressions people: hold concerning his talent and
_achievements.
e And the. snapper: Impressions Are Rooted in the Film Trade

Htself.- Hence, Imagination is called for in projecting your

“Image”. * The Ideal Screen for the canny showmen remains
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New York Sound Track

"iscoFimFestroles

National Petitions For

San Diego & Ft. Collins|:
Situations Sanction |

The cocktail party given the Visiting Argentine film people on the! _ National. Theatres & Television
“San Francisco, Nov. 21.
§S Rio cel Plata Thursday 16) evening was certainly one of the most ;:filed’ two petitions in N.Y. Federal
Dick Brandt, in for festival, says Frisco, customs has gent oN Stranger.
Beculiar of the current film season. Guests were invited at 6 p.m. but.. Court last week. One seeks acquisi- Knocks,” the Danish picture. on. which Brandt's |Tratis-Lux has an
the bartender refused to serve drinks until almost seven. There was: tion .of the firstrun Alvardo drive- option, back tq New York to let New York customs -agents ‘decide if
also a {ood buffet on hand, but busboys stood by to prevent anybody ‘in, San Diego, now owned by. ‘Cine pieture can come into the country ... Luis Bunuel’s “Viridiana”’. was.
from sampling that until 8:30, at which point many of the guests had Vista Corp. NT&T, with an option} ‘first festival film to set the town on its. collective ¢ar—much. buzzing
departed for the nearest Howard Johnson.
ito buy that expires Dec. 5, con-| about it. ,. The two Soviet entries, “The Clear Sky” and “Peace: to
More pressagent enchantment with the sound of words: the cam-;:tends. the acquisition will not -un-. Him Who Entérs,” did NOT repeat: the success of 1960s “Ballad .of ‘a
| Soldier.” Anti Stalinist ies Sky” a a lukewarm reception, at. best,
paign that will be “all-out comprehensive and far-reaching.”
, : duly restrain competition.
an
e secon
ussian film received
shrugs for
the most part.
Anthony Mann was asked a facetious question by a reporter, “Would |
ee ton eons aper oval.to:
; Russian director Ley Arnstam. asked Fred ~Zinnemann if ‘Zinnemann
you say The Cid was the Robert F. Wagner of his day?”. ...“I'm not dine
‘Collins,
Colo,
in: order to rt |couldLa ae for the Russian to see some of Zinnemann's pictures.
familiar with New York politics,” deadpanned. Mann..
oe

U.S. director Leonardo Bercovici and actor Branko Plesa. showed
Magazine deadhne being what it is, Harper’s appeared with a piece °‘Tease of a new house just built! + °
by James Thurber, recently demised, captioned “The Future, If Any, - there. Lyrie is to be sold for.non- ‘up ‘for screening of Yugoslav - entry, “Square of Violence”... : ..Brod
theatrical
purposes.
|
Crawford
has the films’ lead .
Producer ‘Paul. Lewis gays that: in
ef Comedy” which contains some pithy stuff of possible fertilization.
Hearings. on both petitions are the middie. of shooting his low-budget “Glass Cage,”: actor -John Hoyt
to makers of fiim comedies ‘rare these days!. to wit: {1) “The heart ;
ex
ecte
d
by'end
of
the
‘month.
flew
to
his
Yale
class
reunion
te
dun
his classmates for ‘money ‘to finish
is new either us the throat or the mouth or the stomach or the shoes.:
Wie itl was
kuew ichere

acorn in tre
it was.

Greast,

or

even

on the sleeve,

we al. least. *

Pp

v

the picture. Got it, too . . . Bercovici says he has a deal cooking te

have

“Square

of Violence” ;distributed

by ‘Metro.

. . Juror Arthur

.|Mayer spent spare time putting thoughts ‘together. ‘for. a speech he'll
iZ
"J Gin worried about the current meanings of the —“froin.”
deliver to the Harvard Business School Nov. 2
Speech ‘will ¢ompare
It snout nea aeeinons, as when one speaks of ‘a funny sound in the
unique U.S: film industry with ‘other U.S. industries .. . Director Irv-.
meer: isizrbaag, AS Whee one S@us that a friend is acting. funciye
. Connecticut
Continued from page § mama ‘ing Lerner up for long: weekend from Hollywood .
aad friahre cing. as when a wife tes the police that it is Junny, ‘Dut:
exhibitor Sperie Perakos,.who made “Antigone” in Athens under his.
ier hRastand hasa't been home for tivo Gis and nights.”
“far more effective, he asserted. Norma Films banner, flew in. for screening of his picture .~. . On scene
Last Veadsey
13> night's basn at the French Film Office for director :’ -Preminger. also decrieG lack of for screening of France's “Girl with the Golden Eyes” was film’s
Louis Malle Grew a posh crowd including’ Simone Signoret, Robert 'sufficient
publicity; people -who leading player, Marie Laforet . ... -Lubna. Aziz, Egyptian. actress who:
Rossen, Rita Gani, assort ed distribs and fourth estaters ‘imported and’ know the pictures, advising larger has lead in UAR’s “Wa Islamah, " was expected. opening night, arrived Gomestc
and one lovely young Freach model who sought anonymity Staffs of fleld men who have seen! week later . . . Argentine director .Leopoldo Torre Nilsson, ‘w hose.
Rhy sinch: ne
Lis black cigar...
The Duteh, government has. asked the films and know both their “Summer Skin” ‘was an entry,. charmed press, as did Nina Drobysheva,
that the wiiid preem of 2uth’s “The Inspector” ‘be held in Amsterdam, : weaknesses and strength. -As a re- who has lead in Russia's ‘‘The Clear Sky".
Fest director Irving M.
if was anramnecd last week by interested parties ...UA has set tive sult, they know -best how to sell. Levin was considerably shaken up when ‘Lou Sher, who's just acquired mGre res ae yw dates on “West Side Stery,” bringing -to 12. the ‘total them. He charged pub men today 774-seat Presidio in Frisco from Hardy. circuit, saw. one of shorts last.
ef such dates through February.
‘often work only with: press books week, liked it so much: he ‘immediately hopped on phone and -bought:
Arthur Hailey im N.Y. for conferences with his agent Maeve South-! and haven't even.seen
the pix it from. New York distributors: Levin, who’ operates. a 364-seat artie ~
gate end Ken WMeCormick ef Doublegay. which is publishing his next !
in his Frisco circuit. feels exhibitors ought to ‘wait until fest is Tinished
7 they attempt to sell. -°
Bevel “in Bich Pleces” in’ February
. His “The Final Diagnosis”
‘Consensus. is. that: shorts
Union problems exemplified by before. buying product being screened.
kecanse U Vs “Tie Young Ductors” .
Chartey Kurtzman, the nonstop. -Préminger involve ‘the ‘use
of being shawn are several cuts above most of features entered in fest.execs of Lee ws Fleatres, getting around in an iron corset until his.sCFews.. and . extras on locations. He —Viridiana”’ {s sole ‘exception, and that's out of campetition ... .
painfed len car @ise sips back.
noted importance of unions in the |Juror Josef von Sternberg just happens to have prints of a-couple of
-Diflercnee cf ccaction between Henry Fonda’s kids per Shaw Busi- country’s business. structure, but |hispictures with him . . . Columba Dominguez, who Plays opposite
Teves Hitstrated
Daughters Jane loves the theatre, son Peter hates ‘it. said they: defeat. their purpose’ by |Toshiro Mifune in Mexican entry,
try, “Animas ‘Trujano, ”’-@ visitor.
But pete "ke acting
2. Boom is starting for “Sodom and Gomorrah.” ; requiring duplicate staffs of experi: |
though at's arpronxisately a year awzy from U.S. release. Embassy
enced film technicians. even. when |
Fictures (eek » doutle-truck
two-pace ads-in fast’ Sundays
NUY.; those sent. are incapable of .doing
Times aruse nent section, Interestingly. it seeks.to impress the Bib-. the: job. Similarly, Screen Extras
ligal epie co utting all cast mentions including. costars Stewart Granger |‘Guild contracts require full pay
and Pier Angeli...
A busy man is. Miklos Rozsa. He tours thy keys. ‘for.all- extras used. whether mem- |
next menth cer “EL Cid" Re scored ite. guest conducts the Toronto - bers or “not. He noted for a party
Sx-up Dee 27. ord is in throes of finishing his siolin-‘cello concerto: scenein “Advise and: Consent.”
which Heifetz end Piatagorsky “ill debut with tile Philadelphia urch he had to pay each of the society
mext Warnary
By WILLIAM. ‘STEIF
When: ‘the: Indian“ Government ad-.
-miliionaires who agreed to. do the
SJort Sahl beved cut of his cameo rele in’ Otto Preminger’s “Advise- picture $34.99 even though they
‘vised. Levin’ that "Devi" still had.
‘San Francisco, Nov. 21.
ard Co: AES xe to pe ‘sonal appezrance commitments . . . Metro didn’t want it. «(The money went
Vexation of the San Francisco -‘no. English: subtitles, :as. required,
beucht ‘Tito e:d the Sherk.” hy Clement Richer, for proc luction .to charity.) “These are examples
- by: IFFPA rules.: ‘Levin ‘went ‘to a
abroud
. . . Samuel Bronston recistered “55 Davs at Pekin®” for his of high costs in picturemaking Film Festival, operating under the lot -of time, -trouble sand expense:
upcoming indie en Boxer Rebellion .. . Jerry Lewis registered “The. today that are unnecessary,’.Prem- |‘dicta of the International: Federa-. ‘and advised the Indians to ship the
- tion of Film Producers, was again
Seeret Service Nut” and 'The Comic Spy” as possible tities for a inger asserted.
‘film pronto -because ‘he had:,ar‘notable in the. fifth year. First.
spoof on intellicence operations as cone of his next™indie films... .
Producer
defended
so-called Britain's “A Taste of Honey” film ranged for Herman: Weinberg to
Jim Backus :¢ Tom Poston set tor starring roles in William Castle's “runaway” production, using. “Bendo a hurry-up- subtitling . job’. in
“Zotz” at Colmuh.a Pictures’...
John Conte ‘set for untitled sacial. Hur” as an example. Picture was. was knocked off the agenda: when New York,
drama besed G3 a Texas trial for Artists XVI, to wiuch he has a two- mace entirely in studios in Rome. ': the same work's legitimate theatre
version asserted its priority over. But still_no film, consigned ‘to:
Pex cOmAutment.
oe
“fox which
there. is no
excuse
Four syuits Gf champagne Ceiivered to a Honeclulu newspaper news- except lower cost,” he said. but screen.release. Then the Israeli- the U.S. distributor, Harrison, ar-
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Nightmares of‘No Show’ atFest,
India’s Devi Never Makes Frisco

2

s

Franco documentary, ‘“Deseription _Tived in New York, and a hombard-

reom

as a prometien for “Breaktest at Titfany’s” ‘Par dr ew this com- defended it on the basis of top:
.
. ment of cables: fr om Frisco to New
ment feom a te mime reporter
ho smegeed two of thems “Irs 2 .ce— _ public relations job. it is doing for
—
Delhi got only: Vague and what
Gut yen d Thee!is ther hare sext passes as iuclh”
: Hollywood
product.
“It is not]
(Frisco
Festival
“Bests”
as seemed to Levin evasive Yesponses,
Serimt cen pi vat ons will del: .¥ Sam Spiegel’s “Dangerous Silence” necessary to make a picture en
|
warded”
are
listed
_
on
Pp.
3)
‘Finally—too
late for siibtitling—
woich ie to wrphegat overseas.
Resultant ly location publicist Halsey for.. it to be a Hollywood
film,”
‘India advised Frisco that the film
Raines «sill til in with -“Mr. No. which will have six weeks in Jamaica he added. ‘Preminger called Screen-had
been
-shipped
and, in a. sep-.
before stufie work in? England. It's- Harry Saltzman’s and. Cubby Actors Guild threat to boveott pix ‘of a Struggle” failed ‘to- appear,
‘arate cable, claimed it: was being
Broceoli's uncertaking.
they tag as “runaway" an excuse .‘for unknown reasons. But the real. held up hy US, customs: in New |
» Robert Rossen skedded “Cocoa. Beach.” ‘based on David Brinkley for.foreign countries net to play;
disappointment was in not having - York... —
NBC Oct. J1 tele ast: as first of four on his inde slate during next 18 ‘our product -and said. “We need
India's “Devi” of Satyajit Ray.
A frantic check. ‘with New York
months ... Ress Hunter assigned Henry Koster to direct “If a Man the world market.”
Answers” ef Uo... Iehn and Heyley
“Iiech Wind in Jeimiica” for 20th .
18 as Garin:

cate

tor Dick

to be ide

Mills together

in-Jerry Wald’s

John Frankenheimer set Jan.
Condon’s ‘ ‘The Manchurian Candidate,”

P--eminger called pay-tv a new
exhibition vista and said he would

make

pix for this medium

as well

_

Indian

film was

highly touted.

Each. of the three parts of. Ray's
“Apu” trilogy had had their first

after the

festival

was. underway

revealed no “Devi.” Just 24 ‘hours
before “Devi” was supposed to be

screened, Levin was forced: to sub-

in e--oclation with Frank Sinatra's Essex Productions. * as .for theatres.
He also said sales American exposure at the’ Frisco stitute: Jean Cocteau’s. “Testament
Anne Franeis ond Carmen Phillips into “Hemingway's ‘Young Man” at
|Fest, in 1957-58-59, and -had “then of Orpheus,” which really pieased
Mth ll. Nancy Kwan takes on non-Oriental rale in Seven Arts’. “Mo- |of ald pix to tv is just a matter
gone on, through distributor’ Ed No ‘one.
ment af Haoppise-<* as femme star .
Constance Ford in Robert. L. of business,
-Questioned
on
statements
by
in| Harrison, to make a. considerable
Lipnert's “Ccbine: of Caligari”’ for 20th release.
‘Levin jumped to the conclusion:
dustry figures that pix such- as! impact on the U.S. art circuit.
Press pacis fer Jackie Gleason and others of “Requiem for a Heavy- -“Advise
“that someone. in India had decided
and Consent’ do not projWith this background,. Frisco “Devi,” a story
weight” took piece at Stiiman’s Gym last. Wednesday but Gleason ‘ect a
proper image
of Hollyw
of superstition. in
eouldmrt partake af the elaborate display of food and grape. ‘Came. ‘to foreign counties, Pr veminaer |Fest director Irving ML. Levin last’ modern India, shawed
India in a.
Gewn wilh a vib .
Janis Paige staying on for more “Bachelor. in asserted: “People do not. fell for‘: Summer made a 1a fin detour in bad light. Saidvhe: “The fact. that ~
Paradise” biliv atthough still not completely over that hepatitis bout , propaganda.
A picture that is; lis round-the-world ilm-gathering ‘Devi’ didn’t arrive for the testival;

self-critical and truthful will not |trip to see (1) Ray in India and '2) after repeated ‘assurance. by the

. Annette, cne ot Walt Disney’s stars in“Babes in Toyland,” rides. a!
ee
Giant pezcock ficat in the Macy parade tomerrow 'Thurs.}.
huri America.. Telling our own: 0 Set complete cooperation of the director and government authorifieorge Vietheer, exec officer of the Motion Picture Export Assn.,
problems: will bring us closer to! Imdian Government. ie wanted” ties, can only be attributed to: the
eurrently on a short Florida vacation ... Astor Pictures’ ‘Les Liaisons other people.”
'to enter the film, which has never fj1m's controversial nature and the.
Dangereuses,” ou hich follows “La Dolce Vita” in the Henry Miller
P-oducer revealed reports that: been shawn outside India, and’ key -ostrich-like attitude of the Indian
Dee, 19. will he s:ewn on a new kind of roadshow policy: three-shows- "Negro minister Martin Luther King |°vernmental
officials pr omised .:Government.”__
a-day -ene aftesnoon and two evening) on a reserved seat basis. Pic- had been cast as a Southern Sena- full cooperation. Levin even. went,
‘Having. gotten ‘this off his chest,
will open in 17 other cities around the country within 60 days of the
i.

roe

tor in “Advise”: were unture. He |to the extent of outaining an In-' ‘Levin the next day discovered. that.
lecul preem .. . Tré Russ import “A Summer to Remember:” at the tried
to get him because it would dian juror, director
onith‘Sinha.. the film had indeed arrived. at.
Murray Hill, is obviously not being hurt by the recent step-up in ‘the¢

show a Negro could become aj] S89 as to bind his ties with India. customs-in New York a-couple of
Cold War: biz is an par with the fine run given the Russ “Ballad of
‘Senator and would make a. good
Letters and cables flowed back 3days earlier and had been mislaid,
a Soldier” at the same theatre early -this year.
statement for the U.S.” He ‘signed and forth between Frisco and New apparently.
Hard to keep up with the title changes at Columbia: What used to
for the role but later requested Delhi and all seemed to: be pro-“Levin realized that. ‘instead of.
be “That Uncertain Feeling” is now “Only, Two Can Play”. .-. Rememout, Preminger claimed.
ceeding smoothly until’
¢
last month, ;‘blaming India’s “‘ostrich-like attiber the calendar art of Marilyn Monroe in the years ago? Well, the|
~~ 4 tude” about: :all -he- could claim
al fresco Marilyn isa pinup in Steve McQueen’s army quarters in ‘‘The}
financial standing will be cuffo guests of Variety: Club:Tent 35 at a ..was cloth.
.
.
War Lovers.”
Mag photog William Woodfield on {| At this point: he +escheduled:
Still getting a theatrical play despite all the television exposure are Nov. 28 luncheon in the Astor...
“Citizen Kane” and “Star Is Born”.
Paul N. Lazarus Jr., Columbia : special lensing assignment in behalf of Allied Artists’ “Reprieve”: “‘Devi" for screeninig—still without
‘Jayne Mansfield adds another title as Queen of the North Holly- |Subtitles, of course—for :Nov.: 14,
v.p.. became a motion picture pioneer “this week-at the Pioneers’ annual }
|but he reckoned. without Ed Harribash. He's 48.
|\vood Christmas Parade Dec. 2.
Warner Tieatre’s “El Cid” boxoffice is apen .
Harold Rand fex- i Francine Dickstein, daughter of 20th-Fox sales exec Abe Dickstein, son’s office. Because when he tried
is.engaged
to
Joseph
T.
Holtzberg,
a
student
at
the
Graduate
‘School
lto get “Devi” trans-shipped from
Paramount. new indie) handling Ed Schreiber’s Thalia Films national
of Business Administration at NYU ...
Arthur Miller, unable ‘to |New York :to Frisco.. Harrison's
publicity.attend.
a
special
screening
of
his
“A
View
“from.
the
Bridge”
in
Wash!
office said nix, though. it was by
Blake Edwards,. proslucer-director-writer, inked .a four-feature deal
with Miriseh. for next six years on non-exclusive basis. -. 20th-Fox ington, sent a wire expressing his regrets and saying that he is “happy ‘this time in possession of the film.
|at last: to see a title of mine on. the screen.” That, apparently, . is.: So Levin wearily..cancelled the sec- _
handed Stephen Bayd and Richard Beymer new seven-year. ‘pacts .
7 ‘ ond “Devi” date and started work-’
tving Pineus will produce two pix for Mirisch Co. within next 16 another way of saying what he thought of “The Misfits.”
There’s evidently prestige in the ptofile approach: UA's impressive : ing on trying to produce * ‘Descrip<
months
. John Carradine and Jo Morrow snagged roles with
-seven-profile theme, being used to identify the “Judgment .at Nurem-: tion of a Struggle," which -algo,
Gerald Mehr in “Rat Bread,” Chriscoldin production.
7
.
Writer-director Irving Brecher in for a week or twa bailyhooing ! ‘berg’ ads, is strikingly similar to that used by Metro for its 1953. became a no-show.

Cel's “Ride a Ciooked Ship.”

| “Julius Caesar.” The profiles are different, however,-and recognizable

Freddie Goldberg, exec director of ‘ad-pub-exploitation for UA, i as those of the “Nuremberg” stars. Pic, which | opens Dec. 19 at the:
back from the “Taras Butba” location in Salta, Argentina.
+ Palace here, is entirely sold out the night: of Dec: 20 ‘as a benefit for 4- Robert Webb and ‘Eugene Frenke
Joke, if you wil, that Stanley Warner is a drug on the market via the Children’s. Asthma Institute and the night of Dec. 21 for (Camp will. do “The Odyssey of ‘a’.Little
Dog,” by late Col. John Thomaits .nharmacal subsids. But the grins at the circuit echelons are -for: Williams, a’ camp for under privileged children: at. Suffern, N.Y.
some br eakthrouehs in oral disease medication, as disclosed last week 20th prexy Spyros P. Skouras has fiimed an appeal for the: Associated ‘son, as first pic. under merger of
bees the Avccei-an Dental Assn. canclave eo wie Director Anthony Blind Ine., which will be shown over WABC-IV Saturday (25), in their Robar and + astern. ‘production units. |
a
Bann in town to help generate “El Cid’ bally... , All barkers in good+ course of a fund-raising program,
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Amusement Stock Quotations :Canadian. Plaint Sounds Like Yankee:
zai Gotta Up'Their Showmanship.
NeYY. Stock Exchange
| “Week Ended Tues, (21

_

High
- 2734

6173

2734
4233.

- *Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly.

Low

-:

im 100s.

1734.

ABC. Vending 121

1718

Ampex......

4134

3144

‘High
21%

CBS

707

........7415

«Col Pix .... 163-3114

“4642.

2654.

Disney

‘W0%;
4t40

4112
253,

1193, 972
“98g 434
I7k2--12'2
3513 1573.
7815. 3634
hy

2342

Decea.

....:. - 431°
....

-MetroGM
.. 576
NAFI ‘Corp. . 406

.: 195

85%; .53%3

Paramount:

Outlet

....:.4820.

25°3

Phileo -

ebee 603

“1734

23413175.

387°

“3714

BNL

— 39Ts

(40:

3Bly

§234
31.)

4912
28% y

«197%

20%

29%3

Ally

96.

38°4

5014
- 2BI7y

6°50

Gig

| 6G

Sats...

551%

23%4 0

ABM

2zle

211.

’

397%

5914...

2214.

Gerinan Legit

2214:

‘RCA

‘Polaroid ..... 261

23694 ..223

-187,
22.
36

1074
©1434
‘2614

Republic -. . .184
Rep., pt.
4.
Stanley War. 12

1730
211

1414
180°
3674 7

3112.
35's

40*;

291»

United Artists. “90

BAL+.

B2b sy.

33

133

86°

oe

8334

8=—234

3414-2734 Storer.
5514 2953 20th-Fox .

59

55%

23714

13's.
17°4
BROS

Bs
32.

Fy

131-5
1733
B54

‘“$2tg

| PARNETS $5,310, 000
. FOR 3 QTRS. OF 1961:

than

exhibitors

are

their U.S.

no less

counter-

| three metal mirrors, with film cam- 58c per share, making a total in- | body recently, he chided. the showdrums
and artists’ come of $6,290,000, or $3.73 per
eras, piano,
‘men for failing to expleit their
easels built: onto the sides..In the share.
|
‘news media to better advaniage.
Tmiddle of the stage. for the entire
Corresponding period of 1960:
raised
a point
that
the'- director, brought comparative totai income ; Chaplin
| performance, ‘sat
{Georg Caspari, script in hand.
- | of ‘$6,137,000. or $3.67 per share. : seems to escape many in the inIn.the third quarter earnings and . dustr;—the need to biow the inTo Laugh Or. Boo
Deny
‘audierice «didn’t
know special cap gains amounted to-$1.- stitutional horn as well as the self* “The
‘ ,
7 whether. to laugh or boo, and did 448,000, or 53c per share, com- help obligation to-plant pizture
long, indeed.
has a
alittle of both.” one critic said. pared with $2,405,00@. or $1.44: per puff. How
manager
funneled
film
‘As the “play”. went, a young girl share, for the corresponding period;. theatre
—

6553, 49%

...6.5. 642°:

Canadian

gloomy

parts. Most of the miseries are
-mutual—sagging attendance, taxes, .
censorship,
etc. (Canadian b.o. has
| Continued from page: 33 seen |
‘been on a steady decline in most
oe at. Cologne - was even more pro-| Paramount: this week disclosed ; territories in recent years.!
g,-- {nounced. The curtains pulled open éstimated consolidated earnings of; Apropos this, Charles S. Chaplin,
-Tto reveal a bare stage except for: $5,310.000, or $3:15 per share, for }| the United Artists exec in the
‘a goldfish aquarium, two doves in. the first nine months of 1961. In Dominien,
makes
the plea for
a case, two oversized: ‘stop watches, addition to this there were special.‘exhibs to get out and hustle. Ad‘|eanaries and balloons ‘flanked by: ‘capital gains. of $980,000, equal to |dressing the Saskatchewan exhib

4644

Eastman Kea 346 11214 108
10814
EMI
[11820 - GIB. 584.5
‘Glen Alden 512 °° 34°
1315388.
Loew’s Thea. 148
37%.
32%,
8714
-MCA Inc... 410
7812
3
TB

“51% Nat. Thea.
169%

107

..20'2

3914

«2138

32 .

4694

-°-22.-

35%

Ally

2014. °°

Am Br-Par Th'548..--.5014

¢

Tues.

Low .Close

a appeared with a grip and arranged. of 1960. '

a
224

her. ‘makeup. in one of the mirrors,
actors who. were ealled for in the
.| seript. failed to appear, and a child
A _ pianist
‘| played . with blocks.

-

|.

_news to his Iocal
‘| tained something

paper that conother than the

|title and opening

of his next fea-

~ Nick Schenek Will.

1 ture?

A

i

This.

of course,

is the sort of

dressed as. a nevrda_ prince ap- amas Continued from page 2 tm : extracurricular publicity effort ex" hibs—and distribution, too — s9
6874 6253 Zenith ...:. 160
70.
67%,
6844
3: ~ ‘peared. ‘and . played.
{As the. performance: went on, the. include real property of $35,000} often overiook or shrug off. It’s the
American Stock Eehanee :
director called for a. production of and
personal
property
and
in-! news that enables understanding of
“Glass: Menagerie.”
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tangible property of $3,421, 000. in|industry problems and burdens,
| meister painted a picture .before
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“Mex Industry *

Over-the-Counter Securities. _
America Corp.
..Four Star Television:

broadly

commented another: writer.
beqhiests, Schenck set up a $250.- articles, said the exec. can go far
-At everyone of these three pro- | 600 trust for four close relatives,
to promote goodwili, whether they
*-}duetions,
though,
there
were
some;
23%
2374
pily
applauders and. cheerers mingled;i who wilt be paid $50 per week for 1 relate a laudable industry effort
27
3134
+412
| life’ from this. sum. ‘These are a or touch on the myriad difficullies
with,
the
.jeers
and
snouts
of
dis1314. °-1414
+: 42
Schenck:
two faced by the film biz in keeping
approval. “As if some of the peo-: brother, George
2 4
273
+ t3
\ple were really trying to under- sisters, Surah Burger and Annie the entertainment flowing.
Nay.
fack;
and
a
niece,
Rose
Burger.
Chaplin didn’t-: miss reminding
.}stand wihrat it. was all “about, * one
“In cash bequests, $10.000 each ‘them of the industry virtues—the
writer suggested, .
4 was left to Bertram S. Nayfack, war bond campaigning, the talent
‘nephew; heirs of late Nicholas contribs for various charity drives,
.|Nayfack, another nephew; Harry and the various exhib donations
Brand, Louella O. Parsons and one way or another ta good causes.
Fenner: & ‘Smith; Inc.)
‘Dr. Myron
Prinzmetal, longtime .

674-
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2%4

2134

.

Ask.
34
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Continued from page 13 ———
===" ‘friends: and John Keller, an old’ | Renee

. ‘solution for Mexico. A good. many°-easovee.

Dana

Wynter

was

left |

Too Big for H’wood

'$5, 000 and Stanley Rochas, $2, 500. |
‘of these have wound up in the red, |
1 with budgets not recuperated. But' Balance of estate was left in aemeaas

Plans are being pushed ahead@ for;.trust,

Continued
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page 5 ak
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Gen Aniline & FA abe e cee cae eects vonss .230) | | Schenck is to receive the annual .location backdrops and other emmajor picture vehicles.
141;1.
1533
‘General Drive-in — sec ne ec ee ce eereresecs
income
for
life.
In
general,
however,.
this
gov-:
14°
34
Gold Medal Studios:.......00cececceeeeaee
‘bellishments
now. demanded
by
. ernment bolstering of the stagger-: : Additionally, Schenck. named 19
3
BhkS
Magna Pictures.Le Lees aeoeseree coenecose
rresent-day audiences.
fing picture industry‘ has the ap- {friends who would each. receive
164%
Metromedia Inc. See eeeeeecesvers Se seanes 5
“Very.
few
pictures
are
made
proval of all sectors. The unions,‘one piece of personal property
2°
355Official .-Films- sfasebdecsovececeponnstos
3°.
‘Lsee it a resolution of: crisis’ condi; or art object, “as a token of my‘ .over here without justification,”
Sterling: “Television seston ceeneeae ese e@nae ate
Yank
filmmaker
continued,
'G6)s
625.
tions and. unemployment. Distribu- : affection and appreciation of their the
-U. A, ‘Theatres:
ai z oo :
Jy
adding that it was time the uniong
‘tors. welcome
revision of ‘their! friendship.” ‘These include:
‘Wometco- Enterprises. bee
. ibadnenagesetses
| ‘realized
this
and
took
a
healthier,
6-.:
678
| respective entities, according ‘to; Buddy Adler (deceased), Harry
: Wrather. Corp. ee ee es ‘eb:
more objective as well as longtop executives, to give vigor to” ; Brand,
fSource: Nationat ‘Asan. ofSecurities Dealers Inc. )
Charles
K.
Feldman, :ifange viewpoint of the whole matvi
distribution internally and abroad.i{Leopold Friedman,
Abe
Fnisch,: er.
The Film Bank .claims the co- { Arnold Grant, .Edgar H. Mannix,
“You can” confine the industry
.-| ordinating committee will put an:
: Charles C and Joseph A. Mosko“It’s a
| end.to all problems.-that. have held: witz, Myron Prinzmetal, Ed Row- to Hollywood.” ic said.
{up the industry’s march ‘of prog: ;ley, Marvin Schenck, George and world industry now, and we must
maintain our position in it. Any
ress.
Stebbins, lo
‘Spyros
Skouras, Art
————S
Continued. from: page. T
‘Dissenters, who prefer to adopt: : Benjamin Thau. Jack Warner, Wil- other view is just shortsizhted,
;and reveals Hollywood's current
static. Gisplays. Only a single Ski- possibility of oorshows ‘has not | a wait-and-see policy, are not mak-: “liam R. Wilkerson and Da:: ‘vl F.!
‘insecurity.’ ing any loud critical noises at the
Dek was installed here in Boston.) been ov erlooked.
; Zanuck.
moment,
.
with
diplomatic
‘excep|
Producer was-all in favor of the
‘ Buffalo’ Ski-Dek ‘center. will havé’
More than $300,‘000 - kas _been.
+ Louella Parsons also was left |. invest;‘gation into “runaways”
Alpine. decor, warming hut, snack. spent on research arid: develop: ‘tions.. “After all, ‘this. is a federal!an oil painting of Nornia Talmadge. ‘‘Wilich be says are really efforts to
plan,
having:
the:
blessing
‘of
Presi-:
“bar, ski shop and.. accommodations ‘ment.to. bring’ it in. Huge bank of
Adolfo. Lopez’ Mateos. . Soe ? Schenck’s divorced wife, who is :ster: *~unaway
loss.” feeling
it
for up to 300 spectators.
endlessly moving slopes on. which ‘dent
ialso dead.
would be a “healthy thing” io
All’ centers. will be. sold on a both beginners and experts. ‘can ski criticism.at the. moment appears to;
Scherfck also specified that the‘ bring all arguments pro and con
franchise basis, Sehine said. “They as if they were on snow, and the be out of ‘order.
from. the
inter-depart- i balance from the trust set up for” into “the open and just “see what's
‘will be franchied on leased basis,” ~[specially. ‘treated surface’. permils |; Apart
‘his brother, two sisters and niece
che. said.. “ a -minimum against. a ‘Skiing under. ‘ideal -condition, as’ mental committee, Jorze Ferretis, : could go to any blood relatives what."
Lof
the
Film
Bureau,
inferred
that ;
_ upercentage and the rate of return. ‘of there were: two inches of powAs for his own production fun‘in need of financial assistanee, in
“will be around 25° of. total cost. ‘dered snow on ‘a firm. base, frees’ the government was seriously con- |
, der Morningside banner:, Schneer
| the opinion of the executors.
at.
conservative figure. “We will the sport front: the:vagaries: of sidering’ imposing a double - film
jsaid
he had originally @xpected te
.
.
;
.
‘
standard: .a special classification of
hit in six. key.‘cities in. the.. first: weather,
make “Jason” along the Yugosiav
‘year. Boston is next. after Buffalo.”
coast, which exactly duplicated the
“Each, Ski-Dek center should have .-films for. domestic consumption and.
Black Sea settings of the ciassie
He revealed that ‘a Ski-Dek: center 110° deks, or 10 units, at.a cost of another for those destined as ex-|
fs being planned in the Cambridge $700.000-.up.. Centers” ‘would: run: ports. Under a film’ industry law,
original, but had to abandon plan
:
area on one of:the -well. trafficked.|-;from 10\a.m.°to midnight daily, | export permits.are to be only au- J
Continued from pare 7 ous i because he felt that Yugoslav set
construction was slow and unsatisroads weaving in and out of’ ‘Boston and.12 noon. to midnight, on Sun- thorized for high quality moral and
artistic product. Exports of films Ailanta, and newly elected pres- ‘factory for his purposes.
“to follow the Buffalo “opening.
His aldays: Harry Unterfort. ‘in’ charge ‘considered: as poor quality can ident of Theatre Owners of Amer- |ternate choice, the Gulf of. Pali“The centers will be set. with: of
Ski-Dek operations, accompany:
ica; Mrs. ‘Margaret C: Twyman, ! hnuro south of Naples was “ideal,
. standard admission prices’ of $1.50 ing Schine’ to Boston for ‘the un- “thus be officially banned.
| director of Community Relacions but remote.”
from 10-6 for the first hour, .and veiling. said that plans. call fer
Pic is new about to
fer the Motion Picture Association: begin interiors at Rome's
65c for every half-hour: thereafter. six attendants for 10 ‘slopes. Each |
Safa“of America;
and T. D. (“Bud”) Palatino Studios, under directian
In what ‘{s. called “prime time,’”. Ski-Dek unit is: considered a slope.
| Edele, Southern District manager of Don Chaffey, and with Todd
.from' 6 in’ the evening on, admis- ‘and in a center with 10 Ski-Deks, |:
for United Artists.
sions will be pegged at $1.75 and ‘Skliers tan go from one. slope.to)?_—
Armstrong,
Nancy
Kovak,
LauContinued from page 7.
75c each half hour after first hour.
_ Each speaker painted a rosy pic- .rence Naismith and pthers in cast.
another.
continuing. with both groups, but ture of what the future held for
Childrens’ prices will. -be- S1- for |
Schneer’s next production, after
How.
long
a
run
tite
skier’
makes
= | 20. agreements have been reached, the motion picture industry and “Jason” winds, is Robert Graves’
“first hour, .and'-50c: per’ half ‘hr.
Some 20 franchises are.set with- depends . upon. the individual, . Sta circuit . spokeman said Friday made brave promises as to what adaptation of “The Golden Ass,”
in the next: few: ‘months, with 200 one half hour. spent. on the. slop. (17), :
the future holds for more and again a Greek legend.
centers planned within 12..to 14. ing. ‘Ski-Dek is equal ‘to.1-115 hours: Pickets. are patrolling each ‘of ‘finer pictures, Pay television and
tHe theatres, ‘and ‘the company is. censorship were: given short shrift
months. Most... of :the franchise on. an ‘actual mountainside. |
by employing nonunion
stagehands by. the speakers
holders will be theatre. people. arid Dek is. made. .and franchised G.
and operators
‘and. projectionists. The local in- “Were urged to get on the ball, prochains, Schine said. He pointed Ski-Dek Corp. - Officers are.
Schine,
president;- Cyril |‘volved is. 170; International Al- mote their theatres and the new
out that besides concessions, the David
Farny,. chairman. of the board:: liance ‘of Theatrical Stage Em- pictures and shake off the lethargy
| Raymond Hall, vice president; J. ployes.
that has* caused them to Jose pat- pe
ene
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
| Myer Schine, treasurer.
The ‘damaged Screen at tha: Ca- ronage.
Rockefeller Center @ Ci 6-4600
. Estimated gross for a. 10 deck pri was replaced : temporarily - by
_
Redgers and Hammerstein's
§ 35mm and 16mm alm or excellent stlir.
‘Ski-Dek center is around $9,000 @ reserve’ screen from the Empire
_. [|pictures of Franklin D. Roosevelt, Kis
Irving Allen-Cubby
Broccoll’s
aveekly, Schine told Varrety. The Theatre, and the Capri lost -only
NANCY KWAN ° JAMES SHIGETA
"lie, leading figures” and events durProductions
registered
cing his ‘Presidency—for Tv Series. {| first Ski-Dek in Buffalo is expected. the one showing
as a result. of Warwick
Juanita
Won and MIYOSHI UMEKI

“Indoor SnowFor ane

Dixie Exhihs

New York Theatre

1

“FLOWER DRUM SONG”

|
Write, Box. V-3168,. VARIETY
| 154 W. 46th. st. New. York 36, N.Y.

to take care of 144 skiers per hour. \this malicious mischief. A ‘new. “Fings Ain’t Wot They Used T’Be”
‘Centers will make tleups with ski 70mm screén was installed at the and “No Drums No Trumpets” for
instructors, classes, ete,
future production.
$Caprl over the week-end,

Prodecedby Rese Huater « Directed by Henry Kester
A Universal-faternstional PictureiaCoter
On Stage: “MOONLIGHT
AND RHYTHM”
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Benny Stays With CBS

Strife In Directors Guild Séen

Paving Way For Wholesale Layoffs
and

west

is west,

and

never

the twain shall meet’ more demonstrable than in television unionism.

First,

it was

the

rift

In the words of one CBS exec: “If CBS lives
up to their end of th
agreement, Benny’ll be back with us." What-the agreement actu

éntalls was not spelled out, except that it will provide for CB

Syringe & Forceps Dept. CBS Chi Origination
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
For ‘Years of Crisis’:
Latehing onto the medico trend ~

Is

iow

purchase of all the Benny reruns, at'a price mutually agreed-upon,

Benny’s present deal is with his sporisor, Lever Bros., but that
expires at the end of the season, leaving Benny a free agent to
negotiate with. any network he chooses. The CBS-MCA agreement

Chicago, Nov. 21.
‘For the. first time, CBS-TV’s}
yearend
‘“‘Years of Crisis” pubDr. Kildare,” Four Star’s property |affairs special will be played bewill have as its background UCLA j fore a studio audience and quesand its medical school. A spinoff {tions from the audience to the
on “The Diek Powell Show” on | gathered
CBS Correspondents will
NBC-TV, it is being produced by
be invited.
_
Mort Fine and David Friedkin, and | — Telecast will -be done here from

Obviously motivated by the re-|

Gotta Deintermix

‘|.0&0 WBBM-TV

came at a time when feelers had been extended to the rival networks as well.

nish
a
D
o
N
r
e
t
r
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P
o
lender's Tw
Pastry; He's Man With aCause

doing the pickup. |

‘Themes ABCPitch

of

this

year’s telecast, in a measure, fol-

—> _

‘lows the format worked out by the
‘Years of. Crisis”

At Dec. Hearings

held ‘after the annual telecast. |

field

in

which

the

webs

can

i FCC

hearings

open

Dec.

4 on

saw the Eichmann trial ceverage.on
NBC-TV and Screen Gems are tv and felt, in the midst of the
reported nearing a deal for a:half- ‘eatalog-of horrors, there was an inhour situation comedy pilot called. Spiring .story. That story. of the
“Lionel.”
It’s for the
°62-'63: rescue’ of Denmark's Jewish. popu-

lay off staff ads. and managers,

since last March.
Copies of the pronosed

| Employees ‘Inept’

\'dett, Marvin Kalb, Daniel Schoor,

; competition can be opened in these
t David Schoenbrun, Peter. Kalisher,
; limited VHF markets is by turning
{Charles Kuralt, Erie Severeid,;
, them into aJl-UHF areas. There is
i
;no chance for UHF’s to make head- | Richard C. Hottelet.

ciate. Various board:menbers!
af”ager, ie Poe nee
s

x

wn concede
re proposed

amend

beat
w
t.

the‘

y.

;

experience shows that “if you want

to do something you can

do

it.”

Denmark was the only nation un-

der Nazi. occupation where’ virtual-

Mexico City; Nov. 21: \lv‘the entire Jewish population was"
Emilio Azcarraga Sr. must have’ saved. “It’s a lesson for us today,”
been suffering from liyer trouble !he feels. -

Popularity of speaking tour has} last week, or was uncontrollably ir-.:
ext assign
- of. Flender
will:
taused some headaches for CBS, ritated by fluffs in transmission of-. be an howe eeeaial on ees
{and the Writer,” to be done in

ants

on - foreee to buck the established V's. iwith affils in major markets seek-. telecasts over his channels. ¢
ig ‘engagements.
ts.
Web’s stationi
There have been mounting
’s pitch will
size
i ing

es

picture credit as well as a long list

of tv credits, has been. doing everything he canto publicize the twaParter, titled. “An.-Act ‘of. Faith,”
which will have. its final chapter...
telecast next Sunday '26) morning..
Reason is, as he put it, the Danish

Warpath; Calls His|

, operation with the primary. affilia--i-spondents slatedto participate in
tions generally with either NBC or the telecast and the subsequent
tour: Alexander
Kentional membership, wiich includes; ABC’s viewpoint will support the speaking
the 250 ad.’s and managers and .FCC confention that the only way ‘ drick, Blaine Littel, Winston Budcontract

have now been mailed to the na-, CBS.

about 400 full directors in N. Y. radio and ty. Fight was brought to
the floor-of a New York hotel room
Monday :20) where various eastern

tation from their would-be Nazi exe
is being. told on CBS-TV's “Look Up and. Live.”
_
Flender, who now has a-motion

;

Azcarraga Sr. On

CHF
operations.
These markets, (10 to 11 p.m. time period—9_ to
tronically, the clause that has | comprising Champagne, Il, Co-j-19 p.m., midwestern. time—was
caused all the trouble was sug-jlumbia, S. C., Binghampton, Hart- | held to be too late to attract a
gested, not by the management Ne- ford, Erie, Madison, Rockfort, II1., IN.Y. audience,
gotiators, but by the union's reps at ‘and Montgomery, Ala., now have
the possible exception of
the dickers that have been going’ either one or two VHF stations in‘i oneWith
or two, these are the correon

-

!s to produce. | terminators

Ackerman

the

because of the desire to get a/.
conversion of eight markets to all- “live” audience this time out. That

it is felt.

By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Harold Flender, a young. writer,

NBC-SG ‘Lionel’ Dicker

speaking tours,

| In prior years,
the . yearend
Contract clause which has funda: wrapup, which features CBS news:
nentally caused the conflict conmen, returning from their posts
cerns the creation of a.d. and stage
| around the world, was telecast in
manager freelancers in the East. If _ ABC-TV execs. will be pitching {a N.Y.
studio. Reason. for the
jt is ratified. it leaves a pretty wide ‘strongly for deintermixture when switch to Chicago was. said to’ be |. season.
Harry

open

-

Stop” on ABC..

Show, slated Dec. 28, from 10 to
11 p.m., is being done in cooperation with.the Chicago. Council on

Format

.

Benny currently occupies. the Sunday night 9:36 CBS: berth,
competing against the higher rated “Bonanza” on ‘NBC and “Bus

Hotel, with CBS

World Affairs.

CBS had characterized as “outaf

upon a price for the rerun which
reach.” —

ception to “Ben Casey” and “Young

the Pick-Congress

...

along of course with the new Benny segs.
What had stalemated the deal originally was MCA‘s. insistence:

Studio Audience, Too)

in tv, Four Star Television is preparing a 60-min. hospital series, as
yet untitled.
,

repaired) between the Screen Actors Guild in Hollywood and the
American
Federation
of Televivision &- Radio Artists in New
York, and now it is the internecine strife between the two coasts
of the Directors Guild of America.
DGA is controiled by the weight
of numbers in Hollywood, and the
pending DGA
contract with the
television networks has allegedly
given short shrift to the associate
directors and stage managers, some
250 of them, stationed in New
York radio and tv. Fear in New
York {fs that the ads. and stage
managers can easity be fired by
NBC, CBS or ABC, if the new contract is ratified in the next few
days by the majority of the 1,400odd DGA members.

Jack Benny to the Columbia airlines next season

and everything’s set except the actual signing on the dotted lin

+

By ART WOGDSTONE
Nowhere is the cliche “east
east

CBS-TV and MCA resolved their deadlock over the weekend

over the return of

pub- | January on CBS-TV some Sunday

in cooperation with the
DGA negotiators first suggested |not only. will "genuine ered |division had to filter through the Jie complaints of the daily de-| afternoon,
and
interruption’ inj Anti-Defamation.
League B'nai
inclusion of whe treclance claust ; work competition be established by , requesst and boil down the speak- ficiencies
several months ago. Coasters 'lked ; deintermixture, but that it. would. ing tour engagements to six cities.’ service, and Azearraga admitted| Brith. He has done a -script. for

I en eae ns ie edeatons] facies «shane
ing

a

i

;

Sito

succeed.

‘urrently,

Web doesn’t. want its foreign cor-

viewers

ad . anc Pater nonteote Moaor 1 eee

shows,

a factor which has

trouble, the opposition states, is | Ccweammental role. 80 @ minor and

that

the film biz in Hollywood

is}

One

ABC-TV

exee said -every-.

that -televiewers had reason to be}*Car 54” and written for comics

(Continued on page 40)"
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in Fiolly wood. where f reelancing ofj need to. buy converters to receive

:

* peeved.
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Tiv-UA’s Ser 1eS

ofr tatmate, ofelcrcad (tne except nee VE, an With Keely Smith,
freclanee avs and managers atjcensed monopoly tnthelr own

not

ween

iike the radio-tv biz of x. Y.. ! body stands to gain by deintermix-

?

}

2

ne

a.

}

now

enjoying

markets.

a

stations

may

|

deal, for

next | enior Azcarraga

eight-hour day. provided the @ay [enabled
them to.make fabulous season, has signed Peter Lawford’s!
4

-

q

em

oO

m

e

NBC's ‘Cain's 100
heprieve
Getsats aa Repri
“Cain’s Hundred” will go six or
seven. weeks bevond its original 13week pact on NBC-TV. but &fter
that the future-of the Tuesdav-at10 aetion-adventure hour is anybedy’s guess, including the networks,
Last week, the web picked up
its option with Metro, producer of
the crime stanza. for the additional

hours,

on

the

grounds

that

the

“stanza
seems
to be pickiiz up
stightly on the Nielsens. Until las ¢

week.

however,

are

“incompe- |does have

his

frustracions

in the

medium. In. passing,he seemed to
off a possible

article

in a.

has

initiated

to| would

lend himselfto that slant. .

5.6 the trade and newspaper press | ‘Everyore’s knocking tv,” he said.

Chrislaw Productions tg join its ‘an idea of Televieentro plans and |in explanation, embarrassed by the
of producers.
Chrislaw’s‘ progress.
ee
chorus of wailers.
to many roster

WNTA GEARING FOR
‘BUSINESS AS USUAL’

first

h

program

if.
h 6

for

Ziv-UA.

ituation

aringnae Keely
our Smith
situation

will be?

a casi

did for] Pany of Ziv-UA.

to

Metro-

the

Azcarraga

especially

ed ; tai of technicians who

complained

use

He does

have. his frustrations

“switch-j.with the medium,

though.

It’s a

comecy
sar! eroo” tactics and think that they |$600 fee'vs. a $2,000 fee: it's what
be produced ,

to
in conjunction with ABC-TV.
Chrislaw Productions, currently
on the United Artists feature film
production team, in implementing
With the deadline for. consumjits move into video. programming
mation of the sale of WNTA-TYV to
a New York educational group |has signed .Bill Asher to head its
ee next Monday (27), execs of , tv .operation. Asher will produce
New York’s Channel 13 are gear- and direct the new Smith series.
Other Ziv-UA. coproduction deals
ing for regular commercial operation of the station. Sale of the sta- for. networking next. season include:
“Acres and Pains,” starring
tion to the Educational Television
CBS-TV;
and
|for the Metropolitan Area. outfit Tom: Poston, for
,
‘Rodeo,
U.:S. A-”, an hour. series
| has-been blocked by U.S. Appellate.
; Court and it does not now look as ito be produced by Leslie Stevens
'if the combined efforts of ETNA .for ABC-TV. The Stevens, Law‘and the FCC to reverse the ruling |ford deals mark their respective
jentrance
into. video production.
j will succeed in time. ©
.
and Pains”
Leonard
David, chairman
and 1The_ other, « “Acres
j
brings
humorist
S. J. Perelman into
| president of NTA, the station’s
‘parent company, has already in- active video. production, as script
‘dicated that Channel 13 will em- suvervisor and co-writer.
‘bark on a varied programming i Stevens, like Lawford, ts on the
Ischedule if and. when the ‘sale |feature film producing rester of
ifinally falls through. The station | United Artists, the parent com-

has already made
web brass seemed ‘telecasting rights

«

.

ends with 14 consecutive hours.; profits which
add up
Since staff men now only get $165; times their original 'investment.”
a week, plus overtime, the new
—_—_
oy
clause
seems
‘harmless
enough,
even helpful to a.d’.s and managers.
But its opponents stress that the
webs will he able to save thou(Continued on page 30)

payroll

These strongly worded remarks, |brush

its third net- and more, were spoken at a regu- publication, mich seemed to
ni
lar press conference, a policy the | shape
up as 4
blast against tv, if he

anroduction
xbout $52 for less than an eightiscream that deintermixture will '. hour day, and, for abcut $69, can jcause them to lose money, but their! work coproduction
—

Sid Caesar,

‘Azcarraga said that most ofthe | _Flender, by nature. doesn't. ape.

{tent and inept.”

Ziv-UA, making

;such as Red Skelton,

1.200 employees on the Telesistema.! pear to be a. knocker, although he.

- Mexicano’

Government-

“These

,

j But he blamed { all on hisjand Garry Moore and for. such.
: “highly paid personnel” which is ishows as ‘Wide
Wide World” and
For a young
Firestone.”
“Voice
them don't jman
whatandthey
are ofdoing.”
he.of
has
lived in many worlds.
“most
topheavy
,know

CBSUpsJohn Horn

justify’ their

high

when

to him is meaningful writingin an

personnel

in a climate of big money crisis, .ac-

salaries

l they use the “switch” 118 times a atmosphere of freedom vs. writing
minute.

Although

his

is anything but efficiently trained,

Azcarraga

said

it is among

the]

highest paid in the world.

‘What Azcarraga did not say was
whether his public statement was

‘prelude

to a

major

personnel.

shakeup in Televicentro. The idea j.

must

under

have

fire

occurred

for

at

to workers.

Televicentro

there is a subdued air, long faces,
and less reliance on the. “switch.”

SAUDEK ACQUIRES

_—

LANDMARK CATALOG
Random House’s series of Land-

companied

by

restrictions;

it's

{Continued on page 38).

Schoenbrun Gets

D.C. Slot for CBS:
David “Schéenbrun assumes his
post as chief correspondent. of the
CBS
News
Washington - bureau
next Feb .1. Among the CBS cor-

respondents held likely to replace
Schoenbrin in. Paris -{s.. Charles

Collingwood, a CBS correspondent .
mark books for juveniles will be: for the past 19 years...
.
adapted for television by Robert
Schoenbrun replaces Howard K,
Saudek, head of Saudek: Associ- Smith who ieft the .web or Oct.
ates, who bought the rights from 30: foliowing .a policy dispute.

the publishing firm. Slated for Smith carried the title of general next season, shows will be done on manager of the Washington’ bu-

new
National.
Leagu:
film as either half-hour or hour reau, as well as the bureau’s chief
avfully charry about the sftanza’s ‘politans,
| stanzas with Bennett . Cerf,: R-H. correspondent.
Under. the new
future. particularity since CBS-TV's : baseball club bowing in New York
—
‘Kidder Meade, v.p. ‘of: CBS cor- ‘head, being considered as host.
|table of organization of the Washrival Garry Moore hour was run- iwith the 1962 season.
ington
bureau,
there’s
no plans. to”
porate
information,
is
augmenting
The Landmark books, with 150
ning away from the field: initially
NBC was supposed to have picked
his staff. John Horn, who had been titlesin the series, have sold some appojnt a general. manager. . The
fadministrative
functions
of . the
up the option a:ter the third show,
{manager of news and pubaffairs 50,000,000. copies to date.
Jnews. bureaa will. be meted out.
but asked for an extension. until
hh;
nm
Evite
7
?:
publicity
for
the
net’s
p
r
e
s
infor-!
|
=
when
._Schoenbrun
assumes
-conithe sixth show last week.
mation -department,
mand. Oh
Jf the stanza catches, then all's
Robbin
Bain
was
supposed
to
be
<.
Schoenbrun
had
been
CBS
News
well through the end of the season,
-to Meade’s division.
the “permanent” hestess on NBCParis bureau chief since 1947,.
because
NBC-TV
will
probably
| Horn's post will be the .newlyTV’s
“Today,”
but
last
week
she
making
periodic
visits
:to
the
U.
S.
pick up the next iime for another
= Collingwood:- consid13 weeks. giving the show 32 or was granted’ a release from the ‘created one of manager of..corNegotiations for a repeat on. regularly.
33 first-runs.
If it moves out. re- {early morning network stanza and; porate information. Probable re- |CBS-TV.of “The Power and Glory”. ‘ered as being among three possi-“for Schoenbrun
Yplacement..of ‘Horn in the news, two hour special are underway. | ble. replacements
port is that NBC-TV will replace ‘she takes her leave on Dec. 15.
Miss Bain, who has been with : pubaffairs division will be Tad
it in its first half-hour per:od ‘10
If telecast, same sponsors, Breck in . Paris, had been. chief of the
to 10:30° With a live, relatively in- |the stanza only a couple of months, : Myérs,. publicist in the division. |and Motorola, will und erwrite the web's London bureau from 1957 to.

3:30 AM. For the Birds,

Robbin Bain Exits “Today ration department, imoving
over,Power and the Glory’

May Get CBS-TY Repeat

expensive stanza and turn the sec- |indicated that. she doesn't dig get- ; Horn, veteran publicist; had been

ond half-Hour back to stations
local programming,

for

ting

up

at

3:30

a.m. every

day.

manager

of news, pubaffairs

“Today” is hunting a.replacement. ilicity for the past two years.

|repeat of the David Susskind pro-

pub-.: duction, which would be slated for

airing sometime in the spring.

. Schoenbrun

is due

to

from Paris on. Moiday (27).

arrive
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ARTICULARS

Tm Doesa NABPrexyWatch? WHO GETSNAC TV Advertisers Want In Earlier
-—LATEN TESLOT? & Earlier; Looks Like Feb. Wrapup
. Minneapolis, ‘Nov. 21.

‘Interviewed here, NAB, piexy: LeRoy Collins ‘Said -he. doesn’t
~ dike tv’s cartoons and doesn’t ‘watch. them. He only watches video
about an hour a day, or maybe an hour and a half, on the average.
He doesn’t have the time for more.
“TL start in the morning looking at newscasts,” hie said. “After
_ work I tune in’ on the newscasts, again. On. radio.T listen to good

|

--music and news.

“There's nothing Tt look: ‘forward to more than a ball game over
the weekend. And I usually look at the interview programs: on

Sunday afternoons. f like the documentaries. I like good drama
and occasionally a: good, fast-moving adventure drama.
Asked if he has found

By GEORGE ROSEN
The “who’s-gonna-succeed

Jack |-

| Paar” speculation is building up|
} with a momentum-usually reserved
-| for a-UN debate on a new Secre-[
tary General, ‘Such is the nature

any favorite new series-this season, he
told Minneapolis Tribune's: Will Jones: ‘Yes, but I’d better not | of this crazy, mixed-up facet of
say anything about them because of. the competition: If 1 sald. | Show. biz. All things being equal,
‘Ben, Casey’ I’m afraid ‘Dr. Kildare’ would be offended.’ ie
.
if the world at large isn’t inclined
Addressing 200 broadcasting industry members here at the sevthe conseenth of a series of eight NAB fall conferences, Collins declared . -to give a hoot..over
that the: key to television and radio: programming. improvement - quences of. Paar’s departure from

- For‘62-63 Network Commitments
+

Here We Go Again
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Jack Paar almost took another walk off his NBC-TV

show last Monday night—almost. He didn’t like. the idea
’ of the web’s censors editing
the tape for the coast delay
and let off just enough steam
to
show that he was mad. He
‘can be found: within the: broadcasting industry: itself.
7 the late-late program ‘grind, the |
probably didn’t have on his
‘He told the gathering that he feels there should be little reliance :
fact: Temains the issue is of im-|
on government. initiative and that federal regulation should be kept.
walking shoes so he listened
| mediate - concern to NBC and_ its
to reason and stormed off ‘in
‘at a minimum.
r the industry to panic. 'affiliates..
Collins asserted. that. there's ‘no need.
a huff.
chairman, Newton Minow. :
at FCC's changing policies under its newc
What the web’s blue penIn ‘fact some. $12, 060,000 ‘worth |
However, he pointed out,’ that improved-programming must be ~
cillers deleted on the repeat
of
.concern—that,
give
or
take
a}
the “goal of the broadcasters themselves if they’re.to head off -|
. Was a ctrack guestar Red Skelcouple of million, being the annual | ~ fon -made about. England’s
governmental control while striving to serve the. public. interest.
“three queens.” Even on .the
‘gross‘‘take from sponsorship revlive show going east he backed
enue on the cross-the-board netoff from the Skelton quip, rework entry. (And this is quite
alizing that it was in bad taste.
‘| apart from the sum total of sevBut he just doesn’t like to have
.eral millions accruing to the affili-.
his shows tampered with.
ate stations on revenue from local
Skelton used the guest spot
-eut-ins. and adjarencies.)
1.
to let off a little steam of his
-‘Meanwhile the hoop-de-do. over
ewn.
He said on the air he was
‘the findingof a personality who
Guit Oll has renewed for anoth-+
writing a book fo tell how
|-can. fill Paar’s shoes is assuming
er calendar year of NBC-TV’s “In$15,000,000
was stolen from
‘stant News Specials,” but the same. FS: Getting to Know You _almost national contest proporhim by men associated with
tions. If, as is possible, NBC is
-CBS Ine.; is.now engaged. in sponsor ‘has decided to definitely:
his
enterprises.
“And,”
he
reserving the announcement. as
a corporate image building‘
+ drop its:bankrolling of the reguiar’
added,”’ I will name names.”
something to spring on its affiliFriday night half-hour Frank Me: }. ‘program. First it was the in-.
| ates :as the “hot copy” at the;
novation
of .a° management.
‘Gee's “Here & Now.”
annual] convention in Hollywood !
However, in dropping McGee, | ‘letter to stockholders in the renext month, it’s a gimmick calcu|.
-eent
quarterly
financial
report,
Gulf: is now. in’ the process.of inlated té.Invite Page One headlines
| practice which wilt be ‘conof NBC}: tin
creasing
its purchase
(such being the journalistic handue
News specials by 50%. In thig cursprings the word -Paar conjures
-Then,
CBS
prexy
Frank
rent year, Gulf is spending | early. | Stanton: in: ‘another ‘innovation
up).
.
$2,000,000, which means that the - has. sent. a newsletter to all.
NBC at.- this point isn’t ven1962 tab will run the ‘company ° CBS. employees; the letter.
turing any guesses as.to who the
more like $3,000,000.
covering:
recent
. corporate
succéssor will be, although
The Gulf changes begin in Feb-| events: of. general. interest .to {| possible
it’s known a variety of names have
Sponsor
leaves
McGee
soon
|
:
ruary.
. €ompany personriel.
.
’.| been tentatively tossed into the
after the. first of the year. Then ;
hopper. Paar himself has made|
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
the
Friday:
10:30-11 ‘p.m. ‘slot

Gulf’s $3,000,000inExpansion OF

NBC News Specials; Chetin Shift

Look For a Flock

OF TV Spinoffs To

Ease Pilot Losses

will go. to. Chet Huntley's. stanza,
now seen: Sunday afternoons at

BritishRiled As.
Rejects
* ! Singersfor TV

{some

casual

on-the-air references

- The spinoff of telepix pilots in

Not

so long ago, advertiser

in-

terest in new fall shows began
perking in late May and June, but
the starting gun for the 1962-63
season looks as if it will go off in
February next year. It'll be the
earliest kickoff ever for the buying season which has been creeping steadily forward for the past

half decade.

The top advertisers, who give
the signal for the season's start,
are already showing signs of jockeying for top position in the ’62-63
programming
sweepstakes.
And
when Proctor & Gamble, Lever
Bros., Colgate, etc., begin making
their bids, the race will really be
on.
Nothing, of cvurse, could make
the three television networks happier. Whereas economic recession
clipped advertiser coin for the
fourth quarter of this year, the
Tosy economic outlook for next
year is among the prime factors
in the anticipated scrambie for
early 1962-63 programming commitments.
Another key element in the optimistic outlook is the entry of
small advertisers into the network
picture. A large roster of brand
names, which were virtually un-"
known a couple of years ago, are
now also competing for nighttime
slots, thus increasing the pressure
to solidify the network buys before the counters are swept clean,
The general buoyancy ts supported by the upsurge of 1962 first
quarter sales. Once again, ‘the time
buys are being made by a broad
sweep of advertisers riding a prosperity cycle. As for this year's
fourth quar-er biz, it too finally
Shaped up as “satisfactory,” even
if not SRO.

| which could suggest his own candidate might be Bob. Newhart (now toing series, a common practice
5:30 p.m.
With “Huntley Reportholding down his own half-hour ‘in Hollywood lately in an attempt
ing” taking over vice.McGee, Bob.
NBC-TV show.) The possibility of; to minimize the industry's annual
Abernathy’s teenage news. stanza
Steve Allen returning to the late-| pilot losses, is gaining new impetus
‘will move.into’ Huntley’s present |
-}late slot (which he. occupied .not
-Sunday. ‘slot; also during. the. first|Jong before Paar came) has beenj‘this season. It’s because there are
week in February. - (Abernathy’s
network
anthologies
this
| raised. Also the name of Johnny four
“program is now seen. Saturday's at
Carson has been advanced. Actu- ‘year, and anthology series are the
noon, but the web wants to. -give..
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
ally NBC says “we've got a hun- ;ideal presentation for such spinthe kidvid angle wider ‘exposure
A quintet of pilot projects has
| ‘Two: British ‘pop. singers were ‘dred names . ... pretty soon we'll ;|offs, having different casts and been launched for the 1962-63 seaon Sundays.)
~
be ready. to make. a. decision.”
In the case of. McGee, |-Gult’s$l told. by the’American Fedération of “ Whoever and wherever he is. stories each week.
son by. CBS-TV.
They
are “Young
Man
in a
far from finished with his services; Television & Radio Artists ‘that ‘NBC commits itself to only. one
| Exees like the spinoff because Hurry,”
the newscaster will continue front60-min.
comedy-human
thing—there
will
definitely
be
a!
- {Ing the “Instant. Specials,” includ-|they were denied the right. to make continuance, .of «the liye show they: are well aware that only 10- drama to be filmed at Paramount
ing*the proposed..additional 50%. U.S, tv. stands because. they didn’t formula (as opposed ‘to. stations:|12% 0 of the industry’s pilots will studios and in Phoenix. with Frank
McGee’s
‘Friday
-night
ratings qualify under the Immigration & recapturing the-time for slotting! t sell, and this is the only way Pittman and Andy White as pro|ducers; “Call to Danger.” half-hour
weren't high enough. to satisfy Nationality” Act.as performers “of. of feature pix.) Thanks to the suc| found yet to reduce the loss in- suspenser starring Liesd Nolan,
Guile.
cess of the Paar show, -it helped ; volved in the making of. pilots.
| | distinguished :‘merit and ability.”
‘cement a lot of. affiliate relations | Four Star Television Pres. Dick being produced by Perry Lafferty
-The singers, who’ seek to. appear
at MGM;
“Little Amy,” comedy
-in the past, and NBC’s determined Powell, for example, says “I would
starring Debbie McGowan.
proYon “Dick Clark's “Bandstand” and to Keep matters that way.
never
gamble
on
an _ hourlong
duced
by
George
Cahan at. MGM;
the “Clay- Cole. Show,” | are Mark
Actually NBC will .be the first to pilot: without a network associa“Zelda,” comedy starring Sheila
admit
that:
all
the
masterminding
tion. or as a spinoff. It’s teoo great James and produced by Max Shul, Wynter and Jess Conrad. Through
their. © ‘agents, they. applied to or blueprinting in the world won't a risk.”
man, already finished: “True,” 69pre-guarantee
future success of
So spinoffs will be seen this eee
min. anthology series based on
AFTRA here for the right to ap- the 11:30-to 1 a.m. showcase. After
semester ‘on “The Dick Powell
‘pear. And while AFTRA has denied several fruitless attempts at. ex- Shew,” ‘Alcoa Premiere,” “GE stories taken from True mag, with
Jack
Webb as host and star of
Chicago;: Nov.: 21.
with different live Theater,” “Bus Stop,” all antholothem the. right, it seems that -the ‘perimenting
some segments, and Mike MesheMatt Vieracker, - general ‘manformats, including the Steve Allen gies, and “The Donna Reéd Show” | koft
as producer. This pilot roils
Immigration.
Bureau's.
in
N.Y.
still
ager of WBKB sirice the mergér
‘late nighter, no one was. .more and “Young Dr. Kiidare.” among
lin two weeks at Republic studios.
of American Broadcasting Co. with. has the authority: to ‘give it. ‘Tf surprised than the NBC brass at
others. “‘The Andy Griffith Show”
‘Paramount Theatres back in 1953, | government okay is forthcoming, the resounding click of the Paar: was originally a spinoff on “The!
is leaving the ABC o&o next week ‘then it also appears. that AFTRA: entry. The peculiar chemistry that
Danny Thomas Show,” and “The;
“to join the. network's International.
makes Paar and his’ show what |Untouchables” stemmed from ai:
‘Division. . His “immediate | assign- will.go along with’ temporary ‘tv’ they. are: had turned the trick.
spinoff on the old “Desilu Playperformance
sanctions.
. ment will: be to act as: ABC adPaar
wants out
because. he; ‘ house.”
viser to the newest. affiliate.in the:
The Bureau will. not. ‘confirm a thinks he. works too hard. But:
‘web’s Central- American tv. -net- report that Wynter and Conrad are | what he’s going into—a. weekly 60- |
‘work, a station in “Panama: City.
“minute show stacked up. against
owned. -by Televisora Nactonal, Sa. -being given a go-ahead. If it comes. prime time competition requiring
Hollywood, Nov. 23
Sensing a trend back to halfIt’s understood. Vieracker: had through, then Wy: nter will have to -eareful planning «and execution—
requested: the. ‘transfer because he delay the ‘appearances he originally could: be murder, compared with
10 JOIN PINKHAM |
|hour shows next season, Talent
has .of late’ developed ‘an inter-|skedded for. mid-November. | oo
Associates-Paramount will
hae
the free-wheeling. ‘ad lib nature
Tom Madigan is ankling NBC- seyeral in the hopper for piloting.
national . outlook. ‘ABC --had-sent|*
of late late tv'ing. But that’s what
‘The British ‘are upset by- the | he
him to Venezuela last year’ for: a
‘wants, and. NBC’ 's ‘determined TV as manager of nighttime pro- First to go be an audience partishort: period, and afew months. AFTRA nix. Story has been head- to keep him happy.
gramming to become assistant to cipation show to be emceed by Jin
Producer
will
be
Al
ago he made a trip to West Ger- lined. in the . English trades and
Ted Bates radio-tv topper Dick Backus.
Freedman from the creation of.
many on his-own hook. A bachelor, |-dailies, and the British are .wont
Pinkham.
he’s able to give in to. his Tate- to ‘point out that British unionism’.
Carl Reiner and Mack David.
[Jt
-tokayed
English. appearances for}.
Madigan will be filling ~the ad |will be live or tape. It will mark
horn. yen for. warld-hopping..
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
agency post originally held under; the first time that TA-P departed
‘Vieracker has been known: as ‘Americans like: Fabian and Dion. |
“ AFTRA’s ©official ‘position ‘was.
WBKB's ““monev . man,” i its. ac‘Robert A. Cinader, onetime pro-| Pinkham (himself a former NBC-; from the longer form of dramatic
were
‘unemployed gram veep for California. National TV'er) by John Calley, who went! : Shows for tv.
eountarev exvert. He had. come to that. there
the station. in 1947 as a comptrol- Americans” “capable. of perform- Productions and telefilm. vet, was ‘over some months ago to Filmw ays !‘ Al Levys, partnered with David »
Jer, when the station was the in- ing ‘such service or Jabor” and made veep and general manager of as an executive. Madigan was No.; Susskind in TA-P, is due back
2 man to Joe Cunneff, NBC-TV di-i wfonday from the east where next
dependent- Balaban: & Katz. (Thea-. that: therefore © ‘Wynter. and ‘Corn-. Red. Skelton Enterprises. .
tres) outlet, prior. to the merger. tad: should not. be cleared. for] .At the same time prexy actor rector of nighttime programming. .: Season’s output is now under ¢isBill Templeton, who first re- | cussion. Deal is being negotia -d
His. previous experience had been U.S. tv. Union -said they have fol- Skelton made. Rupert Goodspeed
for the
with .Price-Waterhouse. |In. recent. lowed this rule since ‘the Immigra- ‘manager of Skelton Studios: Good- placed Calley at Bates, is staying with a major network
-years ‘he. hrd doubled as._ WBKB's. tion laws were written several speed will also remain director of with the agency as head of Col-' Harry Truman story, in which the
ex-president will serve,as narrator.
ttechnical operations,
sales. manager,
gate-sponsored programming.
‘years ago.

CBS-TV Projecting

5 Pilots for ‘62-63

Vieracker Going
Int'lfor ABC- V

‘Talent Associates-Par

i

MADIGAN EXITS NBC

Cinader’s Skelton Slot

Senses a Trend, Moves
In Half-Hr. Direction
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Justice Dept. Asking For Reversal
Of Ruling on Vidpix Blockbooking_
|“Fremantl’¢ Manila Sales

‘Blockbooking Appeal to High Court
Washington,

Nov. 21.

|

‘Five of six film distribs enjoined from blockbooking features to tv.
outlets have asked the U.S. Supreme Court to upset the lower court’s
ruling. National Telefilm Associates is not appealing.
:
Loew's Inc., Screen Gems, Associated Artists and United Artists.
-] joined in one. brief to the high court and argued against injunctive

San Francisco Chronicle's
procedure “where an” insignificant number of isolated violations: are
Washington, Nev. 21.
discovered.”
The Justice Dept. has urged reMore than 360 hours of-tv pro- |. C & OC Super Corp., sixth. distrib involved, filed a separate brief,
versal of U.S. District Judge D. J.
elting: involvement. of contract with International Latex Corp. .
gramming
were
sold
in
the
Philiprecounts
his TY naviticte in a
Dawson's
vidpix
blockbooking
As result of the. appeals, the Supreme Court must decide whether’ to
pine capital of Manila by Fre- upset the opinion of the Federal District. Court in New. York as five.
humorous piece titled
opinion. If upheld, it warned, “antl‘mantle International.
distribs ask; tighten ruling against “temporary” block film offerings, ,
be
cempetitive
practices”
will
Comfort Me
Fremantle
prexy
Paul. Talbot as Justice Dept. urges; or let lower court decision stand.
:
wielded against tv stations bidding |/.
for the newly available post-48 fea| and -Bob Lapthorne, Fremantle’s |. _ Last choice Is apparently favored by National Telefilm, whieh did
With
Apples
.
tures as well as for the pre-48’s.
lnew Far East sales manager, sold not appe
a * ©
In a brief filed with the Supreme
: five of the six stations in Manila
Court. Dept. appealed from the
j 20 different series and three oneNew York Federal jurist’s decision | one of the many Editorial Features : hour. specials.
in the upcoming
Jast February in the Government's
| Among series sold were “The
antitrust case against six distribuBeachcomber,” “Silents Please,”
56th Anniversary Number
ters cf feature, films ‘pre-48! for
“Hopalong Cassidy,” ’ “Steve Can- |
tv. Dawson. atter, a lenctky trial.:
of
‘i-yon,” and “Crusade in the Pacific.”
sustained the Denartment’s claim:
|; The three specials, bought ‘by the
that blovk beoking per se was’
VARIETY
|Manila Chronicle’s
outlet, CBN,
A battle: of Hiographies .is unillegal,
But he ruled that offering:
| Were | produced by WPIX, N.Y.
Plus
other
statisticel
and
dato-filled.
derway in syndication, and the: cutat sine ina pecka: ze ar block ‘ ‘on.
TY
Scripter
They
‘are:
“Cuba,
Castro,
Comcharts ond articles.
ting room ‘ficors at Wolper. :Proa temporary bocis” was okay.
munism,” “Berliny Cold War,” and
j{ duction’ and Hearst-‘Metrotone.
Idea behind Dawson's decision’
“The, Secret Life of Adolph Hitwas that a distributer had a right!
ler.” ‘Other deals were made with
| News are knee high with celluloid.
has written a savvy treatise,
Metropolitan Broadcasting Co. of.
to refuse bids for individual films
|
‘Wolper is producing the. halffrom one tv stat :Or until it could
the Philippines; Inter-Island Broad- nn
hour “Biography” series for ‘Offidicker sith ccmpeting cutlets for!
cial Films. Hearst is busy with the:
lieensire the vnole package.
‘hour series, pecispective on Great-

Stanton Delaplane

The Big SyndicationPitchisOn
hiv s Battle of Biographies
Gerald F. Lieberman

| WABC-TV’s Madison So,

“TV: The Pimple
of the

Carnival to Collect Toys |casting. andtimes PublishingCo.
For Underprivileged Kids:

The Dept. argued that “the anticompetitive impuct ef block bookCne of the largest off-the-air ‘Fahey. & Tony Flynn
jing is precisely the same whether
service
projects
or not the seller indicates he mav community
sell the tied films separately if
Nov.
3
: cago,
they cannot be sold as a package sion station will be staged at MadiChi's toprated newscaster, Fahey
to anyone else in the same market.” 'son Square Garden Saturday (25)!
‘when WABC-TV’s “Tommy Sevens | Flynn. and his brother Tony, who
“In both instances.
the same
economic pressures are brought to | Christmas Toy Carnival” will open ,has been sports director of WISNhave purchased
hear on the prospective purchaser a two-week drive to collect toys for |TV,. Milwaukee,
by the film distributors in order underprivileged children. WABC is! 8 500-watt fulltime AM-er in Hillsto induce a purchase of unwanted staging the non-televised charity |dale, Mich. The station, WCSR,
films along” with wanted ones. In show in cooperation with the N-Y. | Was ."previously owned by a group
neither case is there a legitimate | Fire Department. Other ABC-TV; headed by Ruth Kiester.
business justification for the dis-) o&o’s in Detroit, Los Angeles, San}ipost with:lyon has resigned his
tributor’s coercion of the station} 1 Francisco and Chicago are engag-

llaunched by a New York televi-|

purchaser.”
The Government, basing its plea
on the Supreme Court's Paramount

decision

Performing Arts

Buy Michigan AMer

as

|_

is

‘is bringing and
in a circus
flock |remain with WBBM-TV,
ruling out block booking! of WABC-TV
show biz personalities
has been for 20 ywars..

questions

concerning

the

extent of the antitrust law's proni-; Carson.

Gardner

bition against block booking con-;i¢Mahon,
tracts and the relief necessary to|
eliminate such practices .
. The}
(U.S. District) Court plainly mis-;
apprehended
the ‘temporary’ refusal to deal for individual pictures j

McKay.

Horace |

Lori Martin, Herb Os-

is inevitably

Noting that the case dealt only
with distribution of pre-1948 features and that licensing of post-

48's is now underway, the Dept.
brief warned:
“Unless the Distriet Court’s ap-

" How
to the
Frank

an announcer,

WABC Ups Powers

Atlanta, Nov. 21.

proval of temporary conditions is
reversed and more effective relief

‘ about

the

ratings and

use. time

wisely by using’ the opportunity

and

both: featuring some: -

Rew

footage via interviews

will

be crossing personalities: in

etc.,

- several
outings.
Scheduled _by:
both ‘are stanzas. on Gandhi, ‘Will

—|

Rogers, Babe Ruth, the Duke and
‘| Duchess of Windsor, Admiral Byrd,
Charles. Lindbergh ‘BCG's Lindy
has already: Played), | FDR and
others.
In .the works: “for Official are
Greta Garbo, Al Jolson, Winston
Churchill, Albert Einstein,’ ClarSan Francisco, Noy. 21.
| ence Darrow, Sigmund Freud, Gen.
necessary | are commercials Pershing, Knute. Rockne, Woodrow.
“sound” of modern radio? Wilson. For BCG, Wendell: Willkie,
‘Helen Keller, Eisenhower, Albert
Atlass, who recently went’ ‘Schweitzer, Gen. George Patton,
air. with KKHI here, thinks: Harry Truman’ and many others,

Frisco Bid for AM Biz

car Anderson, Roy Campanella;
Darren MecGavin, Peter Fonda, Sam
Leven, Glenn Ford, among others.
With Tom O'Brian moving upWABC-TV has been promoting wards to director of news for the
the campaign heavily with on-the- |
ABC Radio network, Jack Powers

Atlanta PollSeeks Answers On:
Effective Church Use of TV-Radio

‘1;

For thePriceofOne In.

on the

Stereo WHFS. Bows

product

archives

ARIE FY

where he

which was temporary onlv in the! air announcements, {in-school flyhas been: named to fil! O’Brian’s
* sense that the distributor indicated ‘ers, billboards, and newspaper ads.
former: post ‘of director. of news
a willingness te spit its pvackag»
and public affairs for WABC, N.Y.
of files. if it failed to sell the
flagship for the web.
whole package +o a competing staPowers. comes. to WABC from
tion in the same market.
Washington, Nov. 21.
Detroit where he was public af-.
“The
extent
of the
coercive
WHFS,
the Washington
area’s fairs director for WXYZ, another
pewer
left
in the
distributors’, first FM stereo station, has gone on ABC o&o0. He produced 60 radio
hands by this temporary exception ; the air, operating from 4.30 p.m. documentaries during the last year
to the Paramount decision is such until midnight temporarily.
| for WXYZ and Harold L. Neal
that stations can and will be reguWilliam A. Tynan is manager Jr., WABC general: manager, said
larly induced
to take unwanted! of the new station, licensed to Powers’ appointment signalized an
with wanted films and thereby com- |High Fidelity Broadeasters, inc.
increased emphasis in local news
petition on the merits with respect

to the tied
curbed.”

ue two eerie ‘both culled from

VARIETY

an atterney on the Coast, had also

been

LaGuardia.. BCG’s, eonterns

the late. Al Smith.

Plus ether stotistical.
and dete-filled
charts and articles.

of films for theatres, averred: “This; acts to perform at the Garden.
The Flynns are a radio family.
appeal raises substantial and im-!4mong
Troy!;A third brother, Bill; who is now
Donahue,those
Gigiappearing
Perreau, areJohnny

portant

| tisers. Official’s initialér is on the

Number. |j late

ef

Aas” 10 CafeSpots
His brother will beprexy
butwill

BCG Films.. Peddlers

from both. syndic firms are on the.
road. Everyone has a hot pilot.on-.
-a-New York mayor to show the
station men and regional adver-.

;

56th Anniversary

ing in similar drives to collect toys {to operate the acquired property

for onary.

ness” for-

oe
"
* * #
another lateresting Feoture
in the epcoming

‘|

they're essential. “Because. of the including another “from -the pregnant files on New York mayors—
way people have been condi- Jimmy
Walker.
tioned,” -he says, “a new station
just doesn’t sound legitimate if.
there are long stretches without
commercials, They may expect it
|
from FM, but not from AM.”.

Accordingly, Atlass has launched
a|' “Bonanza”. sales plan, which

Official beat BCG to the alle
important New York sale, but BCG
will get on the Gotham: air first..
“Biography” was: picked’ up by

Chemical..Bank

New:

York: ‘Trust: --

Co. for slotting at 7 p.m. Fridays.
on WNBC-TV.. But the start is -

he slated: for. spring. “Perspective on. for once-a-.With practically no- chance month showing on WOR-TV with.
‘Rheingold bankrolling. First show,
national business, since he “The Happy Warrior,” (Al: Smith)

‘calls a new conceptin radio sell- Greatness” is slated

ing.
for

hasn't been on the air long enough “will -be seen. Friday, Jan. 5,from
jto get a rating, Atlass is going to 9:30 to 10:30.-p.m.
give away

up to 10 free spots on

Otherwise,
BCG
élaims: “more
than 30 markets. Official: also has

a run-of-station basis for. every
fixed spot. purchased. The gift
spots would be reduced as new’
sponsors come in. to divide the.
goodies intc smaller portions.

Sales to Pacific Gas &- Electric for.
several California markets with.
that and the’ New York sale both.
being «for 52 weeks figuring ‘13

_ -He insists that this is not meant.

repeats. Official is making ‘a con-

regional .
as. competitive rate cutting (his; certed pitch. for more
Class I open
rate is $25 per sales.
minute). “It might be construed
as that if we had been on the air
a long time, but as a three-weekold station we’re a highly. speculative buy for an advertiser and. we |.
don’t want our commercial ‘sound’
to suffer because we've got so]
. Toronto, Nov. 21.
much unsold time. Really we're
Canadian’ rights to over 50 films
doing it in the interest. of pro- .made between .1954°57 by the J.
gramming, although we naturally Arthur’ Rank: Organization have
hope that: the bargain deal will been purchased.by Atlas. Television.
-attract some business.”
Ltd., as confirmed by prexy Leslie
| . Atlass feels that the blurbs help Allen here. Aim:is to sell the Britto pace
programming,
and
he ish film product to the State-owned
‘wants to use 10 spots per hour Canadian | Broadcasting Corp.; the
to. effectuate what he terms “the. Toronto-Vanccuver chain of the
CTV. .. Television.
commercial radio sound,” even if privately-owned
he has to give them away. He Network Ltd.: independent tv. stafeels that sponsors who are on the tions across. ‘Canada and advertisstation might as well have the ing agencies.
benefit of the giveaway.
Deal is set to represent some.

Marcus Bartlett, general manto ‘extend the purpose of the
church ... in the great apostolic
ated by Atlanta Newspapers, Inc., ‘tradition of evangelism.”
publisher of a.m. Constitution and
In answer to another question,.
new group of films.”
p.m. Journal. took it upon himself many men considered the broadThe defendant companies in the
to make a religious poll to find out casting of church services to be
ease. which will. file their arguhow the church could do a more the most effective use of radio or
mehtsiwith the high court in the
effective job of using radia and tv time,
:
near future. are: Leev’ s. Screen |
Others
felt
the presentation
Gems, :Associate Artists, National television broadcasting time.
reply
suggested
thatj of documentary programs, panel
Telefilm Associates. United Artists
with ministers and
churches should reatize that mass | discussions
end C & € Super Corp.
media audiences are part of the, ; newsmen or civic personalities and
The Supreme Court will decide total congregation to which the . music-and-sermon programs: to be
whether to hear arguments on the' church should be ministering.
mast. effective.
Caso or rule on the basis of the
Bartlett made his report via tape |. . Asked “how. would you like to
briefs.
recordings and slides at a regular see the church use radio and tv?”
meeting of Greater Atlanta Coun- |. respondents’ replied:
\°
. With diversity—not ‘necescil of Churches.
Bartlett polled, via letters, 20; sarily presenting religion in serbroadcasting
executives,
asking;mon. form.”
a
Take a more professional
them to record their answers to
his headquarters. He 1eceived re- approach; ;? “know the nature and |
;
“I think that radio without $500,000 investment.
Jack
Douglas’
“Kevhale’
has ,; Plies and comments from 13 out! the attitude of the listener;” “keep
has a certain psy-.}
heen put into release by Ziv UA, ,of the 20.
‘programs
nondenominational: " commercials
reoreserting the fourth first--run- ! To the question what-do you. “eet away from pulpit language;” » | chological effect on listners toher 2Ging into syndication by the| consider the church’s task in the: “and a pulpit tone of voice;” and day,” Atlass: says. “It makes them.
‘Washington, Nov. 21.
cempany i as many months,
use of radio and tv?” answers ‘ “make full use of tv. potential with neryaus. They may not realize why,
but I think they get a strange feel- ; WRC ‘Radio, NBC.o&o0 here, has |.
Nese ribed by Ziv-UA as a “docu-| varied from “spread the word of |.a -follow-through. after - the. proJing
that
something
is
lacking,
that
taken
the
plunge and joined the’’
matics” project. series also repre- Gad ina professional manner” to gram.”
_non-churchgoers
into | ° One of a tv station's biggest. something must be wrong with the ranks of round-the-clock broadeassents first project by the major “stimulate
_}ters.
After
38 years of operation,
station.
attending” to “propagate Christian | problems, atcording to Bartlett,
s die house in the documentary
“You know how people like to the outlet launched its overnight
¥ os. Series, dealing with all ways ideals, not just propagandize any | is the fair allocation of. free tv
broadcasts.
Monday
(20) with a-patronize
a
store
or
restaurant
that
G: Hre from a private eve to a: creed, faith, sect or denomination.” ; time. With 622 churches in Atlanta,
program dubbed “Night Owl.”
Other
broadcasters
answered | if each were given a half-hour of is doing business. It’s the same
Holi: wood
photographer.
is nar“With
a
format
of
“good
but not
thing
with
-radio..
You
can
get;
this
query
by
saying
church
broad;
tv
time,
it
would
take
two
weeks.
rated by producer Douglas. Startclassical’ music, the midnight to
in
dates for the series will ex- casting’s task is “to reach as Many | and three days of continuous pro- indigestion in an empty restaurant,
.5:30
a;
m.
stretch
will
behosted
wolrying
about
how
it’s
losing:
tend
from
January
through as possible” and “show regular famming to broadcast theni all,
J by Stan. Karas,
money.”
e sai
Sunday services and don’t worry
Mareh,

provided,
similar anticampetitive
practices will doubtless be utilized
in the licensing of this important

ager of WSE-TV, owned and oper-

DOUGLAS’ ‘KEYHOLE’
INTO SYNDICATION|

BUNDLE OFRANKPIX
FOR CANADIAN MARKET

WRC.Goes AlNight

1961

LOCAL TV & SYNDICATION

W WALK
23

T<TH MWoh KiddieTineLaresBiga Coin:

‘The new “Popeye”, ie
: public relations: conscious. King Features
Syndicate, now in the midst of. ‘producing 220 new “Popeye” cartoons for tv, is angling a. number‘ of the new subjects at: various: .
public services:
For instance, a new “Popeye”. telefilin, titled “Unelvil War” has
Olive Oy], Wimpy: and Brutus demonstrating just about every unWith ‘Desilu’s hat in the rerun.
safe driving technique ‘in the books, with dire consequences.
‘syndication ring, and Four Star,|.
‘Other ‘“‘Popeye” films show the. hero fighting. Brutus over tree
with
another huge backlog of vidconservation ‘and whipping Wimpy for starting a forest. fire.
films, poised in the wings, a good
““Tooth Be, or Not Tooth Be,” whith is in production, will have”
..Popeye’s Pappy giving. ‘Swee’pea the need. for dental.care. “
‘hard look at the current rerun
' What about the old “Popeye” films? Mr. Sailor, in some seg“It’s tough,
ments, single-handed ‘wins the war against the’ Japs. Times have - ‘market is in order.
changed. .

‘MovieStation’(KHJ-TV)Sprinkled

| mann"

is the way the present re-

Remco's $2,300,000 TV Budget.
+

MEX TV DICKERS
FOR DISNEY PIX

Mexico City, Nov. 21.
| run market is. summed: up.
Telesistema
Mexicano,
S.A.,
That's | the savvy description of dickering with the Walt Disney
: ‘the vidfilm . rerun biz from some. Studies to purchase entire output
top execs now in the field. They -of feature lengths, including cartoons and standard live actor feaare not. unduly pessiznistic either.
tures, hopes to finalize deal by the
A hit ‘show with. years ‘of episodes - end of this month.
‘A Telesistema spokesman said
in the. can still ean fetch fancy
—| prices. The turkeys, the also-rans, ‘firm has bought a considerable
;
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
amount of Disney cartoon shorts
‘| the not-so-hot properties, though. in the past two years. Now,
‘The loud ‘trles: of too many ‘eomit is
just can’t compete ‘in today’s mar- hoped to hypo evening hour promercials on’ old pictures has: long
ket, they: say. There just are too gramming with such features as
fallen on: deaf ears.at the. ‘stations.
‘many . shows around in the. rerun “Snow
White
and
the
Seven
but: there. are men in. these ‘midsts.
field, off-network and syndication
:
London,. Nov. .21.- rerun properties built up over the Dwarfs.” “Bambi,” “Peter Pan,”
who: decided to‘do something about
“Aladdin,”
“Gulliver's
Travels,”
BBC’ Television: Promotions, the
ft. They're Harry Trenner, ‘divi- Corp's buy-sell department, has many years.
etc.
Other than some unusual. series,
If deal comes to successful consion director ‘of RKO-General. sta-. received its third major order for
tions on: the ‘coast (Hollywood and programs from the New Zealand. a good rule of thumb in the current clusion, and spokesman said talks
Frisco), and. Malcolm. Klein, KUJ- Broadcasting Service. Requesting market is that a series with a net- were going well, plan is to spot
work. track record of two years or films in best evening hour and reTV topper..
-|several .serials. and. series,. N.Z, .-ismore has-a place in the rerun synWhat they. proposed. and carried seeking some 175. separate. pro- dication sun. Such a series, with lease them throughout 1962,

With CulturesParlayPaysOf
i175BBCVv SECS
FOR NEW ZEALAND

The
made

nation’s

toymakers

have

it on television this year, as

the Christmas holiday season caps
a busy 12-month association.
A great upsurge in the amount
of kiddie programming on stations
across the country is reported by

Bernard Schiff, prexy of Webb Associates, which represents Remco ,
Industries and American Doll and

Toy.
The
kiddie
programming
upsurge is reflected also in the biz
done by syndicatore of cartoon
product and vidiflm series of special appeal to youngsters.
Rerun
values of popular cartoon product,

for example, is held to be very
high.
It’s no wonder in light of

Schiff’s report.
Webb prexy said that in market
after .market, additional stations
are climbing abroad the kiddie
programming
bandwagon.
Some
stations, he went on, start their
through didn’t. raise any bravos in ‘grams including “Bleak: House,”
children bloc of programming at
78 episodes, for example, can grass |.
3 p.m, using reruns of westerns
the business offiee: at KHJ-TV. But “Barnably Rudge,” “Rougue. Herfrom $800; ,000° to $1,500,000, deand adventure vidfilm series as
they insisted on giving {t'a. try and, ries”:and “The Maonstone,” on the. pending | on. the popularity of the
material, as well as cartoons.
4n Trenner's own words, “‘it’s work- dramatic side and “Hancock’s Half property. An also-ran off-network
ing out just fine.” What. Klein and Hour,” “Whacko” and Eric: Sykes.
Schiff, who last year was loud
property of 39 or 26. episodes, can
-Trenner did. was to reduce the vol- shows in the comedy ‘field. In all,
in his complaints about overcomgross from.$150,000 to $200,000 “‘if}.
ume. of spots and raise rates: to. BBC has supplied the Dominion|
mercialization in kiddie programyou're lucky.” Those are the esmake the books balance in ‘the. sta- web with nearly 400 shows:
jming, seemed far less argumentatimates furnished by a sales. exec.
tion’s favor.
After the loss. of
The Corp. now trades in 80 mar- .on ‘the firing line of: selling off-|
tive this year.
He still felt that
some business.. spot buyers:saw the kets throughout the world and, it: ‘network properties, in the. halfthere were too many commercials
-Wisdom of the ‘move and. are now is estimated, sends out 100 prints
crowded together in kiddie time,
hour vidfilm format.
~*
‘aid to be happier for it, Satd one per week, about 50: below the debut said he: “There isn’t much we
-Some Series seem to have a pronational advertiser, “well, at: least, mand..:
can do about it.” He said stations
Paris, Nov. 21.
pulsion all their own.
“Honeynow we're not smothered in.a maze
put a full minute commercial
in
Yank
vidfilm
producer
Lewis
S.
-mooners” for example, a one-year
of.. commercials ;.that leaves
the!
Ginsburg has signed a deal with every four-and-a-half minutes of
‘series,
proved
out
to
be
one
of
‘viewers - bewildered as to who is
programming.
Eddie
Constantine,
the
U.
S.
actor
those “freaks,” a clear syndication
selling. what?’’,.
Webb Associates finds tv a very
| winner after a so-so network run. who became a big French and ConNot content to ride ‘along on its
_}Currently, Ziv-UA’s “Bat Master-. tinental film and singing star, and effective medium for the sale of its
“reputation as “‘The Movie Station,” |
is not -too well-known in his own clients products, each year increasson”
seems
to
be
doing
well
in
a.
Klein backed by Trenner and the
| non-western climate. Ditto CBS country, for. a series of 39 vid- ing its budget for the tv medium.
RKO
organization, has ordained.|
Films ‘Wanted Dead or Alive” and films. based on Peter Cheney’s This year the Remco tv budget
for KHJ-TV a more cultural conG-Man character Lemmy Caution. was $2,300,000 compared to $1,500,ABC Films “Wyatt Earp.”
cept to‘ give it: “distinction and re-|
000 the previous year. Six hundred
‘Present off-network half-hour re- It will roll in France in mid ’62.
sponsibility.’
Station has bought
‘Tun
climate
is
favorably
disposed
Pix would be made in France, thousand dollars were the tv mon‘for the months ahead informattion- |
to light comedy, with years of epi- the U. S. and various other coun- ies allotted this year by American
al and public service programs to
_| sodes in the can, as was true in. tries. Ginsburg goes back to the Doll and Toy compared to $400,000
balance off the showing of vintage |.
.
flickers. ‘Coming up are “Tmpres- | If broadcasting. is ailing in any previous seasons. Usually the “Mar- U. S. Sat. (25) to start talks with the previous year.
Remeo and American Doll and
He will
gie’s” command more loot than the writers and a director.
sions,” dealing with contemporary
Toy are both on networks tv and
are: filmed operas; “Perspective | respect today, it’s because too. blood-and-guts series and they stay | also try to huddle with J. Edgar
Hoover to get a go-ahead and en- local. Recently, Webb inked for
on Greatness,” 26 hours of.. biogra-- many managements think: ‘they’ re around longer as daytime ‘strips.
a Series of children’s classics pix
phies of such outstanding figures in’ business:rather ‘than in a pro- ' “December Bride,” CBS Films: dorsement on this skein about a
in 28 of the nation’s top markets
‘G-Man's
worldwide adventures.
comedic
entry,
with
154
episodes
is
as Al Smith and Charles Lindbergh -fession.. That's the: thesis of Ward
Tomorrow's
doing well. Skein is sold: in- over
Ginsburg has been in feature for a holiday push.
. (from Hearst Metronome). narrated
Thanksgiving Parades on NBC-TV
by H. Vv. ‘Kaltenborn. arid feature L. Quaal, exec. veepee. ‘of WGN 40 markets in library deals for day- exhib and distrib in the U. S. and
and
CBS-TV
will be partially
films from: Japan, which ‘Trenner Inc.; who told’ the Illinais Broad- time stripping. Even today's :mar- spent the last few years packagcasters conclave here. last ‘week ‘ket, though, doesn’t. command a ing pix for-video there:
This will sponsored by the two clients of
classifies as in ‘the public service. sale on such library be his first .video producing ven- Webb.
chief executives
of runaway
_ Station doesn’t. conceal the fact | that the
Agency prexy Schiff didn’t join
shows:
Stations
with.
inventories
‘Stations
too
often
tend
to
ignore
ture.
Constantine
beeame
famous
that of.KHJ-TV's 1814: hours on
FCC Chairman Newton Minow in
the air daily, 70° of the time is the main thing they're there. for— usually don’t. stockpile today with in. Europe in tongue-in-cheek Ghis blast against. the current type
library
shows,
but
order
when
curprogramming.
Man
epuses
but
Ginsburg
stressed
devoted to old films. ‘It’s an: eco- 3
of kiddie fare.. Schiff, in explain“All of broadeasting starts with rent library. strips expire. There ‘these pix will be played straight.
nomic Nnecéssity. for an indie, which
ing his. position,mentioned CBScan't compete with, the’ network programming,” he said, ‘‘and top tis big money involved and stations | Ginsburg will also talk to netTV's
“Captain Kangeroo”
and
are
aware
of
an
inevitable
con-.
works on his stateside trek. He
outlets on live ‘shows: or specials, executives must involve ‘themselves
station execs claim.. On: one of. his ‘in it-to the same extent. as & news- ‘tinued supply of off-network: Brod-| ‘thinks 12'of the 39 will have U. S. NBC-TV‘s “‘Shari Lewis.” He wene
uct.
.
dered
aloud
on
what
is
mean?
by
late night. films stripped through paper. editor whose job it is to look
locales and. the rest foreign backIn .its rerun
drive, Ziv-UA's
urgrading and who is to defer
the week, a cumulative. audience after the overai tenor and. tone
grounds. Headquarters will be N.Y.
mine
what
children
should
be
proEconomee
divi
ision
is
selling
a
flock
and: Paris with Ginsburg backed by
of 800,000 families: was recorded.’ of the material. He should superand what they should
of action series as strip material, longtime resident Sam Skelsky in grammed
Station figures .2.9 to the sef. For vise to see that there. is. balance
watch.
station’s-Sunday night “Theatre 9”. and a good level of performance. “These series: range from “Science. Paris.
Fiction.
Theatre”
to
“Highway.
Pa|
:
|
Broadcasting’s
‘image,
Quaal
‘said,
Ginsburg has 10 Seripts ready.
of prime features, ratings have
been in the 20's to top: Ed Sullivan can. only. be lifted- through pro- trol” to “Sea Hunt.” Ziv-UA's Films, after U. S. sales,. would be
| Economee has been doing this for. peddled in Latin America and the
gramming.
and other network shows.
shows. 7
-‘years;..
a.
programming
format
” He cited as-an example of im: .
Far East but held up for a while
age damage the’: emergency of which: to some extent: has been | for Europe so as not to have them
rock 'n’ roll :stations, avhich -he picked up by. the webs, notably: conflict with the many Cortstan| described as the: offspring ‘of “the | ABC-TV’s “Texan” last season and| tine features now coming out and
the. “Wagon Train” this upcoming sea- Jin release.
.| experts: of. expediency “.
quick -capital’. gains boys.” He ‘son. *
Constantine is to head to the
How extensive a domestic syndi- U. S. in March '62 for appearances
opined that such .stations have
been. destroying the -advertising| cation. organization Desild plans and talks on the series. Ginsburg climbed
aboard
the WCBS-TV,
industry’s faith in radio, and he|.hasn’t been disclosed. There’s an. will ‘use. sonie of Constantine’s N.Y., single sponsor holiday. pie
intra-industry ‘ debate,
thoug?, : French pix.as pilots, on .16m, to
bfamed
them
for
causing
radio
to:
Holiyw ood, Nov: 21.
among those outside the Desilu
show the actor’s personality to ‘+ bandwagon. Lionel, for its science
A rise of 237% in ‘the net income: lose a good: share of. the national organization
whether
its. more. ‘prospective buyers as well as the sets, has bought 20th-Fox’s “The
of Four Star Television for ‘the business it used to get.
economical
in
the
long
run
for
a.
‘Other things which. result in. a
writers-and future director.
Mark of Zorro” for telecasting
first quarter of its current -fiscal
vidfilmery to sell off rerun proper-.
Thursday (tomorrows
afternoon,
year was reported by: exec v.p. loss. of respect for Tadio’ and --tv, ties to other distribution OFfganiza- ;
?
°
JT...
Quaal pointed out, -are “rubber
from 5 to 7 p.m.
Thomas J, McDermott.
‘tions
than
to
establishing.
a
‘selling
rate
cards,”
indifferent
news
opPic,
distributed
by
National
TeleFor the 14 weeks ‘ended Sept. |
organization: of its own. The up80,-.1961, net income after taxes erations, ‘trresponsible. editorial- coming. Desilu experience should |. National Telefilm Associates 1s film Associates, will be telecast
izing
andthe
lack
of
good.
exunder
the
umbrella
of
‘“iLfonel
latching onto the upswing in color
amounted to a record $181,675
throw more light on the debate.
tv.. programming with a special Thanksgiving Day Theatre.” “Zor‘which was equal to 30 cents a share ecutives. The latter ‘problem, at
group of over 40 feature color ro” film will preempt “The Life of
on the 611,230 common shares ozt- least as pertaining to. radio, -has
‘Ripcord’
Sales
films being pitched to stations. The Riley” and “The Early Show.”
standing at the end of the period. been.’ brought about by the. popu- |.’
For the 13. weeks.ended Sept, 30, lation explosion in frequencies |. : New. Sales have been registered | NTA films are mainly 20th-Fox - On Saturday (25) Remco Toy will
properties plus some entries from telecast its first holiday pfc in a
1960, net income was ‘$147,266. or since _World War ‘II,. Quaal said. by Ziv-UA's “Ripcord.”
25 cents ‘a share’ on the 600,000, There simply. weren't enough good|. Among the deals: were Falstaff Selznick studios and London Films. series of three. the pic being “Tom
Berne Tabakin, NTA exec v.p., Sawyer.” scheduled from 3 to 4:30
common shares then. outstanding. broadcast. executives to go around Brewing, -KOMU, Columbus, Ma.;.
On Thanksgiving
eve ‘toTulsa IGA Fooduner Stores, KTUL. said. the move to assemble a spe- p-m.
‘Gross income for the first quar-. forall. the new stations,
-Quaal urged station operators to: Tulsa: .Culligan -Water Softener. cial color package was cued by a night) there’s “Schaefer
Award
ter of 1961 totaled $3,000,778 compored with gross Income of $3,581,- begin developing future executives’ ‘Dealers, KGLO,. Mason City; and 71° increase in nighttime color- Theatre” in place of the “Late
21 registered in the. ‘like "period and to work.with the:-colleges and stations, WIMA, ‘Lima; and KVIQ, ‘casts. while daytime color sched- Show.” with the pic being James
_ Fureka, Cal.
ules. have gone up nearly 300%. Cagney starrer “Blood on the Sun.”
(Continued on ‘page. 40)
last. year.

Ginsburg’s Series

With Constantine;
Sets US. Dickers

QuaalLaments
Lament

Tts All Business

&No Profession’

Lionel's Holiday
‘Torro’ Pic Buy

Four Star'sBy

NetIncome Hike!

NTA’s Tint Bundle
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Shell Oil Reverses Self, Quits Print
For Major Network, Spot Splurge
—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts
By BILL

‘“program

GREELEY

e
t
C
i
a
r
n
a
T

‘Video Scripter

Charles Isaacs
‘hos written a whimsy on a

Vast Minowland
e

*

| IN-NEW YORK CITY ves

@

‘Oscar Katz, CBS-TV v.p. in charge. of prograiiming, to Coast: :;
‘owe
Sir Cedric Hardwicke, on a breather from his “Mrs. G. Goes te
College” role, in town to tape his narrator role in CBS-TV’s s ecial
| “The Picture of Dorian Gray”, . . Morey Amsterdam. of CB
| “Dick Van Dyke Show” back.in N.Y. today (Wed,) after a quick trip to
‘|| London and a BBC-TV appearance .
. Sportscaster Red Barber in

analyzer operation,” re-

oncther Editorial Feature
search into public reactions.
Shelf Oil has had it with its $15.in the upcoming
Network research shows, he said,
0UULLUG national newspaper ad cam- ,that such elements as introduction
‘56th Anniversary Number
paign. Via Ogiivy, Benson & Mather, ‘of semi-nudity gets an unfavorable
In bathroom
cleanser
the
iast two
full-page
spreads response.
of
have been cancelled.
The funds blurbs, use of symbolism and animation, slotted preferably daytime, :
4
recouped,
estimated
at close to
preatly help. the “acceptability in£560,000, will be added to the 1962 'dex.” Negative reaction to pitches,
budget. which may include a big in the bathroom ean be fierce.
charts and articles.
The top cop reeled off a series:
swing to netwerk
entertainment
of objectionable ads, including an;
programming.
alkalizer, cold remedy, deodorantThe agency is currently studying
:'two’. headache remedy and girdle, ; Don ‘Quinn, national sales. director
availabilities o mall three networks
describing publie reaction and cor-: : for RKO, says, “‘These figures bear
availabilities on ail three networks
‘out what we had suspected based |
for the new sear in a move that rections.

“Plus other statistical and date-filled

mirrors the competition.
Mohil. via Ted
Bates
agency,
has already decided which shows
will
he kept out of the score
kought late in this y,ear’s buying
season.
Companys w.il be virtually
ill the way iv. will be splitting
the budeet hetween web and spot.
Thas Sheii and GR&M are heing
served a doukle order of crow in
this hour of Thanksgiving.
The
all-out
newspaper
campaign
was
heralded
with
much
fanfare
at

last year’s convention

of the Assn.

of National Advertisers by OB&M
prexy David Ogilvy.
Although the
vast
print
expenditure
is not
viewed as a failure by tradesters,
it sti did not come up to expeclations.
Folding the effart with
{uo spreads to go in the face of a
sizable stack of chips, is one serving of the bird.
The secend is in the recognition
of the Mohil-Bates pioneer foray
‘for a gasoline! into entertainment
neb shovs, for the rivalry between
ShelI and Mobil extends to two of
Madison Ave.’s ontsanding creative
factotums. Bates chairman Rosser
Reeves and OB&M chairman David
Ogilvy.

Hong Kong on USO tour, spieling. sports’‘to servicemen ... CBS News
-publie affairs department won a citation from the New York Board
of Rabbis for its‘documentary “Act of Faith,” the twco-parter on “Look.
Up and Live,” cited as" “an eloquent testimonial of television’s: publi¢e
service programming”.
George: Pious named account exec in N.Y.
office of CBS Television Stations: National Sales ... Arthur Hull Hayes,
CBS Radio prexy, and Sam Cook Digzes, administrative y.p. of CBS
Films, were guest of honor and toastmaster, respectively, at the recent
annual luncheon of the Benevolent Society for’ Retarded: Children ...

Comedian Jackie Mason

tapped for Sunday’ s (26) “Ed Sullivan Show”

-,. Garry Moore and Carol Burnett guests.on the current week's “Pass-

word” CBS-TV daytime. strip , . .Richard Boone and Don O’Herlihy
join Laraine Day on CBS-TV’s hourlong. Special of ‘the Mormon Taber- ..
Paul Lynde signed for Leland Hayward’s—
jon our own estimates. . that spot |macle .Choir Dec. ‘31 .
radio continues to’ be a -primary. ‘CBS-TV special, “The Family, ” to be aired in February . . Paul Tripp,

Video's Hot War
|
Excerpt from remarks of William :; advertising vehicle. There.is

noth-

B. Lewis, board chairman of .Ken--: ing unhealthy about a medium in
yon & Eckhardt. at the annual :‘which
advertisers invested $30,Television Bureau of Advertising | 000,000 more. in 1960 than they.
convention at Detroit:
' did. two years .before.”
“For a number
of years now:
. Briefs: Irving Gross, formerly
your industry and ours have’ been .with | Young:
‘Television,
has
under incessant attack on. a he-! switched to the sales. department
wildering number of ‘fronts-—from | of WNEW-TV, ‘New York. Same
eritics, from educators, from par-. ; move for Edward Dillon, formerly
ent groups, from politicians, from. {with TvAR ... Maxwell House cofintelligensia. from’ the government °: fee, both. the “instant and. regular
ana from the bootblack down on’ ‘brands ¥ia Benton & Bowles and
the eorner. Talk about a cold war; } Ogilvy, Benson. & Mather, have
|drastically cut spot. campaigns .
we are in. a hot one.

“And what has your industry and: Benton & Bowles broadcast media
ours done to fight back? Not much; '*men John: Collins and Joe McCar-.
certainiy not enough; at best a- thy have © switched ‘to Pappert,
series of delaying actions and or- Koenig’ Lois .. ‘Frank DiGraciwith ‘Ted Bates,
has
derly withdrawals to none-to-well ‘formerly
{ joined. the- sales staff of Young
prepared positions. Is this the best!
we can do? Is our case so black|Television . . . Peter R. Baxter,
that {t is futile to defend it? Have- formerly with WOR and WCBSwe no leaders wisé enough or. -bold ,iTV: New -York, has joined the
enough to regroup our consider- | Peters. Griffin, Woodward Atlanta
able forces and mount a strong;. Sales staff.
counteroffensive?
Hasn't the time | come to fish or cut minow?”
Podium Parade
{

BiggestAudience Yet’

Business. editors Clem Morgello;

For British Com’l TY On:
Royal Variety Telecast

Shell's video creative approach senior editor uf business news for
Robert.
Christopher,
and program buys -and presumably Newsweek,
spot buys: are under wraps as far same for biz and people section of
as the agency is concerned.
But Time, and Raymond Brady, ‘exec
London, ‘Nov. 21.
look for severe pruning of the long edifor of Dun’s Review,
will be
Associated .TeleVision’s
three
newspaper copy. Agency has hired speakers at today’s !22) luncheon.
top video copywriter Finley Hunt session of the Public Relations So-: hour’ networked screening of this
away
from
MacManus,
Jchn
& ciety of America.
" year's Royal Variety. Performance
Adams, ard his orders reportedly
Foote, Cone & Belding topper jheaded TAM’s (Television 'Audiare to make 20-second tv copy out Fairfax Cone comes in from Chience “Measurements | Ltd.) lists in:
of those newspaper pages. “Wow!
The Lord’s Prayer on the head of a
pin.” commented one agency exec.
Question
arises.
will
OB&M
hang on to the Sheil business?
Most tradesters have respect for
the resiliency of the Ogilvy shop.
One recalls the agency's plunge of
Lever Bros. Rinso into a year-long
weekly spread in Life to the exclusion of other media. Campaign
was less than successful. The soap,
however. is still
with OB&M years
Jater.
One of the major criticisms Of
the Shell newspaper campaign was

_

|featured

in a recent

General

Electric

drama, ‘is: scheduled

for three

programs in upcoming weeks, “Twilight Zone,” :“Dick Van Dyke Show, on
‘and. “Adventures in. Paradise.”
Bill Smith taking a leave from his lecturing on show biz at the New.
‘School to act as talent consultant for "PM East”.
Alan J. Hartnick
resigned as .assistant general counsel of Metromedia to join the firm

of Gallop, Climenko & Gould ... Fred Robbins {nterviews Rock Hud-..
son, Elsa Maxwell, Jack Webb, Peggy Lee. and ‘Harry Belafonte on
his “Assignment Hollywood” show this week... . Kay Thompson signed.
‘as creative consultant for Judy Garland special: ‘due on CBS-TV March .

ory

11, Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin will be guesting.
‘ABC-TV’s
daytime game show, ““Camouflage” marking its first ‘anni next month
via a giveaway tie-in ‘with various veteran’s hospitals
“An. indie
telefilm ‘outfit dug up one of Konraa Bercevici's: old. Pictorial Review
short stories. “Yadhe, the Proud” 'Romanian tartar. theme and locale)
and is talking to the author's attorney, Louis Nizer; for a. series.
“Yahde” appeared in one of -the “Best. Short Stories” anthologies, «
which accounts for its renaissanceés: ‘although it is many years old. ,
Robert A. Bernstein has been promoted to director of public relations .
for Westinghouse Broadcasting Ca. from his former slot of trade press:
contact. He fiJls the vacancy created: by the moveover of. Michael R..
Santangelo to the WBC programming ‘department. _
Barry Gray, the’ WMCA: interviewer now’ on’ a tour of. Germany;

recording a special ‘broadcast to be heard.Sunday ‘26) on the. station;
Philip Clarké is holding Gray's. regular latenight chair until the latter
returns. AP. dispatch yesterday 'Tues.!. reported that Gray: was held.
‘by East German police for 15 minutes while taking. some: pictures in
East Berlin but soon released.

Len Weinles, WNBC-TV. director-producer, got: feted ‘last: week at
the Forum for his 10 years with thé NBC’ flag .
: Mary: Lou Forster
inte “My True Story” on WOR Radio this w eekend , . John McClane
joining NBC Special. Projects ‘as ‘program coordinator. ‘and as ‘head of.
‘the. department's informational unit. . Producer Bob- Banner (“Garry
Moore Show’ and “Candid Camera’) was speaker .at .a J@ncheon last’
week of Corinthian Broadcasting station managers who had gathered
in New York for a group séssion .
Mutual Broadcasting’s..13th annual Christmas concert. series will ‘feature the Oklahoma City’ Syme:
phony

performing

‘Samuel
Hall

Barber,

Lewis

works

Niel

of four

contemporary: American composers,

MeKay, Violet

‘ABC

Radio

Archer (Canadian)

and Robert

has. signed ‘Dayton ‘Allen, comic; Drue

Smith, Washington newspaperwoman;: and Ron Cochran, human interest reporter, to its “Flair” talent roster’. .. Sonny Fox. Paul Wincago Dec. 14 to speak before the
eight out of 10 regions and set a: ehelI and. 16-year-old songstress Pat Woodeit will head WNEW-TV's
Magazine
-Promotion
Group.
J.
- new. high in audience figures.for a “Emenee ‘Thanksgiving Party”. tomorrow’ afternoon (Thurs,).:
Walter Thompson
chieftain Nor: "
single-channel program. The show
mah Strouse will address the same - was seen in an average of 8,480,000
org Jan. 11. Others on fhe podium,‘homes in the 10 commercial tv
roster inelude MeCann-Erickson's areas and, at one time. (9:50 ‘p.m..),
Jim Backus likes to believe he'ss the- unluckiest: actor in Hollywood:
Marion Harper Jr... Doyle, Dane, °there were. 9,261,000 homes tuned
|He first turned. down the lead in ‘the stage: play,, “Born Yesterday,”
Bernbach prexy William Bernbach ° in. This was the largest: audience and says he was. offered the Rudy: Vallee role in “How to. Succeed
and Cunningham & Walsh head toa eommercial tv. program.
‘| Without Really Trying.””. but didn’t like the part. What he didn't say
John P. Cunningham,
Previous record-holder .in ‘the. was that his ineome from ‘working in Hollywood tueble that he'd get

IN.H OLLYWOOD

.

7 single- channel

transmission
cate- from Broadwat. . Andrew McLaglen must like those. westerns. After’
gory was last year's Royal Variety: locking up the. season’ s 38 segs of “Have Gun, Will Travel” Nov. 28,
Per formance which was seen in an he moves over to direct a stack of ‘‘Gunsmoke's.”” his 62d of: the Jim
average ‘of 8.064.000 homes.
Arness oaters .
."Farget—the. Corrupters” will Inake- a. foray into
London. Nov. 21..
’
But despite the success of this show. biz. with the ina iguing title of “Viva Vegas.” George Jessel has
J. Walter Thompson's art. copy *
taking the plunge without proper and tv groups have been forged ‘year’s Royal show ‘in most regions, been offered the role of an old comic. who Joined the mob, whieh
it never made. a clean sweep.
In controls a young comie, ‘possibly Shelley. Berman .. ~ Vet comedy writer
test marketing.
This summer the into one
department
and three
Alan Lipscott hospitalized with ticker trouble. - Roy Rogers western
company went into a dozen oF so: new directors appointed. These are the South West, served by West.ward-TV, it .was pushed into third troupe set for the Seattle World's Fair from June 23 to July 7...
test markets, carefully researching | Harold
George.
Dermot ‘Wilson
Hollywood
fight fans are ‘a little miffed at Don Dunphy's talling of the
place
by
“Double
Your.
Money”
various media mixes—radio. news- and James Archibald. Aim is to
and. . “Emergency—Ward
10” and Saturday night scraps on’ ABC-TV.: He tries:to make dull fights look
paper, tv in a variety of combos.
‘strengthen
the creative
side of
good,
they.
complain, ignoring the fact that the camera doesn't lie and.
‘in
Ulster
it‘
was
rated
third
|
again,
Otherwise, the company dev iated tne agency .
Because so many :
those at home have as good a view as Dunphy.
Lee Wainer toying «
there by “Double
from its all-print pledge via a 50 agencics have. been faced with full being beaten
‘with
the
idea
of an album of “Folk Songs for Rich People. ”
Your,
Money”
and
the
locally-proor so market sorte into spot tv in ‘house notices from “Showrase,”
duced *Ww ith A Fiddle and a Flute.”
interests ¢f a snark-class sailbeat |: networked
advertising
magazine.
£iveavay
commercial contractors have de-|And, sia Kenyon
& Eckhardt. ‘cided to screen seven extra adBill Ray, former news director .of the NBC stations. here, ‘recently
the International parent conmipany | mags in 1962.
From Jan. 1, a.
becan-e an assistant to Newton Minow . ...WNBQ doing a documentary
Lought a CBS-TV spread to start new company, “Sarong’ Ltd. will
ABC- TV. has lined up some va- on El jah Muhammad's “Black Muslim" ‘movement ' next Monday (27)...
in Jamuars, a return to the Bern- | Start a nationwide campaign for
ried business for its daytime line. Sm Hanlon and his frau, Fran, celebrate their 25th wedding anni. -:
stam hid concerts and an hour golf | corsetry. Agents Benton & Bowles up. The Mennen Co. has come in
Thanksgiving Day... . Paul Lindsay, .ad-promo manager for Westingseries,
‘say it is going ta be the biggest-. for 27 and a third quarter hours house’s WOWO, Ft. Wayne. joins: WIND ‘here. next ‘week in. ‘similar. .
Top Taste Cop
fever...
Young & Rubicam warned
spread over 26 weeks, and Devoe
post. WOWO is general .manager Ed Wallis’ former base ..-.
Fred
-

| London Agencies

IN CHICAGO

.

ABC TV Daytime Biz

As never

egencies

before.

are

advertisers

concerned

with

and jtv stations

that

if rates

were. not 1& Reynolds

has bought

the; Kept down, both tv and the nation-. hours over 26 weeks.

14 quarter.

Hollywood

Silverman upped to a producer-writer at WGN-TV...Station has’ also:
..Odin Ramsland named
signed on three new directors. and one a.d.

al economy
would
suffer within|; Shoe -Polish has picked up seven
exec veepee and general manager of. KDAL Inc., the Duluth-Superior --* :
gece taste of their commercials.
quarter
hours
over. 11. weeks affil of WGN Inc. Ward Quaal is prexy. . Daily’ News film critic Sam
Exeinpitsing
the taste trend’ is the next five vears.
Lesner started a new radio interviiew shew from the Florentine Room.
through
Total
Marketing
agency
word that giant soapery Procter & *
Bennett Cerf-in town this week to tape.
and Alcoa has. bought 23 quarter of Italian Village of WFMQ....
Gamble, wich has remained.clean
a
segment for WGN-TV's “Investor's Forum”.
Maurie Streitmatter
hours
over
49
weeks.
o
FIC
complaints
through
the
| Standard Brands, meantime, has pink-slipped as music’ director of WIND, which.‘has been’ undergoing.
dears. ashs its ed agency commer- ;t
. George .
‘an
extensive
pérsonnel
overhauling
the
past
|
half
year .
/;
renewed
for
50
quarter
heurs
over
cial presucers one. question in re- te
Mooney nanied continuity director of WGN Radic.
David R. ‘Hayes
24 ‘weeks, starting in January.
to production
cf all its |
gards
The hard fact of spot radio.
|
resigned:
from
W.
E.
Long
Adv
ertising,
where
he
was
Tadio-ty
direetor, .
Tiasks: “Tlou will sau sound de- nmuch like spot video) is that the
to become exec director of a new creative service. outfit, Take Ten fending
it betore the judges in top 50 markets command 70% of |
Ine. His assistant. Keith Holden, made the move too .°. |; A group of
Washington?”
the business.
Chicago, Nov. 21:
local broadcasting. and. agency folk. have formed “Santa Claus AnonyTius the American Assn. of Ad:
So says the National Sales Divi-.|
Old Milwaukee Beer, oné of the “mous” to raise money to buy shoes for poor ‘kids. at (Christmas time.
tenting
Agencies
at their Bilt- sion of RKO General, whieh has Schlitz Brewing Co. brands, has
ae-OFE
Hotel meeting last week de:. recently researciied the situation. purchased a two-minute radio sevoted a gacd deal of time to SeS- | There has been little shift in the. ries, ‘Sports Beyond. Belief;” for
sons
with
the
industry’s
taste: : apportionment of spet radio dol- spot placement in about 100 mar- | Iain Gregory,. second-lead in Associated- ‘Rediffusion’s newly. screened.
athiters, among them Herbert Carl-; lars over the last three years, says kets. The seriesof 130 shows was series “Richard: the Lionheart,” is yet another actor who has turned
rorg, director of program practices ; RKO, although the advertiser in- broduced by World Wide Features to disks. He recorded: “Can't You Hear the Beat of a. Broken ‘Heart”
for Pye
. Following ‘a: huddle between Warner exec Bob Weiss and
for CBS-TV.
'vestment has increased eonsistent-, .and js narrated by Jim Mills, prexy
Peecing “taste” as a subjective ly, with a 17 to 18% expansion of of the radio. syndication firm.
; ‘agent Hymie Zahl, Dorothy Provine may sign for a schedule of. iv
matier, Carlhorg told the agency
Sudsery’s
ad agency.
Post & dates here . . - Television Wales. and West worked out ‘another. quiz
dollars between 1960 vs. 1958.
The top 25 niarkets. says the’ Mohr. instrumented.
the ‘deal and is game, “Three. Little: Words.” This one will feature’ married couples
execs thet CBS ve ‘ifies its deci(Continued on page 36)
zlons on blurbs through the web‘s Ilstudy, take 57% of the total, and mapping out the station buys,

| With the Station Reps

Schlitz Radio Spots

IN LONDON.
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ON NETWORKS

“TheLawyers ComeThrough : DESPERATE rns. iKobakSees Minow ‘Wasteland’ Rap
“TO KEEPCLIENTS) As Damaging: Hits FaxCone Concept;

The decision to slot “Perry Mason,” and “The Defenders” backto-back, -which initially. met with plenty. of resistance within the
CBS camp, has paid off. The CBS battle: for Saturday night. 7:30
to 9:30 program laurels has been won hands down.
If there were some trepidations: as to. the outconie it’s because
gome $20,000,000 ‘in. combined ‘program-time billings are involved
—the sponsor loot coming, to about $10,000,000 for each show per

CBS so far as that entry was concerned. And “Perry Mason”
_ enjoying its finest hour on most everybody's rating chart.

Defends TV Critics and Option Time

.|- The new ty ‘season 1s only two
‘months old,: but this fs already the

season, Last week’s Associated. Press polt on *61-’62 programming,
which gave the nod to “Defenders,” clinched the argument. for

week when..a lot of programs on |[
the. threg networks come up for |.

is

Top10Entries Toppling
InBritish
TVStrike; Palladium Show Criss

grabs. For this is the week when
notification - on cancellation occurs

- fon all: the dubious entries on |
-| which-‘sponsors have committed

Le themselves for 13 weeks.

London, Nov. 21. +
“What

seemed

to

be

a

threat to commercial tv’s top show

Advertise Advertising

| being plotted or are in the. making

off cancellation orders...

“Sunday Night At The London Pal-}}
ladium” was .resolved when -Asso- |:
ciated TeleVision reached agree-

*

a breesy article on

&

mercial web of signing: talent: for | ;
‘the Palladium show on contracts |

ing to drop the hour “The Investi-

|

gators” to make room for a pair of
half-hour shows including Groucho |}
Marx; and ABC’s cancellation of
“RK

20's. ")

that. didn’t meet agreed. reyuire- | One ofthe Moy Eéttocie! Feeteres
At “13-week time” the scuttlebut
Ments.. For instance, the union |}: ”
in the Upcoming:
| and the plots are many and varied.
claimed thet clauses ‘covering reABC. must decide what to do about
peat fees ‘and overseas use were.
56th Anniversary Number | “Margie,” which is extremely iffy
1
missing. :
at the moment.
Steve Allen is
‘The union subsequently instruct- 1]
about to undergo a drastic change
ed ‘members who had. previously
in format in an effort to ward off}
-Teceived official ‘clearance. to -work

ikamSept
Billngs for. Brit.

| Cat” and “Calvin and the Colonel”|
into Saturday night ‘as back-to-back

adFrenchCame
‘For Latein.B:
‘Tat IsAssured!

shows in ‘their’ present berths are
-hurting.
CBS is .concerned: about: its

well in this field at least. —
As VAF signed.a separate peace
Friday (17) with commercial tv,|
-Equity began intensifying its. campaign by expelling Bernard Braden|.

upcoming

Breed” hour entry; CBS-TV decid-

e**«

‘on: ATV programs to abandon. their {j
contracts. This included longterm |

in the

56th Anniversary Number |
ef

‘No Article This Year’

eration over supposed. “scab”. con‘tracts. VAF, striking. with. Equity
for a new fee set up (related to
audience size), accused the com-

7

(Even be-.

fore the 13-week notification period, some shifts and lopoffs had

MileJoeefsberg

ment with the Variety Artists Fed-|{. ..
hes

‘met. ATV toppers and now all is

- explaias how

Another Old Rule

exec with no ax to grind in the
trade today, said that if FCC
. chairman
Newton
Minow
had
wanted—just
hypothetically
—to
place his “vast wasteland” statement in a radio or ty commercial,
“and I was head of network, I
}should have to turn it down’ because

it would

be untruthful

ad-

|| by the webs in a bid toinvite more
vertising. The industry is always
attractive’ ratings and thus stave| one of the many Editorial Features | pressured
about
the
distorted

major}

contracts such: as Brucé Forsyth
who emcees the Palladium. show.
After talks with other-entertainment unions, however, the VAF

Henry C. Rogers
Collapses—Clients Now

At the moment all kinds of shifts

1S | ana checkerboard maneuvers..have |:

Chicago, Nov. 21.
Edgar Kobak, a former neiwork

abi

and
warning
Frank
Vaughan|:
‘against sppearing.on Sunday's Paliadium show.
Braden who’s ap-{.

“Father of the Bride” comedy, with
talk that General Mills wants out.
And over at NBC they’re contem-

plating

Com TV: ARTop

London, Nov. 21.
Britain’s 13 commercial tv stations took $18,376,400
in adyertising revenue during September,
an
inerezse of $2,878,400 over the
previous month. The government
collected $2;021,600 in excise duty

claims in advertising, but I guess
there are no rules of the sort for
speechmaking.”
Kobak told the Chi Brceadcast
Advertising Club last week that
he had made that very point to
Minow personally once, and the
Commiseion head told him, “Believe it or not, I agree with you.”
Kobak said he recently watched
the New York-New Jersey election
returns on the three network stations, “and I can tell you it was a
terrific job. So what's with the
| vast wasteland?”
He called Minow a good critic
and a positive influence on broadcasting, who has had the effect of

waking the broadcasters up. Kobak takes exception only to the
now widely-quoted “vast wasteland” figure of speech, : which he
said was unwarranted and in a

way damaging.

.

The man who had helped father
option time when he was veepee
of the old Blue Network deplored
the current threat to do away with

(worked ‘out at 11% of the fotal it. He stated that networks could
ad expenditure except in the case not exist without option time and
of
Ulster-TV which pays only 10% that “we were able to build shows
a three-pronged Plot in'duty). During September, there- and develop them in radio only

we finally got option time.
fore, total ad expenditure amount- whened to $20,398,000, according to a If television loses it there'll be a
new problem in programming. The
Media Records statistical report.
Station-by-station
breakdown programming that makes the nethen alf the contemplated
shows
Associated-Rediffusion works what they are are those that
‘go into effect, three
in|definitely annoumiced that the Iong
{London’s
weekday
web)
just need full clearances.”
Equity. rul
“girls” will fight it out in the.
-{‘
Along with Minow’s “vast wastetopping
Associated
TeleVision
Val. Panrell offered to let Braden. ‘delayed second television channel
Thursday night 9:30 slot the
land,” Kobak also lit into adman
out of his ATV contract after Sun- ‘would now bow at the end of ’63.
(which
operates
for
seven
days,
balance of the season.
.
Cone’s
“magazine
conday’s show if Equity reinstated him It was not stated: whether it would
.| weekdays in the Midlands and. in Fairfax
Gertrude
Berg
(“Mrs.
G
Goes
cept,” which he said would be
London at weekends).
but the Union declined. : Equity have any. commercial aspects, but
To College”) will be pitted
doomed to failure (“Anyway, why
eouncil will meet Tuesday to decide ‘that it would have color programs:
against
“Margie”
and
“Hazel.”
call it ‘magazine concept’; why not
.Vaughan’s. situation, but performer too.
“Since: the budget handed to the
600 and (London) $1,822,500; ABC- ‘broadcasting concept?’”). “If anyBays. he’s' a dual member
and
signed with VAF approval. VAF governmental radio and video arm, volving the Tuesday night “Cain’s FV (Midlands weekends) $834,400 thing,” he said, -“I want to se@
settlement. gives $84: minimum for Radiodiffusion. ~ Television Fran- 100” and the pair of Hubbell Ro- and (North, weekends) $1,178,800; agencies pet back inte program(North,
weekdays) ming and look out for new shows.
vaude artist in. networked show eaise, is not sufficient to put the binson Monday night entries, “87th Granada-TV
Ideas shouldn’t be expected to
and, $210. minimum for’ specialty second web into operation the RTF |p... inct”’ and “Thriller”
im a $3,267,600.
houses,
from
only three
Regional stations (seven-days- ‘come
“acts. Sunday’s “Camera” :show was. -will- be allowed to float. a‘loan as checkerboard move to get all three
well
as
getting
extra
credits..
those
of the three networks. Some
operations):
Scottish-TV
shows :off the hook and forestall ‘a-week
unaffected; . with Braden offering
RTF also has'to soon let ‘its plans early cancellation.
Also on NBC $1,103,200; TY
Wales & ‘West should come from the outside;
his fee to Equity’s strike fund.
The. general dispute .still drags. be known as to whether it will there’s a cancellation coming up $1,120,000; Southern-TV $991,200; ;otherwise there will only be conon. in deadlock... Equity’s walkout allow private licensing. for needed. Feb. .1 on the Friday night Frank ‘Tyne Tees-TV $820,400; Anglia- stant. copying rather than search‘1s gradually taking its foll of. Top dough as well as ads. An excess McGee kalf-hour show, with Gulf “FV $470,400; Ulster-TV $224, 000; : ing for new ideas.
“Sponsors get very excited when
.
-Westward-TV $257,600; BordertV
10 programs. such as ATV's “Ox- ‘of personnel {s also hurting the exiting,
‘RTF: The annual radio and tv} At CBS: the -plots are extensive $154, 060 and Grampian-TV $8,400 ratings are low. They don't be(Continued.
ontinued on
on page §
$0)" *i
lieve
in their own good ideas.’ In
license payments and tax. on radio rand. intricate. .In order
keep
radio, it sometimes took a year or
and ty sets come to’ $120, 000,000 General Foods and Procter & Gamtwo
to
build a good idea and get
while the RTF. spends $140,000,000. ‘ble happy, the network ‘is moving
a year. So the second web. money. GF’s: “Mrs. G Goes To College” |
(Continued on page 36)
_—=s«y
‘may. well mean commercial as- -out of its Wednesday berth and inpects,
| stalling. it (along with.Groucho) in
‘Hollywood, Nov. 22.
To. "facilitate ty set sales the. gov- the Thursday. period: being vacated
-ernment will also collect set taxes by “Investigators.” °“P & G’s Dick |. Rod Serling, creator of “Twilight
after it has been bought, which Van Dyke show moves out of Tues- Zone” on CBS-TY, is negotiating:
.May. spurt .sales ‘on. lower prices ‘day night into the Wednesday slot
with major motion picture studios
“More hefty coin poured. into and: more time to pay. So the seccurrently tenanted by “Mrs. G." }
CBS-TV
day’time. coffers, “with. ond station again looks “in sight, Going into the Tuesday slot will be regarding a feature film version of| .
Chesebrough * Ponds © committing “but all. is not completely. clear:‘on ‘the new Goodson-Todman “Pass-| “Zone.”
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Serling will write the sereenword” game s
over. $800, 000.for the. first quarter its makeup yet.
A minimum of four pilots will
. Never before haye. ‘SO many neét- play, and Buck Houghton, producer
. of the “new- year.
Chesebrough
work! shows ‘been involved in so of the series, will produce the film. be produced by 20th-Fox TV during
“Ponds also’ is in, the midst. of nego-.
. many desperation moves at so Plans are to shoot it next spring, December, with production chief
tiations for some nighttime minutes
William
Self in charge of the
early a stage in the season.. But in. color.
on the web, for. fourth quarter, ex- |.
the: ‘pattern of. tv network programMeanwhile, SerJing received a projects.
_Posure.*
They
are
a pair of hourlong
ming.
has
changed
_
considerably
renewal
for
10
more
“Zone”
seg.
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Sponsor. bought four ‘quarter
TV rights to the 1947 RKO film, J with .the. emergence of the costly ments, to round out the current shows, “The Commuters” and a
hours: weekly ‘in. the following.
newspaper,
series,
still untitled.
‘hour
show
and
the.
one-minute
season.
“Farmer's Daughter,” for which:
: shows, “Brighter Day,” “Love: of
Sponsor buys.. The shortterm deal
-“Commut es" is about those makL
Young .won.an Oscar BS | ow permits a client to rid himself.
Life,” “Millionaire,” and. “Verdict Loretta
ing
the
daily
Connecticut-ta-Manactress,” have: been acquired.
‘Ig Yours.” Chesebrough Ponds also “best
hattan trek. There is a possibility
‘of a dog after 13 weeks... The netby Screen Gems..
bought. seven minutes weekly in}
the studio may skip a pilot here,
| “The studio, plans a half-hour vid- works themselves, aware of the
the web’s morning plan.
since talks are now being held w ith
risks
of
riding
with
a
loser,
in
turn
|series, but hasn’t cast it: yet. SG:
“"
Deal came on ‘the heels of. the
networks,
with
a presentation
‘also plans to -pilot “APO 923,” a have only committed for many pro-.
Gordon and Sheila. McRae, ‘ac- pitched at the webs, and there are
$3,000,000" - daytime biz. order ‘of
‘grams
for
13-week
periods.
Every60-min.
..Wurid) War
H
show;
Nestle.
Lever ‘Bros: has renewed
-“Grindi, ” # comedy, and “Empire,”" ‘bady gets an out. And getting rid tive for the past couple of years on hopes a deal can be wrapped up
its ‘daytime deal with the web, alof the dogs is good for the indus- the nitery circuit, are being pitched without a pilot.
60-min.. ‘act.on-meller..
‘though increasing: its ‘sponsorship
The
other
projects, half-hour
jtry:as a whole, And it’s good for
of quarter hours from four to five
| the. “live”. boys back in the east to the three television networks as series, are “Dateline: San Fran|
UHF’er to ABC:
| [who are §tanding.in -the wings stars for a daytime show to be cisco,” a newspaper ‘series. and
in the next. 13-week cycle.:
Other daytime biz inked. recently
WCCB-TV, a UHF
station. in ready to move in with their .game sponsored by Beatrice Foods.
“The Great American Family,” a
Ivan Hill, head of the food com- comedy.
‘by the web includes Tont- for four Montgomery, Ala.,. will -join-‘the and quiz shows’ as midseason readditional quarter hours in Decem- ABC-TV network as a. primary af- placements (as witness the Harry ‘pany, caught the duo doing one of
In addition. exec producer Rov
ber. Both Toni and Campbell had filiate when ‘it. starts © ‘telecasting Salter and Goodson-Todman deal their nitery routines and was sold Huesins of “Bus Stop.” a 20th-Fox
taken four additional quarter hours early
ine
J anuary. . ‘Currently, on -the. Bert Parks show and. “Pass- on identifying the duo with his series. nlans to spinoff three pilots
in.‘November as” well,.
jcompany’s brand image.
Montgomery has’ two VHF ‘stations. |word.")
on that show.

pealing against’ the expulsion|.
Paris, Nov: 21.
claims he’s in the clear’as he ap-|}
pears as himself in “Time, ence | In a budgetary meeting of the
National Assembly this week it was}.
and Camera” which is permitted

The Skirt& the Shift

DICKER ‘TWILIGHT ZONE’
AS AFILM FEATURE

8006 Chesebrough
Cointo Daytime

SG Gets TV Righis~ |

To‘Farmer’s Daughter’

Sponsor Wants McRaes
ForDaytime TV Entry

20th-TV Prepping
Four New Pilots

| “Wednesday, November ‘22, 1961

What do you have to be to really sell them?

Ernest.
Saleswise, the importance of being Ernie
has been amply documented by his suceess
with his one sponser over the past four years.

Now that he’s bringing all this special-,

What’s special about Ernie is, of course,

ness to ABC-TV Daytime, come April 2nd,
we're being pretty special about the selling
conrpany he'll keep...keeping it confined to

his warm, natural naturalness, his unaffect-

a limited number of sponsors. Three (Lever,|

ed affection for people. A selling talent, in
total, that makes him totally, devastatingly,
pea-pickin’ perfect for daytime viewing.

The remaining availabilities should not
long remain available.

Bristol-Myers, J & J) have already signed.)

The Tennessee Ernie Ford Show
on ABC Television-Daytime
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employment by simply hiring freelancers, paying the extra $19 a day
and using them, without prohibition, on as many as three or four
different programs in the course
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Continued

sands of dollars

particular market. On Saturdays and Sundays, daytime feature slots complete with nighttime pix
periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day. The analysis is confined to the top rated
feature slots in the ARB measured period, broken down by days in the week. The ARB measured
period usually cevers three or four weeks. Other data such as the time slot and average share of
audience is furnished. Top competition and competitive ratings also are highlighted
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his own “10 Commandments” for
media professing to maintain the
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stated. the so-called free forum
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1949, Republic, HTS. Ist ‘Run
Sept. 24 “SPIN A DARK WEB” .
Faith Domerque,
Lee Patterson.

1956, Columbia, Screen Gems, Ist Run

(Continued on page 40)
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3

Raleigh—Fr ed Fletcher has been
.|Made. president

of the réorganized

_| Tobacco Radio Network and Waily. | Voight is sales: manager. ‘The network serves radio. stations.in central and eastern. North Carolina,
[cavering 43 counties.. ‘Other’ officers include Jesse Helms. . vice
president; A. J: Fletches'. treasurers ‘.
and. L. H. Bryan, secretary.
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Foreign TV Reviews
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Bald-Headed Soprano)
Manfred
Heidmann,

TELEVISION

COUNTDOWN: IS CHICAGQG
FENSIBLE?
With Norman Ross, others
Producer-Writer: David McElroy
Director: Clifford Braun

Langen, Siegfried Wischnewski, ground of nuclear bombs.

Frame-' ‘

WBKB’s

two

hours

of good

in-

tentions in surveying the Nike deEva-Marie Meineke, Rolf Schult, -work of the program was that, as/
‘Johnny Darling, top of the pops, he ‘fenses around Chicago totaled up
Edeltraut Elsner
to a puff for the U.S. Air Force
‘disappeared in the middle of the: ‘and,.it
Director: Sylvain Dhomme
must be said, a lengthy
Serge tv show—and the show tried to find
Writers:
Eugene
Ionesco,
jthe reason. It appeared that Dar-. bore. For all the useful informaStauffer
tion it contained, the documentary,
‘ling
believed
that
the
world
was
80 Mins.; Mon. 10:25 p.m.
would
have
been
West-German TV, from Hamburg due to end in a few months, and' “Countdown,”

‘the

(film)
Before this 80-minute pregram
started, Eugene Lonesco, creator of
“Soprano”,
was
introed
to the
audience. NWR
had invited the
poet to its studio where he provided

theme,

.“There

isn’t

‘

much

a far more suitable tv offering had

it been

time,” was frequently intoned
A string of incidents produced
‘gentle salir2 against the whole

edited

down

to

a single

REVIEWS

YOURS

THE MANY FACES OF SPAIN
With Chet Huntley, narrator
Producer: Reuven Frank
Director: George Murray

FOR

5 |

A SONG

With Bert Parks
Producer: Harr: Salter,.
Director: Seymour Robbie
130 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p.m.

Writer: Huntley
60 Mins., Tues. (14), 10 p.m.

oa ododotoctictick’ |120 Mins., Sat., 9 p.m.

BUDWEISER, MAGES
|charts in the past. is a popular idol ' WBKB, Chicago (film)
| who's consantly urged to examine |
(D'Arcy)
Inge his teen-age fame against the back-

SAENGERIN

_
DE-!

bickick

WESTINGHOUSE
NBC-TYV (film)
(McCann-Erickson )
As the first of four NBC-fro-:
duced hour specials for Westinghouse which will alternate Chet
Huntley and Dave Brinkley as narrators, “The Many Faces of Spain”
‘presented last Tuesday night (14)
Was an altogether absorbing and
informative program of a people
and its country.
If it wasn’t the
. definitive documentary on. Spain,

,LEVER BROS.;
ALBERTO -CUL«
VER
ABC-TV, from N. Y.
(Jo Waeer teox,con; Campton)
In ABC-TV’s first prime time reshuffle of the season involving the
tempora.y deletion of “Calvin and
The Colonel” cartvon series. a new
audience
participation
game
1s
stepping into the Tuesday nizitt
breach with some a.i-using angies
in an unpretentious sort of way.

hour.
a
it was nevertheless¢a meaningful, -“Yours For A Song,” which is alsa
It seemed as though the Ross- ‘comprehensive study, both visually ‘due to be stripped across ABCFor TV's
daytime schedule
starting
advertis- |McElroy
preducing
team—which and in what it had to say.
‘ing jingles to passionate juvenile in the past has shown quitea bit ‘Chet Huntley it represented a two- Dec. 4, is a blend of the game show
_fold meritorious achievement, both format and the “Sing Along With
discussion
of
Elvis.
It
took
in
witty
‘
of
video
ken—had
an
obligation
to
some explanations (‘All people are
as narrator and writer.
iMitch” idea, a good parlay under
children”) about bis so called anti- |jibes at psychiatry—with the mind-: give top Air Force brass a season
While eschewing any encroach- ‘prevailin~ ty track conditions.
play. Thus Ionesco, himself estab- ‘doctor hearing so much about sex |in the klieg lights in return for ‘ment into centroversy or politics,
t he became a patient—to aj their cooperation, or how else to
Under Bert Parks’ ebullient hanlished the mood for this interesting
semewhat distasteful impersona-| explain the too numerous, too in hewing to an objectivity, it was “dling, this éntry has more of the
late-night show.
‘
and too repetitious ‘nenetheless an enlightening look- ‘folksy characteristics of a singIonesco is one of the most widely tion of Bertrand Russell. Its spotty ; !ons-winded
which only see of its cities, its peasants, the :along than a high-pressure game
known ‘foreign playwrights among impact was largely due -to a script .Military “interviews
,pageantry of Spain, the influences show. Idea is based on a lyric reGerman theatregoers. Without ex-: that often. mistook punning and; Served to bloat the progam?
word-play
for
wit.
Newley
himself,
The
viewpoint
was
strictly
that ‘of the Church, the 90-cents-a-day call contest between two tontestception, his plays have proved de-:
.
tiller of the soil sharply contrasted
finite clicks in this country. Part _While providing pop. melodies with; of the USAF, and in making a iwith the 17,000,000 aeres for bull- . ants who are asked to sing familiar
of his remarkable suecess stems. ‘acid lyrics, strolled through the | pitch to viewers to, pressure their ;breeding whose wealthy owners ballads as the words, with certain
from the fact that hé’s never dull ‘Shaw nonchalantly, but could do|.Congressmen to expedite the de- : live in the city. It was vividly cap- omissions, are flashed on a screen.
His: creations: may shock an audi-. | With ‘more variation to his familiar '|velopment of the Zeus anti-missile ; tured, in- its multi-faceted aspects,°‘For every missing word remembered, the contestant wins $20. The
;doom-laden and haunted ‘ expres-| missile, Ross didn't first weigh the
ence but they are-also amusing:
‘though unfortunately subjected to
“Soprano” is. one of. Ionesco’s {sion.. Bryan Sears produced .with |pros and cons ithere are cons) be- ‘a once-over-lighty treatment, by’ Winner is then held over for anfinest creations. He dedieated their :palish, ‘and the show, like Newléey’s! fore taking his position. It was + the very nature of its broad can- other match with a new contestant.
Parks played it for laughs all
work’ to one of his favorite sub- previous skein for the commercial | therefore, in a certain respect, | Vass, _Any one of the facets could
iweb, would intrigue a well-tuned |more propaganda than doeumenjects: The questionable :vatue and.
have lent itself to a searching an-~ the way, helping the contestants
‘minority
-but
befuddle
his.
fans.
"|
tary.
(There's
a
body
of
thought,
,
along
With broad
hints.
Parks’
banality of‘ social convention...
alysis.
°
mc
Otta. | subscribed to’ by some members - There was Huntley at Toledo “kidding of the contestants was
The play employed six people of
of
the’
military,
that
the
Zeus
handled
skillfully
and
managed
to
whom two,-the maid and a captain
overlooking the Civil War bastion
won't solve’ the problem. The mod-.
generate the kind of warm
atof the fire-brigade, had. only minor ‘FACE-TO-FACE |
fot ‘Aleazar; Huntley at a Madrid
‘.|ern
ICBMs,
they
say.
don’t
leave
.mosphere
required
for
a
family
functions. Principal players were With John Fréeman
tfish bar; Huntley at.the festival ‘in show. For the
enough ‘time .for trigger-pulling
final chorus of each
two. couplés who constantly talked : Producer: Hugh. Burnett.
: Valencia.
There was the splendor
‘| once they've. been detected.)
.Song, Parks Jead the studio audi_fo each other. but ‘were practically ‘30 Mins.; Sun.; 10:15 p.m.
-of the parades and demonstrations
“| A third and final point, of canil
ence In am ensemble vocal with
talking. about nothing.: They. had. -BBC-TV, from: London _
_ during Holy Week in Seville; catchOn.
,
-{-was that: R&M
got overly ambiwords superimposed on the
: Nothingto say to each’ other any .
the mood and the tempo of ‘the
-screen for the benefit of home
.The return of this sticcessful and |tious with their subject.In desir- jing
longer.. Both. married for many. _}controversial.
interview-skein kept jing.:to. be. thorough-going . they : Barcelona and a feople no Ionger.;Wlewers. This, of course, is
years,

‘commercial

racket—from

their lives- had: ‘become

format unchanged. There’! made their film: tedious,
with long
empty, their conversation ‘rubbish. jthe
| seemed no reason to change it, for |stretches. devoted to the technical
- There was excellent acting down its combination. -of - probing -queS- , aspects of each.man’s job
at North
the line. Sylvain Dhomme. pro-* tion ing...by -weekly-editor John| American Air Defense Command.
vided. fine. direction, and praise- Freeman and. searching photog-|-These: technical parts were doubtworthy. too was the Germait trans- ‘raphy: .has ted to many feeble } Jess over the heads of most viewlation. by Serge Stauffer. ‘Technical imitations.
As usual,.the introduc-|
ers and, besides, were irrelevant

credits were

fine.

(War and Victory): .
mod,
With Rosanna’ Cartiert, Giuseppe.
Campora, Renato €apeceli
faele Arrie, others °°

bes 1ed to pi aa

|

Geiine

Q

ae and’ ill-;

pin.

own:

—

ii, Rat-.

er

-

dancer and a bull fighter, and shots

er, such dies as “My Blue Heav-

death

NORAD -operation, from. detection (iP a better understanding
rs
aa
o:

a

Said subject was Frank Cousins,

bossof the powerful Transport
and

General: ‘Workers’

|'-¢4¢4

(Continued on page 38)

Union,.a lead- : ; —

Directors: Raffaele Gervasion,: Vit ing eampaigner for. unilateral, nu‘elear. disarmament and thus the
torio ‘Cottafavi; Mario Morassi.
120 Mins.; Sat., 9:05-p.m.
: _ chief. antagonist. within the Labor
RAI-TV,. from. Rome: (live, tape, » Party, of its ieader, Hugh Gaitskell..
film). _.

one of

with

j the pegs of the Mitch Miller show.
Tiere was a fascinating pictorial
' Another similarity is the reperinterplay which counterpointed the
‘tory of way-back standards used on
‘Brace and agility of a flamenco
, "Yours For A Song.” On the open-

,of,Franco as the ruler, function-:
.” “Cruising Down The River,"
ary and sportsman,
And some ;
words
by
writer- i“ Winter: Wonderland,” “Let's All
tery credits were: drawings of the, to the title question, “Is ‘Chicago meaningful
Like The Birdies Sing” and
-Sing
teacher-philosopher Dr. Julian
‘interviewee by. Feliks Topolski, on | Defensible?” ‘Just the flavor of the _Marias.
Tootsie
Goodbye,”
Toot
which contributed slightly ‘“Toot

_ Hans.

LA GUERRA E LA VITTORIA

alone.

‘preoccupied

a

$-4-4-4-6-4:

of the {were the basis of the show.
icontestants on the opener
Ros?.

inexplicable
Spaniard.
te

{were good, almost too good.

The
i14)
One

{contestant, a French-accented chef,
i:hammed it up like a ringer even

;

1 Tele Follow -Up Comment

jto the studied
he was

ad libs.” Hewever,

not strong

in the meniory

+ i department.
| Another source fer this shaw's
fo.mat is “Stop the Music” and it’s.
the hunted. and the rescuers, stood no accident that Harry Salter, erebefore the cameras and related ator of that defunct show,is the
how they felt. during those dark producer ot this new series. Ted
days, why they operated the Jew- | Rapf handles the musical direction
‘ish underground to Sweden, and ably.
Herm,

,; Thére.was.a tendency by: Freeman,

Theatre °62
was practically
unseen!
~ The: idea‘-cz adapting old David
Chan-: :: throughout the half-haur, to pull ,O. Selznick films iato live.tv shows
his.
punches
with
Cousins.
He
cernel tactualy Second .Program, as-j
‘faces two obvious difficulties. Firstit usés ‘several channels), ‘also as . tainly. gave the impression of let- '. ly, tailoring the: films to ‘the oneopener. coincided: with’ anniversary ting Cousins use. the “program as
i
of. Italy’s ‘World War I victory: .& forum for his views, rather than ‘hour: time period éasily leads to @ i how they did it.
Secondly, 4{ Pictorially, the’ first half-hour
_Questionahle though the choice of “as a choppins-block for his per- ‘dramati¢e. straitiacket.
ge
- (the-tv adaptation must stand com-; of the two-part documentary could | VINCENT ¥ AN GOGH: A SELF
- such grim. and sober fare for the . Sonality,
with
the original film. - J have been improved. A few of the : PORTRAIT
4
Par
’
‘Inaugural of. Italy's long-awaited 1... For example,. Cousins explained: arsion
seemed
unnecessarily { With Martin Gabel, Lee J. Cobb
“62's” conversion
of 7 scenes
20
swilchi-over outlet’ may. be. the re- : that, thoughhe fervyeritly. believed : | “Theatre °*62
orte-haur
;
stagey
when
a
Dane
was
speaking
{
Producer-Writer:
Lou Hazam
|
that’
Britain
should:
dispense
with.
“‘Intermezzo""
"into.
-a
.
sultant pot-pourri,.was. done with
the .bomb.: she. should still support drama on. NBC-TV .Sunday: night |informally to the cameras.: Better ;Director: Ray Garner
great.taste.
~...
a
j
editing
could
have
'
60
Mins..
Fri.
(17),
9:30 p.m.
introduced
NATO.
Freeman’
allowed
this:
di-;
19!
suffered
badt
from.
both
dif. Opening with.a. brief: introductory salute. from RAI-FV_ Studios “Ieinma to ride without ‘pressing itficulties. A totally . sentimental ’ greater. fluidity. and mitigated > LINCOLN-MERCURY

» RAL-TV
inaugurate

chose a ‘patriotic kick to’|who
its new

Second

to. a possibly’ illogical conclusion. «Yarn in its original celuloid ver-' against

awkward stageness) The NBC-TY (film)
neither ‘im- ‘finale, though. was stagey and.
(Kee yor & Eckhard!)
time nor with its | Properly so. End segment showed; Vincent Van Gogh is ssnonyand: music executed bya huge RAI: would have nothing to do with the| sketchy ‘tv. treatment. Only the; 4. Lutheran pastor reading that? mous with eolor so RCA had-a

‘in. Milan; Rome, Turin, and Naples,

show immediately got. to the point , Cousins, in common with his Trade’. sion, . “Infermezzo”

‘With

a concert of

songs ‘ Union. colleagues; .atfirmed that he! proved .with

wartime

orchestra. “This was followed by
‘a. studio ‘re-enactment .of wartime
_episodes written
with great feeling
by Giuseppe’ Dessi, and by a montage documentary of _W.W:I. footage..

wt

woe

ne

: Tory Government's wage pause, ; bare outlines of romantie relation- |Church's “Act of Faith,” a pastoral
and here: again Freeman ‘seemed |ship between a middle-aged mar- ‘letter defying the Nazi's reizn. of
| would cooperate.

'

.

ss:

| episodic. retelling on television,

But the program. still’ succeeded:

mark

during the

Nazi occupation.

.The original film, which has been | -As the letter was reread,

the

It was pointed out. that his: was - up-to the. hilt ‘as.a revelation of; around on television, also had Les- ‘seats of the church were empty,
personality. Cousins. insisted’ that: lie Howard ‘and a- very’ young} j but the screen was filled with
Richard
Siemanowskt
of entering |Ingrid .Bergman in the lead roles.. meaning.
to: he -had.' no intention
presentation, . set up ) mainly
™
mark the occasion of the new out- parliament. but averred -that he” The tv. versiun substituted Jean produced the two-parter which had.
‘would prefer a trade ‘unionist to | Pierre Aumont, whose performance béen filmed on location in Denlet’s debut on the local “Scene. ;
John Desmond
directed
_
arch. .| Gaitskell in charge of the.Labor} ‘Suffered from emotional: anemia, mark.
Party. “He also. dodged’ the. ques- |and Ingrid Thulin, a Norwegian |and Harold -Flender wrote the

an. .a-typical * “Second: :Program”?

THE JOHNNY DARLING SHOW | itian

about. what

luxuries he

him-.,

actress seen in'some Ingmar Berg- i moving script."The second

part of

‘Self enjoyed—placing. children in} man films. recently. She could
not | the documentary, dealing with the
that category, He came out-humor-! rise above her role's artificiality. i smuggling of the Jewis to neutral
Sweden, will unreel Sunday (26).
less
and
dedicated
to.
his
unbendTeresa
Wright,
as
the
faithful
wife,
;
le Mesurier, Joan Hickson,n, Carl
¢
Horo.

With

Anthony.

Benson;.:Edwin

Newley,-.

George

Richfield,. John

c

and George Voskovec, as .the trustBernard, Howard Marion-Craw- , ing point of view, and the camera'|
- ford, Julian West, Margaret Gor- ;Showed him wary and, occasionally, “ed friend, played within the conHerm.
don, Jean Garnet, ‘Laurie Heath, incoherent in his logic. ... . . . 1 fines of the cliche.
=-: |
... Jeremy. Rachner,’: Janet
Cox, i] Hugh Burnett's production was;
Look. Up and Live
“Denise Garvin; John “Gabriel, upto his own superb standard; and}
4y- _inspiring: and . absorbing
_ Anna. Quaylé,. Gordon. Clyde, i the only ctiticism must:be whether}
“Dudy “Nimmo,
1d
Hugh Paddick,
|i “Face .to--Face” can go. deeper }story. was:-told Sunday (19) .on
Dan

. Jimmy

Jackson,

Barbara

Hicks,

Thompson, Gerald Har-

than: the. skin: when

Freeman, & “Look
am

Socialist, rubs noses with Cousins,

Up and. Live,” the religioso

who’s

made

the

disk

|:

shill for its color-tv piteh

Close-Up!

(Continued on page 40).

vantage point of today. The Danes,

rundown

of the

; painter's life and work. In monochrome,
too, the program
had
potent values and the showing of
the paintings on the screen hud
an impact of its own and could be
favorably compared to black-:andwhite art books that get the Van
Gogh message across without tie
brilliant color reproductions. However, it was the added tint dimension that made this an accomplishment of rare beauty, in which
ali the brilliant hues and shadines
of the masterpieces were capiured,
The special was expertly conceived in text as well as in pictures.
Lou Hazam, who produced
t
q1and
scripted, fit the Van Gogh

‘As in previous outings this season, “Close-Up!” delivered an ex- {story into a concise and pertinent
{citing pictorial essay, this one on format that gave meaning to tie
;East

‘Germany,

telecast

Tuesday

(14) night on ABC-TV.

_It wasn’t a matter of imparting
half-hour series which: is slotted
another Socialist. There should be ; at 10:30 a.m:.on CBS-TY. Titled,- new information.
The half-hour
no room for brotherly love in this- “An Act of Faith,” it dealt with really didn’t have any of that. What

per, the Ivor Raymond. Singers
|
‘Producer; Bryan Sears: ©
a
Otta.-| the quiet heroism of the Danish
Writers: Newley, Leslie Bricusse’ _| conception.
_ 45. Mins., Suin.;: 9:30. p.m. —
‘| people. in. rescuing the country’s‘GALLERY:
.._.-”:
- near 6,000 Jews :from the Nazis
‘BBC-TV, from.London _
ng
’ Strongly. related’ in- mood and With Robert McKenzie, Franis Wil-. during the occupation. | It wasn't: a big documentary, in
-intention to Anthony Newley’s eur- _.liams, David Butler
.rent. London legit show, “Stop. the Producer; John Grist |
ithe sense
of offering a large, busy
canvass, nor ‘did it have the ex' World—t - Want’ to. Get. Off,” ‘this 30. Mins., Thurs.,..10:15' p.m.
- citement of action: footage which
program. drew a shaky line be- BBC-TV, from.London ..
Intended as.a weekly survey of. Might come -from a reenactment
.tween whimsy and social. comment
‘and, . despite ‘oceasional faltering, ‘current. political. events, “Gallery” of the rescue. cperation.. Yet, it
-had some good off-beat ideas..and ‘made a promising.-start ‘under the had an exé¢itement of its own, The
_@. vein, of surrealist: humor which urbane ‘chairmanship. ‘of -Canadian. documentary, as fashioned, told
Robert McKenzie... The .controver- the story of the rescue. from the
* ‘was more witty than daffy.

s+’ .Newly,

natural

the con- |-ried ‘concert violinist and a young 'lerror against the Jews which had:in the hour-long
-to miss a chance 10to elicit
ene
z
vn:
oy:
‘ditions, if ans, upon which he pianist were visible in the abruptly { been read from the pulpits of Den- i.

“Behind

the

Wall,”

outing,’ did offer. was

title

of

the

a_pictorial

assessment of the facts already
known. The assessment was done
in an imaginative style, with th
accent on people.
0

Producer-director Jim Faichney
used the device of having an East
German Communist propagandist
deliver his version of Berlin events
and issues.
Interspersed in the

‘Communist’s
delivery were accounts of East Berlin refugees, in{Continued on page 40)

man. The camera, intermittently
patining in on his paintings or the
places in which he lived during bis
! brief life, gave added impact to the
| text. Director Ray Garner and
i
cameraman Guy Blanchard knew
just what they were about in the
visual department.
The Hazam script was also in
good hands. Cutle& mostly from
letters from
Van
Gogh
to his

brother Theo, it was handled effec-

ane

tively by Martin

rator

and

Lee

Gogh. Cobb's
bit too heavy
Gogh, but he
tional quality

}earried

Gabel

J. Cobb

as a nar-

as

Van

voice was perhaps a
for the young Van
did bring an emoto the reading that

tie hour.

Gros.

82
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T all the projectiles that have been. seen on

shown here publicly—of
the exploits of astro-

TV news shows and documentaries were
Jaid end-to-end in space, getting to the moon
would be no problem at all. ‘We could watk it.

nauts Yuri Gagarin and Gherman Titov..

Actually, the thoroughness with which spaceage developments have been covered by camera
and microphone is a genuine tribute to the en-

dred miles up. through the unfrantic camera of
a manned capsule rather than from’ the jerky
vantage point of an erratic rocket.

tire television industry.

And for the very first time (assuming, of course,
that the sequences are authentic), we'll
be see-

But it’s also a perpetual chailerige to the TV
network—guess which.one—that specializes in.

For the very first time, the American viewer

will be seeing the earth from more than a hun-

giving viewers what they haven’t seen before

ing space-men inside. their capsules in actual
flight, through pictures transmitted to.TV re-

and what they don’t get on other channels.

ceivers on the ground in Moscow.
F

For a dramatic example of the way NBC meets
—and passes—this test, we recommend this Friday evening’s “Crossing the Threshold.” The
subject of this 90-minute special is man’s
orbital flight around the globe, with the story -

being told in both real and hypothetical terms.
t

»

The real will be demonstrated with excerpts
from official Soviet films—films ‘never before

IN A VERY REAL WAY, the excerpts are the
most significant footage in the history of flight.
since someone had the good. sense to turn a.

_ Wednesday, November 22,1961

camera on the Wright Brothers at Kitty Hawk.
(Here at ‘the network we've been: flying pretty
high’ ourselves ever since N BC News acquired
the rights to- the Soviet films a little over a
month ago.)

|

But hardly less fascinating an aspect’of.Gross

33

exploration. A spunky young mother in Tokyo
allowed as how she'd be happy to make an excursion: herself if she could only get a baby

sitter. Not nearly so eager was a comely inter-.
viewee in Rome who was sounded out on a
flight -to. the moon. “I think: it would be dis“gusting,” she said. “It’s so dusty up there.”

‘ing the Threshold” isiits hypothetical, beautifully--detailed account of the manned orbital
». flight of an’American astronaut.
Through specially--made and/or speciallyselected film of the activities of many of those

very team-rhémbers who’ 1 bring. of the real
thing one ‘day; Producer: Robert Bendick has

FRIDAY'S UNUSUAL PROGRAM, we're proud

achieved what could well. be the clearest image

to report, is but the first of three “Threshold”

ever drawn of.the teamwork, tensions and tech-

shows (the others: “Beyond the Threshold”.

“nical wizardry iinvolved in such an adventure,

One sequence in| particcular—a uniquely photographed, slow- motion. record of the blast-off of.
an Atlas rocket (with Mercury capsule)—virtually defies description. Filmed in extreme
close-up from nine different angles, theaction
—teally only a few: seconds iim: duration—takes.

more. than three minutes to unfold:on the

-screen. The effect is
i hypnotic, As one of Ben:
dick’ sfilm editors putsit, “It’s likelooking into.
in
the mouth of hell.”"

and. “Other. Thresholds”) being produced by
NBC News and sponsored by the Bell System.

All three documentaries are aimed at giving
television audiences the clearest and most s:’mulating. account possible of the manner in

which modern man is facing up to the chal‘Tenges of new scientific frontiers.
If the greater part of that account concerns
itself-with the universe of space, that’s all too
understandable. For it is the intriguing, limitless workshop of space that promises to give man

As serious.a business as orbital flight
is,Friday’sdocumentary will not’be without a leavening
touch or two. “These come, up ina few of the”

a power beyond his wildest

real- lifesidew alk interviews. NBG crews filmed:

that goes up comes down—but
only ifand when we wantit to.”

“mM foreign cities on the subject: ofspace.

dreams. Now, at long last, he’s

able to say, “Yes, everything

34
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INDICATION CH

.

buyers. to local stations and/or advertisers to syndieators will find the charts. valuable. |

Variety's weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American. Research:
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shots on a local levet and offers a rating study
fan depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular markets, This week

three

datferent

markets

are

Over the course of a year, ARB

In the sy.dicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the
:
J averaye share uf audience, coupled with data as to time and day of~telecasting competitive programming in the particular-slot, ete., ts furnished. Reason for detailing an
exact picture ut the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
strengt of particular series. V arious branches of the industry, ranging from media

PHILADELPHIA
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

00-9:

:

Sons

L

J. My Three Sons Thurs. 9:00-9:30).....WEK

8. Real McCoys

|

+

....-..WCAUT

2. Gunsmoke -Sat. 10:00-10:30-

35. Untouchables

‘Thurs.

;

9:30-10:30:

.

:

+. WFIL

.....

Moir. 8:30-9:30"

6

4. Surfside

°

..°-.WFIL

wc...

WFI

me

12

50; Early Show; News; Wea. _.WCAU

35

10

32 News: Wea.; BS

uck

Lacai

Heand;

Shew

urs.

--..

ocreen

Gems

27 il 6& Best of

.

10
9

.

-

TOCyY

.!

5

Ved. 8:30-9:00:

y

® Wazon Trait Wed 7:30-8:30.
2. My Three Sons

‘Thurs.

lf)

Toe

Will Travel (Sat 9.30-10).

KORN

29

5. Groucho: Mitch ‘Tnurs. 10:00-10:30'. KGW
6. Donna Reed ‘Thurs. 8:00-8:30: .,..-.KPTV
6. Flintstones ‘Fri. 8:30-9:00"
Te KPTY

Bear

Defenders

,

4. Wagon Train - Wed.
5. Real MeCovs

Sat.

8:3) Q:.

7:30-8:30:

.

: Thurs. 8:30-9:00 |

5. Manbuat

(Tués.

6:30)

.............KGW...... Screen

Gems

22

(Thurs.

i),

eoences- KGW...... Screen

Gems

17

a

i 1, Divorce Court iSat, 6:00":sence

285 © Sea

KPIX

25 ty

KRON

Sun.

8:00-9:00"

So

°

€a

Bunt! (Tues..
BA

ues..

25 | 2. San Francisee

7-00:

en

oe

ey

..KRON.....:Storrer TV
eeoe aK

R

ON ee

eee Ziy-U A

Beat. \Sat. 7:00).......KPIX.....

16

93 |!4. Yogi Bear (Mon. 6:30).......... cece.. .KTVU seen Screen

15

Gems

14

.........,.KTVU..... Screen Gems

14

93.

° ‘KGO

23. 4, Quick Draw ‘Thurs. 6:30)

5. State Trooper ‘Thurs. 7:30'........ ... KTIVU..... MC”

Carleton Greene
Minow Warns Networks to Study | {BBC's
Doesn't Quite Dig U.S.
TV: ‘News Rather Odd’|
Up On Their Homework in Alerting
Them to Hard-Hittng Jan. Hearings
Hugh Carteton Green, DirectorGeneral,
British | Broadcasting
Corp.. hasn't had much chance to
view U.S. television on his current
agen- visit, but: he doesn't dig what little

"Washington, Nev. 21.
tween the webs and talent
Tre three netivorks have been 'cies, the letter averred: -“We begris en fayr notice .to tbe prepared jlieve it to be important to tue: infur foaded prohinz in ticklish areas -- quiry that the function of these
when
Federal
Communications !concerns
{talent
agencies:
and
Commission. stazes the windup of ‘iheir relationships to the networks
its teleosts: on
‘veramming inquiry."in the production, selection and
next Jatiuar:
scheduling of progrants be thor-

In letters to NBC, CBS and ABC, |oughly explored.”

;

Chaire.an
Newion
Minow
listed
“Lack of: diversity” in programWith these topies as requiring “ax.|ming allegedy by previous wit-

lation, between the webs and tal-j Clarification. He said:
er’ azencies which also package | “As you doutless know, there

sors;
With,

program

censorship

by spon-

ard consultation (or Tack of)
aff. lintes on upcoming pro-

gramnun.

Treat the
their exes
hbooly
Minos

|has been much. testimany-‘in. our
inquiry that, in recent years, network

tv- schedules ‘have

‘diversity

and balance’

lacked. the

necessary.

adequately to serve the tastes and

heeds

of substantial

segments

of

networks should keep |the national tv audience.
For inpeeled
for possible |Stance. as one example among ‘sev-

trates
was
apparent
s elaboration on the

from
topics

eral, there
works have

is testimony that netnot provided adequate

slate fo: quizing.
In the letters j Programs designed to..serve the
tweeters per direct tion of the fall !needs and interests of children.
Corner. caon . Minow said of tlie | “Several such persons .testified
Inet

ott

fantroi

of

prostramming

that

this lack

of

12

News..WCAU

42' News: Wea; CBS News..WCAU

—10

41
{Captain Kangaroo
.....: WCAU
WCAU
meee Jie
28 |Lasste

7

diversity

in ‘pro-

issu:
gramming stems from the opera‘Toe read of the inquiry indi- tion of network program procureCates tes
ore Las been a marked ; ment practices which are said to

_

-12

13

63{ Mount. Pol. ...........KOIN

-61 1Calif.

10

--: KOIN

10

2

50! Million; Local Show. 2. KOIN

387 |Highway

43) Navy

Log

Patrol

tenses .

KOIN

;

...36.eeee0-,.KPTV

--§3/20th Century SION
One:
36! Suecess. Story .......... KGW
43 ; Medicine; Faces: West....KGW

DC

any

12

—

oe

Van
18
Al

43 | Blue Angels ... .......KGW

13

14
14
13

=

BT|' Rescue Bo oweee eee fenees , .KPIX

2{J. mas srereeseeeees KEX

39

I Squa

41:Lock-Up

@vereraoarceeens

»T

........%.'46-.- KRON

35. Fight ........4..-c06 ««2-KGO

37,:Sea Hunt
41 i‘News:

2 ..2.0..:KRON

CBS ‘Néivs —oeeeee

5.

ns
‘

“9
1s

= “16>

KPIX

12.

....... KRON

15.

vee ceveeae KPIX

9.

89 News: CBS ‘News .......KPIX
41: Two Faces. West.......,.KRON
40‘ News:.CBS News

23 |Outlaws

+.

12
9

Inside Stnff—Radio WV
CBS-TV's Ed Sullivan last week was. involved in’as busy’ a schedule.
that ever faced an. on-the-mend perfor mer, He had just. recovered front.

a two-week bout with the flu: whieb kept him: off the air. This was. his

“To my British eyes, sponsorship of news seems rather odd,”

however, does like the 10°7 Amer-

$35,000 worth

he’s seen..

}

_

54! Roar. 20's: Assasssination KPTV
57|New Horizon ........01.. KOIN

schedule Friday and Saturday. Nov. 19 and, 11, flew ta. Buffalo, N.Y.,
to accept an award from the National Council of Catholic. Youth;
Nov. 15, toastmaster and chairman of the USO luncheon: honoring
Mary Martin; Nov. 17, emcee at the. Hote! Pierre of.‘the Unired Natians.
Correspondents Assn.; same day in the ev ening participated in: a
Puerto Rican charity function; Nov. 19, at: Cardinal Spellman’s Serv--

said the chief of the British non-. ‘iceman’s Club 20th anni celebration: Nov. 20, at United Jewish Appeal’s
“Night of Stars”; ‘Nov: .21, testimonial dinner: honoring Sullivan at.
comimerieal web who's a former
newsman,
“éspecially
when
the the. Waldorf. given by. the advertising: and: allied. industries an “behalf
of Joint Defense Appeal.
announcer reads the commercials.”
Needless to- say; British newscasts are
unsponsored. Greene,
CBS, continuing its stipport to educational. television, has given

plunaten and clarification”: net- |nesses Was pointed up by Minow ican programming the BBC. carries,
work control of programming: re-:a3 one of the points in need of both cocumentary and entertain-

leved

18

16

CBS Films

6. To Tell The Truth «Mon. 7:30-8:00:.. KPIX

programs;
pubaffairs
practices: ratings; al-

17
16
15

u

23% 4. Manhunt (Tues. 6:30)............... KRON.... Screen Gems
93°! 4. Huckleberry Hound ‘Wed. 6: 30", .... KTVU. ....Sereen Gems

or probice
polictes and

17

-

6. Flintstones 'Fri. 8.30-9:00: ........ KGO
6. Groucho: Mitch *Thurs. 10:-00-10:30:... KRON
6. My Three Sons Thurs. 9:00-9:30

18

20

_

23||& BM Samad (Tues, 7:00)... .........:..KPIX.....
MCA

KPIX

CBS

Wea.;

vews;

1

WAU:

News. WCau

*SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 8-28, 1961

96./ 2 You Asked. For It 'Thurs. 7:00'...... .. KTVU... "Cros. Br.

‘GO

o Afited Hitchcock Tues, 830-9.00).. KRON

6. Ed Sullivan

24

STATIONS: KTVU, KRON, KPIX, K6O.

2. Perry Mason ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30) .. ..... KPIX
C heckmate:

KGW..... Ziv-UA

27; 7+ Kingdom of The Sea. (Fri. 73000. 12 0KOIN.1111MedaHion

I. Gunsmoke Sat oon 10:30 9:30-10'. ‘Ber
3.

3. ¥egi

FR AN CISCO.
=

.

| 5. You Asked For tt (Sun. 6:00)...
~KPTV...% . Cros. Br.
ont §. Tightrope (Wed. 7:00) .....:. IKON. --. Screen Gems
97{}7. Jim Backus (Mon... 7:00). .: 2.2.0.0... KOIN.....
NBC Films
=

6. 17 Sunset Strip ‘Fri. 9:00-10:000..
1. -KPTV

SAN

*

Gems
(Mon. 6:30)........:....KGW......Screen
Quiek Draw
20 ||5.4+ Traeer
39
(Wed. 6:30)...
2...
cc eee ewes KGW. -e.. MPA-TV.

.........KQIN
KOIN

7:30-8:30:
3. Perry Mason‘Sat‘Sat. 10:00-10:30)

a,

31 ||2-Sea Hunt (Tues. 7:00)....:.....were

9:00-9:30: oon “KPEV

4. Gunemoke

4. Have Gun,

a

KGW

9

4

*SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 826, 196E

{ a“I 1. Death Valley; Pageant (Sat, 10:301... KOIN.....U.S. Borax
26
| 3) |[2. Huckleberry Hound ‘Thurs. 6:30).....KGW...... Screen Gems - 26

KGW

8

13

;: “WRCV

News: Wea. CBS News.

1

-WRCV. «1. .US. Borax

= -@

Huntley-Brinkley cette wrev

34: 4. Lock-Up |(Tues. 7:00)... 2... cncecees- WRCV...,..Ziv-UA

PORT LAND, OREGON
A,
1.Real
Real Metoys. “Thurs een (00'...... KPTV

}

32)! 3 Beek Beers Days ‘Sher at

Jungle
(Sat: 10: 00am). - - WEIL... IPE
i} 6. Ramar ofPest
(Sun. 7::00.ne eee cee WFIL..

‘Sat. 7:30-8;30)........ WCAU

7. Perry Mason

48 |News: Wea, CBS News .WCAU
Bee oe Week. “ mt

3p| 5: Yor! Bear (Fri. 7:00)...---..... 2.00: WRCV.....Screen Gems

Sat. 9:30-10). WC AL

Will Travel

aL

63 'Sat.. Nite Movie... WRCV

92

|

.

REG.

STA.

PROGRAM
SH. ;

34°

King

ee ese ve cece eee,

34)

3

6. Donna Reet ae nee Oy ea

6. Haye Gun,

(Sat. F200)...

“AV.

+ TOP COMPETITION.

.

AV.

15-63 | Fishing: Scare ....... "WEIL

Ziv-UA

6:00). ......0.4- “WEIL. ---«- UAA

(Mon-Fri.

3. Popeye

34°

Fri. 9:00-10:00:......-WFK

RIG.

. Mike Mammer; Pageant (Sat. 10:30)... WCAU.... MCA

38)1 2° Sen thant (Sat. 7:00) o--stccceeessss WCAU.
36

‘Thurs. 8.30-9:00'....... WFIL

Strip:

Sunset

AV.

|

DISTRIB,

STA.

K. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

-22) WRCV..!2.CBS Bitms
37 || 3. Brothers Brannigan. ‘Wed. 9:00).

4. Flintstones Fri. 8:30-9:00. .........-WFIL
4. 77

“SURVEY DATES: SEPTEMBER 8-28, 12a!

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS

AV.

STA.

of 247 markets.: The

(*) ARB’s September. 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated . shows
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program are listed, with, the
Zmulteweek rating of.all: programs in the time period’ given. .

"STATIONS: ‘WRCY, WFIk, WCAU,.

PROGRAM—DAY—TEME

RK.

will tabulate a minimum

results of that tabulation-will be found weekly in VARIETY. Coupled with the rating
|performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the VarRieTy-ARB. charts } ~
are designed to reflect the rating tastes’ of virtually every tv market in the U. S.
f-

covered.

ment, even down to the hour oater,

of tv equipment

to WGBH-TV,. Bostongr ety Statfon,

destroyed by fire.
Last year, CBS donated $75,000. in equipment: and funds -to KETC,
St. Louis, to enable the etv station there. to continue. operation. In
New York, CBS, along with ABC: and NBC,. pledged $500,000 toward’.
the acquisition of WNTA-TV, Newark-N.Y., by educational tv interests.

“Overland: Trail,” which bombed
here, but was one of the top 10
shows during. the British web's Disposition of WNTA-TV. now is in the hands of the courts. CBS-TV
25th anny celebration, Oct. 28th to Chicago o&0,, WBBM-TV, has been. supporting the activities of the
Nov. .
ety. station there, WITW, through spot. announcements on WBBM-TV
One ‘other. U.S. offering made calling attention to the need for. public support of WTTW. WBBM .
that top 10. “Perry Mason.” Aud. helped WITW get started in'1955 with a contribution of Aransmitting for “Overland” was estimated at | equipment and. of broadcast quarters.
11,200,000. viewers, for “Mason,”
oe
10.700.000.
~ Otherwise, atapress ‘conference | ‘Edward. P. Morgan, ABC commentator, and the; ABC Radio. net-"
early this week, Greene commentwork are kicking off a heavy promotion around an essay contest aimed
ed on color—“I think it will. go at academic circles. The AFL-CIO, Morgan's. sponsor on ABC Radio,
like a bomb” (British style bomb, | and its agency, Furman, Feiner & Co., are joining in footing the cests

that is,’ meaning: great); .put down | for the prize to the winning essayists—a scholarship. for graduate:
the eommercial competition as way
study. Some 10,000 matling pieces have been sent to college. professors —
out of it in sports ‘coverage; preabout the essay contest ° on the subject, “Youth’s Role. mn US, Foreign
dicted payvee would never make it Policy.”

in’ England; said satelite video diJudges for the Edward P. Morgan Essay. Contest include. ‘Under :
tier?
froard
tae acquisition by dresult in the selection of programs
dect to homes was a decade awar; Secrétary of State Chester Bowles, Senators J. .W.° Fulbright and
|
es
alST
“finune‘al interest in principalling on the basis of their
and laid at the door of the comEverett M, Dirksen, Peace Corps Director R.. Sargent -Shriver _and:
the Praer a" s whieh they piace in utility as advertising vehicies. for
those advertisers who seek the ‘mercial folk any rating frenzy in Morgan.
ther
nettiies ”
the British tv industry.
a
C: fu -2 tisttrmony during the Hol- largest audience..
Deadline for entries. in the contest: is, Dee. ‘81. Philip Cohanhas
“Doubtless
you
will
address
1. wave vir 1m phase of the inquiry
| been hired to do public relations for- the contest,
‘ Cleveland—Ohio. Bell Telephone
In putticiuiar, Minow
referred to! yourselves to this subject. In addi-aa
SORT
CP
SST
BROT
STOP
ETT
TST
Se
———
Co: picked up -the nightly five-|
Chara,
that “in the bargaining tion, we shall ask’ you to describe
‘The Pittsburgh.edition of TV Guide has. been bought by Triangle.
Proc ss, between networks and pro- in detail the operational mechanics’ minute 11:20 p.m. tab for “Moscow
ducers, the networks continually and day-to-day implementation of Tonight,” an analysis of the Krem-' Publications, parent org which had -franchised a. local group: since
lin’s ‘doings’ resulting. from the 1953. The group, Willlam F: -Adler,. Rachel Adler. and ‘Post-Gazette
attempt te acquire financial par- your policies. in this regard and
ticination in profits derived. from their results in terms of program Communist Party Congress. The critic Harold V. Cohen,. operated the Mag. under the name of TV Guide
stint, .on WIW-TV,
follows the since 1953 when they were granted: the rights. They had started. their
sce
protrams
and
additional service.’
Minow said ‘fas much detail as |:cross-the-board news and sports own publication in 1950 under the name of Television News, later
rights. suce as syndication, distribution im sseAdicition, merchandis- possible” was desired by the Com-! segments. Dr. Michael ‘Pap, head changed it to TV Digest. and used this name until, they ‘were franmission: on
pubaffairs program- + of the John Carroll Univ. Soviet chised by TV Guide. Adler’ will continue to work, for. TV Guide as
oe Pers
sales, ete.”
local manager.
‘Institute is the commentator.
(Continued on page 38).
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35
PIGS

‘o.

OP,

TICE ERO

Starring

HUMPHREY BOGSR7
JOSE FERRER
YAN IGHNSON ©

Me. FRED MacMURRAY

“STATION _fF

PROGRAM

9.00. 9.30pM. |KOPX-TV | |
Station “Br

THE CAINE MUTINY
SATURDAY NIGHT

| Station “C”

MOVIE and NEWS.

SEA HUNT

9:30-10-00 P.M. |KCPX-TV}-

= THE CAINE MUTINY

Station “B’}.

-ALFRED HITCHCOCK

Station “C” |

PERRY MASON

| 10:00-10:30
P.M. | KCPX-TV
| Station “B”
: Station “cn

THE CAINE MUTINY
a

‘CAPTAIN OF DETECTIVES
PERRY: MASON

| 10.30-11:00
P.M. |KCPX-TV_

THE CAINE. MUTINY

|

CAPTAIN OF DETECTIVES

|Station “B" yd.

| Station “C”

NEWS and MOVIE :.

KCPX-TV. has scheduled. Columbia's: Post-48’s for -its new. once-a-week
_prime-time | movie. The: lead-off feature was “The Caine Mutiny” and the
results were fabulous, out-rating the best of network competition! Other
great . Columbia * Post-48_ features of this caliber, such as “All The King’s
“Men, *.“Peath: of a Salesman, " “Miss Sadie Thompson,” “Phffft” and “The
Harder They: Fall,” are regularly taking top’ rating honors in city after. city
“across the nation.

‘To make ‘your feature ‘programming

tops in’ your market, contact

yIN Cc.
PELEVISION ‘SUBSIDIARY: ‘OF coLuMBrA vrortuns CORP,

.°

OES

.

PE

Ow
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making their Western trek. Spann, incidentally, may wind up at KNBC,
and Worth is departing broadcasting—after 18 years--to go to. work |:

From The Production Centres
———ae

Ceautinued

from

| for a real estate firm.

. Alden

S. (Bill) Nye, tv-radio director of |

McCann-Erickson in Friseo ‘for the past 16-years, resigned to open his
fown firm . .. Jeske. Me? popped into Frisco—took the train west when
the rest. of the Jatk . aar gang flew

page 26

out._..

KTVU’s promos, with |:AN HOUR WITH JONAH JONES.

Reanie Schell, won. a. pair of awards at the Broadcasters Promotion |

and have trial runs in the Welsh language . _ BBC presented the first Association convention . : . New 5 p.m. half-hour on ABC's ‘KGO-TV With Big Wilson, others"
|Producer: Mark. Olds
tv report from the Caucausus, in the USSR oe . After its first two is “Santa's Village.” a Dam Nertom production with ex-Disney man
Director: Dave Pound
munths of operation Border-TV decided to double its local-program |: Mark Conmelly and Angela Ceembes taking lead: reles—it’s anotherj68 Mins, Fri,, 3 p.m.
output...
Michael Alexander, thesp in Granada-TV’s “Family Solici- KGO-TY effort to break the KRON stranglehold «on the kids.
‘| PARTICIPATING

tor” series. haspitalized with suspected polio . . . Goon-humorist Spike
Milligan signed to compere BBC Radio's kiddie Gisk program, “Children's Favoriries”. . . Jack Benny and George Burns interviewed on |

BBC-TV's

nightly “Tonight” program . . . Visitors to London:

Talbot, president of Fremantle
Fremantle of Canada.

International

Faal

and Ralph Ellis prexy

Pete Teddlie, with WRR here for 28 years as mikeman and program “hear ai local radio station do-a live,
director, named

of

WNEW, New. York
' Tt is kind of Tare. these: days to

IN DALLAS eee
sales manager here

for KTVT-TV,

Ty. Hardin, of ABC-TV’s “Cheyenne,”

Fort

Worth

.. - one-shot
program,
but
muisical
that’s what: happened last Friday

here as youth rally speaker at

First .Baptist. Church . .. CaseyCehlmia, promotion manager fori: (17) on- WNEW Radio. Station aired
WFAA radio and tv, will. supervise all -activities for the 1962 Brosd- an hour of the Jonah Jones jazz
casters - Promotion Association’ s seminar due here next year... Den combo, and, while. a bit: -hokey.
Heidrick is new KBOX station manager... Geerge Mxharis, Martin .from time to.time, it was fun.e
IN MEXICO CIFY ...
—
Milmer, exec producer Herbert B..Leomard and writer Sterling SilliThe Jones music actually can be
Mexico currently producing between 425.000 to 450.000 radio re- phanmt. due Nov. 27 to: film three “Route 66” shows—one here. one in‘
heard
on
records,
but
Jones
adeeisvers: and 89.000 television sets, with 85°c of parts manufactured an east Texas oil town. and one on a-ranch nearby... . Ronald E..in Mexico, according to the National Chamber of the Electronics In- Greez, from KUON-TV, Lincoln, Neb., joined KERA-TV as. produc- °libbe@ a. few lines and: some song
dustry. Republic getting set to expert to Latin America via the Latin tion supervisor ... Jack Murray named public service director at KLIF.. fraterial, and that. was a neat plus..
Big Wilson, a fairly new WNEW
American Common Market set up which becomes operative in Janudeejay. did a thoroughly pleasant,
ar) of 1962 ... Mexican radio executive Clemente Serna|]
hip job of handling. tie. emcee back fron: a Latin American swing studying the radio and te evision
sttuation., sad that radio is gaining popularity strength, especially in|. -WICN-TV
sent. out over 5,(000
5 Octaber-Noveniber feature film-chores. Pianist-talker Wilson this
; time played the clavietta.
Arzentina, Chi'e and Uruguay, with soap operas having an “extraor- schedules to viewers.in response to telephone and mail requests .
WNEW
says. it’s going. to try
dinary following.”
id Burr salted to come to Mexico see- KUXL, area's newest radio station, has hired Jacek Hyatt of Los ‘An-j
ond week in January, to do several segments of Perry Mason m Mexi- geles and Hugh Cardenas, Mert Garren and Jehn Sewali to handle . these “spectacnlars” once or twice
:@ month for the next year. If. hike
can locales. and to accept night club and theatre engagements, a gim-~- on-the-air chores. Station, owned and operated. by Charlies J. Lamphier, '
mick | started by the extraordinary success of Mike Cemnors, “Tight-. is the 13th radio outlet in Twin Cities .. . Minnesota Gev. Elmer L. . the first, they'll be. welcome: _
rope” star, whe made a big hit with femmes. Impressarios now want
Art,
en
appeared an NBC's “Today” show while in New York. lastj
to repeat, and apart from Burr dicker for other American television. week.on a “boost Minnesota” tour.
NAB prexy LeRey Collins here i
personalities . . . There are 45 American episodics telecast weekly dast. week to addresa NAB regional fall confah ...
WECN-TV intro- |
over Mexican channels, and although heavily. criticized for violent duced new weekly wrestling show Saturday (18), “Alt Star Wrestling.” . JONATHAN SCHW ARTZ
‘
themes, 2re popular with public and sponsors; latter because of low Rasslin’ champ Vers Gagne is promoting the ‘bexts which originate i¢- PROGRAM

IN MINNEAPOLIS.

cost.

z WNCN-EM,, WY.

IN PHILADELPHIA

land station sales manager
“in New York last week for; Jonathan Schwartz has begun a
Frank Beazley, formerty account exec for the CBS Television Sta! homeoffice conference. In his absence, Swartz was. elected a director |new series of midnight to one Santions national sales, appointed general sales manager of WCAU-TYV |
of the Northwest. Variety Club,
day shows. over. WNCN-FM, New.
. William P. Keeney, ad agency exec appointed business manager
for the WRCV
stations. He succeeds Arthur A. Watsen, recently
York. Sprinkled with commentary
named tv statien manager ...
WCAU farm director BMugh Fergusen
|on: music. books, theatre and the
to attend the National Association of Television and Radio Farm
WWSW has been getting a lot-of good will by playing the National ©like, the program proves an enter:Directors «NATFRED:
in Chicago
He will address the confab on
Anthem every day at noon. Four different versions of the song are ‘taining hour of. music and opinien.
“The Egg and I" :25) ..
William S. Mewbray Jr., appointed sales

IN PITTSBURGH ...
rotated,

including one vocal

arrangement

...

KDKA-TV,

the oaly!

\Schwartz’ .disctissions

are’ terse.

manager of WPBS, the Phila. Bulletin station . . . Broadcast News
€WS | station in: the country to own a heckey team's broadcasting. rights, ' alkd to the point and his cholce of
Service now heard in the lecal area on WELN .
WRCV-TV named
-has two night games scheduled this week and one afternoon game, . platters is well-pregrammed for:
winner of the National Safety Council Award for “exceptional service
Poor | all within a perioa of eight days... The rights.to Pirate baseball is©_the hour, featuring the efforts of
to farm safety”. . . Commie Stevens receives an award from the Poor new up for bids with KDKA-TV . and EKDKA expected te get a reRichard Club 1295 for being selected as the “Sweetheart” of the Gim-. newal.’On. the sponsor side, there is talk here that Ford will be- Frank Sinatra, Judy Garland, Fred
Billie .Holliday, Mel.
bels Thanksgiving Day Parade . ... Alan Seott subs for Ed Harvey, replaced by Mellon. Bank with Atlantic Refining and fron. City Beer’ Astaire,
WCAU's “Talk of Phijade!phia
host ‘Nov, 27-Dee. 4). Dous Arthur halding over. Beb Prince and Jim Weods are almost certain to be the Torme, Gene. Kelley, Nichols &
May, Miles Davis, Ella Logan ‘and.
dubs on the George Thomas show (12-26).
announcers although Woods is ramored te have the inside track on. ethers on his first, outing last.Sun-

the announcing job with the new Houston Calts.
The Broadcast:‘day (51. His -book discussion ‘is
| Promotion Association has given an ‘award to KDKA-TV and promotion- -pegged to Simon & Schuster ma-.
manager,
Bave
Lewis,
for
its
on-the-air
prometion
.
. . Hai Seett,;.terial, the’ publishers: ‘being his
Kart Haas, WJR’s director of Fine Arts, will speak before the Farmingion Friends of the Library, Inc., illustrating his commentary on WTAE staffer, and Larry Alken, KQV disk jockey are the. floor an-; sponsor.. In this connection, howmusie with solo piano performances ... WJR has made available to nouncers for the Pittsburgh Kens’ basketball home games.
ever, Schwartz doés not just. -dethe Univ. of Detroit its extensive library of musical arrangements for
liver’ & commercial but seme revocal groups. The library consists of about 1,500 different arrangeflective discussion. instead, ‘spot-

iN

BETROIT .

IN- MILWAUKEE.

ments with 35 to 40 separate voice parts -for each arrangement. Most
! lighting . excerpts . from the books
Jack Raymond naw general. manager of WFOX,. operated by the and their. reviews to plus advanof the arrangements originated with Don Large's “Make Way for
Youtin” chorus of 50 voices . . .“‘The Jolson Story in Song.” will be a: Wisconsin Broadcasting .Co. ... Low Zimmerman, longtime sports edi- tage along with his personal com4 mentary.
6)-minute presentation of WJR this week, featuring Jolson’s Kraft tor of ‘The Deutsche Zeitung, Milwaukee’s German language daily,!
added to WAWA staff as international prograni director. Zimmerman’s
Musie Hall performances with Oscar Levant.
weekend programming for nationality groups, includes the. Croatian i . Indications are also that’ the
Hour. the Hungarian Hour and “Cafe Vienna,” an ‘hour and a half. show will develop. some | of. his:
Stan N astal. opinions on related subjevis. ‘Last.
disk deal Saturdays and Sundays 3 p.m.-4:30 p.m...
, Sunday, for example, * he’ began a
Word at KCBS is that boss Jules Dundes has heen told to. follow was made national and Milwaukee area sales manager at .WFOX..
cussion
on literary. criticism,
the all-talx format of CBS’. o-and-o KMOX, St. Louis. Realignment “Feeus’ "new WEFMR prograin, stressing discussions in interviews. with
in programming is resulting in departure of deejays Owen Spann and .Milwaukee area guests and “stopover” celebrities, .has Wayne Cody, -branding some reviewers. as “the
Harper's
.crowd,”
-he rapped them
Bill Weaver, promotion exec Harry Sherinian and sales exec Pede “WFMR staffer hosting and: directing Mordays, Wednesdays and FriWorth, who used to be program manager. One possible difficulty in days at 12:30 p.m. Another new WFMR program (dramatic) is:. BBC |.as mediocre. writers..who have.
taken
to
criti¢ism
beeguse * they
drama
based
on
such
stories
as
.
“A
Pair
of
Hands,’
adapted
from
;
following the KMOX format: the St. Louis station carries, baseball,
and its automatic rating guarantee, while Friseo Giants’ baseball. is piece by Sir: Arthur Quiller-CCouch, and “A Day Like Any Other.” by |can’t. write. well: ‘enough ‘on their
WTMJ-TV
racked
up
12
hours
|
own.
a4
ee
Henry
Boll,
heard
‘Mondays,
2
p.m.
on Golden West's KSFO. Oddly, it was Dundes, then stationed in
New York, who passed the word on to another KCBS manager fo of color broadcasting. recently, in the Milwaukee Journal stations; Schwartz, who. ‘is’. the son of
forget about trving to get the Giants’ radiocasts when the Giants were Color TY Day,*» with both network and Milwaukee produced. shows. Arthur Schwartz, composer whe
included.
with Howard :Dietz..and Fay: and
:;Michael Kanin has. written the

IN SAN

FRANEISCO.

IF YOU MAKE IT FOR A DIME...
SELL IT FOR A BOLLAR........
AND IT’S HABIT FORMING. ....

... then you don’t need: us, (Although we'd gure keto
meet you.)

But if your producé needs. selling in. the vital Morthoest
market, KSTP-TV
is for you.

| Broadway - “Gay

“Kebak Appraises T¥ Scene
Continued

from

page

Life,” hag

pre-

pared q4 niceiy-packaged hour, pro-grammed with diversified. ard. en-

tertaining flexibility. In addition to.

his current format, plans also call.

27

for him to have various guests. -on

‘a big. audience

for it.” He cited Stick with ituntil the job is. done /the show from time to time for
—ride the subject. Editorializing. further -discussions. It all adds up.
is a selling job, and like advertis- ;to a solid late-night outing.
Molly as examples.
ing you’ve gotta hammer it home |
Kali,
_ ‘Kobak; who was also once prexy ‘seven days a week.”
of Mutual
Broadcasting ‘System
On allocations; - “I. believe in
‘and is. now @ business consultant, free enterprise, and I’m for as

‘Bob. Hope and Fibber McGee. and

-

told the Chi broadcasters and ad- many stationsin # nreriet®as pos- |. F ‘
men that they were lucky to have sible. The presstire that is being.
put on the FCC to- stop allocations |

‘| critics, “Imagine,” he said; “if you

is by guys who already Have a
and’ want to protect:
their stake.”
with them or not, critics are
Qn ‘thresnetwork
competition:
healthy for television. TV lives. in “I think. it’s. a good: thing. Maybe
ja‘ goldfish bowl. Everything you: we ought to have three FUCs.
_| do is. public. I think it’s: wonderful. Then we'd really have some comWe've got to keep it clean. The. petition, But that would be 2}.
eritics find our mistakes for us, mroika, so we better wash that idea|
and we have to correct them.”
out.’
Of broadcast editorials, Kabak | On the Barrow report: “Who ishad this to say: “If you're writing Barrow — a dean of Law? What|.
editorials
yau want
to correct! does he know about tv, or busi- |.
| something, so why air it only once? ness? What if we went in to make
‘I The trouble is there’sno follow-up. a: study of his. law schoal?”

put on a great show and didn’t: frequency

The Northweat’s first
TV station, KSTP-TV serves: and
sells a market which includes: 810,800 TV homes and over
$5 Billion in spendable income.
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‘More than. 1,000,000 students in the N ew York-area view WPIx-11 educational

awl

eit reg ar. curri eulum. From 9 00 AM to 3 30 PM Monday thr u

as part: of

e
¢

Friday. wrrx-11 telecasts twenty-two different courses

und er the auspi ces of the

‘New York State Board of Regents forin-school students and ‘Viewers
7,

This marks
the fourth consecutive year ofwrix-Regents programming, the only
assocla tion of such ma gnitude in the nati on between Educational Tel evision an ad
:

a Ceommercial: Tel leviision Station.

NEW

YORK'S PREST
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Tho ate
ETT

at home.
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Wednesday,

Chubby’ 's Videotwists

Television Reviews
Continued

from

page 31

tion of this entry in its “Purex

of enemy aircraft, to the human
decis.on, to the computer’s direction of the kill should have sufFicest

Special for Women” series. Thus,
“The Glamour Trap,” an affecting,

dramatized

investigation

|

into. the|

Wanna be the toast of cafe
society? Just tuste in to WORTV, -N.Y.,
where:
Chubby
Checker, ~ the Twist king, is
giving lessons on this -terp
mania every hour on the hour
with expanded sessions Spiced
throughout the day.
To really see the Twist in

November 22, 1961

(Mex TV Actors

Flender

Ask 50%, Hike

—_—— Continued from. page 22 —

; Sunday. daytime shows vs. night-

‘| time showcases.

‘In 1955, he scripted “Nothing to

Do,” starring Sal Mineo,

for the|

The

Mexico City,.Nov. 21...

National

Association

of

National Council of Churches spon- Actors. is asking Telesistema MexiTbhere’s no question but that American woman's lunatic quest
action, the expanded spots. are
| sored series on CBS-TV. Sundays. !
wits
judicio#zs
cutting—and
it for youth and beauty, was a hard
the ones to catch since they are. ‘It dealt with juvenile delinquency || cano for a blanket 50% Increase
test of the programming independwould
take a loi—"Countdown”
a composite of the ‘shorter
brought on by ‘an emptiness in} |for ‘talent used over its channels.
coud be turned into a fine docu- ence of exee producer Irving Git-|] ditties (five minutes as opposed.
faith. He ‘also did “Rebels With a ' Attorney Antonio. Cabera, repmieniary. Since the defense set-up lin’s documentary crew.
Cause,” dealing. with justified t | resenting -manager _*, finds -this
to one minute shots). Lessons
around
Cnicazo
is described
as
They would appear to have come
cover all-footwork, hips, stance,
bellions from: Spartacus to the re-[ increase “way out. of line.” He
fair’s tvoteal, the film should he out
virtually
unscathed,
except
arms, and tricks with a partner.
cent Hungarian ‘revolt. The Sun- ! suggested that actors should follow.
of interest. anywhere in the U.S. that a look at the original script
Checker’s Twist disks are playday a.m.’er wound up with a: panty |lead. of musicians who did not ask.
Les.
shows that Candy Jones,. who ap-.
ed.in the background as he
|raid in an American college cam- for. pay hike, settled for Telesis-:
+
peared to argue the case of glam-.
describes -and
demonstrates
pus, a biting postscript on U. Ss. tema promises of more work via ex-'
with personable thoroughness
our against’ psychoanalyst Sarah
| youth which Flender would correct: panded live programming.
**
..
THE GLAMOUR TRAP
and physical endurance.
With
Pauline
Frederick,
Glenda; Sheiner, wasn’t included.
today with America’s Freedom Rid- | But ‘Redolfo Landa, of ANDA,
' Better hurry though. The
the emotional
- uters. He spoke of. “Look Up and! wants a wage boost too. Talks are
Marian | Nonetheless,
Farrell,
Meg
Mundy,
“specials”
end
tomorrow
Live’s” rendition of Camus’ “The |Proceeding “cordially,” and a setSeides, Lenka Peterson, Barbara imost was drained out of the trag(Thurs.)}. They are sponsored
Fall” and Albee’s “The Sandbox.” |tlement is expected to. be reached
Pana. Dr. Sara Sheiner, Candy ; edy of what Dr. Sheiner called
by Duncan Hines Fudge Mix
in the]
“emphasis
on
package”
He felt plays of this genre and sub- |shortly.Jones
and produced by Dave Yarnell.
dramatization that centered around
stance should find expression on
Some: actor elements have been
Producer: George Lefferts
In all there are nine one-mina beauty shop where four women.
nighttime television, as well.
‘pressuring both Landa. and Tele~
Pirector: Lela Swift
ute
sessions
and
three
of
the
go to try and achieve the imposHe is appreciative of CBS-TV Sistema to cut down on the numWriter: Lefferts
expanded bits per day.
Kali.
sible perfection of a tmannekin
for spending considerably more| bet of American shows” telecast
60 Mins., Thurs., 3 p.m.
goddess that’s on display. Through
PUREX
conversations
with
operator
Glend?
queries
would
be
“piercing
ana ally allotted for “Look Up and these “displace” a sizable numNBC-TV (tape)
Farrell and voiceover musings, 4 frank.”
tEdward H. Weiss & Co.)
Live," for the web underwriting |bet of performers.
plain
girl, a fading
.It’s ‘to be hoped, as planned, that the cost of sending a production | Sut.Televicentro fs adamant on
Purex, whose soap products in- frustrated
clude beauty aids, had to be a model, a contented housewife and the show‘in the future.can vary ‘crew to Denmark where filming of this point. :First - of. all, ‘American .
nervous sideliner during produc- a happy working mother, the mis- format with such as the investiga- ‘the two episodes took place. Series |S0‘vs, despite attacks on -westeries of the beauty fetish were tion of the. Peace Corps. The old is produced by Richard D, Sleman-| Os.
crime, etc. all are high
sharply contrasted to the wisdom roundtable ‘as presented on the _owski, with by
a audience favorites, Apart
from
whom Fiender shas. en-.
| of a sane approach to appearances. ‘opener was no mafch for Ed Sulli- joyed'a long association.
There must be a reason
this, Cabrera. pointed out ‘that: dubFor
tearjerking
impact,
the Yvan. Miss Nagy produces “‘Confera former
Fulbright bing provides. work for about 300
why
| drama clearly topped the adjacent -ence” for the National Educational Scholar, worked in French televi- / Mexican elements, Therefore, there
soaps, with benefit, of course, of Network.
be no. cutting. back on.
.
Bal
sion,
doing
some
experimental will
HENRY 1. MARSHALL'S
the shocking basic truths of the
programs
by. Tele'] films: and writing. and directing }American
‘
|
glamour
trap.
And
actresses
Meg
sistema.
:.
ae
oo
change of poce standard
IT’S ACADEMIC
some comedies. His book “Paris.
Munday,
Marian
Seldes,
Lenka With Mac McGarry, moderator.
Blues” has been adapted into a pic
Peterson and Barbara Dana milked Producer: Sophie Altman
and is now
eatrical Telease.
it but good without overplaying.
Postseript
“Act of Faith” ts
Director:Richard Cox
It must be stated that in the 30 Mins.,’ Sat., 6:30 P.M.
that the two-parver will not -be
| knockdown between experts that
shown in Denmark. Feeling there,
WRC-TY,
W:
ollowed the drama, exmodel and
Here is a ‘public service program faceording to CBS, is that it would
charm, school
factotum, Candy which one station in each market be immodest to show a film on tv
made
some
points
for could - well afford to copy.
'| Jones,
was programmed of these
It in Denmark depicting Danish brav- |]:
| beauty, although a viewer got the: proves that entertainment: and ery.
Flender said he won Danish,
recent TY network shows—
impression she came to the tape
the doci- | fj
public service can go together like cooperation - in
session too late to catch the show.. love and marriage.
Purex concession was to lay off
Actually, it’s a copy itself. It's
beauty pitches, sticking mainly to], like CBS’ “GE College Bowl,” only ‘owed it to history and the world |
GARRY MOORE SHOW
its household cleaners and wash- better. It has a crisper pace, a to. tell their unique .story. Otherday soaps.
Bill.’
Oct. 19-—-N8C
first rate moderator (Mac McGarry wise, ateording to Flender, the
makes Allen Ludden seem pale), Danes felt they did only what they
SING. ALONG WITH MITCH
Better use. of. camera, and,: most had to.do in rescuing about 8,000.
COLLEGE NEWS CONFERENCE
of -all, the: participants are high of their countrymen.
“tl With Rath Hazy
Oct. 29-—-N3C
school kids rather than ~ college.
Producer: Hazy
students.
30 Mins., Sun., 8 p.m.
DUPONT SHOW OF THE WEEK
a.
.
There’s greater appeal in seeing
WNEW-TV, N.Y. (tape)
.a
high school senior field a devil. Nov. 3—-C3$
This vet pubaffairs entry was ishly
- difficult question than in.
supposed to return to tv with a “watching someone off a campus mamas Continued from page MM fee
CHEYY'S 50th ANNI SHOW
film study of the Peace Corp in do it. There’s more drama. fo It.
ming polictes, including the quesaction
in
Colombia,
but,
according
it's like no other song
' “It’s Academic,” only one of a
tes.
to WNEW-TV, the quality of both group of. pubservice programs of- tion of clearance by
dose today—it’s everybody's
On the subject of ratings, the
the film and sound was such that
fered. by the ocal NBC o.&o. in Chairman
advised:
“While
the
favorite—try It In your
the stanza couldn’t be aired.
takes three brains | Commission obviously cannot ‘and
“Washington,
show—l€ can't miss.
Instead, show went back on the
from each of three different D.C.-. should not seek to prescribe or ad-.
old conference format of students
area high schools every Saturday vise the networks with regard to
ARDATH MARSHALL
interviewing a dignitary with Ruth
evening and lets them compete. the ‘details. of their commercial |.}]
JOHNSON
Hagy moderating. Subject, in this
There is fine showmanship in the ‘aperations, if is important for us.|jf
case, was a fellow who has become
brief time they are permitted to thoroughly to understand the use |
Song Consultaat for Catalog of
fairly popular on the pubaffairs
solve the brain-puzzlers tossed at
and talk circuit, Nigerian foreign | them by McGarry. He keeps every- made by the networks of such inHENRY I. MARSHALL
formation in selecting their pro- |
minister and UN delegate Jaja Wathing in niotion, while. convincing grams and the effect of such ‘use
Mgt: LEONARD GREEN
515 BUMBLE BEE LANE
chuku.
Festooned in. native cos- the audience,
100
PL sthNew’ ‘York:
°
‘Carp.
on the. ultimate compositions of |
fume, Wachuku was his usual ar‘the schedules.”
Watchung, Scotch Piains P.O., NJ.
ticulate self, but the less effective WHAT'S THE STORY
Minow
told
the
networks
that
the
|
for lack of ‘stimulous from the
With Charles Herring, Sam Angel-| Commission believed allegations of
FAawood 2-7804
questioning end. The college kids,
off, Robert Schulman, Kurt Fort- censorship of programs
by sponsors
from Loyola, Northwestern, U, of }.
© Published by Remick Musle Corp.
wey Rev. ‘Martin Luther. King, | should be “fully explored.” Citing
Chicago and Kendall, just weren’ tr
an “abundance of testimony” on
very
probing,
despite
Miss
Hagy
ALSO SEE PAGE 48, VAUDE SECTION |
Producer: Charles Herring
this charge, he said the issue “apwarning to the Minister that ‘the
Director: Carrol Etlerbe
‘pears directly to affect your stated |
30 mins,; Sun.,
2 p.m.
policies as to responsibility for |} _KING-TV, Seatile
‘1 the form and content of your proThis news panel show is a hardy grams and program schedules.’
IT.
perennial. It. has been carried by
How much opportunity is afford- |.
IEEoExo]Uo]o Eee

eT

“BE MY LITTLE
'BABY BUMBLE BEE”:

” Minow Warns

EMMETT KELLY

FOR CREATIVE
PEOPLE

a*.=™EEE
_.

KING

WTIC - POLIFZ STUDY*
TAKES A NEW
-AND CLOSER LOOK

In this session, Dr. King, a bell-

‘wether

AT RADIO LISTENERS
IN RICH, RICH
.|

ed affiliates to exercise “informed

for six years and although

its been switched from day. to day.
and had the airtime changed it is
‘apparent why it’s still on; a good,
{sharp look at. people ‘in the news
by skillful .interrogators
whose
‘probing questions ‘are not: offensive:

of. integrationists,

jucgments prior to exhibition” of
‘network
programs was
another
question FCC. would toss at the
web witnesses.
}. The windup hearings, to be held
before the full. Commission, are

‘slated to begin Jan. 9.

LOOK

AT THIS

AUDIENCK
CALL

YOUR

1. CHRISTAL

BONDED TVFILM engage in? :

{bas been around so long.

JUST

NEAREST

“Colt ANdrews 5.1340

What other businesses does

underestimates their savvy. They
‘1can be penetrating and adamant—
perhaps that’s why the program |

IN-DEPTH

SURVEY.

|J

given a great deal of leeway, but
gary,
has mov
oO a}!
‘questions by Sam Angeloff, top new building after 89 years in the |
Big Wilson says,
«
“ayhave
. I. ‘reporter, Kurt - Fortney, Greyhound building in downtown |
KING-TV: news’ city editor and Caigary. Building and equipment | the real. ‘Rembrandt, if I
Robert Schulman, KING special are valued at $300,000. Station is
|
events chief, brought out aspects
| 9Loy ner y the Calgary Broadcastdon’t. Pm out seven bucks.”
of. integration vs. segregation in|:
D,H. Hartford is stabold relief.
Dr. King was an articulate, persuasive pleader and the three
Dewsmen
were: understandably

cal, social, economic,. et al.) who

YOU. TOO, MAY TAKE A LONG

|
|

a, Alte-—Radia _iation

. was

_ | affable. The trio made good team
+and woe betide the figure (politi-

*

to yoy, see our beautiful new.
ranch atop high hill overlook- |
ing ‘Nissequa River in Smithtown, on wooded 2 acre plot.

|

Herring is ‘a gracious, elert host

HENRY

and Ellerbe keeps it moving right
along in an-“open end” format that
makes the half hour speed by. This

OFFICE

was a good one, a good example of
public service on the local. level
and not too far below network |.
standards
me.

3

for such

Reed.

:

2 RRRact «

programs.

su7

Pa

A
:

None. Film handling
Is our
@

only business—a full-time job.

—

BONDED |
TV FILA |
SERVICE

Rar York
§ Los ANGELES |
| TORONTO
A

Divisfon of

NOVO INDUSTRIAL CORP, g
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s
FlipTV
aGives
BemCws ||Stt“AseyBB
More BBC Sho
Him ~
|
ee
Into TAM Top 20} carte Blanche on Spec:

Lestol’s NBCBuys

| Educ TV So Hot ,Twin Cities ough
Sac Channel Doesn't Seem En

Lestoil {s going to spend about

$420, 000 in a-spring network tele- |
vision campaign. The company. has
néver before been in ‘web tv, but
:the onetime “spot tv success” has.
21.
Nov.
London,
;
been experimenting with new ways
_ Minneapolis, Nov. 21.
‘of college buildings and reduce
21.
London, Nov.
|
questions :to ‘regain marketing- eminence pon ueation over the air is so the pressure on higher education
For the third ‘successive’. week | Fending: off awkward
among
liquid
cleaners.
opular
in
fhis
area
that
KTCA-.
facilities and staff.
‘with little ‘trouble, Shelley Ber-;
BBC-TV shows have broken into |man,.in
town to‘ tape a BBC-TV;
Buy is of 14 nighttime minute | , the Twin Cities video educa- | The surprisingly encrmous sucthe top 20 category, ground. pre-. special, tet the British show press participations, _between
February tional : station, undoubtedly
wil?- cess
of KTCA-TV's
“Minnesota
viously monapolized by commercial “for the first time at a conference- ;and April, on NBC-TV’s “Laramie” |need another channel to help take Industries School of the .Air” is
care weonding
ts pr te Dr. John Schiwpale
=- one of the reasons why KTCA-TV
ule,
tv prograins except inisolated: in- Loum ocktailery tossed by the |274 “ Dr.. Kildare.” ? —
; expansion is desirable and even
“necessary,
Dr.
Schwarzwalder
points out.
and:
-Four post-séason football bowl |2 report current in local broad- : In a brief time this “Schuol of
time ‘games will be telecast by CBS-TV | casting circles ‘that KTCA-TV is the Air’ has enlisted 1,572 stuthe:during the holiday season.
The |negotiating to acquire WICN-TV, dents who pay it $9 fees each for

stances. Television Au lience Meas’ Corporation. -Charaéteristically

urements Ltd. (TAM) reveals tha (perched on a high stool, he fought|. CBS-TV’s Four Bowls

for. the: week.ended Nov. 12 BBC |off the “sick” humorist Iabel
. pushed up its number of toprankers | emphasized that ‘all through
to four,
first 10.

Shows

one-_breakiing

into the’ a few comics ‘have’ broken
.
“rules” and let their: gags .over-. ,holiday

sports

specials

in question. were’ ‘Miss. ‘flow. into the sadistic. and. brutal. ;}The Bluebonnet Bowl,. The

walder, its director.

Schwarzwalder, however, denied

include |Life-Time’s

commercial

station

Gator |which operates on Channel 11 out

World 1961 ninth place’; Charlie ‘Describing -his upcoming show’: Bowl, The Cotton Bowl and The |of the Twin Cities, and is planDrake Show" ‘10th; “Dr. Kildare (slotted for early December), Ber-- National | ‘Football League Playoff ;ning to launch a campaign to raise

their
enrollment,
even
though
_participation in it carries no college credits. It includes courses
in human
relations, supervisory

(15th) ‘and Overland Trai” 417th | man. sald he was surprised—and .Bowl.
funds for the purchase.
with Granada-TV’s “Bootsie and; ’ pleased—when he was told to tape | Sponsoring
the three
“Not that
we wouldn’f like to
college
Snudge”).
Drake and “Kildare”! as ‘much material: as he- wanted :events will be General Motors and |have
WTCN-TV,”
said
Dr.:
featured on aid previous week's |‘over and above’ his projected -hour. |Carter Products. while the! pro |Schwarzwalder
who
announced
atings
an
rake's
new-skein | The most: yideo: he’d ever landed:‘playoff bowl will be’ sponsored | by |that his own Channel 2 was con-:
opener on Oct. 24 rocketed to No. 5.at. one time in the U.S., he said, Ford and Marlboro Cigarets. Series | sidering a “junior college of the
(Since. then BBC-TV

has been air-: was

ing reruns as the comic

eight

minutes—“hardly

time ‘of bawl

games

starts on

injured |to. get the audience warmed up.” |.and runs through Jan. 6.

himseif: while clowning and hasn't

Dec. 16 | air” which would

:

save

millions

technique

‘and

effective

Fridays, the afternoon programs
being repeated in the evenings.
Preliminary to the creation of
the “junior coliege of the air,”
of which would tie up with the Uni-

dollars in the construction costsj

(Continued on page 40)

‘been .able to record’ since.)
“Regionally, BBC-TV came’ through
best in Wales and the West where |

At swiped'six of the top 10 places. |
-Although

the. commercial.

com-

‘panies were in the second week of
‘the

Equity-Variety

artists. strike,

this does not account.tyet) for the |
rise in the popularity of Corporation programming.
For, at this
time, only: one toprate commercial i;
tv tape, “Echo -Four-Two,” out. of:

the Associated- Rediffusion | stable,
was hit.
‘BBC announces that for its 25th

oo

|

anniversary W eek its audience came.

within a whisker-width
the competition.
.

of catching
a

‘BBC states that of thé dual-net-

|}.

work homes, 49° viewed’ BBC-TV_
while 51°C stayed “with -the inde- | .-

pendent

channel.

The

48% ‘eps |

‘the highest weekly figure the Corp. |
has. gained since commercial
tv
began:
The same week in 1960

‘which saw BBC with only.38° of
the dual-chaneller and 62° "peek‘ing at commercial tv; illustrates
.
the BBC's big gain. |
aE

“Denied PieceofShow’
Hirschman Qeitting

It really

|

is!

As Kildare’ Producer|
Holly wood, Nov.. 21.°

Herbert Hirschman is quitting as’

producer of MGM-TV's

“Dr. Kil-| :

Gare”. in’ four- weeks when his
year’s contract expires. He will be.
replaced by David Victor, associate. a
producer and story editor of “KGB |
dare.” Norman Felton ‘continues aS.
executive. producer.
Reason for .Hirschman’s
de-.
parture, - according to his agents,
Ziegler, Hellman & Ross, is that]
he was refused apiece of. the hour | .

show.

Robert Weitman,

veepee. in|

-

charge of MGM-TV
‘production,.
denied that. this phase’ of. a new.
contract. was discussed, that Hirsch‘man’s agent insisted on a 52-week
firm contract when the current.

pact runs out which the studio declined. Felton owns a piece of the
show, Weitman-said; but. that this
phase did not: enter into the discussion for.a@ new contract for
Hirschman.

Weitman

Winat

said he knew nothing. -

ofa demand by Hirschman: for ‘a |’
share of two pilots to be spun. off |
“Kildare”
per agent says. The}
spinels, in association with NBC-]- |

TV. were “Search,” already com- |: .
pleted, and “The
Psychiatrist.”
Hirschman produced the pilot of
“Kildare” and has been Producer.
since.

C7} catista chor

FILM does the unusual.

Bredouw CallsSignals |.
ABC On-Air Promos

For

|

-:Jerome

Bredouw

has

joined|

;

ABC-TV's staff as director of on-|

~ASTMAN

the-air promotion for ‘the network. |. .
He'll report .directly to ABC-TV
prexy

Oliver

Treyz

and

20th Century-Fox Films in charge
‘of. the television~ trailer _department. Ted Fetter: had been handling ABC-TV’s on-the-air promo-

tion for the past sevéral months

on a temporary

:

will ‘be

responsible for all network pro‘motions
and -on-the-air
material
furnished. to local. stations ‘such ‘as
trailers, spots, voice «- over - announcements, etc.
.
+.
Bredouw formerly was.with Young |
& Rubicam and more: recently. with

assignment.

'
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:

Germon
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reading

and is on tne air Tuesdays through

Rochester
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suul Government plan to build up!Clay, outstanding in a, series of
the Army by selective conscription |“interpretated” songs from his colwus first discussed with military |orful repertoire.
Machucambos

sribe

Alan

Gwynne-Jones

stating

|Mexican

trio

also

registered

|

Francis

with some

Williams

came

effective candid

up

{which

sometimes

allowed

film}chestra to dominate the singers.

SUNDAYS 11:15-1:00

:

The

on

the:

The

Italian

WEWS
4

{

1942, 20th Fox, NTA, Ist Run
BREAKERS”.

.

Bob Hope, Paullette Goddard
1940, Paramount, MCA, Repeat

‘other

“Telegiornale,”

KYW
- “4

Jean Gabin, Ida Lupino

.Sept. 24 “GHOST

at discrimination! TELEGIORNALE

arguments

°

Movie, Theatre
“11:15-12:30

'
1

,

Sept. 17 “MOONTIDE”

or-

“STATION &
.AVG. RATING *

" 11:30-1:00

Sept. 10 “THE ROAD TO RIO”
Crosby, Hope & Lamour
1947, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run

current

‘pix-in-production. discussion was. also poorly ‘“writ-

it has. in
to
Edilio
Tarantino, Marco For the first time, » too,
and their feeling that, as British! With
-; recent weeks brought off several
Raviart, Luigi Carrdi
subjects. they had a right to be:
sensational
“scoops.”
Sports
likeDirector:
Aldo
Biagi
_
here.
Some suggested that if new!
| wise receive traditionally elaborate
proposals to control immigration 30 Mins., nightly, 8:30 & 11 p.m,
RAI-TV,
“National
Program”
from
;.and
able
exposure.
became
law
then
the
Englishi
-..Considering the fact that RAIshould be barred from colonial ter- | Rome, Milan’

Titories.

COMPETITION
.
7
PROGRAM
Late Show

Program: NITE MOVIE

Hawk.

from an affected Manchester district.
His interviews with Negro
men in a bar strikingly brought aut !

their resentment

the

_—

Average Rating: 5&
Average Share: 45

in

the facts of the problem squarely, |their two south-of-the-border numand Tory Julian Critchley and So-; bers, while Irving Davies dancers
cialist Christopher Mayhew both | proved effective in their stints. |
oO; ining thut the country’s defense
Show is very reminiscent, in patarrangements had been miffed and |tern, of the Perry Como series,
that either overseas committments | and ‘it is to Miss Valente’s credit
that she, and not the format, was
must
be reduced
or more men
remembered
at
its
conclusion.
found.
Although
colored
immigration | Technical credits on the opener
has been a constant source of tv were fine, except for mike work
debate,

ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

| Wednesday, November 22, 1961.

.

ten”: Imagine a good writer saying,
“An Anglo-American writing community is springing up; Peter De

Vries,

for

language.”
likely.}

instance,

speaks

(Editors

Note:

‘Yearsof Crisis’
.

7

_8

&

.

aman Continued from page, 22 Smad

my

Not,
Art.

respondents away from their post’
for more than a two-week period.

or} TV is after all a government-sub-

‘These are the cities on the
sidized institution, and especially |white side were less forthcoming, ! news program, has long gathered
speaking tour this year of “Years
though prejudice shone through accolades for its range, technical considering its, stereotyped history
|t of: Crisis”; New York; Boston,
feats, and quality. These are now ; of the past several years, the lively
the evasions.
Finally, “Gallery” summed up on even more deserved: because ofan; and democratic (in the true sense) amma Continued from page 39 came
Washington, Philadelphia, Dallas
‘
\
important new objectivity and -.x-! innovations battled for by director
trends in the three local bye-elec- |
versity of Minnesota
or other col-. and Los Angeles.
:
tions that resulted in a decline in' citing news sense developed since: Biagi deserve the highest credit
the Tory vote and a swing towards : the advent of a new director, Enzo’ and. now shine as an example of! leges in the state and give colcomplete, elaborate, fully satisfy- ' lege credits ta its students. KTCA~
.
‘NBC Teain’s Dates.
the Liberals.
The analysis was Biagi.
Hawk.
The annual cross-country trek by
Biagi has made a lively, timely, : ing tv news coverage.
capably delivered by David Butler,
;TV is now gathering information

Edue’l TV

|

NBC News foreign correspondents
;
and the program, competently pro- and objective reporting instrument |
: from educators and communities ‘begins Jan. 4 in Washington at the
duced by Juhn Grist. made an in-. out of a news show which has long
‘using
televised Junior
college ‘National Press Club.
background to the,news. — shone brightly from all aspets but
programs.
tt.
the vital one of material .covered.
._ The traditicnal reunatable this
Apparently in abeyance to governAcademic standards ‘of the ‘Fun- time will include Piers Anderton
;ment likes, “Telegiornale” was for
iBonn),,Frank Bourgholtzer. (Mosifor
college
of
the
air’
will:have
BONSOIR, CATIERINE
_ The Jo Stafford. Show
cow), Cecil Brown: 'Tokyo!, Bernard
With Caterina Valente, Mechu-| years characterized by long ‘takes
Slick direction by Francis Essex. ; to. be the finest, and in order to.
officials. inaugucambos Trio, Philipe Clay, Re-; of government
with ro time lost on extraneous
(Rio de Janeiro), Welles. Hangen
rating
plants
or
fairs,
as
well
as
nato Rascel, irving Davies Dancchatter, kept this edition of “The most outstanding teachers avyail. Delhi), Joseph C. Harsch.
ers (9). Quartetto Radar, Enzo: recording their every word and Jo Stafford Show” bubbling bright- able, says Dr. Schwarzwalder. It (New
deed.
Now,
the
sudden
switch-over
also must be self-supporting with- (London), John Rich (Paris), and
Ceragioli Orch
i
Robinson
(Hong Kong).
to hard news, including such pre- ly. It was a particularly tasy-on- in a year to 18 months, he feels. James
Director: Vito Molinari
viously taboo subjects as.crime and the ear sesh for lovers of light, pop : “This will be a regular college. Current events confabs will move
Writers: Faele and Verde
other non-political current events, music. Miss Stafford lined up some | program with regular credit for to 10-.other cities .besides the
60 Mins.; Sun., 9:05 p.m.
her Torme.
guests,
‘makes for'a welcome. and. impor-? notable
Rosemary warblers
Clooney,as Mel
‘the courses and ordinary transfer ‘capital: Boston, N.Y., Philly, PittsRAI-TYV, from Milan
RAI-TV
has another
topnotch - tant change; and gives the shaw a The Polka Dots and, showing his 4.into campus classes after the first burgh, Chicago, Detroit, L.A., Séat. tle, San Francisco and San Diego.
new
importance.
variety show which. combined with .
‘versatility in a country mastly re- ‘two years,” he says. “Chieago has
RAI-TV’s
impressive technical
the Saturday
night's hit “Studio’
garding him asa straight thesp in | opened one such tv junior college
means
and
prowess
are
evident
in
One” should give RAI-TV a hard-“F7 Sunset Strip,’ Edd “Kookie” ,and officials there estimate it
to-beat weekend one-two punch in their rapid processing of filmed. Byrnes, with
“Singing In The saved taxpayers around $5,000,000
coming weeks.
Stanza also bids inserts, commented by a speaker, Rain.”
; t‘in. building construction costs.”
well for Second Program fortunes, : which makes up bulk of programs,
Miss Stafford was in lively form ! .The -plan now offered for the re
Continued from page 25, samumeat being its top variety presentation making it an outstanding example -with a bunch of 10 ditties ranging Twin - Cities, Schwarzwalder says, :.
just as “Studio One” is the first, of news Coverage even by interna- from “Good ‘Old Summertime” to ‘will be much more extensive than : universitles in their area. that are
tional
standards.
Most
of
the
ma.
or “National,’’ program’s shewcase
“The Whiffenpoof
Song.”
‘“Au- any now operating. |
offering broadcasting curricula.
terial is gathered. by RAI’s own tumn: Leaves,” “Summertime” and
“The way it might work,” he
item.
“The first job. of a chief ex_, Caterina Valente, a big favorite ! staff, but remote pickups, espe~ “County Fair” were others - that explained, “would be to establish
here, made an,ideal emcee-star via. cially via the Eurovision network got the full, cool treatment from. a basic two-year college program ecutive,” he said, “should be to.
train
his successor. We have to
(for
London
and
Paris),
are’
likenomes. It
her savvy parlay of song, dance,
the edueated Stafford tonsils. Miss televised to students’
- Nor Clooney made fine impact with a i probably would be broadcast on a develop youth in radio and tv in
patter and—ah important asset— wise regular daily features,
‘tthe
spirit
of the Communications
does
the
“Telegiornale”’
omit.
the
her clear dominance of the Italian
couple of contrasted.numbers, the ,Special wave band because KTCAidiom, unusual to this degree in a. occasional human -interest story, ‘ebullient ‘June Is. Busting Out All |TV’s schedule is tov crowded to Act, under which we have to live.
It’s
alarming
to me how many exsuch
as
the
frankly
moving
visit.
to
.
“toreign” star. Top audience rapOver” and “ ‘Tig Autumn.” Tor- ; handle the work.
; .“We know that students easily ecutives in broadcasting know
port and sympathy was established | a now-blind bike: champ.-Nor does me’s best was “Lazy In Love.”
“nothing
about
the Communications
the
‘new”
RAI
newscast
eschew
by her renderings of several new :
The show. was perhaps a shade ‘could cover the usual two years
and oldie songs, both Italian and| covering of such items potentially. thin on the yocks, but as a song . Of college workin three years of - Act exeept Section 315.”
“As
for
his
own operations at
American.
<A surprise guest. stint. critical of government operation as fiesta it rang the bell as a relaxed, itv. It would be worth the extra‘
-year- for most students because WGN Inc., Quaal stated, “If anyby Renate Rascel was a welcome; a recent censorship hassle inyolv- yet lively hour.
‘thing:-happens
to me. tomorrow,
ing
the
unpopular
banning
of
a
feature, allowing a neatly inte-!
(
Lionel Blair and his Dancers and the tv courses would be offered in.
grated dance duo with Miss Va-' pic screening. In fact, “Telegior-) Jack Parnell’s orch gave full sup- |the. eveningec hours, thus giving we have a dozen guys who: could
take
over.”
lente, plus a reprise of Rascel’s |nale” is now also showing a prece-} port and they performed in. front } students time to earn money for

HH Foreign TVFollowup |

formative

best-known

songs, and some amia-|dent-breaking
interest in somejof some. bright, unfussy sets de-| More expensive. campus instruc-j_
tion in the upper classes.”.
74 facets of pic production, exampled
signed by.Tom Lingwood. Rich.
Greensboro, N.C.— Bailey -“W.He points out that several Twin
appearance
by France's
Philipe i giant Roman. “Cleopatra” sets, or |
| Cities suburban communities ‘have. .Hobgood ‘Jr., former continuity
di-.
junior , rector of WFMY.TV, has been ap‘considered
establishing
WFMY-TV production
colleges, but that the televised pointed
i System could save those communi- manager, it was announced by the
“Jimmy, you'll KO Hollywood in one round.”
Continued from page 31 mpemes. ties millions in construction as station’s general manager, Gaines
well.as faculty and staff.
_ Kelley. Hobgood. rejoined the sta3
terviews with West Berlin leaders,
‘While denying that negitiations ‘tion Oct. 30.

ble risible

interludes.

Another show highlight was the ! in a much-ecommented visit to the

is

fh

Uf es

nce

cre

Si

Sree

ee

“TV Followup

epepeenensmneh-asnegpumnenteguuamaannamer and

RUDY VALLEE

&

|

Ja panel of West Germans, pictures are under way for the acquisition |:
of ‘the now il-famous wall, and 1of WTCN-TV, Schwarzwalder did
people .behind the barbed wire. admit that his station does hope '}
There

also were

pictures

to have
another
supplemental ‘
channel within a year to 18 months.

of East

| German factories, cities, ete. —
' The sequence

of pictures’ and

Cookman
Exits Scot TY

words were so fashioned as to invite involvement of:viewsr. Next
outing, tomorrow, (Thurs.), ‘of. this.
Bell &. Howell. series will be the

Glasgow, Nov. 21.
Peter Cookman, sales director of

West
“West! <-ottish Television Ltd. since 1958,
of the German
Wall.”. story, fitledHoro.
.

_
_. Accent
Picture Stephen Spender, Kings-

is quitting that post at end of the
year. He will devote more time to ||
international television interests..

He

ley Amis and Robert Whiting, three

crowded -London

with the encouragement

of CBS

Scotland.

_

Representation
ARNOLD

ROSE

9116 Sunset Bivd., Hollywood, Callf,.

Persenal Management

- LARRY E. LEVIN & ASSOCIATES
RICHARD BERNSTEIN, .Vice_ President
1356 N. Vine St, Hellywoed, Calif.

:

The three gentlemen; Spender |
the poet, Amis the novelist and |

Whiting the dramatist,

JIM VANCE

(18);

were not

diffident about the. subject matter
—the literary culture in which they
function—but they. should have}.

been; a little inhibition might have

gone a long way. The discussion}

]| was loose and amorphous, partially
due to Kendrick’s failure to tie it

into meaningful topical knots. Not

only. unstimulating, the. half-hour!

will accept

‘all awarda in person.

.FOR THEATRICAL. MEN
WITH HAIR PROBLEMS
. . We Specialize
in
RAZOR
HAIR
STYLING
...
HAIR
STRAIGHTENING .. « « HAIR DYING

UNIVERSAL BARBER
og

ask

at 445

Park Ave.,

Call

for Mr.

MU

SHOP
N.Y.C.

88-4932

GENE

or. Mr. JOSEPH

|

|

newsman Alexander Kendrick. That:

-was “Accent” last Saturday
|on CBS-TV and # was bad.

William

the commercial ty web in Central

thoroughfare

from which the noise is tremen-:
dous), talking, in effect, .about
1 themselves onto a bad soundtrack

by

Brown, at present General Sales
Manager of Scottish Television,

English authors, sitting at a window
in Royal Festival Hall -(overlooking

‘a

is succeeded

Big Wilson

NEW CARS: DETROIT TOYoU!
Exclusive To The Entertainment indgtry
Now, buy new cars direct from thelr source, via. £.0-8 DETROIT. celebrity
automobile-purchasing: service. Enjoy the convenience and savings of purchase

at the home of such fine autos an Thunderbird, Cadillac, Lincoln Continental:
F.0-B DETROIT Is source for all Detrott-mude cars, For delivery. In the
Motor City — er shipment by out bonded chauffeurs. Write, phone. or. wirer

FOB DETROIT

13519 HAMILTON, DETROIT 3, MICH,

TO. 6-2800
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OR LP?

DespiteKwamina’ Fold,Cap
CutOrig.MANcINIDEBINKS|Caedmon Co-Founder Urges Govt.
Cast Album in $25,000Experiment|
Capitol Records has taken. an-un-+
orthodox step in -the original cast}
album field. It recorded’ the origi-

nal cast set of. ‘Kwamina”

after

YB SetsFreachDistrib

“ALBUM VALUES}.

AidSchools With $10-Mil. Disk Buys
+

Perrin Rejoins HER

By:EDDIE KALISH
What's the value of a soundtrack

the show folded on ‘Broadway last | Vogue Records, of ‘Paris, has been.} album?.’ “The majority of these
Saturday (19) after a. .32-perform- inked to manufacture and distrib-. mean nothing commercially speak-’
ance run. The tuner was put in‘0" ute Warner Bros. Records through- ing,” says. Henry Mancini, -prolific
‘cut France.
writer of background scores for
the groove Monday (20).
‘The French company, headed by pix: and tv. In fact he- feels for the.
Joe Csida, Cap’s veepee in charge
part, there ‘shouldn't. be
of eastern operations, admits’ that M. Leon Cabat,: is expected to most
it’s.quite a gamble but the diskery make its first release’ of WB ma-. soundtrack LPs.
terial by Dec.: 1: Slated for incluBy this comment he is. referring.
exécs feel that the Richard Adler
sian in that release are the Warner to background soundtracks and not‘score was good enough to. preserve
on disk and not be ‘allowed to go soundtrackers.of “Fanny” and “Par- those that feature the ‘score from
rish,” as well as: platters by ‘the a musical which do have their op- down the drain. Csida noted that.
Everly, Bros., George. Greeley,. Bob vious: merits. Mancini feels that.
*.gost of: the -New-..York notices Luman and Connie: ‘Stevens; ‘!the .majority of the background
“raved about the score and blasted:
|musiec albums come off' only to
the book.”
{the point. of. establishing a main’
“fn. that respect.” Csida added, .
‘}theme on probably. the first band.
“we're going to build up the score’s:
The rest: of the disk is usually. an
value." The liner notes will ..re-fassortment of fragments . which
-print the critics’ favorablé com-.
don’t.mean much musically or comments on Adler’s contribution ‘to |
mercially..
the show.. Csida admits that push-|
Mancini, ..of ‘course, has made
ing a disk package of a show that’s

Victor’SOse
seas

Opera Recording
~ [rks Metop Orch

several background miusie’ albums,
folded is going to be a difficult job].
‘some. of which have been big sellbut we're going to see if we can |
ers so there would. appear to be
sell it. Capitol, he adds, had an
an
inherent. contradiction.
But
option to record it or drop. it and|.
we decided to go along with the RCA ‘Victor and the. Metropolitan Mancini asserts there: are reasons
behind
this.
‘For
one
thing,.-he
recording.
The. experiment will. cost Capitol: Opera Co... Orchestra are not :in -points ‘out, most film scorers don’t
between $20,000 and $25,000 in tune. The Met ‘orch’s business: ad- write with commercial ‘vaiues for:
recording and packaging expenses. ministrator Herman Krawitz, ‘stat- the music in- mind. They eompose
Company js shaving some tosts on ed last week that RCA left the Met \ strictly for the film’s requirements..
the package. For example, instead orch in the lurch by going over- Mancini. says-he does both. He, of
of recording at New. York’s Man- seas to record its operas, and Vie- course, composes to do the best job
for: the -particular pic on which
-hattan Center, where Cap has done tor says it. ain’t so.
‘|he’s’ working; but he also considall of its original cast sets before, |: Krawitz. claimed thatthe orch’s
ers the commercial value. of the
“Kwamina”

‘Jack Perrin has returned to Hill

The Federal
Government
has
been urged to appropriate $16,000,000 for money-poor
US,
libraries and schools to buy basic
record collections of music and

& Range as professional manager. literature, ranging from disks cf
Perrin was first employed by H&R Enrico Caruso singing to the poetry
in 1948 when owners Jean and of Dylan Thomas. The piea’ came
Julian Aberach put the firm into from Marianne Mantell, co-founder
the pop field.
[or Caedmon
Records
and
the
For the past five years Perrin
: Shakespeare
Recording
Sucicty,
had been associated with Southern- :
itestifying at the House Sub- ComPeer International in New York,|!
*t mittee
hearings
on performers’
Chicago and
and the
the midwest.
midwest.

{

Mills Music Sets
Broad Foreign

Expansion Pgm.

° Mills Musie is expanding its for-

eign activities.
Company
prexy
‘Jack Mills recently returned from
an overseas trip during which he
set deals in England and France,
‘began negotiations in Germany
and Italy and supervised a recent-

economic conditions in New York
Friday (17).
Miss Mantell pointed out the
money she caHed for was much less
than the $22,842,000 coi'ected in
1960 from excise taxes levied on
record manufacturers.
She mentioned that many
US, librarics
don’t buy disks because of ‘tack of
funds. She also emphasized th:t.
these disks would make availab’e
to many people living far from the
big cities, the finest instrumentalists, opera singers and literary
figures,

She stated that a change in the
copyright -law to protect phonoeraph performances is also necessary. Such a law, she mentioned,
has been drawn up on the basis of

-ly-completed — arrangement
in a study prepared by the U.S. CopyIsrael. He also visited branches right Office. This law would pro‘of .the firm in other ‘European hibit “unauthorized” (bootleg)

countries.
duplication of phonograph records.
Miss Mantell broached the idea
| - In France, Mills set a pact with
of a Presidential Commission to deEditions
Phillipe
Pares
for
the
eswill be recorded at.! recent hassle with the Metop was
music ‘as well:.
| tablishment of Editions Mills Mu- termine the. cause for the decline
the diskery’s West 46th St. studios. based, somewhat, on the loss of |:
Cites His Reasons
| sic—France.
Editions
Phillipe ‘in the arts, and how the trend may
‘This move will. save the company revenue caused ‘by Victor’s “tratis- |:
Another. reason he feels that Pares is owned by Phillips Lamps, be reversed.- She also favored the
about. $1,000,
ferring its operatic: activities to soundtrack albums. aren’t too val-. with Gerard
Tournier
general establishment of a Seeretary of the
On the. singles end, the: diskery Europe resulting in.an average loss
Arts with Cabinet status.
already has helped the score along: to Met musicians. of $1,000 a year.” -uable. ig that the.albums are usu- manager. .Through the arrange‘ment,
Mills
will
publish
the
French ! For “Macbeth” and: Pablo Casals
ally
prepared
directly
from
the
with releases by the Kingston, Trio,
Victor, on-the: other. hand, states
Gordon. MacRae, Al. Martino and that: it never hada ‘contract with. track. itself. In this instance he outlet’s material in the U.S. and |to’ be heard in the White House iz
finds two difficulties: One, he be- it will publish. Mills’ activities; a step in the right direction, she
‘the Hollyridge Strings."
< .
‘the Metropolitan Opera Co. Orches-.
asserted. “But we have a long way
_ The production’s $400, 000-plus ‘tra and it used the. orch in ‘the past lieves, is-that the quality -‘of the there via the new firm. Mills re-|
_ loss was absorbed by John Schles- ‘as well as other groups. “We have recording is not-all that good; and ports that material: is already be- to go before it can be said that the
Federal government is acquitting
' dnger, a-wealthy South African-who the highest regard for the Metro- the other is that the finished. prod-. ing handled both ways.
put up all the loot. Adler wrote politan,” said a’spokesman for Vic- uct. emerges mostly as assorted | ‘In London, Mills signed with itself in its role as the apogee of
the words..and music for the score tor, “and hope that it will be pos- bits of themes which. don’t have. Clifford Essex Music, publisher of our culture.”
any individual value.
‘fret instrument music and BM
beck
Alan Aurthur wrote the sible to: record with, them in the]
When Mancini does a sound- ‘magazine which is the trade mag00.

| future.”

Dot EamsPar
Purchase Price
|

| track album. from either pix -Or
Victor. does about, three new. op- tv, ‘he ré-records his musie for
eras.a year, and the ratio has been, disk use. In, this way, he is able’
for the most part, two overseas re- to ‘control each selection on the
cordings to one made-fh-U.S.: re- platter. and make.it into a separate

azine for studios, teachers and stu‘dents of fret instruments in England and. Australia, to be the firm’s

exclusive sales agent in the U.S.
and Canada.
Although still -in negotiation,

cording. Victor used the Metop tune with its own identity. He uses
orch within -the last two years on the same tooters on everything he
a ‘recording | of “The Barber of ‘does, and notes that he runs the Mills is setting up two new Euro-

show much differently for the ‘pic- Pean outlets—one in Germany and
one in Italy. The publisher is now
Tture and the waxing.represented in England, France,
. There is more control. exercised
for the. film, he relates; but fot: Spain, the Netherlands, Brussels,
Canada
and South America. In the
a record date of the same music
Jess than $3,000,000, Dot has, in|"
he-lets them go a lot more because course of his travels, Jack Mills
picked
up material in various
five years, earned it all .back and
he wants “excitement” to come
-“Réck: Around the Clock,” the from his recordings. In both cases countries for publication here covshows a 250% rise in capital value.
Ratidy” Wood, Dot president, ‘tune whith ‘is said to have opened he uses improvistaion, but he says ering a variety of subject matter
states that at the time of. the Par up the roek-’n' roll era, ‘has -been that a disk is “one of the few from pop to educationai.
purchase. the diskery had only..25. slotted for its 15th motion pieture places whére you can have your
Mills Signed a deal last July
albums. in its catalog and the roster display. It’s. been set for the up- /work come off.”
the
Israeli
Composers
The result. he with
‘was~confined to Pat Boone, Gale coming
Paramount. - release of feels, is a.more exciting package ‘League Publications group to repStorm,
Eddie Peabody, . Johnny Jerry Lewis’ “Errand Boy,’”
than would have been created if resent its catalog: internationally.
Maddox, The Hilltoppers, Fontane |- Other films: in which: “Rock”. -ap- the: LP 'were made directly from. As part of his trip, Mills stopped
Sisters. ‘and Billy Vaughn. .
peared were “Blackboard Jungle,” the. film: :
in Israel to meet with the group
“Today, .Dot’s -catalog. has more which was the theme for.this MGM | He adds, however, that most about, material he could’ handle.
~ than. 600 LPs and to the stable has release;.the title song for .a Co- composers -‘aren't in a position to. Pact at present calls for Mills to
been added such names as Law- lumbia ‘pie; “10,000 Bedrooms’” and work .this way. since their con-. represent the group’s catalog with
rence Welk, Tony Martin, Jerry “Reluctant Debutante,” both for tracts with: studios don't. permit no representation in Israel for
Lewis, Dodie Stevens, |Steve ‘Allen, MGM, among others.
them: to: In ‘Mancini’s case, he. has Mills’ material, but an arrangeLouis Prima,: Keely Smith, ‘the | “Rock” has been: recorded ‘in: ‘an exclusive recording pact. with ment is now being worked on to
‘Mills Bros. and Louis Armstrong. over 35 foreign languages ‘and Has. RCA. Victor, thus ‘he has the built- ‘provide for thi
Paramount turned down a $10,- 140 different. recorded’ versichs in authority to proceed along these.
Mills said: ‘that he was enthused
‘000,000 offer for. thé Jabel from around thé world. : The Bill Haley .lines..
with the interest Israeli's show in
Philips of .Holland last. year. Sub- recording (Décca) is credited with
‘For: another thing,. he points out, all ‘forms of music. The Israeli
sequently Philips ‘purchased Mer- Selling 14,000,000. copies. _through- most composers don’t get perComposers League comprises. 85cury Records in 1961, for reportedly out the world.(Continued on page. 43).
‘1100 contemporary symphonic com$3.500,000
‘The tune has nearly 100 various |_.
|.posers and some pop writers as
The sales figures, as released by

Dot Records has earned back
_ dts purchase “price. -Bought: by.
- Paramount Pictures in 1957 for

Wood, are:

Year
1957:

‘1958
1959: «
'1960°
1961

Gross:

“ Net

including

.

615,057|
‘799,449 Mills Handling
800,000

a

MGM's Maxin Huddling
“At Studio on Albums

copies|

for kiddies and brass bands. Myers :

|Music, a Philadelphia
ses4102 {3
456,901|the copyright; ;

$ 6,105,136

_ (projected)

ROCK AROUND
AROUND CLO
CLOCK’
STILL MAKING TIME

| printed “editions

.

7,540,247
8,765,510
11 009, 440
15000.000

Seville.”

firm, holds, 7

Mel Bay

In Most Global’ Areas :

Mills Music has set:a deal. with|
Mel. Bay, publisher and writer of:

the Mel Bay Guitar

Method. and

many books on guitar material, to
represent him and his ‘publications

Musicologist

Stanley Green
has written, an interesting: saga .of
‘Irving Berlin’:
"50-year-old standard

‘|| well, - among them
| posers - in Israel.

the

top

com-

Now Handled Via MGM
‘Charlie Parker Records, which
recently discontinued its distribu-

Come On An? Hear

jjtion through Carlton Records, will
1jnow be distributed by MGM Rec-

-ords. Latter

will handle

In the switchover from ABCParamount to RCA Victor, Paul
Anka got two important things—

his own disk production firm and
global tour.
Anka will be recorded by
own Camy Productions and
disks will be released on an
elusive basis by RCA Victor in

his
‘the
exthe

US. and throughout the world.
Victor is also laying out a worldwide promotion tour in conjunction with the Anka acquisition. In
1962, Anka will visit every major
country in the world to meet the
local RCA Victor people and to
promote this association.
During the round-the-world tour,
he will also do u concert in each
country and scout out local talent to record for. his new company. Within
the next three
months
Anka is schedtiled to appear “live” |
tv shows in Japan, The Philippines, Puerto Rico, Venezuela and
France.

‘

12,500 Musical Events
‘SetinUS. 1961-62 Season
Washington, Nov. 21.

Charlie Parker Records

Come On. An’ Hear,
“which established o
Global Ragtime Craze

Anka’s Own Co.
& Global Tour

the en-

are slated in 1,022 American cities‘

between now and next June.
That is the total of symphony,
opera, band, jazz, dance and chamber music performances as well ag
folk festivals, music workshops,
conferences, seminars and clinics

domestically listed in the new edition of “Calendar of Music Activities in the U.S.”
It has just been released, coverThe deal is exclusive to MGM
.. Meetings with, MGM film execs at will -be handled by’ Cyril Gee, genin the upcoming
and has no connection with Verve, ing the 1961-62 season, by the PresCulver City, Topics .under discus- eral manager in England of Mills mee
ident’s Music Committee of the
1]
MGM’s
‘subsid
on
which
most.
of
«en
56th Anniversary ‘Number.
‘sion are new soundtrack albums Musie Ltd: ..
its jazz material, including some People-to-People Program in Washand. single record. releases: ‘from
Bay's ‘material covers the. guitar iz
waxings
by the late Parker, is ington. The 329-page calendar is
‘Metro ‘pix.
in all areas, including classics, ‘pop ‘
4] represented.
Parker Records
s publisked annually by the nonVARIETY
Maxin will. also ‘meet, with Jesse and folk. In addition ‘to his: pub|currently prepping eight new re- profit committee ’under the chairPlus other statistical and data-filled
. -Kaye;- veepee in charge ‘of Coast lishing work, Bay runs clinics for
leases for distribution, including manship of Mrs. Jouett Shouse. art
‘charts and articles.
operations .who: handles film and. dealers and educational institutions
platters by Cozy Cole ,Barry. Miles, patron of Washington. The calenrecords - ljaison,
Jon the qvitar,
J’ Ann ‘Williams and Slide Hampton. dar was started in 1958.

Arnold ‘Maxin,
president
of internationally, | exclusive of the|
*
*
2.
MGM Records, is on the. Coast. for | Uy, S. and Canada. Representation
“one of+the: many. Editorial Features

tire. Parker line both

More than 12,500 musical events ;

and in the foreign market as well.
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REVIEWS

Montand, Josy Baker's Gallic Kicks,
Decca’s Xmas Special Top New IPs!

Top Singles Of The Week
ft he ‘Best Bets’ of ThisWeek's 100-Plus Releasesyo

ym |RAY CHARLES...

“ON BROADWAY: THE BEST [religious music. A performer of
veeeseeeee eee FJINCHAIN, MY HEART
and
artistic
authenticity,
Verve). ,verve
MONTAND"
YVES
OF
(ABC-Paramount)......But On The Other Hand Baby.
cast” al-j Bibb here delivers a mixture’ of:
This is a sort of ‘‘original
Ray Charles’ “Unchain My. Heart” (Tee .Pee*) ‘unleashes a
pes sed to the eurrent one- ieell known and unfamiliar spirituben,
rocking blues beat in a fashion ‘that’s: made. ‘him: a hot disk.
of Yves Montand on: als in deeply moving style. Standman
sit A
‘, seller and ts sure to continue to the sales and spinning pattern,
Broadat Although the full im--out numbers are “Round. About!
“But On The Other Hand Baby” ( Tangerine* }. works up a slow.
re- The Mountain,"
“Every Time I
pact of this French performer
blues mooe into an. effective slice that: serbes. as ao perfect run.
this Feel the Spirit,*-“‘No More Auction t
quires the visual dimension,
ning mate.- —
e
|
‘e :
and
the
title
song,
“Oh
ro“Block”
and
set captures his relaxed
in a Freedom.”
quality
vocalizing
mantie
SONEBS.
°
BROOK
BENTON.
sec
eee
ee
becuse
fa's peeeeeues sREVENGE
language
French
BILL. DANA: “JOSE JIMINEZ |
dozen
and ac:
(Mercury)
2.60.00.
seep
eer
eee wees
«Really, » Really
IN ORBIT” (Kapp. Capitalizing on
Backed simply by guitar
Montand
LAWRENGE WELK
.
Brook Benton’s -“Revenge” (Raleigh-Ben Dayt?- swings out a
cordion ace ompaniment,
the success of Bill Dana's “‘Astroballad .beat with a rengeance and .the’ sway. will ,captivate the
works throuzh such tunes as “Mor. naut” LP, Kapp has: put together ;Proudly Presents Another. Dot Hit:
Menaze .\ Moi,” “Caleutti-Calcut- this followup item which. ‘features |
. spinners and the buyers.
“Really, Realty”. (Raleigh- Ber Dayt)
“Dans Le
is an okay ballad that has the’ vocal beat that attracts. eccas-":
ta” anda Gallic-oatuner,
one whole side of more Jose Jimi- ;
“Sad Movies" BOW. “I
onal play.
Plaines Du Far West.”
nez missile-age spoofing. There are. Singing
{Don’t Know Why I Love You Like
e
+
i
some funny bits sprinkled through- : I Do.”
JOSEPHINE BAKER: “CHANTE
LETTERMEN...cee eeewieees . WHEN I FALL IN LOVE
RCA Victor’ Internation: out the reutine, with dextérity dis-PARIS”
personplayed-on
ad
lib
byplay
between
|
One of the legendary
(Capitol) bende ee
a
a
eroe ae eo ee
ee Smile
al
The music -has a lot of: charm and
Josephine Dana and a studio audience.
biz,
show
of
alities
The Lettermen’s “When I Fall In. Love” (Northern*) is: given
spirit and it all has been captured
has not been fully docu- other side of this set showcases a , here: in a package recorded
Bake:
@ current pop treatment. that ‘gives. the. oldie: a chance. to win
in.
par- series of Jiminez- routines ranging
mented on records. This LP
over a new market. “Smile” (Bourne*) puts:the. sdme modern
a from fractured lingo takeoffs on‘ Europe. It’s an offbeat set that}
tiaily helps to fill the gap with
harmony .qualify into ‘an oldie * without destroying any of the
artist Mitch Miller's sing-along disks to “cauld develop into a lot of proan
by
mance
peifor
ut
stando
original melodic ideas..and ‘the programmers will _go for tt begramming fun especially when one
this
In
bits
on
skindiving,
a
U.S.
senator,
of the French pop ballad.
cause of tts’ honest interpretation.
:
projects lion ‘taming
and others. Dana's -of the violinists goes into bird.
Baker
Miss
collection,
imitations with ‘his Strings.
+
e
o
with flawless taste such tunes as partner. Don Hinkley, is featured,
*J'ai Deux .Amo'lrs, " “fon Paris,” throughout as straightman. Over-:
THE PLATTERS....5...% ose «SONG. FOR: THE LONELY
in all, it's a moderately amusing ‘set
3°
te
“C"est Paris.” “April In Paris”
(Mercury): ....-5:‘bee eer ene saa. e¥ou’ll Never. Know
Freneh and English, and “Sous les which should please Jiminez fans,:
The Platters’ “Song: ‘For The Lonely": (Joli-Tinker*). will. de
others.
among
and they seem to be legion.
Toits de Paris.”
a
.song for the many | because of the” topflight. ‘treatment. the
Jean Clauric conducts a large orci.
FRANKIE AV4LON: AND NOW ;
group gives this ballad . mood.. “You'll Never Know” (BVC*)

|

.THE LENNON SISTERS |

UA Stressing Field Men,
" HomeofficeTie In Unique
ABOUT MR. AVALON” (Chaycellor’. This is a slickly-produced set:
Promotion Conferences}
which showcases the vocal abilities

CHRIST”
OF
COMING
is another oldie turned into a “goodie” for current market ap:
“THE
preciation.
(Decca. For the seasonal groove,
“6
¢
°
beautia
r
togethe
put
has
Decca
United Artists Records has
waxing of NBC's. of rock 'n’ roller turned club dater,!
fully-packaged
: launched a series of special promo- EDDIE HEYWOOD. weet cece ee .THE DREAM OF OLWEN
outing,
Xmas
Frankie
Avalon.
The
outing
is
up-:
20
Project
annitai
(Liberty)... ..
w.2...Good: Earth“The Coming of Christ.” The pack- ‘ tempo all the way, featuring the: ‘tion conferences in which execs of
Eddie Heywood’s. “The Dream
of © Olen” (atills*) parlays ‘a
;the record company will meet in-|
age features a 10 page, four color ‘ singer doing swinging renditions of;
lick piano into a key spinning slice that’s due for important
insert containing lithograph repro- . straight pop material, sans any. |formally with distributor promoprogramming play.
“Good. Earth” (Voguet) gives Heywood -4.
ductions of famous art works and trace of his r ’n’ r past: He. ‘displays “tion nien at the firm’s New. York
-chance to slap the :keyboard in @.happy, way that. results. in. a.
text. The disk em- a pleasant and polished way with a
appropriate
,
headquarters.
joyous
programming
piece. |
has
and
tune
that
carries
beyond
the
teen.
program
entire
the
braces
.
Point of the conference {is to
peen adapted cleanly for this set by market. Among: his stronger num-:
Stopped,” : allow the men in the field an opHerry Jerume. Alexander Scourby bers are “‘The Music
SUE
THOMPSON...
2.20200
0¢s
eee ener eres NORMAN
narration from “Lotta Living To Do,” “Can't You ! portunity to meet. personally with
strung
provides
(Hickory) . eo ee ee| © ew we eee8 ..2s..Never Love Again
Richaid Hanser’'s poetic and bibli- Just See Yourself” and “It Started those with whom they: are in teleSue
Thompson’s
.
“Norman”
(Acuff-Roset)
.is the perfect folcal script. Robert Russell Bennett's - All Over Again.” Solid orchestra-. ‘phone or mail vontact at the label
lowup to her “Sad: Movies” click because it. sustains a beat and
dramatic and lyrical music is also tions have been provided by Dick and. to give the UA homeoffice pera
teen
messdge
-that
guarantees
big
play
in
-the young market.
nicely showcased. It adds up to a Reynolds, Frank Hunter’ and Tan} sonnel an opportunity to learn first“Nerer Love -Again” (Acuff-Rosety has a country weeping -qualpotent gift item, well packaged and Fr eebairn- Smith.
hand the situations In various parts
|
ity
that
catches
a
lot
of
jockeys
|
and:
they
can’t
be blamed for.
of the country..
effectively produced.
“BOB
GIBSON
AND
BOB
being attractea to it..
—
UA
president,
VAN
ALEXANDER
ORC H: CAMP AT THE GATE OF HORN” | Art Talmadge,
“STAGED FOR STEREO” (Capi-| (Elektra’. Recorded in ‘Chicago’s : painted out that “We cannot stress
tol:. This “Staged for Stereo” pro- folk mecca. the Gate of Horn, this !to strongly the importance of re- KIRBY. STONE FOUR. - WHEN You HELP A FRIEND OUT
duction, one of a series, is Capitol’s - platter features the clowning, ‘sing- gional promotional activities. UA}
(Columbia)... ....tabeeceeee Forbidden. Fruit
bid for the audio buff trade. Hand-. ing and playing of Bob Gibson and: has, experienced, time after” time,|: _ Kirby Stone Fouir's|Wien You ‘Help A Friend. Out” ‘(Strat«
somely packaged in an eye-catch- Bob Camp. The emphasis is on the the breakout. of a record in one
ford*) has a bright and. bouncy ‘beat with a clever ‘lyric linein: plastic case
equipped with clowning, but the folksters also: particular spot, then the eventual
that will appeal to the showtune crowd and spinners. who care
of the record to other
‘most effective notes to guide the manage some straight renditions in spreading
,
about .their programming level. Tune’s from “Subways. -Are For.
areas.
By
working
closely
with
the
stereo listener, this set presents a 'effective style. Their singing is |
Sleeping.” “Forbidden Fruit” (E.B. Marks*}: ‘swings. Up @., Folksy”
dynamically swinging program fea- -clear and their playing robust on!i.distributor promotion personnel we}
beat that ought to win some playing time.
;
:
Know
we
can
coordinate
the
na-t.
turing
some _ sparkling
arrange- “numbers like “Betty and Dupree.”
o*.
&
ments which take full advantage - Their social commentary shows a! tional exposure. much more aceu-|
ot the new recording techniques. ‘wry turn on such efforts as “Think- :_ rately.”
PETER
NERO.
aoevanve
vesevewvvecanene
-SUMMER.
AND.
SMOKE
The first conference, held last
Most
striking stereo
effects are “ing Man,” _which is a retread of:
CRCA Views)
as
.Maria
~ arhieved in the twin pianos version :folk standard “John Henry.” It’s ‘Friday -(17): included representaPeter Nero's “Swnmer and Smoke”’. ( Famous* }: ‘features the
of “I Won't Dance” and “Lulu’s .an enjoyable set with a sense of; tives from the eastern territories.
pianistics that work in current: market ‘and: a pic title ‘theme

Back In-Town.” Other excellent humor
and
sides are the offbeat mambo slice :manship.
t

nicely

styled

folk: |The

label will hold’ several

other |. that wakes a stréng melodie statement..“‘Maria” (G.S.. Schirmer*)

similar seminars shortly to cover
is pounded out with a big orch' support and gives the. program=
of “Way Down Yonder In New Or-'
| the southern
and western per“mers another tasty slice from .the “West Side Story? score.-"
JUSTIN WILSON: “1 GAWR-! sonnel.
leans,”
“In a Mellowtone,”
“Ol’
*
«
*
ON-TEE”
(Project).
This
comedy
Man River’ and “Strike Up The
. package is peg ged to the ethnic |
Band ”
THE McGUIRE. SISTERS. ;>. DM JUST. TAKING MY TIME
‘patter of Justin Wilson, whose:
(Coral). .
.1 Can Dream €an’t I |
GEORGE CATES ORCH: “TAKE Stories are flavored with the dia-:FIVE” «Dot. This is a solid wrap- lect of the-Cajuns of the MissisThe McGuire Sisters* aym Just ‘Taking My. Time” (Stratford*).
un.of various orchestral and combo sippi delta area. Whereas this fracmay take time to catch ‘on in current. market but. it’s. worth-Los Angeles, Noy. 21.:
waiting for and working for. It's a topnotch ballad from the
sivies
filtered
through
George tured English might* work well in;
Comic Lenny Bruce has asked |:
“Subways Are For. Sleeping” score delivered with much flavor
stereo-designed
ar-- clubs, on disks it is not as effec-.
Cates’
own
the Supcrior Court to rule his conIt's a nifty musical - tive mostly because Wilson is a’
rangements.
and appeal. “t Can Dream: ‘Can't I” (Chappelt*). reawakens
tract with Fantasy ‘Records ‘ Inc:
session saluting musical crews led storyteller whose. tales _are . often :
memories of a soiid oldie with an interpretation that: fits’ into
terminated. on a-charge of breach
pop: programming’ patterns:.
. bt Dave Brubeck, Ralph Flanagan, long and involved. Despite. this
of contract, and- demands $20.0001
Fietcher Henderson. Harry James, : limitation the platter has an enter-:
..
3
damages
in a suit filed Nov, 15.
Berny Goodman, Duke Ellington, ‘ taining — uality,
probably
more i.
» SOMEWHERE IN: THE. NIGHT |
Named with Fantasy are Circle |JIMMY VELVIT. ..... 5.25:
Pete
Fountain,
Freddy
Martin, saleable
In the Cajun south than: -Reeord Co., Saul ‘Zantz and Max
oF. ee
8 © oe
(Cub)
rs
‘Look
At
Me
et al. The music is crisply played elsewhere.
\
and Sot Weiss. Bruce additionally
Jimmy. Velvit's. “Soinowhere In.The. Night” (Gantts isa basic
with a strong beat throughout.
SZUCS
AND
HIS
MAGYAR : wants the court to declare ‘he is{
racking ballad with a good. topice? lyric. delivered in a promisingly
“THE GREAT EDDY MANSON” : CIGANYOK:
entitled to receive all material. for-| “commercial | style. “Loo At Mz” f Gantt) moves - long. more
:
“THE MOST FABU- |
f2ith-Fox', One of the top har- LOUS GYPSIES” (Request). Gypsy Ww arded by him to Fantasy.
routine lines.
vonica
practitioners
araund
as
ad
ie
rs
vell as composer
and arranger;
Eddy Manson displays his variedtatents, in. this highly listenable
package.
Backed by a couple of.
(Mr. Peacock}.......... ees ea de eee se) Mark’s Mood :
other
harmonicas
and
a
larze |
‘The Viscounts’ “When Johnny. Comes Marching .Home” (Montinvsthm section, he delivers a strik-‘b
umentt) is Gone in such a swinging fashion | that. the jocks and °..
ing and exciting version of “Sabre
‘Jukes are sure to jump to it- for a spinning payoff.. “Mark's:
’ The McGuire Sisters are eutting a “Subways Are. For Sleeping” LP
I.
Dince.” one of this LP’s highiights. !
Maod” (Monumentt> ts tno. moody ‘for. ‘commercial appreciation. :
Ozer fine offerings include “Joev's : for Coral and not Deéca as erratumed in last week’s Variety woe
“e:%
+
of the five top awards in the polk!
T’.cme.” “St. Louis Blues Waltz.” : Coliimhia Records copped ‘four out
for Record of the Year held by the Jazz Journal, an English monthly.
“Twilight
on
the
Trail.”
“Off
In the one-two--three position were, respectively, “A Billie Holiday |
Siore” and “I Found My Mama.”
I’M IN LOV E WITH MISS: CONNIE FRANC Is
Memorial,’ still to be released by Col in-the U.S., and Duke Ellington’s
|.
YULYA: “12 FACES OF LOVE” :“Nutcracker Suite” and “Piano in the Background. * Ellington also.
(Ciriema).... 2h. cee evel eee we Vie» Lonely ‘Heart:
(St and’... This Russian-born sonz- tagged fifth place with his “Peer Gynt Suite”.
. Sister Rosetta
Allan Chase's “I’m In Love With, Miss Connie Francis” (Agardt)
entress, now married to American
Tharpe's Pirouette-Promenade .album, “Spirituals in Rhythm,” got an|
is a rocking. salute to the pop disk singer and the teeners: will’
hewspaperman
Thomas
P. Whit- “outstanding cover design” award in the ‘annual competition conducted
appreciate the sentinient.. “Lonely Heart”. (Agardt).- features a.
ne. dis an intriguing, sultry-voiced
by the National Offset-Lithographic. Awards Competition and: Exhibit | rocking ballad’ mood with a vocal approach. that. will. help pull
sorwstiess,
Her delivery is. disVerve distributors in Denver are tieing in Cal Tjader’s. LP, “In a i it through.
.,
tinerished by an excellent voice Latin Bag,” with his three- weeker. at the Band Box there beginning |
*
*
sivced with an exotie flavor which _ NOV. 27:
‘CRAIG
&
HIS
DADDY
.
Rites
extra kick to her English:
RCA Vietor is hitting the market this week with the first mop albums
PLEASE BRING MY DADDY AN ELECTRIC TRAIN
Invics ot a flock of original num- done in Reprocessed Eleetronic Stereo. Featured in the packages, preBeis. Most of these tunes are in , Viously produced only in monophonic sound, are Hatry Belafonte, the
(Amy)
_- Alf Around ‘The. Christmas Tree
ti sophisticated ballad and torch Dukes of Dixieland & -Pete Fountain, the. "Sauter-Finegan Orch,. the |
Craig &.. His Daddy's “Please Bring My .Daddy An. Electri¢
idiot.
Train” (World®) runs aiong a novelty line that a lot: of spine:
Capitol
‘ Voices of Walter Schumann and the Wayne King Orch.
ners can suritch to once the Xmas plays. begin. “All Around ~
r"ON)
BIBB:
“OH FREEDOM ; Records has added the Kingston Trio’s “Make Way,” Nat King Cale’s:
A’.
OTHER SPFRITUALS”| “The Touch of Our Lips” ‘and Guy Lombardo’s “Guy Lombardo: Med- | The Christmas Tree” (Republict ) sparkles with torny Christmas cheer and. it should get. some Yuletime attention. - Gros,
:
aaa LETTE
.
Synthetic
Plastics
plan-:
I.con Bibb’s super- | ley: Vol. 3" to its four-track tape catalog .
lets
voice gots an outstanding| ning a house-warming party early next ‘month for its new’ hq on
*ASCAP,
tBAlII.
strvwease in this recital of Negro Eighth Ave.

' Lenny Bruce Seeks
To Void Fantasy Pact,

Longplay Shorts

|THE VISCOUNTS
:
:
WHEN JOHNNY COMES M ARCHING HOME: -

[ALLAN CHASE

|

’
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. Various Artists ‘(UAL .3122)__.
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4 15. “15 “ DAVE BRUBECK (Columbia)
Time Out (CL 3297).
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3 FEANK SINATEA (Reprise)
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16.. 13° 65 /NEVER ON
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‘Soundtrack
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Yellow Bird
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Soundtrack
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SUNDAY (UA)
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ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor):
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60 YEARS OF MUSIC AMERICA LOVES (Victor)
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{composers are paid. “minutiae” by.
44
| coniparison. to the .overall budget |
;
of .a film.
‘An example of.contemporary |use - 45
.
is his recently completed score for |
Par’s: “‘Hatari,”. which is. localed |
46
fin Africa. Among his other up- |.
coming seores are. the music to
47
“Bachelor im. Paradise’ and “ExAlthough |
4 periment . in. -Terror.”
se
4} Mancini likes tv work, he prefers |.
{ the pace of. film ‘scoring. His cur-| .
rent aim. however, is to do the ! * 49

29
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50.

= Victor

Lee eeascccevacces
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MEXICO
Bob Moore

comedy. He was in-New York re-:
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for. a. ‘Broadway
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CRAZY

$}to.the. composer on what should;
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}.be- used. He. also contends that |]
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Parkway
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°
THIS TIME
Trey Shondell .... ............0...0.. Liberty
#$%‘''THE FLY

#42SAD MOVIES
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Chubby Checker
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Lee

Brenda

James

Flares

§jelements, he. asserts, -that. dictate

°

(SP 44001)

Various Artists, Vel. pty (08 5004) -

4

{fore contemporarv stvlings sueh
as’ jazz are applied more often.
{There are’ several contemporary
38
#43
‘composers ‘in Hollswoed who are
nar
offered pix but the. established,
8629
39
|! more traditional. ‘writers still get
‘the big ones.
.. He believes’ that his type of mu- |- 40
22
Sic. which he ‘says is not jazz but |} ,
rather jazz influenced, can be used
41
34
‘in more pictures like sophisticated
a
coniedies and others. ‘But there are
42
41
personalities
and
ofher |outside’

New Piano‘in Town (LPM: 2383),

_

6

24.

|.sélves « are
concerned,
Mancini
opines ‘that it will be some time be- {)

_Original Cast {WAQ: 1643)

38

#4

23°25

get the

for
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ccc a cece enccce Laurie

FOOL NUMBER ONE

Selomon Burke

j.artists and. is getting widespread
action in hoth sales and airplay.

oe

3. -SAIL AWAY.(Capitol).

«36:

A
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RTI
nn
etiam
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eC
eae
area
att
npc
a
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anount’s “Breakfast .at. Tiffany’s,””
which: has been covered .by several

. Joan: Baez, Vol. I7-(VRS: 9098):

“37

score

cece cece cece eccccee Col

2.2...

Paris | Sisters

than an LP. It gets.more |}
action and: does a better
effort for. the picture. In
he cites his “Moon River” -

tune from his

On Sunday (E. 3965)

- .JOAN BAEZ. (Vanguard)

3
SE

46

‘portant”
play and
| publicity
this area

*.

‘MITCH MILLER (Columbia).
Holiday SingAlong’ (CL 1701):
5. .CONNIE FRANCIS (MG34)

6

18

“Continued from page at —

conducts. shouldn't

...

Dion...

Mareels

than. its album is a-good single of |.
its theme or a: tune from its scare.”
1This can be “infinitely -:more im-

Geing Places (T1564).

«18 12 JOSE JIMINEZ. (Kapp)

li

17.

is that more helpful for a picture

32.24. 2 Be.- KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)

33.

picked up the title

artist. royalty,” he. observes... As it |!
| Stands, the producers keep this.
Good Single ‘Important’.
Also important, Mancini
feels

‘Four Preps On Campus (T 1566) |

reas

"8

is.

| formance royalties on their sound}track ._LPs. when
they conduct
them. “I don’t see why the guy

_ Sinatra, Swings.(R 1002}.

ato,

29° .20. “TT - FBANK SINATRA (Capitol)

in urban.

~ Soundiracks

1

26 ' 7 FRANK SINATRA (Reprise)-

38

3
.

5

plans to

Es

_.. ‘Sings His Big 15- (ABC 323)"

~«+50 “EXODUS (Victor), ©.
“Soundtrack (LOC 1058)

27° (17
,

4

song of the new Hayley Mills" pic-.
ture, “Whistle Down The Wind,”
from B. Feldman,. British publisher, and from -the Australian
| firm, Castle Music, he nabbed
“Pretty. Looking .Boy.”
For" his ‘European. operations.
i Mogull. acquired ‘from Andre Baron.
: Music ‘the publishing rights to the
Kingston Trio’s new. recording. “O
Ken: Karenge,” and “Mourning
Song” .which
was
recorded
by
Harry ‘Balafonte. He also bought
the publishing rights to Frank
Gari’s recent disclicks, “Princess”
and “The Last Bus Left At Midhight.”

Original Cast \E 3946).

.

21.

3

(for. publication in ‘the. U.S. and
;Canada. For his’
rard Music

_ Personal. Appearance .«Vv 15027y|

20

_

and

Mogull

Label

BIG BAD JOuN —

“2.
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8 RUNAROUND
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and. will operate’

publisher Ivan

8

Jimmy Deam

‘| bringing ir several. overseas tunes

oo

SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve).
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| |MOGUL NABS. LOTSA
13°°624
TUNES ON 0’SEAS TRIP||If 7

Rernember. Tommy 'R. 1003)

|

This Last Ne. Wks.
Wk. Wk. On Chart

{ centers. throughout the country.
‘Kaye: noted'that there are some
45 086,660" FAM. sets cu.rently in
use in the U.S. He predicted that
stereo atid tke. sharply rising trend
|toward FM radio in. automobiles
. Will increase the number to 50,* 000.000. in five years and that the
‘day is near when autos will bej,
. equipped with FM stereo.

Original Cast-(KOL 5450)-.

Te

This weekly tabulation is based on a statisiically balanced
ratio of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major
cities, and music programming by the major independent radio
stations.

of its broadcast

company

{i launch similar ventures

‘10: 53>. -46.°. CAMELOT (Columbia).
“+ 0 +... Original Cast (KOL 5620}~
232° 81 - SOUND OF MUSIC. (Columba

po.

Radio Mekur;

{(Ine., which .owns

_

—

(WB)

Behind the Button Down Mind we 147)

1)

York:

experience.
.
According to Gerald O. Kave,
‘board chairman or Friendly Frost

15 .JOHNNY MATHIS (Colarablad
Portrait of Johnny (CL 1644):

.9 21

New

with
European
I) program “hosts
broadcasting
and
entertainment

KINGSTON TRIO. (Capitol).

10

WTFM,

all-stereo record collection of 50.000 selections; taped broadcasts
‘from «the British . Broadcasting
‘Corp., Radio. Luxembourg, Radio
Diffusion Francaise, RAI (Italian
‘I Radio-TY System), Radio Nord

Breakfast at Tiffany’s (LPM: 2362)-

°°

when

| takes to the air Saturday (25). It'll
be the
first. station
in North
4 America. to broadcast FM. stereo
me | 2&hours-a-day.
The station: will ‘introduce “‘conwith an
ae
‘tinental” programming

Slightly Fabuleus (LPM. 2393) .

14 $4 .HENRY MANCINI (Victor).

“8

‘{1boost

=LIMELITERS (Victor).

':

_o.

(Tune Index of Performance & Sales)

Stereo records will get another

JUDY GARLAND (Capitol)|
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Wednesday, November 22, 1961

Belafonte’s Carnegie Hall LPRacks

Tooters’ Minimum Now
— $36.40 at H.& W. Houses |

Up $5-Mil. Sales Since 59Release
Harry

Belafonte’s

“At

London, Nov. 21.
The. Musicians’ Union and. How-

ard & Wyndham Ltd. have agreed
on

new

minimum

rates

|

for musi-

lowest fee now payable to a pit
‘tooter at H. & W.. halls is $36.40
as opposed to: $24.45, the ‘previous
“Jocky Jack” Gibson, of Clevebiz. It already has a sales rackup land radio. station WABQ, has set minimum.
This brings H&W theatres: into.
of approximately $5.000.000 on the/up his own disk promotion and
retail level. The package, a two-/ public telations firm.
Headquar- line with the Moss: and Stoll’ cir‘cuits, says the.
the Musicians”
Musicians 'Union.
disk set, has suid more than 500.-] tered in Cincinnati,
Hall” LP is turning into one of the
top grossing albums in the record

0) copies sincz
fail of 1959.

“George

general

R.

its release

Marek,

manazer

in the

veepee

of RCA

- Victor.

presented Belafonte with a special
gold disk award at a reception
held at Danny’s Hideaway in New
York last week i1f4). Tine plaque,
coneeived ani designed by Victor
at! director Robert M. Jones, is
constructed of transparent lucite

plastic displaving, front and back,
a full-color
mintature
reproductien of the atbum and a tributary
statement to Belafonte from RCA
Victor and the authenticating seal
of the Record Industry Assn. of

Tony Cabot, Hawaiian. Room Birdhouse, Chi Dee. 5 for.a fortmaestro,..has been appointed di- | night. ‘Ramsey Lewis. Trio and
rector of music for Studio World! Oscar Brown Jr. follow with two

Gibson Turns Indie

tagged

and!

Neew. York

‘cians. in the latter’s theatres. The |

Carnegie+

22 =| ARMADA
Board

J. J. Enterprises

and

will

specialize in premoting disks and
artists in the midwest.
Gibson is one of the bestknown
Negro voicesi western radio, having been one
pf the prime movers
in the development of rhy' thm and
| blues in the mid-1950’s.

Mulls °62

Agenda

~ The-executive board of the. Assn:
of Record Manufacturers & Dis-

‘Film Co... Everly Bros. (Don and
Phil) will be inducted into the |weeks, Dee. 19. .. Folk duo Frank
U.S. Marine
Cotps Noy. 25 at : Hamilton & Velucha set for Gate:.
Camp
Pendleton,. Cal,
of Horn, Chi, Dec. 8 for a fortnight:
Frankie Ayalon. makes his Cats-!
- Don Shirley Trio into. London.
kill. Mountains debut on Thanks-'
giving ‘Day at the Pines Hotel, |House for ‘three weexs,, ‘Starting.
. AT,
. Clancy Bros. “and
South Falisburgh.
Joe Kolsky’s Diamond Records Tommy
“Makem -skedded. for
has
purcHased
the
master
of. Orchestra - ‘Hall concert | session, :
“What's Up” by the Destinys from
L&E Productions, a. Dallas firm| Chi, Dec. 30.
. Dion is out on.a midwest dee- :| Marty’ Grosz, son of the late
jay tour for his Laurie slicing -of.‘artist George Grosz, and featured
“Runaround Sue”... Atco Rec-: “banjoist in Gaslight Club’s.Speak-

Rayven Music Readying | fributors' of America (ARMADA) ords has taken over national dis-: easy Trio, left the group to freei metin New York yesterday (Tues.)|
of “Burnt Bisezits” by |lance in- the Chicago. area . .
U.S. Disk Push for ‘Zazie, togayyear.out a program for the com- tribution
the Triumphs on the Volt. label.:‘Mercury A&R. man Shelby. Single-_
pereey

«

ID?

Cc.

were discussion
Dangereuse’ Pic Scores’of.Onthe-the1962°agenda’
convention, with the.

ten cut four. sides and two. albums |

|

Philadelphia

with

Jimmie.

Skinner :-and Count

‘|Carl “Von Stevens. at ‘the recent
French pix;
Showboat has Aretha Franklin, '
‘CMA: conclave in Nashville..A&R
U. S. disk: site and the dates to. be covered;
Ray Ven- fa report of the legal and- legisla- Nov. 20-25; Bobby Timmins, Nov. . man Quincy: Jones signed West.
tive
activities
by
Sigmund
Stein-.
27-Dec.
2
..
Frankie
Avalon’s
*
‘Coast group, Clyde King & |the:
headed by.
next Chancellor album will be ‘in Sweet Things to Mercury recording’
The films are “Les berg, legal. counsel for ‘ARMADA,
time lonzhair establishment,
has: Duke Niles.
anda
discussion
‘of
an
Internation|
Italian,’
probably
tagged
“Rome:
contract. Their first : release. is
apparently become a strong sell-: iLiaisons Dangereuse’™ and ‘Zazie.”
al-Trade Fair which. has been pro- | and Romance” ... Brook Benton —
““The Boys vin. My Life”-{nz point for pop LPs. Judy Gar-| ‘The “Dangereuse” score will be. |.posed for 1962,
to
be
held.
at
Sciolla’s,.
Dec.
4-9
.
2°,
The:
in
DeEmery ‘Deutsch Orch’ ‘currently
land’s “At Carnegie Hall” LP on 'split between Rayven and Bruder |tro
Tyrones.-now
working’ the’ Turf at Van Cleve Hotel, Dayton, . O.,
Capitol, another two-disk set, has’ Music, an affiliate of Astor PicThe board .also- was. to decide Lounge in the Latin Casino . . . through Dec. 18... George Shearpassed
the 200.600
sales
mark tures which is distributing the film
The
Jaye
Bros.
booked
into.
the
.
. ing skedded for Town. House Hotel,
Since its release about six months. here.
Bruder
owns
the theme upon machinery to select the “Out.,Toledo, O., Nov. 28 for. @ week :...
aze and it’s still going strong. And. which was written by Thelonious ! standing-Man and Woman of 1961 Andy's. Log Cabin.
this cominz ‘Saturday
(251, Rou-! : Monk. The soundtrack was record- }iIn Music” and to discuss. a pro-| Dottie. Smith, former Louis Jor-.! ' Stan Kenton into Casa Manana: Ft.
lettre Records plans to record Belle ted by Monk and Art Blakey's Jazz! posal to join -in an- industry-wide | dan -chirper, opened her OWnh - Worth, Texas, for four. ‘days, Nov.’
meeting with other associations to : ounge,. La Gayla.
29. Jaek ‘Teagarden down for single’
Barth “At Carnegie Hall.” There's , Messengers.
The tracker was released in Eu-j take over various: phases of mutual
na teliing what's going to happen
session, same club, Dec. 10
Jimmy ‘McPartland into Padded
with thar ure
.
rope on the Fontana label and Co-. interest in ‘the music. field. ©
Chicago
. Attending the meet were ARCell, Minneapolis, Dec. 1: for 10.
lumbia has first refusal for its U.S:
‘Gay . Claridge . Orch opens 26| ‘days... Sarah Vaughan
release.
It could end up on the, IAIADA °-prez Art Talmadge; Bob:
tapped for ..
weeks
at
Milford
Ballroom,
Chi.
Chatton,
veepee;
Nelson
Verbit,
sec‘Ed Sullivan guestshot Dec. 10.
‘Mercury label through its ov erseas 5
Gienn Miller, T.D.’s 1st

Music from two new
America, which conducts an audit? are being set-up for-a
t) ascertain the sales claim.
a push by Rayven Music,
New York’s Carnegie Hall, long- :tura’s American firm

tie with

Stereos Via 20th-Fox
Gienn Miller and Tommy
sex will be getting their

“Zazie's

Dorfirst’

Philips.

Theme”

was

retary;

Harry Schwartz,

treasurer:

recorded -regional vicepresidents. "Al Bennett

by Fiorenzo Carpi, who also wrote |
, and William .Shockett, and Harry
it, on the Versailles label in Eu-}ApPostoleris, Amos Heilicher, Bob-

|Pitt Press Cric Quits In

| VERVE PITCHING FOR |
Bach Vs. Barbershop Tiff BIZ. IN SINGLES MKT.

by.’ Shad; Daily,
°Ahmet Leonard”
Ertegun, H.
W.
stereo airings shortly via releases edense. disk is all set for a U:S. i (Pappy
Chess.
by 2(ith-Fox Records of a two-sleeve
-Pittsburgh, Nov.
—_——_
Archie. -Bleyer, Henry ‘Droz and]
package by each of the swingsters,
Verve Records, which had been.
; Michael Holmberg, ‘the Rory
Johnny -Kaplan. exec board memrecorded by electronic stereo.
| young music critic on the -Pitts-|
bers.
The packazes, which were mostly '
.| burgh Press, resigned from his. -album field, is now making a pitch
eruineered in Germany, are “Glenn. William Mitchell has joined Co-}
post Tuesday (14) after refusing. for the ‘singles. market. Its drive
Milier’s
Originai
Film
Sound- _lumbia Records Productions as an |
‘to cover a barbershop quartet con- is “being primed -by Andy Miele,
tracks”
and
“tommy
Dorsey's -aceount
exec
in national sales.
_Irving B. Jerome, vet record cert which was scheduled the: same director of- marketing for the
Greatest
Band.” The latter fea-' He'll be responsible for ~ custom!
‘MGM/Vetve/ Cub labels.
‘exec, has been’ named. n-tional night as‘a Bach Choir concert.
tures Dorsey's big ‘22 pieces) band >record sales activities in -the mid-.| | sales manager of Continent. . Rec-:
The first group of Verve singles,
. Dave Hall, feature editor of the
of the 1940s and the former .is west operating’ fram a Chicago oFds.
Paper, assigned Holmberg to cover which features sides by Ella. FitzMitier’s original recordings for pix. base.
Active: in the record industry the barbershop singers which is a; gerald, Robert HoHday Orch and
Press promotion |the Quotations, will receive. all-out:
Most recently. Mitchell. was pro-|for 16 yeats, Jerome has been asso- ‘big. Pittsburgh

Mitchell Joins Col

JEROME JOINS CONTINENTAL

Qu
Bee

y OF THE
WEEK;

CONNIE
FRANCIS
“WHEN THE
BOY IN YOUR
{Is th ARMS’

each year -for the benefit of the |Promotion: with the dealer, distri-

‘duction manager for Matown Rer-|ciated with Capitol, MGM and Rouord

Corp. in Detroit.-

Children’s Hospital: Holmberg- cov- |butor, one-stop. ‘and. disk: Jockeys.

-llette waxeries.

ered it last year, but balked at this'

| year's assignment by. pointing out |
that Bach was more important mu- |

Inside StufMusic
mer

(director

is composer

“home’’-country.

Rolf

Liebermann)

Since the day. the

official

has

invited

him

invitation .was tus. | Vie Free, the paper's managing *©

°
e§

WHO-CAN? YOU CAN?.
.
NEVER. ‘HAD BEFORE'S

patched, Stravinsky receives daily batches of letters of young Rus- editor. accepted his notice and paid|
® SOMETHING YOU
|sion composers who urge him to come and bé axiong them whom they:; him off.
consider an idol and master. The old -man is naturally much moved |
: °OH MY LIEBCHEN

and wishes nothing more
language once more.

Music

)

Operators

than to see. his- old. country and speak the-

of America maevoted’ to present

awards for-

|Col Shifts Nat Fontanetta .o COME A-WANDERING WITH ME
$ WHY G0 ANYWHERE AT ALL.
To Its Special Products
|*
the

most popular jukebox record of the year, the most popular artist on
jukebox records and the record company most consistently supplying
operators with jukebox directed records. Awards for 1961 will be made

Nathan J. Fontanetta has been
shifted
from
Columbia
Record
Sales. Corp. to Columbia Special

{ at the MOA annual convention in Chicago in. May,’ 1962. The awards
: will be made on the basis of nominations |and balloting by MOA mem-

Products as-associate account exec.
‘In his new post, Fontanetta will
be responsible to. Special Products

}manager

Al Shulman

bo FOR THE FIRST TIME
°THIS KIND OF A GIRL

ee
wus PUBLISHERS HOLONG cRPORAION
|=

in assisting

TEAR THis!

The International Record. Men's Clab ‘will. hold: its ‘second: luncheott with the sale of records presentaNoy. 28 at New York’s Hoiel Warwick. Speaker for the second ses- tion books to be used as gifts,
sion will be Fred J. Reiter, who represents Hispavox of Spain and awards, and salesman and ‘dealer |
Gamma of Mexico. He’ll discuss the recording and music publishing incentives.
industry in Spain and Mexico. Walter Hofer, chairman of. the group,
Fontanetta joined Col as an orwill announce the members of.-the -special advisory executive. board ‘ganization: development trainee in.
which is now being formed at the meet. |
1959. He was transferred to the}

—————————————
eee
HIKE KA IKE IAAI
IIAAIAKIDAHSAAIAAAAAAAA SAA A IAIAA AA

gfttp

|

: THE GAY. LIFE
the harmony singers in the fund_Lyrics and Music by
raising drive for the. hospital but
to Holmberg was adamant and turned © HOWARD DIETZ and ARTHUR SCHWARTZ
conduct his new opera “Noah” on. that day (June 18) but also Soviet in his resignation,. giving -his two"
MAGIC MOMENT
Russia has invited him to come and celebrate his birthday in his for- weeks’ notice;
Opera

|

A Great Show

Hall stressed the {mportance - of

Several .cities are disputing the honor ‘of celebrating Igor Stravinsky’s 80th birthday with the maestro appearing in person. Hamburg

bers prior to the convention.

THE

COMING f A Great Score from

‘| Sically.

COMEDY

OF

Simmy:
bow

“—| sales ‘corporation.

‘Premier Buys Parade,
Spinorama Records
|

Premier Albums Inc. has pur-

‘chased Spinorama and Parade Reclords from Henry LaPidus. The

the

following|

| year,. first as market development
manager

and then as special, prod-.

ucts manager.

Victor Ups|
Rice

Darrell Rice is taking over as
music director of RCA Victor's
marks, artwork, music and inven- Coast division. Rice, who previ‘tory, in addition to warehouse ously worked’ in the -Coast office
-. favilities.in Atlanta, and puts Pre- as a consultant for religious prod_tmier among the largest producers uct, will now supervise the record:
ing of several of Victor's pop,
‘J iof budget-priced product.
artists and also concentrate on
-}
Spinorama and: Parade will be
Currently
the general area of ty music. He'll
continued ag separate and distinc- be wor
Heid Over For Two Additional Weeks With
g with musi¢ directors
;tive lines from other Premier divi- Dick Pierce and Neely Plumb,
.
| sions, which include Coronet, DiSteve Sholes, who’s manager of
Tectional, Celebrity, Baronet and 1 Victor’s Coast artists & repertoire,
: |Twinkle. LaPidus, formerly a sales indicated that the move would en| exec with Synthetic Plastics, has able Pierce, who formerly worked
|been signed by Premier as execu-. on ty and pix product in addition
JOE GLASER, Presideat
|tive. sales manager in’ charge o ‘to. supervising
such
recording
745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, 8.Y., PLAZA 9-4600 'Budget Service Records.
Latter: artists as Henry Mancini, AnnCHICAGO s MIAMI « HOLLYWOOD e LAS VEGAS e DALLAS » LONDON
:has been: set Up as a ‘Premier diviTargret and Lena Horne, to spend
‘ sion.
ore time on individual artists.

TONY BENNETT at Chicago Living Room:
BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION

GENE a
TOWER
OF
STRENGTH
if.

_FAMO US MUSIC CORPORATION |

, deal involves acquisition of trade-

a

“Mille a

.

Bas HIT. REMINDERS.

}

5
=I

ad

|.

ROCK-AsBYE

|

-YOUR

BABY:.

- (With A. Dixta Melety).
. Judy Garland-—-Caplito
_ Aretha Franklincolumbla

(i.
|.

‘MOOD

INDIGO

Louls Prima—Det '

FOR ME AND

MY. GAL

_ Freddy Cannon-Swan

MILLS. MUSIC, INC..
i
‘1619. Broadway _
New York wv ;

LIVING STEREO
A “Rew Orthephenic’* High Fidelity Recerding

PRESENTS |
4 GREAT SONGS.

14 GREAT SONGS FROM THE ORIGINAL BLUE HAWAI
HAWAII SOUNDTRACK.
I HAL WALLIS PRODUC TION, A PARAMOUNT PICTURES RELEASE,
“st BLUE HAWAN
| Sp/LPM-2496
oy KU-U-I-PO
vy ALMOST ALWAYS: TRUE
yz ALOHA OE
+x NO MORE
sy CAN'T HELP FALLING IN LOVE
yx ROCK-A-HULA~BABY

x MOONLIGHT] SWIM

IN LIVING STEREO AND MONAURAL HI-FI

|

x
sv
x
x
w

|

~" The most trusted nameinsound

ITO EATS
SLICIN’ SAND
HAWAIIAN SUNSET
BEACH BOY BLUES
ISLAND OF LOVE

vy HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONG

=

Tae

Fa

Oe
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YVaude, CafeDates
New York
y

Jerry

Vale

a holdover

at

Jan. 18 . "Kirby Stone Four with :
Bobby Doyle. ‘Trio. to Harrah’s in

the

Reno Dec. 27 through Jan, 23: ..

Sands,
Las Vegas,
Lounge...
‘Soler & Lorca to Steuben’s, Bos-

Red

jton, Nov. 30... Chubby Checker

Salles
©

to play seyeral European dates in
+December .. . Claire Alexander
signed by Liberace for his current
show:.at the Monticello, Framingham, Mass., and Harrah's, Lake Tahoe, Nov. 26.

YOU WERE WONDERFUL—
EVERYBODY LOVED YOU...°°

Skelton. set for

at Tahoe
in

three-weeker

Harrah's with a Jan. 4
. Bert Wheeler. back

Minsky’s

Follies

show

at. the.

Riverside following two-week hiatus while the Mills Bros. were in,

Dallas

Dave Astor pacted for the Blue

Herb. Shriner, Marie McDonald
| Angel, N, Y., Dee. 7 for five weeks
..
. Sandu Scott, following her and Joe Reichman orch play a
State Fair Music Hall solo-stand.
Cipango, Dallas, stand on Novy. 21;
will plane. to England
for five Nov. 25... Jose Singer, 83'er, returned to the Adolphus Hotel's
weeks of dates ... The Playmates
|j.and Enrico signed to the Sheldon Burgundy Room... ..Gevurg Solti
assumed. baton over Dallas Sym- ‘| Schultz office ... Lucille & Eddie
phon Orch .
Irma Brown singRoberts booked for the Playboy,
ing at the Executive Inn Club.
Miami Beach, Jan. 9.
Cliff Brewton’s
combo
into ‘the
new Slave Quarters privatery.
Les
Elgart:
and
Seat
Davis
‘bands
“Chicago
onstage Dec. 19 for one show at
‘Linda Merrill plays the Club State Fair Musie Hail ... Walter

Caravan, Austin, Tex., Nov. 30- Vaughn, pianist,
into the Red .
Dee. 6...
Keyboarder-vocalist Jacket. Ciub.
Gene Drake opens the new Red{
Umbrella in Chi Nov. 27 for an
indefinite stay . . . Dick Smith at SAHL TRIM 7, 800,. SEATTLE
the Horizon Room (Greater Pitts- |.
Seattle, ‘Nov. 21.
burgh Airport) until Dee. 3.
Mort Sahl, here a year ago, ‘re‘Stepin Fetchit. currently at the turned Wed, (15) to drawa fancy
Magnolia Gardens, St. Louis .. . $7,800 gross at the 2,600-seat OrBelle Barth booked into the La- pheum. House: was scated to $4.50.
fayette: Supper Club, Indianapolis,

1| Dec.

4 for two weeks.

Same

Songstress

club

4 has Crosby Bros. Jan. 15 for two.

rounded

7

Joanie

Sommers |

out the bill.

Bob Summers Trio held over at: the
| Downtowner Motel, Minn., for ani}
sity
1
:
.
.
indefinite stay .
The Voyagers |].GLASON’S
FUN- MASTER.
‘PROFESSIONAL
at the Wells Fargo Lounge, Moline,
COMEDY MATERIAL.
Tll., until Dec. 5, followed by the.
Turnabouts for two.
For every branch of theatricals.

_ “WE

SERVICE

3s Gag. files $15,

Hollywood
Herkie ‘Styles and Milt Trenter | fee3-5

open tonight ‘Wed.} at Slate Bros.

OREIGN:

THE

STARSI’

plus

$17 postage

35 fo
forr_$30

parody Books, per
er Bk. ;
Blackout Books 1-2-3 Each.”

No. 4 for $35—No.

5 for $38:-

. De Marcos go into Ben Blue’s |: ¢ Minstrel. (white face) Budget .$25.6
to Master the Ceremonies”
Dec. 5... . Barry Ashton and his |{ °eHow
$3 PER COPY ... NO C.0.D.'s.

-Tevues and orch leader .Skinnay
1Ennis re-signed for another year
at Statler-Hilton Hotel.

BILLY GLASON.

| 200 W. 54th St, N.Y.C. 19, CO §-1316°
(We

Sammy Davis Jr. booked fato
Fentainebleu, Miami, Feb.- 13 for
14 days ... . Israeil chirp Bat’Ya
opens March 14 at Dunes Hotel,

| Las Vegas .

TEACH

(Let

M.C'ing

‘veal

and

COMEDY) |

Professional |train. ‘you?

;

. Freddy Morgan on |

| 20-week tour "of Tivoli circuit, Aus-

[tralia ... Paul Gilbert, Ink Spots

|

and Jacqueline Fontaine: current at |.
Chi Chi, Palm Springs ... The
Modernaires start two-week stand
this week at Taylor's Supper Club,
Denver .
. Dick Contini and. his |
four. launch. a fortnight appearance
at Mapes Hotel, Reno, tomorrow
(Thurs.) . . . Billy Daniels into
Basin Street East, N. Y., for four |-

Inimltables

-

* Continental Excentiles *

‘HELD OVER AGAIN

Y AMERICANA HOTEL

frames starting Feb. 8.

MIAMI: BEACH, FLA,

Reno

GAY’ s GAGS

Alvino Ray & the Petites set for
a Reno bow Nov. 23 at the Mapes

for two frames...

at the Holiday

] three weeks . . Goofers held over
at Harold’s Club through December ... Novelites pacted for two
weeks at the Mapes
beginning

‘gags,

original

one-liners,

jokes.
Published
Monthly. -Subserip‘flon $12 per year. Sample Copy $2.
6 back Issues $4; T2 back Issues $7)

|
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NICK LAPOLE
New

-Topical

. Nick Lucas in

Hotel Dec. 7 for

i,

eat
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$12,
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York Journal-American

RITA HAYES WINS ACCLAIM
“I've cast one affirmative ballot for Rita Hayes,

‘BERT BACHARACH -

the svelte, bionds songstress who began an engagement last midnight at Danny Segal’s Living

BB's Best Bets: Rita Hayes Is a friend of the

Room.

family and I’m naturally biased—but everyone

“Rita is tall and possesses a classic beauty; she

was

dressed

in a simple

off-white

gown

that

enhanced her splendid figure.

New York Jpurnal-American :

else at the living Room also flipped over this
lovely gal-singer.”

Now Available

other night and was a smashing. vocal success.
Rita con. belt out a song better than many of ‘the

posers.”

fop names in the business today.

presence

FOR LIMITED ENGAGEMENTS

York Mirror

“Rita Hayes “returned ic the Living Room

the

Watch herl’

=" for DATES and Further laformation CONTACT es

rurentanaeeuininnt

performance,

at once

demure

Her

reinforced by a

and

dynamic.”

"Rita Hayes hits an excellent stride .. . is a
well contoured looker with a charming ‘song
mien, She has Gn intimate style that goes well,
and @ catalog easy to absorb...

warmth

and

@ regard for lyrics as well as melody.”-

Representation: CHARLES B. TRANUM, 603 Madison Ave., New York 22.

Ploia 1-3880

JERRY LEVY

SHEP FIELDS

j

SHAMROCK

rd
.

VARIETY

York World-Telegram

"There's more than looks to Miss Hoyes.
song styling is vibrant and exciting.
stage

New

ce
i
Cin

TED MORELLO

“les a handsome

L_R
ippling rhthm Orch. —!
Pol

JOHN DAVID GRIFFIN

“Her voice shows the effect of muh study. Her
diction is pertect, she enunciates each sylliable
with clarity.
Rita is a for cry from the girl
singers who emit revcous noises that supposedly
represent the efforts of some of our top come

Hew

and his.

HILTON

Houston,

Ie

|

i

DIRECTIONAL ENTERPRISES

HOTEL

00 W.

Texas

_MOhawk 9307

57 St.,.New York

Clrete. 68431 |

lesa iidpuhaceneten

asin rninenincunniouuhiannesnsannnaynmnanamammmns
atpinmnasmanastareae dhaprmmnnomenercnere ay

PORELAOTYIU HORAIAG00H LOODSOL-LATRET DLMSDRETELALSOESOOL SOLES Kat
L800
ce
lhsciomamteaiadee’

DICK

AUNT

WESTON4%>»MARTHA,
Comedy Ventriloquism:

OPENING ‘NOV. 23rd.

FLAMINGO CLUB
SO. SIOUX CITY, NEBR.

‘Management: GEORGE SOARES
4208 & Jardin, Las Vegas, Nev. Du. 4-2182 _

“Wednesday, Nevember 22, 1961.

- |GovtLosesMpls. TestSuitto Collect

Sa iMARE BackCabaret TaxesBut Wil Appeal

. Seattle, Nov. 21. 4
Entertainment. fer the World's; a

"“Vithourne

These]

join those previously. announced }.
frem foreign. countries, -which are }.
‘fairly well set, although there will],
be - mere,

;

anetirer ererosting Featere.
dn the. epcoming =

_ Dates For Today’s

probably including’ at], Sak Anniversary Number

‘Newly set in the pop jiusic cate- |.

will play for dancing in the Arena.|:
‘Goodman
js
throwgh June

booked
June: 11
16; Basie, May 7|
‘through May 12. Lawrenve’. Welk

YLeser in the first Jegal round
the Internal Revenue Service (1RS)
nevertheless intends to persist in
#s efforts to collect certain cabaret taxes which it has levied
against niteries
throughout
the
country. The cafes, howevery refuse
te acknowledge the taxes are owed,
These are taxes which the niter-

—
:

fes did not colicet
who

one of the many Editorial Features

:

- Jeast, Russian. companies. .

Goodman and|;

_

Charlie Manna

Christopher

Fellow Magician

baliet, drama and variety.

Minneapolis, Nov. 21.

Comedian

|

. “What is ‘there about Florida
that makes acts want. twice .as
{| much to play there as in “Washing21,: 1962) fust five: months thead, isi]
the } hes on. lnteresting discourse from
ton,” for example?”, asked
shaping up and. can’ well be thes ae 1s also Presidedt 6f the Soclety
the performer's viewpoint ia bis
ffjagent in the. major talent ageney. :
Anisticon. Magicions.
hes
biggest. sixmeuth’s -‘package ot ‘en44
1*Why do they pick on that area to.
o ven
nn
‘terfainment ever presented: on ‘the
‘Lament
For Break-In
It it our ;
|; want.-Las* Vegas prices?
Pz reminiscence ona
Coast.
.'4/fault, the owners’ fault or is it the
_ Recently set hy. Harold ‘Shaw, |
jifealt of the actors?” = fair’s performing arts director, are
This. bit -of- soul-searching wert {3
Comic & New Material
on last. week in the office of a re* te.
&
wv ¥¥
| sponsible executive who asked that |]
Fair here, “with opening day. (April 3

in the upcoming

. Cities.|

of

and

charts end. erticies: |

i| basis.

a

they hire on.a week-to-week | Plus other stattetical and data-filled
But 10 years or so, ago
charts and artictes.

_

|there were many spots. that booked

WinifredAtwell On

trowpe and pianist Erroll’ Gamer
were previeusly. set for concerts.
Flock of. Vocalists
‘Vocalists: signed include Ella
Fitzgerald, . Johnny. Mathis, Josh|:

af one. time, but now plays

from
and

patrons

who

paid

beverages

rooms, the doorways of which remained open during the entertain-

Fierida there are enly a few hotels.|:

Pius etherstatistical ond date-filed

served

prior to the floor shows’ start or
who occupied tables in adjacent

| S6tkh Anniversary Number

{isaid, “there will be less spots for
iithe acts to work next year.”
:
He pointed out that today in|}

were

thelr tabs for food and

ment.
When payment of ‘more than
$200.000 and $92.000, respectively,
was refused by suburban Culbertson’s cafe and Nib’s Magie Bar
here, the IRS brought suits in Federal Court against the establish-

Ky.Cleanup Ups
Cincy Cafe Bz,

only‘

| ments.
Result was precedent-setting de-

a small_role in the entertainment.

Aussie Color Bias)?

marts..

‘cisions by Judge FE. J. Devitt bold7
. Vicious Cycle
ing that Culbertson's and Nib’s cid
The entire Miami Bearh situanot owe the taxes which covesed
tion doesn’t make sense, he said. |”
Cincinnati, Nov. 21.
Sydney,. Noy. 21.
a seven-year period.
Grantéd
that
hotels
charge
a
high.
’- Cincy night spots, hypoed by the
‘Negro planist Winifred: Atwell...
-The New York City Center -Bal-’
Last week, however, Culbertson’s .‘price, but they only have a short | ‘recent vice cleanup on the Ken‘Jet. with Diana Adams Patricia winding up.an extensive hinterland
{Continued on page 50)
concert tour here, blasted local oftucky side of the Ohio river, are and Nibs were notified by the IRS
‘Wilde, Jacques D'’Amboise; Nichothat it will appeal Judge Devitt's
perking.
downtown
and
on
the
hili|
ficialdom
for
‘Segregation.
of
collas Magallenes, is set for. week o
tops.. The brightest entry is 350- decisions to the Circuit Court of
July 30 in the Opera” House: ee ored folk at many of her ‘concerts.
seat plush Surf Ctub room in 43- Appeals in St. Louis where arru‘Miss Atwell declared that had
pearance of the. Martha’ Graham
jJanes Western Bowl, where man- ments likely will be heard next
dance troupe is dependent | upon she known that in- certain ‘Ausager
Erv Hoinke Jr., has week dat- May. It was pointed out that on
tralian
country towns: Negroes |
iis ‘spring season in New York.
the appeals’ outcome may depend
ing for name. acts and has added
Grandstand
ev.
‘the 12:00
were not permitted to sit. with]:
collection
cf
Sunday
afternoon jazz concerts. the Government's
illdoclee
seat readin
Stadium: will
include the.22000Roy’ | whites, but were compelled to sit;
Eddie Heywood and Jack Teagar- smnillions of dollars in excise {axes
Ragers. show, June23 through July {alone in thé lower-priced seats,
from thousands of niteries throughden,
recent
toppers,
were
followed
out the U. S
‘7. Arthur’ Godf
‘will hhead a mainly - hard’ wooden benches,’ she §
by Barl Bostick, currently, then
odirey
“wi
‘horse. show ‘sometime.
during
the. would have refused to perform: to
"9 Mpls. Spots Affected
Don Adams and Bobby Hackett.
‘summer. Ringling Bros. Circus. is the white audience. She added. that7.
With at least nine niteries in
Teagarden labeled the. jazz ses‘set for the week of Au
6 in the’ Australia’ is.. willing to do somethis
area similarly invoived in this
sions
“a-community
service
where
&:
thing for folk of almost every: other
Arena...”
Associated Booking Corp., head- |
‘Nationality: via the - Colombe .Plan, | 20 -by Joe Glaser, has formed an }‘good musicians can express them- tax matter, it has become kzoun
that
the
ERS has indicated a willselves
in
the
art
they
love.”
Talent
Three Ford
ajor :-Foundation
regional theatres
Associated_ receiving’
grants !but at the:same time was unwilling |-outdoor . subsidiary
includes tocal groups and visiting imgness to settle out of court for a
Outdoor Corp. with the blessings
and the Cirque Theatre of Seattle |* help’ its own colored people.
lesser amount than allegediy is due
af|stars as guests,
have beer iavited to- ‘appear in tire | -Miss Atwell pointed out that al- longtime ouidoor agent George
Stein’s Hideaway, suburban dine- in at least one of the cases.
Playhouse. ‘The Actors’ Workshop |though this was her third visit ‘Hamid who recently. vacated a!, dancery, has comic Clarence Lees
case involves theatre virof. ‘San Francisco has, already ac-|heré she was compelied to secune ‘similar setup. at General Artists: lin for four weeks, backed by singer cuitThisowner
Bennie Berger. who fre.
‘cepted: the invitation. ‘Other two {special permission to enter: the ‘Corp. Although Hamid will not be ;| Jackie- Curtis and pianist Frank quently is engaged in fighting the
invited-are ‘the Alley. -Theatre, |country despite. the fact that she im the venture, his executive as- Brandstettet.
A new downtown
film companies in smailltown -¢x. Houston; and the Arena. Stape, |is married to.a Britisher. Her. cur-: sistant’ for’: more than 30 years 1 sippery, Left Bank, is operated by
hibvitors’ behalf, but new is batt] ng
Pachiman, will be in!
Washington, Dp.
C. Hal Holbrock |Tent ‘tour covered 50,000 miles,’ a° ‘Dorothy
; Myra Kirshner, wife of Herbie, the IRS because it claims that 22s
will present’: oe: “Mark Twain” for record for a single ‘performer here. ; ‘charge of the new outfit. Glaser is pianist of Piano Lounge, and fea- Schiek’s restaurant, one of t.iis
‘one week, yn the. Play house.
Government officials have been moving into larger quarters in the tures. the Jazz Quartet.
city’s leading eateries which < ise
Other Legit Bookings
approached -hy responsible. organ- Decca Bldg.
presents floor shows, owes $256.60
‘Associated Outdoor “iii provide
Theatre bookings. previously. an- ‘Zatiotis to stop segregation in cinein cabaret taxes.
a fresh:source of talent for the ontnounced. include the Greek. ‘Na. (mas in certain country centres and door fields. In addition. to the nor-|
Berger says the IRS had eptionaf. Theatre, London's Old. Vic, ;*° permit the aborigine to occupy | mal novelty. imports from abroad,
proached him to trv to effcct a «ctthe Commedia Canadienne and the |the higher-priced ‘seat if he or she|| Glaser and. Miss Pachtman have a
| dement for a lesser amount tren
‘Royal Dramatic’ ‘Theatre af Swe- is. willing. to. pay and not be com- {network of foreign cerrespondent
$250.060, but he refused the cumpromise offer. He recently moved
added Strindberg’so~"The Father" a lowly. Bpot ° designated. to.! offices which- will provide a conSchiek’s to another location where
stant supply of. outdoor talent, in
to: previously" announced O'Neill's |“coloreds.”
it's
larger and more elaborate. t:.vParis. Noy. 21.
"addition,
the Glaser. lists will
““Long Journey.‘ Into Night”: and
Miss Atiwell’s, no-punches-pulled -supply name performers and bands - For its ‘tirst new show in two ing involved an approximate $7:(1.Strindberg’s: “Miss Julie’ for run statement drew strong editorials in :
000
expenditure for the prupe:ty
|years the Lido cabaret is closing
to ‘circuses, ‘fairs, carnivals, ete.
‘May. 27-June 3...
{key newspapers |ete. It’s under-.
Glaser and Hamid shave . been for fhree weeks, Nov. 15-Dec. 6, to} and remodeling.
|:
The Seattle. ‘Symphony has: just stood that the case for the abori- ‘conducting
“Either
I owe all or nothin: ad
talks for the past. few. ‘remove the eight poles in the room
-Fevealed it will-do a $125, 000 pro-: gine now has the attention of Rob- weeks, ever since Hamid and GAC which have partially blacked Vis- ‘Says Berger in explanation of fas
duction of Verdi's “Aida” with Mil-. ert G. Menzies, ‘Australia's Prime parted. Although .Hamid is. com- jibility all these years. “Pour Vous,” refusal to accept any compromise.
...fon Katimis as musical] director and Minister and his cabinet ministers. pletely..out: of booking picture.. he conceived by. René Fraday and; “That's why I'm gambling in the
conductor. Title role will -be sung|’
‘vill work in cooperation with Miss “Pierre Louis-Guerin. and staged by courts.”
by Gloria: Davy, young: American
Donn Arden, bows Dee. 6.
As in the other cases. the IRS
‘Pachtman and ABC.
Negro soprane, tenor Sandor. Kor
It also will probably run two is trying to make Berger pay czh- -Hamid-has stated that he’ll deya has been cast: as Radames. and.
vote the bulk of his time to man- ‘yeats since the last one did sock aret taxes which he die not colicet
“Met. baritone Robert Merrill’ will:
from patrons.
-aging his preperties which include _biz in its second year with show
haye role of Amonasro,
oy
‘| the Steel Pier, Atlantic: City; Thej‘buffs coming in for repeat looks.
- American. ‘artists and entertain: |
New Jersey State Fair at Trenton; It will preserve its format of proers: will iget millions from the £ait’s
the Greensboro ‘N-C.) Fair and: the . duction numbers interspersed with
coffers;
|fair. officials.
Phe |
‘ showcased: acts and sprinkled with
Las Vegas, Nov. 21.
Hamid-Morton Cireus.
World oSay
of Entertainment,” they |:
Sands -Hotel:President. Jack En- |. ‘George A. Hamid JT. was recent- ‘offbeat mechanieal effects.
assert, will represent a $20,080,000 tratter -was:named as a defendant. ly named, executive vicepresident
‘New show will have seven acts
“expel
. This eludes buté
San Francisco, Ney. 21
‘in @ suit for wrongful death ‘asking | of. Freedomland, N.Y. and his of which five are American. -Arren
. ings, promotion and - travel €X- $250800
cousin, Henry Hamki, was made & Broderick are a veteran comic
-damages
filed
in.
District
Trial of Lenny Bruce—arrested
. penses.
jinterlude;
George
Matson,
a
record
his
assistant.
‘Court: here Friday. (1'7).
Action |
‘at the Jazz Workshop Oct. 4 jor
All of the above listed. entartain- stems from a ‘traffic accident: Aug.
mime ’ antry; Senor Wences, a venment-is. set ‘for the fairgroungs, In 2,ati ‘which: claimed the Hfe
Szonys
2), a dance using Obscene words in a public
: \addition, ‘downtown’ theatres “WH|
! team, and Marvin Roy, a magician. place—was put over until Dee. 4
ew. York eleéctronits matufac- ,
be heavily booked, with ‘kocul out \rarerDavid Ormont. :
| Matson,
Wences and
Roy have Dy Municipal Judge Albert A. AxFits “such <s- Northwest: Releasing
played the Lilo before.
Cotiefendant . swith, _Entratter,
elrod last Friday +17'. Bruce’s atCorp. handling top drama: and. driver of. the car. in which Ormont .
Others are the Eiwardos 6), a
variety: entertaimment.
Northwest. Was @ passenger, were Doris Jean |. Dave. Guard, who figured promi- female actro act from Scandinavia, terney, Seymour Fried, got *«':¢
Releasing is wise booking for the Jones, driver of the car which. col-- rently in the
well-publicised and Arnold Shoda, an ice skating continuance § aiter police bezan
faingromds in ‘somdination. with |jlided with the Bntratter vehicle; ‘breakup of the original Kingston star. A dead dancer, Vassili, will | playing tape of the comic's Jzvz
Hardhi Shaw.
‘|‘the ‘County. of ‘Clark, the Boarg of: Trio, has. formed a new singing also be used for the first time. He |+Workshop show.
Tape got squeakier and squeak- County Commissioners and Press ‘group, . The Whiskeyhill 'Singers. ds fren the Roland Petit Ballet.
‘Also on the bill will be nude ier and Fried protested the taped
Lamb, ovunty read superintendent. ‘Quartet of three boys and a. ‘girl
version
of show was not faithtu'!y
Beether? 56.482Reaordl me’, ‘suit was Brought byJeanita | will play its first date Jan. 22 at dancers, . and two lines of chorus
, Whereupon the judge
| Rice, administrator
of the Ormont | the Corona il ‘Cheb ‘in Toronto. Fol- boys, @me ell-Negro. The Bluebell re,
gave
lawyer
time to get proper
‘The Breihers Four, playing their este. -klso sought ts $4,751 in lowing ‘this session, the fourseme: Girls (G6) will -be the terp and dress
equipment so the tape coukd be
third - engagement at ‘the Totem: funeral |expenses.
.| 80 on to two weeks of college con- backbone of the show.
heard
in
its
entirety.
‘Antbunndialie., Mass. set.a new | Entratter is accused Of negligent certs in the east.
_In addition, there’ll
be two
house recond. af R atced for. a‘ one-=: aperation. of Ais car, Mrs. Jones’
Meantime, Bruce returned for a
‘Guard and‘his group will ‘base in singers,
m Selva and France
‘|is accused of
ofsimflay ‘driving, and: San .Francisco, going out on peri- Pommery, as well as an ice skating Sunday night (19) concert at the
svuples wt $8.0 pair.
-Sthe wounty and rosé: ‘superiritend-. odic four-week tours. Singers wild: qink, swimming pool, wateréall and !!Curran Theatre, where he grossed
Borman rece
wae held ty the «nt. are accused
Degiigent wain- eut their’ first” Capitol album in. chantteliers covering the whole! a. meagre $945. Actual attendance
Iwhich was scaled to a. $5.50 top.
- @ean Miller band.
Teas sceugel ghway:
a
..jbouse in a Versailles number..
say January.

‘White, Richard. Dyer Bennett and|
“Theodore Bikel.

\Glaser’s ABC Into

tdo : ah rh
|

i

|

Paris Lido Prepping New
Show, improving Reom’s

--Visibilityin 3-Wk. Shutter:

Sue Jack Fatratter For

2506 Over Passenger’s -

|

Death
in“60Nev.Crash

DaveGuard’ 5Whiskeyhl
~ A’s Concert & Cap Dates’

Postpone Bruce Frisco
Triad; Gomie’s N.G. $945

°
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Mpls. Flame Room Folding in Face
Of Agents’ ‘Excessive Coin Demands|

_Wednesday, November 22, 1961

Up for Grabs

(PlansSetto Sidestep ‘Auditions’
ForActs PlayingEuropean Bases

Las Vegas, Nov, 21.
Flamingo prexy Morris Lans- burgh found out “Folies Ber-

gere” title wasn’t registered in
Florida, latched on to it, and
_
will have a ‘show with that
name at his. ‘Deauville in Mie.

orchestra member,’ by ‘pressing a
Minneapolis. Nov. 21.
ami Beach, with’ ‘Barry, Ashton
After being the city’s toniest button, can regulate’ the ‘lighting
.
producing.
supper club “since. 1941, and at: himself,
Lansburgh also tried to Tegtimes the only Twin Cities’ nitery} Millions of dollars have been
ister “Lido de Paris” in Florto play name aets, the Hotel Radis-, spent to enlarge and improve the
ida, but someone had heaten
son Flame Room is quitting enter- ;‘Radisson during the past féw years:
him to it.
tainment after the Phyllis Diller- —the project only recently .has
present |
been
completed.
The
enzazement Nov. 29.
It’s dropping shows at a time Flame Room was part of this proj-|
when a recordbreaking number of ect and is much larger and more
niteries are operating here and the attractive than its predécessors,
‘The Flame Room went along loscompetish for nade is the heaviest.
However, aniy one other such es- ing big money until now because|}
tablishment, Freddie's, goes in for it has been the pet of wealthy Tom
name acts regularly in the Twin Mocre, the Hotel Radisson’s heaviCities with their combined popula- est stockholder as well as managing director. However, the board
tion of more than a million.
The Hotel Radisson management has now decided “it’s time fo call
though, along with
explains the Flame Room's tossing quits,’ even
in the sponge by stating it’s, tir ed Moore, it realizes that the rodm
has
been
a
fine
public relations * The New York Friars’ luncheons
of losing at the rate of $100.000 a
| have become a show biz instituyear on the room and that the and publicity. asset.
tion. It’s a fest where comedians.
time has come to call a halt. Blame
and‘ other performers seemingly
for the “unfortunate” development get rid of many of their inhibiis placed by the management on
tions. It’s a social safety valve for
“excessive”
salary
demands
by:
many of the comies. For the sellagents or name acts—the ‘only sort:
out Alan King salute Monday (20)
the rvon: cares to play—and un-:
at the Hotel Astor’s main ballroom,
ions’ *theaat cutting.”
|
‘the valve was. almost in continual
Reopening Next Fall?
-|operation.

Frankfurt, Nov; 21.
The ‘Permian American Ageiiey::7
.whie
ooks American and. otherOn N:0. Concert Date, performers for the U.S. Army and.
New Orleans, Nov. 21.
Air Force’s circuit of clubs.

If agent»

and

unions

“see

the |

Rap Hypoes Take

. King’s shindig was notable for
several items; one of them being
the. presence of former N.Y. Leon
conditions
¢an
become
bearable;
& Eddie’s boniface, Eddie Davis,
there's a possibility that next Sep-;
|who came up from his Ft. LauderIndianapolis, Nov. 21.
tembe:. 71) months
distant, the’
1
Ray Charles. blind singer and dale (Fla.), retirement to see topFlame Room may return to enterpianist. will be tried here Jan. 4 on pers of the "entertainment industry
tainznent along the same name acts
pay tribute to one of his former
line that always has been its pol- charges of possessing narcotics and charges. On the same platform was
iey. acturiiing to the management. equipment to use them as result ‘Myron Cohen, another headliner
“Probably
because
the
IJfotel of his arrest Tuesday (14) in. local . made within the ‘confines of the
Radisson is this city’s largest and hotel between dates at Anderson
former 52d St. spot. on which site
leadinz
hetel, acts’ agents have and Evansville. He played his. con- - is being erected the. new Toots
been insisting on classifying the cert in Evansville Wednesday (13) Shor eatery. It was a “sentimental
Fiame
PRvom with similar estab- under $1,250 bond set after -arrest. turn in a session that frequently
lishment. in the ‘largest eastern Bond was continued. until- Jan. 4 . howed: with. sentimentality despite
trial date..
centres,” the management's state-©
Charles, 31, told police he. had the ribaldry that came freely.
ment
points out.
“So that the
' Emcee Jack E. .Leorard, who
egents® prices for their name acts been using narcotics since he. was, | terrorizes as well as gives the pace
have deen at the same high level “16 and that: ke had been arrested 'and setting for these affairs, was
as ‘¥ charzed supper clubs in such in New York on narcotics charge iin top form. His remarks before,
cities as New York and Chicago. and received suspended sentence. during and after’a speaker proWe
simply
cannot
afford
these . a few years ago..
vided howls in many cases. For
A detective sergeant, William E. :
prTices ff we are to avert the room’s
example, Garry:...Moore’s tribute
heavy losses which we have been Owen, said Charles’ needle-marked' pointed out that. King saved his
arm was “one of the worst I’ve: show many times. Leonard cracked
suffertng "
ever
seen.”
Police
reported
finding
j
Acts frequently advised the room
that .after this speech, it was easy
they were willing to work in it for a syringe, hypodermic needles, 13° , to see why King was booked so
containing residue
of’ ‘many times for that layout. Durreasonable compensation, but didn’t capsules
dare to go contrary to their agents’: heroin and a cold cream jar full of ;| wood Kirby, of the same show,
wishes, according to the Radisson marijuana in Charles’ hotel room.
spoke in glowing terms of King,,.
manageruent.
;
and Leonard called him IndianaShow’s Sponsors Switch.
As examples of unions’ ‘throat
polis’ biggest Mar. ‘Some other
Nashville, Nov. 21,
cutting” the management cites the;
lines that broke up. the house
It was. an ill arrest that blew scorch publication fn a farnily
fact it has been forced to use a!
seven- piece orchestra instead of singer Ray Charles geot here last: newspaper.
the five-pieces desired and to em-, Wednesday (15). His scheduled ap- |: The luncheon took a major up.
light" ant become more reasonable ;

in thei: demands 90 that operating:

In Nashville Gig’

ploy a spotlight operator, although ,Pearance at the Tennessee A. & I.| heat with
the lighting system is such that an

(Continued on page 50).

Johnny

Carson

(Continued on page 51).

——=.

HENRY I.MARSHALL'S
CHANGE-OF-PACE NOVELTY STANDARD

‘BE MY LITTLE BABY BUMBLE BEE’*
has been done by these and other wonderful stars

from the Social Register of Show Biz—

| Thursday (16), proved he’s not only Army's highly

Nanette FABRAY

Carol BURNETT

Arthur GODFREY

Mitch MILLER Jane MORGAN

Art CARNEY

Peter Lind HAYES

Dorothy PROVINE

Doris DAY

a master

musician

and

humorist, |tioning’

Tina ROBIN.

Gordon and Sheila MACRAE

Dinah SHORE

(Originally introduced by Brice and King in theZiegfeld Follies}

515 BUMBLE BEE Lane, Watchung, Scotch Plains P.., N. J.

match

on

side? of }bookers in the military ‘business,
but the Army in. Europe does.
And, according: to German*Amer-:
Ten minutes after Borge was on. jean. Agency rep in Frankfurt,
‘stage it became obvious that ‘the ! Lloyd Nelson, there may be two

the

opposite

* Published by Remick Music Corporation

ALSO SEE PAGE 38, TY SECTION

a
hem

-distractions on the other side of :ways for the 'G-A Agency .to help
the partition
were
fraying
his: its talent avoid’ the: undesirable,

nerves.
the

But he managed

situation

to turn |unprofitable, unusual ‘additions.

into -some

First,.

excellent |

Nelson

‘said,

.he

“had

‘panning of the city’s concert facili- !arranged that a current’ group of

ties as well as the grappling fans. ! entertainers playing the GI cirAt one point during -his second ,cuit, theCarter Family, a musical

selection

Barge

after

the

stormed

‘intermission, | group of three daughters and their ©

angrily

from

his ;mother, perform fora ‘special press

piano when. announcements. at the j conference

held

at-

American

grunt-and-groan match
drowned! Forces Network..Thus the Carter
‘amily is interviewed and sings
j; out his comments. A short time

later he rebuked

the stagehands., over the AFN while invited rep-:

for not giving hitn more light to |resentatives from: the Army Offi-:
see the keyboard.
cers’ Clubs, Non-Commissipned ‘Of-

‘Don’t.,you

have

an ‘overhead } ficers Clubs, and Enlisted ‘Men's

spot?” he!-angrily demanded: Then! Clubs in this: Vicinity, -0.0.: them.
added: “When
was this. garage | He asked the press ‘along, too, to
turned into a concert hall?”
- 1 make-it all more. palatable to the

Several years 4go,
kowski stormed from
while conducting the
Symphony
orchestra

ees
tee
Cen
idle
UL
thee,
oe

Leopold Sto- entertainers, and thus hoped that
the podium | the combination press conference,
New Orleans | interview and-taping’ of a show
because of | over AFN would suffice the “audi-

whee

competition from a jazz band play- |tion” for the military.

-ing for’ 4. Carnival ball on the op-}: Another. device is a - special
“screening show” for the military
posite side
ineOf
of the
the concert
concert hall

-| show. buyers. Sincé the Air Force
does .not..demand this. auditivn, it
is possible to. book an act into an
Air Force- operated club | In nearby
Wiesbaden, ‘and’ then: invite the

AGVA Hiking
Hiking
Nitery Payoffs
To Welfare Fund!

military ©show “sensors”
over to
have a look at the act while: it is.

ve.+e
.

Ae
icue ee

| “since. going on.

Since Jack Carter complained in

| a recent VARIETY. article that’ performers. are: required to. audition
before their acts are permitted
-of Variety | in the Army clubs oveseas,. there
‘the rider
(Continued -‘on page 50)
all present
$1 for all| gy. ae
ST
ee

The American Guild
Artists has formulated
that will be attached to
cafe contracts to pay

performers working out a weekly||EE
contract and 35c. per night f.

EE

a

and two-night deals, and 30 ‘for| ee The

the third night. Upon payment for: %

the total sum of $1 per week, eal
a
further outlay shall be. required
from the employer for that week.
This fund, according to the rider |

SE CREA

New

King -

"And:His.

to. the Supplemental AGVA Welfare Func in addition to. the $2.50
‘weekly now paid to the AGVA
Welfare Trust Fund for weekly en-

fody tor ¢ and aa to the latter aSTAR
ody for one-nighters,
oe
It has also been learned that the |

ERS

ae =

‘union filed the terms of its new de-

aramoun

mands with the Chief of the Chart- | §
ties Division of the Social Welfare
|#
Dept. at Albany, on Sept: .25, even’!

“Hey,

:

in
"s

Let's‘Twist

(in progluction)

though. ne action vas authorized ad
more than a ‘month
later. at the e

meeting of the AGVA

=

of the Twist

fprepared by the union, will be paid|

National|?

Ss

Héadlining

i

Board which passed the motion on ; ACADEMY OF MUSIC, 'N Y..4

Oct. 28.

a

The AGVA filing provides for|#

ployer reps, ‘but

leased their names.

hasn't yet

(Dec. 22-31)

re-| 3

Opening

.

Theatre: Authority for its Sick & 23
Relief Fund, which will now come} #
under the jurisdiction of the. Sup- a
pleméntal Welfare Fund: which is|¥

50% of itsi#

now.

Hollywood, Calif.
Exclusive Booking

-Jouty.Joyce AGENCY

trator,

will

New York. City
_.”_:234 ‘W. 48th Street

Whether Margie} # Plare 7-1786

| Coate, the present S&R
remain

adminis-|

in that

post

. Philadelphia :°°

a

1007. Chestnut. Street

WAlnut 2-4677

2nd MONTH

and Held Over at

. CAFE DEL LAGO » Chicago

TROUPE DE
CARMENCITA ROMERO
"Holiday In Africa” Revue
— Featuring The Twist —
Chicege 24, ul.

= Circle 6-8800.

%

‘poses a question since her func-|*&

3331 -39 W. Reesevelt. Rd,

2.

CRESCENDO,

take. The Sick & Relief Fund,|?
reached a high of about $230,000 a
three years ago but: is practically].

exhausted

Jan.

Opening Jan. 2

It has also been revealed that |©
AGVA got.a $6,000. advance from|®

_

FAnwood 2-7804

lee
Be
ith
de
et
a
ee
er
ae
ate

boos of wrestling fans: attending altion” for the club “managers and.

|plemental AGVA Welfare Fund... |dasaenuis

ARDATH MARSHALL JOHNSON, Song Consultant for Henry.L Marshall catalog.

Pros

‘Municipal Auditorium, stage management foulups and poor lighting.

tions may be ‘absorbed by the sup-|}¥

Do it in your own. special way—
You can't miss with this lovable perennial |

“‘audi-

for

of a concert hall. He had to. over- | The Air Force ‘does not decome
bellclanging, shouts -and {mand that the acts Bive -‘an ‘“audi--

set up to give S&R

Julie LONDON

unpopular

requirement

but that this city.is badly ‘in need |.working.the clubs in Europe.

‘| three union reps and three em-|#

Teresa BREWER

‘Bob CROSBY

who

@.ut
..

- Victor Borge, here for a concert: Europe, is hoping to sidestep the i

{Mucho BoffosAt
Friars’ Luncheon.
For Alan King

Ray Charles Dope

By. HAZEL. ‘GUILD:

Borge Pins Planners

FA 4-2974 iam

of

.

.

4.
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_

LEE MORTIMER, New York Mirror

VARIETY

;

.“At the Copa on opening night, she proved _
that show business still generates magic.

.

“A surprising voice as commanding as Judy

Garland’s:
and with the same kind of ‘savy -

and showmanship, toc.

|

“The recipient: of thunderous applause that.
amounted to an ovation, Tina got. off while

the going was good.

And when she left the

floor, all Broadway knew *a new ‘star was

born.”

.

|

|

_ MILTON. ESTEROW, New York Times

"Tina Robin,« tiny blonde with « big Voice. |
Has charm, warmin and talent.”

-_

7

LOUIS SOBOL, New York Journal-Americon
“The .extre treat at the Copa Isa tiny girl
named Tina Robin with a powerful set of.

pipes.”

,

.

:

|

EARL WILSON, New York Post

°

——

“ttle Tina Robin's songs captivated the Copa

opening crowd.””

.

NICK KENNY, New York Mirror
“Stops the show cold!”

a

es

|

|

_—

1%
4

7

.

nsree with

|

f us here agree

tar was

,

dee

”. oA strong: personal score.”

Exclusively ©
MERCURY RECCRDS

\

;

Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Personal Monogeme).”

HEVINS-KIRSHNER
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, SHOW BIZPAYS OFF

a

Fla. Sun Gets in Acts’ $ Gleam
Continued

from paze 1

Sidestep Army Auditions _

1506 FOR IND. GOP}
Tndianapols, Nov. 21.

gee

Show

i
:

Contihiued from page 18 a

biz paid off for iidiana

ana
season.
Even the musicians union jta instill a Tittle sense in the per- Republican State Commiftee in biz has beeri-a constwht series of argu- cently performed in
ments with the miKtary officials |found the-servicemen 20 ahiioas
has a higher scale than in most j former.
fundraising jamboree at $5 to $100
e.ties. Thos demand frum $186 to! i They must realize Miami Reath ‘a ‘ticket in the Coliseum at the| over the Pros. and cons of this! for #od Western Imusic that he
auditioning.*“The military in Bu-; and Joly Joyce have formed -a
$200 per man for the hotels.
The is not Las Vegas. The days of the fairgrounds Tuesday night (14).
rope clriins it only wants to ‘make |management. business: in ‘New
acts ask more money there than black market and the sheak #amAn estimated 7,200: customers | sure that the shows contam no| York, working with the ‘GermanhIt’s not
in most other cities, and as a result bHng are over in Florida.
paid
more
than
$150,000
to
see
and
|
blue
material,
no
amtireligijous,} American
Agency ‘here just to
like the old, days. and al coney during the winter season.
Now

.

to realize the Timita-.. hear Arthur Godfrey, the Lennon: i antitacial or anti-Army comments, :offer the Westera acts to the miliSisters, Charlie Weaver, Vaughan ' since the military hight clubs are: tary ‘dubs abyoad. (Snow's 10-day
Monroe: ‘and other entertainers, jopen ‘to the wives and teenagers: tour paid him a hefty. $16,008
along with ex-Vice President Rich-! as well.
‘workiig ‘the military circuit. Arnyw
ard
M. Nixon and various party
Nelvon’s A'ttitade
officials waived the’ audition for
just
by
being
teasonwble.
Othershows twice weekly.
The:
|
notables.
‘Nelson
points
out,
“Northern
‘him, it has been reliably reported.)
Roc and the Deauville are iwise this is a doomed business.”

vetuen
hosed:

all’ the bie nightclubs are--cerned have

gone, there are oniy a few hotels, :tions
and those hiring talent are dimin- i “We can save Florida and we
ishing.
The
Fontainebleau
will. nean save the -nightchib ‘business

play

Coe
Re
ee
eR
he

Eden
the only two hotels that have com- |
mitted themselves to sizable name!

skews Guring the season.

He pre-!

“HAL SANDS EXITS GAC,
OPENING OWN OFFICE:

‘State committee between $30,000 |Frankfurt) ansiste on screening |
and $35,000. Rest of proceeds will the shows before they are played
Tat

Agencies

| at ahy of the Northern Area Com- |
be used to liquidate its debts.
dicted that if Miami Beach con-j
tinues to decline show-wise. it will
Success of jamboree was a blow mand ‘chibs, and tmeny of the|
go the way of Atlantic City. a re| to legit. “Toys in Attic” opened to. acts object ta this. The soldiers: === Continued from page. 1 —_
the owners say they have to charge _| Hal Sands, in charge of oufdoor }slim attendance
same night at are supposed to be grownup boys are expected to make an appearat
General
Artists; ‘downtown Murat.
who may have to fight for their ance before the prob
hizvher prices than probably in any production
_Corp., is leaving the agency to go
country, so it certainly should be- While Government
probers.has -“put up
Other city in the country.
!on nis own the end of next week.
all right for them to see adult iver of secrecy regarding the in-.
It’s almost ridiculous to charge * He was among those brought. into
“entertainment.”
i quiry, one official said, “It’s a real
$17.50 minimums. “Who can afford GAC when the agency started its
Nelson, a former tenor, has !; tough investigation. We want to:
it” The people can see the same - expansion in the outdoor: field ‘Six
switched to the management end. itake all the precautions we can.”
in Blinstrub’s (Boston)
oo; headliner
—
Comtitnred from page 2 —o
years ago.
The
German-American
Agency, j As jury was émpanetied yester-.
or the Copacabana 'N. Y.) for far:
Prior to joining GAC, Sands had|!men fighting the blaze had -to put
which .he reps in Frankfurt, was |day -morning before U. S. District
less moneys.
What's
more, vacahis own production and booking
on ties to get in and then the cops founded about. a yéar and a half |Judge Peirsan M. Hall, the prospectioners from other hotels in Miami
office. While at GAC, he main- were called to get. them. out. The |a0 by. retired Major George E. (tive jurofs were asked:
Beach are permitted to see the
“Are you.
tained his own stable of activity
with
headquarters
at‘ connected with any phase of tha
same shows on the bus tour for which was separate from the agen- fire got a lot of space. Here it was! Adamson,
treated’ as a spectacular but some |Bamberg, West Germany.
j entertainment industry such as
just a few dollars.
The bus com-:
cy. It was a special deal that. he
Although the agency is permit-: motion pictures, radio, television,
pany charges $10 for a package of .‘entered into béfore coming into 1 Of the newspaper critics didn’t Tike
lit Jack O'Brian said, ‘It lacked;: ted to book acts in German clubs, [“Stror or juke boxes?”
three hotel shows.
*the office. He was brought into;
“It gets crazier yet—an operaheart.
Westbrook
Pegler
said,
‘It
|
so
far it has been concentrating |. Jurors were also told that the
GAC when it absorbed the George
wasn't nearly as big. as. the one ;on booking into the vast. Army and !-‘matter, that would come before
ter will Look at his reservation list
"A. Hamid outdoor office. That deal: in San Francisco.’ -Bosley .Crow-| Air Force circuit of clubs in Ger-| them would he in connection with
for the evening.
The expensive
-recently terminated.
ther called it ‘just another cheap ; many and France.
Violations of anti-trust . laws.
headliner isn't @rawing. He’s gotta ;

Bob Hope Preem

do something to make it look good :

Hollywood

for the act. You just ean’t let him
play to empizy seats.
So he calls
up the bus company,
and tells
them he can accommodate three | aan
busloaads.
Thus the star plays to’
a full room, gives a good show, i State

effective as an Italian fire’.

,

Ray Charlies
Continued

from

page

spectacle not nearly as

“There's

| status |got'a mention.

said. “We

of

work

for

Berle’s Je
ersey Date

need good en-

“While Bing |tertainment. Some of the acts may

was acting in London. he was pro-|have

48 nae
=

plenty

‘American acts here in the clubs,”

Bing. Crosby’s: enhanced family |Nelson

U. coincided with his arrest ducing here.”
More of ‘Hope: “The
the day before in Indianapolis on a

to make 10 shows

Milton

in four

Berle

has

been

signed

for a stand at the Latin Casino,
Camden, N.J., Feb. 16, in place

days, hopping from Germany from
twist has ; France, bat of course that isn’t

of Eydie Gorme & Steve Lawrence,
and he is proud of the business he
really become. all the rage.
Ij, a general practice. The acts can who cancelled the booking because
‘narcotics rap.
is doing.
of Miss Gorme's impending: motherstepped
in
the
Peppermint
Lounge
;
:
make
money
if
they
will
perform
“So then this happens.
He tells :| The publicity: prompted the col- the other night and there was.Toots-; here.”
hoo
me to look at the business.
It’s; ‘lege sponsors to drop his one- Shor twisting with Elsa Maxwell.|
Many of the Americans based|_
Berle has also. been set atthe
just
great—the
room's
packed. iRighter. However, promoter Abe Invite them. over if you want to! in Europe prefer to see the Amer- |Desert Inn, Las Vegas, Dec. 1, and
Next he tells me that he's godtta Stein (who was handling publicity
break
your.
downstairs
‘neighbor's
ican
talent.
At
the
smaller
clubs;
the
Eden Roc, Miami. Beach, Jan,
get more money next year because -for the benefit) leased the State
which have Jess financing, it is;
:
Coliseum, and the chandelier.
he does so big in this room. aIt’s ‘Fairgrounds
“They're now showing movies in often the: policy to book one. US.
:Show went on.
absolutely wierd.”
.
flight
now.
Airlines
have
made
|
Show
a
Mon
elson's
arganizabs
The harried percenter admitted: Stein sold more tickets than. the creat strides what: in movies, | tion is also planning Sunday-atter- | “THE COMEDIAN”
that it’s difficult to reverse the “A. & I. auditorium: would hold—
|
PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE.
trend.
One act or one office can’t ‘more than 3.500, about one-third of alampagne, seven course dinners. | noon shows.
member
way baek ‘when the ! Generally,
the German-Amer- |} THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
Charles drew
be a hero and reduce salaries. The ‘whom were white.
semardesses
were
the
main
at-j
ican
Agency
signs
acts
for
a
er
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST |
acts and the off:ces must define a ‘an ovationas he performed for an
Now fn its 134th Issue, ‘containing. |
—
mum -22 bookings in 10 days, and
|| series. one-liners,
>
|
limit.
The ovwenrs must be able hour, grinning broadly while on- traction?
“‘Bachelor
in Paradise’
is a while it has the Carter Family on fitiess hecklers raateneeate® monoto say no to the acts’ and agents’ Stage. He refused to discuss the
demands, and the agents must try i Indianapolis arrest with newsmen. movie based on an idea by Frank |the tour now, for a fee of about |}{28 intrest ‘impressions and “im.
Sinatra.”
$8.000. including transportation, it
personafions,
Polttt cal, Interruptions
- Thoughts of the Day, Humoreus

Views

In a serious vein Hope recalled [
| ispresemi ng 8 Me wt ra of fhe News, Vignettes, etc.
that he worked the Capitol with | Johnny Siebert, and Carrol Sew. |} $25 YR—SINGLE ISSUES $3
Abe ‘Lyman in 1932 and it was dur-!
i
ing this. vaudeville
first met. ‘Crosby.

outing

$35. YR—SINGLE ISSUES $4

that -he:jells

$10,000 package for 10
j days for
in aDecember,
and will pre-

isent the Do-Re-Mi

Premiere of the film and Hope’s |
top clubs in January.

‘NO €.0.D.’s
BILLY GLASON, 78e W. 54th St.
New York City 19, CO, 5-1316

Trio to the

p.a. drew an unusually heavy. turn-

out of fourth

estaters, a

turn | Western singer Hank Snow re-

|| many of the top by-liners. Lens- ‘
men went back to the’city rooms °

—

with a shot of Hope. kissing Lu-.
cille
Ball “while
Gary
Morton ;
looked on.
-Announced marriage .
of the latter two gave Hope’s buss —
stop added punch and it got a .
heavy play in the Gotham dailies.:
Janis - Paige and Virginia Grey, |

-

—

——

It is our pleasure to represent a great singer whose
vibrant personality and magnificent votce have made.
"her a number one performer.

Miss

also of “Paradise” cast, among the!
celebs present.

BONNIE

J.C, Stein Grant.
a

Continued

from page

2 mae
—~s
eee

make such a Brant,’ it promised ‘to guarantee raising. $500,000 to be i
matched

by

a Federal. appropria-

ai

tion. It guaranteed a- contingent
{$150/000 to become definite after
$350:000
was
collected.’ Besides
initiating the campaign, “RPB pro-

vided leadership in the: effort.

HELD ovER @ CONSECUTIVE WEEKS

GEORGE VAL GEORGE
Presenting ‘A DOVETAIL. RHAPSODY
Currently MeVANS,

Buffatco, New York

Where do the doves come trom?

Wheredo they ge?

“TOPS IN THEIR FIELD” VARIETY
The

erlin.:

VETTE

As

lyate sources and the Federal Gov-

e Opening Dec. 4th

fernment. followed a National In-}}
stitute of Health recommendation |;
|

for a $491,000. grant.
Because the contingent $156,000.
was tnot used,cr this sum
was
saved
-_..
a
T)
or

to use as

“risk

“incentive money”

capital”

research

paigns.

.
;

other |

construction

cam-|!

as a salute to Dr. Stein's 65th|{
last year.

.

.

Iglesias NG in1 Dixie
.

Memphis, Nov. 21.

Currenily

TOKYO, JAPAN.

500 admissions en. its. one-nighter

Auditorium .here,- drew

Friday’ (17) at a $3.75,

Jess than

a

})

—

|}

|}

Gross was. estimated to ‘be Jess |:

than $1,000. ~

Thanks

.

_
a
ee
to MAY JOHNSON an d JIMMY
NICHOLS

was deducted by

RPB for the cost of the campaign. |
. Stein and a group of MCA execs |}
; made the initial grant Which start-|.
/ed RPB in 1960. RPB was founded
birthday

oe

|.

to stimulate

Nothing

‘Qween
MowrealElicabeth Hotel,
om

or

. The Rober to iglesias. Spanish
dance troupe, playing the Municipal

JAI-ICHI HOTEL

Sailing recemmer 20th

‘a result of RPB'’s work, the campaign produced $692,500 from pri- |:

eye

*x *

Pe

® Star of |
er
Ate
ntz
S.S. Atlantic
‘ Decembe “onel

ENTERPRISES.
35 WEST 53rd STREET, NEW YORK 19
m,
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;
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| Comedians Aren't Sick, Ex-Rabbi
Mop Upin Vaude &HypoDisk Biz rons wenacne so yn
Comic Asserts, Maybe Society Is
seen. King: perhaps" 45-or 20 times
‘and always enjoyed his joke. Rem-|

Paris, Nov.: 21.

Singers are. again top’ in-person |

dis

7

n turn have helped bring|

obligation

of a comedian

iniscirig, Carson recalied that he |.is not to be intellectual—but suc-

“@raws.”
This has helped
sell records, Sparks(Nev.) Nugget
a disks i
have
hel

an

“The

was

hired originally

with

the cessful,” says. Jackie Mason, who

thought that Jack: Benny wouldn't jhas just discovered:

the

eastside

Adds $1,250, 000 Wing |be around forever, but he. found !in his first date at the Blue Angel,

a toned to the public ken..|

-

Noy:

21

‘out different, Carson also observed |N-Y. where. he closed last week.

that they wouldn’t
have liked
some years back.
Mason asserts, however, that audiences will zo far beyond ahy-

thing a comedian will do. Contics

do
not
tell
sick
jokes—they
wouldn’t
dare.
It is frequently
livened up the. vaudeville Situation |. “the
Nugget
audiences that are sick, not -the
here:
For
it
is
headline:singers
for
P
gge
pa
;
n
the
Rabbinate,
but
left
the
whom the public turns out, and{(Revo's smaller” sister ‘city) has Sive up everything just for one| pulpit to go into show biz, feels comedians, they aver. They ‘tell
they are now coming’ in strong forz.
to gamut confined its operations |thing talent, he. H
st
that a comedian as well as any stories that shouldn’t be told in
:
o gaming and
food—the casino
n
a
riefie,.
Harvey : Stone ;performer has to establish a basis mixed company, they normaliy ¢o
both new. and oldtime. names. ' ‘is surrounded by five .specialty., pointed out that he was the: only jwith his auditors and express him- far beyond anything a nitery
‘Last week alone seven stars held restaurants -and ‘a -sixth ‘is open, on¢ on the. dais who paid for his !self-on a level that is understood comedian would do.
down 9,500 house seats. which were ©
across: the street. But-last week it |lunch. He was booked from the-By his audience. “It’s up to the!
That far down, Mason coesn't
virtually filled. during their two‘ began’ construction of a: theatre- |;middle of the floor.
—
_}sehools to educate the people, go. He ean work on a fairly high
and three week stays. ‘Youths |aS. restaurant addition. that will cost | Corbett Monica, who. is. also.mak- |not nightclub owners, sponsors or level and get a firm hold en his
audience, but expressed doubts 2s
diners.;“ing ‘a “rep ‘at these functions, ; €omics.
seat 550 of
and will .owner’
$150 ag olgsters, are’ again paying |$1,250,000,
John Aséuaga,
-the|‘opened with a line that Jack.Benny|
Mason believes ‘that it does no to the mental well-being of a
favorites in the flesh.
i Nugget,. said ga,target date: for |‘recently played a: benefit to. save| good for a comic
to go off in sociely that thrives constantly tn
hae flagship Olympia had. two completion is June, 1962.
.
‘ Carnegie Hail “So that Belle Barth | the ivory towered flights and leave doubtful humor. “The comedians
‘¥
3
are not sick, but maybe society
is.” And he can froduce headlines to prove it.
and ..fervent, progressive belter » miles from. Sparks—Ernie Primm ' this session also madeitbign video as well.
P

.

a
Sparks

eno,.

Nay.
‘in. S

‘|
that
rks | great

King has a Rolls Royee and a|
ww
h
reputation “but he would /j the Rabbi started is ft the

Fock and roller Johnny. Hallyday |- Meanwhile, in Reno—only three |j could:Play.mn

:

jis; audience, far_ behind plies in

é

Peercie olor ar ty <eeturan tthe rene of his Prim |Ue,SNES, Hot more dss eats wha,good

erin

oe
It is
ee ase mene action:Thsionstewae theatre: |j describing King’s television activi-|

songs.. |

aggre, Club on. “downtown

Vir- |

Buddy

Hackett

made

_To the demands for higher level-

it. with | nightclub

operator

and

sponsors

Earl Subs for. Peggy

de- ;
‘must make a living also. They've

After a hassle with the management of New .York’s Roundtable

pearance after’ scoring on.. disks |Honwill double: the sizea the cure | Phil Foster and King. His closing|
Mason, however, opines that au- three years ago. ‘His: svelte, charm t300. fore employ es,win ae
line--was asking permission. from |dience intelligence is on the up-

Earl Grant pulled out of the date
scheduled to begin Monday
+26}
and shifted to Basin Street East,

ABC went back to house format

A

with Sacha: Distel’s. first Paris apinterlude

id the Nugget.

scuaga sai

did’ well... Now replaced’ 1

@

Nugget.

¥

addi-|

Some

macabre

humor which

adai- | seribed a visit to a cemetery with
8.

|80t to satisfy their -usfomers.”

41 the Broundskeeper to erect 4 shaw |beat.. The eastside places, he con-

by Patachou, he Has. moved .to the;total of. about 1,000:-working for -biz sign on his plot he bought,!tends, reflect this to a greater
-Bobino.
* theoe ince eee, ota leds |“Coming — Buddy -Hackett:”’
extent than most: spots, and at
The. Europeene has gone back to “only a block from th motor lodge: ‘There were others, Myron Cohen: the Blue Angel, he went further

house format. with Latino: singerj
Dario

Moreno

for

¢

e casino,

' cliched ‘wiflt several’ yarns, as did |afield than he would in a mass

solid: returns; The Nugget owner said the en-- Harry | Hershfield,

Rudy.

while the Alliambra ‘brought back .tertainment policy has: not’ been.’ Gene Baylos and A} ‘Kelly.
offhest

singeér-cleffer. Leo

Ferre. definitely- decided,

but

noted

it: ._The guest of honor

Vallee, | appeal

songs

are ‘bringing

them

‘in.-via

his one-man. show at the Theatre :}
De L’EtoHe,
“ques

‘€" are

and

the Freres

doing

well

at

Jac-

[-

the

Comedie Des. Champs-Elysees with |]

their offbeat ‘songalog. Catherine |
‘Sauvage and her specialized sengs

are drawing |the:bufis at the Gaite-.
‘Montparnasse. :
t

This

reneived -interest. an local”

singers. and the solid appeal of
such Yank names. as Ray.-. Charles,

Marlene

Dietrich,

‘}

Judy Garland,"

:}

Connie Francis, and. Harry Bela- :Jfonte: the last couple of years has
jf.
sparked. : plans 10-: get. more .top;4U.S, voealists in’ for special. con§.
certs or longer house. stints, It.§

is felt that their -higher- money °

demands

can. now be mete.

:

“DanceReview
” 'Bayanihan ‘Dance € Oo |
(Met Opera’ House, N.Y.)
.. Bayanihan Troupe, which -had a;
“New. York run at the Winter Gar*den Theatre two years ago, is obviously a victim of the theatre
7 shortage. : Because. there: is no
house in which. to eSsay ‘a long stay.
at the present time, its. Manhattan
visit was- ‘confined. ‘to-two:, perform-.
‘ances Sunday !19) ‘at the -Metropolitan -Opera:- House.
<Auspices
this. trip is changed from: S.‘Hurok

:

|}:
|{|
|

to Columbia,.Concefts.. A pity, that

they cannot linger it’s one of the i].

“more. charming dance. ensembles to

,

hit. this fown:
.
|:
Filipinos: presented - under: “spon-

sorship ‘of the American ..Field |
Services, .:again ‘charms. its view-

ers. .This young, vivid an energetic }
group. has. ‘been: gracefully ar-

“ranged. ‘Verve and‘ esprit, delicacy.
-and vigor show in. dances based on

regional motifs. The closing | Rural
Suite

podrida

perhaps: ‘provides “an. “olla

of most -of their :themes. |[.

_ It’s. a joyous. ‘earniva] starting ‘with |
‘the building of a house, the. thresh-1
ing of the rice crop, and finally aif

-geries. of flirtatious “.dances*
whieh couples

.-

in }¥:

dance on extremely

|{.

narrow. benches, ‘do fast terping to

the. “tinkling” :bars..wherein- the |}.
. dancers need ‘speed . and: grace to)|[
_ escape. crushed - pones.. “-by ‘this

©

rhythmic vise created’ ‘by the. ‘bars.
“One” of ‘the more. arresting |:
groups is the Muslim Suite as done
in ‘the Southern Philippines which
_ has resisted ‘conversion to. Chris-.
tianity. Other rovtines display al

_distinct -Spanish|influence. .
a)
; Bayanihan which in. the Filipino |
- dialect means working together, is |e
‘.a blend of many folk -arts ‘and.
“ethnic cultures ‘brought-skillfully
“together. by choreographer Luere- |}

|

“tia Reyes Ortula;-directress: Leticia |} --

Perez..de Guzman,- musical direet-

“ress

|{

Lucrecia.-R. Kasilag: ‘and the
costumes by: Isabel A. Santos. It's|
difficult to single out any ‘specific

‘dancer. All the- sen, and
*. golo parts were. ‘taken superbly.
J ose.

:

=

There

are

bits in

up'audiences
meet on common
taste.
ground, and today the masses are

for rapid turnstile turning.
_would be different from-any now: the:“Proceedings in good
Charles Trenet and. his poetic
by: Reno-Tahoe. clubs.
ae
ww SOSE.
.

nitery.

which the intelligentsia and mass

wound

finding

themselves

enjoying

bits

on instrumentation

suppurt, singer

a few blocks scuth where
tonight (Wed.).

he stats

His booking
at Basin
Street
fills in for the vacancy left hy

Peggy

Lee

who

was

hespitalized

Sunday (191 with viral pneumcnia.
Roundtable is cantiniuing to run

with a Twist show
Black's Combo and
ee

ee

eet. ee

featuring Bill
The Orchids.
-

——
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. {tric showbacks and makes with the'
Soptie Tucker (with Ted Shapi- ‘dansapation. Incideutally, pire as
almost everywhere, The.

mo:
Mile Shaw Orch and Ada Cagullo & Her Bodkasha Trio; $3-$4

Talk
oo
Julie

t of spe- {
t
London. ing to order withou benefi

Of Town,

Lendon, Nov, 14.
Wilson (with Jack Chi-

A New Act review of Sophie
Tuckel at the Albee, Brooklyn, in| -ayte’
decor, Tod: Kingman; costumes, R.
1929 led off that she “is the unSt. John
Roper; vorchestrafions,
, Ch
|
Burt Rkodes; Line (31), Sydney
Blackste
r
in
:
*
api
VARIETY'S
champion
disputed
Simone Orch, ido Martino. & his
New Act files. In 20 years she has
Chicago, Nov. 13,
Latin Rhythms; $6.75. minimum.
received
a New
Act notice
16
Monique
Van .Vooren,
Franz
Julie Wilson is back to headline
tunes." Her first such appraisal, Benteler Orch; $2 cover weekends,
at the Tolk of the Town,
and that
arcording to this journal of trade $1.50 weeknights.
should spell good news fer thease
i:xformation, therefore dates back
Sheraton
Blackstone
general
|who have loyally supported her
te 1909.
Doug Boone has been -during her many stage and cabaret

sears preceding this Brook-| manager

§RO
Madame Sophie Tucker; the cru jspring, Judging, fromfor the
anc celeDs
stage read Madame Sophie Tucker,' who turned out press
Monique!
"On

and
he:

tie program

it read! ene Mefoe ter athe ° oom

:

. erow

x

he

when the Madame appeared, i van Yooren's opening,
piano-playing ® parte has established
double-decker

lads, Ted Shapiro and Jack Carrcil.: lively factor
stood

up

‘Madame

shouting

wn

Tucker’."

Sophia

on

unison. | club circuit.
Since,

the sax chair in

polished. performer

with

a well-:

to: ensue.

ae

intimacy :even in

this

kingsized

assisted by Claude

Thompson as

a. dance partner. She ‘sings six
Miss Wilson makes an Immediate |T0om.. She wraps up. the crowd tunes
from the show, some
in ‘part.

|impact when

she walks ‘an stage

Miss
$5 Stev- |
the realm.of and others in full, in¢eluding top ©

with eas¢ and elegance.
e
I

in a tight Gtting white gown which, e0S dwells mainlyin

the Bona-| enhances her features.. She is re-| Standards following a special mat- treatments of “Tonight” and .“I
itself as &@/nowned for being immaculately |erial opener, and scores tellingly| Have A Leve” anda cute’ cutup

the Chi

supper}

out, and on this occasion. With a nicely
The openers
_
The Talk of the Town, a conver- verto, Spanish:
sion from the old. Hippodrome a. wide range
turried

excells herself.

:

oar

.

last

4

and held down

this spot under the incumbent balanced. sense’ of dynamics‘ and’:
‘maestro, Johnny Morris.
So now winning delivery that makes her a
‘he’s headlining. here and proves solid attraction for this ‘society
his right.to this status. He is a strorighold. Her versatile stylings
good storyteller with a capacity to ‘and pert appearance create
an inproject special material
tunes, ‘timate and direct rapport with the.
Gunty runs a wide gamut from im-: audience that serves. with increaspressions to song and. dance work ing effectiveness as her turn proalong with this yarns, and is pro- gresses.
a
,
ficient on all counts.
re
Highlight .is. the “West: Side
‘appearancesin the West End. She |’. Miss Stevens is excellently enStory”
medley.in
which
Mis
$s
,Carhas: a strong personal following; | dowed, both physically and vocatiy,
this will doubtless be reflected in |for her work. She is a charming ee also gets a chance. to show. off the stout business that’s. certain| stylist who brings an element of some terping. For. this set she is

Five
the Bonadeveloping
gm oresies, Sime, the founder of ‘carefully
showrqom
Variety, had some fun with Soph’ parte Room as a class
actertain.
Hea
:
ir. “is Aus. 13, 1924, notice, aS} 5;

fotlov s

Mae

cial group rates. The. bil, it ao.
Dighann. Carroll& Co, (7); Emil
happened, is one of the better com- Coleman. Orch, Merk. Monte Corn
binations brought in by Abe Gold- tinentals; $3-$4 cover. ~

were out in some force but what vers);
Robert . Nesbitt’s “Ten.
o
the kids do, and make palatable, |O'Clock
Foilties.” with Michael stein & Arturo Cano.
-Gunty is one of the youngish{ Returning for her third stand at.
somehow tak... on a cruder con- Desmond, Pat Ferris, Josephine
netation whe:
me of the adult Blake, Ugo Garrido; Ballet Trianas comedic vets.in the business. He} the Persian Room, N.Y., chirper’
delinquents th ‘: they’reAenee
(6); choreography, Billy Patch; Started originally as a musician Diahann Carroll impresses as. -a
ey”

corer.

c1aters

Persian Room,
N. Y.

wy

current turn
Miss Van Vooren's
the Palace was scaled to a $2 top; demonstrates
‘that she is as well-}

Sime
centinned
ribbing
“the endowed
Madame in a S32 house.”
A‘ year{ 'is with

her remarkable

Tucker,

off to thunderous

with showmanship

as she |Theatre, is

a kinysized

room’ by

physical |.any standard and it is not an ideal

arranged

catalog.

version of “Officer Krupke.” It ‘is

are Margot & Chi- a nicely-designed ‘effort, that fea-.
ireparts, who: show : tures special: ‘material -by Phil .
of :ballroom tricks. Moore .and solid orchestrations by
Much of their work is devoted Peter. Matz, as “played by. Emil
to lifts and spins, and they have Coleman's. house orch, ‘hypoed: fer

| Miss Carroll’s engagement with
later, back at the P ance. So hie |attributes. The wellstacked and | setting for an artist of Miss Wil- smooth moments in their straight
The
femme'’s;the added musicat services af.
billed this time a5 4 trae"tione of| Cutstandingly
gowned
thrush ‘son's calibre, who is infinitely more dance passages.
either

a

contra

_ begged

palm-|

at home

in intimate

surroundigs.

Madame or perhaps, having long pounding—even
more noticeable In . this. vast room, the intimacy
been
a London
favorite, some- from the usually restrained sup-|of her performance is. somewiat
whet in the British Empire idiom, ' per club crowds.
‘lost. Her best liked and best known
a la Dame May Whitty et al.
Her sengalog is a mlance of |numbers do-not achieve. the direct

Now Soph, long a socko b.0. Ma8-} pop tunes and French oldies, with |Simger-to-audience projection which
| they deserve. —

net in tbe saloons, is back in a ;a few songs in other languages.
new kind of plushery, the posh Em- ; However,
she
has
interpolated.
pire Room ofJ the .Waldorf-Astoria, : seme clever special material in‘

and Louis Siccardi, a past master. such

numbers

as

“Lady Is

In that category are
' her ‘stand‘
ards, like “ost Gentlemen Don't

A] Like Love,”

“My Heart -Belongs

gowningIs firstrate.

essay

Male tries to ,Francis. Williams,

an air ‘of being calm, butjland,. Bill

manages only to Teok
frozen. sinvon, - Joe
Nonetheless, they hit it big with; Puma.

their tricks,

Jose.

BR & BH, Indpis.

—

Indianapolis, Nov.-18.
' Margaret Whiting, Lewis & Dane,
Billy Moore Orch (6); $2.50. cover,
two drink minimum.

Jimmy

Cleve-_

Maynard, Jim Fitz-:Benjamin® and Jee

This’ is her

finale

and show-~

cases her legit abilities nicely. The:
balance -of her act. sports some:
| slick

belting
.on uptémpo

tunes.

like her opening “Life. Is.¥or Liv- -

' ing.” flirty offbeat work on “Show...
Me” and earthy. ballad. styling on

in: handling customer traffic. found i Tramp
and “Let’s Do Iit.”. The | to: Daddy.” “A. Man. Could Be,”
himself
overwhelmed
albeit not . effect is that of personalizing the | “Twelve Good Mea And True" and
|*Brown Baby.” .In the -medium
losing aplomb.
tempo groove, she toys pléasantly
As the maitre! numbers and taking them out of |“Bad Bad Woman.” ‘They’ stil!
_ Margaret Whiting. making her" with “I Wish I Were In~ Love:
d’hotel later observed, “It seemed : the standard delivery category.
‘| come over well enough, but not to
first appearance in this city, scored Again.” Hers
mot
unexpected
to
sa
many
the
same
immediate
reaction
the
is an_ all-around,
+ She uses a: local quartet for
that when 1 apologized for. the ‘some brief backingin “Never On Star has: evoked in the past.
oo solidly’ on a good bill at Charlie, nicely designed act, offered with
opening night and other night sell- : Sunday” iin Greek: and for a rockBeing a seasoned performer, Miss ; Burkett’s B & B when She opened : Style and knowledge.
=.
outs they understood and ‘agreed ing version of Oscar Brown Jr.'s Wilson will undoubtedly adapt her: a 10-day stand there Friday -‘(17). .
Fetching .in blue, she grabbed - Miss Carroll's abilities‘ have not.
_talents.and roulineto cope with this !:
charmingly to suggestions for al- “Forbidden
Fruit.’”
However,
applause .for her bright,- been limited to niteries,.as she has
ternate
evenings.”
Siccardi
lik- usage of the quartet is so tentative { outsize room. She has a substan-! warm
on various tv shows and¢
ened this opening—and advance in the act that the advantage of |ta! reservoir of. material to draw clear singing of ' program that ‘appeared
leaned
to
nostalgic side, one large the. recent. picture ‘Paris Blues.”
on,
plus
sore
solid
opening
night
‘yeservations—to the Eddie Fisher the production values that it She
is.
currently
‘in’ rehearsal for.
is
|
songs which included a “Can-Can”’ |. segment being devoted to medley ;
jamup ‘he’s due back “March 28 apparently intended for is dubious. Medley
and a-trio of blues songs.
of memory gems composed. by her
the upcoming Richard Rodgersinecidentally:, with the dance floor
' Another small point of cavil inj;
“No Strings.”
As usual the cabaret starts with: father, Richard Whiting. She ‘al-., Samuel Tayler tuner,
curtailed by extra ringside tables.”
‘her generally surefire turn is her Robert.
Nesbitt's.. lavish
“Ten ternates this medley of her own. _ The. Plaza’s show. is rounded out.
Tre accent on Soph’s multiple inclusion of ‘Little Child.” a ten-| O’Ciock
Follies,” including that ! recordings at late show.
by
the
dansapation
of
Mark Monte.
reviews, even in 1929 ‘now over j der lullaby. It’s an appealing num- :
She chats engagingly and does a. and his Continentals and the Coleskilled juggler Ugo Garrido, who!
3. years back’, is that, as Williaam ‘ber and Miss Van Vooren reli-! has been held over from the previ-; fancy step or two “to make jt look .
man outfit. Opening night, the latGaxton, Shepherd of The Lambs _Siously dons an evening coat to
ous show. Newcomers are the Bal- like a. bigger act—more spread ter introduced The Twist tothe
observed to Harry Hershfield at ‘cover her decolletage in deference
let Trianas. who ‘made a personal : out.” “Come Rain or Come Shine,” plush room, but was hushed aftér.
the preem, “They just don't make : fo the song. But it takes more than click a week earlier in the Royal 7“Getting to Know You,” “Louise” 7
:a@ few bars.by. a less. courageous
tioupers like her any more; al- ; that to dim the high-voltage s.a. Varicty Show.
7
‘and “Sleepy Time Gal” are among. manager. Both. groups
provide.
Ways working. always back with ‘she projects. and the whole numJack Chivers accompanies Miss ‘her standouts in. this set. She has smooth arrangements forthe cusnew material, new gowns, and with ber comes off as out of place.
Wilson on the ivories during her! good. backing from Billy Moore’s-- tomers,.in quiet and terpable tone
new enthusiasm as if this was a .
Sydney! house band. and her own accom- . and tempo. -Franz
Benteler’s
house
orch 40° minute stint, with
‘
Kali..
‘showing’ date.”
That about sums
backs Miss Van Vooren. zealously. Simone leading his resident orch |: panist,- Geoffrey Clark, .at the .
fi up.
to give strong suppertDlyro.. | piano.
; Plays
appropriately - contigental
Suph
came+ on literally to a * sigeunermusik for listening, and
Comics on bill, Lewis -& Dane, _. Flame Room, Mpls.
standing ovation which almost un- dishes out capable dansapation.
| get some hearty laughs with ma-/] ‘:
“Minneapolis;
Noy. 17.
Flamingo.
Las Vegas
nerved her and, as she ad libbed
terial that ranges from interviews| - Phyllis Ditler, Danny Ferguson
Miss Van Vooren is in for three
'
(FOLLOWUP)
and
piano - accompanist
Ted , weeks.
with Cleopatra and the mother of Orch. (1);" $2-$2:50 cover.
‘Mor.
—
Shapiro privatel>
stated. “These
Julius Caesar to zany impressions .
Las Vegas, Nov. 16.
songs
are
so new
they're
even i
of Louis Armstrong and Elvis Pres- , Flying. inafter her umpteenth
unknown to us.”
In the Tucker
Della Reese. replaced Vie Da-| ley. Don Lewis also tosses in some ; guest. stint -on the “Jack. Paar
j

.

| Ho Ti, Portland, Ore;

Portland, Ore., Nov. 17. {mone as Joe.E. ,.Lewis’ teammate offbeat vocals. :
“Roaring
20s”
with
Leonard in the Flamingo Room for the final |
Da-*
was missed in the outmeast reaches. Barr, Joanie Spinder, Louise Gray, two weeks of Lewis’ stint,.as
in
.
a
The songs were all new, chiefly: Alickey Robertson, Lynn Gordon, |mone departs for a-previous com- | King Edward,

tradition.
the Iyric content
was ;
beited over so that nary a syllaole

credited

to Jack Yellen and Mac! Ray

Binney

Line

(4 dancers,

Muaurada, and per usual what Soph. nudes’, Herman
Jobetman
can do with an earthy lyric makes! (5) with Kitcy Nelson, and

Corb.

._._.
Toronto

Show,” zany Phyllis Diller returns
to this folding nitery in the Hotel

|Radisson whete the: attendance
Tecord she. set in her: first: appear-:

.
|
2 t mitment.
-. . +
Toronto, Nov.'14. | ance a year-ago still ‘stands. CurMiss Reese: brings with her,
‘in | . Marion Marlowe, Billy Willian: rent fortnight engagement shapes

Orch
Betty

their nitery debut, .a . quartet “of
ker unique in the same idiom as Wilson; produced
and created by femme performerirs
called . The
Jee E. Lewis—that it’s never of-;Al Learman: staging. Dons Alber-| Meditation Singers. Group sang in
fensive.
A sampling of her wares | to;
choreography,
Ray Binney; |church choir with Miss Reese when
i, evidenced
by some
of the’ $1.50 cover, $2 Sat.
all were youngsters, and.-are now
titles: “I Am Living Alone and I,
_
oe highly effective in a background
Like It." “How Are you Doing in the | “Roaring 20s” is Al Learman’s | blend of gospel and blues.
Love Department?” and a word-; second package aimed for bookings
do “Wadi
star they

for this:
|son Orch (8); $1.50 cover -Mon.- | up as another recordbuster
|
i!madeap comedienne..
With extra.
!.Thurs., $2 Fric-Sat.
—
as
tables added for this run, room was
| oo,
| On her first supper club engage- |jampacked: at,“preem show’ and-

ment in Canada, Marion Marlowe ‘dozens were turned away. Scramble.
was unstinting in her soprano ‘tal-; for advance. reservations indicates
ents when caught and stayed on! that-all subsequent : performances
35 minutes
with
begoffs.
Tall |
will also be sold out.
' With
; spots around !in
Wetens a ley do “Wading |brunet, with fine stage projection, | 4¢ anything: moré frenetic: than
the the
niteri
in niteries
and other
: “Sophie! in
spent. two. years’ on Broadway. in
ara

lessonograph
titled
Tucker's Little Lover Pills.” Open: |the country.

ere
“ith
tain.”
New unit. at present the ‘Mo
with appreciative “The Sound of Music” and. gives fin her first. Minneapolis outing, inz with “You, Too, Can Be a Red falls short of the mark, but with | 4 istenighters begging
for ‘more.! a-medley of the show’s hit tunes, i Miss Diller keeps:tablesitters howl-.
and some changes has a] Miss Reese,
Hot Mama”
and her philosophic | work
clad ‘in‘ a beautiful | including “Climb Every. Moun-;-} ing throughout her. 45-minute act 7
“Fife
Is the World's: Greatest’ chance of making the grade.with her demoniac laughter’ lead- gold lame gown, sings ‘'Getting to |
Game,” she does a wild rib on;
Vet vauder Leonard Barr scores Know You.” “Bye Bye Blackbird,” . tain.” She also does a medley from {ing, the way. There's no letup in”
“King and I.”
H
Perry Como's “Letters,” which is.;. with
his deadpan,
¥
;“Don’t
You ‘Know”
and
“Some } Clad in a. Grecian style-gown of ;the. yocks, and. considering her
.
, sad sack: onex |
=
*
,
aoG
@ sprinzhoard
for a medley
jheavy artillery delivery,
the show
“Bird in Gilded Cage.” salute to tric softshoe terping is nifty: Petite ‘rangements aré by John Cotter, |
is remarkably free of duds. Comic’s’: _
longtime friend Maurice Chevalier Joanie Spinder wows the custom- who conducts: the Nat Brandwynne ; with a bouncy “From This Momentto |Success conics: primarily from.her -.’
On,"
then
«
switches.
tempowith “Mimi. “1 Don't Want to Get ‘ers with her chirping of “Give Me orch (11).- °
Duke.
“Make. Someone Happy” and “Ti. utter disregard for the sacrosanct
"
Thin.” and a salute to Shelton _A Little Kiss.”

and

her

ovenchant | for. attacking

Geta Kick Out of You.” Follows |
Brooks who brougnt her “Some of
Ray Binney and Lynn Gordon:
“That Man of Mine,” “Begin ;anvthing she thinks: might be vulThese Dass” in 1911.
tango a la Valentino style. Louise | Boulevard,
nerable: the room’s: ‘decor. : the
Rego Park, with
the Beguine” and the medleys.
displays
good pipes
but }
the food, fashions,
What looked hke an unorthodox Gray
Striking-looking contralto, in ex-| Manasement,
iL
Lo
bovkins for the Waldorf ‘although _ Should chirp semi-classical tunes. + Terri
Stevens, Morty Gunty, cellent voice, had crowded Oak : wamen drivers and, esveciallv,‘herself—her
fienre.
her: cooking, her
ir. this day-znd-azge of nitery book- :instead of wasting talent on. Jolson ‘Margot & Chiverto, Johnny Morris
Room paying attention on second {
ints, ax Witness, Pinza, Coward, ‘melodies. Ray Binney line is on ‘Orch; $3. mintmum.:
show. to her. salesmanship
and: marriage. .ad- inf. Comedienne’s
flambevant
enwn
does nothing for .
Bankhead, Hoien Traubel, Dietrich for two brassy production numchoice of numbers. After her -non- }
i Lay Vegas and other saloons: ‘bers. Dancers (4) work hard and}
The world-of suburban entertain- ‘malicious kidding of Arthur God-*.her ficure’ hut. does ‘wonders for
their terping is proficient. Two ment even makes provisions for a frey, Ed Sullivan and the Jack , her loftvetting abilitv.
it will probabis set record business.
Miss Tucker:
nentioned
her $3,- , Shapely nudes add eve appeal. Pul- la carte. cafe attendance.
Not all Paar tv shows. she had the. cus-, Danny Ferguson’s band, a regMickey
Robertson those falling into a nightclub have tomers in a happy mood through- ;-ular here for the. past year, has
BHU
total charity giveaway, to ‘chritudinous
sO
Gate, frou the sales ot her books registers in a nurse's role.
come there under compulsion of a out.
on
°
S| nothing to do. wheti the topper: is
Binrtey’s group is a strong asset .charitable or beneficial | organiza-. . Miss Marlowe. with alternating; on but sit back and enjoy the fun:
ari records. anit she set up shop.
pronto in *
outer foyer.
The as are Staging and choreography.
tion... Some come on their own. whisper style and unlimited power | Group is tops; however, playing
Ti:lton
Maser ent’s
acquies- Bash is given solid . backing: by ‘drawn bya particular performer in some numbers, is ready for her | for dancing.
SS
cense to thi. personal charity pitch ‘Herman Jobelman Orch «5! with or just the desire to go-out and not. avowed.
musicomedy
ventures.; _Miss Dillet remains through Nov-:.i. prababh *hs Boot vurorthoedox than Kitty Neison singing during the spend a fortune far parking.
29 when ‘this swank ‘supper .club,
'.|
After
completion
of
her
tour.
of
boukineg the ravi hot mama.
dancing seshes. Betty Wilson ~ is
The Boulevard had a last minute posh -night- spots, she takes the: | the’ city’s finest. and most sumptuThis seine-tet marks Ted Sha- -in the Lamplighter lounge with fallout of a-party of 200 on Friday ‘femme lead next summer in a tour- cus, closes. It’s unfortunate there.
Pires Alst ances
ay Suoph’s ac- her piuno and songs,
| (17) the rreem of the Morty Gunty-. ing company
‘of “Kiss. Me, Kate.” aren’t more. entertainers with Miss
Gaumpanisi
or
reele
oa recurd. .
Layout, which: runs 35 minutes. Ferri Stevens: bil!. But there was'}.- She’s in the ]King Edward, Sher- Diller’s drawing power available. If .
| there were, ‘this nitery might have
OW versing, tle El Sean arciies- -is in fur four weeks with options.’ still a big house made up of: those -aton Hotel till Nov. 25.
‘stayed open. indefinitely. Rees... who Had reservations and were .go- |
Feve.
tra spelled bb, the Ada Carallo it

McStay.

NIGHT

Wednesday, November 22,

Sahara, Las Vegas

{number that’s * easily‘the high
Copacahana, N. Ys
Eydie-Gorme' & Steve Lawrence, point of the- show: and could be
‘Bobby
Ramsen, . Jock. Casasus, developed. into: a. full production
alone. ‘It’s ‘done with
Andy Thomas, Doug. Coudy Line, number
Paul Shelley: & Frank Marti Orchs; proper recordings -filling:.in to-'set
and: .there's intricate.
the
theme,
"$5.50, $4. 50.minimum
‘

Las Vegas, ‘Nov. 14.

| Variety. Artists.

This

makes

‘53

CLUB

REVIEWS

the

Blue Angel, N. Y.

thirdfpot imNew York to.ry this
Pat Harrington Jr.. Barbara Hetg
c
was done previously a ler,
Barbra
Streisand,
Sylvia

Phin" Meet and, Wilson, Mills the International and at One Fifth

Dancers | (18), Louis Basit Orch |Ave. both of which scratched the
(13); ‘produced by Stan Irwin; effort after a trial run.
‘}eape work to match: the choreog.
choreography, George Moro; stage } The
fioorshow featuring . Miss
‘She ‘also ‘scores with-her tap in-| direction, Sy. Lein;. $4 ‘minimum. King is an entertaining item, which
ith
the
‘Jules Podell continues ‘w
lterpretation -to “This, Is It,” writ-|.
departs from the nightclub room
‘heavy talent artillery these days.
her
conductor-arranger:
The: combination --of Ken Mur- | norm. Appearing slightly enciente,
The Copacabana.for its 21st anni ten by
Mills|she is a singer with original: exWilson, - The
bill is-apparently: retaining its box- Richard .Priborsky, who - also ba= ray, Marie
** office upbeat with’ Edye:Gorme & tons. the :Leighton . Noble Orch: Bros. ‘and. Leo Diamond give the |pression and a highly individualiswhile
Miss’
Powell
is
on.
©
Giving
Congo Room one of the most enjoy- |tic viewpoint with sufficient articu‘Steve Lawrence,
the attractive.
75 min-/j} lation to carry out her ideas. She
man-and-wife
team,
‘wlio
have: ‘drummer :Steve Dweck a chance to. able and well-balanced
Most: of the|takes her theme and kneads it to
charmed audiences at this.hospice -upStage, -Miss - “Powell . carbons. his: utes on. the Strip.
‘pasSages in taps.
Murray-Wilsen material is fresh, |her. viewpoint without destroying
" previqusly.
‘There is. some.. ‘suggestion ‘that with only the surefire bits such as |its basics. She is known through
‘For. this. engagement, “Miss
-Gorme -is only partially effective. her. closing: chatter built .around ‘the tv-satire and the Prima-Smith her recordings. Her offerings are
‘the’
“thrill” -of’. playing each par- impresh _ being revived—and even |imaginative and frequently exciting
On. night -caught : her’ voice -gave
out on several occasions and she ticular audience isa bit. overdone, the latter is. different at dinner|and she impresses with her ailhad.‘to omit one :number during: But the ‘apparent. sincerity ‘and re- shows; because it is-done in a most |earned excellence.
-by Murray’s
Lou Wills Jr. is an unusual bookher solo set. Yeteven at half-mast. action from the Powell addicts in- beguiling manner
Miss .Gorme..
an ‘extremely . dicate it’s not'.a-thing done with- daughters . Pamela, 9, and Janie, ing for this room. He’s an acrobat-

Tyson & Ian Fricker; Otis Clement;
$6 and $7 (premiere & Fri-Sat.)
“minimum; Lounge:
Bobby Short

Trio; $2.50 sinincuna.

Herbert Jacoby and Max Gerdon
are running a tandem nitery operation by resuscitating the Leunge
with the Bobby Short Trio ic a
$2.50 minimum in addition te the
bigger show in the main reon
which premiered Thursday ‘16: to
a $7 minimum, which is the Fri-

day-Saturday

tariff;

other

nights

it’s $6.
With a show
ising on paper,

points

because

that looks
the layout

it doesn't

promedisap-

congeal

%. Pamela‘is a very “funny Prima, |dancer who has an engaging line nor is there anything sufficiently
charming
performer.
Her preg-. out much. consideratign.
Taking the opening spot is Leo and her little sis is captivating as |of patter to give him a breather. standout.
Headliner Pat Harringnancy is showing, and this pref imably hampers. her: movement. DéLyon, also a first on the TahoeJ.Miss Smith. At ‘second shows, ‘He used both to good advantage ton Jr. doesn’t fulfil! the, potentiscene.
His
Song.
impressions
with
h|Muriay
is
Miss
Smith,
and
Miss|and
his
act
does
extremely
well
alities
that
he bespoke Jast winter
But the gal is willing, pleasant
‘| Wilson is Prima, giving a yockable |in these environs.
wher the Blue Angel grabbed him
. and -swings. well despite. all this.
him
off
to
a
good.
‘start
for.a
‘fast.
Switch:
to
the
skit.
Fallowing
the
regular
floorshow,
off
his
dialectic
(phoney “EyetralThe duo are excellent entertain-|.
of nonsense.
Big|} Leo Diamond gives..class_ to. the |the AGVA auditions start. The plot ian” golf pro) stint on the Jackers: They. ‘sing along: well;. but the few -mijnutes
hand:
comes
while
whistling
-one
harmonica,:and-his
sounds
are
rich,
is
to
offer
six
turns
for
inspection
Paar:
midnighter.
small .talk-:that. spices. . their act;
.
rewarding, and with. perfect. in-'| of bookers and agents, and they
almost: puts ‘them in. the. ranks: of: tune ‘and humming another.
His inside show biz humor is
he Dorben Singers & Dancers tonation.- ‘Murray: joins Diamond |did turn out in force. So did union undisciplined
‘talking. comedians :as’ well. - They|
and
that
funny
A
malfunctioning premise about the golfingest chimthrow lines, take advantage of situ- |.part the curtain with the usual’ after the serious ‘Session, and they | functionaries.
ations and: provide the feeling that;Studied production, this time with: get..laughs with a clarinet-har- |mike was reason for consternation panzee at Hillcrest is bright in its
t# Mexican cantina theme aid with. monica. duet. -“Miss Wilson,
with |of all concerned, and proved a exposition, because Harrington is
the .lines’ at. each . Show: aré: dif |
Costuming: ‘ts her delciate charm and: exciting | major handicap to the talent hearferent.
. - ' settings to match.
an authoritative and literate, not
Lyrically, the pair’ show. plenty |; colorful and -the choreog «is. well ‘anatomy, is delightful in a Geisha|j ings. ‘However, it was no excuse for; to mention very personable raconThe
Leighton ‘Noble girl sketch, ang one ‘in which she’s;the abandonment
of common
- despite the sub-par condition. of | executed.
teur, but
the pzvyoff
somehow
courtesy in mest parts of the house doesn’t quite come off. “Also, he
Miss Gorme's ‘pipes. “Their--tune | Orch .handles .the difficult” ‘scores a nurse.
Long.
The Mills Bros., those durable on the part of thee,profession. The loses something in the translation
catalog is in excellent taste, nicely ‘in- pro fashion.
.[salesmen of nostalgia, sings the acts: could have beén: heard since because itl be news tq George
arranged and pleasantly. ‘delivered. }
songs .you expect. them to sing, the room is not that4large, had the Jessel (the lone nanre he mentions}
Their magnum’ opus is a. longish
Drake Hotel, Chi
.-and it should not be any other way. audience shown norma! attention lthat the
bit by Lyn Duddy: & Jerry Bresler:|.
Hillerest
membership
Chicago, Nov. 14.
subsequently
warned: seemingly all speak like lamisters
on the ‘subject of vaudeville with]- Bob: Metvin, Liane, Jimmy Blade : ‘They’ had to beg off after doing| the ‘hotel
thie inevitable strawhat .as a- prop. Orch: $3 cover. ‘weekends, $2.50. ta ‘turn 'which seemed much too ‘AGVA that failure to control its from Moskowitz & Lupowitz which
It comes off nicely. As a matter of

fact the entire turn: comes. off.exe]

| short.

weeknights.

-Ceedingly well...

“With: this pill Camellia: ‘House is.

people will result
‘A holdover
“San
Francisco” of the auditions.
Moro-Landis production.. number

in cancellation

just ain’t

The

so.

yarn

about

the dominantly

. The preliminary is” by Bobby. experinienting with a. two-act: pres‘misses
‘Ramsen®. a comic who has labored ‘entation, where -previously it had eee presentation, neatly backed are evident. at the Astor. By bring- the point.
And what Harrington
-in this vineyard previously. He. ; spotlighted: a solo turn,: usually by the Louis Basil orch (13), in un- ing .on established comedians, the presumably felt might develop into
til | Dec.
5 when .Brenda
Lee ‘audience loses its interest in the
‘dates back from the Leon & Eddie chanteuses..
‘a novelty—the audience-questlions
Duke.
newcomers and. waits only for the;
era and like many of that genre has|- Comic: Boh. Melvin is ‘an: ‘astute | debuts here:
—doesn’t
jell because
the out-

progressed to Copacabana. stand- |and’ personable gagster \and. story-

ards. Ramsen: isa slow starter but !teller’ with a definite potential as |- _ Shamrock, Hoiston.
builds to top ‘results.

names to appear.
Also, the problem

of booking

fronters ain’t bright on the ad jib
a iinterrogatories.
Harrington's’ re-

Toom. is frequently a subtle thins/ buttals

He. has a'a nitery staple given some stronger.
witty,
. Houston, Nov. 17.
understood only by a handful of|but he isarenot:spontaneously
flair for topical ‘humor. which also: | ‘rraterial. He ‘scores. sharply with Ff:
foiled well.
:
"Marguerite Piazza, Don McGrane
begets beaucoup: Yocks,
[his | comic .portrayals and aneedot-.- ‘Orch. (11); no. cover or. minimum. experts. As result, as with most
Barbara
Heller
is.
another
disap7
‘hotel rooms, singers seem to be
He ‘has a: long: dissertation.. on’:.ing, such as a: hustling ‘used car.
pointment..
Seemingly she shines
credit ‘cards, which almost has.a/salesman-or as a rebel-without- | Miss Piazza, a diva who. digs the prime apneal. Miss King’s best when straighted by Ben Blue
click: proved that beyond doubt,
literary . quality, . but he. touches; ‘cause teenager trying to pick up |,
base with the audience on‘ many} a girl at.a dance, However, his dixieland,. .opera,. pops ‘and: the and Wills proved that novelties at whose Santa Monica saloon she
|came to attention and. in. turn, - a
blues,. again proves a top. attraction
‘points: during this. discourse. They |one-line joketossing garners. mixed|“at the ‘Shamrock -Hilton’s Conti- also can get an audience.
the
AVGA_
showcasings. thus had some video guest-shots,
dig him when he speaks of the’; returns, some of them getting big “nental Room.’ Appearing in a se-.
Olivio Giorgi, an Italian import. ;|Marking her New York. debut, the
.: possibilities inherent in the Diners’. yorks, but most of them landing
quined red evening gown, New. Or- | Was perhaps a bit too basic andi iprofessionally skinny Miss Heller
“Club cards. It’s a fanciful and’ im: |tnildly.
Teans-born
Miss
Piazza.
orens.
with
|
(“for a girl she looks like 2 boy”)
-aginative
routine - which, . when
“Show opener . Liane
has. ‘been “The Relicario, * proves ‘versatil-. schmaltzv for intimeries. Stu
Oscar, a Negro ventriloquist, needs comes on with a more glamorous
speeded .at the .forepart,-‘will bey singing in her own club in. Vienna.
brunet
transformation which she
ity
by
moving.
on
to
“Till
There
“even more effective.
for several years. “This is her sec- Was You”. and does an Italian med- considerably more experience and! dofis for her own zany titian coiff.
material. Paula Sidney & Chuck
The Doug Coudy. line does. mini-' ong U.S..club’ engagement, and the. ‘ley.
She
essays
an offbeat ‘parody titled
Daniels
were
effective
in
the
singmal danée work with Andy Thomas :* posh: diggings make an. excéllent
“Old
Girl
River”
(‘Old
Man
‘and Jock Casasus an ‘the, vocals.'
‘setting for her’ continental welt- | For her dixieland medley she ling sector. despite mike failure.
|River”);
does
a rib on Merman
dons
a.derby
and
contribs
.some
Before
an
audience
of
profes-The. augmented orchestra: of ‘Paul;i schermz. and .after-dinner. gemultj(wearing
a
musicomedy
crown,
fancy wriggles.. And she doesn’t sionals, an unprepared act can dn
Shelley -does the musical back- | lichkeit,
|presumably) titled “I’m Wonders
stopping: for the. topliners as well
“Jimmy. Blade's -fine: ‘house orch. let her: operatic training get in the }itself much harm by flunking out'.
‘ful’; ditto a lesser one on Roberta
as dansapation,
and the -Frank’ packs the. show adeptly and de- way: of some low-down blue notes. |before so many important? talent|

|

n|

|Sherwood, Bette Davis and FranMarti. crew goes. Latin for the cus-.. livers ‘its’. 1isual ‘topdrawer dance : Still, something. seemed te..be |}buvers.
missing. from Miss Piazza’s act this
The room is built for bigtime ces Faye, much of it with inside
‘tomers.
;
a
“Jose. |
beat between show.
Mor..
appearance,
and _ it is—her. w.k. |disolays: There is an Austrian cur- trade asides.
Newcomer (from Canada) Sylvia
“t elown bit, highlighted by Pagliacci. tain around the stage and a semi-!
‘ Hlarrah's, Tahoe

-Lake. Tahoe, °‘Nov. 13.

. Jazz. Gallery, N. Ys.
Sonny

Eleanor Powell & Het Four Gen-1.Bryant

Rollins.

Quartet,

{While

routines must be changed, |circular stace which disapnears for|Tyson

‘Ray ‘she has: been so successful with this |dancing

Liehtine

jis excelent

‘tlemen, Leo: DeLyon, Dorothy-Dor- ,$2 minimum, .

“at

its omission.

& Ian Fricker
about

| entation.

Freddie Mitchetl Quartet;
After’ more’“than nine months on |charge that modern . jazzmen are! and: musical director for the. en-.| Freed; $5 minimum..
poor showmen.

. |: Rollins.was actually early for his
opening last week’ at the. rejuve-.
nated ‘Jazz Gallery, and his musileave
the~ marquee lure of her name~is. cianship and:. presentation
absolutely
nothing: to be desired.
reflected. in: the--impressive b.o: in

the

make, cne

future

of the

Unless it’s Bela-

‘fonte or commercial folkstuff a la
the Kingston Trio, the horizons for
show with
most appear limited.
ParadoxiHungarian |
cally, the personable pair clicked
Camelot, N. Y..
leads band
-best
with
that
Mexican
ballad,
and
- Andy Rose & His Twistalongs:
for Miss

ben Singers :& -Daucers
(13),
Don McGrane opens
Letnhtov. Noble Orck (17); musi | The return ot tenor sax ‘man. ‘violin solo of ‘Brahm’s
.cal director,r»Richard Priborsky; $3: Sonny. Rollins after a. two-year re- Dance » Number 5, then
| tirement. to study. Presents a ‘strong in geed backing. job
minimum,
! mitigating .defense | against ©the! piazza: ably assisted by-her pianist
‘the -“gomeback” '. trail Eleanor
‘Powell has. edited and polished her
nitery turn ‘to: the. point. where it:
Fates: ‘asa class “presentation. And-

endi ;wonder

Trio; : $150$2. Gdmission, |segment there was disappointment: |the decor is conducive to top pres- |
‘folksinger cycle,

gagement, K : Bert: Sloan. ‘Skip.

Astor’s Emerald‘Room
Reopens With Two Acts

Jose.

Alan i perhaps

In the switch. from poshery to
twist parlor, this éastside: nitery
seems to have finally struck the

a broader admixture of
pops and folksongs may give them
wider professional scope:
Barbra Streisand evidences perhaps the greater potential of the
new entrants.
She knows her way
j With a song and gives out with sensitive interpretation.
She’s very
youthful and, if intent about her
professional ambitions. perhaps a

formula.
At last week’s opening,
they jammed the joint and gyrated
as though the bomb was tomorrow.
Old baldus and. young ducktail
‘the WiHiamsburg Bridge, brought} _
And AGVA
Auditions vied for hip room on the rostage- little corrective schnoz bob might
the .gifted. sax_ man~ back fresher} tamp, theatrically-lighted
dance la an element to be considered.
The. Hotel .Astor, with its top square.
and strotiger. - The rich tone and
After all, comics of the Fannie
‘exciting inventions that marked Times. Square location, used to he
They twisted hard enough to Brice, Durante,
Danny
Thomas
him. ‘previously © as. the . ranking the scene ‘of important dinner and send a beer bottle twisting into the idiom are one thing; and ingenues,
after-theatre
entertainment .. via
* .Miss ‘Powell can‘ also. take: assur- power. in the jazz réed. ranks, has|.name hands ‘on. the renowned and lap of ringside guest Woody Her- of good figure and advanced vocal
man.
The vet: jazz and bandleader interpretation,
with many,. years‘ance: that she’s .passed the “come- -been enhanced..
-back” status. Audience reaction is | ‘His’ renditjon of the. sweet ballads now no. more Astor Roof. In_ dater took it as though it was nothing before them, constitute another
entertainment
compared te the beating his ears genre.
‘proof she has arrived. She’s com:. “pm Old Fashioned,” “Séntimental years. the
Miss Streisand. said to
shifted downstairs to the Broadway were taking from the bandstand.
manding: standing ‘ovations: in this Mood”: ete:-—are- melodically “dazzRoom and the North Lounge (now]. The Freddie Mitchell and. Andy thave had some off-Broadway backroom, which is not'a frequent dis- ling. His driving, progressive]
ground, still is only in her teens.
play
the usual apathetic: Nevada. closers. brought. audience response Emerald Room), ‘neither of which) Rose foursome wailed and. boomPeter Daniels ‘pianc), Beverly
really
ever made it. Now Anthony chucked loud enough to be heard
by
|.that precluded a ‘bow by his mighty
tablers.
Peer
(bass) and Richard Sheridan
M. Rey, the v.p. and. g.m. of the in Wildwood, N.J., where such
Albeit her intra: number. is little handymen. For the ecord, the topback the show well and.
(drums
more ‘than a warmup by terp stand- notch support is. sipplied by Jim Broadway hospice, ‘is making re-| sounds are native these summers. . Otis Clement is an affable emcee.
Alan Freed, Biz Apple expatriot
ards, she immediately establishes Hall, on guitar, Walter Perkins, newed. effort to convert the Emerthe
grabbed
years,
two
iast
these
nitery.|
Bobby
Short’s
Trio
in the
important
an
into
Rom
bass.{|2!d
Cranshaw;
Rebert
_Tapport and holds firmly for the ‘drums, and
(leader
on The spot has beén redecorated mike from time to time to tell the Lounge, to a $2.50 minimum, is
Trio
More than 40 miinutes -she’s on. { Ray Bryant
new-found
gravy
for
this
room.
elegantly
and
tastefully;ja
lot
of|
and
to
unload
all
inhibitions
and
She continues to display: the: tal-. piana, Mickey. Roker. on drums: and
back |thought and planning evid ently has| “forget the bomb.”
Although a Management ayers he’s the hottest
Rouser on_ bass)
ents-and tap abilities seen. on film: Jimmy
lure
since
Edie
&
Rack.
The
bonigone
into
it:
good segment of the fablesiders
excellently,
‘and stage more than.J4 years ago: Rollins’ showmanship
Rey
has ‘tried | ‘a two!pronged needed slight urging to get up and faces have soundproofed the enWhen she. entered non-professional ‘creating a lot of excitement of. its
trance
to
the
main
room
so
as
not
own with jazz renditions. of: such attack for. its reopening last week.. join the terp lunacy thang vines
e
Introed. by. her:‘Four: Gentlenien as the-“Exodus” theme and a happy One is the selection of tasteful en- |and this crowd would swing), Freed to interefre with the performances
within.
blues
windup:
that,
commended
an|tertainment:
for
the
regular
floor-|
has
on
hand
four
couples
of
semiof song (Tom™ Allison, . Gordon
Short substitutes a Sunday 5-8
They
{4 show every evening of. the week |pros to launch each set.
Cornish, Roy. Fitzell, ‘J erry -Madi- encore.
s0n), she - takes. the. first spot to! ‘The. Gallery, with Kay Norton’ ‘as| The’ performers are Morgana King | looked like graduates of his former | Pm. session for the Saturday night
“I’m Happy As the Day. Is Long” ‘main proprietor, has been redeco-|and Lou Willis Jr. with Dick Hard-| afternoon dance session on WNEW- ,show, which is eliminated since
Jafoby & Gordon need the lounge
in tails, top.hat and cane,- and ‘rated. and. relighted to solid effect. ing’s band for” backstopping andj TV,
The lively, but sane, quartet of ; space for the peak night standees.
“proves the Powell: ‘technique: .
Club: features paintings: of jazz| dancing. The other is a Monday
‘he
Blue
Angel
David|nieht series AGVA Auditions, the kids that spelled the dancing with Om Saturdays
‘Still:all there. While the Gentle- “preats..by Ernest
Fiene:
--introduction of new. talent’ under|a varied turn, are considered in'‘achieyes
two
te two-and-a-half
men
vocal ‘she. exits °‘for. a fast- Brown and Howard Renovltr. a
complete turnovers.
Abel...
Bul
~ change ‘for an impressive. inatador
auspices of the American Guild of' New Acts.
=:
ill.:

“this ‘debut “at: Tahoe Harrah’s, de-:
| spite .the -off-tourist season being
‘at hand and the fact that ‘local ‘sa‘Joon patrons at this. time of the
year are normally concentrating.
on ‘Yule - season: spending ; rather
_. than. club. hopping. :

‘The hiatus, with solitary sessions
in. the. relative wilds: surrounding F
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House Reviews
Apekie,

Ne

lively
filling

Ha *: Bvtard & the Midwiqhters
t5 oF,
Lewie, the -Dorells (3),

pyre Maks is -, Kiag Coleman, Isley , a girl
Eres. (3° So!HAT Burk e Twisi- |ber.
“Decks

Ran

Red”

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 22

|}Lane &. Truzzi, Bob‘ Markworth,|¢
Ctaude
Cerat,
opener. Trio Ariston is a | Norman -Cryder,
Daniel Janin. Orch. (21), $3. top. |
NEW YORK city
acro-terp act with a good
of comedics. Two men and}:
MUSIG HALL — Loray White,
George ‘Brassens’ songs have _Griswold,
Bi
Vance, Corps de B
turn this into a solid nunl- Jost-none: of their poetic, anarchic. let, Rockettes,
Raymond Paige Orc.
well {
| briskness.
“He- interprets
AUSTRALIA
-are operated by “hand from: rhythemed ditties in a husky. voice

expert

Y.

CURRENT. BILLS |

Olympia, 3Paris
Paris, Nov. 13.Georges Brassens, Lucette Raillat, Double-Six
(8), ‘Rudas Girls
- (63, Soloistes (3), Lauré Lupino

° Meat 82 top. \nettes
'
: below and

‘MELBOURNE

loom a beguiling entry with depth, insight. and underlinHispano terping and bullfighting| ing that-make him one of the most
‘The Twist is back at the Apollo as
are wittily recreated and twitted. potent. offbeat singers in. France.
tnis week
vith a gt bill headlined
Sea
ATidniohkt.
4
recalcitrant bull, who makes
’ He still -has‘a tolerant tendernéss:
by Hank Ballard & the Midnight- jasses at the picador’s horse, runs that helps convey his earthy words
ers, the group that is supposed to away with the show. It’s a ‘nect and tales. A streetwalker’s: lament
ave started the whole thing last sight act tor U.S. boites and video. ‘and the admonition not to laugh
year. Emceed by King Coleman, @‘“preddie Fah is a suave, pleasing for she could have. ‘been your
rubberlegged clown with a liking Magician and scures well. Emma- mother, a gorilla’s escape and hunt
for changing his outfit for each; yuelle Reim is a deft femcee while for.a woman, a plaint for the good
appearance, the show sports some: Armond Motta Orch (15) provide old. funerals "and others build this

slicker lighting and backdrops than 1 good support.
usual for the rock shows at this:
Harlem stro tchold. It helps show- }
case the acts nicely.
I

Ballard

the

& Co. register more

buffoonery

department

Mosl:.

jinto a raking

,

Empire,

in!

Glasgew

Glasgow,

than’

Nov. 14.

“The Ken Dodd Show,” with Ken

anywhere else. Ballard’s singing: Dodd, Barry Sisters (4), Kenny
leads the group with the Midnight-: Baker,
Dennis
Spicer,
Clinton
ers handling the harmony and terp Ford, ‘Baker Trad Jaz: Band, Flack ‘,as a sort of singing femcee

display.

After

the buildup

of its: & Lamar, Gordon Rolfe orch.

Twist fame, the group is somewhat :

of a disappointment

terping

in that

isn’t very specia!

its;

and

Main

—_

criticism

that

can

be

its, faulted against this layout is that

raunchy camedy overshadows

its; Ken Dodd, zany comedian

from

singing and dancing abilities. Bal-; the north of England, is given too

lard, however, is a fairly effective ‘lengthy
singer, and the aud was apprecia- | become

Rubenstein

Storch,

-

Dick

Francis,

Derek

LONDON

Den#,

Red. Peppers,

(Palfadium)—Harry

ovunding

ou

e

S$ $010-. member

and is the

better forit..

pennis Spicer. proves an accom-

stylings

of the ‘Twisters.

Latter

is

His

doll,

“Cuddles,”

is an

asset

to

neat

Harbers

& D.

VICTORIA. Fatece) —

‘Claude Cerat fs a deft song impressionist who. does takeoffs on

Janin Orch supplies good

and fair medleys -to
rounded. yaude show. .

backing

this we {]
iMosk,.

Bobino, Paris.

TS

Paris, Nov. 10.

Sacha
Distel, Claude - Bolling
(13), Manouchka,
Pierre
tion and is okay for the U,S. mar-j Orch

ABC,

Patachou.

Roys

Paris
;

Los

Ariston, Bredos

ing with the Baker. Trad Jazz Band

Paris, Nov. Il. | 46» and pep singer Clinton Ford.
Lecuona Cuban} Latter, a fave via the BBC radio

(151, Maurice

~Mathilde

ret.
Kenny Baker pleases his fotlowers with a trumpet act, later link-

Horgues,

Tri>}

show

‘“Easy

& Paul Dougnac

|jate

returns

with

English

George

Patachou

‘scores

a spiritual to. a

Mario- |melodious oldie in the tradition of

‘nettes, Pierre Perret; $2.50 top.
boards

Beat. ”

(2), Freddie Fah,| everything from

Elvi, Renellis (3): ‘$1.50: top,

Sacha Distel skips from his right
bank stint at the ABC to this nabeslanted house. More sure_of himself since his neat biz in his first
in-person “stint, he is relaxed and
gives out his.simple songs in a

singer - comedian
Formby. Flack & Lamar,. personable manner

to the house :mixed twosome, ar2 polished dance

in Paris in rare

Doris, — Danielle
Rouille, Roger
Comte, Dieter Oswino, Dino &

form.

Her! openers.
good natured French skepticism| Showbacking ifs from the house
allows her to do lignt ditties on | orch under resident batoner Gor‘|
Gord.
love. But her farte is the dramatic : don Rolfe.
belt on the need of love, plus a!

and

agreeable

voice.
But

he has. still to develop a
‘more individual ‘style before he

Alarmus

vue, 3d Edition,

Diane

S.roud, Lobattos

Dancers.

Secombe,

Nervo

&e Excurs

D’Orsay, Georgina

Danille

‘Diyroux,

Claude

MOULIN

ROUGE—Claude Stro ud.

SLATE

BROS —Milt

Stvies;

Lanny.

STATLER

Long:

Trenier,

Her kle.:

Tric..

HOTEL “Playmates in” Rio.”
Olay." ‘Joe 7

LAS VEGAS”

tNN—Danny

Kaye, _Dunhills,.

Donn Arden Dancers, Carlton Hayes Ore.
Launge: Michael Kent, Dave Apollon, Milt

/ Knox,

Bud Flanagan, Naughtoné& ‘Gold, Eddie

Herth. ‘Henrt

Rose,

Bobby Stevenson.

DUNES—"Philippine - Festiyai.“. Bobby
Gonzales, Katy De La Cruz, Pilita Cor-.
‘rales, Shirley Gorospe, Elizabeth Hamsey,
; Bill Reddie Orc. Lounge: Novelites, Billy

-Gray.

Cabaret Bills

'andre,: Fabulous Tones, Dennis &. Rogers.
Jdseph: Mack

Four.

EL CORTEZ—Instrumentallsts, Conoleys,
-Bel-Aires..
FLAMINGO

“NEW Y¥ORK CITY

act.|.

all types of. ditties and. scores via

Karr,

‘LE CRAZY HORSE—Le Crazy Horse Re-"

Roy. Castle, Marion Ryan. King Brothers,
Eddis Calvert and the Wiseguys,: Audrey

HOTEL

ASTOR

—

Med Allen.
Morgana, King,

LEXINGTON—Virginia

—
Lounge:

Reese.

Vaughan,
Bob

*

GOLDEN

Wakely,

Joe

Della

. Joe. ES Lewis.
Harry James..

Sarah

‘Norman. Brooks. Pegy Dietrick,

Sims.

FREMONT-—Joe Ring. Zaniacs,
-‘Bros., Make Beleves, |

Newtori

‘NUGGET—Judy. ‘Lynn, ‘Jimmy

Wanda

Jackson, Sneed

Wolverton.

Annie ©-Maloney..

HACIENOA — Four. Tunes,
Glenn, ane notes, Cathy Ryan,

nore

Family. .

‘

Johnny
Grover-

MINT —Pat Moreno’s “Artiste & Models

“ot.
|.

NEVADA—"Zes

Girls

De

Paris.”

Jose.

Duarte, Moon Puppets, Kay Brown, Vido
Museo, Johnny. Paul, Sparklers.
NEW
FRONTIER
Lounge: Ink Spots,
“Hot I.lps” Levine, Fred Kushon.__RIVIERA — “Irma La. Douce,” ‘Jullet.
Prowse. Clive Revill, Stuart Damon, Jack’: Catheart ©Ore.
Lounge: Buddy - Greco,

Lou

Har: old Quinn, Dick Harding Orc.

Jr.,
Cryder’s flashy and | ils
HOTEL

dance and some mote vaude-type ;style. Spicer has a slick presentaKali.

ciTY a

‘Schweppes,

Robinson. Bros. Revu
SADDLE "CLUB. Sackle Lee

Wing,

sinews baton twirling winding with | Lillian
|
Knight, 1
Deny Regor, Tony Drexe.
Cabot
WO
flaming
ones
dextrously Tony
HOTEL NEW “YORKER—Billt Saunders.
handled...
.
. ‘Orc., Verna Lee, Joe Furst

a dance group that does the famed! the act with its silly, embarrassed
terp maneuvers decoratively.

SECOND

Jeans,. Michel & Carol, Grazina Frame, Skinnay Enms. 0:
Wendy Wayne, Helene & Howard, The |’ -YE LItTyoe CLUB — Rutb
Barantons,
Ronnie Corbett. Jack Fran- Felix . Group. ..
cols George. Carden Dancers, Bill _Shep-h er:
MANCHESTER (Palace)—Edmund Hotk-

Orc.
looker partner. He’ also does it |¥@zth BERS—Henry

a

Davy

& Fred. ¢Will ‘Mastin Trio), ‘Brascia. & Tybee, Dilek |.

Douglas Wyllie, Gay Girls,
LIVERPOOL
(Smpire) — Emile Ford,
John Leyton Alan Field, Joan: Small, Twa
i Manros, Checkmates, Fordettes.

with

Honsindi sarries ne a ls Solo } mented by addition of a. former good material and delivery. Daniel
with wigglings of his rotund frame }plished ventriloquist, and scores:
along ‘With his emotionally-styled | by his exchange of voices, he besinging, and the acrobatic terp | coming the dummy and vice versa.

Brooks ‘Three,

COCOANUT: ‘GROVE ssbany Davis dr...

BRIGHTON(Hippodrome)—Nina

Dovells currently riding the charts |as a favorite with the cutfronters. |Ditech, makes this only a fair filler.

and is

Oro.

BEN BLUE'S — - Ben ‘Blue Revue @o),
Ivan Lane Ore.

AFRICAN; ROOM—McClevertys, Johnny
Lauri Lupino Lane & Truzzi do
He rouses yocks particularly from
with their “Bristol Stomp,” put on:
.
Bonito.
a. Slapstick paperhanging bit. re- Barracuda,
middle-aged femmes.
BASIN ST. BAST—Pegey Lee, Quincey:
a display of teroing and singing
Dodd has some novel ideas, but plete. with pratfalls:and smearing Jones, Lee Evans
that rates attention from the audiBIRDLAND—Dizzy
Gillespie, — Olatunji. each
other
with.
foamy
colored
BLUE
ANGEL
—
Pat Harrington Jr-.
ence. Their uptempo material, such| could make more use of his “seat-!
“paste”..to show that yocks still|
Short, Otis Clements. as
“Stomp”
and
“Good
Good; : tickler,” a device which he's sup- can be garnered in lowdown come- Bobby
BON SOtR—'"Greenwich Village, vU.S.A”
; posed to press to tickle the custom- ;
Lovin',” works best for them.
Mae
Barnes,
Jimmie
Daniels,
‘bree.
r in any particular house seat. ; dies. Rudas Girls (6) are a hound;
Gospeler-turned-pop-singer Marie !| eUse of lights, bell and more audi- |ing” acro-dance group with preCAIMELOT—George Young Orc.
CHARDAS—Laureanne LeMay, Tibor RaKnight does an okay turn on a | ence “plants” would improve. thisj cision and exhuberance to make.
kessy, Dick Marta,
Lia Della, Elemar
ballad‘ and uptempo number and bit. He appears at end of first half this a well mitted turn.
Horvath. Coleman returns for a bit of terp- |!ef program and in finale spot,
Bob Markworth is a flashily out- peGHATEAU ‘MADRID — Los Chavales
Pupi Campo Orc.
-ing and vocal clowning that rates ! which is probably asking too much. fitted archer who unerringly shoots Espana,
COPACABANA —: Gorme & Lawrence,
an encore. The athletic and gospel-}
Support is not strong numerical- balloons. out of the mouth of a Bobby Ramsen, Paul Shelley Orc., Fr

blindfolded,

Fran

Arden

erik, Malcolm
Mitchell Trio. M.
‘Stabile Orc.
Winters, Vie Perry, Salicl Puppets, Bryan
CRESCENDO—Mary Kaye Trio, Jimmy
Burdon, Three Sonnettes.:
Madden, Crescendo Twisters.
.
|} GLASGOW (Empire)—Archle McCulioch,.
NO‘S — Louise Vienna, Jack. Eiton,:
Kathie Kay, Two Heinkes, Shirley Evans, steve La: Fever..

fa remove the derivative and repetitive aspects of this number. A!
;
recently
hypoed | via. —_——
y, makes the bass and two tenors give out draticall
energe
works
,
«!¥.
ballad
rock
ard
stand
“Human, * a
matic
songs. Too much emphasis ;
*
«*
most of his long hair and protrudang tries his Frnar
Me! the iF
| ing teeth and establishes himself on the bass, who fs a bit off in

mon Burke, who pleases the crowd;

Don

her numbers interspersed with the
‘other acts. It. waters down her impact, but she brings it off with wit
and aplomb.
lridge. Kaye Sisters, Tommy Cooper, JimDouble-Six..are four. men and my Clitheroe. Care Brothers,. Monarchs, ‘|. DESERT

Ditto Norman

Haymes,
Ben

Harold Harris. Trio,’ Kirk’ Stuart Trios
Berry. Davis-Iaco
Trio, Larry Cummings." .

Frank

BRITAIN

ang of the clowning.
though
! welcome,
A flashy and physical Jr. Lewis
Comedian,
on:
rowess
displays emotiona

although individuat acts have
Isiey Bros. get an overlong show- |}their own special appeal. The Four
casing,
the group's
main
fault|
Barry
Sisters,
English harmony
being that they don’t know when
group, vho are standing in for The’
tu stop. They’re a trio which carMudiarks (two members of which
ries a combo of two guitars, two ; trio were injured in an autd accisaxes and a drummer. Their r.um- 'dent), Impress with their. songs
bers get initial attention only to! and have a fresh youthful. slant;
lose impact when their imorovisa- lshis trio has recently been aug

HOUSE—Dick

OY CLUB — Max “Cooper, Don
Hales," Wayne Roland, ;Péenie Pryor, Enid
Mosier & Alfonso; Jackie Gayle, Larry.

Joe
Chiselm,
Bill
topher,. Harvey -sions ” Bill: Alton, Bob Camp. Del Close,
Weber, De Jon;
& Dee, Trapiros, Maria
Anthony ‘Holland, Bill Mathieu, Joan
Blanche,. Ken
lackey, Adrienne Erdos, Rivers. Avery Schrieber.
Lewis Duan.
. SHERATON
BLACKSTONE
— Monique
.SYDNEY
(CTivolf) — Don
Tannen,
Van Yooren, Franz Bentler ‘Ore.
Lucio & Rosita,
Four Eavacs,
McKay
Bros. & Romayne, Daniele Dorice, Hal
LOS
ANGELES
Roach, Yolande Rodrigues, David Fuller:
Trio, Leo Arnol, Robin Hardiman..

who do voice jazz numa siotting. Result is he two-girls
wearisome, and his act, bers. simulating instruments. The
fairly strong, outstays
*. beat and variations are. not enough

influenced stylings of the frantic| ly,

Tr fo.

PALMER

Jeffries. Allen & Rossi,

Pat Gregory, Jodie
He Gray, Howard Hardin,.

but audience thirst

| Slaking entry. on -its true and expiosive qualities.
Four weeks of biz look. due. The
rest. of the show is’ okay.. Lucette:
‘Railiat ‘is. a piquant singer with a
quavery ‘voice but with expert material. However, she is made to act

(Tivol) —

-

Cochran.
SAHARA—Ken Murray. Marie Wilso nn. ;
Mills Bros., Leo Diamond,. Moro-Landis
Rencere Louis. Basil Orc..
Lounge: Mary a
HOTEL PIERRE— ‘Steppin’. in Society’
Trio, Characters.
Patricia Bright;aeat Haskell, Patricia.
NDS — Dean Martin, Garr Nelson.
Copa Girls, Antonio Morelli Ore. Lounges
Marand, B&M H
HCTEL LAT AN Dishann ‘Carroll, Emtl ‘Jerry. Vale, Dave Burton. Morrey King.
Coleman Orc., Mark ‘Monte Continentals.
SHOW BOAT~—-Tex Williams, Wade. Ray.
HOTEL TAFT—Vincent Lopez Orc. . Twin Tunes.
| HOTEL
ST.
REG 1s -— Jean Sablon, | ‘SILVER SLIPPER—Hank Henry. Sparky’
ave, . Red . Marshall,
Danny’ Jacobs,
t Shaw
|Milton Kay. Trio,
HOTEL ROOSEVE T—Si Gentner. Ore. ‘Tafty’ O’Nell, Rudenko Bros..» Slippérettes, *
Rédman
Orc.
reunse: Charlie
HOTEL ‘ WALDORF-ASTORIA — Sophie. George
Tucker. Dick Bar clay » Emil Coleman Ore. Teagarden.. Barbary Coast Boy
set ore savor HILTON—Gunnar Han- .
STARDUST—"Lido de Parie’} Lounges
Dick Contino, Ann
Mason.
:
Arturo Orc.
Adams. Clittord
SON TERNATIONAL. Myron Cohen, Karen , THUNDERBIRD—Edie
Guest, Harry Nofal. Geo. Arnold Ice ReChan dler. Mike Durso Orc., Aviles Orc. Loynger Arthur
LATIN QUARTER—Rafael de Cordova, vue, Garwood Van Orc,

Pompof-Thedy,

Julie

Gibson,

Arnauts,

Lyman, Kiki Paige.
MelloTROPICANA—"Folies
Fields.|.‘ette Riedinger, Pompoff,

Wallenda Ballet, Jeanine Plvoteau,
Tarks, Jo Lombardi Orc., Irving

|

reer BANK
Grusin 3, Andy
LIVING
Rochi,

—. Benes Roberts,

Be-gere,” “Con
Tii¢dy & Family, Pinky & Perky, The Bogdadis, Danny -

Dave

NO. 1 FIFTH AVENUE—Don. Crabtree
& Elaine Spaulding, Hankinson. & Silver.
ROUNDTABLE— Sarl Grant, Bill Black, |

SABI

Pearl

HBRA

Four Avalons, Rachel & |.

Roman, Sara
Pp Mizrachie, Leo Fuld.

Avani, Kovesb

TWO “GUITARS—Alya

Uno,

Sasha

sky.
UPSTAIRS

can’ be rated. as a surefire house
|-

&

DOWNSTAIRS

-Perez

sal-

Ray:

‘Prado,

BLACKHAWK--Horace

‘Silver

—Earl Hines

5.

Orc.,

Fred

Tri

EART HQUAKE McGOON’S—Turk ‘Mure
Dhy:
PAIRMONT HOTEL _— Ells Fitzgerald,
Ernie

Heckscher

GAY 90‘S—Ray

Poll-

Goma

Polian-

—

Mme. Baron

& Frederle & Dancers,

BL ACKSHEEF
Washington

TOWN
& COUNTRY — Jackie Mason,
Millie Verdon,
Judy
artin &. Barry
qwins, Ned Harvey Orc., Frank Mar-

noff, Ivan Nepa & Sonia, Kostya

Trio: Martelli,

Orc.
‘Lounges
Dubonnet Trio,

SAN FRANCISCO

Williams.

—

Costello,

Sinatra
Mafalde,

let, Florence

eonen
ROOM Lillian Briggs,. Alberto

HUNGRY

Orc.

K. Goman,. Bes & Ray

{—Charlie

Mann. Stan “Wu

Phi. son, ‘LeéninCastro, OlgaS

SAZZ2 WORKSHOP. Chante:Mingus Six.
Bruns, Ceil Cabot. Rex Robbins, Steve
‘star. “As is, Distel has good musi- .Rolunu,
MOULIN
KOUGE
—
Georsia Holden,
Donna
Sanders: Mary-Louise
cianship and a crooning technique Wilson Lovelady Powell, Freddie Webber, Natasa, Donna Kays, Robin Carroll, Jan.
Ken Card. Johnny Coppola Ore.
favored by some bond vocalists dim|Sheridan, Bill McCutchen, Milrad & Sellers,
on EN E—Carol
Brent, Darrell Hutchin-.
Col
His yank chances look slim.
VERSAILLES — Blossom’ Dearie, Andy
[5°n Five

look at lowlife with hardened sen-!
Alhambra, Paris
trnent°lity and resigned siuoborr
NEW FAC Kis_—Jerry Lester, Jack Jones.
Pierre Doris patters a slew of & Bey Sist
Paris, Noy. 15.
qualities.
Alley Trio
VIENNESE LANTERN
— Monica Boyar: Vernon
‘blue. and morbid jokes that stay | Lisa
N THE *LRVEE—Byron Berry, Vince
Leo
Ferre; $2.50 top.
Desti, Ernst Schoen.
In good voice, she emerges one
risible due to his expert delivery.
VILLAGE
BARN -—
Dory
Sinclair, Catoliea
of the top femme headline staples.
PURPLE ONION — T.. C. Jones, Ketty
Ralph.
Fote,
Susan
Brady,
Joe
Shay,
Leo Ferre is a balding, middle- Roger ‘Comte is a lisping ingratiatLester, Sole Coast Singers.
mimy Za
Lou Harold Ore. :
The audience noted her fine fettle
365
us
immy Troy, Les Marsinger-tleffer who ‘ing storyteller who alsg scores on’ TOL ace. GATE — Aretha Franklin.
and palmed powerfully. An okay aged, myopic
thys. - ‘Barry Ashton Dancers, Roy Palmer
good material. Dino & Elvi are a! Herbie Mann.
snpportixg show wil) also help in ‘has achieved star status in France topnotch
VILLAGE
VANGUARD
— Thelonius Ore
hand-to-hand
act. who Monk,
Re
SUGAR
HILL
—
Barbara Dane. Jampa
10n
sheer
workmanship,
.
stinging
Clara Ward Gospel Singers. ©
what locks like good biz for this
songs and drive. His quavering make difficult: balancing ‘and acrothree-week entry.
CHICAGO
voice is always under. control and ‘batics ‘look smooth..
Los Lecuona Cuban Boys give helped by his fervor and musicianMIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Danielle Rouille is a young. belBIRDHOUSE—Dinah WwWashington
out a nostalgically slanted bety ship.
1er.who matches a growing sureBLUE
ANGEL — “Limbo. Pan. ‘Ameri. | " AMERICANA—George ‘Arnold Ice. Reof Latino songs. But there
have|
.
cana,”
.
Pablo
Candela,
Jessica.
Irma,
chards. Shirley Pre
ness in song selection and’ stance
6, Rapl ity Her- |.
Johnny :
gan, Micha
:
been changes since the old rhumba |eee fndecided fo doa2 oneman with. sincerity and projection. She Lord Banjo; 10:
“han, Lolo. &- Lita, Mal Malkin Orc., ice
Sir Slim enry. Tito Perez
Orc:
days and. this combo needs a rev- may be biting off too much,
At igoks ‘to become a good vocalist
CLOISTER-—Phil Tucker, Phyllis Wil - |Models. |
‘CARILLON—"Chercher Les. Femmes.”
ving up-of rhythms.
Orch has $2.50. top it is doubtful whether he’ staple with headliner possibilities:
Eddy Subway Orc. :
CONRAD HILTON —“Ooh La)La.”: Dor-- Jerry Van Dyke, Sue Carson, Tanya é ©
musicianship and the singers good can fil it for three weeks. But he also ‘there.
pan
n Bros..» Margie Lee, Dru & Landell, | Biagi, Jack & Sally Jenkins, Jacques Don-.
voices, but it all looms oldfash- has a following and may be okay.
(16).
Manouchka ‘is a stringy blonde
| Lothar Weldemann, Brigitte Voit, Inez & net Ore.,

4. smaller house would ‘have ‘been ‘210 half talks and sings little senti-

ioned.

Maurice Horgues is chansonnier less risky.
paiter man with fine, irreverent).
He seems

to have hit a réspon-

‘mental, fronic tales of love.

She

titillating

make

him

quality

about
better

He has a’ vaude houses, She is-more suited
prod. his for: -intime: offbeat. boites, where
that | voice into a soaring belt or a cares- her. material. would’ carry more

them

a good turn.
seems

But his |sing softness. But there fs a slightsuited

£0] ly

acidulous

quality

--that

makes:

Dears

©,

Boulevar-Dons
Gay

DRAKE —

Claridge |

Bob

@),. Boulevar-

Melvin, OF Samy Blade

weight in nitery intimacy.

|.

CASTAWAYS—Preacher Rollo 5,- Jerry
Geraldi & Lesley, Ralph Font Ore.. Cand!
J
‘Roma, Bill ‘Bernardi.

Cortez,

DEAUVILLE—Jackle

Heller,

Pepperpot

Twisters, Pepper
Shakers @),'
hico
&O
DIPLOMAT—Mandy Campo Ores Van
N — New Lost City, Smith Trio.
EDEN ROC—Bilty ‘Maxted” Bahd, ‘MonRamblers, Rosio de Granada, Juan Sastra,.
HAPPY MEDIUM — “Medium Rare.” toe Kasse 5. Luis avarona Orc.,. Barbara.
Jean Arnold, Linda Ponovan, Denjse Fos- |Russ ell, Leslie. Hud
ter, James Inman, Mare London, Donna
"FONTAINEBLEAU ©
= “Saucy Scandals,”
er, Bert Vallencourt, Cindy Witsell, Eddie Carson & Chico Chico, Florida Trio,
on.

material and timing that win him| sive chord here in these days of mike presence to make a dent in

laughs and applause. Pierre Perret ;pressures and problems.
does zany songs that have a biting.! sincere drive and can
material

Gordon,

Liane.
is still too gauche and lacking in |}°¢.EDGEWATER
BEACH — “Holidaze Re
” Ron

ark, Lisa

Urban,

Continentals,
Davis

Chase &

Dancers, Don

Renellis (3) -have two men
Paulette, Pepe Miller, Vic
Jes, Ronnie
Tom
Williams.
DOWNSTAGE
ROOM—
unicycles balancing a girl between Daniele
Clary, Cy Touff Tri
‘| Meren, ‘Ron’ Dean, Les Rondettes (12),
them for ‘an opener that makes up
LE BISTRO Duke Mitchell, ‘Dick Green, Ziggy: Lane, -Cheo &. Veradero. Sextette,
Novak
Frank Natale. Trio.
Bredos ue a cut “above roller|
He looks a bet for spécialized in sight values what it lacks in |Dick
LIVING | OOM Amen Bros., Joe Par:
PLAYBOY
—
W.
e Roland,
Stagg
sk.ting acts. A -pinning man molds French buff spofs in the U.S. Jean-: -diversity. Dieter Oswino: backs :to ne
r, Casey AnderTrio
;
his femme looker par tner into eye |Michet Defaye supplies. good back- a table to spin various objects on |. LONDON HOUSE — Jonah Jones. Quar-' son, Jackie Jackler
as Jackie Tackler. ovannias, Jack Wale: |
E
e Higgins
Trio, Larry Novak Trio.
catching fern... then dees. ground ing with his eight-piece orch led his agile legs. It is’ an excentional tet,MISTER
KELLY'$—Dick Gregory; Lor- {1lace,. Ber} Vaughn Quartet, Ruth: Mee
seraping spins thaf make this‘ an!by his pleasing—piano.
Mosk, © itisley entry.
Mosk,
o
rie
Bentley,
Marx-Frigo Trio, Marty. Mah on.
more

intime

bites

than

vaude

houses.

«1 him

at

his

hest

lor ironic songs,

~-

in

more

macabre.
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Old Aussie Play, Agents, Hit by Royalty-Cut Setup,
‘ThreeHoursof
owNotEasy Bloke?
Now a Down Under Tuner
ButEtienneDecroux NeverFlinches |
Claim Undue Pressure on Clients,
Protest Exclusion from Confabs
Geo,Schaefer toCoast:
Melbourne, Nev.. 21.
The’ familiar Australian
play,
“The Bloke,” by C. J. Dennis, has

By GEORGE KEANE

.§

~| been transformed

into this coun-|
try's first major native -musical. |.
The tuner, tagged “The Sentimen-

4

_Although he is rarely 0
on: gta e |

‘at ‘Carnegie - Recital ‘Hall,
mm
‘Etienne Decroux |dominates” the
evening. Through his eight: mimes

tal Bloke,” has a book by Nancy
By JESSE°CGROSS
Brown. and Lloyd Thompson, with
songs. ‘by.-Alhert. Arlen.
The Theatrical Artists’ RepreDirgctor-producer
George
Scliae|
| sentatives’ Assn. is burning over
Jcin Young is producer of the
‘pieces fascinatingly
titled. “She |
fer, whose Compass Productions is’ show, which opened recently ‘at |
the formula entered into by the
Rejects Him, .Then Ravishes Him,”
‘currently represented on Broad- the Comedy Theatre here.
League of N. Y. Theatres and the
“The -Fatigued. One,” and “Must
way as sponsor of “Write Me a
Dramatists Guild whereby authors
One Laugh? Or Cry?” (not ‘in that.
;
Montreal, Nov. 21.
“Murder,” planed yesterday (Tues.)|.
are permitted to take a royalty cut
order,’ ‘let’s hasten to add). |
Gratien
Gelinas,
French-Canadi- Presented | under the sponsor-. ‘to the Coast to. file “The Hour of
an
actor-writer-director-producer for a limited period providing a
similar reduction is accepted byship. of the Cultural Counselor of the Bath”. for the Alcoa television
opened
a
tour
Nov.
6
in
Charlotte-.
the French Embassy, Decroux, now ‘series: He. went. to the :Coast las¢
producers,
directors
and
town, Prince: Edward Island with stars,
in his. 60s, is ‘a performer and week to film the’ show, but.instead
-his own play “Bousville and the choreographers. The organization
teacher of note: His. company is ‘vacationed in Las Vegas with his |
of actors’ agents has protested the
Just.”
The
tour:
will
cover
some
because of -the unavailability
-composed
of
attractive
-young wife :20 towns and cities, ending Feb. 14 setup on the basis that it conAmericans. “Mime,” it should be of a studio.
stitutes exploitation of performers.
in Calgary, Alt.
He was back in New York last |
remarked, is more ‘esteemed |‘in|
If, as -claimed, the actors are
Chicago, Noy. 21.
Despite a moderate reception in
weekend.
Incidentally,
his’
Com-.
. Europe . than America, -and ‘so is
being taken advantage of then it
Montreal,
his
home,
Gelinas
drew
The
touring.
company
of
“Sound:
a very special dish of. olives. ‘in- pass -Productions : has acquired. a} ~
follows
that the agents, are also
‘new play,-Holly Beye’ s “The White of Music” opened “at.the Shubert capacity "houses earlier this year being exploited, since a reduction
deed.
at the Vancouver Festival and will
‘The. mime. of Decroux: takes Angel,” for Bronway presentation ‘here last week to an advance ‘of
in
the
royalty
payment to a star
return there during Canada Week
three. forms:.:stylized. satire, ab- next season,
‘| over $500,000, assuring the Jast.cf at Seattle next year, with a west means a smaller commission to the
stract.
ballet .and
‘interpretive |.
the Rodgers & Hammerstein colla- coast tour to follow. The star also agent. An agent getting the standdance, In the first he observes the
‘| borations af a-long Chicago. run| plans to appear at the Dublin In- ard 100 could be taking a hefty
petty foibles of the world—man’s
despite the generally poor notices. ;i ternational Theatre Festival a year loss in the case of a performer
“pomposity and. gullibility,.his fear.
Saturday matinees, for instance, hence.
who’s in for 10° of a show’s gross
_-of embarrassment, his: inability to.
| are sold. out through -‘next March,
and agrees to a concession arrange‘-keep .a ‘confidence.. The. abstract
indicating fullish school-age attendment. A number of agents get 20°
‘ballet ranges from. love duets .‘in-—
ance.
commission as personal managers. .
distinguishable from ballet) to a.
Unaer the reduced royalty ar"The advance ranks second only
free form dance: performed. under
to that for.“My Fair Lady” in the
| rangement, a star in a straight play
a
huge sheet... The interpetive|
1957-58 season. It was nearly $200,is permitted a minimum weekly
dance: numbers: ‘are, stories —. the
000 higher... “MFL”. ran 66 weeks
salary of $1.250 until either the
history of man’s. wars ‘and Fabors: |
its first time around, and the manshow recoups
its investment
or
and’ various. battles: of the sexes.
agement
of “Sound”
hopes’ to
for
a pertod of 17 weeks, of which
Philadelphia, Nov. 21.
It is difficult indeed to keep an
exceed that, The house is virtually.
no more than a fortnight can be
audience
attentive with: three | Shows should be reviewed -only- SRO for the first eight weeks, with
allotted to the out-of-town tryout.
_ hours of. dumbshow.. Decruox. suc-_ ‘ff. favorable: notices are antici- ‘Theatre Guild-American
Theatre
In the case of a musical, 2 star is
ceeds. fairly well. He makes some. pated. . That. familar but rarely Society -subscriptions for the first'
permitted
a minimum weekly Salamusing points: in-a crowd a con. applied * management attitude was|:
Tour and. theatre parties for the
ary of $2.000 either until the preman persuades: people to. take | put. into - practice in Philly last
next
four:.
The
R&H
tuner
has
a!Horne-starrer
which
folded
last
duction
recoups
its investment or
freé kicks: .on the backside; in, .a|wweek by. “Manny. Davis,. producer
Roman.Catholic appeal, and |Saturday night (18) in New Haven,
(Continued on page 60)
museum
only: the scrub -‘women of. a touring company of “Gypsy,” strong
Chicago. is the largest diocese in is figured to represent a. loss. in
‘Starring.
Mary
McCarty.
yeally understand the: new paintthe world, with even a greater |excegg of its $37,500 capitalization.
ings. Sometimes” he reaches great . The. show, which opened last|Catholic: population
than Rome.
The Alexander H. Cohen presentaheights, -when, for examplte,. in ‘summer in Las ‘Vegas .as a cabaret }
“Eance Thrusts,” Sterling- Jensen ‘presentation |‘with .Mitizi Green .as. ‘The reviewers who disliked the tion had been on the road for five
musical admitted it was an: ‘‘audi- weeks and was originally sched‘star,
has:
since
played
several
regand Solomon Yakim fight. to the
‘death with pantomined weapons. }ular road. stands: . It’s currently ‘ence show”—something they rarely|uled to continue its trek for ando. All wrote fayorable of the star, other three weeks prior to a layoff
And-Decroux himself delights with. at the’ Forest. Theatre héré on a
Florence Hendersen, and of: most and then a resumption of the tour
‘an: exceedingly simple ‘improvisa- ‘eut-price ‘basis, with two $6.25
of the. Test of the cast.
‘for another efght weeks.
Andre
London producer Peter Bridge, 2
tickets
available
for
$7.50.
Davis
tion revealing several: characters
Goulston was associate producer.
currently in Manhattan to shop for
‘reportedly: ‘distributed - -3,000,000.
by the way- they walk.
The collapse of the show kills shows and arrange for Broadway
in town,. and
Again, as the laundress, Decroux: ‘bargain: coupons
the possibility of its being brought presentations of his West End suecThe.
-brings us New Yorkers -a new the- openéd to a: $65.000 advance,
“Gypsy” ;
to New York by Cohen for presen- eesses has thus far obtained the
-atrical experience. To the .seem-. original: pr oduction of
tation
as one “of his Nine O'Clock English rights to “Period of Ad“ingly incongruous aceompaniment. tried out in Philly. in the spring |.
Theatre entries at the John Golden
justment.” He plans to do the Tenof Rameau he goes through the .of 1959, with Ethel Merman as star
-Theatre.
Currently ringing up a nessee Wil™ams comecy in the
Virtually. all. shows -playing here
tnotions
of -a- woman .washing
9 p.m. at the Golden is “An Eve- West End this season, in partnerclothes, with. no attempt. at re- send :tickets to the critics. That
ning with Yves Montand,” which ship with Donald Albery.
includes pre Broadway ‘tryouts. and:| ©
Detroit, Nov. 21.
“(Continued on page 60)
‘past - Broadway _‘tourers, whether | ' George C. Scott and . associates Norman Granz is presenting, in as‘Bridge is dickering for the Bzit_|for initial local engagements or | are. attempting to raise $300,000 sociation with Jacques Canetti and ish rights to several unspecified
~ return’ appearances.. ‘The hormal. for the production of two. plays Cohen. The Montand offering is other Broadway shows, and ezlso
{reviewer allotment.is.45 ;pairs for by reading from the script: of one cutting short itg scheduled run at goes to Washington next Monday
press, radio and television -com- on ‘ty. stations.: An initial reading the Golden by three weeks with (27) to see “A Thurber Carnival,”
mentators,
_|was. given lest Thursday
night | the closing now siated for Dec. 16. a touring edition of which is cure
The
one-man show
will then rent there. A tentative deal for a
. No’ press |tickets: were: ‘sent ‘out (16). A kine was made of the un-.
by . Davis: for this touring edition usual half-hour. program for later move to Los Angeles for a Christ- London presentation of
the intimas
day
opening,
The
L.
A. stand Mate revue by another manageof “Grpsy.”** however, and review- showing on out-of-state tv stations
"Minneapolis, Nov: 21.
ers.did not learn until late efter- ‘inan attempt to obtain additional will be followed by a Frisco book- ment last season fell through after
ing.
and
then
a
Toronto
engageAlthough. still. $70,000 ‘short ‘of ‘noon before the opening that they angels.
Viewers are invited: to
the late author had gone there and
nfent ending Feb. 3. Montand will remained for some times for conits financial goal, the Tyrone Guth- were not invited to cover the show. - subscribe. at -$3. per. share. |
also sandwich in a taping session fabs on the’ project.
rie Theatre Foundation has author- ‘There: were virtually no protests:
WJBK - TV ‘donated the time, for a Dinah Shore tv show.
The. program for this edition. of from 10 to. 10:30 p.m. Thursday
ized construction’ to’.begin this
While in the States, Bridge will
week on- the $2;150,000 repertory “Gypsy” lists no producer; but the
confer with Joseph Hayes and Howin return for the services of Scott,
playhouse scheduled. to open here musical | is being presented by
ard Erskine. on their scheduled
his’ wife Colleen Dewhurst;. Gil:
Davis,
formerly
|
‘operator
of
the
in May, 1963.
Broadway production of “Calculatbert ‘Milstein, of. the N.Y. Timés;
Locust -Theatre here.
He
‘The fund-raising goal, originally New
ed Risk,’”’ which Hayes has adaptJose Quintero, director, and Ted
set at~ $1.900,000, ..was’. oversub- leased. ‘the touring rights for cer- ‘Mann, producer, who .aided the
ed from “Any Other Business.” the
scribed. .The requirement “was tain cities from David Merrick and. actor in .various: readings from
George Ross and Campheli Singer
Milan,
Nov.
21.
Leland.
Hayward,
who
produced
raised $250,000 because of inmelodrama
about British big busi“General.
Seeger,”
a.
new
drama
. At the Teatro Nuovo. in Milan
creased building. costs, however: - the’ original: and are still present- by: Ira Levin.
ness. The play was sucessfully preContracts -signed _last’™ week in- ing it on-.a post-Broadway tour |. Scott. -has.: won critical acclaim this season there will be the fol- sented by Bridge in London three.
:
‘eluded one for $1,283.000: for. gen- with. Miss. Merman continuing as for his role in. the recént-tv pro- Towing attractions: —
Pramatie
Co. of Turin, with seasons ago. The West End proeral
coristruction.
| Architectural star.
In by-passing “the reviewers for. duction. of “The..Power and. the Brecht’s “The Life of Arturo Ui.” ducer will also dicker with several
and consultant. fees,. furnishings
New York managements interested
Glory,” and
as the prosecuting
and .equipment amounted
‘to the Philly stand.: Davis ‘apparently attorney in. the film, “Anatomy. of The lead will be plaid by Sergio in a Broadway edition of his curTofano, directed by Gianfranco de
sought to avoid. critical-‘compari-$189. 000.
rent London hit, “Guilty Party,”
a
Murder.
”
WIBK’s
Bob
Murphy
Bosio.
According... to. John. Cowles Jr., sons between his low er-budget. pro- m.c.’d. the tv special.
Morelli-Stoppa, with “Dear Liar” likewise by Ross and Singer.
‘president of the Guthrie. Founda- duction with Miss. McCarty as. sucBridge’s schedule for London,
ilty.
‘If successful, ‘Scott and. Mann : by Jerome Kil
to Miss Green, and the
tion and editor of the Minneapolis cessor
- Company of Edoardo de Filippo, following “Period of Adjustment,”
Star
&. Tribune. “‘@ors.ruction original edition seen here two and plan. to use the money fo produce
ealls
for the presentation of “The
and another in its .usual repertory and the fseae
ar
must begin immediately t¢ permit a half years: ago prior to. Broad- “General Seeger”
premiere of: “The Mayor of the Lizard and the Rock,” by Jenn
a full repertory’ playing. season be-- ‘way, with Miss: ‘Merman as the play at the Shubert Theatre early
Hall,
first 4t the Royal ShakeBorqugh of Sanitation.”
fining on schedule. “We hope that prime boxoffice draw ‘and “object next vear. If the plays are success|ful, Seott: plans ta take them to : A newly formed “Contemporary speare Theatres, Stratferd-on-Avon
the -remaining
$70. 000 can: ‘be of acclaim.
and
due
in the West End early in
Theatre”
‘with
Franca
Valeri,
and
Davis has- complete ‘managerial i‘Broadway and later. on ‘tour. ©
rajsed promptly.”
~
‘| Vittorio Caprioli, directed by Gass- {April; “Standing Room Only.” a
The signing of building contracts {control of the present production.
man
with
Pirandello’s
“Tonight
we
:play
by
Alan
Ayckbourn about the
‘Legit Historian
: came nearlv 18 months after. Guth- Merrick. and’ Hayward. have a
improvise.”
Goth.
Passengers on a bus stalled in LonTie. and: his associates, Oliver Rea royalty . arrangement onthe show,
don
traffic
in
1972. and a revival
and”
-Peter:
Zeisler, -designated: but no. say ‘on -managerial matters.
“Robert Baral.
of Ibsen’s “Pillars of Society," in
Minneapolis. as. their-first choice}
‘a new Version by Michae} Meyer.
for the: home of a national reperThe producer plans to return to
|| detalls, some REH and Cole Porter
torv company. Guthrie, Rea. and
next Tuesday 28),
A Repertory Road Tour London next
Zeisler were’ here last. weekend to
London
M
usicals
.
attend Bround-breaking ceremonies.
repertory of “Taming of the:
_
swrew and a new version of :j Holly Harris Succeeds

his: lively imagination. erackles in |

Plans B’way ‘White Angel’

|Gratien Gelinas Opens.
Season Tour ofCanada

Road ‘Sound’ Has |

5006 Sale in-Chi

Las Vegas’Cynsy

(Non-Merman Co.)}
Ducks PhillyCrix

Lena HorneShow .

Had $37,500 Loss;

Montand toTour

Peter Bridge Scouting
B’way’s Current: Lineup;
. ‘Adjustment’ for London

Scott, MannUse Det.TV|

To Do Backer Audition
For‘Gen. Seeger’ Script

Start Construction Of ls;
Guthrie Theatre, Mp

MILAN’S TEATRO NUOVO
HOST TOTOURING REPS

Otter ‘Shrew’- ‘Moby Dick’

Olivier Dickers:‘Gideon’
For. Chichester Festival

7 Zeffirelli to Do ‘Camille’

‘With Susan’ Strasberg.

a

Laurence

Gotham Never Saw

Olivier is seeking the !:

| British rights to Paddy Chayefsky’s

| “Gideon.”
The
‘actor=producerdirector -hopes -to. present the. play

°

e

2%

“Moby Dick” is being presented
Pamela Mason in ‘Joey’
jfon tour by Dublin Gate Theatre
:
Los Angeles. Nov. 21.
|] Productions under the sponsorship
of: Mason and Terry
(Mrs. Masoni | Pamela Mason has withdrawn 2s
‘H Bliss. The Blisses operate a col- Star of: the Theatre 90 revival of

‘Franco. Zeffirelli,; who: staged: next summer as the first entry in
another Editorial Feature
the Old Vie revival: of “Romeo and; the. new Chichester Festival; and {|}
in the upcoming.
flege circuit concert bureau in , “Pal Joey,” reportedly in a ha-sie
Juliet,” .which will :be included |then: bring ‘it to-London. He. would
.over backstage conditions, accordRichmond.
“in the repertory of the company | ‘probably
play the’ role of the
56th
Anniversary.
Number
|
Booking for the tour, which 4 ing to co.producer Dorothy Hart.
.when it tours the U.S. next -year,. ‘Angel, currently being essayed on
star’s
daughter,
Portland
began Oct. 30 in Sarasota and ends: The
of
intends. directing. a Broadway re- Broadway by Fredric March, who’s:
“}| Dee. 9 in Granville, O., are all on Mason, also exited the cast.
vival of “Camille” next. season. °. ;costarring with Douglas. Campbeft.
a. guaranteed basis. “Moby Dick,”
Holly Harris.
who
succeeded
The lead role in the production, | Fred. Coe, co-producer of: the yt
which the Blisses regard as a pos- | Vivienne Segal in the role in the
which. Cheryl’ Crawford
contem- Broadway production: with Arthui
Plus other starlstical ‘and| detecfitled
sibility for Broadway, was adapted ; 1851 Broadway revival of the muPlates producfng,, fs to be’ played | Cantor, -left: last. week for London
by Edward
Davies
Pardington? sical, has taken over as femme
I
.
articles
“cherts and
by Susan: Strasberg..
to ‘negotiate a deal with, Olivier. dk
jifrom the Herman Melville. novel. jead.

6
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Show on Broadway

'|No. Carolina: Allocates
10G. to Cover-‘Horn’ Loss

"Asides ‘and Ad Libs

Boone, N.C., Nov. 21.:

The Gay Life
Kermit

Bloomgarden

presentation

of

That may he reality, even in! The North Carolina: State. conVienna, but it’s hardly a sparkling |tingency and emergency fund has

om

Leonard Key, producer of the. prospective Broadway mnusieal: “The ,
a musical with comedy.
rabout two-thirds of a defict in- Night They: Raided Minskey’s,” was announced. as leaving Monday’ (20)
on a three-week trip to visit theatres and. nightclubs in London,: Paris
The
Schwartz
musio
has
a
pleas‘curred
this
year.
by
the
Southern
“Anatol.” by Arthur se tzler. General
antly lilting quality, and seems Appalachian Historical Assn. in its Rome, Stockholm, Hong Kong and Tokyo to recruit: ‘the ‘world’s most.
staging.
Gerald
Freedman;
dances
and
beautiful girls for the show. The release didn’t ‘indicate whether his
musical numbers staged by
rbert Ross: ‘ skillfully suited to the situations
operation of the historical drama, expenses
will be charged against the ‘production. ‘Maybe potential
scenery. Oliver Smith;
es, Lucinda :
Ballard; hbghting, Jean Rosenthal; orches- : and characters, and the Dietz lyries |:‘Horn in the West.”
backers will ask the question.
are diverting and frequently effec. |
Gov ernor Sanford and the. Counoperetta
in two acts (15 scenes), with '
book by Fay and Michael Kanin, Iyr: i
and mausic by Howard pe and Acthae ,|
Schwartz.
suggested
the
comedy,

trations,

Don

Walker;,

vocal

arrange-.

basis for amusical comedy, or even.’ been

tapped for $10,000 to. cover

Kenneth Tynan,. drama critic for the: London Observer, is a canny.
journalistic controversialist. Having received a recent pasting from
U. S. essayist-critic Mary McCarthy. on his book, “Curtains,” the
British reviewer quoted “a gracefully turned cullinary metaphor”. of

tive. But although several of the” ‘cilof State approved. the allocation.
numbers are excellent in terms of !
OO
_
stage production, there's. nothing '
that echoes in a musical square’s,
thead after the final. curtain.
| On the basis of an initial hear-

ments
and
musical
directlon, Herbertj
Greene; dance music arrangemerts, Robert Starer. Stars Walter Chiari, Barbara
Cook.
Jules
Munshin:
featyres
Loring
Smith,
Elizabeth
Allen,
Jeanne

NY. City Opera Windup: hers in his review of a West End revival of “Heartbreak House”.
Miles Cunningham, writing in the Rochester Times-Union, 'reported
that Tennessee Williams, in a “stormy interview” before the local
Looks Like ‘The Crucible’ opening
of his pre-Broadway play, “The Night of the Iguana,” finally
broke
off the confab with the statement, “I can’t talk to a person like
Earns Regular Spot you.” The
playwright, apparently. nervous before the break-in. of the

Yvonne
Constant, Lu* Leonard, Leonard
Elliott. Opened Novy. 18. °61, at the Shubert
Theatre.
N.Y;
$860
top
weeknights. $9.40 Friday |and Saturday nights.
5 0,
-«-. Jules Munshin ling, the notable numbers are probUsher ......- Cee eeasseene
Sterling Clark
i ably “Magic Moment,” “Who Can? }.
AMatul
cicccccccccccceaes
Walter
Franz
eeee
- Leonard ee! ' You. Can,” “The Label on the BotHelene ... 0.
cccacccreaes
Jeanne Bal iitle,”
‘By ELMER WIENER
“I’m
Glad
I'm Single,”
Liesl Brandel
evccccecees
Barbara
Cook
You Never Had Be-| New. York City Opera ended its
Herr Brandel .........-00- Loring Smith i.‘Something
Frau
....-...... Se seneveas La Leonard ! fore’
a-Wardering |fall season Nov. 12 with a final
and “Come
Mimi
ww ee eee: ..« Yvonne Constant
performance of its new American

new play, reportedly resented several. of the interviewer's slanted
questions. He had a large bet wolf in his hotel room, according to
Cunningham.
Coast actress Susan Oliver. was in and out-of New York last week.
... Victor Samrock, general manager for: producers Roger L, Stevens
and Frederick Brisson, is billed as producer associate on.-“‘First Love.’’.
He doesn’t take g.m. program credit .. . It turns out that Ethel Grif-

With Me.” Most of the animation and comedy are in the musical; opera: that well might earn a place
numbers, particularly the dances.;lin permanent repertoire, namely
“Waiters .
Lambrinos,
Ross. with an unbilled assist by i “The Crucible,” an‘'-operatic reRussell Gocawin Hal Herman
Apna
..
.
. Joanne Spiller' his
wife, ballerina Nora Kaye, ; working of Arthur Miller's play of fies, costar of “Write Me 2 Murder,’ ‘not only didn't. come out of
Grandmother
............
Aura Vainio
the. same title, with the music retirement to do.the play, but. toured the U. S. five years ago in
Photographer
.....-se0e. Gerald Teijelo ‘naturally shares credit with Dietz’.
Doorman.
.ccce-ceaces Rico Froehlich ‘and
‘
Schwartz for that, and at the: : composed. by Robert Ward and the “The Matchmaker” without ballyhooing: the fact in New York. She'sHeadwaiter
.............Carl Nicholas . same time it is a reflection on the libretto’ by Bernard Stambler.
been in several London shows since then.
Magda...
0...) ws aaeee Elizabeth Allen ‘Commissioned
and __ presented
Singers: Ken Avers, Russell Goodwin. : book of what is announced by title
Arthur and Barbara Gelb (he’s a.member of the N. Y. Times drama
Carl ° as a captivating musical.
Tony
LaRusso,
Ted
Lambrinos,
—
under
the.
aegis
of
the
Ford
Founstaff
and
they're
the
authors
of
a
forthcoming
biography of Eugene
Hal Norman. Michael Quinn, ,
Nicholas,
Loyce Baker, Joan Bishop. June Card,
Several of the dance numbers | dation, “The Crucible” had an en- O'Neill) had a well organized and ‘interesting piece in a recent -issue
Luce Enws. Jeanne
rant. Carole O’Hara, _are
thusiastic and sympathetic
wel- of the N. Y. Times Magazine. It. was titled “As:Q’Neill Saw the Thea-'
spectacular,
notably
“Frau.
Nancy xtadcliffe, Jo&nne Spiller.
-tre,” and was primarily a selection of .quotes from ‘the late dramatists
Dancers: Kip Andrews, Karoly Barta, Ballet,” in which athletic girl ad-., ‘come. On the night of its premiere,
Sterling
Clark.
Thatcher
Clarke.
Ray _mirers
exhaust the- willing hero: .‘the ovation rose to a virtual clamor letters and interviews. The overall impression of the article is. that,
Kirchner, Louis Kosman, Michel Stuart,
O'Neill had considerable conviction about his own work, but. limited
'as
Ward,
Stambler,
bearded
Emer“Liebehen Waltz.” in which vivid
Gerald
Teijelu.
Patrick
King.
Bonnie
Branden.
Carotyn
Clark,
Marion
Fels, “seenery
and red gowns have 4 son Buckley, the conductor, and vision about the contemporary (1920-46) American theatre. His. theme |
Carol Flemming. Leslie Franzos. Bettye the big cast:took their curtain calls. seems to sum up to the bromide that-the stage of his day wasn’t what.
Jenkins, Dorms Ortiz, Eleozore Treiber,- humorous connotation; “Label on!
the Bottle” in whieh three. male This surely was more than a friend- it used to be—and the answer Is still: obviously that it never was.
Aura Vainio. Jenny Workman.
Musical n.imbers:
“What
a Charming
Actor-singer. Stephen Douglass. has® been: appointed: tothe board of
‘ly
reception, and there was the
dancers assist Miss Cook in an exCouple.” “Whnv Go Anywhere at All?”:
feeling that an important and pow- education of Bogota, N. J., where he lives... . Leo: Kerz, producer of
“Bring
Your
Darling Daughter.”
“Now _ pression of intended abandon; “I’m
the
touring “Rhinoceros,” ‘objects to the story. in a recent issue about .-.
erful
drama
with
music
had
been
I’m Ready for a Frau.” “Magie Moment.”
Glad I'm Single,’ * spoofing epi“Who Can? You Can.” “Oh, Mein Liebsodes in Anatoi’s pas{; “Come revealed At the height of the ova-. his dispute and physical scuffle with Randolph Hale,. operator of the
chen.” “The Label on the Bottle,” “This
Alcazar
Theatre, San Francisco, during the recent engagement ‘of the..
tion,
Ward
stepped
forward
and
Kind of a Girl.” “The Bloom Is Off the
a-Wandering With Me,” in which a.
Rose.”” “I'm Glad
I’m Single.”” “SomeGypsy old flame overpowers the
,said; “Before any of us. began to Eugene Ionesco play at that house: He claims the: facts were. not as.
thing
You
Never
Had
Before,”
“You
reported,
and asserts that the incident, was Hale’s fault.
'hero;
“Who
Can?
You
Can,”
in;
work,
and.
long
before
rehearsals
Neter Will Be Lenely,” ‘‘You’re Not the °
The National Theatre School ‘of Canada, ‘which is in Montreal durType.”
“Come
a-Wandering
With
Me.”
which Miss Cook does a mild but t began, ‘Arthur Miller had given us
“[
Never
Had
Chance.”
“I Wouldn't
ing
the
regular
season and at Stratford, ‘Ont., in the summer, opened
ingenious terp bit. and “I Wouldn't ‘a great play and without him, this
Marry You.” “For the First Yime.”
' Marry
You,”
with
its
almost : evening could not have come to its second year of operation last week, The ‘faculty, headed by Jean
Gascon,
of
Le
Theatre
du Nouveau Monde, is upped from 10 to 26.-A..
The increasingly familiar situa- choreographic, rowdy hair-pulling ;pass.”-The bespectacled Miller rose.
” ifrom his seat in the orchestra and second group of actors nunhbers 31, out of 245 auditioned, bringing
tion of a show that’s fairly good bl two j-alious ladies.
total.
enrollment
to
75.
The administrative head is’ James de B.. DomMiss Cook, who's been ‘a pro- | acknowledged . the tribute.
but probabis not good enough for
The .Ward-Stambler progeny of ville
the brutal economic conditions of gressive click in a series of musj-.
Noilman
Nadel,
drama
critic for- the N.Y. World-Telegram, ‘had a
today’s Broadway is repeated with cal shows for the last 15-odd years, the Miller opus closely follows the
readable and warm column about the late James Thurber. last week .
“The Gav Life.” which opened last gives what may: be her most. glow-~j Pulitzer prize-winning dramatist’s After 20 years on Riverside Drive, N.Y.-Times columnist Brooks Atkining
performance
as
the
mousey
but
‘recital
of
a-shameful
period
in
Saturday night :18* at the Shubert
indomitable heroine of “‘The Gay. American history, the era of the son and his novelist-wife Oriana Atkinson have moved to East 30th
Theatre.
Street, N.Y., overlooking the East River. They’re maintaining their
Life.” -A sort of musical Julie. Saiem witch trials. It is a story of permanent
There’ gs much that’s bright: and
residence upstate; at Durham, N.Y.‘ .. Eric Keown, drama
Harris,
she sings lyrically, acts. per- ‘greed,
;
lust, revenge, superstition
amusing about this musical Variacritic
for Punch, the British humorous weekly, is in New ‘York to catch
‘Suasively and has undeniable piog- and jealansy.: This is a text with the Broadway
tion
of
°*
»
Gite stele
Ce
te siv
shows.
;
Which the audience members can
1900's comeds, “Anatol.” The How- nunce.
Carmen Mathews planed to the Coast ‘last Thursday (rey:‘for. a feas
~-: although she now has star. readily identify, for they lived and
ard Dietz and
Arthur
Schwartz
tured role in a telefilm to be directed by Ida Lupino fof General Elec- the singer-actress: still experienced similar periods in thei; tric. She’s due back Noy. 30... Theatre. Arts Books has published “The
soags are melodious and lively,1ibilling,
Herbert Ros~ staging of the dances , doesn't have the indefinable but |on lifetimes when maticious slan- | Plays of Georges Courteline, ‘Vol. I,” adapted into English’.by Albert
unmistakable
aura of a star per-:der wrecked the lives of innocent Bermel and Jacques Barzun . . . The Univ. of Washington Press has.
and musical numbers is generally
sonality.
Perhaps ‘if she did ‘she: victims.. This tale carries universal
witty, although not invariably well.
published “The Comic Style. of Beaumarchais,” by J.B. Ratermanis and
-might lose something of the un- Yrecagnition,-because it has had its
projected. and Barbara Cook is at
W. R. Irwin. Proprietor .. 1... cceeaes Michael Quinn,
Great Gaston
........-Jack Adams :
_Otto
«te
eee weecces tice Froehlich .
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her best as t:e plain but enchant- ‘affected, refreshing quality that is ,counterparts.

in

the’ present-day

Tom Donnelly, drama: -eritic-columnist for the Washington ‘Daily
News, came up with the best comment on that silly. ‘but might have
been disastrous) incident in Washington, when ‘the Sayreville (N.J.)
high school principal led a walkout of 146. of her students: from -a
performance of “Sunday in New York” at the National Theatre. Despite
eyeryone’s instantaneous suspicion, it was definitely not a Machiavellian
publicity stunt by David Merrick, the play's producer, Donnelly wrote,
because he saw some of the kids. and would swear they weren't the type
who might have been engaged through the William Morris agency..
World premiere of .De Falla’s opera “Atlantida” (finished-‘according

ing Viennese lass who gets the one of her distinctions. ‘In any dictatorships abroad and also in the
irresistibie piayboy here tuo the case. she’s a delightful performer. ;United States during the days of
Top-starred W alter Chiari, an Ital-~ ‘the Palmer redhunts and the more
church on time for the final curian stage and screen actor recruited ; recent McCarthy hysteria.
tain
‘to play the irresistible Viennese ; Ward's music effectively underBut something of the old world
charmer, is a‘slim, dark-haired, |lines the stark tragedy. It is disartificiaiity, the transparent elehandsome performer with a per-;sonant in places, but ina musical
Bance, the .chmaltzy sentiment and
sonable manner and the ability of ,language that is readily understood
the cev rene Uiat so often clings
getting
laughs. He doesn’t pretend; and grasped.. This is no avantto shows located in Vienna seen:s
to be a trained singer, but mostly ,2arce score, but one that conveys

to

blight

“The

Gay

Life.”

The

show isn't billed in any category
in the preziam, but although the
currently frowned-upon term operetta is avoided, that’s what it is.
Perhaps this is evidence of why
the word operetta tends to be in
bad repute, at least commercially.
“The Gzy Life" is a folksy sort
of musical that might be fine for
‘tthe beyon1-middleaged. It’s by no
means slam-bang entertainment in
the mu-tn't-miss classification and
doesn’t appear likely to capture
the visitiz:¢ firemen and expense

to his orchestra sketches by his friend and star. ‘pupil, Ernest Halffter)

talks the songs passably. enough. ;the meaning of-the libretto, a score will take place June 21 at La Scala in Milan. It. will be :staged by
and his voice already shows the: that doés not draw. attention to it-| Marherita Wallmann and conducted by Thomas Schippers, since Ernest
strain. As a fatal femme idol he|self, but heightens the drama on- ‘Ansermet who was originally engaged for an earlier date, could not.
seems adequate, which is to. say |stage. At times, the swelling cres- free’ himself for the dater date,

hardly the sort of Rudolph: Valen-|cendos

tino the script requires..

Jules

Munshin

; 'whelmed

is third-starred |maestro

in

thé

orchestra

the singers

over-

(no fault of |}

Buckley),. but always the |

in the long and important but not .significance of the lines and the ;
very rewarding: role. of Anatol’s.j importance of the sermon. came |
companion
and accessory in in-.! through vividly. and with clarity.:
trigue, a sort of hokey Viennese. High tension, stirring drama are
master
of ceremonies
for the, the. lifeblood of this opera and at-

goings-on. He: gives a professional tention never lags, even for..an
performance. Loring Smith struts 'instant.
;
,disapprovingly and gets all the! - Allen Feltcher: staged the work,

Mazowsze. Song &

where ‘these singing-dancing. youth
live and ‘train in a state-appropri-.

Dance Co.

Sol Hurok: presentation of Polish ¢om-.-|ated villa. The. feeling. is conveyed

account trade. The Kermit Bloo:a- ilaughs in the part of the heroine's w ith scenery: by Paul Slyhert and ‘pany, directed by Mira Ziminska-Sygietyn- that an. honest’ devotion to tha’
garden production reputedly has a:
Conductors:
Ryszard
Pierchala, ;ethnic
roots’ .marks
everything
!pompous father, Elizabeth Allen castumes’ by ‘Ruth Morley.
The | ska.
Stanislaw Wysockd. Opened Nov: 15, 61,
good advance sale, with numerous
done. A certain amount of. adagio
theatre parties, but with a break-. makes the Gypsy strumpet con-.large cast. set a high standard, at the City Centre,N.Y.; $3. 95. top.
and. acrobatic verve intensifies the
vincingly red-blooded. and Yvonne
| vocally. and histrionically, with speeven of nearly $50.000 a week and

‘Having already. played five weeks.’ impact of some of the numbers. A.
Constant and Jeanne Bal are two:cial
kudos to. Patricia
Brooks,
other incidents in the affairs of :Frances. Bible, Debria Brown, Nor- ‘in. the US., this. large and. attrac-:; 'few interludes: are slow, but the
;total impression is pleasant. Such
Anatol.
eman Kelley,’ ‘Paul: Ukena, Eunice
tive group of young women and!
‘a booking is a “natural” for the.
Oliver
Smith
has
designed
| Alberts and Norman Treagle.
men from Poland is. presented by.
:many
communities - in Arnerica.
enough large, lavish looking .and |:
preters ot Hollywood trends have
Sol Hurok for three weeks in. and;
‘where Poles have settled in: numnot invariably attractive settings
been predicting, there’s a cycie of
|i at the N.Y. City Centre’s bargain|
Playwright-Editor
to
suffice
for
a
whole
Broadway
bers...
musical pictures on the way, “The
i.top of $3.95. Although a number;
‘production
season,
and Lucinda
-At one point a group ‘6t eight
Gav Life” could be a screen prosear in the souvenir.
{ Ballard has provided decorative
names as‘appear
a are. : girls veer out of their native. lingo.
pect and thereby recover some of:
:,of
booklet
“soloists,” -these:

an investment of about $300,000
ty rernuyn it stacks up as a doubtFul gambie.
If. as a few tall-dome inter-

Philip Dunning

the autlay. Moreover, with imagination and just a little daring, ‘it
mistut be converfed into a reasonabis eniovabie film. The camera
*wouid allow greater story scone

and ‘novement, and
tion mizht re-tore
frivotous
romantic

‘costumes, in someé ‘cases with -a.
i:
ican “Red River alistically, from --and sing g the the A Americ
deflates a popular premise - that
nice comedy touch. Gerald Freedomitted, more -re: Essentally
y
: Valley” in English, an audience:
Essentally thisthi : Pleaser.
man’s overall direction keeps the | writing is “the easiest of all the . ‘the house program.
- Land.
Ijis an ensemble, Its values and its .
professions” ‘ta his treatise’
non-musical
scenes orderly
and.
{charms lie in that faet. There are
conductor Herbert Greene (or did
:no individual performances.
musieal stager Ross and orches-

the picturizasome of the
hijinks
of
the Schnitzler original and thereby
vea.in ‘some of the safely naughty _
un.
In

Fay

and

Michael

Kanin’s

| Byli ners Take Heart

trator Don Walker also have a‘hand

in it?) has the pit musicians drown-°

element s, most

.

‘tor,

Features in, the upcoming

i
resigned ‘as CBS:
to become stage|

o
JYAART
;

Captains and the l Plus other statistical and data-filled
playing a oe:

on the Coast.

7

charts ond articles.

Mira

Ziminska-Sygier tnyska,.

Staff forSoldier

.The staff for the upcoming The- .
presenta-

li widow of the company's founder,'atre: Guild-Dcre Schary

©

{i it would be whoever is responsible : tion of Ernest: Kinoy’s “Something

-one of the ‘many interesting

of the galety and

libretto, “The Gay Life,” seems
rather respectable. Although Anatol still dallies with a succession
Loy Nilsen has
of eagerly susceptible ladies, he’s
anything but the debonair deceiver. ‘studio supervisor
As :his friend. and romantic accom-. manager of “The
plite ohserves, he always starts ; Kings.” currently
du. fishing and ends up the fish. ‘ Broadway ‘tryout

{| If there is a star, after the direc- |

see

ing out a good many voices, some- |
times in key lyrics
Except for several. outstanding

for the wonderful native costumes. |about a. Soldier”.

|

includes Walter.

(Wanda Modzelewska is program- |Reilly, associate -producer; Peter’

|.med

as costume

consultant).

The

Tich palette of colors and the frequent changes give the show an
optical appeal which offsets a cer-.
tain: similarity in the btasically
village-square routines.

The title is derived from the
‘name of the region outside Warsaw

Davis, general
manager;
Jesse
‘Long,. company.
manager; Jean
Barrere,. production ‘manager: William’ Pitkin, set and costume. de-.
Signer, and Klaus Holm, lighting
designer. se
‘Nat and Irvin Dorfman are gene °
eral bressagents. for. the offering.
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|RoadSpotty;‘Sunday’ PrtWash;
‘Night’ $20,201,Det.; Ki is 166,
SF;
FirstLove $15,616for7,Boston
|:

port,: Monday (18), “two, $11,250;

Membprial, Burlington, Ta., Tuesday
(14) one, $8,229; ‘Paramount, WaWednesday
(15);
one,
1 $6, 750: Jr. High School, Peoria,
|'Thursday’ (16), one, $6,750; Coron: |
|ado, Rockford, ill, Friday (17),:
one, $7,439; ‘High School, Appleton, Wis:, Saturday: (18), two, $11,-.

- |terloo,

Na tional

Repertory Theatre

_—s

87

Bway Down, But Seven SellOut;
‘Gideon’ $42,186, ‘Gay’ $27,127 in 4,
‘Murder’ $35,050, ‘Caretaker’ $19,011

Business dropped for a number 112 p) ($7.50; 999; $45,000) (Fredria
‘Business on ‘the road. last. week (MC-RS) (7th wk) $6.15; "1,636; (Rep-RS) (Eva Le Gallienne, Faye
$66,800) (Ethel Merman). ‘Previous Emerson), Previous week, $9,069, .‘of Broadway
shows last week. March, Douglas Campbell). Prex
week, $62,869
Receipts climbed for a few entries vious ‘week, $30,095 with parties
.|Ford’s, Baltimore.
Last: ‘Week, $50,385.
‘and
there
was
a sellout roster of for four performznces and two
Last. week, $25,958 for seven
seven. offerings, which included' previews.
which registered $78,580 ‘in ‘the
performances
of “Elizabeth -the:‘ “Carnival,'
oo
Last week, $42, 186 with parties.
“Gideon,”
“How
to
first week of-a three-week stand.
MILWAUKEE
Queen” and: “Mary Stuart’ reperfat. the. O’Keefe Céntre, ‘Toronto.
“My Fair Lady,’ Pabst iic-RS) tory: Tower, Atlanta, Monday-: Succeed in Business Without Really How to Succeed in Business
' There was one touring casualty. (1st. wk). ($6-$6:50; 1,623; $58,000) |Wednesday: (13-15), four, $13,845;:- Trying,” “Mary, Mary,” “Milk and !Without Really Trying, 46th St,
‘last week, the Lena Horne-starrer, (Ronald Drake, - Caroline Dixon). i Coffee, Cherokee, Ala.; Thursday “Honey,” “Sail Away” and “Shot in-,;(MC) (Sth wk; 41 p) ‘$9.60; 1,342;
“Nine
O'Clock
Revue,”.
which Previous week, - $65,058, Shubert, 6, one, $2,883; Temple, Birming- ; ‘the Dark.”
1$66,615).
Previous week, ‘$65,268
folded Saturday: night (18) in New Chicago.
:
am Friday (17), one, $4,615; :‘Civic, | Grosses below have been reduced ;jwith parties.
Haven.
‘Last week, ‘about $54, 000 with Knoxville Saturday - 418), acne, by. commissions
where
theatre | Last; week, $65,275 with parties.
TG-ATS Subscription,
. parties aré mentioned. Some . of
$4,615.
Estimates for Last.Week
;
La Douce, Alvin (MC)
- Toys it the Attic (D-RS) {Con-! the figures may be subject to slight (60th wk; 476 p) ($8.60; 1,100; $55,<
- Parenthetic designations for outchanges because of adjustments in
‘MONTREAL
stance . Bennett,
Anne
Revere,j
of-town slows are the same. as for
ran the gamut from woeful’ tO wow.
Top-grosser ‘was the. New York
eompany
of “Bye Bye Birdie,”

connection with the repealed 5% 942) (Elizabeth Seal, Denis Quil‘Taste of Honey; Her Majesty’s Seatt MeKay,
Patricia. Jessel). |
Broadway, except that hyphenated
ley). Previous week, $35,408.
: City tax on admissions.
T with show classification indicates {D-RS) ($5; 1,704; $43, 000) (Hermi-. Previous .week, $28,533, Forrest, |
Last week, $35,702.
“Kwamina,” which folded last
tryout and RS indicates road show. one. Baddeley,. Frances. Cuka). Pre-| Philadelphia. Kean, Broadway (MC: :3d wk;
‘vious.
week,
about
$15,
300,
sevenSaturday
night,
is
the
first
musical
Also; prices on touring ‘shows inLast’
week,
.
$17,
437
for
seven:
20 p) ($8.05-$9.40; 1,906; -$79.300)
‘casualty of the new season.
clude 10%.- Federal Tax and local} performance split.
performances: Murat, Indianapolis, :
(Alfred Drake).
Previous week,
tax, if any,. but as on Broadway, Last: week, -$23,030. ..
Estimates for Last Weel
| Tuesday-Wednesday (14-15), three, |
$64,605 with parties.
“grosses are net: 7:e., exclusive |of
Hartman,
Colu mbu Ss,"
$6,246;
Last
week,
$61,539
with parties.
Keys:
C
(Comedy),
D
(Drama),
“NEW HAVEEN
tazres. Engagements ‘are for single}.
Thursday-Saturday. (16-18), four,
Lena ‘Horne Show, Shubert (R-T) $11,191 ‘With TG-ATS. . Subscription. * CD. (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
weele winless otherwise noted.
Let It Ride, O’Neill (MC) (6th
MC
(MusicalComedy),
MD
(Musi1
($6:
50;.
1.650;
$56,400).
Previous
wk; 44 p) ($9.60; 1,05¢; $54.508)
BOSTON.
‘World of Suzie Wong: «D-RS). | cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP \Op-!
week,$24, 457, ‘Colonial, Boston.
Fiorello, ‘Shubert (MC-RS) (241 *«Last week, _ $28,783. ‘Closed Previous week, $14, 055, Civic, New, eretta), Rep. (Repertory), DR! , (George Gobel, Sam Levene). Pre; vious week, $35,354 with parties.
wk) |($6.50-$7.50; 1,717;: $65,000). Saturday a 8).
. (Dramatic Reading).
.jOrieans,.:
Last week, $37,041 with parties.
“Previous week, $56,568 with show
“Other parenthetic designations
Last week, $8,736 for seven perof :the Month. Club: patronage. :
Mary, Mary, Hayes (C) (37th wk;
Civic, -New
Orleans, refer, respectively, to weeks played,
formances:
:
PHILADELPHIA
‘Last “week, $59,657 with. somc|
‘number of perjermances through 292 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,139; $43,38@)
Daughter of. Silence, Erlanger | Sunday-Tuesday (12-14), three, $3, \last Saturday, top prices ¢where (Barbara Bel Geddes, Barry Nelpatronage.
City,
(D-T) (3d wk) ($4.80-$5.40;- 1,664; leat, -Municipal, Oklahoma
Thursiay-Saturday (16-18),. ‘four, two prices are given, the higher is|son, Michael Wilding). Previous
First Love, Colonial. (D-T) -(ist $52,000) Emlyn William, Rip Torn). 3
for Friday-Saturday nights and the week, $43,368.
$47,- ‘Previous:. week,’ $11,497.
wk)
—$4.95-$9.50;
1, 685;.
lower for weeknights), aumber of
Last week, $43,409.
600). (Elizabeth. Bergner, ‘Hugh}. - Last week, $9,255;
seats, capacity gross ad stars.
Milk and Honey, Beck (MC) (6th
Previous week, $20,177 |.
.O’Brian).
Price
includes
10%
Federal
‘and
Gypsy
i2d
Co.),
Forrest
:
(MC-RS)
"-.. for four performances, ‘Shubert,
{5% City tax, but grosses are net; wk; 47 p) ($8.60-$9.60; 1,280; $62,($6-$7.50; 1,760; $40,000) (Mary ‘Mc- |
805) (Robert Weede, Mimi Benzell,
’ New. Haven.
i.esexclusive of taxes.
Carty). "Previous week, $23, 858. | (Figures cover Nor. 19-Dec. 3)
Last, week,, $15,616. for seven per- Playhouse, Wilmington.
sterisk denotes show had cut- Molly Picon). Previous week, $6i,©
Ativise.
and
Consent—Fisher,
Det.
154 with parties.
.
formances after opening here Nov.
rate tickets in circulation.
Veterans, Providence, RI.
| Last: week, $38,818 with twofers. ,20-25);
Last week, $41,158 with parties,
14 to
one. affirmative. notice
Bushnell, Hartford
(8); Rajah, Reading |
*Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole,
Man. for. All Seasons, Walnut (D: bo Auditoriwn, Rochester (30-2).
(Maloney, Traveler), three negative
*My. Fair Lady, Hellinger ‘MC}
Best Man--American, St. L. (20-25); |Morosco (C) (7th wk; 52 p) ($6.90‘(Durgin, Globe;. Maddocks, Moni- pT)(2d .wk) ($4.80-$5.40; 1,349: $36,999; $41,960) (Darren Mc- (296th wk; 2,858 p) ($8.05; 1,551;
_tor; .Norton,: Record American) and 000) (Paul-Scofield, ‘Leo McKern, :: Fisher, Det. (27-2)
$69,500) (Michzel Allinson, Margot
-Bye
Bye
Birdie
W.Y.
Co.}—O’Keefe,
avin),
Preyious
week,
$13,690.
on inconclusive (Hughes, Herald). ‘| George. Rose). ‘Previous week, $24,- Tete te120-2).
Moser).
Previous week, $45,537.
Last week, $13,415.
254 with TG-ATS subscription.
‘Last week, $38,958
‘Tharber: Carnival, “Wilbur. (R-} Last week, $35,590 with TG-ATS° wort Bye Birdie @d Co}—Erianger, Chi
(50th Purlie Victorious, Cort (C) (8th
Camelot, Majestic (MC)
RS)i2d wk) ($4.95-$5.50; 1,241; $36;subscription,
__
OeCantaline: ‘and Kings (yout) —U- at |wk: 401 3p) ($9.40; 1,626; $84,000)
.-310)
‘Imogene
Coca, ° Arthur.
Utah, .Salt ‘Lake. City (20-22); Coronzdo,
wk; 60 p) 1$6.90-$7.50; 1,155; $41,Subways Are For Sleeping, Shu- Rockford, DL. (24); Variety, Milwaukee (Julie: Ahdrews, William Squire).
Treacher, King Donovan).
Previ000).
Previous
week,
$19,715.
ous week,, $26,392. with : SOMC bert (MC-T)..(2d- wk) ($6-$7.50; 1.- Det ers Greenbay, Wis: 26); Shubert, Previous week, $72,357.
Moved last Monday (20) to the
Last week, $74,797.
| 878: $72. 364). Previous week, $78.
. «patronage. »
Critie’s -Cholce—Civic, Eafay ette, (1;
Longacre.
~ Last: week, $29.177 with . SOMC 339 for eight performances’ and one Municipal, Eldorado, Ark. (2).
_Caretaker,. Lyceum
(CD) (7th
Last week, $16,163.
+ review withh TG-ATS °subscripDaughter: ‘of Silence (tryout)—Erlanger, wk; 53 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 955; $30,114)
patronage. ce
Philly (20-25, moves to N.Y:
Sail Away, Broadhurst {MC) ‘7th
(Donald
Pleasance,
Robert
Shaw,
‘fog (tryout)—Civic, Chicago (27-2).
Last w eekfi ‘$70;496 with TG-ATS.
“CHICAGO
{Alex
Devion).
Previous
week, wk; 55 p) ($8.60-$9.46; 1,214; $58,Far Country Hartford, L.A. (29-2).
136). Previous week, $57,700 with
Best Mian, Blackstone . (D-RS) subscription.
4
$21,123.
‘ Florello—Shube » Boston (20-2).
parties.
F
(Sth wk) ($5,50-$5.95; 1,447; $45,-[(ay oul -Colonial, Boston’
‘Last week, $19,011.
Last week, 57,251 with parties.
(0-25); Locust, Philly (7-2).
;
000) (Frank: ‘Lovejoy, Keit- ‘Smith;
PITTSBURGH.
Gypsy (N.Y. Co. > Biltmore, L.A. (0-25);
Carnival, Imperial (MC)
(32d
Previous |” Music. Man, ‘Nixon (MC-RS) Pre- iAmerican,
James: esterfield).
Shot in the Dark, Booth (C) (5th
St. L. @3:
twk;
252
p)
($8.60;
1,428;
$68,299)
Gypsy (2a ‘Ca. ") Pr cest,, Philly (20-2). |
vious ‘week, $43,403, Hana, :‘Cleveweek, $26,488
Maria. Alberghetti). Previ- wk; 37 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 807; $33.La Plu ne.de Ma Tante—Hanna, Cleve. 14 Anna
d,
Last week, "$25,155.
(21-!
<
000)
(Julie
Harris).
Previous
| (20-25); Hartman,,
ous
week,
$68,428.
‘Miracle Worker-—-Geary, 5SF. ‘ (20-2).
week, $31,589 with parties.
Bye Bye Birdie (2d Co.), Et- Last week, $40, 387.
Last week, $68,428,
‘‘T- Musie Man—Ford’s Balto (20-25); Shu-.
Last week, $32,773 with parties.
Janger (MC-RS)' (13th. wk)’ ($6-$7; 1
‘| bert, Philly. (27-2).
;
Come Blow Your Horn, Atkin“SAN FRANCISCO
Music Man (bus-and-truck)—High School,
1,380; $50,500).: Previous ‘week,.
Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanne
Wis. Ge), Dinfeld,
D
Daluth (21-22); son
(C) (39th wk; 309 p) ($6.90Captains and the Kings Curranj.Wausau,
$45,892.
Auditorium, St.’
23-27); Caliseum, !
Previous (MD) (99th wk; 788 p) ($9.60; 1,|(D-T)
(3d
wk)
($5.40-$5.95;
°1:758:
|
pre
Center,
Fargo,
!?‘:
|
Sioux.
oats,
‘SB,
"Last. ‘week; $42,984.:
407;
$75,000)
‘(Martha
Wright).
N.D.
Municipal,
Sioux
City,
-Ia.
(2).j
7,552
|$55,000) (Dana Andrews). -Previ- |
Previous week, $64,905.
ke iy PateLady (2d Co.)—Pabst,. MilwauSound of Music, Shibert. (MC- ous wéek, $20, 976 with TG-ATS |
Last week, $25, 834.
Last week, $62,031.
/RS) lst wk) /-($5. 95-$ 60; 2,400; subscription. 8
National
Repertory
Theatre
(Mary
Complaisant- Lover, Barrymore
Stuart-Elizabeth the Queen)—Ovens, Char’- $72,000)
(Florence _ Henderson). . Last wee, $16, 059...7
Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter
p) ($6.90-$7.50;
j lotte (20); American, Roanoke (21); Play- (C). (3d wk; 21
Previous week, $65; 500, American,
Garden (MC) (55th wk; 436 p)
i house, Wilmington @3-25); Walnut, Philly | 1,067;. $42,000) (Michael Redgrave,
Miracle.
Worker;
Geary
.
(D-RS)
|
~ St. Louis,
$8.60-$9.40;
1,404; $68,000) (Tame
Googie Withers. Richard Johnson).
Last week; $65, 582 with Theatre (Ist wk) ($5-$5.50;.1,550; $51,000). :-vaightif ote, Iguana (tryout)—BlackPrevious
week,
Previous
week,
$35,028
with my Grimes),
;sto
‘Guild-American.. Theatre Society 1 Previous week, $35,590, eight-per$54,790.
“Somethings Abour. ‘a Soldier (tryout)— parties.
.
~
|e
Playhouse, .Wilmington (20-2).
subscription.. for: eight perform- formance split.
Last
week,
$54,488.
Last week, $35,182 with parties.
Chi
ances after.opening here :-Nov. 14: - Last. week, $18,583 for seven per-|oon of Music: Qa €o.)—Shubert,
Write Me a Murder, Belasco (D)
to'-one
qualified nod (Dettmer, formances ‘after -opening. ‘here |:a eobways Are for Sleeping (tryout)— | Do Re Mi, St. James (MC) (43d|
(4th wk; 28 p) ($6.96-$7.50; 967;
Nov.
14
to
three:
endorsements
|
Shubert,
Philly
(0-25);
Colonial,
‘Boston
wk; 344 p) ($8.60-$9.50; 1,615; $69,- $38,500}
. American) and three qualified raps
{(27-2).
(James
Donald,
Kim
500) (Phil Silvers). Previous ‘week,
(Cassidy, Tribune; Harris, News; AEichelbaum, Examiner;. KnickerSunday. in New York .(tryqut}—Walnut,
Hunter, Denholm
Elliott, Torin
becker, Chronicle; Sparel, News- | Philly (20-25, moves ‘to N-Y:).
$51,200.
Syse, Sun-Times). Played five eveThatcher, Ethel Griffies). Previous
-Call Bulletin).
Take ‘Her, She’s Mine ‘tryout)—-Shubert,
Last week, $42, 632 with Silvers
ning
‘performances
and
three
New Haven (27-2).
week, $35,384 with parties.
Taste of Honey_—Wilbur, Boston ‘(20:2). - out for four performances. Bernie
. Matinees.
Last week, $35,050 with parties.
wa
Man—Royal Aléxandra, Toronfa ‘West subbed.
:
TORONTO 7
Bye
|
Bye
Birdie
(N.
Y.
‘Co.),
Closed Last Week
‘CLEVELAND
aoa
Carnival = Natlonal, Wash. |
Evening With Yves Montand,
, La Plume de Ma Tante Hanna O'Keefe (MC-RS) (1st: wk) ($6.50;
|Golden (Solo) @th wk; 27 p) ($6.90‘Kwamina, 54th St. (MDi (4th
in
the aie ornare “Ciney |
‘(R-RS) (1st. wk)
($6.50: 4,515; 3,200; $105, 408). Previous week, (20:be fe Nixon, Pitt
“773;
$27 500).
Previous wk; 32 p) ($8.60; 1,434; $60,000).
World of Suzie Weng—Salt. Lake City|eee $26, 383 with parties
$55,000).
Previous week, $67,> $35,777, -Her Majesty’s, Montreal.
for Previous week, $20,889 with part‘Last’ week, $78,580 with O’Keefe- | (21); Civic, Idaho Falis .2); High.-School, seven performances.
180° with
FG-ATS Subscription.
Boise (23-24)
‘High School, Pendleton, ies. Closed Saturday (18) at an esTG:ATS - ‘subscription - after open- Ore. (25)3 ‘Moore,‘Séattle (27-2).
‘Fisher, .Detroif.
Last week, $22,461 for seven timated $450,000 Ioss.
: Last week, $51,458with: TG-ATS ing” here Nev. 13 to three favorperformances.
Exits Dec. 16 to
Last week, about $26,300 with
able. reviews (Cohen, Star; Evans,
subscription...
;
tour,
parties.
7 Telegram;. Whittaker, Globe - and . Off-Broadway Shows
*Far
Country,
Music
Box
(D)
Mail. Opening This Week
“DETROIT
‘|: (Figures denote .‘opening dates) | (33d wk; 263 p) ($6.90-$7:50; 1,101;
Advise. and Consent,. Fisher (D- : Tenth Man, Roval Alexandra (DAll in. Love, ‘Martinique’ (11-10-61).
Man for All Seasons, ANTA (D)
$40,107) (Kim Stanley, Ludwig DoAmerican Savoyards, Jan Hus (70-26-61).
RS) (1st wk) ($5.50; -1,606;. $52,000) RS) (2d wk) ($5.56; 1,525; :$38,103).
($6.90-$7.50;
1,185; $48,577) (Paul
Previous week, $17,404;
Androcles-Police,: Phoenix (11-21 BD. *|nath).
(Farley Granger, Chester. Morris). Previous week, $24,331-with - . _.Avuto
Leo
McKern,
George
Graveyard,..4ist St; LED.
Michael. Tolan took over the role Scofield,
~ Previous
week, $24, 887, Nixon, O’Keefe-TG-ATS © subscription.
. -Bafeony (Rep.), Cirel
Rose).
) originated by Steven
Hill last
: Bella,-Gramerey Arts (11‘Pittsburgh.
Last week, $25,610 with O’KeefeAmerican National Theatre &
Monday (20). The part was played
‘Blacks, St Marks e4eb.
“Last week, $48;510°with, Fisher TG-ATS subscription,
Caroline-Dock, Midway (11-21-61).
last week by Paul. Richards, Exits , Academy presentation of Robert
Connection, Living Rep) Spo 61).
- Playgoer. subscription.
Whitehead
& Roger L. Stevens
next Saturday (25) to tour.
a" Diff'rent, Mermaid
production of play by Robert Bolt.
eam
&
Bessie,
Cherry
Lane
(3-1-61).
- WASHINGTON
Last week, $16,346.
Night of the Iguana, ‘Shubert (D- :
Fantasticks. Sullivan‘S - 6-3-60).
Capitalized
at $60.000, opens toT) (2d wk). ($4.95; 2,000; $32,000)| Sunday. in New York. National . ‘Ghosts,
‘From
the
Second
City,
Royale
4th St, rest
(Bette *Davis, -Margaret - ‘Leighton, (C-T) .(2d. wk) ($4:95-$5.95; 1.683; . Jungle, Living Rep) (11-2-61).
‘R) (8th wk; 63 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 999; ‘night (Wed.) at a cost ot approxi(Rep) (0-31-61),
imately $60.000 and can break even
Alan Webb). ‘Previous week, about $41, 335). Previous. week, $38,454 | | Previous
week,
$13,
732.
$41,158).
AL
3.
hi
t around $25,000.
. with TG-ATS subscription,
" Misalianee, ‘SHeridan
$16,200 for six ‘performances.
ae week, $13.007.
Last week. $43,785 .with- ‘TG-ATS . Premise, Premise (11-22
Last week, $20, 201, |
y Life, Shubert (MC) ($8.60Threepenny Opera. de tos (9-20.
subscription.
‘Toinette, Theatre Marquee (11- BOL).
soo! 1,461; $61,000) (Walter Chi_ 2 by Sareyan, East End (10-22-61).
LOS. ANGELES:
of
ari, Barbara Cook, Jules Munshin).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Dame Judith Anderson, .Hart-}‘SPLIY WEEKS
Opened Iast Saturday night (18)
San Francisco, Nov. 21.
ford (D-RS) {$4. 95-$5.50; °1,032;, | inste Man (bus-and:truck) (MC-| Red Roses, Greenwich Mews (11- 27-60). to four affirmative notices (ChapLeningrad Kirov Ballet grossed
. Shadow of Heroes,. Zork (12-5-61)
$35,000).
Previous .week, $8,,000,.
Previous
week,
$54 111,|- Sing. Muse, Van
bes
man,
News;
McClain,
Jourgal- a tremendous
$216,248
at the
Geary; San Francisco..
seven-performance
split: (three- ; Apple, Livmg Theatre (12-97-61).
j American; Nadel, World-Telegram; 3,290-seat Opera House here in an
Hostage, One Sheridan’ Sa,(12-12-61).
Last week, $12, 147 for the pro- performance -Nov: .10-13 ©take at} - .Poppa
Is Home, Gate (12-14-61 Ln
Taubman,
Times)
and
three
nega11-performance
stand
which
ended
.. gram. of scenes..from: “Medea,” the Morris, South: Bend, ‘reported.
_Fortuna, Provincetown (12-1
‘tive (Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Her- last Sunday (19).
Cynic. Route, Actors 24461),
“. “Tower - Beyond. : Tragedy”
and in‘ last week’s issue as $14,075-was !° Along
ald Tribune; Watts, Post).
Not While Eating, Mad. Ave. (12-19-61).
Presentation, scaled to.a top of
“Macbeth, *in which Miss Ander- actually $24,075).
Madame Aphrodite, Orpheum (12-27-61):
Last ‘week, $27,127 for opening $9.50 Friday ‘and Saturday eveson is assisted by William Roerick,
CLOSED
performance. and three previews. nings and $8.50 other nights, drew
Last: week, $51, 513.for ‘eight perClandestine,
Actors (10-30-61):, ‘closed
Gypsy . iN. ¥, Co. , Biltmore formances: RKO Orpheuthy DavenGideon, Plymouth (D) (2d wk;31,112 paid admissions.
last Sunday - ad after 24 Performances.

‘Touring Shows

Kirov’s Frisco Mop-Up
e

3

a

eer

58

22, 1961
Wednesday, November

LEGITIMATE
ducers,, George Gersener & Ken
Gaston in assa. with Richard Roff-

__CASTIN G NEWS"

(c/o Gaston, 1514 Metro1 man
politan Ave., Bronx. 62, N. Y.; TA
2-5105).
Parts available for male
and femme ..experienced musical}.

Folluwing
Fotluwing are
are available parts in upcoming Broadway,. off-Broadway, and tuuring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and. tele.
vision shows.
All. information has been obtained directly by the
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been Te-.
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.).
The available rcles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addttions to the list will be made only when information #3 secured from

comedy

performers.

phone calls..“South of Heaven”

ducer,

Mail

c/o above

resumes

and

no

Lance

Barklie

Litera ti
Artrt Buchwald’s
Latest .
Buchwald’s.

photos

address;

(MD).

Yankees,” by. Phil.-Rizzuto and Al

Longtime postwar Paris resident Silverman, which ©Coward-McCann~
Art Buchwald, never losing his de- |will publish in the. spring; “Jack.
tached perspective on the Amer-: (Doc): Kearns’
Autobiogtaphy,” |

Pro-;

(53 E. 65th;ican

abroad,

has. come

up with{with

Oscar

(“The

Untouchables”

St., N.Y.). Available parts: lead |.another
bright
compendium
of | author) Fraley, for Putnam next
| femme, 45, strong legit voice; lead! pieces, many of them culled from } fall: “The Last of ‘The UntouchThe intention is to service performers with leadsi tan, 20's; femme comedy lead, !his syndicated N.Y. Herald .Trib- |ables’ ” by -Paul- Robsky; - with

responsible parties.
provided by the managements
run

a wild

goose

marathon.

of the shqus involved rather than to! 30's, scrawny; ingenue; man,

This

information

is published

without

In addition ‘to the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes’ productions announced for later this season, but, for which, the managements, .as yet; aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designations are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D' Drama, (MC) Musical ‘Comedy,
UMD» Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic
Reading.
+

a)

|Producers,

j Lawrence

Robert

Fryer

and;

Carr, in assaciation with

‘John Herman (234 W. 44th St,
IN-Y.; LA 4-2844). Available parts:
man, 19-21, tall, handsome, cat-

40's,j une

photos. and resumes
above address.

edition)

columns, |Oscar Fraley, for Popular Library

c.o Glasser, | $3.95), the humorist pans the Continental scene from. his personal
life to politics, from

TOURING

(toujours)

show

‘to

the tourists

gastronomy,

(especially

from

With. Basebail, "

by”

Rogers: Hornsby with Bill Surface,

is a -Coward-McCann spring book..
Actress Lynn Bari’s husband, Dr,

Nat’ K. ‘Rickles,

a psychiatrist, °is

pix) biz. to far-| doing a comprehensive. and’ infor-

“Carnival” (MC). Producer ay| flung places away from his Gallic mational . book on teenagers; L.A.
‘David ‘Merrick (264. W.. 44th St.,
‘environs (usually by courtesy of |district: attorney J:-Miller Leavy,
N.Y.; LO 3-+7520). Parts. available : some film biz junket and. alliec
10r two male fire jugglers, a dwarf ; probings into celluloidiana. Hong. w.k. in the picture: business, doing.
his autobiog in- ¢ollaboration- with
who sings well and a tall man plays |Kong, Rome,. Berlin, etc.}.
Jack Goulding,’ ‘city editor | of the
the trumpet well and sings. Contact
There is.much sagacity in Buch- LA. Mirror..
Peggy
Shields,
above
number. wald’s shrewd and discerning re-|
‘ Bill Surface, cosuthor- of ‘Sundry
portage of the global ‘scene but.|-sports ‘books {sée.: above). _leaving-

|

BROADWAY
tlike, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium
“Crime
of Giovanni
Venturi” height. fair; girl, 18, spiritual qual(MC. Producer. Philip Rose (157 ;jity, natural beauty, ‘fair; girl, 21,
W 57th St., N.¥.: CI 5-2255». Part tragile: girl, 18, all-American type;
available for a girl, 20-25, attrac- boy, 19, sincere. All roles are Nesing gro. Mail photos and resumes to;
tue,
Italian-looking,
must
well, Mail: photos and resumes c o above address,
:

‘never does he lose his grip on the for the Far East for another book

| basic humor of it all) Nonetheless ‘assignment.
for -Coward-MeCann
| the bite is frequently there, and plus articles for True, Saga and
almost always the reader will. be in “This ‘Week.
complete acquiescence. But atbve
Milton Macklin’s The ‘Private
(religii, “How Much Is That In
Dol
5

“Lamp Unto
My.
:
a Feet”
“Put It In Writing’ (R). Pro- ous-dramatie
series).
Producer,
ducer. Robert Weiner (234 W. 44th CBS (524 W. 57th St. N. Y.; JU]

Barbara Kennedy, above address.
“Happy
Happy Happy”
(MC).'

(European

likeable villain; boy, 12, wild, pre- | Under the umbrella. title, “How An February.
cocious. All parts are Negro. Mail :Much Is That In. Dollars?” (World, '
“My War

charge.

Jars?” perhaps the No. 1 clarion: Hell of (Ernest): ‘Hemingway” -due
oayy of the bewildered Yankee ‘soon via Paver Back Library; also:

Producers, Arthur Cantor & Robert .St. N. ¥.; LO 3-43707. Parts!6-6000);, casting director, Paula’ chopper’ along the rue de’ Rivoli doing a’ hardcover haok-on psychi-...
Wiener (234 W. 44th St. N. ¥.; available for male and femme re-|!indlin. Accepting. photos and re- |and the St. Hohores (faubourg authfor g stable,All in the Kellick
LO 3-4370-. Avai.able parts; man, vue types.
Mail photos and |Sumes of general male and female | ang/or rue), bewildered “by the j24 oring stable.
3u’s averaze male type, mu ., sing resumes co above address.
and dance very well; femme, 20's. i “Sound of Music” (MD). Produc-

averaze

and

femme

dance

very

Madison-Ave.

type,

must’

well; .man,

ad exec;

Sing ers,

35-40,

man,

Richard

Hammerstein’

Rodgers
2d

(488

&

Oscar

Madison

|

dramatic talent, ¢/o. above address.
No duplicates.

ehangeover

‘from the old

to- the | ;

NF—is very funny reading. Like
WBBM-TY, Chicago, (630 N. Mc-| his last year’s bestseller, “Don't| Not

Clurg

fat, Ave., N. Y."; casting director, Eddie |Parts:

Ct.,

Chicago;

available

for

WH

4-6000). | Forget To Write”

male

and |Amexco

(another popular

admonition),

this’

new|

small town exec, must sing; man, . Blum. Auditions for possible future |femme performers, all ages and‘ book also is bound to enjoy wide
30’s, evangelist, must sing; man, -‘replacements for. girls,. 7-16,. and! types. for 39-week series of drama! sales. The risibilities engendered
acrohatie, must sing and climb boys, 11-14 all with trained vaices.} workshops plus four to six prime' are a common denominator to anycharacters.
Mail
photos
and;time..original dramas.
Must ‘be. : one who's taken’ the big. tourist
walls to play carni entertainer;
-{ from. Chi. Mail photos and resumes: .leap from the new to the Old
femme, middle-aged, kooky battle. resumes to above address.

xe,

niu.’

sing

femme. 30

wel

eosoeay, and

and dance: yarious
cluding
evangelists,

Untitled Drama. Producer, David ,¢‘o Program Dept., above address.‘ World. Even for those whose orbit

;

“sing Merrick

(246 W. 44th St.. N. ¥.::

late

wood,

Diarist. Sherwood géne-ally. knawn that the .

dramatist,

was

an

Robert | E.

Sher-

inveterate

“dear

diary”’ adddict. His every move was

painstakinely

‘recorded. in’ daily :

memo form.
When his widow. Madeleine. discovered the diaries she though€.

John Mason

Brown

could | edit

Untitled Syndicated Vidtape Se-; is circumscribed by the IRT and | them into .a book, but instead, he

others in-!LO 3-7520'. : Part available for a ries. Producer, Tibor Productions
| BMT the vicarious thrill of Buch-{is now working on. a” definitive
executives, |Negro actor, 24-29, who speaks fiu- ,1200 W. 57th St..N. Y.; CO 5-7451). |wald’s namedropping and intimate |biography of the playwright, .utiliz-

carni types, and male and femme ‘ent German, nice Yeoking, mascu- :Parts available for femmies, 24-40,|

perspective

om

European

and|-ing-some

of the diary notes: and

characters.
Mail
photos
and line, with sense of humor and in-; with experience as cosmetie dera-! global mores is surefire. fun. And, | leads,. of course. as-..part of. the
resumes, through agents only, c’o tensity. Call Peggy Shields, above-;onst:ators, charm school tecahers, i considering international
boun- ‘project...
-_
..

above

address.

“I Can Get It For You Whole-

‘number, for. appointment.

sale’ ‘MC.
Producer, David Merrick (246, W. 44th St., N.Y.; LO 3-.
7520).
Equity chorus auditions '
‘Monday (27', girls, at 11 a.m. and
boys, at 2 p.m., at the Alvin Theatre +250: W
52d St.. N.Y. AL:

‘etal. Mail photos and resumes or: (aries and global jaunts, the world

“We Take. the Town” (MD). Pro- :film clips, c/o above’ address.

ducer, the Stuart Company. (881 :
Seventh
Ave. N.Y.; CI 17-0725).
Available parts: man, 32, fair enthusiastic,

swaggering,

must

aT

j weeds the fun even more. “Ab

=

CHATTER.

Looe

Mass.

el,. Sack: Podell appointed editor-in7
,
‘| ehief of TV Radio Mirror magazine
Calls it ‘Obscene
by Gerald A. Bartell. president of

“Tropic of Cancer” was adjudged

sing |

' “obscene, indecent and impure”

and mave well; femme, 25, dancer- f

Macfadden

Publications

and ‘wilt

by | continue as.ditto of Photoplay mag-

Ann Mosher will continue
Kill a. Mockingbird”. (D). |Judge Lewis Goldberg, who pre-jazine.
| Sided at a three-day hearing in| as editor of TV Radio Mirror.
must sing and dance and should’ volatile; femme, 20, auburn’ hair, » Producers; Alan Pakula & Robert |
delicate. eager,’ Soprano; man, 60, : Mulligan, in .association with An-! Suffolk (Mass.) Superior Court ‘in
bring music.
-James M.. Jacobson, president of
September. Judge Goldberg's find- Affiliated Publishers,, division of
bird-like
features,
soft- !
“Iste of Children” (D).
Produ- little.
:thony Productions. (Universal: Pic- j| =ing released Monday (13)
were | Pocket Books ‘Ane, .fappointed Alcers, Jester Osterman & Shirley spoken, tion-singing, can be beard-.:
finded;
man,
28,
non-singing.
aristoBernstein (1650 Broadway, N.Y.; |
Available parts: girl, 6-8, -_ ings of fact and order for. decree, fred Arees-¥.p.: “arid export. mane.
»} ager of the firm.
hen. Affiliated
JU 6-5570:. Understudy part avail-— eratic, weak-looking,; ineffectual; , tomboy; boy, 6-8 and boy, 9-11.j
in effect-a ban on the book..
tenor, 30-40, skinny, poeti¢; man,
actress-chest singer, dark, luscious, | © “To

‘9-80000.

Publishers Was established. Arees
{ They. must be typically -American
38, singer-dancer, squat, swarthy, :
looking and should
be able to: _“T-have carefully and painstak-|assumed the export sales: manage-.
enced actor.
Call Ni¢holas Gray, cruel; man. 35, non-singing, tall, -speak with.a Southern accent. Ap- '‘ingly read the ‘entire. book from ment ‘for Pocket’ Books: and its
. cover to caver. Applyihg the law wholly. owned subsidiaries Wash2bove number, for interview ap- straight, reserved; boy, 10, act,:
‘sing
and -play bugle; boy, 12,-* plicants will be seen by appoint: jias applicable to the book, I .am'tinston Square Press and All-Saints
pointment.
only through agents,. clo. : irresistably led to the conclusion. | Press, as well as-Golden ‘Press and
angelic choir ‘voice; femme,
14. “ment
“Jennie” (MD).
Producer, New- Sh
: fereree, 7;7: male singers: an jAlice Lee Boatwright, above ad- |that the book is. obscene, indecént specific Simon &. Schuster -publiburge-Porter Prods. (1619 Broad- - old peasant man and an old aristo-.dress:
‘and impure,” he said in the finding.. cations.
way, N. ¥.;: JU 6-4886). Available:
cratic man, four. young men, all
An appeal to the state supreme
Not. generally known that book
parts:
femme,
20, small,
lyric; 7 ut a
*comire singers: two mz- ,
Grove reviewer. and editor’ Harry Hansen
court by the publishers,
soprano; femme, 50’s, strong per-— ture women who must act. four
Press
Ine., which brought out: the. is also. a -Civil’ War buff.
New
sonality: male, 50-60, timid; three’
young
girls;
six young
femme |*
first American edition. last June American Librarv -is. bringing -out
men, 35-45, businessmen; femme, dancers: men dancers of all sizes, | (Figures-denote opening dates)
24, was predicted. The decision. his: “The. Civil Waref New Onevoluptuous model; character man,:
Affsir,
Strand
(9-21-61).
.
‘shapes and descriptions. Mail pho- | _' :Amorous Prawn, Piccadilly (12 5-59).
was the petition of Mass: Atty. ‘Volume
History”
a
.Mentor.
50-60, non-singing; high wire .act,
tos and resumes ¢ o above address.°
i. Beyond Fringe, Fortune (5-10-61). Gen. Edward W. McCormack Jr. original.
yt
ane man and one woman; several
B av Ciar, Cambridge (9-13-60).
An interlocutory ban was issued
Erskine Caldwell’s: “Jenny By:
Bonne Soup, Comedy (10-23-61).
small male and femme roles. All
June 24 by Judge Donald Macau- Nature” is among .the latest batch
b-e Bye Birdie, Her Majesty's (6-15-61
must sinz. Mail photos and res-.
OFF-BROADWAY
Cupboard, Arts (11-13-61..
lay in. Superior Court..
of novels to be banned in the Irish
umes, through agents only, above
D> Re Mi, Prince Wales (t0- 12-6).
“Banker's Daughter’? (MC). Pro-!
Fings Ain’t, Garrick (2-11-60).
| Republic by the -Cénsorship: of
address. .
ducers, Claire Nichtern ‘& Paul;
Guilty Party, St. Martin’s (8-17-61).
Busy
Hy
Kellick
|
Publications: Board. Others on list
“Little Me” '\[C}. Producers, Cy Libin (61 W. 9th St.,
.¥.7 AL
Hearibreak..H‘se, Wyndham’s (11-1- 61).
Flock of sports and show biz;i include “The - Cave” by Robert
Irma ta Douce, Lyric (7-17-58).
.
Available saris: man,
Feuer & Ernest Martin 1205 W. 43536:°
ifrequisr Verb, Criterion (4-11-61)
- books have been agented by H. .W.. Penn. Warren.
46th St.. N.Y¥.; JU 6-5555). Avail- 40's, charming rascal; femme, 21,
Let Yourself Go, Palladium (5-19-61).
Kellick, including: "The New York)
Doubleday: Has . former -Collier's
-able -parts: lead femme, Marilyn, attractive: willful; man, 25-35, cley-|. Long Sunset. Mermaid (11-7-6).
Lord Ch2mberiain, Saville (8-23-61).
‘editor Ed Anthony's -biog of. the.
Monroe type, chest and legit voice,:‘er, comic;- leading mat, handsome
Luther, Phoenix (7-276
late humorist, titled:. “Qld: Rare
Mousetrap, ‘Armbascador. (11-25-52),
artistocratic; lyric sogoud
comedienne
and _ actress: ft.‘baritone,
‘Mrs. Puffin, Duchess (7-18-61).
‘Don.
Marquis.” - “scheduled ~ “for
attractive,
aristocratic;
femme.
60's, Marlene
Dietrich‘ ‘ prano,
Music Man, Adelphi (3-16-61).
March publication:
trpe,
lezt
voice; femme,
60's,- femme, 50's, genteel; boy, rotund,
My. Fair Lady. Drury Lane (4-30-58).
_ (As of Nov. 21, 1961, closing)
New -(6-30:60).
Sophie Turker type, must sing;° naive: character man, ruddy: ‘sea| Oliver,
MacfaddenPublications, as ‘part
One Day of Year, Royal FE. (10-23-61) © Allyn & Bacon (OC) .. 36
.
Legit voices only. “Mail| One. For thé: Pot, Whitehall (8-2-61)..
man, 35. Rhett Butler type, bari-- captain.
American Book (AS).. 65. — 4% of the expansion of its’ paperback.
One Over Eight, Duke York’s (4-541).
tone; male team, 50's, Weber &- photos and resumes. c..0 above ad-*
34. publishing and distribution: divi‘Book of Month ...... 26°
— 34
Polish State Rep, Prince’s (10-30- 61).
Don't phone.
~
i Rehasrsal, Globe (45-61).
Fields type, must sing; adult sister dress.
Conde Nast (N.Y.)
. .~ 1023— Ta sion, ‘made’ thfree appointments...
Aldywich (12- 15-60).
act, 25-25. can either sing, dance or.
“Black Monday” (D). Prodtcer, : ‘Revertory,
Crowell-Collier (N.Y... 41
+ 5s. S..N: Himmelman, circulation v.p.,
Repertory, Old Vic (9-14specialt,s, do not actually have to William Hunt (co deJoia, 350 W.
named Joseph Bianco sales ,man-..
Ress, Haymarket Sie eb
Curtis Pub. Co. (N.Y). --10 bt
be sisters; male straight actor, 30’s, lath St., N. ¥.). Available parts: | ‘Sound .of Music, Palace (5- 18-61).
Ginn
&
Co,
(N.Y.).....
2912—
14 ager, Ray King, -assistant, and
Sz:
the World, Queens
(7-20-51).
leadin: man type. Do not mail |. several ‘males, white and Negro. | Teresa
‘Larry
Adler, promotion manager. of Avila, Vaudeville
(10-30- 61). Grolier
(OC)
Le
03l4—3
photos and resumes or call. Week-? 20-50, all types; white girl, 13-14;
'-| Maefadden | publishes.
Hillman-Whistle In Dark, Apollo (9-11-61). |
Grossett -& Dunlap (OC) 2414
Is awlitions will be held by ecast-‘: Negro boy, 13; white boy, 9-10;: _Foung {tn Heart, Vic. Fal <12-2}-60).
Macfadden
Books and. the Sport
| Harcourt Brace (OC)... 41° — 34, ‘Magazine Library
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
|
in. d:ragtor, Larry Kasha, through ‘one white ‘and one Negro femme, i. :
and is the na-: :
-Hearst
(OC)
...
24tg
‘Big Soft Nellie, Royal E. (11-21-61).
a2erts only,
tional distributor for Pyramid and. ‘
: 30-35; several non-Equity. children.
The Keep. Koyal Court (11-22-61).
Holt, R&W. (NY. ~. 42
42
‘Pyramid ‘Royal Books” and Grove
“Oliver” ¢MCe Producer, David All
must
have
geod
Southern : Critic's Choice, Vaudeville (12-56-61).
L.A. Times Mirror (OC) 36
:
CLOSED
Press’
Black Cat Books.
Merra’.
246 W. 44ta St. N.Y. “accents. Mail photos and- Tesumes |
‘Macfadden (AS) ......
Bt6— M
_ Bird. of Time, Savoy (5-31-6D; closed
Lt) 4-7525..
Parts available for: c.o above address. _ Arthur. A. Cohen, founder of
McCall (N.Y.)
.....
—.
last Saturday
(18) after 197 .perfermboy- 7-18, must sing, do some.
Books in 1955. -until
" ances.
‘McGraw-Hill (N.Y.) ... a7m— 8: & | Meridian
“Fiy Blackbird” (MID). producer. |
Dream & Bessie, Royal Ct. .(10-24-61);
Garmin and da a Cockney accent: , Helen Jacobson
5 | cbsorbed ‘by ‘World -Pub. in -1960,°
Nat’l Periedical Pub...
1714
(1 W. 39th St.,,
closed Nov. 11 after 31 performances.
Mairi
proto.
and
resumes
c‘o' N.Y.; BR 9-1358'.. Available’ parts:
‘Rinehart & Winston
‘
|
joining
Holt,
Yorker (OC) ...- 98
a
‘Wreath Udomo, Lyric H’smith (11-8-61(; New
Pes,
Shields, above address.
i leading Negro man, 25, .singer- _ Slosed. Nov. 11 after’ eight performances. Pocket Books (OC).... 26
+: % as editorial director of a new trade
religious
department.”
“Passage To India” iD). Produc-! actor;
‘Prentice. Hall (AS) .... 44144— 34
Negro,
50,
singer-actor;
ers Vueatre Guild, Robert Fryer: white man, "50, singer-actor; Negro|.
House (N.Y.).....28..
;
‘Scheduled Bway Preems Ran’m
& isvrence Carr, in association: femme, 21. singer-actress: oriental
Scott Foresman (00) . , 28%,— %]:
fAsn for All Seasons, ANTA, (11-22-61)
Time Inc. (OC) ....-.102%e+12114°
v ise John Herman (27 W. 53d St., } man, 21, singer-dancer; white-man,
Sunday In NAY., Cort (11-29-61).
D-ughter Silence, Music Bow ,{i1-30- 6D
H. W. Sams (OC} ..... 53 —%
W.¥. CO 5-6170'. Available parts: 45-50,
singer-actor;
male
and;
First ‘Love, Morosco (12-18-6
Western Pub: (OC).... 6+ wy SEEKING A BOOK PUBLISHER
Seve' a male East Indians; man, } femme singers and actors. with f.-- Take
“Hér, Biltmore Gs2LeL:
' Two fact-Blled, illustrated brochires
L5-2i, ened
physical appearance. ; acting ability, Negro, white. anal Subways, St. James (12-27-61). ..
tell how .to publish your book, get.
Nicht of iguana, Royale (12-28-61.
Mai? p: “HOS and resumes ¢’o Ruthj Puerto
Rican. Mail .photos.. and
OC Over -the Counter. :
40%
royalties, national - advertising,
Mort Sahl, Golden (1-6-62).
Krame
ahove
address;
don’t 'resumes c‘o above address. Don't)
—N.Y. Stock Exchange.
: . publicity and. promotion, .Free ediFamily. Affair, Rose (wk. 1-22-62).
New Faces of '62, Alvin (2-1-2).
phere
phone.
—American Stock Exchange.. . torial appraisal. Write Dept. VA, ..

able

for

a 14 year-old

boy,

slim,

earnest, sensitive, must "be experi-

London Shows.

Publishing Stocks.

Free toWRITERS

“Piace

‘Without

Twilight”

(D)

“Happy

Reviewers”

(R).

Pro-

“2°

No- Strings, Hellinger (3-1-621.
“Funny Thing Happened, ‘Alvin. (6-3-623|

“Gupplied by Bache & Cay

EXPOSITION

386. Park

PRESS

Ave. . $., NAY16.
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22, 1961
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_ AT THE.GOLDEN THEATRE, N.Y. C. SINCE OCT. 24

<

* “Are you nostalgic for Paris? Join Yves

Montand at the John Golden Theatre on

a personally conducted tour that is almost as gay and sentimental as a visit.”
”

_ **YVES MONTAND js a briliant
performer!”

— Post

* “YVES MONTAND a knockout!
Stood a fashionable audience on its
diamond-decked ear.”
— Jounal Amerion

* “VWES MONTAND is mastet of
the one-man show... the listener needs
neither French nor English—just a
susceptibility to charm—to have a
delightful two hours at the Golden.””

* “YVES MONTAND is
Paree per-

sonified. You can’t keep ’em down in
their seats when Montand is onstage. ’
irror

HOIIDIDOOO
Oa
II
II

f=

* “YVES MONTAND was so good
7

lstnight that even the men liked him
. «a Marvelous performer.. -allcharm.”
W.-Tele.

|

VVES

& Sun

* “VES MONTAND isone of the

‘most potent love potions
e-man
a onpoured
He isever

across the footlights.

theatre of the performing arts.”

DISUSE

Wi

“AN EVENING WITH
YVES MONTAND”’

|

UO
DOODLE
HLH
ELL
IIA
OOOO
\SOO
DUI
EN

-~—Jime Magazine

Presented byNorman Granz for stage and television.
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Off-Broadway Reviews

quence in his final courtroom!
speech is the affecting culmination of a warm. portrayal, while
Gil ‘Rogers, as the other doomed
man, has the needed passionate.
stridency.

‘worst sense of. ‘the ‘word, that can|not be fobbed off as professional
and. worth paying for...

mal course. of individual bargain
ing between actors: and their eme
ployers. ‘Similar
pressures. have

On the basis of the first two
‘been| observed. in dealings for
effect, Michael Clarke-. productions, unless producer-direcdirectors, choreographers, and
Laurence has provided atmospheric | tor Dorothy Raedier can get her
others, none. "of whom were even
C tasiz Meoeeee
Ann: Whiteside {s direct and re- represented in the talks where your
sets revealing the interior. and -ex- ‘company up to its customary perdecdea
bs)
John
Keine
Staged
by.
formance.
lével,
.the
ambitious
10-.
strained
as
a
girl
whose
lover
must
|
terior
of
a
farmhouse
on
Ireland’
s
two organizations arrived at. your
dota
Ms we,
seteimas.
Miehael
ClarkeLev weone
lighteneg,
Harrs
Baum;
ecosdie, Michael Miller is appropri-: agreement.”
southwestern
seacoast, while Jo- productivn: musical comedy season
.
betes
Frans
Geor,
BeckPlayhOpened
Note ook fanne Beck's costuming seems to’ may languish early:
ately devious as a latter-day Judas..
The League's contention in Tes
aw the Mai dinar
wise.
}and Kenneth Reid, as the. biased gard to the’matter is that only”
+the manner born.
—
-Géor,
top
Droaal © onfee
Richard Benter
judge,
conducts
the
courtroom stars who contract for a -pereentage
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Etienne Decroux.

environment,
Wheu the author fs spoofing
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mellow-countrymen,
a> at a cdnvivill wake,
he shows
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ago,
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revival of the Maxwell Anderson-

While The American Savoyard’s
Sullivan’s
‘evival of Gilbert
&
‘Utopia, Limited” is a cut above
he group's recent trifling with
“ranz Lehar’s “The Merry Widow,” the familiar home territory
of a better-krown G & S collabora‘ion would have helped.the Savovard's sagging musical comedy sea‘on,
Ragged choral work, incessant.
syplay among the extras, lack of
.acal precision by same _ solois‘s:

G. -H. Hickerson “Gods of the
| Lightning” is ‘an earnestly mis‘guided attempt to give life to an
arehaic ‘play. While

passion

about

the -much-debated Sacco-Vanzetti
case of the 1920’s stiJl has considerable

validity,

the

agitational

is. errant but nice. There’s. modest
insight into human motives, but
hardly enough fodder for a fulllength play.
|. Greenfeld: uses_ the Chekhovian
approach, which requires so much

downright. amateurishness

propaganda

aspects

material that the characters can ‘we over-stimulated Broadwayites.
become. multi-dimensional.
Since are. accustomed |it...was ‘refreshing
Gréeenfeld seems’not to have so
|and enriching.
;

of. the script

|

first act except raise. the question
of meaning.

If a script is dated, a director
must insure against the possibility
that. this: may harm his
tion. Davey Marlin-Jones’

preducstaging

doesn’t indicate that he had faced
up to this pdoblem.
Intensity and goodwill. are hallmarks of the revival’s individual
performances. As ope. of the mar-

in the tyred

men,

Harry.

White's - elo-

shopkeeper, James Earl Jones has
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0 |ture, grimace

consti- | Decroux -uses so weil.
tute a case against motherhood.
‘The “master’s” two “stars” “are
Robert Cothran has managed: to.: "Sterling Jensén and John M. Casey.
include a_livingroom-bedroom,
a‘ , Included -in company’ are Abby
luncheonette and something of the. Imber,, Lucy R.. Becque, Vivian
j street outside, in his homey setting. |Schindler, Jerry. Pantzer,.. and
A plus of off-Broadway is. the: ‘Solomon and’ Mina Yakim. ‘James
we.
ap
chance for burgeoning playwrights ; Lewis. who acted as master of
like Greenfeld to have production |
ceremonies with charm.
experience and audience reaction.
It costs moriey, however; and unless theatre-in-the-byways is. ‘to; Tom Hughes, managing director:
become.:sheer philanthropy therej of the. State Fair Music Hall, Dalmust. be more boxoffice. "Gear las, is scouting Broadway Prospects
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+ Presented Locally bY‘Jerome Rosenfeld

through

has settled

| than is evident here.

| “FIORELLO”' $115,200

manhood,

As a confused youngster on-the ‘derstanding of the essential mean="
run, first from his sweetheart, ing. of life ‘in Decroux’s evening,
then from the law, George Gatlin}:Still --it would be ungrateful to

all

ADVANCE TICKET SALES.

hood;

invigorating joSlality as.a_peri- age and finally weary, beaten old
patetic son ‘and Ed McKinley is | age—all | in .two magic. minutes?
amusing as.a nervously perspiring | For all its verve there was nothing
of that incisive, heartbreaking ung .
detective.

‘saccharine. sweet, it might

SHOW of the MONTH CLUB

3 Theatre

-stracts movements . ‘and. rhythms
‘conveying the inner essence of a
.working.
Although: -thispiece lacked the punch: to. which

| woman

seem. as old-hat as the Charleston.

CURRENT* BOSTON

| “SUBWAYS

alistic representation. ‘Rather,. from
the. motions of rubbing, wririging
and ‘hanging wet. clothes. he ab--

fortified himself, his apparent falent remains in the realm of “pr om- 1. Since Deé¢roux “counts ‘Marcel
‘Marceau among his. ‘pupils, come .
ising. ”
parisons are
in order, “however
- It is virtually impossible to see
Some of Greenfeld’s: sharpest odious. Deéroux’s art is essentially
“Gods of the Lightning,”’. however, observation, and the: production's} one. of comment. It is .comment, .
without reflecting on Anderson's best acting, are combined in a moreover, on the surface, Ww hich
subsequent sublimation in “Winter- single role. As a mother. who. be- does not get deeply.
‘inside the
set” of his intense. feelings about lieves. in the stars, her son and ‘matter at hand. We know: every=
ind an insistence on cuteness mar
what he was convinced was a ‘mis- good in even the wors: of us, thing that Decroux ‘shows ‘us. -He
‘Ctopia, Limited,” a second-rate
carriage of justice... Thus viewed,. Rosetta LeNoire gives a dandy per- simply -says it better. than we can
+ & S prank.
.
the ELT revival’ has‘ more than! formance. Prattling merrily, aware | see ‘it. ‘Marceau, on ‘the other.
‘ When the company occasionally mere academic interest.
of the world’s toughness ‘yet 2ver-. ‘hand, :performs the’ ‘function Of:
inds some of its professional sav_It’s, possible, however, that aj optimistie, she makes the mother the truly great artist: he gives: us’
there’s fun to be had. at the
insight into the world which ‘we.
van Hus House, Where the musi- spectator who had never heard of;! richly, warmly true.
Stager Allen Davis 3d, has re- . had not ‘seen before. -‘Can! one |
‘al repertory season
is holding Saeco and Vanzettl,. would find;
much of “Gods. of the Lightning” cruited and measuredly directed a ever forget’ Marceau’s.-short. solo
orth. As a stuffy English goveriess and her two maidenly modest confusing. ELT-ers haven’t man- generally good cast. Ed Cambridge piece within he gives us a man
Joyce. aged ‘to do much with a raucous is suceinctly calm as a kind-hearted walking. through life, from boy‘ards,
Sally
Birckhead.

Insanity, cruelty and death are
major
elements
in
‘“Sharon’s
Grave.” yet in the name of romance
Keane manages
a happy
ending. It’s pretty hard, however,
to discover wat the author has in
mind by wav of theme.
Heiena Carroil paces the production with a flashing portraya!
of the girl who must fend against
heavy odds. The actress has besuiling lilt and laughter, while
brazue slips easily from the tongue
of Dermot McNamara as a crippled
lad
whose frustrarion turns to evil.
Miko and Donna Curtis give evi-.
By
Russell. Granla O'Malley
and Ita
"Hagan. give twinkling - “ence of Savoyard style, form and}
1umor. As a Utopian king, Raylife to the short wake scene, while
nond Allen has a good measure
John Call, as an itinerant quack
“&
the requisite lightness, while
doctor, diligentiy attempts to inary Anne Staffa, as the king's
ject humor into) a part that just
inglicized
daughter, has pleasing:
isn’t funny. Brendan Burke conVevs anxiely as the girl’s vague] ‘aise and precision.
brother, and Mel Arrighi, as a roof
In some peripheral perform-|
thatcher who came for dinner, has ances, however, there. are uneasicero-handsomeness.
and a:
ness,
self-consciousness,

Sonia Moore has staged for nat-

The
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Touring “MUSIC MAN” opening Nov.. 27th, Shubert Theatre by our
PHILADELPHIA THEATRE CLUB now in its premiere
season—John Wanamaker, Membership Agent
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‘Mary, Mary
(HELEN HAYES, N. Y.)
Jean, Kerr’s “Mary, Mary” is a
‘prime | example of the ‘small- cast,
one-set comedy traditionally. be-

loved by Broadway. producers. Now
seven months old, this inclusive

play about marital tribulation ts a
-eonstant sellout, looks as fresh as
“ene ‘of the

daisies

the--authoress

gays please don’t-.eat, and all the
lines are well distributed among

the top talent company.

The
——_—
ow
:

only east change. jhas been MICHAEL WILDING as suceessoer

for: Michael Rennieasthe actor with a perceptive yen.

‘With Teose-

an

ntaplteony
seer

Wilding makes the. character seem a cross between John
Barrymore,
‘Errol Flynn and Vincent Price. The resulting matinee charm is such

that nobody would. ‘much, ‘mind if he made
:possibilitythe’ seript may allow somewhat

off with the ‘lady, a

more than Mrs. Kerr inik)

The perpetually .winnine actress,
Barbara

Bel. Geddes.

rated’ wife

with

as the sepa-

a

tongue, and Barry

razor-edge

Nelson.

ener-

getic and personable as the vexed
and bewildered
husband.
leave
little doubt early in the plav that

this connubia] -couple was never.
“intended for bliss.

It is no mean

tribute to Mrs. Kerr that she man-

rans.

ages ‘the feat of reuriion. in the
short ‘space of two more .acts.:
‘There might he a sizeable repeat
- trade

for “Mary, “Mary”. because

the wicked shafts have -insight and
_ revelation. .. If;Mary is contrary,

she is also a charmer,

and Mrs.

‘Kerr obviously is aware

that ever

‘since Eve got down to business in
the Gardenof Eden, Adam never
had a chance.’
As the wealthy minx. eandidating
for position of the second Mrs.,

Betsy von’ Furstenberg is still sau-

cily, sinuously «sexy,

while - John

Cromwell, in’ the unenviably ‘torn
position of legal counselor and
friend, retains ‘an urbanity all men
might envy.

“Mary, Mary”

seems to suggest

that it takes at least one to make
&: marriage.

As marriage counsel-

ing goes, the camedy is inexpensive and vey
Geor.

om
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staged by the American Society of [:
Bar Masters tbartenders to you)—|
Boatwright, UT.SS hbass- ! is slated for Dec. 7 at the Biltmore.

Broadway

London

Hollywood

a firstrun release. on the ChampsElysees next door to cinema hous- |”
ing Clair’s latest French film, “AIT } Dick. Fontaine
HYde- ._Rark 4561)
Metenrs
joined
Brittin
1
Gold
in World.”
has |’ Franchot Tone expected around ;
Publicist . Paul
Benson
agency. as -associate.
barsiene sings in March, 1962" at
Maria
Velasco, Yank --gingergrabbed
‘Rome's
Sam'‘l
Steinman
; ‘town
this: week... Stanley Kramer
|
Billy De Wolfe here from N..Y.
the Betszrade Opera
"Boris Go- for the first of many parties which
pianist: and actress back to the U:S,
is: here. until after Christmas.
—dial’ and “Aida” are the works. ‘the newspaper buneh, Gotham col-: Cardew Robinson being wooed- for the first time in seven years.
i
John
Crawford to Rome to join’
She
©
has
played
the
European
|
unmmisls et al. have set. up for the. for a month's: vaude and cabaret,
Fitsti: Mason, operatic soprano,
‘
DFZ's
“The
Longest
Day.
”,
jnitery circuit’ and. made pix in
expatriate
Broadway
p.a.
long sesh in Australia.
in private lite Mrs. William FE RagDale. Wasserman. ‘skied to Rome
domiciled in the Italian capital.- Champ foothaller Billy. Wright.: France, Italy and Britain.
land, returued from Europe Friday It's Steinmdn’s first visit back to husband of Joy, leader of the. ‘voeal!
"for: overseas production gabs. ,
LZ oon the Leonardo da Vinci
|. Irving Levin named directorial
his native country in nine years.‘ ‘ Beverley; Sisters GxTOUD.: -thade his
gets
in
Dec.
16,
and
Benson's
»
He
assistant’ to NT&T prexy Eugene
first
disk:
It's
called
°
‘Singing
For
After a year’s fasott planist Ru- “do”
is on the Lith.
V. Klein.
+; Kicks.’* . deth Serkin is in US. for concerts |
Olivier is_ still! —
Continued from page 1 —
|” June
Havoc. back’. from fiveAfter 20 years as fixtures.in ‘the- Sir Laurence
usdes the Judson, O'Neil! & Jud- Champagne Room of El Morocco, | hotel- bound.
He hoped. to move |jence” and the timing: of the act. month South. American tour for.
son banner. Returns to Europe in pianist Karl Inwald and violinist ‘into his Br ighton hom?- soon, with
;
State
Dept.
Without an audience his show runs:
Fred Fassler ‘who sueweeded the wife Joan Plowright. But a fire basi,only 15. minutes, but on that} Barbette, circus aerialist, will
June
‘Jate Audre Bobo: have left because. set back their plans.
|night. because of the laugh re. stage high acts in Metro's “Billy
Althousth
an Amer: an pianist
Edward
Goring,
ex-show
biz
re:
of the Ed Peroena management's ‘
> sponse. it took almost 30. minutes. | Rose’s Jumbo.”
dwias Katehen has rot phased here-’ decision
fur a change.
Inwald-, porter for the Daily Mail, named ;: After the show, they received -back- I Marty: : Spetber Joined Ashleyof Rank’s
Circuit:
is: 13ved
w
but is pera set by Kurt | bussler
going
into
the
private press officer
and
i
‘compliments
were | Steiner Agency, swinging from
Management Assn. Brenda Cruwys. stage
Wernnté
of
oMurchte starting party circuit. "™Ieantime the St. will be his. assistant.
sreated to dinner.
;
Famous Artists,
-

| ‘John & Jackie’7

Rezis’ La Bo'te, with a similar j
..
Base Imposes Ban
Oct
15.
“King Of Kings’. «(M-G) is being
Peter Glenville and Geraldine
policy of intime music, has been
‘serialized by Felix Barker, Evening ! That was on a Saturday night! Page ‘flew in: for local préem ‘of.
Wasner Onecr now controlied doin. big biz.
and
on
the fallowing Monday .an “Summer. and’ Smoke."
News -‘gtaffer.. Ron Randell. Brigid
bs Fetix W Salmazen. will hit the
Theatrical attorner Max Chop|official from the -base called ‘the;
Toad in 1962 wit “Caren” Ex- _nick and his wile. Marjorie: Marsh, |;Bazlen, Nicholas Ray’ and. "Samuel “booking agent, through whom they i Argentina. Brunetti will be dialog
flocked in for the U.K.
Peets to duplicate tis season's tour ren route back from’.combinafion | Bronston.
had worked,
advising: him -that'coach for Italian. cast members of
préem last week (15+;
“The Pigeon. That Took: Rome.”
of 53 performances in 41 cities.
legal and’ ASFA convention busi- | . Robert. ‘Starinage; who. ‘recently they were never to do their act

mex!

Harold Pinter, Bretisn playwrizht,
retirned to Londen last week on
the Qaueen Elizabeth.
Also s‘iling
was Edward Emanuel, international
chiet Darker of the Variety Club,

Histesgarde
ker into the
trence
Yeo’s

again.at any base in England. Tele-! |‘Ben Blue kudosed: by: City of.
officer for
signed
up igrams. were sent ‘to other bases: Santa Monica for his “outstanding:
Agents |with Voice and Vision Ltd., where {"@ming the act and. giving the:‘community. service’ achievements.”

ness. Her Marsh Tours’ travelog:
quit'.the jobFelevision,
of press
film wor a prize at what the Amer- i Associated

ican’ Society

of Travel

Martin
Agronsky, - NBC
news
-ASTA® likes to call its own brand; he will be looking after their ty, i;names
of the artists and
the|
of “Cannes Film Festival.” “Be- 1 film’ and radio. interests...
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eae Wolle ree a 8
per- years. later he assumed charge cf tenor John MrCormick and radio net
. Dorothy «de, Jagers, also in’ 1930., “career incubators.:for such
She wrote anovel about the theatre ‘ formersas Eve Arden, Randolph WCVIT, Connellsville, Pa. He also emcee Major Edward Bowes and‘ prjge js assistant to producers of
Was production assistant on the «qpe Reports.”
Greom is legit:
oe
called “Three-a-Day” and a detec- Scott and Joan Blondell.
managed
stations
in . Mississippi radio show. “Can You Top This?” stage manager.
sos
tive. story called “The Pulitizer: Born -in Chicago, Duffy started ‘and Ohio.
He was an ordaincd Surviving.
si
.
.
sb:
;
°
.
’
in
theatre
at'13
in
the
Grace
Hay“Prize Murders.” ;
.
urviving. besides her husband, s
Francoise Lec'ere to Hal Haley,?
. Methodist minister.
J: Mrs. Heyward had recently com- . ward stock company in Omaha and }
4 sister, Ruth,
;
iN.Y., Nov. 11. Greom is news ediThree brothers survive.
‘soon.
worked
his
way
up
moving
to.
‘pleted: an)’as. yet. untitled autoitor for CBS News in N.Y.
biograpkyto be published by- Ivan.’ New York where he played leads at
_ GEORGE C. BOWMAN
. George CC. Bowman, 92, author
Sandra Fleming to Stanley Mills,
EDWIN MARCUS
—.
sub-|].
He
Oblensky.. The -New | York -City :the Beiasco Theatre.
“way credits include:“Jonica.* * which

, Edwin Mareus, 75, former theat- and. songwriter. was found dead New York. Nov. 12. ‘He is son of
"ical ¢artoonist for the N.¥, Times, Noy. 7 at his home in San Antonio. -musie publisher Jack Mills and
‘ Daughters.” for which Mrs. Hey. ‘re owned nine theatres on West: died Nov. 13 in New York of a He wrote under his own name and “heads the Mills’ eitiliate. B.; F,
2
ward Was to“have been adviser on |Coast including’ the | Playhouse. heart attack, His sketches of the- also under the name of Baymann. Wood Music.
«J
now EI Capitan) and‘El Capitan _atrical. personalities were 2 weekly Pwo of his songs, “America” and
the libretto.
Mrs. Catherine Calveli to Lord
A daughter survives:
4 mow the Paramount),
-He proved ’ feature of the: frort ‘page of the
,Archibald,
London,
Nov.
15.
He's
“Uncle Sam Has. Called Us to
So
——
his. showmanship. at: the height of Sunday theatrical ‘section of: the Duty,” were written during World chairman of the Federation of Bri- °
the. depression when “he ‘did. the. Newspaper during the 20s and 30s. War II.
|
tish
Film
Makers,
.
.. . EESIE FERGUSON.
.
Elsie ‘Ferguson, 76. former legit-: ‘Coast... production
‘of . Eugene . He also did political cartoons. He. ‘Survivors include a son,,
Patricia Donahue to Euan Lioyd,
Opera has.announced

.. ‘sent-an opera based

bought. houses in Wash-°
At his peak,

plans.to pre- sequently

on “Mamba's - ington and B:ltimore.

film star, died.Noy..15 in New O'Neill's

London, Coun.

Will’

~

“Ah “Wilderness”: with .Tetivedin 1958 after ‘nearly 50

Rogers

playing - his.

only
,Years with the Times.

—:. Born. in. New York, she began ; Straight role on. stage.

- .,

“At one time,

London. Nov.

_
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Bride is ¢ tv

ERNES®E &, ) STEIN:
actress: he’s a film praducer.
Ernest A. Stein, 77. pioneer ex- : Carolynn Kopkin ta Payl Lucey,

Marcus -alsq: ex- ;

ber career. in 1902:as
a showgirl in: ~ Duffy’ was married twice. to’ Rerimented with animated cartnons ‘pj hitar who operated filmy the:tres Brooklyn, Nov. 18. Bride is sec“Liberty. Belles.” She later won Anne~ Nichols, author
-of “Abie’s, Working with Hugo Reisenfeld, He jy Milwaukee. Manitowoc and She-_ retary to Eq Feldman, Embassy
' the title of “prettiest. showgirl .on”

Irish: Rose” by whom he leavesa"7 magazines.
did short stories as well for several : ho ygan,
7

JOHN MacNEILL.

died of a heart attack, Nov. j Pictures’ publicity directes.
He retired in}
Lucie
Bail to Gary
Merton,

8 in Milwaukee.
{1942.
;

.

New

‘Surviving are his wife. daughter:film

-. John MacNeill, 28, a television and a son.:
(newsman burned Sept 24 in a plane ,

: NOV. 27, 1956:

cemed an.
°

Mrs. Lola M; Laverick, 47. one-|

‘crash’ during. an..air. show at Wil-|

i mington. N.C.. died. Nov.

York. Nov. 19. Bride is the
and video actress: he’s the

nitery

12: at’ time film actress under the name

IRTHS

+ Brooke Army Medical Center, San -of. Lola: Murray,
was
found.
Mr. and Mrs. %. Love, daughter,
Antonio. Tex..
.
dead at her Shrewsbury, N.J., hame Melbourne, Nov. 3. Mother is the

ee

The

plane, carrying

newsmen Nov. 11.

Surviving are her hus-, HSV7

“SSB

Adventure Club” coa
Mrs.¢ Bernie Winters,
son, London, Nov. 1. Father is a
ofj tv arid stage comedian: mother is

Broadway.” She then ‘appeared .in |Son. His marriage to. actress-Dale @nd. members .of the Army’s’sky- _band, two daughters, sister and her :compere.
Mr. and
‘the chorus. lines of “Babes
in’Toy-,| Winter, in 1924 also-ended in-di-; diving parachute team, crashed mether.
land,” “Mule. “Modisie: "and. the Yaree in. 1945. by whom a.son and [Sg

...
|

ie
of.
-in
Toie
a saleslady
Bons!of She
soon came

“Julie Bond daughter survivé..:
.-7
tel|
n
to ‘the...atCALAN. LIPSCOTT
tention .of}, William’ A: Brady. and]

cil wae the ce ond

rolein “The .Bondman.” She Jand

- . Jater-‘appeared’ in. “The

|

Loujs

Cerutti,

75.

coowner

former show girl Zitgy Heine.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Farher,
daughter. New York Nov. 13. Fa-

bi
suffered(gin ; ; brother
. ytoan to-die
Frank. . died | Nov. 18 in New
juries suffered'%in
to -die of injuries
ood

” he gave-her. an important support-]. Alan Lipscott, 67, vet top radio ithe accident.

ing

b

aS ‘tne second memoer
| of MACINGI
the WECT-TV
staff in. Wilmigg,Cerutti’s Restaurant, N.Y., with his
James -Craig Jr., 50.; York. He

retired in 1955.

Eatery

“on
a
tv comedy
writer, diad,d- after
[died Oct, 14. Three other men alfq 1s w.k. in the advertising belt. Sur-!ther js assistant

Strahge|a-heart

attack in Hollywoad:Nov. |died.

Woman." Her most ‘successful role | 20.° At his own request.
there ‘will
was in “Guteast” .in- 1914. In 1916 |be “no -services.
He .donated his
"she. appeared in the. title role of| eyes to the eye bank,
=
. Starting as an agent in NLY., he;
“" “Shirley Kaye"
..
De

‘In’ .1917, Miss. Ferguson.
joined |wrote’ special material for his
the “Famous. Players-Lasky. Corp. | clients.and
later devoted
full time

.

director

of re-

|‘ived by brother, daughter and son. | search and sales develepmens
{ WABC-TV. N. Y.

. WALLY

' _ Earl A. Griffen,

BROWN

56, projection-|

Mr.'and

Mrs. Jack

for

sSentley. son,

Wally “Brown, 57, film, comedy: ist_at film theatres in Manchester, |London. Noy. 10. Father is show
actor, died Nov. 13 in Los Angeles.‘ ¥-H., for the past. 20: years, died! piz columnist of the Sunday Pic‘He went to Hollywood after15, Nov. 7 in that: city.

torial;

mother

is

actiess

Wendy

-7 Cr aig.
years in vaudeville: His films. in-;
Fred Brady. 48. film writer. died !
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Miller. son,
as a film -actress. Her first film /to.writing
for such ngry uranty/ clude “Adventures. of. a’ Rookie,”
“Rookies. in Burma.” “Seven Days: Nov, 11 in Hollywood after a short 'wey. 14, Encino. Cal. Mather is the
was: “Barbary Sheep.’ This was; as .Ben Bernie. Jimmy .Durarit

., \Cushin,”. “Rose ‘of World:” “Song } more -recenuy. “Bachelor Father”
».of Songs.” “The -Lie.”. “A Doll's }and “Pete and Gladys.” -“Widow
House”

and ‘“‘The Danger = Mark.” | survives.”

Ashore.”

“Girl

Rush.” “Zombies

|Family

Honeymoon,”

daughter of Walt Disney: father is
former USC and Los Angeles Rams

survive.

|on Broadway.” “Genius at Work,’
“Around the World,” ‘‘Notorious,”

“Come to]

‘Shot

itDark’

She left: films in:1920 and returned | . Lipscatt and his-writing partner, -the :Stable” and “High and the}.
ta. Broadway.in “Sacred and Pro-| Bob Fisher,
just last week. sold to’ -Mighty.”. Brown: also appeared on.|
fane. Love.”.-This .was foltowed in| ABC-TV a comedy series, “Hooray Tadio and. tele shows. He -teamed aman. Continued fram page 1
1921. by, Varying. Shore.” which ;For Love,” which. was ‘slated ‘to. for a while with comic Alan.Cartion, which is berthed at the.
was. listed. among her mast. suc-: start production: Dec. 18 around ney in several films.
:
| -His wife, son, daughter and a. Theatre, will share similarly
=
a
-eessfpl. plays,. altfhough’ it clased Seattle
ditional picture coin up
after 31 performances.
:
| sister survive. —
.
_

-” After more filmmaking in 1921-}

:.

LUTHER

REED

|

' ‘Luther Reed; 73, a- film director

—

RITA.S.WARNER

$400,000 ceiling.

: |

football - star.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Cramer. 3d,
son, Santa Monica. Cal.. Nov. 10.
Mother

—
Booth
in ad- |

to

is actress Terry Moore.

Mr. and Mrs. Russ Bensley son,
N.Y.. Nov. 4. Father is CBS-TV
news writer.

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Shack. @augh-

a; ter. Miami.
| MCA Miami

Bilm. revenue in- excess of* the|

Nov.

rep.

17.

Father

is

Mr. ‘and Mrs. Ron Silverman,
Rita’
Stanwood Warner,
‘69, }-$135,000 down. payment is paid at ; daughter Nov. 16, Los Angeles.
“Wheel of Life.” It was a signifi- of the. 1920's, :died Nov.-16 in New
widow of the late H. B. Warner andathe rate of $3,000 weekly on prof- | Father, former staffer with Dai.y
cant play. for her. because in the. York,. after. a lIong illness:
wast- Was Frederick Warlock, EngHe went to Hollywood: in: 1916. former. Broadway actress, died ‘itable stanzas, beginning with the VARIETY, is assistant to producer‘lish aetor,, whom. she. married in. as a writer’ of -continuity and. while recuping from major-surgery comedy's first week in New York. director Mark. Robson with Red
1924. It was her third marriage. Scenarios, After serving in World in Hollywood: Nov. 16. She retired |The weekly payments apply to the Lion Films at 20th-Fox; mother is
:
. They appeared again on ‘stage ‘in ‘War I, Reed joined, Cosmopolitan years -ago, shortly after wedding, Broadway company and a road edi- .non-pro.

22;she

returned

to Broadway

in

64

|

|
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Wednesday, November 22, 1961

NOW! ON EVERY BEST-SELLER CHART IN THE BUSINESS!
y,

/— e A cinema master

mes. “Brilliant

production!” (Fe ¥e¥~—
¥%&) —New York Daily News,
“Stunning ...sets a new high for film musicals!” —N.Y. JournalAmerican. “At least tive years ahead of its time... the film that

must not be missed this year.” —N.Y. Herald Tribune. “All-star
blockbuster... the peerof movie musicals!” —N.Y. Mirror.
“A dynamic entertainment
with box-office success written all
over it.” —N.Y. World-Telegram & Sun. “An entertainment ee
of genuine popular appeal.” —New York Post.
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Chicago, Nov. 28.
:- Washington, Nov. 28... +
T1.Ernie.Fast midwest secretary of
‘Broadway ‘producer | Roger: : G
<The.
modern:
anlghtelub
{3
i
now
bes
"5s Sing-Along Idea.
‘I the. “American ‘Guild of: Variety
-Btevens: is planning a: super-spec- ABC-TV Auditioning For’. “coming. a -“day”. club. aswell, ‘The:|°TV’
“| Artists, - is denying implied allega~“‘tacular, 150-city, closed-circuit tele|: » First: Negro: Newscaster. “cafes are’ -busy: developing matinee |. _Clicks in St.Pi
anal.oations that: he had ever entered ‘into
: east next. May ‘to raise. ‘at. Teast|
business™
on.
Saturdays,
Sundays:
s
“The first Negro‘to ‘becomé a-regyA
|“sweetheart” contracts with hodd$7,000, 000 for Washington's . pro-|:cular
-network -Tlews correspondent | and ‘holidays. They have found ‘this | ‘The: “Mitch ©Miller’. ‘sing-along- lum-owned night clubs or that’ hig
‘posed .. National” Cultural: Centre,
willbe .making |it:‘on:‘the:ABC-TV to (be -a.-strong :seller: for family with-me” '-ddea, so. ‘hot: on. tv eur- office was used’ to. Negotiate con__ plus.-more ‘millions ‘for -local* cul- network. .
. | trade:-and: organizations, but -hepe.
‘is spreading to. Twin ‘Cities’ |tracts. that involved prostitutioa
tural - endeavors. in:each: city. Pare]: ABC: news chief Shin Hagerty has that: by: degrees: it- will. attract rently,
niteries ina big’ way. It’s largely. by exotie dancers..
te flewpatiog.
| ¢redited with _making..a new St.| * “We have nothing to fear from
been. interviewing -potential’: corres. strong -drop-in-. tradé. wo.
‘President. John: E. “Kennedy, spondents: ‘who_are.:also fluent -in-| ‘Aniong: clubs now -going- ‘in for
Paul. spot, the Golden’ Garter, a suc- any. investigation of the conduct:
present: when: “Stevens, -‘the.. new
Spanish: and: ‘Portuguese, . ‘with.an. miatifiées -are. the-Latin ‘Casino,*..CeSS |from ‘the outset.
‘
“| of: this’ offite,” he told VARIETY in
' chairman, -sprung. the-‘idea -at “,a: ‘éye towards-: stepped: -up-.Latin: Camden, - and: the Monticello, |. Capacity
‘every. might and brew- an ‘interview. last week...
‘Meeting of. the ‘Cultural: Centre’ s: ‘American® coverage.. Hagerty’ has Framingham, “Mass.: There .-are.
~: poard: of.“trustees, placed. his:-per-. indiéated. ‘that heii hirea.cauvalified: others, of. course; but: ‘these. spots | ‘éries serving it. have told the own-| -Fast’s denial came as result of
ers. it's “setting. all Ainds. ‘of: gal-:“tntensive. continuing investigation
tio . ‘sonal support: “enthusiastically -be- Negto,, oP eh,
have? developed : a strong enough lonage records...
we
| by: local: detectives working on be- Jhind: -the:- fund-raising-.. effort .tol”
vf trade. to: make-it a-regular feature. |
| half. ‘of a US. Senate. committee °
‘ fitiance ‘construction. of the centre. |}.
1, At the Latin Casino, especially,:«
jJooking: ‘into vice operations as a
- The. project ‘is “expected -ta cost]:
a “Philadelphia rand. ‘southern . New.
jsource. ‘of income for a nationwide.
- about: $75,000,000, although |the ini-|-U¥
|} Jersey:‘organizations -have’ “been.
| crime sy Nidicate. Fast has been suh: tial phase of construction ‘will Ter, ote
f baying huge sections. of..thé” club|’
poenaed for :a Jan. 4 appearance in|
“quire ‘only -$30,000.000.:‘| for: the. daytime: entertainment. |::
.| Washington. beforé the .committee.
“This: is .-a: most’ ‘importatit: “Tae!
_ Generally, the ‘sessions: -have. tot:
(headed by Sen. ‘John ‘McClellan)
tional |esponsibility,"
Kennedy.
| start around 2"p.m: or.at the latest,’
and:.has been ordered to bring ‘all’
~gaid of ‘plans. to ‘make ‘Washington :s
3 p:m.,.so ‘that’ the show atid :serv- ;
of the books and records of the
“ g national: showplace .of American | °
ing can" be |over: An ‘time to:Clean}
midwest office.
_ eultural . achievements. :“YF can ‘as- 1 the:
Bure you -that -this’ Administration,
business.”
will give it every. possible support: aa
: Another.ee aspect. particiitariy +
“Hollywaod;: Nov.. 28..
a ‘Continued: ‘on.page 79)
- Stevens: has. ‘a :‘split-the-profits |" AUnder -beseechment from the: “evident. in New. York is the. open=" |The. pace, 5. “feverish. and..‘the

neDayOnly

F;astest,
est.Firstest
‘hnScramble Of

ToAr’‘Runaway’

Pros,ConsinD.C.

- “Twist Features|"PEN: cafe operators, ages and

“planfor the 150:cities participating},
Holly wood * “eraft ‘unions; : Chief |<:
’ fa the closed-circuit ‘tv stunt, Parspokesmen: of the’ clamior: against|;
~ ‘tlcipating Cities. and . sponsoring
(Continued: ‘on.‘Page 44)".

“(Continued :on Page. 70)...

' sometimes ‘elear—all” ‘foncerning
. who's’ getting to- market first with’

:HintBurnsExitin
‘AsRCAF rexy.i)

“runaways,” |‘Hotise: Subcommittee

| the-most Twist, Paramount, Colum-

fe ‘Rep. John - ‘Dent- (D-Pa.): ‘meets.
only. **
this Friday. rah) for. one-day.

93.

Py Songwriter:Who.
~ Adfed Fabian ‘HitGoes:| of ‘the-Ameriéan. Federation of Mu-

Phe hearings will .pit ‘the “unions
oT against: the: management organiza‘.:
‘tion, ~ ‘Motion’. Picture: Assn:
of.
Ameriea:: Herman ‘Kenin; president, -

|.

2 , OFKey in Crime: Spree|:

Chubby Checker TShirts;
- Beanies inSanta’s Bag
Via:Merchandising Deal.

hia (which -struck-- gold with. the|.
"| first rock-’ n*-roller a few years. agzor)
‘and :Louis ‘Prinia all: have pictures |.
-on the new darice’ fad in curt ent:

production, :

‘StockSaleSequel

‘Chicago,

Noe. -28.

A food ‘example of ‘how. things { _ There'll be Chubby Checker tee-

are. going may. be had at:Par. Pro- | shirts, beanies and musical toys
for
sicians, - will. echo.the. “Hollywood |:
‘dueer .Harry_ ‘“Romni As. at Work .0n4.Cpr istmas: this year. The 20-year: crafts:
What he .calls an. ‘authentic? | old rock ’n’ roller, who touched
: “Philadelphia, ‘Nov: 28.
off..
:” List. releaséd by the Subcommit- .
tthe “Twist” dance craze with his
Clyde: Norris. 22, a. ‘songwriter. |*4
ae
The Radio Corp. of America may} “(Continued on page, 19}
(Continued
on.
‘Page:
6.
| Parkway disclick,. has been signed™
Who: penned ‘one: of -Fabian’s hits,;{ .”
noLt ‘have: ‘aA new: president |after” this”
sl -character © Mnerchandising by
> ended guilty. last.“ week. to ‘five:
Friday’s. (1): -board.- meeting. --Aic-. SMU: Cancels Ray. Charles
.
,
t
Henry. §
‘:robberiés, ©four... -attempted’ - ‘rob-.
cording ‘to. the “Wall: -Street:-end,

Nude Films: ‘Spreading,Ya

_;beries. ‘a: rape. and three. indecent |

there’ have” been: some. embarrass:
+ But Mostly They’re Dull _ ‘ing
questions arising ‘from’ ineum-

| Because.

in’s, Television. Per
enry Saperste
of.Dope Arrest :Sonalities.
Ine...

’ Dallas, Nov. 28...
> ‘gssaults..
While -‘An. prison’ con” “ previous’ ; “The: anti-“‘nudie”- fever’ “spreads. ‘bent’ prexy John L. Burns’ ‘selling } * Southern’ ‘Methodist U. has. ‘can-.
It’s
hot
in.-Los
‘Angeles,
.
‘shoiving!
.. robbery. rap, Norris. cletfed “About
some. .17,000- ‘shares of his - stock,’ “céled -the :Ray- Charles concert set.
', This’ Thing. Called~Love,” ‘ which. symptoms: in’ Chicago; and is.now; whi¢h he. picked. up.-ufider. stock: for Dee: 9 atthe campus ‘coliseum,:
‘emergent:
in
Miami.
cae
"sald: ‘sev eral: hundred - ‘thousand.
‘éption : at:. around $35: ‘and sold at.} because: of the:-1naestro’s’ recent’

‘Same. outfit. reportedly had. Ifcensed . $30. 000.000: worth of mer-Charidise ‘under the. Elvis Presley
imprimatur
during that singer’s
first .90- days: in the Saperstein
~
The:
"Florida
version.
of®
“thou
copies. Norris’. lawyer, -Harry. R.
‘around. -$57. “This ‘is- part ofa 21~: narcoties “ hassle in - Indianapolis. fold, ~§. 2.
Back, who. also. ‘represents Fabian; ‘shall: not ‘See’ started as a crusade 000-share holding’ and,: in’ turn, - is Fred. Bryson, ‘director’ of the SMU"
AS a character merchandiser,
against
literary
.
rornography.,
de-,
“told the court he had: paid, the.con-.
ess.thaz: half of :‘the 50,000. :shares’ Coliseum, has .dated. Connie. Fran- Saperstein: is: credited with the cre-“vict-tunesmith * $1,200 | “Foy alties
on which ‘he. -was. givén the: ‘option,:tis& the ‘Four: {Course as. Tre-. ation of the Debbie Reynolds Capri |
j.and. culniinated .in. a. court- or| at the same price,. under: his re-: -placements: that-.night.,
while he. was. still jn. jail.
Séats -in|
(Contin
}
:
ee
‘ban-against
Henry:
Miller's
“Fropic
‘Norris obtained ‘a pardon’. Tast
l-vised employ’ ment. contract: as pres-:
of.
‘Cancer’
‘(illegal
.
to”
sell,buy
or!
Bryson.
explained.
the
Charles
|
:
__Beptember after serving’ 22 months.
ident. ‘of. RCA..
“Of -an* eight. months-to-three years’ even possess): The campaign, via’ r -The™ pankers - are said: 16. ‘have cancellation: "| “He's: still <under}
: term. Within .a: week. after -his: Dade County. state's attorney: Rich- |put somé‘quéstions to RCA: board: chargé for possession’ of : narcotics,
| Follow. othe ape. in space —
vee gelease: he. went. on.‘a spree’ of .15 ard. E. Gerstein, ‘is*sparked by an {put some:David Sarnoff.: the--chief and. until it’s cleared. up we. ‘cannot:
heldups and. assaults. “He. pleaded. outfit called the ‘Decent Literature! execiitive: officer, ‘predicated. chief- sponsor his appearance: here. |:The: On au
:
fetw orks.
with
: that: he needed money to care. for |Cauncil, headed by: the: Rev. Bo F, At on the company. ‘president aun- same ‘thing would apply. ‘to.. stu-.
oe
“his parents, but counsel said-Norris: ‘Schumacher. or
foading’ $0 Many ‘shares,’
‘dents -or*faculty—they,.‘too,. ‘would |}‘SUPER ‘UNIVERSAL ZOOMAR
“could -have’ received advance. ‘royal: |. : The | _- group." - subsequently‘ has. _ Mentioned - ‘as -Burns’- sutccessor be: suspended, ustil the:Tatter v
was.| ; .
- i¢leated.” is
Hes if.he. asked: for. theni..
--(Continued. on. page 10) {Continued on.page: 48).
aeteennperee

the 6.000-seater are.$1.50-$2.50..
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WondersWhere ‘Composers’ “Dank. with Paver “ :
OW

The ‘Metropolitan Opera. season,

Film:Prod. ‘Boetticher.
‘Held for. Hotel: Detit .

sultantly, the Sunday (26) night
audience went nearly berserk with:
delight during ‘and: after the -climaxing mad scerie in “Lucia de.
Although. éxplo-:
Lammermoor.”
-~ sions. of. enthusiasm are familiar.
enough, though never common, at
o
the Met nothing comparable is. re-

se

e

4 ?
Are In an Evaporating ‘Area

yee

By. ROBERT J. LANDRY
which was.: almost. cancelled,. has |.
produced. the debut of a soprano,
' Joan. Sutherland, of Australia; who t
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Maureen ‘Bailey has. given up a
t $121°‘weekly salary. as’ a‘bit. plaver-'
singer ‘in: the: Broadway production
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(Continued on page. 71)
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(Continued. on. page. 10)-
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ly in ‘the near: future. The board,
* epoltfstei,: whether . partied oat tt “Frank. Gervasi
ean
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‘Bitertafainent
Editor
‘of
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Cothollé.
:= Beach’. ‘(Dec..’ 4-8);
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.
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‘ Jate in view of the fact that Screen.
New ‘York Dec.-1 at. Algonquin ‘7.
«He's ‘toting .dozen-odd. Italian’ ‘pix.
Actors Guild has banned the. dual |
- a| for" ‘placement: in. ‘various-‘foreign -‘Marts. during. Jmonuth-long. Gotham,”
Tole. of agent-producer. Stay,.
excluding.
a
‘week's
|
side
trip
to
Coast. In. any event :there’s no. doubt
‘the Government has decided to roll |:. “With ‘more : than. $500.000. tied). ” Saltgman, an. ‘American’ Whe: tias = George. Murphy .emcees :the. Allied States,awards.banguet,atthe.
up its sleeves. ‘and: go’ to” work. in “up in. the acquisition ‘of. novelist. been. living if France and England ‘Eden: Roe, Miami Beach, next. ‘Tharsday ‘«De
- earnest to: discover if.‘there. really’ Tan. -'Fleming’s.. “James . ‘Bond’: .most of: the tinie in ‘recent years, |-. : Hone. Hampton: signed. to.. ‘appear . in’ the.‘Harry ‘Romm:Paramount .
is any truth to..many. whispers of. | cloak-and-dagger. novels, - and with |‘said. he -wasn't “looking ‘for. ‘any. ‘production of “Hey. Lét’s Twist?’ .. > Iwate, Fuldawer,- formerly. with Sa
violations by. the talent .agencies. a budget..of more.than $1,000, 000 -censotship- troubles with thé ‘up-.: ‘Metro and. now with. Chicago's -Public ‘Relations Board :‘Inc:. cited “by..
To this end, a top team of ‘ex- set for: fhe first of a:, projected | coming. “Dr, No.” .The™last: three | the Publicity: Club of Chicago: for his:p.r. job forthe American Hardperts on: antitrust violations are -series of James: Bond- “features,. pix on. which: he“has. been. associ- | board: Assn. .’. . “Paula Prentiss, ballying «“‘Bachelor. in: Paradise,” back©
handling the. many facéts. of the: producers Albert R:.- ‘Broccoli. and. ated” as. producer --— “Saturday from ‘Europe where. the actiess combined: Publicity work: ‘with. 2 honey=;
probe
under
the .direction.. of. ‘Harry. Saltzman. have no: iritention ‘Night -and- Sunday. Morning,”““The|:‘moon: ‘With groom, Richard Benjamin
Charles L.. Whittinghill, chief .of ‘of :switching the series into’ ‘tv, Entertainer” ‘and “Look .Back..in
Universal's Charles Simonelli, ‘the:new. brideeroam; “back:atHisdesk ¢
.. the L.A. antitrust ‘division office. Saltzman reported: in: :-New. ‘York ‘Anger”—all' wound ‘up in. England. ‘after:a Béca.Raton honeymoon.- The others are E. C.’Stone of..N.Y., | Friday -(24). “Broceoli had been in’ with: “X” (adults-only) certificatés..| “Bert Anshien; “previously: av ith: Lopert, Valiant; Hal- ‘Roach’La
..:
eejay.”
Leonard R Posner and Jolin. Cc . New York with Saltzman: earlier in: ‘With.some: sarcasm;: he: ‘says. he’ “named. national print: controller ‘for Embassy: Pictures
but ‘left “New
York. doesn’t. want to become known |as Freddie Robbins. is at: the. ‘Metro lot doing. ‘Split-sereen film interviews,
‘Fricano of Washington and Mal- ‘the week
| Wednesday . (22), to.return. fo their pani ““exploitation type’ ‘of producer.” "| of ‘the “Boys’-Night: Out” cast, + |.
colm. ‘MacArthur of L.A.
‘London hg.”
“Nofing | that ‘Saturday. “Night : Word from -film ¢olony:: “David: B. ‘Heyl er, owner: of Beverly; Hills
-The. pair - were Sin“New” York: had“ been - ‘condenined=:by" the. Citizen, has: -added long-existant Hollywood ‘Citizen-News. to his -growing-) eonfabs' -‘at. ‘the -homeoffice* of: Legion | of. Decency: in.’ this: coun-. Jocal: ‘spread of newspapers ‘and. stepped. in ‘as, publisher. :-Harlan’ Palmer.”
‘United. ‘Artists, which: has. 9° sévén- try, Saltzman said he ‘disagreed _Jr., .former. publisher :‘and. son..of paper’s founder: -will remain. until:
picture “deal with’ .the’ “‘Broccoli- with the decision’ of: Walter Reade ‘first of year.. While -no price.tag was’ placed“on. transaction, Heyler. said...
‘Saltzman’ “indie production
com fwhose -- Continental: Distributing combination. of two sheets. was worth in‘ excess‘‘of $4.500. 000.: Included.
pany, ‘Eon: Prodiictions: ‘In’ the..cCom- handled’ “Saturday:. Night” in the. ‘in’ ‘deal ‘was .purchase -sF-. ‘seven ‘weeklies in adjoining: San: -Feinando| pany: of: ‘Terrence’ “Young; . who'll: U.S.) not to make. any- cuts-in the Maney giving. Heyler a chain of-‘16 papers, :most.of them neighborhood
direct the first ‘Bond’ feature; .“Dr. ‘pic.in-order. to get off the Legion’s sheets apart ‘from: two. named: Judge’ Harlan: Palmier.. acquired. ‘Hollv- :oe
Cincinn i, ‘Noy. ly‘tNo,”.and art director Ken’ ‘Adain, : condemned ist. -He--admitted: ‘that “wood Citizen, in:1941. “and: later: combined it-avith: Hollywood News. in,

- NiaUnited,‘Artists -

Par LosceesTSifufianty’
To For

.20s
A suit by. Paramou i. Film -Dis-. -the Eon’ toppers. ‘had just conie Up: the “cuts, would have been. erticial, + late
has- written: By Bar:en. el Mundo ‘y- Pequeno. Historia :
tributing : ‘Corp. to compel con- -from. Jamaica. where .they‘ ‘set -lo- but: he: thinks ‘that_as_ a result of | -, Perico Chicoie 1
tinued ‘showing .of “Breakfast-. at eations for | the. pic, .due“ to” get the. Legion: ‘blast, ‘pic. lost’ out: on de Mi:.Museo”—a. memory Jarie’ recap. of his’: ‘travels. and- a ¥limpse Tiffany’s” at the Valléy. ‘Theatre| underway. ° there . Jan. 15. (Com- ‘almost --a -millfon-bucks :worth of. of his ‘hard di ink - museum ‘in. Madrid,. 2 ‘mainstay - for: generations. and:
| Made firsthand | by. every. celebrity: {filmites,. abave. all). visiting.”
biz. :* irae
beyond ‘a. sixth week was. denied mented Saltzman: “This will be the Steiae |
DT
Madrid. .°-.pote
foe
by -Commen ”Pleas. Judge Carson. first: time -I've::ever--shot. a ‘pic. on |
1. TOA takes ‘a.pot Shot. at’ Chemstrand. ‘maker: or Acrilan saipetine~
location”: at’ a. resort. ‘during -the {}"
‘used: in ‘many theatres) for participating ‘sponsorship of “those Saturday. :
‘The ruling permitted the. sched- séason!**, “Pic - will have: seven |!
night. primetime: ‘features..on -video;' but. ‘skips-- ‘mention’ ‘08.-another ©-uled Thanksgiving . Day -.opening. -weeks on Jamaican. locations té:be.
: T'sponsor, International ‘Latex, ‘the. Stanley Warner subsid .. . Universal':
of “Bachelor. in Paradise” . (M-G), followed; by .four’ weeks -af stadio.||
has
acquired: U: S.-Canada- rights -to :the British ‘Near ly: a:Nasty Ace.”
hes wiltten-on.ams ‘asad om..
| work.. in London.
c
at ‘the suburban deluxer.”
:Em-, J
cident”. from: producer.Bertram Ostrer, 'For. ‘April ‘release.
Paramount's
plea. for ‘an’ ins
. Kecording: ‘to. ‘Saltzman, :tele>
bassy’s “Capri” is now. The. Liberator.” This one, with. Roty ‘Calhoun
‘Junction. ‘ against - Louis
Wiethe, + ‘vision: could. hardly do. justice to}
War: Between
HT] starred, is -also:intended” as--the©‘pilot. ‘for ‘an. hourlong --ty series:
are
Valley -owner,, was. to.. ' prelong. the stories about ‘the fictitious. Brit
“Wonders' of: Aladdin”. via,.Metro- #ets' a Times ‘Sq. rum atthe: 8 in:
- showing of .“Breakfast™ -as long. as: ish ‘secret agent. -They. ‘all. feature’
cLA.and N.¥.. me ‘Dec, 22..-. . Al: ‘Famarin on. a. 10-city: tour: ‘toplant. ‘the balty,‘ahead: ‘of.
Profitable with Dee.. 17 as a tenta- “exotic. locales, lots of action ‘and
a “EL Cid”* launchings: ._.: ;
tive date.:
|a large percentage of ‘comparativeArthur’ L.Mayer, veteran: picture.“publidist and. importer.: “addressed:
Wiethe testified ‘that . he. “was ‘ly ‘racy ‘situations: ‘He. ‘and Broet-;f..: .‘| the: Marketing Club of. the.-Harvard: Business ‘School: on “The Growing. .
committed. to theNov. .23 opening coli -plan to space. ‘release ‘of the 1:
Pains ‘of a. Shrinking Industry.” ‘He..described: effects upon’the picture:
date for the Hope-Tarner film and ’ Bond pictures -‘at least a ‘year and.
emather“aeresting Feature.ro7 ‘business ‘of what. he* alls. the. 4.‘Ts: the advent of Televisi6én, the anti- that. his: contract ‘With. Paramount perhaps ..as- hich. as. 18 ‘nonths
Trust decree, current: “Pax: laws’ and. the Transformation in- the™ moral -.
tn. the.upcoming ©
“
was for a four-w eck.run of “Break:. apart. Plans Jre. that. ‘four. of Eon’s.
‘climate of ‘our time. He explained how,.through sueh- devices. as. inde--~
fasf.”
‘| seven: pic ‘for,UA will be. Bond ||:
‘pendent
production; -blockbusters, -widestreen ;“processes; “stereophonie:
56h.Anniversat Number ‘t
Tndge ‘Hoy’s: decision .‘as that stories..°
ry |
4| sound;: foreign :production, the liberalization. ‘of :the ‘Code; ‘drive-ins. and *
oe
“of. .
ev dence failed to show a meeting|" : After. “ene, “No.rst “which, ‘will
;
of ‘widespread™ diversification,. -picturemakers.: atid’ exhibitors have. with’ of minds’ on~ a-. run. “period for: faunch |Sean. Connery. in .the. Bond |}
-Tesourcefulness:’ ‘and.:. ‘ingenuity, .; Temodelled .the: industry. to: meet. ‘the.
\ VARIETY “Breakfast.”
, role; Eon plans to ‘shoot Flemings
|}
requirements of anew. era. ..~ Figures presented. ‘at.‘the fear. “From Russia, ‘With :Love,” start- Piusother ‘statistical ond sated iF Jeanne: Valerie, wha has. ah:important. featuréd “role in? Tes Cie sons© ;
ing showed a five-week. gross of ing in, November, 1962,On1 location | ae Eh shaits. and articles oe
ae tenes arrives: in town.“Monday. -AM):‘to help.Astor tubthump <
- $38,100° for. the.Paramoyat film, jin’Tetagik
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- Story”Fiction. Posed ‘as:
| Fact
" Ghieago:: “Noy. “88.
Hirota |
Gordon: ‘Jegal knight :er-. a
Fant. for ‘the’ estate’ of:the. ‘late: Al-

Washington, . Nov.. 28...

“AS:Peresult: ‘at‘Cuban’ freézéout i
— : Ay li
American films, ;French, product]
“Meiution brozuet.

“Don.Quinn. .

A committee. of Catholic bishops
Teoh (Tues.): “envisione ” that a

L

|-popular demand”

” Stanley‘Rothenberg’

“Mighty. ‘oxplares whereand: why

ry

late ‘.itself:| _Under

Motion’ Picture. Taw

-

- its:‘preem at the. United Artists The: |}:
7

film studio that-shows“a “character
' playing: the.,Paul: MuiW_rolé: being
.¥eferred:to as “Al” A earing the.
-eharacferistic: ‘gray. slouch
hat. with
= the _tutned-up. brim in. apparent
ae“reference. ‘ta Capone. Gordoti. says -

|

os toffee

noe

:

|) their -costs “out. of:-Cuba,- and: ‘were! pan

i
ne
: rarer
e

creative freedom. :

Z

°

|. “More~than. “once, ’. the bishop
continued, “‘the Legion of Decency |
J-and .this: committee have recog-~
nized”A ‘the:
ANE legitimacy. of tr uly aduit
“In

«, ;

caene | not.seeing. anything 0 ‘rivilous. aS} S
.
profits, ‘although: biz ‘was: reportedly if:
ARIETY.
| extremeli good. ‘Cuban government
Plug‘other‘Sstatisgical and datestifed: :thie
such be
films.
‘code.‘evaluation.
-authority of
should
author-e.
isharts and articles. «2
°°] jzed..by ‘theres.Motion°Picture Assn.
“Piusotherstatistical. cand: datecfiled 1 officials- ave even made some. dis- | wets
|.
=
: charts ond.articles,BS a ‘t} creet. suggestions: that one. way -thie+}
At oF America to. ‘indicate to parents.
:-J| French ‘producers. might -get their:
L
. | that. the films: in question are not
?

“So. far...two -French "producers

‘to’ look}~

Georse: Raft” ‘story - warning: dis:}-

2
--T
do
|

“|have © expressed ° ‘tentative. interest}:
Jin “the-proposal,” but nothing’ yet!

“|has: been: “firmed :ups

- Gordon, had. sent put letters ‘pre- |-

‘ vious: to. ‘the premiere *of. ref

oba "pe

‘>

h

L. Tecomihended ‘for. young people”
: The’. report “states. that publie.
| eriticism. of ‘film. content and treat-

‘|films’ whieh. would. then’ be free for.

and that the: main character ‘in!ibe}
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q
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0 Ae
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Foregoes Mediu

“| dough out is-by. coproducing ‘Cubainij.

_export.

.to::as “SAL”, in: ‘the ‘original: picture | |

was --not. ‘designed

a

dis-i .
..Crayenne’ said. that: ¥Fren
“Souk Anniversary: Number
tritss:were. haying problems. getting oe

H

- that. “Scarface” was never: referred |- film.

.. in the .ipeoming ©

[motion. of French« films abroad.

‘Snupiat Editorial:Feature
~ to a scene .in- whieh Raft’. meets | .1. “another“tn.
the. ‘upcoming: oe ors

Capone: after: thé filming..of ““Scar-|}
face,” 4 meeting which-Gordon says, Both:Anniversary. Number

—

*. “The responsibility of: the indus-.

‘The:
try treeds ° no ©restatement.
: | production -code ‘exists; adminis“oe
ee: a oe A Q
tered. ‘according . to its ‘letter: and:
“t| puléo.’ Unifrance.is the: French-in- |
spirit, jt ‘is the. producer’s. -best:
of
the:-anany. Editorial Fetuex||ally vin. the. responsible exercise: of
:| [|dustry’s. organization ‘for the’: :pro-] one a

‘. atre. here. last week,
uy The: lawyer points: in “particular ||“

“ eording to: Gordon, is a- ‘scene. in 2:

the chairman-

-Paterson, N.J:,. group. reported
| of
‘to’. the. rest:of the Catholic hiers
“archiy:: _

‘Remains: a.
'
Teste: Whodunit’: a

‘WhoGetsThe.
Beef?

- hever took place. Also in-error, ac+'|

come’ for:

-{['ship.‘of Bishop: James A. McNulty:

roneoaus, : fictitious - and. Aistorted” |.and. ‘telephones. ‘as. the perennial: - . money: “out: of.Cuba, sso. Robert Cra-|
; Portrayal. ‘of..-the’ pyohibition-era.
_ Paleenitiers: In <n. piece ve venne,::‘delegate-general .of” Uni' Zang figure. As he did“with CBS’s:|
ith
! | franee,. reported. in® New York Fri“Untouchables” and Allied: Artists”:
I -day. (24): Exée. ‘made a: short: Btop.:-"Al .Capone”—he’s going to: sue: |.
‘over en route from Paris. ‘to: Mexico
“Gordon saw the new AA picture ‘at
«pe
me
wb
land’ ‘the’ ‘current. ‘film ‘fest in. Aca-34:).°
ie

will

‘mandatory’: classification if: the ‘mo-..

}{ tion‘ picture industry: fails to regu-.

“of -but French Alstribs. are ‘onaing. tH):

*sfhowee “Al” Capone; has- termed bee
. “The. (George: “Raft Story". an “er. ‘paths:ebout Interruptions by‘waiters.
.

eae
|
were

ment duriny the past yedr has Con
tinued “with: little. ab: ement.”
We- clearly. envision,” the~ bishops. ‘said, Mean understandable -

. = popular’ demand

“Following the ‘Acapuleo: fest:dur-|"

for

mandatory

-ing: which:there may be some nego:|"
tiations* ona new. Franco-Mex: film
‘pact: Cravenne will return.to Paris

classification - ‘should: the industry
- Tefuse: Ao. regulate. itself. ”
. The bishops noted that segments |
~ Radio. coverage ‘Is. ‘out: for: Mon- |. ‘the industry. favor film classifi-.
the. film.
Astor Picttires “today: “Weis. ‘gg |Via a swing. through~Colombia :and day's (4) .twinbill. -heavyweight: of:
eation ‘but are in the. minority.
Venezuela; He’. topes’ to” line: “up:
i ‘revealing ‘the’ ‘establishment ‘of its | ‘either’. a. ‘fulltime: Unifrance rep to: ‘pugilisties:. Irv. Kahn;. ‘TelePromp- |. “A policy-. -Statement .must ‘come.
[own literary. department, “concur-: cover :‘both. ‘countries OF: parttime: ter. -prexy,.. tiixed_ the .“pickups |‘be-|from the leadership.of.the induscause”none: of ‘the nétworks came: try itself; If: anything... that lead-.Tent’ with the’ acquisition. ofits first} ‘reps in’ both ' ‘Caracas: and ‘Bogota: |
|with.’ Whiat- che. “considered -.* ership . has: ‘expressed | unalterable
property. News is due:at‘a. cocktail, . Rep is needed in each. country, he. up
“fair” ,/price:.
;
‘sald, but. for: “totally” different reation. ‘to. voluntary ‘classificaa
a
‘tion. “We regret. the organized in-“Saul. J effee,:. president-chairman’ party ‘at 22” in ‘New York:. -Head-: sons.:Business for French: pix ‘has
closed-circiit
-‘telecast, :feeding. 160. dustry’s intransigence.”
ae ‘ofMovielab: Film Laboratories; has'} ing up the. department: ‘is former’ been ‘good. in::Colombia.: so-the idea
Se eyes for - foreign.‘ expansion... Back. Jiterary: agent: ‘Joan. ‘Foley. (no: Te- ~j4s to promote it still further, while|:theatre - and arena: ‘Jocations, “plus: “Referring to the U.S. Supreme
: jn? New |.York: -followiing a, switig’ lation...: t6. Astor .-“Prexy., -George’ ‘inflation ‘has.-‘hampered’. trade., in. a. community :antenna hookup of ; ‘Court.:. ‘decision upholding ~ prior:
Venezuela, and a. rep --is needed some. 150.000 home receivers.
‘ around Europe,. exec said he found.
oe ‘censorship. at the. staté- and local : “anumiber of: extremely attractive. | Foley) with. Margaret. Aylward. as ‘there to. bring: some. ‘order, out: of|.” First:of the back-to-back‘ ‘fights |level.- the. bishops -reiterated the
‘pits ‘Sonny- Liston and: Albert West- ‘Catholic ‘preference for ‘‘self-regue.
the. ‘confusion...
opportunifies to further: the’ ‘plans. story.editor. :
swe have: for. Movielab’s expansion,”
First, properly: aéquisition’:is‘thet: He feels: that’ French. pix:‘biz in|phal, from Philadelphia, '‘followed } lation: with. minimal legal con
Jeffee. ‘is- particularly’ interésted:| ‘Hovel, “The: Only. Reason,’"by Ter- the¢ |US.:; has -“probably :‘been -down by the heavyweight. title. match. be- { trols.” tween champ Floyd: Patterson ‘and
Exhibitors: are. just as responsi- fs ‘setting up reciprocal operations. : bis
‘Torres, wife. ‘of. author ‘Meyer. ip
‘Tom McNeeley” -in ‘Toronto...
| ble for what is offered the pub'ie
‘ Jack-. ‘of. fop-grossing |”
-betiveen "Movielab: and:-fjlin_ proas are film. producers. ‘the: bishops
-¢essors: in’ both :Paris. ‘and: Rome. . evin. It's considered .likely: ‘that l'product (with the exception ‘of “La|:
.| emphasized, ,
Also: he entered. discussions: con- he ‘property: will -be: offered ‘to Verite”),. ‘but ‘predicts ‘it will -take
-‘The bishops ‘also. directed a seg-:
" cerning. ‘acquisition: of ‘a:‘European |. director Roger. Vadiin, whose “Les _a-jump in ‘the. coming. session With |
‘ment: of: their report: to those who:
‘lab. This would: mean. a facility ‘for: ‘Liaisons: Dangefouses”’. Astor will. ‘the. release of- such’ pix..as.““Les|:
.put-up money for films: “It. may
«the. - processing. | of”: films.” made" preem. here next Month: ‘Pic,: <3hich’ Liaisons -Dangereuses,”” “Last: Year 7
ynot -‘be: out. of ‘place .to- remind
‘abroad: for.: ‘distribiation - in _the'y as: a. setting. in.. ‘contemporary. ‘in. Marienbad,”’ among. other,_UPH]2
Paris,” will’ ‘be. done as an Astor:/ coming: entries.
lyf
“Arnold. ‘M: “Grant, film attorney, ‘barikers that’“the lending; of .the
‘United States. ;
- Jeffee- investigated : a new: “dye coproduction... with -’Frerieh ._inter- |
oe bWon' a: ‘$159,727 -default ‘judgmentji Beople's . savings .for film enter- |
°- technique‘ awwhiel- is “being: used. -in’ ests.
“’ “against-the. Selznick’ Co, last: week: ;prises | ‘carries. with it an- obliga-- :
. Switzerland.- sand” concluded . deals |’ "> According -to Geoize Foley, as
7. batter’ -defendant : failed .to: answer |-tien:”.to -enSure: that the projects.
: for ‘processing. jobs: in“ the course. tor his “neither the desire;. money.||
'_ 1 for: trial. appearance. ‘fo NWY.- Su: supported ‘by these: monies are not
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‘-of conferences, with, "producers ‘in | or’ the -facilities” to ‘undertake’ .a | ;
‘preme Court.:.
—
In “addition. to Bishop McNulty,..
England, France and Ttaly.:.
strictly dornestic. production’ at the,
. Lawyer had. “sued” for “payment!
"other
‘members of the committee.
.Movielab. is .on*.the- move :re moment, -but- “we: may. be able te).
* -Hollywood:. Nov: 28:
for ‘services: from October, 1958, to
are. Auxiliary Bishop ‘Aiden J. Bell
home, : ‘too: Jeffee ; reported. he's An about’ tivo. years.”Wee
‘Ouatitred. male participants. may! March this: year.,
.of .Los Angeles, Coadjutor -Archiconsidering: a. “eouple . of:
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| bishop, Lawrente J. Shehan of Bal_ Hons .
on. the east. toast, :
fee literary’ department, he -says:: is: to: rate, under.a decision. -Feached last.|-:
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-eisco screening. of * Mexico's’ The ‘establish ‘lasting peace.” “Ban All while: pic.”. -Kingstey-Union; Horner |"
certainly ‘deserve: fo be seen in this.
“Important. ‘Man: . Sternberg ‘spoke ‘atomic: -Weapons.” ‘end ..the :arms; ‘reports, will not be. submitting any.
‘market, : the : distrib. continued.
‘words. :of ° “praise. - for | exmeraman:|- race: ‘not’ the’ humaa: race:hace‘Similar
- Hollywood, “Nov. 28. | Ironically, says. Kingsley, ° in the
pix: to’ the fest ‘Rext’ year.:
-actor‘Ignacio.
;
Messages
*.
were
‘on
‘'arm_
bands;.7°
pie:
;
“So:man:
.
Motion’
Picture
. Gabriel. Figuerea, «
oné. successful -¢ase where a: proAnother distrib,” whose.” ‘senitiBoper Tarso |and Dolores del Rio.j
: breast’ plates: and homemade cards| Lments fell. somewhere: between: “Absn. OF ‘America -board ‘will “hold. ducer: opened: his own pic in New
by nearly. every ‘person
“Plans . to- televise: the fest “were. carried
those -of. Mayer. ‘and’ ‘Horner, *‘said ?ia hearing in. New ‘York: Dec. 11 -to ‘York; and subsequently. got a fat
"abandoned - -by :: Telesisteiia.: -Mexi- ‘| marching. Among, the:-crowd Were. “that-if he: were ‘picking out a. ‘ spot’:‘Pass onan” ‘appeal ‘made -by- Budd, guarantee: on the strength of :the
ano: becatise. of lark af spo gors -urherous
oll¥wood nersoiialities.
‘for:‘an’ ‘American filmy fest: he|Rogers,-“prexy of °‘Pathe-Xmerica, t N.Y: reviews and: business, the
3 the high costs. tacalver Most:with actress Janet. Wolfe: séen sell- We
“ould.‘nét necessari“ily: pick Frisco LOVEE.‘the. otganization's ‘Production :‘producer “made: not much. more
;
:
Code Administration - denying. ‘a. money than he Would. have had he..
‘of this.resort's hotels:aré cooperat-|
Ling .cher‘stickers “for 10c..each. and,4 which,
Sng fully with ‘the. Reséna, (ut four! quarehiers. including «actors Jered: not’ Btthough:aaTovely.citys is seal‘fo' the. ‘British-producéd: “The |‘made. ‘a. .pre-opening ©percentage
he:
would
*
choose.”
either:
Victim.”which -P-A: will distribute ;
"the: Pierre Marques. ‘Boca :.Chica,|:
I icist ay and ”Paull Qshorn, . pub- |Rather; |
deal.
«That was
British Lion’s.
.LaS “Brisas: Hilton and:-Hotel de’ dat icists“Bén" Irivin. and’ Bill: ‘Blowitz [New-York or “He'*wood: “How- fiin .this country. | Pic will ‘be: speci- “Pm All ‘Right Jack.” ‘Subsequently
“Playa, ‘refused -to” house foreign |and Most of the: kev’ speaker's.
| ever,:he ‘added, -thée-San: Franvisco | Uy screened «for board. -Pretimin- |sold ‘to: Columbia.»
"“delezitions. Siy ing: ‘no explanation |:fot ‘Of the: rally,. including. prior |fest: is: a. “Boing ‘aftair,”" ‘$0 Jets: ary. to the hearing.|
Film was nixed’ on:“twe: couts byt “Other, pix: - Jaunched adnsiccessae for. this -decisiofi.©
fon
:; | ads.and --printini g of3 cards:byand; surport it:
{the; Geoffrey in Shurlock.. “office: {fully in:New: York by their own
Foo Much: ‘Mediocrity’
The much dis uted. im. “Viridi| Placards: was. piit’ at-.$4,000. ‘by/a
“Candid
and. clinicat ‘discussion of ‘producers. _according to Kingsley,..
aha. sis’ not. to. heled fl4 a er, |comniittee: rép.- who-. said. it: “'Wwas | - This exec felt- that.19° features ;
in
include “The Little’ World of Don
- that ‘this sraised- “througtr -private.’ ‘donations |,
competition, -was about. five’ od ‘homosexuality” Eland its: “overtly+
-Ferretis: “has: ‘indicated
a
éxpressed
‘plea: for’ ‘socia:’. accept- Cainillo” and “The Wages of Feat,”
‘There
were
some
20:
people
on:
the
many; 14 w ould. be’ sufficietit.- And |.
. picture: as’ well ‘-as_ “The .Night,’"/.
oth
efforts undexfaken when local
“committee. -organized ‘three’ weeks | he- ‘thought: tliat” Levin,. in.. his ‘en- ance: of the horriosexual, to-'the. ex- -Berlin: Film. Feést’ prizewinhér;. -the|:
indies refused to come up. with fat*
Polish. Bic. -“Mother, ‘Mary of. the “ago. - “Most: worked, as. telephone thusiasm - to : “get. ‘Fepresentation: ‘tent that.‘he be -made socially. toler-. ‘guaranteés. “But: even in these’
contacts: _
from.as many countries as possible| able.” ‘Rogers Claims’ feature. was {eases,: : Said. Kingsley,
the
proae will:
enbad:
“the. “Alain. “‘Resnats. “filin,. “Hollyv: ‘ood people: “wlio. cotitrib- had-: accepted: several pix _which,|! j well: receiyed: in “England | -and. was|.ducers”
-attitudes
‘were
(more
bé“r shown’
after ‘the conclusion jted toward. expenses ..arid.allowed ‘Deeatise of :
‘| “a tasteful film’ on. a- delica e sub-«;.
their. lack: of. .quality,:ect’
that ‘aid’ wet-“eome Neithin -easy ‘to .understand:: than "Malle’s,of the: ‘Reseria;: with: the Screenings ‘their names" to. be: used. iricluded ‘had. no. business -‘being. shown. at .a’
since .both “Camillo” and. “Fear’’.
"set.for,Mexico City.
| thése ‘at: the -rally, ‘as well: as Saul fest. In .this: eategory. he: ‘placed |the purview. of, récent *publicity had ‘becn phenomenal successes in

‘CODEAPPEALSBOARD
WEIGHSVICTIM? DEC.11

_ “Ray
Bass,‘Polly. Betgeli; Theodore .Bikel; the Egy:ptian entry, “Wa Islamah,”. given’ to‘ ‘reldxation :‘of .cade ‘strue-

‘their. home territories. and. it wag
Bradbury. ‘Jocelyn... Brando, directed" by: ‘Andrew .Marton,° cur- ture.!.. -Film stats "Dirk Bovarde’
not. unréasonable ° to assume they. Marlon Brando; John: Cassavetes, ‘rently. working..en 20th-Fox’s. “The ‘and Sylyia Syms, «It's (an. Allied.
‘might
-“do ‘well here. . But*"Zazie,”
Mary:..Clarke. ' Stanley. Colbert,|Longest Day:”'. (Just ‘how: Mar-|Film presentation.of:.a" Michaet
“Hollywood, - Nov. 28...
* Riéhard. -Conte, ‘Helmut’ -Dantine. ton: happened’. to“ get«:this /assign- Relph, one‘Basil Dearden: ‘produc- according - to Kingsley.” which had : Herb MaciInty re, former western
aya.
great
firstrun in Paris, was dis- .
aay
Sammy .Davis: Ir. John.. Forsythe; ment.

© Macintyreat£peersBe
a

» division. sales :mahager for “RKORita’ Hayworth, ::“Matsha ‘Hunt,-:Joe
-“ Pathe, ‘becomes.veepee in charge. Hyams, “Abby:-Mann,. Dick: Martin,
i “of. distribution for. newly. formed .Mary ‘Murphy, -Kinit. ‘Novak, ‘Rohert
~ Releasing. arm Four:‘Crown Produc: | Presnell,- Cliff --Robertson,. -Jean:

is *inknown, ::though - it’s j tion,

:

appointing. ‘everywhere.

else

and

thought. that -it. might ° have :been |.
atratiged -by 20th-Fox prexy:-Spy-|:": Chailes*. ‘Schneer’s Jason. ‘and : hasn't yet been.‘sold: in most ‘world
.

be

ot
.
Yos P. Skouras .at 4. time wher. Golden. Fleéce"”. .company,:’ which: markets.
Skouras was making. arrangements. had been. shooting in ‘south of Italy;Hons, .: a
- i ‘Simmonsg;. BUT: Stout, Shelley: Win:
¥
to -shoot’a portion..¢ot‘“Mleopatra” -has returned to: Rome and.the. Safa} Puerto.” Bica’s’ Commonwealth
Ws FreiGebhardt: outst
iters and ‘Robert:Wise. no
Ala Fave
as
- Palating ‘audios...
ae
t ctreultis now. in-the TOA fold.
yee
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ers (Four Stars — ‘Highest Rating).owe
2 ““Laurence Harvey, who attracted attention.
-on the screen because of his actingin the..
- British prize-winning, film, ‘Room At The..

- Fop,’ gives. the: best.characterization of
his career!"
=e y,.ait news

“Laurence: ‘Harvey esp+ bestperformance
since ‘Room: At The Top,’ and really the —
first time he has been shown to: major
, advantage inan ‘American film...
genuine adult moviemaking
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“.. .the role of the Doctor iisplayed by.
Laurence Harvey and itis easily his best

SMe
ft
ote

ME
8
.sion

performance in an. American picture,
reminding us of ‘Room. At The Top’...
eo
*
Ris certainly: one of the’ best. film:

interpretations of.a. Williams play... . it::
is also
one. ofNthe: betterr American films: ~
this
year!
-_ M. % HenaLD-Taibune.

ee

Harvey.in.thisbest.‘Aimerican
. MOTION: PICTUREMena.

“Laurence Harvey, so. good i
in:‘Roomat
The Top,’ isexcellent. again!”
A

CUE MAGAziNg

“Laurence Harvey gives his bestperform:
ance in an American movie?”
“amewsweet,

itis s asad story- told very‘touchingly
in this fine fiim, sO.welllacted by all its.

people and honestly and beautifully
fashioned byits.
director and Prod
me Me poe7.

Congratulctions to
4
oyou,too,
Peter Glenville!.
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eek (fourStars —
- HighestRating).ca”
: :“Miss ‘Pageabe draws. a portrait: with’ a.

~ fidelity that never wavers:.. Her-pperf
“ance isamemorable: orien

po

re

amy:‘DALY NEWS.

- ery4 beautifully‘enacted. and. sensitively

, directed study ofpure and carnal love...:
-: Geraldine Page can: scarcely. fail to win. ;
“an Academy nomination... ..she projects:
"theCharacter i
in a heart-breaking detail!’’..
vie SLA. HERALD-EXPRESS .

4,
fo ece
« (Tennessee) Williams’ vividly’ imag.
“ped people usually inspire vivid. perform: ances but seldom:one like: this .::.his 4
Williams’) collaboration:.with. Geraldine: #

atic masterpiece!”
»Pagehas createdadram
WY, WORLD.TELEGRAM

:“Geraldine Page ‘shows mastery. of acting . craft (in) a fine. performance which should*.

“win: her: an Oscar’ bid.en's
"genuine adult
movie making!” -.a
SEAL MIRROR
- “Geraldine. ‘Page's. definite interpretation °
“of the passionate. spinster is one of the.”

‘most exciting performances in.an Ameri::°

©

can film this year... lt is.certainly
one of".
~ the best fiim interpretations of a Williams...

~

ee

play... tis: also one ofthe better:Ameri-:
can films this year?’. “sSMGY, HERALD- TRIBUNE.
“Geraldine: Page ‘shines i
in,
. ‘Summer and.
: a‘Smoke'!”.-.
aad

ae

se

iA.

TIMES: &, : ng

= ue:=;the role oftheplain Jane,the sorely’ Seo 2 eke
“<gistressed girl-of."Summer and-Smoke,’ °°
220° °
- isexquisitely played by Miss Page, whose 2 =.
many fine shadings of momentary hope. faeco
“followed by crashing ‘dismay and despair, eee
“are> nothing. short:of
briiant?™ es
we
,

SY, MIRROR

a‘Ses“vitie
is‘a
a sadstoryy,toldisang
_in
‘this fine fiim, $0
$0
; well acted: by: all tts:
.” people.and honestly. and beautifully.

fashioned by.itsdirector andproducer!”
°
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Freeman
: ‘Twist’PixRace ..|‘Moralfecabar(aa
ie inPix
is Pcked
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Continned ‘from page. t.a

Twister. .‘and: he’3:“doing. it" ‘with |:

“unlimited” budget. The. shooting § -

- Hollywood, ‘Nov:. 28, fe
the fitni
&i industry: ‘itself: comes in:
tor‘B lambasting bya new group: Hollywood,. Nov. 28. “| of: _public-spirited ;citizens named - London, Nov.. 28. ce Twist!” and it’s -being-shot at: ‘both.
‘pointed te. situations. in. pictures |: oo
they are currently shooting that}.
The Twist, is. now-a -nightly..| the Pathe Studio: and-thé--Pepper-'|: *... “Dein. The. Twist,” Keélou” “| Operation:. Moral: Upgrade, for as- a.
‘offer a.clear example for filmmak- |. highlight of ‘the.terping at ‘the. | mint ‘Lounge. (where it-caught fire |.- production .. “starritig.. “Louis «. 1 -sertedly. failing in its: Tesponsibiity.
ing in which the Writers Guild. of | _. swank,. conservative May. Fair - to begin: with) in’ New: York. .The - + Prima and June “Wilkinsoii; has’ -|to the public. In.a letter:addressedAmerica, West, request for ‘more }- Hotel. Planted: to lure: the |© shooting sked -may ‘hot sound too. ' . been::booked -by. National 'The: : to the. L. A...‘County. ‘Board. of Sue.”
scripts. featuring. Negros in ‘realistic.
bashful customers .on.to. the °° extensive but Par- has. the cast ” atres.into 50‘key sites for New.°-.| pervisors, * major ;; studios: them" .
positions is already being.done. floor are Gary Cockrell,. who. ‘|-working 18 hours: a, day—a. heavy |... "Year's: Eve release. «““Twist”. - ‘selves -were .accused: of cuing’ theCohn pointed out ‘that eight: out |: danced in “West Side. Story,” :| workout |for: even normal urtider-. a ‘wound: = shootings: “yesterday ™. production... of :-“‘objectionable”of the. ‘80-member cast. of his “The
| "films. ‘by: ‘fly-by-night, operators -not 7
and: Anz: Valiant,. a model who’ .- takings. .°
7 (Mon:):
:
Jnterns” -at Columbia are Negro,
“Is now a press rep at the hotel. oe |. “Hey; Let's": has:Joey: ‘Dee® ‘and veZ "Maurice. Duke. froduced: and. .| connected with the motion” picture: ”
noting it is”‘representative ‘of the
.
industry.
Twist: is. that. “Harry. Roy’:3° [the Starliférs, Jo-Ann Camphell, | a William: “Hole. directed :-pic
Negro ‘population of our country.. .,.band specializes. in. music ‘of . Teddy Randazzo and. Kay" Armen
The. OMB; formed: by.a ‘group Of:
‘which’ also features ‘Sam Butera
Characters played include two in- |. the 1920s .and. patrons ‘who. | among ‘others: before’ the cameras." 2 & the)Witnesses. De
‘local clubwomen ‘last March. for.
ae

Robert

Hollywood; ‘Nov. 28, "4

Cohn, Stanley “Kramer{ ...

and Ronald Lubin yesterday (Mon.)

|

"|schedule: is 1§. days.

~..,-:

“"(Phis-entry in, the choredgraphie|

Tist's Twist

-sTwist's? Preem.

sweepstakes: is titled. “Hey, Let's.

terns ‘Don Marshall-and Bill Gunn) } come to have a. nostalgic: bash.: “(Cols .“Twist-.Around ‘the. ‘Clock”’,| ©.
and six nurses,.. ‘orderlies and at- », with the’ Charleston’ and. the: ‘| has, Chubby. Checker; Prima’ ‘s:“Do-.[ ==
tendants. ..Producer’ ‘said -the .:pic-| ~ Turkey Trot ‘are: finding the... ing the. Twist”: has:: Prima, aS: its |
ture is planned as: a: honest: récre-. f, Twist ‘as’ much fun—but: more : topliner): °
am
|
ation of a large county: hospital, én | " Gnergetie. -_
Paris. not: taking this“Ventiy;|
which there is. big Negro. employ- |.
;
in
terms
of.
economics.:
‘Company
|
* ment, and casting these roles, as’
‘Lis. ‘angling to: play. the worldwide |.
memters of their. own -race. is nat|
piarket
by
“J.
january:
This
.
means
mural. He pointed out there has, in
plenty. of: rush: since ‘the. ‘filma |".
the past, been some ‘hesitancy: in
-doesn’t conclude production: "until. |
casting Negroes in: major roles be‘| Dee; 6..Par is buying 600 prints, with:
cause of sales problems in‘southern

2

«the: ‘purpose ‘of .:“determining: “if
‘something couldn't be done toward’
‘|better, more wholesome. and more.

‘ourtNxhh

-| Newkirk, already. ‘has’ a: “Inembere ©, ae
“| ship of more -than -200; ‘including ‘a’
| few..men- Its. officers and: Many: of © ;

‘Writers:Aieas

Rationa"Behind
‘Miller daDay

entertaining theatre- enjoyment,’ 7”
-| according ‘to its’ prexy, Mrs; ‘Van’ iC. eo

its: advisory’ board are: Past presi-'.:
a
dents: of. various. women s..-organi-~
zations _. interested.
-*helping:
“eradicate . some of. the ‘filth -and-

Re LouPollock’

which to blanket.a substantial’ por- |:
:
+ tion. of the.‘United States and'many-}

areas and:revealed one party scene.
-.jn “Interns” shows them. mixing.|.
with whites.
but said “the picture |.
js about real. people and their tives |
and their lives include everybody.” |.
Reaction came as the result of a
‘Jetter in which. WGAW
prexy|
.-

‘smut. with. which

“we-are

being ©.
f

e
| foreign’ capitals. The. Savertising (.Jun
"Washington, Nov: 28, ‘inundated today,” ‘she. reports...
9 |budeet, ‘according ‘to a Par. exec, is m vu § ‘Judge .‘Alexander: ‘Holtzoft “t In. the letter. Sent: ‘over’: “her .
Fe ‘lial
‘sét. at.$500,000, which-exceeds. the yesterday* Mon.) refused: ‘to let: the signature, Mrs.. Newkirk charged, _oh
“Hey: -Let’s” tiegative. cost:
Screen: Writers. Guild intervene in. “if the major. ‘studios. will stop’ and::
or
jaisons.
--Par is: taking’ what: “XC. ‘feel is. court -case of -‘Louis Pol! ock, .-al analyze’ their own ‘productions. theyCharles Schnee asked Guild mem- Two. ‘principal: considerations’ are a well. calculated: Tisk: Company: leged: ‘accidental: victim. of so-called: ‘will. see. where the: ‘ntide and: Jewdbers to write parts in their scripts |understood to have .determined had its: Teps survey: the: ‘situation: “Hollywood. blacklist.” - _Holtzoff | boys’. ° get "the _inspiration ‘and.
that. portray Negroes ‘as they exist Astor Pictures’ -booking of:.its. dis- and: -they found: the Twist.to have said’ intervention . by Guild - Ww oiild.| license,‘to BO:‘just. one.step further.”
‘$n the American ‘scene.
putations. French import, “Les Lia-| caught ‘of in, small -burgs..as ‘well unduly complicate case. He author- |. - Sin giin g. “out: ‘Paramount's:
. Kramer illustrated’ use of a. Ne- isons Dangereuses,’’
into.” New as the key. ‘cities, And. it’ssa click: ized ‘group te take ‘part ..in ‘amicus “Breakfast at Tiffany’s” as. a -par-_ *
gro in such.a character by pointing} YOrk’s legit Henry Miller: Theatre. in many parts of the world as ‘well: | curiae ‘role,: however,” which. ‘will: ticular’: offender, lettér. said, “this .
1 is: just ‘one ‘supreme. example of *
out Sidriey Poitier, who plays a| 00. an’ unusual-threé-a-day,.. re-| Columbia distribution head. ‘Rube: allow. filing. ‘of: brief. |
psychiatrist.
in .“Point |Blank, sd served ©seat :-basis. ° They are (1) a _Jackter ‘states that - Col’s * “Twist: .
Attorneys: “for Guild. argued: ‘antchow. major. ‘studios ‘are :failirig in,(United Artists) is doing a role’ that’ fat guaranteé. from’ the theatré, Around the. Clock” is being’ set for- intervenor role should be ‘approved|their ‘responsibility to. the movie
:
>
was originally written as a white! and -(2)- the .tontinuing |tight art ‘Christmas. ©bookings. Exhibitor because: ‘of ‘the. Guild’s need to pro-.|: ‘going public.”
man.. Kramer stated, “In changing house: * ‘situation
in.. Manirattan, trailer for the picture: already .is tect: members. from. “black: market”
Y, Frank Freeman, :
“chaixinan’ of.
the charaéter of the prison psychi- caused: to .no little extent’ ‘by: the) available, lie -added. Col- ‘obviously ‘writers. :Pollock’s.. attorneys. sup=.| “the: Supérvisors’ | “TIeW: - committee: |
atrist: to a Negro,: we had both ‘increasing ‘use of the’ loéal posh’ is looking for the marketing’ jump ‘ported ‘the’ Guild's. motion:. “Law- and Paramount. veepee, also. comes
sound dramatic yalue and fealism’|arties by U.S. ‘major.distribs... -aon on. Paramount's “Hey :Let’s “Twist!” yers ‘for.Motion Picture: Assn. of: in ‘for.: his: share of. ‘criticism: in:
in mind.’ Obviously, the psychi-|
“Liaisons,” which . ‘openis ‘ wat” ‘the
United “Artists, not: ‘tobe. over- America. told. ‘Holtzoft. the vase was|.Jetter to ‘Supervisors.’-Quoting «a
atrist- patient relationship would } Miller Dec:: 18. succeeds Astor's in- looked,’ has . its: past’ -suiniier’s {simple - and: participant. role“ for'| Daty « VARIETY... -article” of -Nov. “1.
have’ greater explosive qualities. itial prestige. import; -‘‘La_ Dolce “Teenage . Millionaire?” ‘in. which ;Guild. : would
complicate “it. by- ‘that Freeman had: ‘Tefused ‘to Serve .
through such. a switch.
Realisti- |Vita, now: ‘winding: an extremely, | Chubby
-Cheeker. : “sings . “Let's. ibringing ‘in such. issues as collet. ‘if this committée was’ set up asa -a .
cally, we felt there was a chance to |successful-hardticket’ ‘engagement | wist Again.”: ‘Company: “says -it’s. tive. bargaining agreements.: MPAA “board.. of. cerisors or: a vigilante -..
broaden. the opportunities for the |(11. shows:.a week) “which: began fending. out: more . prints |to: call;spokesmen: Said they. are prepared body,. Mrs.: : Newkirk’ ‘noted: “This ee
fine Negro talent, available, a: meve -April 19. “Nita,:-however,. sports: branches. |a
*
a _ pte: ‘oppose --Pollock. on’: : gtoinds © he. tamié-as.no surprise te. us: ‘having’:
that was more than justified by the |a running ‘time just short of three
-|wasn’t” blacklisted: by. film compa: just "seen. ‘Paramount's ‘ ‘Breake «
fact the, there: are. in ‘increasing : hours,.-Which makes the. hardticket,
“fnies,- but- his;“works :were rejected | fast:
number “of qualified Negro. psychi- treatment seem a little more: feasi-.
| on. merit: et
, ‘Fréeman, ‘she: -shid, “ould iiot”
atrists in the country.”
‘ble ‘than’ -for...the”‘comparatively.
7 Possibly. criticize other. ‘films’: and. :

UNIVERSAL’S:HUDDLES -

“ Poliock’s attorneys ‘said:he. ‘was |
“There should be no- reason: ‘why |! short “Liaisons,”. which runs ‘only
barred. ‘from, émploym ent’ ‘because pass - this‘one ‘as ‘suitable arid:-in”
any number ‘of ‘characters in any| 106° minutes.:
Pic’ will, ‘be unhis ‘name: was. identical to a. writer , good. tasté:.It embdédied every. con:
‘number of properties. cottld riot. be | spooled at ‘the-Millet --at- 2:30. ._p-m., | Universal has. set four: regional: \questioned
‘ ceivable: ‘sordid cituation including =
by.” the.. ‘House
Un-;
"|
changed to reflect ‘the improving | 7. p.m. ..and: $:30° ‘pm. daily. for a
adultéry, “ narcotics, and ‘a:“-male-’.
huddles ‘to:cue its. domestic’ sales \American ‘Activities Comnzittee:
_Position of the Negra in our. SO-. total. of: 21 ‘shows. a Week...
;
Tha
kelated--but
separate
action
|
Prostitute:
Tying
naked ‘except ‘f0F.:
ciety,” he said.
.
_ Astor -prexy. George Foley “obs ‘staff’ On: plans:for its ‘Golden Jubia’
sheet.’””.. :
Similarly, Lubin revealed role of |viously. believes. that Sexy: ‘Roger lee Presidential” Sates. Drive:‘com- ?today, the: U.S. Court. of “Appeals.| 4- Cited also. as “riajor studios ‘Cone.
:
Set’
a.
héaring:
Dec.
12:
on.
question.
a. three-time-loser convicted
bur-; Vadim ~ “production: ° will ‘ benefit mencing Jan. 1:
.
. sof" ‘temporary - ‘injunction |‘against. “tribution ‘to ‘moral breakuip,”” were® ...
glar in “Reprieve” Allied Artists} |from. ‘the Miller ‘showcasing. . -but |:
‘Henry. Martin, véepee. and ‘sales . film “companies- concerning. ‘12. ‘al-. “Fanny,” “Splendor: in ‘the Grass”:ae
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ete e one (Cont) ‘treissues),- $3,=f (Indie) (3d: wk), “$1, 80 0...
| “Takes Thief”: (Par),. Wow $12,000... with.’a .great -$34:000._in~seventt. -second. <Stays.
:
7
> Charles :-(Fruchtman): (800; * 90: Last ,ok. Lovers”: “ dndte) “Ath. week, daydating the: ‘Victoria, and
Beekman: - -(Rugoff. . Th.) (590;
- Esquire «H&E Balaban) ‘a350: $1:‘30 1——
-arty: ‘Trans-Lux..52d: Street: |: °
Splendor: inGrass”” (WB): eel TE at dave
$1.:20-$1 05)——"Devil’s Eye”: (Janus) Bit $1 :25-$1:80:. _ "Breakfast At’ : Tif: |:
ay oe“Paris. Blues”. shapes big $32,600
.

.

0

“v fany's? (Paty (6th, Wk Nifty: $13,oo 000. Last week, $14,000
wr

+

°

Ith: wk). ‘Steady: $5.00. Last.week, |

ae

6th. wk). Fourth’ frame’. ended
a for’ third’: Stanza; *daydating. ‘the. -Suriday (26) was: big $7,500. . Third
| Astor ‘and ‘arty. Fine Arts... “Never ‘was $6,000. ©. -

tavaHighne,
~Frisco; ‘X-15°761:

(Schwaher) (460: 902] !
“. Loop. (Telem’t) 1606; 1 25:$1 80)’ . $1. rio
‘Roman... »Baleony”?
—"La Dolce Mita” iAstor? (subrun)'|"{Cont}. Fait .“$1,500, ":Last“ week...
(4th wk. Hardy $14, 000. Last Week, :*Girl. With. Suitcase’? “CEHis),.
«
Aad J.

* $13,000. or lose...

.

wk); $1,200.

"]_On Sunday” is up over the second|. Carnegie’. Rall” ‘Cinema

(PRA) .
|.week witha. fine. $14; 700. in third: 3002. _$1.25-$1:80)' —. “Neapolitan
‘round |at the Forum. |
’
i. ‘Carousel’ (Lux) (8th wk). Seventh

- Monroe. Jovan) -ti,o007 65-90)
: Five’ "West. (Schwabier). (435% 90- |
oS Pirate: and: Slave. . Girt”. ‘Undie)| $1:50'—"'The Mark” (Cont): 124,

wk)..

- “Estimates -‘for. This Week.

Astor (City. Inv.) 1,094: ae

“Paris Blues” (UA) (4th. wk). Third

irs Uand.48 Hours.-To. Live®. indie). : ‘Nice $2.000, ‘Last, week; $2,200.

tec To 1500,

Ssth” St. Playhouse (Moss) (253%
‘Innocen-e”
(Col) (2d wk). First week -ended
Monday: (27). was wham’ $7,500, one.
‘of ‘big -opening'‘weeks .here. Also’

‘stariza - ‘finished. ‘Monday : 427). Was. ‘ST 25-$2i—"tLoss. -‘of.

Gan: Franeis¢o, Nov.28.:
‘Okay: -$4,700: . Last:. week,’ “Female : Hippodrome: (Rappaporty.(2 '300;|,
Firstrun: trade isokay there: ‘cur-: “fortied $23. 000 --after.’ -$18, 000... for.
“ < Biends” -(Indie)‘and. “Model For}:'90-$1,50)—— "Blue. “Hawaii”. (Pari. | rently: “Blue Hawaif’ is rated, sock. second. week.’ “One, 'Fivo; Three”
(2: Murder” (Indie ‘,-'$4,000.
Big $13 000...“Last? week; -“Devil at on. Opener .at’ the Sf: Franobs: “(WAY.- due’: sin.next, ‘sometime in’
‘ £- »Oriental (Indie) «3 400; s0-s18
805
-4-O'Clock™: (Col) (4th. wk:;. $5.000.. “X715” . however, ‘is ‘quite’. lear: af. “Deceniber. .
|
_ (Continied, on. Page 16)”

“stanza : finished yesterday. (Tuies.)
‘was big $4,200, same as sixth week.

at. 68th St: Playhouse. ©

| .. Little. (Rappaport) (300; 90-$1. 50). the ‘United Artists: “Susan Slade” |_ Capitol (Loew) (4,820: $182.50) ""Rifth Ave. Cinema (Rugoff Th)
—="Bachelor* ‘in - Paradise” (M-G)|,(250: |_$1.25-$1.80) — “Throne -ofbine *§2000: -“Last' week.. “Question. nicely, ‘with:“Slade: being |espe- (2é “wk). This. round. winding ‘today: ‘Blogd”. (Indiel.{2d wk. First.’"S@S“32 -Undiey (3d. wk), $1,500...
‘| cially.:Sharp. “at Paramount -for ‘(Wed.) isheading for- sreat $34.509, |... “AContinued on ‘page 16).
| ahead: ".of :the. ‘$33, 000 0f *:
yinitial:
‘Mayfait -(Fruchtman)™.(750; ‘90- ‘second.
. Kweek. Stays...
kL.$1,50).
“Comancheros”::(20th) <4.

| “Loss. of: Innocence” (Col).. Pleas- “and. '“*Comanchergs” - are’ holding

feKings’Sturdy 176,: Hot '$7.500.--- Last .week. “Hustler” : -Estiniates tor.This Week:
Criterion _(Moss)-* (1,520 $1:25Gélden . -Gate . (RKO): «: (2: 888:
. ‘$2:50i—"Devil. at. 4 “O'Clock” (Col),
(3d. wk),. $5,000.
Susan’Bright$10,000
Bachelor’ Brisk 116; 3a‘(20thY.
“Can-Can”:“(M-G) (7th wk). “Sixth. -séssion - conipleted |
.New., 4Fruchtrian)
al $1.25-$1:50).
4,600::
’ Pittsburgh; “Nov;. "28. [$i 50)—="X-15"" (UA). ‘Dull. $2.500. and “Carousel” |; (M-G) :(reissues)- yesterday: (Tues.) ‘was: rousing.,$28.- hr Omaha; ‘Comancheros’
‘Okay
:
$8.500:.
Last.
-week,.
“Twenty
000’ or ‘near: after’$24. 000. for fit |
pop new ““filn’: is Blue .Hawaii," Last’ week.. “Armored: _Command”’
‘Plus “Two. Cndie): “and «. -“Time: ‘week. Stays. -", “hefty. at Staniley: while a lot: of:-ex=" (AA), “$3;800.::
© lively11G ‘X-15’. 86
€ifement: is “peing. generated ‘by ‘tiwo} ‘Playhouse (Schwaber).: 1358: '90- “Bomb”: (Indie), --$3;,500,. “in, six: days..]. ‘DeMille: (Reade) .ae463; 90:82: 50):

. _

ey
Omaha, Nov. 23..
- * - art entries, “Call. _Me. Genius”: ‘att: $l.50)—"Saturday Night.” “Sunday i “Fox (FWCr (4,651: “$1.25-$1.50i— |"—Summer and: “Smoke” Par) dt
"tthe. ‘Squirrel “Hill “and “Cold Wind} -Morning", (Cont): (4th -wk)...Bast} “ Comancheros” (20th): and “Misty”: wk), ‘Initial: ‘holdover..week. ending +: " Phanks. to” a.. large -number ‘of
=¥ 20th. (2d °:Ww ke Good: $13. 000:. ; today: Wea. ‘looks. ‘to “hold with} 1new. entries, biz has: perked. .up
‘hoe An: -August;” _at: Shadyside. -“Back "$2,500, Last week, $2,400.‘§mash: * $30,000 :after. - $25,000. for. considerably at downtown firstruns
(500; $I. 50) _
|Last Week, $15.500.
“rte ‘Street™. continues. fancy. in: fourth}: “Rex. (Freedman?
- Warfield. (Loew)* (2 686::"g125- first. round. ‘Stays: ‘indefinitely: .aoe | this.. .$tanza. - Hard-ticket “Seven
» at Fulton,
-]/“Naked. - Holiday”... ‘Undie? .
and + ¢1 50)—“Bachelor: .-in.-“Paradise” - Embassy=- (Guild©.Enterprises) : Wonders ‘of: World” is bangup. at* “Comanchetos” “remains Jowd .ini. “Morals: ‘Squad"., (Indie): 12d°Bie
AMG) -(2d.-wk). “Okay:$10,000. Last’ (3007 “90+S2. 75i—"'Guns : of, .Nava- the Cooper. “Susan Slade” looms
ae second at _Gatéway: “Bachelor: :‘in ‘Big. .$3.500. Last’, week: .$5,000."Te Paradise’ ’ stays -hot tin.:third” ‘aty° Stanton. (Fruchtman): (2,800;. 90: week, ‘$14, 500. ‘rone”: 4Col) 134 .wK.! First. hold-: hig. at the” Qmaha while. “Com‘Paramount. Pan’ (2, 646:: §1.23- oyer sveek' ertded yesterday. {(Tues.) mancheros” is.-rousing at Orpheum,
~ Penn... “Top. -holdover ‘is--“King: of}: $f. 50)1— ‘Susan ‘Slade .(WB». ‘Fair-.
a
“Kings” in ‘third wéek, of hardticket;. ish $7-500; _ Last’ week. “Tosyn. With-.t
ait; “gr.‘50\—''Susan. Slade” (WB ‘and pushed to big $14,000 after $13,000 K-15”. is oke‘at ‘three liouses. SecTs“Let's Rock”. ‘WB ‘(2d wk: Nice. for. opener: ‘Stays ‘until. “Ta -Dolce: ond week: of “Bachelor in Paradise”
i
Stenvat’ Warner, being. rated: ‘smash, :out Pity” (UAY. {24--vk), $5,500:
no and:‘ahead .of: Second: round.:
a
“Vita” (Astorr comes. in Dec. -13.. is: hoff at. State,
Town | (Rappaport) : (1,125:. 90--5 $42:000. Last week,. $19.000. |:
‘Estimates’ for. This Week.
‘Henry. Miller” iGilbert. “\filter) :
"' Estimates for This. Week.
PSL.50° —-"Bachelor® in. Paradise”: - St. Francis: ¢‘Par."(1:400;°_$is
‘Fulton , (Associated): (2.635: “SE AM-Gi: Big. $11,000 .for “Bob’- Hope’: $1, Poy eee ‘Blue: Hawaii” (Par): Sock: (8005. $1.50-S3. 50i—"La. Dolce: ‘Vita’? |
* Admiral: Chief, ‘Skyview (Blank;
a $1.50 “Back, Street” “(Gr (4th -wki: | Starrer,. East. week, ‘“Breakfast -vat.$22, 000..-Last ‘week, “Devil « At. .4. (Astor)” (33d: wk): The 32d. week | 1.
.239; 1,000; 1.200; :75-$1)—"X- 15”
4°" Brisk * $6,000-‘Or;“Overe:“Last .week: THfamy:s”_tPare (5th, Wy $6,000. O° Clock” (Col). «3th aw k); -$8,000._ 2 concluded ‘Saturday :125) was -okay |.
(UA)
and “Gun: Street’. (UA).
United Artists (No. Coast}: a, 151; -$13:000-‘after $15,000 in, 31st -week"-.* $6,760.
:
‘L$1-s1. 50)— "K-15". (FAD Slim. ‘$1 “Les: Liaisons-“Dangereuses” “\As= Fairly. -nice*"$8 .000.... Last “week,
‘Gateway (Associated), . :900::git
Flight
- Lost :-Balloon aa (Indie: . and.
000... Last .-weck. “Spartacus” “(U): |.tor) ‘opens -Dev. .18,"but:. “Vita” will
_: $ib0ne “Comancheros (20th) ‘(di ‘Bachelor’ Boffo:25G,

a

. wk:

~

Socko™ $9,000" or’. neat: Last}

Voweek,, -S10-200.

;

:

Sk

StLL.

i,

NY).

(Sth Wk), $5,000-in''5 days:.-

oo “Black Pit Dr: M” cindid, $8,000...

‘wind run. here on Dec. g;
. Cooper |Cooper)
Susan’. sie
000 -Morue:. (8S. - Ew. : Theaties}* (364: | ‘Palace’ (RKO}-: (1. 642,- 90-$2- ‘im.

(687; $1. ae:
.$2:20). “Seven. Wonders of World’.

_ ets Penn: (GATE): 3. 300: “$1$1 50.
; Sto :Louis,: Noy. 282.2) 7/501" —: §Don - Quixéte” ».nidie)- “Journey Center --of. Earth’ A20th). 1
' ‘Lively’ $11,000. Last
et “Bachelor
in, Paradise”. :(M-G)- (ai:> Firstégn ”-Cihenas | ate ‘peing:isth wk Oke $2,200: Last -weeltand “Sink: Bismarck’™:(20th). ire- “week,
Cinerama:,
:sSouth- Seas Adventure”
tiolss:
$14,000." “Last: ‘week, helped
|
by® a..flock’ of. new, Strong |.$2.400..

‘issues).. (2d .wki:: Initial: session.
‘Larkin. (AGRY ‘400:- “$1,75°82):— ended yesterday. (Tues:) was: mild’ 4Cinerama) (18th.wk); ‘$8.500. |
‘éntries... “Bachelor -in'.-- Paradise”
Dundee’ . (Cooper). (500;. $li—
‘Sh:‘aiside «MOTT. (730;$X.O51. shapes. standout: with ‘a’-wham’ take “From °
‘Romani ::‘Balcony’ ‘Undie).! ‘89.000: Won't ‘stay long...
“King. i and: I” (20th) -(reissue).
State.
(Times).
in
at:
Week.
ion:
Audust™
first:
“Blue:
‘Haj*Fast- $3;200. ‘Last. week, “La: Dolee.
“SCold: Wind:
:Foyum.
-UMossy.
(813;
90-$1,
80)
“Shapes}
‘big’ $3,000. -Last -week,
- Feverish-S2-A0n.. :TLast ‘Week. “Pure ,(vail. ‘also new, looms: ‘neat at the# Vita". CAstor)- (18th :wk); $3000. : “Never: -on: Sunday” : (oper - (4th "Question 7° ofAndie) (8th wk 31 500.
Hell ‘St.sBrinian’s (Cont. (2a. who usit.: Louis, 2also ‘initial. -session.. ““Su-.
Glay..(A-Ry' 1400; * $1.25-$1:49)-~+
Third
frame
.
ended.
‘Suridaypwkiz
$1 500.
at
$2.20
top.
ani. Slade” is. fine. fia.first at.Amn .“Mark” Cont): 5th wk):
Big’ $3,-.;4(26¥. climbed“ to tall. $13, 700 after | Omaka~™ "(Tristatest. (2,066: .$1Sauierel .Hi (834: $1:25\;# all! ‘bassador.:
|000. ‘Last week!.$3'300.7 <
: $11,000- for: second: “week.”. Also . BS.25)—"Susan . Slade”. (WB. Big
“Me Genius” (Cont, .Briltiant. $4:500: 1. “Breakfast ati Tiffany's a - looks. Alexandria’ (United: California’ playing. at’ Plaza. Where in: 59th
week,.
$10,000. or ‘close. * Last
- Last-week: - MGivl With’ Suitease”|bangup in ‘third. Fox: week: “Splen- | "(1,610;° St 49-32 “Breakfast .- Atiiweek..
}-“Breakfast at ‘Tiffanys™ (Par) (3d
ee
| d6F in- Grass”. is tated good: in.sixth. Tiffany's Pars’: 45th. --wk). ‘Fine. I
-. * (EN). (2d: wks; $2,500."
“Paraniount: “(ABS pry 1B663;, "gi-[ wk}, $5,000...
:
at
the
‘Esqiire;:
.
.Stanley (SW) (3700: $151son
“S11,000. :‘Last. week,” $12, 500. 1 $2) “Comancheros”. (20th) -::(5th-}- ‘Orpheum . (Tristates) - reB77: ‘$1So 8Biue.
Hawaii? (Pari. Hefty §15.000.
Estimates for This ‘Week.
Presidio - Art” ‘Theatre ~Guild): wki. Fourth week finished yester- - $1.25) -—— “Commancheros” ~(20th). - “=
Ambassadar
¢Arthur)
:
O9T0
|
00.
“Susan.
Slade"’
AWB):
‘oc Bast: week.
(774 $1.25)-—“Doctor. “In -Eove’’’ day:.(Tues:) ‘was “big: $28, 000" after Looks tall- $11,000 ‘or near. Last| $1
23)— “Susan. Slade!’ (WB)..:Fin
(ndiet 42g Wk. ‘Tall.$5.000. ‘Last. $25,000 for third -roand. “Second | week,."“Devil at 4 O'Clock”. (Col)
"Warner: (Sw): 4 ‘516:“$1 50-$2.75): ‘$16,000. -:Last week,. “afustier” week,: $6:000.:
Time Around” (20th) is: due.in next (3a wk); '$4,000-in five days.
"King of. Kings”. (M-G) (3d ‘wk).j (20th): (3d ‘wk),: :.$12.000.
- Coronet. (United. California): a. - -but. opening: ‘is not sét:- State. - (Cooper) ' (743;
= $1)-—
oa “Hatoeene $17; 000: with’: extra’ biz]: “ Apolio: “Art .(Grace).. 47005 “90:2805: ‘$1:80-82. 75)—"King ‘of ‘Kings".
Radin. City Music. Hall.(Reckefel- “Bachelor”: in’. Paradise” : ‘(M-G)
“from heliday:-and “one. additional $1.20 “Tunes of : Glory": {Lope} (M-G)- (Sth We).Oey. $40:009.‘Last lers): (6/2002: 90-$2:75).—. “Flower .(2d
wih. Brisk $6:500.after $8.900
mo Mealinee...Last: week,:
$16,000;
_ (Continued, ori
n Bage 16);
week,SUL,500.
sDDruitt:‘Song’ Wr, and:
\ stageshow bows, So

“. 2°
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5 $10,800.
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PICTURE GROSSES.

‘ia%0: “$1.50-$2) =S

4iLoss: ot. “‘Tano- |

~ National Boxoffice.Sareey.

cence” : (Col) 2a wk). -First week|
‘| ended ‘Monday. (27) was ‘great $12,|

‘Hawaii Last 156,"
I ng
_ Kansas City, Nov. 28.

4-

Holiday’ week greets a flurry. of |.
‘strong hewcomers, “Comancheros”

~ BUFFALO

‘@ | 500, one of big opening weeks. here.
|. Sutton”. (Rugoff...Th.)°. (561; ~95=

Holiday
‘Boosts. Biz: “Comaricheros’ ‘Champ: ‘ema

° $1:80) . —"..“Summer ‘-.and:. ‘Smoke”
“8 | (Par) “(2d.-wk)... This: round -ending|‘
‘_ "| today (Wed.) looks to climb. to sock |.
.

» 2d,‘Kings’ ‘3d, ‘Bachelot’ Ath,
4 ‘Busan’ Sth:

£$49,000.. or:-over after. ‘$18,000 for’
ae

DETROIT

opener. “Holds .indef,-

hie’ ‘Thanksgiving ‘holiday. week”
Trans-Lux 52d St. oe ay (540: $i-| - 4Gontinued ‘from. ‘page. 14)
“(Continued from: page ia.
fancy in. the. Plaza ros |Last:
Jérowds: are boosting trade in-gens-.
week, .“Spartacus”. sU) ‘Cath: $1.50)— ‘Splendor. ‘in. ‘Grass (WB)
Granada = combo... .“‘Blue’ Hawaii” wk-5 ‘days),. ‘$4.00. at $1:50' tap.- | (8th: wk)! . Seventh =.“session '.con- “Purple: ‘Hills” (20th) (2d wk). Fine| eral: this-session in ‘key cities cove “*
‘$17,000.. ‘Last’ week, $20,000 ee
Jooms sock: at the. Uptown. . “X15 "|
ered by. Vagiety:An array -of new,|
. Paramount. (AB-PT): 13,0005. *70-$1)-. ‘cluded yesterday: (Tues,) was. smash:
‘in three houses shapes thin. Para- —“Blue Hawaii”*-(Par). Smash. $11,500 _after...$10;000 -for-: sixth | - Michigan: (United: Detroit) (4;036; strong product: Teleased. for ‘this.
‘|$1. 25-$1:49)—"Blue. Hawaii” (Par). -holiday ‘week -is “one ‘of. the major *.
mount. is ‘rated. good with. “Susan,2 $18, 000: Last “weék,-“Mask”: (WB) ‘week, Daydating™ wWith- Wietoria.
Slade.” | .
~ Trans-Lux:. 85th St.: “(T-L).. (550:.‘|and: “Invasion Quartet” (Par) 2d. factors, contributin g.to. the: upbeat, '

“being

Holdovers. of “King of Kings” “at ‘and “Desert. Warrior’ (WB), $9,000. |-~

"Sock $19,000... : Last. week, t¢the: humber of new pix whith ‘did.
Teck (Loew) (1,200: 70-$1.25)— $1:25-$2)=—“Susan. Slade’ * (WB) 3d.
‘the. Capri, “Baehelor in Paradise” “Bachelor..in Paradise” (M-G). «3d wk). Current round’ eriding tomor- $18,000.
cu) 2 955; 4.25-$1.49) ‘SO Well: on their sibilities for.
hints: :
-at the Roxy and “Seven: Wonders”
' Good $5,000: :0F :"overs. Last, ‘raw: (Thurs.) looks. like’ nice’ $5, 500. “x. 15” UA). and ““Gunstreet” (UA).}.
at the Empire. all-are. nice; “‘Bache- week, $4, 000...
after ‘$6,200. ‘for:..second. -\Holds: "Good ’$17:000. Last. week; “Never. yearend. holiday. Season, - “
lor” being especially-big. 7
‘New Jeader: of ihe’ ‘b.o. “winners
‘Cinema (Martina)’ (450° ‘90-81.95) ‘Daydating ‘with-the’ Warner. :‘Ro-: Take Candy. Froin Stranger”: (Indie)
Estimates for This Week
—Devil at 4-O°’Clock” (Col) (m.o.) rman. -Spritig”” WB) - due: ‘in- next, and “Run Across. River” . (indie) is -@omancheros
(20th); which: :
Brookside, Isis, Vista (Fox:Mid-|54 wk). _ Okay :$3, 800. |or near.- | Saydating with‘ the. Capitol,”
o
. | Was“ sécoiid '-last-:stanza:.: , Playing 8
: vo
;
(2a
Wk--3°
days),
s.
000..
west-Nat.
Theatres): 1800; 1,360. Last. ‘week; $2, 500.On,
World. (Perfecto):.(390;. '90-$1.50) |:
in ‘some‘:21 keys, -it ‘is: rolling - ‘up.
100; . $1-S1. 25)——"X-15”’ . (UA): ‘and.
—‘Wild:. For “Kicks” (Times). (6th fo
Pani nearly $300, 000 ‘gross: :The champ “Flight That: Disappeared” -(Par).
wk):: ‘Fhis: week:. ‘winding tomorrow {7
(6th wk). oattt ling 15,‘000:“Last |¢
ast Week, “King, of -Kings”: Dualed in
three -hojises, thin
(Thurs;) -‘is heading’ for’: $12,500} cath
tit
..
a
| ; (M-G), ‘is:‘winding in third ‘spot; be-.”:$17.000..
$6.000. Last week, ‘Brookside only|:
after $14,000° for:fifth:‘Week. ‘Com: | week,
‘Grand
Cireus:
(UD)
(1
“4003:
$1
95.{
ing
nosed:
out‘of second ‘position by
‘“La Dolce Vita”. Astor) ‘9th wk),"}.: tinues: -indef..
|S 49):— “Susan. Slade”: (WB) and “Blue .Hawaii’’: (Par), ‘new: Presley. ©
*: $2,000.
Pic,
just
out.
‘this’:week, .:
wll
‘|“World by Night”: (WB). Fast $16;-.
‘Cleveland;. ‘Nav. 28."
Capri (Durwood) (1:260; $1. 25-1:
1000. Last week, “Devil at-4: O'Clock”
‘Bachelor.’ iin’ Paradise” MG),...
$2. 50)—"King of Kings" (M-G): Ba “With a flock of new. pix:‘openinig’
(Col) Sth, .wk), :$9,000..
=.third: a ‘week ‘ago, iscopping” fourth. _ Fancy... $15, 000. Last week, this. stanza -and~ with holiday
Adaras: «Balaban) (1,700; '$1:$1. 25) ‘Spot. - “Susan: ‘Slade’. (WB), ” sev-. ‘crowds, firstrun. biz is. Yooking. up}
—"Bachelor.; in. Paradise”: (M-G)|‘enth: ‘last session, As: Pushing up’ to ad
Durwood)’ 1:200;. 90- ‘currently. . Standout is. “Bachelor |.
(4th -Wk). Okay $6,000. Hast. week,. fifth...
.$2)—“Seven Wonders of “World” ‘in Paradise, ” avhich is -sturdy cat |°.(Cinerama) | (reissue). (2d. wk). State on’ opener.. “Comancheros”:
$8.000.
‘United Artists. (UA) (1.667; $1.50-[ . “Breakfast. ‘at ‘Tiffany 5 “ark:
Bright $9,000. Last: ‘week, $10,000. also.is good on.-initial- round. at the |’
* Eouisville,. ‘Nov. 28. | ¢3)— ‘King. of Kings” (M-G). “(ath long. on -top-or. finishing ‘near. first’
_Kimo :Dickinson) (504:,90-$1.25) ‘Allen: “Blue -. Hawaii’. -is:- ‘rated
is- slipping ‘to ’sixth, - since’
“Downtown. :firstrun + - pace. is! wk): Big. $13:000. Last week,.$13,200- plaée,:
—‘Weekend With Lulu” iCol) {2d pleasing -in’ first. at» ‘Hipp. : ‘Susan
‘Music’. Hall’ | Cinérama,
Inc.) |:mostly |on extended. - run. in: the. 10::
‘bullish - this -.week;. ‘sparked - ‘by: a.

| Bachelor’ ‘Bright 186,
Cleve; Wayne. Good UG,

‘ComancherosWow
W 136.
Eile; ‘Hawai’: Torrid‘|
426, ‘Bachelor’ Fat 9G)

. wk}. Nice $1, 700; ‘holds. East week,
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Fair $6,000. Opener.was $6, 800.|
. said, -had a right to-be heard. if. cinema: ‘fn:‘Britain. will, ‘become part | . Tournees. Herbert’ ‘has :‘Marcel o a
Casino (Indie) (1,155; $1.20-$2.10) |.
of...
an
entertainment.
center,
com|
they.
felt”
“their:
work
“was
:
threat‘Acahrd’s “Coconut” .and “Jean-De ..
—‘“This Is Cinerama” tRobin). (re‘Hong. Kong; Noy.’ -21.ened, :.but. to allow the. Society. to. prising’ such: things as ‘dance halls, |
issue) (2d: wk). Fancy $16,500.
_- Hollywood. “has. “bécome: “more | ‘pass on:. the. use ‘of. Classics. could coffee. bars, Shops: ‘and:‘bowling: La~ Lurie,” both .reprised: oldies; . Michel - ‘Andre’ s'. “Those.
Sweet .
Coliseum -.(M-G) | (1,795;
$1-05‘open-ininded towards ‘Oriental. film set a. dangerous precedent. : The: alleys. .
”
5 Zanies,” with. ‘Suzanne Flon; :and,”
|-$2.80)—"‘King of. Kings” (M-G), Heading for mighty $25,000 for 10 actors; 50. ‘thinks ‘American-Chi- ‘| Society. did .manage ‘to. get the]. That’s ‘the-considered viewpoint “Good: Hidesut,” ‘pattérned for: star.”
performances.
At ‘upped* prices, These picture anid:-tele actor Bénson- title. changed |to": “Liaisons Dan- Of. Lord Westwood, national. treas- ‘Bourvil; and Jefome Kilty’s: ‘Dear™ *: theatre has capacny of just ‘unaer |Fong, who stars in “Flower: ‘Drum ‘ gereuses 1961,” “but even ‘the: ‘date:‘urer of ‘the. Cinematograph Exhibi- Liar,” with ‘Pierre Brasseur -and™ .:"
bit . has now- ‘been’. -dropped. .
.
‘tors Assn, of -Great-. -Britain.arid. Maria. Casares.- ‘Last-named. As now" a
2,800 per show. and every evening |
The. Society . even held up ‘the: ‘Ireland, and aleading. exhib: him- winding up: here... “OS
‘presentation has’ been capacity.
Song” (U} with Nancy. Kwan,
‘opening’ in 1959;.-but. this only’ ied. ‘self, ©
Columbia (CoP) (740; $1.05-$2. 5oy| Ta for a visit, Fong: says this ‘to a. #reater : interest: in .the.. “pic.:
Tournees :Baret “algo 'has - ‘Kar lan
—‘“Guns of ‘Navarone” (BLC) (21st |means. greater”: opportunity: :for It -has.turned-out. ‘to. be. cone” of,|: -He foresees:‘developments in the senty’s “Family” JOys”; ‘Henri De: “ 7
wk}. Solid $7,800. Stays one more;Orientals who already were ‘being, the. biggest grossers since the. war.. ‘smaller-suburban falls catering for Montherlant’s. “The. Dead- Queen,”
round ‘to be followed by “La ‘Veri-|offered more -roles: today than ‘be- _At_-first forbidden. export. visas, local “family. ‘audierices | who.. are’ ‘with Victor. Francen; Robert :‘Thom- —.’”fe” (BLC). .
‘fore. He said: the case- of: James ‘it now has them:: It stars: thé late|regular | cinemagoers, -‘Lord.. -West-. as’. “Trap. For .a. Lone-Man”; .“Mar:
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five times as. much ta build: a cine- ‘Mare - . Camelotti’s.. La
’ Bonne’:
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“‘}ma’ now. as it: did. before- the war, | Anna,” anid: Herbert's “Those Sweet ae
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(1,375; -50-$1.75|—““Fown,- Without ;casian-actress.
’
‘of: the. future. will ‘become *oneg | it-takes up the slack, caused “bys:
Pity”. UA). Looks. great $18,‘000:| As Fong: sees.“it, ‘this ‘Hollywood |
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to realize that. the: cinema
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‘show.
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“distribution.
for’
the-. English."
not much below the prevjous week: t bright future..in Hollywood:. ‘This! a “private”. ‘meaning - invitational), ‘that TV has delivered a body blow.
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the
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better than apener,
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| -> De Olivera. also“hopes ‘toihe up me
Royalty ‘MG) (936;. $1.05 “$2.20) | March 12-21..- ‘Last year, the festi- |Films International --With Joseph -U.S:-Argentine: ‘coproduction deals. ° |.
—‘Ben-Hur”.
i(M-G) (m.0.}. 123d | val was held in January to” avoid
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“
_|.effert: 21. screening” these during’ of. ‘the ‘Union.’ of. Film: ‘Production: ‘in: the new :year Regal’s “What |. .
‘|the. last. Mar: del” Plata:..junket: as W orkers; may. not resume his post. ‘a Carve Up,” a farcial: coniedy Te-“well: as to. the. caré the Screen|.Union. board. meeting .to. decide leased. ‘here’: Yecently. . The’ two |:
Mex ActoréAssn:Would
Institute. devated. to. sending déle- Tinoco’s. ‘faté.has been. put. off: un-|:‘conipanies have agreed |also. to: go |.
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Bar Foreign. Actors that. attendance. at foreign: fests to. Speak:
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laters’
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“A ‘move ‘is: ‘being made: by: thie
Exhibitors’ Assn. ‘to: ae
beds

have ‘been’ ‘in, hot water: recently.|-.

establish. a. new" ‘principle -which _

Children’ s Pix: Coin Thay. enable’ major circuit theatres .. 2
‘There's " ‘the?case’ of. “Shadow: of.
ment crisis in ranks of ‘entertain-|°
-Con't; Mid-East’ Tour“Teader,” a: well-made: film, depict |":
London,. Nov. 21: .| to: elaim:. quota relief, ‘This: mew 2.
:
ment is resolved. Unemployment is |.
London, Nov. 21° ying. ineptitudes Of - reyollitionaries, |. tie Children's Film: Foundation: ‘principle’ is -being: sought ‘by the: ”.
growing daily, according to ANDA.|
A. British follies’ company. left’ Ww hich. ‘Is:having: “difficulty obtain-: is to get an extra 10%¢ from the: CEA for ‘any. casc:in which’a ‘mas. "7""
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|period ‘of.1961 far. ahead,. by. $31;-"
d- basie unions, .along vith: card!
$167,203,240 in salaries for similar ; 2
‘ho
olders * jn” ‘Television. ;“Alliance j696.374. for last year “and.by.$275a
Mine-nronth span in 1959: and.$165, 5
702,204 :
for,: 1999."
tgroup. --_.
209.570
‘last year.
-- Insofar . ‘as. average. weekly: earn: | :
‘For the 33 months: ‘since. Jan. ‘1,
“Twentieth-Fox’s:: “The -Coman-}: .
“Minneapolis, “Nov. 28;.":
ings: are concerned; July ‘1961: also j
1959, the industry’ doled: out. an:
I,chéros,” ‘John ‘Wayne. starrer, “was |": “he: W. .R. Frank interests‘areapproximate .$655,521,918 .to. all'itops the other 32 months réported, |
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“passed © was” -Second - with.: $162 93. |*
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Washington; “Nov: 28.— day. ‘On. thie“other: hand; ‘they. would: ‘be: ‘obliged toshell out:Foyaity f

‘coin’.to. performers: and disk, makers if this
country’ ever: decides 10] ~ With:
Spaniar ib
take. the neighboring rights. routs: -domestically:
.
. + Natural foes ofthe whole. idea are; of course; the- regular copyright}
‘{nterésts.:in >this “country—the “authors and: mysic” publishers. repre-|
‘ . Madrid,:. Nov. 28.
sented by. ASCAP and. BMT, A_matter. of elementary: economics, -‘there | :" aten“pelaitone. -between ‘Spain °ee
international .recognition. of: the principle 'of neighboring - ‘Tights, °but’ -would be: no percentage in sharing the Toyalty. pie ‘with. the so-called. and. the. Motion Picture’ Export: .::°

U.Ss. Copyright officiats are. icrestling ‘yita the. question.of whether
this country should go: along ‘with a new treaty. which ‘pushes ‘beyond
the present frontiers. of Cops right intothe: little. ‘known area dubbed
*“neighboring rights.”
The convention, shaped |in: Rome. ‘jast- month, takes a atap”“tow ard.

poses. no. immediate threat to the U:S. copyright structure... 2°.
*: “neighbors.”tre
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‘It'll ©probably. moye. fo Sundays,
:“are Grahada’s:“Mess Mates,”. which’ ‘by.;‘the. “Independent: - ‘Television. a City” ‘Council racé. here,
will ‘be: replaced: by ‘two ‘half:‘plays: ‘Compaiies- -Association. -to-represent | -The Houston City: “Council.” de- ‘into «the _Huntley. Spot,; but that

{tions, which might lead to upsetting ©

the web's compensation plan with
affils..were directed’ by the FCC...
‘The. holdoff. is taking this ‘form:
‘Contracts. ‘contain .a clause grant=
‘ing a six-month period before ex-

‘piration; during which time either ’

has. not .been: worked out:
: from:a Southern-TY, arid “Probation all 13: contractors ‘is: “illegal.” Like’ tlared “Earl .M-.. Pruitt,’ a runoff, ‘much’.
‘definitely and ‘eould bea problem. : party can: notify the. other of their.
intent of ending. the affiliation.
| Actors” ‘Equity,. ‘Guild ‘negotiators. candidate: in -‘District - -B-. Council
¢ Continued on.page 50s

“|.complain’ that the Tabor. ‘relations. ‘Face, the winner .after: hc ‘requested: |:
. . And as: for Gulf. itself, this spon-: Web, in light of. the FCC move.:is _.
McGee's. ‘cancelled’ show: extending the six-month proyision..
seems to be ¢urrently at odds with {Web hopes |before affit. expiration
*
|
Young
°&
.Rubicam.. its agency,‘ as ; dates come up, the FCC will have.
nyt is’ “necessary: ‘to. get. to: ‘Stips: ify: White” others: inahiding: the. ‘elty
“ anything is-ta be..décided.
secretary: ‘Teported™ HH: HL Ricker. to when ‘McGee's. last show should Tendered .a decision on its com-be:Gulf
wanted
it:to~ be on :Jan:: j pensation plan, Colin--states the |‘Guild. has.made. ‘the. wintiér: by- a narrow: ‘margin,

‘« :-| committee“is too. fai" rérnoved ‘from: a recount. based on the. Post-KPRC. sor: of
:...}-the top’ brass. with. thom; -it. seems;' tally

~ DaytimeBuys

tittle -headway*

‘in »-sécuring. iin: |the, -KPRC stations and’ the’ Post™ 26, .Y&R wants -it-. to. be. earlier..

‘imum teriis agreements: on ‘drama: |‘final tab. showed: ‘Pruift’-out" ‘front, ‘Cancellation ‘date will undoubtedly: in
tizations- and.” ‘adaptations; -. Series ‘tn ‘the ruhoff.-The station.and news- -affect .the’ ‘amount. of ‘money Gulf.
‘Will: ‘sperid:: on. ‘its|ABC- “Instant
- Tntethational: Latex, a division: of ‘}and serials” because’ ‘the tivo Sides. paper. have’. for many -years., sent. ‘News, Specials” in 1962
‘are’:
deadlocked: over. a . ‘point: ‘of: Peps into. each |‘polling: place to ‘re-.
"stanley -Warner,’. is: ‘coming-into,
- not, all a
television. on:.a’ “cash: ‘basis: for cone ‘principle. in| the: first ‘category.. port.’ totals. to: tabulating teams). ' Sponsorship’ problems or.
‘|the shows,. web sources ‘say,’ -will
of. its:‘products, Tsodiné, :after: ‘a ‘Contractors insist that: outside the- headquartered. .at. the: Post..
.-longtime:. practice. of. advertising. initial payment for a.‘dramatization, | - Officials ‘admit: that™ but ‘for. the detinttely ‘be. ‘moved as Planned.
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$New Hope
_h ABC-TV Tues. Shift:
Hits 24-City Jacknot

. via the-barter technique.. ‘Company. the dramatist: has |-no Tights.~ The: ‘Post-KPRC: poll-by-poll count, the |"
_As. far.as the 24-city competitive
4 @rror..- “might. “never”. : have |- been.
has bought-111 minutes, or approx-': ‘Guild disagrees:
‘| Nielsens are concerned, ABC-TY's
An... - agreement |“Meith °“BBC-TV, caught.
* {mately $250,000 worth of. business;
“New.
Breed” hour entry appears
_ on ABC-TV's daytime: schedule. dur- however, for ‘the’series. and’ serials
-Huinorist George Kirgo, ‘who. has. ‘to: be off and running now that ‘it's.
‘section, fs:due"to:‘beSigned “at any.
"Ang the first quarte®:
‘beén
scripting.
the
:
“ABC-TY
‘Bpe-.
“7
been ‘installed. in an earlier. ‘time
“ABC-TV's daytime. ‘schedule. ‘has moment.”mo
“also ‘been -beefed :-by ‘a huy of ‘12.|.:
‘Hollywood,. Nov. -28. :° cial,. “Yves: -Montand on’ Broad- ‘period. vO
- “aninutes- by Bristol-Myers. ‘and. two |. “eyes 490 CONTRACT:
My aap hes Human” Comedy,” taken way,” to‘be aired tomorrow (Thuts.)' _ In -contrast to.the 13 that’ it
, buys’ of 26. minutes.each™ by: Scott}.
“London, Nov: 28." ‘from ‘the. MGM: theatrical: film re- “night; *: ‘separts” ‘fot. Hollywood ‘averaged when berthed 9 te 10
Paper ‘and: America‘ Redball :Ex-{" "py! af Jéeland -Ltd., in “associa-- leased. ‘in. 1943 ‘and: from: an orig-. ‘SOON.’. If:
.
‘| p.m.,-it’s now: clicking with: a.19.3
- press. General. Mills, ineantime, has tion: with Pye TVT, Ianded_a.$490,-. inal by William :Saréyan; has. béen |
in the 8:30 to 9:30 period, topping
* bought. into “ABC-TV’s. two-day ‘fes- 000 contract. to:‘iristalt four’ 625-line. sold. ‘by: MGM-TY .to. ABC-TY:. ‘for | “: He’ will, ‘Be: dally panélist oH, a. both: the NBC. and CBS ‘competi-.
‘new:
NBC-TY.
show,“Your”.
‘First’
- tivities. ‘surrounding its coverage of transmit ‘prs: ahd. -other. equirment: next Season’ as a. half-hour- series.
tiqn,, which includes “Dobie: Gil-:
::the - @range -Bowl -Bame ‘on:Nets ‘for: Radio” Eireann’s. “Upcoming °‘ty --Robert: Maxwell w.ill. Pr.oduce ‘the:
e | Impression,”” which. Starts '‘Jan. 2. lis.” Red Skelton (CBS): Hitch-.
Year's Day"in:Miamt:::
;prtaject:‘for:Metre0.
web,:
;
_ in ‘the'n
rion:n slotfrom the Coast... cock and: Dick Pow ell (NBC).
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is‘New Voices”
OfUS. Starson
‘Mexico: City, ‘Nov. 28.
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WARNE ‘MaintnHong.Mong:
aca |

DubbedTY|

for
fo¢:G

Svanuery:‘readei's swith nearly .
total’ Féeall. will. ‘remieinber: ‘the’.

Ernie. Pereira.

_- story-on “Son of ‘Carla,” the storm -of flack tliat’ landed on: trade~
. ‘Mags ‘from Houston tv ‘Stations. afient. their: coverage. of: ‘hurricane: Carla ‘which. ripped up ‘the Texas: Gulf. coast'this. summer... ... ‘Well; Ripley or not;: the Grandson of Carla’ hit-New. York. Jastweek: C: ‘Wrede’ -Petersmieyer, -prexy of Corinthian -Broadcasting : °

ducts onlocal
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WIOP’s= Portfolio’ Aud|1vIn.Upward Swing1

As. outeome. of all. the. dubbing[
activity going on here, Mexican|.
.. (KHOU-TV: in Houston); moderated a symposium at the Overseas: ;
public has had to gradually: become|
. Press Club on “The Role. and: Resporsibilities ‘of. Television: in a’
Washington, Nov. 28.05 |p So
ve
.
accustomed to the idea that their]:
fa!
- “Regional Emergency.” Under auspices of’ Corinthian, the “Speakers”
=
Hollywood favorites have strange- - WTOP-TV: here ‘believes © more|]:
' representing NORAD. (North American:.Air Deferise: Command), ©
ly different voices. -in episodic. se-}. ‘people: saw and heard the National
- ather
: Editorial Fecture .
Were Col. ‘Barney: Oldfield,- org’s chief. of information; Paul Kutsch- my
ries and feature Jengths. ‘Shown‘| Gallery. - Orchestra : through. its: { 8
_
__ ‘the:‘upeoming -H.
enreuter,: assistant chief for. technical’ services; U..S.. Weatherever television.”
‘L. Bureau; -‘and:“Anthony Se Wiener, Senior ‘Staff member, ‘Hudson
“Portfolio”. .pubservice -“program:
There has been. a ‘change ofper-}
.
Institute,’
Bok|Anniversary Number. J
sonality: in haying ‘such’ stars’ as recently: than. -have actually attend: .They discussed: ‘the:need ‘to. find.‘ways by which ‘television’ and.

Robert Tavlor, Boris Karloff. Brod- led’. the ensembie's-mohthly *‘con-a

eee
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‘VARIETY

’ radio. outlets’can eliminate: margins ,for. error” during: warning «
periods before: a‘ disaster ‘situation.
°

‘af m

_

erick .Cr awford, . Loretta
‘Young, certs over. the ‘past. “19 years.
- ete... appear -on: homesereens with .. An ARB: survey for. ‘the CBS"at |
Sometimes the.
Spanish - ¥0iGeS.
Plas:
atherstatistical and:‘date-filed ,
oe
effects ate strange contrasts, with filiate.:“estimated! 125. 000. ‘viewers. 1 a
eharts. and articles ©
°

voices gruff, high pitched, soft. of *the: orie-hour video. ‘concert |! _ _ spoken.-and in tones. far removed: which was. ‘pitted against NBC-TV's:
from original.
“Sing Along With Mitch.” “About |
. Hawever,: Mexican. audience. has! 114,000: have been. on hand.‘at ‘the |hecome accustomed: to ‘the. “new: art. gallery since. ‘the.inception “of

--"

. A> press release. in. the ‘sym posivm: “packet “pointed: out: “The.

emphasis ‘upon. thé need to bring’ such news tothe public ‘directly -:
|

front ‘an official government ‘source :Was

orne :out- by. thé. récent-

and ‘successful ‘experience ‘of- KHOU-TV,..Houston,: in. its:- handling.
_of the Hurricane. Carla. emergency, which involved: the largest -mass.evacuation. . ..: - in:the_ peacetime: history: of -the. United : States..:
“~d
During. the: 48-hour’ ‘peak of. the Hurricane, from. 9. through. 11 .
. _ September, KHOU-TV: ‘actually ‘turned: itself into. ‘the communi. -:

:
= <
ies :
- BoontoSynd

cations arm of: the. U., S: Weather -Buréau, telecasting |‘Tight ‘from °°!

voices” of its. Holiywood favorites, the concerts: :noe
A. press release ‘stated. that inatiof activity. This because Mexican }- agement. had rejected ‘a _prome=-[.
‘speech is much more easier’ under- tion: department ‘idea to capitalize: te

and dubbing is attaining. new peaks|.

the Weather: Bureau's: Galveston. ‘headquarters and bringing: ‘the-.
official ‘U,.S.- Weather: Bureau radar map and experts to.the“public oar

on. ‘tv. ad

.. Release went .‘on: ‘to.cite.a followup survey indicating: that ty.
stood in the Spanish. language mar- on the competition by entitling ‘the.
was’ the ‘overwhelming:.source. of: info. for. Texans threatened. by.”
-| program “Swing: Along’ With Rich.” ]Carla. It. will: be remembered that: ‘anothex: Houston.tv station had‘
‘The Gallery: orchestra’ s.Sonductor’),wt
- “~Men at the .Buréau, and. toted--a lengthy. -storm coverage. film ‘to..
Mex TV: 20% Dubbed tis Richard Bales, - -.
woe
Australian: ‘television ‘is.about’ to _.New York for edification ‘of trade’ press: The’ symposium. also. fea-..
Mexico: City, :‘Nov.. 28.
‘a. five-minute ‘film excerpt: of. KHOUW’s.: storm-coverage...
| enter. “Phasé Two" of ‘its:develop-| __.turéd
.
. Mexican television now has.’ |
ne ment With ‘the opening ‘of. “country | . ‘And ‘that’s the:Tas word. -May, the:‘Carla olan wanish’ from the.
an face. of -earth..
§2 -filmed pragrams ~ weekly

. Fimastrbh

dubbed. with Spanish. ‘sound,.
according. to. Emilio. Azearraga.”: -

-This

represents '20°¢. of: ‘all

time available.; Feature length.

pictures, both Mexican, Holly". |

dio DalyDoubl

_ stations”. dn 13 new markets: “Phase

. One” was the.‘development: of tv in,

‘Syndication a

| Australia’ ‘s:“Six:“capital, cities: of- ‘the:
six states. “Phase: ‘Three’. will came.

‘in’. thréé.- or : four. Year's: with, the j..

woed and. other foreign .prod-'* ‘}
| building: of. tv, stations. in:Some- 25
uet. accounts for an additional a “-Filmaster™ ds “going “out™ of:“the. siiailer.. cities. “at
2

e

StationsWanTi

_ TherAe onHorseRace hie

12%.
.a s§ndication. biz .after.\'a‘ ‘ one-year - CBS’ Films “claimed. “to:‘be:the:
‘Azcarraga ‘denied ‘that theré . ‘attempt. to ‘érack. this” waning: mar-.| first.. Ainerican: company to sell tv-] er
‘Washington, Nov. 28."
be any cutting back: on’
‘ket. The. company, ‘However, is. defi- ‘programs. tothe 13°.country: sta-]
* Broddcasters have ‘been. warned”
‘American. episodics over. his.:::| that®
Federal.” -Commupications.°
. | nitely. going to- stay:dn, its “primary | tions:” - Group’ of. country. ‘outlets
channeis. .On' the ‘contrary, °
had invited: the CBS subsid to sub-|
Cammission. : ‘will... : keep: an’ €ye:.
from January. :on, there will. ~: business’ of produciiig’telefilm. ‘|mit: a package’ of. vidfilnis-which |: * Willian Hart is. replacing .Robert . peeled. .on-. airing: -of: horse’:.race’.
be: expansion ‘of: filmed. ‘series | " Filmaster - ‘has - ;39 © “palt-hour: was accepted. Package included fol- ‘Newgard. ‘as. midwest. sales’ man-- info. which. could helpbaokies: ‘Bly:
with new. ‘progress. ‘emanating . “Beachcomber”: series to. sell; ‘but, lowing, ‘2: series: “Assignment For-| ager |of: Screen. Gems, Hart: will. their trade. from: Argentina,’ France, Eng- J evidently: has found that. the’ syndie- eign: Legion”. “‘Air-Power,” “Hon-. “headquarter * in- Chicago. Newgard, | “In: ‘a: ‘special public. ‘notice; CC®
-sales manager: inthe midwest for},
Jand and- Italy.
market. is extremely, ‘tough:‘on the. evmooners,” “Our. ‘Miss “Brooks,” nearly two.:-years, is. shifting :to Jaid : down. ‘some- pointers: on ‘the.
“Rawhide.” .“phil: ‘Silvers Show, ”,
‘Channel 4-will oper.‘ate Jong- o
kind ‘of’ racecasting practices .that:
profit coluinn. « +
‘Red... Skelton, .““Terrytoons,”§- “San: ‘Hollywood to replace - the.-ankling, might':be ‘questioned: at license re-er hours, . signing on ‘at*.11 |
we
ayeml instead.3:30. p.m. as now,: - | ‘Filmaster. ‘has’ reached an:“aistee: Franeisco- :“Beat,” -“whirlybirds, ov Richard” Dinamore.” |
-newal: time."
.-2 5:
we,
with. new schedule operative. "Jan ment sin’ ' principle with Indépen-. “I Love Lucy,”. and. “Perry. Mason; ". - Meantime, |in New. York, ‘SG ‘up‘The ‘Commission: Ww as: chided. ast
from. January | on.
This. has. 7 dent - Television: Corp.” for ITeé to : New “country ‘‘statious”: -.are in’ ped ‘Marvin’ Korman.:. With SG}:summer, by members. of: the Senate ©
been done to quiet complaints ~- take. over world: ‘wide |“distribution Ballarat. Bendigo,. ‘Taralgon, ‘Goul- “since .'58,° he'll: ‘become’ the :com-: Rackets: ‘Committee’ for _alleged.manager
that talent is: being”. shunted | of “Beachcomber.” i: Series has:been: ‘burn, Vietoria; Orahge,: New. £Las-¢ pany's.. -first adspromo
‘tle, : Lismore... -Rockhamptan, .Wol-:‘under: Pierre ‘Marquis, - director. of | faihire ‘to. keep. a proper. Watch’ on.
“aside by filmed shows. Azcar-. .Stations: ‘giving :
“in-depth: of: race .
.
‘sold.
by
Filmasterin
‘T19markets.’
Jongong,.New~
‘South’.:Wales;
T9o-'
advertising.
and.
Sales
planning.
Faga said hé will’ give “special
a
:Tews:
cy
Importance”: :to live programe -. Under the deal, still to bé: signed, woomiba,: Townsville, Queensland;
"- In its second statement. on. ‘thesub: Launceston,
Tasmania;
.
Canberra‘.
:
: ming and. new. talent: —
_ Fremantle; which handled’. overséas
ject’ since: ‘the Commission’ said it~
teow
oe
_-,
distribution’ ‘of. the series, would Australian. ‘Capital’ Territor et:
has'a ““eontinuing’ awareness of. the|“Two or: three of the.stations hope.’
| give up: its overseas :distribution.
fact .that ‘some- stations. broadcast
, to.‘be: on the air before’. year end;‘.
ket than say " Spanish;: ‘Venezuelan’: i rights ‘to ‘ITC:
shorse
-race .information *and. that.
or - Argentine | idioms which -have} New’ ‘sétup, -will-. find Elmar |
plan 1962 °pa eae
certain.‘ of these broadcasts . may«.
expressions and nuances. only -un-! , concentrating on the.sale and. proPraise
.a
question. as. to. whether. the:4
aa
‘
a
wt
derstood . within | -the Fespective |duction © of * network * ‘properties;
information appears likely” to be of *:
countries.
with: H: (Jake) Wheeler Keever.con-- of
,
‘susbstantial ‘use to,’ or_is -used. -by, ~
Ken “Smith, .who-‘dubs ‘Robert |tinuing: as’ v.p..in ‘charge of sales; |. Independent: "Television Corp. has | WRIX,: ‘the ‘New “York. tv. indie, ‘persons: “engaged : in. illegal ‘gam on a
Taylor's voice in the star's: episadic’ heddquartering’ in“ N.Y. Produc-.| ‘vacked “up.;43.- inarkets.. in off-net- Which °airs: the daily «educational’ bling .activities.” It-added:"*
_ Series, apart’ from being. ‘official tian. on: “Beachcomber” Series.is to: ‘work sales: ‘of “Danger. Man.” . ~ .. material of. ‘the’ Board of Regents,
Spanish
Narrator
for — “Warner be: completed ,in’ the: next’ few; . _Series,.- which. had heen. on ‘CBS- is- ‘understood ' ‘at ‘the “moment ‘to 7 .“The- broadcast of detailed’ horse:
oppose ‘the. repeat of: educational | Face information. prior: to,: during,
_Brothers, also manages .‘Candiani' weeks: ::
“.TV, inchides’15 episodes ‘not teleFilms, one’ of -:dubbing‘ ‘studios| Incident - to “the® “eessation |* of! cast ‘by’: the netyork., ‘Patrick. Me- telecasts on. N.Y.'s -experimenital y and/or shortly . after -the -Yunning| particular .aces,. OF an’ after. Boe,
UHF-.
station, WHUF.
‘here. Boris Karloff. tias his Span- syndie selling. by. Filmaster™ is the. Goohan starter had: served. as a re‘: The. Regents okayed. the ‘pepeuit nooni’s Facing program,. ‘appears. to.
ish ‘voice ini,Omar Jasso: Alejandro! fact: that iits
©
raise’ .a. substantial ‘question: with.Fuse
‘of
certain’
of
the
‘tapes.
it
.pro-.
Cianguerotti
doubles for Mi ke |Jacques -“Liebenguth.
. duces and..airs:on.WPIX, but: the respect. fo the: interest -‘served. by”.
"moving. Alive” on “the. web.’
_ Hammer; ‘Claudia Brook for. Brod- ov er to the Storer. station chain::
such ‘programming. :; .“Roster.
‘of
‘sales
inehidés:
“KING,
‘eommercially-run
‘N:
Y.:
“News:
Sta-|.
‘erick Crawford; Narciso. Busquets
for Lee Marvin; David: Revnosa. for |: * Filmaster, ‘which ‘has: ‘filmed: four: ‘Seattle-Tacoma;. -KATU;: “Portland, tion. evidently ‘doesn't: see: it. “that |. “! “The Commission ‘has:‘giestionad:.
‘years
of
“Gunsmoke,”
two
of:
“Have
|
-Ore.;
“KTVU,.
San:
“Fransiseo-Oakway. Hassle’ between, Regents. ‘and rand:‘will: continue. t@ question’ what...
Mike Connors and’ Magdalena, Ru- ;
jGun, Will-Travel” and three. years. ‘fand:: -KABC, Los.--Angeles; KOA, : WPIX is not yet: resolved.
:
j interests ‘have: been. served “by: sta- aeoe
- vyaleaba for Loretta’ “Young.
lof “Death Valley. ‘Days,’”* is vout|Denver; WJBK, Detroit;::WNEW, : ‘This ‘is not. the: only. progiam= tions’: which -‘Presently, ‘or in.-the|
Boom ‘in. dubbing here’ is ‘wit. +
peddling. pilot.- ideas to the ‘webs N.Y.: -WSUN,: ‘Orlando- Daytona; and)
aj ming.problem: ‘facing ‘WUHF, which. recent ‘past; regularly- broadcast ©
nessed_ in ‘big buildup of activity rand.- to. Madison: Ave.
. WLOF, ‘Mobile, Ala. he
:
“Continued, ‘on, page 44).
"4 programs ° characterized by .one.or |
by tirms specializing in this’ work:
.{ more -of the following: praetices:.Candiani Films, for. example, pays:
“Broadcasting of a-full program*
over $10,400 a. week. for actors,. di- of . “Taces-: from: \a." race track, aan
. Yectors,
translators, ' technicians|
; simultaneously. with their ‘Funnlng; .
and laboratory. workers.. according:|..| broadcasting. of ;“results, with.-or >
ta Smith,- Actors -dubbing voices'|-.
without mutual prices, as soon .as-.
account for .$4.890 of{ this total.
.the ‘information -‘is :availablé, -or
Tompkins- ‘de Mexico, dnother top|
| shortly.| ‘thereafter; ‘broadeasting, firm, has a higher payroll. than}:
| detailed ‘advance’. information :such.
this, : With
smaller: ‘outfits. still}. a
e|
. * Fort.‘Dodge; Ta, Nov. 28._ |tions and.‘one’ sthich: perhaps: re- line to:Estherville: TV Signai.made. ‘as track: arid’: weather. conditions, - os
" (Continued. on. page 44) :
* The noisy:. political. pattle in the: ‘yeals where..tv stands in the ‘hearts+its.- appeal on’ the: basis ;‘that. “even post. “positions, ° jockeys, . weights, -.
“Tt recent. Fort. Dodge.‘elections 'Was (Bf. Americans, vis-a-vis. politics—is. if. you. don’t ‘want it for yourself, do. ‘probable. odds; ‘scratches. arid-post-:|... fnot between candidates. for. public ‘that’ the ‘issue drew 56° -of .the| your~’ ‘neighbor ° 4.-favor .and: -Tet | times; ‘broadcasts of .race Tora
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a‘| office: but between the town’s: lone.registrarts to the polls, “the: great- 7 Cable’ come in:”.It. also noted ‘that tion-‘Sponsored : by: publishers: of |aa
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_ Toronto. Nov. 28. -‘[owa: law, local elections are’‘neces: |than for .the mayorality,.. the: two. bought. newspaper spacé- but also}
;
For more. than -$250.000; 26 epi-i.sary forthe tise. of :public. property, j missioner. posts; a: city. ‘band: Assue |commercial time’ on- the. two: local’ cree
éHAFNER’S ”
sodes of. both “Par ade,” -a 20"thin, and:a

‘variety show: and.-“Playdate,”

cable operation |classifies. as: ‘or’ & proposal: to have-a municipal |radio.stations: and: event on KQTVY.

a? public utility.-
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+ court: instead of Justices. bf: the Ironically the. station: made” money{:
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ene- hour drama, ‘series, “has been ‘literally. énlerful ‘¢ampaign’ period {| TV: Signal. ine. pegan- to.pepper’ tion to spots; it sold- its:“opponent a |’
ee
‘sold by: the Canadian: ‘Broadcasting i —with’ red Wats figuring as. .the: ‘the’. Fort: Dodge -“press -With

Corp.

to

Associated Rediffusion ;
‘symbol. of-/the

Ltd. an indie British’ firm.

--

ad-. 30-minute. “period : ‘for

,

“Hollywood, “Nov... ‘28.

a” ‘spécial | “ Johany Green,: erstwhile :“Meiro..

station's:alleged !vertisigig back ‘in:-October,. and .it| pitch. This| was- ansivered “in-’an! musie ‘director, ‘and. .:telefilm. pro- oe i

“jeopardized. interests—the’

towmns- made’: door-to-door. distribution .of.| other- 30-minute - ~sEecial |‘telecast } ducer: Les'-Hafner: have :set: ‘a 60+.”

A CBC spokesman: ‘said. ‘this was} peorle. had. théir. Say, and: the cablé}a pampxlet ‘which ‘told -how;:for. a. paid. for: by ; an‘: association |.of, ty: minute: musical -talent, Show as. the’.

the first export of:a variety. series.; enterprise ~ was “defeated ~by.” a'$5. monthly ‘service “charge°added: repairmen. ‘whose ‘Hvelihood-was |first ‘series. to-“be’ turned ‘our|ay
tc Britain, although 26. ‘CBC:TV: margin of 10-1. The. result is’ taken! ‘to.the phone. bill,:subscribers: ‘could |being threatened. by: the cable. .- . their: newly-formed Scope. Produc-:
ene-hour. plays were -recently. ‘sold :as:‘vote. for’ the: survival of KQTY¥:: ' get. WHO-TY, KRNT-TV,. and. edu-.
KQTYV. got .into. it. by. buying j
ions, -set up. to package and: :pro-°
te RKO “Gen. .Inc., fora ‘similar: which ‘could see ‘the: handwriting ,‘cational , _KDPS-TV, - ‘Des: .Moines; |newspaper ‘space. and-radio: time to‘ duce. vid pix series.“-Still- untitled.
amount. this te be. for early Anjer‘- “onAhe.wall in TV Signil's- promise | WOL-TV, ;“Ames; :and ~ KGLO-TV; argue its’ case, and ‘station: prexy |series - will. draw: musical’. talent-: eh
ican distribution. in “62. As iyith'!to cable ‘five. outside stations: into Mason City in. addition 'to- the -Fort !Ed Breen’ delivered: editorials twice |from: ‘universities. ‘and - colleges: for tee a.
earlier ‘transaction; the deal. With |Fort. Dodge, ‘including. thosé of Des:; Dodge éutlet.. The® ‘ads ‘pointed outta day explaining. how‘ cable ‘could;-appearences, - with ‘Greeny Aronting’ .
‘
: Associated Rediffusion :Ltd.’ pi‘o-., Moines and ‘Ames.. In effect,: that’, that.. subscription. is. optional, that. mean” the’ deniise. of KQTV. As he a 64-piece orch.
Vides for residuals forthe writers p Would. have ‘made tiis, city’‘of 30,000-" *probably. only 4,000 homes Would | expressed: it to.-Wartety, Madison|
“Norman. Corwin. tas: tien:inked. |
and. peiformers ‘who. participated |@& Six:-station market..
“want-it; and that’ KQTV. has gained. Ave. would | have construed the to’ avrite. -someé:- pilot: -3eripts.: for"
in the. CBC ‘Productions. °
AD Anteresting aspect-<
‘of‘the
e eiee- Iteom,cable in. vhatit ‘is.‘on ‘the:wl . (Continued. ‘on:sage 4a) wo 'séries. which is
= reppedhyGACTV... a
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. Current potentiat foreign. gross on.‘off-nety olevidfim bropétties F

today. rivals ‘the. gross that. can ‘be earned: domestiéally.. ‘Domestic . -

woos) Bross on ‘off:network properties *tanges from $10,000 to $20, 000 “per © 1.
:.... episode on a.S2sveek: ‘basis. ‘Range cited refers. to.fairly ‘good OE . ‘|.

a

network properties; -

:

¢
~SNDATOwwN CnhoesPiesAreTooHk’
Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Es AL*s seven stations are chilling
ba: ‘nuniber of -post-1948 film packages, which’: ‘include. some. of. the

1 FremantleRaiPurdy:

1+
Potential in: foreign now. is about $25.600 per:‘episode, with- very.. | “By -MURRAY. HOROWITZ...
. few: shows. hitting ‘the: $25, 000-mark: The ‘few top ‘shows, though,
“A héalthy:- element |“of ‘idabiliza-|"
“3+. do gain’ wide .circulation |abroad’ and: the difference ‘between: the -.

’

“Sweet: Chariot’ Series

top product made. by Hollywood
7. domestic-: and: ‘foreign ‘gross for. half-hour vidfilm: ‘properties is. tion has entered. the foreign. syndi- |."
‘studios in the past. decade.. The
rs becoming narrower,: _indeéed.:Depressed syndie biz domestically: is, : “| cation: -biz, which. is ‘expected ‘ta|.
|gross’ a: Fecord..$43,500,000 ‘for the |- oe ‘half-hour series of: ‘spiritual: | Stations think the packages are too +, Of- course, another ‘factor.
To
Ba
an
_
wa _.,
| year.of 1961,’ Factor. of stabilization. “and folk ‘songs; titled ‘Sweet Char-" high--priced, consequently are show- -|referred fo concerns: the: ‘all-year~ “jot,” will: bé produced: ‘jn Canada - ing little. interest. in. them, this.
-; round: Character ‘of. the. biz, the: ‘by -Fremantle of. Canada. ‘qnd Rai .despite the fact L-A. channels were ~
-onee .1op. buyers of such
pix.’ Inm
.|Smoothing. . ‘out. of’ large . ‘dips. ‘and “Purdy. Productions, ; Ine:

CarthythyIn
inBeeftoBiitishOver
Protective QuotaStanceonTs

‘| Tisés inthe; 12-month |sales. curve: |.. Skein; now. before. the .cameras volyed ‘are ‘packages. from ~ niled_
- The ‘sales. -plateau “doesn’t refer ‘in. the newly: completed studios of. Artists. Warner Bros.-7 ‘Arts (Vol.
to future ‘foreign : prospects, . “That: CHAN-TV,: ‘Vancouver, stars -Cana-' H), MGM, Allied Artists and M,°
is ‘éxpected to grow, as: more and- dian . singer: “Eleanor’ Collins, ‘ac- Vand A. ‘Alexander.
‘Movies ‘inthe WB package inmore.countries add: tv transmitting. companied’ by..a:Negro choir: of 16.
|. facilities. and. experience a. greater voices. ‘Narrator is. Howard Fair, clude .“East .of Eden,” starriijg
‘Jamies.
Dean: “A'ong: the -Great
‘}set: -count..
; : Canadian: ‘actor..:

:London; Nov. 28: °4——
* phe incdasistent! ‘posture’ ‘of ;the.
= | British as the: ‘second. ‘largest ‘ex-

‘Currents |‘ eredited .‘with making . - Fremantle -will “handle World:| Divide,” Kirk Douglas; “The ‘Young
us.VidflmersExpect.” | the.
“at Heart, ” Doris Day-Frank. Sina-foreign ‘syndication biz an; all- wide ‘distribution..
‘Producer °‘Rai tra;-: “West Point Slory,” James .
year-round’ Sales’ wave rather than.
Purdy: had: worked. at -CBS .as..a -Cagney. MGM_sproduct includes |
Lifting:
of
Brazil
Decree:
‘a-seasonal.
oné
aie::these:
(1).
Most
|
Brit- |:
-producer, before going to Scotland °

| Bs “porters ‘of, video. programs.-in‘: the.|:
OS awortd. in‘maintaining.an 86%

countries. do« not’. play. repeats," a"

fish" ‘quota- on ‘the commercial: ‘net=:|: ‘Deerese: ae‘former | President

wt.

“The: Bad
and the
Beautiful,”
- where. he: helped Roy ‘Thompson to. :““Lone Star,” “Royal . Wedding,”

Quadros which would -have severe- ‘faetor. which plays’ Tiavoe to the 39.
ey work ‘and-even. higher protection. ly- restriéted’ ‘the “import of -Amieri: ‘plus. 13° formula - of: the. U,S:; ma- launch ‘tv.thére. Qn his return to “Carbine. Williams” and ” “That
Pent on BBC:TV was the: ‘subject: of -a. can programs in: Brazil now. are ‘no t ‘jority’ of ‘countries ‘buy: when prod-. ‘Canada, ‘Purdy’ became director of Forsythe Woman.” AA’s package’
CFTO.. ‘Toronto; ‘and Subsequently.
'.-Jppef.: made: last “Week to. Board|‘anger’ considered-a. threat. accord=-.\. uct’ is; needed. or. “when product: is packaged. programs as an inde- |‘ineludes. “Friendly | Persuasion,” . _
“of ‘Trade. president; Frank J: ‘Erroll ‘|.‘ing’ > to. _inforniation ; “Keaching. available rather than wait for. ‘the ||:

‘opening :of . the: fall. season‘: new | Pendent Profuctr.. .

‘US. -.
‘oo, --by John G, MeCarthy, head: of the|‘ the:
New ‘President. Goillart. of.‘Brazil.

-Stations - continually. ‘are’ Boing . on.
a _f.Melevision Program “Export. “AS-": ‘isn’t expected “to. issiie. countering |:ithe “air. ‘Additionally... ‘when’: the]:
"3
gociation. It: Awas ‘the latter's ‘first: decrees... Action’ ‘by’ the: Brazilian: world: -is ‘considered |the’ market,
one-half of. the. globe ‘is “experieric= |
—
meeting. “with : the minister’. since. ‘Congress, though. ‘upsetting Qua-.|:
ing. winter when, the other: half. 48]
‘dros. décrees is: expected; Quadros

-.

nkwood“Stations

his recent:. appointment to”.:the- decrees are due to ‘go.-into: -effect: being ‘burned ‘by ‘the:Summer ‘sun,

BOT.

Cu pe
it “ethe? first “of .January; . but .enforce-.
McCarthy’ einphasized. ta"‘Erroll ment isn ‘t.forecast: Brazilian. Con-"that: there. was nothing: ‘élsewhere'| -gress Convenes ‘in January. for new.
{legislation and «the: bill upsetting.
the-|
En’ the: ‘world. “Feseimbling
|

‘Seasorial. dips-in view ing, therefore. |

don't’ blanket’: the marketplace, ‘as |
it does ‘if for- ‘example, the U: S. is
‘considered the: sole outlet: Foreign.t-

-

he... Quadros. detreés™ has - : passed: sales. ‘execs... "incidentally, . report}
aor altitude’ ‘of: tlie British‘ ‘protective-| the:House. of Representative: and.‘issi that. ‘the. sharp” summer “decline int
“quota :under which American. dis: }due for’ action. in. the:Senate;
: ‘| viewing. experienced..in ‘the: WS.

“* tributors had ~to:.compete -for™'a/*. ”.

-. “’ sereen time of an ‘hour.a- day with: ore

2 §he-Test of theworld.“He’ ‘under-

2.

Gary ‘Cooper. starrer. ;AA. -KHJ-TV -execulive indicated:
there were negotiations for the WB
package. ‘described by other execs
as. the “most expensive” one being

| offered. with ‘over :$20,000: per pic
asked in. the- package. deal. A sur-

“| vey’. failed

‘NewTabforOld
| Pix$4000,000.

to disclose any, other

‘t actual. interest in the packages :
| because of the price tags.
¢

“Allen Ludlum, ‘director: of film

- programming for KNXT,-

said he

Was- ooking. for post- 1948s but ‘not.

byyiing “at the moment” principal-ly because of the prices asked.
Hollywood, Nov... 28.
ot isn't nearly as pronounced. abroad. +
“The market is tightening, ‘bult--ev: Healthy. state of foreign’ syndica- |: Hollyw ood. .
. stations * wait ‘erytime a néw movie package comes
| tion. is of :1io small. consequence. to} snend” nearly -eh000. 000° for, old iout the’ price’ goes up,” he re| syndicators... -For. Most :“of the ‘pictures ‘this ” ‘year. -Despite - that |mal ‘ked.
KNXT. has over. 1,000"
‘| houses, it’s the’ ‘difference of profit |.there.- are ‘many. /elements-.. con- motion pict: _es-in its library, but.
tor Téss_- of: staying in biz: ‘or disaster. ‘tributing |to the total, most. ‘station: eventually. “te may have to “Duy
One: optimistic ‘forecast. is -that ‘in. -Thanagers- “agree that the figure “is. ; more,” - Ludium said, unhappy at
| '62,. the foreign: BOSS -of: ‘vidfilms. |“not ’.tod. far: out of* line.”: Taken j the prices sought. The channel:

LVStationsFea
ear

Slined ‘the ‘situation :by. explaining | }:
’ * that: this placed ‘the ‘buyérs=:in ‘a |<
ma supreme -. ‘position.’ whereby — they|-

we were virtually: ‘operating |a. buyers’ |

-* -Seartel.:A* serious-adjunct tothe}

LestoilDrainof
~ InNetwork Buy

we ‘British -‘réstriction,” was.the. effect |
"> onother' markets where American|
° Programs: could: ‘also be restrictéed.

Cartoons:
and. - features. ‘should. into consideration: must: be: ‘reruns, | has’ no place. on its programming
-The.} films. that» -were bought but. ‘not yet: |for.hourlong tv films, is not much
‘estimated : $43; 500. 000 forecast: ‘for’ ‘shown -and: charges .against films: interested
in half.hour telefilms:_

| grow to- ‘nearly. ‘$60,000,000:

‘the’ current year. Is, a “gross: ctom-~ | bought la8t ‘year..
.
: ‘teither,
prised _ ‘mainly: ‘from the: -Sale” of j. 7 HT: -amortize. :our investment. ”. --Another - exer who complained
|
films-made
for
tv:
From:20:to
25°.
f
says’
“tes.
“highly.
‘probable::
that.
every”
“Stretch”
Adler,
KFLA.
man|.‘aboiit. ‘the - post-1948. prices was
. the - Pilkingtoit~ ‘report. was. |pub-|.
lew.
dished and: legislation, :was ~intro-.: -tv station ‘in the: ‘country is @ Jittle -of that .gross: is estimated to -be sager, “we. write off. five. runs ‘per~ | ‘George Burke, KRCA film buycr.
-accoutited. for by: the. sale: of.fea: |-Gentage-wise : arid: after’ that ‘we're:! He said the. ‘channel has been look“unnerved”
by
the‘report:
last
week:
into
Parliament;
‘he
did
oo
“duced ’
tures: to. television:
free - and. clear.”a He: roughly esti-| ing. at: the post-]948s, but said “wae
Pave imply. that. ‘McCarthy's arguments that -Lestoif has. decided to: spend
Some coin: in. network, tv. -Lestoil-| New: ‘stations -going:<‘on. “the- air- -mated.- this \.vear’s ‘investment+ Would ..have -to put’ them in the
_ Provided: ‘food ‘for. reflection. ©
|
‘for-yéars was: very close .to being: during” "61° inelude ‘a second net-"
“7. ° AS a’strons: ady pcate. of:two-way |‘the -‘biggest: spot” ‘video’. advertiser. Work’ if Italy, ‘operated:..by’ RAT, vintage. features’ at: $250,000. ‘Harcy’| fringe. areas of our schedule.” and
|
Trenner,'
of
KHJ-TV.:
said
.
the;
that -the -prices (“The Warners-Ta7 traffic: ‘between “Britain: and. .the.
4-opening :“Of: “country - statioris’’.° ‘in? station's: 3350 “features ‘would. “run. Art package prebably comes to
“, United: States::“McCarthy reeatis|i. the country ‘for one. brand:
‘Austialia: ‘second. ‘outlet: ‘in’ Uru:$20,000-36.000
“a: ‘picture”)- made.
The
original.
‘report
had
°
it.
‘that:
to.
around
:$1.500,000.
At
KRCA
tlie
<the.days When British. motion. pic-.|
guay;-. Second’ web: in:‘West ‘Gerthem, -prohibitive.
|, ture. producers’ complained -there’ Lestoil. Would: ‘be spending - ‘only: ‘many, --additional stations:In.Japan, tab. is $1.000.000. Other estimates —:
about
$320,
000
in
its.
initial’
‘buy
on.
include:
“KNXT"
.$750.000::
KTfV
7
.
Burke
declared,
too, that: fewer:
vat - Was” ‘a conspiracy. “against: ‘their1:
‘and™ ‘the. Philippines.
-$350.000;:: “KABC-TV $50.000, and: pix :were' made in the post-1948°
/ product ‘in: the United States,- but. ‘NBC-TY -‘nighttime’ -this.. coming
.Other- ‘favorable - factors in’ ‘the
Spring.
..but™
the
“figure
‘is:
actually
|,
era,
.and
that
many
of those are.
‘KCOP
$t2,
000.
+
s/' Mowadays. British ‘films. had made‘foreign field-includé the: ‘liberaliza‘much longer, making them difficult :
woos, the’grade,_ were widely. ‘accepted:“mote ‘Tike. ‘$500. 000:, More ‘irnpor-: tion of ceilings. ‘paid for Américan ; “In. ‘many ‘situations: ‘Jicensing
.tant
‘perhaps
is’the
fact
that’
the’
to
fit.
intoa
tv
sked
since many
. Were’ “earning.-“substantial
an
‘product ‘in. Japan,. and. the’ reopen’ _Tuns ‘from: four. to. Seven’ ‘years So.
new: ‘Lestoil . -Managenjent’: is ‘con-:
(Continued on page 50)
* amounts. On: television he asserted ‘|’
‘Ing:- of “the Syrian” niarket’ ‘(see { that: an- accurate . ‘estimate ‘could.
.
Sidering
.
further:
network
‘buys,
‘Onlv~ be: guessed at. Many of the.
‘that.: Britain’, -had °‘taken: more *:in®
Vseparate ‘story y.
Moat “actual. ‘moriey': ‘out- of the U:S:. ABC-TV. daytime. ‘reportedly. being:
Willard .. ‘Block: “inter ational Loldies ° ‘taken’ “out. ‘of inventory |
Lae market. than: “American: - producers: :an- area: now. under close ‘inyestiga- ‘gales. ‘manager. for :CBS: Films, eitea (previously: bought) for this -vear's’priate
oo
‘,
on iad ‘out’ of ‘the: British market: Ad- tion:
; that -in- October his.’‘company ‘made: ‘ showing shad‘ to-be estimated on a
7 mittedly:- a” sizeable: ‘chunk. of; the. - It's" hot-Jikely? though:? -that.‘the: ,f-58 different. program scales: during” ‘pro-rata: share of the’ ‘cost.. -While
-Lestoit- -peonle~ Will -Spend’. ‘much.
woot total - ‘Was. contributed” ‘by: the|:
the month, reflecting. the“ all-vear-- ‘most. stations. admit. that the. bot-.}.
. «, library’ of ‘ald’ films, “ridtably.. ithe “more: than: “hialf, if: that -much, ‘of: bound nature. of the: biz, ‘Experience. -tom_ of: ‘the barrel is:being scraped~
~ Rank and: Alex Korda backlog, but} "an. ‘estimated ..“$10,500:000 °-annual’ Lof-CBS Films is duplicated by.other, “on ‘pre-48's:: they|are -hopeful. that|:
‘“in’. -networking.. -: Because:
‘had. been’ | ‘budget
“increasing - fguccessts
: the.later releases will be:abundant:
spot gaine
d the company its-initial: synidie outtits.
achieved. “by:a number: of Britistt.,
* Seréen: Gems Ine. announced: at
merchandising."
‘the ‘stations will’ y Another -stabilizing” influence :is
“7. metworked ‘series, while the- BBC's.
the
broadening.
‘of
catalogs:
Syndie.
Competition. for:‘the: older. fea: | its first-annual public stockholders
stil] Bet their: share, this -‘Year: -at.y
meeting
‘yesterday (Tues.) in. New _- “Ages‘of: Kings’ “had made.'a sub=|.
a -| subsids’ of CBS’ and NBC,: ‘for’ ex- | tures: ‘with’ Star ‘names has: touched -York’ a. net income for
|
='. +. stantial - cultural -impact, ON: the | least: a
the July--Daniiel Hagan ‘is the: new ‘prext. ‘amiple;*- have: the news, .‘pubaffairs “Off a‘féw vendettas in: the spirited{September quarter ‘of $341,735
or. :
Oo
oe
‘educational’ hetwork, reg
.Lestoil...and .lie’s: added. “other shoivs ‘as well: as the: énfer tainment. ‘fight for’. national. spot: advertisers.
Cue, Spee
“+ Bey: execs to .the.. Holyoke=based : shows: to. sell. “Screen. Gems’ and: “One.” station ‘listed: “Treasure -of j the equivalent of 13 cents'a Share.
-otherg-_are taking’ on foreign: -prod~. ‘the ; Sierra’ “Madre”. and - “The |of the: 2,538,400 outstanding. shares. : |.
-manufacttiring: ‘concern : that’ “was _
| This is ‘compared to the. $152:545
"started 'by: Jacob. -Barowsky:.- Don. uct: for distribution in. various areas: [. (Continued, on page 50):
| or- six cents. per share for the Jirst
Madden.
a vet..of »Colgate,” ‘has. .of *the > world. _.SG --has” “entered:
oa ‘quarter of Iast year.
*‘show production in, Canada ;
with, a:
“moved: over. as -general: sales man-.|’
Approximately one-tenth of: ‘the
9 | ager ‘and -Owen" J.Carroll ‘has be-- ‘game. ‘shoit.‘CBS’
Films
‘for
‘thie:
first:
tinse’
‘has.
2,
100
stockholders:
of
this
tv ‘com- .
come -merchandising. ‘manager: '-It
{ pany which until a year ago Wasa
“Was .Barowsky:" and .his? son” tvho. faken on‘a Canadian show. for dis- on
]
tribution
‘internationally,
show.
be]..
Wholly
‘owned
subsidiary
of
Columbuving- spot: ty. time six: or* ‘ing ““QED,’” 7
Coe “Independent: Teélevision. -Corp. ‘started:
a. “half-hour . panel: .
i bia Pictures, attended the meeting
seven ‘ears'.ago” and’ ‘that. led: to

‘Though

the. “minister. ‘indicated |.

vee ‘that. ‘nothing: ‘could -be done: att

SGNets Sul156,
Stockholders. Told

KEYHOLE?SALES

Calben
en
he
ozmo

“has a-deal” sith. Paramount. Pic-

“IN-20 B crs

Lestoil's .-position of onetime emi‘nence among fluid ‘house ‘cleatiers.-

series,

ste,

oe

. sangaphote.: Ziv-UA's new first-? jp: a tv. film studio on Manhattan's

i rumner,, -has-. scored: ‘sales: in’ 20.; ‘far west -side. ‘Studio,. new ..com~ AW? jn alt, ‘foreign biz: remains !
a ‘tures’ for the: prgduction :of ‘anew
oT ‘pleted: houses additional fa cilities. I the:‘bi‘ight -spot-in. the vidfilm seni markets”...
“:Seolar’ cartoon-series, -titled’ “Koz: ‘Lately, -Lestoil “has ‘had. to buck the:i die:
“big.
with,
a
“Browne,
Potential:
:
“Roster: of “deals.“include: Nehi. for Elliot, Unger-& Elliot, an SG "
ar .mo-Tlie Kid from: ‘Mars, Serjes: of: intérisive ty: ‘campaigning ;:of. ‘Proc:
| Beverage, -WFBM:. - Indianapolis; ij‘teleblirb’ ‘subdsid. °ter.& Samble's: “Mr.. :Clean:..
| KLZ,: “Denver; WHAS, Louisville; :ft :SG’s
ag “five” and ‘a: -half-minute- ‘segments | .
international
diviision,
| WwsB: “Atlanta; -WLW-D,. ‘Das'ton; .. Show éd. a gross income of $7.810,-. -.Oo; Lc uniarks’ Paramount's. first |‘eartoon a
‘WAST, . Al ba ny.- Sctietiectady: + 800° this, year against $5.000. 000. for
“Production -for. tvs. re
:
’ Syi
‘tian television. ‘deprived: ‘of its|KOMO,. ‘Seattle:. ‘KTVK,. Phoenix; fiscal” 1960. Company reported |‘it
Unde. - the -‘deal, ITC: “stipplies |. HPT, Ji
a
a7Z WHE Travel,”" a series Supply, of.tv programs’. Ww‘hen -“Syria:F; WEAR, Mobile-Pensacola;; WAVY, “leads all other television distribu-:
firraneing and: gains: world. distribu-:| of 39: episides *‘dealing -with” jazz |
Noftolk-Portsmouth; WCCB, Mont="
tien:
righits..:- -Ashley-Steiner, ITC’ Ss: ‘abroad, ‘is. on. the 1962 distribution|:‘seceded: -from: “the. United :“Arab |.gamers: and :“WCC, * Columbia, ‘tion, com:panies engaged. in doing
:.
“business ‘abroad. As for the SG
‘from which it was receiv’ 3.C.
.* exclusive netw ork. representatives,’ schedule: of. ‘Lakeside® Télevision, ‘Republic:
.
,
4 merchandising division. there has”
‘will be-in- charge’ of. aveb: ‘sales for “Pilot® for: the:Series. has been’ com- ing. . its’ tv fare: ‘has: purchased a. “iy erdiddes:”
” canotlier |“Zi-C AS been a :19-fold growth - iu -four the. hey. eattoon Series:
package. of 19 series. ‘from’ CBS;first-rimper,. has. been bought: by.... Years. In 58 the gross retail sales‘
“| pleted,*’
- 2°" Paramount. Pictures: ‘has a iong:|:. “Lakeside. ‘reports |‘that. -owila |Filtns Cie
| Texas: ‘State’ Optical: ‘KEDM, Beau- :‘for; ‘oroduets licensed
via ° SG*
“ history’. ‘of. --suere:stul _cartooning, Car 0."' big: game safari-series, has |.- "Representatives: of:the:newlycoFs mont: “WSBT, South Bend: WJHL, |imer+ “andis’ ng were $4. 500,000, but
including: Ponws,” - Casper: - the} been. Sold. in’N-X.: Chicago, Seattle, ganized: RAS. ‘Broadcasting. "Damas: |Johnson. City: Tenn.: KELO,. Sioux | in 1971, “gross. was $49. 50° n00,," .:
Gs et: a9
oi) Friendly: .
SDittle.” Bulu,” “Nes Oo eans.- Montoe, La. and Cus. came. ‘fe WY, to make:
a Fats: . WGAL .. “Laneaster; and. I from which the company “realjzed
se and:"Betty: ‘Boop:”
“1 .'Bvansyite,” “Ind,
whe TE
, Durchage... ar
KBB, Great Falls,. Mont:
| substantial roy alties. ”
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startwith; there is
: “Tota
a“Victo
S any. theatre-buft knows,
ws “ah,titlerole. It’$tempting t
to say.that the:castingof Age

a - Miss Harris. ‘as‘theshy:young lady’who,‘evolved’. -*:
: ages s
some© 60years.
5 Rightoffthebiyou
ou have
to concede. this i§.a
j lotbetter than.
‘aa play,whose conentoone ofBritain's5most influential monarchs | a

— a dencedly off
« beat:\ ag,

audience’ ages 60
0 years.:
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aud

|
There’ HMbe.no. such premature-greying “among ae a

the millions. watching the’televersion’ of:Lau-* ee

ate 0
rence: Housman’ s:stage. success ‘on.“Hallmark,

tomorrow. night., Tn:fact,ewer Be BS
“Hall of,Fame”
ofthe:viewers. willJook:even.ce :
doubt ifany

minutes older: at
; drama’send.

or
See
Oe,
eee
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For no onee Surpasses‘Hallmark(which,alterall,7 Rie the‘inescapable:truth.is:‘that
¢ nothing’is
off-beat for‘Julie. (This same-artistwho .2 .
‘holds allthe catds) i
infashioning a.TV presenta: os©| teallyo
Joan in:“The.Lark,”and.a
St
tion in,‘theroyalmanner. And nothing has been ar ; was aa.luminous |
Pe
‘spared to.‘make this ==the first,new: offeringofches
ais nowhegiting Broadway.
syaudionces
the. “Hall afFaame” sedson—a memorable ex Ceding’
ample oftelevision theatre, ©
an ele gti. tlre: a8 aa
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ia ALShot.i
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thqueen's
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’s.ward“Herttomorrowy night’s:journey‘acros®.
6 the‘years - "Dodgers,doesn’t
oeos biots 18:
“year:“old.‘pririeessto78yearaldqueen :

o:at harly.be.aesolo:Jauiit. ‘She’IE.be:Fe

ee
eS

: 7 co

star’. ee
““youndéd. ‘by:such puissant. operatives as.€o-

~ Jaines Donald (playiing]PriinceAlbert) aridFelix.”" Ce ns i

RE Se
IKE

To

Tsabel
~ Aylmer, Pamela: ‘Brow:ni‘Barry: ‘Jones;:

©

Jeans, Basil.Rathbone. and.Anga Swenson. Tea1s~ .aye Beteoe

2s

‘a comipany. any:‘actr€88-queen would:
|
welcome, ok, LS a
_sither:athomie.or,
entourage:
mae » Addtoallthis
passion
n forverisimilitude War :
mer’s elegant. sets(the most. imposing” 7
7 ‘Chyn

a master
“NICE. To HiAVEAROUND, ‘TOO,4s:a

: :backgrounds this side ofCharlton. Heston) and ©
_prodveerdixector like.George:‘Schaefer, ‘who’cae
eo

r

r

directed some 40 Hallmark. shows"in‘thieine:
3
oh you geta prroduictioon.thatbidsfairtoeme=

Pao
the
car's genui
nu nestan:dcOouts.
_seasons he’s:‘bee with:theprogram: ‘Schaefer Gere on €of ¢TV y
“two-hour “Macbeth ‘on:‘TY.Tast.Nov ember2
The.1985.‘stage:play,“Victoria:Regina,”was

repeatedfor‘the ‘Hall:ofFanie’st'séasoni prene made up:
| of ten scenes ‘from author’ Housman’ Sos,

-miere lastthonth=wor: nofewerthanfive Enimy: =. original’46.playlets about” the. Tittle. lady of
awards. This’Wasfive:Emmniys more than:Stale
Windsor.”e The. Hallmark TV.-adaptation, by.
aa
Robert Hartung, will‘contairiquite a bit ofma- oo
“apeareeever,was:-able:t
to.Wwinallbyhimself
:
aterial not included i
in
1 thattheatre version, noe
5”‘opening.‘on:‘Broadway in: acne
“VictoriaRegina's

bbe

nee “ONE: ‘OF.THE MosT WINNING. of thenew :

* 1935.was,not'merrely.a tr‘umph ofacting—it’ So a

2
gcenes AS.
i‘the.sequ
uence:wherein Barry Je
ones.(a
as
“stillconsider édby.many AS.Helen.Hayes’ most. aoe

_brilliant achievement—“but:arare.accomplish. noes ‘theDean),expounds. onthesignificance ofthe _
ca “Jotiah-and:the-whale. nafrative, ‘and. the:aging
“mentsin:
n makeup,hairstyting.and.costuming.

a “queen: asks:whether. shesissupposed totake the:
“Tomonow night’s
s.‘colorproduction was
4 quienesstorysliterally.‘We won’‘teven attempt

as:demanding i
in.all:thesespheres: Makeup: spe:

2todescribe the.charm. ofthis:exchange iin cold,

“Seidl:Bob:ae}Bradovich’ s:gifted ‘fingers.were

print,‘butthe.scene ‘doessucceed iin.reconfirm

obliged’tospantSIX‘decades ofToy.al ‘maturring.” 4a8 anye.a.couple:
!
of important

a

© Hairsty!list’Erie ‘Adlerdesigned :adozen’ hair’... .iruihis:Y:.Julie. Hartis.118: one™

sty lesforMiss Haitiisalone. ‘And costumer NoelPe

ofthe:most.engaging ‘actiesses’ .

“Taylor, used nine:different dummies ofvarying -alive, and)2):Queen, Victoria:
: _ sorpulence: (eounds like.the.cold.
d'Brooklynnever saw
8 !
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orBy.and.Bess.”
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TRLEVISION REVIEWS:

_Wedneatay, Noveinber 29,yer"

lags: GRANT, aN IMPROBABLE

CROSSING THE THRESHOLD:-a: 6M.Ss;‘PINAFORE™

onpAsmione

“‘THANKSGIY-

HOME ‘For -HE "HOLIDAYS

©.

rae | - HERO. i
With
Gordon. .MacRae,.. ANS oa.
_ With Alexander Scourby,’ nartator | With ‘Douglas. Campbell,
‘With Charlton. Heaton, Gene Barry, | .-Miinsel, Carol: ‘Haney, - Al. Hirt,
ndrew |With ‘ “Thomas: ‘Mitchell, “narrator |
Producer-Director: ‘Robert Bendick|
- att,.. “Howard |‘Mawson,
-Eddie' Foy ‘Jr.;: Richard ‘Kiley,|:Phe Brothers ‘Four, “Harry, Sot" 7: s
.
Musical Director: Skitch Henderson _. Downie, Harry Mossfield, ‘Marion ‘Eliot --Nugént °- “
. | Exee Producer: ‘Donald. B:Hyatt ft Bob & Ray,. Dick Button; Betty. nik Orch &: ‘Chorus'«
;
Studholme, Eric Hoouse *.
- Writer: Irve Tunick _
‘TDirector: Tyrone. Guthrie.-: . 1 #4.-Director: .Lynweod King
7
-|\Writer: James Lee: ©
| 85. Mins:; ‘Fri... (24), 5:05. pm.”
‘30. Mins.; Fri.,..8:30 wins. hy- . .|
“1 P: ‘BAELANTINE:
poe
tfUNION: "CENTRAL LIFE, ° _ a
WNBC-TV (tape). AN. WisAyer)
IN SURANCE *
“Wiliam: “Esty
The first of a. three-part. docu-!
“‘Tyrdéne -Guthrie’s - “uriorthodox’ -NBC-TV. (film).
mentation
of—“man’s exploration’
into space and orbital flights, this. staging of this Gilbert: &. Sullivan-}. .:Producer. "Deénald: B- “Hyatt,
90 Mins., Fri. (24), 9 p.m.

BELL. SYSTEM.
NBC-TV (film &. tape).

‘Johnson, Allyn McLerie

i
. vie or, .Preducer:: Roger:- Gimbel:

‘Producer:: Robert Saudek’.
-! |-Director: Sid‘.Smith‘’
Difector:: Kirk: Browning ||
cao |, Writers:’ Sydney” “Zelinka, Reva, oe
Writer: Mike: Marmer: .
;
Drake, -Bill-” ‘Gammie..,
“6 12
160. Mins.:. ‘Tues.,:Nov. ;
2, 0 pan
‘60.Mins.;-Thuts.:(23) §:30 pam,
‘WESTINGHOUSE..
“MOHAWK CARPET MILLS-ABC-TY ‘(dive & tape).

- NBC-TV,. from: N.Y. (color, tape) --

: (Maxon: »"(McCaunn-Erickson)
Bell System-sponsored.. 90-minute ‘work. originally seen. in. New. York ‘known’ for: his:‘technique: of using..a |.
7 “aHiome ‘For. The* "Holiday" ‘was re
special would have. been twice as ‘last year. atthe “Phoenix ‘Theatre, eascade’ of: prints and. pictures -to- ‘It was an old-fishioned tisariks: |
good ‘had it been half the ‘length. ‘has been- converted’ into '.a ‘bright: ecapture’ a period. and® a -personal- Biving, ‘all right: Lotsa corn,- plenty a-typical- ‘Thanksgiving. special: It..°"- At ‘its best it was. tense, exciting :tv ‘show ‘which ‘will be. repeated” on .ity, -emerged
with tnixed-results. ham and ‘a. gouplé of turkeys...
..| rounded up .a:solid. roster. Of per-

‘and absorbing, :in recapping ::the. WNBC-FEV.’ ‘on: Christmas Day: This ‘in “U:S.. Grant,” “An ‘Amprobable | For ‘it’s .fourth: special ‘of- -the -formers: and: some fine music’.and:
|. Season,” this ‘one live. on ABC-TV’ wfanped them -up in a ‘standard: * : ~
new frontiers of science. and a:version: is: a‘ Straightforward taped -Hero:'Wie
“new breed .of man.”* But the over-! | presentation of the légit version as. ‘The half:tiour NBG-EV vignette,. except for--Charlton ‘Heston. reads; ized. package: with all the familiar |“ Tbe
all. impact: was ‘ destroyed .“by| performed by the original cast at. a | telecast Friday (24) night:at .8:30,: ‘ings. “and :Dick: :-Sutton’.: skating; ‘holiday. ‘dressing: and’ stuffing.”
-Monotonois - clips. (twice-told on. tv; CBC. theatre in Toronto,- complete offered miore ‘of a. ‘hazy .feel of: “Westinghouse ‘via “Robert Saudek | : As host’ and-. main. performer, ...‘before by thé same people). VOX- ,With’ curtain ‘and’ audience. “
the: |.*-:
‘Grant..and his leadership in’ ‘the: Assoc.’s. attemptéd: a mixture. of. Gordon’: “MacRae délivered
‘popping. the man in the street. inj ‘Guthrie's conception of the. oper- ‘Civil. War, than ‘a: lear,. appraisal. music, dance. and’ satirical comedy:|‘intros- in” an ingratiating: Style. and
‘London, Paris. Tokyo,. Nigeria, Mos-" ‘etta--is ‘considerably, .Jivelier ~than.|: -of his personality: and the role he. with only: fair success. Idea was to.| ‘Yendered.a-brace. of numbers: with ....-:
“cow, et: wal. and too many Tevisits | the’ standard Doyly .Carte: “staging. played. The technique. of stills. and| ‘turn: back the clock. a’: century -in. “Bis: authoritative’. pipes...He ‘was! .~. and ‘he’s. thrown in lots of vaude-|for scientific gab.
|"
pictures, ‘in-:this ¢éase, at “Teast; setting and costume While. ‘keeping: ‘given an excellerit assist by-Patrice:
| the. -comeédy- contemporary. Only’ Munset, . a. lammister from. the -- -"
.
Had it “peaded. itself. ‘ exclisively Ville .hokum:: to ‘get °yocks - where |.‘seemed to.add-to: the blur. =:
: dccasionally: did the hour. make ‘its. . operatic ‘ranks with: a svelte attack: .--_.
to. a thematic Soviet: ‘vs: U.S:. id} G&S probably. only hoped for some'}*
‘
There
.
were:
referecés
back
‘and
point. But as a pot: purri: of bits, it|.
‘for |“orbital -conquest. -for’ herein titters. The bread. retiditions of the
‘on: such’ ”ballads. ..as Moonlight
were contained the: fascinating offi-. Songs and some. sharp-: choreo- ‘forth in. time, the: ‘Juxaposition: of was’ passable entertainment: * .
in ‘Vermont’. cand ~ Any . Place. eae
of: the’ H.MLS.|-Feenacted.. - “scenes . and: -:flowing:.:.‘Sure, standouts were -dependabtes: 'Hang: My“Hat Is Honie,” a number : :
cially-released: Soviet. ‘élips: of. the graphic : routining
Titov-Gagar'n. ‘sv.ace.. journeys). Pinafore crew added up‘to an _at-j] ‘Fivers, with. stills. The ‘multiplicity: ‘Bob & Ray. in. a takeoff. on: video's “which: spiced’ this. family. show with.”
without all the. attendant -‘folderol,: tractive: revitalization. of a” classic.’ of art -forms—all :within’ a’ half-|current * _ documentary’ ‘style: “via | Some ‘sexy. overtones.
‘turkey: ‘prices and another. as re-|this -initial. “Threshold”. ‘installment |. - Only the single stage setting of hour—ias. confusing to.the eye.
On-hand also were. ‘Carol Haney °
would have- hada much |greater the Pinafore’s double-decked. .mid-|-: “In - ‘the | narration, | ‘the ‘thread. gards. the’ ‘foolishness: of half-time | ‘for nifty: hoofing . interludes : and;
ships. was used ‘throughout ‘and it] which. ‘might:-have: tied. things to-= | football .‘ pageantry—proving. .con-: ‘some’ vocalizing .with the rest“ of me
-imvact on the tv:‘audience: —
Byon
Despite its ‘shortcomings, here! Served. admirably. with the: help of. .gether—a strong™“point ‘of -view— clusively. that. “half-time ©football | the -¢ast ‘ona -couple: of clever. --.:.
Was a realistic. science show filled: some ‘excellent’ camera .-work- ‘to: -was missing: ‘A lengthier ‘treatment +} festivities. are ‘a :big ‘bére.”
‘tunes, “All- We Want Js You” and." -- "|.
‘with ‘drama.’ particularly’ in the -overcomie. that: static: feeling. Basic- may have. been: needed to spell: out ’ Host:Géne’ Barry and. vet vaude- “Put ‘It There, “Pal.” Al-Hirt, the.
2”
episodes: _of:. Cosmonaut. Titov’s ally, ‘liowever, . this. show: was..car= the title,, “U.S.’: 'Grant,. In. Im- villian. Eddie. Foy Jr. dueted ’as bearded: Dixielander : who’s been ~:
:
probable: Hero.” ‘The ' Grant. who. ‘Currier ‘& Ives, cardmakers with .a- getting: ‘heavy. ‘tv ‘exposure this -sea-... © .
orbital. flight. -the. Russian-styled ried -by a.: firstrate. cast: -whose
preparation for’ conquest; and the senses. of timing: matched the’ bril- became. President: cu the. U, S. was ‘yen for. the stage...Their. ‘comedy. son, ‘was-another-pleasant addition. - = =.

step-by-sten “Canaveral: develop- liance ‘of. their’ voices:-If there|:
‘|-was “strained; .but ‘the: :quality: -of ‘with his trumpeting and vocalizing.:'."¢ *.
‘ments as. the U.S.-prepares to put. ‘Was: one.. reservation, it‘ was.:that| Perhaps ‘sectional feelings: being ; old ‘song and dance. routines lent A. cute imoppet-angled. ‘bit’ for. this me
{ts own astronaut ip. orbital filght ‘the “players -were not. -absolutely: what they aré—and ‘the .current. ‘fine nostalgia. ‘Foy ‘also was effec-' -late afternoon: offering involved a. - ae
: leareful- to” enunciate: every word|eascade -. ‘of.: feelings - about-‘the: tive ina mime. fireman ‘bit. in the “challenge routine’ ‘between: a nine-.
early next vear..
The countdowns and.‘the liftoffs:. ‘with | ‘unmistakable — ‘clarity: at the ‘status. of 'N egroes—paralyzed: the ‘style of silent pix..
‘fyear-old. trumpeter,.. Néil.“Rosén- =. +
_the actual journeys into ‘space‘and ‘outset: ~The. matter of diction. im-. thrust ‘for a more forthright: sum-.}- Via: taped. ‘ségs, Chariton ‘Heston: - atten, and ‘Hirt -on-“Smalt Fry,”."- weet
the deseents, all jnxtavosed -‘against proved. as the. operetta. progressed. mation, ef the period and! the -man.- did: three::readings, ‘an O,. Henry -The Brothers. Four;:.a- .folksinging: =” foe,

‘a hypothetical flicht. in all its. tech- _: The ‘Solid cast was. headed up’ by}. ‘It'll be. interesting to, .see «what Thanksgiving - ‘Short: ‘story,.. Robert. ‘¢ombo. - deljvered: nicel¥ .on Rock
nical asperts: of a UWS. ‘manned ‘Douglas. Campbell’.:and :-Marion|.
-NBC-TV.- ‘and ‘Hyatt: ‘do with. the: Frost's. “*Navember” and. one. from. ‘Island Line”, and.“‘Marianhe.”. -: °*" no
projectile sicht. packed a‘ meaning- ‘Studholme, ‘Eric* ‘House, as. Sir companion - piece;; to. be -done~ ‘in’ ‘the: Bible. : The ..readings: swere .a.|- Allvery “nice : but, without anycie S
ful wallop: Not -the least of. the Joseph Porter; Irene Byatt, as. But- ‘January, :with the.- same Sponsor.. “noble. ‘production. idea,.. providing |. originality. Or. ‘surprises. Hering ae
program’ < virtues were Alexander. tercup; °‘Howard Mawson, . ag: Dick } That: one -will. be. on. “General: -an- excellent change ‘of: pace from |.
Scourbv’s fine’ fas tisual) narration: Deadeye;
“the big. ‘musical’ nuinbers; ‘hut: HesAndrew... -Downie,.'' as Robert. FE: ‘Lee.:;
FOR: THE ROAD oe
and Skiteh |Henderson's. musical, Ralph Rackstraw: ‘and Harry Moss-:|. Thomas. Mitchell .narrated .-¢om= |ton’s ‘hefty -emoting_came of as: ‘ONE.
With: Jack Huston, .Judge. c.
contrib.
Rose.- : field, ‘as Capt. -Corcoron,,. ‘Louis Ap-|
Barbeau, ~Garnett -.
: Hall... “John: ote
Ppetently, and Elliot -Nugent voiced ‘sort of erzats Laughton. °
“. Sotigs by ‘Richard’ Kiley, ‘Allya |:': Cochran, :others.plebaunt: conducted authoritatively; :
. * oo,
the:words ofGrant Well: ‘Horo, vs
,
a
First. half. of. this show was ‘un"|-MeLerie-et: al. were: well’ executed, ‘Producer-Writeri Carl: Ruble
MUSICALLY. YOURS -"| but:-again’ the humor: was ‘strained: Director:. ‘Al. DeRusha
With Robert Mantzke . Choralaires Sold.-and it: ‘unreeled’ without the |
“THE:
‘
SONNY”.
"FOX:
‘
THANKS:
ind -Bilt ..Foster’s .chor eogtaphy. 30. Mins.: Fri: 9 p.m:
(36); Susan’ Henryson,.. Parkette intrusion. of any. ‘plugs. That. wis}.
lacked. freshness and’ dazzle, : —
Dancers (8), U: of. Minnesota bad |‘training. ‘for the ‘second ‘half |- - GIVING :PARTY'|
WTCN-TY, ‘Minneapolis, (ape) ©
a
Pom Pom Girls & Cheer Leaders when. the. beer: company *“spots ‘with. -‘Sonny- Fox, |Paut ‘Winchelt,.| : “In: the. taped: seg”. ’ featuring
;
. the Amazing ‘Randy,. Pat.Woodell1 ;|olympic: ‘champ’ Dick. Button ‘and,|: - Drunken *.. diiviing. - Of course,
. |broke into the. operetta |-On ‘various
Producer-Writer: Kenn. Barry
ce
: |inopportune: occasions. ‘The use. of | Producer: Mel. Baily’:
‘tskating ensemble; Kirk: ‘Browning’s . deeply. “Concerns ‘practically. everys
30 Mins.: Thurs.,.4.0.m. body."
‘Accordingly,
‘and.
With
this:
-..
.
direction‘ came- into» its own with].
TWIN | CITIES REA! VICTOR a. ‘jingle -‘Spot.: also jJangled some-} ‘ Director: © Arthur Fotrest ©
Writer: Mel: Baily:©
.. |fine: coritrasting. boom :and .elose- -undoubtedly:: -in mind, the’ local. -.~.:
DEALERS.
—
. {what with, the:G&S ‘Music. Herm.:
WTCNS oy
160 Mins.;: Thursday; «:30. bam. a UD, shots... fete
Bill.” ; Ljfe-Time” . “non-nétwork
-KSTP-TY, Mpls. St. Paul; (tape)
‘TV's “News and -public: affaits:-de=." 0.7
“Since the completion “of Uits- ‘tv |.THE. _WORLD™ OF. “ARTHUR! EMENEE INDUSTRIES.
.
partment’
‘smartly.’
produced
« anid. =...
FIEDLER
WNEW-TY, N.Y, (ape). color studio, the only one boasted:
fet PORTEOLIO™
presented -this' one-time documen=:. -*ADunay;- Hirscle, &. Lewis):
by any Northwest--yideq - station }With ‘Arthor Fiedler, Boston,Popes,
‘With. National. Galleiy:‘Oréh.under tary, “One forthe Road.” and :did-°.- °.
Orch,’ John’ Scott, host .
and part of a $1,500, 000 expansion.
A::“brightly - paced: vand ;heal ‘Richard Bales. ©: | it in’ a- gifted-manner. On‘this:pat-. : —
-and. improvement
project, Stan Executive | Producer: George i
“designed Thanksgiving: ‘party: Was’ ‘Producer: Lawrence “Beckerman, *-ticular. Friday night: for:30-miriutes, . .‘ Wright. Briggs .Hubbard's: KSTP-TV: (NBC_ affili:| Directors Clark Pangle” - |.
‘| star ting. at 9, the well done, timely °°,
Producer:
Dougtas.
Léonard’
.
‘thrown’.
last.’
“Thursday.
AQ3y
ate) has-been doing two of its own
over: 60 Mins. ‘Fhurs., 10..p.m.° :and - commendable: ‘contribution -. ||
7 ‘WNEW-TV. Hosted. ‘by: Sonny Fox; SUSTAINING.
regular daytime. ‘programs in eolor. Director: Thomas Knott should: have|‘drawn ‘and. ‘held ., eee
This “Musically: Yours,” however,. 30-Mins., ‘Tues.,: 8:30 p.m.
daytime: tv:‘Bamemaster; ‘the: show |: WLOP-TV. ape’; Washington.
‘Jargé. ‘audience. Lilfs
‘BOSTON:
GLOBE
was its ‘first big. color production.
ne ‘featured. ‘Paul “Winchell ‘and his’|* Imaginative. camera “work aaa | “The . -docunientary. “endgosiity
On Thanksgiving ‘afternoon the. ‘WBZ-TV, Boston: (tape) :
flawless technical operation made |.
os
“(BBDO)
[dummy. companions,,; a. magician: for. the -successof a. difficult stunt. depicted ‘the instancé-.of ni. auto .'.
. Yocally. produced show provided. 30 |
accident caused by ‘an: intoxicated © :°
-pleasurable’. minutes: of ‘entertain-|- ‘Arthur: ‘Fiedler, internationally. ‘galled ”the Amazing -Randy, |‘and ‘in- WTOP-TV's secorid season. pre-.
diiver.and provided: dn ‘authorita-. “-.°ment for. black: and: white’ as well famous edhductor.’ ‘of -the Boston. femme. ‘chirper Pat Woodell:
7 oe mieér. of *Portfolie.”: The biweekly- tive discussion of’ how to deal with©. 2
as: color . setowners... Combining’ ‘Pops, took: 35. ‘members’ of .that |
{‘pubservi¢e series,.” designed .‘asa ‘this problem, one of the ‘mote ‘seri-. “‘ -*Aimed.
at
‘thie:
‘family
.
‘trade,
with
firstrate vocalizing and” terpsichore. esteemed” ‘group - tO. ‘ present his ;
showcase:for. Ww ashington’ s. ‘cultural ous .-confronting: most.- ‘municipali- we
along Broadway musical show lines, first, series: of. ‘teleconcerts. -.
particular emphasis on the moppet: ‘diggings, -had’ aii auspicious: first |.-ties ‘today. ,Dramatic: ‘a¢tion. along...
“Musically. Yours” wagsabuilt around | - Produced by... 'WBZ-TV,: out. of |.
|-year
-and: this. season's: first ‘effort’ with ° considerable: food for -set-. ~~
Founded ‘jhixture of:‘song: ‘eomedy;
a local 36-voice. mixed
ig BBDO's: Boston .shop ‘for "the: Bos‘30°00.
‘in -on ‘measured. up to: the precédent..
‘owners’: thought - made. ~ for
group. Robert -Manizke's Choral- ‘tori Globe, this’ -second: ‘opus <in: and...“games, -- participated:
Program
‘consisted ' of: a: 60-min- _inter. esting... educative: and enters"
. camera by: several ‘children: under
-avies which has won: plaudits here+ the-monthly. series-must have made
ute | strétch, of . classical .music’ by ;
abouts’ and. abroad.: In. this ‘in- Fiedler..fans-: of.those’ who’ never’. the. guidarice of the guest: perform-. the’ “National: Gallery’ -.Orchestra | tainingly- “minutes. ‘ers: The-only:‘sour note in:the pro-.
Final. “conélusion ’ was’ that! auto.”
en
stance its numbers ‘ran: the. gamut |.‘made it. to: “Symphony Hall.:
“broken; only: by ‘announcements of.|driving ‘téda¥ .is “a-‘full- time,. job °°.
ceedings
“was”:
the:
cénstant
«
and.
‘In‘fact,
“The.
World
.
of.
‘Arthur
of Brozdwvay shows’ hit songs, seri-|.
redundant©.intrusion: “QE: com-. thé . ‘compositions. by’... eanductor ‘and -that. you ‘should ‘not drive “if-"’....
ous melodies with a religious fla=. “Fiedler” .went “Syimphony Hall one.
“Richard Bales. Only. artistic camera’
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‘cause the ‘petition was earried ‘by. Qo:
friend who ‘said he was. being paid’: + °.
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5:00-5:30.

: “Ranger, Beat

WLWC? “Average ating 6.8 0

Robert E. Lee and |

Mayor Robert Wagner wilt ‘hold a

Be

‘Thompson. George .Tobias:a
Bs 1946, MGM, MGM-TV.

State." Building,. .Minow,

Commissioner

Toe:

“Sept.ca “GALLANT BLISS”. 2.00200

antenna. a

Following ‘the. ceremonies at the. .
Empire:

Fran¢is -Raferty. :° ¢":
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| America’ ‘Studios: havea ‘pile up of”

WBNS.)

.-T ‘around. - 100: ° “episodics- in. cans.
Caranif However, the: financial. end: ‘is’now.

“."-. . Ebeing subjected to study, and.once. tad ‘resolved, the completed shows: will...
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. a Le TIME-LIFE, ‘Broadcast ‘News.Service:‘willfinish’ ‘subscribers: six:-fiye-minute”
a neue features’ per“day. five’ days:a week;: ‘plus, a.library: of:400. one-ininute back-

=" ground) newsbriefs.: BACKED BY THE:TOTAL ‘NEWS-GA FHERING. FACILITIES: OF .

“TEME:LIFE-FORTUNE-SPORTS. ILLUSTRATED; Now your station ‘can have exclus’
sive rightstoanevs service: backed by.the jrepor ting:of:ineh. and-women: in 14 fulls-” oo
-: time news, ‘bureaus. Overseas: and” 15 iny the United States. arid. Canada, as well as
3
3300: special correspondents: It also draws’‘upon ‘the editor ial research material’ of .~

whe ee Inc.andthewritings of theNewYork-based editors ofallfour gréat publications,
_ Thefive-minute Programs wilbe calito

aa the néwsbrief library. wiltbe called. -7
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" CON special group of:‘expert editor-broadcasters are. fashioning. this tremendous wealth of |news”
- "and featurem itérial inta;pertinent background. newsbriefs, under the’ direction ofSigMickelson. |
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For completeInformationonnthe.»

: -TIME-LIFE. BROADCAST NEWS:SERVICE.
“"@ncluding: subscription rates in your friarket) address Ole
":G, Morby, Time-Life Broadcast, Time & Life:Bide,
“s.Rocke:
7 feller.
Centers: New:York:‘Phone,tL6-3355,"
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Bow as Perpetual Motion Showcase! Ps auch Miler &Wek —

—
, Continued: fiom:page 30°Se
Just
Minneapolis, Nov. 28. - ‘show. ‘in‘Saturday: night.prime time ‘from: De¢. 2s; Aow: iH. (Bill) ‘Chee: a
forrest Powers; the Minneapolis. ‘Vers, “Westw: ard-TV topper, devised a.““gegionial” ‘quiz game. which: bowed...”
NEW, and YVadimi.-furnish the’: Star- television editor-critic, @idn’t.
Stereo ‘FM, a ‘recent -technical Ww
last night (Tues.). en his- station’.
: BBC’ s news. division |has moved: 2 ~~ .
Gallic spice while Tony ‘McFayden:

By HERM SCHOENFELD © "| day.. Jean ‘Wtichel; ‘recently’: with]

breakthrough which ‘permits. two‘channel, wide-band audio modula-.
- tion. ofa. single FM carrier. fre_ . quency, is now’ getting .an. assidu-.
ously commercial around-the-clock’

showcase

via

| tike.the Mitch.Miller ty show-that:
‘and Marten -L.aniont ‘spiel. with he caught ‘and. he said’ so in_ his home, a process that has: taken: two.years ‘to:‘complete . -< Coypright
Oxonian overtones. Bryce: ‘Bond and. daily column:: ‘At times; too, he ‘has | oF. Gilbert: Be ‘Sullivan’ expires at,the end of.the year’so, BBC As”‘plans o : |
Gerald. Janes -deliver. in. ‘standard made. ‘some . adverse ‘comments|ning a festival ‘to mark the ‘oocasion on.‘poth. tv:and: ‘sound.. . Granada
-Americanese.
canes:
- News”
wrapups

| are.

Geliverea:|*arent: the ‘Lawrence: Welk. tv show.

launched
‘its
‘broadcast - -schedule last" ‘Satutday straight. news. shows are brief ‘in-.
sulted in angry letters and denncia-:
(25) from its. headquarters on Long. ‘terpretative essays on various glo-| tions ‘from: sore’ of the Miller. and

Island. WTFM, a subsidiary of the. bal hot ‘spots, also done inaiad

Friendly Frost. company, is’ the of European accents.
. first’ ‘exclusive stereo FM operation
|:
arnsuhcre, a logical. step . forward:
New ‘York area which have been Paramount
- programming : ‘oceasional -- “Bereg,
demonstrations. |

patible. with existing. monophonic.
FM receivers, estimated: at over |
2,500,000 in the metropolitan area.

tion

therefore, is-in the’ posi-

of pioneering a. néw

in:sAN PRANCISCO. .

(
y

- Tobefor TV0a
( |
inJapan|

Tecruited’ an: army :of .fans every: ‘of old feature. filmsJ... - “Bullwinkle’- coproducer:. Jay Ward: popped”. -

| bit’ as. Joyal. as fellowers ‘of Lawr- into
‘ence Welk.“ Any: ‘criti¢al mention: of |

*

i ‘programs ~ . _ Alden, S$: Nye: departed - McCann-Erickson,- where he'd: oe

trans-|.

a) been: radio-tv. ‘boss. a6 years, to epen. ‘Nye Communications Enterprises. lett
with his Wife,’ Dorothy,. ‘for ‘a. decade. ‘writer-producer at: KGO-TV ios
, Steve: ‘Crowley left. Golden ‘West's ‘New. York office ‘to become’ , a

nai}PleaFor

though: ‘neither .signed. or “an |").

tierve ‘salesman and: Ciris a Jensen departed KPHO-TV,:Phognix, to... 1.”

join KTVU ‘sales’ staff ..,: KPIX. ‘salesman Aubrey’ Holman moved::-~ -":

nouneed, with ‘a Japanese: sompany. Ton
framework ‘of a monochrome écon-|.

to asistant. sales. Basagersip. at “Westinghouse’s KYW-TV;

omy. But where color tv. experi-|te manufacture on a mass:produc-|.- -°~
mentation is immensely expensive: tion “basis the Lawrence tinted tv|-” _
compared
to
_black-and-white,: tube; .“patents -on which: Rave. been : :

stereo, FM

Frisco for’ the’ ‘Sanford-California, football: game. and: used the. 2). -

sthese. petfotmers:+ invariably:results. ‘occasion’ to reap some space ,:".. KRON -and“ NBC. agreed.to furnish. in Ansty. mail.”
an
td b ety: KQED: news footage ‘free for.‘educational: station's. élassroom’ Tewa: 82

missionéd technique ‘while riding| ’ ‘Paramount. last‘week took a ma. cae os
“safely. aboard. an ‘established ‘and. jor stép ‘toward: entry in color tele-| @
growing audience of FM fans. In vision... _ Agreement "was..
‘reached, |,
FU
this respect, it’s analogous to‘ thé.
efforts to sell colar TV within the

.-.

Mister Ty'snew $280,000:extension, dué::to- "be.finished. in:“the:fall of
of cee

But. at’ ‘thé- same: time: Powers.
“| stuck to his suri: ‘and also. refused: he KNEC- ‘reviving: nightly “jive sana:direct” music ‘of:‘dine “ofctis=—. Lt:
to:.“‘drep: idéa d,”: as some. of: the: ‘Ernie Hetkscher's and: Al Trebbe's: -bands. from the Fairmont, Pierson 2: *
‘Miller -fans wanted. him. to,do. ‘He.
‘said in -his‘‘column:.
: Thal’s' band froin’ :the-:Sheraten-Palace, .‘with ‘Hal “Wolt-‘handling. ‘the. tr!
“Mitch: Miller’ seéms. “ta. “have Amike.’- :KGO-TV signed Linda ‘Darnell. as “hostess”. for’ next’ ségment’ Ls

Luckily for WTFM, its. stereo, or |.
multiplex FM broadcasting is com-

-Jahnay “Dankworth Orch.. 2. Marconi-landed“the contract to“equip:

Welk fans ‘who ‘made clear they've. 1962,
| quit readingbis column” because of |"

__[the:‘adverse comments.

from :some other channels. in the

‘WTFM,

TV plans. to restart its ‘health: skein, “Evening Surgery”. Le Southerns” *.) 2.

‘Powers confesséd: in «his. column.
‘which: each hour on the hour crisply. and
a second. enédern “Jazz. series, : “Pubby.. Hayes ‘Plays;se
that? his downgrading of ‘the two ty ‘TV ..is.“showing
perpetual
:motion lucidly.. Tacked. onto some of the
‘shows: and. ‘popular - Stars, has. -re-j.following: the Success ‘of. “Strigtly. for the’ Birds’ which” starred: the ao,

WTFM,

“Rainbureh, Now.’ .. a
{ More. vadio and:television ‘serv-.

costs -‘no. -more -than : owned. by Par’ for ‘some. time.:

Cleveland;...:...-*.

‘tand sales Promotion man. Ay.H. ‘Christensen: took, Holman ‘sKPIX: sates can
| spot.

IN.“TORONTO

;Paee

}1ees ‘are: needed in Scotland, ‘acIt was several years -BZ0° that’Par:: ¢ording’ to’ R. E: | Simms, Secretary || Jaliette. and ‘Marien: Marlowe, Jatter. purrently appearing at“the
» Kings: ee
disclosed plans.for color ty mar- | of: the: National, ‘Broadcasting De-] Edward Sheraton. Hotel, will ‘be co-starred: togethef ‘on’ tape Dec. 16...
keting with ‘the ‘set te retail: at a. velopnienit Committee, in a speech. for the CBC-TV fall: ‘treatment. in.-contrasting “blond vs;-brunet, ditto.
good deal less than current prives.. here:
| their diversified ‘seng styling.“:.;. Shirley Harmer, singer-dancer. who =. ~ -)
Corpany -now appears’. to. be- -fet-t
a. hard-sell, : non-stop demonstrator ting off the.‘ground: with. actual . Be. ‘said :‘existing. ‘radio ‘and tv had ‘her ‘own tv: how here for two ‘seasons before going. to Hollywood, ?*'+3°°.
services
in
Scotland:
are
“doing
'
‘an
|'in-town for ‘a: “Parade”. series ‘taping ‘which will lafér- get the. trans-" ara
for the dazzling. new world of production. *
excellent: job, but only. :-by, Ereater’ Canada CBC. emanation: iv. -. Harvey -Kirek has-been ‘appointed. NEWS:
stereo sound, .a world where the}
Par vpsdinestor Paull Ratboura,, competition: could adequate -cover-: @irector of -CFTO-TYV, “succeeding -Rea: Pealten ‘who has returned .to --..gimmicks of “separation” and “illu-4
monophonic FM. ¢
At this: stage; WFTM. has ‘to:‘be
a smash hit with :the. more than‘
2,000 metropolitan -‘retailers. of audie. equipment. . WETM is, in effect,

tape of Scottish affairs be achieved. | the Toronto. ‘Telegtam; |.Frasees Hyland to appear over the CBC-TV

‘sions of depth” are more imper-'
tant than the.eontent of the imusic.:

its

| His Committee. Sponsored: gnd- sup-: web: (29) ja “Playdate” ‘60-mins’ drama: series. m

Rebecca. West’ s° “Salt: mot,

Oo

| ported Jocal: commercial ratio sta-| Of the. Earth" s-,7 Rocce Deflarve to tadio and ©:‘staif of Mckim’s ad a
But firstrate stereo FM is an ex-}
pensive setup .and it remains
te he
seen how fast the switch will take’
place. from monophonic: to. wtered
er State’ “mongpoly- tna meditim -for: | “(On Thanksgiving afternoon, Sten
Stas KSTP-TY- (NBC affilidtay: “>:
FM in ‘light of the investment. re-!
quired. The experiences of color! "AllegedXOmA Tel m | the. exchanze of ‘ideas. was. tem- presented the: first ‘big focally’ produced ‘obler ‘show. evér tobe scen in’ fo.

°.l IN‘MINNEAPOUS oo SEE

od pletely’ indefensible: ‘in’a ‘tree S0-: ‘this area. Sponsored
by Twin Cities’ RCA Victor ‘dealers, it:comprised :.°.**.
video. and ‘stereo disks, -both°“of: a
‘Washington, Nov: 2B.
3. - | hety..:
., {30° minutes e€ song and’ lerpsichore, with.headliner 36-voice -Choral-.... -"'
.which are. only. inching«‘along, ‘in-'
eee _s'. 29t&-Fox .local“ KMSP-TV . (ABC |.
dicate that .the. conversion. will:bey: SSterz, Broadcasting Co. is threat- i “Dhere aad been. ‘some: argument, aires, a4 local _SEE
Dek aerte, wac elected. Northwest. Variety ‘Club, .| ened ‘with a $10,000 fine fer alleged |DE said,” -about.- the .siumber “of |affiliate)’ manager
slow.
,
:
PYOgrams-’carried..by, ‘Test: Ne. 12, 1962 chief barker .....WLOL to broadcast .24 home’ ant: lee,
‘violation
-of
Federal’
Communic’
(Ameri
r=
ican
In the meantime; WEEM: ‘Qs.
;
eir
“present :televisien . service: | away Univ. of Minnesota basketball ‘games with ‘sports: director Ray Pore
pitching |for the broadest. possible’ tions Commission's. engineering |The facts were. ‘that: the “Television: ‘Christensen. handling. play-by-play. and. Twin;.City Federal Saving. &
ree
-audience of: FM regulars. This sta-j.
Lean. sponsoring
tion has-a cozy formula. of avoid-j
Loot
” of rr
a= meni
acai. festering ‘Mary aieeee Ginny Sears ang the Lamp-:. °°:
_ing the -extremes of. musical taste.
nijer.| fetal included: in commercial
pre-(| Metters- WTCN:
aan.
rector.
Fra
uetel
hosting ‘new. =.

| Zean.

sponsoring . ::. WCOO-T'V. an Dec. 14 to repeat its 1960 Christe.

=

The repertory has a middle-of-the- |’.

‘grams should. be ef British origi | weekly. show,
theRe “Castity -Golt”3.
siithe Bemerpohe Miers: Bob Mayo" 2
‘road, way-in character that. never‘ éuings. that’ ‘the. ‘putlet: had. Steers
5
“performance,”
| S¥pplying.
or commentaryof: the Minneapolis
ers‘pro league |.
gets” any. closer to the’ longhair . do-. operating — ‘entlier this -year
and ef ‘British
orm)
he | Rockey team’s. televised comtests ... A.New York: caniera crew‘ came: ‘*
antenna
at
night:
{and
with
aan
main than Andre Kostelanetz or daytime
sje. | t@ Northfield, Minn), near here, te film operations .at-G. T.-Scheldahl’s.:
as. commercials ‘on- NBC's ‘DuPont’. Show :of the: “+
_. to- jazz than a sw eetened-up Dixie-: excessive power, “*wdsiem <Authority had .dsxposed 2 |Week”
plastic plant for for.wee.
3
On - grounds that the: ‘vislation | limit.:of
Jan. 21 ... . WCCO personality ‘Meward. Viken ‘will. ‘head: his ve
and number. ‘There are occasional:
‘eight ‘hears. ef
“Good Neighbor Tour's
te the |Orient next,‘Marek, ;
| Wes “qvillful. ‘or repeated,” Com- iim material: per ‘week. Amported ||| station's. ‘second “Good
.folk-styled ‘numbers .and.‘vocals, !
‘single
‘and | ensemble, © ‘spotted. mr
“Neither ‘the BBC's. chatter”
‘throughout : the day,-.but rock. 'n’,?
pro-: ediled ‘Mr. Simms,” “hor their 1b
roll, of course, is completely:‘shut |:
\cense, contains.
any- restriction
on |.. - Safty. Wilber. ‘wife’ af baseballer od’
“witb ‘eatired on.«Weekly ar *
out: This is a safe line adapted)?
the use dy. theCorporatiea. atZer-|“Woman's Views of Sports” ‘oa’ KMOX:
Radio . ::.: David.R..Klemm
from the various “good music” sta-|
... eign inaterial. -At present
the BBC. mamed promotion: director of WiL and: xen’?N.Just named director: of |."
tions, such as WPAT, but-it .does::
ay’| enemits much mere féreigm mate publicity. and public. affairs . . Kenueth P. Eikeimann. has joined. the:
.not create a striking personality|.
{Yial than the ITA”. > |
sales staff of KTYVI .... Max: ‘Hoby,. KMOX-TV’s assistant: news: director, ee
: image, such.as WBAI and WNCN |
news. assignments on ‘the station...
Jackie.” =...
“The -National. Sroadcasting De! new. covers early-morning
have earned in highbrow ‘circles:
“secretary. to ‘the. director: of
of ‘public affairs at:KMOX ‘Radio, «......

LIN.ST.LOUIS 6 oe

_.With their more venturesome ‘PYO-; 2
—
gramming ‘ideas.
. The

7

personalities,

to

,

named “Miss St.Louis Advertising”... , Dave -Allen, KMOX-TV pers -*.
i premick ‘had’ ‘the starring role: in the: American: Repertory: Theatre’s™

“ production’ of “Make a: Million” at the Americati Theatre«-

Seranco pendent. television

‘in ‘theUK.
3
sna | - Jobn: Bernard Meyer hay.been named program director of. WEW,:..°..
‘Charles Male, who was-transferred: to Ft: Lauderdale. ‘Fla. ao
the breaking af theBEC mamopely.
.. « James E, Necewery appoimted local saics ‘manager ‘of KTVI.
dards. Continental. ° -and | British; has ‘been: manounced by. Paysonj
The current. “Golden Board” billboard:campaign of KSD-TV is the
ever, sponsored” by |a -tv: .
supplement
the - station ‘jn: the ‘United States." "according. ‘te officials ‘of ‘the “General: -"":.
source of .the standard, and -show-||
a] Outdoor’: Advertise Gon . a. The Action Central ‘news staff at WIL. -° +

ly | RNG, |

keyed to.the. stations. wict Stan-, Broadcasting ‘Carp, er
bg

f hes been raed the United ‘Press International Certificate of Merit. ~ -”“twe new additions to its: staff—David Rogers, ~~. |
= becadeditor,‘and Shea O'Shea, the’ early-morning getter-upper. rn

D eericceio|Sas
"NEEap
L?
CARRY THE BAL

im
UAD’.

ATS‘GHOST.50
|
sion. will |
‘Ling “by. stations. “Ocea

the first: get-together of the 1961-62}_| Committee. on’ Editortalizing ‘of:‘Na. "
") tional ‘Assn. of Broadcasters.
‘Howard: H. Bell,..NAB

~NEW LEASE ON URE
‘Londoa, ;Now.) 28.- a

Vip. “for |

ay

a4

a industry - affairs, . said the group’. “Seems the onerun: “Ghest Squad” | rir
“to sell‘your:product inithe’big_ “will teview resent. -develepments |‘isn’t.headed for the etave ae qulek |
§
* Northwest’ market,. ESTPAY 2 om i thefield: of ediberialicing end ;

z: triple-threat performer,

. The Northwest's fire TT, ae is
station,

KSTP-TV come”.

‘increasingly :significant

-

-perior. service to ‘dominate -:. 4

nities fhroughost = com.”

‘series as .a. live-on-tape show..Cur-.|f].-..°.*..

jrent Equity dispute prevents’ any |
top entertainment and su: . oat - (Ottawa Rev.- -Aurels.” "Seguin, || but. the’ idéa: is’ ‘certainly. or the]

‘bines maximum coverage,

~[ casting details’ from’ being~‘fixed

who’ resigned. 4s -dtrectar sf. the||cards for when the strike is settled:

|f]_ -

"* .

I]... 00.0

‘|Canadian « Breadcasting Corp.'s | Originally, .the “Donald: Wolfit= |fU27

-

“ane

at

... this market of 810,800:TV
2
$5 Billion - "lta
and over
© Afamilies
aponiiable
income, -

"
becor

: ve re

age

web

fa

1955‘Michael. Quinn-William . Sylvester
as |starrer. was down’ for. 26 ‘segments |

but. was: later .axed: . to” 13: ‘The |j.
} Show. ‘has. -been.collecting -:good.
-Lratings. in Britain, ‘Says Lew. Grade;
|} BigWilson.
2

-.| ATV

deputy.

managing... director:’

st] He boasts: is chalked up:a £0 rating

ex osure,.

such: stiff: compétition ‘as|
P
190,000y WATIS oie: |* founder-director.- ‘ofCBS's-Railio-id | against.
Bob -Hope - in: “The :Billy. Cotton. wet
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|Chicago wa3sattacked!
CHICAGO, Nov.5 i1—Father
ne_ Dearborn, symbol. of this second .. .

Boat important ‘military: target.
-<. im’ the United ‘States,.learned’
a

today, ‘that -Chicago can be-de-.

_ fended from an’ enemy. attack.

Chicagoan’ sie were tuned to:WBKB, ‘Channet 7, at
Bers og: p.m. Saturday, November. 11,: saw’ and: heard. a

“Sie vustraight:fromn-the -shoulder, hard-hitting.information program,
a So. Gountdovin: Is.‘Chicago: Defensible?”. : es
- Chicago watched.and:foundout.

- os Chicago saw in:‘detail‘the’defensé that. protects: it against
cS, air‘attack: the Dew Line, the Mid- Canada Line and the local

osc (périmeter ofdefense. beginning. at Madison, Wisconsin, arid
“s “ending with: the:Nike missile batteries. within the city itself.
ates

arenes Chicago has learned’to:
o-relyon
0
1 WEKE foraccurate

so Information.

ae

-

a © Chicago has.iearned to
expect theexciting. programming.

ae “thatcomes: from: the “‘Climate ‘of.Creativity”. that,Pervades
on ‘the studios and offices ofChannel 7.
et Se "By. the way—are your.clients.takingfltadvantage of
ee = maess “Climate ofCreativity"?
oe a ee £m posiuoted aitack,

mo A000
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“Wednesday, Novemuber 29),
A961”

. in’Britain‘TheyDig
hb rn 7
Ackerman &Burrows
lisa Of fl
~ Thoseta ied.*

The: Institute ‘of.‘Broadcasting; Financial. ‘Management, <new:
gigs -:

An Apprentice SystemforTVoa

‘The BBC ¢plan
te cerecn
‘London,
Nov.bigger
28. - zation Which “had its first convention ‘in ‘Chi icago“last week, is‘ forming
‘a.committee to work ‘with the Federal Communications Commission, Tes, om

Don't “blame Hollywood’ s fil 4am
factories for. the: médiocre Tevet of |.
television this: season. Blame’ it on]:
a system, that forces .a. ‘limited.
reservoir of talent to” pour: out’ a.
s
—
“-Mmassive’ and: unending. stream. of.

J and ° better documentaries in the |:vising ‘the financial: reports. that. licensees’ must file-annuaily. -

stile of “CBS Reports”

and-“Pro-|

“Invitation to. form: such 4 liaison committee was made -by ‘Hyman. Hi ‘

“=r:5 ject 20"is: paying ‘off, says -pro-. -Goldin, chief of the FCC's economics division. (broadcast- bureau), who. ee
‘gram: controller Stuart Hood. First} addressed ‘the: new. group.. Goldin: said ‘there would ‘be ‘no- changes. in

RCA’s JohnL.Burns.ot ‘three such programg§.on

£adioactive |the. annual -report. (FCC ‘Form 324). for. 1961-but. iridicated:.that the:

fallout,’ capital punishment and: tv] IBFM- mightassist the. Commission ‘in. hatching a ‘meaningful” revised. :

Céntinued:: ‘from, ag i
® ft:
.

“Taround. the world, clocked :audi-. ‘form. for’.the future’ that.would--provide more. in-depth financial -data. ©.
‘senior ex: ‘ences -if- the - 6-8,000,000° bracket: ‘from licensees. Goldin: reported that’ FCC’ meémbers felt that, in pare:
shows for the three networks... ig: Eliner We. ‘Engstrom, -.who,
‘Tike which‘ he- states: js“very, promis- |: ‘ticular, ‘a: new: form. shauld -‘contain’ information: about. payments. to”
t, Leonard ‘Ackerman ‘and: John 'H.: recutive. vicepresiden

‘ing.”
ty
is. an’ engineer,
Burrews,. co-producers’. of |,ABC-- Burns;
Burns: has five. more’ years: ninaes |* Nextoon.1 the: list:4s"a
TV's “Target: The. Corrupters” at}
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. Joanie‘Sommers“Combo Switch
Sx On

: -Problemon FrenchPixMusicRights

SahliIn Middle

Paris; Nov. 28. ‘42

" Geokges. ‘Aiarie,‘SACEM

+» Hollywood; Nov. 28.
: ‘Joanie -‘Sommers, on..a bill. with

;Bob‘Altshuler
i
to Atlantic'

(Society:

. By MIKE Gross”
mn‘Mort Sahl; lost out on on: 2-nighters
* Yanimisic 4s taking: on, an alt of | ~ Replacing’ Gary Kramer ‘at. the’ Pasadena: Civic; Auditorium:
Friday °(24) “and at. the Santa.
: respectability. “It’s. mov ing -fromy
"ey" ‘Leslie, ‘ prexy. “of. Pickwick |.‘the. postage-stamp- podiums of “the, “Bob. ‘Altshuler’ has joined Atlan- Mohica Civic Aud: Saturday 125)
Jeft for the-U.'S. last week to.look|tic.Records as: diréctor- -of advertis-.
;‘Tnternational, “has: set-up. a. full-,

‘Des: Auteurs ‘Conipositeurs . Et. Edi-. Pickoviek Sets:Showease
“1 téurs -De-Musique) ‘head, and: gen-'|
“As New. Singles *ae
"; = leral: manager. JéaricLoup. Tournier,|.

-.

when ‘Local 47. AFM, ‘invoked .a- |
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- into the- problem. Of ‘collecting mu-,
ing: ‘and. publicity. cand. will :also: rule that:the _Singer required hack|. priced™ singles’ ‘line. ‘called ‘Show- the concert |halls. "+ 4-1 Sieal- performance: rights on- ‘French'
have /a--hand:in:. some’ ‘production ing of a.minimum of 21 tooters ‘in
case,” First artist -:signed: to.. the
‘. films-in.the States; It could lead to. label is Mat .Matthews..whose “disk:} : According. ‘to Len. Feist, head of work. . He .succeeds’ Gary: ‘Kramer.
te “court ‘action, and “Mike Mayer is: “Milk “and: ‘Honey,’ backed. with. Associated : “Music “Publishers, “and who ankled the:.post Friday (24)... . each. site. Sahl. went on, however,
Sos “repping. SACEM -in- ‘America: -.- Shalom,” -has””‘already. been...‘Fe: composer -Guiither Schuller, who|: “Altshuler: most recently was. ‘with Prior. to the. local dates. Miss..
Sommiers had: worked on the bill .’ .Trouble- started,-. ‘according “to
| have ‘Iaunched: the-‘campaign. ‘for al Cadence ‘Records. as. general. manwith, Sahl ' on -36 one-nighters
a ‘Téurnier, when. ASCAP “could. no | leased.
One of the. aims’“in.ferming:thie “serious”. approach. ‘to-~ jazz; -more’ ‘ager’ ‘of its now defunct Candid jazz: around | the country ‘Without a
-” Jonger. -collect;- performing music. ne:
:according: 10: Leslie,:: ‘is ‘to. and: more .U. S. “symphony orches-- line. ‘and also.’served -with- other:
* rights, from theatres: and‘ thus.:not develop talent: for ‘the- ‘Pickw ick’sst ‘tras. are. ‘turning : te 'jazz-oriented: diskeries,* “among. them- Riverside union complaint. She was backed
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."Syep SACEM in this sphere.-SACEM | -album..
labels... Piekwick~ Interna- music. :(AMP: ‘is’ :a -whdlly-owned ‘and.: United: Artists.-: Kramer ‘lias |. According | to Miss Sommers’
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"Tough Competish

. Chicago, Nov. .28..-.

-SMetrier Abbott; ‘talent book~\ |
:
‘ ér-for the’ ‘Palmer - House, has --

~ EventsHarassNiteris,Pix’

‘been: negotiating some -hefty: _|

The. Arena Managers Asn, for
the first time in. its history, .will
actively engage in promotion of
various events. The organization:
of arena and auditorium. operators
has formed a fand, of unspecified.
amount, to. underwrite ‘promotions
not onls in ‘their own ‘buildings,
but. those in which they have ‘no

“sums. 'for. ‘acts: as part of the - ic
~hostelry’ s ove to-establish the <7],

abte, “AMA silt.take the‘promotion:| "Empire. Room. ‘as Chi’s ‘prime:
-*|,
‘for:a Specified ‘number of: nights.. . nitery.:” Latest: ‘acquisition wasOrganization - members ~ will” be}: ‘Phyllis’ ‘Diller: (who: ‘usually poHed.as to. which individuals: will | | ‘plays ‘Mister Kelly's). for a ree: take the artist-as. personal promio-| ,,Potted $7, 500 per. ‘week...
on
tions..: ‘The remaining: ‘evenings will

The principal, field of: activity is:
expected to be in the municipality
owned structiires.. most of. which

are

‘entertainment re
a oe

. Judy: Garland ‘postponed: & date.’ séason. ‘This has discomfited nite.)

“Bott: found herself.in. the posi- -

000.
an
éries. particularly. ‘and: :isn’t helps: 2/020:

. tion of bidding. against. her-: : Ist the ‘Stanley: ‘Theatre, Jersey:

|”

.. Minneapolis, Nov: 29. Citfes’

uyGarland’s Second. .| Spending has. been ‘going to.‘sports: aE!
‘in’ -Fecordbreaking ‘fashion...
Cancellationin:2 Wis.|events
during. “the ‘current. fall-winter
ee
‘ago: Miss. ‘Ab- 4

A’ few. moriths

be: underwritten: by. she: collective

Ay Twin

“self for: the Kim Sisters... “Act | City,, slated. for-last: night.(Tues), ing ‘film-theatres, either:. However, © Op Es,
. played. the: Edgewater. “Beach: | to: ‘have been played: -under: auspices ; the.five~ touring -attracions: “that >
_ here (en, Abbot client) and the ~. Of promoter .Felix Gerstman. ‘Miss -have: played: the .two’: adjoining” ed
we
“Palmer ‘House ':-decided :-that it:
“| Garland, it’,“was. explained, .dis Suf-, towns’ so. far. this ‘season have en-: - Wanted the ‘girls the next time ° .

(SE's
“IstRoyalVaude
¥
|
.

Show Raises. MG.For

,
| fering: from: an’ ‘ear “infection: con- joyed.. splendid © grosses—in. - ‘twa: ee
. around.. - Edgewater reported“hy ‘went up to’ $6,000 @-week, |. tracted’ in Miami Beach “where” she Instances: ‘their tour’s biggest. |
Examples”
of:
the
“manner
:
in
_
. but the Empire. Room -‘topped: - ‘is- currently staying. ‘Thé date will|°
a
nn
‘them, with $8,000. Pere: I
[be played: -at a later: date, ‘still to which* folks |are. lossening .‘their’ -.°.
or
AS ‘Spokesman’ ‘in Gerst- ‘purse-strings : for: sports*:events... ae NS
oe “Fall:In:‘The Stars,”* first Royal |
er
=| man’ sg “Office said that-the. theatre, were ‘turnouts ‘during .thé. Nov. 2 (|
vaude: performarice staged by. ‘Com- |
..| Seating ‘more than: -4,000, had been: ‘weekend... All ‘attendance .records...:/. * 7 .*
bined: Services-. Entertainment,
-l were: shattered: for ‘the ‘U: Of..Mins. 7°02. 0°;
_.,[ Sold:out for. the date, - aa
raised over. $14.000 for the Army
Benevolent Fund. The show, which
‘1.:, This is the’ second time in ‘about’ nésota-Purdué football game*which-° -"...
drew more than 67,000°at.$4° per...”
was: attended _by. ‘the Duke = “and |”
two: weeks that.:Miss- Garland’ has’
ducat,:and for a Minneapolis vs..St.°*..:

not. permitted .to undertake |’

prometiens because . that. ‘would |be ;
gambling
With
the .

In these situations, AMA
would. ‘hire the. building. ‘pay .the
advertising: orchestra and.
other expenses, and retain. profits
or m:ke‘up the losses. =~

BamerFallFor
or
NY. Nightclubs;

The. ‘step. has. been. taken ‘by
AMA because of dissatisfaction. in
several aspects of promotions. One
‘postponed an engagentent, She re‘Paul -hockey league contest that ate." 70.0". -:
of the AMA beefs stems from the: staged: by Kenneth Carter. and. ‘set |
‘cently éednked’ out of a stand in-San.
"| tracted” 8.400° paid- admissions atu
high costs of some. artists. They ‘a- Standard ‘that. compared .favara-|.
Francisco:“because: of Allness.. enn
a oe and $3 a ‘throw.
.
claim that it’s. difficult to break bly with: the annual Royal Vaude
|:
‘New: ‘York: nitery |business. has |
even when an artist has fo. be given
‘The. performers: consisted :
‘ experienced ‘one: of: fits: best: fall} y
day ‘after the :‘Purdue-Minnesota Bo
Oe
in Masts
as much as $15,000. in guarantees:
- Of .:ex-Army.:
-Clash;:;- the - National . League * Mine 2
‘as against 60° of the gross as has. women who: entertained the. troops. ‘seasons: in: years. :Nightelub circles.
‘nesota Vikings-Detroit Lions. grid-:...- ae ee
been asked. in several: ‘Judy ‘Gar- during the war. -..
: ‘regard: Thanksgiving Day ;-the ‘of| iron contest: pulled just. under.33,- ~~"
:
land ‘engasements.
{ Harry Secombe, .Bia ‘Flangan, ficial ‘end: of the .autumn: season; |"
+000. payees at -$4.and %, mostly :
-Victor Borge has béen asking |
_j even. :though: ‘the |calendar. says
the
latter,
:
per
‘ticket...
75°¢ ‘of the take. in. some. spots.||
“& ‘Cowley, "Vera “Lynn. otherwise. - That's because Christ:|_-[. Deéspite the fact thet U: of“Mine AMA. spokesmen say: that it will Gracie:Fields, Eddie: Calyert, Con- ‘mas shopping;. which: starts: im=-.}... niesota’ football “has pro league*: 3:
either give an artist nominal guar- stance | - Shacklock, | Tony Fayne, ‘mediately. afterward, ‘cuts. *into|its] <2 020...
‘antee plus high percentage. ‘or a‘ Kenneth Connor, Ken. Mc
&; amusement spending. ‘drastically: “The fate “of‘the ‘Empire Theatre’ competish for ::the first: thine,
high percentage and.. a. Iawer ‘gur- Joan Savage,. Hattie Jacques,’ John |: “One .of 'the- ‘important .‘aids. ‘has|.in ‘Edinburgh, longtime “‘vaudery; six: home games.:will draw _at. least ee
-antee, but is rebelling. at giving Le. Mesutier, .‘Jeremy Hawk; ‘Guy ‘been the flock of names that:have:| seems |‘doomed. “It. will” probably 20,000. more ‘thati. for* the 1960-. .-*[same ‘number, :or.a total ‘of ‘about’-’ 0°.
2:
high. guarantees plus. percentages.
‘Benny —Hill,..Shirley ‘been: working the ‘prime ‘cafes. The close. for: good” din:February.
363,000. .All seats for the’ Min- |. >:
When. an artist. becomes. avail- Abicair, | Peter: Cavanagh, James Copacabana has. had some of the|:
direct.
t
‘th
M
Ei
i
ing
|
inesota
“home
football’
games
eee
Be
EF
| Hayter,,. Clifford:: Stanton, Audrey heaviest. talent: artillery :‘available
irectorof the. Moss’ ‘mpire ¢
qo
ee
wee} Jeans, Charles ‘Craig,-Leo -Genn,: in“ the forepart -of ‘the... season.
‘which: owns. it, -has ‘promised . not |:
(Continued on page $0)"
} Brian. Johnston: and Jack Francois That's also. been. the. case atthe.Into.apply for. ‘permission | to: “paze }
were among: the cast.
- |ternational.
the house ‘until’ certain: proposals.
|. The Band. of the Welsh Guards |: Basin: St..: “had ‘lines into’the: ‘put: ‘forward ‘by theatrical. ‘unions 1 BS
jand the choir of the. Junior Lead-: ‘strest ‘until Peggy ‘Lee ‘was recent: ‘are’. investigated, — cs
= | ers of the: Royal Signals were also ly ‘forced out by’. illness. :’Earl}.:
on parade for ‘a glittering. finale: Grant ‘has been doing fairly. well, : Macdonnell’s .
Jafter he held talks: with. representa.
‘| with a- narration.: spoken ‘by Lea ‘aS. a. substitute, bit nothing. like
ftives of the ‘Federation of Scottish
Genn: and: written by Gale Pedrick: ‘Miss ‘Lee's. ‘business. - (As a ‘matter
Theatrical Unions. Alex MéCrindle,.
jit is expected that this Royal Army. of fact, the -jazzerties in the riearby. of. the: Seottish section ‘of: British
: Show (will become an annual func-. area: did very ‘well ‘during. Miss Actors’ Equity, sald: after-the meet| tion: /If so, it :has set: itself a high Lee’ S| stay.. Her -overflow. helped
|>
We. ‘will “do all:“we -can. to:
”
standard ‘of fast _
sliekly.Produce’. adjacent; cafes ‘considerably. ..She’s ‘keep ‘the. :theatres |going.’ Mr.
& comedy" and.Anusic.
-been - ‘hospitalized for viral preu-, Macdonnell: ‘thas. ‘promised. ta. ‘put.
monia..our suggestions: before. Ais board |
J; The Latin: ‘Quarter’s’ new” * show -of |directors.”
‘Anka’ S Pp.
R Dates
_ever,
refused: to reveal. what the,
has. also-. been - hitting. ‘excellent
‘Show folks are raving about-the . §
Paul: Anka, who ‘will’ play ‘the ‘business,--eyen :without’. ‘topflight: Proposals: are,
ant Bs
all new Hotel Avery. All-new,.
Caribe-Hilton, San‘ Juan,:. P...:RB, names. The’ momentum: of initialJ: ‘Decision to close. the: Edinbutgh a
large, beautifully furnished deChristmas.” and: New:
publicity... on its new. offering can} Empire is - the result of
luxe rooms with private bath, telhas-been: signed. for Dec.. “Yl for-a keep’ the cafe. going for sometime heavy :losses” sustained-‘there: by
one-nighter at the 15, 000-seat: San. -even without upping. the budget for ‘the Moss Empire. circuit. Atten- 4 &&
evision & radio. Air conditioning. |
{Juan ballpark.
| headliners.’ “Managing. director ‘Ed. dance: has’ been’ falling. off -for {fl
4CER. & WASHINGTON STS. % |. The ballpark is: located: only.
0 a.|Bismat ‘is.planning no changes in. some. years. If, ‘es . probable, :the
{Empire disappears, it. will... leave:
{short distance from the inn. |.
.- {Continued on page 60)"

= Then, too; ‘on’ Sunday “49; the 2

EmpireTheatres j
in
» Both.
Edinburgh, Glasgow Due

-ForRazing; Unions Beef:

»/ the International:Edinburgh -Fes-

|ALALBERTS|

\:tival-. with. another ‘Jess theatre,. a.
Joss’. which

-the~: annual’: culture

junket. can fll. afford.

>." -

Thinks tothe.‘Varare Family sid the J-.”” ue

- Plans -to build.-a new.cand: mod.

Associates

ern Festival. Theatte: ‘on ‘the site

a of. the present: Synod Hall ‘and’ Ly- ‘VoGcuU
‘dfceum Theatre. are: still ‘pending...idee

{}

- .

;

'

in” Montreal. menada. ‘Currently: . Th

RRACE.. in. "Buutsburgh,

‘Meanwhile, ‘another. and ..more:|] my
igen grep
Pied Pai

important: ‘vaudery, the :2,000-seat

|

LOwell

64400

Empire, is’- also -threat-[lened, although ‘tt . will:stay. open | _
|for -at. least another 15 months;.A:1;

4}

Glasgow

h ||
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. ready. signed” two headliners, for. :
the :1962-63 -fall season.’ .
- who: ‘completed. an. engage- 1
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ackW. Young.
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HELD OVER AGAIN.“4

The: Copacabana, :

tb know:“both of you wonderful. boys. will reach very’ successful mei

sot heights as' comedy

our. pleasure to have:you back
ge
ees
piagene
So . - + Be
and: io Fuerte’ Rico next winter.

‘Empire. property - will everitually |:
| be. redeveloped; “but. certainly - not |:

con | before the end of 1962. “The Andy.
| Stewart, Show" As. Ferbooked for.

|

wa,
_ did
“tor, thie... pS |

fob:

Both this’ time: and In your. first. engagement the“audiences”

:

six-story: office - development _

earmarked: ‘for this ‘site;one. of the}
[most favorable, businesswise, :Any
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“Handed
.
London»
anew
7 kind:
1 Beat
entertainer.” aed
of thrill.”7:
"People
VARETY
os ~

Sang superbly.”:

“Top.
‘pop

rr

.‘singers wh
o can.

sing.”nh

~ Bill‘Boorne, EveningNews .

* Leavesone.breathless.”-. -

aoe-ANDDiscREVIEWING THE

Sunday: Pictorial.

oF “Superb: original inumbérs?2

Melody: ‘Maker

7

New: ‘Mosical Express.

Pale, beautiful,“Tiuinor"“America has done’ us another:
~OUS.” Tol

Record. Mirror «

- favor —. delivered fo.us.the:
_ McGuire Sisters.” aa

STANDING OUT ABOVE. ALL
THE. ‘OTHER. SINGERS: WERE.
Bieand:welll deserved: oya-a could. ‘have listened to. much :.
~ tion,”coe Melody ‘Maker:
4
THE McGUIRE SISTERS”
\Phree timnes, as‘good ssany |

«trio Pye:seen.”: Daily. Sketch:

moe

‘ShowPictorial

7.Big. “applause = audience’os
: “more,”“a New Musical
al Express.

_‘Sincere
2 Thanksto:
4:BerardDelfont,William Morris:‘Agency: Foster’s Aaeney and
0 to:
ore
“dock
ic
bighoms andMichael ‘Napper,, Press,ond
Publicity.
_ Personal Manogemieit mukRay KANE.
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*. Spit.Barry's Rio -B:0,"
eGovt
irslProtest
n FaRide;
CMounties
Music.Fees!
:“Rio De Janeiro, Nov. 28.
“Popularity ‘of the Bat Masterson}.
:

Brazil +elpéd:. Gene}

Philadelphia, “Nov. 28... |of.“ahie’‘cate:‘and: restautant“wade.
2
Toronto, :Nov. 28.
tance passed by. the” CAE. Fecom=! Barty. tto.a“recordbreaking opening}.
‘Noisemakers, funny ‘hats, ‘serpen-; Will ‘be :a “huge. increase - in the. °°:
“As an attendance: draw, the. con- ‘mended -that ‘agricultural - fairs be’ Thursday: (23% at: the Golden ‘Room:
freed from: ‘pay ment of CAPAC and; of* the: Copacabana- ‘Palace: “AS-retlnuance of the musical ride. of the!
itings. and: a New Year's Eve. atmos-| state’ s- ‘service employees.: Herman
‘Royal Canadian. Mounted... ‘Police|| BMI license . fees’ ‘‘as5 ‘Soon’ as: DOS-; ‘sult’:-of the business,’ Oscar Orn:' ‘phere greeted. the: end: of Philadel- Mihalich, .president ‘of the Penn-. acre
_on ‘the.. ground that -the ‘Stein, .who... books: .talent |for... the:
at. fairs throughout the . country si
sylvania:. Tavern: :Assn., estimated “.
. pramised hotel, has. “re-signed: ‘Barry -to: re-: Phia’s’ 12. midnight Saturday. clos It hat 10,000 new. jobs will be created“
was urged in a:“wired resolution: to Canadian ..government
fhe federal government’ by ‘the, action a year ago in revising the ‘turn‘ta. ‘the. room: at .-the: end of: ‘ing... A: ‘number; -of the larger. bars. ‘by the’ éasing ‘of the:‘Pennsylvania _

.

Canadian Assn. of Exhibitors in its! Copyright ‘Act. Fees. are. now -com- his;.South American’ tour Prior to; in the eity and suburban areas ex-| Blue’ Laws: :.
$5th annual convention. Some 52! + puted on-a: sliding scale based upon returning to the US,
| panded their. weekend activities. fo}. Tavernkéepers |“expect. ‘that ;
‘alode?
oe
manavers-of coast-to-coast fairs. in ‘attendance,
’ Barry... ‘also -.played. 7 “one-day ‘include ' dancing, combos. ‘and’ liye [Holic ‘beverage -corisiumptior and: 077 :
Canada gathered at the Roval York|
. Stuart .“McCiellan,” ‘representing stand at the ldcal.Stadium to:TZ971
profits and ‘taxes. wiil’ increase’ by.
renter
tainment..
‘Hotet here last week for the. two- ‘the -Chieago ‘branch ‘of Music Corp. adimissions.- He -is-.due: to apen ‘ati:
‘more than 20%. Their figdres-are —~
With: the. 2- am,Sunday closing
‘the “Radio- Record..Theatre; - Sao
day meet.
a of. Ameriéa:: :was : the ‘onlythe recent ‘passage of the open- -based -on ‘the fact that. consumption: :
- The’ resolution: gommittee’. also server”: participating - in. the: ‘panels: ‘Paulo, today (Tues.) and ‘will follow and
in’Pennsylvania is 1:02. gallons per...”
nday.
law.
for
hotels
‘in
large
He
described
‘the
-$12-$15.
daily:
exwith.a. gate ‘in Buenos. Aires, °
Su
‘wired. the’ Secretary of State
-in
|-cities, ‘Philadelphia cafe ops see an! capita as contrasted to.134 in ad="
“ob-.

Ottawa to effect immediate
sions.to the Copyright

revi- ‘perditure -of a- family _man as a{

joining ‘states. ::
-Lopportunity to. combat. the. big Jer-.
‘| sey’ weekend entertainment :dure: on|.-. They -point. out that:tiiig:doesn’t, wld,
|-‘mean that party-goers In this:¢om-".°
” | mearly. equal: terms... ror ae.
monwealth will.-go.-on .a- ‘collective “-:. .~.
_Tmmediate: effect.on theeconomy

Act’ which: deterrent but :advised... *get-him-

BelleBarth:SlutfsHer.: .
binge; but that :more Pennsylvan-*.- °°
atCarsiegie: Hall
The threatened disbanding .of|| He’ also’ ‘stressed the: need: ‘of{~ Buffs
‘lians. will patronize:.their community: .:.
the Mounties’ musical Fide -‘would: ‘promotion . and: ‘tieins ‘with -ty: sta-|*
“taverns rather than-cross state lines: wo
Class’ Concert Recital:DONALD.FLAMM SELLS — ;on‘Saturdays, ‘the big. night out.
‘be a setious mistake. said the dele- tions: He ‘pointed. out -that- midways,.
ys, rides and. girl shows were not}
would exempt..Canadien

exhibitions: froni

fairs ‘and: ‘there”. policy ‘as against :the. comi-

existing _tariffs’ ‘betition of tv, sports and downtown.

collected by CAPAC and BMI.

‘+theatres...

-The' passage: of. ‘Sunday: ‘2 ame
oo
GOLF CLUB TO:MEMBERS. closing’
Fepresefits. .a. ‘victory’ for. .-..¥.

gates. who recommended that. the
Bells ‘Barth ‘should. Tearn :‘the[
ride be. organized on a. ‘permanent ‘drawing « ‘attendance. as: ‘formerly lefacts of: life.”“You. don’t. wit: ‘fans on
-| and .that “we aré living in a world):
basis for {nternational vurposes.
‘by:
doing’ one’ ‘sort of ‘thing: on disks , The: ‘Alpine: (NJ: ).Country Club,
‘The Mounties’:.musical, ride ‘is at of change.”
- present underwritten by- Canadian}-“‘Phe.1962-63 officers: of. the‘Gariae and: in’ Tounges,: then, bring. them: owned ‘by Donald’ Flamm, ‘former:
fairs which: _provide.. transnortation. -dian. Assn. of Exhibitors are: prési-|. ‘into: a ‘special “concert!” perform: } operator of -‘WMCA, N-Y:, “is ‘being.
and. accommodation. for 40. horses} dént, ‘Alex. Thomson,- “Truro, Noval. “ance ‘and do: ‘something else.: But. -bought -by ‘-its- membership ; -for
-$2,050, 000...‘from: .a wholly owned
and 28 men only, with the ride -Scotla; :veepee, Jean’ Alarie, . Trois.otherwise for ..free. The ‘Federal, ‘Rivieres, .Que: Directors. are J. N.: that’ss just what she did ‘last Satur-| -Flamm.. company. .- The’ members
voted:
last. week: ‘to. pick up™ the
- government meets .the men's’ pay.| Perdue:. ‘Toronto;, A.”-P. .Morrow, ‘day “midnight: (25) at: ‘New “York's.
Point .was made ‘that the. Mounties} Vancouver:, ‘R.-E. . Stewart, Winni-/| "Carnegie ‘Hall: and. the result’ was" option. for its purchase,

other

resolution -of impor-

NITERIES” BOFFO BILuse

T ovason's: FUN-MASTER.

day.-sales law ‘for.-the: hotels and.:

the ‘wave of- ‘liberalizing.- legislation es
this year -that-also’-permitted ‘the . |”.

‘|both sides -on. the: footlights. It.was and: Dwight. Morrow : before the the ‘state:
| reported: ‘that-.there ‘was an‘ accord ‘Stock Market. crash. of .1929, ‘and |.
| between: ‘Miss. Barth and the Carne- Was: purchased at auction by’ Flamm
‘gie ‘management. that she wouldn’t| -in. 1946. It. was formerly. known as |.

‘which the foree was original
ly or: $1 95 TABLE DH
ganized'in 1885. _
OTE:
The

years in ‘the. legislative’ halls, ‘Its are
passage Was generated .by’the Sun-:~..* ° -

Sunday °sale- of beer in: ballparks’ -::
The: ‘golf. Club -was.. : @riginally: anid. the: purchase. -of quor on-.the ./ 7°.
‘Sabbath:
on ‘trains:_ Boing:orough, a
built by. the: late Thomas. Laniont

don’t ‘like = being.in, show ‘biz
rs
and
Emery Boucher, Ruebec City. a steady -‘buildup: of ‘ill-feéling.’ on

———

which’ the.:cafe ops; ‘hotel. men: and:
”:...
-fav érnkeepers’ have’ foughf for 27 -: 2.

-““strolig~. ‘stuff’ The ;_ show}, ‘the Aldecress: Country: Club. The

grossed. $10, 748. :

club’ s:‘members. are present at: oper- |
ating. the. spot: on- a..10-year ‘lease |
Stein. & {| . “This is- Carnegie: ‘Hall:and ‘you:
involving,
a‘net
t rental ‘of $1,000, 000. 1
gotta
have
alittle
class,”
she
re| Sirloin: niteries “here. are doing.!:
COMEDY ‘MATERIAL
i
4
boffo, business, ¢harging the lowest: minded -the. andience-during | the’
‘For every branch of theatricals
grim.”
proceedings.
and:““class”
is
|~
prices. for:the. top ‘name acts in
“WE SERVICE THE STARS!". 7
just. what the patked house didn't: |."
35 Gag files $15, plus $1 spostase EE ‘town. Both spots: ‘are operated: on
FOREIGN: 35. for $3(
*
a ho-cover: -basis, - with - dinners ‘séem:to want, Her straight belt-emi |. . ie
‘| out-style of singing ‘sprinkled: with. |:
, priced. at.“$1. 95 top.
vo,
e3$ Parody Sooks, per Bk.
"si08.
5 Continued from page.Bi
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Sonny

Mateoft's. two

Tein Cities ©

e 5 Blackout Books

;

.

']

1-2-3

Exch

No. 4 for $35—No..5.for

©: $25 6

$30-.

. @ Minstrel (white face) Budget - $25.0
oe“How to Master the reremonies:”

:$3 PER

COPY

...NOC 0.0.’

BILLY GLASON
700.‘W. 84th st, N YL: 19,

TEACH
et . real

M.C’ing and
Professional

bth, WEEK

7PALACE
THEATRE
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND |

-Current-at, the: niteries 3are> Jackie. 'Yiddishisms was-a far ery.from the:
Cain: ‘and ‘Roy Kral-(Central’ Ave.) ribaldry' many: din-the audience ex- priced ‘at $450: this means approxiand .the Hadda Brooks Trio (Scott- pected and they: made her know it: |snately “$1,452, 000. will haye-. been.

. | sdale).. On’ tab for coming month| “Apparently |familiar’. with: -her. ‘spent -within: a‘ little more - than |
are’ Jeri Southern, .Matt Dennis: wark:-on- wax, :‘they. booed Many. of ‘two-month . period. on this - ‘sports |
|.
.
Buddy. Collette: Quintet, her. “‘clean’”’ song. “excursions and. layout. aloneé:.-.COMEDY)f
Chico Hamilton, Meade Lux Lewis kept: shouting, . “Open up!” Her re-}-. Feeling “in ‘amusement -“circles.
train you)
. ” | sponse. to this :call was, “Shut up!”. here is that while sports events.
J and. the Journeyman Trio. :.
wa’ |-They -didn't.- get ‘Barth and: -they bririg many transients to the- Twin. if
ma
didn’t: get: class:.
: .}Cities during; ‘the. week-ends: they |1.
The. Only :Réal. Monthly-also-help to.strap:a goodly.number |] os PROFESSIONAL. GAG. SERVICE...
“Miss: ‘Barth ‘has: a big:“voles: ‘and:
HE. GR GREATESTi —"
these. aswell as numerous home | “atk TEST — THE

co.8-1316 {|Trio,

“THE: COMEDIAN’:

| she’ makes, plénty use. of ‘it:- Her |
‘repertoire is pegged mainly on ‘the: folks of ‘their’ available. entertain-||

HE

‘MOST-UP-TO-DATEST.

:

“ow A its 194th. Issue; containing --

ment Spending cash. Conséquently, | Fiagrless one-liners, tajpoemettes, song |

‘vintage. Shouters’ with.items like many .pull in ‘the. spending: reins as||
titles, hecklers, audience
-stuff, roxe
|
| “Bill: |Bailey,” ~. ‘After. ©‘You’vé
far ag niteries and. films “are con-|l igess:- Parodies,
|double. sags, Bi:
1-Gone,”* “I've: Got: Nobody” ‘and. ‘cerned,
political.‘ ‘inferruptions’ | / .°+ personations;.
“just ‘as-summer big. league
“Birth Of The Blues:”: ‘It’s a saloon. baseball was: accused ©‘of. ‘doing | Thoughts of.the Day,. Humorous. Views, wee
of the News). Vignettes: ‘ete...
| style, though, that ‘loses- lots of. its heavy damage. ‘to. the ‘pix ‘theatres:
| impact :out: of. a-sSaloon.. She’ got |- “It’s a certainty, Say. amusement ||;
| some’ handclapping. accompaniment ay
execs, that. one’ hot as:‘a récourse}:
when: ‘slie.swept .through. “Hava ta television. by
‘increasing
' Nagila”” -but-: her -delineation: of*| ny
‘
NO-€.0.D.’s.
7
number‘ of. ‘stayers-at-home,: other
GLASON.- 200 -W. ‘Séth: ‘at.
“Exodus"’. was ‘so heavy-handed it’s.
an- for the. ‘sports -“events, for | “BILLY:
; New. York Sity 19,. ‘co. 51306.
doubtful ‘that’ even Otto: ‘Preminger their entertainment.
a
| would: “have -beén |moved.
Out of -‘desperation; - it ‘aeeniied,.|

oJust Concluded.
_o (wo,21 st)

$25: YRSINGLE. Issues.a

SOHN
~ MATHIS
— TOUR- -

- $38,‘YRSINGLE issues. $4. a

ibeh

| ‘Miss’ -Barth’ fell on ‘to The ‘Twist | on
| to: brighten ‘things: ‘up-towards the |].

| end -of the.show. That didn’t work; |f
. either, .. ‘ ‘She ‘brought. .on -‘The |f *
Orchids, ‘five juves’ who are. now |I

2

appearing. at the. Roundtablé where |}

| she Fecently. wound up:an éngage-.

‘ment,.‘for.: a. Twist ‘demonstration.
Her Twist-alonig ‘was. embarrassing.
“ Sharing -‘the ‘Concert. stage’ with:

-

"THANKS THE CHICAGO: PLAYBOY CLUB .
a
© AND: MAGGIE. DALY’:
—

) From.the. Chicago. American; .Octobér 30,Ricks
- DALY: DIARY: ..... by Maggie. Daly *:

. “ACCENT. ON: ASCENDANCY we This réporter Wwatchod: the
; builiactly®
.|}:Combo .and: Steye-: Gibson’s ‘Red-. 4 funny comic, JERRY VAN DYKE (e's Dick: Van. Dyke's: young, brother),

aa

have worked better ‘elsewhere.
: Miss’ Barth. is ‘not “only. “kidding’
7 | herself. ‘by: putting on this. sort of

—_
fi:

. Eatiss Barth.wwere Cootie.. Williams’

.

'

“-breaking the. audience: In. little bits with: his: hysterical, nonsense -at: the
“Playboy Club. ‘Jerry is eéusing’ more falk. in the nighf club beat :than ~:
"any other. entertainer since Dick Gregory,’ Jefry, a boyish, ‘toothy, ‘clean:
“ eut-eraw-eut comic, says-his: big’ brother Dick: hasn't seen him perform:
“since. he.was‘in high school-in. Danville, I: Big brother’ must-have heard.”
- Jercy is a pretty. funny boy .. «:because. he: called: Jerry:this. week-end _ and asked him to bea. guest. on the.Dick. Yen-“Dyke show. WePredict.
~ he. willbea “sinash.moe

§| caps. Both- are spirited groups who:

“|

show, she's’ ‘Kidding: her. audience.

: And at a$4 ad.top—it hurts. ;

:

‘Gros.

|oe

|

Thank you":

JOHNNY MATHIS ©
HELEN and JOHNNY NOGA |
“NORM WEISS.(McA)

@ Currentlyappearing

hungry i
1
‘San frrancisco .

“Opening.TIDELANDS, “HOUSTON

"Banner. Fall
.a

oe

—

January: 15, 1962';
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February” | through 4, A 962.
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_ Opening”"TROPICANA, :tASVEGAS.

if The. hotel: biz’“has. also:“been .
‘, brisk. ‘The:“Hotel Waldorf-Astoria’ $:

* Rebruary. 15.1962.

: | Empire. Room is:‘on.an.upbeat with

:

Exélisive Bookings
m
Personal Directions Se t on
; - Sophie’ Tucker, and -‘seems to. be || we He (MONKS: ARNOLD | doing. the “best - of’ all.midtown |=
poslieties,
DICK.
AUNT One -of the Tocal’ ‘phenomena. 1s 3
the: business: at. ‘the’: Julius Monk |:
ee
twin Cafes, Upstairs atthe Down-|.
| stairs ‘and’ vice. versa. “Since ‘the |
‘Comedy: Vonteitoquiain

Music.‘CORP. OF esa

a: anoia

.| 4)presént:.show.. started’ about: two!

“Direction. AE

Aiming
e DICKVAN DYKE. TV SHOW

7

layout ‘until. ‘alter

|} Jani,>

go
:
:
ar .

-[] months. ago..in the ‘Upstairs Room,

there-hasn't- been an: empty chair
‘on. the early :‘show and ‘very: few |
on -the -later’: “displays. - ‘Another
ee : | ‘strong: local cafe‘is the Blue. Angel
eee | which: keeps. ‘rolling along na. mat:

= ter w
‘who ‘headlines,

.

=

| OPENING DEC.” Ist’

© GOLDEN

HOTEL

ten

~ RENO, NEVADA

* Manageirenti GEORGE ‘SOARES.
aioe elJordin |
Los Vegus, Nov., Dv.antes:

Noten
dont
bg
Tyre
Eg
gt
ye
acento
Demerara
ocean
aet
ofrange:
Symes
nefw

3 for expert: ‘palaneing. ‘and.dancing r "

CURRENT BILLS

on: them, -plus- . individual-‘two-.
wheeler... “workouts: | for. a “fine. | ;
j.opener, "|.
.
Angela &. ‘Fred’ Roby. are’ a class
Lo

Ys ‘Rockabobs ‘to. the. dance mania ;and ‘George :Marienthal's:: ‘Mister- Oe
“.eurrently underivay. at: the Camelot’; Kelly’s.-as- résult of. her. workin [-0.0

J a‘windup: twist ‘vocal-and: dance, the “Medium: Rare”: tab. revue at.

SE

2

:

‘Graw. It’s-a-high spirited bit, as ‘ig.-Mediium. An‘attractive. chitper, she}:
vall else: with: this lively. “end.‘versa. Was ‘noticeably. on: -edge--in’- her’ oang Wilson: ‘Larry’ Davis. Four, .

sions” Bill Alton, Bob-Camp, Del lose,
; Anthony. Holland, pit Mathieu,
Joan

Hardin,

Bill. Christopher, :Harvey

Rivers.: Avery Schriebe

De: Jopg:.&Dee, Trapinos; Maria.
.. ‘Ker: Mackeys. Adrienne: Erdos,
.Lewis- Dpunn. --- .

:
_ Glasgow; ‘Nov.. "eae “Hae:
Blanche,

. ‘SHERATON

“Young, himeelf, is ‘a:fine’;soprano: “dnhibiting - her: : génerally™. Jsrical™ Yvonne’ Michell.& Erik, ‘Vic: Ches:: Bros.

&:. Romayne,

BLACKSTONE.

——

Monique

Van Voorens Franz Bentler ‘Ore. |

‘'SYDNEY:: (Tivel) |— Don: “Panwen,opening’ “night ‘preem; Seemingly | Four.. “Ambassadors,” Don - Gordon: |Lucio.
& Rosita. ‘Four: Kovacs,
McKay.

;

-

a ‘Stuart Trio, Dayis-Taco Tria, Lairy ‘Cum: .-,.

“MELBOURNE (Tivoli). — "Bean Berry; | UTECOND- ‘City — ’*Alarmus . & Exeurs.
] Vat Gregory; Jodie: Gray, Howard

’_ by: the’: group's. bassist;, Bob” Mc- + the .- ‘Marienthal-owned ‘: Happy } . Pavilions Glasgow.
. tile’ sextet..

“PALMER ‘HOUSE Dick ‘Haymes, Fran. \
‘Jeffries, “Alien. & Rossi, .Ben Arden Ore.
PLAYBOY. "CLUB —- Burns
‘Carlin,:
George: Kirby, Slappy White, Frieling
“| Anderson; - Gene
& -- Francesca,
Bob
| Grossman; .Stan Fisher. David: ‘Romaine,
Carol’. Brent, ‘Harold Harris ‘Tro, Kuk

oS - AUSTRALIA.”

an

*

a9"

Waite;“Larry ;

Paige. ‘Gre.
Jets,“Rockettes, ‘Raymond,
.

"ice,a
Appeal’ fo.
i thissleeknumber:-

Yourig| debut sa nitery -single at Oséar.
Only: relation “of George7

“NEW YORK: city |

:MUSIC HALL” _ " Loray

‘Hing. or. playing ‘a:.hatmonica. ““She-|_

'

| i 'Lorrie Béntley: stepped -into. her'| adds good acro-dance: bits and. eye’

.

:

«Camelot, N, ¥:.

_ > |wit-fo them while amoking,.drink-:

83. Mins,

Se

— aly Mister :scelly's; ‘Chicééo.

eye

“45 Mins.

_ WEEK . oF NOVEMBER

is/a- : ventriloquist .who

Fer builds ‘his’ puppets ‘on: stage and|
||. - ‘cari’.give distance’ and range and

- <GEORGE. ‘YOUNG &wisROCKA-|LORRIE. ‘BENTLEY’
|Songa |:= ae
Boe
‘BOBS. (6)-

*fone & Dance: oe

‘act, - He

e

,

Los ANGELES

Daniele ::Dorice, ‘Hal |. a.

Yolande; Rodrigues;.David. F aller’
” and tenor ‘saxman; Wwhose-. belting:j voice. ‘and. at times causing ‘her .to -te?, Aileen. O'Gorman, Anne -Gray- ‘Roach,
.solo: work ‘creates .a. lot of" excite- |Posture:‘nervously. ‘in * her’ song ‘son, Collin ‘Crompton; ‘Artie: Maye, |*Erio, 'Leo -Arnol, ‘Robin: Hardiman. a :

; SEN. BLUE'S — - Ben. Blue ‘Revue. 20),

Ivan Lane -.Or
COCOANUT “GROVE-Sammy,ee Jr, Be
ment. Guitarist ‘Bob. DiNardo, who; : ‘salesmanship. She" relaxed .toward Chris: Bell, ‘The. De Vere: Gis: 410),
. Will. Mastin. Trio),.Brascia &
bee, Dick - |
also Seores solidly with an articu., the end “of Ker turn -and.let her:
/ Stabile: Ore...
. late. “Spanish
-solo:: turn, ‘is . the: : pleasing ‘personality take’ over and| " Several’ individual ‘dets.stand. out] | “SLASGOW. (Emipira)-—fniil.)Ford. “David
“CRESCENDO— Mary |‘Kaye’ Trio, Jimmy.

BRITAIN"

“group's |‘arranger. and’.he. has “kept}exited
§
to,Some. ‘Solid-Palm poiind- | fram ‘an: average. lineup. in this sox

oe

Macbeth, Alan Field: Alan’ Randall. -Joan_ Madden, Crescendo: Twisters..
DINO’S — Louise Vienna, Jack
‘Smal, Dailey
“Wayne, vEwe.: Munros;:

Elton, .
att,
*. all the’ ‘stuff “punchiy: ‘and © melo: IMB.
. 7“ ot'so.vaude:, layout,-_One ‘is .-Colin “e Checkmates, Fordeties rn
Steve La Feve
.
LE CRAZY *HORSE—Le™ Crazy Hlorse Re- .
~dieally simple.” .Miss: ‘Bentley: opens ‘her ‘get:with Crompton; : a “North: of England |: ‘LONDON .. (Palladium)—-Harry ‘Secombe, vue;
3d Edition, Diane D'Orsay. Georgina --Cuastte,:.Marion :‘Ryan.. King: Brothers,
-Besides .Young. and- ‘DiNardo up va: ‘swingy. ‘rendition’: ‘of::. ‘Riding (¢omedian;. who scores. With a pleas-. Hoy
Divrouy,. Claude:
Eddie. Calvert and the Wiseguys, :“Audrey :Schweppes,‘ -Danille
‘front there aré “Al & Jet Lor ring, a; : High,” then movés into a sexy, hip-;rant .style: ‘and:.a.¢asual. _unassum= | Jéans,..Michel .& .Caral, .Grazina “Frame, |;Stroud; Lubattos Dancers.
ROUGE.—Claude Streud.
a
+ young couple that: terps, - mimes- punctuated. version of “You Fasein-:! ing ~-manner. .. He has a- potential. Wendy. Waysie.- Helene &‘. Howard, .The: MOULIN
SLA
. BROS.— Milt - Trenier, Herkie:

and sings .with ‘gusto’ and good ‘ate Me :So.”. Her. songalog ‘includes.
3
for. a buildup ts. better “things.-

Barantons,

Ronnie.

Corbett,

Jack" Fran:

Styles. Soe

coig,, George’. Carden ‘Dancers, Bill. ShepSh

.. Pete: Cozzi. “On. drums: and. -Fréd‘“Marlene. Dietrich’ doing. “Bown At.:up.ard taking notice: . Good ‘éing-|. ; VICTORIA Palace) — |Nervo & pox,
- Bender. on ‘or‘gan. Organ, ‘it ‘seenis,- The.:Bide. A-. Wee? from-~ “Three- ring: ‘comes “from -Don”™: Gordon; al Bud. Flanagan, Naughton & Gold, Eddie.

4sa “nust™ with. the. ‘belting-beat “penny. Opera’ is lacking: in’ verisi- (He weomer. -hereabouts, and. Anne: |:

‘twist, instrumental “groups, “and it ‘militudé, ‘but .might. have |"Some + Grayson.

a serves: to sock hone the. Rocka-.: ben delivered, as.‘her. ownAEM
bob's :‘variety. of turns...

°F)

(+.

bere.

‘The. F our: Ambassadors. “are. a .Se

tworthwhile

.singing: -group:-- ‘and |

Trio

aed TITTLE ecu

-_ - Ruth

Felix:, Group’: (4). ;

Olay,

Joe:

7

fee

clas VEGAS «
-besent :“INN: — Rosemary’: ¢looney.| Jerry. Lester,
‘Donn’ Arden.
‘Dancers
Carlton

~CabaretBis

Long.

saTATLER HOTEL — “Playmates in Rio.”
ay. Ennis O

'“Qumor-: She's. sock: for ‘sight’ ‘values: an: inyentively-arrai ged medley.|, ":¥vonrie: Michell’ & Erik:. tained herd. Singers.
2)
Said ‘he’s: quite -a. sketch: hiniself in;; from..“Carnival”; -and:. ‘a. Nice: -up-"| duo, offer a’‘realistic. apache. ‘dance|: MANCHESTER. ‘Palscey-Sdmund. Hock}
Kaye Sisters. Tommy Cooper, Jim-.
> gdvanced: zoot: stilt’ and -a.- ‘Truman: “fenipo. | “delivery. ** of ’-“Breezing and . put: Jotsa -etiergy’. into an. act Tidge.my ‘Clitheroe, -Clark. Brothers, |Monarchs,
“Capote ¢oiff.. Behind the. quartet. ig .Aléng.”-- ‘Her.>- impersonation. _ ‘of! Which’, hag. the’ customers . sitting ‘Harbers & Dale:. °:>.\*

Hayes

, Kent. |Dave

Ore.

tounge:

‘Apollon.

Michzel

Milt. Herth, Henri |

| Rose, Bobby Stevenson.
DUNES—*Philippine. . Festival.”

oe
Bobby. 7

“Group's ‘lengthy ‘act: at ‘the ‘Came: :: : Songstress.. “ghoiks -sirorig: poten: score. with. fairly. slick. pr esentation.
:|
; Gonzales, ‘Katy. De La Cruz, Pilita Core
.fales, Shirley Gorospe,: Elizabeth Ramsey,
ot,: ‘Which ‘spells: the tiisting: and ;“tial ‘given.seme. seasoning. *.‘She's! Vic: ‘Chester. -is. a: cheerful -POR].
4 Bil Reddie Orc. ‘Lounge:. Billy Eckstine...
“NEW. YORK city.
gives, ‘the Customers “a ‘chance to. ovérselling': now, but ‘this can. be! singer with pace.. The._Earry. Davis |-:
']Novelites, . Fabulous: ‘Tones,
Dennis. &.
’
KERICAN
ROOM:
-McClevértys,.
Jonny’
Rogers, Joseph Mack Four.
_
~ Order. ‘a couple :of ‘younds, doesnit.: expected -to. “be,‘moderated - with: Four ‘offer: modern“ music, :with. a ‘Barracuda, “Larry ‘Bonito. EL CORTEZ.—instrimentalists, Concleys, we
. 'ptrain: for-pace.’ These. liad work, tine.
wo
“Mor; -pehgeh heres. Davis,leadibe, in, Yo- “BASIN ST./EAST-—Earl- ‘Grant, Quiricey Bel-Aires..

“ing. skids,
. eer it,
. moving. al thes,ae

a
2

way. .
e

_o ae

arse”.

Bu IL
ee

KAREN, JAMES.
- Songs: | ~ -OS

97

' WoBBY PAGE, &itis:‘MUSICAL 34e Mins.
PAGES.

ar

rea rres

ss Comedy ° resPA

agitPs

Le Hibou, Ottawa,”

. Jones,
De

Lee Evans

Trio..-

a FLAMINGO: ~~ ° Joe. E.. - Lewis, ‘Della’ .

“Lead: eonigdy ” is * from: Seats | ‘ ~BIRDLAND— Dizzy. -- Gillespie.” ‘Olawunii. “Reese.” ‘Lounge: Harry Jamies,” Sarah
BLUE’. -ANGEL — -Pat- ‘Harrington, SEs [Beb,Si Norman -Brooks,: Pegy Dietrick,
| tunny man. ‘Aly. Wilson,: “who, ‘offérs |“Bobby
ob. Sinis.:
Short; Gis Clements
‘daft fodder in’ the old “tradition. | BON SOIR—"“Greénwich Village, US.Ape
FREMONT—Joe: King: ‘Zaniaes, Newton
|:Bros.; Make. Beleves,.
:
|He Yias.a clever: ‘kna¢k of .tumbling,: Marge . Cameron, ‘Three* Flames..." - *

and :uses, aid “in. “féeding” .from|: CAMELOT—-George. Young* Qie.

GOLDEN.

NUGGET_-Juay

Lynn, Jimny

a. Wakely,. Wanda Jackson. Sneed: Family,
_Karen Jams viasa‘selddri-work- “Avtie’, Mayne ‘and: Aileen .O'Gor-{' x *CHARDAS—Anny.
Bloke Marta Kapitanny.
Liat
Delia’Tibor.
Blemar
Joe” ‘Wolverton, -Annie . Malonéy..
- frig. telévision’- thespet® When: -the= >mane ..ChTis Bell
1 ‘show's ‘promise.a
i
gs} Horvath.
Kossy,,
Dick-.
Lia Della,
© |: Marta,
:
“HACIENDA — Four’ ' Tune:
Joh

0 Reno ©
MapesMs.Hotel;

. {olktune, fad ‘happened: She- owned ‘4“ soubrette;: .and. the Dé Vere Girls
}-:: CHATEAU. “MADRID. —. Les. “Chavaies: gor gnemnotes, Cathy Ryans.
Greveri
mae
' Bobby” Page is“ not:a-neiv name- a. guitar;- hadsomé chirp “éxperi;°are-an- average ‘Jine. , Showbacking .Espana;. Pupi. Campo" Ore’:
MINT—-Pat Moréno’ "8 “Artists. & Models
on "Nevada: :marqiiees—what -with.ence,” now slie’s ‘Working, Coffee: “isfrony‘the,Billy ‘Rose oreh. |: we “COPACABANA “— Gorme. & Lawience, of”
‘Bobby Ramsén, Paul. Shelley. Ore. Frank.
:.10.--years--of:‘steady - dates ° dn:“Lasirooms, regularly.
*
NEVADA.-“Leé Girls: De Paris “Jose.
Gord. : Marti Ore... tous
a ee
“Megs and: almost ‘two “years: ‘of| . Miss, Jamas “is ‘y‘neatly gowied {i ae
Seannr ie
oe EMBERS -—. Bobby” Stevenson, ‘Merry’ Duarte; “Maon Puppets, Kay Brown, Vido

Rose
Jo Jones.
.. booking in the Reno-Tahoe aréa—: looker with an- act :that-needs ‘Builds.’.
HOTEL ‘ASTOR—Livio Giorgio. Canin
’ but ‘for-this time out. ‘at the ‘Mapes: ing _but-with: prodiction addéd. te a ee
Biolle, Paris” a £ah
;
‘Dick Harding “Ore., Eddie Lane.Ore.
-- Hotel he’s: bitought :-in::’a “routine. Natural © ‘showmanship: .. “she -.could
|-.
* "..: Paris. ‘Nov: 15. ‘Hales’
HOTEL
. “LEXINGTON.-Virginia: ‘Wing,.
“Chartes Prenet; $3 top, * Pane | Lillian oie,
"that ‘qualifies. ‘as a New Act..He’s ‘be’ good. for niteries and video. She; ‘
Denny Regor, Tony. Drake, :
-|
:
- ‘Tony Cabot
"added a sé¢ond: femme Vocalist. has® pipes -c.. -& -w.< with: a shrill but}.
‘HOTEL, NEW VoRKER=Miit, ‘Saunders,
. expanded--his repertoire. and show-* ‘tailored: voice’ and”: “Manages - fan: * Tndefatigable” singer-cleffer Chak

-Musso, Johnny ':Paul, Sparklers.
NEW. . JFRONTIER . Lounge:, Ink

.

Spots;.

“Hot. Lips”. Levine. Philly. Duke; Marcy.
Layne, e Monitors, Coral Kent.
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;
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